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CHAPTER I.

T he  SpuTii-WEST o f  E u ro pe--------- Geographical description.

r"JTIIE countries "̂ we Iiave here enumerated as the subjects of this book, are brought 
by a variety of circumstances into one field of yiew. In remote ages such of them' 

as are situated on the continent, were either possessed by the Gauls as their undis
puted properly, or exposed to the ravages of those restless barbarians. In the succeed
ing ages, they composed the most essential parts of the Western Roman Empire, and 
they are now reduced to a state of real subjection to the successful Napoleon.

In taking our survey of these extensive and fertile regions, we shall adhere to that 
nomenclature which was used previously to the late violent changes; judging it suffi
cient to record the geographical innovations in a more advanced stage of the present 
work. ' ■

The tract which, extending from the 50° to 53^° of N. Lat. and from the £° to 
7” of E. Lon. from London, is bounded by Germany, France, and the German Ocean, 
has obtained from its low situation the general appellation of the Netherlands. It is 
visited during January and February by dry easterly winds, whicli add much to the 
healthfulne.ss of the climate ; but at the same lime increase the rigouf of the winter.. 
At this .season the ports, rivers, and canals are generaliy irozen so as to obstruct all in- 
j^nd navigation; but afford safe travelling for the inhabitantij on the fee.

The United Provinces consist of' seven out of the 17 into which thia country is divid
ed ; their names are .Holland, Zealand, Friesland, Utretcht, Overyssel, Guelderland*,. 
and jGroningen ; to which w ere subject part of Brabant and- of Flanders. T h es i^ ro - 
vyices are sometimes denominated Holland.

\ o l .  I I . •  B
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HOLLAND.

Ilollaud bounded GIT the west by the Oermnn Ocean ; on the north by the Zuy- 
^ersce 4 on tlie east l>y that arm of tlie sea, by Utrecht and Guelderland ; and on the 
south by Dutoli Brabant and Zealand.

Its greatest ex tent from north to south, including the island of Texel, is about 90 
•^English miles ; but from east to west its extent varies from 40 to 48. Immense ex

pence has been incurred in erecting of dykes to defend this country against the sea ; 
and in digging' innumerable canals to drain the marshes, and extend the benefits of in
land navigation. The rich pastures of Holland maintain vast herds of cattle, tvbich 
furnish the inhabitants with abundance of butter, and of that excellent cheese which is 
exported from Edorh and Gouda. No country surpasses and few equal the cleanliness 
of Holland, even in the villages. The principal places are Amsterdam, Kotterdam, Ley- 
<len, and that celebrated village the Hague. ^

Amsterdam, the capital city of the province of Holland, and of the United Nether
lands, is seated on the river Amstel and an arm of the sea called Wye. The air is but 
indifferent on account of the marshes that surround it, and render the city almost in
accessible ; but thi.s inconvenience is abundantly recompensed by the utility of its com
merce, which the .port serves greatly to promote ; for it will contain above ] 000 large 
ships. '

In 1204, it was nothing but a small castle, called Amstel from the name of the 
ri.ver, which its lords made a retreat for fishermen, who at first lived-in huts covered 
with thatch; but it soon became considerable, and bad a,bridge of towers built about 
it, insomuch that it rose to a small city ; tliough, till the year 1490, it was surrounded 
with nothing but a weak pallisado. The walls were then built with brick, to defend jt 
from the incursions of the inhabitants of Utrecht, with whom the Hollanders were 
often quarrelling; but some months afterwards it was almost reduced to ashes. In 
15'12, it was besieged by the people of Guelderland; who, not being able to take it, 
set fire to  the ships in the harbour. In 1525, an anabaptist leader,* with 500 of his 
followers, got into the city in the night-time, attacked the town-house, and defeated 
those that made any resistance. At length they barricaded, with wool and bop-sacks, tlie 
avenues to the market-place, where the enthusiasts were posted; and so put a stop to 
their fury till day appeared, at which time the citizens fell upon them on all sides, and 
forced them to /e tire  into the town-house, where most of them were cut to pieces.

• About ten years after, there was another tumult raised by a parcel of fanatics, consist
ing of men and women, who ran about the streets stark naked,/and had a design of mak-^ 
•ing themselves masters of the town-house. Their shrieks and cries, which were dread
ful enough, soon alarmed the inhabitants, who seized the greatest part of them, and gave' 
them the chastisement they deserved. 1 j

Atiiisterdam was one of the last cities that etobiaced the reformed rdigron. I t was

    
 



    
 



    
 



IIOLLANR ' 3

besieged by the Hollanders io 15 7 8 ,'and submitted after a siege of ten months. One 
article of the capitulation was, a free exercise of the Roman catholic religion ; but this 
was not observed by the protestants ; for they soon drove the ecclesiastics, monks, and 
nuns, out of the city, broke the images, end demolished the altars. From this tiaie it 
^became the general rendezvous of all nttions, and of every sect, which raised it to that 
degree of grandeur and opulence it now enjoys. The inhabitants were often obliged to 
enlarge the bounds of their city, and in 1675, it was increased to its present extent. It 
was surrounded with a brick wail, and a large ditch 80 feet broad, full of running wate,r. 
'I'he walls were fortified with S6 bastions, on each of which there is now a wind>mill. 
There are eight gates towards the land, and one towards the water.

Amsterdam being,seated on a marshy soil, is built on piles of wood ; for which reason 
no coaches are allowed, except to great men and physicians, who pay a tax for that 
privilege; and all kinds of goods are drawn on sledges. It stands so low, that they 
would be exposed to inundations, If they did not secure themselves by dikes and sluicev. 
The finest streets are, the Keysar’s Graft, or Emperor's Canal; the lleer Graft, or 
Lord’s Canal; the Cingel; and the streets of Haarlem. The principal canal is re
markable for its houses, which are niagniftcent structures of an equal height. Here 
are three prodigious sluices, and a great number of canals, which cross the city in many 
parts, and render the streets clean and pleasant The canals are deep, their sides are 
lined with hewn stone, they have generally rows of trees planted on each side, and many 
stone bridges over dilTerent parts of them.

The finest is that called the Amarack, which is formed by the waters of the Ams- 
tel, into which the tide comes up, and on the sides of which are two large quays. This 
canal has several bridges. The principal is that next the sea, called Pont-Neuf, or the 
New Bridge; an d .is .6 0 0  feet long, and 70 broad, with iron, balustradoes on each 
side; it has 36 arches, of which 11 are very high, and eight are shut up to inclose 
tlie yachts. Frotra this bridge there is a most charming prospect of tlie city, port, and 
sea. The port is a mile and half in length, and above 1000 paces in breadth. It*is 
always filled with a multitude of vessels, which look like a forest, or rather a Boating 
city. . The streets in general are well paved, and the houses built of brick and stone. 
Towards the sides of the haven, the city is enclosed with great poles driven into the 
ground, which are joined by large beams horizontally. There are openings to let the 
ships in and out, which are shut every night at the ringing of a bcU.

Ao^sterdam is computed to be half as big as London, including the fortifications, and 
almost as populous in proportion. There are {^ople here of almost .every nation and 
religion in Europe, who are all tolerated in their respective persuasions; but none ad
mitted lo any share in the government except the • Calvinists. ’ There are 11 churches 
for the Dutch of the established or Calvinistical religion, with tw<̂  French and one high 
Dutci). 'ilie English have also three churches in this c ity ; one for the Presbyterians; 
whose ministers rvere paid by the magistrates; a second for those of the church of Eng
land,. whose minister was paid by his Britannic majesty ; and a third for the Brownista, 
who maintain their own ministers. None but the Calvinists are allowed to have bells.
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and their nuni&ters are maintained by the magistrates. All these churches or congre
gations make up only a third part of the inhabitants of .the city. I'he Roman Catliolics, 
who have 27 houses or chapels for their worship, form another third part. Here they 
have a long square of houses for their beguines (a kind of nuns) to live in; who are 
not shut up in cloisters as other nuns in-Roman Catholic countrie.s, but have liberty to 

•walk .abroad, and may even'marry when they are tired of this kind of life. These cha
pels of the Roman Catholics have no bells allowed them, being looked upon ns con
venticles, and may be shut up and opened as the government pleases. The other third 
part of the city is made up of Jews, Lutherans, Anninians, Anabaptists, &c. none 
of whom, as was said of the Roman catholics, are allowed to have hells in their 
churches. Those who 'marry, and are not of the established religion, are obliged to be 
joined first by the magistrates,' and then they may perform the ceremony in their ow.i 
assemblies. The Jews, who are very considerable in this place, have two synagogues; 
one of which, namely the Portuguese, is the largest ifi Europe. Within the court-yard, 
where their synagogue stands, they have several rooms or schools, where their chil
dren are taught Hebrew, and very carefully instructed the Jewish religion.

The most remarkable of the religious buildings is the New Church, dedicated fo 
St. Catharine. I t was begun in the year 1408, others say 1414; an d '100 years in
building. I t had the misfortune of being burnt in the year j645, hut was in a short 

built in .1 more magnificent manner.Otime after built in .a more magnificent manner. The foundation of a steeple is laid 
before this church, which was designed to be very high. The piles on which it was 
to he erected are not above 100 feet square, and yet they are 6334 in number, aud 
those very large. Nevertheless it was. thought that these vast piles, or rather the 
ground, was not able to support the prodigious weight they pretended to lay Opon i t ; 
for which reason the .steeple remains unfinished. The pulpit is a master-piece of the 
kind, where the four evangelists, and many other pieces of sculpture, are rejjrcscnted. 
The glass window's are adorned with paintings, among which tlie emperor Maximilian 
is*described, presenting an imperial crown the burgomasters of Amsterdam for the 
crest of the arms of this city. The organ is very large, and 'reckoned one of tiie best 
in tl>e world. I t has a set of pipes that counterfeit a chorus bif voices, and has b2 
whole stops besides half stops, with two rows of keys for the feet, and three rows of 
keys for the hands. Those who hear it play for the first time imagine they bear a human 
voice. The grate dividing the chancel from the body of the church is all of Cotintiiian 
brass. The branches of the candlesticks are the richest in the seven Provinces," There 
is a very fine marble monument erected to admiral De Ruyter, who was killed at 
jMessina.

The public buildings of' a civil nature are very magnificeivt. The stadt-bouse was 
founded in 1648. li-ia built upon 14,000 wooden piles ; arid its front is 282 feet long, its 
sides 255 feet, and ks height to the roof tl6 \ There is a marble pediment in the front 
whereon a woman is carved in relievo, holding the arms of the city; she is seated 
in a chair supported by two lions, witb an olive branch in her right hand; on •cadi 
side are four Naiads^ who present bes with a crown gf pnhn. at?d laiirel,  ̂ and two jjibur
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Wliile the sladt-house was building, the old one was

marine goddesses present her witn different sorts of fru it; besides, there is Neptune 
^yith his trident, accompanied with Tritons, a sea-unicorn, and a sea-horse. On the 
top stands three statues in bronze, representing Justice, Strength, and Plenty. On 
the top of the structure is a round tower, 50 feet above the roof, adorned witlv statues, 
and an harmonious chime of bells, the biggest of which weighs 7000 pounds, and the 
next 6000. They are made to play ditferent tunes every month. It has not one hand
some gate, but only seven doors to answer to the number of the United Provinces. 
On the floor of the great hall are two globes, the celestial and terrestrial, which are 22 
feet in diameter and 6y in'circumference. They are made of black and white marble,,,., 
and are inlaid with Jasper and copper. In general all the chambers are enriched witii 
paintings, carvings, and gildings.
set on fire, and consumed with all the. krthives and registers.

Under the .stadt-housc is a prodigious vault, w herein is kept the bank of Amster
dam, .where there is a vast quantity of ingots both of gold and silver, as also bags, 
which are supposed to be full of pioney. The doors are proof against petard.s, and arc 
never opened but in the presence of, one of the burgomasters. The prisons for debtors 
and criminals are likewise under the stadt-house ; as also the guard-room for the citi
zens, wherein the keys of the city are locked every night. At the end of the great hall 
are tllfe schepens or alderman’s chambers of the senate and council, the burgomaster’s 
chambers, and chambers of accounts, &c. In the second story is a large magazine of arms ; 
and on the top of the building are six large cisterns of water, which may J)e conveyed to any 
room in the house in case of fire ; to prevent which their chimneys are lined with copper.

The bourse, or exchange, where the merchants assemble, is all of. free-stone, and 
built upon 2000 wooden piles. Its length is about 250 feet, and its breadth 140. 
The galleries are supported by 26 marble columns, upon each of which are the names 
of the people tliat are to meet there. They are all numbered ; and there is a place 
fixed for every merchandise under some one of these numbers. On the right hand of 
the gafe is a juperh stair-case which teads to the gaKcrie.'*, on one side of which there 
are several shop.s, on the other a place to sell clothes. It is notunlike the royal exchange 
in London.

The admiralty office is in a house which belonged formerly to the princes of Orange. 
The arsenal for the men of war is- in the harbour. This is a very handsome building, 
200 feet long and 22 broad. The ground floor is filled with bullets; the second floor 
contains the arms and cordage; the third their sails, pulleys, flags, &c. This arsenal 
contains a great many curiosities; among tlie rest an Indian canoe brought from the 
straits of Davies, and a conservatory of water on the top of the house that holds 
1’600 tuns of water, which may be distributed incase of fire into 16 different parts by 
leaden pipes. Hard 'by this edifice you see the dhek or yai'(̂  where they build their 
men of w-ar. This dock is 508 feet long, and contiguous to u  are houses for lodging 
the ship-carpenters. The dock is plentifully supplied with every thing necessary tor the 
construction of ships'.
I I'he East; India Company occupy a large building divided into several offices CTiapart* 

V o l  II. • . C -
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merits ; in some of those they have great stores of pa'cked goods, and likewise a room 
with all sorts of drugs, tea, wax, aiubeigris, and musk. Here they have a magazine- 
full of medicaments for surgeons’ chests, to furnish the company’s ships and garrisons 
in the Indies ; as also large magazines of nutmegs, cloves, mace, and cinnamon. In 
the court-yard there is a guard-chamber, where every night the housekeeper has a 
jwatch; and on the other side of the gate there is a chemist, who with his men prepare 
medicines for.the Indies ; and adjoining to this court-yard is their warehouse and pack- 
house for pepper and gross goods. In the new part of this city they have a magazine or 

• ffelace, which may properly be called an arsenal. The ground on which this building 
stands, is 2000 feet, and square every way, reckoning the moats or burgwall about 
!t. The two rope alleys are 1800 feet long, on the back side of which is a store.of 500 
large anchors besides small ones. In this arsenal .they build the ships belonging to the 
India chamber of Amsterdam ; for which reason they have all sorts of workhouses here 
for the artificers that serve the company.

The academy called the Illustrious School is likev\ise a very fine building. I t was 
formerly a convent belonging to the nuns of St. (Agnes. Here they teach Latin, the 
oriental languages, theology, philosophy, history, &c. The lawyers and physicians have 
likewise their schools. .

Resides these, there are several hospitals, or houses for orphans, for. poor widows, 
for sick persons, and for mad people ; all which are regulated with much prudence. 
The rasp-house, which was formerly a nunnery, is now a sort of workhouse for men 
that behave ill. They are commonly set to saw or rasp lirasil wood; and if they will 
not perform their task, they are put into a cellar whic'h the water runs into, where if 
they do not almost constantly ply the pump, they run the risk of being drowned. There 
is likewise a spin-house for debauched women, where they are obliged to spin wool, flax, 
and hemp, and do other work.

All the hospitals^ are extremely neat, and richly adorned with pictures. They are 
tijaintained partly by voluntary contributions, which are raised by putting money into 
the poors’ boxes fixed up all over the city; and partly by taxing all public diversions, as 
well at fairs as elsewhere. Likewise every person that passes through any of the gates 
at candle-light pays a penny for the same uses. These charities are taken care of by 
certain officers called deacons. The governors are nominated by the niagrstrates out of 
the most considerable men in city.

I The common sort have places of diversion called Spiel-houses, where there are 
music and dancing. They are much of the same kind as the hops which were io fre
quently about London.

[ There are two suburbs to this city; one at the gate of the ‘regulars; and the other 
goes as far as Overtqn^ a village a little way from Amsterdam, where boats which come 
from Leyden are rolled over land upon wooden rollers. There is'likewise in this city 
an hospital for those that are infected with the plague ; which waS* built in the year ifiSO, 
and has 3fi0 windows.

^ ¥ k e  city is governed by a senate or council, which consists of S6 persons, cafied v
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Vroedshap, who enjoy tneir places for life ; and when any of them dies, the remainder 
choose another ia his stead. The senate elects deputies to be sent to the states of ffol- 
land, and appoints the chief magistrates of the city, called Burgomasters or Echevins, 
who are like our aldermen.* The number is 12 ; out of which four are chosen every 
year to execute the office, and are called burgomasters regent. Three of these are dis
charged every year, to make room for three others. One of the four is kept in to in
form the new ones of the state of affairs, and also presides the first three months in the* 
year, and the others three months each ; so that when they are in this office they may 
be compared to lord-mayor of the city of London. These alterations and appointmeny. 
are made by their own body. They dispose of all inferior offices which become vacant 
during their regency. They have likewise the direction of all public works, which re
gard the safety, tranquillity, and eml)ellisliment of the city. The keys of the famous bank 
of this city are in the bands of these magistrates.

The college consists of new burgomasters or echevins, who are judges in all criminal 
affairs, without appeal ; but in civil causes they may appeal to the council of the pro
vince. There are two treasurers, a bailiff, and a pensionary. The bailiff continues in his 
office three years ; and searches after criminals, takes care to prosecute them, and sees 
their sentence executed. The pensionary is the minister of the magistracy, is well versed 
in the laws, makes public harangues, and is the defender of the interests of tlie city. 
The city of Amsterdam contributes to the public income above 50,000 livres per day, 
besides the excise of beer, flesh, and corn : which in all amounts to 1,600,000/. a-year. 
This is more than is paid by all the rest of the provinces put together; and yet Am
sterdam bears but the flftb rank in the assembly of the states of Holland, with this 
distinction, that w'hereas other cities send two members, this sends four.

The militia of Amsterdam is very considerable. They have 60 companies, each of 
which has from '200 to 300 men. Jews and anabaptists are excluded from this service, 
not being admitted to bear arms. But they are obliged to contribute to the mainte
nance of the city-guard, which consists of 1400 soldiers; as also to the night-watch, who 
patrole about the streets, and proclaim the hour. Besides these, there are trumpeters 
on eyery church steeple, who sound every half hour, and if there happens a fire, they 
ring the fire-bell, and shew where it is. The inhabitants have excellent contrivances 
to extinguish it speedily.

The trade of Amsterdam is prodigious; for almost the whole trade of the East In
dia company centres in this city, which besides carries on a commerce with all the rest 
of the world, insomuch that it may be called the magazine or store-house of Euiope. 
They import a vast deal of corn from the Baltic, not so much fur present consumption, 
as to lay up against times of scarcity. The richest spices are entirely in the hands of the 
East India company, who furnish all Europe therewith. They have vast quantities of 
military stores, with which they supply several nations; w hich is Owing to their engros
sing most of the iron works on the Rhine and other great rivers that run into Hol
land. The longitude of Amsterdani is 4° 30' £ ;  the latitude 52° 25 N.
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Rotterdam, is not reckoned one of the principal cities of the province, because it' 
has not been always in its present flourishing condition. The Dutch call it the first 
of the second rank, whereas it ought to be esteemed the second of the first, being next 
to Amsterdam, the most trading town in the United Provinces. Its port is very com
modious ; for the canals which run through most parts of the town, bring, the ships, 
Some of 200 or 300 ton, up to the merchant’s door; a conveniency for loading and un
loading which is not to be found in other places. The great ships go up into tlie mid
dle of the town by the canal into whick the Mae.se enters by the old head,, as it comes 
out by the new.

A stranger, upon first his entering this place,’ is astonished at the beautiful confusion 
of chimneys intermixing with the tops of trees with which llie canals are planted, and 
streamers of vessels ; insomuch that he can hardly tell whether it be fleet, city, or forest. 
The Harring Vliet is a fine street ; most of the houses are new, and built of hewn stone ; 
but the grandest as well as the most agreeable street in Rotterdam is the Bomb Quay, 
which lies parallel with the Maese ; on one side it is open to the river, and the other 
is ornamented with a grand facade of the best hpuses in the city, inhabited chiefly by 
the English ; they are five or six stories high, massy and very clumsy; whenever there 
is any attempt at ornament, it is the worst that can be conceived. One sees no Gre
cian architecture, except Doric entablatures, stuck upon the top of the upper story, 
without pilasters ; Ionic volutes, turned often the wrong way, and an attempt at Corin
thian capitals, without any other part of the order. The doors are large, and stuck 
with great knobs and clumsy carving; you ascend to tl|em, not in front but by three 
or four steps going up on each side, and you are assisted by iron rails of a most iinr 
luense thickness. These houses are almost all window ; and the window skutters and - 
frames being painted green, the glass has all a green cast, which is helped by the re- 
flection from the trees that overshadow their houses; which, Were it not for this cir
cumstance, would be intolerably hot, from their vicinity to the canals. ^lost of the 
hhuses having looking-glasses placed on the outsides of the windows.on both sides, in 
order that they may see every thing which passes up and down the street. The stair
cases are narrow, steep, and come down almost to the door. In general, the bouses 
rise with enormous steep roofs, turning the gable end to the street, and leaning con
siderably forward, so that the top projects often near.t^wo feet beyond the perpendi
cular.

This port is much more frequented by the British merchants than Amsterdam; in
somuch that, after a frost, when the sea is open, sometimes 300 sail of British ves
sels sail out of the harbour at once. There is a large number of British subjects who 
reside in this town, ’and live much in the same manner as in Great Britain. The rea
son of the great traflSc between this place and England, is because fhe ships can gene
rally load and unload, and return to England from Rotterdam, before a ship can get 
clear from Amsterdam and the Texel. Hence the English merchants find it cheaper 
■n^ more commodious after their goods are arrived at Rotterdam, to send them in
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boats over the canals to Amsterdam. Anotlier great advantage the}’ have here for 
commerce is, that the ^laese is open, and the passage free from ice, much somier in 
the spring than in the Y and Zuyder-Zee, which leads to Amsterdam.

Leyden, in lalin Lugdi^num Batavorum.'one of the largest and finest cities in Hol
land, abounds witli canals, along which are rows of lofty trees that afford very pleasant 
walks. An arm or very small branch of the Rhine runs through it. Overjthe canals are 
143 bridges, most of them of stone and brick. The university here is the olde.st in llie 
L^nited Provinces: it has large privileges; a library well furnished, and particulanl.-, 
rich in manuscripts; a physic garden well stocked with all sorts of plants, many or’ 
which have been brought from the Cap^ of Good Hope and the East Indies ; an ana
tomy-hall, well provided with skeletons, and an observatory. The professors, who
are generally very eminent, read public lectures four times a week, for which they take 
no money, but about three guineas are paid for a course of private lectures, which 
lasts a' whole year. The students have no distinct habit, but all wear swords, though 
they generally go to the public and private lectures in their night-gowns and slippers. 
Tlie salaries of the professors are from 100 to 200/. a-year : they wear gowns only wlien 
they preside at public disputations, read public lectures, or meet the senate ; and their 
lectures arc always in latin. The students do not lodge in the university, but where 
they please m the town. The cloth manufactory here is much decayed, which formerly- 
flourished to such a degree, that 100,000 pieces, it is said, have sometimes been made 
in a year.

The Hague, though it sends no deputies to the slates, is one of the most considerable 
towns in Holland ; pleasantly situated, and exceeding beautiful. It may indeed com
pare with any city in Europe, though geographers account it but a village. The in
habitants also breathe a better air than those of other cities, as it stands on a dry soil, 
somewhat higher than the rest of the country. I t has no gates or walls, but is sur
rounded by a moat, over which there are many draw-bridges. Two hours are required 
to walk round it, and it contains about 40 or 50,000 souls. It is a place of much 
splendor arid busines'), being the seat of the high colleges of the republic and province 
of Holland, and li>e residence of the stadtholder and foreign ambassadors ; and there 
are a great many fine streets and squares in it. In the inner court all the high colleges 

' and courts of justice hold their assemblies ; there also the foot-guards do duty, as the 
horse-guards in the outer, when the states are sitting.

Haarlem is a large and populous city, and stands on the lake of the same name, with 
which it has a communication, as well . as with Amsterdam and Leyden, by means of 
several canals. Schemes have been often formed for draining this lake,s but were 
never put in execution. To the south of the town lies a wood, cut into deUghlful walka 
and vistas. The town is famous for the siege which it held out against the Spaniards 
for ten months in 1573 ; .the towsmen before they capitulated being reduced to eat 
the vilest animals, and even leather and grass. The inhnl>itants corresponded with the 
prinefe of Orange for a considerable time by means of carrier-pigeons. Haarlem, os is 
well Itnown, claims the invention. ®f printing ; and in fact the first essays of the art are 

VoL. II. D
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'indisputably to be attiibuted to Laurentiiis, n. mrtr'istrate of that city. Before the re 
; formation, Haarlem was a bishop’s see ; and the papists still greatly outnumber the |Sro- 

testaiUs. An academy of sciences was founded here in 1752. Vast quantities of linen 
and thread are bleached here ; the waters of the lake having a peculiar quality, which 

•renders them very fit for that purpose. A sort of phrensv with regard to flowers, par* 
ticularly tulips, once prevailed here, in consequence of which the roost beautiful sorts 
•were bought and sold at an extravagant price,

t, tTexel is a town in the northern division of Holland, with a good harbour, and a 
strong fort. It is seated in a fruitful island, knowm all over the world by the number of 
ships that pass this way every day from all parts. The island is about six miles long 
and five broad, and lies a little northward of the continent of Holland, between wiiicli 
and the island is one of the principal passages of the Zuyder Zee into the ocean. It is 
defended from the sea by sand bills, and strong banks.

The province of Zealand consists of eight islands which lie in the mouth of the river 
Scheld, are washed on the west by the ocean, and separated by nafrow channels from 
Holland,Brabant, and Flanders. The chief city is Middleburg, in the island of 
Wilcheren.

Groningen, the most northerly of the United Provinces, has the German Ocean on 
the north, Germany on the east, Overyssel on the south, and Friesland on the west. Its 
widest dimer.sions do not exceed 50 mile.«, but it contains, within that narrow cotnpass, 
large herds of cattle, abundance of fish, and of turf, besides considerable forests and por
tions of corn land. The capital of the province is the town of Groningen, which is situ^ 
ated about 12 miles from the nearest shore of the Germhn ocean, at the confluX of 
several rivulets. Ships of considerable burden come up to the city,-'in consequence of 
xvhich it enjoys a pretty good trade. It w-as formerly very strong ; but its fortifications 
are now much neglected. The university, which was founded in ]6l5, is well endowed out 
of, the revenues of the antient monasteries. The town is large and populous, and con
tains many fine buildings both public and private.

Friesland is a smaller province than Groningen, but affords, like that, a large supply 
of the necessaries of life. The land is fertile in corn and pasture ; the houses are 
large, and cows and sheep prolific. 7’he principal towns are Leuwanden, the capital, 
Franeker, Doccum, Harlinger,»and Staveren.

Overyssel is moic barren. Its greatest riches consist in turfs which are dug up here, 
and sent to the neighbouring provinces, particularly Holland. The whole country is 
low and marshy; but it produces a tolerable quantity of corn. Its nam e'is derived 
from its situation, beyond the Yssel, a river which divides it from Guelderland. De
venter, the capital, is a large strong trading town with' a university.

Utretebt, on which Overyssel was formerly dependent( is wholly surrounded by Hol
land and Guelderland, excepting a small part of it that borders on the Zuyder Zee. 
I t enjoys a good air, and in most places the soil is fruitful ; but on some sandy, or what 
is called turf ground, and others bvcr-run with wood. Utretcht, its capital, is a fair,* 
lafge, an populous citj*. Here is a  stately tdwn-hotfte, a*comman3ery of the Teu-
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tonic ordef, end a university that has fJourished greatly, though entirely subject to the 
magistrates of the city.

The streams which run tlKOugh several of the streets, contribute much to the beauty 
and cleanliness of the town ; and the canal that is curfrom the Leek and passes through 
the town of Anisterdano, will carry ships of any burden.

Gueiderland may be divided into two parts; that which is situated .north, of the 
rivers Meuse and Niens, and is subject to the Dutch-and Prussian Guelders, which 
appears to be classed more properly among the Ten provinces than the Seven. The air , 
is more healthy than that of the maritime provinces, the ground lying higher. The soil 
is tolerably fruitful. The most noted townp, in Dutch Ouelderland are Hattem^ Hand-> 
erwick, Loo, Arnbcim, and Nimeguen. (

Handerwick has a university, but has been some years in a state of decay. Nime
guen, the scat of government for the province, is a large, sti<;ng, and handsome town, 
and has a considerable trade Vith some parts of Germany. I t  trades in beer, cattle, 
and butter ; whkh latter is exported into all the other provinces. Loo was the favourite 
residence of kihg William III.

Dependant on Gueiderland is the country of Zuthen, whose capital, of the same 
name, is a considerable town, distinguished by a magnificent church, and surrounded by 
walls.

The chief town in Prussian Gueiderland is Gueldros, a fortified town.

SPANISH NETHERLANDS.

W e ‘now proceed'ta the catholic or Spanish Netherlands, which consist of the ten 
following provinces. Flanders, divided among the Dutch, Austrians, and the French ; 
Brabant and Limburg, claimed by the Austrians and Dutch ; Luxemburg and Hain- 
hault, shared by the Austrians and French ; Namur, Antwerp, and Alechlin, subjeft 
fo  ̂ the former ; Artois and Cambresis, the undisputed property of the latter. This 
iraS their state before the commencement of the late war, but they are now of all them 
reduced to subjection to France.

Flanders, the only maritime province in the Spanish Netherlands, is a fine cham
paign country, about 60 miles long and 50 broad, without any rising ground, and 
watered with many fine rivers and canals. In this province some important arts were 
invcclted atid improved. Weaving in general was greatly improved, and the art of 
making all sorts of figures in linen was invented ; also the art of dying cloths and stuffs 
of oil colours | the curing of herrings, &c. Though the manufactures of this country 
have greatly declines, yCt silk, cotton, and woollen stuffs, brocades, camblets, tapestry, 
lace, and linen, are still manufactured here in great quantitiea, -

Tlie {)rincipal town in Flanders are Sluys, belonging to the Dutch ; Ostend, Ghent, 
Bruges, "Ypres, "and Tournsy, subject to Austria ; Dunkirk, and Lisle, under the donoi- 
nion of the French.

'Os'Tcnd is hot very large but is Well fortified ; it has a good harbour, 'hnd a magnifi-
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cent town-house. Ghent is seated on four navigable rivers, the Scheld, the Lys, the 
Lieve, and the Moere, which run through it and form 26 little isles, which are con- 
tiected by 300 bridges. On one of these bridges is a remarkable statue in brass of a 
young man who (they report) was obliged to cut off his father’s head but as he was 
,going to strike, the blade He.w into the air, and the hilt remained in his hand,’ upon 
which they were both pardoned. There is a picture of the whole transaction in tlie 
town-house. In the Friday’s market place is a statue of CharleSi V. in the impel iaj 
Itabit. Near the town is a very high lower with a handsome clock and chimes. Tlie 
great bell weighs 11,000 pounds. Client carries on a considerable trade, is pretty well 
fortified, and contains about 70,000 irthabitants.

Bruges is seated on a plain eiglit miles from the sea ; and has a great number of ca
nals, made for the benefit of trade, one of which leads to. Ghent, another to Osteud, 
another to Sluys, to Newport, to Fumes, to Ypre*,' and to, Dunkirk, which you may 
reach in a day in the summer. All the waters about Bruges are without any current; 
but they may be changed in half an hour’s time, by opening the sluices, and letting the 
water run into the sea. ’ There are several bridges about the city, and that which was 
built of freestone in 1739 is very stately.

Bruges was in very flourishing condition upwards of 200 years ago, and every na
tion had a consul herein for the maintenance of their rights and privileges; but since 
the enlargement of Amsterdam and Antwerp, the trade is (diminished, and its inhabi
tants are not numerous enough for so large a place. However, there are many ricli 
merchants, and a chamber for trade. There are several fine churches ; in the first 
rank of which is the cathedral, whose rich ornaments and treasure deserve notice. The 
finest square in the city is the Great Market, in which stand the halls, with public gal
leries, and a large court in the middle', and on one of its sides a high steeple supported 
only with four pillars. It is full of bells, with the most harmonious chimes in all the 
ceuntry. On the side of the great square there is a structure which serves for a public 
magazine to lay a cloth in. It is built on a canal, and supported by pillars, in such a 
manner that small vessels can pass under it to cross the city from the canal of Ostend 
to that of Ghent. '  '

The square where the Wednesday’s market is kept is very fine ; for it contains several 
walks between two rows of trees, and a new guard-house in the middle. The Burg is a 
large square, in which is the town-house, built in the Gothic manner, and adorned with 
a variety of figures of the antient counts and countesses of Flanders. In the same 
square there are several other public buildings. The church, dedicated to the ,Virgin 
Mary, is very fine, with a high steeple which serves as a sea-mark for the ships that 
come to Ostend ; on the inside are two tombs of copper gilt, of an extraordinary iiiag- 
nificence. Besides the cathedral and two collegiate churches, there are five parish 
churches, 14 chapels, and 12 convents for men and women. There are a great many 
alms-house.s and hospitals, one of which is called the School of Begards, where there 
are about 180 boys, some of which are brought up to learning, others to trades, accord
ing to their genius. Their habit is cloth, and half of rtiem wear blue and half rerLwith
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■Is a fine manufactory of tapestry and lace; and for the promoting of. trade, an insur
ance company has been erected. This city is, the see of a bishop who, as abl)Ot 
of St. Bernard, is the second prelate in Brabant. The bishopric is of grijat extent, and 
the Cathedral a most noble pile, with one of the froest steeples 'in the world. The em
peror Charles V. when he made his entry into Antwerp, said it ougt^ to be ,pnt in a 
case, and showed only once a year for a rarity. The dioose of the Hans-towns, bull* 
when the city was in its flourishing condition, i.s a stately building, with magazines above 
for dry goods, and cellars below for wet, and in the middle st6r,y were ■ SOO dodgiivg- 
rooms for merchants ; but now it is turned to a borse-bari'ack. There is a market calle’d 
i ’riday’s market, because it is held every Friday, where all sorts of household goods, pic
tures, and jewels, are sold by auction. No city in the -Netherlands has so mapy and 
so fine churches as this. Afatry of them, particularly the catliedral and Jesuit’s cliurch, 
are adorned with paintings, by sir Peter Paul Rubens, who was a native of this city ; 
aud by Quintia Alasseys, who is said to have-begp a blaoksinith ; but having fallen in 
love witli a painter’s dai’gbter, and been told by her father, when he asked her of him 
in marriage, that he Would have.none but a painter for his son-in-law, he went to Italy to 
study painting, and in a few years returned so eniinentin bis new,profession, that he found 
no difficulty in obtaining the father’s consent. He is interred at the entry of the cathe
dral, where his effigy is put up, with an inscription signifying, that conjugal love made 
ail Apelles of a blacksmith. The above mentioned Jesuit’s church is extremely magni
ficent, and the chapel of the ’Virgin, joining to it, still more so. Among the cloisters, 
the most remarkable are, the noble and rich abbey of St. Michael, on the banks of the 
Scheld, the apartments of which are truly royal, and in which all soveieign princes 
that pass this way actually lodge; and the English nunnery, of the order of St. Teresa, 
the nuns of w hich never wear linen, nor eat flesh, and lie- upon straw ; the grates of the 
convent are so dismal that it looks like a prison. As to the fortifications of the city, it 
is so environed with a fine wall, planted with rows of trees on each side, with walks 
between, broad enough for two coaches to go abreast, being also defended by a vefy 
strong, large, and regular citadel, in form of a pentagon, erected by the duke of Alva in 
1568, which commands the town and the neighbouring country. The magistracy of 
this city is chosen only out of the seven -patrician families ; and consists of two burgo
masters and ISechevins besides inferior magistrates. Among the privileges granted 
to it by its princes, there is one which every person born in it is a citizen, though both bis 

. father and mother were foreigners^
In 1585, Antwerp underwent a remarkable siege by the duke of Parma. I t was then 

the most wealthy city in the Netherlands, and had long been the object of his designs ; but 
the difficulties attending the enterprize oI)ligcd him .to postpone it for u considerable 
time. In order to succeed, it was necessary to cut off the communication of the city 
with Holland, Ghent, and all places above and below Antwerp • on the Scheld, To 
effect this, be laid siege to Liskenshouk and TifiO) pHces of the utmost consequence to 
the security and commerce of the city; both were obstinately defended ; and the siege 
of the Utter was raised, after it Jhadtbeen carried on for three months. However, tlie
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duke gained several other posts on the river where he built forts, and greatly annoyed o 
the shipping and trade of the city. He next laid siege to Denderrnonde, in order to 
cut off the communication with Ghent, in which he succeeded by the reduction of the 
town. His next attempt was on Vilvorde ; this place he took by assault, and thereby 
cut off the comniunication with Brussels. 'Finding, however, this method of hemming 

*in the city tedious, and ineffectual while an opening to the mouth of the river remained, 
he formed a'design of building a bridge across the Scheld, the extremities of which were 
to be defended by strong forts and out-works. He began with collecting great quan
tities of wood a t Callo and fort St. Philip, where, he intended the bridge should be 
built ; but this project was for some time retarded by the Antwerpers, who broke down 
the- dykes, overflowed the whole country, and carried oflf his nraga^ines by the inunda
tion. Not discouraged by this loss, he applied himself diligently to repair it, and with - 
incredible expedition cut a canal from Steken to Callo, by which he carried off the 
waters. He then set to work upon ihe bridge, and finished it in seven months, with
out any interruption from the Zealanders.

During the building of this bridge, Aldegonde, governor of Antwerp, proposed to 
build a fort on Couvensteyn dyke  ̂ in order tO' secure that important post, and then 
breaking down the dyke when the bridge was near finished ; but he was violently op
posed by certain citizens, who apprehended that their lands and villas would be des
troyed by the inundation. This unseasonable opposition, with the negligence of the 
magistrates, who because the markets were high, had not lard in a- sufficient quantity of 
corn, occasioned the loss of the city.

However, in despite of all the duke of Parma’s precautions, the Zealanders found 
means to throw in a convoy of corn; but the citizens, knowing they would not run the 
risk of carrying it back again, so cheapened the price, that these bold traders refused . 
ever to bring their goods again t̂o so bad a market. Tlie Antwerpers, having thus
through avarice brought on tlreir ruin, began in a short time to suffer by famine ; they 
then pressed the Zealandbrs to attempt something for their relief, but it was now too 
late.

While the magistrates were deliberating on some means for destroying the bridge, 
which they n)ight have prevented from being ever completed, one Ginebelli, a Man
tuan engineer, offered his service, undertaking at a certain expence to blow it into the 
air. ' Even in this extremity the expence was grudged ; but necessity at last overcame 
this obstacle ; Ginebelli was furnished with two lurge vessels, and a number of small 
boats, and every thing necessary. He formed the two large vessels into fire-ships,'w hich 
he set adtift with the stream, deceiving the enemy by means of false fires lighted up in 
the fleet and small boats. The train of one of the fire-ships was expended before the 
time expected, and she blew up with a terrible explosion, but with little damage to the 
bridge. The other was njorc successful, carrying bff all the out-works, setting fire to 
the whole bridge, and burying above 500 soldiers in the ruins it made. The fire, - 
however, was soon extinguished, and the bridge repaired by the duke of Parma, while 
the Antwerpers wcre prevenled avarice from repeating the .experiment; so that they
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piere soon'-reduceJ to tlie greatest straits, and obiiged to surrendep. If  is said ih® 
city of Amsterdam had obstructed every measure for the relief of Antwerp, hoping to 
profit by its destruction. It was not doubled but the protestants would forsake it aS 
soon as it fell into the hands of an arbitrary catholic prince; and this conjecture was 
soon fulfilled by the removal of many families with their effects to Amsterdam.

After the battle of Ramillies, the city of Antwerp surrendered to the duke of IMarl* 
borough. It w’as taken by the French in but restored to the house of Austria at
the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle. ' ' , ^

Louvain, one of the most famous cities in Brabant, is situated on the river Dyle, in- 
a pleasant country. The walls are about eight or nine miles in circumference ; but 
they include .several fields’ and vine3'ards. The castle stands on a high hill surrounded 
w ith fine gardens, and has a charming prospect all over the country.

This tow n‘contains nine marketplaces, 14 watermills, 126 streets, 16 stone bridges, 
and several handsome palaces. The town-house is a venerable old building, adorned 
with statues on the outside ; and the churches are very liandsome, particularly the col
legiate church of St. Peter ; but the principal ornament is the university, founded only 
in by John IV. duke of Brabant, with the concurrence of pope Martin V. I t
contains about 40 colleges, four of which are called Pedagogia. There is in the num
ber also an English college of friars-preachers, wliich owes its establishment to the 
liberalities of cardinal Philip Howard, brother to the duke of Norfolk, who before he 
Avas raised to the purple had been private chaplain to queen Catharine, consort to 
Charles II. Tlie Irish have likewise a seminary erected in part under the care of 
Eugenius Maftheus, titular archbishop of Dublin, anno 1623, which receives its ap
pointments from the Propaganda at Rome. Besides the above, there are two convents 
for the Irish, one of Recollects and the other of Dominicans, where divinity and the 
mathesis are taught. In the last century the number of scholars exceeded 4000; 
but in the year 1743, the inhabitants amounted to 12,000, including "SlOO stude.'ils 
only.

At the beginning of the 14th century, under Jobti III. it flourished considerably iiv 
the manufacture of woollen cloth; 400 houses, were then occupied by substantial cloth
iers, who gave employment to an incredible number of weavers, so great it is said, that 
a boll was rung to prevent any injuries which the children in the street might reeeive- 
fiom the crowd and hurry on returning from work. In 1382, these weavers, however,: 
took up arms, ar»d rebelled against their sovereign prince Weitceslaus, throwing from 
the windows of the town-liall 17 of the aldermerr antf counsellors, and afterwards pro
ceeded to lay waste great part of Brabant: but being besieged and reduced to great 
extremities, they submissively implored his clemency, which was granted after the exeeu- 
Iton of some of the principal ringleaders. The weavers, the chief instigators to this revolti 
were banished, the greater part of whom took refuge in England ; where they first in 
tFoduced, or at least augmented very much, the woollen manufacture. The town by 
this ciscumstance almost being dejsupulated, tbe university was established to su^rply iq
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some measure the loss of the rehcllious clotliicrs. Since that time the manufacture 
gradually declined, no cloth of any account being made there at present. This im
politic step of the duke Wenceslaus, sent treasures to England, through the hands of 
tliose exiled people; an important lesson to governors that they should deal with great 
precaution respeefing such useful members of the community. Upon the ruins of these 
Rjoins was formed the cloth manufacture of Limbourg, which is carried on with good 
advantage to this day. There is yet standing at Louvain part of the old drapers’-hall,

 ̂ now converted into four public schoohs, where lectures in divinity, philosophy, law,
' and physic, are given and the public acts are made. Adjoining to the schools is tha 

university library, which altogether compose a large pile of buildings. Over the door 
of the chief entrance we read these words: Sapientia edificavit sibi domum. Tlie 
principal church is the collegiate, dedicated to St. Peter, which had formerly three 
■very large towers with elevated spires, one considerably higher than the two collaterals ; 
these were blown down in the year recorded by this chronogram, o Mn la Ca DVnt. 
Erom the name of this churchHlie burghers have acquired the nick-name of .Petermen, 
whose ancestors having clothed the back by a noble woollen manufacture, the»modern 
Petermen now compose an ignoble mixture for the belly, called after them Peterman 
beer, a sort of whitish muddy ale, which they notwithstanding send in large quantities 
to all parts of the country as well as to Holland, by the canals. Louvain was antiently 
tlie capital of the province, long before Brussels had any claim totliat title. E. ,Lon. 4° 40' 
N Lat.

Breda, the capital of Dutch Brabant, is a large, populous, and well built city, regu
larly fortified in the modern way, and one of the strongest^ places in the Dutch frontiers. 
It is seated on the river Meek, in a maishy country, which may be overflowed apd 
rendered inaccessible to an army. It is of a - triangular figure, and has at every angle 
a gate built with brick. The ramparts are all planted round with elms.

The great church is a noble structure, remarkable for its fine .spire, which is 362 feet in 
he'ight. The mausoleum of Augelbcr't II. count of Nassau, is a curious piece, adorned 
with several statues and inscriptions suitable to the occasion.

Another of the strong towns of Dutch Brabant is Berghen-op-Zoom, which sustained 
a celebrated siege in 1747- It is a well built town, seated on an eminence, in the 
middle of a morass, about a mile and a half from the eastern branch of the Schcld, 
with which it communicates by a navigable canal.

Boisle-duc is a large, hand.some, strong town in the same province, seated among 
morasses between the rivers Dommcl and Aa.

The city and territory of Mecklin or Malincs are completely surrounded by Austrian 
Brabant.

The province of Namur is pretty fertile; has several forests, marble quarries, and 
mines of iron, lead, and pit coal; and is about 30 miles, long and 20 broad. Its capi-' 
tal of the same name is a large, rich, and well fortified city, situated between two moun
tains at the confluence of the Sambre. and Maesc,'  ̂ ’
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■■ The duchy of Limburg is bounded by Juliers on the north and east, by Liege on 
the west, and Luxemburg on the south. It consists of good arable and pasture land, 
Avith plenty of wood and some iron mines.

In that part of the duchy which belongs to the Dutch stands the larg»; and strong town 
of IMaestricht. The town-house and the other public buildings are handsome, and the 
place is about four miles in circumference and well fortified. The inhabitants are not-cd 
for making excellent fire-arms. The magistrates are some of them of the catholic and 
some of them of protestant faith. ’ '

Limburg, the capital city of Austrian Limburg, is seated on a steep- rock near 
the river Vesse. This town is small, but pleasantly seated on a hill with shady woods: 
and consists chiefly of one broad street, not iery well built. It is strong by situation, 
and almost inaccessible ; horvever, it was taken by the French in 1()75, and by the 
confederates under the duke of Marlborough in 1703, for the house of Austria, to 
whom it remains by tlie treaties of Rastadt and Raden, after having been dismant
led. It is famous for its cheese, which is exceeding good. E. Lon. 6" 8', N . Lat. 
.̂ O® 40'.

The duchy of Luxemburg is bounded on ihe east by the archbishopric of Treves , 
on the south by Lorrain ; on the west partly by Champagne, and partly by the bishop
ric of Liege, which likewise, with part of Limburg, bound it on the north. I t lies in 
the forest of Ardenne, which is one of the most famous in Europe. In some places it 
is covered with mountains and woods, and in general it is fertile in corn and wine ; 
and here are a great number of iron mines. The principal rivers are the Moselle, the 
Sour, the Ourte, and the Semoy. It belonged partly to the house of Austria, and partly 
to the French; Thionville is the capital of the French part.

The city of Luxemburg is seated partly on a ‘hill, and partly on a plain ; but rs very 
strong both by art and nature. It is but indifferently built, though there are some good 
stone houses in it. There is nothing very remarkable among the structures but the Jesuits’ 
church ; whicli is a handsome edifice, after the modern taste. It was taken by Lewis 
X IV . in i 684, who so augmented the fortifications, that it is now one of the strongest 
towns in Europe. It was ceded to Spain by the treaty of Utrecht. It is 25 miles 
south-west of 'I’reves, and 100 west of Mentz. E. Lon. 6® 10’ N . Lat. 49° 52’-

The province of Hainault, before the late war, belonged partly to the French and 
partly to the emperor. It is bounded to the south by Champagne and Picardy; to the 
north by Flanders ; to the east by Brabant, Namur, and Liege ; and to the west by 
Artois and Flanders. Its extent from north to south is about 45 miles and about iS 
from east to west. The air is pleasant and temperate, and the soil is fruitful : it 
abounds in rich pastures, corn fields, woods and forests, coal, iron, lead^ beautiful 
marble, slate, and. other useful stones : it is well watered by rivers and lakes, and breeds 

^  abundance of black cattle and sheep with very fine wool.
Mons, the capital of Austrian ' Hainault, is large, strong, beautiful, and rich ; 

having seven manufactories and very good trade. Here was a chapter of 30 ladies who 
had the liberty of leaving the comftiunity whenever the leased to marry.
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Valenciennes, Conde, and Maubeuge, are become familiar to the reader in conse* 
qnence of the resistance they made to the allied arms during the last war.

Artois has a considerable trade in grain, hops, flax, wool, and linen cloth. The 
most considerably places in this province are Amas, St. Oiner’s, Rapaume, Bethurc, 
and St. Venant. ^c

Arnas is seated on a moilntain ; and the parts about it are full of quarries, where 
they get stone for building. It is divided into two parts, the town and the city. Tlia 
abbe of St. Vaast is lord of the town, / and the bishop of Arras of the city, which is the 
least part. They arc divided by a strong wall, a huge fosse, and the little river Cluin- 
chron, which, 100 paces below, falls ihto the Scarp. They arc both well fortified, in-r 
closed by high’ramparts, and by double deep fosses, which in several, places are cut 
out of the rock. I t has four gates ; and since the French are become masters of it, has 
a strong citadel with fivy bastions. The most remarkable places are the great square, 
where the principal market is kept: this is full of fine buildings, with piazzas all round 
it like those of Covent-Garden. Not far from this is the lesser market, which con
tains the town-house, a very noble structure, with a high tower covered with a crown, 
on the top of which Is a brazen lion which serves for a vane. In Uie midst of this mar
ket is the chapel of the Holy Candle, which the papists pretend was brought by the 
Virgin Mary herself above 600 years ago, when the city was afllicted with divers dis
eases, and every one that touched the candle was cured ; it is kept in a silver shrine. 
This chapel has a spire steeple, adorned with several statues.

The cathedral church of Notry Dame stands in the city : it is a very large Gothic 
building, extremely well adorned i the tower is very high, and has.a fine clock embel
lished with little figures in bronze, which represent the passion of Jesus Christ; they 
pass before the bell to strike the hours and half-hours. In this church there is a silver 
shrine, enriched with pearls and diamonds, which contains u sort of wool, which they 
call manna; that they say fell from heaven in the tinje ô ' a great drought, almost 1400 
years ago : they carry it very solemnly In procession when they want rain.

The Abbey-church of Si. Vedast is the greatest ornament of Arras, it being adorned' 
with a. fine steeple, and seats for the monks of admirable workmanship ; the pulpit is 
of brass, fashioned like a tree, supported by two bears of the same metal sitting on 
their hind legs ; there are little bears in different postures coming to climb up the tree. 
The chimes are remarkable for the different tunes which they play.

There are 11 parish churches, and a great many convents of men and vvomen. It is 
from this city the tapestry called arras hangings takes its denomination. E. Lon. 2° ^6' 
N . Lat. 50° 15'.

Bethune is a fortified town ; which contains upwards of 5000 inhabitants, St. Om®v*s 
besides being well fortified, has the advantage of being surrounded by a  morass, whicR 
.by means of sluices may be easily inundated.

Cambresis is a fertile province, tlie numerous inhabitants of which are very indus
trious. Thci? bade consists chiefly ia  cora a^d aheep, with very fine wool, and. fina 
linen clotli.
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• Ths archlepiscopal city of Catnbfay, the capital of the province, is a largo and heal; 
tiful citj', particularly distinguished by its cathedral. The body of this ■ church is very 

.large, and there are belonging to it Scvcful rich chapels, the pillars of which are adorn
ed with marble tombs of exquisite workmanship, and add greatly to the beauty of the 
place. There arc two galleries, one of which is of copper finely wrought. The dooir 
of the choir is of the same metal, and well carved. The steeple is very high, and built 
in the form of a pyranuid ; affording from the top of it a  view’ of the city the most beau- 
tifili of any in tbe Low Countries.

FUANCE.

France, previous to tbe late revolution, was divided info the following provinces. 
Isle of France, Picardy, Normandy, Champagne, , Lorraine, Franche Compte, Bur
gundy, Lionois, Orleanois, Bretagne, GuiennC, Gascogne, Reusillon, Languedoc, 
Pfovence, and Dauphine.

Tile isle of France is so denominated from large portions of it being nearly surround
ed by the rivers Oise, Seine, &c.

Paris, the capital of tbe kingdom of France, is situated on the river Seine, in the 
isle of France, being one of the largest and finest cities in Europe. I t  derives its mo
dern name from the ancient Parisii; and is supposed by some to have had tbe lutin name 
of Lutetia, from Lutum, mud, the place where it now stands having beefl antieUtly 
Very marshy and muddy. Ever since the reign of Hugh Capet, that is near 800 years, 
this city hath been the usual residence of the kings of France; it is of a circular fofm, 
and, kiduding the suburbs, about five French or 15 English miles in circumference. 
The number of its ioiiahitants is computed at about 500,000; that of its streets 'S112; and 
that of its houses upwards of 20,000, exclusive of .the public structures of all .sorts. Its 
greatest defect, according to some, is tbe want of good drinking water ; but others tell 
us, that very fine water is brought by an aqueduct from the village of ArcueiJ, not far 
from Paris, but own that the water of the Seine, and the city, ig not good. The streets 
are of a proper breadth, well built, paved, and lighted. There is a grqat number of 
tribunals and officers here; most of which are kept in the Palais, situated on an island, 
to which it  gives name. The number o f churches, convents, hospitals, market-places, 
■fountains, gates, and bridges in this city is very great; besides the university, several 
academics,, public libraries, royal palaces and castles, 'and above 100 hotels, somd of 

' them very stately.
But to he more particular; that part called la Cite Hes in the centre, and consists 

of three islands formed by tbe Seine; viz. LTsIe de Palais, L’Isle de Notre Dame, 
and L'iste Louvres. It is the principal of the three parts into which tbe city is divide 
ed, and contains the following remarkable structures. 1. Several bridges; of which 

ysome are of wood and Others of stone, and have most of them a row of bouses on each 
side. The chief of these are the Pont-ncuf and Pont-royal, the first consists of 12 
arches,* which, properly Sjieaking,' make two bridges, the one leading from the suburbs

Vol. 11.0 , '
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of St. Germain to the city, and the other from thCnce to that part calledta VHle : there 
is a carriage-way in the middle 30 feet broad, and foot-walks on each side, raised two
feet high ; and in the centre stands a brass statue of king Heniy IV. on lior.se back.. 
On this bridge is also the building called La Samaritaine, from a griuip of figures re
presenting our Saviour aud the Samaritan woman, standing near Jacob’s well. Here 
is a pump to raise the water, which through several pipes supplies tlie quarter of tlie 
Louvre, and some other parts of the town. Tiro Pont-ioyal, wliich leads to the 
Thuilleries. was built by order of Lewis XIV. in the room cf a wooden bridge that was 
carried away by the current in 168-1.

2. The cathedral of Notre Dame, or Our Lady, being dedicated to the Holy Virgin, 
which is a large, stately'. Gothic structure, said to have been founded by king Cliilderic, 
and built in the form of a cross. Here, besides other great personages, are interred 
the cardinals de Retz and Noailles. From the two square towers belonging to it, 
is a noble prospect of the city and neighbouring country. Here is a vast quantity of 
gold and silver plate, rich tapestry, and fine paintings; and the number of the canons 
is no le.ss than 30. Near it stands the palace of the archbishop, in which is the advo
cate’s library ; the revenue of the archbishop amounts to about 180,000 livres ; and 
bis taxation to the court of. Rome is 4283 guilders.

3. The priory and parish church of St. Bartholomew'; the last of which is the most 
beautiful in all this part of the city, and stands near the palace.

4. The palace, which gives name to an, island, and in which the parliament, with a 
great many other courts are held. I t  was antiently the residence of the kings ; but 
was given to the officers of justice by Philip the Fair, who also settled the parliament 
herein 1302. The parliament, consisting of several chambers, each of which has its 
department, is opened the day after Martinmas with a solemn mass, and is celebrated by 
a bishop, and continues sitting till the 8th of September, when a vacation-chamber is 
appointed during the interval, fur criminal causes, and others which require dispatch. 
The jurisdiction of this court is of great extent. There is a beautiful chapel ■ belonging

>to the palace; in which is also the prisoner jail, for the jurisdiction of the parlia
ment, called in French La Concicrgcrie.

5. The Hotel Dieu, the most antient and largest hospital in Paris, in which 8000 
sick and infirm poor are taken care of, and attended by th^ nuns of the order of St. 
Augustine.

6. The hospital of St. Catharine, where poor women and maidens are entertained 
three days, and attended by the above-mentioned nans.

7. The Grande Chatelet, where some of the inferior courts of justice hold their ses
sions.

8. Fort I’Evcque, in which is a mint and a prison. I t stands in or near the street 
La Ferroniere, in which Henry IV. was stabbed by Revilliac.

9. St. Germain TAuxerrois, which is called the royal palace church ; because tlie^ 
palaces of Louvre and Thuilleries stand in its parish. '

10. The Louvre, an antient royal palace, of which a part was rebuilt by Levv’sX IV .
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Had it been completed on the same plan it would hare been a most magnificent strucr 
lure. On one’ of its gates is the following inscription : Dum totnm impleat bibem : 
the meaning of which is, May it last till the owner of it hath extended its svVay over 
the whole wodd vvhich implies what the French kings have constantly aimed at. Ano- 
xber inscription shows at the same time the vanity of the nation, and their abject flattery 
of their grand monarque. I t  may be rendered in English thus ;

Louvre is a palace for great Lewis fit t 
God him alone exceeds, as hear’n does it.

This -alace is joined to the Thuilleries by a^gallery, in which are 180 models of lor- 
tifisses, some situated in France and some in otl^er countries, executed With the uL 
most accuracy. Here is a valuable collection of * paintings, the king’s printing-house, 
the mint where the king’s medals are struck, together with a prodigious quantity of rich 
tapestry hangings, and a collection of antient arms, among which are those worn by 
Francis I. at the famous battle of Pavia. Here also the French academy, the aca
demy of inscriptions and belles lettres, the royal academy of the sciences, the academy 
of painting, and sculpture, and the royal academy of architecture, have their meetings. 
The first of these xvas, founded for the improvement of the French language: and as for 
the others, their names explain the design of their institution.

11. Le Palais Royal, which was built by cardinal Richelieu in the year and
belongs to the duke of Orleans. It is -said to contain pictqres to the value of 4,000,000 
of livres, which were purchased by the regent of. that title, and o f  which a  part belonged 
to Christina, queen of Sweden. '
’ 12. Le Palais des Thuilleries, so called from a tile or brick-kiln which stood ihere 
formerly. This palace, as we observed above, communicates with the Louvre by a gallery, 
liciiiiid it arc exceeding pleasant gardens, adorned with fine walks, planted with ever
greens and other trees, with beautiful parterres, where are to be seen, all the year 
round, every *flowcr according to its season. Tl)cre are also three fine fountains, the 
garden, and a canal. Behind tlie Thuilleries, on the bank of the river, are pleasant 
walks composed of four rows of lofty elms, to which vast crowdi of people resort in 
fine weather, as well as to the gardens. In the palace is a spacious and magnificent 
tiieatrc; and hard by it are the Elysian fields, where a surprising number of coaches 
are.to be seen in fair weather; not far oft' is the church of St. Roche, where tlie cele* 
brated poet Corneille is interred.

13. La Place de Louis le Grand, a very beautiful square, in the centre of which 
• is an equestrian statue of tliat king, winch is justly accounted a master-piece. •

14. The Place, or Square'des Victoires, which is round, and contains statue of 
Jt»ewis X IV. of gilt bras.s, erected by the duke dc la FuiUadc, with this inscription,
Viro immottali: To the immortal man.

15. The Royal Library in the Rue Vivien, wliich contains 91,000 printed books.
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30.000 manuscripts, and a prodigious collection of copper-plates and medals. Near 4)y, 
in the church-yard of St. Joseph, lies the famous comic poet jNlolicre.

l5. The parish church of St. Eustace, which stands in the quarter of the same name, 
and contains the tomb of the great minister Colbert.

17. The gate of S t Dennis, which was erected as a triumphal arch, in honour of 
Lewis XIV.

18. The gate of St. Martin, erected also in form of a triumphal arch in honour of 
the same king. Not far from hence, in the church-j'ard of Nicholas dcs Cliamps, 
Peter Gessendi, and other learned men are buried.

10. La Creve, an open place, ,where all public rejoicings are celebrated, and male
factors executed.
' £0. The Hotel de Ville, which is large building of Gothic architecture, though 

adorned with columns of the Corinthian order.
£1. The arsenal, in the quarter of S t Paul, consisting of many spacious buildings, 

among which are a foundcry and a house for making saltpetre. Here is a musquetootl 
of two barr.el-s, which it is said will pierce a thick board at the distance of six miles; and 
for discerning an object at that distance, has a telescope fixed to a barrel.

£2. The Bdstilc, a kind of fortress like the tower of London, w hich is used no a pri
son for state-criminals, and for sucli as are takeni up by letters de cachet, i. o, by war
rants signed by the king and sealed.

££. Le Temple, a commandery of the knights of Malta, which gives name to a quar
ter, wherein being a privileged place, artificers that are not freemen may carry on their 
business without molestation. The temple is the residence of the grand prior of the 
French nation.

£4. That formerly called La Maison professe Jesuits,  ̂in the quarter of St. Anthony 
in the church of which the hearts of Lewis X III. and XIV. are preserved, each in a 
casket of gold, supported by two angels of massy silver, and as big as the life, ^lovcring 
with expanded wings. In the same quarter is a fine looking-glass manufacture, where 
above 500 persons are employed in'pdishing plates cast at St. Gobin ; with a convent 
of Franciscans, the monks of which are called Pique puces, or Prick fleas. i

In that part of the city called the University, the principal places are,
1. The university which gives name to it, and which was, first founded, m  it is said, 

by Charles the G reat: all the arts and sciences are taught here ; particularly law, phy.sic, 
and divinity. There are above 40 colleges ; of which the cliief are those of Sorbonne, 
of Navarre, of the faculty or physic, and of the four nations; but lectures are read 
in eleven of them. The head of the university is the rector, who is cbeseo every three 
months, but sometimes is continued several years. All tiie professors have settled 
salaries ; tire whole annual income of the university amounting, it is said, to about
50.000 Hvres.

S. The Gobelins, a bouse or palace, where a great number of ingenious artists, 
various manufactures, and handicrafts, are employed by the government., 'J'be most 
curious tapestry of all sorts is made here.
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• S. The General Hospftal, a JROst *noble foundation for the poor of the female sex, 
near 7000 objects being taken care of and provided for. The sick are carefully at
tended ; and those that are in. health are obliged to work ^  different wards being allotted 
for foundlings, for girls who sew or knit, prostitutes, ideotsand poor women ; of the hist 
some are kept gratis, and others pay a small matter. In the castle of Bicefre, belong-, 
iog to this hospital, and consisting of many large buildings, are near 4000 persons of 
the other sex, among which are persons disordered in their senses, and such ns are af
flicted with .venereal disease. To this hospital are also sent cliilJren who abuse their 
parents and lead dissolute lives. The fund for the maintenance of it, and the hospital 
de la Pictie, where poor children arc brought up, together with the Hotel Dieu, 
ao)ounts to above 2,000,000 of livres per iuinuni.

4. The King’s Physic Garden, in-which are an infinity variety of plants and trees, 
a certain Sum being allotted by the king for keeping (he garden in order, and improving 
it, and for lectures on botany, anatomy, chemistry, and the materia medica. A curious 
collection of natural curiosities is kept here.

5. The abbey of St. Victor, in which is a public library, containing some very antient 
and scarce books, several curious manuscripts, and a prodigious collection of maps 
and copper plates.

6. The college of Physicians, to which belong five professors.
7. 'Ihe little Chatelet, an old fortress, now used fora prison.

' 8. The Rue St. Jacques, chiefly inhabited by booksellers. .
9. The Royal College, and that of Lewis the Great : to the former belong 12 pro

fessors. ’
10. The Abbey of St. Genevieve, in which is the marble monument of king Clovis, 

the shrine of St. Geneveivc, a large library, m ilh a cabinet of antiquities^ and natural 
curiosities.

11. The Royal Observatory, a most stately edifice, built on the highest part of the. 
city. Several astronomers are maintained here by the king.

12. The Royal acadcuny of surgery, instituted in 1731.
J3. The Convent of Franciscans in the quarter of St. Andrew the richest in France. 

In the same quarter are some remains of the palace of Julian the Apostate, in which 
Ghildebcrt, and some other kings of the Franks, afterwards resided.

14. The Play-house.
15. The Convent of Carthusians, in the quarter of Luxemburg, containing five

paintings.  ̂ ,
16. The palace of Luxemburg or Orleans, a magnificent structure, containing diso 

some fine paintings by Reubens, and embellished with a noble garden. On the Hotel 
des Ambassadeurs, ambas.sadors extraordinary arc entertained for three days, and those 
of remote countries all the lime they stay at Paris.
^ 7 .  The abbey of St. Germain des Prez, which contains a very valuable library, the 
manuscripts alone making 8()06 volome.s-: here also is a cabinet of antiquities.

18. Ttte Hotel royal des Invalides, erected by Lewis XIV. in which lame and super- 
VoL, I I  H '
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annimted Officers and soldiers ard maintained. The buildings take up no less than 17 
acres. The number of common soldiers here amount to about 3000, nnd of officers 
to about 500, The chapel is ^very magnificent. Hard by is a military academy, in 
whicli 500 young gentlemen are instructed in the art of war.

This description of Paris is meant to apply only to its condition before the late revo
lutions, the effect which these revolutions have produced on the city will be hereafter 
,related. .

Champagne has the Netherlands on the north, Lorrain on the east,, Burgundy on 
the south, and the isle of France on the west. I t is watered by a great number of 
rivers ; has much fertile land ; and its inhabitants trade in corn, excellent wine, linen 
cloth, -woollen stuffs, cattle, and sheep. Troyes, the capital, is remarkable for having 
given name to tliat very antient kind of weight which is still used for weighing gold, 
silver, and jewels.

Chalons carries on a considerable manufactory of shalloons and other woollen stuffs. 
The cutlery made at Langres is in high esteem.

Mezicres is a strong town with a citadel.
-llheims is one of the most antient, celebrated, and largest cities in France ,; had an 

archbishop’s see, .whose archbishop was a duke and peer of the realm. It is about four 
miles in circumference, and contains fine squares, well built bouses, and magnificent 
churches. If  had a mint, an university, and five abbeys ; the most famous of rv’bich 
was that of St. Remigius. It is seated on the river 
bills, and producing excellent wine.

Lorrain abounds in all sorts of corn, 
fish ; with which it carries on some trade, and 
of life. There are fine meadows, and 
copper, as also salt-pits.

Nauci, the capital of Lorrain, is situated on the river Meuse in the centre of the pro
vince. It is divided into the old town and the new. The first, though irregularly 
built, is very populous, and contains the ducal palace; the streets of the new town 
are as straight as a line, adorned with handsome building's and a very fine square. In 
the church of the Cordeliers are the tombs of tlie antient dukes.

Metz is a large, strong, and antient town ; the cathedral pf which is reckoned one of 
the fine.st in Europe. The sweetmeats made here are in esteem. Other towns in this 
province are Toul, Verdum, Barleduc, and Sar Louis.

Tranche Compte is partly hilly and partly level. The flat country is fruitful in grain, 
wine, hemp, and pasture ; aiid the hilly country abounds in cattle, and produces 
some wine and corn, copper, iron, and silver ores, mineral waters, and quarries of stone, 
marble, and alabaster. Besancon, tlie capital, is seated on the Dreux, wliich divides 
it into two parts, the greatest of which is a peninsulo. The entrance is shut up by a 
mountain, on which they have built a large citadel, which commands all the c i ^  
^liere are many names of places in and about the cit^ that are plainly corruptions of the 
Latin, and are marks of its antiquity; as Chamars, Campus Maftis, Cliamus,e, Cam-

large

Vesie, on a plain surrounded by

hemp, flax, rape-seed, game, and 
possesses in general all the necessaries 
forests, wkh mines of iron, silver, and

wine.
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pus Musarum, Chandanfe, Campus Diana, &c. The metropolitan church .is built at 
the bottom of St. Stephen’s h ill; and is a vei^ handsome structure with a higli tower 
steeple. The great altar is placed in the middle choir, where on high da)>s they ex- 
*pose reliques in silver shrines, enriched with gold and jevvefs. There are several tombs 
and other things remarkable in the churches; and after you have passed the church of 
Notre Dame and the square that it looks into, you come to a triumphal arch erected 
in honour of the emperor Aurclian, on which are several figures of men and animals 
pretty entire. It serves as a gate to St. John the Great. The great hospital of the 
order of the Holy Ghost is a structure worth seeing. The streets are a ide and hand
some : and the houses are well built wii-h freestones, and covered \yith slate, chiefly 
about the square called Battau, which is adorned with a fountain, the water of which 
proceeds from the statue of Bacchus. The river DrCux is passed over on a stone 
bridge, to enter from one part of BesanCon into tlie qther. The market-place is at the 
entrances ; and on the left is another square adorned with a fountain, where the great 
street begins, which traverses all this part from the bridge to St. John the Great. 
The new square is not far from this street, from whence you g© to the town-house, 
which is a large structure with four wings, before the front of which is the statue of 
Charles V. in bronze, with a globe in one hand and a Sword in the other. The Im
perial eagle is raised over a large bason, and spouts out Water by both his beaks.

Alsace is a province of France, bounded on the east by the Rhine, on the south by 
Switzerland, On the we.st by Lorrain, and on the north by the palatinate of llie Rhine. 
It w as formerly a part of Germany, but was given to France by the treaty of Munster. 
It is one of the most fruitful and plentiful provinces of Europe ; abounding in corn, 
wine, wood, flax, tobacco, pulse, fruits, 8cĉ  The mountains which divide it from 
Lorraifl are very higli ; and generally cowered with fir, beech, oak, and horn-beain. 
Tiiose on the side of Switzerland are less high, -and furnished with all sorts of wood,
as well for fuel as building. The country itself is diversified .with rising hills and
fertile vales, besides large forests ; but that betweeii the rivers 111, Hart, and the
Rhine, as far as Strasburg, is inferior to the rest, on account of the frequent over
flowing of the Rhine. In High Alsace there are mines of silver, copper, and lead. 
They, however, work none but those of Giromany, from which are annually drawn 
1600 tnarks of silver, each mark being eight ounces ; and 24,000 pounds of copper ; 
but the expenco of working them is almost equal to the profit. There are iron-works 
in several parts of Alsace, and particularly, at Betford. There is a mineral spring at 
SuUsbach, near Muoster, in High Alsace ; which is in great reputation for the palsy, 
weakness of the nerves, and the gravel. The original inhabitants of Alsace are honest 
and good imtured, but wedded to their own manners and Customs, The fruitfulness 
of their country renders them indolent and inactive; for the Swiss make their hay and 
reap their corn, as welt as manage the vintage of High Alsace, which sends a great deal 
of money Out of the province. The common language is the German; however ihe 
4^etter sort of people speak French in the towns; and even in the country they speak 
French well enough to he understood.
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' StrasDurg is an antient, large, handsome, populous, and strong cit}' of France in 
Alsace. It contains about 200 streets, part of which are very narrow, and tiiost of tlte 
Ilduses are built after the antient taste., However there are a great number of hand
some buildings, such as the hotel of the marshal of France, who is commander of the 
city; the hold of the cardinal of Rouen, the bishop’s palace, the Jesuit’s college, the 
royal hospital, the “hotel of Hesse-Darmstadt, the arsenal, the town-house, and the 
cathedral. It has a wooden bridge over the Rhine wliich is tliought to be one of the 
finest ift Europe, as is likewise the cathedral church, whose tower is the handsomest 
in Germany, and the clock is greatly admired by all travellers. Some look upon it 
as one of the wonders of the world, and the steeple is allowed to be the highest in 
Europe, The clock not .only shows the hours of the day, but the motion of the sun, 
moon, and stars. Among other things t!)ere is an angel, which turns an hour glass 
every hour ; and the 12 apostles proclaim noon, by .each of them striking a blow with 
a hammer on the bell. There is likewise a cock, which is a piece of clocl>work, that 
crows every hour. There are 700 steps up to the tower or steeple, it being 500 feet 
high. It was a free imperial city; but the king of France became master of it in lC8i, 
and greatly augmented the fortifications, tliobgh before it had as many cannon as there 
are days in the year. The inhabitants were formerly protestants,' and carried on a 
great trade ; but most of them have been obliged to embrace the Romish superstition, 
though there is still a sort of toleration. Such was Strasburg before the French revo
lution ; what it is now we shall hereafter inquire. I t is seated on the river 111, 
55 miles north of Uasil, 112 south-west of Mentz, and 255 east of Paris.

Rurgundy is bounded on the north by Champagne ; on the east by Italy and Franche 
Compte; on the south by Dauphine and Lyonois ; and on tlie west by several of the 
sub-divisions of Oileanois. I t produces abundance of excellent wine. Dijon, its capi
tal, is an antient and handsome town, containing about 20,0C0 inhabitants. The streets 
are broad, well paved, and adorned with many fine buildings.

Anxerre is well situated for trade with Paris. The episcopal palace is one of the 
finest in France, and llie churches are beautiful. Autur is remarkable for its ruins. 
The stones of it.s antient walls are so closely united that they would seem to be one 
entire mass cut out of t!)e solid rock. Here are the remains of three antient temples, 
one of which is dedicated to Janns, and another to Diana. Here arc likewise a.theatre 
and a pyramid; which last is probably a tomb ; it stands in a place called the field of 
uri^, because several urns have been found there Here are also two antique gates of 
great beauty.

Lyc.nois, a large province of France, bounded on the north by Burgundy ; on the 
east by Daupbiny ; on the south fay Languedoc; and on the west by Orleanols. I t  
compreiieiuls Lower Lyonois, Beaujolois, Auverane,
Forez ; and it produces corn, wine, fruits, and more 
The principal rivers are die Soane, the Rhone, and the 
town. -

Lyons, a large, rich, handsome, antient, and famous town of France,

Botf-bonnois, Marche, and 
especially excellent chesnutr.; 
Loire. Lyons is the capit^

theocing
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most considerable in the kingdom, next to Paris, with an archbishop’is see, an academy 
of’sciences settled here in 1736. I t is seated in the centre of Europe, on the confluence 
of the rivers Rhone and Soan ; on the side of it are two high mountains ; and the 
mountain of St. Seba sfian serves as a bulwark against the north winds, which often blow 
here with great violence. It contains about 150,000 inhabitants ; and the houses in 
general are high and well built. I t  has six gates, and as many suburbs. The town- 
house, the arsenal, the amphitheatre built by the- antient Romans, the hospital, and 
the numerous palaces, are ivorthy of a traveller’s attention. • Th8 cathedral is a, superb 
structure, and the canons that compose the chapter were all persons of distinction. 
I t  is a place of very great trade, which is extended not only through France, but to 
Italy, Switzerland, and Spain ; and there arq four celebrated fairs every year, which 
are frequented by great numbers of people. I t  derives vast advantages from the river • 
it sancjs upon ; and is situated in E. Lon. 4° 55', N. Lat. 45° 46*.

Clermont, the chief town in Auvergne, is rich and populous. Here is a bridge which 
they pretend to be formed by the petrifying quality of a fountain. Moulins, in Bour- 
bonnois, has a good trade in cutlery.

Orleanois is a very large province; comprehending Oileanois proper, Maine and‘ 
Perche, Touraine, Anjou, BeiTV, Angoumais, Aunis, and Nevernois. It is bounded 
on the north by Normandy and the isle of France ; on the east by Champagne and 
Burgundy ; on the south by Lyonois arid Guienne; on the west by Bretagne and 
the ocean.

Orleanois derives great advantages for internal trade from the river Loire and the- 
canals drawn thence. The city of Orleans stands about 20 leagues south of Paris, ow 
the northern bank of the Loire; across which, Mr. Wraxall says, there is an elegant 
bridge of nine arches ; the entrance by which is exceedingly nolrle and striking, the 
street which leads frojn it being composed of most elegant modern buildings. In gene
ral, however, excepting this street, it, is very meanly built ; the streets are narrow, 
and the inhabitants in general poor. I t is surrounded with walls, and fortified wiilv 
40 towers. The streets almost all terminate at the quay for the convenience of trade. 
I t is a place of considerable magnitude; and, before the revolution, had several inferior 
courts of justice, and an university of no great repute. It was also a bishop’s see ; 
and the cathedral is a most superb Gothic structure, and the finest steeple in France, 
till it vvas damaged in the time of the civil wars. There are 22 parishes in it, and a 
great number of churches, some of which, were collegiate, and religious houses. There 
is also a public walk, planted with several rows of trees ; and there used to be some 
sugar bakers ; a manufacture of stockings and sheep-skins ; a seminary in which divinity 
was taught; a great trade in brandy, wine, spices, and several n»anufactures, which, 
vviUr many other commodities, used to be conveyed to Paris by means of the Loire, and 
the canal which takes its name from the city. The canal begins aljqut tvvo miles above 
the city ; is near T 8 leagues in length ; and terminates on the Loire, which falls into 

■^le Seine. The environs of Orleans, more especially in the province of Sologne, tu 
the south of the Loire, are very agreeable. It is in general a level country, covered 
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wUli corn and vines. To the nortli of the city is a forest, the largest m the whole king*- . 
dom. Before the revolution it belonged to the fluke of Orleans, to whom the tinJber 
felled in it, one year with another, brought about 100,000 livres. . Ever since the year 
1344 this city has been a dukedom and peerage, and usually an appendage of some 
prince of the blood. The bishop was sutfragan to the archbishop of Paris, and had a 
revenue of G4.000 livres, out of which his tax to Rome was 2000 florins. A new bishop, 
it is said, on the first day of his entering, bad the privilege of releasing all the pi isoners 
in it except those committed for high treason. In the'Street leading from the bridge 
stands the celebrated monument where Charles VII. and Joan of Arc, the maid of 
Orleans, are represented on their knees before the body of our Saviour, who lies extended 
on the lap of the Virgin. I t w’as erected by order of that monarch in 1748, to per
petuate his victories over the English, and their expulsion from his dominions. All the 
figures are in iron. The king appears hare-headed, and by him lies his helmet, sur
mounted with a crown. Opposite to him is the maid herself, in the same attifnde of 
grateful devotion to heaven. It i$ a most precious and invaluable historical monument.

IMans is an antient, large, and populous city ; famous for its wax and stuffs.
Angers was formerly a town of great magnificence ; »vhich is evinced by the wall, 

fosses, ahdditches which still subsist. In lits cathedral, a very venerable and singular 
structure, lies interred Margaret, queen to Henry VI. of England. All the houses of 
Angers are covered with slate, which circumstance has gained it the appellation of tho 
black city.

Tlte petty province of Touraine is so pleasant and fruitful as to be called the garden 
of France.

Sauinor is a small town that comnaanded the passage of the Loire, and was therefore 
an important object to contending parties.

Poictou is fertile in corn, wine and cattle. Poictiers is a large town with many 
Roman antiquities ; particularly an amphitheatre and a triumphal arch.
' Atinis has the advantage of several.ports, and its salt marshes produce tl̂ e best salt in 

Europe.
Rochelle, the capital of Aunis, lias a very safe and commodious harbour; which, 

though it does not admit ves.scls of any considerable burJen, is yet xvell calculated for 
trade. “ It may be divided,” says Mr. Wraxal, “ into three parts; the bason, which 
is the innermost of these, is only a quarter of a mile in circumference ; and at the en- 

. trance are two very noble Gothic towers, called the Tour de St. Nicholas, and tlic 
Tour de la Chaine. They are now in a slate of decay, but were antiently designed to 
protect the town and harbour. Without these towers is the Avant Port, extending more 
than a league, and bounded by two points of land to the north and south. Beyond all 
is tlie road where the largest ships usually anchor, protected from the south-west winds 
by the islands of Re, Oleron, and Aix.

Rochefort is a handsome and considerable town of France, in the territory of Aunis.
It was constructed by I^ewis X IV, and is built in the midst of marshes expressly d ra in t^  
for tliat purpose; and time evinced the utility of the project, £ar as a port it soon be
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came as necessary and important to tlip crown of France as Brest or Toulon. It has a 
department of the marine, and has large magazines of naval stores. There is also one 
of the finest halls of'arms in the kingdom, and a great many workmen employed in 
mnaking them ; there are also forges for anchors> and -work-houses for ship carpenters, 
who arc employed in every thing that relates to the fitting out of ships that come within 

' the compass of their province. They likewise cast great guns here ; and have -artists, 
whose employment is sculpture and painting. There are also stocks for building men 
of war, rope-walks, magazines of provisions, and powder, a manufactory of. soil-cloth, 
an hospital for sailors, and proper places to clean the ships. Add to these the houses 
of the intendant, the square of the Capuciiius, and the superb structure which contains 
lodgings for 300 marine guards, where they are taught the business and exercises belong
ing to seamen and officers who go on board ihe men of war.

Beside the usual number of workmen which were employed at Rochefort during;jtbe 
monarchy, which amounted to about 900, there were about 600 galley slaves occupied 
in the most painful and laborious branches of service; The town is situatad on the 
river Charente, about five leagues from its mouth, and was fortified by Lewis X lV ^at the 
time he constructed i t ; but its situation is,^t so considerable a distance from • the sea 
as to render it sufficiently secure from any attack, and they have therefore closed up the 
battlements, and neglected the fortifications. The town is laid out with great beauty 
pud elegance. The streets are all very broad and straight, extending through'the whple 
place from side to side ; but the buildings do hot correspond with them in this respect, 
as they are mostly low and irregular.

Soissons, formerly the capital o^ a kingdom, is seated in a very pleasant and fertile 
valley on the Aisne. The environs are chariuing, but the streets are paiTOW and the 
houses ill built; it contain.s about 12,000 inhabitants.

Lnon stands on a mountain ; its principal trade is in wine.
Versailles stands 10 miles south-west of Paris. It contains 60,000 inhabitants, though 

in the reign of Lewis X III. it was only a small village.
Louis XIV. built a magnificent palace here, which was the usual residence of the 

kings of France. The buildings and gardens arc adorned with a vast nuniber of statues, 
done by the greatest masters, and the. water-works arc all worthy of admiration, The 
great gallery is thought to .be as curious a piece of workmanship of that kind, as any in 
the world; nor is the chapel less to be admired for its fine architecture and ornaments, 
The gardens, with the park, arc five miles in circumference, and surrounded bjT walls. - 
There are three fine avenues to Versailles ; one of which is the common road to Paris, 
the other comes from Scaux, and the third from St. Cloud.

The antient city of Noyon is of a moderate size, and has a considerable trade fo Paris 
in wheat and oats. They have also manufactories of linen cloths, lawns, and tanned 
leather.

The principal buildings arc the episcopal, a cloister where the canons of the patlic- 
dwell, and the town-house. The latter is regularly built in a large square, in the 

ouddle of which is a fountain, where the water conveyed to it froip tiip neighbouring
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mountain, runs continually through three conduits,, and is received in a large bason built 
of very hard stone. They have also many other fountains, several market-places, and 
two public gardens.

Novon is remarkable for the birth of John Calvin. •*'
Fontainbleau, which is seated in the midst of a forest, is remarkable for its fine palacC, 

in which the kings of France used to lodge when they went a hunting.
Beauvis carries on a good trade in beautiful tapestry. Its cathedral is much admired 

for its fine architecture, and contains a great number of relics, and a library of curious 
books. '

Picardy is generally a level country; and produces wine, fruits of all kinds, plenty of 
corn, and great quantities of hay; it has also turf, and some pit-coal, but not so good as 
that of England. Here are bred many thousand colts, which are afterwards turned loose 
in the pastures of Normandy, and sold for Norraan horses. In this province are made 
beautiful silk stuffs, woollen stuffs, coarse linen, lawn, and soap.

The princi{>al town, Amiens, is a large handsome city, surrounded with walls and ram
parts, well planted with trees. The river Somme enters the city by three different chan
nels, under as many bridgss; and these channels, after washing the town, and being ap
plied to the uses of several manufactories, unite at the other end by the bridge of St. 
Michael. . The houses are well built, the streets spacious, and the cathedral beautiful, 
particularly |the nave.

Caiois, a strong town of France, in Lower Picardy, with a citadel and fortified har
bour. I t is built in the form of a triangle, one side of which is towards the sea. - The 
citadel is as large as the town, and has but one entrance. I t is a trading place, with 
handsome streets, and several. churches and monasteries j the number of inhabitants is 
reckoned to be 4000. * -

Calais was taken by Edward III. in J347. Hither he marched his victorious army 
from Crescy, and invested the town on the 8th of September. But finding that it could 
not be taken by force, without the destruction of great multitucfes of his men, he turned 
the siege into a blockade ; and having made strong entrenchthents to secure his army 
from the enemy, huts to procure them shelter from the inclemency of the weather, and 
stationed a fleet before the- harbour to prevent the introduction of provisions, he resolved 
to wait with patience till the place fell into his hands by famihe. The besieged, discov
ering his intention, turned 17OO women, children, and old people out of the town, to save 
their provisions; and Edward had the goodness, after entertaining them with a dinner, 
and giving them two-pence a-piece, to suffer Hiero to pas.<s. - The garrison and inhabitiants 
of Calais having at length consumed all their provisions, and even eaten all the horses, 
dogs, cats, and vermin in the place, the governor, John de Vienne, appeared upon the 
walls, and offered to capitulate. Edward, greatly incensed at their obstinate resistance, 
which had detained him eleven months under their walls, at an immense expence both 
of men and money, sent sir Walter Manny, an illustrious knight, to acquaint t!ie gover
nor, that he would grant them no terms ; but that they must surrender at discretion. 
length, however, at the spirited remonstrances of the governor, and the persuasions ol
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sir Walter Manny, Edward consented to grant their lives to all the garrison and inha
bitants, except six of the principal burghers, who should ' deliver to him the keys of the 

■city, ivhh ropes about their necks. When these terms were made .known to the city of
• Calais, tliey were plunged into the deepest distress ; and after all'the miseries they had suf
fered, they could not think without horror of giving upfix of their fellow-citizens to certain

' death. In this extremity, when the whole people were drowned in tears, and uncertain 
what to dp, Eustace de Pierre, one of the richest merchants in the place, stepped forth, 
and voluntarily offered himself to be one of these six devoted victims. Ilis example was 
soon imitated by other five of the most wealthy citizens. These true patriots, bare-footed 
and bare-beaded, with ropes about their necks,, were attended to the gates by the - whole 
inhabitants, with tears, blessings, and prayers for their safety. When they were brought 
into Edward’s presence, they laid the keys <̂ f the city at his feet, and falling on tl)eir 

,knees implored his mercy in such moving strains, that all the noble spectators melted into 
tears. The king’s resentment was so strong for the"^many toils and losses he had suffered 
in this tedious siege, that he was in some danger of forgetting his usual humanity ; when 
tlie queen falling upon her knees before him, earnestly begged and obtained their lives.  ̂
This great and good princess conducted these virtuous citizens, whose lives she bad saved, 
to her own apartment, entertained them honourably, and dismissed them with presenjts. 
Edward took possession of Calais August 4th ; in order to secure a conquest of so great 
importance, and which had cost him so dear, be found it necessary to turn out ail the 

.antient inhabitants, who had discovered so strong an attachment ,to their native prince,
> and to people it with English.

Calais remaitied in subjection to England till tlie reign of queen MaV}’, when it was 
retaken by the doke. of Guise. This general began .the enterprise by ordering the pri
vateers of Normandy and Bretagne to cruise in the ebaond, more esi)ecially in the very 
straits of Calais : he then detached the duke of Nevers, with a considerable army, 
towards the country of Ljjxemburg: a motion which drew the attention of the Spaniards 

•thatw ay: when all things were ready he procured an application from the people of 
Bolougne, for a body of troops to secure them against the incursions of the Spaniards ; 
he sent a strong detachment at their request, which w'as followed by- another, under 

‘■colour of supporting them, then repaired thither in person, secure that his officers would
• follow his in-structions ; and thus on the first day of the new year, 1557, Calais was in- 
‘ vested. He immediately attacked fort St. Agatha, which the garrison quitted, and re
tired into the fort of Niculai, which, together with the Risbank, the besiegers attacked at 
the s-ame time, granted good terms to the officer who commanded in the former, but 
obliged the garrison of the latter to surrender prisoners of war. By these means he 
opened a communication with the sea-; and having received from on board the sliips an 
immense quantity of hurdles, his infantry, by the help of them, passed the morasses that 
lie round the town. He then made a false attack at the water-gate, which drew the a t - .

' tention of the garrison, Who fatigned themselves exceedingly in maki:rg entrcnc-hments 
^rebind the breach; but when they had finished their work, he began to fire upon the 
' castle,' where the walls were very old, and had been neglected on account of the breadth
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. of tlie ditch which was also very deep when the ti^e -was in ; but a great breach being 
lijade, the duke caused it to be attacked in the night, and during the ebb, the soldiers 
passing almost up to the shoulders. The place was easily carried, though the governor 
made three vigorous attacks before the break of day, in order to dislodge them ; but 
the French, though they lost a considerable number of men, kept their post.

The governor then saw that it was impracticable to defend the place any longer, and 
tlierefore made the best terms for himself that he could obtain; which, however, w'ere 
not very ,good ; and thus in eight days the duke of Guise recovered a fortress which 
caused the victorious Edward III. a whole year’s siege, and which had been now 210 

I years in the possession of the English, without so much as a single attempt to retake 
it.

There are very different accounts given of tliis matter. Some English historians say, 
that king Philip penetrated the design of the French upon this fortress, gave notice of 
it in England, and offered to take die defence of it upon himself; but that this, out of 
jealousy, was refused, it being believed to be only an artifice to get a place of such 
consequence into his own hands. The truth of the matter seems to be this : the strength 
of Calais consisted in its situation and out-works, which required a very numerous gar- 
rifon ; but this being attended with a very large expence, the best part of the troops 
had been sent to join Philip’s army, so that |he governor had not above 500 men, and 
there were not more than 250 of the townsmen able to bear arms. As. to ammunitions, 
^irlillery, and provisions, the French found there abundance ; but with $o slender a 
garrison, that it was impossible to make a better defence ; and therefore, when the lord 
Wentworth, who was governor, and whom the French call lord Dumfort, was tried by 
his peers for the loss of this place, he was acquitted. The duke obliged all the English 
inhabitants to quit Calais ; and bestowed the government of it upon des Termes, who 
was soon after made a marshal of France.

The fortifications of Calais are good ; but its greatest strength is its situation among 
the marshes, which m.ay be overflowed at the approach of an enemy. The harbour is 
not so good as formerly, nor will it admit vessels of any great burden. In times ot 

* peace, there are packet-boats going backward and forward twice a week from Dover to 
Calais, which is 21 miles distant. E. Lon. Q° S', N, Lat. 50° 58'.

Boulogne has usually many English and Scotch inhabitants. It is divided into the 
Upper and Lower towns. The former is strong both by nature and art j the latter is 
surrounded only by a single wall. The harbour is defended by a mole.

Abbeville is a well fortified town, that has never yet been taken, and is therefore 
called the Maiden town. It is pretty well peopled ; and famous for its. woollen manu
factory.

Peronne is well fortified,' and Guise has a strong castle.
Normandy abounds with every thing but wine, and this defect is supplied by cyder 

and perry. There are vast meadows, fat pastures, and the sea yields plenty of fish. It 
contains iron, copper, and a great number of rivers and harbours. I t  carries on a v a ^  
trade; is very populous, and contains vast numbers of towns and villages.
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, Rouen, the capital of Normandy, .had an archbishop’s MC, a parliament, a mint, 
a handsome college, an academy, two abbeys, and an old castle. I t  is seven miles in 
circumference; and surrounded by six suburbs*; and contained, before the revolution, 

*35 parishes, and 24 convents for men and women. ^
The metropolitan church has a very handsome front, on which arc two lofty steeples, 

whence there is a fine view of the town and country. The great bell is 13 feet high and 
11 in diameter. The church of the Benedictine abbey is much admired by travellers. 
The parliament house is adorned with beautiful tapestry and fine pictures. There are 
a great number of fountains, though the bouses are ordinary; but the walk upon the 

- quay is very pleasant, and tlicre are 13 gates from thence into the city. The number of 
the inhabitants is about 60,000 ; and they have several woollen manufactures. It 
is seated on the river Seine; and tiie tide rises so high that vessels of 200 tons may, 
come up to the quay; but one of the greatest fcuriosities is the bridge, of 270 paces in 
lengt|^ supported by boats, and consequently isM)igher or lower according to the tide. 
I t is paved ; and there are ways for foot passengers on each side, with benches to sit 
upon ; and coaches may pass over it at any hour of the day or night. It is often called 
Roan by English historians ; and is 50 miles south-west of Amiens, and 70 north-west of 
Paris

Though large and enriched by commerce, Rouen is not an elegant place. The 
streets are almost all narrow, crooked, and dirty, the buildings old and irregular. I t was 
fortified by St. Lewis in 1253, but the walls are now demolished. The environs, more 
peculiarly the hills which overlook the Seine, are wonderfully agreeable, and covered with 
magnificent villas. E. Lon. 1° 10', N. Lat. 49° 26*.

Aicncon is a large handsome town, surrounded with good walls, and flanked with 
towers. The castle was formerly a place of great consequence, and has held out seve
ral sieges. It is seated on the river Sarte, in a vast open plain, and has near ii quar
ries' of stone for building. ,

Bayciix has a fine, cathedral, whose front and three steeples are said to be the best 
in France.

C'aen, thecapital of Lower Normandy, is celebrated for the royal square, which is 
said to be the most beautiful in all the province. In  the middle of it is a statue of Lewis 
X IV. in a Roman habit, standing on a marble pedestal.

The other considerable places in Normandy are Dieppe, Havre de Grace, Cherbourg, 
Lbieux, Evreux, Valognes, and Avranches.

Encompassed by the ocean on three sides, and bounded on the other by Normandy 
and Orleanois, the province of Bretagne contains several of the best sea-ports in Frat>ce, 
and^has afforded shelter to a body of malcontents,' who threatened the existence of the 
late republican government.

The capital of the province is Rennes, which, before the revolution, had a bishop’s 
>ee, two abbeys, a parliament, and' a mint. It is very populous ; the houses are six 

^ r  seven stories high, and the suburbs of longer extent'than, the town itself The cathe
dral is H r̂ge, and the parliament-house a handsome structure. The great square be*>
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longing to it is surrounded with handsome houses. ^T hereisa  tower, formerly a pagan 
temple, which now contains the town-clock. It is seated on tlie river VilJaine, which 
divides it into two parts, and was antiently fortilied, but the tvalls are now in rnins, 
and the ditch nearly filled up. ' ' ■

Nantes had also a bishop’s see,*a university, and a mint. It is one of the most con
siderable places in the kingdom ; contains the richest merchants, and was formerly the 
rcsideiice of the dukes of Bretagne, where they built a very strong castle on the side 
of the river and which is strongly fortified. There are several parishes, and a great 
nmnv religious houses, and the cathedral contains the tombs of the antient dukes.

' Tliere are several fine bridges over the river Loire, which is navigable. The suburbs are 
so large, on account of the number of people that come from all parts to settle here, that 
they exceed the city. The Spaniards 'trade here with wine, fine wool, iron, silk, oil, ■ 
oranges, and lemons ; and they carry back cloth, stuffs, corn, and hard-ware. The 
Dutch send salt-fish, and all sorts of spices, and in return have wine and brandy. The 
Swedes bring copper: and the English lead, tin, and pit-coal. It was in this^Iace 
that Hcriry IV. promulgated the famous edict in 1508, called the edict of Nantes, and 
which was revoked in 1685. Nantes was a.nticntly, like almost every considerable city 
in Europe, very strongly fortified. Peter de Dreux, one of the dukes of Bretagne sur
rounded it vvitb walls, which have only been'demolished within these few years. The 
bridge is an object of curiosity. It is near a mile and a half in length, being continued 
across all the little islands in the Loire, from north to south. The territory of Nantes 
lies on both sides of the Loire, and feeds a great number of cattle.

Brest is a maritime town of France,. in Lower Brittany, seated on the declivity of 
a hill on the side of its port, which is the largest in the kingdom, and will hold 500 ships ■ 
at a time. There is an arsenal with sea stores, which was placed there on account of 
its nearness to the woods, mines of iron, and other things proper for the building of 
ships. Tlie entrance into the port is guarded by a strong castle seated on a rock, which 
cannot he attempted on the sea side, because it is craggy, and is defended on the land 
side by a large ditch and other fortifications. The streets of Brest are very narrow, ill 
contrived, few in number, and have all a descent. A great quay surrounds this side 
of the port, which i' above a mile in length, and 200 paces broad ; and there are magazines 
on tlie quay, full of all foreign merchandizes.

Dol, Dinant, Brienne, Quimper, and Vannes, are’ considerable towns in this 
province.

Malo stands on a rock called the island of St: Aaron, sun'ounded by the sea at high 
water, which is now joined to the continent by means of a sort of causey or dyke near 
a mile long, called the Sillon, which has been often damaged by storms, and was 
almost quite ruined in the year 1730. At the end of this causey next the town is a 
castle flanked with large towers, a good ditch, and a large bastion. The city nearly 
covers the whole surface of the island, and is of an oblong form, surrounded with a 
strong rampart, on which there'is a number of dannon. There is always in it a godl^ 
garrison. The cathedral church is dedicated to St. Vincent, and stands in the square
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of the same name, as do also the town-house and the episcopal palace. There are some 
other squares in the place, hut less remarkable j and as to the streets, except two or 
three they are all very narrow. Tliere being no springs of fresh water in St. Malo, the 
inhabitants are at great pains to convey tlic rain, which falls on the roofs of their houses 
into cisterns ; and of this they obtain enough for all family uses. There is only one 
parish-church in the town, though it contains between 9 and 10,000 inhabitants ; but 

' there were several convents of monks and nuns, and a general hospital. The two entrance:: 
into the harbour are defended by several forts, such as that of the Conchal; of the 
and the little bay ; the forts of Isle-Rebours, Sezembre, Roteneuf; the castle of Lattfv 
and Fort-Royal. There are several little fetes near the .harbour, the most considerable 
whereof is that of St. Sezembre, which is near a quarter of a league in circumference, 
which serve as so many out-works to the fortifiptions of the city, and are useful as bul
warks, by breaking the violence of the waves j  which otherwise would beat with great 
force against tlie walls of the city. At the end of the causey, next the continent, stands 
the suburb of St. Servant, large and well built. Here the merchants have their houses 
and store-houses. Here is the dock-yard ; and a secure harbour is formed by the river 
llance, where ships of great burden can ride at anchor very near the houses. The har
bour is one of the best in the kingdom, and most frequented by merdiants-sbips ; but it is 
of very difficult and dangerous access on account of the rocks which lie round i t  The 
town of St. Malo is exceedingly well situated for trade and accordingly in this respect, 
it has succeeded beyond most towns in France. It maintains a trade with England,' 
Holland and Spain. The commerce of Spain is of all the most considerable, and most 
profitable to the inhabitants of St. Malo, the ships of the Molonins being frequently em
ployed as register ships by the Spaniards, to carry out the rich cargoes to Peru and Mex
ico, and bring home treasure and plate from Anrerica. The inhabitants of St. IMalo carry 
on also a considerable trade of dry and salted cod to Newfoundland. They send to this 
fishery a good many vessels from 100 to SOO tons burden, with salt for the fish, and pro-- 
visions for subsisting the crews. They carry their fish to Italy, Spain, and some to 
Courdcaux and Bayonne, and bring home the returns in fruits, soap, oil, &c. which 
are disposed of to great advantage at Nantz. St. Malo is the capital of the bishopric of 
that name, vvhich is of considerable extent; and the soil about it produces most kinds of 
grain and fruits in great abundance.. The most remarkable towns in the district and 
diocese of St. Malo, are St. Servand, Canceile, Chateau, Neuf, Dinian, Tintiniac, Com- 
bourg, Montfort, Breal, Guer, Ploermel, Josselin, &c.

Guienne is a large province of France, consisting of many districts, and divided into 
two parts by the Garronne ; Guienne which lies on the north of that river, and Gascony* 
on the south ; to the former is attached Limosin, and to the latter Bearne.

North of the Garronne are the following towns, Perigueux, Sarlat, Cahors, Agen, 
Rhodes, IMilbaud, Vahres, Limoges, Tulles, and Snintes.

Perigueux is remarkable for the ruins of a temple of Venus, and of an amphithratre. 
Tiae neighbouring country abounds in iron-mines, and the nir is pure and healthy.

Vot. II. L
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Cuhors is well fortified and partly erected on a, rock. Tlie principal street is narrow^ 
and terminates in the market-place, in which is the town-house.

Agcn is a rich, handsome, and antient city, in a very agreeable country, on tilie banks 
of the (iaronne. The manufactories here carried on, are table-linen, camblets, serges,* 
and sail-doti). Prunes here form a considerable object of commerce, the Dutch taking 
great quantities of them for long voyages.

Liniosin abounds in forests of chesniit trees, and contains mines of lead, copper, tin, 
and iron*; but the principal trade consists in cattle and horses.

Limoges is an antient and very considerable trading town.
Tulles is erected partly on a mountain, and partly below it, in a country full of moun

tains and precipices.
Saintes is a large and antient town with several monuments of antiquity, of whicli 

the most famous are an amphitheatre, aqueducts, and a triumphal urch on the bridge 
O'/cr the Cbarente.

On the south of the Garonne are Bourdeaux, Bazas, D ’Ags, Bayonne, St. Sever, Aire, 
Leitoure, Condom, Audi, Tarbes, St. Bertiand, Lizier, Lombez ; and in Bearn, Pau, 
Lescar, Oloron. ^

Eourdeaux is an antient maritime city, one of the first in France for riches and 
beauty. It is seated on the Garonne, by th^ side of which river is a largq quay, and as 
the tide flows here four yards perpendicular, large vessels come up to the t(Avn. The 
inhabitants are about 100,000, their trade is very extensive, and they ship annually 
100,000 tons of wine and brandy.

Bayonne is a small compact city, noted for hams and chocolate. The entrance of the 
harbour is difficult, but ships when they have entered find safe riding.

.Audi stands on the summit of a hill, at the foot of which runs the Gen. A few years 
ago it was ill bui't, but of late it has been adorned with many beautiful structures. 
'̂ J’hey liaye manufactories of velvets, serges, crapes, hats, andleather*

Tarbes is a populous town, with elegant public buildings..
Pau is a large ill built town.
Languedoc is bounded on the north by Lyonois, on the east by Dauphine and Pro

vence, on the south by the Mediterranean, and on the west by Gascony. The clergy 
were here more numerous than any where else in France, there being in this province 
three archbishops and 20 bishops. Languedoc is divided into the Upper and Lower. 
I t is in general a pleasant country, fertile in corn, fruits, and excellent wine, and the 
inhabitants carry on a considerable trade. Here are produced many curious medicinal 
plants, a great deal of kelp, and on the heaths a good number of the kermes oak. Iron, 
marble, and tiirquois stone-are also among the productions of Languedoc.

The province is famous for tlie royal canal, which passes through it joining the Me
diterranean with the Atlantic. This canal was undertaken in iSGSand finished in 1680 ; 
the matlieinatician who undertook it, made a tasoli 400 yards long and 300 broad and 
seven feet deep, which is always kept full of wtlter, and may be let out by means ol% 
sluice on the side t>f ifie Mediterranean, and aitother on the side of the Atlantic.
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^Tovjlousc, ihc capital of Languedoc, is accounted the third city in France, being 
i»U)-{>assed only by Paris and Lyons. Its population, is, however, inadequate to its extent, 
as, according to Mr. Neckar’s calculation, it containa only 56,000 inhabitants. The 
Vails of the city as well as those of the houses are built with brick. The town-house', 
a modern structure, forms a perfect square, 324 feet long and 66 high. The principal 

I front occupies an entire side of the grand square, lately called the Place Royal. In 
the great hall, called the Hall of Illustrious Men, is the statue of the chevalier Isaure, 
and the busts of all the great men to whom Toulouse has given birth.

Communicating with the ocean on one side by the river Garronne, and on the other 
with the Mediterranean by the canal of Languedoc, Toulouse might have been a very 
commercial city ; but the taste of its inhabitants has been principally for literature. In 
consequence of this predilection, here are two colleges, two [)ub!ic libraries, and three 
academies.

Narbonne is a mean and ruinous place, which makes pretensions to high antiquity, 
but exhibits no marks of magnificence. It is particularly famous for its honey.

Montpelier, one of the handsomest towns of France, and the most considerable in 
Languedoc, excepting Toulouse, is situated in E. Lon. 4° 20', N. Lat. 45° 58'. It hath 
a citadel, a bishops see, an university, a royal academy of sciences, and a mint. This 
town has been long famous for a salubrious air and skilful physicians. In reality the 
air may be salutary in catarrlious consumptions . from its dryness and elasticity ; but it 
is too sharp in case of pulmonary imposlhumes. The climate, according to some late 
travellers, is so much altered for the worse, that the,inhabitants themselves scarce know 
it to be the same : it has been changing many years, and every year becomes worse and 
worse. It has been known to rain for almost three months without intermission : and 
dt intervals such thick stinking fogs, as notliing but the banks of Newfoundland could 
equal ; and several times, for two or three days on a stretch, tiie sky is so heavily loaded, 
that neither the sun, moon, nor stars ci-.a be seen. In summer it is so insufferably hot 
that till the cool of the evening there is no stirring out. Its situation, though on an 
eminence, never coiild.be healthy; as between it and the Mediterranean, which is 
about three leagues distant, it is one continued marsh and swamp, ever cohered witli 
noxious vapours, which, when the sea-breeze sets in, blows directly on the town and the 
country adjacent ; of the sad effects of wliicii, its unhealthy inhabitants, with their yellow 
meagre looks, are the most convincing proofs.

The town has nothing curious to induce a stranger to stay longer in it than three or 
four days, except he arrives there about Christmas ; at which time it is very gay, as all 
the nobility of Languedoc meet there at that time to settle the affairs of the province, 
though it is not the capital, but esteemed nearly the centre. The ^people in trade are 
reputed by the French themselves, to be the greatest extortioners, and sure not to let a 
penny escape them, be the means to come at it ever so unjust : as an instance, they 
had the conscience to charge an English sea officer, that died there, 300 livres (12 guineas 

a half) for eight days lodging.
This city stands upon a rising ground fronting the Mediterranean, which is about
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tliree leagues to the southward: on the other side- i» an agreeable plain, extending about 
the san>e distance towards the mountains of the Cevennes. It is reckoned well buflt» 
and what the French call bten perc^e, yet the streets are in general narrow and the 
houses dark. The inhabitants are supposed to amount to 40,000: they are sociable,* 
gay, and good tempered, and they trade very much in wine, cordials, oil, verdigris, 
and salt-petre. They have several manufactories in silk and woollen goods. There 
are nian^ jirotestants here and at Nismes. The markets are well [supplied with fish, 
poultry, butchers’ meat, and game, at reasonable rates. The wine of the country isr 
strong and harsh : Burgundy ts dear, and so is the sweet wine of Fronlignan, though 
made ia the neighbourhood bf Cette. Liquors of various sorts are compounded and 
distilled at Montpelier. The environs are extremely pleasant, having on one side La 
Place de Peyroev which forms a  fine terrace. From thence, on a clear day, may be seen 
to the eastward the A lps,. which form the frontiers of Italy ; to the south-west the- 
Pyrenean mountains, which form those o f Spain, each esteemed 50 leagues d istan t: and 
to the south-ward a most extensive view of the Mediterranean. Not far from thence Is' 
a noble aqueduct, built like two bridges one above the other ; by this water is brought 
from a mountain a t three leagues distance, into two basons in a small elegant temple a | 
tlie west end of the (^ace; and the king’s garden, where on certain days public lectures 
are held on botany. On the other side of the town is the esplanade, a beautiful walk, 
bordered on each side by olive trees, from whence there is a pleasing prospect of the 
sea and the country adjacent to the ■ town; near which is the citadel, a place of nô  
strength, though well walled in, as it is commanded by several rising grounds, and has 
only a dry ditch. There are commonly kept there four battalions of infantry.

Carcassone is celebrated in̂  the history of the Albigenses.
Pamiers is a handsome town on the river Arrege.
Fob’has a manufacture of coarse woollen cloths, and some copper works, that metal 

being a considerable object of commerce.
Alet IS remarkable for its baths, and for grains of gold and silver found in the stream 

which runs from the Pyrenees, at tlie foot of which it stands, and from which the Romans 
formerly dugigoid.

Alby IS an ancient town. In the environs are beautiful walks, and the adjacent coun
try is very fertile, producing various kinds of grain, excellent wines, flax, hemp, safiron, 
aniseed, and wood. Here are also manufactories of stockings, shalloons, and coarse 
woollens.

Nismes is ah ancient and flourishing town. I t has such a number of manufactories 
of cloth of gold and silk, and of stufls, formerly know by the name of serge of Nismes, 
as exceeds that of idl the rest of the province. There are several monuments of anti
quity, of which the amphitheatre is the principal, built by the Homans. The Maison 
Quarree, or the Square House is a piece of architecture of the Corinthian order, and 
one of the finest in the world. The temple of Diana is in part gone to ruin. .It was 
taken by the English in 1417. The inhabitants were all Calvinists; but Louis X I’̂  
demolished their church in 1685, and builf a castle to keep tlicm in awe. I t is seated
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a oelightful *p!ain, abounding m 'wine, 'oil, game, and cattle. It contains a greart * 
number of venerable relics of Roman antiquity and grandeur, for which it is remarkable, 
and for its delightful situation.

’ i?ort St. Esprit derives its name from one of the finest bridges in France. It is over 
the river Rhone, is 840 yards long, and has 26 arches. Every pier is pierced with an 
aperture in order to facilitate the passage of the water w hen the river is high.

Uzes abounds in corn, cattle, and excellent wine ; as well as oil and silk.
Viverns is an old little town, seated among rocks, on one of which the cathedral is 

built. •
Fuy has n'isnufactories of lace and silk stuffs.
At Mendo are manufactories of serges. The fountains of this city and one of the 

steeples of its cathedral, are remarkable. I
Marseilles, a strong sea-port, and the richest town of Provence, in France. Here 

is a good harbour, where the French galleys are stationed ; for it will not admit large 
men of war. The entrance of the harbour, which is extremely narrow and surrounded 
by lofty mountains, protects and shelters vessels during the most violent storms. The 
port itself forms a delightful walk even in the middle uf winter, as it is open to the 
southern sun, and crowded with vast numbers of people, not only of all European 
nations, but of Turks, Greeks, and natives of the coast of Barbary. The whole 
scene is one of the most agreeable that can be imagined, • if the chains of the galley slaves 
heard among the hum of business did not tincture it with the hateful idea of slavery. 
The galleys themselves, useless and neglected, rot peaceably in their respective stations ; 
and it is said that no others will ever be constructed to supply their ’place, as they have, 
long ceased to he of any utility to the state, and scarcely even navigable in severe wea
ther. Marseilles pretends to the most remote antiquity; a colony of Phocians, in ages 
unknown, having given it birth. It is divided into the Old town and the New ; which 
are separated by a street, bordered with trees on each side. The old town is one of 
tlic most ill built of any in Europe. The new has sprung up since the commencement 
of the 18th century, and has all that regularity, elegance, and convenience, which dis
tinguish the present times. I t is said to contain 100,000 inhabitants, and is one of 
tlie n)ost trading towns in [France. Without the walls is the castle of Notre Dame, 
whicii is very well fortified. I t is a bishop’s see, and there is a French academy; it 
having been noted at all times for men of learning.

In lbt)0, Lewis XIV. built the citadel and fort St. John, to keep the inhabitants in 
awe because they pretended to be free. The Jesuits had a very fine observatory here ; 
and in the arsenal, built not long ago, there are arms for 40,000 men. In the House 
of Discipline they weave gold, silver, and silk brocades. The drugs are brought thither 
from all parts of the world.

'Aries is celebrated for its antiquities, both within and without the city. Those of 
r ^ c h  any remains are now to be seen are the amphitheatre, the obelisk, the Elysian 
nelds, the sepulchres, columns with their capitals, busts, pedestals, aqueducts, with some 
remains of the capital, and the temples of their gods. - Tire other anlient monuments 
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/ire entirely destroyed. Under the amphitheatre, in they found tiie statue
Venus, wliich was worshipped by this city, and Ijas since been carried otT to Vet- 
sailles. It is a master-piece which will be always admired by connoisseurs.

The amphitheatre is one of the most remarkable pieces of antiquit\'. It 
by tlie Romans but the time is unknown, though some say by Julius Caisar. 
an oval form ; and about 400 yards in circumference, and the front is 34 
height. The middle, called the Arena, is 142 yards wide and 104 broad.
ticos or piazzas are three stories, built with stone of a prodigious size.

was built* 
It is of 

yards in 
The por- 
Eacb of

lliem consist of 60 arches, which still remain ; and the walls are of a surprising thick
ness, but gone to decay. '

The Pagan’s burying place, called the Elysian Fields, is without the city, upon an 
agreeable hill, divided into two parts. The first called Moulaires, has very few tombs, 
they having been broken to build the walls of gardens, which are made in that place. 
The second called Eliscamp, contains a great number.

Antibes is celebrated for the excellent fruit that grows in its territory.
Toulon is a celebrated city, and sea-port. Its inhabitants are computed at 80,000. 

I t  is divided in the Old Quarter and the New Quarter. The first, wbicb is very ill 
built, has nothing remarkable in it but the ̂ Rue aux Arbres, the Tree-street, w hich is a 
kind of mall, and the town-house; the gate of this is surrounded by a balcony, wliich is 
supported by two Termini, the master-pieces of the celebrated Pojet. Tl)e new quarter, 
which forms as it were a second city, contains, besides the magnificent tvoiks constructed 
in the reign of Lewis X IV. many fine houses, and a grand oblong square, lined w iih trees, 
and serving as a parade. The merchant’s haven along which extends a noble quay, on 
which stands the town-house, is protected by two moles, begun by Henry IV. The new 
haven was constructed by Lewis XIV. as tvere the fortfications of the citj’. In tire front 
of this haven is an arsenal, containing all the places necessary for the construction and 
fitting out of vessels. The first object that appears is a rope-walk, entirely arched, ex
tending as far as the eye can reach, and built after tlijS designs of Vaubaiv; here cables 
are made, and above is a place for the preparation of hemp. Here likewise is the 
armoury for muskets, pistols, halberds, &c. In the park of artillery are cannons placed 
on piles, bombs, grenades, mortars, and balls of various kinds, ranged in wonderful or
der. The long sail room, the foundery for cannon, the dock-yards, the basons, &c. are 
all worthy of observation. Both the new and old port have an outlet into the spacious 
outer road and harbour, which is surrounded by hills, and formed by nature almost cir
cular. Its circuit is of very great extent, and the entrance is defended on both sides by 
a  fort with strong batteries. In a word, the basons, docks, and arsenals at Toulon, 
warranted the remark of a foreigner that visited them in tlje late reign, “ That the king 
is greater there than at Versailles.” Toulon is the only mart in the Mediterranean for 
the re-exportation of the products of the East Indies.

Dauphine is bounded on the west by the Rhone, which separates it from L an g u ^  
doc; on the south by Provence : on the east by Piedmont; on the north by Franche 
Compte.
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In some places ft is very fertile ; and produces corn, wine, olives, wood, copperas, 
cflk, crystal, iron, and copper. But the greatest part of the province is barren, 
und the inhabitants are obliged to go into other countries for subsistence.

• Tiie mountains abound in simples, and game of all sorts, and produce fir-trees pro
per for HKiStS.

The principal towns are Grenoble, A'ienne, Die, St. Paul, Embrun, Gap, and 
Brianifon. Grenoble is a large, populous, and antient town. It contains a great num
ber of liandsoiue .structures ; particularly tbe churches and convents. The leather and 
gloves that are made here are highly esteemed.

Vienne is an antient and considerable town on the left bank of the Rhone. Its com
merce consists in wines, silks, and cutlery. The wines of Cote, llotie, and the Her
mitage are produced in the neighbourhood of Vienne.

Embrun is one of the most elevated towns  ̂in Europe, being seated on a craggy hill, •; 
near the river Durance. ,

Gap is seated on the small river Bene, at the foot of a mountain, in which some 
mineral waters ore ^found that are deemed febrifuge. At Brian^on is a fine bridge 
over the Durance. Manna is gathered in this neiglibourhood, on the leaves and 
branches of a sort of pine, and on making inoisions in its bark.

Before we conclude our survey of France it remains to describe the territories of 
Avignon and Orange, which arc situated between Provence, Dauphine, and the .Rhone. 
Avignon was for several centuries subject to the pope ; but w'as after the revolution an
nexed to France. It contains besides the capital, of the same name, Caprentfas, Vai- 
son, and Cavaillon.

Avignon is a large handsome town, advantageously seated on the Rhone.
Carpentras stands at the foot of a mountain on the river Auson.
Vaison stands near the ruins of the antient Vaison, one of the largest cities in 

Gaul.
The principality of Orange has given a title to the stadtholder of Holland, to whom 

it formerly belonged. The city of Orange is an antient and considerable town. It was 
an important place in the time of the Romans. Tlie triumphal arch which was formerly 
within its limits was erected by Caius Marius and Luctalius Catulus, after the victory 
which they obtained over the Cimbri and the Teutones. Here are also the ruins of an 
amphitheatre, some aqueducts, and other antiquities; which have escaped tbe fury of the 
Goths and Saracens.

Before we proceed to the description of Spain, it may be proper to notice the Pyre
nees, that ridge of mountains that separates Spain from France. They extend freia the 
Mediterranean Sea to the ocean, about 212 miles. They.are thought by some to be as 
high as tbe Alps, but not so difficult to jiass. * -

SPAIN.

i s ' bounded on the north; by Ffance|̂ ^̂  bn the east by the Mediterranean, on the
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south by the straits of Gibraltar, and on the west oy the Atlantic and the kingdom of 
Portugal.

Spain enjoys a pure and serene air, except during the equinoctial rains; but in the 
summer the southern provinces suffer with extreme heat. The refreshing breezes that 
come from the different ridges of mountains are very beneficial to the inhabitants. In 
tbs provinces of Biscay, Navarre, Arragon, and Catalonia, the winter is frequently 
severe. The soil is very fertile, but its cultivation is neglected : it yields where the 
requisite* labour is bestowed, fine wheat, barley, saffron, honey, silk, sait-petre, baril 
las, hemp, sugar-canes, lemons, oranges, citrons, almonds, and all the most delicious 
fruits that are found in Italy and France. The wines arc in high esteem. Their horses 
are remarkably swift; their mules are excellent, and the wool of their sheep is the 
finest in Europe. Here were antiently mines of gold and silver which are now neg-' 
lecled, but cornelions, agate, jacinth, loadstones, turquois-stones, quicksilver, copper, 
lead, sulphur, alum, calamine, crystal, marbles of several kinds, porphyr}', the 
finest jasper, diamonds, emeralds, and amethysts are found here.

It is divided into 14 provinces, viz. New Castile, Old Castile, Leon, Gallicia, 
Asturia, Biscay, Navarre, Arragon, Catalonia, Mercia, Valentia, Granqda, Anda
lusia, and Estremadura. ,

New Castile is bounded on the north by Old Castile, on the east by Arragon and 
Valencia, on the south by Alurcia and Andalusia, and on the west l>y Leon. This 
province as well as Old Castile, is very well watered with rivers, and the air is gene
rally pure and healthy ; but tite land is mountainous, dry, and uncultivated, through the 
laziness of the inhabitants. The north part produces fruits and woad for dying, and the 
rich pastures of the south feed great numbers of sheep that afford excellent wool.*

The principal places are Madrid, the capital, Toledo, Escurial, Alcala, Guadalax- 
ara. Molina, Huete, Cuenca, Ocana, Talavera, Consuegra, Calatrava, Cividad, 
Real, Alcarez, Chinchilla, and Villera.

Madrid is the capital of the whole kingdom, though it never had the title of a city. 
It stands in the centre of a large plain, surrounded with mountains, and in tlic very heart 
of Spain, on the banks of the little river Manzanares, which is always very low and 
shallow, except when it is swelled by the melting of the snosv on the mountains. The 
city is in general well laid o u t; the streets are very handsome ; and the houses are fair 
and lofty, but built of brick, w ith lattice windows, excepting those of the rich, who have 
glass in their windows ; only, during the summer-heats, they use gauze, or some such 
thin stuff, instead of it, to let in the fresh air. There are two stately bridges here over 
the Manzanares, a great many magnificent churches, convents, hospitals, and palaces. 
Ib e  royal palace, which stands on the west side of the town, on an etninence, is spacious 
and magnificent, consisting of three courts, and commanding a fine prospect. At the east 
end of the town is the prado, or pardo ; which is a delightful plain, planted with regular , 
rows of .Qoplar-trees, and watered with a great mitny fountains ; where the nobility and 
gentry take the air on horseback, or in their coaches; and the common people on foot, 
Of divert themselves with a variety of sports and exercises. Almost all the streets ‘of
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Madrid arc straight, wide, clean, and well paved. The largest and most frcquentea are 
V the street of Alcala, that of Atochia, tliat of Toledo, and the Callc-grandc, or great street 

^ladrid has also several squares, which arc in general not very regular. The principal 
*are those of Scan Joachin, Sol Lasginitas, San Domingo, La Cevado, and tlie Plaza 

Mayor. The jattcr especially deserves notice for its spaciousness and regujarify, and 
|the elegant and lofty houses it contains. It is 1535 feet in circuit The houses, of which 
there are 136, arc of five stories, ornamented with balconies; the first of wlych, sup
ported by pillars, forms a piazza round the square, where the inhabitants may walk under 
cover. In the middle of the square a market is kept The streets and squares of 
Madrid, except the Plaza Mayor, which has been just described, are ornamented with 
fountains in a very ill taste. Those most to be distinguished in this particular, are the 
fountain of the small irregular square, called jPlaza di Antonio IMartin, and that of the 
square named Puerta del Sol. The others are not more magnificent, though less ridi
culous. The water of all these fountains is excellent; and the air of Madrid, though 
tlie weather be variable and uncertain, is extremely pure. It was this purity of the air 
aud excellent quality of the water, M’hich induced Philip II. and his successors to fix their 
residence in this city. It is also well supplied with provisions of all kinds, at reasonable 
rates; and the court, with the resort and residence of the quality, aud the high colleges 
and ofticcs that arc kept here, occasion a brisk trade and circulation of money.

The sacred edifices in this city have nothing remarkable in their architecture : those 
of St. Pasqual, St. Isabella, and the Carmelites, contain highly valuable collections of 
pictures, which may be seen with admiration, even after paintings of the Escurial 
and the new' p-alacc. The church of St. Isidro, which heretofore belonged to the Jesuits, 
has a portal, which has escaped the contagion of the age in which it was built. There is 
another church much more modern, which on account of its mass has a venerable ap
pearance, but which true taste may justly disavow : it is that of St. Saie.sas, or the Visi
tation, founded by Ferdinand VI. and the queen Barbara, his' wife., 'J’lic convent of 
St. Francis has.already been some years building, and there are hopes that it will be one 
of the • finest productions of architecture in the capital.. Besides a variety of charitable 
foundations, there arc here tlmoe confraternities, the revenues of w hich are appro|)i iated 
to the succour of the wretched ; and an institution similar to the Mont de PielC in 
Paris, the principal object of which is to advance money to the necessitous. '

The city of Madrid contains 15 gates, 18 parish, 35 convents of monks, and 31 of 
nun-s ; 39 colleges, hospitals, or houses of charity ; 7398 dwelling-houses, and, about 
140,000 inhabitants. The Lombard traveller. Father Caimo,. tells u.s that 50,000 sheep 
and 12,000 oxen are annually consumed there ; to which Ins editor has added a tudieVous 
estimate of the onions and leeks devoured there, whicli he says amount to 970,000,000, 
000,000,000,000,000,000,000,045. But tiiis writer (M. Bourgoanne observes) would 
not at present have any reason to complain of the disagreeable smells of the streets, nor 
would he find all the perfumes of Arabia necessary to defend himself, from them. By 
the vigilance of the modern police, for which (M. Bourgoanne informs us) it is indebted 
to the couat D ’Aranda, it is rendered one of the cleanest cities in Europe.

VoL. II. , . N
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There are four academies ill Madrid. The first is the S(iatjish academy" founded in 
1714, in imitation of the French academy, and consisting of 24 members, including tfie 
president. Its device is a crucibre on burning coais, with the motto, limpia, fixa, y dit 
esplendor; it purifies, fixes, and gives lustre. Its first oiyect was the compiiation o f » , 
dictionary of the Spanish language, which,was published in si.x volumes folio, and of 
wiiicli a new edition, with great additions, has been lately put to the press. The same 
academy is also employed on a superb edition of Don Quixote, adorned with elegant- 
engravings, far superior to the last, and collated with all the former editions. Tha 
Second is the academy of history ; which owes its origin to a society of individuals, the 
object of whose meetings was to preserve and illu.strate the historical monunients of the 
kingdom of Spain. Their labours met the approbation of PliilipV. who in 17S8, con
firmed their statutes by a royal cedula. This academy consists of 24 members, includ
ing the president, secretary, and censor. Its device is a river at its source ; and the 
motto, In patriam popuiumque fluit. The other two academics are the academy of the 
line arts, painting, sculpture, and architecture ; and the academy of medicine. The 
latter is held in no great esteem.

The environs of Madrid contain several royaj seats ; among which are El Buen Retiro, 
Casa del Campo, Florida, Le Pardo, Sarsuela, and St. Ildefonso; but the most magni
ficent, not only in tliis country, but perhaps in the whole world, is the Eschrial, which 
takes its name from a small village, near which it stands, about 22 niiles north-west 
from Madrid. In this village is a monastery, in the form of a gridiron, built by Phi
lip the II. of Spain, in lo6'3, and accounted by Spaniards the eighth w onder of the w’orld. 
I t  consists of a royal palace, a church, built after the plan of St. Peter’s at Rome, 
cloisters, a college, library, shops of different artists, Apartments for a great number of 
people, beautiful walks, large alley.s, an extensive park and fine gardens, adorned with a 
vast number of fountains. It stands on a dry barren country, surrounded by rugged 
mountains, and where nothing grows, but what is cultivated with extraordinary care. 
It is built of grey stones, found in the neighbourhood, which was the principal reason of 
its being erected in ’ so disagreeable a situation. This structure was 22 years in build
ing, and cost 6,000,000 of crowns. The most remarkable part is the vaulted chapel, 
wherein ;s a magnificent sepulchre, called the Pantheon, similar to that at Rome, and 
thought by some to be the most curious piece of architecture in tlie world.

Toledo is an aiUicnt, and trading city, formerly the capital of New Castile. About 
two centuries ago it is said to have contained mwe than 200,000 inhabitants; but they 
are now diniisiied to 20,000 or at most to 30,000. I t is advantageously seated on' 
the river Tajo, which surrounds it on two sides ; and on the land side it has an antient 
wail, built by a Gothic king, and flanked with 100 towers. It is seated on a mountain, 
which renders the streets uneven, and which are narrow ; but the houses are. fine, and 
there are a great number of superb structures, besides 17 public squares, where the mar
kets are kept. The finest buildings are the royal castle and the cathedral church ; which 
last is the richest and most considerable in Spain. It is seated in the middle of the city, 
joining to a handsome street, w uh a fine square before it. Several of the gttfes are very
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large, and of bronze. There is also a superb steeple, extremely high, frogi whence there 
is a very distant prospect. The Sagrai’iro, or principal chapel, is a real treasury, in'which, 
are 15 large cabinets let into the trail, full of prodigious quantities of gold and silver 
vessels, and other works. Titete are two mitres of silver gilt, set all dier with pearls 
^nd precious stones ; with three collars of massy gold, enriched in like manner. There - 
are two bracelets and an imperial crown of the Virgin Mary, consisting of large diamonds 
and other jewels. The weight of the gold in the crown i.-s fifteen pounds. The vessel 
which contains the consecrated wafer is of silver gilt, as high as a man, and so heavy 
that it requires 30 men to carry it ; within it is another of pure gold, enriched with jew
els. Here are 38 religious bouses, most of which are worthy of a traveller’s notice, with, 
many other sacred buildings, a great number of churches belonging to 27 Pft*ishes, and 
some hospitals. Without the town are the remi^ns of an amphitheatre, and ^oilier anti
quities.

Toledo is an archbishop’s see, and the seat of the primate of Spain. His revenue 
is said to be worth 400,000 ducats, but there are large ded'uctions to be made fron> it. It 
pays 15,000 ducats to the monks of the Escuriul, besides several other pensions. Toledo 
ims also an universit}'. It was formerly celebrated for the*exquisite temper of the sword 
blades made there.

Alcala de Henarez, the antient Complutum, a Roman colony, is pleasantly situated oa 
the banks of the Henarez, over which there is a stately bridge. The first Polyglot bible 
w'as printed here, at the cxpencc of Cardinal Ximines. ‘

Talavcra stands in a vallcv almunding in corn, fruits, and wine.
The inhabitants of Clvidad Ileal are noted for dressing glove-leather. ' %
Alcarez has a remarkably antient aqueduct.

* Old Cistilc, beside Borgo.s its capital, contains Valladolid, Aranda, Avila, Segovia, 
iSigucnza, Osma, Soria, Calahorra, and I/)gronno.
' Burgoisis seated partly on a mountain, and extends to the river Aranzon. The squares, 
public buildings, and fountains arc fine, and the xvalks agreeable. The arts and sciences 
are cultivated here, and a great variety of trades are carried on. ‘

Valladolid is an antient, large, and populous city, with a bishop’s see and university. 
I t is surrounded with strong walls, embellished, with bandsomc; buildings, large public 
squares, piazzas, and fountains. I t  is large and populous, containing 11,000 houses, 
w'ilh fine long and broad streets, and large high houses, adorned wiUi balconies. The 
market-place, called El Campo, is 700 paces in circumference, surrounded with a great 
number of convents, and is the place where the fairs are kept.. There is another squsrro 
in the middle of the city, surrounded with handsome briĉ c bouses, having under them 
piazzas, where people may walk dry. in all weathers. Within these pfei’zzas, merchants 
and tradesmen keep their shops. All the bouses are of tlie same height, being four 
stories ; and there are balconies at every window," of iron gilt. In the whole there arc 
70 monasteries and nunneries; the finest of which is that of the Dominicans, remarkable 
for its church, which is one of, the most magnificent in the city. The kings resided a 
long wbĵ le at this place; and the royal palace, which still remains, is of very lurg-.: extent,
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tliougl’! Luf. iwo s:orifiS l.'igh ; within'are fine paintings of various .kinds, and at ciie of 
(he corners a curious clock, made in the same manner as that of Strasburg. Tiie house 
of the inquisition is an odd sort of structure, for there are no windows, but a few holes to 
let in thelight.^ The environs of the city area fine plain, covered with gardens, orchards^ 
vineyards, meadows, and fields..

Avila is an antient city. It has an university, and a manufactory of fine cloth ; is 
seated in a large plain, and surrounded by mountains covered with fruit-trees and vine
yards. ♦ Segovia is an antient larg-;, rich, populous, and handsome city. The fine 
Spanish wool is here manurarcturt’d into the best cloth that is made in Spain. Another 
branch of their trade i.s very fine paper. The cathedral stands on one side of the great 
square, and contains the statue of the Virgin Mary in massy silver. The castle seated in 
the highest part of the town, is covered with lead, and has rooms very richly adorned 
witii tapestry, gilding, and ornaments of marble and porphyry. The royal chapel is 
n;agnificently gilded, and embellished with excellent paintings. The most remarkahle 
structure is the mint, seated in' a valley, surrounded by a river, on whjcli arc mills em
ployed in coining, and which perform any operation almost instantaneously.. The aque
duct is a work of the Romans, *3000 paces lopg, and supported by 177 arches; it still 
serves to convey watar into the town.

Siguenza lias an university consisting of several colleges ; but the most 'considerable 
structure is the cathedral. The air is very cold in the winter, but they have pjpnty of wood 
for firing.

Logrono is an antient town, standing in a country which abounds in the necessaries of 
life.

The province of Loon is bounded on the north by Asturias, on the west by Galli- 
cia and Portugal, on the south by Estramadura, and on the east by the two Castilef. 
I t  produces all the necc.ssarles of life. Its capital of the same name, was built by tiie 
Romans in the time of Galba. I t was formerly richer and more populous than at pre
sent and has the finest cathedral in all Spain.

Salamanca, an antient, large, rich, and populous city of Spain, in the kingdom of Leon, . 
is situated on the river Tonnes, about 75 miles west from Madrid. It is said to have 
been founded by Teucer the son of Telamon, wlio called it Salamis or Salamantica, in 
memory of the antient Salamis. Here is an university, the greatest Spain, and perhaps 
inferior to none in the whole world, in respect at least to its revenues, buildings, number 
of scholars and masters. Here are also many grand and magnificent palaces, squares, 
convents, churches, colleges, chapels, and hospitals. The bishop of this country is auf- 
frtfgan, to the archbishop of Gompestalla, and has a yearly revenue of ] 000 ducats. A 
Roman way leads from hence to Merida and Seville, and there is an old Roman bridge 
over the river. Of the colleges of the university four are appropriated to young men of 
quality ; and near it is an infirmary for poor sick seholar-s.

Placentia stands on a pleasant plain surrounded by niounlaiiis. Astorga, Carrion, 
Pa'encia, Toro, Zamora, Alva, Cividud, Rodrigo, and Coria, are |>!aces of note in 
tl)0 province of Leon.
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GalHda Isfis the ocean on the north and w est; Portugal on the south, Asturias j and 
Leon onsthe east. Along its extensive coast the air is temperate; but cold and moist 
in the inland country.
• Here are produced wine, flax, and citrons, wood for ship buiiding,'excellent pa.s- 
ture ; but notwithstanding these advantages, the province is thinly inhabited. The 
principal places are Compostella, Bayona, Tuy, Orense, . Lugo, Corrunna, Ferrol, 
and Mondonedo.

Compostella, the capital, has an archbishop’s see, and an university. The public 
squares and the churches, especially the cathedral, are very magnificent. I t has a great 
number of monastic buildings. The fable tliat the body of St. James lies buried here, 
draws a great number of pilgrims from most parts of papal Christendom. They walk in 
procession to the church, and Visit his woodeni image, which, stands on the great altar, 
and is illuminated with 40 or 50 wax candles. They kiss it three times with a very re 
spectful reverence, and then put their hats on its head. In the church are 30 silver 
lamps always lighted, and six chandeliers of silver five feet high.

Tuy stands on the top of a mountain, near the river Minho, in a pleasant, fertile, and 
well cultivated country, where there are the richest prospects of gardens, vineyards, 
orchards, and corn-fields.

Lugo is celebrated for some boiling hot springs.
Ferrol has a good harbour, and is much frequented by the Spanish fieet in time of 

war.
Asturia, or as it is usually stiled, the Asturias, is tolerably fertile, but thinly innabited. 

Oriedo, its capital, has an university. Santillana and Andero are sca-ports of some 
note.

^Biscay is bounded on the north by the bay of Biscay ; on the south by Old Castile; 
on the west by Asturias; and on the east by Navarre. This country in gcneral is 
mountainous and barren ; but in some places it produces corn, and every where a great 
quantity of apples, oranges, and citrons. Cider is the common drink of the inhabi
tants. Besides this, they'have wine, called chacolina, which is pleasant, but will not 
keep long, and therefore is used instead of small beer. Their vaUeys produce a little 
flax, and the hills an abundance of timber for shipping. Their greatest riches arc pro
duced by Ibeir mines of iron, which metal is exceedingly good, and is exported to - all 
parts, 'Their cutlers are particularly famous for their swords and knives.

The mountains witli which this province abounds, have in all ages afforded the inha^ 
bitants temptations and opportunities of withdrawing from every yoke that has been at
tempted to be laid upon them. Their language is accounted aboriginal, and unmixed 
with either Latin, French, or Spanish; which latter is scarcely understood by any of 
tlie peasants. The Biscayers are stout, brave, anti choleric ; produce excellent soldiers 
and seairien, possess great privileges, and watch over them with a jealous eye. They 
have no bishops in the province, and stile the king only lord of Biscay. The most sin*, 
gukr thing in the dress of their men is, that they wrap a piece of coarse grey on black 
wool'-en cloth round their leg-s, and fasten it on with many turns of tape. The gurh 

Y o u  ir . O
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of the women is neat and pastoral; their hair falls in long plaits down their backs ; and 
a veil or handkerchief twisted round in a very coquetisb manner serves them for a head
dress. On Sundays they usually wear white tied with rose coloured knots. The prin
cipal towns are' Biiboa, Victoria, St. Sebastian, and Fontarabia.

Bilboa is a large, handsome, and rich town, with a well frequented harbour. Its 
air is reniarkably wholesome, and the sOrrounding country very fertile. No slaves are 
permitted here, nor any families that are not of pure Christian extraction; Their 
exports are wool and cutlery ware, particularly sword-blades.

St. Sebastian has a gdoel harbour, secured by two moles. The streets are long, 
broad, and straight ; and paved with white flag-stones;' The houses are handsome, the 
churches neat, and the environs pleasant. It carries on a great trade, and is so popu
lous that several families are obliged to lodge in the same house. Their greatest trade 
consists in iron and steel, ivhich some take to be the best in Europe ; they also deal in 
wool, which comes from Old Castile.

Fontarabia is built in the form of an amphitheatre, on the declivity of a hill, and 
surrounded on the land side by the Pyrenean mountains. It is a small town with a 
good harbour, though dry at low water. , • , ■

Tlie air of Navarre is temperate and wholesome, and though a mountainous country, 
it is pretty fertile, abounds with game, and has several iron-mines. The.jM’incipal places 
are Pampeluna, Estella, Viana and Tuclela.

Pampeluna is a handsome city, which carries on a considerable trade.
. 'J’udela is remarkable for a beautiful bridge over the Ebro.

Arragon is bounded on the north by France, on the east by Catalonia, on the south 
Dy Valentia, and on the west by Navarre and the two Castiles. I t is mountainous, 
barren, ill cultivated, aitd thinly peopled. Here are several mines of iron, and plenty 
of game in tiie woods.

Saragossa, the chief city of Arragon, has an archbishop's see, an university, and a 
court of inquisition. It is a large handsome city, with broad, clean, and well paved 
streets, and houses from three to six stories high. Among its public buildings, of which 
many are magnificent, are 17 churches and 14 handsome monasteries. In Holy street, 
which is so wide that it resembles a square and admits room for their bull feasts, several 
noble families reside, particularly that of the viceroy.  ̂ The church of Nuestra signora 
del pilar (our lady of the pillar) is a place of great resort for Spanish devotees. They 
exhibit a Madona here, which is said to have been miraculously obtained. I t stands 
on a marble pillar, in a place which is so dark that it could not be seen without the as
sistance of lamps. The image is richly ornamented with gold and jewels, its crowr. 
containing many precious stones of an inestimable price. The town-house i.s a noble 
edifice, which is decorated with pictures of all the kings of Arragon, and the image of 
St. George on horseback with a dragon of white marble under him. Here is also a wooden 
bridge over the Ebro very celebrated for its beauty.

Calatajud stands in a fertile valley, and is commanded by a castle on a rock.
Teruel is a considerable town, and enjoys the advantage of being - erected in a valley 

that is covered wiib gardens and fruit-trees.
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Other towns in this province are Tarrazona, Jjorja, Darocc'a, Albunazin, Jaco, Huesca 
and Baiaqueer.

Catalonia is bounded on the north by France, on the east and south by the Meditcr- 
•ranean, and on the west by Arragon aiid Valencia. It is mountainous, but watered by 
many rivers. The fertile and cultivated spots produce corn, wine, oil, pulse, flax, and 
hemp, sufficient for the inhabitants ; and the mountains are covered with large forests 
of tall trees, such as the oak, the cvei'-green oak, the beech, , the pine, the fir, the ches- 
nut, and many others; with cork trees, shrubs, and medicinal plants. Here Sre seve
ral quarries of njarblc of all colours, crystals, amethysts, alabaster and lapis lazuli ; 
mines of iron, tin, lead, alum, vitriol, and sa lt; and even small quantities of gold-dust 
among the sands .of two or threo of the rivers  ̂ Fisheries for coral are carried on in the 
coast. • /

Barcelona is a handsome, rich, and strong city of Spain, in the province of Catalonia, 
of which it is the capital. This city was originally founded by Hamilcar Barcas, ami 
from him called Barcino. It was reduced by the Homans, and continued subject to 
tliem till the' kingdom of Spain was over-run by tire Gotlis and Vandals, and afterwards 
by the Saracens or Moors. In the beginning of the 9th century, Barcelona was in the 
hands of the ^Moors, and under the government of one Zade. This governor having 
more than Once abused the clemency of Charlemagne, at last irritated Louis, king of 
Aquitain, and son to Charles, to such a degree, that he gave orders to his generals to 
invest the city, aiid not to rise from before it till they had put Zade into his iiands. • The 
IMcor made an obstinate resistance, so that the siege lasted many months: at last, finding 
it impossible to preserve the city much longer, and being destitute of all hopes of relief, 
be determined, or rather was compelled by tlie inhabitants, to go to the Christian camp 
and implore the emperor’s mercy ; but here he was no sooner arrived, than he was ar
rested and carried prisoner to Charlemagne, who condemne'd him to perpetual banish
ment. The people gaining nothing by this expedient, continued to hold out for six 
weeks longer, when the king of Aquitain himself took the command of the siege. To 
him they made a proposal, that if he would allow them to march out and go whore they 
pleased, they would surrender tlie place. Louis having agreed to this, made his public 
entry into Barcelona, where he formed a design of extending his father’s dominions as far 
as the Ebro ; but being recalled bcP.tre lie put bis design into execution, he appointed one 
Bera counts of Barcelona. The city continued subject to him and his successors, who 
still enjoyed the title of counts of Barcelona, from the year 802 to 1131; during which 
time we find nothing remarkable, except that the city was once taken by the Moors, bat 
soon after re-taken by the assistance of Louis IV. king of France. In 1131 it was 
united to the crown of Arragon, by the marriage of Don Raymond V. count of Barce
lona, with the daughter of Don Ramiro the Monk, king of Arragon. In 1465 the Ca
talonians revolted • against Don Juan XI. king of Arragon, out of hatred to his queen 
Donna Juanna; the consequence of which vvas, that Barcelona was. besieged by that 
monarch in 1471. Various efforts were made by Louis XI. of France, and the duke of 
Lorraiu, in order to raise the siege, but without effect. Things at length were brouglit
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to the utmost extremity, when the king olFered to pardon theni"all, withjiut the smallest 
punishment either in person or property, provided they would submit: but these terms 
they rejected, chiefly through the influence of the count de Pailhars, who had been par
doned the year before. The army on the other hand, was very earnest on being, led on 
to the assault in hopes of plunder. The king, however, wrote a letter to the citizens, 
dated the 6tb of October, in terms as affectionate as if he had been writing to his cliil- 
dren, bewailing the miseries they had brought on themselves, and concluding with a pro
testation,* that they, and not he, must be answerable for the consequences. Upon tin’s, 
at the persuasion of a priest who had a reputation of sanctity, they sent deputies to tlie 
king, and made capitulation on the 17(b of the sa.me month. In this the king acknow-- 
Icdged they had taken up arms on just motives ; and forgave every body except Pailhars, 
who was, however, suffered to escape. On the 22nd of October the king made his entry 
into the city, and confirmed all their antient privileges. In 1697 Barcelona was taken 
by the French after a bloody siege of 52 days ; and the loss of this city bad a consider
able effect in disposing the Spaniards to agree to the treaty of Ryswick. In queen 
Anne’s time it was taken by the allies, under tiie earl of Peterborough ; but being after
wards shamefully denied assistance by the English ministry, was obliged to submit to 
Philip V. by whom the whole province was deprived of its antient privileges.

Barcelona is situated by the sea-side, of a form between a square and an oval. It is 
surrounded by a good brick-wall, round which is another, with 14 bastions, horn-works, 
ramparts, and ditches ; the ramparts are high, broad, and spacious, in.somuch that 100 
coaches may be seen every evening driving thereon for pleasure. The city is divided 
into two parts, the Old and the New, which nre separated from each other by a wall 
,and a large ditch ; the streets are handsome, well paved with large stones, wide, and very 
clean. It is the residence of a viceroy, is a bishop’s see, has a fine universitv’, a mint, a 
good port, and is adorned witlr handsome buildings. Here is a court of inquisition, which 
the inhabitants look upon as an advantage.

The remarkable buildings are the cathedral, which is large, handsome, and adorned 
with two high towers, the cliurch of the Virgin Mary, the palaces of the bishop, that of 
the inquisition, and several religious houses : add to these the palace of the viceroy ; 
the arsenal, which contains arms for fOOO men ; the exchange, where the merchants 
meet; the tersaria, where they build the galleys; and tire palace, where the nobility of
the country meet,, called La Casa de la Deputation. T^ie last is built with fine large
freestone, and adorned with columns of marble: there is in it a large hall, with gilt
ceiling and a handsome portico, wherein persons may either walk or sit ; the hall is
adorned with the portraits of all the counts of Barcelona. There are several fine squares, 
particularly that of St. Michael, into which all the great streets run. The port is wide, 
spacious, deep, and safo ; defended on.the one side by a great mole, and on the other 
sheltered from the we«t wind by two mountains, that advance into the sea, and form a 
kind of promontory : the mole is 750 paces long, with a quay, at the end of which is 
a light-house and a small fort. One of the mountains, called ]\Iount Joy, is very 
high, and rises In the middle of the plain near the city : it is covered with gardens,.
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titiidx; of ai’ches terminate in a large window open to llie couniiy. In a gleam of siin- 
slnne, the variety of tints and lights thrown upon this enfilade are uncommonly rich. 
The first hall is tlie concert-room, where tlie women s i t ;  tlie musicians play above in 
four balconies. In the middle is a je t d’eaii. The marble pavement is equal to the 
finesst existing, for the size of the flags and evenness of the colour 'J’lie two sisters, 
which gave name to the room, are slabs that measure 15 feet by 7|- vvithout flaw 
or stain. The walls, up to a certain height, are mosaic, .and above are divided into 
very neat compartments of stucco, all of one design, which is also follow'ed in many of 
the adjacent halls and galleries. The ceiling is a fretted cove. To preserve this vaulfed** 
roof, as' well some of the other principal cupolas, the outward walls of the towers are 
raised 10 feet above the top of the dome, and support another roof over all, by which 
means no damage can everjje caused by w'et weather, or excessive heat and cold. From 
this hall you pass round the little myrtle garden of Lindaraxa, into an additional build
ing, made to the east end by Charles, V. The rooms are small and low. His dear 
motto, Plus outr6, appears on every beam. This leads to a little tower, projecting from 
the line of the north wall, called El tocador, or the dressing room of the sultana. It is a 
small square cabinet, in the rhiddle of an open gallery, from which it receives light by a 
door and three windows. The look-out is charming. In one corner is a large marble 
flag, drilled full of holes, through which the smoke of perfumes ascended from furnaces 
below ; and here, it is'presumed, the Moorish queen was wont to sit to fumigate and 
sweeten her person. T’he emperor caused this pretty room to be painted with repre
sentations of his wars, and a great variety of grotesques,_ which appear to be copies, or 
at least imitations, of those in the loggie of the Vatican From hence you go through a 
long passage to tlie hall of ambassadors, which is magnificently decorated with innume
rable varieties of mosaics, and the mottos of all the kings of Granada, This long nar
row antichamber opens into the Comnuina on the left hand, and on the right is the great 
audience hall in the tower of Comares ; a noble apartment, 36 feet square, 36 high up 
to the cornice, and 18 from thence to the centre of the cupola. The walls on threre 
sides are 15 feet thick, on the other nine ; the low'Cr range of windows 13 feet high. 
The whole wall is inlaid with mosaic of many colours, disposed in intricate knots, stars, 
and other figures. In every part various Arabic sentences are repeated.

Having thus completed the tour of the upper apartments, whicli are upon a level w'ith 
the oflices of the new palace, you descend .to the lower floor, which consisted of bed
chambers and summer-rooms ; the black stairs and passages, that facilitated the inter
course between them, are without number. The most remarkable room below h  the 
king’s bed-chamber, which communicated, by means of a gallery, with the upper story ; 
The beds were placed in two alcoves, upon a raised pavement of blue and white tiles ; 
but as it was repaired by Philip V. who passed some time here ; it cannot.be said how. 
it may have been.in former times. A fountain played in the middle to refresh the apart
ment in hot weather. Behind the alcoves are small doors, that conduct you to the royal
baths. These consist of one small closet, with marble cisterns for wasliin" children, two
rooms fur grown up persons, and vaults for boilers and furnaces that supplied the

Voi,. H . ‘ • . <1 ,
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baths uith water, and the stoves with vapours. The troughs are foritied of large statia
light ISof white marble : the walls are beautified with party-coloured earthen ware 

admitted by holes in the coved ceiling,
Hard by is a whispering gallery, and a kind of labyrinth, said to have been made for 

the diversion of the women and children. One of the passages of communication is 
Tenced oft with a strong iron grate, and called tlie prison of the sultana; but it seems 
more probable that it was put to prevent any body from climbing up into the womeas 
quarter.

Under the council-room, is a long slip called the king’s study ; and adjoining to it are 
several vaults, said to be the place of burial of the royal family. In tiie year 1574, four 
sepulchres were opened ; but as they contained nothing but bones and ashes, were im
mediately closed again.

This description of Alhambra may be finished, by observing how admirably every thing 
was planned and calculated for rendering this palace the most voluptuous of all retire
ments ; what plentiful supplies of water were brought to refitsh it in the hot months of 
summer; what a free circulation of air was contrived, by the judicious disposition of 
doors and windows ; what shady gardens of aromatic trees ; what noble views over the 
beautiful hills and fertile plains ! No wonder tile Moors regretted Granada ; no won
der they still offer up prayers to God every Friday, for the recovery of this city, which 
they esteem a terrestrial paradise.

Caca is remarkable for nothing but the church, dedicated to the Virgin,
Almeria is a isea-port town, situated in a fine bay, at the mouth of t4ie river Almeria. 

I t was once the strongest place in Spain, but is now very little better than a village. 
The adjacent country is very fertile in vegetables, and fich in mineral productions.

The Alpuxaras are mountains inhabited by'Moors, who have embraced the Christian 
religion, but retained their former manners and language. They cultivate the soil with 
diligence, and their labour is sufficiently rewarded by large quantities of fruit.

Antequiera is a handsome town, divided into two parts, the upper and the lower ; the 
former standing on a hill, and the latter in a fertile plain, watered with a great number 
of brooks. There is a large quantity of salt in the mountain, and a spring famous for 
curing the gravel.

Malaga has a convenient harbour, and is enriched by a good trade. I t  is much fre
quented by the English and Dutch, who here load their vessels with fruits and wine.

Andalusia, is esteemed by many the most valuable province in Spain. There is a 
good air, fertile soil, and a great extent of sea coast, fit for commerce. Its chief towns 
are Seville, Ubeda, Anduxar, Jaen, Cordovia,. Montilla, Alcala, Ecija, Carmona, Osuna, 
Medina Sidonia, Niebla, and the English fortress of Gibraltar.

Seville is an antient, rich, and handsome city, capital of AndalnSia, and one of tho 
most considerable in Spain. I t is seated near the river Guadalquiver, is of a round form, 
and takes up more ground than Madrid, although it has not so many inhabitants. The 
Moors built an aqueduct, still to be seen, six miles in length. The cathedral is the 
largest in Spain ; the steeple is of very curious workmanship and extremely high, coai
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iisling of three tofl'ers, one above another, with galleries anil balconies. O f the con* 
vents that of St Francis is the most curious, aiiorned with a very handsome public 
square, in the midst of which is a fine fountain. I t contains 160 monks, beside l40 
lay brethren. The university of Seville consists of many colleges ; tlie professors en
joying rich pensions. Near the cathedral is the royal palace called Alcazar, which was 
partly built after the antique by the Moors^ and partly in the modern taste, by ki.iiif 
Pedro ; it is a mile in extent, and iTanked by large square towers, built with*stones taken 
from the antient temple of Hercules. The exchange is a square building of tlie Tusca^n 
order, each front 100 feet in length, and three storie.s high. The suburb stands on the 
other side of the river, over which is along bridge of boats. In this suburb, that den of 
ecclesiastical tyranny, the liouse of- the Inquisition is placed ; and there are public walks 
where most of the inhabitants go to take the air. The town-house is adorned with a 
great number of statues, and there ,is a large square before it, with a fine fountain in the 
middle. There are 120 hospitals richly endowed. The pleasant situation of Seville, 
near the sea, renders it one of the most commercial towns of Spain. The East and West 
India companies have their houses here, when they are obliged to register themselves 
and their merchandise. Their ships indeed stop in the harbour of Cadiz, but their lading 
is carried thence to Seville; and there all the gold and silver is coined, there being 
above 600 men employed jn  the mint. The country about it is extremely fertile in corn, 
wine, &c. and there is abundance of oil ; for to the west of the "river is a grove of olive 
trees 30 miles in length. The Spaniards commonly say, Quen no ha visto Sevilla, no 
ha visto maravilla ; lie  who has not seen Seville, has not seen a wonder. It is 4^ miles 
from,the sea, i l2 W . of Granada, and 212 S, by \V. of Madrid,

Anduxar is a pretty rich town, adorned with churches and convents, and inhabited by 
several families of high rank.

Cordovia stands in the middle of an extensive plain. Its circumference is large, but 
as it is not peopled in proportion to its extent, there are many orchards and gardens 
within its walls. The magnificent cathedral was formerly a mosque, and is now very 
rich in plate, each of the four silver candlesticks being worth 830 pounds. Tlie trade of 
this town is fiourishing, and consists of wine, silk, and leather. In the neighbourhood 
are abundance of oranges and lemons, and the best horses in Spain.

Alcala has abundance of springs, which furnish Seville with water by means of an 
aqueduct.' «

Carmona 4s an antient town. Its gate toward Seville is a very celebrated remain of 
antiquity.

Ossuna is a considerable town, with a university and an hospital.
Medina Sidonia is very antient.
Gibraltar is a promontory,, or rather peninsula. To the antiencs it was known by ^he 

name of Calpe, .and was also called one of the pillars of Hercules ; by the Arabians it is 
called Gabel Tarek, that is “  The mount of Tarek,” from Tarek, the name of the Sara- 
-cen general who conquered Spain in the beginning of the 8th century. The whole is 
■an immense rock, rising perpendicularly about 440 yards, measuring from north to
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south about 200 English, but not above one in breadth from east to west The town 
lies along the bay on the west side of the mountain on a decline, by which, generally 
speaking, the rains pass through it and keep it clean. '.The old town was considerably 
larger than the new, which, at present, consists of between 4.00 and 500 houses. Many 
of the streets are narrow and irregular ; the buildings are of different materials ; some 
bf natural stone out of the quarries, some of a factitious or artificial stone, and a few of 
brick. The 'people are supplied with fresh provisions, chiefly from the coast of liarbary, 
v\dth fruit, roots, and vegetables of all sorts from thence, or from their, own gardens. 
Besides what is properly called the town, there are several spacious and commodious 
public edifices erected ; such as barracks for the soldiers, rvith apartments for their offi
cers, magazines of different kinds, storehouses for provisions, &c. The inhabitants, ex
clusive of the British subjects dependent on the garrison, or who reside there for other 
motives, consist of some Spaniards, a few Portuguese, a considerable number of Genoese, 
and about as many Jews ; making in the whole, according to Dr. Campbell, between 2 
and 3000, wishout reckoning the garrison ; though some make them much fewer. The 
town may be said to have two ports ; the first lying to the north, and is proper only for 
small vessels ; the other is very commodious for large vessels, and has a fine stone quay. 
The bay is very beautiful and capacious, being in breadth about five miles, and in length 
eight or nine, with several small rivers running into it. I t  is very advantageous to the 
place. There is no ground to be found in the middle of it at lOQ fathoms depth, so that 
a squadron may lie there in great safety ; the breezes from it are very refreshing ; and it 
contributes likewise to the subsistence of the inhabitants, by supplying them with plenty 
of fish. ,

In the province of Estramadura, which lies on the frontiers of Portugal, there is found 
an abundance of corn, wine, and fruits, but the air is extremely hot.' The chief towns 
are Badajoz, Merida, Truxillb, Caceres, and Alcantara.

Badajoz is a large and strong town, seated on the river Guadiana, over which is a fine 
Widge built by the Romans.

Merida is also a strong town, with several antient ruins.
Caceres is noted for fine wool.
Alcantara is a small, but strong city, built by the Moors,

P O R T U G A L

The feeble kingdom of Portugal is bounded on the north by Gallicia ; on the east by 
Leon, Estramadura, and Andalusia ; on the south by the straits pf G ibraltar; and on 
the west by the Atlantic.

It is divided into six provinces, two of which are north of the Douro, Entre Minho, 
'-East Douro, and Tra les Montes, the former maritime, the latter inland ; two between 
the Douro and the Tajo, Bcira and Estramadura ; and two south of the Tajo, Alentejo 
on the Atlantic, and Algarre along the strait of Gibraltar. The air of Portugal in the 
southern provinces would be extremely hot, if it were not refreshed by the sea bfcczea.;
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but m the nortlicrn it is mucn cooler, ana more subject to rains. Tbe *i)rihg is very 
delightful. Th^ soil is fruitful in wine, oil, pomegranates, figs, raisins, almonds, chesnuts, 
oranges, lemons,, and other fine fruits ; but there is a want of corn, owing, it is saidj 
chiefly to the neglect of ^riculture. The horses are lively, but not strong i the tiiules 
being sure footed are more -useful. Here is plenty of salt, fish, and honey. The moun> 
tains contain metallic ores of'various species, but the mines are generally neglected,* 
unless those of saltpetre. Here are tew manufactories, but a considerable foreign trade 
in colonial produce. '

Estramadura is ibe first province where oranges were planted when broiiglrt from China.. 
Its chief towns arc Lisbon, Santaren, Leiria, and SetuvaL
I Lisbon, the capital of the kingdom of Portugal, is situated in the province of Estrania- 
dura, on the banks of the river Tagris, in W. Long. 9-° 25' N . Lat. 25'. I t‘ 
was anticntly called Olisipo, Olisippo, and Ulisippo, which are supposed to be derived! 
from the Phoenician Ulisubbo, or Ulisippo, signifying in that tongue, a pleasant bay,, 
such as that on which this feity stands.' I t  first became considerable in the reign-of king 
Em manuel; from that king it hath been the capital of the kingdom, the residence of its- 
monarchs, the seat of the chief tnbunals, and the receptacle of the richest merchandise 
o f the East and West Indies. Its air is excellent, being refreshed by ibe delightful' 
sea breezes, and those of the Tagus or Tago. The city extends for about two miles- 
along the Tagus ; but its breadth is inconsiderable. Like old Rome, h standa on seven' 
hills ; but the streets in-general are narrow and dirty, and some of them are very steep 
neither are they lighted at night. The.churchcs, in general, are very fine ; but the mag
nificence of ^he chapcl-royal is amazing. Here is one bf the finest harbours in the 
world ; and there were a great number, not only of the finest churches and convents* 
here, but also of other public buildings, and particularly of royal palaces, and others- 
belonging to the grandees ; but^the greatest p^rt of them and of the city, w’ere destroy
ed by a most dreadful earthquake, on Noy. l ,  1755, from whicli it will require a long
time to recover. The inhabitants, before the earthquake, did not a t most exceeds
150,000. The government of it is lodged in a council, consisting of a ^president, six 
Counsellors and other inferior offices. The harbour has water enough for the largest 
ship, and room enough fo r,10,000 sail,without beh^ crouded. For its security, there 
is' a fort at the mouth of the river, on each side, and a bar that runs across it, and ia 
very dangerous to pass withput pilQts.t Higher up, at a place w^ere the river is consi
derably contracted, there is a fort called 'Torre dc Belem, or the -tower of Belem,, under 
whose guns all ships.must pass in their way tq the city ; and on the other side are seve
ral more forts. Before the earthquake, most of the private bousesi. were old and un
sightly, with lattice windows ; and the number of convents and colleges amounted to 50,' 
viz. 32 for monks, and 18 for nuns. The king’s principal palace stands on the river, ancK 
is large and commodious. Of the hospitals, that called the Great, is obliged to receive 
all persons of what degree, nation, or religion soever, without exception. At the vil
lage of BeleqtJt near Lisbon, is a noble hospital, for decayed gentlemen, w ho have served-* 
the king, and have n o t wherewUhal to, maintain themselyes. That called the house ofi 
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mercy, is also a noble charity. In tlje centre of the city, upon one of thc4]ighest hills is 
the castle,, which coinmands the whole,-being Urge and antient, and having always a gar
rison of four regiments of foot/ The cathedral is a vast edifice of the Gothic kind, but 
heavy and clumsy, it contains, however, great riches, and is finely adorned within. The 
square called llosia is large, and surrounded with magnificent buildings. The whole 

‘city is under the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the patriarch, who was appointed in the 
year 1717. ' Here is also an archbishop, who has, o ra l least had, before the erection 
of the patriarchate, a revenue of 40,000 crusadoes; or 0,000/. The university, niiich 
w.as removed for some time to  Coimbra, but •afterwards restored to its antient seat, 
makes a considerable, figure, though much inferior to that of Coimbra.-

Santaren is a  handsome town, seated in a neighbourhood, which is fertile in 
wheat.

JUeira is an .agreeable and fruitful province, m which are situated Coimbra, Viseu, 
Braganza, and Guarda. 1

Coiiwbra, chiefly celebrated for its university, is large and handsome, and has a very 
magnificent cathedral.

Guarda is a fortified town, and has a stately cathedral.
Tra los Montes has its name from its being separated by mountains from the othe^ 

parts of the kingdom. Its capital, seated on a rock, and Braganza, a fortified town, are 
the chief places in this province.

Entre Douro Minho contains Porto and Braga : the'form er' a fich town noted for 
its red wines, and the latter, though of less note, the capital of the province.

Alentcjo has for its capital Evora, a considerable town, situated in a pleasant 
country. * > -

Portalegra'and Elvas are handsome towns; in the fatter is a'cistern, so large, that it 
will bold water enough for the inhabitants for six months. The water is brought by a 
ipagfiificent aqueduct, tliree miles in length, which is in some places supported by four or 
five arches elevated one above another.

Estremos is divided into the . upper and lower tower towns. The boilses are white, 
antf the principal of them adorned with marble pillars ; here is also a tower of marble 
o f a! very fine polish. . ^Earthen ware of a' curious and beautiful kind is made 
liere.

Algarve, which had formerly the ' title of a kingdom, fs a 'very pldasant and fertile 
country. Tavira, its capital, ha.s an excellent harbour.
• Having noticed the various divisions of the large peninsula south-west of France, we 

have to cross the Alps and survey Switzerland and Italy.

SW ITZERLAND.

Switzerland, or Swisserland, is bounded on the north by Swabia ; on the east by T iro l; 
on the south by Savoy and the, Milanese ; and , on the west by France ; being aboqt

I t  is divided' intOitS cantons, viz. Berne, Zurich,S60 miles long,- and lOO broad.
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Schaffliausen, Basil, Lucerne, LTnderwalclen, UrI, Switz, Friburg, Zug, Soleure, Glaiis,
, and Appenzel.

With respect to the government and constitution of these cantons, some of them are 
aristocracies and some democracies. ' In the former, both the legislative and executive 
•power is lodged in the burghers or citizens of the capital of each canton ; of these tliwe 
lare seven, viz. Zurich, Berne, Basil, Friburg, Soleure, and SchafFhausen ; in the others,* 
the legislative power is lodged in the whole body of the people, and every‘malf above 
l6, w hether master or servant, has a vote in making laws and in the choice of magistrates. 
For what concerns the whole Helvetic body, there are diets ordinary and extraordinary, 
the former are held annually, and the others upon particular emergencies ; and both 
are summoned by the city of Zurich, which appoints the time and’place of their meet
ings. Besides the general diet since the Reformation, they have particular diets of 
the two religions, at which a ir public affiiirs of consequence, that regard the two partie?, 
are treated separately; for though a sense of their common interest obliges them to 
study to maintain the league and union, yet it is certain that the mutual confidence 
between the cantons is in some measute lost, through the zeal of each party for their 
particular opinions, especially the Roman Catholics. The annual general diets ere held 
always at Frauenfeld or Baden, principally to regulate the affair of the common baili- 
ages.. Lucern takes the lead of the Roman Catholic cantons, being the most powerful 
of that denomination ; but Zurich, though less powerful than that of Berne, takes the 
precedence o f all the other cantons, both protestant and popish. These cantons do not 
make one commonwealth, but are so many independent states, united together by strict . 
alliances for their mutaal defence. The extraordinary diets or congresses are held at 
Aldorf. Each canton usually deputes two envoys, both to the ordinary and extraordi
nary, to which also the abbot and the town of St. Gall, and the town of Biel, send repre
sentatives as allies. To the 13 cantons belong, in common, 21 bailiages, two towns, and 
two lordships. The allies or incorporated places, as they are called, are the abbot and 
.town of St. Gall, the three Grison leagues, the republic of the Valais, the towns of Muhl- 
.bausen and Biel, the principality of Nuenburg or Neufchatel, Geneva, and the bishop 
of Basil. O f these the abbot and towrr of St. Gall, and the tow n of Biel are regarded 
.as Members of the Helvetic, but the rest only as allies. As to the a ir, soil, and produce 
of Switzerland, that part of the canton of Berne to the east of the lake of Geneva, to
gether with the cantbns of Uri, Switz, Underwalden,’Claris, Appenzel, and part of the 
canton of Lucern consist of stupendous mountains, whose tops are said to be from 9000 
to 12,000 feet above the level of the sea, consisting of craggy inaccessible rocks, of which 
some are, quite bare, while others are always covered ivith ice and snow. Among the 
mountains are many excellent medicinal and other springs, cold and warm baths, water
falls, craggy precipices, deep narrow valleys, and caverns. They yield also a great vari
ety of herbs, thickets, and bushes, in the upper parts ; and in the lower, rich pastures 
.and woods. The highest are those in the canton of Uri. Many of the valleys are 
covered with lakes, or watered by brooks and rivers. If) somb of them are towns, vil-
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lagf s, nooJs, viueyai js, and com lands. Both on the tnountains and in' the valleys trie 
air is extremely cold in winter ; but in summer it is very pleasant, cool, and refreshing 
on the former, but excessively hot in the latter. Sometimes it is winter on the north 
side of a mountain, when it is summer on the o ther; nay, flowers may be gathered 
sometimes with one hand, and snow with the other. Prodigious masses of ice and snow 
often fall from them hi winter, and do a great deal of damage ; and most of the streams 
and rivers take their rise from the thawing of the ice and snow ort their sides and tops. 
From the rising or descending of the clouds, with which they are commonly enveloped, 
.the inhabitants can, for the most part, pretty exactly foretel the change of the weather ; 
so that they serve them instead of weatlier-glasses. The other and lower parts of Swit
zerland are very pleasant and fertile, being diversified with vineyards, corn-fields, mea
dows, and pasture-grounds. The mountains in these are but inole-liills in comparison 
of the others ; there is neither snow nor ice on them in summer ; and they frequently 
afford not only good pasturage, but arable ground. Many petrifactions"are found both 
among these and the others, with a variety of fossils. The sands of the rivers yield gold 
dust, particularly those of the Rhine, the Emmet, and the Aar, the Russ, the Arve, ami 
the Inn. The metals of this country being generally found to be brittle, the only mines' 
that are worked are a few iron ones. In the lower parts of Switzerland they sow rye, 
oats, barley, spelt, flax, and hemp. Wines of various sorts dre also produced in some of 
them, with a variety of fruits. O f wood for fuel and Othef uses, there is generally 
plenty ; in some places, however, they are obliged to burn sheep s dung ; and in otbei's 
a kind of heath and small shrubs. In the valleys they cultivate saffron with succcssv’ 
The Switzers derive their principal subsistence from their flocks and herds of cattle, which 
in summer graze upon the mountains. Their cheese fis much esteemed, especially that 
of Berne and Griers in the canton of Frihurg. Great numbers of horses are also bred 
here, and bought up for the French cavalry. Besides the ebove-tnentioned rivers, the 
Rhone and the Tesin have their sources in this country. T he lakes are very numerous'; 
tbut the chief of these are Geneva, Keufchatel, Biel, Zurich, Thun, Brien, Constance,^ 
and Lucern. Both rivers and lakes abound with fish, and afford a cheap wafer carriage. 
Switzerland is not so populous as many other countries in Europe ; and the popish can
tons less so than the protestaht. The total number of the inhabitants is computed at 
2, 000,000.

The language generally spoken here is the German, in wliich also, all public affairs- 
are transacted ; but in those parts of the country bordering on Italy or France a cor
rupt French or Italian prevails. The two predominant religions ars Calvinism and: 
popery. Of the former are the cantons 'o f Zurich and Berne, tl;e town of St. Golf, 
deneva, Mulhausen, and Biel, the principality of Neufchatel, the greater part of Basily 
Schaffhausen, the country of the Grisons, the Thurgau, Toggenburg, Claris, and the 
Rhine valley ; the frontiers of Appenzcl, with a small part of Solothurn, and some placCs. 
in the countries of Baden, and Sargans. The rest of the Swiss cantons’ allies and depen
dents, are popish. For the education of youth there is an university at Basil, antfc
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academies at Zurich, Betne, Lausanne, and Geneva,. besides gymnasiums and scholar 
illustres, both in the popish and protestant cantons. There are also societies among 
^lem for the improvement of the German language and the sciences.

The principal menufactures are snuff and tobacco, linen of several sorts, lace, thread, 
silk, and worsted stockings, neckcloths, cotton stuffs, gloves, handkerchiefs, silks of 
several sorts, gold and silver brocades, a variety of woollen manufactures, hats, paper, 
leather of all sorts, earthen Wares, porcelain, toys, watches, clocks, and other hardwares, 
See. The trade of I^vjtzerland is greatly promoted by many navigable lakes and rivers. 
In  some of the,above manufactures, and in cheese, butter, sheep, horses, black cattle» 
hides, and skins, the exports are considerable ; and as the imports are chiefly grain, and 
salt, with some American and Asiatic goods, there is probably a large balance in their 
favour. In some parts of Swdtzerlarid dress is restrained by sumptuary laws.

The public revenui-s hre irt general very i/iconsiderable, arising chiefly from the usual 
regalia, appropriated every where to the sovereign, the demesnes, and public granaries, 
voluntary contributiotrs, the sale of salt, and a land tax ; in the protestant cantons, from 
the church-lands'also, that were seized at the reformation. Except in Zurich, Berne, 
Basil, and Schaffhauserr, where the people are more industrious; have a greater trade, 
fand are richer than in the others, they defray the ordinary charges, and that is all.

The cantons never keep any standing troops, except for a few oarrisons ; but their 
militia is reckoned to he the best regulated of any in Europe. Every male from 16 to 
60 is enrolled, and about one third o f them regimented. They must’all provide them
selves with arms, clothing, and accoutrements, and appeaa on the stated dhys for exer
cise ; and the several cantons and districts must be furnished with a sufficient train of 
artillery, and all the other implements of war. The Switzers of the several cantons are 
allowed,to engage in the service of such foreign princes and states as are in alliance witl  ̂
those cantons, or with whom they have made a previous agreement. Such states, paying 
an annual Subsidy to the respective cantons, are allowed to 'make levies. Every man 
enlists voluntarily, and for what number of years he pleases, at the expiration of which, 
he is at liberty to return home. A great many thus always returning from foreign service 
Switzerland is never unprovided' with able and experienced officers and soldiers. With 
respect to their character they are a brave, honest, hospitable/ hardy people ; very tru? 
to their engagements, friendly and humane. In short, there is not a people in Europe 
whose national character is better. In their persons they are generally tall, robust, and 
well made ; but their complexions arc none of the bes^ .; and those that live in the neigh
bourhood of the mountains are subject to wens. The women arc said to be generally 
handsome and well’ shaped, sensible and modest, yei frank, easy, and agreeable in 
conversation. Few o/ the peasants are miserably poor ; many of them are rich, especi
ally in the protestant cantons, and that 'pari of Berne in particular. ■

Berne is the most fruilful, the richest, and Jiy ttiuch (he largest of all the cantons, ex
tending in length about sixty leagues, and about thirty'where broadest.. I t ‘yields not 
only plenty of grain, fruit, and pasture ;  biit aiik» good' witiOi'a Variety of coloured earths 
and clays, sandstone, ihundic, ' gypsum,'^ft*-coa'P,sulpliaf, and iron ©re. Here lik® 
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wise are large herds of cattle, great and small ; and, in consequence, great quantities of 
milk, butter, and cheese. The principal lake is that of Geneva : the length of which is 
about 18 leagues, and the greatest breadth between three and four. The depth in some 
places is near 430 fathoms, in others not above 40. The Rhone enters it at tiie cast 
and near Couveret, and issues out again at the west close by Geneva. In summer its 
Waters are much swelled by the melting of the snow on the mountains. Tliis lake, how
ever, is not entirely surrounded by tlie territory of Berne, but partly by Savoy, and the 
country of Gex ; the former of w hich belongs to the king of Sar(f!nia, and the latter ta 
France and the territory of Sion. Its borders are extremely fertile and beautiful, being 
much embellished with vineyards, which yield excellent wine ; and interspersed with 
towns and villages, betwixt which a considerable commerce is carried on. The other 
great lakes that are wholly, or partly within this canton, are Neufchatel, Biel, Murte, Thun, 
Brien, and Halwyl ; which all abound in fish, particularly that of Geneva, where trouts 
are sometimes caught weighing 40 or 50 pounds. In that of .Biel, called also tli^ 
Nydau-lake, are two amall islands, one of which is very beautiful. This lake is about 
three leagues in length, and one in breadth. Along the whole west ond north-west sides 
of the canton runs the chain of mountains, called by the general name of Ju ra ; but 
the several mountains, of which it is composed,! have all their particular namcii. This 
canton is well cultivated and very populous, the number of its subjects being computed 
at 400,000. German is the prevailing language, but almost all the people of fasliion 
speak either French or Italian; even the common people in the Pais de Vaud, and other 
places that lie towards France or Italy, speak a corrupt French or Italian, or a jargon 
composed of both. The ministers of religion are divided into deaneries and classes, and 
Bold yearly chapters or synods. They are kept in â  greater dependance on the civil 
power here, than in the other cantons, and not suffered to interfere with matters of 
state.

The city of Berne first joined the confederacy in the year 1353. Towards the defence 
•-tliereof the canton now furnishes 2000 men. Every male from 16 to 60,’ is enrolled in 
the militia, and about a third of them regimented. There are officers for every district, 
whose province it is to see that the men be regularly exercised ; tha^ their ‘arms, ammu
nition, and clothing be in good condition ; and that they be kept in constant readi
ness to march. Once a-year they are drawn out to a general revievv. The same atten* 
tion is paid to those that belong to the train of artillery. Some regiments consist of 
married, and some of unmarried men ; spine of foot, others of dragoons. Therp is also 
one regiment and a troop of cuiriassiers, The latter consists entirely of burghers of 
Berne, Both the horsemen and footmen find their horses, arms, and aepoutrements. 
Besides the arms and artillery in the arsenal at Berne, all the castles, w here tlie country 
governors or bailiffs reside, arc well furnished with them. At Berne is a] constant guard 
or garrison of 200 men, and' a snaall garrison at Fort Arburg. In the same city is also 
an office, which.grants licences for levies to foreign powers, and where the recruits make 
their appearance, and are registered. The bailiffs have the chief direction of affairs in 
their several districts, being generals o f ,the militia, and presiding in the courts of justice
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but in civil causes, above a certain value, an appeal lies from them to Berne ; ai\d in 
capital cases their sentence must be continned by the great council, before it can be e^e* 
cutcd. When any bailiwick is to be disposed of, as many balls as there are competitors 
are put into a bag, whereof one is gilt, and he that draws that has the bailiwic.

The principal towns in this canton are Berne and Lausanne,
The city of Berne is said to have derived its name from the taking of a bear the same 

day oil which its foundation was laid. The liouses are generally built with white free-* 
S lo n e ,  and, in,the principal streets, have piazzas or arches under them, for the conveni
ence of walking dry in wet weather. Most of the streets are paved with flints, an^ 
traversed by a canal lined with freestone, which canal is brought from a considerable 
distance, and is Hseful for cleansing the city and extinguishing fires. This city is longer 
than Zurich, but not so populous nor well l|>uilt. In the upper part of tliis city are 
always kept a number of hears between two enclosures, with fir-trees for them to climb 
and play ui>on,

Lausanne is a large, handsome, and antient town, capital of the Pays de Vaud. I t  
was obtained by conquest from the duke of Savoy, is governed by its own magistrates, 
and has its peculiar privileges. Here is no pardon for capital offences.

The canton of Zurich is about GO miles from nortli to south, and 48 from east to west. 
With respect to its face, air, and soil, it is said to be an epitome of all Switzerland, as 
containing in it hills, valleys, plains, corn lands,, vineyards, lakes, and rivers. Their 
wines have tartness at first, but the longer they are kept the more agreeable they are. 
The other products are excellent fruits, corn, pasture, fine clay, chalk, several coloured 
earths, pit-coal, turf, and sulphur. There are also some mineral springs in the canton ; 
and of the lakes that of Zurich is the most considerable. The reformation was intro
duced here by Zu-inglius, in the year 1517- This canton is the first iirrank, and inferior 
only to that of Berne in extent, power, and wealth ; in consequence of which, its repre
sentatives preside in the general diets, when held in any place belonging in common 
to the cantons ; and the affairs relating to the whole confederacy are transacted in its 
offices. Its quota for the defence of the several members of the confederacy, is 1400 
men. O f one of the two armies raised on these occasions, it nominates one of the com
manders in chief, as Lucern does the other. Its revenue is said to be about 150,00.0 
crowns a-year ; of which one year with another, two thirds are expended in the charges 
of government, and the rest laid up in the treasury. It can bring 50,000 fighting men 
into the field at a very short warning,

Zurich, the capital, stands in a pleasant country, near where, the river Aa issues from 
the lake, that takes its name from the town, 23 miles from Scliaffhausen, and 114 from 
Geneva. After havihg being ruined by Attlla the Hun, it is said to have hern restored 
by Thuriciis son of Theodoric king of the Goths, from whom it took the name of Tliu- 
rjeum, corrupted afterwards into that of Zurich. I t is fortified in the modern way, and 
has wide ditches, faced with freestone. There are five arsenals in it, well stored with 
arms and artillery ; an academy or college having 15 professors; a museum or chamber 
of raritiea ; a stately town-house, the pillars in the front of ̂ wliich are black marble
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streaked with white ; and a town library. The sovereignty and atlministration ot all affcurs 
are lodged in the greater and lesser council, out of which are chosen the city officers, as 
the councils are out of the 13 companies of burghers. There are several other councils 
or'colleges, each of wliich has its particular department. Here are a great variety of 
silk, woollen, linen, cotton, and other manufactures ; this being the place of the great- 

,est trade in all Switzerland. The town is well supplied with provisions by and from its 
lake. The streets are heat and houses well built, but not magnificent.' In the towrn 
library are several letters to Bullinger, from lady Jane Gray, daughter of the duke of 
Suffolk. In one of the arisenals is the figure of William Tell, dressed and armed in the 
antient Swiss manner, with the cross-bow whence lie shot the arrow that struck the ap
ple off his child’s head.

Roth men and women are so fond of music that there are few of them that cannot 
play on some instrument. If a burgher goes out of town, or a peasant enters it without 
a sword, they are liable to be fined. No persons, whatever their rank or office may be, 
are exempted from the sumptuary laws. The burgomasters, who are the same as the 
advoyers at Berne, have the title of excellence. The hospitals here are very neat and 
well endowed ; but they do not affect the ridiculous vanity of lodging the poor in palaces. 
Not only in this town and canton and other parts of Switzerland, but also among the 
Grisons, the ministers all preacli-covered. The country about the town is very pleasant 
and fruitful ; for both which is not a little indebted to the lake that extends S4 miles 
in length, and two or three in breadth. The water is of a green colour, supposed to be 
owing to the melted snow that falls into it from the adjacent mbuntains. That part of it 
next Zurich is called the Lower Lake, and the other end the Upper. The cathedral or 
great church is collegiate. The present city is said to owe its origin to a nunnery, 
founded by the emperor Lewis I. near where the antient Tigurum stood.

The town of Schaffhausen is large, handsome, and strong. I t is celebrated for. A 
magnificent cathedral, and a clock which shews, the courses and eclipses of the sun and•'O'
fnoon.

Basil, the capital of the canton of that name, is said to be the largest city in* Switzer
land. I t is fortified with walls, moats, towers, and bastions. The police is excellent, 
and the dress of the inhabitants is regulated by sumptuary laws. Jn the town house is 
an exquisite piece of the sufferings of Christ, and a statue of Munatius Plancus, a Ro
man, who, about fifty years before Christ, founded the city of Augusta Rauraeorum, on 
whose ruins Basil is said to have been erected. Holbein’s Dance of Death is painted 
cn a wall opposite the French church, ahd represents the king of terrors as mingling 
with persons of all ages, and complimenting them on their arrival at the grave. The 
clocks at Basil are reported to go an hour faster than in other places, in order to pre
serve the memory of a conspiracy, defeated by means of thus anticipating the time.

Lucern is the capital of the catholic cantons, and has a ^nuncio resident in it. I t  is a 
small town, with little commerce, situated in a romantic country.

Friburg is-erected in a singularly picturesque situation. I t  stands partly in a small 
plain, partly on bald acclivities on a ridge of rugged rocks, half encircled by the river
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Sane, and is so Entirely concealed by the circumjacent hills, that the traveller scarcely 
catches the smallest glimpsCi until he hursts upon a view of the whole town, from the 
over-banging eminence. The fortifications, which consist of high'stone walls and to\yers,. 
inclose a circumference of about four miles ; within which space the eye comprehends a 
singular mixture of houses, rocks, thickets, and meadows, varying instantly from wild to 
agreeable, from the bustle of a town to the solitude of the deepest retirement. I t is the * 
.residence of a catholic bishop.

Soleure is a neat little, town, containing about 4000 inhabitants. The greatest object 
of curiosity is'the new church of St. Urs, begun in 1763 and finished in 1772. I t  cost 
at least 80,000/. a considerable sum for such a snialf republic, whose annual revenue 
scarcely exceeds i2,000/. a-year

In the town of Claris are two churches, in w îich the Calvinists and catholics celebrate 
divine service in turns.

Apenzel lias manufactures of linens crape, fustian, and thread, and carries on a consi
derable trade in cattle, wood, and coal.

The Orisons inhabit a mountainous country, but find good pasture for cattle, and grow 
grain, pulse, faults, and wine in the valleys. Each of the three leagues is subdivided 
into .several communities, which are perfect democracies; every male above \6  having 
a share in the government of the community, and a vote at the election o f magistrates. 
Deputies from the several communities constitute the general diet of the Orison leagues, 
which meets annually and alternately at the capital of each league. The deputies can- 
however do nothing of themselves but write back for the consent of their constituents, 
l.lere is much of the spirit o f toleration between the communities of the catholic and 
reformed religions, but the judges are said to be venal, and to administer j.ustice with 
much partiality.

Oeneva, the most celebrated city in Switzerland, remains to be described. Itr isa^  
handsome, well fortified city, which contains about 30,000 inhabitants. The Rhone, , 
which here issues from the lake of Geneva, supplies the inhabitants with water, by means 
of an aqueduct, which elevates it 100 feet above its level. The citizens are usually well
informed, many of the tradesmen having been educated at the public academy.

«
ITA LY .

Italy is bounded on the north by France, Switzerland, and Germany ; on the east by 
the Adriatic; on the south and west by the Mediterrarvean. Its principal divisions, 
previous to the revolution in France, were Savoy, Piedmont, Genoa, the Milanese, 
Parma, Modena, Mantua, the republic of Venied, Tuscany, Lucca, the territories of the 
Pope, Naples, Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica.

Savoy lies between France and Italy, and takes its name from the latirr Sabaadia, 
altered afterwards to Saboia and Sabojia.

As it lies among the Alps, it is full of lofty mountains, which in general are very bar
ren ; many of the highest of them are perpetually covered with icc and snow. Tb? 
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siMUinit of tiiose called. Montagues Mauditen, “ tne cursed mountain^,” are said to be 
niore tlian two English miles in perpendicular height above the level of the lake of Oe- 
neva, and the leAcl itself is much higher than the Mediterranean. In 'some few*of the 
valleys there is corn land, and pasture, arid a, good breed of cattle and mules ; and along 

,tiie lake of Geneva, and in two or three otirer places, a tolerable; wine is produced.
I Mount’ Senis or C’enis, between Savoy and Piedmont, over which the highway from 

Geneva to'Turin lies, is as high if not higher than the Montagnes Maudites ; but of all^ 
the mountains of the Alps,' the highest is Mount Rochtiielon, in Piedmont, between 

‘Eertieve and Novalese. The roads over these mountains are very tedious,' disagreeable, 
and dangerous,, especially as huge masses of snow, called by the Italians avalrtnches, 
and fragments of rocks frequently roll down into them from the impending pi’ecipices. 
The way of travelling is either in sledges, chryrs, o r . on the backs,of mules ; in some 
places the path, on tire brink of precipices, is so narrow that there is but just room for a 
single person to pass. :It begins .to snow on these mountains about the beginning of 
October. In summer, in the montlis of July, August, and September, many of-them 
yield very fine grass with a great variety of flowers and herbs ; and others box-wood, 
walnuts, chesnuts, and pines. The heiglit and different combinations of the^e mountains, 
their towering summits rising one above another, and covered with snow, the many 
cataracts or falls of water, the noise and ra()idity of tlie river Are, the froth and green, 
tincture of its water, the echoes of its numerous streams, tumbling from cliff to cliff, 
form altogether a very rpmantic scene. , These mountainous tracts, notwithstanding 
their,height, are not altogether free from thunder in summer, and. are also exposed to 
thick clouds, which sometimes settle nnexpectecily on them, and continue several days. 
There are some wolves among the thickets ; and they ' abound with hares, rupicapras or 
chamois, and mannottes. In the lower parts of Savoy, tliere are also bears, wild boars, 
deer,, and rabbits ; and among the desolate mountains are found • great quantities of 
rock-crystal. In the glacieres or ice-vallcys, between the high mountains, the air is cx«;

‘ tiemely cold even* iu the months of July and August. The surface of these ice-vaileys 
looks like a sea or lake, which after having being agitated by fierce and contrary winds, 
has been frozen all at once, interspersed with hideous cracks and chasms. The noise of. 
these cracks, when first made by th« heat of the noon-day sun, and reverberated by the
surrounding rocks and mountains, is astonishing. The height of the impending moun
tains is such, that the sun’s rays seldom reach the ice-valleys, except a few hours in the 
middle of the summer. I'he Avalanches, or snow-balls, . which the least concussion of 
the air will occasion, tumble down the mountains with amazing rapidity, continually in
creasing and carrying 1̂1 before them. People have been taken out alive, after being 
buried several .days under them. The mountainous nature of this duchy renders the 
plough a useles.s iustrument of agriculture. The peasants break up the hungry soil with 
the pick-axe and spade, and to ijiiprpye it caryy up mould and dpng in baskets. For 
the purpose of preserving it from drought in tlie spring and summer, they cut small re-̂  
servoirs, above it, the water of which niay be let out at will ; and to prevent the eaitli 
from giving way, break the declivity t)f the mountains by building walls on the side for
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;ts support which frequently assume tnc appearance of antient fortification, and are-a 
pleasing deception to travellers. The Savoyards carry their better sort of cheese into 
Piedmont, as tlie flavour is m uch esteemed there; but they gain more liy their skins of 
bears, chamois, and bouquetings, (a species of the wild goat), or by the sale of growse 
and pheasants, which they carry in great numbers to Turin. '

Tlie chief rivers are the Rhone, which, on the side of Geneva, separates Savoy from • 
^ ’rance ; tlie Arve^ which has sonic particles of gold in its sands ; tlie Isere, the Scran, 
the Siers, and the Arc. There are also a great many lakes in this country, 'which yield 
plenty of fish, but none of them are very large, together with medicinal and reciprocating* 
springs and hot baths. i

The language of the common people is a corrupt French ; but the better sort and 
those that live in the great cities, speak as good French as they do in Paris itself.

In their temper, however, and disposition, the Savoyands resemble the Germans more 
than the French, retaining still much of the old German honesty and simplicity of man
ners, which, no doubt, is partly-owing to the poverty and barrenness of the country. 
To this also, joined to their longevity and the fruitfulness of their women, which are the 
effects of cheerful disposition, healthy air, activity, temperance, and sobriety, it is owing 
that great numbers of them are obliged to go abroad in quest of a livelihood, which they 
earn, those at least who have no trades, by showing marmottes, cleaning shoes, sweeping 
chimneys, and the like. ’It is said that there are generally about 18,000 of them, young 
and old, abouf'-Pads. In the summer they lie in the stfeets, and in winter forty, fifty, 
or sixty of them lodge together in a room : they are so honest that tiiey may be trusted 
to any amount. The children are often carried abroad in baskets, before they are able 
to walk. In many villages of Savoy there is hardly a man to be seen throughout the year, 
excepting a month oi two. Those that have families generally set out and return about 
the sam.e season, when their wives commonly lie in, and they never fail to bring home 
some part of their small earnings. Some of them are such consummate masters of oecev- 
nomy, that they set up shops and make fortunes, and others return home with a cbmpe- 
tcncy for the rest of their days. An old man is often dispatched with letters, little pre
sents, and some money, from the younger sort, to their parents and relations, and brings 
back with him fresh colonies, letters, messages, and news. The cultivation of their 
grounds, and Jhe reaping and gathering of the harvest and vintage, are generally left 
to the women and children; hut all this is to be understood of the mountainous parts of 
Savoy. Great numbers of the mountaineers of both sexes are said to be lame and de
formed, and they are much subject to a kind of wens, which grow about their throats, 
and very much disfigure them, especially the women ; but thatjs the only inconvenience 
they feel from them. • ♦

No other religion was pirofessed or tolerated in Savoy, but that of the church of Rome, 
The decrees, however, of the council of Trent were not admitted ; nor were the churches 
asylums for malefactors.

This duchy is divided into those of Chablais, Geneveis, and Savby proper, the countie!^
®f Tarataise and Maunenne, and the^barony of Fancigny.
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‘ Chaniberry, tbe capital of Savoy, is a considerable town, well built, but not fortiSedP.. 
}i is watered by several streams ; which have their sources in St. Martin’s hill, and run 
through the streets. In tlie centre of the town is the palace, formerly occupied by the 
king of Sardinia.

f Piedmont, which was also subject to the king of Sardinia, is bounded by Switzerland 
on the north f IMilan and Parma on the east ; Genoa on. tlie' south; and France and 
Savoy on the west. I t  is a mountainous but fertile country, as the mountains produce 
wine, and the valleys corn. Large chesnuts are here very plentiful, and so many truffles

* are dbg up that it is called the truffle country. The inhabitants amomit to about 2,500,009, 
and carry on a considerable trade in silk and hemp.

Turin, an anticn^ populous, strong, handsome, flourishing city ofHtaly, and capital 
of Piedmont, where the sovereign reside^ with an archbisljpp’s see, a strong citadel, and 
an university. I t  is seated on a. vast plain, at the confluence of the rivers Doria and 
Po. I t is one of the handsomest places in^Italy  ̂ but the air is unhealthy in the autumtl 
and winter, on account of the thick fogsi One half of this place is lately bu ilt; and die 
streets are straight and clean, being washed by an aqueduct. The two largest streets are 
the New-street and that of the Po, which are lighted in the winter time. The houses ar® 
handsome, and all built of the same height. The ducal palace consists of two magniflo 
cent structures, joined together by a gallery, in which are several statues, all sorts of 
arms, the genealogy of the dukes of Savoy, a. representation of the celestial signs, a royal 
library, and many other curiosities. Besides these two structures, there is tlie palace of 
th^ prince,Carignap, the .hospital of S t John, wherein they pretend to keep the cloth in 
which is the print of the face of Jesus Christ These are all superb structures. When 
the plagued reigned at Marseilles in 1720, a great number of artificers withdrew to Turin, 
insomuch that there are now above 87,000 inhabitants and 48 churches and convents. 
Turin is very well fortified,, and extremely strong, as the French found by experience in 
170b, who besieged it a long while to no purpose. The citadel, which is flanked with 
fivebastions, is without doubt a  master-piece of architecture. There are very fine walks 
en the ramparts, which require two hours to pass them. There are also very fine gar
dens on the side of the river P o ; and the house commonly called La Charitc is remark
able, as there is room ftar 3000 poor people. The college of the academy is very large 
and well built, and has a great number of antient inscriptions. In the royal library are
19,000 manuscripts, besides 30,000 printed books.. I t is charmingly seated at the foot 
oi a mountain, 62 miles north-east o f Genoa, 72 south«-west of Milan, and 280 north
west of Rome. *

The duchy of 'Montferrat was also a subject to the king of Sardinia, I t contalos 200 
towns, and abounds in corn, wine, oil, and silk.

The Genoese territories extend along that part of the Mediterranean sea, commonly 
Called the gulph' of Genoa,, about 152 miles-; but their breadth is very unequal, being 
from eight to about 20 miles. Where they are not bounded by the sea, the following, 
states and countries; taking them from west to cast; are their bbundarie:^ viz. Piedmont, 
Montferrat, Milan, Placentia, Parnuu Uie dukedo/u of Tuscany,, aod the republic of
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Lucca. T I jIs tract, though a  great part of it is moiintainous, arrd some of that barren 
enough, yet produces plenty of excellent fruit, good pastuie, wood, garden stuff, and 
mulberry-trees, with some wine and oil, but little corn. What they want o f the last, they 
have either from Lombardy, Sicily, or Naples, - 

j Genoa stands on the coast of the Mediterranean sea, at the bottom of a  little gulph,* 
partly on tiie fljt, and partly on the declivity of a  pleasant hill ; in consequence of which 
it appears to great advantage from the sea. i t  is defended on the land side by a  double 
w all, whicli, in circumference, is about 10 Italian miles. Two of the streets consist en -, 

' lirely of a double straight row of magnificent palaces. The others, though clean and 
paved well, are crooked and narrow. The palaces of the nobility are almost all of mar
ble, and many of them are painted on the outside. That there should be such a profu
sion of marble here, is not to be wondered at, as tlie neighbouring hills abound with it. 
j  be city contains a  vast number of palaces churches, and convents, and several hospitals. 
'J’he palace where the doge resides, and where the great and little council " and the two 
colleges of the procratori and governatori assemble, is a large stone building, in the cen
tre of the city; but it contains some fine paintings in fresco ; two statues of "Andrew and 
John Doria, in white marble ; and an arsenal, in which are said to be arms for 34,000 
men, with a  shield, containing 120 pistol-barrels, and 33 coats of mail, which it is pre
tended, were worn by as many Genoese heroines, in a croisade. O f the churches the 
finest are those of the Annunciation, St. Mary Carignan,. St. Dominic, and St. Marthai 
In the catliedral is a  dish made of a single emerald. All the inhabitants here, except 
the principal ladies who are carried in chairs, walk on foot, on account of the narrowness 
or steepness of the streets. The fortifications of the city towards the sea, are remarkably 
strong. There arc twp fine stone-bridges over the rivers Bonzevera and Bisagno,. the 
first whereof washes the west, and the other the east side of the city, within which there 
is also a  surprising stone bridge, joining two hills. The harbour, though large, is far 
from bemg safe ; but no care or expence has been spared to render it as safe and com
modious as possible. The wind to which it is most exposed, is that called Labeccio, os 
the south-west. The place where'the republic’s galleys lie, is called the Darsena, where 
are a great number of Turkish slaves. On a  rock, on the west side of the harbour, is 
a fanal, or light house, a  high tower, on the top of which, is a  lanthorn, containing 36 
lamps. The trade of Genoa is chiefly in velvets, damask, plush, and ether silks, bro
cades, lace, gloves, sweetmeats, fruit, oil, Parmesan cheese, anchovies, atul medicinal 
drugs, from the Levant; but the badness of the harbour, and the high price of commodi
ties, greatly check its commerce. la  1751, Genoa w-as declared a free port for ten years, 
under certain restrictions : in that called Porto Pranco any merchant may have a  ware
house, and import or export goods duty-free ; but such as are disposed of in the city, or 
on the continent, are taxed pretty high. The nobility are allowed to trade in the whole
sale way ; to carry on velvet, silk, and cloth, mamifactories ; and to have shares in mer
chant-ships > and some of them, as the Palavacini, are actually the greatest merchants in 
Genoa. Another very profitable article of tradq carried on by them is banking, and 
dealing in bills of exchange* . A new academy of painting, sculpture, civil and military 
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architecture, was instituted here iu 1751. One may walk the streets (Jf Genoa in the 
night witl> the greatest safety, which is more than can he said of many cities in Italy. 
Excessive splendour and luxury are, in several respects, restrained by salutary laws. No 
beggars are permitted to ask alms in Genoa, and tlje inns are better than those at Turin. 
Wlien a single person is buried, a kind of garland of all sorts of artificial flowers is placed 
on the coffin. The ^Genoese in general are esteemed crafty, industrious, and inured to 
labour above the other Italians.

Milan, the capital of the duchy of that name, in latin Mediolanum, is a very large 
city, and has a wall and rampart round it, with a citadel ; yet it is thought to be incapa
ble of making any great resistance. The gardens within the city take up a great deal of 
ground. In the citadel is a foundry for cannon, and an arsenal furnished will) arms for 
1‘2,000 men. The governor of it w'as quite independent of the governor-general of the 
[Milanese, who resides in the city in a large, but ohl, and ill-contrived palace. The yearly in
come of the governor of Milan is said to have been §00,000 guilders. Tlie council belonging 
to the city -was composed of a president and 60 doctors of law, who w ere all nobles and 
independent of the governor-generah Milan hath experienced a great variety of fortune, 
having been .subject sometimes to the French, sometimes to the Spaniards, and some
times to the Germans. A great number of persons of rank and fortune live in it, e.spo, 
dally during the winter. The ladies of France are not allowed more liberty than those 
of this city : even the austeriti.es of a monastic life are so far mitigated, that gentlemen 
have not only the liberty of talking with the nuns, and rallying and laughing at the grates, 
but also of joining witli them jii concerts of music, and spending whole afternoons in 
tlieir company. The cathedral is a vast pile, all of marble ; and though something has 
been doing for near 400 yeare, towards the , outward 1 or inward ornament thereof, it is 
not yet finished. Of the great number of statues about it, that of St. Rartliolomew, just 
flead alive, with his skin hanging over his shoulders ; and of Adam and Eve, over tire 
main portal, are the finest. The pillars, supporting the roof of the church, are all of 
marble, and the windows finely painted. This church contains a treasure of great value, 
particularly a shrine of rock-crystal, in which the body-of St. Charles Doromaeo is de
posited. The other* cliurches, most wortliy a stranger’s notice, are those of St. Alexan
der, St. Jerome, St. Giovanni di Casarotti della Passiono, that of the Jesuits, and of 
St. Ambrose,^in wiiich He the bodies of the saint, and of the kings Pepin and Bernard. 
In the Ambrosian college, founded by Frederic Iloroinaeo, IS professors, teach gratis. 
In the same college is also an academy of painting, with a museum, and a library,con- 
taii»ing.a vast number of printed books and manuscripts ; among the last of which is a 
translation of Josephus’s history of the Jews, done by Rufinus, about 1200 years ego, and 
writlerv on the bark of a tree ; St. Ambrose’s workrt on vellum, finely illuminated ; thd 
orations of Gregory Nazianzen, and the works of Virgil, id folio, with Petrarch’s notes. 
In the museum are Leonardi da Vinci’s mathematical and mechanical drawings, in 12 
Jarge volumes.' The seminary for sciences, the college of the tioble^ the Helvetian'col
lege, and the mathematical fecademy, are noble foundations and stately buildings. Of 
the hospitals the most remarkable are the Lazaretto, and that called the great ho.spUal;
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tlie latter of which rcceivef sick ficrsons, foOiHlliiigs, and lunatics, and has six fenralisr 
hospitals depending on it, with a revenue of 100,000 rix-dollars.

The rtilinbcr Of tliC inhabitants of tliis city is said to be about 200,000. It has been 40 
times besieged, taken 20 times, and 4 times almost entirely detnolished ,* yet it hath at 
vvays recovered itself. It is said gtinpOwder is sold here only by one person and in ono 
place. The court of inquisition is hold fo the DomlhiCAh Convent, near the churdi of 
Tilacfonna della Oratia. The houses of entertainment and the ordinaries here, are re
presented as very indillerent. Milan is described aS .inferior to Turin, both in beauty and, 
convenrency ; many of the streets being crooked and narrow, and paper windows much 
more frequent than in that city ; eVeiT iti grand palaces, the vvindows are often composed ■ 
promiscuously of glass and [taper. Two large canals extend from hence, the one to the 
Tessino, and the other to the Adda ; the Te^sino having a communication with the LagO 
Maggibrc, and by a Canal with tiiG Sesia ; and ihfeO issuing from the Lago di Como, and 
having a communication by canals with the Lambro ahd Serio. In a void space of one 
of the streets of Milan, where Stood the house of a barber, who had conspired with the 
commissary of health to poison liis fellow citizens, is etTCted a pillar called Coloima In* 
fame, with an inscription to perpetuate t!i6 memory of the execrable design. The envi
rons of this city arc very pleasant, - being adorned nilh beautiful seats, gardens, orchards, 
&c. About two Italian'InilCs fiOm if, at tilt* scat of, the Simonetti family*, is a building, 
that would have been a inastcr picCe of its kind, had the architect designed it for an arti
ficial echo. It vvill return of repeat the report of a pistol above 60 limes ; and any sin
gle musical instrument, well touclicd, will have tlie same effect as a great number of in
struments, and produce A most surprising and delightful concert. '

The duchy of Parma has a \VholeSome air and fertile soil. Its products ftre cOrn, 
wine, oil and ,hemp ; the pastures feed great numbers of cattle, and the cheese is highly 
esteemed. Here are considerable mines of silver and copper, and plenty of truffles, a 
Species of subterraneous fungus.

The city of Parma is antient, rich, and populous, with a citadel, a bishop’s See, and art 
university. It has a magnificent Cathedral, and the largest opera-house in Europe.

Placentia is seated near the Po, in a very fertile pleasant plain, watered by a great 
number of rivulets, and surrounded with hills, abounding Vvith-nll sorts of fruits. It 
contains a great number of merchants. The .streets are straight, artd the principal street, 
called the Stradone, is 25 common paces broad, and 3000 feCt long, in a direct line, 
with 600 stone posts for separating thfe foot from the carriage w'ay. Here are several 
fine structures and two admirable brass Statues, ' ' ■

The d u c h y  of Modena is bounded On tlie south by Tuscany and the republic of Lucca; 
on the north by the d u c h y  of Mantua ; On the Cast by the Bolognese and the territories 
of the church ; and" on the west ty  the duchy of Parma ; extending in length from south 
to north about 56 English miles, and in  breadth between 34 and 3G, tmd yielding plenty 
of corn, wine, and fruits, with mineral iVaterS. In some places also petroleum is skimmed 
off the surface of the water of deep \vells, made on purpose ; find in others is found t  
kind of* earth or tophus, Avhlch, wheft pulverised, is said to be an cxcdlenl remCil^
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against poison, fevers, dysente»-ies, and hypochondriac disorders, The country, of Li 
Saisa affords several kinds of petrifactions.

Its capital, Modena, is an antient city ; it stands 28 miles east of Parma, 44 almost 
south of ^lantua, and 20 west of Bologna ; and is a pretty large and populous, but not 
a handsome city. I t is much"’ celebrated by Roman authors for its grandeur and opu
lence, but was a great sufferer by the siege it underwent during the troubles of the tri
umvirate. ' I t was long the usual residence of the dukes ; and is also the see of a bishop, 

 ̂who is suffragan to the archbishop of Bologna. Mr. Kcyler says that when Decius 
Brutus was besieged here by Mark Antony, Ilirtius, the consul, made use of carrier 
pigeons ; and that even at this day, pigeons are trained up at Modena^ to carry letters 
and bring back answers. This city hatli given birth to several celebrated persons, par* 
tieularly Tasso the poet, Correggio the grand painter, Sigonius the civilian and historian, 
I>a Vignola the architect, and Montecuculi the imperial general. The tutelary saint of 
it is named Geminianus. The ducal palace is a very noble edifice, in which, among the 
other fine pictures, the birth of Christ by Correggio, called la Notte Felice, is much 
celebrated.. The only manufacture for which this city is noted is that of masks, of 
which great numbers are exported. The churches of the Jesuits, of the Theatincs, and 
of St. Dominic, are well worth viewing. In the college of St. Carlo Boromeo between 
70 and 80 young noblemen are continually maintained, and instructed both in sciences and 

- genteel e.xercises. Before most of the houses are covered -walks or porticoes, as at 
Bologna. The city is fortified, and on its south side stands the citadel.

The duchy trf Mantua lies along the river Po, which divides it into two parts. It is 
bounded en the north by the Veronese ; on the south by the duchies of Reggio, Modena, 
and Mirandola ; on the east by the Farrarese ; and onithe west by the Cremonesg. It 
is about 50 miles in length, and 25 in breadth ; is fruitful in corn, pastures, flax, fruits, 
and excellent wine. It is now a large place, having eight gates and about 16,000 inha
bitants. The streets are broad and straight, and the houses well built. It is very sti onĝ  
by situation as well as by art; lying in the middle of.t lake, or rather morass, formed by 
the river Minchio. There is no access to the city but by two causeways which cross this 
raorasss, and whicb are strongly fortified ; so that this city is looked upon to be one of the 
most considerable fortresses of Europe. It was greatly noted for its silk manufactures, 
which are now much decayed. Tlie air, in the summer-time, is very unwholesome. Tlue 
celebrated poet Virgil was born at a village near this city.
1 The territoj'ies of the republic of Venice, contained the city of Venice, built on a 
number of islands in the Adriatic sea, the provinces of the terra firma, namely the 
Paduan, Veronese, Bresciano, Bergamasco, Cremasco, Vicentino, Rovigno, Trevig- 

' nano, Bellunes, Friuli, Udinese, and part of Istria ; the towns of Zara, Nona,Spa- 
 ̂latto, Sabinico, Segna in. Morlacbia, and the. islands of Cephalonia, Corfu, Zante, Sic. 
.in  or near the gulph of Venice.

We have already mentioned the situation of Venice, the capital of this republic. Its 
appearance at a distance is very, striking, looking like a great town half floated by a de
luge. Betwixt Uie city and^the terra firma arc a great many shallows, on. which,, at low
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; water, you may almost every where toucn tne Dottom with a poie"; out all possible care 
IS taken to prevent their becoming dry land. On the south side^of the city are alsoshal 
lows ; but on these there is great depth of water. The channels betwixt them are marked 
out by stakes or poles, which on tlie approach of an enemy, would certainly be taken 
•away. The city is divided by a vast number of -canals, on which ply the gondoliers, or 
watermen, in their black gondolas, or boats. The streets are very clean and neat, but* 
jiarrow and crooked. There are no carriages, not so much as a chair to be seen in them. 
Though the city, by its situation and the great number of steeples towering above thf 
water, strikes one witli admiration at a distance, yet, when he is got into it, it does not 
answer his expectation ; for, excepting the square of St. Mark and a few other places, 
there is nothing grand or beautiful in i t ; at least in comparison of many other cities of 
Itul}'. Of the canals, that called II Canale INJaggiore, or the “ great canal, ” is by far the 
largest and longest, and consequently the inost beautiful. Here races are sometimes 
run for prizes in the gondolas. On its banks are also several stately houses. Over these 
canals are a great number of handsome brjdges of one arch, but without any fence on 
either side ; they are also built of white stone, with which the streets are all paved, except 
the Rialto, over the great canal, which is all of marble, and cost the republic 260,000 
ducats, the arch being 90 feet wide. The canals, in summer, emit a bad smell from the 
great quantities of filth continually running into them. The finest gondolas, are those id 
which the foreign ministers make their public entries, being richly decorated with gilding, 
painting, and sculpture. The number of islands on which this city stands, according to 
some, is 6() ; according so others 72. The circumference is about six Italian ruiles ; and 
it takes up about two hours to make the circuit of it in a gondola. The inhabitants are 
supposed to be about 150,000, including those of the islands Slurano, La Guideca, and 
those who live on board the barges. There are near 200 springs of fresh water in the 
city ; but the water of many of them is so indifferent, that the principal families pre
serve rain water in cisterns, or are supplied with water from the Brenla. The most re-, 
markable places in the city are the ducal palace, the square and church of St. IMark, who 
is the tutelar saint of Venice-; the mint, public library, grand arsenal, several of the 
palaces of the nobles, churches, convents, and hospitals. la these last ii a prodigious 
collection of the finest paintings; Venice, in this respect, even surpassing Rome itself. 
The diversions of the Venetians are chiefly masquerading, especially during the carni- 
’yal and other festivals ; ridottes, operas, plays, which are generally wretched perform
ances, and concerts of vocal and instrumental music. During their festivals debauchery, 
riot, and licentiousness are carried to the greatest height. The courtezans here, we are 
toldy are absolutely lost to all sense of modesty and common decency. The grand scene 
• f  all ifollies of the festivals is the square of St. Mark, in which bulls are soinetims baited. 
In the doge’s palace all the high colleges held their assemblies ; but we are tpld by 
several travellers, what seems very strange, that the stairs are no better kliau a privy. In 
this palace is a small arsenal, furnished with arms, against any sudd-eu insurrectipn of 
the people,’ together with a state prison, a great many exquisite paintings, and several 
curiosities. One side of it is towajds St. Mark's square; .aad the lower gallery o a  that 

Vox.. II. X
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side, wid) the hail under the new procurati^ facing it, are called the Broglio, where the 
nobilit^r, and none elsej at least wliile they are present, are allowed to walk. The square 
o f St. Mark is the greatest ornament of the city, and hath the form of a parallelogram. 
In this square, beside the palace, and church cf St. Mark, are two towers, on one side 
of which is a curious clock ; and the other has stairs so constructed that one may ride up 

‘ on horseback. Opposite to the ducal palace is the public library of the common wealth ; 
containing a large collection of books and manuscripts, with some fine paintings, statues, 
pnd curiosities. Hard by St. Mark’s square is the zecca, or mint : from zecca the gold 
coin called zecchino, take its name. One of the smallest pieces of money at Venice is 
called gazetta ; and the first newspapers publislied there on a single leaf, having be^n 
sold for that a*piece, all kinds of newspapers were from thence styled gazettes. The 
grand arsenal is two and a half Italian miles in circuit, and contains vast quantities of 
naval and other warlike stores ; some pretend that it could furnish arms for 10,000 horse 
^nd 100,000 foot ; here are the tropliies of Scanderbeg and others, with the helmet of 
Attila, &c. The rope is 444 common paces in length, and the ropes and cables are 
valued at $>,,000,000 o f silver ducats. In the foundry none but brass cannon are cast; 
and 100 men are generally at work in the forges. The salt-petre works here deserve a 
traveller’s notice : there is a vessel filled with wine and water, four times a-day, whefe 
the workmen, though a thousand or more, may drink as much and as often as they 
please. Close to the Rialto is the bank. The trade of the city, at present,, is far short 
of what it was formerly. Their chief manufactures are doth, especially scarlet, .,silk% 
gold and silver stuffs, brocades, velvets, and paper, of which, and wine, oil, fruit, sweet
meats, anchovies, and several sorts of drugs used in physic and painting the exports are 
still considerable. Venice has neither walls, gates, nor citadel to defend i t ;  its situatioQ 
supplying the want of all these. In the treasury of the ,relics is the protocoll,' or original 
manu.script, as they pretend, of St. Mark’s gospel ; it is rarely shewn ; and the writing,

, by length of time, is so defaced, that the greatest connoisseurs in .manuscripts cannot 
determine whether it is wrote in̂  Greek or Latin. Besides what is properly called the 
city, there is a multitude of little islands lying round, which are covered with buildings, 
and make each of them a kind of separate town ; the most qonsiderable of which is that 
called Guideca, or the Jew’s quarter, which is large and populous ; with St. Erosm<' S; 
Helena, St. Georgid, Chiosa, II Lido de Palestrina, II Lido de Malamocco, and ? 
no : tnese islands are a sort of fence to the city, breaking the violence of the waves. To',- 
distinguish them from others, the Jews here must wear a bit of .red cloth in their bats. 
'The gardens in this city are few and inconsiderable. In the island of Murano arc made 
those beautiful looking-glasses and other glass-works, for which Venice is. so ■ much 
noted ; here the family of Cornaro hath a palace, with a gallery of paintings, little shor^ 
of an Italian mile in length. The salt works in the island of Chiosa are of great benefit 
to the Venetians, and yield,, a very considerable' revenue. There are several other 
small islands about Venice besides these we have mentioned ; but they are inconsideP' 
able.

As to tile government of this state it was first vfsted in consuls, afterwards in tfi '
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bones. About Ihe beginning of tlie 8tli century, a doge or duke vyas elected, and vested 
with unlimited power ; but in 1171 tlie power of the doge was much abridged, and a 
council of 240 persons, composed of commons as well as nobles, was appointed. Soon 
after, under duke Morino Morosini, the late form of electing the doge was introduced. 

■In 1295 the government became 'aristocratical; the privilege of sitting in the great 
council being then confined to the nobility, in whom alone the. supreme authority at 
present is vested. The number of nobles amounted to about 2000. All those were 
members of the senate; but, according^ to their antiquity, some %vere accounted more 
honourable tlian others. One class, and that the lowest, consisted of the posterity of 
tliose, who, in the necessitous times of the commmonwealth, purchased their nobility for
100,000 ducats. The nobles had the title of Excellency ; and wore, at least when in the 
city, a black furred gown reaching to their hefjls, with long caps and perriwigs. Some 
of them were so'poor, that they were fain to beg of the rich. At the head of the govern
ment was the doge, whose office was once heriditary, and power absolute J but the former 
was afterward elective, and the latter very much circumscribed ; indeed he was no more 
than a gaudy slave, loaded with fetters, which, one would think, could not be much the 
lighter for being g ilt; yet so much is the human heart captivated with external pomp 
and pageantry, that the office, for the most part, was eagerly sought a fte r; but should 
one otherwise inclined be chosen, he could decline it, without exposing himself to ba
nishment and confiscation of his effects. Though the power of the doge was very small, 
his state and retinue were very splendid ; his title was that of Serenity, and his office for 
life ; he was said to be a king with regard to his robes, a senator in the council-house, 

.a prisoner in tlie city, and a private man out of it. The yearly revenue of bis office was 
aljout 4000/; and though he might be deposed, he could not resign his dignity. All 
the nobility liad a seat in the great council, unless tliey were under 23 years of age. In 
this council the supreme authority and legislative power was vested. Next to it was the 
senate or pregradi, which consisted of about 250. members,, who had the power of making 
peace or war, and foreign alliances ; of appointing ambassadors ; fixing the standard of 
the coini ; imposing duties and taxes ; and all offices by sea and land were in their gift. 
The third council consisted of the doge and his six counsellors, in which all letters and 
instruments relating to the state are read, ambassadors admitted to audience, and other 
important affairs transacted. The other colleges were the council of ten, which decided 
all criminal cases without appeal, and to which even the doge himself was subject; the 
procurators of St. Mark, whose office was very lucrative, and who decided with respect 
to wills, guardianships, and the making a proper provision for the poor ; and the state 
inquisition, whose business it was to provide fof the public tranquillity. 'In the wall of 
the duca’ palace are heads of lions and leopards, with open mouths, to receive informa
tions of any plot or treason against the state. Here was also a particular college for the 
regulation of dress, but their jurisdiction did not extend to strangers. The method of 
electing the doge was no less singular Uran complicated and effectually calculated to 
prevent all kinds of bribery or corruption. All the members of the grand council who
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were past SO years of age being assembled in the ball of the palace, as many balls were 
put into an urn as there were members present, 30 of these balls were gilt, the rest white. 
Each counsellor drew one ; and those who got the gilt balls went into another room, 
where there was an urn containing 30 balls, nine of which were gilt. Tlje 30 members 
drew again ; and those who by a second piece of good fortune got the gilt balls, were 
the first electors, and had a right to choose 40, among whom they comprehended them
selves.

, These 40, by balloting in the same manner as in'the former instances, were reduced to 
12 second electors, who chose 25 j the first of the 12 naming three, and the remaining 
11 two a-piece. All those being assembled in a chamber apart, each of them drew a 
ball from an urn containing 25 balls, among which are nine gilt. This reduced them to 
nine third electors, each of whom chose five, making in all 45 ; who, as in the preceding 
instances, were reduced by ballot to 11 fourth electors, and they have the nomination of 
4 1, who were the direct electors of the doge. Being shut up by themselves, they began 
by choosing three chiefs and two secretaries ; each elector being then called, threw a lit
tle billet into an urn, which stood on a table before the chiefs. On this billet was in
scribed the pe.>-son’s name whom the elector wished to be doge.

The secretaries then, in the presence of the chiefs and of the whole assembly, opened 
the billets. Among all the 41 there vvere generally but a very few different names ; as the 
election for the most part balanced between two or three candidates. Their names, what
ever was their number, were put into another urn, and, drawn out one after another. 
As soon as a name was extracted the secretary read it, and if the person to whom it be
longed was present, he immediately retired. One of the chiefs then demanded with a 
loud voice whether any crime could be laid to this person’s charge, or any objection was 
made, the accused was called in, and heard in his own defence ; after which the electors 
proceeded to give their decision, by throwing a ball into one o f  the two boxes, one of 
which is for the Ayes, and the other for thp Noes. The secretaries then counted the 
balls ; and if there were 25 in the first, the election was finished ; if hot another name 
was read, and the same inquisition made as before, till there were 25 appearing balls.

The principal Venetian order of knighthood, was that of St. Mark ; the badge of which' 
is a large gold medal dependent on the breast. The order of Constantine knights wear 
a cross hanging from a gold chain.

With respect to religion, that of the Venetians was the Roman Catholic ; but they are 
no bigots. The court of Inquisition was here under very great restrictions ; and tire 
pope was considered as little more than a temporal prince, his supremacy being rejected.

The^Venetians were the greatest naval power in Italy. They pretended they, could 
fit out, in case of necessity, 60 tnen of war, 100 galleys, and 10 galeasses ; though one 
can hardly imagine how they could man half that number. The army Was sairi to con
sist of between 20,000 and 30,000 men, the greatest part of which are Dalmatians and 
Switzers. The commander in chief, styled Capitano, was always a foreigner of distino- 
tion ; General Gratae, a Scotchman, lately enjoyed that ^honourable post.. Tbe ordi-
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nary revenues of fhe state were computed at aoout 1,200,000/. sterling ; but in the time 
of war they .could raise them greatly. A considerable part of the revenue arose from the 
customs, and the duty on salt made at Corfu and Chiosa.

The Venetians are in general very tall and well made. They are a lively, ingenious 
people, extravagantly fond of public amusements, with an uncommon relish for humour, 
and yet more, attached to the real enjoyments of life, than to those which depend on 
ostentation, and proceed from vanity. ,

One of the principal cities in tlie Venetian territories, on the terra firma, is Padua 
an antient, large, and celebrated towi?, with an university and a bishop’s sec. It is* 
much less considerable than it was formerly ; for now it contains no more than 30,000 
inhabitants, whereas it formerly had 100,000, and many of the houses are gone to ruin ; 
however the hall where justice is administered is a .superb structure. The cathedral 
church and the college of the university are in that part called the Old Town ; and there 
are piazzas under all the houses, where persons may walk without being exposed to the 
weather. The garden of the university is curious on account of the number of plants. 
Here a student may take his degrees, let him be of what sect of Christianity he will ; nay 
though he should be a Jew or a Turk. The patron of this city is St. Anthony, who lieŝ  
in the cathedral ; they have such a veneration for him, that the beggars do not ask cha
rity in the name of God, but for the love of St. Anthony. • The Jews live in a distinct 
part of the city ; and the neighbouring mountains produce excellent wine and oil, w ith, 
delicious fruit. ’ ^

Verona is strongly fortified, and contains about 60,000 inhabitants.
Lucca was a small republic on the coast of the Mediterranean, between the territories- 

of Genoa on the west, Modena on the north, and Tuscany on the cast. According to 
Keysler it is only about 30 miles in circumference, but is exceeding fertile and populous. 
I t contains, beside the city of Lucca, 130 villages.' The number of the inhabitants are 
computed at 120,000. The government was lodged in a gofalouier, whose power was- 
much the same with that of the doges of Venice and Genoa. He was assisted by nine . 
counsellors ; but the power of ail the 10 continued only for tw'o months ; during which 
time they lived in the state-palace, and at the public expence. They were chosen out of 
the great council, which consisted of 240 nobles ; but even this election was changed by 
a new election every two years. The revenues of the republic were about 400,000 scudi 
or crowns ; out of which they maintained 500 men by way of regular force, and 70 Swiss- 
as a guard to their acting magistrates. The city of Lucca is situated in a  plain, termi- 
pating in most delightful eminences, adorned with villas, summer-houses, corn fields, and 
plantations of every kind ; so tiiot nothing, either for use or pleasure, is here wanting. - 
The city, which is about three Italian miles in circumference, has regular, well-lined 
fortifications; and its streets, though irregular, are wide, well paved, and full of hand
some bouses. The number of its inhabitants are computed to be above 40,000 ; and 
tliey carry on large manufactures, especially of silk-stuffs. Lucca has a bishop,- whor 
enjoys several extraordinary privileges ; and its cathedral is Gotliic.

Tuscany is bounded on the north by the states of Lucca and ^lodena ; .on the nor.tlp-
Yot. IL - , Y -
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east,t east, and south-east by the dominions of the pope ; on the south-west and west by 
the iMeciiterranean or Tuscan sea. Its extent, from north to south, is about 180 English ' 
miles, ami from east to west about 80.

Though some parts of Tuscany are mountainous, if is fruitful in vines, olives, citrons, 
lemons, and oranges. The mountains afi’ord copper, iron, alum, marble, and porphyry. 
In general it may be observed that this country abounds in corn, saffron,, honey, hemp, 
flax, wool,,and a great variety of minerals. The great duke was supposed to be able to 
bring 30,000 men into the field, and to increase his marine to 20 men of war, beside 

.galleys.
The. principal places are Florence, Pisa, Leghorn, and Sienna.
Florence, tlie capital, is one of the finest cities in Italy. It is surrounded on all sides 

hilt onct with high hills, which rise insensibly, and. at last, join with the lofty mountains 
called Appenines. Towards Pisa there is a vast plain of -iO miles in length ; which is 

. so filled with villages and pleasure-houses, that tliey seem to be a continuation of the 
suburbs of the city. Independent of the churches and palaces of Florence, naost of 
which are very magnificent, the architecture of the houses, in general, is in a good taste ; 
and the streets are remarkably clean, and paveil with large stones cliiseled so as to pre
vent the horses from sliding. The city is divided into two unequal parts by the river 
Anio, over which there are no less than four bridges, in sight of each other. That 
called the Ponte della Trinita, which is uncommonly-elegant, is built entirely of white 
tnarble, and ornamented witli four beautiful statues representing the Seasons. The 
quays, the buildings on each side, and the bridges, rendef that part of Florence through 
w hich the river runs, by far the. finest. Every corner of this beautiful city is full of won
ders in the arts of .painting, statuary, and architecture.^ The streets^ squares, and fronts 
of the palaces are adorned with a great number of statues ; some of them by the best 
modern masters, Michael Angelo, Randinelli, Donatello, Giovanni di Bologna, Benve
nuto Cellini, and others. Some of the Florentine merchants formerly were men of vast 

. wealth, and lived in a most magnificent manner. One of them, about the middle of the 
l5 t’j century, .built that noble fabric, which, from’"the name of its founder, is still called 
the Palazzo Pitti. The man was ruined by the prodigious expence of this building, 
ivhich was immediately purchased by the Medici family, and has continued ever since to 
be the residence of. the sovereigns. Tite gardens belonging to this palace are on. the 
declivity of an eminence. On the summit there is a kind of fort, called Belvedere. 
From this, and from some of tlie higher walks, you have a complete view of the city of 
Florence, and the beauteous vale of Arno, in the middle of which it stands. Thi.s palace 
has been enlarged since it wa.s purchased from the, ruined family of, Pitti. The furni
ture is rich and curious, particularly some tables of Florentine wdrk, which are much 
admired. The most precious ornaments, however, are tlie paintings. The -walls of 
what is Called the Imperial Chamber, are painted in fresco, by various painters ; the 
•subjects are allegorical, and in'bonour of Lorenzo of Medicis dlistingui.‘»hed by the name 

• of the Magnificent, The famous gallery attracts every stranger. One of the most in» 
teresting parts of it, in the eyes of ifiany, is the series of Roman emperors from Julius
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CV.sar to Gallienus, with a considerable number ot their empresses arran ĵedf 6pposit9 
to them. Tliis> series is almost complete ; but wherever the bust of an emperor is want
ing, the place is filled up by that of some other distinguished Roman. Tlie celebrated 
Venus of Medici, which, take it all in all, is thought to be the standard of taste in female 
beauty and proportion, stands in a room called Tribiinah The Inscription on its base

I mentions its being made by Cleomenes, and Athenian, the son of Apollodorus. It is of 
white marble, and surrounded by other master-pieces of sculpture, some of which are 
said to he the works of Praxitelds and other Greek masters. In the same room are 
many valuable curiosities, besides a collection of admirable pictures by the best masters! 
There are various other rooms, whose contents are indicated by the names they bear ; 
as the Cabinet of Arts, of Astronomy, of Natural History, [of JMedals, of Porcelain, of 
Antiquities ; the Saloon of the Hermaphrodite,^ so called from a statue which divides 
the admiration of the amateurs with that in the Borghese village at Rome, though the 
excellence of 'the execution is disgraced by the vileness of the subject; and the Gallery 
of Portraits, which contains the portraits of the most eminent painters (all executed by 
themselves) who have flourished in Europe during the last three centuries. Our limits 
will not admit of-a detail of the hundredth part of the curiositios and buildings of Flo
rence. We must not,’ howevelf^mit mentioning the Chapel of St. Lorenzo, as being, 
perhaps, the finest and most expensive habitation that ever was reared for the dead ; it is 
encrusted with precious stones, and adorned by the workmanship of the best modern 
Sculptors. ■ Mr. Addisdn remarked, that this chapel advanced so very slowly, that it is 
not impossible but the family of Medicis may be extinct before their burial-place is 
finished. This has actually taken place : the Medici family is extinct, and the chapel* 
remains still unfinished.

Florence is a place of some strength, and contains an archbishop's see and an univer
sity. The number of inhabitants is calculated at 80,000. They boast of the improve
ments they have made in the Italian tongue, by means of their Academia della Crusca ; 
and several other academies are now established at Florence. Though, the Florentines 
affect great state, yet their nobility and gentry drive n retail trade in wine, which they 
sell from their cellar windows, and > sometimes they even hang a broken flask as a sign 
where it may be bought. They deal, besides wine, and fruits, in gold and silver stuffs. 
T h e ' Jews are hot held in that odium, or subjected to the same humiliating distinction 
here, as in mbst other cities of Eiirdpd; and it is said that some of the richest merchants 
are of that religion.

Pisa is a large city, but in no respect equal to what it was when an independent re
public. The neighbourhood of Leghorn, with which it is connected by a canal, is sup
posed to he one cause of its decay. Its streets are handsome and well paved, but in 
many places overgrown with grass! The cathedral, the campo santo or burying place, 
the steeple of tlie Augustinians, the church of St. Matthew, that of the knights of St. 
Stephen, and the palace of the grand duke are very celebrated. The city is remarkably 
rich in curiosities, whether paintings, statues, or antiquities.

, '  I t is difficult to  describe the present state of Leghorn, we shall tlierefore confine our-
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selves to its condition previous to the late invasions ot Italy. Its inhabitants were about
45,000, including Jews, Turks, Armenians, Greeks, English, and other foreigners. All 
of them, who are here named, are allowed the use of public worship, but that indulgence 
was not granted to any other protestants than the English. The Jews live in a quarter 
by themselves, as do also such of the Turks as are not Slaves. The former nation is 
said to claim a third part of the inhabitants of Leghorn, and to carry on a very proh- 
table trade in corels. The ducal palace is a very fine structure.

Sienna is a large, antient city< with an archbishop’s see, an university, and .a citadel. 
The cathedral, though a Gothic building, is admired for its excellent architecture ; its 
walls are black and white marble, and its pavement Mosaic. The Italian .is here spoken 
in its greatest purity.

The dominions of the pope comprehend the Ferrarese, Bolognese, Romania, Urbino, 
Ancona, Umbria, St. Peter’s patrimony, and the Campania of Rome.' This country is 
naturally fertile, and was, in the time of Roman prosperity, crowded with iiih^bitanto, but 
it is now very thinly peopled, and very negligently cultivated. Its principal pities be
side Rome, the capital, aie Tivoli, Frescati, Ostia, Albano, Viterbo, Cavita Vccchia,, 
Bracciano, Castro, Orivetto, Aqua pendente, Spolletto, Nerni, Terni, Perugia, Ancona, 
Loretto, Urbino, Pesaro, Semigallia, Ravenna, Rinaini^Cologna, Ferrara, and Comacliia.

Ferrara is a decayed town, whose inhabitants live generally in the most abject 
poverty^

The following description of Loretto, extracted with little variation from .â  respectable 
work, may be considered as a fine satire on Italian'superstition. Loretto is small but 
fortified, and contains the famous Casa Santa, or boly chapel, so much visited by pil
grims. This chapel, according to the legend, was originally a small bouse in Nazareth, 
inhabited by the Virgin Mary, in which she was saluted by the angel, and where she 
bred our Saviour. After their deaths, it was held in great veneration by all believers in 
Jesus, and at length consecrated into a chapel, and dedicated to the Virgin : upon which 
occasion St. Luke made that identical image, which is still preserved here, and dignified 
with the name of our Lady of Loretto. This sanctified edifice was allowed to sojourn 
in Galilee, as long as that district was inhabited by Christians; but when infidels got 
possession of the country, a band of angels, to  ̂save it, from pollution, took it in tlieif 
arms and conveyed it from Nazareth to a castle,'in Dalmatia. This fact would have 
been called in question by incredulous people, had it been performed in a secret man
ner; but, that it might be manifest to the most short sighted spectator, and evident to 
all who were not perfectly deaf as well as blind, a blaze of celestial light, and a concert 
of divine music accompanied it during the whole journey ; besidps, when the angels, to 
rest themselves, set it down in a little wood near the road, nil tlie trees of the forest 
bowed their heads to the ground, and continued in .that respectful posture as long as the 
sacred chapel remained among them. But not having been entertained with suitable 
respect at the casllc above mentioned, the same indefatigable angels carried It over the sea, 
and placed it in a.field belonging to a noble lady, csdled Lauretta, from whom the chapel 
takes its name. This field happened, unfovtunotbly, to be ^e<iuented at that timo by highi*
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waympn and murclerers : a circumstance with vvlilcij the an<-cls uiulountediy were nnt_ - 
acquainted when t'ney placed it there. After they were better informed, they removed it to 
the top of a hill, belonging to two brothers,* where they imaiiined it uoiild be perfectly >secure 
from the dansiers of robbery or assassination ; but the two- brothers, the proprietors of 
the ground, being equally enamoured of their new visitor, hccame jealous of each other, , 
quarrelled, fought, and tell by mutual wounds. After this fatal catastrophe, the angels 
in waiting finally moved the holy chapel to the eminence where it now stands, and lias 
stood these 400 years, having lost all relish for travelling.

Tlie sacred chapel stands due east and west, a t the fartlicr end of a large church, of 
the most durable stone of Istria, which has been built around it. This may.be considered 
as the external covering, or as a kind of great coat to the Casa Santa, which has a 
smaller coat, of more precious materials'and kverkmanshij), nearer its body, 'i'liis inter- 
nal covering, or case, is of the choicest marble, after a plan of San Savino’s, and orna
mented with basso relievos, the workmanstdp of the best sculptors which Italy could fur
nish in the reign of Leo X. The subject of tliose basso relievos are the history of the 
blessed Virgin, and other parts of the Bible. The whole case is about 5Q feet long, SO 
in breadili. and the same in height ; but the real horse itself is 32 feet in length, 14 in 
breadth, and at tlie sides ul)out 18 feet in height ; the .'■entre of the rcof is four or five 
feet higher. 'J'he, walls of this little holy chapel are composed of pieces of a reddish 
substance, of an oblong square shape, laid upon another in the manner of brick. At 
first sight, on, a superficial view, these red-coloured olilong substances appear to be 
nothing else than common Italian bricks ; and. which is still more extraordinary, on a 
second and third view, with'all possible attention, they still have the same appearance. 
Travellers, however, are assured with great enne.stnes.s, that there is not a single particle 
of brick in tlieir whole composition, being entirely of a stone, which, though it cannot 
now be found in Palestine, was formerly very common, particularly in the neigbbomlsood 
of Nazareth. *

The holy house is divided within into two unequal portions, liy a kind c>f grate-wo.k 
of silver. The division towards tlie west is about three fourths of the whole; 'tliat to the 
east called the Sanctuary. In the larger division, which may he considered as the' 
main body of the house, the walls are left hare, to shew the true original fabric of Naza- ' 
reth stone ; for they must net be supposed to he bricks. At the lower or western wall 
there is a window, the same through-which the angel tjahriel entered at the Annunci
ation. The architraves of this window are covered with silver. There are a great num
ber of golden and silver lamps in this chapel, one of the former, a present from the 
republic of Verice, is said to weigh 37 pounds ; and some of the silver lamps are said 
to weigh from 120 to 130 pounds A t the upper end of the largest room is the altar, 
but so low that from it you may see the-famous image, wilich stands over tJie chimney, In 
the small room or sanctuary. Golden and silver angels, of considertble size, kned 
around her ; some ofiVi ing hearts of gold enriched with diamonds, and one an intact of 
pure gold. The wall of the .‘-anctuary is plated .with silver? and adorned with crucifixes, 
preciou-s stones, and votive gifts of various kinds. The figure of the Virgin hcrsfcdf by 
. Vol.'M, ' Z
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no means corresponds-with tlie fine furnitnre of her nouse : she is a little woman, about 
four feet in heii'ht, with the features and complexion of a Negro. Of all the sculptors 
that ever existed, assuredly Sr. kuke, by whom this figure is said so have been made, is 
the least of a flatterer ; and nothing can be a stronger f>roof of the blessed ^Virgin’s con
tempt for external beauty, than her being satisfied with this representation of her. The 
figure of the infant Jesus, by St. Luke, is of a piece with that nf tlie Virgin : he holds a 
large golden globe'in one hand, and the other is extended in the act of blessing. Both 
.figures have crowns on their heads, enriched with diamonds : tljcse were presents from 
Ann of Austria, queen of France. Both arms of tiie Virgin are inclosed within her 
jobes, and no part but her face is to be seen ; Ircr dress is most magnificent, but in a 
wretched bad taste ; this is not surprising, for she has no female attendant. She has 
particular clothes for the different feasts held in lionour of her; and, which is not quite 
so decent, is always dressed and undressed by the priests belonging to the chapel ; her 
robes are ornamented with all kinds of precious stones, down to the, hem of her 
garment.

There is a small place behind the sanctuary, in which are shown the chimney and 
some other furniture, which they pretend belonged to the Virgin when she lived at 
Nazareth ; particularly a little earthen porringer, out of which the infant used to eat. 
The pilgrims bring rosaries, little crucifixes, anJ Agnus Dei’s, which the obliging priest 
shakes for half a minute in this dish ; after witich it is believed they acquire the virtue 
of curing various diseases, and prove an excellent preventative of all temptations of 
Satan. The gown, which the imago had on when the ghapel arrived from Nazafeth, is 
•of red canihlet, and carefully kept in a glass shrine.

Above 100 masses are daily said in this chapel and In the church in whicli it stands. 
The jewels and. riches to be seen at one time in the holy chapel, are of small value in 
comparisen of those in tlje treasury, which is a large room edjoining to the vestry of the 
great church. In tlie presses of this room me kept those presents which rovaf, noble, 
and rich bigots, of all ranks, have, by oppressing their subjects, and injuring tlieir fami
lies, -sent to this place. To enumerate every particular would fill volumes. They con- 
■sist of various utensils and other tilings in silver and gold ; as lamps, candlesticks, gob
lets, crowns, and crucifixes ; lambs, eagle.s, sainis, apo.stles, angels, virgins, and infants ; 
then there are cameos, pearls, gems, and precious stones of all kinds arul in great num
bers. What is valued above all the other jewels is the miraculous pearl, wherein they 
assert that nature has given a faithful delineation of the Virgin, sitting on a cloud, with 
the infant Jesus in her arms. There was not room in the presses of the treasury to held 
all the silver pieces which have been presented to the Virgin. Several other presses in 
the vestry are completely full. It is said that those pieces ® re occasionally melted down 
try his holiiiesj, for the use of the state ; and also that the most precious of the jewels are 
picked out and sold for the same purpose, false stpnes being substituted in their room.

The only trade of Loretto consists of rosaries, crucifixes, little Madonas, Agnus Deis, 
and n)eduls, which are manufactured here, and sold to pilgrims. There are a great num
bers of shops full of these commoditie.s, some o f them of a higli price ; but infinkcly the
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gr?aJ,er part are atlapted to the pursers of tlie ouyers, anil sold for a.mere trifle. ^ he 
evident poverty of these nianufucturers and traders, and of the inhabitants of this 
town in general, is a sufficient ̂ proof tliat the reputation ^  our Lady of Loretto is greatly 
otj the decline.

In tlie great church, which contains the lioly chapel, are confessionals, where the 
penitents from every country of Europe may be confessed in their own language, priests 
being always in waiting for that purpose; each of them has a long white lod m his hand, 
with which he touches the heads of those to w ham he thinks proper to grant absolution.. 
They place tbemselves on thefr knees, in groups, around the confessional chair ; and, 
when the holy fatlier has touched tlicir'heads w ith the expiatory rod, they retire, freed 
from the burden of their sins, and with renewed courage to begin afresh account.

In the spacious area before this church th^re is an elegant marble fountain, supplied 
with water from an adjoining hill hy an aqueduct. Few, even of the most inconsiderable 
towns of Italy, are without the useful ornament of a public fountain. The embellish-- 
tnents of sculpture and architecture are employed with great propriety on such works, 
which are continually in the people s view ; the air is refreshed, and the eye delighted by 
the streams of water they pour forth ; a sight peculiarly agreeable in a warm climate. 
In  this area is also a statue of Sixtus V. in bronze. Over the portal of the church it* 
self is li»e statue of tiie Virgin ; and above the middle gate is a Latin inscription, 
importing that within is the house of the mother o f God, in which the word was made 
flesh. The gates of tlie church are likewise of bronze, embellished with basso relievos of' 
admirable workmanship; the subjects taken partly from the Old and partly from the 
New Testament, and divided into differeJnt compartments. As the gates of this eboredi 
are shut at noon, the pilgiims, who arrive after that lime, can get no nearer the santa 
caSa than these gales, which are by this means, sometimes exposed to the first violence 
of that holy ardour, w hich was designed for the chapel itself. All the sculpture upon 
the gates, w hich is w ithin reach of the mouths of these zealots, is, in some degree, effaced* 
by their kisses. - .

There are also several paintings to be seen here, some of w hich are highly esteemed, 
particularly two in the treasury. The subject of one of these is the Virgin’s Nativity, 
by Annibal Carracci ; and cf the other a holy family by Raphael. There are some 
others of considerable merit, which ornament the altars of the great church. These 
altars or little chapels, of which this fabric contains a great number, are lined with -mar
ble, and embellished by sculpture ; but nothing w illiiti this church intertests a traveller, of 
sensibility so much as the iron gales before those chapels, which were made of the fetters 
.and chains of the Christian slaves, who were freed from boadage by the glorious victory 
o f Lepanto. ,

The palace where the governor resides stands near the church, and the ecclesiastios, 
who are employed in it, lodge in the same place, where they receive the pilgrims .of high 
tlistineiion. The environ? of this towns are very agreeable ; and, in fine weather, the 
bigh mountains of Croatia may be seen from hence. •

. Ravenna was founded bv a color^ of Thessalonlans, on the Adriatic, in washes or ?
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boggy situation, 'vliidi proved a natural security to it. Tiie Ijouses were all of wood, 
the communication by bridges and boats, and the town kept sweet and clean by t!je tides 
carrying away the mud and soil. Antiently it had a porUat tlic mouth of the Rcde.si« ;■ 
Augustus added a new port capaciou.s enougli to hold a fleet, for the security of the Adriatic, 
between whidj and tlie city lay the Via Ca?saris. It had a very flourisliing trade till the 

* sea withdrew two miles from it, which has been a great detriment. Tlic fortification* 
are of little importance, and the citadel is gone to ruin. It is now most remarkable for 
the excellent wine produced- in its neighbourliood. Tlie mausoleinn of Tiieodoric is 
still to be seen, remarkable for bein^ covored by a single stone 28 feet in diameter aiici 

tliiek.
I t is thougJit that the wal|s of modern Rome take in nearly the same extent of ground 

as theantient ; but the difference of the number of buildings otv this spot is very great, 
one half of modern Rome lying waste, or occupied with gardens, fields, meadows, and 
vineyards. One may walk finite round tlie city in three or four hours at most, the cir- 
cumfei'^Rce being reckoned about 13 Italian miles. V'itli regard to the number of tlie 
inhabitants, modern Rome is greatly inferior to the antient ; for in 3 709, tlie whole of 
these amounted only to 138;5ff8 ; nmorg wiiich were 40 bishops, 26S6 priests, 355,9 
monies, 1814 nuns, 593 courtezans, about SOOOor 9000 Jew.s, and 14 Moors. In 17 i4 
the nuiiiber was increased to 143,000. In externa] splendour, and the beauty of it? 
temi)les and palaces, modern Rome is thought by the most judicious travellers, to excc] 
the antient. There was nothing.in antient Rome to be compared with St. Peter’s climcU 
in the modern. That Koine was alile to recover itself after so many calamities and de
vastations, will not be matter of surprise, if we iousi(]er the prodigious sums tha tit lias so 
long annually drawn from all countries of the popish persuasion. These sums, though ~ 
still considerable, have been continually decreasing-since the reformation.' The surface 
of the ground, on which-Rome was originally founded, is surprisingly altered. At 

« present it is difficult to distinguish the seven hills, on which it ■'was first built, the low 
grounds being almost filled up with the ruins of the antient .strcets.and liouses, and the 
great quantities of eai tli washed down from the hills hy tlic violence of the rains. An- 
ticntly the suburbs extended a vast way on all sides, and made the city appear almost 
boundless ; but it is quite otlierwise now, the country about Roibe being almost a desert* 
To tlii.s, and otijor causes,it is owing, that the air is none of the most wholesome, especi-■ 
ally daring the summer heats, when few go abroad in day-time. No city at present in 
tbewoRd surpasses, or indeed equals Rome, for the inultiplicity of fmc fountains, noblo 
edifices, antiquities, curioiities, paintings, statues, and sculptures. The city stands on 
ihe Tiber, 10 miles from the Tuscan sea, 380 from Vienna, 560 from Paris, 740 fronr 
Amsterdam, 310 from London, and 900 from Madrid. The Tiber is subject to frequent 
inundations, by which it often does great damages. small part of tlic city .is sepa
rated from the other, by tlie river, and is ibercfore called Travestcre, beyond the Tiber. 
There are several bridges ever the riv'er, a'great nuinbci' of towers on tlie walis, and 2 ) 
gates. The remains of Rome’s antient urandeur consist of statues, colossuscs, temples* 
palaces theatres, naunracliias, triumphal arches, citruses, columns, obelisks, fountains,
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•queducts, mausoleums, triennas or hot baths, and other structure*. Of modern build
ings, the splendid churches and palaces ar« the most remarkable. Mr. Addison says, it 
is almost impossible for a man to form in bis imagination such beautiful and glorious 
scenes as are to be met with in several of the Roman churches and chapels. This gen
tleman tells us also, that no part of the antiquities of Rome pleased him so much a* the 
antient statues, of which there is still an incredible variety. Next to the statuesj he says, 
ihere is nothing more surprising than the amaxing variety of antient pillars of so< many 
kinds of marble. Rome is said to be well paved ; but not well lighted or kept very 
clean. Two thirds of the houses are the property of tlie churches end convents, and 
alms-houses. Protestants are not obliged to- kneel at the elevation of the host, or at 
meeting the euebarist in the streets ; and they may have flesh meat always at the inns, 
even during lent. Here are many academies for promoting arts and sciences^, besides 
the university. Tlie carnival here is only during' the eight days before lent, and there 
are no such scenes o f  riot as at Venice : prostitutes, however, are publicly tolerated.. 
To maintain good order there is a body of SOO Sbhri, or Ilalbedeers, under their bari* 
gella or coloneh There is little or no trade carried on in Rome, but a vast deal of 
money is spent by travellers and other strangers. The principal modern structures are 
the church of St. Peter, and the other churches ; the aqueducts and fountains ; the 
Vatican, and the other palaces ; the Campidolio, where the Roman senate re3ide3> &c. 
The principal remains of antiquity are the pila miliaria of fine marble ; the equestrian, 
brass statue of Marcus Aurelius Antonius ; the marble monument of the einperor Alex^ 
ander Severus ; marble busts of the emperors and their consorts ; three brick arches of 
the temple of Peace, built by the emperor Vespasian ; the triumphal arch of Septimu^ 
Serverus, and [of Gallienus ; the circus of Antonius Caracalla; some parts o f tlie 
cloaca maxima ; the columna Antonia, representing the principal actions of Marcus 
Aurelius ; the Trajan's pillar ; some 'fragments of the palace of Antoninus Pius, and of 
Nerva’s forum ; the mausoleum of Augustus, in the Strato Pontifica ; the remains of the 
emperor Severus’s tomb without St. John’s gate ; the pyramid of Caius Cestus near St.. -, 
Paul’s gate ; the pophyry coffin of St. Helen, and the original statue of Constantine 
the Great, in the church of St. John of Lateran ; .a  font of oriental granite in the chapel 
of' St. Giovanni in fonle, said to have been erected by Constantine the Great  ̂ an 
Egyptian obelisk near the church of St. Maria Maggiore ; the stately remains ,of Die- 
clesian’s baths ; the celebrated Pantheon the obelisks of Sesostris and Augustus, by 
the Clementine college ; the church of St. Paul fuori della Mura,- and to have been 
Sruilt hy Constantine the Great ; the Farnese Hercules^ in white marble, of a  colossian. 
size and exquisite workmanship, in a court of tlie Farnese palace, and an admirable 
group cut out of one block of marble, in another court of the same palace. Resides 
these there are a great many more, which our bounds will not allow us to take any furi- 
ther notice of. Here is a great number of rich and well regulated hospitals. Near the 
church of St. Sebastino alle Catacombe are the most spacious of the cahicombs, where 
tlie Christians, who never burned their dead; and such of the pagan Romans as couldi 
»ot afford the expence of burning, were buried. Along the Via. Appia, without. Sti, 
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Sebastian’̂  gatp, Where the tombs of the principal families of Home, Hiiich at present are 
used for cellars and store-houses by the gardeners and vir.e dressers.

The late kingdom of Naples, or as it was otherwise denominated of the two Sicilies, 
comprehended the following provinces on the main land of Italy : Lavora, , Principato 
Citra, Principato Ultra, Molise, Basilicata, Calabria Citra, Calabria Ultra, Abbruzzo 
Citra, Abbruizo Ultra, Capitinata, Terra di Ba.ri, and Terra di Otranto. The winter 
is here expeedingly mild, the summer is hot, and the spring marked usually by the return 
of the Sirocco, a south-east wind, that, during the SO days of its continuance, dries up tUe 
buds of vesetables, and relaxes the nerves of the inhabitants. Notwithstanding this 
circumstance, the country is so fertile in all sorts of grain, tlax, olives, vines, and excel
lent fruits, that it has obtained the appellation of a tcrreslii^ri paradise. Its mineral 
productions are alum, rock crystal, and marble. Fine wool, silk, and the filaments of a 
shell-fish, furnish the materials for several manufactures. ' 'Ehe Neapolitans, though 
distinguished for the number of ecclesiastical persons, rank very low in morality, being 
chargeable with every vice except drunkenness.

The city of Naples, one of the finest in Italy or even in Europe, is built in the form of 
an amphit-iieatre, sloping from the hills to the hay of Naples. Although inferior to Rome 
in public building, it has finer streets and more commedious private houses, than any to* 
be met with in that celebrated city. On the flat roofs of the houses are placed numbers 
of flower vases, and fruit-trees in boxes of earth, producing a very gay and agreeahlq 
effect. The inhabitants, who amount to 350,000, are hut little employed in trade or 
manufacture. They are however celebrated for liquors an<;l confections, and have been 
thought to embroider better than the French. Tlieir nobility were numerous and poor, 
but affected great splendor. The cathedral is a grand Gothic edifice, and of all the 
palaces* the king’s was the most magnificent. '

Six miles distant from Naples stands the celebrated mountain Vesuvius, whose erup
tions have been so accurately recorded by the late Sir 'W'illiam Hamiltoh. Its perpen-" 
dic’ilar height is about *700 feet, and the ascent, from the foot of the hill, is about two 
miles and a half. One side of the mountain is fertile and well cultivated,*producing great 
plenty of vines ; but the south and west sides are covered with cinders and ashes ; while 
a sulphureous smoke constantly issues from the top, sometimes attended with most vio
lent explosions of stones, the emission of great .streams of lava, and all the other attend*; 
ants of a most formidable volcano. The" first of these eruptions took place iii the year 
7P. and overwhelmed the two cities of Herculaneum and Pompeii.

Herculaneum and Pompeii, though buried in the depth of 24 feel under successive strattk 
of lava, were accidentally discovered by some labourers in 1713, and have gince proved a  
rich mine of antient curiosities. O f these the most valuable are manuscripts.' Sothe of 
these have been unrolled ; a work of Epicurus has been recovered,_and there is reason 
to hope that the writings of many other antiehts, that have been long considered as lost, 
will, in a few years, be brought to light. ^

Sicily is separated from Naples by the Faro of Messina, a strait, which was deemed by 
Ihe antients extremely dangerous on aceburt of its rapid currents, the celebrated rock
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Scylla and the wlurlponi Charibdis. Sicily has a warm'climate, healthful air, ana rc- 
Hjarkably fertile soil. The population of the island is estimated at l, 300,000 souls. The 
govrernment of.Sicily is not entirely absolute, a share of the public authority being claimed  ̂
by the parliament which consists of the nobles, the bishops, the abbots, and the deputies 
of 43 cities. The court of inquisition, which long subsisted in this island, had its power 
gradually curtailed, and was at length, in ]782,. abolished by the royal mandate.

Palermo, the capital of Sicily, is situated near the extremity of a natural amphitheatre 
o f high and rocky mountains, on one of the most pleasant and fertile spots in the world. 
Its inhabitants arc about 150,000. Beside the cathedral, which is a large gothic struc
ture, there are about 300 other churches,; many of which arc magnificerit. - In a vault 
belonging to a convent of Capuchins, are deposited a great number of dead bodies, 
dressed in coarse garments, with their heads, arms, and feet bare.

Mount Etna is, 63 miles in circumference at the foot, and 10,554 feet in height. As 
a description of this- mountain will give considerable information on the subject of vol
canoes, we shall treat of it more at length than would otherwise consist with our j)Ian. 
TI>3 journey from Catania to its summit ha.s been lately described by three travellers, 
M. D’Orville, Mr. Brydone, and Sir William Hamilton, All these agree, that this 
single mountain affords an epitome of the different climates throughout the whole world ; 
towards the foot it is very hot, farther up more temperate, and grows gradually more and 
more cold, tlie higher we ascend. At the very top it is perpetually covered with snow ; 
fi'om thence the whole island is supplied xvith that article, so necessary in a hot climate, 
and without which the natives say Sicily could not be inhabited. On the north side of 
this snowy region, Air.. Brydone was assured that there are several small lakes which 
never , thaw ; and that the snow mixed with the ashes and salt of the mountain, are accu
mulated .to a vast depth. The quantity of salts contained in Ibis mountain, be, with 
great- probability, conjectures to be one reason for the preservation of its snows ; for salt 
increases the coldness of snow to a surprising degree. .

In the middle of the snowy regions stands the great crater, or month of Etna ; from 
which,; though contrary to the usual method of travellers, we shall begin our particular' 
account of this mountain. Sir .William Hamilton describes the crater as a IjUle moun
tain, about a quarter of a mile perpendicular, and very steep, situated in the middle of a 
gently inclining plain, of about nine miles in circurnferenCe. I t  is entirely formed of 
stones and ashes; and as Sir William Hamilton was informed by several people of 
Catania, had been thrown up 25 or 30 years before the time (1769) he visited monn? 
Etna. Before this mountain was thrown up, there was only a'prodigious large chasm, 
or gulpb, in the middle of the above-mentioned plain ; and it has been remarked that 
about once in 100 years the top of Etna falls in ; which undoubtedly must be the case 
at certain periods, or the mountain would continually increase in height. As this little 
mountain, though emitting smoke from every pore, appeared solid and firm ; Sir W. 
Hamilton and his companions went up to the very top. In the middle is a hollow about 
two miles ^nd a half in Circumference, according to Sir W . Hamilton ; three- miles and 
a  half according to Air. ,Brydone ; and three or four accoi^ing to AI. D ’Orvillc, Tli«
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inside is crusted over with salts ana sulphur of different colours. ' I t goes shelving <iown 
from the top' like an inverted cone; the depth, in Sir W. Hamilton’s opinion, nearly 
corresponding to the height of the little mountain. Eroin many places of this Space issue 
volumes of Sulphureous smoke, which, being much heavier than the circumambient aa, 
instead of ascending in it, roll down the side of the mountain, till, coming to a more 
dense atrtiosphere, it shoots off horizontally, and forms a large tract in ' the air, accord
ing to the "direction of the wind ; which, happily fof our travellers, carried it exactly to 
the side opposite to which they vrere placed. In the middle of this funnel is the tremen
dous and unfathomable giilph so much celebrated hi all ages, both as the terror of this 
liTe, and the place ‘of puoisliment In the hext. From this gulph continually issue terri
ble and confused noises, ^hich, in eruptions, are increased to such a degree, as to be 
heard at a prodigious distance. Its diameter is probably very different at different 
times ; for Sir W. Hamilton Observed, by the wind clearing away 'the smoke from time 
to time, that the inverted hollow cone was contracted almost to a point ; while 
M, D ’Orville vras bolder : fend accordingly he and bis fellow-traveller, fastened to ropes, 
which two or three men held at a distance, for fear of accidents, descended as near 
possible to the brink of the gulph ; but the small flames and smoke which issued ffomlt 
on every side, and a greenish sulphur, and pumice stones, quite black, which covered 
tiie margin, would not permit them to come so near as to have a full view. They only 
saw distinctly in the middle, a mass of matter, which rcse, m the shape of a cone, to the 
height of above 60 feet, and which, towards the base, as far as their sight could reach, 
might be 600 or 800 feet. While they^were observing thisf substance, some motion wa*' 
perceived on the north side, opposite to that ithereOn they stood ; and immediately the 
mountain began to send forth smoke and ashes. 'Fhis eruption was preceded by a sen
sible increase of its internal roarings ; which, however, did nOt continue ; but after a 
moment’s dilation, as if to give it vent, the volcano resumed its former tranquillity : but 
as it was by no means proper to make a long stay in such a place,' our travellers imme
diately returned to their attendants.

On the Summit of mount Ftha, Sir W. Hamilton observes, 'that he was sensible of a 
difficulty in respiration from the too great subtilty of the air, independent of what arose 
from the sulphureous smoke oi" the mountain. Mr. Brydone takes no notice of this ; 
which probably arose from the air being in a more rarefied state a t the time of Sir W. H a-, 
milton’s observation, than of Mr. Brydone’s ; the barometer, as observed by the former, 
standing at 18 inches and .10 lines, but the latter at 19 inches lihes.

In these high regions there is generally a very violent Winef, which, as all our travellers 
found it constantly blowing fiom the south, may possibly be commonly directed from 
that point.. Here Mr. Brydone’s thefmometef fell to '27*.

The top of Etna being above the common region of vapoui*s, the heftvens appear with 
exceeding great splendour. Mr. Brydone and his- Company observed; as they ascended 
fn the night, that the number of stars seemed to be infinitely increased, and the light of each 
of them appeared brighter than usual ; the whiteness of the milky-it^ay was like a pure 
Hame which shot across the heavens; and, with the baked eye; they could Observe a  dus^
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ters of stars that were invisible from oelow. Had Jupiter been visible, be is of opinion 
that some of his satellites might have been discovered with the naked eye, or at least 
with a very small pocket-glass. He likewise took notice of several of those meteors 
called falling stars ; which appeared as much elevated as when viewed from the plain : a 
proof, according to Mr. Brydone, that ‘ these bodies move in regions much beyond the 
‘ bounds that some philosophers have assig.ned to our atmosphere.’

To have a full and clear prospect from the summit of mount Etna, it is necessary to be 
there before sun-rise : as the vapours raised by tiie sun, in the day-time will obscure 
every object : accordingly our travellers took care to arrive there early enough ; and all 
agree, that the beauty of the prospect from thence cannot be expres^d. Here Mr. 
Biydnne and Sir W. Hamilton had a view of Calabria in Italy, witli llie sea beyond it ; 
tlie Lipari islands, and Stromboli, a volcano, at about 7O miles distance, appeared just 
under their feet, the whole island of Sicily, with it$ rVers, towns, harbours, &c. appeared 
distinct £s if seen on a" map. Massa, a Sicilian author, .affirms, that the African coast, 
as well as that of Naples, w ith many of its islands, have been discovered from tiie top of 
Etna. The visible horizon here' is not less than 8 or 9OO miles in diameter. The-pyra
midal Slmdow of the mountain reaches across the whole island, and far into the sea on 
(he other side, forming a visible tract in the air, which,, as the sun rises above the hori
zon, is shortened, and at last confined to'the neighbourhood of Etna. The most beau
tiful part of the.scene, however, in Mr. JBrydone’s opinion, is the mountain itself, the 
island of Sicily, and the numerous islands lying round it. These last seem to be close to 
the skirts of Etna ; the distances appearing reduced to nothing.

This mountain is divided into three zones, which might, properly enough, be distin
guished by the names of torrid, temperate, and frigid : they are, however, known by the 
names of Piedmontese, or regione culta, the cultivated or fertile region ;• the sylvosa, 
woody, or temperate zone ; and the regione deserta, the frigid or desert zone, or region. 
All these are plainly di.stinguisliGil fiom the summit. The-regione deserta is marked out 
by a circle of snow and ice, which extends .011 all sides to the di.' '̂ance of about eight 
miles, beginning at the foot of the crater. Greatest part of this region is smooth and 
even. This is immediately succeeded by the sylvosa, or woody region ; which forms a 
circle of the most beautiful green, surrounding the mountain on all sides. This region is 
variegated with a va.it number of mountains of a conic.al foiin, thrown op by Etna hi 
those eruptions w hich burst out from its sides. Sir W. Hamilton counted 44 on lire 
Catania side, each having its crater, many with large trees flourishing both within and 
w'ithont the crater. All the.se, except a few of late date, have acquired a wonderful de
gree of fertility. The circumference of this zone, or grealf circle, according to Recuperp, 
i« not less than 70 or 80 ftiiles. It is every where succeeded by the regione culta ; 
which is much broader than the rest, and extends on all sides to the foot of the moun
tain. Here terrible devastations are sometime* committed liy the eruptions; and the 
whole region is likewise full of conical mountains thrown up by them. This region is 
bounded by the sea to the south and south-east ; and 'mi all sides by the river 
Semetus and AJeantera, which foria the boundaries of mount Etna.

VoL. H. 2 B»
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About \  mile below the toot of the great crater are found the ruins of an antient struc
ture, called li Torre del Filcsofo ; by isome sup/iosed to have been built by the philo
sopher Empedocles, who took up his habitation here, the better to study the nature of 
mount Etna. By others they are supposed to be the ruins of a temple of Vulcan. Tlicy 
are of brick, and seem to have been oiiianteti-led with marble. Somewhere in this re
gion also, ^ I. D ’Orviile found a great oblong block of |)oiished marble, eight or ten feet 
high, and* three or four thick ; though how it came there was quite unaccountable to 
him. From M. D ’Orville’s and Mr. Biyclone’s accounts, we must reckon this part of the 
mountain pretty steep : but Sir W. Hamilton says, that the ascent was so gradual, as not 

‘ to he the least fatiguing; and had it not been for tlie snows, they might have rode on 
their mules to the very foot of the crater.

The woody region descends eight or nine miles below the regione deserta, but differs 
greatly in the temperature of its climate. Sir W. Hamilton observed a gradual decrease 
of the vegetation as he advanced ; the under part being covered with large timber trees, 
which grew gradually less as he approached the tliird region, at last they degenerated 
into the small plants of the northern climates. He also observed quantities of juniper 
and tansey ; and was informed by In's guide, that later in the season (he visited Etna m 
June, 1769) there are a great many curious plants, and ia some places rhubarb and 
saffron in great plenty.

This region is extolled by Mr. Brydone as one of the most delightful spots on earth. 
He lodged for a night in a large cave, near the middle, formed by one of the most antient 
lavas. It is called La Spelonca del Capriole, or the goat’s cavern ; because it is fre
quented by those animals, which take refuge there in bad weather. Here his rest was 
disturbed by a mountain thrown up in the eruption 1766, I t  discharged great quantities 
of smoke, and made several explosions, like heavy cannon fired at a distance ; but they 
could observe no appearance of tire.

This gentleman likewise visited the eastern side of the regione sylvosa, intending to 
have ascended thal way to the summit, and descended again on the .south side tp Cata
nia, but found it impracticable ; though what the insurmountable difficulties were, he 
does not mention. On this side part of the woody region was destroyed in 1755, by an 
immense torrent of boiling water, which issued from the great crater. Its traces 
were still very visible, about a mile and a half broad, and in some places more. 
The soil was then only beginning to recover its vegetative powerj which it seems this 
torrent had destroyed for 14 years.

Near this place<are some beautiful woods of cork, and evergreen oak, growing ab
solutely ^out of the lava, the soil having hardly filled the crevices ; and not far off, our 
taveller. observed seven little mountains that seemed to have been formed by a late 
eruption. Each of these had a regular cup, or crater on the top ; and in some, the 
middle gulph, or voraginc, -as the Sicilians call it, was still open. Into these gulphs 
Mr. Brydone tumbled down stones, and heard the noise for/a long time after. All the 
fields round, to a considerable distance, were covered with large burnt stones discharged 
from these little volcanoes. ,
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The woody region, especially the east side, called Carpinetto, aoounds with very 
largo chesmit trees, llie most remarkable of wliich has been called from its size, Ca.stag- 
no da Cento Cavilli, or chesnut tree of an hundred horse. Mr. Brydone was greatly 
disappointed at the sight of this tree, as it is only ia bush of five large ones, grouing to
gether; but liis guides assured him that all these five were once united into one stem ; 
and Signior Ilecupero told him that he himself had l>ecn at tiie expenco of carrying up 
peasants to dig.ro'ind tliis bush of trees, and found all the stems united belowground in 
one root. The circumference, as measured by Messrs. Brydone and Glover, who ac
companied him, amounted to 204 feet. Another of these, about a mile and a half higher 
on the mountain, is called Castagna del Galea ; it rises from one solid stem to a consi-. 
derahle height ; after which it branches out, and is a much finer, object,than the o ther; 
this was measured two feet above the ground, apd found to be 76 feet in circumference. 
A  tliird called Castagne del Nave, is pretty nearly of the same size ; and Miissa, one of 
tlie most esteemed Sicilian authors, affinns that he ha§ seen solid oaks there upwards of 
40 feet round. All these grow on a thick rich soil, which seems originally to have been 
formed of ashes thrown out by the mountain. Here the barometer stood at 26 inches 
five lines and a half ; indicating an elevation of near 4000 feet.-

The Piedmontese district is covered with towns, villages, monasteries, &c. and is well 
peopled, notwithstanding the danger of such a situation.: but the fertility of the soil 
tempts people to inhabit that country ; and their superstitious confidence in their .saints, 
with the propensity mankind have to despise danger which they do not see, render them 
as secure there as in any other place. Here, Sir W. Hamilton observes, they keep their 
vines low, contrary to the custom of those who inhabit mount Vesuvius ; and they pro
duce a stronger wine, but not in such abundance ; here also many terrible eruptions have 
burst forth ; paticularly one in l6fi9- At the foot of the mountain raised by that erup
tion, is a hole, through which Sir W. Hamilton descended, by means of a rope, into 
several subterraneous caverns, branching out and extending much farther than he chose 
to venture, the cold there being excessive, and a violent wind extinguishing some of the 
torches. Many other caverns are-known in this and the other regions of E tna; parti
cularly one near this place called La Spelonca della Plomba, (from the wild pigeons 
building their nests there.) Here Mr. Brydone was told that some people had lost their 
senses, from having advanced too far, imagining they saw devils and damned spirits. 
Some of these caverns are made use of as magazines for snow ; which they are adapted 
for, on account of the extreme cold. These are, with great probability, supposed by 
Sir W. Hamilton, to be the hollows made by the issuing of the lava in eruptions.

In this region the river Acis, so much celebrated by the poets, in the fable of Acis and 
Galatea, takes its rise. I t bursts out of the earth at once in a large stream, runs with 
great rapidity, and about a mile from its source throw* itself into the sea. Its water is 
remarkably clear ; and so extremely cold, that it is reckoned dangerous to drink it : it 
is said, however, to have a poisonous quality from being impregnated with vitriol; in 
consequence of which, cattle have been killed by it. I t  never freezes, but is said often 
to contract a greater degree of cold than ice.
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Having thus given an account of tuis mountain in its quiet and peaceable state, we 
must now describe the appearance it puts on during the time of an eruption, when it 
spreads destruction for many miles round, and is capable of striking the boldest with 
terror.

Sir W. Hamilton, who has examined both Vesuvius and Etna in a very accurate man
ner, never had am opportunity of seeing an eruption of the latter ; but as he is of opinion 
that thelwo volcanoes agree perfectly in all respects, only that the latter is on a much 
larger scale than the former, we hope it will not be unacceptable to our readers to give 
an account of some of the general appearances of Vesuvius, w hen in a state of eruption, 
the better to help their ideas concerning Etna.

It has been already observed, that a smoke constantly issues from the top of Etna, and 
that its internal noises never cease. The case is the same with Vesuvius : and Sir V/. 
Hamilton observed, that in bad weather the smoke was more considerable, as well as the 
noises much louder, than when it was fair ; so that in bad weather be had fiequenlly 
heard the inward'explosions of the mountain at Naples, six miles distant, from Vesuvius. 
He also ob.served the smoke that issued from the mountain in bad weather to be very 
■white, moist, and not near so offensive as the sulphureous steams from various cracks in 
the side of the mountain.

The first s}'mptom of an approaching eruption is an increase of the smoke in fair wea
ther : after some time, a puff of black^smoke is frequently seen to shoot up in the midst 
of the white to a considerable height. These puffs are attended 'with considerable ex
plosions : for while Vesuvius was in this state, Sir W. Hamilton went up to its top; he 
was examining this phenomenon, when suddenly a viplent report was heard, a column of 
black smoke shot up with violence, and w'as followed hy a reddish flame. Immediately a 
show er'of stones fell ; upon which he thought proper to retire. Phenomena of this 
Jtind, in all probability, precede the eruptions of Etna in a much greater degree. The 
smoke at length appears vvholly black in the day time, and in the night has the appeai- 
ance of flame showers of ashes are sent forth, earthquakes are produced, the mountain 
dicharges volleys of red-hot stones to a great height in the air. Tlie force by which 
these stones are projected, as well as their magnitudes, seem to he, in proportion to llm 
bulk of the mountain. Signior Recupero assured Mr. Brydone, that he had seen im
mensely large ones thrown perpendicularry upwards to the height of 7000 feet, as he cal
culated from the time they took to arrive at the earth, after beginning to descend from 
their greatest elevation. The largest stone or rather rock, that was ever known to be 
emitled by Vesuvius, was 12 feet long and 46 in circumference. This was thrown a 
quarter of a mile ; but much larger have been thrown'out by mount Etna, almost in the 
proportion in which the latter exceeds Vesuvius in bulk. Along with these terrible, 
symptoms, the smoke that issues from the crater. is sometime^ in a highly electrified state. 
In  this case tlie small ashes which are continually emitted from the crater, are attracted 
by the smoke, and rise with it to a great height, forming a vast black, and, to appearance 
dense column ; from this column continual flashes of forked or zig-zag lightning issue, 
sometimes attended with thubder, and sometimes not, but equally powerful with ordinaiy
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lightning. This phenomenon was obsei-ved by Str W; Hamilton in the smoke of Vesu
vius, and has aUo been, taken notice of in that o f I<itna ; and where thi9 electriiied smoke 
hatli spread over a tract of land, much njischief hath been done by the lightning pro
ceeding from it.

When these dreadful appearances have continued sometimes four or five months, th* 
iava begins to make its appearance.. This is a stream of melted mineral matters, which, 
in Vesuvius, commonly boils over the top, but very seldom does so in Etna ; owing to 
the great weight of the lava, which, long before it can be raised to the vast height of 
mount Etna, bursts out through some weak piece in its side. '  Upon the appearance of 
the lava, the violent eruptions of the mountain generally, tbougii not always, ceuse ; fur 
if this burning matter gets no suflicient vent, th^ commotions increase to a prodigious 
degree. In the night-time the lava appears like a stream of fij^, accompanied with, 
fiame ; but in ^ e  day time it has no such appearance i its progress is marked by a white 
smoke, jvhlcli, by the reflection of the red-hot matter in the night, assumes the appear
ance of ilame.

All the above-mentioned symptoms preceded tlie great eruption of Etna in I669. 
Eor several months before the lava broke forth, the old mouth, or great crater, on the 
summit, w&s obset'ved to send forth great quantities of smoke and flame ; the top had 
htllen in, so that the mountain was much lowered ; the islands, also, of Volcan and 
Stromboli, two volcanoes to the westward of Sicily, were observed to rage more than 
usual. Eighteen days before the eruption, the sty  was very tliick and dark,' with thun
der, lightning, frequent concussions of the earth, and dreadful subterraneous bellowings. 
Du the 1 Uh of Marcli, sometime before the lava got vent, a rent was opened in the 
mountain, twelve miles in length,.into which, when stones were thrown down, they could 
cot be heard to strike the bottom. Burning rocks, 60 palms (15 of our feet) in length 
were thrown to the distance .of a mile ; others of a lesser size were carried three miles 
o ff; thej'utemal noises of the mountain were cxccedin^y dreadful, and the thunder and 
lightning from the smoke scarce less terrible than they. When the lava at last got vent, 
it burst out of a vineyard, ^0  miles below the crater, and sprung up into the air to a 
fonsideraUeheight. Here it formed a  mountain of stones and ashes, not less, ^a» 
Sir VV. ilamiitoa conjectures, than half a mile perpendicular in height, and three miles in 
cirautufei ence. For 54 days neither sun nor stars bad appeared : but soon after the lav4 
got vent, .tiie mountain became very quiet. The terrible effects of this fiery stream may 
be imagined from its amazing extent, being, as Sir W. Hamilton observes, no less than 
14 milra long, and, in some places, mx in breadth. In its course it destroyed the babU 
tetions of near 30,000 pensons ; and meeting with a  lake four miles in compass, it not 
mdy filled it op, th o u ^  several fathom deep, but made a  mountain in the place of iL 
Having reached Catania, k  destroyed part o f  its walls, and ran for a  eoosiderabla length 
into the «ea, forming a  safe and beautiful hatbour ; which, however, was soon filled up, 
by a  fresh torisot o f  the same inflamed matter.

I t  is is not easy for those who have never been present at thost terr^lo operation o f 
nature, to oepres«Qtto their aninds the horror which must attend the breakiDg forth 
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the lava ; for though the giviog vent to this burning matter generally produces a cesM-' 
tiui) of the violent etforts of the internal fire, yet, the very instant of.its explosion, scarce 
any thing can be conceived SQ dreadful.

When tlie lava first issues, it appears very fluid, and runs with the rapidity of a swiR 
/iver ; but even then it surprisingly resists the impression of solid bodies : for Sir \y'. 
Hamilton p u ld  not pierce that of Vesuvius with a stick driven against it with all his 
force ; nor did the largest stone he was able to throw upon it sink, but made a slight im
pression, and then floated along. This happened almost at the very mouth, wiicn the 
lava appeared liquid as Water, and when jt was running with « rapidity equal to tiic river 
Severn at the passage near Bristol. A.description of the lava issuing from mount Etn« 
in 1669, was sent to the court of England by lord Winchelsea, w1k>, at that time, hap
pened to be at Catania, in his way home from an embassy at Constantinople. His ac
count is not now to be procured ; but Sir W. Hamilton found a copy in Sicily, and bath 
given an extract, part of which follows. “ When it was night, I  went, upon two towers 
in divers places ; and could plainly see, at 10 miles distence, as we judged, the lire begin 
to run from the mountains in a direct line, the flame to ascend as high, and as big as 
one of the great steeples m your majesty’s kingdoms, and to throw up great stones into 
the air : I could discern the river of Are to descend the mountain,, of a terrible fiery or 
red colour, and stones of a paler red to swim thereon, and, to be some «S big as an or
dinary table. . We, should see this fire to move in several other places, and ail the coun
try covered with fire, ascending with great flames in many places, smoking like to a vio
lent furnace of iron melted, making a noise with the great pieces that fell, especially those 
that fell into the sea. A cavalier of Malta, \vbo lives there, aqd attended me, 1 told me, 
tliat the river was as liquid, where it issues out of the mountain, as water, and came out 
like a torrent with great violence, and is five or six fathoms deep, and as broad, and that 
Ro stones sink therein." ’  ̂ r , j •

The account given in the Philosopiiical Transactions is t»  the same purpose] W e 
are there told, that the lava is “ nothing else than divers kind o f metals and minerals, 
rendered liquid by the fierceness of the, fire in the bowels of the earth, boiling up and 
gusliing forth as the water doth at the head of some great] river; and , having run in a 
full'body for a stone’s cast or more, began to crust or curdle, becoming, when cold, those 
hard, porous stones, which the people call Sciarri.” Those, though .oold in comparison 
of w hat first issue* front the mountain, yet retained so much heat as to resemble huge 
cakes of sea-coal, strongly ignited, and came tumbling over one another, bearing, down 
or burning whatever was in their way. In this manner the lava proceeded slowly on 
till it came to the sea, when a most extraordinary conflict ensued betwixt the two adverse' 
elements. The noise was vastly more dreadful .than the loudest thundqr, being heard 
through the whole country to an immense d i^ a n c e th e  water seemed, td retire and 
dpniiiish before the lava, while clouds of vapour darkened tt/e. sum: The whole fish on' 
the coast were destroyed, the colour of the sea itself was changed,'and the transparency, 
of its waters lost for many months. i , .

While this Java was issuing in such prodigious‘quantity, the: nterchsipt!!, whose account
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'̂ w recorded in the Philosophical Trdhsactions, attempted to go up to the month itself; 
but durst not come nearer than a furlong, lest they should have been over whelmed by 
a vast pillar of ashes, which, to their apprehension,' exceeded twice the bigness of St. Paul s 
steeple in I^ondon, and went op into the air to a fur greater height; at the mouth itself 
was a continual noise; like the beating of great waves of the sea agaiast rocks, or like 
distant thunder, which sometimes was so violent as to be beard 60 miles, or* even lOO 
niilesiolF,* to which distance, also, part of the ashes were carried. Some time after, 
having gone up,' they found the mouth, from which this terrible deluge issued, to be 
only a hole 10 feet diameteil. > This is also confirmed by Mr. Brydone ; and is probably 
the same through, which Sir W. Hamilton descended in to 'th e  subterranean caverns 
already mentioned.

The island of Corsica appears ta  be possessed of few nature 1 advantages. Its air 'i» 
unwholesome, and its soil in general barren. The valleys, however, produce some 
wheat, and they yield olives, figs, grapes, almonds, and chesnuts. Here are the mines of 
iron ; spirited horses ; and on the coast are abundance of fish and coral. Its' chief 
towns are Bastia and Calvi.

Sardinia is about 140 miles in length and 70 in breadth, and contains 420,000 inha
bitants. The revenue arises chiefly from a duty upon salt, and is barely sulBcient to 
defray the expences of government; but it certainly might be considerably augmented, 
as the soil produces wine, corn, and oil, in abundance. Most of the salt that is exported 
is taken hr the Danes and Swedes ; the English formerly took great quantities for New
foundland, but having found it more convenient to procure it from Spain or Portugal, 
they now take little or none. A profitable tunny fishery is carried on at the south-west 
part of the island, but it is monopolized by the duke de St. Pierre, and a few more 
people, who happened fo be proprietors to the adjoining land. Wild boars abound in 
hilly parts of the island, and here are some few deer, not so large as tho^e in Britain, but 
in colour and make exactly ^the same. Beeves and sheep are also common, as well as 
horses.

The feudal system still subsists In a limked degree, and titles go with their estates, so 
.that the purchaser of the latter inherits the former. The regular troops seldom exceed 
£000 men ; but the militia amount to near 26,000, of whom 11,000 are cavalry. Their 
horses are small but uncommonly active. In a charge wO should beat them ; but on a 
march they would be superior to us. The country people are generally armed ; but 
notwithstanding their having been so long under the Spanish and Italian governmenl, 
assassinations are by no means frequent ; -and yet by the laws of their country, if a man 
stabs, another without premeditated malice, within four hburs after quarrelling with 
him, he is not liable to be hanged. On the other hand, the church affords no protection 
to. the guilty. The Sardinians are not at all bigoted ; and, next* to the [Spaniards, the 
£nglish are their favourites. The whole island is subject to the duke of Savoy, who 
•njoys the title of king of Sardinia.

There is in this island a pleasing variety of hills and valleys, and the soil is generally 
fruitful, but the inhabitants are a sloViful generation, and cultivate but a little part of
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it, Ofi tl« «oast tlifre is a fishery of anchovieS and coral, =of( wliicia! lUey, send' Iar<ic 
<juafititic8 to Genoa and Leghorn,, This island is divided info.tw.o parts, the one.tailed 
Capo di Cagliari, lies fo tlie south ;• and the other. Capodi Lugary.v wliieb is sealed to the 
north., Tl»e principal towns are .Cagliari the.capital, Oristagnp* land ?aa^rL,

Cagliari is. an .antient, large, and rich, town, with a good harbour-.- ,v . - 
Malta t«as formerly reckoned to. belong to Africa, hut is now icomidpired as a port of 

Europe. It was aHtieritly a barren rock,- but has been rendered fertille-. by. large quatt- 
tities.ofsoil brought from.’ Africa,. It.'produces but little ;corn;.but ân abundance.of 
lemons, citronŝ  end .wine.. Jts inhabitants .-are said'to be: about QQ,000, who rspeak 
Italian and Arabic: -The knights of Malta.wer6 its former;g6vernbrs,. but;.it is now ia 
possession of the English.

Its capital, of the same name, is divided into three parts, which -are so: manj* penmsulas, 
consisting of solid roqks, and separated from each other by channels, capable of receiv
ing large fleets. The. streets, are spacious, and the houses; built'with whltoistone., It is 
Heated oh the sea side, facing Sicily* . . . - j . . . . , ,
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CHAPTER ir.

R ome— th .̂ foundation o f the city to the accession o f  Augustus, including the ^
a n tkn t history o f  France, Spain, and Italy.

^ I  ^HE origin of Rome is usually derived from the destruction of Troy, about 1184 
years before Christ. JEneas, after . contributing his utmost to the defence of hie 

native city, found means to escape the carnage that attended its ruin ; embarked with a- 
considerable number of exiles, coasted the shores of Epirus, Sicily, and Italy, and, at 
length, landed near the mouth of the Tiber, an the territories of Latinus king of the 
Latins. The resistance of the original inhabitants was speedily terminated by a per- 

. petual league with the Trojan adventurers, whom they admitted into the number of 
-their fellow citizens, and conferred on them every privilege of which they were them
selves possessed.

The western banks of the Tiber were inhabited by the Hdtrurians, a people of whom 
little is known, though they have been a favourite object of antiquarian research. They 
consisted of 12 tribes ; the Veientes, . the-Clusini, the Perusini, the Cortonenses, the 
Arretini, the Vetuloni, the Volaterrani, the Rusellani, the Volscinii, the Tarquinii, the 
Falisci, and Caeretani. Each of these states bad an independent government, which 
was usually that of a Lucumon or king, and possessed the power of making separate 
peace or war ; but such affairs as related to the whole confederacy were debated in a 
general assembly, in w’hich one of the Lucumons presided. They are said to have been 
the offspring of a Lydian colony, which settled in Italy about 1000 years before the 
destruction of Troy, and to have used, in that early age, a rude kind of alphabet, 
resembling the Pelasgic. In after times they were distinguished for their superstitious 
attachment to divination, their skill in architecture and other arts,^ the success of their 
arms, and the extent of their dominions. Before they were oppressed by the Roman 
arms on one side, and the Gallic on the other, they occupied all the country from the 
Tiber to the Po, and from the Po to the Alps, unless that small portionof the Adriatic 
sea-coast wliich was claimed by the Veneti.

Though thus prosperous themselves, .they could not behold without jealousy the pro
sperity of their neighbours. ^Eneas, having married the daughter of Latinus, succeeded 
to his kingdom, subdued the Rutuli, and laid the foundation of Laviniurn, was obliged to 
oppose the incursions of the lietrurians, and lost hia I’fe in the field. The war, however, 
continued long, and was attended with various success, till it was at length terminated by 
an equal pea'ce, which assigned the Tiber as the common boundery of the belligerent 
powers. Alba was soon after built, and the affairs of the Latins prospered under 15 
is^ccessive princes, descendants of the Trojan hero.

The 13th successor of lEneas was Procas, who left two sons, Numilor and Amulius. 
Kumitor had a double claim to the crown, being nut only the eldest brother but appointed 
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" successor by ins father ; he was, nevertheless, deposed by Amulius, his son Egisth?^*'s was 
murdered, and his daughter Rhea Sylvia condemned' to llie perpetual virginity of the 
vestal virgins. The precautions of Atnulius did not prove successful. Rhea Sylvia 
became t!ie mother of two sons, who were attributed to Mars. The infants were cast 
into the Tiber, but being left by the river on its bank, were found by Faustulus, thh king’s 
shepherd, named by him Remus and Romulus, and brohght up among the herdsmen. 
After liviiig 18 years in obscurity, they discovered their true history, slew their unnatural 
uncle, and replaced Numitor in the government. Affairs being thus settled at Alba, 
they determined to erect the city on a spot where they had been exposed. Prosperity 

.soon separated those whom adversity had united ; they contended for the honour, of 
marking out the spot where the foundations should be laid ; and of conferring a name on 
theinfant colony : and though these disputes were decided by augury, the animosity did 
not entirely subside till the death of Remus, who was murdered, it is supposed, by the 
connivance of his brother.- Rome, thus founded, about 750 years before the Christian 
era, w-as, at first, composed of a thousand huts, scattered irregularly on rpouut Palatine.

Romulus was now elected king by his followers, and proceeded to settle the constitu
tion of his country. He assumed an habit of distinction, and appointed 12 lictorsto 
attend him as guards, each :̂arrying an axe eimlosed in a. faggot of rods.

lie  formed a senate consisting of lOO persons, chosen from among the patricians ; 
and a guard of 300 young men called celeres, who attended the king, and fought either 
on foot or on horseback as occasion required. The king’s office at home was to take 
care of religious affairs; to be the guardian of laws and customs'; to decide the weightier 
causes between man and man, referring those of smaller moment to the senate ; to call 
together the senators, and assemble the people, first delivering his own opinion concern
ing the affair he proposed, and then ratifying by bis consent what was agreed on by the 
majority. Abroad and in time of war, he was to command the army with absolute 
authority, and to take care of the public money. The senate were not only to be judges 
in matters of small importance, but to debate and resolve upon such public affairs as the 
king proposed, and to determine them by a plurality of voices. The people were 
allowed to create magistrates, ’enact laws, and resolve upon any war which the king pro
posed ; but in all these tilings the consent of the senate was necessary.

He farther divided the people into patricians and plebeians. To the former of these, 
who were the sons of senators, he confined all dignities, civil,'military, and sacerdotal.’,; / 
But, to prevent the seditions which such a distinction might produce, through the] pride ‘ 
of the higher order, and the envy of the lower, he endeavoured to engage* them to one 
another by reciprocal ties and obligations. Every plebeian was allowed to choose, out 
of the body of the patricians, a protector, who should be obliged to assist him with his 
interest and substance, and to defend him from ‘oppression. These protectors were 
called patrons ; the protected, clients. It was the duty yf the patron to*drawupthe 
contracts of the clients, to extricate them out of their difficulties and perplexities, and to 
guard their ignorance against the artfulness of the crafty. On the other hand, if the 
patron was poor, bis clients were obliged to contribute to the portions ,of his daughters,
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the payment of bis debts, and the ransom of fiino and hrs children, if they happened to 
be ta,ken in war. The client and patron could neither abuse nor declare witness kgainst 
each oflier ; and if either of them was convicted of having violated this law, the crime 
was equal to that of treason, and any one. might with impunity, slay the offender, as a 
victim devoted to Pluto and the infernal,gods. For more than 600 years we find no 
dissension nor jealousies between the patrons and then* clients, not even in the limes of 
the republic, when the people frequently mutinied against the great and powerful. ^

Another division of the inhabitants was into three tribes, each of which was subdivided 
into lOcmije. Out of each of these curiae werechosen 10 young men, who composed a 
body of 300 horse, that were attached to the person of the king, and were denominEted 
celeres, equites, or knights. They were commanded by a tribune, who was reckoned the 
second person in tlie kingdem. ,

In forming the religion for his people he "jconsulted the prejudices both of the Trojans 
and Aborignies, by adopting the worship of the Phrygian as well as of the Italian deities, 
lie  also opened an asylum for vagabonds of every description, under the protection of a 
divinity of his own invention, the Asylean god. Tlie inhabitants of the infant city having 
but few of them wives, and their neighbours refusing to contract any affinity with them, 
they endeavoured to remove this incovivenience h.y seizing such females as were present 
at a public festival. This transaction occasioned a war of considerable duration and 
extent. The Antemnates, Coeninenses, and Crustumini were easily conquered, their cities 
were razed, and they removed to Rome ; the w-ar with the Sabines lasted longer, but 
was at length terminated by an agreement that the two natiops should henceforth become 
one, in equal subjection to two kings, Romulus the Roman, and Tatius the Sabine. 
This convention either did not concern the whole Sabine nation, or was not observed 
after the death of Numa. Tatius was murdered soon after by the Lavinians, and 
Romulus disappeared, not without the suspicion of murder, in the 37th year of his 
reign.

The four succeeding kings of Rome increased her power without altering her consti
tution. Numa was a Sabine philosopher, solitary and superstitious, but not destitute of 
information on subjects natural and moral. He laboured- to civilize the people by ,the 
influences ot rcligiou.s observances, and to obliterate the distinction between the Romani 
and Sabinei, by causing the artificers of the different trades to form themselves into 
associated communities, without regard to the dift'erept nations to which individuals might 
belong. Tullus Hostilius was a fierce and martial prince, who levelled Alba with the 
ground, and removed its inhabitants to Rome. Ancus Martius combined, in a certain 
degree, the opposite characters of the two preceding princes. Like Numa he studied 
the arts of peace, promoted agriculture, and endeavoured to repress the predatory dispo
sition of his people ; but at the same time avenged their injuries, and took several little 
cities belonging to the Latins. He also built the port of Ostia, at the mouth of the 
Tiber. I'arquinius Priscus, who was a stranger of Grecian extraction, defeated the J2 
tribes of the Hetrurians, and obliged them to acknowledge his superiority, by presenlinu
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him with a crown of gold, a sceptre of ivor^, a purple robe, and other ensigns ot ^regal
dignity;

lie was succeeded by Servius Tullus, who effected the first gi-eat change in the Romats 
constitution. The public supplies had hitherto been raised upon the people at so much 
a-head, without any distinction of rich or poor ; whence it likewise followed, that when 

clevies were made for the war, the rich and poor were equally obliged to take the field, 
according to the order of their tribe ; and as they all served at their own .expence, the 
poorer sort could hardly bear the charges of a campaign. Besides as the most indigent 
of the people saw themselves burdened with the same taxes as the rich, they pretended to 
an equal authority in the comitia : so that the election of kings and magistrates, the 
making of peace or war, and the judging of criminals, were given up into the bands of a 
populace, who were easily corrupted, and had nothing to lose. Servius formed a project 
to remedy these evils, and put it in execution, by enacting a law enjoining all the Roman 
citizens to bring in an account in writing, of tlieir own names and ages, and of those of 
their fathers, wives, and their children. By the same law, all heads of families were 
commanded to deliver in, upon oath, a just estimate of their effects, and to add to it the 
places of their abode, whether in town or country. Whoever did not bring in an 
account of his effects was to be deprived of his estate, to be beat with rods, and publicly 
sold for a slave. Servius, from these particular accounts, which might be pretty well 
relied on, undertook to ease the poor by burdening the rich, and at the same time to 
please the latter by increasing their power.

To this.end he divided the Roman people into six classes : the first consisted of those 
whose estates and effects amounted to the-value of 10,000 drachmas, or 100,000 asses of 
brass; the first way of computingbeing used by the Greeks, and the latter by the Latins. This 
class was subdivided into 80 centuries, or companies of foot. To these Servius joined 18 
centuries of Roman knights, who 'fought on horseback ; and appointed this considerable 
body of horsemen to be at the head of the first class, because the estates of these knights, 
without all doubt, exceeded the sum necefsary to be admitted into it. However, the 
public supplied them with horses ; for which a tax was laid upon widows, who were 
exempt from all other tributes. This fitst class, including infantry and cavalry, consisted 
of 9S centuries. The second class comprehended those whose estates were valued at 
5700 dranfichsB, dr 75,000 asses of brass. It was subdivided into 20 centuries, all foot. 
To these were added two centuries of carpenters, smiths, and other artificers. In the 
third class were those who were esteemed worth 5000 drachmae, or 50,000 asses. This 
class Was subdivided into 20 centuries. The fourth class was of those w'hose effects 
were rated ftt the value of 500 drachmae, or 25,000 asses, and was divided into 20 cen
turies ; to which were added two other centuries of trumpets and blowers of the horn, 
who supplied the whole army with this martial music. The fifth class included those 
only whose substance did not amount to more than 1250 dpchmae, or 12,500 asses,; and 
this class was divided into 30 centuries. The sixth class comprehended all those who 
were not worth so much as the fifth class, they exceeded in number any other class, but 
nevertheless were reckoned but as one century.
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The kincr-drew from tlieje regulations all the advantages he had expected. Levies 
ft>r thc'arniy were np longer raised by the tribes, nor ^V'ere taxes laid at so much a-head as 
formerly, but all was levied by centuries, ^ h e n  for instance ap army of. 20,000 men^ 
ur a large supply of money was wanted for the war, pach centgry furnished its quota botlr 
of men and money ; so that the first class, which contained more centuries, though fewer 
men, thart all the others together, furnished more men agd piore money for the public 
service than the whole Romon state besides. And by this means the, Roman armies 
cousistedi for the most part, of the rich citizens pf Rome ; wjio, as tliey lipd lands apd 
effects to defend, fought with niore resolution, while their riches enabled them to. be^f 
tlie expence of a campaign. As it was hut just the king should make the first clas^ 
amends for the weight laid on it, .be gave it almost the phole, authority in puhjic affairs ; 
Changing,the Comitia by egri®, in which everjy ma« gavp his vptp, into coipitia by centu
ries, in which the i majority was not reckoned by single persons, but by centuries, how 
few-soever there might be in a century. IJence the first class, vvhich epptaiped morq 
eenturies than the other five taken togetlier, bad every thing at its disposal. The votes 
of this class were first taken ; and if the 98 centuries happened to agrpe, or only 97 of 
vthem, the’ affair was determined ; because these made the majority of the I93 centuries 
which composed the six classes. I f  they disagreed,, then the second, the third, and the 
otlier classes in their, order, were called to vote, tjiough there vvas very seldom any occa
sion to go so low as ,the fourth class for a majority of voles : so that, by this good order, 
Servius brought the affairs of the state to be determined by the judgment of the most 
considerable citizens, who are supposed to have luiderstood the public interest jngclj 
better than the blind multitude, liable to be imposed upon, ,and easily corrupted.

And now the people being thus divided into several orders, according to the census of 
.valuation of their estates, Servius rp.solved to solpmpixe this prudent regulation by pomp 
public act of religion, that it might be the mprp fespected and the more lasting. Ac- 
tcordiogly all the citizens ŵ ere commanded to appear on a day appointed, in the Campus 
Martius, which was g large plain lying between the city arid the Tiber, formerly conse- ■ 
crated by Romulus to the god Mars. Here the centuries, being drawn up in battalia, a 
solemn lustration o r . expiatory sacrifice was per.fornipd, in the na.i«fc of all the people. 
■The sacrifice consisted of a sow, « sheep, ap.d a bull,' whence lt,,tockt-the name of suove- 
taurilia. Tlie whole cer/emony was called Lustrum. Sergius considering, that in the 
space of five ypars ihene might be such alteratipiis in the fortunes of private persons ajs 
to entitle some to be raised to an higher dess, and reduce jothers to a lower, enjoined 
that the census siiouid be renewed every five. yeai*?. As the census was usually closed 
by the lustrum, the Romans henceforth began to compute time by lustrums, each Igstrgm 
containing the space « f five years. iHowevcri the dustryms.. were not always regularly 
■observed hht often put off, thougli the .eeosuSj.had been made in thP fifth yrar. Soine 
writers are of opinion, that Servius, at this time, eoined the first money that ever appear- 
■cd at Rome ; and add, that the circumstances of the lustrum probably led him -to,staaip 
•the figures of the animals tliert slain,■un pieces of b.rass qf a  certain weight.
‘ Tarquioius, the next Itiflgipf Rome, was tiie grandson .of the ftirmer Tarquin, end aon*
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in-law'of Servias, whom fie riinrdcfed in order to usurp the crown. His reiffii was one 
continued series of viblence and opprfesfiion, but tended,' in various instances, to increase 
the grandeur of the Roliian name. He erected^hat'teinple of Jupiter’wl>ich was called 
the Capitol ; completed the common sewers which-carried fiff thesilt of Rome, by sub
terraneous passages, into the Tiber ; established a Superiority over the Latins, and 
gained possession of Gabii by treachery. TJiat which occasioned his downfall was the 
violence which his son Sextus offered to Lucretia, a -chaste Roman lady, whO' stabbed 
herseli  ̂rather than survive the loss of her virtue.- As she performed! that dreadful act 
in the presence cf her relations, having" pi-eviously bound them to avenge her quarrel, 
they determined to gratify their resentment, hy exciting'an insurrection among the people 
and expelling Tarquin and his guilty family from Rome.. ‘

The form of government was novi changed. The regal authority, which had continued 
244 years, was now succeeded by that of two consuls, w-ho were to divide the power 
betiveen them, and hold it for no'longer space than one year. The consuls wore white 
robes, sat in ivory chairs, and had 12 lictors to attend them. TIiC vacancies in the senate 
were filled up, so as to complete the number of 300 senators, to which number it had 
been increased in conseque.nce of the great additions which had been made to the inha
bitants of Rome.
' The republic was, in its infancy, attacked by very formidable enemies. Secret con
spiracies were excited within, while the Volsci. the Tarquinienses, and Porsenna, king 
of the Hetrurians, took up arms openly to assert the cause of the exiled family. These 
difficulties were, however, attended with this good effect, ibat they deferred those dis
putes, which, after the death of Tarquin, were maintained with great animosity between 
the different orders of the state. At this time Rome contained 150,000 men capable of 
contributing to its defence, mid its dominions extended about' i5 miles from the capitol.

The Romans were no sooner freed from those 'dangeious wars than tlie senate,, who 
were at the head of the patricians, chose to the consulate one Appius Claudius, who 
violently opposed the pretensions of the plebeians ; but gave him, for his colleague, one 
Serviiius, who vvas of a quite contrary opinion and disposition. The consequence of 
this was that the consuls disagreed; the senate did not know what to determine, and 
the people were • ready‘to revolt. In the midst of these disturbances, an army of tlie 
Volsci advanced towards Rome ; the people refused to serve ; and had not Serviiius 
procured some troops, who served out of a personal affection to himself, the city would 
have been in great danger. .

But though the Volsci were for this time driven back, they had no intention of dropping 
their designs ; they engaged in an alh'ance with them-the Hermici .and Sabines. In the 
tiiean time the disputes at Rome continued with as-rnuch-violente as ever. >Nay, though 
they were expressly told that the Volscian army was on its way to besiege the city, the 
plebeians absolutely refused to march against them ; saying, that it was the same thing 
whether they were chained by th '̂ir own countrymen' or by the enemy. In this extre
mity Serviiius promised that-when the enemy were repulsed^ the senate would rcjnit all 
th©-debts of the- plebeians.  ̂ This having engaged them to serve  ̂ the^coasul tnarchedl out
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ftt tlieirliead, defeated the enemy ih a pitched battle, and took their capital, giving it up 
to t)e plundered by his soldiers, without reserv ing any part for the public treasury.
V Whatever might have been the reasons of §ervilius for Uiis step, it furnished Appius 
with a pretence for refusing him a triumph as a man of a seditious dis[)osition, who 
aimed at popularity by an excessive indulgence and [)rofuseness to his soldiers. Servi- 
lius, incensed ab this injustice, and encouraged by the acclamations of the people, 
decreed himself a triumph in spite of Appius and the senate. After this be marched 
asiainst the Aurunci, who had entered Latium ; and, in conjunction with Posthuo)ius 
i^legillens, he utterly defeated tlienfi. and obliged them to retire into their own country. 
But neither the services of the general nor his soldiers could mollify the senate and 
patrician party. Appius even doubled the severity of his judgments, and imprisoned all 
those debtors vvho had been set at liberty during the war. The prisoners cried for re
lief to Servilius; but he could not obtain the accomplis'hments of those promises which 
the senate never bad meant to perform ; neither did be choose to quarrel openly with 
the whole patrician body ; so that, striving to preserve the friendship of both parties, 
he incurred the Imbed of the one and the contempt of the other. Perceiving also that 
he had lost all his interest w ith the plebeians, he joined with the patricians against then!; 
.but the plebeians, rushing luiJiuituously into the forum, made such a noise that .no sen
tence pronounced by the judges, could he heard, and the utmost confusion prevaHed 
through the whole city. Several proposals were made to accomodate matters ; but 
through the obstinacy of Appius and the majority of the senators they all came to nothing. 
In the mean time it w-as necessary to raise an army against the Sabines, who had invaded 
.the territories of the . republic ; but the people refused to serve. Manius Valerius, 
liO,wever, brother to the celebrated Poplicola, once niore prevailed upon them to march 
out against the common enemy ; having previously obtained assurances from the senate 
tiiat their grievances should be redressed. But no .sooner had victory declared in favour 
o /the Romans, than the senate apprehending that the soldiers at their return would 
challenge Valerius, who had been nominated a dictator, for the performance of their pro
mises, desired him and the two consuls to detain them still in the field, under pretence 
(hat the war was not quite finished. The consuls obeyed ; but the dictator, whose 
authority did not depend.on the senate, disbanded his armj*, and declared his soldiers 
free from the oath w hich they had taken ; and. as a farther proof of his attachment to the 
plebeians, he chose out of that order 400, whom he invested with the dignify of knights. 
After this he claimed the accomplishment of the promises made by the senate : hut 
instead , of performing them, he liad the mortification to hear himself loaded with re
proaches : on w’liich he resigned his office as dictator, and acquainted the people with 
his inability to fulfil his engagen;ents to them. No sooner were these transactions 
iijown in the army, than the soldiers, to a man, deserted the consuls and other officers, 
and t;etired to a hill, called afterwards Afons Sacer^ tluee miles from Rome, where they 
continued to observe an exact discipline, offering no sort of violence whatever. -The 
senate, after taking proper measures for the defence of tho city, sent a deputation to the 
flualpoatents; but it was answered with contempt. In short, all things tended to a civil
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war, when at last matters - were compromised by the institution of tribunes of the people, 
who had power to prevent the passing of any law that might be prejudicial to the people, 
and whose persons were declared sacred, insomuch that whoever offered the least vio 
lence to the person of a tribune, was declared accursed, his effects were to be conse
crated to Ceres, and he himself might be killed with impunity ; and all the Romans 
were to engage themselves, in their own name and that of their posterity, never to re
peal this law. The people, after these regulations, erected an altar to Jupiter the Ter
rible on the top of the hill where their camp had stood ; and when they had offered 
sacrifices to the god, and consecrated the place of their retreat, they returned to Rome, 
led by their new magistrates and the deputies of the senate.

Thus the Roman constitution, which had originally been monarchic, .and from thence 
had passed into an aristocracy, began now to verge towards a democrac}'. The trii)uncs, 
immediately after their election, obtained permission from the senate to elect two persons 
as their ministers or assistants, who should ease, them a little in the great multiplicity of 
their affairs. These were called plebeian ediles; and afterwards came to have the 
inspection of the public baths, aqueducts, with many other offices originally belonging to 
the consuls, after which they were called simply ediles.

This internal discord appears to have produced an unpleasant effect on the population 
of Rome ; the number of its inhabitants capable of bearing arms amounting to no more 
than 110,000 men.

After the commonwealth had been near 6 0  years fluctuating between the contending 
orders that composed it, it was agreed by both senate and people to send forth ambassa
dors to the Grecian cities, who might bring back various codes of foreign laws, out of 
which might be extracted such as were most agreeable to' the circumstances of the Ro
mans. After they returned, the tribunes required that a body of men should be chosen 
to digest their new laws into proper form, and to give weight to the execution of them. 
After long debates whether this choice should not be partly made from the people as 
well as the patricians, it wa.s at last agreed that ten of the principal senators should be 
elected, whose power, continuing rof a year, should be equal to that of kings and con
suls, and that without any appeal. The persons chosen were Appius and Genutius, who 
had been elected consuls for the ensuing year ; Po.sthumius,' Sulpicius, and Manlius, 
the three ambassadors ; Sextus and Romulus former consuls; with Julius, Velurius, 
and Horatius, senators of the first consideration.

The decemviri being now invested with absolute power, agreed to take the reins of 
government by turns, and that each should dispense justice for a day.

These magistrate, for the" first year, wrought with extreme application ; and their 
work being finislied, it was expected that they would be contented to give up their offices; 
but having known the charms of power they were now unwilling to resign it : they thi re- 
fore pretended that some laws were yet wanting to complete their design," and intreated 
th,e senate fora continuance of tneiroffices ; to which that body assented.

Rut they soon threw off the mask of moderation ; and regardless either of the appro
bation of the senate or the people, resolved to continue themselves, against all order, ia
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the decemvirate. A conduct so notorious produced discontents ; and these ft-ere as 
sure to produce fresh acts of tyranny. The city was become almost a desert, with 
respect to all who had any thing to lose ; and the decemvirs’ rapacity was then only 
discontinued when they wanted fresh objects to exercise it upon. In this state of sla
very, proscription, and mutual distrust, not one citizen was found to strike for his ■ 
country’s freedom ; these tyrants continued to rule without controul, being constantly 
guarded, not with their lictors alone, but a numerous crowd of dependents,' clients, and 
even patricians, whom their vices had confederated round them.

Their tyranny might have lasted longer, but that a transaction took place so atrocious 
as to inspire the citizens with a resolution to break all measures of obedience, and at 
last restore freedom, Appius, sitting one day on his tribunal to dispense justice, saw a 
maiden o f  exquisite beauty, and aged about j 15, passing to one of- the public schools,, 
attended by a matron her nurse. Conceiving a violent passion for ber, he resolved to 
obtain the gratification of his desire, whatever should be the conseq’uence and found 
means to inform himself of ber name and family. Her name was Virginia, the daughter 
of Virginius, a centurion, then with the army in the field. He pitched upon one Clau
dius, who had long been the minister of bis pleasures, to assert the beautiful maid was- 
his slave, and to refer the cause to his tribunal for his decision.. On the first hearing, i 
Appius pretended to be struck with the justice of the claim of Claudius, but, as the 
people were, e'xtremely tumultuous, it was found necessary'to defer the decision of the 
cause till the-arrival of Virginius, who was 11 miles from Rome. Tlie day following* 
was fixed Tor the trial ; and, in the mean time, Appius sent letters to the generals to 
confine Virginius, as his arrival in the town might only serve to kindle a sedition among: 
the people. These letters, however, w’ere intercepted by the centurion s friends, who . 
sent.him down a full relation of the design laid against the liberty and the honour of his 
only daughter. Virginius; upon this, pretending the death of a near relation, got per
mission to leave: the camp, and flew to Rome, inspired with indignation and revenge. . 
Accordingly the next day he'appeared before the tribunal, to the astonishment of A p
pius;'leading his weeping daughter by the hand, !,both habited in the deepest mourning.. 
Claudius,- the* accuser, was also there, and began by making his demand. Virginius next 
apoke in turn : he represented that hi^ wife had many children ; that she had been seen 
pregnant by numbers'; that if he had intentions ofadopting a supposititious child, he would 
have fixed upon a boy rather than a girl ; that it was notorious to all that bis wife had* 
herself suckled her own child ; and that it was' surprising such a claim should he now 
revived, after a 15 years d'Scontinuance, While the father spoke this witli a stern air, 
Virginia' stood trembling by, and, with looks of persuasive innocence,- added weight to  
fill his remonstrances. The people seemed entirely satisfied of the hardship of bis case, 
till Appius, fearing w har he said might have dangerous effects upon the multitude, inter
rupted him, upon a piefenceof being sufficiently instructed in the-tb^jt's of the cause,, 
and finally adjudged her to Claudius, ordering the lictors to carry hei^off. The lictors^. 
in obedience to his command, soon drove off the throng that pressed round the tribunal; 
and now they seized upon Virginia, and wern delivering her up'.iaW the hands-of Clau*- 
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tliiis, when Virginias, who found that all was over, seemed to acquiesce in the sentence 
lie  therefore mildly entreated Appius to be permitted to take a last farev^cl of one, 
wliom he had long considered as his child ; and so satisfied, he would return to his duty 
with fresh alacrity. With this the decemvir complied, but upon condition that their 
endearments should pass iu his presence. Virginius, with the most poignant anguish, 
took his almost expiring daughter in his arms, for a while supported her bead upon bis 
breast, and wiped away the tears that roiled down her lovely visage ; and happening to 
he near the shops that surrounded the forum, he snatched up a knife that lay on Hie 
shambles, and buried the weapon in her breast; then holding it up, reeking with the 
blood of his daughter. ” Appius {he cried) by this blood ot innocence, I  devote thy 
“ head to the infernal gods.” Thus saying, with the bloody knife in his hand, and 
threatening destruction to whomsoever should oppose him, he rau through the city, wildly 
calling upon the people to strike for freedom, and from thence went to * the camp in 
order to spread a like flame through the army.

He no sooner arrived at the camp, followed hy a number of his friends, but he in
formed the army of all that was done, still holding the bloody knife in his hand. He 
asked their pardon and the pardon, of the gods for having committed so rash an action, 
but ascribed it all to the dreadful necessity-of the times. The army, already predisposed, 
immediately with shouts echoed their approbation ; and decamping, left their generals 
behind, to take their station once more upon mount Avenline, n hither they had retired 
ahonr 40 years before. The other army which bad been to o()pose the Sabines, seemed 
to feel a like resentment, and came over in large parties to join ihem.
. Appius, in the mean time, did all he could to quell the disturbances in the city ; but 
finding the tumult incapable of controul, and perceiving that his mortal enemies Vale
rius and Haratius were the most active in opposition, at first attempted to find safety by 
flight: nevertheless being encouraged by Oppius, who was one of his colleagues, he 
ventured to assemble the senate, and urged the punishment of all deserters. The senate 
however, were far from giving him the relief he sought for ; they foresaw the dangers 
and miseries Uiat threatened the state, in case of opposing the incensed army ; they there
fore dispatched messengers to them, offering to restore their former mode of govern
ment. To this proposal all the people joyfully assented, and the army gladly obeyed. 
Appius and Oppius, one of his colleagues, ,both died by their hands in prison. 
The other eight deccmvn's went into voluntary exile; and Claudius, the pretended 
master of Virginia, was driven out after them.

The Romans had, at this time, an experienced general, Camillus, equally renowned 
for military prowess, and for the virtues that adorned his private life. After command
ing the armies of his country on various less important occasions, he was invested with 
the uncontroulable authority of dictator, and, in this capacity reduced the city of Vqii, 
after he had sustained a siege of 10 years. He obtained possession of Falerii, tlie capita^ 
of the FaRsci, by inspiring the inhabitants with a dee|() veneration /or his probity. He 
•was, however, in order to avoid the displeasure of the tribunes, obliged to retreat to Ardea, 
■where be afterwards learned that be had been fined Ĵ ÔO asses by tlie tribunes.
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The Romans had soon reason to repenc tlieir usage of Camillus, for now a more for
midable enemy than ever they had yet met with, threatened the republic. France, from 
the Rhine to the oceah, was inhabited by various fierce ,nations, who were denominated 
Gauls, and resembled, in language and manners, the antient inhabitants of Britain. 
They were invited to leave their woods by Arunx, a chief man of Clusium, who had 
l>een grossly injured by one of the lucurnons. He addressed himself to the Senones, and • 
in order to engage them in his quarrel, he acquainted them with the gresft plenty of 
Italy, and made them taste of some Italian wines. The Senones collected a numerous 
army, and passing the Alps under the conduct of their Hetrurian guide, left such of their 
countrymen unmolested as had already settled in Italy, fell upon Umbria, and possessed 
themselves of all the country from Ravenna to Picenum. They next laid siege to Clu
sium, and so terrified the inhabitants that they dispatched envoys to entreat the assist
ance of the Romans. The Roman ambassadors, after a fruitless attempt to persuade 
Brennus, the general of the Senones, to relinquish his enterprise, so far forgot their 
character as to head the Clusini, in a sally which they "made upon the besiegers. In
censed at this violation of the law of nations, Brennus demanded satisfaction from the 
Romans, This they not only refusing, • but exalting these ambassadors to the supreme 
magistracy, under the name of military tribunes, the Gauls broke up the siege of Q u- 
sium, and immediately hastened towards Rome. The Roman army was totally defeated, 
the youth of Rome retired into the capitol, while the old men, women, and children . 
sought refuge in the' neigbouring villages. About 80 of the most illustrious and vene
rable of the senators chose, however, to be massacred in the forum, rather.then abandon 
their native city. In the mean time Camillus having collected an army at A idea, and 
procured the reversal of his sentence and an appointment to the dictatorial office by the 
Romans who were besieged in the capifol, hastened to rescue his country frotn the power 
of its enemies. He arrived at Rome Just as (he senate, not knowing what was become 
of Camillus, had consented to ransom the city with 1000 pounds Vveight of gold, and 
were in the act of discharging the contract. The Gauls, insisting on an augmentation 
of the sum, Camillus broke off the ncgociation, drove the Cauls from the city, and de
feated them with so dreadful a slaughter, that not one of them is said to have remained 
as a messenger to carry back the tidings to their native country.

The city had been sq entirely destroyed by the Gauls that nothing was to be seen on 
the place where it had stood, but a few little hills covered with ruins, “I t  was now re
built under the direction of the ediles, who had so little taste for order or beauty, that 
the new erected city was even less regular than the old one had been in the tim'e of Ro
mulus. And though, in Augustus’ time, when Rome became the capital of the known 
world, the temples, palaces, and private houses were built in a more magnificent manner 
than before ; yet even then these new decorations did not rectify the faults of the plan 
upon which the city had been built after its first demolition.

The Romans, having now triumphed, on va.'ious occasions, over the Sabines, the 
Hetrurians, the Latins, the Hernici,' .^qui, and the Volscians, began to look for 
lyeater conquests. They according|;i turned their arms against the Samnites, a people
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about 100 miles east from the city, descended from the Sabines, and inhabiting a large 
tract of southern Italy, which, at this day, makes a considerable part of the kingdom of 
Naples. Without attempting to relate the various events of this war, we shall observe, 
tliat the Samnites, after 40 years resistance, were driven to the most extreme distress, and 
the success of the Romans alarmed all the lest of Italy. The Tarentines, in particular, 
who had long plotted underhand against the republic, now openly declared themselves ; 
and invited'into Italy Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, in hopes of being able, by his means, to 
subdue the Romans. The office was readily accepted by that ambitious monarch, who 
bad nothing less in view than the conquest of all Italy. Their ambassadors carried 
magnificent; presents for the king, with instructions to acquaint him that they only 
wanted a general of fame and experience ; and that as for troops, they could themselves 
furnish a numerous army of 20,000 horse, and 350,000 foot, made up of Lucanians, 
Messapians, Samnites, and Tarentines, Pyrrhus, ^ king of great courage, ambition, and 
power, who had always kept the example of Alexander, his great predecessor, before his 
eyes, proniised to come to their assistance ; and, in the mean time, dispatched a body of 
3000 men, under the command of Cineas, an experienced soldier, and a scholar of the 
great orator Demosthenes. . Nor did he himself remain long behind, but soon after put 
to sea with 3000 horse, 20,000 foot, and 20 elephants, in which the commanders of that 
time began to place very great confidence. However, only a small part of this great 
armament arrived in Italy with him ; for many of his ships were dispersed, arid some 
^ere totally lost in a storm.

Upon his arrival at Tarentum, his first cave was to refprnj the people whom he came 
to succour. Observing a total dissolution of, manners in this luxurious city, and that the 
inhabitants were rather ocqupicd with the pleasures of bathing, feasting, and dancing, 
than the care of preparing for war, he gave orders to have all their places of public en-* 
tertainnaent shut up ; and that they should be restrained in such amusements as rendered 
soldiers unfit for hatt,Ie. In  the mean time the Romans did all which prudence could 
suggest, to oppose so formidable an enemy ; and the consul Laevinus Was sent w’ith a. 
numerous force to interrupt his progress. Pyrrhos, though bis whole army was not yet 
arrived, drew out to meet him ; but previously sent an ambassador, desiring to be per
mitted to mediate between the Romans and the people of Tarentum. To this Lfflvinus 
answered, that he peithcr esteemed him as a mediator, nor feared him as an enemy ; and 
then leading the ambassador through the Roman camp, desired^him to observe, diligently 
w^at he saw, and to report the result to his master,.

In consequence of this both armies approaching, pitched their tepts in sight of each 
e^her, upon the opposite banks of the river Lylis., Pyrrhus was cxtrwrrefy careful in'di
recting the situation of his owq camp, and in obsarving that of the enemy. Walking, 
along the banks of the river, and surveying the Rpmaa method of encamping, he was 
beard to observe, that these barbarians seemed, to be po way barbarous, and that he 
should too. soon find their actions equal to their res.olution. In the. mean, time:, order- 
iog a body of men along the banks of the river, he placed thqrn in readiness to opposci 
the Romans,, ia  case, they should, aUcnppt tOj^ford it,before bis whole army waa brought,
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*o"ether. Things turned out according to his expectations ; the consul, witd an impe
tuosity that marked his inexperience, gave orders for passing the river where it was 
fonlahle ; and the advanced guard, having attempted to oppose him in vain, was obliged 
to iftirp to the main body of the army. Pyrrhus, being apprised of the enemy’s attempt, 
at first hoped to cut off their cavalry, before they could be reinforced by the foot, which 
were not as yet got over ; and led on, in person, a chosen body of horse aglinst them. 
The Roman legions having, with much difficulty, advanced across the river, the engage
ment became general; the Greeks fougl t with a consciousness of their former fame, and 
the Romans with a desire of gaining fiesh glory : mankind had never before seen two 
such difTerenlly disciplined armies opposed tp each other, nor is it to tliis day determined 
whether the Greek phalanx or the Roman, legion were preferable. The combat was 
long in susuense : the Romans had seven times repulsed the enemy, and were as often 
driven back themselves ; but at length, while the success seemed doubtful, Pyrrhus sent 
his elephants into the midst of the engagement, and these turned the scale of victory iu 
bis favour. The Romans, who had never before seen creatures of such magnitude, were 
terrified, not only with their intrepid fierceness, but with the castles that were built upon 
their backs, filled with armed men. It was then that Pyrrhus saw the day was his own ; 
and sending his Thessalian cavalry to charge the enemy in disorder, the route became 
general^ A dreadful slaughter of the Romans ensued, 15,000 men being killed on the 
spot, and 1800 taken prisoners. Nor were the conquerors in a much better state than 
the vanquished ; Pyrrhus himself being wounded, and 13,000 of his forces slain. Night 
coming on put an end to the slaughter on both sides, and Pyrrhus was heard to exclaim, that 
one such victory more would ruin his w hole army. The next day as he walked to view ' 
the field of battle, he could not help regarding with admiration the bodies of the Romans 
who were slain. Upon seeing them all with their wounds iq front, their countenances, 
even in death, marked with noble resolution, and a sternness that awed him into respect,  ̂
he was heard to cry out, in the true spirit of d military adventurer, "  Oh ! with what 
“  ease could I  conquer the world, had 1 the Romans for soldiers, or had they me 
“ for their king.” . '

During this long and bloody contest with their numerous and powerful enemies, the 
Romans displayed several instances bf that invincible firmness to w hich they were ulti
mately indebted tor the empire of the world. Though Pyrrhus, after gaining repeated 
victenies, made them repeated proposals for peace, he received no other answer than that 
the first preliminary of such a treaty, must stipulate his immediate departure from Italy, 
and his abandoning his allies to the resentment of their enemies. Fahricius, the Roman 
general, on one occasion, having received a letter from the king’s physician, importing 
that, for a proper reward, he would remove his master by poison, informed Pyrrhus of 
the affair, and alledged, that he trusted and promoted murderers, while he directed his 
resentment against the generous and brave. Pyrrhus, who had before both tempted 
Fahricius by gifts without obtaining his purpose, and had in vain attempted to intimidate 
him by the appearance of an elephant, exclaimed with amazement, “ Admiral Fahricius,

it would be as easy to turn the sun from its course as thee from the path of honour.” 
V oi.'H . 3 G
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Then making t!ie proper inquiry among his servants, and having discovered the treason, 
he ordered his physician to he executed. And, not to be outdone in magnanimity he iin^ 
mediately sent to Rome all his prisoners without ransom, and again desired to negot iate 
a peace. The Ro nans, on the other hand, refused him peace upon any other conditions 
than had been offered before.

■After an interval of two years, Pyrrhus, having increased ins army by new leviet^ 
sent one pari of it to oppose the march of Lentulns, while he himself went to atladc 
Curiiis Denlatus, before bis colleague could come up. His principal aim was to surprise 
the enemy by night ; but unfortunately passing through woods, and his lights failing him, 
his men lost their way ; so that at the approach of morning, he saw himself in sight of 
tlie Roman camp, with the enemy drawn out ready to receive him. The vanguard of 
both armies soon met, in which the Romans had the advantage. Soon after a general 
engagement ensuing, Pyrrhus, finding the balance of the victory turning still against him, 
had once more recourse to his elephants. These, however, the Romans .were too well 
acquainted with to feel any vain terrors from; and having found that fire was the most 
effectual means to repel them, they caused a number of balls to be made, composed of 
flax and rosin, which were thrown against them as they approached the ranks. The ele
phants, thus rendered furious by the flame, and as boldly opposed by the soldiers, 
could no longer be brought on, but ran back upon their own army, bearing down the 
ranks, and filling all places w ith terror and confusion. Thus victory at length declared 
in favour of Rome. Pyrrhus in vain attempted to stop the flight and slaughter of hts 
troops ; he lost not only 23,000 of his best soldiers, but his camp was also taken. This 
served as a new lesson to the Romans, who were ever open to improvement. They had 
formerly pitched their tents without order; but by this new capture they were taught to 
measure out the ground, and fortify the whole with a trench ; so that many of their suc- 

. ceeding victories are to be ascribed to their improved method of encamping.
Pyrrhus, thus finding all hopes fruitless, resolved to leave Italy, where he found only 

desperate enemies and faithless allies : accordingly calling together the Tarentines, he 
informed them that he had received assurances from Greece of speedy assistance, and 
desiring them to await the event with tranquillity, the night following embarked with his 
troops, and returned undisturbed into his native kingdom, with the remains of his shat
tered forces, leaving a garrison in Tarentum merely to save appearances : and in this 
manner ended the war with Pyrrhus, after six years continuance.
1- As for the poor luxurious Tarentines, who were the original promoters of this war, 
they soon began to find a worse enemy in the garrison that was left for their defence, 
than in the Romans who attacked them from without. The hatred between them and 
Milo, who commanded their citadel for Pyrrhus, was become so great, that nothing but 
the fear of their old inveterate enemies, the Romans, pould equal it. In this distress, 
they applied to the Carthaginians, who, with a large^fleet, came and bloekcd up the port 
of Tarentum ; so that this unfortunate people, once famous through Italy for their refinb- 
ments and pleasure, now saw. themselves contended for by three different armies, with*- 
out the choice of a conqueror. At length, however, the Romans found means to bring
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ever the garrison to their interest ; after xvliich they easily became masters of the city, 
anti demolished its vails, granting the inhabitants liberty and protection. This war was 
terminated by the submission of the Lucanians, Bruttians, Taremines, Sarcinates, 
Picentes, and Salentines ; «o that Rome now became mistress of all the nations from the 
remofest parts of IJetruria to the Jonean city, and from the Tyrrlieciian sea to the Adri-* 
atic. All these nations however.did not enjoy the same privileges. Some were entirely 
subject to the republic, and had no laws but what they received from thence ; others 
retained-their old laws and customs, but in subjection to the republic : some were tri
butary ; and others allies, who were obliged to furn'sh troops at their own expence 
when the Romans required. Some had the privilege of Roman citizenship, their sol
diers being incorporated in the legions ; while Others had a right of suffrage in the 
elections made by the centuries. These different degrees of honour, privileges, and 
liberty, were founded on the different terms granted to the conquered nations when they 
surrendered, and were afterwards increased according to their fidelity, and the services 
they did the republic.

The Romans now began to extend (heir view beyond the main land of Italy, and to 
wish to possess themselves of the neighbouring islands. For this purpose they main
tained 24 years war with the inhabitants of Carthage, a maritime state of Africa, whose 
history will be hereafter recited. It is sufficient here to observe, that by the treaty of 
pacification which was made about 240 years before the Christian era, they obtained 
Sicily, beside compelling the Carthaginians to submit to other disadvantageous con- 
ditions.

The Romans, being in friendship with all nations, had an opportiwiity'of turning; to 
the arts, of peace : they now began to have a relish for poetry, tire first liberal art which 
rises in every civilized nation, and the first also that decays. Hitherto they had been 
entertained only with the rude drolleries of the lowest buffoons : they had sports called , 
Fcscennini, in which a few debauched actors invented their own parts, while raillery and 
indecency supplied the place of humour. To these a composition of a higher kind suc^ 
ceeded, called satire : a sort of dramatic poem, in which the characters of the great were- 
particularly pointed out, and made an object of derision to the vulgar. After these 
came tragedy and comedy, which were borrowed from the Greeks ; indeed the first dra
matic poet of Rome, whose name was Livius Andronicus, was by birth a Grecian. The 
instant these finer kinds of composition appeared, this great people rejected their former 
impurities w ith disdain. From thenceforward they laboured upon the Grecian model ; 
and though they were never able to rival their masters in dramatic composition, they 
soon surpassed them in many of the more soothing kinds of poetry. Elegi.iC, pastoral, 
and didactic compositions began to assume new beauties in the Roman language ; and 
satire, not that rude kind of dialogue already mentioned, but a nobler sort was all 
their own.

About this time the Romans seized - on the islands of Sardinia, Corsica, and Make, 
and in the year 219 R. C. the tws former were reduced to the form of a provun-c. 
The next war was W’ith the Illyrians, who irritated them by the practice of piracy, I ’.y
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the event of this w^r they obtained the islands of Corcyra, Issa, Pharos, the city of 
Dyrrhachium, and the country of the Atintanes. The Gauls were the next people that 
incurred the displeasure of the Romans. A time of peace, when d)e armies were dis
banded, was the proper season for new, irruptions, and these barbarians invited fresh 
forces from beyond the Alps, and entering Hetruria, wasted all with fire anrf sworti, till 
they came within about three days journey of ROme. A praetor and a consul were sent 
to oppose them, who now', instructed in the improved arts of war, *were enabled to sur
round the Gauls. It was in vain that those hardy troops, who had nothing but courage 
to protect them, formed two fronts to oppose their adversaries ; their naked bodies and 
undisciplined forces? were unable to withstand the shock of an enemy completely armed, 
and skilled in military evolutions. A miserable slaughter ensued, in which 40,000 were 
killed, and l0,000 taken prisoners. This victory was followed by anothef, gained by 
^larcellus, in w-liich he killed Viridamarius, their king, ndth his own hand. These con
quests fol-ccd them' to beg for peace, the conditions of which served greatly to enlarge 
the empire. Thus the Romans went on with success ; retrieved their former losses, and 
only wanted an enemy worthy of their arms to begin a new war.

The second punic war for some time retarded the conquests of the Romans, and even 
threatened their state with entire destruction ; but Hannibal, being at last recalled from 
Italy, and entirely^ defeated at Zatna, the Cartbacrinians made peace upon such disadvan
tageous terms, as gave the Romans an entire superiority over, that republic, which they 
not long after entirely subverted, as shall be related in the history of Carthage.

The successful issue of the second punic war had greatly increased the extent of the 
Homan empiVe. They were now masters of all Sicily, the Mediterranean islands, and 
great part of Spain ; and, through the dissensions of the Asiatic states with the king of 
Macedon, a pretence was found to carry their arms into these parts. The kings of 
IMacedon, through miscondffet, were first obliged to submit to a disadvantageous peace, 
and at hist totally subdued. The reduction of Macedon was soon followed by that of all 
Greece, either by the name of allies or otherwise : while Antioclius the Groat, to whom 
Hannibal fled for protection,, by an unsuccessful war, first gave the Romans a footing in 
Asia. '

The Spaniards and Gauls continued to be the most obstinate enemies.
At the time of the Roman conquests, Spain, though prodigious quantities of silver had 

been carried out of it by the Carthaginians and Tyrians, was yet a very rich country. 
In the most antient times, indeed, its riches are said to have exceeded what is related of 
the most wealthy country of America. Aristotle assures us, that when the Phoenicians 
first arrived in Spain, they exchanged their naval comrnodites for such immense quanti
ties of silver, that their ships could neither contain nor sustain its load, though they used 
it for ballast, and made their anchors and other implements of silver. When the Car
thaginians first came to Spain, they found the quantity of silver nothing lessened, since 
the inhabitants at that time made all their utensils and even mangers of that precious 
metal. In the time of the Romans this amazing oplenty was very much diminished ; 
however their gleanings were by no means despicable, since iu the space of nine years,
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tliey carrieci off 111,542 pounds of silver, and 40.95 of gold, besides an immense quantity 
of corn and other things of value. The Spaniards were always remarkable for their bra
very, and some of Ilanniljal’s best tiocps were brought from thence. But as the Ro
mans penetrated farther into the country than the Carthaginians f|ad done, they m et 
with-nations whose love of liberty was equal to their valour, and whom the whole 
strength of their empire was scarce able to subdue. Of these the most formidable were, 
the Numantines, Cantabrians, and Asturians. •

In the time of the third Punic war, one Viriathus, a celebrated hunter, and afterwards- 
the captain of a gang of banditti, took upon himthe command of some nations who had 
been in alliance with Carthage, and opposed, for the space of 14 years, the Roman pow
er in that part of Spain called Lusitania, now Portugal, He was at length removed by 
assassination. During the war w ith Viriathus the Numantines offered to enter into a treaty 
of peace and alliance with the Romans, the latter, however, demanding their arms, they 
determined rather to defend themselves to the last extremity. Thrice did these conque
rors of the world besiege Numantia without success, and twice did they owe their lives 
to the generosity of their enemies. In the last instance the people refused to confirm 
the peace the consul had been compelled to conclude, and even commanded him to be 
delivered up to the Numantines, that they might revenge on him the violation of the 
treaty. The Spaniards rejected this sacrifice with disdain, and continued to make a very 
effectual resistance till the year 133 B. C. when. Scipio iEmilianus, the destroyer of 
Carthage, W'as sent against them. Against this renowned commander the Numantines, 
with all their valour, were not able to cope. Scipio having, with the utmost care, intro
duced strict discipline among his troops^ and reformed the abuses which his predecessors 
had suffered in their armies, by degrees brought the Romans to face their/cnemies, which 
at his arrival they had absolutely refused to do. Having then ravaged all the count>'y' 
round about the town it was soon blocked up oo all sides, and the inhabitants began to 
feel the want of provisions. At last they resolved to make one desperate attempt for 
their liberty, and either to break though their enemies, or perish in the attempt. Wifli 
this view they marched out in good order by two gates, and fell upon the works of 
the Romans with the utmost fury. The Romans, unable to stand this desperate shock, 
were on the point of yielding ; but Scipio, hastening to the places attacked, with no fewer 
than 20,000 men, the unhappy Numantines were at last driven into the city, where they 
sustained for a little longer the miseries of famine.. Finding,. at last, however, that it 
was altogether impossible to bold out, it was resolved by the majority to submit to the 
pleasure of the Roman commander. But this resolution was not universally approved. 
Many shut themselves up in their houses and died of hunger, w'hile even those who 
had agreed to surrender repented their offer, and setting fir-e to their houses, perished iti 
the flames with their wives and children, so that not a single Numantine was left alive to 
grace the triumph of the conqueror of Carthage.

It was not long before the Romans revenged upon themselves the injustice and cruelty 
they had exercised against the Numantines. Tiberius Gracchus had been the chief 
author and negociator of that shSmeful necessary peace with the Numantines ; whicli the
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senate, with the utmost injustice disannulled ; and condemned the consul, the quaestor, 
and all the officers who had signed it, to be delivered up to the Numantines. The 
people indeed out of esteem for Gracchus, would not suffer him to be sacrificed : but, 
however, he had just reason to complain both of the senate and people, for passing so 

. scandalous a decree against his general and himself, and breaking a treaty w hereby the 
dives of so many citizens had been saved. But as the senate had chiefly promoted such 
base and iniquitous proceedings, he resolved, in due time, to shew his resentment against 
the party which had contributed most to his disgrace. Having caused himself to be 
elected tribune, he procured the revival of the Licinian law, which enacted that no citi- 
2en should possess more than 500 acres ; and got a new law passed that the treasures of 
Attilus should be divided among the people. He had too far incensed the patricians to 
expect safety any longer than he continued in his inviolate character. He therefore 
solicited his re-election to the tribunition office, but was massacred w ith a great number 
o f his friends by the partizans of the senate, under t.he pretence of his aspiring to the 
regal dignity. His brother, Caius Gracchus, made various attempts to humble the senate 
and the rest of the patrician body : the ultimate consequence of which was, that a price 
w'as set on his'*head, and that of Fulvius his confederate, no less than their weight in 
gold, to any one who should bring them to Opimius, the chief the patrician party. 
Thtfi the custom of proscription was begun by the patricians, of which they themsnlves 
soon had enough. Gracchus and Fulvius were sacrificed, but the disorders of the 
republic were not so easily cured. i ,

About 90 years before the Christian era, Marius and Sylla, two experienced generals, 
Became rivals ; the former adhering to the people, and the latter to the patricians. 
Ma.'ius associated with one of the tribunes, named SulpitiuS ; in conjunction with whom 
he raised such disturbances that Sylla was forced to retire from the city. Flaving thus 
driven off his rival, Marius got himself appointed general against Mithridatos, king .of 
Ponlus ; but the soldiers refused to obey any other tha.u Sylla. A civil war immediately 
ensued, in which Marius was driven out in his turn, and a price set upon his head and 
that of Sulpitiiis, with many of their adherents. SulpUius was soon seized and killed ; 
but Marius made bis escape. In the mean time, however, the cruelties of Sylla rendered 
him obnoxious both to the senate and people ; Cinna, a furious partizan of the JIarian 
faction, being chosen consul, cited him to give an account of his conduct. Upon this 
Sylla thought proper to set out for Asia. Marius was recalled from Africa, whither he 
had fled; and immediately on his landing in Italy, was joined by a great number of 
shepherds, slaves, and men of desperate fortunes, so that he soon saw himself at the head 
of a considerable army.

Cinna, in the mean time, whom the senators had deposed and driven out of Rome, 
solicited and obtained a powerful army from the allies; and being joined by Serforious, a 
most able and experienced general, the two, in conjunction vvith Marius, advanced to
wards the capital; and as their forces daily increased, a fourth army was formed, under 
the command of Papirius Carbo. The senate raised some forces to ‘defend the city ; but 
the troQps being vastly inferior in number, and likev/ise inclined to the contrary side,
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they Mere obliged to open their gates to the confederates. Marins entered at the head 
of a mirtierous guard, composed of slaves, whom he called Bardiasans, and whom he de
signed to employ in revenging himself on his enemies. The first order that he gave 
these assassins was, to murder all who came to salute him, and were not answered with 
like civility. As every ono was forward to pay his compliments to the new tyrant, this 
order proved the destruction of vast numbers. At last the Bardiasans abandoned themS 
selves to such excesses in every kind of vice, that Cinna and Sertorius ’ordered their 
troops to fall upon them ; which being instantly put in execution, they were all cut off 
to a man.

By the destruction of his guards, Marius was reduced to the necessity of taking a 
method of gratifying bis revenge, somewhat more tedious, though equally effectual. A 
conference w as held between the four chieft, in which Marius seemed quite frantiewith 
rage. Sertorius endeavoured to moderate his fury ; but being over-ruled by China and 
Carbo, a resolution was taken, to murder without mercy, all the senators who had op
posed the popular faction. This was immediately put in execution. A general slaugh
ter commenced, which lasted five days, and during which the greatest part of the ob
noxious senators were cutoff, their heads stuck upon poles over against tlfe rostra, and 
their bodies dragged with hooks into the forum, where they were left to be devoured by 
(logs. Sylla’s house was demolished, his goods confiscated, and he himself declared an 
enemy to his cohntry; however, his wife and children had the good fortune to make 
their escape. This massacre was not confined to the city of Rome. The soldiers, like 
so many blood-hounds, were dispersed over the country in search of thosfe who fled. 
The neighbouring towns, villages, and all th.e highways swarmed with assassins; and on 
this occasion, Plutarch observes with great concern, that the most sacred ties of friend
ship and hospitality are not proof against treachery in the day of adversity;" for there 
wqre but very few who did not discover their friends, who had -fled to them for shelter.

This slaughter being over, Cinna named himself and Marius consuls for the ensuing 
year ; and these tyrants resolved to begin the new year as they had ended the old one 
but, while they were preparing to renew their cruelties, Sylla, having proved victorious 
in the east, seat a long letter to the senate, • giving an account of his many victories, and 
his resolution of returning to Rome, nOt to restore peace to his country, but to revenge 
himself of his enemies, i. e. to destroy those whom Marius had spared. This letter oc
casioned an universal terror, JMarius, dreading to enter the lists with such a renowned 
warrior, gave himself up to excessive drinking, and died. His son was associated with 
Cinna in the government, though not in the consulship, and proved a tyrant no less cruel 
than his father. The sena,te declared one Valerius Flaccus general of the forces In  the 
east, and appointed him a considerable army;' but the troops all to a man deserted him, 
Eud joined Sylla. Soon after Cinna declared himself a consul the third time, and took 
for his colleague Papirius Carbo ; but the citizens dreading the tyranny of these inhu
man monsters, fled in crouds to Sylla, who was now in-Greece. To him the senate sent 
deputies, begging thalt he would have compassion on his country, and not carry his 
resentment to such a length as to teg in  a civil war but he replied, that he was coming
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lo Home full of rage and revenge j and that all bis enemies if the Roman people con
sented to it should perish either by the sword or the axes of the executioners. Upon 
this several very numerous armies were formed against him ; but through the miscon
duct of the generals who commanded them, these armies were every \vhere defeated, or 
went over to the enemy. Pompey, afterwards stiled the Great, signalized himself in this 
“war, and embraced the party of Sylla. The Italian nations took some one side, and some 
anotijer, as their different inclinations led them. Cinna in the mean time was killed in 
the tumult, and young Marius and Carbo succeeded him ; but tlie former having ven
tured an engagement with Sylla, was by him defeated, and forced to fly to Praeneste, 
where he was closely besieged.

When Sylla bad overcome all his enemies, he marched first to Atemnae, and thence 
lo Rome. From the former city he carried 8000 prisoners to Rome, and caused them 
all to be massacred at once in the circus. His cruelty next fell upon the Prsenestines,
12,000 of whom were massacred without mercy. Young Marius had killed himself, in 
order tc avoid falling into the bands of such a cruel enemy. Soon after the inhabitants 
of Norba, a city of Campania, finding themselves unable to resist the forces of the 
tyrant, set fij% to their houses, and all perished in the flames. The taking of these 
oities put an end to the civil war, but not to the cruelties of Sylla. Having assembled 
the people in the comitium, he told them that he was resolved not to spare a-single per
son who had borne arms against him. This cruel resolution he put in execution with the 
most, unrelenting rigour : and having at last cut off all those wlioin he thought capable 
of opposing him, Sylla caused himself to be declared perpetual dictator ; or, in other 
words, king and absolute sovereign, of Rome.

This revolution happened about 80 R. C.' and from thisltime we may date the loss of 
the Roman liberty. Sylla i\ideed resigned his power in two years ; but the citizens of 
Rome, having once submitted, were ever after more inclined towards monarchy. New 
masters were indeed already prepared for the republic. Caesar and Pompey had emi
nently distinguished themselves by their martial exploits, and were already rivals. 
They were, however, for some time prevented from raising any disturbances, by being 
kept at a distance from each other. Sertorius, one of the generals of the Marian fac
tion, and the only one of them possessed either of honour or probity, had retired into 
Spain, where he erected a republic independent of Rome. Pompey and Metellus, two 
of the best reputed generals in Rome, were sent against him, but instead of conquering 
him, were, on all occasions, conquered by him, and obliged to abandon tlieir enterprise 
with disgrace. At last Sertorius was treacherously murdered; and the traitors, who 
after his. death usurped the command, being totally destitute of bis abilities, were 
easily defeated by Pom pey: and thus that general reaped an undeserved honour, con
cluding that war with success.

Caesar, Pompey, and Crassus continued to make various efforts to gratify their ambi
tion. They were so far successful as to destroy the liberty of the republic, but neither 
of them could obtain so complete an ascendancy as to seize the entire management of 
affairs. At length Cscsar proposed, that they should .form., a. triumvirate,, or association
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of three persons (Pompey, Crassus, and himself), in v\hlch would be lodged the wliole 
power of the senate and people ; and., in order to make their confederacy the more lasting, 
they hound themselves by mutual oaths and promises to stand by each other, ap<l .suffer 
nothing to be undertaken or carried into execution w itiiout the unanimous consent ot 
all the three. *

The first consequence of this association was the consulship of Cap.sar, who found him* 
self, however, notvvithstanding he distributed large sums among the people, united vritli a 
colleague, who was repugnant to his views, lie  next procured the passing an agrarian, 
law, which rendered him extremely popular^ lie  then gained the favour of the knights 
by reriiitting a third of the rents which they had annually paid into the treasury ; alter 
which he governed Rome with an absolute sway during the time of his consulate. The 
reign of this triumvir, however, was ended by his expedition into Gaul .: v\hcre his milw 
tary exploits acquired him the higliest reputation. Pompey and Crassus, in the mean 
time, became consuls, and governed as despotically as Cmsar himseU had done. On the 
expiration of their first consulate, the republic fell into a kind of anarchy,» entirely owing 
to the disorders occasioned by the two late consuls.; At last, however, this confusion 
was ended by raising Crassus and Pompey to the consulate a second time. This was 
no sooner done, than a new partition of the empire was proposed. Crassus was to have 
Syria and all the eastern provinces, Pompey was to govern Africa and Spain, and Cmsar 
to be cotimiued in Caul, and all this for the space of five years. This law was passed by 
a great majority ; upon which Crassus undertook an expedition against the Paithians, 
whom he imagined he should easily overcome, and then enrich himself with their spoils ; 
Cajsar applied, with great assiduity, to the completing the conquest of Gaul ; and Pom* 
pey, having nothing to do in his province, staid at Rome to govern the republic alone.

The affairs of the Romans were now hastening to a crisis. Crassus, having oppressed 
all the provinces of the east, was totally defeated and killed by the Partliians; after 
which the two great rivals, Cwsar and Pompey, were left alone, without any third per* 
son, who could hold the balance between them, or prevent the deadly quarrels which 
were about to en.sue. Matters, however, continued pretty quiet, till Gaul was reduced 
to a Roman province. The question then was, whether Caesar or Pompey should first 
resign the command of their armies, and return to the rank of private persons- As both, 
parties saw, tiiat whosoever laid down his arms, must, of course, submit to the other,, 
both refused to disarm themselves. The senate at last gave the signal for a civil war, 
by passing the fatal decree which deprived Ctesar of his government, and com.manded. 
Pompey to take care of the republic. Three of the tribumfe, who had been the friends, 
of Caisar, were driven out of Rome, and arrived in his camp disguised like slaves. 
Cassar shelved them to his army in this ignominious hab it; and setting forth the iniquity, 
of the senate and patricians, exhorted his meft to stand by their general, under whom, 
they had served so long with success ; and finding, by their acclamations, that he could;

. depend on them, he resolved to b»gin hostilities immediately.
The night before his intended expedition into Italy, he sat down to table, cheerfully 

conversing with his friends, on. subjects of. literature, and philosophy, an d , apparently,
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disengaged from every ambitious concern. After some time, rising up, he desired tha 
company to make themselves joyous in his absence, and that he would be with them in 
a m om ent: in the mean time, having ordered his chariot to be prepared, he immediately 

‘ set out, attended by a few friends, for Arminium, a city upon the confines i f Italy, 
-.whither he had dispatched a  part of his army the morning before. This journey by 
night, which was very fatiguing, he performed with great diligence, sometimes walking, 
and sometimes on horseback, till at the'break of day, he came up with his army, which 
consisted of about 5000 men, near the Rubicon, a little river, which separates Italy from 
Gaul, and which terminated the limits of his command. The Romans had ever been 
taught to consider this river as the sacred boundary of their domestic empire ; Cresar, 
therefore, when he advanced at the head of his army to the side of it, stopt short upon 
the bank, as if impressed with terror a t ' the greatness of his enterprize. He could not 
pass without transgressing the laws ; and therefore pondered for some time in fixed 
melancholy, looking, and debating ivith himself whether he should venture in. “ If  I 
“ pass this rivm,” says he to one of his generals, “ what miseries shall I bring upon my 
“ country ; and if now I stop short, I  am undone. Let us go where the gods and the 
“ injustice of our enemies call us." Thus saying, and resuming all his former alacrity, 
he plunged in, crying out, “ The die is cast, and now all is over.” His soldiers followed 
him with equal promptitude, and having passed the Rubicon,, quickly arrived at Armi
nium, and made themselves masters of the place without any resistance.

The activity of Caesar had so much intimidated his enemies, that he had few' difficulties 
to encounter, in order to make himself master of Italy. Without waiting the event of 
an engagement, Pompey retreated from Rome to Capuaj from Capua to Brundusium, 
and from Brundusium set sail for Epirus. Being destitute of shipping to pursue his 
rival, Cmsar resolved first to settle some kind of government at Rome, and then passing 
to Spain, to drive from thence the partizans of Pompey, who had taken possession of 
that extensive country, under the command of Afranius and Petreius. This last pur
pose w'as not effected without considerable labour, and being reduced to suffer such ex
tremity of famine, that wheat was sold in his camp at 50' Roman denarii, that is 
]/. 12s. l^d. per bushel. We have not room to describe the various operations of this 
war, but must observe briefly, that Pompey was totally defeated in a large plain, near 
the cities of Pharsalia and Thebes ; and after that treacherously murdered by his professed 
friends on the coast of Egypt. The civil war was at length terminated by a complete 
victory, which Caesar obtained over the sons of Pompey, in the plains of Munda, in 
Spain.

Having now subdued all his enemies, Caesar returned to Rome, for the last time, t o , 
receive new dignities and honours ; and to enjoy an acchmulation of all the great offices 
of the state. Still, however, he pretended to a moderation in the enjoyment of his power; 
he left the consuls to be named by the people ; but, as he possessed all the authority of 
the office, it from this time began to sink into contempt. He enlarged the number of 
senators also ; but as he had previously destroyed their power, their new honours were 
but empty titles. He took care to pardon all who had taken up arms against him, but
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not till he had deprived them of the power of resistance. He even set up once more the 
statues of Pompey ; which, however, as Cicero observed, he only did to preserve his 
own. The rest of this man’s extraordinary life was employed for the advantage of the 
state. l ie  adorned the city with magniticent buildings..; he rebuilt Carthage and Co.* 
rinth, sending colonies to both cities ; he undertook to level several mountains in Italy, 
to drain the Pontine marshes near Rome, and designed to cut through the isthmus of 
Peloponnesus. Thus he formed mighty projects and designs, beyond the limits of,the 
longest life ; but the greatest of all was his intended expedition against the Parlhians, 
by which he designed to revenge the death of Crassus ; then to pass through Hyrcania, 
and enter Scythia along the banks of the, Caspian sea ; from thence to open himself a 
way through the immeasurable forests of Germany into Gaul, and so return to Rome. 
These were the aims of ambition; but the jealousy of a few individuals put an end to 
them all.

A deep laid conspiracy was formed against him, by no fewer than 60 senators. At 
the head of this conspiracy was Brutus ; whose life Caesar had spared after the battl^ of 
Pliarsalia ; and Cassius, who had been pardoned soon after ; both praetors for the pre
sent year. Brutus made it his chief glory to have been descended from that Brutus who 
first gave liberty to Rome ; and from a desire of following his example, broke all the 
ties of private friendship, and entered into a conspiracy which was to destroy his bene
factor. Cassius, on the otlier hand, was injpetuous and proud, and hated Caesar’s per
son still more than his Oause. He had often sought an opportunity of gratifying bis 
revenge by assassination, which took rise rather from private than public motives.

The conspirators, to give a colour of justice to their proceedings, remitted' the execu
tion of this design to the ides of March, the day on which it was reported that C«sar 
was to be offered the crown. The augurs had foretold that thi.s day would be fatal to 
him ; and the night preceding, he heard his wife Calphurnia lamenting in her sleep, and 
being awakened, she confessed to him that she dreamt of bis being assassinated in her 
arms. These omens, in some measure, began to change' his intentions of going to the 
senate, as he had resolved that day ; but one of the conspirators coming in prevailed upon 
him to keep his resolution, telling him of the reproach which would attend his staying at 
home fill his wife had lucky dreams, and of the preparations that were made for bis ap
pearance. he went along to the senate, a slave, who had hastened to him with infor
mation of the conspiracy, attempted to come near him, but could not for the croud. 
Artemidorus, a Greek philosopher, who had discovered the whole plot, delivered to him 
the memorial containing the heads of his information ; but Csesar gave it, with other 
papers to one of his secretaries, without reading, as was,usual with things of this nature. 
As soon as he had taken his place in the senate, the conspirators came near him, under a 
pretence of saluting him ; and Cimber, who was' one of them, approached in a suppliant 
posture, pretending to sue for his brother’s pardon, .who was banished by his order. All 
the conspirators seconded him with great tenderness ; and Cimber, seeming to sue with 
still greater submission, took hold of the bottom of (lis robe, holding him so as to prevent 
his rising. This was the signal agreed on. Cusca, who was behind, stabbed hiiB̂
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though slightly, in the shoulder. C^sar instantlj tu-rned round, and with the style of his 
tablet, wounded him in tlie arm. However, all the conspirators were now alarmed ; 
and inclosing him round, he received a second stab, from an unknown hand, in the 

i-brcast, while Cassius wounded iiitn in the face. He still defended himself with great 
vigour, rushing among them, and throwing down such as opposed him, till he saw 
Brutus among the conspirators, who, coming up struck his dagger in his thigh. From 
that moment Ctesar thought no more of defending, but looking upon this conspirator, 
cried out, “ And you too Brutus !” . Then covering his head, and spreading his robe 
before liim, in order to fall with greater decenew, he sunk down at the base of Pompey's 
statue, after receiving 23 wounds, in the 56th year of his ege, and the fourth of his reign.

The death of Cassar was followed by an interval of great confusion, during which 
Antony and Octavius discovered much zeal to I'evenge his death. Octavius having 
gained the consulship, procured a law for the condemnation of Brutus and Cassius ; 
after which he joined his forces with tlioseof Antony and Lepidus.

The meeting of these three usurpers of their country’s freedom was near Mutina, upon 
a little island of the river Panarus. Tlieir nmtual suspicions were the cause of their 
meeting in this place. Lepidus first entered, and finding all things safe, made the signal* 
for the other two to approach. Octavius began the conference by thanking Antony for 
his zeal in putting Decimus Brutus to death ; who, being abandoned by his army, was 
taken as he vvas designing to escape into Macedonia, and heheaded by Antony’s com
mand. Their conference lasted three days; and the result of it was, that the supreme 
authority should be lodged in their hands under the title pf the triumvirate, for lliu 
space of five years ; that Antony should have Gaul ; Lepidus Spain ; and Octavius 
Africa and the Mediterranean islands. As for Italy and the eastern provinces they were 
to remain in common until their general enemy was entirely subdued. But tlie last 
article of their union was a dreadful one. It was agreed that all their enemies'should he 
destroyed ; of which each presented a list. In these were comprised not only the ene
mies but the friends of the triumvirate, since the partizans of the one were often found 
among the opposers of the others. Thus Lepidus gave up his hrothcr Paulus to the 
vengeance of his colleague ; ^^ntony . permitted the proscription of his uncle Lucius 
and Octavius delivered up the great Cicero. The most sacred rights of nature wore 
violated; 300 senators and above 2000 knights-were included in this terrible proscrip
tion ; their fortunes confiscated, and their murderers enriched with their spoil. Rome 
soon felt the effects of this infernal union, and the horrid cruelties of j\iaritis and Syllai 
were renewed. As many as qould escape, the cruelty of the triumvirs fled either into 
Macedonia to Brutus, or found refuge with young Pompey, who was now in Sicily, and 
covered the JMediterranean with his numerous navy. Theiij cruelties were not aimed at 
the men alone, hut the softer sex w ere in danger of being marked as objects cither of 
avarice or resentment. They made out a list of 1400 women of the best quality, and tluf 
richest in the city, who were ordered to give an acci^uut of their fortunes, to be taxed’ 
hi proportion. But this seemed so unpopular a measure, and was so filmly opposed by 
Hoi tensia, who spoke against it, that instead of 1400 women they were content to tax
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only 400. However they made up the deficiency,-by extending the tax upon men ; 
near lOo.OOO, as well citizens as strangers,' were compelled to furnish supplies to the sub
version of their country’s freedom. At last both the avarice and, the vengeance of , the 
triumviri seemed fully satisfied, and they went into the senate’to declare^tbat the pro
scription was at an end ; and thus having deluged the city with blood, Octavius atjd 
Antony, leaving Lepidus to defend Rome in their absence, marched with Jheir army to 
oppose the conspirators, who were now at the head of a formidable army in Asia.

Rrutus and Cassius, having quitted Italy like distressed exiles, found so many adlie-- 
rents in Greece, Macedonia, and Syria, that they were soon at t,be head of a formidable 
army, prepared to contest the empire of the world. Having heard that Octavius and 
Antony were on their march to oppose thepi, Brutus moved that they should pass over 
intoMacedonia and Greece, and there meet the enemy ; but Cassius prevailed that they 
should stay in Asia till the Rhodians and Lycians w’ere first reduced.. When these pur
poses had beeen efifected, Brutus and Cassius met once more at Sardis ; where, after the 
usual" ceremonies were passed between them, they resolved to have a private conference' 
together; w'beri, after much altercation, they were at last perfectly reconciled. After 
which, night coming on, Cassius invited Brutus and his friends to an entertainment.

Upon retiring from him it was that Brutus, as Plutarch tells the story, saw a spectre ia * 
his tent. I t was'in the dead of the night, when the whole* camp was perfectly quiet, 
that'Brutus was employed in reading by a lamp that was just expiring. On a sudden he 
thought he heard a noise as if somebody entered ; and looking towards the door, he 
perceived it open. A gigantic figure, with a frightful aspect, stood before him, and con
tinued to gaze upon him with silent severity. At last Brutus had courage to speak to it,
“ Art thou a demon, or a mortal man? and. why comest thou to me?” “.Brutus” re
plied the phantom, “ I am thy evil genius, thou shalt see me again at Philippi.” “ Well 
“ then,” .ahswere/J Brutus, without being discomposed, “ we shall meet again.” Upon 
which the phantom vanished ; and Brutus calling to his servants, aeked if they had seed 
any thing, to which replying in the negative, he again resumed his studies. But as he 
was struck with so strange an occurrence, he mentioned it the. next day to Cassius, who 
being an Epicurean, ascribed it to the effect of imagination, too much exercised by 
vigilance and anxiety. Brutus appeared satisfied with this, solution of his late terrors ; 
and as Antony and Octavius were now advanced into Macedonia,, they soon after 
passed over into Thracte, and advanced to the city of Philippi, near wliich the forces 

• of the triumvirs were posted.
A battle soon ensued ; in which the republicans were defeated and Cassius killed.
The first care of Brutus, when he became the sole general,, was to assemble thp dis

persed troops of Cassius, and animate them With fresh hopes of victory.. As they had 
lost all they possesssed by the plundering of their camp, lie promised them 2000 denarii 
each man to make up their losses. This once more inspired them witli new ardour; 
they admired the liberality of their general, and with loud shouts proclaimed his former 
intrepidity. Still, however, he had not confidence sufficient to face the adversary, who 
offered him battle the ensuing day. * His aim was to starve his enemies, who were iu. 
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extreme want of provisions, their fleet having been lately defeated. But his single opi
nion was'over-ruled by the rest of his army, who now grew every day more confident of 
their strength, and morc  ̂ arrogant to their new general. He was therefore, at last, 
after a respite of 20 days, obliged to comply w ith their solicitations, to try the fate of 
the battle. Roth armies being drawn out, they remained a long while opposite to each 
other, wjthoLrt offisring.to engage. It is said that he himself had lost much of his natural 
ardour, by having again seen the spectre the night preceding ; however, he encouraged 

. his men'as much as possible, and.gave the signal for battle, within three hours of the sun
set. Fortune again declared against him ; and the two tiiumviri expressly ordered by 
no means to siilfcr the general to escape, for fear he should renew the war. Thus the 
w hole body of the endiny seemed chiefly intent on Brutus alone, and his capture seeijtied 

• inevitable. In this deplorable exigence, Lucillius, his friend, resolved, his own death, 
to eflect the general’s delivery. Upon perceiving a body of Thracian horse closely pur
suing Brutus, and just upon the point of taking him, he boldly threw himself in their 
w ay, telling them them that be w as Brutus. The T'hracians, overjoyed at so great a prize, 
immediately dispatched some of their companions with the new'S of their success to the 
army. Upon which, the ardour of their pursuit now abating. Antony marched out to 
•meet his prisoner; some silently ‘deploring the fate of such a virtuous man ; others re
proaching that mean dcsire’of life, for which he consented to undergo captivity. Antony 

■ now seeing the Thracians approach, began to prepare himself for the interview,* but 
the faithful Lucilius, advancing with a cheerful air, owned thê  deceit • that he had put 
upon him : on which the triumvir, struck with so much fidelity, pardoned him upon the 
spot ; and from that tune forward loaded him with benefits, and honoured him, w ith his. 
friendship, 1

In the mean time Brutus, with a small number of friends, passed over a rivulet, and 
night coming on, set down under a rock, which concealed him from the pursuit of the 
enemy,' After taking breath for a little time, he sent out one Statilius to give-him some 
information of those that remained ; but he never returned, being killed bj a party of 
i!ie enemy’s horse. Brutus, judging very rightly of bis fate, now resolved to die likewise, 
and spoke to those who stood round him to lend him their last sad assistance. None 
of them, however, would render him so • melancholy a piece of service. At last one 
Sirato, averting his head, presented tlie sword’s point to Brutus; who threvv himself' 
uj)on it, and immediately expired.

From the moment of Brutus’s death the triumviri began to ^act as sovereigns, and to 
divide the Roman dominions between theni, as theirs by right of conquest. However, 
though they were apparently three who thus participated all the power., yet, in fact, only 
two were actually possessed of it ; since Lepidus was at first admitted merely to curb 
the mutual jealousy of Antony and Octavius, and w as possessed neither of interest in 
the army, nor authority among the people. Their first |Care w as to . punish those w hom 
they had formerly marked for vengeance. The head of Brutus was sent to Rome to be 
thrown at the foot of Ciesar’s statue. His ashe.s, however, were sent to his wife Porcia, 
Cato’s daughter, who afterwards killed herself by swallowing burning coals. I t  is
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observed, that of all those who had a hand in the death of Caesar, not one died a 
natural death.

The power of the triumviri being thus established upon the ruin of the commonwealth, 
they now began to think of enjoying that homage to which they had uspired. After 
receiving the flattery of the Greeks, Antony passed over into Asia, exacted contribu
tions, distributed favours, and gave away crowns with capricious insolence. *

Having met with Cleopatra, the celebrated queerv of Egypt, he contracted that inti
macy with her which proved the ruin of them both, as will be hereafter related.

Octavius, in the mean time, led back the veteran troops, settled them in Italy, and 
gave them lands of- which he deprived the peaceable inhabitants. After carrying on a 
succession of wars Avitli his three rivals. Sextos Pompeius, Lepidus, and Antony, be found 
means to accomplish the ruin of them all.

And now Octavius was at the height of bis wishes, sole sovereign, sole master of the 
whole Iloman epipire. Put, on the other hand, the many dangers which attend an 
usurped power, appearing to him in stronger light than ever, filled his mind with a 
thousand perplexing thoughts. The natural aversion of the Romans to a kingly govern
ment, their love of liberty, and the ides of March, when his father Julius was murdered 
in full senate, by those very men whom he thought the most devoted to his person, made ’ 
him fear there might arise another Brutus, w'ho, to restore liberty to his country, might 
assassinate him on his very throne. This he knew had happened to Julius Cassar i 
whereas Sylla, after having laid down the authority he had usurped, died peaceably in his 
bed, in the midst of his enemies. The passion of fear outweighed in his soul the charms 
of a diadem, and inclined him, to follow the example of Sylla. He was indeed very un
willing to part w ith his authority ; but fear began to get the better o f his-ambition. IIow- 
ever,'before he caoie to any resolution, bethought it advisable to consult his two most 
intimate and trusty friends, Agrippa and Maecenas ; the former no less famous for his 
probity than his valour; and the latter a man of great penetration, and generally, 
esteemed the most refined politician of his age. Agrippa enlarged on the many and 
almost inevitable dangers w-hicb attend monarchy, insupportable to a free people, and to 
men educated in a commonewa'tb. He did not forget the examples of Sylla and Caesar ; 
and closed his speech with exhorting '"Octavius to convince the world, by restoring 
liberty to his country, that the only motive for his taking np arms, was to revenge his 
fathers -death.

^fjecfenas, on tlie other hand, remonstrated to him, that be had done too much to go 
back ; that after so much bloodshed, there could he no safety for him but on the throne; 
that if he divested himself of the sovereign power, he would he immediately prosecuted 
by the children and Iriends of the many illustrious persons whom the misfortunes of the 
times had forced him to sacrifice to his safety ; that it was absolutely necessary for the 
welfare and - tranquillity of the republic, that tlie sovereign power should he lodged 
in one person, and not divided among many, See. Octavius thanked them both for their 
friendly-advice, but shewed himself inclined to follow the opinion of Maecenas: where
upon .that able minister gave him muny'wise instructions and rule* of government, w-hich
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are related by Dio Cassius, and will ever be looked upon as a master-piece in politics. 
Among other things he told him, That he could not fail of being successful in nil his 
undertakings, happy in his life-time, and famous in history after his death, if  he never 
deviated from this rule ; to wit, To govern others as he would wish to be governed him
self, had he been born to obey and not to command. He added, That if, in taking upon 

‘ him the sovereign power, he dreaded the name of king, a name so odious in a common
wealth, he might content himself with the title of Caesar or Imperator, and under that 
name, which was well known to the Romans, enjoy all the authority of a king.

This advice Octavius followed, and from that time laid aside all thoughtsof abdica
ting the sovereign power ; but, to deceive the people into a belief that • they still enjoyed 
their antient government, he continued the old magistrates, with the same name, pomp, 
and ornaments, but with just as much power as he thought fit to leave them.- They were 
to have no military power, but only their jurisdiction of deciding finally all causes, ex
cept such as were capital ; and though some of these last were left IQ the governor of 
Rome, yet the chief he reserved for himself. He paid great court to the people : the 
very name that covered his usurpation was a compliment to them ; for he affected to 
call it the power of the tribuneship, though he acted as absolutely by it as if be had 

’ called it the dictatorial power. He likewise won the hearts of the populace by cheap
ness of provisions and plentiful markets ; he frequently entertained them with shows and 
sports ; and by these means kept them in good humour, and made them forget usurpa- 

■ tion, slavery, and evei;y public evil: people of ease and pletjty being under no tempta
tion of-inquiring into the title of their prince, or resenting acts of power which they do 
not immediately feel.

As for the senate, he filled it-with his own creatures, rafeing the number of the conscript 
fathers to 1000. He supplied several poor senators with money out of the treasury to 
discharge the public offices, and, on all occasions, affected a high regard for that vene
rable body; but at the same lime divested them of all power, and reduced them to mer'e 
cyphers. To prevent them from raising nevv disturbances in the distant provifiees, he 
issued an edict, forbidding any senator to travel oijt of Italy without leave, except such - 
as had lands in Sicily or Narbonnie Gaul, which, at that time comprehended' Languedoei 
Provence, and IDauphiny. To these provinces, which were netar Italy; and in a perfect' 
state of tranquillity, they had full liberty to retire when they pleased, and live there upon 
their estates. Before he ended bis sixth consulship he took a census of tber people, 
which was 41 years after the last ; and in this the numbef of men fit to bear arms 
amounted to 463,000, the greatest that ever hadi been found before. He likewise cele
brated the games which had been decreed by the senate for his victory at Acliiim ; arid- 
it was ordered that they should be celebrated every fifth year, four colleges of priests 
being appointed to. take care of them ; to wit, the pontifices, the augurs, the septemvirs, 
and quindecemvirs. The more to gain the affections, of; the people, he annulled, by one 

• edict, the many severe and unjust laws which had been enacted during the triumvirate. 
He raised many public buildings, repaired the old ones, and added many stately orna
ments to the city, which, at this time, was, if we may give credit to some antient writers,
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about 50 milfts in compass, and contained near 4,000,000 of souls, reckoning men, 
women, children, and slaves. He attended business, reformed abuses, shewed great 
regard for the Roman name, procured public abundance, pleasure, and jollity, often 
appearing in person at the public diversions, and, in all things, studying to render him
self dear to the populace. ,

And now Octavius, entering upon his seventh.consulship, with M. Agrippji, the third 
time consul, and finding all things ripe for his design, the people being highly pleased 
with his mild government, and the senate filled with his creatures, whose fortunes de
pended upon his holding the power he had usurped, went, by the advice of Agrippa and
AXaecenas, to the senate-house; and there, in a studied speech, oft’ered to resign his 
authority, and put all again into the hands of the people, upon the old foundation of the 
commonwealth ; being well apprised that tli0 greater part of the conscript fathers, whose 
interests were interwoven with his, would unanimously press him to the contrary : which 
happened accordingly ; for they not only interrupted him while he was speaking, but, 
after he bad done, unanimously besought him to take upon himself alone the whole go
vernment of the Roman empire. He, with a  seeming reluctance, yielded at last to their 
request, as if he had been compelled to accept of the sovereignty. By this artifice he 
compassed his design, which was, to get the power and autliority which he had usurped,
confirmed to him by the senate and people for the space of tO years : for he would not
accept of it for a longer term, pretending that he should, in that time, be able to settle 
all things in such peace and order, that there would be no further need of his authority ; 
that he might then ease himself of the burden, and put the government again into the 
hands of the senate and people. This method he took to render the yoke less heavy ; 
but with a design to renew his lease, if we may be allowed the expression, as soon as the 
10 years were expired ; which he did accordingly, from 10 years to 10 years, as long as 
he lived, all the" while governing the whole Roman empire with an absolute and uncon- 
Irouied power. . .

With this new authority the senate resolved 'to distinguish him with a new name. 
Some of the conscript fathers proposed the name of Romulus, thereby to import that he 
was another founder of Rome ; others offered other titles ; but the venerable name of 
Augustus, projiosod by Manueius Plancus, seemed preferable to all the rest, as it ex
pressed more dignity and reverence than authority, the most sacred things such as tem
ples, and places consecrated by augurs, being termed -by the Romans Augusta. Octa
vius himself was inclined to the name of Romulus ; but fearing he should be suspected 
of affecting the kingdom, he declined it, and took that of Augustus, by which we shall 
henceforth distinguish him.

Though the whole power of senate and people was now vested in Augustus, yet, that he 
might seem to share it with the conscript fathers, he refused to govern all the provinces; 
assigning to the senate such as were quiet and peaceable ; and keeping to himself those 
which, bordering upon barbarous nations, were most exposed to troubles and w'ars, say
ing, he desired the.fathers might enjoy their power vvith ease and safety, while he under
went all the dangfers and labours; but, by this politic conduct, he secured all the mill* 
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tary poAver to himself ; the troops lying in the provinces he had chosen ; and the others 
which were governed by the senate being quite destitute offerees. The. latter were 
called senatorial, and the former imperial, ,provinces. Over the provinces of both sorts 
were set men of^distihetion, to wit, such as had been consuls or ;p;raetors, with the titles 

<of proconsul and propr^tor ; but the government of Egypt was committed to a private 
knight. Augustus fearing lest a person of rank, depending upon the, wealth and situ
ation of that country, might raise nc»v disturbances in the empire. All these gover
nors held their employment only for a year, and were, upon the arrival of--their. Succes
sors, to depart their provinces immediately, , .and not fail to be at Rome within threo 
months at the farthest This division of the provinces was made, according to Gvid, - on 
the ides of January ; whereas he was vested by the senate and people with the sovereign 
power on the seventh of the ides of the same month, as is manifest from.the Narbomre 
marbles; and from that time many writers date the years;of his.empire.' Thus ended, 
the greatest commonwealth, andj at the same lime, began the greatest monarchy, that bad 
ever been known; a monarchy Avhich infinitely excelled in power,, riches, extent, and 
continuance, all the empires which had preceded it. -
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CHAPTER III.

T he Roman E mpire-——— From the accession o f Augustus till the destruction o f the 
Western empire, by Odoacer, king o f the Heruli. *

C riH E  Roman empire comprehended the greatest, and by far the best part of Europe,.
Asia, and Africa, being near 4000 miles in length, and about half as much in 

breadth. As to the yearly revenues of the empire, they have, by a moderate computation, 
been reckoned to amount to 40,000,000/. of our money. But the Romans themselves 
nbw ran headlong into all manner of luxury ŝ nd effeminacy. The people were become 
a mere m ob; those who were accustomed ]to direct mighty wars, to raise and depose 
great kings, to bestow or take away potent empires, were so sunk and debauched, that if. 
they had but bread and shows, their ambition went no higher. The nobility were indeed 
more polite than in former ages ; but at the same time idle, venal, vicious, insensible of 
private virtue, utter strangers to public glory or disgrace, void of zeal for the welfare of 
their country, and solely ii\tent on gaining the favour of the emperor, as knowing that 
certain wealth and preferment were the rewards of ready submission, acquiescence, and 
flattery. No wonder, therefore, that they lost their liberty, without being ever again 
able to retrieve it.

Augustus,, now absolute master of the Roman empire, took all methods to ingratiate 
himself with bi.s soldiers, by whose means he had attained such a height of power. With 
this view he dispersed them through different parts of Italy, in 32 colonies, that he might 
the more easily re-assemble them on proper occasions. He kept 25 legions constantly on 
foot, 1 /  of which were in Europe ; viz. eight on the Rhine, four on the Danube, tlirce 
io Spain, and'two in Dalmatia. The other eight were in Asia and Africa ; four of them 
being quartered in the neighbourhood of the Euphrates, two in Egypt, and two in Africa 
Propria, that is, the antient dominions of Carthage. All these forces, amounting to 
170,650 men, were constantly kept on foot by the Roman emperors for several ages., 
In tlie neighbourhood were always quartered 12 cohorts, that is about 10,000 men ; 
nine of which were called prartorian cohorts; the other three city cohorts. These were 
established as a guard to the emperor, and to maintain peace and tranquillity in the city, 
but had often a great share in the disturbances which took place throughout the empire. 
Besides these, Augustus constantly kept at sea two powerful navies ; the one riding at 
anchor near Ravenna, in the Adriatic sea, to command Dalmatia, Greece, Cyprus, and 
the rest of the eastern provipces ; the other at Misenum, in the Mediterranean, to keep 
in awe the western parts of the empire. They were likewise to keep the seas clear of 
pirates, to convey the vessels which brought to Rome the annual tributes from the pro
vinces beyond sea, and to transport corn and other provisions necessary for the relk f 
und subsistence of tlie city. As to the civil government, Augustus enacted several iitw 
laws, and reformed some of the Qld ones ; however, he affected to do notuing without
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. the advice of the senate; who were .so vvell pleased with the complaisance shewed 
them on all occasions, that to the rest of his titles they added that of Patec Patiias, or 
Father of his Country.

And now Augustus having settled all things with regard to the .civil and military es- 
^tablishments of the empire, turned his arms against the Spanish nations, called the Can

tabrians and Asturians, who had never been fully subdued. The war, however, termina
ted as usu al in favour of the Romans ; and these brave nations were forced to receive 
the yoke, though not without th'e most violent re.sistance on their part, and the utmost 
difllculty on tliat of the Romans. Ry (/his and his other conquests the tiamc of Augustus 
became so celebrated that his friendship was courted by the most distant monarchs. 
Phrahates, king of Parlhia, consented to a treaty with him upon bis own terms, and gave 
liim four of his own sons with their wives and children as hostages for the performance 
,of the articles ; and as a further instance of his respect, he delivered up the Roman 
eagles and other ensigns which had been taken from Crassus at the battle of Carrhas. 
He received also an embassy from the king of India, with a letter written in the Greek 
tongue, in which the Indian monarch informed him, that “ though lie reigned over 
“ 6'00 kings, he had such a value for the friendship of Augustus, that he had sent this

embassy on so long a journey, on purpose to desire it of him ; that he w as ready to
meet him at wliatsocver place he pleased to appoint ; and that, upo î the first notice, 

■“ he was ready to assist him in whatever was right.” This letter he subscribed by the 
name of Porus king of India. Of the ambassadors who werq set out from India, three 
only reached the presence of Augustus, who was at that time in the island of Samos, the 
others dying by the way. O f the three survivor.?,' one was named Zarmar, a gymnosOf 
piiist, who followed tlie emperor to Athens, and there burnt 1 himself in his presence ; it 
being customary for the gymnosophists to put an end to their lives in this manner, w hen 
they thought they had lived, long enough, or apprehended some misfortune. Soon after 

. tliis the Roman dominions were extended southward over the Garamante^, a, people 
whose country readied as far as the river Niger. All this time tlie ernperof continued 
to make new regulations for the good of the state ; and, among otiier-things, Caused the 
Sibylline oracles to be reviewed. Many of these he rejected ; but such as were reckoned 
autlientic, he caused to be copied by the pontificcs tiieniseive^, and lodged them in 
golden cabinets, which he placed in the temple of Apollo, built by him in his 
palace.

The Roman empire had now extended itself so far, that it sefemed to, have arrived ttt 
tlie limits prescribed to it by nature ; and, as soon as this was the case, it began to be 
attacked by those nations which, in process of time, were to overthrow it. The Gerr 
mans, by which name the Romans confounded a great number of nations dwelling in 
the northern parts of Europe, ' hrj^an to make incursions into Gaul. Their first attempt 
happened in the year 17 B. C. when they at first gained/ an inconsiderable advantage, 
but were soon driven hack with gieat loss. Soon after this the Illioeti, who seem to 
have inhabited the country bordering on the lake of Constance, invaded Italy, where 
they committed dreadful devastations, putting all the Snales to the sword without distir^-
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ticn ( f  rank or age; nay, we are toH, ■ that \vl)en women whh, child happened to tall 
iiiio their hands, they consulted the augurs nlicthcr the child was male or llmulo ; and 
if they pronounced it a male, the mother was immediately massacred. Against these' 
j)arbarians Aiignstiis sent Drusiis, the second son of the en)prcss Eivia ; who, though 

^very young, found means togain a complete victory, with very little loss on his part.,
d'hose who escaped took the road to Gaul, being jainod by the Vinddici, anothci* 

nation in the neighbourhood ; but Tiberius, tire elder brother of Drusus,'marched against 
them, and overthrew them so completely, that the Rhoeti, Vinddici, and Norici, thfeC' 
of the most barbarous nations in those parts, were fain to sij bruit to the pleasure of tho 
emperor. To keep,their country in awe, Tiberius planted two colonies in Vindclicia,. 
opening a road from thence into Noricuin and Ilhoetia. One of the cities vrhich he built 
for the defence of his colonies was colled Drylromagus ; the other Augusta Vjirddicorum; 
both of which are now known by the names of Nimenglien and Ausbiirg.

I'he remaining part of tlie life of Augustus was spent w ith so strict a regard to justice, 
and tlic interests of his country, that it was observed after his decease, that it had been 
well for mankind if he. had never been horn, or if he had never died. Tiberius, who 
succeeded him in the empire, had the beginning of his reign disturbed by the mutiny of 
the German and Pannonian legions. Tliis revolt was, however, at last quelled by Ger^ 
manjeus, an humane and valiant prince, who performed many considerable exploits 
against tlic northern barbarians. In the year 19 he died by poison, as was supposed, 
given by Piso, his partner in the government of Syria, to which Germanicus had beca 
promoted .after his return from the north.

In the mean time Tiberius, though he affected to court the favour of the people by 
various methods, yet shewed himself, in general, sueh*a cruel and blood-thirsty tyrant, 
that he became the object of universal ahhoiTencc. Though he had hated Germanicus 
in his heart, yet die punislicd Piso w ith death ; but, in about a "year after tlie death of 
Germanicus, having now no object of jealousy to keep him in awe, he began to pull off 
the mask, and appeal* more in his natural character than before. He took upon himself* 
the interpretation of all political measures, and began daily to diminish the authority of 
the senate, wliich design was much facilitated by their own aptitude to slavery ; so that 
he despised their meanness while he enjoyed its effects. A law at that time subsisted, 
which made it treason to form any injurious attempt against the majesty of the people. 
Tiberius assumed to himself the interpretation and enforcement of this law ; and ex
tended it not only to the cases, which really affected the safety of the state, but to every, 
conjuncture that could possibly be favourable to his hatred or suspicious. All freedont, 
was now, therefore, banished from convivial meetings, and diffidence reigned amongst, 
the dearest relations. .The law of offended majesty being revived, many persons of dis
tinction fell a sacrifice to it.

In the beginning of these cruelties, Tiberius took into his confidence Sejapus, a .Roman 
knight, but by birth a Volscian, who found out the method of gaining his confidence by 
the most refined degree of dissimulation, being an over-match for bis master in bis own 
arts. He was made by the emperor captain of the Praetorian guards, one of the most, 
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confidential trusts in the state, and extolled in the senate as a worthy associate in his 
iaboura. The servile senators, with ready adulation, set up the statues of the favourite 
beside those of Tiberius, and seemed eager to pay him similar honours. It is not well 
known whether he was the adviser of all the cruelties that ensued soon after, but certain 
it is that, from the beginning of his ministry, Tiberius seemed tc become more fatatally, 
Auspicious.

I t was frotn such humble beginnings that this minister even ventured to aspire at the 
throne, and was resolved to make the emperor’s foolish confidence one of ihe first steps to 
his ruin. However he considered that cutting off Tiberius would rather retard than 
promote his designs while his son Drusus and the children of Germanicus were yet re
maining. He therefore began by corrupting Livia, the wife of D rusus; whom, after 
having debauched her, he prevailed upon to poison her husband. This was effected by 
means of a slow poison, as we are told, which gave liis death the appearance of a casual 
distemper. Tiberius, in the mean time, either naturally phlegmatic, or at least not much 
regarding his son, bore his death with great tranquillity.

Sejanus, having succeeded in this, was resolved to make bis next attempt upon the 
children of Germanicus, who were undoubted successors to the empire. However be 
was frustrated in his designs, both with regard to the fidelit} of their governors, and the 
chastity of Agiippina their mother. Whereupon he resolved upon changing his aims, 
and removing Tiberius out of the city-, by which \neans he effected more frequent oppor
tunities of putting his designs into execution. He therefore used all his ' address to per
suade Tiberius to retire to some agreeable retreat remote from Rome. By this he ex
pected many advantages, since there could be no access to the emperor but by him. 
Thus ail letters being conveyed to Hhe prince by soldiers at, his ow n devotion, they would 
pass through his hands; by which means he must, in time, become the sole governor of 
the empire, and at last be in a capacity of removing all obstacles to his ambition. He 
now, therefore, began to insinuate to Tiberius the great and numerous inconveniencies 
of the city, the fatigues of attending the senate, and the seditious temper of the inferior 
citizens of Rome. Tiberius, either prevailed upon by his persuasions, or pursuing the 
natural turn of his temper, which led to indolence and debauchery, in the 12th year of 
his reign left Rome, and w'cnt into Campania, under pretence of dedicating temples to 
Jupiter and Augustus. After this, though he removed to several places, he never return
ed tp Rome ; but spent the greatest part of his time in the island of Caprea, a place 
which ŵ as rendered as infamous by his pleasures, as detestablp by his cruelties, w'hich 
were shocking to human nature. Buried in this retreat, lie gave himself up to his plea
sures, quite regardless of the miseries of his subjects. i

Secret spies and informers were placed in all parts of the city, who converted the 
most harmless actions into subjects of offence. If any person of merit testified any con
cern for the glory of th6 empire, it was immediately constructed into a design to obtain 
it. If  another spoke with regret of former liberty, he w(is supposed to aim at re-estab
lishing the commonwealth. Every action became liable to forced interpretations ; joy 
e.xprcsscd a hope of the prince’s death ; melancholy an envying of his posterity. Seja-
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nus found Ills aim every day succeeding ; the wretched emperor’s terrors were -an instru
ment that he wrought upon at his pleasure, and by which he levelled every obstacle to 
his designs. But the chief objects of his jealousy were the children of Gennaniciis, 
whom he resolved to put out of the way. lie  therefore continued to render them ob
noxious to the emperor, to alarm him with false reports of their ambition, and to ter
rify them with alarms of his intended cruelty, py these means he so contrived to widct\ 
the breach, that he actually produced, on both sides^ those disjjositioos which he pre
tended to obviate ; till at length the two princes, Nero and Drusus, were declared 
enemies to the state, and afterwards starved to death in prison ; while Agrippina, their 
mother, was sent into banishment.

In this manner Sejanus proceeded, removing" all who stood between him and the em
pire, and every day increasing in confidence with Tiberius, and power with the senate. 
The number of his statues exceeded even thirse of the emperor ; people swore by his 
fortune in the same manner as they would have done had he been actually upon the 
throne, and he was dreaded more than evei\ the tyrant who actually enjoyed the empire. 
But the rapidity'of his .rise seemed only preparatory to the greatness of his dow nfal. All 
we know of his first disgrace with the emperor is, that Satrius Secundus was the man 
who had the boldness to accuse him. Antonia, the mother of Germanicus, seconded the 
accusation. What were the particulars of bis crimes we cannot learn; but certain it i$ 
that he attempted to usurp the empire l)y aiming at the life of Tiberius. He was very 
near dispatching him, when his practices were discovered, and his own , life was substi
tuted for that against which he aimed. Tiberius, sensible of the traitor’s power, pro
ceeded with his usual dissimulation in having him apprehended. He granted him new 
honours at the very time he resolved his death, and took him as his colleague in the 
consulship. The emperor’s letter to the senate began only with slight complaints against 
his friend, but ended in an order for putting him in prison. He intreated the senators to 
protect a poor old man, as he was abandoned by all ; and, in the mean time, prepared 
ships for his flight, and ordered soldiers for his security. The senate, who had long beeif , 
jealous of the fovourite’s power, and dreaded bis cruelty, immediately took this oppor
tunity of going beyond their orders. Instead of sentencing him to imprisonment they 
directed his execution. A strange revolution now appeared in the city ; of those num
bers that, but a moment before, were pressing into the presence of Sejanus with offers of 
service and adulation, not one ^vas found that vvould seem to be of his acquaintance t 
he was deserted by all ; and those who formerly received the greatest benefits from him 
seemed now converted into his most inveterate enemies. As he was conducting to exe
cution, the people loaded him with insult and execration. He attempted to hide his 
face with his hands, but even this was denied him, and his hands were secured. Nor 
did the rage of his enemies subside with his death ; his body was ignominiously dragged 
about the streets, and his whole family executed with him.

His death only ligl)ted up the emperors,rage for farther executions. Plancina, the 
wife of Piso, and others were executed for being attached to Sejanus. He began to 
grow weary of single executions, and gave orders that all the accused should be put to
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vleath togtthtr, without farther exatuimition. Tlje whole . city was filled with slaughter 
and inouraiug. When one Cariiuiius killed himself to avoid the torture, “ Ah,” cried 
Tiberius, “ how was that man able to escape me !” When a prisoner earnestly entreat
ed that he would not defer his death ; “ Know” said the tyrant, “ I am hot sufficiently 
“  your friend, to shorten your torments ’’

In this manner he lived odious to tire world and troublecome to himself: an enemv 
to the lives of others, a .tormentor of his own. At length, in the 22nd year of his reign, 
he began to feel the approaches of his dissolution, and that all his appetites totally for
sook him. He now, therefore, found it was time to think of a successor, and fixed Upon 
Caligula; willing, perhaps, by the enormity of Caligula’s conduct, with which he was 
well acquainted, to cover tlic memocy of his own.

Still, however, he seemed willing to avoid his end ; and strove, by change of place, to 
put ofi' tlie inquietude of his own reflections. lie  left his favourite island, and went 
upon the continent; and, at last, fixed on the promontory of Mlsenum. It was there 
that he fell into fainting^, which all believed to be fatal. Caligula, supposing him actu
ally dead, caused himself to be acknowledged by the prretorian soMiers, and went forth 
from the emperor’s apartment amidst the applauses of the multitude ; when all of a sud
den be was informed that the emperor was likely to recover. This unexpected account 
filled the whole court with terror and alarm ; every one w ho had before been earnest in 
testifying their joy, now re-assumed their pretended sorrow, and forsook the new emperor, 
through a feigned solicitude for the fate of the old. Caligula seemed thunderstruck, 
he preserved a gloomy silence, expecting ‘ nothing but deal;h instead of the empire to 
which he had aspired. Macro, however, who was hardened in crimes, ordered that the 
dying emperor should be dispatched by smothering him with pillows, or, as some will have 
it, by poison. Thus Tiberius died, in the 78th year of his kge, after reigning 22 years.

The Romans were at this tim6 arrived at their highest pitch of effeminacy and vice. 
The wealth of almost every nation in the empire, having, for some time, circulated 
.through the city, brought with it the luxuries peculiar to each country ; that Roaie 
presented a detestable picture of various pollutions. In this reign lived Apicius, so well 
known for having reduced gluttony into a system ; some of the most notorious in this way 
thought it no shame to give 100 pounds fora single fish, and exhaust a fortune of 50,000 
pounds in one entertainment. Debaucheries of every other kind kept pace with this ; 
while the detestable folly of the times thought it was refining upon pleasure to make it 
unnatural. There were at Rome men called spintrise, whose sole trade it was to study 
new modes of pleasure; and .these were universally favourites of the great. The sena
tors were long fallen from their authority, atrd were no less estranged from their inte
grity and honour. Their whole study seemed to be how to invent new ways of flattering 
the emperor, and various methods of tormenting his supposed enemies. The people 
were still more corrupt, they had for some years been accustomed to five in idlenes.<>, 
upon the donation of the emperor; and, being satisfied / with subsistence, entirely gave 
up their freedom. Too effeininaix; and cowardly to go-to war, they only roiled against 
their governors; so that they were bad soldiers and .seditious, citizensk
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The enormities of Caligula were concealed at the heginning of his reign. In less than 
eight months every appearance of moderation and clemency vanished ; while furious 
passions, unexampled avarice, and capricious cruelty, began to take their turn in his 
mind. Pride, impiety, lust, avarice, all in the extreme, were every moment brought 
forward. '

He assumed divine honours, and gave himself the names of such divinities as he 
thought most agreeable to his nature. For this purpose he caused the heads of the 
statues of Jupiter sjpd some other gods to be struck off, and his own to he put in their 
places, lie  even built and dedicated a temple to his own divinity, in which his statue 
of gold was every day dressed in similar rohjcs to tliose which he himself wore, and was 
worshipped by crouds of a^rers. His priests were very numerous ; -the sacrifices ' 
made to him w ere of the most exquisite delicacies that could bo procured ; and the 
dignity of the priesthood was sought by the most opulent men of the city. However 
he admitted his wife and his horse to that honour; and,' to give a- finishing stroke to liis 
absurdities, he became a priest to himself. The manner in which he maintained his horse 
will give some idea of his domestic extravagance. He built a stable of marble, and a 
manger of ivory ; and whenever the animal, which he called Incitatus, was to run, he 
placed ccntincls near its'stable the niglit preceding, to prevent its slumbers from being 
broken. Hc appointed it a house, furniture, and kitchen, in order to treat all its visit
ors with proper respect. The emperor sometimes invited Incitatus to his own table, 
presented it with gilt oats;. and wine in a golden cup. He would often swear by 
the safety of his horse ; and it is said he would have appointed it to the consulship,
 ̂had not his death prevented. His impiety was but subordinate to his cruelties. lie  
slew many of the senate, and afterwards cited them to appear, as if they had killed them
selves. He cast great numbers of old and infirm men to wild beasts, to free the slate 
from such unserviceable citizens. He usually fed his wild beasts with tlie bodicj 
of those wretches which hc condemned, and every tenth day sent off numbers of them 
to be thus devoured ; which he jocosely called clearing his accounts.

He was assassinated by Cassius Cherca, tribune of the preetorian bands, in the 29th 
year of his age, after a short reign of not four years. It will be unnecessary to add any 
thing more to his character than the words of Seneca ; namely, “ Nature seemed to have 
“ brought him forth to show what »vas possible to be produced from the greatest vice, 
“ supported by the greatest authority.”

His successor Claudius, in the beginning of his reign, gaye the higlrcst hopes of a 
happy continuance ;• but he soon began to lessen his care for the public, and to commit 
to his favourites all the concerns of the empire. This prince, weak from his infancy, 
was little able, when called to govern, to act, but linder the direction of others. One of 
bis chief instructors was his wife Mcssalina ; whose name is-become a common appel
lation for women of abandoned characters. By her was Claudius urged on to commit 
cruelties, which he considered only as wholesome severities, while her debaucheries be-> 
came every day more ndtorious,* and exceeded what .had ever, been known in Rome. 

VwL. H . 3 N  .
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For her crimes and enormities, however, she, together with her paramour^ Caius Silius, 
• suffered that death they had so justly deserved.

Claudius took for his second wife Agrippina, the daughter of his brother Germanicus, 
' a woman of a cruel and ambitious spirit, whose whole aim being to procure tlic succes
sion for Nerp, her son by a former marriage, treated Claudius with great haughtiness, 
and, after having taken her measures, removed him by slow poison.

Nero, though but 17yoarsold, began his reign with the general approbation of man- 
iind, Ha appeared liberal, just, and humane. AVhen a warrant fijr the execution of 
a criminal was brought him to be signed, he cried out with compassion, “ Would to 
“ heaven that I had never learned to write!”

Rut as he increased in years his progress in wickc^pcss increased in proportion 
The execution of his mother, Agrippina, was the first alarming instance he gave of his 
cruelty. The mounds of virtue being thus broken down, Nero gave a loose to the appe
tites that were not only sordid but inhuman. There was a sort of odd contrast in bis 
disposition; for while he practised cruelties sufficient to make the mind shudder with 
horror, he was fond of those atnusing arts which soften and refine the heart. He was 
particularly addicted, even from childhood, to music, and not totally ignorant of poetry ; 
chariot-driving was his favourite pursuit ; and all these ho frcciuently exhibited io 
public. ,

In the 1 Uh year of the reign of this abominable emperor |a great part; of the city of 
Rome was consumed by fire. In such general detestation was Nero held, that this 
calamity is attributed to his immediate command. However it is certain, that pretend
ing compassion for the multitude, who were thus bereft of their dwellings, he caused 
tabernacles to be erected for their reception, and provided them * with a largo supply of 
furniture and of food. Upon the ruins of the demolished city, Nero founded a palace, 
which he called his golden house ; though it was not so much admired on Recount of an 
immense profusion of gold, precious stones, and other inestimable ornaments, as for its 
vast extent, containing-spacious fields, Targe wildernesses, artificial lakes, thick woods, 
orchards, vineyards, hills, groves, &c. '

The ground that was not taken up by the foundations ofNcro^s own palace, he assigned 
for houses, which were not placed, as after the burning of the city by the Gauls, at 
random, and without order ; but the streets were laid out regularly, spacious, and 
straight ; the edifices were restrained to a certain height, perhaps of 70 feet, according 
to^tlie plan of Augustus ; the courts were widened ; and to all the great houses which 
stood by themselves, and were called isles, porticos .were added, which Nero engaged 
to raise at his own expence, and to deliver to each proprietor the squares about tbens 
clear from all rubbish. He likewise promised rewards according to every man’s rank and 
substance, and fixed a day for the performance of his promise ; on condition, that 
against that day their several houses and palaces were finished. He moreover made the 
following wise regulations, to obviate such a dreadful calamity for the future ; to wit. That 
the new buildings should be raised to a certain height Svithout* timber, that they should
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bo arched with stone from the quarries of Gabii and Alba, which were proof against fire» 
that over the common springs, which were diverted by private men for their own uses* 
overseers should be placed to prevent that abuse ; that every citizen should have ready 
in his own house, some machine proper to extingush the fire ; that no wall should bt; 
common to two houses, but every one be inclosed within its own peculiar walls, &c, 
1'hus the city, in a short time, rose out o f  its ashes with new lustre, and more beautiful 
tlian ever.

Nothing could be more dreadful' than the persecution which Nero raised against the 
Christians, under the pretence that they were the incendiaries who had destroyed the 
city. Some were covered with the skins of wild beasts, and in that resemblance devoured 
by dogs. Some were crucified, and others burnt alive. Paul and Peter are said, both 
of them to have perished on this occasion. At length human nature grew weary of 
bearing her persecutor, and the whole world seemed to rouze, as if by common consent, 
to rid the earth of a monster. ’

Sergius Galba, at that time governor of Spain, was remarkable for wisdom in peafeĉ  
and courage in war ; but as all talents, under corrupt princes, are dangerous, he, for 
some years, bad seemed willing to court obscurity and an inactive life. Willing, how
ever, to rid his -country of this monster, he accepted the invitation of Vindex, to 
march with an army towards Rome. From the moment he declared pgainst Nero, the 
tyrant considered himself as fallen. He received the account as he was at supper, and, 
instantly struck with terror, overturned the table with his foot, breaking two crystal 
vases of immense value. He fell into a swoon, and there tore his clothes, and struck 
his head, crying out, That he was utterly undone. He now called for the assistance of 
Locusta, a wonjan famous in the art of poisoning, to furnish him with the means of 
death : but being prevented in this, and the revolt becoming general, be went in person, 
from house to house, but the doors were shut against him. Being reduced to a state o# 
desperation, be desired that one of his favourite gladiators might dispatch him, but even 
in this request not one would obey. “ Alas !” cried he, “ have I neither friend nor 
** enemy ?” And then running desperately forth, seemed resolved to plunge headlong 
into the Tiber. But his courage failing him, he made a sudden stop, as if willing to 
re-collect his reason ; and asked for some secret place where he might re-assumc his 
courage, and meet death with becoming fortitude. In this distress, Phaon, one of his 
freedincn, offered lijm his country-house, about four miles distant, Avhcrc he might, for 
seme time, remarn concealed. Nero accepted the offer ; and, with his head covered, 
hiding his face with his handkerchief, he mounted on horseback, attended by four'of his 
domestics, of whom the wretched Sporus was one. His journey, though short, was 
crouded with adventures. An earthquake gave him the first alarm. The lightning 
from heaven next flashed in his face. Round him he heard nothing but'confu.sed noises 
from the camp, and the cries of the soldiers, imprecating a thousand evils iipoa his head. 
A passenger meeting him on the way, cried, “ Those men are in pursuit o f  N e r o "  

Another asked him if there was afly news of Nero in the city. His horse taking fright 
at a dead body that lay near the road, he dropped his handkerchief: when a soldier
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addressing him. by t;jaine, lie quitted his horse, and forsaking the highwa}', entered into a 
tliiokot that led towards the back- part of Phaon’s house, through which he crept, making 
the best of his way through the reeds and brambles, with w hich the place was overgrown. 
^During this interval the senate, finding the praetorian guards had taken part with Galba, 
declared him emperor, and condemned Nero to die, according to the rigour of the an- 
lient laws. AVhen he was told of the resolution of the senate, he asked what was meant 
by being punished according to the rigour of the antient law? To this he was answered 
that the criminal was to be stripped naked, his head was to be fixed in a pillory, and in 
that posture he was to be scourged to death. Nero was so terrified at this that he had 
siezed two poniards wliich he had brought with him ; but examining their points, return
ed them to their sheaths, pretending that the fatal moment was not yet arrived. l ie  then 
desired Sporus to begin the lamentations which are used at funerals ; he next entreated 
that sonje one of his attendants would die to give him courage by his example, and after
wards began to reproach his own cowardice, crying out, “ Does this become Nero r Is  

trifling thus well timed? N o! let me be courageous!” In fact he had no time to 
spare; for the soldiers who had been in pursuit of’ him, were just then approaching the 
house; when, upon hearing the sound of the horses’ feet, he set a dagger to liis throat,- 
with which, bj' the assistance of Epaphroditus, his freeciman and secretary, he gave 
himself a mortal wound. However he was not yet dead, when one of the centurions 
entering the room, and pretending that he came to his relief, attempted to stop the blood 
with his cloak. But Nero regarding him with a stern countenance, said, “ It is now 
“ too late ! Is this your fidelity P” Upon which, with his eyes fixed, and frightfully 
staring, he expired ; exhibiting, even after death, a ghastly s|)ectaclc of innoxious tyranny. 
He reigned 13 years, seven months, and 28 days, and died in th6 32nd year of his age.

The next 18 months must be divided into the reigns of three emperors, each of whom 
'■obtained the throne by the sword, and afterwards lost his life to make way | for his suc
cessor. Gal ha was, while a private man, renowmed for his virtues, but after his acces
sion to the crown did hot escape the charges of avarice and cruelty. Otho had loosef 
principles, but gained considerable esteem by his clemency in pardoning the adherents 
of Galba. Vitelliiis was distinguished principally by his gluttony, which he supported 
by extortion practised on his subjects. After this series of civil comrhotions the empire 
enjojed a return of tranquillity under the just government of Vespasian. He reigned 1.0 
years with an excellent character, though not wholly free from the imputation of rapacity 
and avarice. At his decease, in the year 79, his son Titus w'as joyfully Received as eqt- 
peror, and began to reign vvith the practice of every virtue that became a sovereign and 
a man. During the life of iris father there had been many imputations against him both 
for cruelty, lust, and prodigality ; but upon his exaltation to the throne, he seemed 
entirely to take leave of his former vices, and became &ii example of the greatest mode
ration and humanity. The first step towards gaining the affections of his subjects, was 
the moderating bis passions, and bridling his inclinations. He had long loved Berenice, 
sister of Agrippa, king of Judea, a woman of the greaVest beauty and refined allurements.: 
but knowing that the connection with her. was entirely disagreeable to the people o f -■
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Rome, he gained tlic victory over his affections and sent her away, notwithstanding their 
mutual passion, and the aits she used to induce liim to change his resolutions. He next 
discarded those who had been tiie ministers of his pleasures, thougli lie liad formerly 
taken great pains in the selection. This moderation procured him the love of all good 
men, and the appellation of the Delight of Mankind; which all his actions seemed cal
culated to insure. *

Titus took particular care to punish all informers, false witnesses, and*promotcrs of 
dissension. Wretches who had their rise in the licentiousness and impurity of former 
reigns, were now become so numerous that their crimes called loudly for punishment. 
Of these he daily made public exam[)Ies ; condemning them to be scourged in the pub
lic streets, dragged through the theatre, and then banished into the uninhabited parts o f’ 
the empire^ or sold as slaves. His courles^' and readiness to do good have been cele
brated even by Christian writers ; his principal rule being not to send away a petitioner 
dissatisfied. One night recollecting that he had done nothing beneficial to mankind 
during' the day, he cried out “ I  have lost a day !" A sentence too remarkable not to be 
had in remembrance. His death w hich happened in the third year of his reign, is sup
posed to have been hastened by the treachery of his brother. Domitian. Domitian was 
as mticli distinguished by arrogance, lewdness, ingratitude, and cruelty, as his two pre
decessors had been by their virtues. So mean and frivolous were his pursuits, and 
so strong w as his inclination to inflict misery, that he usually spent his hours of retire
ment in catching flies, and sticking them througli with a bodkin. His odious reign was 
terminated in the year 96, when he was stabbed by Stephanus, the comptroller of his 
hou.sehold.

Nerva, his successor, was a mild and benevolent prince, whose greatest fault was his 
neglecting to punish his enemies and those of the state. He adopted Trajan, who is 
considered by many as having been the most excellent of all the Roman emperors. 
Having conquered the kingdom of Dacia and given peace and prosperity to the empire,, 
Trajan was loved, honoured, and almost adored. He adorned the city with public 
buildings ; he freed it from such men as lived by their vices ; he entertained persons of 
merit with familiarity ; and so little did he fear his enemies that lie could scarcely be 
induced to suppose he had any;

It had been happy for this great-prince’s memory, had he shewn an equal clemency to 
all his subjects ; but about the ninth year of his reign he was persuaded to look upon the 
Christians with a suspicious eye; and great numbers of them were put to death by 
popular tumults and judicial proceedings. However the persecution ceased • after some 
lime, for the emperor, having advice of the innocence and simplicity of the Christians,. 
and of their inoffensive and moral way of living, he suspended their punishments.

He was succeeded, in the year ll7 , by his nephew Adrian. He began to pursue a 
course opposite to that of his predecessor, taking every method of declining war, and 
promoting the arts of peace. He was satisfied with preserving the antient limits of tlie 
empire, and seemed no way ambitious of extensive conquest.

He was scarcely settled on the tfarone when several of the northern barbarians began 
V ot. II.. « .Q .
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to make devastations on the empire. These hardy nations, who now found the way to 
conquer hy issuing from their forests and tlicn retiring upon the approach of a su[)erior 
force, bc£rnn to be trulv formidable to Rome. Adrian had thoughts of contracting Ilje 
limits of tl'.e empire, hy giving up some of the n.ost remote and least defensible provinces ; 
l)Ut in this lie was over-ruled by his friends, who wrongly imagined that- an extensive 
frontier would intimidate an invading enemy. But though he complied with their re- 
moristranccs he broke down the bridge over the Danube, which his predecessor had 
built, sensible that the same passage which was open to him, was erjually convenient to 
the incursions of his barbarous neighliours.

He visited the most considerable provinces of the empire to gratify his curiosity and 
reforiii ainises. Like his predecessor he at one time persecuted the Christians, but at 
length formed a more favourable ojiinion of them.

Titus Antonins ascended the throne in the year 138. He was then above 50 years 
old, and had passed through many of the most important offices of the state with great 
integrity and application. His virtues in private life were no way impaired by exaltation, 
as he shewed himself one of the most excellent princes for justice, clemency, and mode
ration. His morals were so pure that ho was usually compared to Numa, and was sur- 
named the Pious, both for-his tenderness to his predece.ssor Adrian when dying, and his 
jiarlicular attachment to the religion of his country.

He left Marcus Aurelius sole successor to the throne, but he took Lucius Verus as his 
associate and equal in governing the state. Aurelius was the son of Amicus Verus, of 
an anlient and illustrious family, which claimed its original from Numa. Lucius Vei^us 
was the son of Coinmodus, who had been adopted by Adrian, but died before he suc
ceeded to the tlironC. Aurelius was as remarkable for his yirtues and accomplishments, 
as his partner in the empire was for his ungovernable passions and debauched morals. 
The one was an example of the greatest goodness and wisdom, the other of ignorance, 
,5!oth, and extravagance.

Nothing could exceed the miserable state of the empire after the return o f  Verus from 
his Parthian expedition. In this horrid picture were represented an emperor, unawed 
by example or the calamities surrounding him, giving way to unheard of debaucheries .; 
a raging pestilence spreading terror and desolation through (all parts of the western 
world ; earthquakes, famines, and inundations, such as had never before happened ; the 
products of the earth throughout all Italy devoured by locusts ; the barbarous nations 
around the empire taking advantage of its various calamities, j and making their irrup
tions even into Italy itself. The priests doing all they could to put a stop to the miseries 
o f the stale by attempting to appease the gods; vowing and offering numberless sacri
fices ; celebrating all the sacred rites that had ever been known in Rome; and exhibiting 
the solemnity called Lectisternia (a kind of funeral banquets prepared for the gods) 
seven days together. 7'o crown the whole, these enthusiasts, as if the impending calami
ties had not been sufficient, ascribed the distresses of the state to the jmpieties of the 
Christians; a violent persecution ensued in all parts of the empire.; and Justin Martvr, 
Polycarp, and a prodigious number suffered martyrdopi.
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In U-is scene of universariumult, desolation, and distress, there was hoihii)f» loft hut 
the virtues and l!ie wisdom of ono man to restore tranquillity, and bring back happiiiebs 
to the empire. Aurelius began his endeavours by marcliing against the Marcofnaniii 
and, Quadi, taking Verus with him, who reluctantly left the sensual delights of Rome 
for tlie fatigues of a camp. They came up with the Marcomanni near the city of Aquileia, 
and after a furious engagement routed their whole army ; then pursuing them across the 
Alps, overcame them in several contests, -ami at last entirely defeating them, returned 
into Italy without any considerable loss. As tlie winter'was far advanced, Verus was 
detennined upon going to Rome ; in wiiich journey he was sieaed with an apoplexy that 
put an end to his life, being 39 ycars'oki, having reigned in conjunction with Aurelius 
nine years.

Aurelius, w'ho had hitherto sustained the fatigues of governing not only an empire but 
bis colleague, hrgan to act with greater diligence and more vigour than ever. After tins 
subduing'lhe Marcomanni, be returned to Rome, where he resumed his usual endeavours 
to benefit mankind by a farther reformation. The remainder of his reign was employed 
for the good of his people, and was terminated by his death in the year 180.

As after the death of Marcus Aurelius lire Roman empire rapidly declined, it may not 
be improper to give some account of its military force at that period.
- The numbers of the Roman armies are not easily calculated with any tolerable accu
racy, We may compute, however, that the legion which consisted of 6831 Romans, 
might with its attendant auxiliarie.s, amount to 12,500 men. The peace establishment 
of Adrian and his successors were composed of no fewer than 30 of these formidable 
brigades ; and most probably formed an army of 370,000 men. ^Instead of being con
fined within the walls of fortified cities, which the Romans considered as the refuge of 
weakness or pusillanimity, the legions were encamped on the banks of the great rivers, 
and along the frontiers of the batbarians. Three legions were encamped for Britain. 
The principal streng-tlj lay upon the Rhine and Danube, and consisted pf 16 legions, • 
disposed in the following proportions ; two in the Lower, ahd three in the Upper Ger
many ; one in Ilhoetia ; one in Noricum ; four in Pannonia ; three in Moesia ; and two 
in Dacia. The defence of the Euphrates was entrusted to eight legions, six of whom 
were placed in Syria, and the other two in Cappadocia. With regard to Egypt, Africa, 
and Spain, as they- were far removed from any important scene of war, a single legion 
n)aintained the domestic tranquillity of each of those great province.s. Italy was defended 
by the city cohorts and prastorian guards formerly mentioned. These differed nothing 
from tlie legions in their arms and institutions, except in a more s[>lendid appearance, 
and a less rigid discipline.

The Roman navy, though sufficient for every useful purpose of government, never 
seemed adequate to the greatness of the empire. ' The policy of the emperors was 
directed only to preserve the peaceful dominion of the Mediterranean sea, which was 
included within their dominions, and to protect the commerce of tlseir subjects. Two 
pertuanent fleets were stationed by Augustus; one tit Ravenna on the Adnaiic, and the 
cihcr at Misenum, in the bay of Nttples. Avery considerable force was ’also stationed
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at Frejus in Provence ; and the Euxine was guarded by 40 ships and 3000 soldiers. To 
all these we may add the fleet which preserved the communication between Gaul and 
Jiritain, and a great number of vessels constantly maintained on the Rhine and Danube, 
to harrass the enemy, or intercept the passage of the barbarians. The whole military 
establishment by sea and land, amounted to about 4d0,000 ivien.

The character of Comniodus bears so near a resemblance to that of Domitian, that 
the reader might imagine be was going over the same reign. The chief circumstance that 
distinguishes Commodiis from other dissolute and sanguinary tyrants, was his prodigious 
strength, which isTsaid to have excelled that of any other person in the empire. He was 
assassinated, A. D. 192, with so great secrecy that few were acquainted with the real 
circumstances of his death. ,

Helvius Pertinax, w hose virtues and courage rendered him worthy of the most ex
alted station, and who had passed through many changes of fortune, hadubeen previously 

■ fixed upon to succeed him. When, therefore, the conspirators repaired to his house to 
salute him emperor, he considered it as a command from the emperor Commodus for 
bis death. Upon Lsetus entering his apartment, Pertinax, without any shew of fear, 
cried out, that for many days he had expected to end his life in that manner, wondering 
that the emperor had deferred it so long. lie  was not a little surprised when informed 
of the real cause of their visit ; and being strongly urged to accept of the empire, he at 
last complied.

Nothing could excceed the justice and wisdom of this monarch’s reign the short time it 
continued. But the prsetoriun soldiers, whose manners h^^had attempted to reform, 
having been long corrupted by the indulgence and profusion of their former monarch, 
began to hate him for the parsimony and disci()line hp had introduced among them. 
They therefore resolved to dethrone him ; and accordingly, in a tumultuous manner, 
marched through the streets of Rome, entered bis palace without opposition, where a 

«Tungrian soldier struck him dead with a blow of his lance. From the number of his 
adventures he was called the tennis-ball of fortune  ̂ and certainly no mad ever experi
enced such a variety of situations, with so blameless a character. He reigned but three 
months.

The soldiers, having committed this outrage, sold the empire to Didius, a celebrated • 
lawyer, and the richest citizen in Rome. He appears to have been a weak rather than a 
.wicked prince, but was dispatched by order of the senate, who had proclaimed Severus 
in his stead. I . '

Severus, having overcome Niger and Albinus, who were his competitors for the 
empire, took the reins of government, uniting great vigour with the most refined policy?; 
yet his African cunning was considered as a singular defect in him. He is celebrated 
for bis wit, learning, and prudence ; but execrated for his perfidy and cruelty. In 
short, be seemed equally capable of the greatest act^ of virtue and the most bloody 
severities. ‘ .

He loaded his soldiers with rewards and honours, giving them such privileges as 
strengthened hfa own, power, while they destroyeddhat of the state. For the soldierc,
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to an abuse of power, were now 

an active though cruel reign of

began tcT

who had hitherto shewed the strongest inclination 
made arbiters of the fate of emperors.

He died at York, in the .tiGth year of his age, after 
18 years.

Caracalla and Gcta, his sons, being acknowledged as emperors by the army 
shew a mutual hatred to each other, even before their arrival at Rome. Btit this oppo
sition was of no long continuance; for Caracalla, being, resolved to govern alone, 
furiously entered Geta’s apartment, and, followed by ruffians, slew him in his mother’s 
arms.

Being thus emperor, he went on to mark his course with blood. Whatever was done 
by DomUian or Nero, fell short of this tnoiister’s barbarities, llis tyrannies at length 
excited the resentment of Macrinus, the (jommander of the forces in ^Mesopotamia, 
who employed one Martial, a man of great strerigh, and a centurion of the guards, to 
dispatch him.

IMacrinus w:as made emperor by the soldiers, but was cut off, after a reign of a year 
and two months, by the intrigues of Mosa and her grandson Heliogabalus ; who was the 
natural child of Caracalla.

The senate and citizens of Rome being obliged to submit to the appointment of the 
army as usual, Heliogabalus ascended the throne at the age of 14. His short life was a 
mixture of effeminacy, lust, and extravagance. He married, in the short space of four 
years, six wives, and divorced them all. He was so fond of the sex, that he carried his 
mother with liim to the senaie-house, and demanded that she should always be present 
when matters of importance were debated. He even went so far as to build a senate- 
house for women, with suitable orders, habits, and distinctions, of which his mother 
was made president. They met several times ; all their debates turning upon the fashions 
of the day, and the different formalities to be used at giving and receiving visits. To^ 
these follies he added cru-elty and boundless prodigality ; he used to say that such dishes 
as were cheaply obtained were scarce worth eating. I t is even said he strove to forctel 
what was to happen by inspecting tbe entrails of young men sacrificed ; and that he 
chose the most beautiful youths throughout his empire to be slain for that horrid 
purpose.

However his soldiers mutinying, as was now usual with them, they followed him to his 
palace, pursuing him from apartment to apartment, till at last he was found concealed in 
a privy. Having dragged him from thence through the street? with the mo.st bitter in
vectives, and having dispatched him, they attempted once more to squeeze his pampered 
carcase into a privy ; but not easily effecting this, they threw'it into the Tiber, with heavy 
weigiits, that none might afterwards find or give it burial. Tills was the ignominious 
death of Heliogabalus, in the 18th year of his age, after a detestable reign of four 
years. '

To him succeeded Alexander, his cousin-german, who, without opposition, being 
declared emperor, tbe senate, with their usual adulation, were for conferring new titles 
upon him ; but he modestly declined them all. To the most rigid justice he added the

Voi.. i l .  2 P
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greatest humanity. He loved the good, and nas a severe reprover of the lewd ami 
infamous. His accomplishments were equal to his virtues. He was an excellent 

• mathematician, geometrician, and musician ; he was equally skilful in painting and 
scul[>ture ; and in poetry few in his time could equal him. In short, such were his- 
talents, and such the solidity of his judgment, that though but i6  years of age he was 
considered at> a wise old man.

About the tJtii'year of his reign, the Upper Germans and other northern nations 
began to j)Our down immense swarms of people upon t!;e more southern parts,of the 
empire, d hey passed the Rliine and the Danube with such fury that all Italy was 
thrown into the most extreme consternation. . d'he'enjperor, ever ready to expose his 
person fur the safety of his peo])Ie, made what levies he could, and went in person to 
stem the torrent ; w hich lie speedily effected. It was in the course of his successes 
against the enemy, that lie was cut off by a mutiny among his own soldiers, d ie  died in the 
i?ĉ lh year of his age, after a prosperous reign of 13 years and nine days.

The tumults occasioned by the death of Alexander being appeased, Maxlmin, who 
had been the chief promoter of the sedition, was chosen emperor. Tliis extraordinary 
man, whose character deserves particular attention, was born of very obscure parentage, 
being the son of a poor herdsman of Thrace. He followed his father’s humble profession, 
atid had exercised his personal courage against the robbers who infested that part of tlie 
country in'vvhich he lived. Soon after,- his ambition increasing, he left his poor employ
ment and enlisted in the Roman army, where he soon became remarkable for liis great 
strength, discipline, and courage. This gigantic man, we are tyid, w'as eight feet and a 
half higli ; he had strength corresponding to his si^e, hewing not more remarkable for the 
magnitude than the .symmetry of hi.s person. His wife’s bracelet usually served him for 
a thutiib-ring, and his strength was so great that he was able to draw a carriage which 
two oxen could not move. He could strike out a horse’s teeth with a blow of liis fist, 
and.break its thigh with a kick. Ills diet, it is said, was as extraordinary as his endow-, 
ments ; he generatly ate 40 pounds weight of flesh every day, and drank six gallons of 
wine,.without committing any debauch in either. With a frame so athletic he was pos
sessed of a mind undaunted in danger, and neither fearing n^r regarding any man. The 
first time he was made known to the emperor Severus, who w'as then celebrating games 
on the birth-day of his son Geta, he overcame 15 in running, one after the other : he 
then kept up with the emperor on horseback ; and having fatigued him in the course, he 
was opposed to seven of the most active soldiers, and overcame them with the greatest 
ease. From that circumstance he was particularly noticed, had been taken info the 
emperor’s body guard, and, by the usual gradation of preferment, came to be chief com
mander. He had been equally remarkable for bis simplicity, discipline, and virtue; but 
upon coming to the empire, was found to be one of the greatest monsters of cruelty ibnt 
had ever disgraced power ; fearful of nothing himsel/ he seemed to sport with the terrors 
of all mankind.

However his cruelties did not retard his military operations, wliich were carried on 
with a spirit becoming a better monarch. He overthrew the Germans in several battles.
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wasted all their country with fire and sword for 400 miles together, and formed a reso
lution of subduing all the northern nations as far as the ocean. In these expeditions, Jn 
order to attacij the soldiers more firmly to him, he increased their pay ; and in every 
duty of the camp he himself took as much pains as the meanest centinel in hia i.rmy, 
and shewed incredible courage and’assiduity. In every engagement, where the corifiict* 
was hottest, Maxiinin was seen fighting in person, and destroying all be/ore him, for 
being bred a barbarian he considered it as his 'dutv to combat as a common soldier, 
while he commanded as a general, '

In the mean time his cruelties had so alienated the minds of his subjects, that several 
conspiracies were secretly aimed against him. None of them,’ however, succeeded, till 
at last his ov\n soldiers, being long harrassed by famine and fatigue, and hearing of 
revolts on every side, resolved to terminate their calamities by the tyrant’s death. His 
great strength and Ins being always armed were at first the principal motives to deter any 
from.assassinating him ; but at length the soldiers, having made his guards accomplices 
iu their design, set upon him while he slept at noon in his tent, and slew both him and 
his son, whom he had made his partner in the cn)|)ire, without any opposition. Thus dif;d 
this most remarkable man, after an usurpation of about three years, and in the Goth year 
of his age. Ills assiduity when in humble station, and bis cruelty when in power, serve 
very well to evipce that there are some men wliose virtues are fitted for obscurity; as 
there are others who only shew themselves great when placed in an exalted station.

Pupienus and Balbinus were created emperors by the senate, but murdered by the 
praetorians. Gordian, who was advanced by ti)e soldiers, was but 16 years old when 
he began his reign, but bis virtues seemed to compensate for his want of experience; 
His principal aims were to unite the opposing members of government, and to reconcile 

, the soldiers and citizens to each other. He w as slain by the order of Philip, after a 
successful reign of near six years.

Philip was removed in a similar manner to make way for his supcessor Decius, whose* 
activity and wisdom seemed in some measure to stop the hastening decline of the Roman 
einpire. The senate seemed to think so highly of his merits that they voted him not 
inferior to Trajan ; and iruiced he seemed in every instance to consult their dignity and 
the welfare of all inferior ranks of people. But no virtues could now prevent the ap
proaching downfal of the state; the obstinate disputes between the pagans and the 
Christians within the empire, and the unceasing irruptions of barbarous nations from 
without, enfeebled it beyond the power of remedy. He was killed in an ambuscade of 
the enemy, in the 50th year of his age, after a reign of about five years.

Gallus, w ho had betrayed the Roman army, had address enough to get himself declared 
emperor by that part of it which survived the defeat ; ho was 45 years old when he began 
to reign, and w as descended from an honourable family in Rome. He was the first who 
bought a dishonouralde peace from the enemies of the state, agreeing to pay a consider- , 
able annual tribute to the Goths, whom it was his duty to repress. l ie  was regardless ' 
of every national calamity, and lost to debauchery and sensuality. The pagans were 
allowed a power of persecuting ^he Christians through all parts of the state. These
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calamities were succeeded by a pestilence from heaven that seemed to have generally 
spread over the earth, and continued raging for several years in an unheard of manner ; 
as well as by a civil w’ar, which followed shortly after, between Gallos and his general 
jEinilianus, wdio having gained a victory over the Goths, was proclaimed emperor by his 

, conquering army. Gallus, hearing this, soon roused from the intoxicatioivs of pleasure, 
and prepared to oppose his dangerous rival; he with his son was slain by vEmilianus, in 
a battle fought in Mesia. His death was merited, and his vices were such as to deserve 
the detestation of posterity'. He died in the 47th year of his age, after an unhappy reign 
of two years and four months, in w hich the empire suffered inexpressible calamities.

The senate refused to acknowledge the claims of -'Emilianus ; and an army that was 
stationed near the Alps chose Valerian, who was their commander, to succeed to the 
throne. Valerian, being thus universally acknowledged as emperor, although arrived 
at the age of 70, set about reforming the state with a spirit that seemed to mark a good 
mind and unabated vigour. But reformation was then grown almost impracticable. Tire 
disputes between the Pagans and Christians divided the empire as before ; a dreadful 
persecution of the latter ensued. The northern nations over-ran the Roman dominions 
in a more formidable manner tlwn ever ; and the empire began to be usurped by a 
multitude of petty leaders, each of w horn, neglecting the general state, set up for iiimself. 
To add to these calamities, the Persians, under their king Sapor, invaded Syria ; and 
coming into Mesopotamia, took the unfortunate Valerian prisoner, and retained him in 
captivity till his death. , I

When Valerian was taken prisoner, Galienus, his son, promising to revenge the insult, 
was chosen emporor, being then about 41 years old. Ho|vever he soon discovered that 
be sought rather the splendours than the toils of empire for after having overthrown 
Ingenuus, who,had assumed the title of emperor, he sat down, as if fatigued with con
quest, and gave himself up to ease and luxury. A great number of usurpers now pre- 

' tended Id jbe  empire, and have been distinguished by the name of the 30 tyrants. How 
ever ffiere were only 19 ; viz. Cyriades, Macrianus, Balista, Udenatus, and Zenobia in 
the east ; in Gaul and the AVestern provinces, Posthumus, Lollianus, A^ictorinus, 
and his mother Victoria, Marius, and Tetricus ; in Illyricum,^ and on the confines of the 
Danube, Igenuus, Regillianus, and Aurcolus ; in Pontus Saturninus ; in Issuria, 
Trebcllianus ; in Thessaly, Piso ; in Achaia, A^alens ; in Egypt, ■ iEmilianus ; and in 

, Africa, Celsus. .
The consequences of these numerous usurpations were the most fatal that can be con

ceived. The elections of these precarious emperors, their life and death, were equally 
destructive, to their subjects and adherents. The price of their elevation was instantly 
paid to the troops by an immense donation, drawn from the exhausted people. Hovv- 
ever virtuous their character, and however pure their intentions might be ; they found 
themselves reduced to the necessity of supporting t'.ieir usurpation by frequent acts of 
repine and cruelty. When they fell they involved armies and provinces in their fall. 
Whilst the forces of the state were dispersed in private quarrels, the defenceless pro
vince.? lay exposed to every invader. The bravest usurpers were compelled, by the per-
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plexity of their situation, to conclude dishonourable treaties with the barbarians, and 
even to submit to shameful tributes, and introduce such numbers of barbarians into the 
Roman service as seemed sufficient at once to overthrow the empire.

A succession- o f able emperors, Claudius, Aureliaii, Tacitus, and Probus, re-united 
the scattered fragments into which the. Roman power had been divided, repressed the • 
incursions of the barbarians, and contributed much to defer the approaching ruin of 
their country. The reigns of Cams, Numerian, and Carinu.s, comprehended the space 
of but about two years, and produced no very remarkable alterations.

Dioclesian was a person of mean birth ; he received his name from Dioclea, the town 
in which he was bOrn, and was about 4,0 years old when be was elected to the empire. 
He owed his exaltation entirely to bis merit, having passed through all the gradations of 
office, with sagacity, courage, and success. In his time the northern hive, as it was 
called, poured down their swarms of barbarians upon the Roman empire. Ever at war 
with the Romans they issued forth, whenever the army that was to repress their invasions 
was called away; and upon its return they suddenly withdrew into their cold, barren, 
and inaccessible retreats, which themselves alone could endure. In this manner the 
Scythians, Goths, Sarmatians, Alani, Carsii, and Quadi came down in incredible num
bers ; while every defeat seemed but to increase their strength and perseverance ; after 
gaining many victories over these, and in the midst of his triumphs, Dioclesian and 
Maximian, his partner in the empire, .surprised the world by resigning (heir dignities on 
the same day, and both retiring into private st(.^ions. In this contented manner Dio
clesian lived some time. He died either by poison or madness, but by which of them 
is uncertain. His reign of HO years was active and useful ; and bis authority, which 
was tinctured with severity, was adapted to the depraved state of morals at that time.

Upon the resignation of the two emperors, the tw'o'Caesars, whom they had before 
chosen, were universally acknowledged as their successors ; namely Constantius Chlorus, 
so called from the paleness of his complexion, a man virtuous, valiant, and merciful ; * 
and Galerius, who was brave, but brutal, incontinent, and cruel. As there w'as such a 
disparity in tiieir tempers, they readily agreed, upon coming into full power, to divide 
the empire. Constantius was appointed to govern the western parts. Constantius died 
in Britain, appointing Constantine, his son, as liis successor. Galerius was seized with 
a very extraordinary disorder, which baffled the skill of his phj-sidans, and carried 
him off.

Constantine, afterwards surnamed the Great, had some competitors at first for the 
throne. Among the rest was Maxentius, who was at that time in possession of Rome, 
and a stedfast assertor to paganism. I t was in Constantine’s march against that usurper, 
we are told, that he was converted to Christianity, by a very extraordinary appearance. 
One evening, the army being on Us march towards Rome, Constantine was intent upon 
various considerations upon the fate of sublunary things, and tlie dangers of his approach
ing expedition. Sen-sible of bis own incapacity to succeed without divine assistance, he 
employed his meditations upon the opinions that were then agitated among mankind, and 
sent up his eiaculatious to heaven fo inspire him with wisdom to choose tlie path he 

Voi.. II; Q
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shooH pursue. As the sun was dedming there suddenly appeared a pillar oflight in thf 
heavens, in the fashion of a cross^ with this inscription, IN  THIS OVERCOM E. So- 
extraordinary an apppcarance did not tail to create astonishment both in the emperor 
and hia whole arnoy, who reflected on it as their various dispositions led them to believe. 

»Those who were attached to paganism, prompted by their aruspices, pronounced it to 
he a  most ieauspicious omen, portending the most unfortunate events y bnt it made a 
diderent impression on die emperor’s mind.; who, as tlie account goes, was furtlier en
couraged by visions the same night. H e' therefore, the day following, caused a royal 
standard to be made, like that which had been seen in the heavens, and coinmanded it 
to be carried before him in his wars, as an ensign of victory and celestial protection. 
After this be consulted with the principal teachers of Christianity, and made a. public 
avowal of that sacj-ed persuasion.

When Constantine had overcome all his competitors, and become sole monarch of 
the empire, he resolved to establish Christianity on so sure a basis that no new revolu
tions should shake i t ; he commanded that in all the provinces of the empire the ordera 
of the bishops should be exactly obeyed. He called also a general council of these, ia 
order to repress the heresies that had already crept into the church, particularly .that of 
Arms. To this council repaired about 318 btsliops, besides a  multitude of presbyters 
and deacons, together with the emperor himself: who all, except about 17, concurred 
in condemning the tenets of Arius, who, with his associates, was banished into a remote 
part of the empire. i

The other most important transactions of Constantine were his removal of the seat of 
government to the newly erected city of Constantinople, and his dividing the empire 
among his three sons. Constantine, the emperor's eldesi son, commanded in Gaul and 
the Western provinces ; Constantins, his second son, governed Africa and Illyricnm : 
and Constans, the youngest, ruled in Italy. This division of the empire still farther 

” contributed to its own downfal ; for the united strength of the state being no longer 
brought to repress invasion, 'the  barbarians fought with superior numbers, and conquered 
at last, though often defeated. When Constantine was above 60 years old, and had 
reigned about 30, he found his health decline. His disorder which Was an. ague, in
creasing, he went to Nicomedia, where, finding himself withdut hopes of recovery, he 
caused himself to be baptized. He soon after received the sacrament and expired.

As Rome was at this time subject to Constantinople, we shall .defer relating the various 
events which attended the succession of emperors, till we enter unto that part of our 
work to which it more properly belongs.' It will be here sufficient to notice that the 
sovereign power was usually possessed by the w-eak, timorous, and voluptuous; the 
teachers of religion disgraced their characters, and distracted the empire by their projects 
of avarice and ambition ; and the enemies of Rome, though frequently defeated,' pene
trated the frontiers in immense numbers, and filled /all the Western provinces with 
desolation and blood. ,

In 416, Alaric, king of the Goths, twice besieged Rome, and at length by force or 
stratagem, made himself master of that city The s6ldiers bad free liberty to [)»lluge all
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pVaces except the Christian churches. This dreadful desolation continued for*'three- 
days' ; and unspeakable were the precious monuments, both of ai't and learning, that 
sunk under the fury of -the conquerors, in  ' 458,; .Geiiseric, king of the • Vandals,, con
tributed, to destroy what Alaric had Spared j' his merciless soldiers, for 14 days together, 
j'avaged, wijth implacable, fury, in the midst of tliat' venerable ’place. Neither private 
dwellings, ■ lior 'public' buildings, neither sex,. nor age, noi* religion, were the- ^east pro
tection against their lust or avarice. ' , - .

A t length the very name of Emperor o f the West expired, upon the abdicaliow of 
Augustulus ; and Odqacer, general of the Heruli, assumed the title o f King of all Italy. 
Such-w-as the end of this great empire, that bad conquered mankind with its arms,- and 
instructed the world with its wisdom ; that had risen by temperance, and that fell b / 
luxury; 'that had been established by a spirit o/patriotism, and that sunk into ruin when, 
the empire was become so extensive that a Roman citizen was an empty name. Its hnai 
dissolution''happened about years after the battle of P to sa lia ,' 146 after the 
removal of the -imperial ^seat to Constantinople, and 476 after the nativity of out 
Saviour. ' . \
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CHAPTER IV.

history o f the' several states which were founded on the ruins o f the Roman 
empire," in the south-west o f  Europe, till the destruction o f some o f them by the 
Saracens^ and the union o f f i e  others under the government o f  Chdrles f h e  
Great. _ ^

all tlie states that rose from the ruins of the Western empire, the I^rench monarchy 
first claims our notice : not on accQunt of its antiquity only, but becaus^ of its 

early and continued consequence. Gaul was shared by the Romans, tlie Visigoths, and 
the Burgundians, when Clovis, king of the Franks, son of Childeri(^, and grandson 
Merovius, head of the Salian tribe, defeated Syagrius, a Roman usurper in that province, 
and established a new kingdom, to which he gave the name of France, or the lanc| of 
Free Men.

Though Clovis was only 19 years of age when he obtained this victory, his prudence ap
pears to have been equal to his valour. And many circumstances conspired to his farther 
aggrandizement. The Gauls hated the dominion of tlie Romans, and were strongly 
attached to Christianity : Clovis gained on their piety by favouring their bishops ; and 
his marriage to Clotilda, niece to Gondeband, king of Burgundy, made them iiojie that 
he would speedily embrace the faith. The attachment of his countrymen to their antient 
worship was the sole objection : the pious exhortations of the queen had some effect ; 
and the king, having vanquished the Allemanni at Tolbiac, near Cologne, after an ob
stinate engagement, politically ascribed that victory to the God of Clotilda, whom he 
said he had invoked during the time of battle, under promise of becoming "a Christian, 
if crowned with success. He was accordingly baptized by St. Remigips, bishop of Reims, 
and almost the whole French nation followed his example.

This was a grand circumstance in favour of Clovis -; and he did not fail to take ad
vantage of it. The Gauls were staunch Catholics, but th? Visigoths and Burgundians 
were Arians. Clotilda however happily was a Catholic, though nursed in the bosom of 
Arianism ; and Clovis overflowed with zeal for the same faith, as soon as he found it 
would second his ambitious views. Under colour of religion he made war upon Alaric, 
king of the Visigoths, who possessed the country between the Rhone and the Loire ; the 
Gallic clergy favoured his pretensions ; and the battle of Vouille, in which the king of 
the Visigoths was vanquished, and slain near Poictiers, added to the kingdom of France 
the province of Aquitaine.

But Cloivis, instead of enjoying his good fortune wit̂ h dignity, disfigured the latter part of 
his reign by perfidies and cruelties towards the princes of his liouse, whom he extirpated. 
H e died in .511, after attempting to atone for his crimes by building and endowing 
churches and monasteries, and assembling a council cat Orleans for the regulation of church 
discipline.
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The deathi o( Clovis was a severe blow to the grandeur of the French monarchy ; fic• 
teft four sons, .who divided his extensive dominions among them. Thierry, the eldest, 
had .the largest share; he was king of Austrasia, or that part of the Oriental France 
which lies between the Rhine and the Meuse. Metz was his capital. Chiidebert was 
ling* of Paris, Clodomir of Orleans, and Clotaire of Soissons. The division of the 
empire qf the Franks into four independent kingdoms not only weakened its force, but 
gave rise to endless broils. The brothers became enemies whenever their interests jarred. 
The most frghtful barbarities were the consequencii of their dissensions. Murders and 
assa.ssinations grew common events.

As [the experience of these evils did not prevent a like division faking place aftet* tho 
death of Clotaire, the sole successor of his bother and nephews, France was long torn 
by the most dreadful civil distractions. At length Clotaire II. became sole monarch. 
He le-estaWished tranquillity, and gained the hearts of bis people by his justice and 
generosity ; he attached the nobility to him by augmenting their consequence. He 
committed the government of the provinces of Austrasia and Burgundy to the mayors of 
the palace-as they were called'; a kind of viceroys, who, daily acquiring power, at last, 
made their way to the throne. One of the mo.st distinguished of these noblemen ivas 
Pepin Ileristel, who* governed France 28 years-with equal prudence and fortitude. The 
kings were now no more than decorated pageants, to be shewn to the people occasion
ally. The appellation of sluggards, which was given them aptly, expresses their stupid: 
inactivity.' After the death of Pepin, his natural son, Charles Martel, obtained the 
same degree of power which his father had enjoyed, and proved himself worthy of tiiis 
high autliority, not only by the tranquillity which he preserved, at home, but by his effec
tual resisthnoe to a powerful enemy that threatened, the extinction of the Christian, 
aame.

Tljis necessarily leads our attention <0 Spain, wiicre the Visigoths founded their mo^ 
narchy, in a province already over-run by the Vandals and Suevh Here the clergy, 
became soon possessed of more power than the prince. Almost all causes, both civil and' 
ecclesiastical, were referred to the bench of bishops : they even decided in their councils 
theJmost*weighty affairs of the nation. Along with the nobles, among whom they held' 
the first rank, they often disposed of the crown, which' was more elective than heredi
tary. The kingdom'was one theatre of revolutions and crimes.- The nun)hcr of kings, 
assassinated fills the soul with horror. The barbarians, after their establishment, con*- 
tractod now' vices : their ferocity became bloody.

A short sketch of their history will suffice. Leovigild, who died in 585, and who is so 
much celebrated for his victories over the Suevi, whom he entirely subdued, put to death, 
his: son Hermcnegild, because-he had embraced the catholic faith, he himself being an 
Arian: Recared, however, his other son and successor, abjured Arianism.. The Arians. 
were persecuted in their turn. The spirit'of persecution daily increased.. Sisebut, a. 
prince in other [respects wise, and whose valour dispossessed the Greek emperors of 
what territory they had continued' tcThold' on' the wastes of the Mediterranean, obliged 
the Jews, on pain death,, t« receive bapUsoi. In the rcigrt oHhis monarch the empire^ 
i V o t. l l .  2 .R i
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of the Visigoths was at Jtŝ  height t comprcheiiviinl not only Spaliij but also some neigh- 
liutii'ing provinces of GeuI ancl part of Mam itaiiia. Chintila, a subsequent king, 
banished all the Jews ; and d council or assembly of'divines, convoked during his reign, 
declared that no prince could ascend tlio Spanish throne without swearing to enforce aij 
the laws cuacti'd against that unfortuilate people. 'Under tlie reign of Rccesmint,, the 
eiection of Idng was" reserved hy a council to the bisliops and Palatines. TbesC' Palf>- 
tincs were the piincipal officers of tjie crown. Thus the Spanish nobility lost one of their 
most essential rights.

'J'iie debauchdry, cruelty, and impiety of Wiliza, wtiose wickedness knew no bounds, 
occasioned a civil war in 710. Roderic, or Hoderigne, dethroned this pripce, and ivas 
himself dethroned hy a people whom nothing could withstand. These were the Saracens, 
who passed over from Rarhary, and subdued most, of the cities without difilculty, burning • 
and pillaging such as opposed them. Oppas, archbishop of Seville, and ‘uncle to th« 
children of VVitiza, was not ashamed, on this' occasion, to join the Saracens ;■ and sncii- 
ficed his country and hi« religion to his hatred against Roderic. But Pelagins, a prince 
of the royal blood, remained fjrni in bis faith and his duly ; and when he coulchno longer 
keep the field against the Infidels, he retired to tlie mountains of Asturias, followed by 

■a number of faithful adherents. There he founded a Christian kingdom which he- 
defended by his valour, and Iransmiltcd to his posterity. , i

l^Ieannhilc the Saracens and Moors, little willing to confine their ambition within, the 
'limits ef the Pyrenees, made an uhsucces.sful attack upon £ndes, duke of Aquitaine, 
But that check was soon forgot. Abdurrahman, the hew Emir or governor of Spain, 
made a second irruption, with superior forces, and penetrated as far'a* Sens.. Repelled 
there by bishop Ehbo, he fell upon Aquitaine, vanquished the duke, and advanced 
towards the heart of Franco. Cliarlc.s Martel puf a stop to his career between Poictiera" 
and Toms, by a memorable battle, in which Abdurrahman hiipself was slain ; and if 
we believe 'the historians of those times, the Saracens lost in this action above 300,9’00 
men. But spclj exaggerations are fit only for romance. ‘ . .

Spain was very miserable under the dominion of the Moors, till Abdurrahman founded ’ 
in Spain an independent kingdom, consisting of all those provinces whPeb had ,bcerr 
8ul)ject to the califis. He fixed his residence at Cordova, which he made the seat of 
the arts, of magnificence, and of pleasure. Without pcrseciiting the Christians, tie..wa« 
able, by his artful policy, almost to extinguish Christianity in his dominions ; by depriving 
the bishops of the dioceses; by reserving all honours and offices for the followers of his 
prophet; and by promoting intermarriages between the Christians and the Mahometans. 
No prince in Europe equalled Abdurrahman in wisdom, nor any people the Arabs, ip 
whatever tends to the aggrandize incut of the human’/ souk I-atdy enemies -to the. 
sciences they now cultivated them with success, and enjoyed a cpnsidofable sTiare both, 
ot learning and politeness, while the rest of niankind were sunk in ignorance and 
barbarism. •

'rVe piust now cast an eyeon Italy, Rome, and France, from the time of Charles, Mar̂ - 
Jpl to that of Charles the Great. Italy experienced a variety of fortunes ^fter It lost its

• I* • '
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gntieiit masters! beforejt fcP into the hands of Cljarlemagne. It was first ’nhoHy coo- 
qnerod by the iroruli, a peojilo from the extremity o / the Enxine or JBlack sea, wlio held 
it uitiy a short time, being expelled iUy the Ostrogoths.' Theotleric, the first Gothic 
king of It^y, and several of his successor^ were princes of great prudence and hunianitji. 
Tiiey allowed the Italians, or Romans, as they still alfected. to be called, to ffitairt their 
possessions, their laws, their-religion, their own government, and their own magistrates, 
re,serving only to the Goths the principal military employments. They acknowledged 
the emperors of Constantinople their sni>erjors in, rank, but not in jurisdiction. Ravenna 
was the seat of their court, and in real magnificence vied with aniient Home, as tlwir 
eqintttbla administration did .with the reigns of Trajan and Antoninus. Tliey -w ereat 
last subdued by Eelisarius, and Narses, the generals of Justinian, who having recovered 
Africa from the Vandals., had the pleasure of. uniting Italy pneo more to the Roman, 
Eastern, or Greek empire ; the Western empire, which took its rise as a separate state! 
•on the death of Theodosios in 395, being totally annihilated by .Odoacer, king of the 
IJcruli,

Soon after the expulsion of the Ostrogoths', great part of Italy was seized by Alboinus,. 
kiiig of Jhe Lombards, a G othic. nation. He and his, successors made Pavia the place 
of their residence. The government of Italy was now entirely changed. Alboinus 
established the feudal policy in those countries which he had conquered, settling the 
principal, officers of his army under the name of duke, in the chief cities 'o f  every pro
vince, A similar kind of government prevailed in that part of Italy which remained 
subject to the emperors of Constantinople ; the exarch, or supreme governor, who^re- 
sided at Ravenna, appointing the dukes or chief magistrates of the otlier cities, and re- 
ttioving them at pleasure, Even Home itself was governed by a duke, the very name of 
the senate land consuls being abolished.

Alboinus was one of the greatest princes of his time, and no less skilled in the science 
qf reigning than in the art of war ; but he was slain by tlie treachery of his wife Rosa
mond, before bp had leisure to perfect the government of his kingdom. Clophis, his 
•uccessor, was an ablp but barbarous prince. • His cruelties gave the Lombards such 
an aversion against regal power, that they resolved, after his death, to change the form 
of government; accordingly, for the space of 12 j'ears, they chose no other, king, but 
lived subject to their dukes. These dukes had hitherto acknowledged the jo y a l autho
rity; but when thp kingly power was abolished, each duke became sovereign of his owa 
c.ity and its district.,
. The Lombards, during that interregnum, extended their conquests in Italy.' Rut 

being threatened by foreign enemies, they saw a necessity pf a closer union ; of yqstoring. 
tlMiir antiept form of government; and committing the management of the war to a 
single peraon, • . . .
* frif this purpose the, heads of the nation assembled, and with one voice called Autha- 
ns, the sen of Cioplus to the throne. ^jAutharisjrerfectcd that form of government, vvliich 
had been ^8tal4ished by Alboinus. Sensible that the dukes, who had ruled their several 
di '̂lricts, like-independent prinpe^ for so mpoy years, ^fould not willingly part writh thfis
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euUiority, he allowed them to continue in their governments, but reserved to himself the 
supreme jurisdiction, he made them contribute a port of their revenues toward the sup
port of his royal dignity, and take an oath that they woiild assist him to the utmost of 
titeu* power in time of war. After settling the government of his kingdom, he enacted 
several sdlutary laws for its tranquillity and good order. He was the first of the Lom
bard kings who embraced Christianity, and many of bis subjects followed his Example ; 
but being of the Arian persuasion, like most of the noi thern conquerors, many disputes 
were, by that means, occasioned between the Ariarf and Catholic bishops for the Ro
mans, or native. Italians, were then as staunch Catholics as a t tliis day. '

Liberty of conscience, however, was allowed under ‘the Lombard kings ; and Rotha- 
tis, wlio. surpassed ail his predecessors iii wisdom and valour, was so moderate in his 
principles, and so indulgent to his people, thatj during his reign, most cities of Italy had' 
two bishops, one Catholic and one Arian. He was the first prince who gave written 
laws to the Lombards, For that purpose he summoned at Pavia a geneial diet of the 
nobles, and such regulations as they approved,^ he ordered to be digested into a code, 
and observed over all his dominions. His- military talents were not interior to his civil. 
He very much extended the limits of his kingdom, and'gained-so many- advantages over 
the impei-ial forces, that no future hostilities passed between the exarchs and the kings 
of the Lombards, till the-reign of Luitprand. i '*  '

Luitprand gave strong proofs of his wisdom and valour-'from the moment he- ascended 
the throne, but his great qualities were in some measure shaded by his- boundless ambi
tion. He took Ravenna from the emperor by storm, aI D.- 728, and seemed in a fair 
way to become master of all Italy. But that conquest neither he nor any of bis Suc
cessors- was ever able to complete; and the attempt proved fatal to the: kingdom of the 
Ix>nibards. - j
" Though Rome was now governed by a duke, who depended on-the exarch o f Ravenne, 

tho pope or bishop had the chief authority in that city. He* was yet Ibss conspicuous by 
his. power than the respect wlrich religion inspired for his see, and the confidence wlnelr 
was placed in his' charaefor. St. Gregory, who died in 604, ^ad negotiaterl with pHnees* 
upon several matters of state, and his successors divided their attention- between‘clerical- 
and political ‘objects. To free themselves from the dominion of the- Greek emperors* 
without filling a prey to the king of Italy, was the great object of these atntrilious pre
lates, In order to accomplish-this important purpose they employed-successfully both 
religion and intrigue ; and at last established a spiritual and temporal -inonarchy, whicU- 
of all human institutions perhaps most merits-the-attention-oF man, whether we consider, 
its nature,, its progress,- or its i>rodigious consequences.-

Gregory H. had olfended the emperor-Leo by-oppofemg his edict against the-worsbip; 
of images : but he was more afraid of the growing power of the Lombardi than of the 
emperor’s threats ,* be therefote resolved to  put- a stop, if possible to tl)C conquest o f'
I.AiitpraiKl.' The only prince iu Italy to whom hota>uld have recourae was Ursus, duke 
of Venice, the Venetians making already no contemptible'figure*., N ot leas alarmed 
titan Qrogmy »t the progress of. so. powerful a. neighbour,-Ursusj afld the ' Vcaetiantl:
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promised to assist the exarch (ttho had fled to them for protectFon) with the whole 
strength of the republic. They accordingly fitted out a considerable fleet,-, while, the 
exarch conducted an army by l^nd, and retook Ravenna before Luitprand could march- to 
its celief.- ,

As the recovery of Ravenna had been chiefly owing to the interposition of Gregory,. 
» he hoped to be able to prevail on the emperor to revoke his edict against the worship o£ 

images in the West. Leo, however, sensible that the pope had been * influenced 
merely by his own interest in the measures he had taken relative to Uiat event, was only 
more provoked a t his obstinacy, and resolved that the edict should be obeyed even in 
Rome itself. For this purpose he recalled Scholasticus, exarch of Ravenna, and sent 
in his stead Paul, a patrician, and ordered him to get the pope assassinated, or to seize 
him and send him in chains to Constantinople. ^Rut Gregory, far from being intimidated 
by the emperor’s threats, solemnly excommunicated the exarch for attempting to put the 

..imperial edict in execution, exhorting all the Italian cities to continue stedfast to die 

.Catholic faitln Luitprand, though highly incensed against Gregory, assisted him in his 
distress ; and the populace rose at Ravenna, and murdered the exarch, making prodi- 
digious slaughter of the Iconoclasts, or image-breakers, as the abettors of the edict were 
called. The duke of Naples shared the same fate with the exarch ; and as Leo still in
sisted that his favourite edict should be enforced at Rome, the people of that city, at the 

•instigation of Gregory, withdrew their allegiance ^frora the Greek emperor. Hence the 
rise of the pope’s temporal power.
• Informed of this revolt, and not doubting who was the author of it, Leo ordered a- 
powerful army to be raised, with a design both to chastise the rebels and take vengeance 
en the pope. Gregory, alarmed at these warlike preparations, looked round for some 
power, on which be might depend for protection. The Lonjbards were possessed of 
sufficient forcej but they were too near neighbours to ‘ be trusted ; and the Venetians, 
though zealous Cotholics, were not yet in a condition to withstand the .strength of the 
empire. Spain was at that time over-run by the Saracens ; the. French seemed, tiiere- 

•fore, the only people .to whom it was advisable to apply for aid, as they were at once 
able to oppose the emperpr, and enemies to his edict. France was then governed by 
Charles Martel, the greatest commander of his age. Gregory, sent a solemn embassy to. 

.Charles,-entreating him to take the Romans and the church under his protection, and 
(defend them against the attempts of Leo. Tlie ambassadors were received with extra
ordinary marks honour : a treaty was concluded ; and the French, gHd to get any 
concern in the affairs of Italy, became the protectors of the church.

Leo was succeeded on the imperial, throne by hie son Constantine, who not only re
newed bis father's, edict against the worship o f images, but prohibited the invocation 
of saints. This new edict confirmed the Romans in the resolution they had taken, of. 
eeparating themselves entirely from the empire ; more especially as being now under the 
protection of France, they had nothing .to fear with Constantinople. They accordingly 
drove out of their city such o i the imperial oflicers as ad hitherto been suffered to con- 
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tinue there ; and abolished, by that means, the sliadow of subjection to the empfe- 
ror. Soon after Leo, died Charles M artel,’and also .Gl̂ er'Ol•y III. who was succeeded 
by Zachary, an active arnl enterprising prelaty, -lie obtained from Luitprand the resto
ration of four cities, wliich had been formerly surrendered into his hands, and prevailed 

,on iiis successor Rachis to lay aside his intended hoStiIity'''bs{iinst Ronie.
While things were in this situation in Italy, Pepin,' sem of Charles Martel, governed 

France in"the character of Mayor, under Childeric III. and acquainted, no doubt, witfi 
'the sentiments of his holiness, proposed to Zachary a case of conscience, which bad not 
hitherto been submitted, to the bishop of Rome. He desired to know uhctiier a prince 
incapable of governing, or a minister invested with royal authority, arj-+ who supported 
it with dignity, ought to have the title of king. Zachary decided in favonii «f lite minis
ter ; and the French clergy supported the pi eteiwions of Pepin, because lie had restored 
the lands of which Charles Martel ‘had robbed them. The nobles respected him because 
ho was powerful and brave ; and the people deS{)ised the sluggard icings . whom they 
-scuFcely knew by name. The judgment of the pope therefore silenced every scruple. 
•Cliilderic was deposed ; or more properly degraded, for he could never be said to« wnga. 
He was shut up in a monastery. Pepjn was raised to the throne ; and St: Roniface, 
bishop of Mentz, the famous apostle of theJ German?, anointed Jiitn solemnly at 

-Sqissons. * t
As Pepin and the popes were united by interest, they maintained an inviolable friend

ship during the whole of his reign. Astoiphus, the successor o f• Rachis, was desirous to 
equal the [character of Luitprand ,* he theiefore seized 'Ravenna, and would also have 
wi.ade himself master-of Rome, Jiad he not been prevented by the interference o f the king 
of France, who besieged Pavia, and obliged him to sign la disadvantageous treaty. After 
this Pepin is said to have renounced to the see of Rome the exarchate of Ravenna, Ro- 
magua, and the marc of Ancona. i •

Astulphus, soon after ratifying his treaty with France, was killed by accident, when 
he was preparing to recover his conquests. Pepin continued tO'exlcnd« h is. sway and 
his renown till the year 76S ; when, after having imposed tribute on the .Saxons and 

, Sclavonians, having made the duke of Bavaria take ^n oath of fidelity, and re-united 
Aquitaine to his crown, equally respected at home and abroad, be died, in the 5i4th year 
o f his age and the 17th of his reign. He never affected absolute power, b a t referred 
-all matters of importance to the national assemblies, of which he was the oracle, ■; By 
the consent of the nobles he divided bis kingdom betweeh his' two sons, Charles and 
Carloman.

Charles and Carloman, the two sons of Pepin, and his successors in the French mo
narchy, were men of very different dispositions. Charles was open and generous, 
Carloman dark and suspicious : it was therefore happy for mankind that Carloman died 
soon after his father, as perpetual wars must haved)ebn the consequence of the opposite 
tempers and interfering interest of the brothers. Now alone at the head of a powerful 
kingdona, Charles’ great and ambitious genius soon gave .birthr to projects which* wilt
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render his narlie 'immorldl. A prosperous reign of 46  years, abouiKling nitii military 
enterprises, political institutions, and literary ■foundations, ofl'ers to our view, jn rlio 
midst of barbarism, a spectacle worthy of more polished ages.

Charles and Carloman had married two daughters of Dcsideriiis, king of the Lom
bards. Carloman left two «ons, by iiis wife llerta ; but Charles had divorced bis con
sort, u*’der pretence that she was incapable of Itcaring chiUliQn, and married Ildegarda, ‘ 
a princess of Suabia. Berta, the widow' of Carloman, hot thinking herseff and her 
children safe in France after the death of hee husband, tied to her father in Italy, and 
put herself and her two sons under his protection. Desiderius received them with Joy. 
Highly incensed against Charles for divorcing his other dau<>hter, he hoped, by means 
of these refugees, to raise such disturbances in France as might both gratify his revenge 
and prevent the French monarch from intermeddling in tiie affairs of Jiaiy. In this 
hope he was encouraged by bis intimacy with pope Adrian I. to whom lie proposed the 
crowning and anointing of Carloman s two sons. Rut Aili ian, Ihoiigii sufficiently dis
posed to oblige him, refused to comply with the rerj.uest ; sensible that in so doing be 
must incur the displeasure of Charles, the natural ally of the churclj, and the only prince 
capable of protecting him aganst his ambitious enemies. F.m aged at a refusal, J^esi- 
derius ravaged the papal territories; or, as they were called, the Patrimony of St. Peter, 
and threatened to lay siege to Rome itself. In order to avert the pressing danger,' 
Adrian resolved to have recourse to France, in imitation of his predecessors. Charles 
immediately collected a large army and laid siege to Pavia ; but as the Lombards 
made d gallant defence, he changed the siege iirto a blockade, and marched w ith part of 
bis troops to invest Verona. Verona was taken, and Berta, Carloman’s widow, and her 
two sons sent into France, after which they were no more heard of.

The siege of Pavia was renewed, and pushed with fiesh vigour. But the festival of 
Easter approacliing, which Charles had resolved to spend at Rome, lie left the conduct 
mf the siege once] more to his uncle Bernard. The pope received his deliverer iy the 
most pompous manner, the magistrates and judges walking before him with their ban
ners, and the clergy! repeating, “ Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the Lord !” 
After Charles bad satisfied his curiosity, and confirmed the donation which his father 
Pepin had made to S t Peter, he returned to the camp before Pavia. The Lombards still 
continued to defend that city with obstinate valour, so that the siege was little if at all 

'advanced; but a plague breaking out among the besieged, the unfortunate Desiderius 
•was obliged at last to surrender his capital, and deliver up himself, his wife, and chil
dren to Charles, who sent them all into France, where they either died a violent death, 
or languished out their days in obscurity, being never more heard of. i

Thus ended the kingdom of the Lombards in Italy, after if had subsisted 206 years. 
They are represented by the monkish historians as a cruel and barbarous people, because 
they opposed the ambitious views of the pope ; but the many wholesome laws which 
they left behind them, and which devouring time has still spared, are convincing proofs 
of their justice, humanity, and wisdom.
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A short account of the state o f Italy at the time it was entered .by Charlemagne 
will here be proper, and also of the government introduced there by the conqueror.

Italy was then shared by the Venetians, tlic Lombards, the popes, and the emperors of 
the East. The Venetians were liecome very considerable by their trade to the Levant, 
and bore no small sway in the affairs of Italy, though it does not appear that they had 
yet any town on tile terra firma, or continent. The pope, by the generosity of Pepin 
and his_soti Charles, was now master of the exarchate and Pentapolis. The dukedom of 
Naples and some cities in the two Calabrias were still held by the emperors of the East. 
All the other provinces of Italy belonged to the Lombards ; namely the dukedoms of 
Friuli, Spoleto, and penevenfo, together witli the provinces of Liguria, Venetia, Tuscai* 
ny, and the Alpes Cottiae, which were properly called the kingdom of the Lombards. 
These Charles gained by right of conquest, and caused himself, in imitation of them, to 
be crowned king of Italy, with an iron crown, which is still preserved in the little town 
of Monza.

The ceremony of coronation being over, the conqueror thought it necessary to settle 
the government of his new kingdom before he left Italy ; and after consulting with tho 
pope, who declared him patrician of Rome and protector of the apostolic see, be agreed,, 
that the people should he permitted to live undeir their former laws, and that all things 
should remain as established by his predecessors. Accordingly he allowed the dukes of 
Friuli, Spoleto, and Ilenevento, the same authority which they had enjoyed under the 
I.ombard kings. He also permitted the other dukes to hold their dukedoms, contenting 
himself with an oath ot allegiance, which he obliged them, and likewise the three great 
dukes, to take annually. It was conceived in these words ; “ I promise, without fraud 
" or deceit, to be faithful to my sovereign Charles, and his sons as long as I live ; and

I swear by these holy-gospels that I  will be faithful to him, as a vassal to his lord and. 
“ sovereign ; neither will I divulge any thing, which, in virtue of my allegiance, he shall 
“ commit to me.” He never transferred a dukedom from one family to another, unless 
when the duke broke bis oath, or died without male issue. This translation from one 
to another was called investiture, as was afterwards the case w'lth respect to other vas- 
sals and feudatories.

Charles committed the boundaries of his new kingdom and the territory of cities to the 
care of counts, who were vested with great authority. These boundaries were called 
Marcbae or Marches, and those who had the care of them were styled counts of the M ar
ches, or Marquisses ; whence the title marquis had Us rise. He also sent occasionally 
-inissi, or commissaries, who were vested with iiigher powers, and examined into the 
conduct of the counts, whose province it was to administer Justice over all the dominions- 
of Ciiarlemagne. That Italy might retain at 4cast some Shadow of liberty, he convened, 
as often as he returned thither, a general assembly of all the bishops, abbots, and barons 
irf the kingdom, in order to settle affairs of national  ̂ importance. The Lombards had 
but one order in the state, composed of the barons and judges ; but the French, in the 
timC of Charlemagne, had two, the clergy and nobility : hence was added bv Cliarlcs m
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*It8ly, after the tnanner of France, the order of ecclesiastics to that of the barons or
nobles.

Almost every ^year of Charles’ reigrt was signalized by some military expedition, 
though very different from those of our times. War was then carried on without any 
feeMled plan of eperations. The troops were neither regularly disciplined nor paid. 
'Every nobleman led forth his vassals, who were only obliged to serve for a certain time ; 
so that there was a kind of necessity of concluding the war with the campaign. The 
army was dissolved on the approach of winter, and assembled next season if necesssary, 
Hence we are enabled tO account for a circumstance which would otherwise appear 
ftiekplicabfc in the reign of this great prince. Besides the Lombards and Saxons whom, 
he conquered, Charles vanquished in several Engagements the Abares, or' Huns, plutv- 
dered their capital, and penetrated as far as Raab on the Danube. He likewise made 
an expedition into Spain, artd carried his arms to tlie, banks of the Ebro.

Abdurrahman, the Moorish king, whom we have already mentioned, still reigned with, 
lustre at Cordova. A superb mosque, now the cathedral of that city, 600 feet in length 
and.250 in breadth, supported by 365 columns of alabaster, jasper, and black marble, 
continues to manifest the grandeur of that monarch. No other people hut the Arabs 
could then either have conceived or executed such a w-ork. The little Christian king 
of the Asturias, had prudently sued for peace from Abdurrahmen ; but the Moorish 
governors of Saragossa and Arragon, having revolted, implored the assistance of Charle
magne, offering to acknowledge him as their sovereign. Willing to extend liis empire 
tm that side, Charles crossed the Pyrenees with all expedition ; took Pampeluna and: 
Saragossa, and re-established the Moorish governors under his protection. In re-pass
ing the mountains his rear-guard was defeated by the duke of Gascony at Roncevaux.. 
Here fell• the famous Roland, so much celebrated in Romance, and'represented as 
bephew to Charlemagne ; though history only tells us that he commanded on the fran-- 
liert of Bretagne. ^

But Charles',' though eftgaged in so many wars, was far from neglecting the arts of- 
peace, tire happiness of his subjects, or the cultivation of h?s own mind. Government, 
mariners, teiigion, atrd letters were his constant study. He frequently convened the 
national assemblies, for regulating affairs bo th of church and state. In these assemblies 
he proposed such laws as be considered to be of public benefit, and allowed the same 
liberty Co btliejs but of this liberty indeed it would have been difficult to deprive the 
French nobles, who had been accustomed, from the foundatiorr of the monarfchy, to 
share the legislation with their sovereign. His attention extended to the most distant 
torner of his empire, and to all ranks of men. Sensible how much mankind in general 
reverence did customs, and (liose constitutions under which they have lived from their 
youth, he. permitted'the inliabitants of all the countries that he conquered to retain their 
own laws,* making only such alterations as he judged necessary for the good of the com
munity. He was particularly tender of the common people, and every w'liere studied 
their* ease* andadvantage.* This benevolence of mind, which can never be sufficiently 
admired, was both more necessary and more mbrkorious in those Chftes as thC Conun*. 

Yoi. II. S T
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•nalty were then in a state of almost nniv'ersal oppression, and scarcely thought entkleO 
to the cominon sympathies of humanity, 'fhe same love of mankind led hjm to repair 
and foTm public roads ; to build bridges where necessary ; to make rivers navigable for 
the purposes of commerce ; and to project that grand canal, which would have opened a 
communication between the German ocean and the Black sea, by uniting the Danube ^nd 
the Rhin^. This illustrious project failed in the execution, for want of those machine* 
which art has since constructed. But the greatness of the cmiception, and tire honour 
of having attempted it were beyond the pow’cr of- contingencies ; and posterity has done 
justice to the memory of other public spirited plans, as one of those few conquerors who 
did not merely desolate the earth ; as a hero truly worthy of the namei who sought -to 
unite his own glory nidi the welfare of his species.

This great prince was no less amiable in private life than illustrious in his public cha
racter. lie  was an affectionate father, a fond husband, and a generous friend. His 
house was a model of economy, and his person of sinrplicity and true grandeur. “ For 

shame !” said he to some of his nobles, who were finer dressed than occasion required y 
“ learn to dress like men, and let the world judge your rank by your merit, iio^ youi? 
" habit. Leave silks and finery to women ; save them for those days of pomp and 
“ ceremony when robes are worn for shew not for use..” On some occasions he himself 
appeared in imperial magnificence, and freely indulged im every luxury ; but in general 
his dress was plain and his table frugal. He had his set hours for study, which he sel
dom omitted either in the camp or the court, and, notwithstanding his continual wars and 
vnremilted attention to the affairs of a great empire, he found leisure lo  collect the old 
French poems and historical ballads, with a view to illustrate the monarchy,, The loss 
of this collection is much to be lamented, and could never have happened if every Qiie 
had been as well acquainted with its importance as Ciiarles. But he was the phoeniXi of 
his age, and though nut altogether free from -its pr^udices, his liberal and comprehensive 
mind, which examined every thing, and yet found time f»r all things, would have done 
honour to the most enlightened period. He was fond of the company of learned iuen» 
and assembled them about him from all pai ts of Europe, forming in his pajace a kind ot 
-academy, of which he himself condescended to become a member. He also established 
schools in the cathedrals and principal abbies, for teaching writing, arithmetic, grammar, 
and church music ; certainly no elevated sciences were yet considerable, at a time when 
many dignified ecclesiastics could not subscribe the canoqs of those councils in which 
they sat as members ; and when it was a sufficient qualification for a  priest to be able to 
read the Gospels and undersmnd the Lord's prayer.

Alcuin, our learned couptryman, was the companion and particular favourite of 
Charlemagne ; instructed him in the sciences, and was at the head of his Royal Acade
my. A circumstance so much to tlie honour -of this island should- be omitted by no 
British historian Three rich abbies were the  ̂reVrard of the learning and talents of. 
.Alcuin. This benevolence has l»eea thopght to border on profusion ; but in that age of 
darkness, when even an enthusiatic eeal for letters was a virtue, no encouragement could 
be too great for the illuminators of the human mind.
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'I In the year 800 Charlemagne was invited to Rome* to.exaniino the condiict of pope 
Leo, who had been accused by his enuiuies. On his arrival there he spent sin days in 
private conferences with |he pope ; after which he convoked the bisliops and nobles to 
examine the accusation brought against the pontiff. “ The apostolic see ” excluimed 
the bishops, “ camiot be judged by man !” Leo, however, spoke to the accusation : 
he said the king came to know the cause ; and no proof appearing agains^ him, he 
purged himself by oath.

The trial of a pope was doubtless an uncommon scene, hot one soon followed yet 
more extraordinary. One Christmas-day, as the king assisted at mass in St. Peter’a 
church, in the midst o f tlie ecclesiastical ceremonies, and while he was on his knees 
before the altar, the supreme pontiff advanced,! and put an imperial crown upon hit 
head. As soon as the peoj)le perceived it they cried, “ Long life and victory to Charles 
“  Augustus, crowned by the hand of God ! Long live tlie great and pious emperor of

the Romans.” During these acclamations the pope conducted him to a magnificent 
throne, w'hich had been prepared for the purpose ; and as soon as he was seated, paid 
him those lionours which his predecessors had been accustomed to pay to the Roman 
emperors, declaring that instead of the title of Patrician he should henceforth style him 
-etnperor and Augustu.*. Leo now presented him with (he imperial mantle ; with which 
being invested, Charles returned, amidst the acclamations of the populace, to his 
palace.

One of the principal causes of the fall of empires has ever been, but more especially 
ill modern limes, the error of dividing the same monarchy among different princes. 
This custom was established before Chaiieiuagne : he followed it by a testamentary 
division of his dominions among his three sons, Charles, Pepin, and Lewis. The par
ticulars o f this division arc of little consequence, as Lewis only survived his father. It 
Is necessary, however, to observe, that the Italian provinces were assigned tr> Pepin ; a 
donation was confirmed to bis son Pernard, with the title of king of Italy and proved tlie 
ruin of that prince, as well as the caasc of much disturbance to the empire.
•- In the mean time the emperor was threatened by a new euenijs and the most formi
dable he bad ever encountered. The Normans, as the French call them, or the inliahi' 
tants (if the great northern peninsula of Europe, had long Imrassed the coasts of liis 
extensive dominions with their robberies and piracies ; and notwithstanding the wise 

' measures of Charles, wlio created a powerful marine, and took every otlicr precaution 
against their ravages, they not only continued their depredations, but made a formal 
descent in Friesland, under Godfrey, their king, laying every thing waste before them. 
Charles assembled all his forces in the neighbourhood of the Rhine, and was preparing 
for a decisive battle, which niight, periiaps, have terminated the empire of the Franks, 
as Godfrey was not inferior to the emperor either in valour or military skill, and had a 
flumemus body of fearless adventurers under his command. Rut the issue of this battle 
was prevented by the death of the Norman prince, who was assassinated by one of liis 
followers. I I»  fbrees were Immediately re-embarked, and a peace was afterwards coa- 
efuded with hi«, son.
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The jalisfoctiorv which 'Charles! must have- t'eceivtedi frotrt this deliverance, and ithe 
general tr&nqaiUity which he'now enjoyed,* was'more tlian balanced' by his- domestic m i^ 
fortunes. He lost his favoiirite daughttir- Rdtrude',’ • Ihs son Pepin, and his sort Charlcsi 
Soon after the death of Charles he associated his son' Lewis with hini in tlic emipire. The 
cerertiony was ver^ solemn. As if this great man had foreseen the iisurpalions of the 
ehureh, bje placed the imperial C'r0wn updn the altar,' and ordered • the., prinee to lift it 
and set it on his own head ; intimating thereby that he held it Only of God.

Tl/e emperor’died at'Aix-la-Ghapellc, his usual residence, in the ,7l;st year of his.age, 
and the 47th of his. reign.- The glory of the French empire seethed-to expire with hinii 
Me p6s.scssed all France',- all Germany, part of Hungary, part Of'Spain, the Low courtf 
tries, and the' continent of Italy as far as Benevenfo. But to govqrh'such-an extent of 
territory a monarch must be endowed With the genius o f '4 Charlemagne.
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C H A PTER  V.
t

PitANrcE, Sp a i n , I tai-v, Sw itzerland , a n d  the  N eth er l a n d s-— —F r o m  th e  

d e a th  o f  C h a rle m a g n e  to  th e  accession o f  C h a rle s  V I I I .  w h e n  th e  f r s t  g r e a t  

c o n fed eracy  w a s f o r m e d  f o r  th e  p r e s e r v a tio n  o f  th e  b alan ce o f  p o w e r.
«

^T ^IIE  history of Europe, for several ages after the death of Charlemagne, is little 
more than a catalogue of crimes, and a rjCgister of the debasino effects of ignorance 

and superstition. His empire soon experienced the fate of Alexander’s. It had quickly 
attained its height ; and yet, while animated by the superior genius of Charles, it pos
sessed a surprising degree of trength and harmony ; but these not being natural to the 
feudal system, the discordant elements began to separate, under his son Lewis the T)e- 
bonnaire, so called, on account of the gentleness of bis manners ; and that vast body, 
no longer informed by the same spirit, was in a short time entirely dismembered.

Lewis, soon after his accession to the throne, associated his eldest son Lothario with 
him in the empire : he created Pepin king of Aquitaine, Lewis king of Bavaria, and 
after the ceremony of coronation was over, he sent them to the government of their 
respective kingdoms.

Bernard, king of Italy, the grandson of Charlemagne, was offended at that division.- 
l ie  thought his right to the empire superior to Lothario’s, as his father, Pepin, was the 
eider brother of Lewis. The archbishops of Milan and Cremerea flattered-him in his 
pretensions ; he revolted, and levied war against hia uncle, in contempt of the imperial 
authority, to which his crown was subject. Lewis acted on this occasion with more 
vigour than either his friends or his enemies expected ; he immediately raised a powerful 
army, and was preparing to cross the Alps, when Bernard was abandoned by his troops. 
That unfortunate prince was made prisoner, and condemned to lose hi.s head ; but hi* 
uncle, by a singular kind of lenity, mitigated the sentence to the loss of his eyes. He 
died three days after, the punishment was inflicted ; and Lewis, to prevent future troubles, 
ordered three natural sons of Charlemagne to be sliaved, and shut up in a convent.

In consequence of these rigours the emperor was seized with a keen remorse, accusing 
himself of the mutder,of his nephew, and of tyrannic cruelty to bis brothers inhumanly 
secluded from the world. He was encouraged by the monks in this melancholy hu
mour ; which at last grew to such height, that he impeached himself in an assembly of 
the states, and begged the bishops to enjoin him public, penance. 'Ihs clergy, now sen
sible of Eewis’ weakness, set no bounds to their usurpations. The popes thought they 
might dp any thing under so pious a prince ; they did'not wait for the emperor’s con-i 
firmation of their election, but immediately assumed the tiara, and were guilty of every 
other irregularity. The bishops exalted themselves above the tlirone, and the whole, 
iraternitv of Ihe church claimed an jcxemption, from all civil jurisdiction. Even thal^ 
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set 6f men wtio pretend to renounce the world, the monks, seemed to aspire at the govern
ment of it.

Xctvis, by the advice of his ministers, married a second wife, Judith, descended from 
■one of the noblest tamilies in Davaria, and had- by her Charles the Bald. A new division 
of the empire, by which a part of Lothario’s dominions were assigned to Charles, occa- 

^«ione(l the„ rebellion o f Lewis’ three sorts by the former marriage. The whole empire 
w as now. involved in tlie most dreadful, calamities, and its sovereign obliged to renounce 
the crown, and assume the habit of a penitent. He however regained his dignity, which 
he* possessed till his death, which took place in the year 840.

As 'bad sons are seldonk good brotliers, tlie children of Lewis Debonnaire were soon 
armed against each otlier. The'civil commotions which now took place increased the, 
^power of tlie nobilitv, and diminished that of the sovereigns. Charles the Bald, the last 
.surviving son of Lewis, died in 877, in the 54th year of his age. The Normans, who 
inhabited Denmark, Sweden, and Norwaj^, became, about this time, very formidable to 
Europe. Under Lewis Debonnaire they threw all France into alarm ; and under 
Cbarle.s the Bald they committed dreadful devastations. Their fleets were composed of 
liglit barques, which braved the storms of th6| ocean, and penetrated every creek ^ind 
river ; so that they landed sometimes on the coast, and sometimes in the interior pacts 
of the kingdom. As the government took no effectual measures for repelling them, th i 
unprotected people knew nothing but fear. Fire and sword on all hands marked the 
route of the ravagers. With their booty they carried off women, to whom they were 
much addicted : and their boys, to recruit their predatory bands. They were no sooner 
gone than they again returned. They pillaged Rouni twice ; they surprised and burnt 
Paris ; they laid waste Aquitaine and other provinces, 'and reduced the French monarch 
to the greatest distress.

Shut up at St. Dennis, while his capital was in flames, Charles the Bald was less 
anxious about saving his people than the reliques. Instead of encountering the enemy, 
he bought a peace ; or, in other words, he furnished the Normans with the means, while 
he inspired them' with the motive of a new war. They returned accordingly ; and 
Charles, to complete his disgrace, published, when going to assist the pope, in the last 
year of his reign, a capitular to regulate the contributions to paid to the Normans.

His son Louis, surnamed, from a defect in his speech, the Stammerer, was of a quite 
different disposition : but his feeble administration was ill calculated to retrieve matters 
in their present situation. He died on the 10th of April, 879, while on a march to sup
press some insurrections in Burgundy. He left his queen Adelaide pregnant ; who, 
some time after liis decease, was delivered of a son, 'named Charles. After his death 
followed the interregnum ; during which' a faction was formed for setting aside the 
■children of Louis the Stammerer, in favour of the German princes, sons of Lones, tho 
brother of Charles the Bald. This scheme, however/ proved abortive”; and the two sonji 
of the late king, Louis and Carlpman, were crowned kings of France. Another kingdon* 
was at that time erected by an assembly of the states^ namely the kingdom of ProvencQ,
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tt'hic'h «onsiafed of the ffMintries now called Lyonnois, Savoy, Datrplirny, Franrhc Cornte 
«n l part of the duchy ef 13urgundy ; and this kingdom was given to duke Boson, brother- 
in-law to Charles the Bald. In SSI both kings,of France died ; Louis, as was suspected, 
fey poison ; and Carlornan of a wound he received accidentally wiiile hunting. This 
produced a second interregnum,' which ended with the calling in of Charles the Gross,' 
emperor of Germany. His reign was more unfortunate than that of any of his prede
cessors. The Normans, to whom he had given leave to settle in Friesland, sailed up the* 
Seine with a fleet of 700 ships, and laid siege to Paris. Charles, unable to force them to 
abandon tlieir undertaking, prevailed on them’ to depart by a large sum of money. But 
as the king could not advance the money at once, h« allowed them to remain in the 
neighbourhood of Paris during the winter; and they, in return, plundered the country ; 
thus amassing vast wealth, besides the sum which Charles had promised. After this 
igtwminious transaction, Charles returned to Germany in a very declining slate of healtb,- 
both as to body and mind. Here he quarrelled with bis empress ; and being abandoned 
by all his friends he was deposed, and reduced to much distress that lie would not even 
have had bread to eat, had not he been supplied by the archbishop of Mentz, out of a 

■ principle of charity.
• On the deposition of Charles the Gross, Endes, count of Paris, was chosen king by 
the nobility, during the minority of Charles, the son of Adelaide, afterwards named 
Charles the Simple. l ie  defeated the Normans, and repressed the power of the nobili
ty, on which account a faction was formed in favour of Charles, who was sent for with 
his mother from England. Endcs did not enter into a civil war ; but peaceably resigned 
the greatest part of llie kingdom to him, and consented to do homage for the rest. Ha 
died soon after this agreement, in the }’ear 898.

During the reign - of Charles the Simple the French government declined. By the 
introductions of fiefs, these noblemen who had got into tlie possession of governments, 
'having these confirmed to them and their heirs for ever, became, in a manner, inde
pendent sovereigns ; and as these great lords had others under them, and even these 
again had their vassals, instead of the equal and easy government which prevailed before, 
a.vast number of insupportable little tyrannies were erected. The Normans too ravaged 
the country in the most terrible manner, and desolated some of the finest provinces in 
-France. At last, Charles ceded to Iloilo, the king or captain of these barbarians, the 
duchy of Neustria, who thereupon became Christian, changed ids own nanie to Robert, 
•and that of his principality to Normandy.

Rollo was wortiiy of Ins good fortune : he sunk the soldier in the sovereign, and 
proved himself no less skilled in the arts of peace than those of war. Neustria,' which 
feenceforth took the name of Normandy, in honour of its new inhabitants, soon became 
happy and flourishing under his laws. Sensible that the power of a prince is always in 
proportion to the number of his subjects, he invited the better sort of Normans from all 
-parts, to come and settle in his dominions.. He encouraged agriculture and industry, he 
was particularly severe in punishing theft, robbery, and every species of violence ; and 

.rigidly exact in the administration of ijustice,, which he saw was'the great basis of policy,
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and w'ui^uut waigfi fils people would naturally return- to their former irregularities. A 
taste for the sweets of society increased with the inconveniences of life, and love of 
justice with the benefits derived from i t ; so that the duchy of Normandy was, in a short 
time, not only populous and cultivated, but the Normans were regular iatheir manners 
and obedient to tlieir laws. A band of pirates became good citizens, and their leader 
the ablest prince and the wisest legislator of the age in which he lived., 
i During 'the remainder of the reign of Charles the Simple, and the entire reigns of 
Louis IV .  surnamed the Stranger,, Lothaire, and Louis V. the power of the Carlovingian 
race continually declined ; till at last' they were .supplanted hy Hugh Capet, who had 
been created duke of France by Lothaire ; this revolution happened in the year 987, and 
was brought' about much in the same manner as the former one had been by Pepin. He 
proved an active ami prudent monarch, and possessed such other qualities as were requir 
site for keeping his tumultuous subjects in awe. He died on the £4th of October,.997^ 
leaving his dominions in. perfect quiet to' his son Robert.

The new king inherited the good qualities of his father. In his reign tbe kingdom was- 
enlarged by the death of Henry, duke of Burgundy,, the king’s uncle, to whom he fell 
heir. This new accession of territory however wap not obtained without a war of seve~ 
ral years continuance, on account of- some pretenders to the sovereignty of that duchy 
and had it not been for the assistance of the duke of Normandy, it is, doubtful whether'- 
the king would have succeeded, -̂ s Robert was of opiuioiv that peace and tranquillity 
were preferable to wide extended- dominions with a precarious tenure, he refused the - 
kingdom of Italy and the imperial crown of Germany, both which were offered him*. 
He died on the 20th of July, 1030; having reigned 33 y(|ars and.lived 60.

Robert was succeeded by his eldest son Henry I. who, in the beginning of his reign, 
met with great'opposition from his mother. She had always hated him and preferred- 
his younger brother Robert, in whose favour she now raised an*insurrection. By the 
assistance of Robert, duke of Normandy, however, Henry overcame all his enemies, and 
established himself firmly on the throne. In return for this he supported William, Robert’s 
natural son, and afterwards king of England, in the possession of the duchy of Norman,- 
dy. Afterwards, however, growing jealous of his [rower, he no  ̂ only supported the pre^ 
tenders to the duchy of Normandy, secretly, but invaded that country himself in tlreir 
favour. This enterprizc proved unsuccessful, and Henry was obliged to make peace : 
but no sincere feconciliation ever follow’ed ; for the king retained a deep sense of the dis
grace he had met with, and the duke never forgave him for invading his dominions. The 
treaty between them therefore was quickly broken, and Henry once more invaded N or
mandy with two armies, one accompanied by himself, and the other by his brother. Tlifi 
first was harrased by continual skirmishes, and the la s t ' totally defeated ; after which 
Henry was obliged to agree to such terms as the duke tliought proper : but the rancour 
between them never ceased, and wa.s, in. reality, the cahse of that implacable aversion, 
■which, for a long series of years, produced perpetual quarrels between the kings of 
France and those of the Norman race in England,

Jiepry died in 1059, not without a suspicion of being poisoned ; and was succeeded.
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Jvy'his eldust son» Philip, at that time in the eighth year of his age. Baldwin, earf of 
I'/anders, was appointed his guardian ; and died in the year 1OG6, aboirt the time that 
William of Normandy became king of England. After the death of his tutor, Philip 
began to shew a very insincere, haughty, and oppressive disposition. IJe engaged in 
war with William the Conqueror, and supported his son Robert in his rebellion against 
himJ But, after the death of William, he assisted Robert’s brothers against him, by 
which means he was forced to consent to a paitition of his dominions. ,

In lOQ2, king Philip, being weary of his queen Bertha, procured a divorce from her, 
under pretence of consanguinity, and afterwards demanded in marriage Emma, daughter 
to Roger, count of Calabria. The treaty of marriage was concluded, and the princess 
was sent over, richly adorned with jewels, and with a large portion in ready money; 

' but the king, instead of espousing her, retained her fortune, and dismissed the princess 
herself, carrying off from her husband the countess of Anjou, who was esteemed the 
handsomest woman in J ’rance. With her he was so deeply enamoured, that, not satis
fied with the illegal possession of her person, he procured a divorce between her and her 
husband, and prevailed upon some northern bishops to solemnize his own marriage with 
Iier. The whole of these transactions, however, were so scandalous, that the pope, hav
ing caused them to be revised, in a council at Antrim, in the year 1094, pronounced 
sentence of excommunication against Philip, in case he did not part with the countess. 
On his repentance, the censure was taken off; but, as the king paid no regard to-^his 
promises, he was, in 1095, excommunicated a second time. He again professed repent
ance, and was absolved : but soon after, living with the countess of Anjou as formerly, 
he was excommunicated a third, time. This conduct, so unworthy of a prince, exposed 
him to the contempt of the people. Too many of the nobility followed his example, 
pud, at the same time, despised his authority ; not only making war upon each other, 
but spoiling and robbing his subjects with impunit}'.

In the year IJ lo, Philip prevailed on the court of Rome to have his affair reviewed, 
in qn assembly at Poictiers ; where, notwithstanding his utmost efforts, sentence of ex- 
communication was a fourth time pronounced against him. Yet, in spite of all these 
sentences, as queen Bertha was dead, and the count of Anjou offered, for a large sum of 
money, to give whatever assistance was requisite for procuring a dispensation, Philip at 
last prevailed, and the countess was proclaimed queen of France. But, though the 
king’s 'domestic affairs were now, in some measure, quieted, his negligence in govern
ment had thrown the affairs of the nation into the greatest disorder. He therefore 
associated with him in the government, his eldest son, Louis. This prince was the very 
reverse of his father ; and, by his activity and resolution, keeping constantly an the field 
ivith a considerable body of forces, he reduced the rebellious nobility to -subjection ; 
and, according to ‘the best historians at this time, saved the state from, being utterly 
subverted.

Ror these services,the queen looked upon the young prince with so jealous an eye, and 
gave 'him so much disturbance, that he found it necessary to retire for some time into 
England ; where he was received by king Henry I. with the greatest kindness. He bad,
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not been lon^ at court, before Henry received, by an express, a letter from Philip 
telling him, that for certain important reasons he should be glad if ho confined his son, 
or even dispatched hhn altogether. The fting of Englanrl, however, instead of comply
ing with this infamous request, shewed the letter to  Eouis, and sent liim home with all 
imaginable marks of respect. Immediately on his retuinj he demanded justice : but the 
queen procured poison to he given him, which operated so violently, that his life was 
-despairedk of. A stranger, however, undertook the cure and succeeded ; only a pale^ 
ness remained in tlie prince’s face 4ver afterwards, though he grew so fat that he was sur
ma med the Gross. i - '  '

On his recovery, the prince was on t!)e point of revenging 4iis quarrel by force of 
iarms ; but his father having caused the queen to make the most humble submissions to 
:him, bis resentment was at length appeased, and a perfect reconciliation took place.

Nothing memorable happened in the reign of king Philip after this reconciliation. 
He died in the year J JOS, and wes succeeded by his son Eouis the Gross. The first 
years of his reign were disturbed by insurrections of his lords, in different places of the! 
.kingdom ; and these insurrections were the more troubleBome, as they were secretly 
fomented by Henry I. of England, that weakening the power of France, his duchy of 
Normandy might be the more secure. This quickly brought on a war ; in which Henry 
■was defeated, and his son William was obliged to do homage to Louis for the dtichy of 
Normandy. As the kings of England and France, however, were rivals, and exceedingly 
Jealous of each other, the latter espoused the cause of William^ the son of Robert, duko of 
Normandy, whom Henry bad unjustly deprived of that duchy. This brought on a 
new war ; iu which Louis, receiving a great defeat from Henry, was' obliged to make 
peace, upon such terms as his antagonist thought proper.' The tranquillity, however, 
w’as but of short duration. . Louis renewed bis intrigues in favour of William, and en
deavoured to form a confederacy against Henry ; but the latter found means not only 
V) dissipate this confederacy, but to prevail upon Henry V. emperor of Qcrmany, to 
invade France, with the whole strength of tjie empire, on one side, while he prepared to 
attack it on the other. But Louis, having collected an army of 200,000 men, both 
tliem thought proper to desist. Upon this the king of France wmild have marched into 
Normandy, in order to put William in possession of that dubhy. His great vassals, 
bowever, told him, they would do no such thing ; that they had assembled in order to- 
defend the territories of France from tiie invasion of a foreign prince ; and not to enlarge 
his power by destroying that balance which arose from the king of England’s possession 
of Normandy, and which they reckoned necessary for their own safely. This was fol
lowed by a peace with Henry, which, as both monarchs had novv seen the extent of each 
other’s power, was made on pretty equal terms, and kept during the life of Louis, wh(  ̂
died ii\ 1137, leaving the kingdom to his son Louis V II.

The young king was not endowed with any of those qualities which constitute a great 
tnonarcl). From the superstition common to the age in which he lived, he undertook ai7 
expedition into the Holy Land, from whence he returned without glory.. When Henry II  
ascended the throne of ^England, some wars were carried on between him and Lodi^
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Tiith litlle advantage on either side : at last, however, a perfect reconciliation took place ; 
and Louis toolt a voyage to England, in order to visit the shririe of St. Thomas of Can-, 
terbury. On his return be was struck with an apoplexy ; and though he recovered for 
4hat time, yet he continued ever after paralytic on the right side. After having lan
guished for about a year under this malady, he died, on the 18th of September, 118r>, 
4eaving the kingdom to his son Philip.

■Thii prince, surnamed The gift of God, The Masnanimous, and The Conqueror, 
during his life-time ; and, as if all these titlfeS had fallen short of his mel it, styled Augus
tus after hfs deatli, is reckoned one of the greatest princes that ever set on the throne of 
France, or any other. It doth not, however, appear that these titles were well founded. 
In the beginning of his reign he was opposed by a strong faction, excited by his mother. 
Them, indeed, he repressed with e vigour and spirit which did him honour ; but his 
taking part with the children of Henry II. of England, in their unnatural contests with 
their fathet, and his treacherous combination with John, to seize his brother’s kingdom, 
when he was detained‘prisoner by the emperor of Germany, must be indelible stains 
m his character, and for ever exclude'him from the title of Magnanimous. As to military 
skill and personal valour he was evidently inferior to Richard I. of England ; nor Can 
his recovering of the provinces held by the English in France, from such a mean and 
^astardly“prince as king John, entitle him, with any justice, to the surname of Con
queror. In politics he was evidently the dupe of the pope, who made use of him to 
intimidate John info submission, by promising him the kingdom of England which lie , 
nftver meant that he should enjoy.

Philip died in J293, and was succeeded by his son Louis Y III. ; and he in 1226, bj 
Loui^ IX . afterward# styled St. Louis. This prince was certainly possessed of many 
good qualities, but deeply tinctured by the superstition of the times. This induced him 
to engage id two croisades. On his return from the first of these, which was against the 
Saracens of Egypt, be found many disorders in the kingdom, and these he set himself to 

‘ reform, with the utmost diligence. Having succeeded in this he yielded to Henry III. 
of England the Limousin, Querci, Perigord, and.some other places ; in consideration 
that Henry'and hi's son, prince Edward, should renounce, in the fullest manner, all prC- 
tensiofis to' Normandy and the Other provinces of France, which the English had formerly 
possessed. .'

The reputation of this monarch for candour and justice, was so great, that the baron's 
of England, as well as king Henry III. consented to make him umpire of the’differen'ccs 

’which subsisted between them. But though he decided this matter very justly, his de
cision wds not productive of any good effect. At last the king having settled every thing 

'relating to his kingdom, in a proper manner, set otit on another croisade for Africa ; 
wh^re he died of the plague, on the 2Ath o f August, 1270.

His successor, Philip the Hardy, carried on the war against the infidels with vigour^ 
procured the friendship of Our Edward I. by ceding so him the county of Angenois, and 
laboured to repress the power of the barons,- but after enduring a variety of misfortunes, 
expired, in Ihi l6th of his reign, ^Vom out with his grief end mfirniities. • His sc-
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cond son, Philip the F^ir, vyas involved in' a war with England, by a petty .squabble, 
which took plage between the Norman .and English sailors. This war produced ntv 
great events, before it was terminated by a peace, in which tlie two kings abandoned their 
allies to the resentment of their enemies. After this treaty he invaded Fkndersy but was- 
presented from conquering that country by the interposition of Edward II I .

The other remarkable transactions of this reign were the expulsion and confiscation 
of the estates of the Templars, who, at that time, enjoyed immense possessions in France. 
The confiscations took place without any. form’ of trial, and upwards of 50 of them were 
put to death in a most cruel manner., The grand master with three of his principal offi
cers were burnt by a slow fire, in the presence of the king himself. The whole body of 
these unfortunate knights had been accused of the most gross and abominable sensualb 
ties. The particulars were revealed, or pretended to be so, by two criminals, who re
ceived their pardon for the discoveries they made ; and these discoveries were confirmed 
oy the Templars themselves. But this confession was afterwards retracted, as being 
extorted from them by the fear of absolute destruction, and those who suffered maintain; 
ed their purity to tlic last: and, on the whole, it was believed that "Philip consulted his 
avarice rather than his justice by this cruel execution. The uneasiness of his mind, 
which he suffered on account of some domestic  ̂ misfortunes, is supposed to have pro
duced the consumption, of which he died, in the year 1315, the 47th of his age, and 30th 
of his reign.

Louis the Boisterous had to contend with tw'o great diffipulties, the emptiness of hi& 
'treasury and discontent of his subjects. l ie  died, it is supposed, of poison, and w'as 
succeeded by an infant, born after bis death, and enrolled among the kings of France, 
under the name of Jolin I. The death of this infant, three weeks after ity birth, made 
way for Philip'the Long. A confagious distemper swept away many thousands of his 
French subjects. This was supposed, by thg superstitious people of those times, to l>o 
occasioned by the Jews, who conspired, with the Saracens to poison thespripgs, and that 
the execution of the project Avas committed to some lepers, who lived by themselves'in * 
hospitals richly endowed. On this, a persecution was instantly commenced against 
these unfortunate men, and great numbers of them werq burnt alive-; while the} Jewsim 
general, were abandoned to the rage of the populace, vrho insulted their persons, and* 
plundered their houses, without remorse. The remainder of his reigq was employed in 
a fruitless attempt to settle the coinage of the kingdom.

He was succeeded, iu l Q2<2, by his brother, Charles IV. ; Who had obtained the sur
name of Fair. He spent immense sums to procure the imperial crown, but was, aftoc 
all, disappointed. Charles died in the year 132S, and was succeeded by Philip of Valob. 
He was engaged in hostilities with Edward III. who defeated the French fleet in 1340, *■ 
took 230 of their ships, and 30,000 Frenchmen, with two. of their admirals. ’ On anolber 
expedition he landed in Normandy, with "a formidablq army, and totally defeated the 
French forces, at the celebrated battle of Cressy. Edward next laid siege' to Calais,, 
which was then defended by, John do Vienne, an experienced commander, and supplied' 
Ifcitb every thing necessary for defence. It was at length takep, after a twelvemorlh’*
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the dcTentlants, having been reduced to the last extremity by famine and fatigue. 
The wosequences of this resistance are more fully related in our deseciptiort of Calais. 
These victories produced a truce. Philip died in 1350, when his eldest son, John, took 
possession of the kingdom. The war \vitl> England being renewed, Edward H I. invaded 
France, having previously sent over his son Edward, the celebrated black prince of 
Wales, John called, after the return of Edward to England, an assembly of the states 
at Paris, where he’explained the distressed situation of liis finances, and shewed* so folly, 
the necessity of assisting him in the defence of the kingdom, tliat they consented to main
tain ,a i -army of 30,000 men, during tlie war. To supply the other exigences of govern
ment, they revived the duty on salt,' and added a variety of other imposts ; but at the 
same time appointed a committee of their OM'n number, to take care that the money was- 
solely appropriated to the' public service.

-The satisfaction which John received from these grants, and the suppression of some 
disturbance^ which happened about this time, was soon overcast by the news that tlio 
prince of Wales had marched with an army of 12,000 men from Bourdeaux ; and after 
ravaging ;the Agcnois, Querci, and the Limousin, had enterred the province of Berry. 
The young warrior had penetrated! into the heart of France with this trifling body of 
■forces, in hopes of joining the duke of Lancaster in Guienne. But he soon found that 
his scheme was impracticable : the country before him was too well guarded to permit 
his advancing further ; and all the bridges behind were broken down, which effectually 
barred a retreat. In this embarrasing situation, his perplexity was increased, by being 
informed that the king of France was actually marching at the head of 60,000 men to 
intercept him. lie  at first thought of retreating ; but soon finding it impossible, he 
determined calmly to await the approach of the enemy ; and, notwithstanding the dis
parity of forces, to commit all to the hazard of a battle.
. It was at a place called Mapertuis, near Poictiers, that both armies came in sight of 
each Ollier. The French king might have starved the'English into -any terms he thought 
proper to imposes; but such was the impatient valour of the French nobility, and such' 
their certainty o f  soccess, 'that it might have been equally fatal to attempt repressing 
their ardotir to engage.' la  the mean time, while both armies were drawn out, and ex
pecting 4he signal to begin, they- we’re stopped by the appeartince of Perigord, who at
tempted to be*a mediator between tliem. However John, who made himself sure of 
victory, would listen to no other terms than the restitution of Calais ; with which the 
black prince refusing to comply, the onset vi'as deferred till the next morning, for whiciv 
both sideir.waited in. anxious suspense. '

During this interval the young prince strengthened his liost by new entrenchments 
and placed 300 men in ambush, with as many arcliers, who wer-e commanded to attack, 
the •enemy in flank, during the heat of the engagement. Having taken these precautions*, 
he ranged his army in three divisions ; the van nfas commanded by the carl of Warwick, 
the rear by the earis ©f Salisbury and Suffolk, and the main body by himself. In like 
manner the king of Fralie ^ rran ^d  his forces in three divisions ; the first commandedi 
by the duke'of .Orleans,'the Sebend by^he dauphin, -duended by his younger brothers*.
, Voi.. 11. - 2  Y
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,while 1)6 hiinself led lip tl)C main body, seconded by his yoiingesf’ and fiivourlte soft, 
Uien about 14 years of age. As the English were to be attacked only by marching up a 
long narrow lane, the French suffered greatly from their> atchers, who were posted on 
each side behind the hedges. Nor were they in a better situation upon emerging from 
this danger, being met by the black prince himself, at the head of a chosen body of troops, 
who made a furious onset upon their forces, already in great disorder. A dreadful over
throw ensued ; those who were yet in the lane recoiled upon their'owti forces ; while the 
English troo|)s, who had been placed in ambnsli, took that opportunity to ihcrease the 
confusion, and confirm the victory. 'T he dauphin' and the duke of Orleans wfere tomong  ̂
the first that fled. Tl>e king of France himself 'made tlie utmost efforts to retrieve by 
his Valour, what his rashness had forfeited ; but his single courage was unable to stop 
that consternation, which had now become general through his army; and his cavalry 
soon flying, he found himself exposed to the enemy’s fury. At length, spent witli fatigue, 
and despairing of success, he thought of yielding himself a prisoner ; and frequently 
-cried out that he was ready to deliver himself to his cousin, the prince of Wales.* The 
honour of taking him, however, was reserved for a ' much more ignoble hand ; he was 
seized by Dennis de Morbec, a knight of Arras, who had been obliged to fly his country 
for 'murder.
. In April following, the prince conducted his royal prisoner through London, attended 

by an infinite concourse of people of all ranks and stations. Ilis modesty, upon this 
occasion, was very remarkable ; the king of France was clad in royal apparel, and 
mounted on a white steed, distinguished by its size and beauty : ‘white the prince him
self rode by his side, upon a mean little horse, and in very plain attire.

This d)eadful defeat, which happened in the year almost entirely ^ruined the
French affairs ; and the miseries which ensued from this cause were greatly augmented 
by'intestine commotions. The dauphin, w-ho had now assumed the goverhtnent, vtas 
altogether unable to govern a turbulent and seditious people, at such a prisis. An as
sembly of the states, which he called, took the opportunity to limit the power of the 
prince, impeach the former ministers, and demand the liberty of the king of Navarre  ̂
the treasurer of the crown was murdered, by one Marcel, ai partizanW that wohhlesif 
prince, who had filled the'^ity of Paris with confusion by hii intrigues. The 'bssassin, 
whom Marcel employed was dragged, by order of the dauphin, from an altftr, wher©^ 
he had taken refuge, and instantly put to death. Tlie bishop of Paris resented the+nn- 
dignity done to the church ; and Marcel avenged the fate of his adherent -by murdering 
both the njareschals who had seized him, in the presence of the dauphin ; and stf near - 
him, that his clothes were stained with their blood, ' The prince indignantly asked him, 
if he was to be involved in 'the same^ destruction ; when Marcel affected to provide tfo*- 
his safety, by putting upon him a blue hood, the badge of the adherent^ of Navarre. 
The public disorders were now also augmented, by Jhe escape of the king of Navarre 
from confinement; and though the dauphin was even assured that he had administered 
a dose of poison, he was obliged still to pay him some appearance of regard, A scheme 
was even forn)ed, by the chiefs of the sedition, td change the ^vetom eot, to vest all th#
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i^owcr in tha commons', and leftve the king no more than an empty title; bat llimigh this 
was (avourably received by the city of Paris, it was entirely rejecte*i by the other cities 

. of the kingdom. The dauphin was likenise recognised as regent by the states general, 
and the inhabitants of Picerdy and Champagne took up arms in his cause.

In this disastrous state of affairs the miseries of the people were lieightened by 
a new and unexpected evil. The peasants, »r ho had been all along oppressed by the 
nobles, tvere now treated in such a manner, that they rose in great numbers revenge 
themselves ; {he castles- of the nobility were rased to the ground, their wives and daugh
ters ravished, and themselves put to the most cruel torments. At last they, were obliged 
to arm in their own ' defence. The-duke of Orleans cut off 10,000 of them in the neigh
bourhood of Paris ; 12,000.were massacred by the king of Navarre ; 9000, who had 
laid siege to the town of Meaux, where the danphiness and three other ladies of the first 
rank resided, were routed, and pursued with oreadful slaughter, by au officer in the 
service of Edward. Amidst these confusions, Marcel, the seditious leader already men
tioned, perished, in a tumult of his own raising ; and the most virtuous^ and prudent 
people of the nation supported the pretensions of the dauphin. His most dangei'ous 
enemy was the king of Navarre, who had allured, to his standard numbers of those Nor
man and English adventurers xvho had followed Edward into France, and there been 
left to seek tl»eir fortunes ; where they associated themselves under the name of the Com
panions. By such a formidable competitor the dauphin was reduced almost to the last 
extremity, when his hopes were revived by an unexpected proposal, from his riv^I, of 
peace, upon equitable and moderate terms. Historians in general have ascribed tins to 
the natural levity of the king of Navarre, but some have been of opinion that he acted 
from prurlential motives, and that he justly supposed it would be more easy to deal with 
{he xlauphin, who was his own kinsman, and humbled by so many misfortunes, than with 
A haughty and imperious conqueror like Edward,

In i3 6 0 a  peace was concluded between England and France, on the following con
ditions, Tlrat king John should pay for his ransom, at different periods, 3^000,000 of 
crowns of gold, (about 1,500,000/. of our money) ; Edward should for ever renounce* 
all tlain^ to the kingdom of France ; and should remain possessed of the territories of 
Poicton, Xaintouge, TAgenois, Perigord, the Limousin, ^ u e rd ,  Rouvergne, I’Angou- 

, inois, and other districts ip that quarter : together with Calais, Guisnes, !^Iontreuil, and 
{be county of Ponthieu, on the other side of France. Some other stipulations were 
piade in favour of .the allies of England, as a  security for the execution of these con
ditions/.

Upon John’s return to hfs dominions, lie found his subjects too poor to be able to 
pay his ransom. This was a breach of treaty he would not submit to ; as he was heard 
to express himself in a very noble manner upon the occasion : Though,” said he, “ faith 
V. should be banished from the rest of the earth, yet she ought still to retain her hahi-

tatipo in. the breast of kings,” In consequence of this declaration he actually return
ed to England once more, and yielded himself a prisoner, since he could not be honour^ 
ably free. He was lodged in the Sayoy,' the palace where he had resided during his capr
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tivity ; and soon after he closed a long and unfortunate, reign by hjs death, ia the year 
^364,, about the obth year of his age.  ̂ ^

Charles, surnamed the ^yise, succeeded his father on the throne of F r^ ce  ;,and thia 
monarch, merely by the force of a finely conducted policy, and even ^though suffering 
some defeats, restored his country once more to tranQuillity and power. He caused 
the Companions, a set of banditti, who had been long a terror to the peaceable inhabi
tants, to l?e enrolled into an army, and employed in the wars of Nayarre. Xiiough he. 
avoided any general engagement with die English, he was able to e-'pcl tljem gradually 
from some of their conquests, and ha/d at length the pleasure to see that their pffaira fclh 
into total ruin, on the death of Edward and his son the black prince.. Having thus es-t 
tablished once more the house of Valois on the throne of France, he died, in the year }37'?, 
in consequence of poison formerly given him by his enemies.

During tlie reign of his successor, Charles the Well-beloved, .a variety of circum'" 
stances concurred to extend llie power of England, and to reduce the aflaira qf Frapcft 
nearly to the verge of ruin. As Charles was under 12 years of age, he was placed under 
the tuition.of the, dukes of Burgundy and Bourbon. The former of these,, instead oi 
instructing his pupil in the. w ays of virtue, indulged him in every kind' of vicious plea^ 
Sure r hoping thereby, to gain his favour afterwal-ds. The citizens of Paris, oppressed 
by taxes, broke out into tumults, and were quelled with difficulty ; while the inal-admi
nistration of Philip, the duke of Burgundy, soon involved the nation in unnecessary hos-» 
tilities with the Flemings. The minority of Charles was now drawing neat to an end 
and he began to display a genius which raised the hopes of the nation. His admioistra* 
tion was for some time prudent and vigorous.. He conciliated the affections of, his people 
by restoring their 'privileges, punishing their oppressors) and relieving them from tliq 
taxes wliicli had been imposed in bis minority. A very singular circumstance, 'however^ 
occured, very prejudicial to the interests of the French nation. The king, having takc» 
up arms to punish the disobedience of the duke of Brittany, was seized at Mans with a 
slow fever ; but could not be prevailed upon to rest or take physic. Q a the 5th of Au* 
gust, 1391 having marched all day in the heat of the sun, a miserable, jragged, wild
looking fellow darted from behind a tree, and laying hold of the bridle of bis hibrstv 
cried out, “ Stop! where are you going king ? You are betn'ayed and immediately 
withdrew again into the vvood. The king passed on,- not a little disturbed, and soon 
‘after one of the pages, who rode behind him and carried his lance, overcome*rth heal»“. 
fell asleep, and let it fall upon the helmet, wbicli was carried by the ether; » The iing,. 
hearing the noise, looked about ; and perceiving the page lifting the lance, killed iiliB 
immediately ; then riding furiously, with his sword drawn, he struck on eveVy aid^ of. 
hi.m, and at every person, till he broke his sword;^upon which, one of the gentletnen- 
leaped up behind him and held his arm. He fell soon after, and lay as if h® bad beea< 
dead ; so that, being taken up, and bound in a waggon) he was carried back'to Mans,' 
where he lay two days in a lethargy, after which be came a little to hiaiself, i and exr 
pressed great concern at the blood he had shed io his dejirium. The people, who bad 
c;cpressed the greatest eoncera for his distemper, were equally rejoiced ftt the news
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his recovery ; but bnfortuna'tely it was s6on dicovered that he no longer possessed that 
strength of judgment and understanding for which he had formerly beAB remarkable. 
In  a few months, indeed, the health and understanding of the king seemed to be suffi- 

' ciently restored-to re-assume the administration ; but in the year J 393, it tvas again 
disturbed, by an accident no less extraordinary than the former had been. An entertain
ment hai been given in honour of the marriage o f one of tiie queen’s attendants. At * 
this siX'masques entered the apartment, disguised like satyrS  ̂ in linen clothe* covered 
with rosin, awl, while warm, stuck over with down. These were the king and five of 
his lords; The duchess of Berri paid attention to the king, though she did not know 
him, and engaged in conversation with him. In the mean time, the duke of Orleans, 
ignorant of the consequence, out of diversion, fan a lighted torch against one of them. 
His,whole dress was instantly in a flame; and the fire was from him communicated to all 
the rest. The masques, notwithstanding the situation they were in, called out, “ Save 
V the king ! save the king !” On which the duchess of Berri, recollecting that it must 
be huh with whom she had engaged in conversation, wrapped him in her cloak, and pre
served him from further danger ; only one of the rest escaped, by jumping Into a cistern' 
of water; the other four perished in the flames.  ̂ The terror which he king underwent 
by this accident, instantly occasion a relapse; and he continued delirious at intervals as- 
long as he lived.

The nation was now involved in the ntmost confusion, and divided into two parties, 
violently hostile to each other.; namely .the Burgundians, and the Armaghacs, or ad^ 
herents of the duke of Orleans. This was thought- by Henry V. of England a favourable 
opportunity to recover from France those grants which had formerly been given up by 
treaty. He put to sea and landed at Harfleur, at the head of an army of fiOOO men at 
arms, and -24,000 foot, mostly, arcliers. He took Harfleur by storm, and proceeded 
further into the country, where he met with but a feeble resistance from the enemy, yet 
the climate seerhed to fight against the English ; a contagious dysentery carrying off 
three parW of .Henry’s army. A numerous army of 14,000 men at arms, and 40,000 
fqqt) ‘̂ as, by ibis time, assembled, under the command of count All>ert, and was now 
placed tô  intercept Henry’s weakened forces on their return. The English monarch now 
thought of retiring to Calais^ lo-this retreat, which was at once both painful and dan 
gorous, Henry took every precaution to inspire his troops with patience and perse
verance ; «nd shewed them in his own, the brightest example of fortitude and resigna-. 
t;on. % Ho wa» continually harrassed on his march by flying parties of Uic enemy ; and- 
whenever^ he attempted to pass the river Somme, across which his march lay, he saw- 
troops on the other side ready to oppose his passage. However he was so fortunate as« 
-to*seize by surprize, a passage near St. Quintin, which had not been suiTicicntly guarded,, 
and there be safely carried ovef his army.

But the enemy \vas still resolved to intercept his retreat: and'after he had passed the 
small river of'Tertrois at Blangi, he was surprised to observe from the heights the whole 
French army drawn up in the plains of Agincourt;; and so posted that it was impossible 
for him to proceed Oft his march, wifliout coming tq an eogagement, '

V o i. II . * 2 Z  "
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' On the morning of Friday, tlve memorable'25th of October, 1415, the day'of CrUpin 
and Crispanaa, the English and French armies were ranged in order of-battle, each in 
■•three lines, with ;bodies of Cavalry on ^ach wing., IThe constable D’Albert, who com' 
amanded the French army, fell into the snare that, was* laid for bhn, by drawing up his 
army in the narrow plain between the two woods.' Thh deprived him, in a great mea« 
«ure, of the advantage he should have derived from the prodigious superiority of his 
numbers ;«obliged him to make his b'nes unnecessarily deep, about 30 men in file ; to 
crowd his troops, particularly bis cavalry, so close together, that they could hardly move 
or use their arms ; ahd, in a word, was the chief causa of all the disasters that followed. 
The French, it is said, had a considerable number of cannoh of different sizes in the 
•field ; but we do not hear that they did any execution, probably for want of room. The 
first line of the French army, which consisted of 8000 men at arms on foot, mixed ivith 
4000 archers, with 500 men at arms mounted on each wing, was commanded by the 
con.stable D ’Albert, the dukes of Orleans and Bourbon, and many other nobles ; the 
flukes of Alen^^on, Brabant, Bar, &c. conducted tlie second line ; and the edrls of Marie, 
Damartine, Fauconberg, &c. were at the head of the third line. The king of England 
employed various arts to supply his defect of numbers. He placed 200 of his best 
archers in ambush, in a low meadow, on the flank of the first line of the French. His 
own first line consisted wholly of archers, four, In file ; each of whom, besides bis bow 
and arrows, had a battle-axe, a sword, and a stake pointed with iron at both endS, which 
he fixed before him in the ground, the point inclining outwards, to preteCt him from 
cavalry ; which was a new invention, and had a happy effect. That he might not be in- 
cumbered, he dismissed all bis prisoners, on their word ©f honour to surrender them
selves at Calais, if he obtained the victory; and lodged 1̂1 his baggage in the "village of 
Agificoort, in his rear, under a slender guard. The command of the first line Was,‘ af 
his earnest request, committed to Edward duke of York,'assisted by the lords Ceaumont,* 
Willoughby, and Faniiope ; the second was conducted by the bing, with his youiigest 
brother, Humphry, duke of Gloucester, the eas Is of Oxford, Marshal;' hnd Suffolk; and 
the third was led by the duke of Exeter, the king’s uncle. The line# being formed, tbe 
king, in shining armour, with a crown o l’gold adorned with precious stones,' otTriis- 
neimet, mounted on a fine white horse, rode along them, and Addressed each' corps with 
a cheerful countenance and animating speeches. To inflame their resentment •'again'ot 
their enemies he told them, that the French had determined tO cutoff three fingers of the* 
right band of every prisoner; and to rouse their love of honour, he dbclartd that every 
soldier in that army, who behaved well, should henceforth be deemed a- gentleman, and 
intitled to bear court armour. /  ‘ "

'W hen the two armies Were drawn up in this 'mariner, they stood a considerable time 
gazing at one another in solemn silence. But the king, dreading that the French would 
discover the'danger of their situation arid decline a bktl'le, commande'3 the charge to be 
sounded about lO o’clock in the forenoon. At that instant the first line of thfi English 
kneeled down and kissed the’ ground : and then starting up, discharged a flight of ar
rows, which did great execution among the crowded ranks rif*’the‘'R-cnch. Immediately
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after/a sighal being given, the archers in ambush arose, and diacharged their arrows on 
the flank of the French line, and threw it into some disorder. The 'battle .oow became 
general/ and raged with uncommon fury. The English archers, having expended all 
their arrows, tbrevV away their bows, and rushing forward, made dreadful havoc with their 
swords and battle-axes. The first line of the «nemy was, by this means, defeated ; its 
ladders being either killed or taken prisoners. The second line, commanded by the 
duke D’Alen^on, (who had made a vow either to take or kill the king of England, or to 
perish in the attempt) now advanced to the charge, and was encountered by the second 
line of the English, conducted by the king. This conflict was more close and furious 
than the former.  ̂ The duke of Gloucester, wounded and unhorsed, was protected by his 
royal brother till he was carried off the field. The duk6 D'AIencon forced his way to 

•rlic king, and assaulted him with great fury ; bu^ that prince brought him to the ground, 
where he was instantly dispatched. Discouraged by tliis disaster, the second line made 
no more resistance, and the third fled without striking a blow ; yielding a complete 
and glorious victory to the.English, after a violent struggle of three hours duration.

The king did not permit bis men to pursue the fugitives to a great distance', but en
couraged them to take as many prisoners as they could, on or near the field ; in which 
they were so successful, that, in a little time, his captives were more numerous than bis 
soldiers. A great pro[iortion of these prisoners were men of rank and fortune ; for 
many of the Frence noblesse, being on foot, and loaded with their heavy armour, could 
hot make their escape, Among these were the dukes of Orleans and Bourbon, the mar-' 
shal Boucicant, the counts D ’Eu, Vendome, Richemont, and Ilarcourt, and 7000 barons, 
knights, and gentlemen. The French left dead on the field of battle the constable D ’Al- 
hert, the three dukes of Alencon, Brabant and Bar, the archbishops of Sens, one marshal, 
l3  earls, 52 barons, loOO knights, and a far greater number of gentlemen, besides setre- 
ral thousands of com'mpn soldiers. Even the French historians acknowledge tliat th e . 
less of the Engli'sb was inconsiderable ; those’ of our own contemporary writers, who 
make it the greatest, aflirm that it did not exceed 100, and that the duke of York and 
the,ejirl of Suffolk were the only great men that fell on that side, on this memorable 
action^ *

The interests of the Frenih continued to decline during the remainder of the reign of 
Charles VI. who died in <he year 1422, and was succeeded by his son Charle.s VII. 
Nothing can be more deplorable than the situation of that monarch on assuming 
the crown. The English were masters of almost all France ; and Henry I. though yet 
tu t  an infant, was solemnly invested with regal power by legates from Paris. The duke 
of Bedford was at the head rff a ‘numerous army in the heart of the kingdom, ready to 
oppose every insurrection ; while the duke of Burgundy, who had entered into a firm 
Confederacy with him, still remained stedfast and Seconded his claims. Yet, notwith
standing these unfavourable appearances, Charles found means to break the leagues 
formed against him, and to bring back his Isubjects to their natural interests and their 
duty.

However his first 'attempts were totally destitute of success. AVherever he endea-
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voured to face the ene'my he was overthrown ; and he could scarcely rely on the friende 
next his person. His authority was insulted eveq by his own servants j advantage after 
advantage was gained against him ; and a battle^ fought near Verneuil, in which he was 
totally defeated by the duke of Bedford, seemed to rgijder his atfair^ altogether despe
rate. But from the impossibility of the English keeping the field, without new supplies, 
Bedford was obliged to retire into England ; and, in the mean time, his vigilant enemy 
began to,recover from his late consternation. Dumois, one of his generals, at the head 
of loot) men, compelled the earl of Warwick to raise the siege of Monturgis and this 
advantage, slight as it was, began tq make the French suppose that the English were not 
invincible. ,

But they soon had still greater reason to triumph in their change of fortune, and a 
new revolution wijs produced fay means, apparently the most unlikely to be attended 
with success. In the village of Domremi, near Vaucoleurs, on the borders of Lorrain, 
there lived a country girl, about 27 years of age, called Joan d'Arc. This girl had 
been a servant at a small inn ; and in that humble station had submitted to those hardy 
employments which fit the Irody for the fatigues of war. She. was of an irreproachable 
life, and. had hitherto testified none of those enterprising qualities which displayed them
selves soon after. She contentedly fulfilled the-duties of her situation, and was remark
able only for her modesty and love of religion. But the miseries of her country seemed to 
have been one of the greatest objects of her compassion and regard. Her mind, in
flamed by these objects, and brooding with melancholy .stedfastness upon them, begaiv 
to feet several impulses, which she was willing to mistake for the inspirations of heaven. 
Convinced of the reality of • her own admonitions, she had recourse to one jBandricourt,' 
governor of Vaucoleurs, and informed him of. her destination by heaven to free her na
tive country of its fierce invaders. Bandricourt treated her at first with neglect  ̂ but 
her importunities at length prevailed ; and, willing to make a trial of her pretensionsj he 
gave her some attendants, who conducted her to the court, whicfi, at that time, resided 
a Chiuen. . , i

The French court were probably sensible of tlie weakness of her pretensions, l|ut they 
were willing to make use of every artifice to support their declining fortunes. I t was 
therefore given out that Joan was actually inspired ; that she had been able to discover 
tlie king, among the number of his courtiers, although he had laid aside all the distinct 
tions of his authority ; that she had told him some secrets which were only known to hiin- 
•elf ; and that she had demanded and minutely described a sword, in the church of St. 
Catherin de Fierbois, which she had never seen. In this manner, the minds of the 
vulgar being prepared for her appearance, she was armed cap-a-pee, and shev '̂ii in that 
martial dress to the people. She was then brought before the doctors of the university; 
and they, tinctqred with the credulity of the times, or willing to second the imposture, 
declared that she had actually received her commissiop from above.

Wiien tlie preparations for her mission w^re completely blazoned, the next aim was 
to- send her against the enemy. The English were at that time besieging the city of O r
leans, the last resource of Charles,, and every thing promised them a speedy surrender.
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Joan undertook to raise the siege / and* to- render herself still more remarkable, girded 
herself with the miraculous sword, of which she had before such extraordinary notices. 
Thus equipped, she ordered all the soldiers to coJifess themselves before they set out 
she displayed in her hand consecrated banner, and assured the troops of certain suc- 
fcess. Such confidence on her side soon raised the spirits of the French army; and 
even the English, who pretended to despise her efforts, felt themselves secretlyjnffuencejl 
by the terrors of her mission, A supply of provisions was to be conveyed into tlie towij; 
Jean, at the head of some French troops, covered the embarkation, and entered Orleans 
at the head of the convoy, which she had safely protected. While she was leading her 
Hoops along, a dead silence and astonishment reigned among the English ; and tlicy 
regarded, with religious awe, that temerity, which they thought nothing but supernatural 
assistance could inspire. I3ut they were soon roused from their state of amazement by 
a sally from the town; Joan led on the besieged, bearing the sacred standard in her 
hand, encouraging them with her words and actions, bringing them to the trenches, and 
overpowering the besiegers in their own redoubts. In the attack of one of the forts si?e 
was wounded in the neck with an arrow, but instantly pulling out tbe weapon with her 
own’hands, and getting the wound quickly dressed, she hastened back to head.the troops; 

•and to plant her victorious banner on the ramparts of the enemy. These successes 
continuing, the English found that it was impossible to resist troops animated by such 
superiorenergy; and Suffolk, w’ho conducted the attack, thinking that it might prove 
extremely dangerous to remain any longer in the presence of such a courageous and 
victorious enemy, raised the siege, and retreated with all imaginable precaution.

The,mising of the siege of Orleans was one part of the maid’s promise to the king of 
France ; the, crowning him at Rheims was the other. She now declared that it was 
time to complete that ceremony ; and Charles, in pursuance of her advice, set out for 
Rheims at the head of 12,000 men.' The towns through which he passed opened theii’ 
gates to receive him ; and Rheims sent him a deputation, w-itb its keys, upon his ap
proach,. Tbe ceremony of his coronation was there performed with the utmost solemnity ; 
and the Maid of Orleans (for so she was now called) seeing the completion of her mis
sion, desired.leave to retire, alleciging that she had now accomplished the end of her 
calling. Rut her services had been so great that the king could not think of parting with 
h e r; be pressed her to stay so earnestly that she at length complied .with his request.

A tide of successes at first followed the performance of this solemnity, but at length 
the Alaid of Orleans, having thrown herself into Compiegne, was taken prisoner by tbe 
duke of Curgundy. She was condemned to be burnt alive for sorcery, and is generally 
believed to have suffered agreeable to that sentence, in the market-place of Rouen. An 
opinion has, however, been entertained, that she was secretly conveyed to a distance, and 
lived.many years afterward. Soon after this trairsaction, the duke of Burgundy returned 
to his allegianee, tbe duke of Bedford departed this life, and the city of Paris acknow
ledged the French king for its sovereign. The English affairs now became totally 
irretrievable, and nothing remained of all their extensive conquests except the city ol^ 
Calais. ®

VoL. II. 3 A.
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Tlieiatter days of Charles were embittered by domestic misfortunes ; and his death, 
which took place-in 146), w'as occasioned by his abstaining from food, under an appre
hension of being poisoned. He was succeeded by Lewis X I. a dark, crafty, and cruel 
prince, who nevertheless laid the foundation of the future greatness of France. By hij 

1 arts he deprived the common people of their liberty, -depressed the power of the nobility, 
^established a standing army, and even induced the states to render many taxes perpetual, 
which formerly were only temporary, in order to support t!ie arniy, w’hicb was to keep 
-themselves in slavery. From this time the people were accustomed to  submit entirely 
to the voice of their sovereign as their only legislator; and being .always obedient in 
matters of the greatest consequence, they clieerfuliy contributed whatever Sums were 
isequired to fulfil the king’s pleasure.

During this period the Netherlands were possessed by a nunrber of petty sovereigne, 
who, with the titles of counts and dukes, possessed, in reality, the sovereign power; 
paying homage occasionally to the king of France or the euiperor of Germany. To
wards the close of the loth century they became united under the house of Burgundy, 
and came, at length, by marriage into tiie possession of the emperor Maximiliai). The 
inhabitants cultivated commerce, and were extremely jealous of their liberties.

The history of Swisseiland may be recorded in a few words, till we give an account of 
that wonderful revolution to which it was indebted for its liberty. Fortified by their 
natural situation, surrounded with mountains, torrents, apd woods, the Swiss, having 
nothing to fear from strangers, had lived happily in a rugged country, suited only to men 
■who have been accustomed to a frugal and laborious course of life. Equality of con- 
•dilion was the basis of their government. They bad b tea  frge from time immemorial; 
and when !'any of their nobility attempted to tyrannize, they were either altogether ex
pelled, or reduced within bounds by the people. But although the, Swiss were extremely 
jealous of their liberty, they had always been submissive to the empire on which they 
depended ; and many of their towns w-ere free and imperial.

When Rodolph of Hapsburg was elected emperor, several lords of castles formally 
accused the cantons of Ury, Scliwitz,’ and Underwald, of Iniving withdrawn themselves 
from their feudal subjection. But Rodolph, who had formferljy fought against these petty 
lyrants, decided in favour of the citizens; and thenceforth thesQ three cantons were 
under the patronage, but not the donninion, of the house of Austria.

Rodolph always treated the Swiss with great indulgence, 'and generously defended the 
rights and privileges against the noblemen who attempted to infringe them, j  Alberts 
conduct, in these respects, was just the reverse of his father’s ; he wanted to govern the 
Swiss as an absolute sovereign, and had formed a scheme for erecting their country into 

* a principality for one of bis sons. In order to accomplish this purpose he endeavoured 
tc persuade the cantons of Ury, Schwitz; and Undervkald, to submit voluntarily to his 
dominion. In case of compliance he promised to rule them with great lenity ; but finrV- 
i»g them tenacious of their own independency, and deaf to all his solicitations, he resolved to 
tame them by’rougher methods, and appointed governors, who domineered over them in 

' the  niost arbitrary manner. '  '
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The tyranny of these governors exce«Ted all belief. Geisler, governor 6f Ury, or
dered his hat to be fixed upon a pole in the market-place of Aitorf, and every pa^sengei* 
was commanded, on pain of death, to pay obeisance to it. Rut the independent spirit of 
M'illiam Tell, who, among others, had projected the deliverance of his country, disdained 
to pay that absurd homage. On this the governor ordered him to be hanged ; but re
mitted the punishment, on condition that he should strike an apple from his son’s head 
with an arrow. Tell, who was an excellent marksman,' accepted the alternative, and 
had the good fortune to strike off the apple without hurting his son. But Geisler, per
ceiving a second arrow under William’s coat, inquired for what purpose that was in
tended. I t  was designed for thee,” replied ^he indignant Swiss, if I had killed'my 
** son.” For that heroic answer he was doomed to perpetual imprisonnrent, thouglr it 
was happily put out of the governor’s power to edrry his sentence into execution.

This and other acts of wanton tyranny determined Arnaukl Melchtal, a native of 
Underwald, Werner Straffacher of Schwitz, and Walter Furtz of Ury, to put in execu
tion those measures which they had concerted for delivering tlvemselves and their country 
from the Austrian dominion. Naturally bold and enterprising, and united by a long, 
intimacy of friendship, they had frequently met in private to deliberate u[)on this inte
resting SuFyect; each associated three others ; and these 12 men acconTplished their im- 
4>ortant enterprise without the loss of a single life. Having prepared the inhabitants of 
their several cantons for a revolt, (bey surprised the Austrian governors, artd conducted 
them to the frontiers; obliging them to promise, upon oath, never more to serve against 
the Helvetian nation, then dismissed them ; an instance of moderation not perhaps to 
be equalled in the history of mankind, of a people incensed against their oppressors, and 
who had them in theii' power.

Thus these three cantons Ury, Schwitz, and Underwald, delivered themselves from the 
Austrian yoke, and established that liberty, which, till within our recollection, they con
tinued to enjoy. The other cantons soon engaged in this confederacy, which gave birth 
to the republic of Swisserland : never did any people fight longer or harder for their 
liberty than the Swiss. They purchased it by above 60 battles against the Austrians, and 
they reaped the fruit of their labour, for the change'of government seemed to have pro
duced a change in the face of the country. The rude soil, which lay neglected'under 
cruel and tyrannical masters, now appeared cultivated; the craggy roc^s are covered 
with vines; and the wild heath, tilled by the bands of freedom, became a fruitful plain.

In tracipg the history of Italy through the long period which is included in this <;bap- 
ter, it is necessary to pursue a double plan ; first recording such events as concerned 
Italy in general, and afterwards tracing the progress of the particular states of which it 
is composed. As the Lombards had not been possessed of the whole territory of Italy, 
so the w hole bi it never came into the possession of CharlenSagne ; neither, since the time 
of the Goths, has the whole of this country been under'the dominion of any single statb. 
Some of the southern provinces were still possessed by the emperors of Constantinople; 
and the liberal grants of Pepin and Cherlentagtie himself to the pope, had invested him 
with a considerable share of temper^ power. Thp territories of the pope,, indeed, were
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supposed to be held in vassalage from France ; but this the popes themselves always 
stiffly denied. The undisputed territory of Charlemagne in Italy, therefore, was re
stricted to Piedmont, the JMilanese, the Mantuan, the territory of Genoa, Parma, Mo
dena,' Tuscany, Pologna, the dukedoms of Fruili, Spoleto, and Benevento; the last of 
which contained the greatest part of the present kingdom o^ Naples.

The feudal government which the Lombards had introduced into Italy, naturally 
■ produced revolts and commotions, as the different dukes inclined either to change their 
masters or to set up for themselves. Several revolts indeed happened during the life of 
Charlemagne himself; which, however, he always found means to crush : but after his 
death the sovereignty of Italy became an object of contention between the kings of France 
and. the emperors of Germany. From this time we may date the troubles with which 
Italy was so long overwhelmed ; and of which, as they proceeded from the ambition of 
those called kings of Italy and theif nobles, of the kings of France and of the emperors 
of Germany, it is difficult to have any clear idea.

While Lothaire was engaged in his unnatural war with Louis Debonnaire, the Sara-: 
cens‘ landed on the coasts of Italy, and committed sut^h ravages that even the bishops 
were obliged to arm themselves for the defence of the country. Lothaire,. however, 
after returning from Ids unnatural w-ar with his father, was so far from attempting to put 
an end to these ravages, or to restore tranquillity, that he seized on some places be
longing to the see of Rome, under pretence that they were part of̂  Ids kingdom of Lom
bardy ; nor- would be forbear these encroachments till expressly commanded to do so by 
his father. After having embroiled himself, and almost lost all his dominions in a war 
with Ids brothers after the death of Louis, and declared his sob, also called Louis, king 
of Italy, this ambitious prince died, leaving to Louis the title of emperor, as well as 
king of Italy, with which hc' had before invested him.

The new emperor applied himself to the restoration of tranquillity in his dominions, 
arid driving out the Saracens from those places which they had seized in Italy. This he 
fully accomplished, and obliged the infidels to retire into Africa ; but, in 875, he died, 
without naming any successor. After his death some of the Italian nobles, headed by 
the duke of Tuscany, represented*to the pope, t’nat as Louis had left no successor, tl*e' 
regal dignity, which had so long been usurped by foreigners, ought now to return to 
the Italians. The pope, however, finding that Charles the Bald, king of Fran:e, had- 
such an ambition for the imperial crow n that he would stick at hothing to obtain it, re
solved to gratify him,. though at as high a price as possible. He accordingly crowned 
him emperor: and king of Lombardy,, on condition of his owning, the indepbndency of 
Rome, and that he himself only held the empire by the gift of the pope. This produced 
a conspiracy among the discontented' nobles; and at the same time, the Saracens re
newing their incursions, threatened the ecclesiastical territories with the utmost danger. 
The pope solicited the emperor’s assistance with the greatest earnestness ; but the latter, 

;died before any thing effectual could be done: after which,, being distressed by the 
Saracens on one hand, and the Lombard nobles on the - other, the unhappy pontiff was 
forced to fly into France Italy now fell into thc‘utmost confusion and anarchy ; during^
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which time many of the nobles and states of Lombardy assumed an* independence, which 
they have ever since retained.

In 879 the pope was conducted to Italy with an army, by Boson, son-in-law to 
Louis II. of France .* but though he inclined very much to have raised this prince to , 
the dignity of king of Italy^ he found his interest insufficient for that purpose^^ and mat
ters remained in their former situation. The nobles, who had driven out the pope, were 
now indeed reconciled to iiim ; but, notwithstanding this reconciliation, the state of the 
country was worse than- ever; the great men renouncing the authority of any superior, • 
and every one claiming to be sovereign in his own territories. To add to, the calami
ties which ensued through the ambition of these despots, the Saracens committed every 
where the niost terrible ravages; till, at last, the Italian nobles, despising tlie kings of 
the Carlovingian race, who had weakened themselves by their mutual dissensions, began 
to think of throwing off even all nominal submission to a foreign yoke, and retaining the 
imperial dignity among themselves. Thus they hoped that by being more onited among 
themselves, they might be more able to resist the common enemy. Accordingly, in 885, 
tliey went to pope Adrian, requesting him to join them in asserting the independency of 
Ita ly ; they obtained of hitu the two following decrees, viz. That the popes, after tlieir 
election, might be consecrated, without waiting for the presence of the king or his am
bassadors ; and that if Charles the Gross died without sons, the kingdom of Italy, with, 
the title of emperor, should be conferred on some of the Italian nobles. *

In consequence of these decrees, Berengarius, duke of Fruili, seized on the kingdom of 
ItaU’, on the death of Cliarles the Gross. During his reign the Hungarians invaded: 
Italy, and plundered the towns of Treviso, Vicenza, and Padua, without resistance, the 
inhabitants flying every where into fortified places. This devastation they continued for 
two years ; nor could their departure be procured without paying them a large sum of 
money, which, however, proved of little avail; for the following year they returned, and 
ravaged the territory of Fruili without controul. Scarcely were these invaders departed, 
when the Saracens, who bad settled at the foot of the Alps, invaded Apulia gnd Cala
bria, and made an irruption as far as Acqui, in the neighbourhood of Pavia;, while the 
inhabitant.^, instead of opposing them, fled to some forts, which had been erected in the 
time of the first irruption of the Hungarians. In 9 12, however, John, presbyter of Ra
venna, having obtained the papal dignity, by means of Theodora, wife of Aldebert, 
count of Tuscany, applied himself to regulate the affairs of the church, and to repress 
the insults of the Saracens. While he was considering, on the most proper methods of 
effecting this, one of the Saracens, who had received an injury from his countrymen, 
■fled to Rome, and offered to deliver the Italians from their invasions, if the pope would 
but allow him a small body of men. His proposals being accepted, 60 young merv 
were.chosen, all well armed ; who, being conducted by the Saracen into by-paths, at
tacked the infidels as they were returning from their inroads, and several times defeated 
great parties of them. These losses affecting the Saracens, a , general alliance was con
cluded amongst all their cities ; and having fortified a town on the Garigliano, they 
abandoned the rest and retired hither. Thus they became much more formidable than. 
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before ; Mrhich alanping the pope, he consulted with Arpulplius, prince of BenevefitO 
and'Capua, sending at the same time ambassadors to Constantine, the Greek emperor, 
inviting him to an alliance against the infidels. Thd Saracens, unable to withstand such 
a powerful combination, were besieged in their city : where, being reduced to great 
straits, th ^  at last set hre to it, and sallied out into the woods ; but being pursued by the 
Italians, they were all cut off to a man.
, In  924 Berengarius was murdered at Verona, and theSaracens, taking advantage of 
the disturbances which then subsisted, plundered the cities of Mantua, Brescia, and Ber
gamo, Marching afterwards to Pavia, they invested it closely on all sides ; and, about 
4he middle of March, 925, taking advantage of the wind, they set fire to the houses next 
the walls, and during the confusion broke open the gates, and getting possession of the 
city, treated the inhabitants with the greatest barbarity. Having burnt the capital of 
the kingdom, they next proceeded to Piacenza, where they plundered the suburbs; and 
tljen returned to Pannonia laden with booty.

Another Berengarius, grandson of the former, became king of Italy m 9 5 0 ; he ex
ceedingly oppressed the Italians, and revolted against Otho, emperor of Germany. This 
•at last procured bis ruin ; for, in 96 J, Otho returned with an army into Italy, where he 
was crowned king by the archbishop of Milan, and the year following was crowned 
emperor by the pope. On this occasion he received the imperial crown from 
bis holiness, and kissed his feet with great humility: after which they both went to 
the altar of St. Peter, and bound themselves by a solemn oath,* the pope to be always 
faithful to the emperor, and to give no assistance to Berengarjus or Aldebert, hjs ene
mies ; and Otho to consult the welfare of the church, to restore to it all its patrimony by 
former emperors. Otho, besides this, bestowed very rich presents on the church of St. 
Peter. He ordained that the election of popes should be according to the canons; that 
the elected pope should not be consecrated till he had publicly promised, in- presence of 
the emperor’s commissaries, to observe every thing formerly specified with regard to 
the rights of the emperors ; that these commissaries should constantly reside at Rome, 
and make a report every year how Justice was administered by the ju|Iges ; and, in case 
of any complaints, the commissaries should lay them before the pope ; but if he neglected 
to intimate them, the imperial commissaries might then do what they please.

Otho was, however, so far from yielding any implicit obedience |to the pope, that he 
joined with the bishops in opposing John X II. and electing Leo in his place. At the 
time of Otho’s death Italy was divided into the provinces of Apulia, Calabria, «tbe duke
dom of Benevento, Campania, Terra Romana, the dukedoms of Spoleto, Tuscany, Ro* 
magna, Lombardy, and the marquisites of Ancona, Verona, Fruili, Treviso, and Genoa. 
Apulia and Calabria were still claimed by the Greeks ; but âll the rest were either im
mediately subject to, or held of, the kings of Italy. Otho conferred Benevento, (in
cluding the antient Samnium)'On the duke of that name Campania and Lucania be 
gave to the dukes of Capua, Naples, and Salerno. Rome with its territory, Ravenna 
w'iti] the exarchate, the dukedom of Spoleto with Tuscany^ and the marquisate of Anco- 
fla he granted to the pope; -and retained the rest of Italy under the form of a kingdom^
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^ome of the citie* were left free, but all tributary, l ie  appointed several hereditary 
'marquisates and counties, but reserved to himself the sovereign jurisdiction in their ter- 
Titories. The liberty of *llie cities consisted in a freedom to choose their own magistrates, 
to be judged by their own laws, and to dispose of their own revenues, on condition that 
they took their oath of allegiance to the king, and paid the customary tribute. The 
cities that were not free were governed by the commissaries or lieutenants of the empe
ror ; but the free cities were governed by two or more consuls, afterwards called potes- 
tates, chosen annually, who took the oath of allegiance to the emperor before the bishop 
of the city, or the emperor’s commissary. Besides regulating what regarded the cities, 
Otho distributed honours and possessions to those wdio had served him faithfully. I'he  ̂
honours consisted in the titles of duke, marquis, count, captain, valvasor, and valvasin ; 
the possessions were, besides land, the duties arising from harbours, ferries, roads^ fish
ponds, mills, salt-pits, the uses of rivers, and all pertaining to them, and such like. ,The 
'dukes, marquisses, and counts, were tliose who received dukedoms, marquisates, and 
counties from the king in fiefs ; the captains had the command of a certain number of 
men, by a grant from the king, duke, marquis, or count; the valvasors were subordinate 
to the captains, and the valvasins to them.

During the reigns of the second and third Othos, a citizen of Rome, whose name \vas 
Crescentius, attempted to restojc the antient republic. Otho III. in the year. 998, be-* 
sieged the city, took it by assault, and caused Crescentius to be beheaded. Henry, suc-1 
cessor of Otho, was induced to promise the pope, before his coronation, that he would 
be fuithfu^ to him and his successors in every thing. *

Henry III. granted to certain Norman adventurers the investiture of great part of 
Apulia and Calabria, which they had wrested frbm the Greeks and Saracens- His son, 
Henry IV. had a long contest with a succession of popes, one of whom was the cele
brated Hildebrand^ otherwise denominated Gregory V II. How this affair was deter
mined between Henry V. and Gregory V III. has been already related.

In the reign of Conrad III . who succeeded Lothario, the celebrated factions called 
the Guelphs and Gbibellinos arose, which for many years, deluged tlie cities of Italy wiih 
blood. They took their origin during a civil war in Germany, in which the enemies of 
the emperor were called Guelphs, and his friends GhibelHnes ; and these names were 
quickly received in Italy, as well as other parts of the emperor’s dominions. O f this 
civil war many of the cities in Italy took the advantage to set up for themselves ; neither 
was it in the power of Conrad, who, during his whole reign, was employed in unsuc
cessful crusades, to reduce them ; but, in 1158, Frederic Barbarossa, successor to Con- 
tad, entered Italy, at the head of a very numerous and disciplined army. His army was 
divided into several columns for the conveniency of entering the country by as many 
different routes. Having passed the Alps he reduced the town of Brescia ; where he 
made several salutary regulations for the preservation of good order and military disci
pline. Continuing to advance, he besieged Milan, which surrendered at discretion. He 
wan crowned king of Lombardy at M’onza, aivd having made himself master of all the 
other cities that country, he ordered a minute inquiry to be set on foot concerning the
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lights of the empire, and exacted iiomage of, all thoje who Ijeld of it, without exccptipg 
•even the bisliops. Grievances were redressed 5 magistracies were reformed ; tne tight* 
of regality discussed and ascertained ; new Jaws enacted fqr the maintenance of public 
tranquillity and the encouragement of learning,, »hich h o w  began to revive in the schoid 
•<of Bologna ; and, above all, subvassals were npt -only, prohibited frotn alienating theif 
-lands, but also compelled on their oath to their lords paramount, tp pccepl the emperejr 
-nominally, when they swore to serve and/ assist' them against all ^their enemies. Thp 
pope took umbrage at this behaviour towards the ecclesiastics : but Frederic justified 
wliat be had done, telling his deputiei it was reasonable they-should do homage for thp 
fiefs they possessed ; as Jesus Christ himself, though the lord of all the sovereigns uppu 
earth, had deigned to pay for himself and St. Peter the tribute wbiph was due to Caesaa 
- Soon after this pope Adrian IV. died, and two opposite factions elected two persons, 
kno^vn by the names of Victor II. and Alexander I I I .  The emperor’s allies necessaiily 
■acknowledged the pope chosen by him ; and those princes whq were jealou^of the cmi- 
peror acknowledged .the other. Victor II. Frederic’s pope, had Germany, Bohemia, 
and one half of Italy, on his side ; while the rest sulimitted to Alexander II I . The enir 
peror took a severe revenge on his enemies.; ^lilan was razed from ll^e foundation,k and 
salt strewed on its ruins ; Brecia- and Placentia were dismantled ; and the other cities, 
which bad taken part with them were deprived of their privilege^. Alexander III , how’- 
«ver, who had excited the revolt, returned to Rome after the death of his rival ;■ and a t 
his return the civil war was renewed. The emperor caused another pope, and aflpr hi* 
death another to be- elected. Alexander theq, fled to Frarice, the comrnon asylum of 
every pope who was oppressed by the en>perors ; but the flames of civil discord which he 
had raised continued daily to spread. In 1168 the cities of Italy, supported by Ute 
Greek emperor and the king of Sicily, entered into a new association for tlie defence <?f 
their liberties ; and the pope’s party a t length prevailed. In 11/6 the imperial arpiy, 
morn out by fatigues and diseases, was defeated by the confederates, and Frederic him
self narrowly escaped. About the same time he “w'as defeated at sea f,>y the Venetians; 
and his eldest son, Henry, who commanded his fleet, fell into thA jiands of the enemy." 
The pope, in honour of this victory, sailed out into the open , sea, accompanied by tlie 
whole senate ; and after having pronounced a thousand benedictions on th^t element, 
threw into it a ring as a mark of his gratitude and alFection. Hence tjie origin of that 
ceremony, which is annually performed ,by the Venetians, under a notipq of espousing 
the Adriatic. These misfortunes disposed the eufiperpr towards a recopcili(»tloo with tfje 
pope; but reckoning it below hie dignity to make an advance, he rallied Ips troops, and 
•exerted himself with so much vigour in repairing hi* loss, that the confederates were de
feated in a battle ; after which he made proposals of pea^e,/ which were now joyfully ac
cepted, and Venice was the plate appointed for & reconciliation.^ The etpperor, th 
pope, and a great tnany’prinecs and cardinals attended ; and there the emperor, in H77»- 
put an end to the dispute, by acknowledging the popei Jcisaiqg.^hi»,,feet, and holding h>» 
sh'rrup while he mounted his mulea This reconglliatipn was attended with the submission 
of ail the towns of Italy which had entered into an assvciatioq for their mutual, defence..
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They obtained a general pardon,'and were left at liberty ta  use their own laws and 
forms of government; but were obliged to take the oath of allegiance' to the emperor, 
as their superior lord. * Calixtus, the antipope, finding himself abandoned by the empe
ror in consequence of this treaty, rnade also his $u btnission to Alexander, who received 
him with great humanity ; and, in order to prevent for the future those disturbances, 
which had so often attended the elections of the popes, he called a - general council, in 
which it was decreed that rio pope should be deemed duly elected, without having two* 
thirds o f the votes in his favour.

, Henry VI. conciliated the affection of the Lombards by enlarging the privileges of 
tjrenoa, Pisa, and other cities. During the minority of Frederic II. both Italy and 
Germany suffered severely from the violent contention between his adherents and those 
of Otho of Brunswick, who was supported by'the pbpe. Frederic himself was afterwards- 
excommunicated by pope Gregory IX . on account of his' backwardness to depart for 
the Holy Land. The animosity between the Guelphs and Ghibellines revived ; the 
pope was obliged to quit Rome ; and Italy became a scene of war and desolation, or 
rather of afi hundred civil wars; which, by inflaming the minds and exciting the resent
ment of tlie Italian princes, accustomed them but too much to the horrid practices of 
poisoning and assassination.

'After bis. death an interregnum succeeded, durinig which the cities' of Lombardy ob
tained their freedom, and the imperial power in Italy became nearly annihilated, 
f  In tracing the history of particular states through this period, we shall pursue the 
order of their situation. The history of Savoy is involved it\ obscurity ; it appears to* 
havefieen a county in the J2th century, and erected into a duchy in I4]fi.

In the time of Charlemagne, Genoa began to be distinguished by its wealth and popu
lation, was governed by consuls, and gave “name to the coast. About the year 950, the 
Franks having lost all authority in Italy, the Genoese began to form themselves into a 
republic, and to be governed by their own magistrates, who were freely elected, and took 
<he name'of consuls. In order to support their independence, they applied themselves 
With great assiduity to commerce and navigation. They extended their commerce from 
Spain to Syria, and from Egypt to Constantinople ; their vessels, according to the custom 
of these times, being fitted for fighting 'as weR as merchandize. Having thus acquired 
great reputation, they were invited in-1017 by the Pisans, who had likewise formed them
selves into a republic, to join with them in expedition against Sardinia, which bad- 
been conquered by the Moors. In this expedition they were successful; the, island was- 
reduced ;• but from this time an enmity conwienced between the two republics, whiclv 
didnotend^ bat'with the ruin of the Pisans. The first war with- Pisa commenced about 
30 years fifter the Sardinian expedition, and lasted 18 years ; when the two contending 
parties, having concluded a treaty’ of peace, jointly sent their forces against the Moors 
in Africa, of whom they are said to have Killed 100,000. The Genoese were very actu^c 
in the tithe of the ennades, and‘'had a principal share m taking Jerusalem. They also- 
waged considerable war with the'Moors in Spain,'of. whom they generally got the hatter. 
They pVevailed agdmsf^.The 'fteighbouring .states ; ’and- 1220, had enlarged their, terri-* 
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tones beyond the skirt* of the Appennines, so that the test of Italy looked'opon them 
with a jealolis eye : in l3 l 1 the factions, which had for a long *time reigned in the city, 
notwithstandipg all its Wealth'and power, induced the inhabitants to submit themselves 
for 20 years to the dominion of Henry V II. emperor of Germany. After his death the 
diaseiisions in Geneva revived with greater fury than ever. They continued till 1331, 
when it was agreed that the city should be governed by the king of Naples’ vicar ; that 
the exiles should be recalled, and all the offices of state be ^ually  divided between the 

’ GuelpliS and Ghibellines. About the year 1336 they elepted a duke, in 1390 submitted 
to the king of France, and in 1-422 thd duke of Milan obtained .the sovereignty. In 
1435 they again laid claim to independence, in 1458 submitted to the French^ and tw» 
years after put themselves under the protection of the duke of Milan.

The governors of Milan early asserted independence, which brought a dreadful cala
mity on the country ; for, in 1152, the capital itself was levelled with the ground, by the- 
emperor Frederic Ilarbarossa, who committed great devastations throughout the duchy. 
Puring the l3th century there were long and bitter contentions between the popular 
party, headed by Torianno, and the friends of the nobility, under Otho». the archbishop. 
The latter part ultimately prevailed, and the city remained in the possession of the Vis
conti family till the year J448. After tl)is it was seized by Sforza, who had married tha 
last duke’s natural daughter. In the beginning of the l5th century the dominions of ^he 
Milanese included Bologna and Pisa. ,

Modena was governed by the family of Este, who, though tjiey acknowledged them
selves vassals of the empire, had an unlimited authority in their own dominions. ;

Towards the close of the 11th century, Venice began to make a very considerable 
figure among the Italian states, and to carry on wars with' several of them. In  j084 
the republic was, by the emperor -of Constantinople, invested with the sovereignty of 
Dalmatia and Croatia ; which, however, had been held long before by right of conquest. 
They distinguished themselves greatly in the several croisades, and rendered |lhemselves 
at length very formidable throughout all Europe, The Sicilians, Paduans, with the 
states of Verona and Ferrara, felt the weight of their power ; and in 1773 they ventured , 
to oppose Frederic Barbarossa, emperor of Germany.

The Genoese, by their successful application to commerce, bailing raised themselves 
in such a manner as to be capable of rivaling the Venetians, a long series of wars took 
place between the republics, in which the Venetians generally had the advantjige, though 
sometimes they met with terrible overthrows. These expensive and bloody quarrels 
undoubtedly weakened the republic in the main, notwithstanding its successes. In the 
year 1348, however, the Genoese were obliged to implore the protection.oi Visconti, 
duke of Milan, in order to support them against their implacable enemies the Yenetians. 
Soon after this, in the year 1352, the latter were utterly defeated, with such loss that it 
was thought the city itself must] have fallen irito the. bahds of the Genoese, bad they 
known how to improve their victory. This was in a short time followed by a peace; 
but from this time the power of the republic began to decline.
r The cities of Florence, Fisa, Sienna, and some others, during the contentions between
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the pope and emperor, and their respective adherents the Gnelphs and Ghibellines, uith- 
drew themselves from the dominion of both, and erected themselves into separate common
wealths. In that of Florence, John de Medicis, a popular nobleman, so insinuated him
self into the favour of his countrymen, that they invested him with sovereign power. 
Pisa was a famous republic till subdued, first by the duke of IMilan, and then by the 
Florentines, in the year l40fi. The duchy of Ferrara was governed by the house of * 
Esle. '  •

’The greater part of the kingdom of Naples was included in the dueny of Benevento. 
Arechis, the duke of this territory, sw'ore allegiance to Charlemagne ; and though he re
volted against him, found means to preserve his dignity till his death. During the f)th 
century there were almost continual wars between the Beneventincs and the Neapolitans, 
who were subject to the eastern emperor. The latter called in the Saracens to their 
assistance, who landed at Brindisi, about the year 840, and committed many devastations 
without effecting any permanent settlement. Sicardo, who was at this time duke of Be- 
nevento, attacked the city of Amalfi, levelled its walls with the ground, carried off all its 
wealth, and theFody of its tutelar saint Triphomen. A great many of the inhabitants 
were transported to Salerno; and by promoting alliances between the inhabitants of 
both places, he endeavoured to unite Amalfi to his own principality as firmly as possible. 
l)uring these transactions Sicardo had tyrannized over his subjects in such a manner, 
that at last his nobles conspired against him, and he was murdered in his tent. From 
tire death of Sicardo to the end of the 10th century the Neapolitan territories were filled 
witli continual distraction ; the Beneventincs, Salernitans, Neapolitans, U^U t̂ans, and 
Amalfitans being frequently at war w ith each other, and miserably harrassed by the Sa
racens, whom the contending parties had called in to their assistance. In the year 1002 
or 1003 the Normans first began to be remarkable in Italy. They- had about a century 
Jbefore embraced Christianity, and become very zealous in all the superstitions which 
were then practised. They were qjarticularly zealous in visiting sacred places, especially 
Rome, and the holy sepulchre at Jerusalem ; and being naturally of a very martial dis
position, they forced through great bodies of Greeks and Saracens, who opposed their 
passage. About this time 40, or as others write 100 of the Normans, returning from 
Jerusalem by sea, landed at Salerno in the habit of pilgrims, wherte they were honour
ably received by Guaimarins, wrho, not being in a condition to oppose the invaders by 
force, was^preparing to pay them a large sum of money, which they demanded, when 
the Normans proposed to attack them ; and having got arms and horses from the prince, 
they engaged the infidels with such fury and bravery that they entirely defeated them, 
and obliged them to fly to their ships. By this complete victory Guaimarius was filled 
'With such admiration of the valour of these strangers, that he intreated them to remain 
in bis country ; offering them lands and the most honourable employments : but not 
being able to prevail with them to stay in Italy, or even accept of his presents, at their 
departure he sent some ambassadors with them to Normandy, in vessels loaded with 
exquisite fruits, rich furniture for horses, &c. in order to allure the valiant Normans to 
Rave their own country. Great humbers of Norman ’adventurers a t different times'
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migratecj into It$ ly ; among whom were William, Drogo, and Umbert, three of the sons 
of Tancred, duke of Hautville; from whose posterity those princes were descended who 
first conquered the island pf Sicily from the Saracens, and formed the present kingdom 
of Naples. In 1040 the Greek emperor Michael Paleologus, in order to secure the 
affection of hi? fickle subjects, undertook the conquest of Italy from the Saracens and 
for that purpose sent a general, named Michael Maniacus, into Sicily. This commander, 
hearing ofithe great reputation of the Normans, sent to Guaimariur, prince of Salerno, 
intreating him to grant him some of thosie warriors. His request was most willingly 
hearkened to by the prince of Salerno, who, to encourage the Normans to engage in the 
expedition, promised them some additional rewards besides the emperor’s pay. William, 
Drogo, and Umbert accordingly marched from Salerno with 300 of their countrymen; 
and passing over into Sicily, distinguished themselves most remarkably in the conquest 
of that island. Maniacus acknowledged that the recov&ry of Messina was chiefly owing 
to their valour ; and William, with his Normans, gained a complete victory over the Sa
racens before Syracuse, where he killed the governor of the city in single combat. The 
Normans, after this, being ill treated by those who required their assistance,’ returned 
back again to Italy, and oonquered the greatest p^rt of Puglia from the Greeks. In  
.lOafi the famous Robert Guiscard ascended the throne. He made great progress in the 
conquest of Calabria, and reduced most of the cities which held for the Greeks in 'these 
parts; About the same time the counts of Capua were expelled from iheu' territory ; and 
the abbot Desiderius mentions his having seen the children of Landulphus V, the last 
pount, going about as vagabonds, and begging for theif support. The pope, alarmed 
■these conquests, excommunicated the Normans by wholesale,! pretending that they had 
seized some of* the territories belonging to the church ; but by the pretended 'Submission, 
of Robert, he not only wa  ̂ persuaded to take off the sentence of excommunication, b'ut 
to invest him with the provinces of Apullia, Calabria, and Sicily. After this he continued 
the war against tlie Greeks with great success. In 1071, in conjunction with his brother 
Roger, he conquered the island of Sicily, and gave the investiture of the whole island to 
him, with the title of count, reserving to himself only the half of Palermo, Messina, and 
the valley of Demona. The like success attended his arms againsA Salerno in 1074 ; but 
after this having inadvisedly taken some placejs from the pope, he again felt under the 
sentence of excommunication ; yet he was reconciled, to him in lOot), and received a 
second time the investiUire of all his dominions. The next year he undertook an expe-. 
dition against the Greeks; and though the emperor was assisted by a Venetian fieet, 
Robert made himself master of the island of Corsica, reduced Durazzo and great part of 
Romania; insomuch that by the success of his arms, and his near approach to Constan
tinople, he struck an universal terror among the Greeks. But while Robert was thus 
extending his conquests, he ŵ as alarmed by the news of q formidable rebellion ' in Italy, 
and that the emperor Henry bad taken the city of Route, and closely shut up the po|)e 
in the castle of St. Angelo. Robert, jl^erePpre, leaving the command of the army to his 
son Boemund* returned to Italy, w here he immediately dispersed the rebels, and released 
the pope wbiln his «on gained a. considerable .victAiry ^ v e r  -tfie Greeks, . After this,.
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Robert made great preparations for anotlicr expedition into Greece, in order to second 
bis son Boemund; Alexius Comnenius, who was about this time declared emperor by 
the Greek army, being assisted by the Venetian fleet, endeavoured to oppose his passage, 
but was entirely defeated, with the^loss of a great many galleys. But a final stop was 
now put to his enterprises by his death, which happened in the island of Corfu, in 1085. . 
Though the power of the Normans was thus thoroughly established in Italy, and Sicily, 
and though the prince of Benevento was, in 11 SO, invested by the pope with the title of 
king of Sicily ; yet, by reason of the civil dissensions which took place among themselves, 
and the general confusion which reigned in Italy in those ages, they were obliged, noN 
withstanding all their valour, to submit to the emperor in 1195. By him the Sicilians 
were treated with so great cruelty that the empress Constantia was induced to conspire 
against him in l\97,  took him prisoner, and released him only on condition of his send
ing off liis army for the Holy Land. This, was complied with ; but the emperor did not 
long survive the reconciliation, being poisoned, as was supposed, by order of the em
press. In 1253 the pope claimed the kingdom as a fief devolved on the church, in con
sequence of a sentence of deposition pronounced against king Frederic at the council of 
Lyons : and in 1263 the kingdom was, in consequence of this right, conferred oh Charles, 
count of Anjou. After much contention and bloodshed the French thus became masters- 
of Sicily and Naples. The tyranny of the French being insupportably severe, John de 
Frocida, a gentleman of Salerno, formed a conspiracy against them, to which h i pro
cured the support of the king of ArragOn and the pope. On Easter Monday, March 30̂ ;- 
1282, the chief conspirators had assembled at Palermo ; and after dinner both the Pa
lermitans and French went in a grand procession to the church of Monreale, about three 
miles without the city ; while they were sporting in the fields, a bride happened to pass 
by with her train, who being observed by one Flrochettus, a Frenchman, he ran to her'' 
and began to use her in a rude manner, under pretence of searching for concealed arms.
A young Sicilian, exasperated with this affront, stabbed him with his own sword; and a 
tumult ensuing, 200 Frenchmen were immediately murdered. The enraged.populace 
then ran to the city, crying out, “ Let the French die ! Let the French die 1” and with-- 
out distinction of age or sex, slaughtered all of that nation they could find, even such as 
had fled to the churches. The conspirators then left Palermo, and excited the inhabi
tants to murder the French all over the island, excepting in Messina, which city at first’ 
refused to be concerned in the revolt. But being invited by the Palermitans to throw 
off the French yoke, a few weeks after, the citizens, in a tumultuous manner, destroyed 
some of the French and pulling down the arms of king Charles, and erecting those of; 
the city, chose one Baldwin for their governor, who saved the remaining French from 
the fury of the populace, and allowed them to transport themselves with their wives 
and children to Italy. Eight thousand persons are said to haVe been murdered on^ 
this occasion. They now transferred tlieir allegiance to the king of Arragon ; ano- 
it was at length determined that Naples and Sicily should be two distinct kingdoms,, 
the former subject to princes ot the house of Anjou, the latter to the race of Arragom.

Malta vyas at this time subject to the kings of Sicilv
Y ou II. * 3 D
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have related in a former chapter tlie successful resistance of Pelayo or Pclagiua, 

4hc first king of Leon, against the Moors. In the year 758 their power received another 
blow by the rise of the kingdom of Navarre. This kingdom, vve are told, took its origin 
from an accidental-meeting of gentlemen, to the number of 600, at the tomb of an her
mit, named John, who had died among tlie Pyrenees. At this place, where they hail 
in ^  on account of the supposed sanctity of the deceased, they took occasion to converse 
on the cruelty of the Aloors, the miseries to which the country was exposed, and the 
glory that would result from throwing off| their yoke ; which they supposed might easily 
be done, by reason of the strength of their country; on mature dcliberatiops the project 
was approved : one Don Garcia Ximenes was appointed king, as being of illustrious 
birth, and looked upon as a person of great abilities., He recovered Ainsa, one of the 
principal towns of the country, out of the hands of the infidels ; and his successor, Don 
'Garcia Inigas, extended his territories as far as Biscay : however, the Moors still pos
sessed Portugal, Murcia, -Andalusia, Granada, Tortosta, with the interior parts of the 
country, as far as the mountains of-Castile and Saragossa. Their internal dissensions, 
which revived after the,death of Abdelraham, contributed greatly to reduce the power 
of tlie infidels in general. During this period a new I Christian principality appeared in 
Spain, namely that of Castile; w’hich is now divided into the Old and New Castile. 
The Old Castile was recovered long before that called the New. I t was separated 
from the kingdom of Leon on one side by some little rivers; on the other it was bounded 
by the Asturias, Biscay, and the province of Rioja. On the souUi it bad the mountains 
of Segovia *and Avila ; thus laying in the middle betw'een the Christian kingdom of Leon 
and Oviedo, and the Moorish kingdom Cordova. Hence t|his district soon became an 
object of contention between the kings of Leon and those of Cordova ; and as the for
mer were generally victorious, some of the principal Castilian nobility retained their 
independency, under the protection of the Christian kings, even when the power of the 
Moors was at its greatest height. In 884 we first hear-of Don Roderiguez assuming the 
title of, count of Castile, though it does not appear that either bis territory or title were 
given him by the king of Leon. Nevertheless this monarch, having taken upon him to 
punish some of the Castilian lords as rebels, the inhabitants madp a formal renunciation 
of their allegiance, and set up a new .kind of government. The supreme power was now 
vested in two persons of . quality, styled judges ; however this method did not long con
tinue to give satifaction, and the sovereignty was -once more vested in a single person. 
By degrees Castile fell entirely under the power of the kings of Leon and Oviedo ; and 
in 1035, Don Sanchez bestowed it on his eldest son, Don Ferdinand, with the title of 

- k in g a n d  thus the territories of Castile were first firmly united to those of Leon and 
Oviedo ; and the sovereigns were thenceforth styled kings of Leon and Castile. Be
sides all these another Christian kingdom was set up in $pain, about the beginning of 
the lU b century. This was the k’ngdom of Arragon. Ttie inhabitants were very brave 
and lo-vers of liberty, so that it is probable they bad, in some degree, maintained their 
independency, even when the power of the Moors was greatest. The history of Arragon, 
however, during its infancy, is much less known than that of any of the others hitherto
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mentioned. We are only assured, that about the year 1035, Don Seuchez, surnamed 
the Great, king of Navarre, erected Arragon into a kingdom, in favour of his son Doii 
Rainira ; and afterwards it became very powerful. At this time then we- may imagine 
the continent of Spain divided into two unequal parts, by a straight line drawn from east 
to west, from the coasts of Valentia to a little below the mouth of the Dufo. The 
country north of this belonged to the Christians, vvho', as yet, bad the smallest^ and least 
valuable share ; and all the rest to t!ie Moors. In point'of wealth and real power both 
by land and sea, the Moors were generally superior; but their continual dissensions 
greatly weakened them, and eve^y day facilitated the progress of the Christians. Indeed 
had either of the parties been united, the other must soon have yielded ; for though the 
Christians did not make war upon each other constantly'as the Moors did, their mutual 
feuds were yet suflicient to have ruined them, had their adversaries made the least use of 
the advantages thus afforded them. But among the Aloors almost every city was a king-i 
dom ; and as these petty sovereignties supported one another very indifferently, they 
fell a prey, one after another, to their enemies. In 1080 the king of Toledo was engaged 
in war with the king of Seville, another Moorish potentate ; which being observed by 
Alphonso, king of Castile, he also invaded his territories ; and in four years made him
self master of the city of Toledo, with all places of importance in the neighbourhood  ̂
from thenceforth making Toledo the capital of his dominions. In a short time the w'hole 
province of new Castile submitted: and Madrid, the present capital of Spain, fell into 
the hands of the Christians, being at that time but a small place. >

In I23ff Don Ferdinand of Castile and Leon took the celebrated city of Cordova, the 
residence of the first Moorish kings ; at the same time that James I. of Arragon dispos
sessed them of the island of Majorca, and drove them out of Valentia. Two years 
afterwards Ferdinand made himself master of Murcia, and'took the city of Seville : and 
in 1503 Ferdinand IV.Tcduced Gibraltar.

In the middle of the i5th century an event took place, singular in -itself, and produc
tive of the most important consequewces. Henry IV. of Castile,' a weak and volup* 
tuoua prince, having given great offence to a large body of the nobility, the latter 
assembled at Avila, with the archbishop of Toledo at their head,.'and there proceeded to 
depose the monarch. For this purpose a spacious theatre was erected In a plain with
out the walls of the town : an image, representing the king, was seated on a throne, clad 
in royal robes, with a crown on its head, a sceptre in its hand, and a sword of justice by 
its side : the accusation against Henry was read, and the sentence of deposition pro
nounced 4ft presence of a numerous assembly. At the close of the first article of the 
charge, ‘the archbishop of Toledo advanced, and tore the crown from the head of the 
image ; at the close of the second the Conde‘'de Placetia snatched the' sw<ord of justice 
from its side; at the close of the third the Gonde de Benev^ento wrested the sceptre 
from its hand ; and at the close of the fourth Don Diego Lopes de Stuniga tumbled it 
headlong from the throne. At the same instant Don Alphonzo, Henry’s brother, ahoy 
about 12 years of age, was proclaimed king of Castile and Leon in his stead.

This extraordinary proceeding was followed by a oivU war, which did aot>cease till
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. some time after the death of the young prince, orr whom the nobles had bestowed the 
kingdom. The archbishop and his party then continued to carry on war in the name of 
Isabella, the king’s sister, to whom they gave the title of Infanta; and Henry could not 
extricate himself out of these troubles, nor remain -quiet upon his throne, till he had 
signed one the most humiliating treaties ever extorted from a sovereign ; he acknow« 
kdged his ̂ sister Isabella the only lawful heiress of his kingdom, in prejudice to tlie rights 
of his reputed daughter Joan, whom the malcontents affirmed to be the offspring of an 
adulterous commerce between the quejen and Don la Cueva. The great object of the 
malcontent party now was the marriage of the princess Isabella, upon whipb, it was evi
dent, the security of the crown and the happiness of the people must, in n great measure, 
depend. The alliance was sought by several princes the king of Portugal offered her 
his hand ; the king of France demanded her for his brother; and the king of Arragon 
for his son Ferdinand. The malcontents very wisely preferred the Arragonian prince, 
and Isabella prudently made the same choice : articles were drawn up, and they were 
privately married by the archbishop of Toledo.

On the death of Henry, Isabella ascended the throne of Castile, as her husband about 
the same time obtained that of Arragon. Ferdinand and Isabella were persons of great 
prudence, and, as sovereigns, highly w orthy of iojitation : but they do not seem to have, 
merited all the praises bestowed upon them by the Spanish historians. They did not 
live like roan and wife, having all things in common under the direction of the husband 
but like two princes in close alliance; they neither loved nof hated each other; were- 
seldom in company together ; had each a separate council ; and were frequently jealous- 
of one another in the administration. But they were inseparably united in t̂helr com* 
mon interests, always acting upon the same principles, and forwarding the same ends. 
Their first object was the -regulation of their government, which the civil wars had 
throrvn into the greatest disorder. Rapine, 6utr?ige, and murder were become so cota- 
raon as not only to interrupt.commerce, but, in a great measure to suspend all intet* 
course between one place and another. These evils the joint sovereigns suppressed by. 
their wise policy, at the same time that they extended the royal prerogative.

Rut at the samtf time that their Catholic majesties (for such yvas the title they now 
bore) were givinjg vigour to their civil government, and securing their subjects fronr 
violence and'oppression, an intemperate zeal led them to establish an ecclesiastical tri
bunal, contrary to the natural rights of- humanity and the mild spirit of the gospel. This 
was the court of inquisition ,*■ which decides upon the honour, fortune, and even the life 
of the unhappy wretch who happens to fall under the suspicion of heresy, or c contempt 
Of any thing prescribed by the church, without his knowing or being confronted by his- 
accusers, or permitted either defence or appeal. Six thousand persons were burnt by 
order of this sanguinary tribunal within four years after the appointment of Torquemada, 
the first inquisitor-general ; and upwards of 100,000 feu its fury. The same furious 
and blind zeal which led to the depopulation of Spain, led also to its aggrandizement.

The kingdom of Granada now alone Remained of all the hlabometan possessions iit. 
Spain. Princeŝ  equally zealous and ambitious, •were oaturally disposed to turn.theiK
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eyt$ to that fatal territory, and to think of increasing their hereditary dominions by ex^ 
peliing the enemies of Christianity, and extending its doctrines. Every thing conspired 
to favour their project: the Moorish kingdom was a prey to civil wars, when Ferdinand, 
having obtained the bull of Sixtus IV. authorising a crusade, put himself at the head of 
his troops,'and entered Granada, l ie  continued the w’ar with rapid success : Isabella 
attended him in several expeditions ; and they w'ere both in great danger at the siege of 
Malaga, 'an important city, which was defended with great courage, and taken in 1487. 
Baza was reduced in 1489> efter the loss of 30,000 men. Guadix and Alraeria were 
delivered up to them by the Moorish king Alzagel; who had llrst dethroned his brother 
Alboacon, and afterwards been chased from his capital by his nephew Abdali. That- 
prince engaged in the service of Ferdinand and Isabella ; who, after reducing cveryother/ 
place of eminence, undertook the siege of Granada. Abdali made a gallant defence ;, 
but all communication w'ith the country being cut off, and all hopes of relief at 'an. end, 
he capitulated, after a siege of eight months, on condition that he should enjoy the 
revenue of certain places, in the fertile iiionntaius of Alpujarros; that the inhabitants • 
should retain the undisturbed possession of their houses, goods, and inheritances, the 
use of their laws; and the free exercise of their religion. Thus ended the empire of the 
Moors in Spain, after it had continued about 800 years. They introduced the arts and . 
sciences into Europe at a time when it was lost in darkness ; they possessed many of 
the luxuries of life, when they were not even known among the neighbouring nations 
and they seem to have given birth to that romantic gallantry, which so eminently pre>. 
vailed in tlie ages of chivalry ; and. which, blending itself with the veneration of the- 
northern nations for the softer sex, still particularly distinguislies antient flom modern, 
manners. But tire Moors, notwithstanding these advantages, and the eulogies bestowed- 
upon them by some writers, appear always to have been destitute of the ct>sential qualities, 
of i  polished people, humanity, generosityj' and mutual sympatb ,

The conquest of Granada was followed by the expulsion, or . ocr the pillage and 
banishment of the Jews, who had engrossed ail the wealth and coHitiierce of Spain. The 
inquisition exhausted its rage against these unhappy people; many of whom pretended 
to embrace Christianity, in order to preserve their property. About this time their- 
Catholic majesties concluded an alliance with - the emperor Maximilian ; and a treaty of- 
marriage for their daughter Joan, with his son Philip, archduke of Austria, and sovereign. 
of the Netherlands.
’ During* the long period to which this chapter relates, the study i f  literature was gene
rally neglected, while superstition was substituted in the place of religion. The Wal- 
denses, hoVcver, in the I3tb and following centuries, and a few individuals in earlier, 
times appeared to have maintained the same doctrines as were more generally diffusedt 
at the reformation.
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CHAPTER VI.

T'liK H istory of the South-west of E urope- —rFrom the accession o f Charles 
V JH . to the beginning o f the French revolution.

AS Charles VIII. was only 14 years of age at bis father’s death, violent disputes arose, 
respecting the administration, which terminated in a civil n-ar. The duke of 

'Orleans, .first prince of the blood, and afterward the celebrated Louis XII. proving un- 
'successful in his intrigues, betook himself to arms, and entered into a league with the 
duke of Rrittany and the archduke Maximilian, The Bretons were defeated in the battle 
«f St. Aubin, and the duke of Orleans was taken prisoner.

The death of the duke of Brittany, which happened soon after this defeat, threw the 
.affairs of that duchy into .the utmost confusion, and seemed to threaten the state with 
final subjection. It was the only great fief which now remainded disunited from the 
crown of France ; and as the duke had died without male heirs, some, antiquated claims 
to its dominions were revived by Charles VIII.. Discovering that it would be longer than 
was at first expected before Brittany could be reduced by force, it was at length agreed 
;thet Charles should marry Ann, the heiress of that duchy ; .though she had been betrothed 
-to Maximilian, the king of the Romans, and Charles had already been married to his 
-daughter, Margaret of Austria. ' . ,' ,

Maximilian, whose poverty had prevented his giving any as.iistance to hrs bride, or 
-even from coming to see her, enraged at the double disgrace he had suffered, ibegan, 
.when loo late, to think of revenge, France was now threatened with invasion from the 
united forces of Austria, Spain, and England. But this formidable confederacy was 
soun-dissipat-ed. Henry, whose natural avarice bad prevented him from giving tha 
necessary assistance, was bought off with money : the immediate payment of 745,000 
crowns, and the promise of 25,000 annually ever after, persuaded him to retire into his 
own country. Ferdinand, king of Spain, had the counties of Rousillon and Cardagne 
■rertored to him; while Maximillian was gratified by the cession qf part of Artois, wbieh 

'.bad been acquired by Louis XI. . -
The young king of France agreed to these terms the more readily, because he was 

.impatient to undertake an expedition into Italy, in order to 'conquer the kingdom of 
Naples, to which he claimed a right. Most of bis counsellors were against the expe
dition ; but the king was inflexible, even though Ferdinand, king of N̂aples, ‘offered to 
.do homage for his kingdom, and pay him a tribute of 50,000 crowns a-year. He ap
pointed Peter duke of Bourbon, regent in his.absente ; after which he set out on his ■ 
expedition with very few troops and veryTittle mone)-. B̂y the way he fell ill of the 
small-pox, but in u short time recovered; and entering, Italy with only fiOOO horse and
12,000 foot, he Was attended with the most surprising success, traversinĝ  the wh'ola 
country in less than six weeks, and beconiing Baaster of the kingdom of Naples in less
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than a fortnight. Such extraordinary good fortune seemed fniraculous, and he was 
reckoned an instrument raised op by God to destroy the execrable tyrants whh which 
Italy was at that time infested. Had Charles made use of this prepossession in his 
favour, and acted up • to the character generally given him, he might have raised his 
name as high as any hero of antiquity. His behaviour, however, was of a very dftferent 
^nature. He amused himself with feasts and shows, and leaving his power in the hands- 
of favourites, they abandoned it to any one who would purchase titles, places,, or autho*

• «ity, at the rates they imposed ; and the whole force he proposed to leave in his new 
conquered dominions amounted to no more than 4000 men.

I3ut while Charles was thus losing his time, a league was concluded again'st him at 
Venice; into which entered the pope, the emperor Maximilian, the archduke Philip, 
Leidowic Sforza, and the ^'Cnetians. The confederates assembled an army of 40,000 
men, commanded by Francis, marquis of Mantud, and they waited for the king in the 
valley of Farnova, in the duchy of Parma, into which he'descended with 9000 men. On 
the 6th of July, 149-5, he attacked the allies, and notwithstanding their great superiority, 
defeated them, with the loss of only 80 of his own men. Thus lie got safe to France, 
but bis Italian dominions were lost almost as soon a s ' be had departed. Some schemes 
were proposed for recovering these conquests, but they were’ never put in execution, 
and the king died of an apoplexy, in 1498.

Charles V III. was succeeded by Louis, duke of. Orleans, who was now in his 36'tli 
year. He was a generous and amiable prince, but was blinded by a wild desire of Italian 
conquests. As he had, while duke of Orleans, some claim upon Naples, he determinea 
immediately, on his ascending the throvie of France, to assert them by force. The 
affairs of Italy were much more, favourable to his designs than formerly. The pope, 
Alexander VI. was very much in his interests, from the hopes of getting his son, Cresar 
Bergia, provided for : be bad conciliated the friendship of the Venetians by promising 
them a part of the Milanese ; he concluded a truce with the archduke Philip, and re
newed his alliances with the crowns of England, Scotland, and Denmark. ' He theh en
tered Italy with an army of 20,000 men ; and being assisted by the Venetians, quickly 
conquered one part of the duchy, while they conquered the other ; the dvike himself 
being obliged to fly with bis family to Inspruck. He then attacked Ferdinand of Spain,., 
with three armies at once, two to act by land and one by sea ; but none of these per̂ * 
forming any thing remarkable, be was obliged to evacuate the kingdom of Naples irf 
1504.

In 1506 the people of Genoa revolted ; drove out tbe nobility, chose eight tribunes, 
and declared Paul Nuova, a §ilk-dyer, their duke : after which they expelled the French 
governor, and reduced a great part of the Riviera This occasioned Louis’ return into 
Italy ; where, in 15071 he obliged the Genoese to surrender at discretion: and in 1508 
entered into the league of Cambray, with the other princes, who at that time wanted to 
reduce the overgrown power of the Venetians. Pope Julius II. who had been the first 
contriver of this league, very soon repented of it ; and declared, that if the Venetians 
would restore the cities of Faenza and Riinini, which bad been unjustly taken frem him,
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would be tentented. This ww refused; and in 1509 the forces of the" republic 
received such an entire defeat from Louis, that tlicy agreed to restore, not only the two 
cities demanded by pope Julian, but whatever else the allies required. ̂  ‘

The pope now, instead of executing his treaties with his allies, made war on the king, 
of France without the least provocation. Louis called an assembly of his clergy ; where 
4t was determined that, in some cases, it was lawful to make war upon the pope ; upon 
which thc^king declared war against him, and committed the care of bis army to the 
IMacshal de Trivulee, lie  soon obliged the pope to retire into Ravenna ; and in 1511 
Gaston dc Foix, duke of Nemoursi, gained a great victory at Ravenna, but was himself 
killed in the engagement. After his death the army disbanded for want of pay ; and the 
French affairs in Italy and every-where else fell into great confusion. They recovered 
the duchy of Milan, and lost it again in a few weeks. Henry V III. of England invaded 
France, and tookTeruenne and Tournay ; and- the Swiss invaded Burgundy with an 
nnny of 25,000 men. In this desperate situation of affairs the queen died, and Louis 
put an end to the opposition of his most dangerous enemies, by negociating . marriages.. 
To Ferdinand of Spain he offered his second daughter for either of his grandsons, Charles 
or F e rd in an d an d  to . renounce in favour of that marriage Milan and Genoa. This 
proposal was accepted ; and Louis himself mai^ried the princess Mary, sister to 
Henry V III. of England. This marriage he did not Ipng survive, but died on the 2nd. 
©̂f January, 1514 ; and was succeeded by Francis I. count of Angoulesme, and the duke 
of Bretasne and Valois.O . I

The new king was no sooner seated on the throne than be resolved on an expedition' 
into Italy. In this he was at first successful, defeating^ the Swiss at Marignano, and rc-> 
duciiig the duchy of Milan. In 1518 the emperor Maximilian dying, Francis was very- 
ambitious of being his successor, and thereby restoring to France a splendid titled' which 
had been long lost. But iMaximilian, before his death, had exerted himself so much in 
the favour of Charles V. of Spain, that Francis foundit impossible to succeed ; and from 
that time an irreconcileable hatred took place between the two tnonarebs. ' In 1521 this 
ill will produced a w^r ; which, however, might perhaps have been terminated, if Fran^ 
cis could have been prevailed upon to restore the town of Fontarabia, which had been 
.t;aken by his admiral Bonivet; but this being refused, hostilities were renewed with 
greater vigour than ever ; nor were they concluded till France was brought to the very 
brink of destruction. The war was continued with various success till the year 1524 ; 
when Francis, having invaded Italy, and laid siege to Pavia, be was utterly defeated 
before that city, and taken prisoner, on the 24th of February,

The mention of Charles V. the formidable antagonist of Francis I. renders it neces* 
©ary to review the history of Spain, from the death of Isabella. That event happened 
in 150(); when Philip, archduke of Austria, came to Castile, in order to lake possession 
of that kingdom, as heir to bis mother-in-law ; but he dying in a short time after, bis 
son,' Charles V. afterwards emperor of Germany, became heir to the crown of Spain.' 
Jiis father, at his death, left the king of Franee governor to the young princer and Fer*. 

at his death, left cardinal Xinaenes sole regent of Castile, till the arrival of his
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Ihe king,till
4  declaration 
his authority

grandson, 'Tl)is man, whose diaractlsr is no 4es» kingut&r than illustrious, who united 
the abilities of a great statesman with the abject devotion a superstitious monk ; and 

magnificence of a prime minister*! with the severity of a" mendicant; maintained 
order and trtmquiUity in Spain, notwithstanding the discontents of a turbulent ami high 
spirited nobility: Whert they disputed his fight to 'the regency, he coolly shewed thetft 
the testament of Ferdinand, and the ratification of that deed by Charles; but these clot 
Satisfying them, and argument proving ineffectual, he led them insensibly towards a bal
cony, whence' they had a view of a large body of troops undef! arma^ and a formidabit 
train of artillery. “ Behold,” said the cardinal, “ the powers which I h^ve received 
" fioin his Catfiolic majesty ; by these I  govern Castile ; and will govern 
“ your master and mine, shall come to  take possession of his kingdom, 
so bold and determined silenced aii oj)pOsi‘ion ; and XimenCs maintained 
till the arrival of Charles, in 1.517.

'The young king was received with universal acclamations of joy : but Ximenes found 
Jittie cause to rejoice. He was seized with a violent disorder, supposed to be the effect of 
poison; and when be recovered, Charles, prejudiced against him by the Spanish grandeol 
and bis ricniisli courtiers, slighted his advice, and allowed him every day to  sink 
into neglect. The Cardinal did not bear this treatment with his usual fortitude of 
spirit. He expected a more grateful return from a prince lo wh6m he delivered,_a king
dom, more flourishing Ilian it had been in any former age, and authority, more extensive 
and better established than the most illustrious of his ancestors had ever possessed; 
Conscious of his own integrity and merit, he could not, tlierefore, refrain from giving 
vent, at times, to indignation and complaint, lie  lamented the fate of his country, and 
foretold the; calamities to which it would be exposed from' the insolence, the- rapacious- 
ncss, and the igfiorance of strangers. But in the mean time he received a letter from 
the kinft dismissing him from bis countils, under pretence of easing-his age o f  that bur
den which he had so long and so ably sustained. This letter proved fatal to the m'iuis>. 
ter ; for he expired in a few hours after reading it.

, ' The means by which Charles obtained the empire of Germany have been already 
related. ‘ . ‘
* Francis contained in captivity till be signed the treaty of Madrid; on- the 14th of 
January, 1525. The principal articles of this agreement were. That he should resign to 
the emperor the duchy of Burgundy in full - sovereignty ; that he should desist from till 
homage which -the emperor owed-him for Artois and Flanders ; that he should renounce 
all claim to Naples, Milan, Asti, Tournay, Lisle, llesdin, &c..; that he should persaada 
Henry D’Albret to resign the ki,ngdom of Navarre to the emperor, or at- least sliouli} 
give biro*no assistance ; that within 40 days he should restore the duke of-Bourbon and 
all his party to their estates; that he should ply the king of England 500,0004:rmvns; 
which the emperor owed him t tliat when the emperor went to Italy to • receive• the'. Im
perial crown, be should lend him 12 galleys^ four large ships, and ,a landi arrfiy ; «r, 4aA. 
stead of it, 200,000 crowns. ■ - « .
\  All these articles the king ofT rance  promised; on- the- word; and honour oLatprincfi^ 
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to  execute ; j>r, incase of''tJiraB-perforifiahce, • lo *et*irq .prisoqer into Spain. Rut Kot- 
)witii3taBc|ing thes» pr®feaions, brands 'had already* pretested, before certain notariea 
and witnoases in whom h e ' could trust, that the treaty be was about to sign was against 
dh* *ill, «nid therefore null and void. -On the 2'Ist of Eebruary- the pmperorr thought fit 
■10 release him from his prison, hi which he had 'beea'clo^ly confined ever juice his ab i - 
<va{ ip Spain ; and,after receiving the strongest assturaiicc^* from his «wn moutlt, Uiat he 
jR’ould* literally ffilfil the terras of tlie ’treaty, sent ĵ himj, * under a strong guard, ta tli« 
f̂iKwrtiers ; wh^re h* was ixdiaaged fet* his two eldest sonkj,*hO were to remain as 
hostages foif his fidelity. ****"; ‘ “ , ■ ' *• ♦ *

When the king returned to Ws;dominions, Iris care "̂ va# to get himsejf absolved* 
by the'pbpe^ from haths iie had taken f  after which he entered into a league with 
the pontilF, the Venetians, the duke of Milan, and the king of England, for, preserving (he 
jieace of Italy. AirdifTercnces, however, were at last arijuste^l; and a, treaty was con- 
rludfid at Cambrdy; on tlie 5th of August, 1528. By this treaty, instead of tlie posses 
sfon, the emperor contented himself * with reserving his tights to" the ducky of Burgundy^ 
•ml the 2,00(t,00!0 o f crowns which were offered as a ransom for the tvvo sorik of Francis, 
i l a  vvas likewise to discharge the penalty of 500,000 crowns, which the emperor had iu' 
fcurred 'hy not aiarrying his niece, the princess Mary of England ; and rejleasw a  lieU , 
fleur de lys, which bad been many years before pawped by the house of Burgulidy for 
# 0,0o0 crowns. Tlie town' and castle of Hesdin were also yielded ; together with the 
sovereignty of Flanders and Artois, and all the king’s pretcn.sion« h» Italy. As ftjr tlse 
•Hies ot France, they were abandoned to the emperor's mer<^’, n-ithout the least slipula- 
iipn in their fitvour ; and Francis birnself protested against 'ihe validity of ti»e treaty 
Before he ratified it,'’as did also his attorney-general before lie registered it in parliament; 
hut-both ®f them wdth the greatest sCcrecy imaginable, |  ' i f '

♦ Nothing farther of niucluconsequence happened durlmi ihff remainder of thereigii o f ' 
Fraficisl. The war was soon Renewed with Charles, who nwle an invasion *ito Franc6,  ̂
but with very bad success ; nor was peace fully established but by the wkaUi o f Francis, 
which hap{ieaed on the SrJ of March, 1547- lie  was succefeeded by Jii^ foa^lletify 
who ascended the throne that very day on which he was 29 years of age. In  the begin*  ̂
liing of hij'rerga mi insurrection liapperled in Guienne, owing to (lie oppressive conduct 
of the oflicers who levied the salt lax. The king dispatched against the itisuitgents twd 
fe(»dics of troops ; one commanded by the duke of Aumale, son to the clukeof Guise; the 
^ther by the eonstaible. The first behaved with the greatest moderation, andx brought 
back the people* to thelr| duty, wilhoat making many examples : the othen behaved with 
Ihe otniost haughtiness and crufelty ; and though the king afterwards tcniitted snany of 
hia punishments, yet, frobi that time the constable became Odioms to* the’ peopla, while- 
the femily bf Guise were highly respected. * i t

’“In’ 1548 the king be^an to execute the edicts, which had been made against the pro* 
iastants, with the** utmost severity j  hnd thinking ev%6 the clergy too mild in the  prose-^ 
eution of heresy, erected for that purpose a chamber, composed of members of th« paiv, * 
liameat of Paris. At (he queen’s Coronation, which happened this year, he catistd •
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number of protestants to be burned, find wâ  Limself-preaent̂ at llje spectade. -Jfe Hast 
however, so irtucli shockedĵ tbat he could never forget if but complained,' as Jong as fee 
lived, that at pertain jtimCS U appeared before his eves,, and froublrd (his tjndefstandittg. I, 

Iir 1549 he cotiduded âpeace with England, the most advantageous to Franco of any 
that had ever 1)660 ma<le between the tvyp nations.’ He afterwards offended the .p6{w 
by euterin" into an alliance*with t!ie Turks, in order to obtain - tl)6ir assistance affaiast 

• the emperor. . lie tnade peace witlf Germany in J5o7, and was kil^d soon after, » .#  • 
toiirnament, ^  oneVcoliut de l̂outgomery, who was reckoned one Of tĥ  stronge(te 
knights* in France,̂ * and who had done all he could to. avoid this •encounter with the 
king.' ^ ‘  ̂ . M  . * •

The reign of his successor, Francis II. was remarkable only for,j, the persecution of- the 
, protestauts; winch bpcatne so grievous that th(̂ y 'vere obliged to take up arms in their 

own defence, 'pjisjoccasioned several civil w ap , the first of which commenced ia  tire 
reign of Charles^IX, vyho su,ceeedcd to tjrejhrone in 1.560. This first war continued till 
the year 1562, .when a j)eace was concluded, by which llie prot^stants were to have a free* 
pardon and liberty of conscience. lu 1565 the vyar broke out anew, and was coirtinuCrU 
w ith ver^ little interruption, 6ll i569, when a peace was again concluded, upon very ad-1 

\dntageous terms for the protestants. After jhis, king Qiarles, who had now taken the 
government into his hands, caressed the protestauts in an extraordinary manner. IIei» 
invited to court the ^admiral CoHgni, who was at the head p f 4he protestant party } and 
cajolcti him so th a^h e  waa lulled into ja perfect security, not with standing ihe.m anyt 
framings given him by bis friends, that the k̂ îng’s fair^pecclies were by iw  means to be.* 
trusted; but he bad sooii reason to repent, his confidence. On: thO 22nd of August, 
1571, as he WaS walking from the court to Ins lodgings, he received a shot from a window, 
which'carried away ^le second fipger of Jiis right hand, and-weundfed hitn grievously in 
the left arm. * This heliim self ascribed to th§ malice of tl^e .duke of Guise, the head o f 
the catholic part^. After ainner, however, the king went to pay him a visit, and 
amongst others made him this compliment; ‘̂.You have received - the wopnd, but it is 
** J who* suffer ;** JeMring at tlie same time, tliat he would w der hiS friends to qvjtirter 
about his house, and promising, to hinder the catholics from entering that “quarter after 
it was dark*. Thil satisfied the admiral of the king’s sincerity; and hindered him from 
complying with the desires of his friends, who would have carried him away ; and 
wpre strong enough to have forced a passage out of Parig if they had attempted it.«“< ’ #
' In the evening the queen-mother, Catharine de Medicis, helcj a., cabinet, council,.to i 
fix'the execution of the massacre of the protestanls, wi îcti had been long medithled. } 
The persons of whicb this council was composed weitf Henry, ffuke of Anjou, th^ fcing’a 
brother; ^ouzagua, duke of Kevers ; Henry o f Angonlesme, gr^nd jirio f of Fratice; 
and bastard brother of^^he king*f the'Marshal de.Tavenncs; and. Albert de Gondi, count 
de iletz. 'The'direction of the whole was given to the duke bf Guise, toi^whom the ad-ii. 
ministration bai^Jbeen entirely confided during the former reigrt. The guards Verb 
appointed, to lie ip arms^ and the tity-oftcers were to dispo^s the militia to eXCc,uto-- the 
Ring’s orders, o f ‘which the signal was’ the ringing of t  bell near th^'Hou'^re. Sonle say
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tliat when-tlie hour oppro*̂ ĥed̂  which.was that of*midnight, the king grew undetermined.; 
that he expressed his lioirrQrs at shedding so much blood, especially considering that the 
people whom he was going to destroy were hjs subjects, who had come to the capital at 

•Jiis command, and in, confidencje of his word ; and particularly the admir^il,,wbom he 
had detained so lately by his, caresses,* llic  queen-mother, however, Teproached him 
with cowardice, ^nd represented to him the great danger lie was in frpin the proiestants ; 
which at last induced him to ponsent. According to others, however, the king niniself ’ 
urged qfi the massacre ; and wheij it was proposed to him to take off only a few of the 

Jieads, he cried out, “ If any are to die let there not be one left td reproach, me wit^
“ breach of faith.” ,

As soon as the signal, was given,, a body of Swiss-troops,.of the catholic religion, 
headed by the duke of Guise, the chevalier d’Angoulesme, accompanied by many pfiTr 
sons of quality, attacked the admiral's house. Having, forced open the doors,, the- fpre- 
tnost of the assassins rusli ĵd into his apartment ; and one of them asked-if he was Cpligni;- 
to this he answered that he >\'as, adding, “ Young , man respect these grey ha i r s - t o  ; 
which the assassin replied, by running him through the body with bis sword. Tlie duke 
of Guise and the chevalier growing impatient below stairs, cried out to know if the busi
ness ivas done ; and being told that it was,, commanded that the body should bd ,thrown 
out at the window. A soon as it fell on the ground, the chevalier, or̂  as some say, the 
duke of Guise, wiping the blood off. the face, kicked it with his foot. The body was then 
abandoned to the fury of the populace, who, after a series of indignities, dragged it to- 
the common gallows, to which Jhey chained it by the feet, tlie hcaff being cut off, ^id 
carried to the queen-mother,- who, it is said, caused it to be einbilmed, and sent to 
Rome, /i'lie king iiiaisdf went to see tlie body hang upon the gibbet ; where, a fire being 
kindled -under..it, par^ was burned, and the rest scorched, j  In thp I^ouvre Ihf gentlemen 
fieloiiging to the king of Navarre and the prince of Conoid were ^ordered, itnder the 
king’s eye. Two of tliem, vvounded and pursued by the assassins, fled into the bed 
ebainber of the queen of Navarre, and jumped upon her bed, beseef^hing her*’to save 
their lives : and as she went to ask this favour of the queen-mother, two inote, under the 
-like circumstances, rushed into tl>e room, and tlirew tliemselvcs at her jeet. The queen  ̂
mother came to the window to enjoy these dreadful scenes', and tbe king, seeing the pro- ’ 
icstantswho lodged on the other side of the river flying for their lives, called for his 
long gun, and fired upon them. In the space of three or four days many thousands 
were destroyed in the city of Paris, by the most cruel cfcaths which malice ftself could 
invent, feter Ramus, professor of philosophy and mathematics, after being robbed of 
ail he had, his belly being first ripped open, was thrown out of a. vyindow. This so much 

• affected Dennis Lambin, the king’s professor, that  ̂ though a zealous catholic,'’ died of 
terror. T{i6 first two days the king denied tbat’k was done by fiU orders jmd threw the 
whole blame on the house of Guise ; but on the 2.8th of August, Ive vent to the pa,r!ia.- 
ment, avowed it, was complimented, and directed a îrocess against Ihe adqiirSl. h j  
whicJi bo was stigmatised as a traitor. Two innocent gentlemen suffered as his accom
plices in a pretended jjilot against the life of the k̂ uig, in wder to sek the crown ̂ on the .
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Bead of the prince of Uond6. They were execute.d by torclj fight the king and tHe 
queen mother, (with the king of Navarre and the prince of Cohd6 by force) were spec
tators of this horrid fact^ and they also assisted at the jubilee to thank God for the exe
cution of such an infamous design. ' t  ' » ^

This massacre was not confined to* the city qf Paris alone. On the eve oT St. Bar
tholomew orders bad been sent to the governors of provinces to fall upon the protes- 
tants themselves^ end to let loose the people upon them : and though an edJ^t was pal:^
lished, before the end of the week, assuring them of the king’s protection, tmd that h^ 
by no means designed to exterminate them because of their religion, yet private orders 
were sent of a nature directly contrary ; in consequence of which, the massacre, or, as 
an allusion to the Sicilian vespers, it was now styled the Matins of Paris, was repeated 
in Meaux, Orleans, Troyes, Angers, Thoulouse, Rouen, and Lyons ; so that in the space 
of two months, 30,000 prbtestants were butchered: the next year, Rochelle, the only 
strong fortress which the protestants held in France, was besieged, b u t, was not taken 
without the loss of 24,000 of the catholics who besieged it. After this a pacificatioji 
ensued, on terms favourable ib the protestants, but to which they never trusted.

 ̂ This year the duke of Anjou was elected king of Poland, and soon after set out to take 
possession of his new kingdom. The king accompanied him to the frontiers of the king
dom ; but during the journey was seized with a slow fever, which, from the beginning, had
a ver^ dangerous appearance lie  lingered some time under the most terrible agonies-
both of body and mind, and at last died on the 30th of May, 1572, having lived 24 years 
and reigned I3< I t  is said that after the dreadful massacre above- mentioned, this prince 
had a 'fierceness'' in bis' looks’and a colour in his cheeks, which he never had before. He 
slept little, and^nevOr sound.  ̂ He waked frequently in agonies,-^ and had soft music ta  
compose him again fo .rest. «

During the first years of -the reign of Henry H I. who succeeded bis brother Charley, 
the war with the protestants' was carried on with 'indifferent success on the part of the 
catholics. In^l5^5 a peace was concluded, called, by way of eminence, the edict of 
pacification. I t  consisted of no fewer' than $3 articles;. the- substance of which was, 
that liberfy of cbnscience and public exercise of religion were granted'to. the reformed,- 
without any other restriction than *that they should not preach within two leagues of Paris, 
or any other part tvhere the court was. Party-chambers were erected in every parlia
ment, to consist of equal numbers of catholics and protestants, before whom'all judgments 
were to be tried. The judgments against the admiral'and in general all who had fallen 
in the war, ,or been executed were reversed , and eight cautionary towns 'were given t(v 
the protestants. ' ‘

This edict gave occasion to the OuisesTo form an association ia defence, as was pre
tended, of the catholic reIigion,^afterwards known by the name of the Catholic Icagub. 
In this league, though the king was mentioned with respect, he could not help seeing, 
that it struck at the very root of his authority ; for, as the protestants had already their- 
.chiefs, so the catholics were, for the future, to depend .entirely upon the chief of the league; 
and were, by the ver^ words of it, to execute whatever he cqmmaniied for the ^god q f tl^^

Voi« U . 3 a
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obuse against Jny ciiliout exception of persons. The king, to aVoid the bad elTccta of 
this, by the advice of his council, declared himself head of the league, and of conse
quence recommenced thfc war ngainst the protestahts, which lVas not extinguished as 

Tong as he lived. ' *
'The faction of the diikeof Guise, in the mean time, topic a resolution of supporting 

Charles, cardinal of Bourbon, a weak old man, as presumptive heir of the crown. In 
^584 they\i\ntcred into a league with Spain, and took up arms against the king; and 

, -though peace was concluded the same year, yet, in I587i they again proceeded to such 
extremities that the king was forced to fly from Paris, yioother reconciliation was soon 
afte-r effected ; but it is generally believed that tlie king, from this time, resolved on the 
destruction of Guise. Accordingly, finding that this nobleman still behaved towards 
him with his usual insdlence, the king caused him to be stabbed, as he was coming into 
his presence, by his goard.% on the 23rd of December, J587. 'fhe king himself did not 
long survive him ; being stabbed by one James Clement, a Jacobine monk, on the is to f  
August, >588. His wound at first was not thought mortal; but his frequent swooning 
quickly discovered his danger ; and he died next morning, in the 3plh year of his age, 
and 15th of his reign. I
' Before the kings death he nominated Henry Bourbon, king of Navarre, for bis sug* 
lessor on the throne of France ; but as he was a protestant, or at least one who greatly 
favoured their cause, he was at.-first owned by very few, except those pf the protestant 
party, lie  met with the most violent opposition from the meml'iers of the catholic league; 
and was often reduced to such straits tiiat he went to people’s houses, under colour of 
visits, when, in reality, he had not a dinner in’his own.: By ^is activity and perseverance, 
however, be was at last acknowledged throughout the whole kingdom, to which |bis ab
juration of the protestant religion contributed -not a little. As the king of Spain bad 
laid claim to the crown of France, Henry no sooner found himself in a fair way of 

, being firmly seated on the throne, than he formally declared war against that kingdom ; 
in which he at last proved successful, and in 1597 entered upon the quiet possession of 
his kingdom. >

The king’s first care was to put an end to the religious disputes, which had so tong 
distracted the kingdom. For this purpose he granted the famous edict, dated at Nantes, 

'^April 13th, 1598. I t re-established, in a most solid and eflectual mianner, all tlie fa- 
' Tours that had ever been granted to the reformed by other princes; adding some which 
hiad not been thought of before, particularly the allowing them a free admission to all 

: employments of trust, proflt, and honour; the establisliing chambers, in which •the mem- 
T bers of the two religions were equal; and in permitting their children to be educated, withou 

constraint, in any o f the universities. Soon after be concluded peace with Spain, upon 
'very advantageous terms. This gave an oppoctupity^ of restoring order and justice 
throughout his dominions ; of repairing all the ravages occasioned by the civil war ; and 
abolishing all those innovations which had been made, either to the prejudice of the pre 

• rogatives of the crown, or the welfare of the people. His schemes of reformation indeed 
hejntended to have carried beyond the boundaries ,of France. If  we may believe tUt
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'duke of Sully, he had in view no less a design than the hew modelling of all Europe.. 
l ie  imagined that the Euroj)ean powers might be formed into a kind of Christian re< 
public, by rendering them as nearly as possible of equal strength ; and that this republic 
might be maintained in perpetual peace, by bringing all their diiferences to be decided 
before a senate of wise, disinterested, and able judges : and then he thought it w'ould 
be no difficult matter to overturn the Ottoman empire. The number of these powers 
Hvas to be 15, vl2. the Papacy, the empire of Germany, France, Spain, l lu t^ ry ,  Great 
Efitain, Bohenjia, Lombardy, Poland, Sweden, Denmark, the republic o f  Venice, the 
StateS'General, the Swiss Cantons, and the Italian Commonwealth, which was to com* 
“preliend the states of Florence, Genoa, Lucca, Modena, Parma, Mantua, and Monaco. 
In ordef to render the states equal, tlie empire* was to be given to the king of Bavaria j 
the kingdom of Naples to the pope i  that of Sicily to the Venetians ; 'Milan to the duke- 
‘of Savoy, who, by'this acquisition was to become king of Lombardy ; the Austrian Lo# 
Countries were to be added to the Dutch republic ; Franche Compte, Alsace, and the 
country of Trent were to be given to the Swiss. With a viewy it is now thought, of iexe« 
cuting this grand project, but'under pretence of reducing the exorbitant power of the 
bouse of Austria, Henry made immense preparations both by sea and land ; but if he 
really bad such a design be was prevented, by death, from attempting to execute it. He 

'Was stabbed in his coach by one Ravilliac, on the l£lh of May, 1608.
'While religious bigotry 'produced so m'any dreadful effects in France, |l also spread 

devastation through a considerable proportion of the dominions of Philip I I . ; and ulti-̂  
'mately occasioned the debasement of the Spanish monarchy. . Philip II. had succeeded 
his father, Charles V. in tlie government of Spain, the Low Countries, and the newly 
'formed colonies ; and found an opportunity to seize Portugal on the death of Don Henry. 
'He was not,' hoW'ever, able to conciliate the affections of the inliabitants, w’lio mani
fested a constant disposition to revolt from his yoke. But it was in the Netherlands 
that bis oppression produced the most fatal consequences, to himself and his successors.

Towards the end of the 15th century Maximilian of Austria, son of the emperor Ffir- 
'dinand III . acquired, by marrying the only daugliter of the duke of Burgundy, llife 
'duchies of Brabant, Limburg, and Luxemburg ; the counties of Flanders, Burgundy, 
'Hainault, 'Holland, Zealand, and Namur ; and the lordships of FrieslandJ Philip of 
' Austria, son to Maximiliad and Mary, -married Jane, the daughter of Ferdinand, king of 
Arragon, and of Isabella queen of Castile; by which means their son Charles inherited 
'not only almost all Spain and the great countries then lately discovered in America, but 
also those noble provinces of the Netherlands ; and was chosen emperor under the name 
of Charles V. Towards the latter end of the year 1527 he added to hi* dominions tlii 
temporalities o l the bishopric of Utrecht, on both sides of the Y ssel; and' Henry of Ba< 
varia, being distressed through «var with the duke of Guelderland, and tired with the 
continued rebellion of his own subjects, surrendered to the emperor the temporalities of 

"his diocese, which was confirmed by the pope- and the states of the country. In 1555 
'Charles V. bought of Charles of Fgmond the reversion of the-d-uchy of Gueldetland and 
of the county of Zutphen, in case Uiat prince should die without issue,, Tlie same year
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the city of Groningen took the oath of allegiance, and submitted to Charica \ \  ; and k» 
IJ 'l^ b e  puta garrison into the city of Cambray, and built a citadel there. Having thus- 
united tKe 17 provinces as it were in one body, he ordered that they should continue for 
ever under the same prince, without being ever separated or dismembered ; for which 
purpose he published in November, 1549, vv ith the consent and at the request of the 
states of all the provinces, a perpetual and irrevocable edict or law, by which it was 
enacted, tl^t, in order to keep all those provinces together under one and the same 
prince, the right of representation, with regard to the succession of a prince or princess, 
should take place for ever both in a direct pnd collateral line, notwithstanding the com
mon laws of some provinces to the contrary. Charles had even a mind to incorporate 
these provinces with the Germanic body, and to make of them a circle of the empire, 
under riie title of the circle of Burgundy, in,order thereby to engage the princes of the 
empire to concern themselves for. the preservation of those provinces. But the Nether
lands^ always jealous of their liberty, did not seem to like that incorporation; and when 
they were demanded to pay their share towards the expences of the empire, ^hey refused- 
it; whereupon the princes of Germany refused, in their turn, to take any part in thp 
wars in Flanders, and looked upon those provinces as by no means belonging to the 
Gs^tn'inic body.

Philip of Austria and his son Charles, who w ere born in the Netherlands, .bad for 
these provinces that natural affection which men usually have for their native country ; 
and knowing how jealous the inhabitants were of their liberty and .of the privilegeSr 
granted to them by their former princes, tlrey look great care to preserve' them, and suf
fered willingly that the states, who were the guardians of the people’s liberty and privi
leges, should, in a manner, share the supreme authority ^vith them. Philip H. son to 
the emperor Charles V. had not the same affection for the Netherlands, nor those gene
rous sentiments which his father had endeavoured, to inspire him with. Being born in • 
Spain, of a Portuguese woman, he had no regard but for his native country ; and wbep 
he removed out of the Netherlands Ije left them to the weak government of a woman, 
to the proud and haughty spirit of Cardinal de Granville, and to the wild anibilion of 
some lords of these provinces, who, availing themselves, of the, imprudent .conduct and 
continual blunders of the Council of Spain, found their private interests in the distur
bances they could not fail to produce. Philip II. also, instead of the mild and moderate 
measures which his predecessors had successfully employed^ op many occasions, as best 
suiting the genius and the temper of the people, had recourse to the most violent and 
cruel proceedings ; which, far from curing the evil, served only to exasperate it,the more 
4tnd lender it incurable. The Spaniards whom he sent thither, being born and educated 
in an absolute monarchy, jealous of the liberties, and envious of the riches of the people, • 
broke through all their privileges, and used them alrnos( after the same mapper as >hcy^ 
had done the inha.bitants-of their ne\v and ill-gotten dpniinions in America. This treat- 
moot occasioned 9 general insurrection. The counts Hoorn, Egmont, and the prince pf 

.Orange appearing, at th e .h ead p f i t ;  and Luther’s reformation gaining ground about 
ttie.,8î cn€ Ua>9 io the Neiborlands^ his disciples joined the malcontents ; whereupon king.
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Philip introduced a kind of inquisition in order to suppress tliem, and many thousands 
were put to death by that court, besides those that perished by lire sword ; for these 
persecutions and encroachments had occasioned a civil war, in which several battles 
were fought. The counts Hoorn and Egmont were taken and beheaded ; but the prince 
of Orange,‘retiring into Holland, did, by the assistance of England and France, preserve 
TIolland and some of the adjacent provinces, which entered into a treaty for their mu** 
tu'dldefence at Utrecht, in J579, and they have ever since been styled th e^n ited  Pro
vinces ; but the other provinces, were reduced t6 the obedience of Spain, Gy the duke of 
Alva and other Spanish generals. However, their antient privileges were, in a great 
measure, restored ; every province was allowed its great council or parliamept, whose 
concurrence was required to the making of laws and raising money for the government; 
though these assemblies were too often obliged to follow the dictates of the court.

The United Provinces maintained the contest with Spain during the space of four- 
scotc years, principally under the direction of the princes Williain and Morice of Nas
sau. They found opportunity, even while thus engaged in hostilities with a powerful 

. enemy, to extend their commerce to the most distant parts of the globe, and establish aii 
empire in the east, which exceeded the mother country in power, w ealth, and extent bf 
♦errjtory. Their liberties were at length acknowledged by Spain, in 1647-; and from 
that time to their late conquest -by the French, they have occasionally taken an im
portant share in the transactions of Europe.

On the death of Henry IV. the queen-mother assumed the regency. Ravilliac was 
executed, afJer'sufFering horrid tortures. It is said that he made a confession, which 
was so written by the person who took it down, that not one word of it could'ever be 
read, and thus his instigators and accomplices could never be discovered. The regency, 
during the minority of Louis X III. was only remarkable for cabals and intrigues of ihe 
courtiers. In 16'17 the king assumed the government himself, banished the queen- 
mbther to Blois, caused her favourite Marshal d’Ancre to be killed, and chose for his 
minister the famous'cardinal Richlieu.

In 1620 a new war broke out between the catholics and protestanls, which was carried 
on with the greatest fury on both sides ; and we may judge of the spirit which actuated 
both parties, by what happened at Negreplisse, a town in Quercy. This'place was be
sieged by the king's troops, and it W'as resolved to make an exam'ple of the inhabitantsw 
The latter, however,- absolutely refused to suYrender upon any terms. They defended 
tliemselves, therefore, most desperately; and the city being at Ifist taken by storm, they 
were ail massacred, w’ithout respect of rank, sex, or agC, except 1 O men. When these 
were brought into the king’s presence he told them they did not deserve mercy : they* 
answered, that they would not receive it ; tiiat the only favour they asked was to be 
hanged on trees in their own gardens ; w hich w*as granted, and the place reduced to 
asl)es. Roth parties soon became w-eary of such a destructive vPar, and a peace wai 
concluded in 1621, by which the edict of Nantes was confirmed.' This treaty, howeVer, 
>va3 of no long duration. A new war broke out, which lasted till the yeaf 1628, when the 
edict of Nantes was again confirmed; only the protestants were deprived of all their 

Vot. II. 3 II
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cautionary towns, and consequently of the power of defending themsolves in time t6 
c jiue. This put an end to the civil wars on account o f  religion in France. Flistoriahs 
eay that in those wars, above 1,000,000 of men lost their lives ; that 150,000,000 livers 
were spent in carrying tli6m on ; and that nine cities, 400 villages, £000 churches, fiOOO 
monasteries, and 10,000 houses were burnt, or otherwise destroyed, during their contU 
nuance. The next year the king was attacked with a slow fever, whidi nolliing could allay; 
and extvennq^epression of spirits, and prodigious SM'elling in his stomach and belly. The 
year after, however, he recovod, to the great disappointment of his mother, who bad 
been in hopes of regaining her power. Sho was arrested, but found means to escape 
into Flanders, where she remained during the rest of this reign. Richlieu, by a masterly 

, train of politics, though himself was next to an enthusiast for popery, supported the pro- 
testants of Germanv and Gustavus Adolphus against th? house of Austria ; and after 
quelling all the rebellions and conspiracies which had been formed against him in France, he 
died some months before Lewis X III . in 1643.

While France was thus carrying on a successful war against the bouse of Austria, .the 
Spanish branch of that family sustained an Important loss by the defection of Portugal. 
Roiling with national hate, and irritated by despotic rule, the Portuguese had long sought 
to break their chains. A law, to compel the nobility, under pain of the forfeiture of 
their estates, to take up arms for the subjection of Catalonia, completed the general 
disaffection : and other circumstances conspired to hasten a revolution. An impene* 
trable plot had been forming for upwards of three years, in favour of the duke of Bra- 
ganza, whose grandfather had been deprived of his right to the crown of Portugal by 
Philip II. The conspirators novv resolved to carry their dgsign into execution, and ef
fected it with incredible facility.

Olivares had been so imprudent as to rccal the Spanish garrison from Lisbon; very 
few troops were left in the whole realm of Portugal ; the oppressed people were ripe for 
an insurrection; and the Spanish minister, in order to amuse the duke of Braganza, 
whose ruin he meditated, had given him the command of the arsenal. The duchess of 
^lantua, who had been honoured with the empty title of vice-queen, was driven out of 
the kingdom without a blow. Vascencellos, the Spanish secretary, and one of his clerks, 
were the only victims sacrificed to public vengeance. All the the towns in Portugal fol
lowed the example of the capital, and almost on the same day. The duke of Braganza 
was unanimously proclaimed kirrg, under the name of John IV,. A son could not suc
ceed more quietly to the possessions of his father in a well regulated state. Ships were 
immediately dispatched from Lisbon to all the Portuguese settlements in Asia and Africa,, 
as well as to those.in the islands in the Eastern and Western Ocean; and they all with 
one accord, expelled their Spanish governors. Portugal became again an independent 
kingdom ; and by the recovery of Brazil, which, during the Spanish administration, had 
been conquered by the Dutch, its former lustre was, in sJme measure, restored,
. Louis IV. surnamed.Le Grand, succeeded to the throne when he was only five 
years of age. During his minority, the kingdom was torn in pieces, under the adminis
tration of his mother, Anne of Austria, by the factions of the great, and the divisiomt
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between the court and parliametrt, for the most trifling causes, and npon li e most despJ, 
cable principles. The prince of Cond^ flamed like a blazing star;. io»,ietimes a patriot; 
sometimes a courtier, and sometimes a rebel, l ie  was oppose* by the celebrated Tu- 
renne, h Iio, from a protestant, bad turned papist. The nation of France was involved 
at once in civil and domestic wars; but the queen-mother, ha/mg made choice of car
dinal Mazarine for her first minister, he found means to turn the arms even of Cromwell 
against the- Spaniards, and to divide the domestic enemies of the c o u r t^  efiectualiy 
among themselves, that when Louis assumed the reins of government in Ins own hands, 
he found himself to be the most absolute monarch that bad - ever sat upon the throne of 
France. He had the good fortune On the death of Mazarine, to put the domestic ad
ministration of his affairs into the hands of Colbeft, who formed new systems for the 
glory, commerce, and manufactories of France; all which he carried to a suqirising 
height. The king himself, ignorant and vain, was blind to every patriotic duty of a king, 
promoting the happiness of his subjects only that they might the better answer, the pur
poses of his greatness ; and by his ambition he embroiled himself'witb all his neighbours, 
and wantonly rendered Germany a dismal scene of devastation. By the impolitic and 
unjust revocation of the edict of Nantes, in the year i685, with the dragooning of the 
protestants, many thousands of his most valuable subjects were destroyed, and more 
than half a million obliged to abandon the realm. These carried their trealth, their in
dustry, and their skill in ingenious manufactures into England, Holland, and Germany ; 
where they became powerful rivals to their countrymen in commerce ; and irreconciieable 
enemies to their former sovereign.

He was so blinded by flattery, that be arrogated to himself the divine honours paid to 
the pagan emperors of Rome. He made and broke treaties for his conveniency ; and 
in . the end he raised against himself a confederacy of almost all the other princes of 
Europe, at the head of which was king William the III. of England. He was so well 
served that he made head for some years against this alliance ; and France seems to 
have attained the highest pitch of military glory under the conduct of those renowned 
generals Cond6 and Turenne.

A treaty of pacification between Louis and the allies was concluded at Ryswic, in 
l697f in which ha renounced many of those places which had been subdued by his arms, 
but made no mention of his claim to the succession of the crowd of Spain. Though the 
Spanish monarchy had been long declining, and had lost a very valuable territory by the 
defection of the Netherlands, it was nevertheless sufficiently powerful to add greatly to 
the influence of any prince who might unite it to his other dominions. The three com
petitors were the emperor, the king of France, and the elector 0/ Bavaria; each of whonf 
was desirous to secure the Spanish crown, if not for himself for one of his descendants. 
In the mean time England and Holland, unwilling that either France or Austria should 
obtain such an augmentation of power, and knowing that the elector of Bavaria was un
able to vindicate his right, drew the plan of a treaty of a partition, by which the Spanish 
dominions were to have been divided between the three claimants. Louis had acceded 
to this treaty, but it was disliked by ihe emperor and king of Spaiov The latter made a
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will, in which he appointed Philip, duke of Anjou, second son of the dauphin, his sole* 
successor. Charles JI. of Spain died in the year 1701 ; his choice^ was approved by 
the majority of his-subjects ; the young prince was-crowned at Madrid, under the name 
of Philip V. and the Spaniards resigned themselves to the guardianship of the French 
monarch. England and Holland, however, unwillingly acknowledged the king, and 

’ Leopold was able to attempt no more than to wrest from him the duchy of Milan. At 
thisjuncturc^ied James II. of England, and Louis, in violation of the treaty of Ryswick, 
acknowledge^he pretender as king of Great Eritain and Ireland. This event kindled 
the resentment of William and of the English nation in general, who were on the point 
of enter ing on a vvarAvith France, when Anne succeeded to the throne. She avowed her 
intentions to tread in the footsteps of her predecessor, entered into a close alliance w itlr 
the emperor and tlie Stales-general, and took the most vigorous measures to humble the 
power of France. In this war the duke of Marlhorough, who bad the chief command, 
of the English and Dutch forces, gained the important victories of Clenheim, Ramillies, 
Oudenarde, and Malplaquet ; prince Eugene obtained great advantages to the Imperial 
arms, and the earl of Peterborough distinguished himself on the side of Spain. The 
latter of these generals conducted the archduke of Apstria, who had taken the stile of 
Charles H I. of Spain, into Catalonia, where the first e.xploit of the allies was the reduc
tion of Barcelona. The conquest of Valencia, Arragon, Granac^p, and Madrid speedily 
followed but their successes were of no long continuance, the allied army being totally 
defeated by the duke of Berwick, at the battle of Almanza. In ithc mean time the French 
were driven from almost every strong town in the Netherlands, and it was deemed pro
bable that, in another campaign, the English standard might have been planted on the 
walls of Paris, but a revolution had taken place in the councils of the British queen, 
!Marlborongh was recalled, and peace concluded with France. Plylip of Spain re
nounced all title to the Frencli succession ; the duke of Savoy obtained the kingdom of 
Sicily,, England gained Gibraltar and Minorca, the Dutch had the barrier they had so 
long desired, the emperor received the kingdom of Naples, Lilian, and the Netherlands, 
and the French protestants were set at liberty, who had been long confined to the 
galleys.

By the last will of^Louis) who died in 1716, he had devolved the regency, during the 
minority of the young kin^ upon a council, at the head of which was the duke of Orleans, 
That nobleman, however, di.sgusted with a disposition which gave only a casting vote, 
appealed to the parliament of Paris, who set aside the will of tne late king, and declared 
him sole regent. His first acts were extremely popular, and gave the most favourable 
Uoas of his government and character. He restored to the parliament the right which 
had been taken from them of remonstrating against the edicts of the crown, and compelled' 
those who had enriched themsejves during the calamities of the former reign to restore 
their wealth. He also took- every method to efface tile calamities occasioned by the 
unsuccessful wars in which his predecessor had engaged ; promoted commerce and agri
culture; and, by a close alliance with Great Britain and the United Provinces, seemed 
to lav tbe foundation of a lasting tranquillity. Tbis^happy prospect, however,, was soon

    
 



overcast by the intrigues of Alberoni, the Spanish' minister, xvho had formed-a design 
of recovering Sardinia from the emperor, Sicily from the duke of Savoy, and of establish
ing the pretender bn the throne of Britain. To accomplish these purposes he negociated 
wiih the Ottoman Porte, Peter the Great of Russia, and Charles X ll. of Sweden ; the 
Turks intending to resume the war with the emperor, the two latter to invade Great 
Britain. But as long as the duke of Orleans retained the administration of France, he 
found it impossible to bring his schemes to bear.. To remove him, therefore, he fo
mented divisions in the kingdom ; an insurrection took place in Brittany, and Aiberoni 
sent small parties in disguise into the country in order to support the insurgents, and 
even laid plots to seize the regent himself. All of a - suddan^ how'ever, the^pan ish  mi
nister found himself disappointed in every one of his schemes. Ilis partisans in Fi ance 
were put to death ; the king of Sweden was killed at Frederickshall in Norway ; the 
Czar, intent on making new regulations, could not be persuaded to make war upon 
Britain ; and the Turks refused to engage in a. ^’ar with the emperor, from whom they 
had lately suffered so much. The cardinal, nevertheless, continued his intrigues, which 
quickly produced a war, betwixt Spain on the one part,' and France and Britain on the 
other. The Spaniards, unable to resist the union of two such formidable pbwers, were 
soon reduced to the necessity of suing for peace ; and the terms were dictated by the 
regent of France, and of these the dismission of Aiberoni, the Spanish minister, was one. 
A double marriage was now set on foot ; the duke of Orleans gave his daughter, Ma
demoiselle Montpensire, to Don Lewis, prince of Asturias ; while the infanta of Spail^ 
was betrothed to her cousin, the king of France. From this time the house of Bourbon 
continued united ; both princes being convinced that it was their interest not to waste 
their strength in wars against each other.

The spirit of conquest having now, in a great measure, sub.sided, and that of commerce 
taken place thioughout the world in general, France became the scene of as remarkable 
a project in the commercial way as ever was known in any country. One .John Law, a 
Scotchman, having being obliged to fly from his country for murder, laid the plan of a 
company, which might, by its notes, pay oft’ the debt of the nation, and reimburse itself 
by the profits. Law had wandered through various parts of Europe, and had successively 
endeavoured to engross the attention of various courts. The proposal was* made to 
Victor Amadeus, king of Sicily ; but he dismissed Law with a reply. That he was 
not rich enough to ruin himself; but in France it was looked upon in a more favourable 
light ; the nation being at that time involved in 200,000,000, aad the regent, as well as 
the people in general were fond of embarking in new schemes. -The bank, thus estab
lished, proceeded at first with some degree of caution, but having by degrees extended 
their credit to more than 80 times their real stock, they soon became unable to answer 
the demands made upon them ; so that the-company was dissolved the very same year 
in which it had beCn instituted. The confusion into which the kingdom was thrown by 
this fatal scheme required the utmost exertions of the regent to put a stop to it ;.and 
scarcely was this accomplished, when the king, in 1723, took the government into his 
own hands. The duke then became minister, but did not Jong enjoy this post. H is , 
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Jrres[ularities had brokea his. constitution and broiiglil on a mini her of maladies, under 
wiiicli he in a short tiiiie, sunk ; and was succecdi..tl in his administmtion by the duke 
of liourhon Conde. Tlie king, as we have already remarked, had been inanied, -vvheii 
very young, to the infanta of Spain ; tliongh, by reason of his tender age, the marriage 
had never been completed. The princess, however, had been brouglit to Paris, and for 
some time treated as queen of France ; but as Louis grew up it was easy to see that he 
liad contrseted an inveterate hatied against the intended partner of his hed. The minis- 

,  ter, therefoie, at last consented that the princess should be sent back; an affront so 
much resented by the queen, her mother, that it had almost ptoduced a war betwixt the 
two nations^^

The dissolution of the marriage of Louis was the last act of Condi’s administration ; 
and the procuring of a new match was the first act of his successor, cardinal Fieury. 
The princess pitched upon was the dangliter of Stanislaus Lesozinski, king of Poland, 
who had been deposed by Charles X II. of Sweden. IT e princess was destitute of per
sonal charms, but of an amiable disposition ; and though it is probable that she never 
possessed the love of her husband, her excellent qualities could not but extort his esteem ; 
and the birth of a prince, soon after their marriage, removed all liie fears of the people 
concerning the succession.

Cardinal Fieury continued in the pacific schemes pursued by his predecessors ; though 
they were somewhat interrupted by the war which took place in 1733. Notwithstanding 
tjie connection between that monarch and the French nation, Fieury was so parsimonious 
in his assistance that only 1500 soldiers were sent to relieve Dantzic, w-here Stanislaus 
himself resided, and w ho, at that time, was besieced by the Russians. This pitiful rein
forcement was soon overwhelmed by a multitude of Russians ' and Stanislaus was at 
last obliged to renounce all thoughts of the crown of Poland, though he vvas permitted 
to retain the title of king : and that tliis title might not bp merely nominal, the king of 
France consented-to bestow upon him the duchies of Bar and Lorrain : so that, after the 
death of Stanislaus, these territories were indissolubly united to the dominions of France. 
Fieury steadily pursued his pacific plans, and the disputes between Spain and. England,

' in 1737, very little affected the peace of that kingdom ; and it must be remembered, to 
his praise, that, instead of fomenting quarrels betwixt the neighbouring potentates, he 
laboured incessantly to keep them at peace. lie  reconciled the Genoese and Corsicans, 
who w ere at w ar; and his mediation was accepted by the'Ottoijian Porte, who, at that 
time carried on a successful war with the emperor of Germany, but made- peace with him 
at the intercession of the cardinal. All his endeavours to preservef the general peace, 
how ever, proved at last ineffectual. The de^th of the emperor Charles VI. in 1740, the 
last prince of the house, of Austria, set “̂all Europe in a flame. The eqiperor’s eldest 
daughter, Maria Theresa, claimed the Austrian succession,-which comprehended the 
kingdoms of Hungary and Bohemia, the duchy of Silesia, Austrian Suabia, Upper and 
Lower Austria, Stiria, Carinthia, Carniola : the four forest towns; Burgaw, Brisgaw, 
the Low Countries, Friuli, Tyrol, the duchy of Milan, and the  ̂duchies of Parma and 
Placentia. Among the many competitors who pretended k right to the share, or wholly
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in inherit these extensive dominions, the ^king of i<ranee ŵ âs one. But as he wished 
not to awaken the jealousy of .the European princes* by preferring directly his own pre
tensions, be chose rather to support those of Frederic III. W'ho laid claim to the duchy 
of Silesia. This brought on the war of 1740.

It was terminated in l748, by the treaty of Aix-Ia-Chapelle ; but to this Louis, who 
secretly meditated a severe revenge against Britain, -only consented that he might have 
time to recruit his fleet, and put himself somewhat more upon an equality with that for
midable power. But while he meditated great exploits of this kind, the internal tran
quillity of the kingdom was disturbed by violent disputes betwixt the clergy^and parlia
ments of France. In the reign of Louis XIV . there had been violent conf?sts between 
the, Jansenists and Jesuits, concerning free-will and other obscure points of theology ; 
and the opinion of the Jansenits had been declared heretical by the celebrated bulh named 
Unigenitus ; the reception of which was enforced by the king, in opposition to the parlia
ments, the archbishop of Paris, and the body of tfie people. The archbishop, with 15 
other prelates, protested against it, as the infringement of the rights of the .Galilean 
diurch, of the laws of the realm, and an insult on the rights of the people themselves. 
The duke of Orleans favoured the bull by inducing the bishops to submit to it, but at 
the same time stopped a persecutiotr which was going on against its opponents. Thus 
matters passed over till the conclusion of the peace, a short time after which the jealousy 
of the clergy was awakened by an attempt of the minister of state to inquire into the 
wealth of individuals of their order. To prevent this they revived the contest about the 
bull Unigenitus ; and it was resolved that confessional notes should be obtaiived of dying 
persons ; that these notes should be signed by priests who maintained the authority of 
the bull; and that, without such notes, no person could obtain a vaticum or extreme 
unction. On this occasion the new archbishop of Paris and the parliament of that city 
took opf)osite sides ; the latter imprisoning such of the clergy as refused to administer 
the sacraments, except in the circumstances above mentioned. Other parliaments fol
lowed the example of that of Paris ; and a war was kindled betwixt the civil and eccle
siastical departments of the state. In this dispute the king interfered, forbad the par
liaments to take cognizance of ecclesiastical proceedings, and commanded them to suspend 
all prosecutions relative to the refusal of the sacraments ; but instead of acquiescing, the 
parliament presented 'new remonstrances., refused to attend any other business, and 
resolved that they could not obey this injunction without violating their duty as well as 
their oath. They cited the bishop of Orleans before their tribunal, and ordered all 
writings, in which its jurisdiction was disputed, to be burnt by the executioner. By the 
assistance of the military they enforced the administrations of the sacraments to the sick, 
and cease(J to distribute that justice to the subject, for which they had been originally 
instituted. The king, enraged at their obstinacy, arrested and imprisoned four of the 
snembers, who had been most obstinate, and banished the remainder to'Bo’urges, Poictiers,- 
and Auvergne; while, to prevent any impediment from taking place in the administra
tion of justice by their absence, be issued letters patent, by which a royal chamber, for 
the prosecution of ^tvilaiid crinainal suits, was instituted. The counsellors refused to
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piead before these new courts ; and the king, finding at last that the tvhole rfetion was 
about to fall into a state of anarchy, thought proper to recal the parliament. The 
banished members entered Paris, amidst the acclamations of the inhabitants ; and tlie 

■ archbishop, who still continued to encourage the priests in refusing the sacraments, was 
banished to bis seat at Constans ; the bishop of Orleans and Troyes were, in like man
ner, banished ; and a calm, for the present, restored to the kingdom.

The uivfortunate event of the war of 1755 had brought the nation to the brink of ruin, 
when Louis implored the assistance of Spain ; and, on this occasion, the celebrated 
Family Compact was signed ; by which, with the single exception of the American trade, 
the subject^Sf France and Spain are naturalized in both kingdoms ; and the enemy of 
the one sovereign is invariably to be looked upon as the enemy of the other. At that 
time the assistance of Spain availed very little : both" powers were reduced to the lowest 
ebb, and the arms of Britain were triumphant in every quarter of the globe.

The peace, concluded at Paris in the year i7o2, though it freed the nation from a 
most destructive and bloody war, did not restore its internal tranquillity. The parlia
ment, eager to pursue the victory they had formerly gained over their religious enemies, 
now directed their efforts against the Jesuits, who had obtained and enforced the bull 
Unigenitus, That once powerful order, however, was now on the brink of destruction. 
A general detestation of its members bad taken place throughout the whole world. A 
conspiracy formed by them against the king of Portugal, and from which he narrowly 
escaped, had roused ^he indignation of Europe, and this was still farther inflamed by 
some fraudulent practices of which they had been guilty in France. Le Valelte, the 
chief of tlieir missionaries at Martinico, had, ever since the peace of- Aix-la-Chapelle, 
carried on a very extensive commerce, insomuch that he even aspired at monopolizing 
the whole West India trade ; when the war with Britain commenced in 1755. Leonay 
and Gouffre, merchants at Marseilles, in expectation o f ' receiving merchandize to the 
value of 2,000,Q0() from him, had accepted of bills, drawn by the Jesuits, to the amount 
of 1,500,000. Unhappily they were disappointed by the vast number of captures made 
by the British, in consequence of which they were obliged to apply to the society of 
Jesuits at large ; but they, either ignorant of their true interest, or too slow in giving 

’ assistance, suffered Ihe merchants to stop payment, and thos not only to bring ruin upon 
themselves, but to involve, as is usual in such cases, a great many others in the same 
calamity. Their creditors demanded indemnification ,from the society at large ; and, on 
their refusal to satisfy them, brought their, cause before the parliament of Paris. That 
body, eager to revenge themselves on such powerful adversaries, carried on the most 
violent persecutions every where against them. In the course of these the volume con
taining the constifutioa and government of the order itself was appealed to, and produced 
in open court. It then appeared that the order of Jesuits formed a distinct body in 
the state, submitting implicitly to their chief, who alone was absolute over their lives and 
fortunes. It was likewise discovered that they, after a former expulsion, had been ad
mitted into the kingdom upon conditions which they ffad never fulfilled ; and to which 
their chief had obstinately refused to subscribe; consequently'that their existence at
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tliSt time in the nation was merely tne effect ot toleration. The event was that the 
\vrilini];s of ilie Jesuits were pronounced to contain .doctrines subversive of ell civil go-, 
vernment, and injurious to the security of the sacred persons of sovereigds ; the attempt 
of Uaiiiien against the king was attributed to them, and every thing seemed to* prognos
ticate their sjieedy dissolution. In this critical moment, however, the king interfered, 
and, by his royal mandate, suspended all, proceedings against them for a y e a ^  a plan of 
accommodation was drawn up, and submitted to tbe pope and general of the order; but 
the latter, l)v bis ill-timed haughtiness, entirely overtlirew the hope of reconciliation. 
The kins’ withdrew his protection, and the parliament redoubled their efforts against 
them. The bulls, briefs, constitution, and other regulations of the society were deter
mined to be encroachments on authority, and abuies of government: the society itself.' 
was finally dissolved, and its members declared incapable of holding any clerical or 
municipal offices ; tlieir colleges were seized, their effects confiscated, and the order 
annihilated ever since.

The parliairtent having gained this victory, next made an altfcmpt to set bounds to the 
power of the king himself. They now refused to register an edict, which Louis had 
issued for tlie continuance of some taxes, whicli stiould have ended with the war ; and 
likewise to conform to another, by which the king was enabled to redeem his debts 
at an inadequate price. The court attempted to get the edicts registered by force, but 
the parliaments every where seemed inclined to resist to tlie last. The parliament of 
Brittany being, however, banished for its opposition to tlie court, and the king declaring 
he would suffer no interference with his authority, a temporary tranquillity was at last 
procured. Dining tins interval the island of Corsica,, whicli had attempted to shake off 
the Genoese yoke, was transferred by them to the French, on condition that they should 
be reinstated in the possession in the island of Capraia, which the Corsicans had lately 
reduced. Tlicse islanders defended . themselves with the most desperate intrepidity ; and 
it was not till after two campaigns, in which sfeveral thousands of the bravest troops of 
France were lost, that they could be brouglit under subjection.

The satisfaction which this unimportant conquest might afford to Louis, was clouded 
by the distress of tlie nation at large. The East India company had totally failed, and 
most of the capital commercial houses in the kingdom were involved in the same cala
mity. The duke of Cfioiseuil, who was at that time minister, was banished on a su.s- 
picion of lavouiing the popular party in the altercations which ensued, and the parlia
ment of f*aris and several other cities shared the same fate. While things were thus 
circumstanced, Louis XV. died of the small-pox, which had been communicated to him 
by one of his mistresses.

The new king, Louis X V I, grandson to the former, ascended the throne in the year 
1774, in the 20th year of his age ; and, to secure himself against the disease which had 
prove.d fata! to his predecessor, submitted to inoculation, with severe I others of the royal 
family. Their quick and easy recovery -contributed much to extend that practice 
throughout the kingdom, and to rdinove the prejucjices which had been entertained, 
against it. ' .
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The king bar] no sooner regained his health than he applied himself diligently to ex- 
Jingtjish the dift’erences which had taken place between his predecessor and tlie people, 
j le  removed those from their employments who had given caiise of  complaint by their 
arbitrary and Oj)pressive conduct ; and he conciliated the affection of his subjects by 
removing the new parliaments and recalling the old ones.

But thf^j^h the prudence of Louis had suggested these compliances, he endeavoured 
fctiii to preserve pure and entire the royal authority. He explained his intentions by a 
speech in the great chamber of parliament. “ The step that he had taken to ensure the 
tranquillity and happiness of his subjects ought not (be observed) to invalidate his own 
authority ; and he hoped, from the zeal and attachment of the present assembly, an ex- 
•itmple of submission to the rest of his subjects. Their repeated resistance to the com- 
juaiids of bis grandfather bad compelled that monarch to maintain his prerogative by 
Ihcir banishment : and they were now recalled in expectation that they would quietly 
exercise their functions;; and display their gratitude b}-their obedience.” He concluded 
vvith declaring “ That it was his desire to bury in oblivion all paŝ t grievances ; that he 
should ever behold, with extreme disapprobation, Whatever might tettd to create divisions 
and disturb the general tianquillity ; and that bis chancellor would read his-ordinance 
to the assembly, from which they might be a.ssured he wculd not suff'er the smallest de
viation to be made.” That ordinance was conceived in the most explicit terms, and was 
Juimediately registered by the king’s commands. The articlc-s* of it liifiited, within very 
narrow bounds, the pretensions of the parliament of Paris ; The members were forbidden 
to look upon themselves as one body with the other parliaments of the kingdom, or to 
-take any step, or assume any title, that might lend towards, or imply, such an union ; 
They were enjoined never to relinquish the administration of public justice, except in 
cases of absolute necessity, for which the first president was to be responsible to the king; 
.and it was added, that, on their disobedience, the Grand Council might replace the 
parliament without any new edict for the purpose. They were still, however, permitted 
to enjoy the right of remonstrating beford the registering of edicts or letters patent, 
.which they might conceive injurious to the welfare of the peoplq, provided they preserved 
,ln their representations, the respect due to the throne. But these remonstrances were 
not to be repeated ; and the parliament, if they proved ineffectual, were to register the 
edict objected to within a month, at farthest, from the first day of its being publishe.l : 
They were forbidden to issue any arrests which might excite trouble, or, in any measure, 
retard the execution of the king’s ordinances ; and they were assured by th^ king him
self, at the conclusion of this code for their future conduct, that, as long as ithey ad
hered to the bounds prescribed, they might depend on his countenance and protection. 
In short, the terms on which Louis consented to re-establish the parliaments were such 
■that they were reduced to mere cyphers, and the wore/ of the king stiil continued to be 
ihe only law in the kingdom. The archbishop of Paris, who had likevsi'-e pr.^sumed to 
raise some commotions with regard to the bull Unigenilu.s, was obliged to submit,, and 
.severely threatened if he should afterwards interfege in such a cause.

'The final conquests of the Cofcicans, who, provoked by the oppression of their ^over-
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tiers, had once more attempted to regain their former liberty, was the first event of im- 
fiortance which took place after tliis restoration of tranquillity : but the kingdom was yet 
filled with disorder from other causes. A scarcity of corn ha[)pening to take place just

the time that some regulations had been made by M. Turgot, tlie new financier, the 
populace rose in creat bodies, and committed such outrages tliut a military force became 
absolutely necessary to quell them ; and it was not till upwards of 500 of these miserable 
wretches were destroyed that they could be reduced. The king, however, b^his prudent 
and vigorous conduct on this occasion, soon put a stop to all riots, and eminently dis
played Iris clemency as well as prudence in the methods he took for the restoration of the 
public tranquillity.

The humanity of Louis was next shewn in an edict, which he caused to be registered 
in f'arliament, sentencing the deserters from his army in future to work as slaves on the 
public roads, instead of punishing them, as formerly, with death ; and with equal atten
tion to the general welfare of his subjects, he seized the moment-of peace to fulfil thos'i 
promises of economy, which, on his accession, he had given to his people. Various 
regulations took place in consequence ; particularly the suppression of the Musque- 
taires and some other corps, which, being adapted more to the parade of guarding the 
royal person than any real military service,-were supported at a great expence, without 
any adequate return of benefit to the state.

Particular attention was also paid to the state of the marine ; and the appointment of 
]M. de Sartine, in 1776, to that department, did honour to the penetration of the sovereign. 
That minkster, fruitful in resources, aijd .unwearied in his application, was incessantly 
engaged in augmenting the naval strength of his country ; and the various preparations 
that filled* the ports and docks created no small uneasiness to the British court.

The next appointment made by the king was equally happy, and, in one respect, sin
gular and unprecedented. M. Turgot, though possessed of integrity and irtdustry, had 
not been able to command the public confidence. On his retreat M. Clugny, intendant' 
general of Bourdeaux, had been elevated to the vacant po.̂ t ; but he dying in a very 
short space, M. Taboiireau des Reaux was appointed bis successor ; and the king soon 
after associated with him in the management of- the finances M. Necker, by birth a Swiss 
and by reiigion a protesjant. That gentleman, irr the preceding reign, had been chosen 
to adjust ditFerences between the East India company and the crown; and had dis
charged his trust in a manner which gained the ap[>robation of both parties. Possessed 
of distinguished abilities,- his appointment would have excited no surprise, had it not 
been contrary to the constant policy of Trance, which carefully excluded the aliens of 
her country and faith from the controul of her revenue. It now stood forward as a new 
instance of enlargement of mind and liberality of sentiment; and will, to posterity, mark 
the prominent features of the reign of Louis XVI.

Although the French monarch was of a pacific disposition, and not destitute of gene
rosity ®f sentiment, yet his own and the public exultation had been openly and constantly 
proportioned to the success of the Americans, in their contest with Britain ; the princes
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of tbe*b!oocl and the chief nobility were eager to embark in support of the cause of 
heedom ; and the prudence of the king and his most confidential ministers alone re
strained iheit ardour. The fatal events of the former war were still impressed on tlie 
mind of Louis ; and he could not readily consent to expose his infant marine in a con
test with a nation who had so frequently asserted the dominion of the seas, and so lately 
broken the united strength of the house of Bourbon. At the same time he was sensible 
that the op'j^rtunity of humbling those haughty islanders should not be entirely neglected, 
and that some advantage.s should be taken of the present commotions in America. Two 
agents from the United States, Silas Deane and Dr. Benjamin Franklin, had successively 
arrived at Paris, and though all audience was' denied them in a public capacity, still 
they were privately encouraged to hope that France only waited the proper opportunity 
to vindicate in arms.the independence of America. In the mean while the American 
cruisers were hospitably received into the French ports ; artillery and all kinds of war
like stores were freely sold or liberally granted to the distress, of the colonists ; and 
French ofiTicers and engineers, with the connivance of government, entered into their 
service. ' I

Some changes were, about this time, introduced into the different departments of state. 
The conduct of M. Neckcr, in the finances, had been attended with universal appro
bation ; and !M. Taboureau des Reaux, his colleague, had resigned his situation, but 
still retained the dignity of counsellor of stale. To afford fiill scope to the genius of 
M. Necker, Louis determined no longer to dog him with an associate ; but, with tlie 
title of director-general of the finances, submitted to him |the entire management of the 
fuffds and revenue of France. In the ensuing year the count de St Germain’s secretary 
at war died ; and the prince de Montebray,. who already filled an inferior situation in 
that department, was now appointed to succeed him.

HeIn the mean time Louis’ negociations with foreign courts were nox neglected.
concluded a new treaty of alliance with Switzerland ; vigilantly observed the motions of 
the different princes of Germany on the death of the. elector of Bavaria ; and when 
closely questioned by the English ambassador, lord Stormont,, respecting the various 
warlike preparations, which were diligently continued through the kingdom, he replied, 
That at a time wlien the seas were covered with English fleets and American cruizersi 
and when such armies were sent to the New World as had never before appeared there, 
it became prudent for liijn also to arm for the security of the colonies and the protection 
of the commerce of France. The king was not ignorant, at the same time, that the re
monstrances of Great Britain and the importunities of the agents of the United States, 
would soon compel him to adopt'some decisive line of conduct. This was hastened by 
a new event, disastrous to Britain, the failure of general Burgoyne’s expedition, and the 
capture of his army. The-new'’ of that event was received at Paris xvith unbounded 
exultation. M. Sartine, the marine superintendent, was eager to measure the naval 
strength of France with that of Great Britain ; the queen, who had long seconded the 
epplication, of the American agents, now espoused their cause with fresh ardour ; and th&
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pacific inclinations of Louis beinsj overborne by the suggestions of his ministrrs and tlie 
influence of his queen, it was at length determined to acknowledge the independence of 
the United States. - -

Dr. Franklin ’and Silas Deane, who had hitherto acted as private agents, were now 
acknowledged as public ambassadors from those states to the court of Versailles ; and a 
treaty ot amity and commerce was signed, between the two powers, in the month of Fe
bruary, J778. The duke of Nbailles, ambassador to the court of London, was, in the 
month of March, instructed to acquaint that court with the above treaty. the same 
time he declared that the contracting parties had paid great attention not to stipulate 
any exclusive advantages in favour of France, and that the United states bad reserved 
the liberty of treating with every nation whatever, on the same footing of equality and; 
reciprocity. But this stipulation w'as treated by the British with contempt, and the recah 
of lord Stormont, their ambassador at Versailles, was the signal for the commencement.^ 
of hostilities.

In the year 1780 new changes in the French ministry took place. 1̂ 1. Bertin had- 
resigned the office of secretary of stale ; the prince de IMontebray had retired from the. 
post, of secretary at war, and was succeeded by tlie Marquis de Segur. But the most 
important removal was that of M. Sartine, who had, for several years, presided over the- 
marine department, and whose unwearied application and ability had raised the naval, 
power ot France to a height that astonished Europe : but his colleagues in the cabinet 
1 )udly accused a. j)rofusion, which would have diverted into one channel the wliolc re
sources of the kingdom ; and his retreat opened a road to the marquis de Castries, who. 
was appointed to supply his place.

This year the king fixed on the anniversary of his birth-day, to render it memorable 
by a new instance of humanity, and he abolished for ever the inhuman custom of putting 
the question as it was called by torture ; a custom, which had been so established by the- 
practice of ages, that it seemed to be,an inseparable part of the constitution of the courts- 
of justice in France. At the .same lime, to defray the charges of war, he continued to- 
diminish bis own expenditure ; and, sacrificing his magnificence to the ease of his sub-- 
jects, dismissed above 400 officers belonging to bis court.

Unhappily, however, the popular discontents were excited next year by the dismission- 
of their favourite minister, M. Necker. He had conceived the arduous but popular 
project of supporting a war by loans without taxes : the rigid economy which he had, 
introduced into all the departments of the royal household, and the various resources, 
that presciited themselves to his fertile genius had supported him amidst the difficulties- 
that attended this system. But his austerity of temper had not rendered him equally, 
acceptable to the sovereign and his .subjects ; and the repeated reforms he had recom
mended were represented as inconsistent with the dignity of the crown ; he was, there
fore, in 1781, dismissed from his office of comptroller-genera], and M. Joli de Fleuii,, 
counsellor of state, was appointed to that important department. The defeat of the,' 
count de Grasse happened next year, and impressed the kingdom with general grief and, 
consternation. Immense preparations were, however, made foi the operations of 1783 ;. 
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and in conjunction with the courts of Madrid and the Hague, Louis was determined 
this year, to make tlie *mort powerful efforts to bring the war to a conclusion. Rut in 
the midst of these preparation* the voice of peace was again heard ; and Louis was in
duced to listen to the proffered mediation of the two first protcntates in Europe, the eni- 
peror of Germany and the empress of Russia. The count de Vergennes, who still occu
pied the post of secretary of foreign affairs, was appointed to treat with Mr. Fitzherbert, 
the British minister at Brussels, but who had lately proceeded to Paris to conduct this 
important flWgociation. The way was ^Iready smoothed for the restoration of the public 
tranquillity, by provisional articles, signed at the conclusion of the last year, betwi.euthe 
States of America and Great Britain, and which were to constitute a treaty of peace, 
finally to be concluded when that between France and Britain took place. Preliminary 
articles were accordingly agreed upon, and signed at Versailles: these were soon after 
•succeeded by a definitive treaty ; and France, throughout her extensive dominions, be
held peace once more established. Though the late war had been attended by the most' 
brilliant success, and the independence of America seerried to strike deep at the source 
ofherrivaPs power, yet France herself had not been entirely free from inconvenience. 
The retreat of Af. Necker had, as we have already observed, diminished the public con
fidence ; three different persons, who had since transiently occupied his post, increased 
the jealousies of the people; and the failure of ’ the celebrated Caisse d’Escompte com
pleted the universal consternation.

That bank had been established in the year ‘The'plan of it w'as formed by,a
company of private adventurers, and its capital'was-fixed at 500,000f. sterling.' The 
professed design of the company was to discount bills at-sliort dates, at the rate of four 
pef cent, per annum : but as this interest could never be an equivalent for the cd|jita( 
sank by the proprietors, they were entrusted with t,he additional po.^er of issuing notes 
to the amount of their capital, which,'as they were capable'at'any tim-c; of being converted 
into specie, might be often voluntarily taken'by theit Customers from mere Convenience. 
The reputation of, the bank soon caused its stock to sell above par ; and its credit was 
still at the highest, when, to the astonishment of the nation, it suddenly stopt payment, 
on the 2nd of October, 1783. The cause assigned was ai> uncO|mmon. scarcity of specie, 
But the public suspected that the failure &ro'se From a loan, secretly made to government; 
and what confirmed the suspicion was, that government, about the same time, stojiped 
payment of the bids drawn upon them by their army in America.

Whatever was the cause of this event the king was prevailed on to extehd his protec
tion to the company. By four successive edicts the banks of Paris were ordaed to re
ceive the notes of the Caisse d’Escompte as currency ; and a lottery, with a stock of
1,000,000/. sterling, redeemable in eight years, being established, th6 tickets were made 
purchaseable in the notes of the Caisse d’Escompte. l^y these expedients the public’s 
confidence in that bank was revived, its business increiiged, and its stocks rose to above 
double the original subscription ; the bills from America w'ere, at the same time, put in 
train of payment, and public credit was restored throughout the kingdom. Some com
pensation also for the ex^ences that had* been int^trred during the late war was dr-a -vn
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from the treaty with the United States of America. These engaged to reimburse France 
in the sum of 18,000,000 of livres, which had been advanced in the hour of distress; and 
Louis consented to receive the money, as more convenient to the States, in the space of 
12 years, by 12 equal and annual payments.

T̂ he general peace was soon after followed by a particular treaty between France and 
Holland, which was effected, with great address, by the count de A^ergennes. It included 
all the principles which can serve to cement, in the closets union, distinct nations, under 
distinct governments ; and by which they riiay mutually participate in peace^or in war, 
of good or of evil, in all cases administer the most perfect aid, counsel, and succour to 
each other. It is also prescribed, if their united good offices for the' preservation of 
peace should prove ineffectual, the assistance they were to afford each other by sea and 
land. France was to furnish Holland with 10,000 Effective infantry, 2000 cavalry, with 
12 ships of the line and six frigates. Their high mightinesses, on the other side, in case 
■of a marine war, or that France should be attacked by sea, were to contribute to her 
defence six.ships.of the line and three frigates ; and, in case of an attack on the territory 
of France, the States-General were to have the option of furnishing their land contingent,' 
either in money or troops, at the estimate of .5000 infantry and 1000 cavalry. Furtiter, 
if the stipulated succours should be insufficient for the defence of the party attacked, or 
for procuring a proper peace, they engaged to assist each other with all their forces, if 
necessary ; it being, however, agreed that the contingent of troops, to be furnished by 
the States-General, should not exceed 20,000 infantry and 4000 cavalry, It was further 
added, that neither of the contracting powers should disarm, or make or receive pro
posals of peace or truce, without the consent of the other : they promised also not to 
contract any future alliance or engagem'ent whatever, directly or indirectly, contrary to 
the present treaty, and on any treaties or negociations being proposed, which might prove 
detrimental to their joint interest, they pledged their faith to give notice to each other 
of such proposals as .?oon as made.

Thus was Holland now converted ir.to the firm ally of that power, against whose en
croaching spirit she had formerly armed the most powerful kingdoms of Europe ; while 
France having asserjied the independence of America against Great Rritain, and having 
converted an a n ti^ t and formidable foe into an useful friend, seemed to have attained 
an influence ovef^ the nations of the earth that she had never before been possessed of.

Rut howevet exalted her present situation might appear, the seeds of future commo
tion were already apparent to an attentive observer. The applause that had attended 
the parliament of Paris, in their struggles w;ith the late king might be considered as the 
first dawn of freedom ; the language of that asse:nbly boldiy inculcated to their country
men their natural rights, and taught them to look with a less enraptured eye on tlie 
lustre that encompassed the throne. The war in Anferica had. coct.abuted to enlarge 
the political ideas of the French : they had, on thsrf occasion, stood forth as the cham
pions of liberty, in opposition to regal power ; and the officers who had acted on that 
con.spicuous theatre, accustomed to speak and think without restraint, on their return 
imparted to .the provinces of France,_tiie flam?: of freedom, which had been kindled in
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the wilds of America. From that moment the French, instead of silently acquiescin;; 
.under tl)e edicts of their sovereign, canvassed each action with bold and rigid imparti
ality ; while the attachment of the army, which has ever been considered as the solo 
foundation of despotism, gave way to the noble enthusiasm of liberty.

We have already noticed the public dissatisfaction that had attended the dismission of 
M. Necker ; his transient successor, M. de Fleuri, Iiad I'etired from the management of 
the finances in 1783, and the more transient administration of M. d’Ormesson had ex
pired in th e ^ m e  year that gave it birtlp On his retreat M. de Calonne, who had suc
cessively filled, with acknowledged reputation, the office of intendant of Mentz, and. 
afterwards the provinces of Flanders and Artois, was nominated to the post of compt
roller-general. Tills gentleman, flexible and insinuating, eloquent in conversation, and 
polished in liis manners, fertile in resources, and liberal in the disposal of the public 
money, soon rendered himself acceptable ,to his .sovereign. But he did not enter upon 
his new an arduous station favoured by the breath of popularity : he was reported to. 
be more able than consistent, and not to have tempered the ardour of Ids spirit by the, 
severity of deep research ; and the people, amidst repeated loans, regretted that severe, 
simplicity which had characterised the administration of JM. Necker.

It was the bold and judicious measures of Calonne, however, that restored credit to 
the Caisse d’Escompte, which had -stopt payment a few weeks before his accession. His 
next measure, in 1784, the establishment of the Caisse d’Amortissement or sinking fund, 
was entitled to a still higher degree of applause. The plan of thrat fund was simple and 
moderate : It was to pay annually, by government, into the hands of a board set apart 
for that purpose, the. entire interest of the national ’debts, whether in stock or annuities, 
together with an additional sum of 120,000/. The annuities that would be extinguished 
every year were estimated at 5 0 ,0 0 0 / . and in that proportion the sum set apart for the 
redemption of the national debt would annually increase. The opeTation of this new 
fund was limited to the term of 25 years ; and during that term the annual receipt of 
the Caisse d'Amortissement is declared unalterable, and incapable of being converted 
to any other object.

Although peace had been re-establish.ed throughout Europe |br three years, yet the 
finances of France seemed scarce affected by this interval of tranquillity, and it was found 
requisite to close every year »vith a loan. The public expenditure of 1785 might proba
bly seem to sanction this measure. I t had been thought proper to fortify Cherbourg 
upon a large and magnificent scale ; the claim of the emperor to the navigation of the 
Scheldt had obliged the French to increase their land forces, either to form a/espectabl* 
neutrality, or to assist effectually their Dutch allies ; aud the marquis de Castrie.s, fond 
of war, and profuse in his designs, had not suffered the navy, w hich M. Sariine had sur
rendered into his hands, to decline during the interval of peace. The treaty of com
merce, concluded in the year 1786, with Great Britain, ^was a new source‘of discontent. 
Though regarded by the English manufacturies as far from advantageous, it excited in 
Erance still louder murmurs. I t was represented as unlikely to extinguish those infant 
establishments, which were yet able to yie with the manufactures of ^England that had
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•ttained to maturity ; and ine market that it held out for the wines and oils of France 
was passed over in silence, while the distress of the artizan was painted jn the most 
striking colours. But-when the edict for registering the loan at the conclusion of the last 
year, and which amounted to the sum of 3,330,000/.was presented to the parliament of- 
Paris, the murmurs of the people, through the remonstrances of that assembly, assumed 
a more loyal and formidable aspect. The king, however, signified to the select depu
tation, that were commissioned to convey to him their remonstrances, that he expected 
to be obeyed without further delay. T n’ ceremony of the registering acewdingly took- 
place on the next' day ; but it 'was accompanied with a resolution, importing. That 
public economy was the only genuine source of abundant revenue, the only means* for 
providing for. the necessities of th: state and restoring that credit, which borrowing h; d. 
reduced to the brink of ruin.

The king, was no sooner informed of this step than he commanded the attendance of 
the grand deputation of parliament ; when he erased from their records the resolution 
that had been adopted, and observed, that though it was his pleasure that the parliament 
should communicate, by its respectful representations, whatever might concern the good 
of the public, yet he never would allow them so far to abuse his clemency as to erect 
themselves into the censors of bis government. At the same time, more strongly to mark 
his displeasure at their expostulations, be superseded one of their officers, who had ap
peared more active in forwarding the obnoxious resolution.

M. de Calonne, however, though gratified by the approbation of his sovereign, could 
but feel himself deeply mortified by the opposition of the parliament. His e t̂tempts to 
conciliate that assembly had proved ineffectual ; and he experienced their inflexible 
aversion, at the critical juncture when their acquiescence might have proved of tlie most 
essential service. An anxious inquiry into the state of the public finances bad convinced 
him that the expenditure by far exceeded the revenue. In this situation, to impose new 
taxes was impracticable ; to continue the method of borrowing was ruinous ; to have 
recourse only to economical reforms would be found wholly inadequate ; and he hesi
tated not to declare that it would be impossible to place the finances on a solid basis, 
but by tlifc reformation of whatever was vicious in the constitution of the state.

To give weight to this reform, M. dc Calonne was sensible that something more was 
necessary than the royal authority ; be perceived that the parliament was not a fit instru
ment for introducing a new order into public affairs, nor would submit to be a passive 
machine for sanctioning the plans of a minister, even if those plans were the emanaiions- 
of perfect •wisdom. Though originally a body of lawyers, indebted fdi their appoint-*- 
ments to the king, there was not an attribute of genuine legislative assembly but wliat 
they seemed desirous to engross to themselves ; and they had been supported io their 
pretensions by the plaudits of the people, who were sensible that there was no other body 
in the nation that could plead their cause against royal or ministerial oppression. To 
suppress, therefore, the only power of controul that remained, and to render tha 
government more arbitrary was deemgd too perilous a measure : yet to leave tlie par
liament in. the full possession of tl^eir influence, an influence that the minister was.
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convinced would be exerted against him, was at once to render the whole system; 
abortive.

In this dilemma, the only expedient that suggested itself was to have recourse to some 
<other assembly, more dignified and solemn in its character, and which should in a 
greater degree, consist of members from the various orders of the state and the different 
provinces of the kingdom. This promised to be a popular measure ; it implied a defe
rence to the people at large, and might be expected to prove highly acceptable. But the 
true and le^im ate assembly of the natjon, the States-General, had net met since the 
year ]6 l4  ; nor could the minister flatter himself with the hope of attaining the royal 
assent to a meeting, wtiich a despotic sovereign could not but regard with secret jealousy. ^ 
i\nother assembly had occasionally been substituted in the room of the States-General 
this was distinguished by the title of the Notables, and consisted of a number of persons 
from all parts of the kingdom, chiefly selected from the higher orders of the state, and 
nominated by the king himself. The assembly had been convened by Henry IV. again 
by Louii X III. and was now once more summoned by the authority bf the present 
ti.cnarch.

Thf' writs for calling them together were dated omthe 29th of December, 1786 ; and 
they were addressed to seven princes of the blood, nine dukes and peers of France, eight 
field-mareschals, 22 nobles, eight counsellors of state, four masters of requests, 11 arch
bishops and bishops, 37 of the heads of the law, 12 deputies of the pays d’etats, the 
lieutenant-general, and 25 magistrates of the different towns of the kingdom. The num
ber of members was 144, and the 29lh of January, 1787, was the period appointed 
for their meeting. I
; Upon the arrival of the Notables at Paris, however, the minister found himself yet 
unprepared to submit his system to their inspection, and postponed the opening of the 
council to the 7th of February. A second delay, on the 14lh ot the same month, was 
occasioned by the indisposition of IM. de Calonne himself, and that of the count de Ver 
gennes, president of the council of finance, and first secretary of state ; and a third 
procrastination was the necessary result of the death of the count, on the day previous to 
that fixed for the opening of the meeting. He was succeeded,^ in the department of • 
foreign affairs, by the count de Montmorin, a nobleman of unblemished character. But 
liis loss, at this critical juncture, was severely felt by Kf. dc Calonne; he alone, of all 
the ministers, having entered, with warmth and .sincerity, into the plans of lire compt
roller-general, The chevalier de Miromesnil, keeper of the seals, was avowedly the 
riv-al and enemy of that statesman. The mareschal de Castries, secretary of riie marine 
department, was personally attached to M. Necker; and the Baron de Bretenil, secretary 
for the household, was the creature of the queen, and deeply engaged in what was called 
the Austrian system. ^

It was under these difficulties tha^ M. de Calonne, on the 22nd of February first met , 
the assembly of the Notables, and opened his long expected plan. He began by stating 
that the public expenditure bad, for centuries past, exceeded the revenue; and that a 
very considerable deficiency bad, of course, existed^ that the Mississippi scheme of 1720
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!i«d, by no means, as might have been expected, restored the balance ; and that under 
the economical administration of cardinal FleUri the deficit still existed ; that the pro
gress of this derangement, under the last reign, had been extreme, the deficiency 
amounting to 3,000,000/. sterling at the appointment of the abb6 Terray : who, however, 
reduced it to 1,(>75,000/.; it decreased a little under the short administrations that 
followed, but rose again, in consequence of the war, under the administiUtion of 
M. Necker, and at bis own accession to office it was 3,330,000/.

In order to remedy this growing evil, JM. Calonne recommended a territ^ial impost, 
in the nature of the English land tax, from which no rank or order of men were to be 
exempted ; and an inquiry into the possessions of the clergy, which hitherto had been 
deemed sacred from their proportion of the public burdens ; the various branches of 
internal taxation were also to undergo a strict examintition ; and a considerable resource 
was presented in mortgaging" the demesne lands of the crown.

The very necessity for these reforms was combated with a degree of boldness and 
forco of reasoning that could not fail of deeply impressing the assembly ; and instead of 
meeting with a ready acquiescence, the comptroller-general was now launched into the 
boundless ocean of political controversy. M. Necker, previous to his retirement, bad 
published his Compte rendu au Roi, in which France was represented as possessing a 
clear surplus of 4^5,000/. sterling : this performance had ' been read with avidity, and 
proT)ably contributed to estrange from the author the royal countenance ; but the credit 
of it was ably vindicated by M. de Brienne, archbishop of Tholouse.

M. de Calonne met with a still more formidable adversary in the count de Mirabeau. 
This extraordinary man, restless in his disposition, licentious in his morals, but bold, 
penetrating, and enterprising, had occasionally visited every court in Europe. He had 
been admitted at one time to the confidence of the nfinister; and had been directed, 
though in no ostensible character, to obser\/e at Berlin the disposition of th6 successor 
of the great Frederic: irt this capacity he was frequently exposed to neglect and disap
pointment ; his letters were often left unanswered ; disgust succeeded to admiration ; 
and he who had entered the Prussian court the intimate friend, returned to Paris the 
avowed entfmy of M. de Calonne. While the archbishop arraigned the understanding, 
the count impeached the integrity, of the comptroller-general.

The minister’s design of equalizing the public burdens, and, by rendering the taxes 
general, diminishing the *load borne by the lower and most useful classes of people, 
though undoubtedly great and patriotic, at once united against him the hobiiity, the 
clergy, and the magistracy ; and the event was such as miglit be expected : the intrigues 
of those three bodies raised against him so loud a clamour, that, finding it impossible to 
stem the torrent, be not only resigned his place on the 12th of April, but soon after re
tired to England from the storm of persecution.

In the midst of these transactions at home, Loui.s’ intention was also called to the 
state of affairs in the republic of Holland, bis new and close ally. The prince of Orange 
had been stripped of all aiUhority by the aristocratic party} and-feiiring from the Ilague, 
maintained the shador^ of a court at Nimeguen. His brother-in-law, however, the king
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of Prussia, exerted his endeavours to promote the interest of the stadtholder ; and having 
offered, in concert with France, to undertake the arduous task of composing the differ
ences which distracted the republic, the proposal was received with apparent cordiality 
by the court of Versailles, At-the same time it could scsrcely be expected that France 
would become the instrument of restoring the prince of Orange to th^it share of power 
which he. had before occupied, and thus abandon one of the largest and most favourite 
objects of her policy, the establishing a supreme and permanent controul in the affairs 
of Holland.*^ In fact, the conditions which were framed by the Louvestein faction, as 
the basis of reconciliation, were such as plainly vindicated their design, to reduce the in
fluence and authority of the stadtholder within very narrow limits. On his reno.uncing 
the right of filling up the occasional vacancies in the town senates, he was to be restored 
to'the nominal office of captain-general ; but he was to be restrained from marching the 
troops into or out of any province, without leave from the respective provinces concerned ; 
and he was also to subscribe to a resolution, passed some time before by the senate of 
Amsterdam, that the command should, at all times, be revocable at the pleasure of the 
states. Had the prince acquiesced in these preliminaries, France would have completely 
attained the object of her long negociations, and,^by means of the Louvestein faction, 
have acquired the ascendancy that she had repeatedly sought in the councils of Flolland. 
But under the difficulties that surrounded them the prince of Orange was admirably sup
ported and assisted by the genius, the spirit, and the abilities of his consort ; she firmly 
rejected every measure tending to abridge any rights that had been attached to the office 
of stadtholdert; and M. de Rayval, the French negociator, having in vain endeavoured 
to overcome her resolution, broke off the correspondence (between the Hague and Ni- 
tnegnen, and returned to Paris, about the middle of January, 1787.

The court of Versailles had indeed long trusted to the natural strength of the repub^ 
lican party, and had been assidiaous during the whole summer in endeavouring to second 
them by every species of succours that could be privately afforded. Crowds of French 
officers arrived daily at Holland ; and either received commissions in the service of the 
States, or acted as volunteers in their troops. Several hundred of tried and experienced 
soldiers were selected from different regiments : and being furbished with money for 
their journey, and assurances offfuture favour, were dispatched, in small parties, to join 
the Ttroops, and help to discipline the burghers and volunteers. A considerable corps of 
engineers were also directed to proceed silently, and in disguise, to Amsterdam, and-to 
assist in strengthening the works of that city. These aids, which might have proved 
effectual, had contest been confined to the States of Holland and the stadtholder, were 
overwhelmed in the rapid invasion of the Prussians; and the court of Berlin' had taken 
its measures with so much celerity, and the situation of the republicans was already be
come so desperate, that it was doubtful whether their ^ffairs could be restored by any, 
assistance that France was capable of immediately administering. Yet on Great Britain 
fitting out a strong squadron of men of war at Portsmouth to give confidence to tne 
operations of the king of Prussia, the court of Versailles also sent orders to equip 16 sail 
f  the line at Brest, and recalled a sipall squadron, which had been commissioned on st
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summer’s cruize on the coast of Portugal. Cut in these preparations Louis seemed 
rather to regard his own dignity, than to be actuated by any hopes of etfectually relieving 
his allies. ' All opposition in Holland might be already "’considered as extinguished. 
The States assembled at the Hague had oflicially notified to the court of Versailles that 
thê  disputes between them and the stadtholder were now happily terminated ; and as the 
circumstances, which gave occasion for their application to that court, no longer existed,, 
so the succours, which they had then requested, would not now be necessary.

Under these circumstances France could only find one way through wliich to extri
cate herself from her present difficulty with honour. She therefore readily listened to a. 
memorial from the Critish minister at Paris; who proposed, in order to preserve the 
good understanding between the two crowns, that all warlike preparations should be 
discontinued, and that the navies of both kingdoms should he again reduced to the 
footing of a peace establishment. This was gladly acceded to by the court of Ver
sailles : and that harmony, which had been transiently interrupted between the two na
tions* was restored.

Though the French king could not hut sensibly feel the mortification of thus , relin
quishing the ascendancy which be had attained in the councils of Holland, the state of 
his own domestic concerns and the internal situation of his kingdom furnished matter for 
more serious reflection. Thus disappointed of the advantage which he had flattered 
himself he would have^irawn from the acquiescence of the notables, the king was obliged 
now to recur to the usual mode of raising money by the royal edicts ; among the measurct 
proposed for which purpose were the doubling of the poll tax, the re-establishing o f the 
third-twentietli, and a stamp-duty. , But the whole w-as strongly disapproved by the 
parliament of Paris; and that assembly, in the most positive terms, refused to register 
the edict. Louis was obliged to apply, as the last resort, to his absolute authority ; and, 
by holding what is called a bed of justice, compelled them to enrol the impost.

The parliament, though defeated, were far from subdued ; and on the day after the. 
king had held his bed of justice, they entered a formal protest against the edict; declaring 
That it had been registered against their approbation and consent, by the king’s express 
command ;' that it neither ought nor should have any force ; and that the person who 
should pre.sume to attempt to carry it into execution should be adjudged a traitor, and 
condemned to the galleys. This spirited declaration left the king no otl)er alternative 
than either proceeding to extremities in support of his authority, or relinquishing for 
ever after the power of raising money upon any occasion, without the consent of the. 
parliament. Painful as every appearance of violence must have proved to the mild 
disposition of Louis, be could not consent to surrender without a struggle that authority, 
which had so long been'exercised by his predecessors. Since the commencement oi the 
present discontents, the capital had been gradually filled with considerable bodies of troops; 
and abo.ut a week after the parliament h kI entered the protest, an officer of the French 
guards, with a party of soldiers, went, at break of day, to the house of each individual- 
member, to signify to him the king’s comujand, that be should immediately get into his 
carriage and proceed to Troyes, a city*of Champagne, al^out 70 miles from Paris^ without 
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writing or speaking to any person, out of liis own house before his departure. These 
orders were served at the saoie instant; and before tiio citizens of Paris were acquainted 
with the transaction, their magistrates were already on the road to tlieir place of 
banishmeiiL

Previous to their removal, however, they had presented a remonstrance on the late 
measures of government, and the alarming state of public affairs. In stating their ' 
opinions on t4,\es they declared that neither the parliaments nor any other authority, 
excepting that of the three estates of th.e’kingdorn, collectively assembled, could warrant 
the laying of any permanent tax u|)on the people : and they strongly enforced the re
newal of those natiunal assemblies, which had rendered tlic reign of Charlemagne so 
great and illustrious.

The king had endeavoured to soothe the Parisians by netv regulations of economy,' 
and by continual retrenchments in his household ; hut these instances of attention, 
which once would hive been received with the loudest acclamations, were now disre
garded, under their affliction for the- absence of their parliament. His majesty, there
fore, in order to regain the affections of Iiis subjects, consented to restore that .assembly, 
abandoning, at-the same time, the stamp-duty and his tenitorial impost, which had been 
the sources of dispute. These measures were, however, insufficient to establish harmony 
between the court and the parliament. The necessities of the state still continued ; nor 
could the deficiency of the revenue he supplied hut by extraoi dinary resources, or a 
long course of rigid frugality. About the middle of November, 1787> in a full meeting 
of the parliament, attended by all the princes of the blood nijid the peers of France, the 
■king entered the assembly, and proposed two edicts for their approbation ; one w'aS for 
a new loan of 450,000,000, near 19.000,000-sterling ; the other was^forthe re-establish
ment of the protestants in all their antient civil rights ; a measure which had long been 
warmly rcconimended by the parliament, and wiiich was probably now introduced to 
procure a belter reception to the loan.

On this occasion tlie king delivered himself in a speech of uncommon length, filled, 
with professions of regard for the people, biit at the same time ^strongly expressive of 
the obedience he expected to his edicts. Louis probably imagined that the dread of 
that banishment, from which the members had been so lately recalled, would have insured 
the acquiescence of the assembly; but no sooner was permission announced for every 
member to deliver his sentiments, than he was convinced that their spirits remained to
tally unsubdued. An animated debate took place, and was continued for nine hours ; 
when the king, wearied by perpetual opposition, and chagrined at some freedoms used 
in their debates, suddenly rose, and commanded the edict to Be registered without fur
ther delay. This measure was most unexpectedly opposed by the duke of Orleans, first 
prince of the blood ; who considered it as an infringement of the rights of parliament, 
and protested against the whole proceedings of the day, as being thereby null and void. 
Though Louis could not conceal his astonishment and displeasure at this decisive step, 
he contented himself with repeating his orders ; and immediately after, quitting the as
sembly, retired to VersaHles.
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On tlie king’s departure, the parliament confirmed the protest of tiie duke of Orleans ; 
and declared, that as their deliberations bad been inte.rrupted, the r̂ considered the 
w hole business of that day as of no effect.

In order to subdue the o[)position of tire parliament, Louis ^̂ had recourse to alternate 
measures of severity and mildness ; but finding all these ineffectual, he again summoned, 
in the beginning of May, 1788, the assembly of the Notables, and laid before them his 
•plan to establish a supreme assembly, to be composed of the princes of the^ood , [)eers of 
the realm, great-officers of the crown, the clergy and mareschals of France, governors 
of provinces, knights of different orders, a deputation of one member from every par
liament, and two members from the chambers of council ; and to be summoned as often 
as the public emergency, in the royal opinion, should rendw it requisite. The Notables 
listened in silent deference to the project of their sovereign, but the parliament of Paris 
received it with every symptom of aversion. Several peers of the realm, while they were 
lavish in their professions of attachment to the king, refused to enter upon those functions 
■which he Iiad assigned them in their proposed plenary court, alledging that its being 
erected was prejudicial to the true interests both of the king and the people. The 
different parliaments of the kingdom at the same time expressed their feelings in the 
most glowing language ; and strongly urged the necessity of calling together the.States- 
Xjeneral, the lawful council of the kingdom, as the only means of restoring the public 
tranquillity,

Louis now plainly saw that a compliance with the public wislies far the re-estahlish- 
-ment of the States-General was ahsolutuly necessary, in order to avoid the calamities of 
-a civil war, which impended upon his refusal. In that event he must have expected to 
have encountered the majority of the people, animated by tlie exhortations and example 
cf their magistrates -: the peers of the realm iiad expressed the strongest disapprobation- 
of bis measures ; nor could he even depend any longer on the support of the princes 
of his blood : but what aflbrded most serious matter of alarm was the spirit lately dis- 
vplayed among the military; who, during the disturbances in the provinces, had relnc- 
iantly been brought to draw their swords against their countrymen ; and many of whose 
officers,, so recently engaged in establishing thsj freedom of America, publicly declared 
■their abhorrence of despotism-.

I t was not, however, till after many painfui struggle, that Louis could resolve to 
restore an assembly, whose influence must naturally overshadow that of the crown, and 
whose jurysdiction’would confine within narrow limits the boundless power he had in
herited from his predecessor. lo  the two preceding reigns the States-General had been 
wholly discontinued ; and though the queen-regent, during the troubles which attended 
the minority of Louis X IV , frequently expressed her intention of calling them together, 
she v'as constantly dissuaded by the representations of Mazarin. It is probable that 
the present monarch still flattered himself with the hope of being able to allure the mem
bers of that assembly to the side of the court ; and having employed them to establislt 
some degree of regularity in the finances, and curb the spirit of the parliaments, that he 
would again have dismissed them to o*bscurity. -
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Under these in)pressions an arret was issued in August, fixing the meeting of the 
Statee-General to the first of May in the ensuing year ; and every step was taken »to secure 
the favourable opinion of the public during the interval. New arrangements took place 
in the administration, anc| M, Neckcr, whom the confidence of the people had long fol
lowed, was again introduced into the management of the finances ; the torture, which, 
by a former edict, had been restricted in part, was now entirely abolished ; every person 
accused was avowed the assistance of counsel, .and permitted to avail himself of any 
point of law ; and it was decreed that in future sentence of death should not be passed 
on any person, unless the party accused should be pronounced guilty by a majority at 
least of three judges.

The time appointed for the convention of the Stales-General was now approaching; 
and the means of assembling them formed a matter of difficult deliberation in tbe cabineti 
The last meeting, in 1614, had been convened by application to the bailiwicks. But 
this mode was liable to several strong objections ; the bailiwicks had been increased in 
number and jurisdiction, several provinces having, sirice that period, been united-to 
France ; and the numbers and equality of the membprs were no less an object of serious- 
attention : it was not till the close of the year therefore that the proposal of M. Necker 
w'as adopted, which fixed the number of deputies at 1000 and upwards, and ordained 
that the representatives of the - third estate, or commons, should be equal in number to 
those of the nobility and clergy united. i

The eyes of all Europe were now turned on the States-General; but the moment of that 
assembly’s meeting was far from auspicious : The minds of the French had long been- 
agitated by various rumours : and unanimity, that had been' expected from the different- 
orders of the states, was extinguished by the jarring pretensions of each ; and their 
mutual jealousies were attributed, by the suspicions of the people, to the intrigues of the 
court, who were supposed already to repent of tbe hasty assent which had been extorted; 
A dearth that pervaded the kingdom increased the general discontent; and the people, 
pressed by hunger and inflamed by resentment, were ripe for a revolt. The sovereign 
also, equally impatient of the obstacles he continually encountered, could not conceal 
bis chagrin ; while the influence of the queen in the cabinet was* again established, and 
was attended by the immediate removal of M. Necker. The dismission of that minister, 
so long the favourite of the public, was the signal of open insurrection ; the Parisians 
assembled in myriads ; the guards refused to oppose, and stain their arms with the blood 
of their fellow-citizens ; the count d’Artois and the most obnoxious of the nobility thought 
themselves happy in eluding by flight the fury of the insurgents ; and in a short time a 
revolution was accomplished, the most remarkable perhaps of any recorded in history, j
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> I
r+iE R evolution in  F rance-

CTIAPTER V II.

- I t s  causes a n d  effects  t i l l  th e  t r e a t y  a t  A m iens^

IN recording the history of the few years which have elapsed since the- commence
ment of the French revolution, we attempt a task which appears impossiblfe to per

form with success. The events which have taken place are so numerous and important 
that our limito will not permit us to relate them so fully as might he desirable, while the 

, conduct of the principal actors has been so variously represented by their parlizans and 
their enemies, that it is very difficult to delineate their characters with that impartiality 
which we would wish to exercise. We can, therefore, only hope in the present instance 

vto give a succinct account of the leading facts, sufficiently diffuse to recal them to the 
recollect^tjn of the reader ; and, on some future occasion, enter more largely into the 
secret springs by whicli these events have been produced.

Tlie following are some of the principal causes to which the French revolution has 
been assigned. That 130,000 clergy and 200,000 nobles were exempted, at least in a 
certain degree, from tlie payment of taxes. This privilege has been represented by the 
advocates of the old government as of trifling consideration, while the friends of the 
revolution have probably exaggerated its importance. T hat’ the revenue was levied in 
the most oppressive manner, being managed by farmers general, who acquired enormous 
fortunes. That the court of Paris had been exceedingly corrupt, and the immense 
power with which the monarch was invested frequently intrusted with a favourite mistress. 
This was not the case, however, under Louis X V f. ; but he is considered as having but 
too favourable an ear to the councils of his queen. That a spirit of discontent per
vaded several of the orders of society. ‘The inferior orders of clergy, excluded from all 
chance of preferment, regarded their superiors with jealousy and envy, and were ready 
to join the laity of their own rank in any popular commotion. The inferior provincial 
noblesse beheld with contenipl and indignation the vices and the power of the courtiers; 
and the higher nobility wished to diminish the power of the crown. The practising law
yers, almost entirely excluded from the chance of becoming judges, wished eagerly for a 
change of affairs, not doubting but their talents and professional skill would render 
them necesaary amidst any alterations that could occur.' Accordingly they were the first 
instruments in produgng, the revolution, and have been its most active supporters. The 
iroaied interest wished eagerly for the downfal of the antient nobility. For 40 years 
the principle of liberty had been disseminated with eagerness in France, by some men 
of great talents, as Rousseau, Helvetius, and Raynal, to whom the celebrated Montes-' 
quicu had led the way. Besides these there was in̂  France a vast multitude of what 
wtie called men of letters. All these were deeply engaged on the side of some kind of 

'political reform. The men of letters,, in Paris alone, are said to have amounted to
20,000. One of the last acts of the administration of * the archbishop, of Tholouse was
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-on the 5fh of July, I7S8, to publ.isli a resolution of the kin^ in council, irivitinw all his 
subjects to give him their advice with regard to the state of affairs. This was consideied 
.as a concession of an unlimited liberty of the press ; and it is scarcely possible to form 
an idea of the infinite variety of political publications, which, from that period, diffused 
among the people a dissatisfaction with the order of things in which they had hitlierto lived.

The cs'tablished religion of France had, for some time past, been gradually undermined. 
* I t  had been solemnly assaulted by philosophers, in various elaborate performances ; and 

men of wit,^among whom Voltaire tĉ ok the lead, had attacked it with the dangerous 
weapon of ridicule. The Roman Catholic religion is much exposed, in this respect, in
consequence'of the multitude of false miracles and legendary tales with which it.s history 
abounds. Without discriminating betwixt the respectable principles on which it rests, 

'and the superstitious follies by which it had been defaced, the French nation learned to 
laugh at the whole, and rejected, instead of reforming, the religion of their fathers. 
Thus the first order in the state had already begun to be regarded as useless, and the 
minds of men ivere prepared for important changes. It may not here be improper just 
to mention the society of the Illuminati, concerning which so much has been written by 
the abb6 Barrnel and professor Robison, and so variously received by different descrip
tions of readers. Tliis society is said to have been founded on the 1st of May, I77t>, by 
I)r. Adam Weishaiipt, professor of canon law in the university of Ingoldstadt. The 
real object, as it is asserted, of this order, was, by clandestine arts, io overturn every 
government and every refigion ; to bring the sciences of civil life into contempt; and to 
reduce mankind to that imaginary state of Nature when they had livid independent of 
each other, on the spontaneous productions of the earth. Its avowed object, however, 
was very different. It professed to diffuse from secret societies, as from so many centres, 
the light of science over the world ; to propagate the purest principles of virtue ; and to 
reinstate mankind in the happiness which they enjoyed during the golden age, fabled hy 
the poets. Tliey adopted somewhat of the system of the free-masons, with the addition 
ef a variety of new and mystical ceremonies. They had many members in France, among 
whom were the duke of Orleans, Mirabeau, Seyes, and Condoreet.

To all these causes, which might contribute toward the Fren,ch revolution, may be 
added a general scarcity of grain, which occurred about that period. On Sunday, the 
13th of July, 1788', about nine in the morning, without auy eclipse, a dreadful darkness 
suddenly overspread several parts of France. It was the prelude of such a tempest as 
is unexampled in the temperate climates of Europe. Wind, rain, hail, and thunder 
seemed to contend in impetuosity; but the hail was the great instrument of ruin. Instead 
of the rich prospects of an early autumn, the face of. nature, in t̂he space of an hour 
presented the dreary aspect of universal winter. The soil was converted into a morass, 
the standing corn-beaten into a quagmire,'the vines broken to pieces, the fruit-trees de- 

•moiished, and unmelted bail lying in heaps, like rocks of solid ice. Even the robust 
forest trees were unable to withstand the fury of the tempest. The hail was composed of 
enormous solid and angular pieces of ice, some of them weighing from eight to t^n 
<>unces The country people, beaten down in the  ̂fields, on their way to church, amidst
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this concussion of the elements, concluded that the last day was arrived ; and scarcely 
attempting to extricate themselves,- fay despairing and half suffocated, amidst the water 
and the mud, expecting the immediate dissolution of all things. The storm was irregular 
in its devastations. While several rich districts were laid entirely waste, some interme
diate portions of country were, comparitively little injured. One of 60 square leagues 
bad not'a single ear of corn or a fruit of any kind left. Of the 66 parishes in the dis
trict of Poptoise 43 were entirely desolated, and of the remaining 23 soma lost two-thirds 
and others half their harvest. The isle of France and the Orleannois appear to have 
suffered chiefly. The damage there, upon a moderate estimate, amounted to 80,000,000 
of livres, or between three or four millions sterling. Such a calamity must, at any pe
riod, have been severely felt ; but occurring on the eve of a great political revolution, 
and amidst a general scarcity throughout Europe, it was peculiarly unfortunate, and 
gave more embarrassment to the government than perhaps anj^other event whatever. 
Numbers of families found, it necessary to contract their mode of living for a time, and 
to dismiss their servants, who were thus left destitute of bread. . Added to the public 
discontent and political dissensions, it produced such an effect upon the people in 
general, tliat the nation seemed to have changed its character: and instead of that levity, 
by which it had ever been distinguished, a settled gloom now seemed fixed on every 
countenance.

The States had been summoned to meet at Versailles, on the 27tb of April, and most 
of tlie deputies arrived at that time ; but the elections for the city of Paris not being 
concluded, the king deferred the commencement of their sessions till the 4th of May. 
During this period the members, left in idleness, began to find out and form acquaint
ance with each other. Among others a few members from Brittany (Bretagne) formed 
themselves into a dub, into which they gradually admitted many other depjties, that 
were found to be zealous for the public cause, and also many other persons who were 
not deputies. This society, tbgs originally established at Versailles, was called the 
Comil6 Breton ; and was one day destined, under the appellation of the Jacobin Club 
to give laws to France, and to diffuse terror and alarm throughout Europe. On the, 
other side, the aristocratic party established conferences at the house of Madame Polig- 
nac, for the purpose, it is said, of uniting the nobles and the clergy.

Art event occurred at this time which all parties ascribed to some maliciops motive. 
In the populous suburb of St. Antoine, a M. Reveillon carried on a great paper manu
factory. A false report was spread that he intended to lower the wages of his workmen, 
and that hje had declared that bread was too good for them, and that they might subsist 
very well on potatoe-flour. A commotion was raised, be was burnt in effigy, and his 
house was burnt and pillaged by the rnob, who were not dispersed till the military had 
been called in and much carnage ensued. The popular party asserted that the commo
tion had been artfully excited by the party of the queen and the count d’Artois, to afford 
a pretence for bringing great bodies of the military to the neighbourhood, to overawe the 
States-General, or induce the king more decisively- to resolve on assembling that body at
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Versailles In preference to Palis, where they and the popular minister ]\E Necker wished 
it to be held.

M. Barretin, the keeper of the seals, next addressed the assembly, in a congratulatory 
and uninteresting speech. He was followed by the popular minister, M. Necker, who 
spoke for three hours. Though much applauded on account of the clear financial de
tails which his speech contained, he encountered a certain degree of censure from all 
parties, on account of the cautious ambiguity which he observed with regard to the future 
proceedings 5f the States-General.' (

Next day the three orders assembled separately. . The deputies of the third 'estate 
atnounted to 600 in number, and those of the nobles and clergy to 300 each. During 
their first sittings, much time was- spent in unimportant debates about trifling points of 
form ; but the first important question that necessarily becatpe the subject of their dis
cussion was the verification of their powers, or production of the commission of the 
members, and investigation of their authenticity. The commons (third estate) laid hold 
of this as a pretext for opening the grand controversy, whether the States-General should 
sit in one or in three separate chambers. They sent a deputation, inviting the nobles 
and the clergy to meet along with them in the cormiion hall, for the purpose of verifying 
their powers in one common assembly. In the chamber of the clergy 114 members 
voted for the performance of this ceremony in the general assembly, and 133 against it. 
But in the more haughty order of the nobles the resolution for the verification in their 
own assembly was carried by a majority of i88 against 47- The commons paid no regard 
to this, but suffered five weeks to pass away in total* inactivity.

The nation had expected much frorh the assembling of thp Staftes-General, and learnt 
the news of their inaction with no' small degree of concern. The thud estate was naln- 
va.VV'j and the pnhUc censure could not .veadlly devolve upon'; that favourite

utdcT. MoreuNer, ivom the first period of that assembling, the commons made every
e'Sort to angrnent their own natural populEtlty. They admitted all persons promiscu- 
nns\'5 into the gaiieries, and even Into the body of their hall. Noe restraint was attempted 
Vn he ia\d upon the most vehement marks of popular applause or censure. Lists of tliO 
voters names were publicly taken and sent to Paris upon evBry remarkable occasion ; 
and the members suddenly found themselves become, according to their political senti
ments, the objects of general execration or applause. The new and bold notions of 
liberty that were daily advanced by the leaders of the third Estate were received witfi 
acclamations by their hearers. The capital became interested in the issue, of eveiy 
debate ; and the political fervour was eagerly imbibed by the nation with that vivacity 
wliich is so peculiar to the French. The commons accused die nobles of obstinately 
impeding the business of the state, by refusing to verify their powers in one coininoa 
assembly. The accusation was-swallowed by the mU|Ititude, who saw not, or were 

" Hnwiiling to see that the attack was made by their .own favourite order. In the mean 
time the nobles became more and more unpopular. Their persons were insulted, new 
publications daily cams forth, and were greedily bongiit up, which reviled their own
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order, nnci represented tliem as an useless op pernicious body of men, whose ex'slence 
ought not to be tolerated in a free state. Wl^oever adhered to them was branded with 
the odious appellation of Aristocrate. The clergy, from the influence of the parish 
cures or parsons, seemed ready to desert their c.ause. They were even opposed by a  
minoiity of llieir own body, which derived lustre from having at its head the duke of 
Oilpifus, tiic first prince of the blood. Still, however, the majority of the nobles remained 
firm ; well aware that if they .once consented to sit in the same assembly, and to vote 
promiscuously with the ambitious and more numerous body of the commons, their whole 
order and all its splendid privileges must sfieedilv be overthrown.

The leaders of the commons saw the change that was taken place in the, minds of men ; 
and they at length regarded the period as arrived when they thought to emerge from their 
inactivity, and execute the daring project of seizidg the legislative authority in their 
country. They declared that the representatives of the nobles and the clergy were only 
the deputies of particular incorporations, whom they would allow to sit and vote along 
with themselves ; but who had no title in a collective capacity to act as tlie legislators of 
France. For conducting business with more facility, they appointed 20 committees. 
In consequence of a proposal by the abb6 Sieyes, a final message was sent to the privi
leged orders, requiring their attendance as individuals, and intimating tliat the commons 
as the deputies of 96 out of every 100 of their countrymen, were about to assume the 
exclusive power of legislation. None of the nobles obeyed this summons; but the three 
cures Messrs. Cesve, llallard, and Jalot, presented their commissions, and were received 
witli loud acclamations. They were next day followed by five more, among whom where 
Messrs. Gregoire, Dillon, and Boclineau. After some debate concerning the appellation 
which they ought to assume, the commons, with such of the clergy as had joined them, 
solemnly voted llieinselves the sovereign legislators of their country, under the name of 
the National assemhl_v. The result of the vote was no sooner declared than the hall 
resounded with shouts from the immense concourse of spectators of “ Vive Ic Roi t t 
“ vive l’asseml)16 uationale,” “ Long live the king and the national assembly.” M. Bai
ley was chosen pre.siilent for four days only, Messrs. Camus and Pison de Galcnd 
secretaries, and the assembly proceeded to business.

The popular cause now gained ground so fast, that, on the IQth of June, a majority 
of the clergy voted for the verification of their powers in common with the national 
assembly, and they resolved to unite with them tlic following day.

The nobles, being now convinced that unless they made a decisive stand their cause 
M Jis finally lost, prevailed on the king to hold a royal session on the 2Jd. Louis, on this 
occasion, read a discourse, in which he declared null and void the resolutions of the 
17th, but at the same time preseuted the plan of a constitution for France. It contained 
many good and patriotic principles, but j)reserved the distinction of orders and the exer
cise of letters de cachet; it said nothing about any active share in the legislative power 
to be'possessed by ilie States-General, and was silent both about tiie responsibility of 
ministei' and the liberty of the press. The king concluded by commanding the deputies 
irnmediiuely to retire, and to assemble again on the following day. He then withdrew 
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and was followed by all the nobles and a part of the clergy. The commons remained 
in gloomy silence on their seats, but at length, encouraged by Mirabeau and Camus, 
passed some strong resolutions, and avowed their determination to adhere to their former 
decrees. The majority of the clergy and a considerable number of the nobility joined 
them, and the rest met with them soon after by the command of the king.

The situation of France was now truly alarming; the common people were agitated by 
the arraigns of orators and a multitude of inflammatory publications, while the soldiers 
were so far gained over to the popular interest, as repeatedly to refuse to employ their 
arms in the suppression of riots. Crowds of foreign mercenaries were collected from all 
parts of France into the neighbouioood of Paris and Versailles ; and it was generally 
believed that the most violent measures would be resorted to, to re-establish the old 
■system of regal and aristocratic influence. On the l^th of Jul « the symptoms of tumult 
were visible in various parts of the metropolis, and the prince Oe Lemhesq, grand ecuyer 
of France, being ordered to advance with his regiment of cavalry, and take post at the 
Thuilleries, wounded an old man who was walking in the gardens. The consequences 
of this act of violence were such as might have been expected ; a shout of execration 
instantly arose ; the cry to arms was heard ; the military were assaulted on all sides ; 
the French guards joined their countrymen, and cotppelled the Germans, overpowered 
by numbers, and unsupported by the rest of the army, to retire.

All order was now at an end, and as night approached an universal terror diflPiised 
jtself through the city. Bands of robbers were collecting ; and from them or from the 
foreign soldiery, a general pillage was expected. The night passed away in consternation 
and tumult. I t  was found in the morning that the hospital of St. Lazare was already 
plundered. The alarm bells were rung ; the citizens asseqibled at the llote^ de Ville, 
and adopted a proposal that was there made, of enrolling themselves as a militia for 
general defence, under the appellation of the national guard. This day and the succeed
ing night were spent in tolerable quietness, without any attempt on the part of the army. 
On the morning of the iiiemorahie 14th of July it was discovered that the troops en
camped in the Champs Elis6es had moved off, and an immediate_ assault was expected. 
The national guard now amounted to 150,000 men ; but they were in general destitute 
■of arms. They had assumed a green cockade ; but, on recollecting that this was the 
livery of the count d’Artois, they adopted one of red, blue, and white. M. de la Salle 
was named commander in chief, officers were chosen, and detachments sent around in 
quest of arms. In the Hotel des Invelides upwards of 30,000 stand of arms were found, 
along with 20 pieces of cannon ; a variety of weapons was also procured from the garde- 
meuble de la couronne, and from the sijops, armourers, cutlers, &c. ,

The celebrated fortress of the Bastile was an object of much jealousy to the Parisians. 
At i1 o’clock in the morning M. de la Rosiere, at the head of a numerous deputation, 
waited upon M. de Launy the governor, who promised, along with the officers of his 
garrison, that they would not fire upon the city unless ihhy should be attacked. But a 
report was soon spread through Paris that M. de Launy had, a short time after, admitted 
into the fortress a multitude of joersoos and then massacred them. A sudden resolution
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■was adopted of assaulting tiie Bastile ; an immense and furious multitude rushed into 
its outer, and soon forced their way into its inner courts, where they received and re
turned a severe fire for the space of an hour. The French guards, who were now em
bodied into the national guards, conducted the attack with skill and coolness : they 
<lragged three waggons, loaded with straw, to the foot of the walls, and there set them 
on fire ; the smoke of these broke the aim of the garrison, w hile it gave no disturbance to 
the more distaint assailants. The besieged multitude pressed the attack with incredible 
obstinacy and vigour for the space of four hours ; the garrison was in confusion, and 
iired their muskets in the ranks ; the governor, in despair, thrice attempted to blow np 
the fortress. A capitulation, when at last sought, was refused to the garrison, and an 
unconditional surrender took place. The governor and M. de Losine Salbrai, his major, 
a gentleman of distinguished humanity and honour^ became victims of popular fury, in 
spite of every effort that could be made for their protection ; but the French guards 
succeeded in procuring the safety of the garrison. Only seven prisoners were found in 
the Bastile. A guard was placed in it, and the keys were sent to the celebrated 

Brissot de Warville, who, a few years before, had inhabited one of its caverns.
The remaining part of this eventful day was spent at Paris in a mixture of triumph 

and alarm. In the pocket of tiie governor of the Bastile a letter was found, encourag
ing him to resistance, by the promise of speedy succours, written by M. de Flesselles, the 
prevot de marchands, or a chief city magistrate, wlio had pretended to be a most zealous 
patriot. This piece of treachery was punished by instant death ; and his bloody head
was carried through the-city on a pole along with that of M. de Launey. At the ap
proach of night a body of troops advanced towards the city at the Barrier d’Enfer. The 
new national guard hurried thither, preceded by a train of artillery, and the troops 
withdrew upon the first fire ; barricadoes were every where formed, the alarm bells were 
rung, and a general illumination continued during the whole of this night of confusion.

A few days before these commotions took place M. Necker had been dismissed from 
bis office, and a new ministry had been formed, at the head of which, though not offi 
cially, was the count d’Artois. These leaders concealed from the king the disturbances 
which had arisen, but at length found it necessary to seek their safety by flight; and 
thus began an emigration attended with the most important consequences. The whole 
of the late ministry escaped excepting M. Foulon. His character, it may well be 
imagined, was extremely unpopular ; for he is said to have asserted that he would make 
the people of Paris eat hay. He retired to the country, but was seized by his own vassals 
and brought to Paris with a bundle of hay tied to his back. In spite of every effort
by M. Baijy and'Fayette to procure him a fair trial, he was carried to the place de Greve,
and hanged at a lamp-iron by the enraged multitude. His son-in-law, M . Berthier, 
attempting to defend himself against a similar fate, fell, covered with wounds. Their 
heads were carried round op poles ; and thus the populace became habituated to tha 
sight of blood and minder : they were even taught, by popular songs, to glory in ;uch 
actions, and particularly by the well known song fa  ira.

During the remainder of the year 1789 tl)e national assembly passed many important
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decrees. A proposition was made by two of the nobility that the exclusive privileges Ot 
their order should be for ever abolished, and all taxes levied in proportion to the wealth 
of the contributors. The privileged provinces, as well as the different incorporations, 
surrendered their respective rights, that every man, village, and di.strict in the nation 
might be put upon a footing of equality. The catholic clergy ■ were first stript of the 
tiches, and had, afterwards the church lands confiscated for the service of the state. A 
provision was, however, made for their maintenance. The parliaments of the kingdom, 
who had formerly shewn themselves such zealous opposers of despotic power, were also 
suspended from the exercise of their functions. Assignats or assignments were issued 
upon the church property, which were received for the payment of taxes or for the pur
chase of confiscated lands. In the mean time every part of France was perplexed with 
rumours, and agitated with tumults. The king and national assembly were obliged to re
turn to Paris, and there held their sittings in the midst of confusion and personal danger.

In I7,q0 monasteries were suppressed, hereditatry titles were abolished, a new oath Was 
prescribed to the clergy, and some attempts were juade to re-organize the navy. Hut 
one of the most splendid events of the year was the commemoration of the destruction 
of the Bastile. The army bad been much disorganized ; and it was resolved to attempt 
to unite all its branches, as well as the whole departments of the state, in one common 
attachment to the new order of things, by collecting into one place deputations for the 
purpose of swearing fidelity to the new constitution. In the middle of the Champ de 
Mars an altir was erected, at which the civic oath, as it was called, was to he taken. 
Around the altar an amphitheatre was thrown up, capable ofi containing 400,000 spec
tators ; 9,000 workmen were employed in this operation ; and the people of Paris, fear
ing lest the plan might not be completed, assisted in the labour. All ranks pf persons, 
the nobles, clergy, and even ladies, with the eagerness for novelty so peculiar to that 
people, united their efforts. Crowds of foreigners, as well as natives, hurried to the 
capital, to he present at this solemnity, which was called the Confederation. The long 
expected 14th of July at length arrived. At six o’clock in the* morning the procession 
was arranged on the Boulevards, and consisted of the electors of the city of Paris, the 
representatives of the commons, the administrators of the municipality, a battalion of 
children, with a standard inscribed “ The hopes of the nation deputies from the troops 
of France, wherever quartered, and of every order, along with de|)uties from all the de
partments ; to these were added immense detachments of the military and of the national 
guards, along with an almost infinite multitude of drums, t'rutppcts, and musical instru
ments. The procession was extremely splendid, as every district had its peculiar deco
rations. The national assembly passed through a grand triumphal arch, qnd the king 
and queen, attended by the foreign ministers, were placed,in a superb box. After a 
aoleiim invocation to Cod, the king approached the altar, and, amidst the deepest silence, 
took the following oath. “ I, the king of the French do swear to the nation that I will- 
employ the whole power, delegated to me by the consVitutional law of the state, to 
maintain the constitution and enforce the execution of the law.” The president of the 
national assembly then went up to the altar, and took the civic oath. “ 1 swear to be
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faithful to the law and the king; and to maintain, with all my powers, the constitution de
creed by the national assembly, and accepted by the king.” Every member of the assem
bly, standing up, said, “ That I swear.” La Fayette, than advancing, took the oath for 
himself; the other deputies of the national guards pronouncing after him, “ That I  ' 
swear and these words were solemnly pronounced by every Individual of this immense 
assembly. Te Deum vvas then sung! The performance was sublime beyond the powers of 
description. Never, perhaps, before wes  there such an orchestra, or such an audience : 
their numbers baffled the eye to reckon, and tlieir shouts, in full chorus, rent the skies. 
It is impossible to enumerate all the means which were employed to add splendour to 
this d?y. It ended with a general illuminatiorr, and no accident disturbed the public 
trarfjuil.'ty. >t

I Ti'.L year M, Necker, having lost his interest with all parties, retired into Switzerland 
with disgust.

In the spring of 1791 hostile appearance on the frontiers became very alarming. A 
corps of emigrants were assembled on the borders of Alsace, and reviewed by the prince 
of Conde. While these and their friends at home were waiting for the signal of revolt, 
it was suddenly announced from the Thuillerics, on the 9-Ist of June, that the king, the 
«jueen, the dauphin, with monsieur and madame, had quitted the palace and the cajiital 
without leaving any information of their intention or their route. The emotion excited 
by this news among the multitude was a mixture of consternation and rage. The national 
assembly, however, acted with much coolness. They instantly took upon themselves the 
government, and decreed their sittings permanent. They sent messengers at the same 
time in alh directions, to attempt to lay hold of the fugitves. Tliese had taken differ
ent routs. Monsieur and madame arrived safely at ihussels, on the £3ch The king, 
queen, and their children, when they came to a considerable distance from the capital, 
were furnished by Boeill6 with a guard of dragoons, under a pretence of protecting trea
sure for the pay of the troops. At the distance of 15ff miles, and when only a few 
leagues from the frontiers, they were arrested at Menebould by the post-master, 
M. Dronet, formerly a dragoon in the regiment of ^Cond^, At half past seven o’clock 
in the evening the carriages stopt to change horses at his house ; ho thought he recollected 
the queen, and imagined that the king’s face resembled the impressions .stamped upon 
assignats. The escort of dragoons increased the suspicion. He suffered them to depart 
at ? I o’clock without notice ; but taking a companion w ith him he went a shorter' road 
to Yarenrvss. With the assistance of the post-master there he gave the alarm, and 
overturned a carriage on the bridge, which detained the royal travellers till the national 
guard of the place had assembled, and the arrest was effected without bloodshed. They 
were brought back to Paris by a deputation from the assembly. At his departure the 
king had imprudently left bcliind him a memorial, in which he declared that he never had 
thought any sacrifice too great for the restoration of order : but that the destruction of 
the kingdom and the triumph of anarchy being the only reward of all his efforts, he 
thought it necessary to depart from it. He then takes a review of the faults of the new 
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constitution, the grievances he has suffered, and protests against every thing that he had 
been compelled to do during his captivity.

The flight of the monarch seemed a signal for emigration. Many of the ai'istocratic 
party sent in resignations of their seats in the national assembly. Troops were levied 
on the frontiers in the king’s name, who took care, however, to disavow any connection 
with such a procedure.

A considerable calm through Trance followed these events, and afforded opportunity 
to perfect the new constitution. It begins with a solemn declaration of the rigiils of a 
man and a citizen, declaiing that no man can be accused, arrested, or detained, except 
in cases determined by the law, and according to the forms w hich the law has prescribed. 
That every citizen'may freely speak, writCj and publish his sentiments ; subject, how’ever, 
to answer for.every abuse'of that liberty, in cases determined by the law. That he haS 
also a right, persowally, or by his representatives, to testify his consent, as well as to the 
enacting of laws, as the levying of taxes. That all citizens are admissable to places and 
employments, should contribute equally to all public expences in proportion to theiv 
means ; and, on conviction of the same crimes, be/ subject to the same punishments. 
The kingdom was dtereed to be one and indevisable, its territory was distributed into 83 
departments, each department into districts, and each district into cantons. The con
stitution was declared to be representative.

The French constitution is representative ; the representatives are the legislative body 
and the king. The national assembly, forming the legislative body, is permanent, and 
consists of one chamber only. It shall be formed by new elections every two years. » The 
legislative body cannot be dissolved by the king. The pumber of representatives to the 
legislative body shall be 745, on account of the 83 departments of which the kingdom-is 
composed : and independent of those that may be granted to the colonies. The repre
sentatives shall be distributed among the 83 departments of which the Jcingdom is com
posed, and independent of those that may be granted to tire colonies. The representa
tives shall be distributed among the 83 departments, according to the three proportions, 
of land, of population, and the contributvoa direct. Of the 745 Representatives 247 are 
attached to the land. O f these each department shall nominate three, except the depart
ment of Paris, which shall nominate only one. Two hundred and forty-nine repre
sentatives are attached to the population. The total mass of,the active population of 
the kingdom is divided into 249 parts, and each department nominates as many of the 
deputies as it contains parts of the population. ,

Two hundred and forty-nine representatives are attached to the contribution direct. 
The sum total of the direct contribution of the kingdom is likewise divided into 249 
parts ; and each department nominates as many deputies as pays parts of the contri
bution In order to form a legislative national assembly{ the active citizens shall con
vene in primary assemblies, every two years, in the cities and cantons. “ The primary 
assemblies shall meet of full right, on the first Sunday of March, if not convoked sooner 
jby the public officers appointed to do so by the law,”
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Every active citizen was to be a French man, 25 years of age or upwards, paying a 
•direct contribution to the valour of three days labour, to have resided the legal time in 
the city of canton' in Which he votes, to have been one of the national guards, and not 
to  have been a servant. Every hundred active citizens were to nominate one elector, 
an(i these electors should meet in each department to choose the representatives. The 
person of the king was sacred and inviolable ; his only title to be king of the French. 
J5y heading any army against the nation, or leaving the kingdom and not returning when 
invited by the legislative body, he was to abdicate the royalty. After abdication he 
was to become a citizen, and might be accused and tried, like them, for acts posterior to 
his abdication. Jle possessed the power of nominating ambassadors, and a part of the 
officers of the army and navy ; of declaring war, and of refusing his consent to such acts 
of legislature as he might disapprove. This refusal was, however, only suspensive, and 
if the two following legislatures should successively present the same decree, the king 
was to be deemed to have given his sanction. Offenders were to be accused by a public 
accuser, nominated by the people, and tried by jury, before judges, chosen by the people 
and instituted by the king. This constitution was to be revised by the fourth legislature, 
augmented with the addition of 249 members, and was not to extend to the French 
colonies and possessions in Asia, Africa, and America. -

On the 13th of September the king announced, by a letter to the president of the 
assembly, his acceptance of the constitution. This event was ordered to be notified to 
all the foreign courts, and the assembly decreed a general amnesty, with relspect to the 
events of the revolution. On the following day the king repaired in person to the na
tional assembly ; and being conducted to a chair of state prepared for him at the side of 
the president, he signed the constitutional act, and took an oath of fidelity .to it. He 
then withdrew, and was attended back to the Thuilleries by the whole assembly, with the 
president at their head. On the 30th of September this national assembly, which has 
since been known by the name of the constitutional assembly, dissolved itself; and gave 
place to the succeeding legislative national assembly, which had been elected according 
to the rules prescribed by the new constitution.

,The hostile appearances still continuing on the frontiers, war was declared, on the 
20th of April, 1792, against Erancis, the young king of Hungary, afterwards emperor ; 
find the French made an unsuccessful attack on the Austrian Netherlands. In July it 
was announced by the king that the king of Prussia was marching with 52,000 men to 
co-operate, against France. On the 25th of the same month the duke of Brunswick 
issued his sanguinary and imprudent manifesto, in which he threatened, with the punish
ment of treason, all that should oppose the allied powers, and all tire horrors of military 
execution were denounced against the city of Paris. This manifesto was the warrant 
for the destruction of Louis. At midnight, between the 9th and lOth of August, the 
great bell of Paris sounded an alarm, and the drums beat to arms throughout the city. 
A new common council was instantly chosen by the leaders of the republican party, who 
cited before them M. Maudat, the commander of the national guard, who was accused 
of a plot to massacre the people. He was immediately'ordered to prison, but shot with
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a pistol as he descended the stairs. The'palace was now attacked by an armed multi
tude, the king fled for protection to the haW of the national assembly, the defenders of 
the palace were most of them cut in pieces, and every individual' found in it was 
massacred.

Mean while the duke of Brunswick continued to advance at the head of 90,000 men, 
and speedily became possessor of Longwy and Verdun. The news of this second capture 
and of the approach of the Prussians spread an instant alarm through Paris. It was 
proposed to'raise a volunteer army,Which should set out immediately to meet the enemy. 
The common council, which was novv led by Robespierre, Danton, Marat, and others of 
the most sanguinary character, ordered the alarm guns to be fired, and the populace to  
be summoned to meet in the Ciiamp de Mars, to enrol themselves to march against the 
enemy. The people assembled, and either in conserjuence of a premeditated plan, or, 
which is not very probable, of an instantaneous movement, a number of voices exclaimed 
that “ The domestic foes of tiie nation ought to be destroyed before its foreign cnemieJ 
were attacked.”

Parties of armed men proceeded, without delay, to the prisons where rhe non-j'jnn« 
clergy, the Swiss officers, and those confined since tlie lOlh of August, on account of 
practices against the state, were detained in custody. They took out the prisoners one by 
one,' gave them a kind of mock trial before a jury of themselves, acquitted some few, 
and murdered the rest. Among these last was the princess de Lamballe. She was 
taken from her bed before this bloody tribunal and massacred ; her head was carried by 
the populace to tiie temple, to be seen by the queen, .whose friend she was. *Tl;iese'mas
sacres lasted for two days, and upwards of 1000 persons were put to death. There is 
scarce any thing in history that can be represented as parallel to them ; they were com
mitted, it is said, by less than 300 men, in the midst of an immense city, which beard 
of them with horror, and in the vicinity of the national assembly, which, by going 
in a body, could have put an end to them ; but such was the confusion and dismay of 
these two disgraceful days, that no man dared to stir from his owm house ; and every 
one believed that the whole city, excepting his own street, was engaged in massacre and 
blood-shed. The national guards were already at their respective ’posts, but no man 
directed them to act*: and there is too mudi reason to suspect that Santerre and the 
chiefs of the commune connived at least at the transaction. i •

The successes of the duke of Brunswick were very short lived, he was soon obliged, 
by those diseases which tlie feeding on improper provision had introduced .among his 
army, to abandon the French territories ; and the republicans had the satisfaction, 
before the close of tlie year, to find themselves possessed of Worm.s, Spires, and Mentz, 
as well as the duchy of Savoy. Dumourier was equally successful in the Austrian 
Netherlands, all of which he reduced, except only the ci(y of Luxemburg.

In the mean time the republicans were divided into two parties, the Girondists, to 
whom belonged Condoret and Brissot; and the 'party of the mountain, at4he head of 
whom were Denton, Robespierre, artd Marat. Both these parties were united in their 
detestation of royalty, but the fofmer of them wished to bring to justice the authors of
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the massicre [ and the latter were determined on the destruction of the king, Louis, 
was brought to bis trial on the lith  of December, condemned to death on the J 6th of 
January, 1793, and executed on Mondays the 21st. He ascended w ith a firm air and 
step. Raising his voice, he s:iid, " Frenchmen I  die innocent; I  pardon all my ene- 
ipi'es; and may France—’* at this instant the inhuman Santerre ordered the drums to 
beat, and the executioners to perform their office. When they offered to bind his hands 
be started back, as if about to resist*; but recollected himself in a moment and submitted. 
When the instrument of 'death descended, the priest exclaimed, “ Son of St. Louis, 
ascend to heaven.” The bleeding head was held up, and a few of the popnlace shouted 
Vive la Republique. His body was interred in a grave, that was filled up with quick
lime, and a guard placed around till it should be consumed. .

The greater part of the charges brought against him were trifling. Those which seem 
to’be of importance relate to conduct authorised by the constitution under which he acted, 
and that constitution declared his person inviolable. The severest punishment nhicli 
he could incur by law was not death but deposition ; and there is no doubt that in put
ting him to death, the French nation broke the social compact which their representa
tives made with him.

The events of the year 1793 w'ere uncommonly various and important. On the 1st of 
February war was declared against England and Holland, about a fortnight after against 
Spain, and in the course of the summer France was engaged in hostilities against all 
Europe, excepting only Switzerland, Sweden, Denmark, and Turkey. In the mean 
time general Dumourier made an attack upon Holland, reduced Rreda, Klundert, end 
Gertruydenberg, but besieged Williamstadt and Bergen-op-zoom without success. He 
was soon after defeated in two general engagements, the first at Neerwinden, and the 
second near Louvain.. He then, through the medium of colonel Mack, came to an 
agreement “with the Imperialists, that bis retreat should not be seriously interrupted. 
I t  was now fully agreed between him and the Imperialists, that while the latter took pos
session of Cond6 and Valenciennes, he should march to Paris, dissolve the convention, 
and place the son of the late king upon the throne.

The troops of Dumourier refused, 'however to turn their arms against their country, 
and he was obliged in consequence, to seek refuge among the allies. On the 8tli of 
April a congress of the combined powers assembled at Antwerp, and adopted the reso- 
iution to commence active operations against France. By the defection of Dumourier 
the whole army of the north was dissolved, and,, in part, disbanded, in the presence of a 
numerous, well-disciplined, and victorious enemy. Dampierre, who was, appointed bis 
successor, made every "effort in his poWer to maintain his ground, but wasj'^on the 8th of 
May, killed by a cannon-ball. . His camp was taken on the 23rd, and the allies immedi
ately commenced the siege of Valenciennes. Conde surrendered to th e ,allies on the 
10th of July, and Valenciennes on. the27tb.

A t the termination of the siege of Valenciennes it is said that the allied powers were 
at a loss how to proceed next. The Austrian commanders are' said to have presented 
two plans : The first was to penetiale to Paris, by the assistance of the rivers which fall 
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into the Seine • the other was to take advantage of the consternation occasioned hy the 
-surrender of Valenciennes, and with 50,000 light troops to penetrate suddenly to Paris, 
while a debarkation should be made on the coast of Brittany to assist the royalists. The 
proposal of the British ministry was, however, adopted; wljich was to divide the grand 
army, and to*attack West-Flanders, beginning with the siege'of Dunkirk. This deter
mination proved ruinous to the allies. The French found means to vanquish in detail 
that army which they could not encounter when unitSd.

The attempt against Dunkirk proved extremely unfortunate; the Austrians were 
totally defeated, and the British lost their heavy cannon and baggage, with several 
thousand men. Quesney was, however, taken by general Clairfait, on llie i llli of Sep
tember, and licre finally terminated the success of the allies in the Netherlands. Late 
in the season the French were able to act on tlie oftensive, to take Furncs, and besiege 
Nieuport.

On the side of the Rhine Mentz surrendered to the Prussians, and they, with their 
allies, ihe'Austrians, appeared at one time likely to make a deep impression on the terri
tory of France. They were, however, obliged, in December, to retreat across the Rhine, 
and of all their former conquests nothing remained to ithera but Mentz. This campaign 
is described as exceedingly bloody, 70,000 men having fallen in oue month. The war 
with Spain produced nothing of importance. In Italy, Nice and Chamberry were still 
retained by the French. The Corsican general, Paoli, revolted, and the new republic, 
assaulted from without by the whole strength of Eure pe, was undermined by treachery 
and faction within. Early in June the mountain party in the convention expelled the 
Girondists by the assistance of an armed force, and thus obtaiped the undivided poinmand 
at Paris, and over the greater part of the republic. .Lyons, Marieilles, and.Toujon 
revolted, and entered into a confederacy in support of the moderate party. This con- 
duefonly seiwed to bring ruin on themselves. Lyons was obliged to surrender on the 
8th of October, its public buildings were levelled with the ground, and such of its inha
bitants as had been active in its-defence were destroyed by grape-shot and the guillotine^ 
Alarseilles was obliged to submit ; but the leading people of Toulon surrendered that 
city to lord Hood, on condition that he should preserve it as a deposit for Louis X V II. 
and assist in restoring the constitulion'of 1789. Toulon was retaken by the French on. 
the ] 9th of December ; many of its inhabitants escaped on board the fleet, and many 
others were sacrificed to the fury of their countrymen. In La-Sendee a bloody war wai 
excited, and persisted in by the royalists. They used to go on peaceably in their occu
pations, till, at concerted periods, <they suddenly assembled in immense hands. As 
neither party gave quarter, this revolt was attended with a prodigious waste of life. In 
Paris at the same time much blood was shed by the guillotine ; the queen of France, the 
<luke of Orleans, Brissot, with many leaders of the moderate party, and a vast number of 
persons of all ranks, particularly priests and nobles, wete publicly executed. In this 
year of horrors the new system of measures, weights, and coinage, and the republican 
calendar were established. Gobet, bishop of Paris, with a. great multitude of other 
ecclesiastics, resigned their function and renounced the Christian religion. Liberty,
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equality, nature, and reason were declared the objects of French worship ;'but the popu 
lace could not yet be brought to^forsake their churches and attend at the temples Of 
reason.

At the commencement of the following year, the ruling party, having no competitors 
for power, and being.possessed of immense riches by the plunder of the chorches and the 
confiscation of the property of royalists, emigrants, and persons condemned by the the revo* 
lutionary tribunal, were enabled to carry ,the most extensive plans into effect with sur
prising rapidity. ‘

Thirty committees of the convention managed the whole business of the state without 
sharing much of the direct executive government, which rested in the committee of public 
safety. Higliways were constructed, and canals planned and cut tlirougliout the country. 
Immense manufactories of arms were everywhere established. At Paris alone 1100 
muskets were daily fabricated, and 100 pieces of cannon cast every month. Public 
schools were assiduously instituted, and the French language taught in its purity from 
the Pyrenees to the Rhine. The French convention possessed immense resources, and 
they did not hesitate to lavish them upon their schemes. Every science and every art 
was called iqion for aid, and the most accomplished men in every profession were em
ployed in giving splendor to their country. The chemists, in particular, gave essential 
aid by the facility w ith which they supplied the materials for the manufacture of gun-powder ; 
and in return for their services Lavoisier, the greatest of them, suffered death by a most 
iniquitous sentence. N ot fewer than 200 new dramatic performances were produced 
in less ihaii two years; the object of which was to attach the people to the present order 
of things. Tire vigour with which the committees of subsistence exerted themselves is 
to be remarked. As all Europe was at war M'ith France, and as England, Holland, 
and Spain, the three maritime powers, were engaged in the contest, it had been thought 
not impossible to reduce France to great distress by famine, especially as it was imagined 
that the country had not resources to supply its immense population. But the present 
leaders of that country acted with the policy of a besieged garrison. They stezed upon 
the whole provisions in the country, and carried them to public granaries. They regis
tered the cattle, and made their owners responsible for them. They provided the armies 
abundantly, and as the people were accurately numbered, they dealt out in every district, 
on stated occasions, what was absolutely necessary for subsistence and no more. To 
Ml this the people submitted ; and indeed through the whole of the mixed scenes of this 
revolution the calm judgment of the historian is not a little perplexed. We cannot avoid 
admiring the patience with which the people at large endured every hardship that was 
represented as necessary to the common cause, and the enthusiastic energy with which 
they lavished their blood in defence of the independence of their country. At the same 
time we must regard with indignation and disgust the worthless intrigues, by means of 
which the sanguinary factions in the convention and the capital alternately massacred 
each other.

The Jacohines who had hitherto remained united, now divided into two clubs, and 
persecuted each other with the most crnel hatred. Man^ of the former acquaintance of
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Robesprerre were brought to the.block, and he seemed to have attained the unlMnited 
power of a dictator, when, on the 27th of July, he found himself opposed and outlawed 
by a party of the convention, arrested on the 28th, and, in the course of the same diiy 
was led to execution. After the fall of Robespierre the convention appeared to have 
lost much of its vigour, but manifested a degree of lenity which tended. greatly to con. 
ciliate the affection of the people. During the whole of tliis year the French were on the 
continent signally victorious ; they over-ran the whole of the Austrian Netherlands, 
/educed several of the strongest fortresses belonging to the Dutch, over-ran all the 
country on the left side of the Rhine, totally routed the Spaniards, and became masters 
pf great part of the provinces of Navarre and Catalonia. The English were, however, 
successful at sea, w here lord Howe defeated the French channel fleet, on the 1st of June ; 
the island of Corsica revolted, and the French lost great part of their West India 
possessions.

The year 1795 commenced with a winter unusually severe, which froze up the largest 
rivers in the Netherlands, and enabled the French to atchieve the conquest of Holland. 
The greater pdl't of the Dutch, who disliked the government of the stadtholder, received 
the invades as the deliverers of fheir country, but evpnts have since proved that their 
expectations were dreadfully disappointed. The other advantages obtained by the 
French arms were the reduction of Luxemburg and Mtnheiin. The security of the 
republic was, liowever, increased by treaties of peace with Prussia and Spain. The 
former of tliese powers consented to give up to France whatever territory had been con
quered on the left of the Rhine, till a general peace ; on condition that the Prussian 
dominions to the right of that river should he immediately evacuated. Spain sur
rendered to France the Spanish part of the island of St. Domingo, while the French 
relinquished all the conquests made in Spain, and restored the former frontier.. The 
republic was also acknowledged by Sweden and Switzerland. The royalists in La 
Vendee, though assisted by a descent of the English, were defeated with great slaughter, 
and reduced to submission. During this year Paris was convulsed with tbe most dread
ful commotions, in which large bodies of military force defended and opposed the con- 
v întion. Anew constitution-was published on the 23rd of August, according to which, 
on the 27th October, the convention terminated its sittings, and was succeeded by t!ie 
new legislature. This was composed of two councils, denominated the council of 500 
and the council of anlients. The former of these possessed the power of 'proposing 
laws, and the latter of approving or rejecting them. Cy these two councils were cliosen 
the executive directory, which consisted of the five following persons, Carnot, Parras, 
Reubell, La Ileveillere Lapaux, and Letouroeur de la Manche.,

The year 179^ "as chiefly memorable for aie invasion of Germany byJourdan and 
Moreau, and that of Italy by Buonaparte. Tbe latter general, who has since arisen to 
such a wonderful pitch of greatness, compelled the king ot Sardinia to submit to a most 
humiliating treaty, by which be permitted the French to retain possession of Savoy and 
Nice, gave them his most valuable fortresses during tl/e*war, and gave them leave to 
passthrough his dominions whenever they , might think proper. Parma purchased a n .
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armistice by the contribution of 2,000,000 of French money, 10,000 quintals of tvheat, 
5000 quintals of oats, 2000 oxen, and 20 of the paintings to be chosen by the French. 
Similar stipulations with the last mentioned were made in their other treaties with Italian 
states, by which means the most valuable curiosities of Italy were gradually transferred 
to the French capital. Armistices of a similar nature were made with Modena and the 
pope, so that it might be said with hut little exaggeration, that all Italy, except the city 
of Mantua, was obliged to submit to the Gallic republic.

The successes of Buonaparte, in the year 1797, procured peace with the pope and 
with the emperor of Germany. In addition^  ̂ to the payments stipulated in the late 
armistice, the pope promised to pay 15,000,000 of livres, and to deliver 800 cavalry 
horses with as many draught horses and oxen. He also engaged to pay 300,000 livrea 
th the family of the Fretich envoy, Basseville, who h.id been murdered at Rome, arid tn 
apologize, by his minister at Paris, for that event. By the treaty of Campo Formio the 
emperor gave up the Netherlands to France, the Milanese to the Cisalpine republic, and 
liis territories in tlie Brisgaw to the duke of Modena, as an indemnification for the loss 
of his duchy in Italy. The emperor also consented that the French should possess the 
Venetian islands, in the Levant, of Corfu, Zante, Cephalonia, Santa Maura, Cerigo, 
and others. On the other hand the French republic consented that the emperor should 
possess in full sovereignty, the city of Venice, and its whole other territory, from tlie 
extremity of Dalmatia, round the Adriatic, as far as the Adige and the lake Garda. 
The Cisalpine republic was to possess the remaining territory of Venice in this quarter, 
along with the city and duchy of Mantua, and the ecclesiastical stales of Ferrara and 
Bologna. A congress, it was agreed, should meet at Rastadt, to settle the limits of the 
German empire, and the indemnification to be granted to such princes as should he 
deprived of their former territories. ^

In 1798 the French obtained the conquest of Rome, Switzerland, Malta, Egypt, 
Naples, and Pjedmont.

The next year, however, they experienced some reverses of fortune ; the congress at 
Rastadt W’as broken off, and [the Austrians, supported by the Russians, under marshal 
S uva arrow, obtained several very important victories. AThen, however, the French were 
nearly driven out of Italy, and it seemed very possible to have penetrated France itself, 
a misunderstanding ensued among the allies, and Suwarrow, having informed the empe-- 
ror of Russia of the treatment he had received, retired to Augsburg to wait for further 
orders. The invasion of Holland, by the English and Russians, proved unsuccessful. . 
Buonaparte was compelled, by the Turkish army and the English forces under Sir Sidney 
Smith, to raise tlie siege of Acre and return to Egypt. In October he left that country 
and suddenly landed in France, where be was received with distinction, though every 
one was ignorant of the motives on which he acted. They Averenot, however,, kept long 
in suspense; for, on the 10th of November, taking advantage of the dissensions which 
prevailed between the two councils, he procured the abolition of the government, and 
got himself with Sieyes and Roger Ducos declared consuls, with a power to revise the 
constitution. This was produced in December, and appeared evidently calculated 
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Iho'igh it still preserved the name of liberty, to collect the .supreme power of the state in 
the hands of the chief consol Buonaparte. .

During 18,00, Hostilities continued between the Austrians and French, but ultimatdy 
to the advantage of the latter. Suwarrow returned to Russia, and Buonaparte obtained 
the victory of Marengo. - '

The year IBO] was chiefly marked by events of a pacific nature, which restored, for £̂. 
short inteVval, the tranquillity of Europe. On the 9th-of February a treaty'of peace, 
between France, and the German empire was concluded at Luneville. Be.side confirm
ing, in many instances, die treaty of Cam|*)a Formio, it was agreed that the grand duke 
of Tuscany should resign his dominions tp the duke of Parma, and that France should 
possess al'l 'the country on the left of the Rliine. In the succeeding month a i peace was 
concluded with the king of the two Sicilies ; by which the ; latter consented to shut his 
ports against the English and Turks, to pay 500,000 franks to such of the French citizens 
os had suffered during the late disorders in the south of Italy, and to pardon all such of 
his subjects as had been prosecuted for their political principles or conduct. By a treaty 
with the Ottopiari Porte, Ffance agreed to the evacuation of Egypt, and Turkey guaranteed 
the republic of the seven islands. ‘The treaty with Portugal and that with Russia con
tained few other stipulations than the restoration of amity and commercial intercourse. 
Lastly, the treaty between Prance and England, which suspended the long and bloody 
eontek, which had desolated so great a part of Europe, arid affected, though less deeply, 
ilie other quarters of the globe, permitted the English to remain'iin possession of Tiini- 
dad and Ceylon, declared the Cape of Good Hope a free port, and. confirmed the 
stipulations .which'bad been made in tho preceding treaties. . '

    
 



    
 



    
 



VIEW OF THE WORLD.

b o o k  V.
«

J he Russian  ̂ E m p i r e .
1

c i i a Ip t e r  I.
I

T he  D escription  of P oxanb— ,--------- T o g e th e r •ceith its_^ h isto j'y , t i l l  th e

p a r ti t io n  in  i773.

'p O L A N D , ill the more extensive acceptation of the name, comprehends the duchy of 
Courland, Samogitia, the grand duchy of Lithuania, .Wolyoia, Kiovia, Podolia, 

Red Russia, Polesia, Polachia.'Warsovia, Great Poland, Little Poland, Prussia'Royal, 
and Ducal Prussia. Its principal cities are Warsaw, Cracow, Wilna, Koningsburg, 
Dantzic and Thorn.

Warsaw is built partly in a plain, and partly on a gentle ascent, rising from the banks 
of the Vistula, which is aboiit as broad as the Thames at Westminster, but very shallow 
in summer. This city and its suburbs occupy a vast extent of ground, and are supposed 
to contain 70 ,000‘inhabitants, among whom are a great number of foreigners! Th? 
whole has a melancholy appearance, exhibiting the strong contrast of wealth and poverty*̂  
luxury and distress, which pervades the greatest part of tlus unhappy country. The street^ 
are spacious, but ill-paved ; the churches and public buildings- are large and manifi- 
een t; the palaces of the nobility are numerous and splendid ; but the greatest part of 
the houses, particularly in the suburbs, are. mean and ill-constructed wooden hovels.

Ci'acow stands in an extensive plain, watei*ed by the'Vistula, which is broad but 
shallow ; the city and its suburbs occupy a vast tract of ground, but are so badly 
peopled that they scarcely contain 16,000 inhabitants. The great square in the middle 
of the town is very spacious, and has several 'well-built houses, once richly furnished 
and well inhabited, but most of them now either untenanted, or in a state of melancholy 
decay.- Alany of the streets are broad and handsome, but almost every building bears 
the most striking marks of ruined grandeur ; the churches alone seem to have preserved 
their original splendor. . '
■ Its university was. formerly called the mother of Polish learning, but ha.s of late years 
greatly declined. ’ ■ - ‘ ‘

Wilna is the capital of Lithuania.
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Konlngsbfer^, the capital of Regal Prussia, is about five miles in circumference, and 
contains about 60,000 inhabitants, including a garrison -of 700 men. The palace, 
town-house, exchange, and cathedral are all very fine structures. Its trade is very 
considerable.

Dantzic, the capital of Polish’Prussia, is famous in history on many - accounts, parti
cularly that of its being formerly at the head of the Hanseatic association, commonly 
called the Hanse towns. I t is large, beautiful, populous, and rich ; its houses generally 
are five stories high ; and many of its streets arc planted xvith chesnut-lrees. One of 
the suburbs is called Scotland: and the Scots have great privileges in consequence of 
their gallant defence of the town. Under one of the family of Douglas, when it was be
sieged by the Poles. I t is said there are are upwards of 30,000 pedlars of that nation in 
Poland who travel on foot, and some with three, four, or five horses. In the time of 
king Charles II. they were about 53,000 : in that reign sir John Denham and Mr. 
Killigrew were sent to them to tax them by the poll, with the king of Poland’s licence ; 
which having obtained, they , brought 10,000/. sterling, besides their charges in the 
journey. Dantzic has a fine harbour, and is still a most eminerit comtfiercial city, 
although it seems to be somewhat past its meridian glory.

Thorn was formerly a Hanseatic town, and still enjoys great privileges ; it is large 
and well fortified, but part of the fortifications and a great number of bouses were ruined 
by the Swedes in 1703. It is seated on the Vistula, and contains ! 0,000 inhabitants.

The air of this kingdom is cold in the north, but temperate in the other parts, both in 
summer and vvinter,. and the weather in both is more settled than in many other countries. 
The face of the country is, for the most part, level, and the hills aTe but few. The Cra-' 
pack or Carpathian mountains separate it from Hungary on the south. This soil is very 
fruitful both in coin and pasturage, hemp and flax. Such is .the luxuriance of the 
pastures in Podolia that it is said one can hardly see the cattle that are grazing in the 
meadows. Vast quantities of corn are yearly sent down the Vistula to Dantzic from all 
parts of Poland, and bought up chiefly by the Dutch. ,The eastern part of the country 
is full of woods, forests, lakes, marshes, and rivers ; of the last of which the most consi
derable in Poland are the Vistula, Nieper, Niesler, Duna^, Rog, Warta, and Memel. 
The metals found in this country are iron and lead, with spine tin, gold, and silver ; but 
there are no mines of the two last wrought at present. The other products of Poland 
are most sorts of precious stones,- ochre of all kinds, fine rock crystal, Muscovy glass, 
talc, alum, saltpetre, amber, pitcoal, quicksilver, spar, «al-gem, lapis caliminaris, and 
vitriol. In Lesser Poland are salt mines, which are the chief riches of the country, and 
bring most money into the exchequer. In the woods, which consist mostly of oak, 
beech, pine, and fir trees, besides the more common wild beasts, are elks, wild asses, 
wild onen, or uri, lynxes, wild horses,, wild sheep with one horn, bisons, hyenas, 
wild goats, and buft’aloes. In the meadows am  ̂ fenny ground is gathered a kind of 
manna ; and the kefines-beiries produced in this . country are used both in dying and 
medicine. , .

The inhabitants consist of nofcles, citizens, arid peasants. The first possess great
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privileges, which they enjoy, partly by the indulgence of their kings, and partly by antient 
custom and prescription.

There are two archbishops in the kingdom, viz. those of Gnesna and Laopol, and 
al)Out a dozen bishops. The archbishop of Gnesna is always a cardinal and primate of 
the kingdom. The prevailing religion is popery, but there are great numbers of Luthe
rans, Calvinists, and Greeks, who are called Dissidents, and, by the laws of the king-, 
dom, were entitled to toleration ; but were much oppressed till very lately. The Jews 
are indulged with great privileges, and are very numerous in Poland ; and in Lithuania 
it is said there are a multitude of Mahometan Tartars. We may judge of the number 
of Jews in this country by the produce of their annual poll-tax, which amounts to near 
•57.000 rixrdollars.

There are few or no manufactures in the kingdom, if we except some linen and, 
woollen cloths and hardwares; and the'whole trade is confined to the city of Dantzic 
and other towns on the Vistula or Baltic.

Before the present troubles the kipg’s revenue was all clear to himself; for he paid no. 
troops, not even his own guards ; but all the forces, as well as the officers of state, were 
paid by the public.

The Poles are personable' men, and have good complexions. They are esteemed a. 
brave, honest people, 'without dissimulation, and exceedingly hospitable, Tliey clothe 
tlietnselves in furs in winter, and over all they throw a short cloak. No people keep 
grander equipages than the gentry. They look upon themselves as so many sovereign 
princes : and have their guards, _bands of music, . and keep open houses ; but the lower 
sort of people are poor abject wretches, in the lowest state of slavery. The exercises of 

.the gentry are hunting, riding, dancing, vaulting, &c. They rpside most upon their 
estates in the country ; and maintain themselves and families by agriculture, breeding, 
of bees, and grazing.

.The antient history of Poland was written piincipally by foreigners, and is, like that 
of most other countries, fabulous and. unsatisfactory. By some they are supposed toi 
have descended from the antient Sclavi, and by others from the Lazi, a people who lived 
near the Black sea. They were at first governed by dukes, of whom Lechus, a wise 

, end moderate prince, is said to have been contemporary with Charlemagne, and to have 
fallen in battle with jhat monarch. In the reign of Meiczslaus I. the Christian religioa 
was introduced into Poland. The' most probable account of this important event is 
<lvat Meic;j3laus having, by ambassadors, made his addresses toDeboroka, daughter to the 
duke of Bohemia, the lady rejected jiis offer, unless he would suffer himself to be bap-. 
tizech To this the duke consented, and was baptized̂  after having been instructed ia 
the'principles of Christianity. Hefopnded the archbishoprics of Gnesna and Cracow ; 
and appointed St. Adalbert, sent by the pontiff" to propagate Christianity in Poland, 
primate of the whole kingdom. On the birth of his son Boleslaus he redoubled his zeal ; 
founding several bishoprics and monasteries ; ordering likewise that when any part of 
the gospel was read the heajrers should half. draw their swords, in testimony of theii;
. Voi. U. ' 3 T
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readiness to defend the faith. He was, however, too superstitious to attend to the duties 
of a sovereign ; and suffered his dominions to be ravaged by his barbarous neighbour, 
.ilie duke of Russia. Yet, with all his devotion, he could not obtain the title of king 
from the pope, though he had warmly solicited it ; but it was afterwards conferred on 
his son, who succeeded to alt his dominions.

This'prince, whose name was Bolcslaus, succeeded to the sovereignty in the year 999, 
and vvas a great warrior. He is said to have subdued Bohemia, Moravia, Prussia, 
Pomeiania, and Russia. The greater part of these conquests were, however, lost during 
the civil wars and other 'troubles, which soon after followed. Boleslaus having fallen 
under the displeasure of the pope, the kingdom was put under an interdict, and its rulers 
were obliged to relinquish the regal dignity, and content themselves with the title of- 
duke. Boleslaus III. who succeeded to the government in 1103, was an able and active 
prince. He resisted, with great valour, the invasion of Henry IV. but made an unsuc
cessful attempt against Russia; and, by dividing his dominions among his sons, brought 
Ihe most grievous calamities upon his country after his decease. Tn the 13th century 
Poland .suffered the most dreadful calamities from the repeated invasions of the Tartars, 
assisted, fls they frequently were, by ibc Lithuanians and the Russians. Whole pro
vinces are said to have been desolated, and all their inhabitants massacred. The nobi
lity were obliged to fly into Hungary, the peasants sought refuge in the forests ; and 
Cracow as well as many other cities were taken, pillaged, and burnt. Premislaus, who 
was duke in the year 1296, resumed the title of king, and was succeeded, in 130Q, by 
Uladislaus Locticus. The first transaction of his reign was a war with the Teutonic 
knights, who had usurped the greater part of Pomerania during the late disturbances. 
They had been settled in the territory of Culm, by Conrade, duke of Mazovia ; but 
soon extended their dominion over the neighbouring provinces, and had even got posses
sion of the city of Dantzic, where they massacred a number of Pomeranian gentlemen in 
cold blood ; which so.much terrified the neighbouring towns that they subpiitted without 
a stroke. The kuigtits were commanded by the pope himself to renounce their conquests; 
but they set at nought all his thundeis, and even suftered themselves to be excommuni
cated rather than part with them.

As soon as this happened, the king ravaged Brandenburg and Culm, and being op
posed by the joint forces of the marquis of Brandenburg, the knights, and the duke of 
Mazovia, he obtained a complete victor̂ , which was followed up by others of equal 
importance. Though he had it in his power to destroy the whole Teutonic order, he 
satisfied himself with obtaining the territories which had occasioned the war, and spent 
the-remainder of his days in tranquillity.

Uladislaus was succeeded by his son Casimir III. surnamed the Great. He subdued 
the province called Russia Nigra in a single campaign. Next he turned his arms against 
Mazovia; and, with the utmost rapidity, over-ran thh duchy, and annexed it as a pro
vince to the crown; after which he applied himself to domestic affairs, and was the first 
«ho introduced a written code of lawj into Poland . He was, perhaps, the most itnpar-
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tial judge, the most rigid observ.er of justice, and tho iwoausuoaiissivfc to the laws, 6t any 
potentate mentioned in the history of Europe.

The accession of Jagellon, duke of Lithuania, to the crown of Poland was productive 
of some important advantages, as it annexed to that kingdom the duchy of Lithuania, 
Samogitia, and Black Russia, and hereby enabled the Poles the bette" to resist the 
encroachments of the Teutonic order. In the reign of his successor, Uladislaus VI, we 
find the nation, for the first time, involved in a war with the Turks. He was defeated 
and killed by that enemy at the battle of Varna. His successor, Cassimir IV. obliged • 
the Teutonic knights to relinquish Pomerania with several other of their conquests, and 
united the crowns of Bohemia and Hungary to Poland, During the succeeding reigns 
of John, Albert, and Alexander, the Polish fiflFairs fell into a decline ; the kingdom being 
harrassed by continual wars with the Turks and Tartars. However they were retrieved 
by Sigismund I. who ascended the throne in 1507. This monarch, having reformed 
Some internal abuses, next set about rendering the kingdom as formidable as it had 
formerly been. He first quelled a rebellion which broke out in Lithuania : after which 
he drove the Walachians and Moldavians out of Russia Nigra, and defeated the Russians 
in a pitched battle with the loss of 30,000 men. After this complete victory he turned 
his arms against the Teutonic knights, and obliged the marquis of Brandenburg to re
nounce his connection vvhh them, on which consideration he permitted him to possess 
half the province of Prussia, as a secular duke, dependant on the Polish crown. Du
ring his reign Poland appears to have been at its greatest pitch of prosperity. Sigis
mund possessed in his own person the republic of Poland, the great duchies of Lithuania, 
Smolensko, and Saveria, besides vast territories lying beyond the Euxine and Baltic ; 
while his nephew Louis possessed the kingdoms of Bohemia, Hungary, and Silesia. But 
this glory received a sudden check, in 1548, by the defeat and death of Louis, who 
perished in a battle fought with Solyman the Great, emperor of the Turks. The 
daughter of this prince married Ferdinand of Austria; whereby the dominions of llun- 
garj, Bohemia, and Silesia became inseparably connected with the hereditary dominions 
pf the Austrian family. This misfortune is thought to have hastened the death of Sigis
mund ; though being then in his 84th year, he could not have lived long by the ordinary 
course of nature. He did not, however, survive the news many months, but died of a 
lingering disorder, leaving behind him the character of the completest general, the ablest 
politician, the best prince, and the strongest man ift the north.

Flis son and successor, Sigismund I. was a very great and happy prince. He applied 
himself diligently to the reforming abuses, enforcing the laws, promoting industry, 
enriching the treasury, and preserving a respectable character in peace and war. At 
his death the house of Jagellon was extinguished, which had governed Poland for near 
200 years. _ ^

On the death of Sigismund, Poland became a prey to intestine divisions; and a vast 
number of intrigues were set on foot at the courts of Vienna, France, Saxony, Sweden, 
and Bradenburg; each endeavouring to establish a prince of their own nation on the
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throne of Poland, The consequence of all this was that the kingdom became one unii. 
versal scene of corruption, faction, and confusion; the members of the diet consulted 
only their own interest, and were ready, on every occasion, to sell themselves to the test 
bidder. The protestants had- by this time got a considerable footing in the kingdom } 
and thus religious disputes were intermingled with political ones One good effect, 
however, flowed from this confusion ; for a law was passed, by which it was enacted that 
no difference in religious opinions should make any contention among the subjects of the 
kingdom ; and that all the Poles, without discrimination, should be capable of holding 
public offices and trusts under the government; and it was also resolved that the future 
kings should swear expressly to cultivate the internal tranquillity of the realm, and cherish,, 
without distinction, their subjects of all persuasions.

The state of Poland remained the same till the accession of the late king, unless that 
the catholics had gradually invaded the freedom of the dissidents. Stanislaus Augustus, 
a Polish nobleman, whose family name was Poqiatowski, was proclaimed king of Poland, 
September 7tb, 1764, and was crowned on the 25th of November, through the interest 
of Russia and Prussia. Y et these powers, in conjunction with Austria, taking advantage 
of the dissensions which prevailed in that unhappy country, took possession of such 
parts of it as lay most contiguous to their own dominions. A diet being demanded by 
the partitioning powers, in order to ratify the cession of the provinces, it met on the tqii* 
of April, 1773; and such was the spirit of the members, that, notwithstanding the de
plorable situation of their country, the threats and bribes of the three powers, the par
tition treaty was not carried through without much difficulty. For some time the ma
jority of the nuncios appeared determined to oppose the dismemberment, and the king 
firmly persisted in the same resolution. The ambassadors of the three courts enforced 
their requisitions by the most alarming menaces, and threatened the king with deposi
tion and imprisonment. They also gave out by their emissaries, that in case the diet 
continued refractory, Warsaw should be pillaged. This report was industriously circu
lated, and made a sensible impression upon the inhabitants. By menaces of this sort, 
by corrupting the marshal of the diet, who was accompanied with a Russian guard; in 
a word, by bribes, promises, and threats, the members of tl|e diet were at length pre
vailed to ratify the dismemberment.

Of the dismembered countries, the Russian province is the largest, the Austrian the 
most populous, and the Prussian the most commercial. The population of the whole 
amounts to near 5,000,000 souls ; the first containing 1,500,000 ; Jhe second
3,500,000 ; and the third 860,000. Western Prussia was the greatest loss to Poland, 
as, by the dismemberment of that province, the navigation of the Vistula entirely 
depends upon the king of Prussia : by the loss, consequently, of this district, a fatal 
blow was given to the trade of Poland; for his Prussian majesty has laid such heavy 
duties upon the merchandize passing to Dantzic, as ^greatly to diminish the commercs 
of tiiat town, and to transfer a considerable proportion of it toj Mensel and 
Koningsburg.
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The parlitloning powerŝ  however, did Jess injury to .the republic by dismen)bering its 
fairest provinces, than by perpetuating the principles of anarchy and confusion, and 
establishing, on a permanent, footing, that exorbitant liberty, which is the parent of 
faction, and, has proved the decline of the r.epublic. Under pretence of amending the. 
conslitution they have confirmed all its defects, and ha've taken êffectual precautions 
to render this unhappy country incapable of emerging from its present deplorable state ; 
asdias been lately seen in the failure of the most patriotic attempt, that was, perhaps, 
ever made by a king to tefurm the constitution of his kingdom.

VoL. If. 3 xr
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CHAPTER I I

G ener al  V ie w  of the  R ussian E m p i r e ----------- f f i t h  a  p a r t i c u la r  d e sc r ip tio n  o f
i t s  p r in c ip a l c itie s  a n d  m o st re m a rk a b le  p r o v in c e s .

"¥3 USSIA is divided into two great parts by a range of mountains, called Oural or the ' 
Belt, which, through the whole breadih of it, forms one continual uninterrupted 

barrier, dividing Siberia from the remaining Russia. ,
That, part of Russia which lies on this side of the Oural mountains presents a very 

extensive plain, verging westward by an easy descent. The vast extent of this plain has 
a great variety of different climates, soils, and products. The northern part of it is very 
woody, marshy, and but little fit for cultivation, .and has a sensible declivity towards the 
"White and the Frozen seas. The other part of this vast plain includes the whole extent 
along the river Volga as far as the deserts, extending by the Caspian and the Azov 
seas, and constitutes the finest p'ut of Russia, which in general is very rich and fruit
ful, having more arable and meadow land, than wood, marshes, or barren deserts.

The part lying on the other side of the Oural mountains, known by the name of Sibe^ 
via, is a flat tract of land of considerable extent, declining imperceptibly towards the 
Glacial sea, and equally, by imperceptible degrees, rising' tow ards the south, where- at 
last it forms a great range of mountains, constituting the borders of Russia on the side 
of China. Between the rivers Irtish, Oby, and the Aitay mountains there is A very ex
tensive plain, known by the name of Barabinskaya Stepe, viz. the deserts of Baraba, the 
northern part of which is excellent for agriculture ; but the southern part, on the con
trary, is a desert, full of sands and marshes, and very unfit far cultivation. Between 
the rivers Oby and Enissey there is more woodland than open ground ; and the other 
side of the Enissey is entirely covered with impervious woods as far as the lake Baical is 
surrounded by ridges of high stony mountain. Proceeding on farther towards the cast, 
the climate of Siberia becomes, by degrees, more and more| severe; the summer growl 
shorter, the winter longer, and the frosts prove more intense.

"VViUi respect to the variety of climates, as well ;'as produce! of the earth, Russia 
naturally may be divided into three regions or divisions ; yiz. into the northern, middle, 
and southern divisions.  ̂ «

These were, about 25 years ago, subdivided into different governments, for the belter 
■administration of justice.

The northern division, beginning from the 57th degree of latitude, extends to the end 
•of the Russian dominions on the north, and includes t̂he governments of St. Petersburg, 
Riga, Revel, Vyborg, Pscov, Novogorod, Tver, Olonetz, Archangel, Vologda, Yaroslavl, 
Kostroma, Viatka, Perme, and Tobolsk, The middle division is reckoned from the 
57tb to the 50th degree of latitude, and includes Jhe governments of Moscow, Smolensk),' 
Polotsk, Moghilev, Tchenigov,* Novogorod-Sieverskoy, Kharkov, Voronetz^ KoursK,
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RUSSIAN EMPIRE. 259

Orel, Kalouga, 'Toola, Riazane, Vladimir, Niznei-Novogorod, Tambov, Saratoo, 
Penza, Sinbirsk, Kazane, Oiifa, Kolhivave, and Irkoutsk. Tlie southern division begins 
at the 50tb degree of latitude, and-extends to the end of Russia on the south, including 
the governments of Kiev,- Ekatherinoslav, Caucasus, and the province of Taurida. To 
this mav be added the habitations of the Cossacks of the Don.

The northern division, though deficient in grain, fruit, and garden vegetables, has the 
preference before the other two in the abundance of animals, rare and valuable for their 
skins ; in fishes of particular sorts, very useful for different purposes of life ; in cattle, 
and metals of inferior kinds, &c. The- middle division of Russia abounds in different 
kinds of grain, hemp, flax, cattle, fish, bees, timber proper for every use, different kinds 
of wild beasts, metals both of superioii as well as of inferior kind, differe.nt precious 
stones, &c. This division is likewise Inost convenient for the habitation of mankind, 
on account of the temperature and pleasantness of the air. The southern division has 
not that abundance of grain, but has the preferment in different delicate kinds of fruit, 
quantity of fish, cattle, and wild animals, among which there are several species different 
from those which are found in the middle division. It exceeds greatly both the other ' 
divisions in plants and roots, fit for dying and for medical purposes, as well as for the 
table; neither is it deprived of precious stones, as well as different nictals.

The products of these three divisions constitute the permanent and inexhaustible 
riches of Russia; for besides what is necessary for home consumption, there is a great 
quantity of those products exported yearly into foreign countries, to the amount of several 
millions of rubles. These products are brought from different places to fairs established 
in difteient parts of Russia, rvhere the mercliants buy them up, and forward them to th» 
different ports and other trading towns for exportation into foreign kingdoms. These 
fairs are likewise the places where a considerable quantity of goods, imported from 
foreign kingdoms, is disposed of. The 'principal yarmankas, that is fairs, are the yar* 
manka Makarievskaya, Korennaya, and Irbitskaya.

The external commerce of Russia may be divided into tw'O different branches; first. 
The commerce with the European nations, which is carried on by buying and selling 
goods, either for ready money or upon credit. Second, The commerce with the Asiatid 
nations, which is conducted by barter or exchange of goods.

The principal ports belonging to the first part of Russia are, on the Baltic Sea,'St. 
.Petersburg, Riga, Vyborg, Revel, Narva, Fredericksham, and the Baltic Port; Arch
angel on the White sea ; and Kola on the Northern ocean ; Taganrog on the eaof 
Azov ; Kherson, Sevastoplfe, Raleklava, Soudak, Theodosia, Kerche, and Phanagoria 
on the Black sea; besides others of smaller note. ‘In these ports commerce is carried 
on, as well as in several tradihg toWms situated on the frontiers of Poland, Sweden, and' 
Turkey. • .

The products Of Russia exported into the different European kingdoms consist chiefly 
in hemp, flax, different kinds o  ̂grain, tallow, hides, sail-cloth, iron, timber, linseed, 
butter, hemp-oil, train-oil, \vax,'potashesj tar, tobacco, bristles, linens, peltry, and 
other goo.ds, the greatest part -of wliich is exported phiefly By way of St. Petersburg,*
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Riga, and Archangel ;• and in return, from the European kingdoms, they receive woollen 
cloths, (lifturent kinds of goods made of worsted, silk, cotton, and thread; wjnes and 
beer, white and moist sugars, silks, cotton unwrought, and yai n ; French brandy, liquors, 
arrack, slirub, different iron tools, and toys ; gold and silver in bars, in foreign money, 
and in other things; brilliants," pearls, galanterie goods, coffee, colours ; peltry, via. 
beaver and other skins; herrings, stock-fisb, salt, tobacco, different trees, oil, horses, 
china, earthenware, &c. The greatest part of these goods is imported through the ports 
of St, Pefersburgh and Riga; but a considerable quantity is likewise admitted by land 
through different frontier custom-houses.

The principal goods exported into Asia are partly the products of Russia and partly 
ipiported from other European kingdoms, and consist of peltry and bides. The other 
goods are woollen cloths, bays, borax, bottles,’ printed linens, iron, and different kinds of 
iron ware, calimancoes, kerseys, glue, isinglass, cochineal, indigo, laura, tinsel, gold- 
and silver lace, soap ; all kinds of arms, a& pistols, guns, sabres ; different kinds of linens, 
printed and glazed, 'striped linen, ticking, itc. From the Asiatic kingdoms they import 
different silk goods, raw silk, cotton, silk-wove stuffs, gold and silver in bars and in 
coin, cattle, horses, &c. - _ i

The mountains within Russia, as well as thoses on its, frontiers, abound with minerals' 
of various kinds. Gold, silver, quicksilver, copper, lead, iron-ore, very powerful 
loadstopes, mountain crystal, amethyst, topazes, of different sorts, agates, cornelian, 
beral, chalcedony, onyx, porphary, antimony, pyrites, aquj myrines, chrysolites, ophites, 
and lapis lazuli are found ia them, besides marble, granite, trappe, maria or ^luscovy 
glass of remarkable size and clearness, basaltes, coal, &c. ; and in every part of Siberia, 
but particularly in the plains of it, are found bones of animals uncommonly large, mam
moth’s teeth, and other fossils.
, In the Russian empire are many lakes of very-large, extent First, the Ladoga, 

antienlly called Nevo, is the largest, lake ia Europe, extending in length 175, and inr 
breadth 105 versts ; or it is 116 English miles long and near 70 broad. It lies between 
the governments of St. Petersburg, Olonetz ondVyboug; and communicates with the 
Baltic sea by the river Neva, with tire Onega Jake by the river Svir, and with the Ilmen 
lake by the river Volkov. Several considerable rivers fall into it, as the Pasha, Sia*, 
Oyat, and others. i The Ladoga canal is made near this lake. Second, the. Onega lake 
is situated in the goverment of .Olonetz.' It is above 200 versts long, > and the greatest 
width of it does not exceed 80 versts. Third, the Tchude lake or Peipus, lies between 
the governments of St.; Petersburg^ i Pscov, Revel, and Riga.. It is near 80 versts Jong 
and 60 broad. It joins to the lake of Psepv by a large neck of , water. The length of 
this lake is 50, and the width about 40 versts. The river Vlikaya flows into It. The 
river Narova comes out of the lake Peipus, which, by the river Embakha, communicates 
with the lake Wirtz-Erve, and from this latter floras the river Felirn, and runs into the 
Bay of Riga. Fourth, the Ilmen lake, antiently called Moisk, lies ia the government of 
Norogorod. Its length is 40 and width 30 versts. The fivers .Lpyate, Shelone, and 

-others fall into it; and only one nyer, Volkov, rqqs out of, it, by which it i» joined Ivy
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the Locloga lake. Fifth, the Bielo-Ozere, that is the While Lake, lies in the govern- 
nient of Novorgorod. It extends 50 versts in length, and about 30 in width. There 
are many small rivers which run into it ; but only one river, Sbeksna, comes out of it, 
and falls into the river Volga, Sixth, the Altin or Altay lake, ot.herwise called the 
Teletsk lake, is situated in the government of Koliiivane. . It extends in length 126‘, and 
in width about S4 versts. The river Iliga comes out of it, which, being joined to the 
rivir Katonya, constitutes the river Oby. Seventh, the RaicaL lake, otherwise called 
the Baical sea, and the Holy sea, lies in the government of Irkoutsk. Its extent in 
length is 600, and in width from 30 to 50 versts, and in the widest places, as far as 70 
versts. . Eighth, the Techa'ni lake, lies in the deserts of Baraba, between the rivers Oby 
and Irtish. It joins with a great many smaller lakes, occupies a vast tract of land, and 
abounds very much in fish. Ninth, between the gulph of Finland and the White sea- 
there arc several lakes, which extend from 50 to 70 versts in length j and besides these 
there are many other salt lakes in different parts of Russia, such as the Ozero, that is 
the lake Eltonskoye, Bogdo, Inderskoye, -Ebele, Koriakovskoye, Yamishevskoye,, 
Borovze, and others; and the salt which is got from them serves for the use of the great
est part of the empire. To these may be added- the Caspian, which, though called a 
sea, is more properly a lake, as it has no communication with the ocean, either visible 
or subterraneous.

Russia boasts likewise of a considerable number of large and famous rivers. The 
Dvina^or Dwiua, the Neva, the Dnieper orNieper, the Don, the Volga, the Irtis, the 
Onega, the Oby, the Lena, and many other rivers are worthy of notice.

In such a vast extent^ of country, stretching from the temperate so far into the frigid 
zone, the climate must vary considerably in different places. In the southern parts o f  
the Russian empire the longest day does not exceed 15;j hours; whereas, in the mosl̂  
northern the sun in summer is seen two months above the horizon. The country in. 
general, .though lying under different climates, is excessively cold in the winter. Towards* 
me north the country Is covered near three quarters of the year with snow and ice ; and 
by the severity of the cold many unfortunate persons are maimed or perish, This sort 
of weather commonly sets in about tlie latter end of August, .and continues till the monlb 
of May ; ia which interval the rivers are frozen to the depth of four or five feet. Water 
thrown up in the air will fall down in icicles ; birds are frozen in their flight, and 
travellers in their sledges. In some provinces the heats of summer ace as scorching as 
the winter colds are rigorous.

The soil of Muscovy varies still more than the climate, according to the influence of 
the sun] and situation of the country. In the 'varmer provinces fhe process of vegc- 

^tation is so rapid that corn is commonly reaped in two months after it begins to appear 
above the surface of the ground. Hence the great variety of mushrooms produced 
spontaneously in R ussia; which may be considered as a comfortable relief to tho poor, 
while they appeared a,s delicacies at the tables of the rich. Above 1000 waggoti-loads of 
them used to be sold annually at Moscow. Perhaps it is on account of scarcity of pro- 
Tjtions tliat such a number of fasts are instituted in the Muscovite religion.

Voe. II. 3 X  •
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Resides the productions already mentioned as peculiar to each of the three great 

natural divisions of the empire, Muscovy yields rhubarb, flax, hemp, pasture for cattle, 
wax, and honey. Among other vegetables, we find in Russia a particular kind of rice, 
called |)syntha ; plenty of excellent melons, and, in the neighbourhood of Astracan, the 
famous zoophoton or animal plant, which ttie Muscovites call bonnaret or lambkin,' from 
its resemblance to a Iamb. ‘

Agriculture in general is but little understood, and less prosecuted, in this country. 
The most considerable articles in the economy of a Russian, farm are wax and honey; 
by which the peasant is often enriched. He cuts down h great number of trees in the 
foresh and hewing the trunks into a number of parts, bores each of these, and stops tip 
the hollow at both ends, leaving only a little hole for the admittance of the bees ; tlrus 
the honey is secured from all the attemps of the bear, who is extremely fond of it, and 
tries many different experiments for making himself master of the luscious treasure. Of 
this honey the Russians make a great quantity of strong metheglin for their ordinary 
drink. They likewise extract from rye a spirit, which they prefer to brandy.

The wild heasts in the northern parts of Russia are rein-deer, bears, foxes, ermines, 
martens, sables, hares, and squirrels. In the most southern parts the Muscovites breed 
black cattle, small but hardy horses, sheep, goats, and camels. The breed of cattle and. 
horses has been enlarged, by the care and under the protection of Peter and succeeding 
sovereigns. The whole empire abounds with wild-fowl and game of all sorts, arid 
a  variety of birds of prey; besides the different kinds of ppultry, which are raised in this 
as well as in other countries. The external parts and provinces of Muscovy are well 
supplied with sea-fish from the Northern Ocean, the Baltic, or Gulf of Finland, the 
White sea, the Black sea, and the Caspian; but the whole empire is plentifully provided 
with fresh-watef fish from the numerous lakes and rivers, yielding immense quantities of 
salmon, trout, pike, sturgeon, and belluga ; the last being a large fish, of whose roe the 
best caviare is made. Innumerable insects, like those of Lapland, are hatched by the 
summer's heat in the sand, morasses, and forests, with which this empire abounds; and 
are so troublesome as to render great part of the country altogether uninhabitable.

The Russian empire is inhabited by no less than 16 differenlT nations, of which our 
limits will hardly permit us to give the names. The first ate the Sclavoniac nations, 
comprehending the Russians, who are the predominant inhabitants of the whole empire, 
and the Poles, who, besides occupying the countries lately wrested from the republic, 
live in the government of Polatsk and Moghilev, as well as in the district of Selenghiusk, 
and along the river Irtish. Second, The Germanic nations, comprehend the‘ Germans, 
properly so called, who inhabit Esthonia and Livonia ; the Swedes, inhabiting the Rus;^ 
fiian Finland,.as well as some of the islands on the Baltic ; the Danes, who inhabit the 
islands of the Baltic, the Worms, and the Gross or Great Roge. Third, The Leltonian 
or Livonian nations, under which are classed the original or real Letfonians or Letislii, 
inhabiting Livonia; and the Lithuanians who live in the governments of Polotsk and 
Moghilev. Fourth, The Finnis or Tchudi nations, who inhabit the governments of 
Viberg and St. Petersburg, with many other districts of the empire, being branched out
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Snto no fewer than 12 different tribes. Fifth, The Tartarian nations, who are all cither 
Mahometans or idolaters. The Mahometai^i Tartars, commonly called by the Russians, 
Tarlare, dwell in Kazane and the places adjacent; at Kesimov, at Ouse, in the govern
ment of Parma, at Tomsk and its neighbourhood ; and are, in general, a sober, indus
trious*, cleanly, and generous people. The other Tartars inhabit different parts of 
Siberia, and are intermixed with still different races, called after the towns, rivers, and 
other places, to which their habitations are nearest. They are idolaters, and governed 
by shamens. Resides these, there are in the Russian dominions, the Nagay Tartars; the 
Crina Tartars, inhabiting the Crimea, who, together with the land belonging to them, came 
under the subjection of Russia, in 1733 ; the Mescheraki ; the Bashkirs ; the Kirgbistzl 
or Kirghis-kaisaks ; the Yakonfi ; and the White Cilmuks. Sixth, The Caucasian 
nations, which are six in number, and are each subdivided into many different tribes, 
of which it is probable few of our readers have ever heard the name.s, except of the 
Circassians, who live in different settlements bordering on the river Kabane. Sevcntlj, 
The Samoyeds or Samoeds, comprehending the Ostiacks. These inhabit the most 
northern parts of Russia, along the coast of the Icy Sea. Eighth, the Mungabian 
nations, comprehending the original Mungals, who are chiefly dispersed in the ,deserts 
of Gobey ; the Boprati, who live on the banks of the Baikal and other places jn the 
government of Irkoutsk ; and the Kalmucks, consisting of four different tribes. All 
these hordes speak the Mungalian language, observe the religion of Lam a; and the Kal
mucks live in large tents. Ninth, The Tongoosi, a very populous tribe, dispersed from 
the river Enissey as far as the sea of Okhotsk, and from' the Penjinskaya Gooba to the 
Chinese frontier. They are all idolaters, and live by hunting and fishing. Tenth, The 
Kamtchadels. Eleventh, The Koriaki. Twelfth, The Couriltzi. O f these three 
nations we shall giv» some account in the latter part of this chapter. Thirteenth, The 
Aleonti, who dwell in the islands between Siberia and America, and Very much resemble 
the Esquimaux and the inhabitants of Greenland. They live in large huts, and seem 
to be idolaters. Fourteenth, the Arnitzi, a very numerous- people, scattered in the 
government of Kolhivane. Fifteenth, The Yukaghiri, who are dispersed on the wastes 
on the coasts of the Glacial Sea, about the rivers Yana,‘Kolhima, and Lena, and as far 
as the source of the Anadir. Sixteenth, The Tchouktchi, who occupy the north-eastern 
part ,of Siberia, between the rivers Kolliima and Anadir. Besides these 16 different 
nations there are scattered through the Russian empire vast numbers of Buckharian 
Tartars, Persians, Georgians, Ihdisns, Greeks, Servians, Albanians, Bulgarians, Mol
davians, Valekians, Armenians, and Jews.
^ The empire of Russia is so widely extended, that, notwithstanding the number of nations 
which it comprehends, it must be considered as by no means populous. At the last 
revision it was found to contain 26,000,000 ; but it is to be observed, that the nobility, 
clergy, land as well as sea forces, different officers, servants belonging to the court, 
persons employed under in civil and other offices j the students of different universities, 
academies, seminaries, and other schools; hospitals of different denominations; like
wise all the irregular troops, the rftving hordes of xlifferent tribes, foreigners, and
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colonists, or settlers of difFerent nations are not included in the above-mentioned 
number : but with the addition of all these, the population of Russia of both sexes may 
be supposed to come near to 28,000,000.

To such a vast variety of people, nations', and languages, it is needless to observe that 
no general character can, with truth, be applied. The native Russians are sligm'atized 
by their neighbours as ignorant and brutal, totally resigned to slbth, and addicted to 
drunkenness, even to the most beastly excess ; nay, they are accused of being arbitrary, 
perfidious, inhuman, and destitute of every social virtue. There is not a phraze in their 
language analagous to ours, “ the manners or the sentiments of a gentleman nor does 
a gentleman with them express any thing moral. Indeed they have no such distinction. 
Cunning is professed and gloried in by all; and the nobleman whom you detect telling 
a lie is. vexed but not in the least ashamed. In the whole reglement of the marine by 
Peter the Great, there is not one word addressed to the fionoui or even to the probity of 
his officers. Hopes of reward, and the constant fear of detection and punishment are 
the only motives touched on. In every ship of war and in every regiment there is a 
fiscal or authorized spy, a man of respectable rank, w hose letters must not be opened, 
but at the risk of the great Knout; and he is required, by express statute, to give monthly 
reports ef the behavioun of the officers and the privates.

Such regulations we cannot think well adapted to improve the morals of the people ; 
yet we believe they have been improved by the care, assiduity, and example of some of 
their late sovereigns. Certain it is the vice of drunkenness was so universally prevalent 
among them, that Peter I. was obliged to restrain it by very severe edicts ; which, howr̂  
ever, have not produced much effect. They numbered in the city of Moscow no fewer 
than 4000 brandy-shops, in which tlie inhabitants used to sot away their time in drinking 
strong liquors and smoaking tobacco. This last practice became so dangerous among 
persons in the most beastly intoxication, that a very severe law was found neces
sary to prevent the.pernicious consequences, otherwise the whole city might have been 
consumed by conflagrations. The nobility heretofore were very powerful, each com
manding a great number of vassals, whom they ruled with the most despotic and barba
rous authority : but their possessions have been gradually circumscribed, and their power 
transferred, in a great measure, to the czar, on whom they are now wholly dependent. 
At present there is no degree, of the nobility but that of the boyars : these arc admitted 
•to the council, and from among them the waivodes, governors, and other great officers 
are nominated : and their ranks, with respect to each other, ^re regulated by the impoit- 
ance of their respective offices. *

Alexis, who introduced this order q f  precedency, aSborred the personal c.basemfc:>t vf 
the inferior classes to their superiors, which he would not accept of when exhibited to 
himself; and it may appear surprising that Peter, who despised mere ceremonials, should 
have encouraged every extravagance of this kind. In a few years of his reign the beau
tiful simplicity of designation and address, which his father had encouraged, was forgotten, 
nnd the cumbersome and almost ineffable titles, which disgrace the little courts of Ger
many, were crouded. into the^language of Russia. He enjoined, the lowest order oi
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geriUemen to be addressed by the phrase,- Your respectable birth; the next rank by \o u r  
high good birth ; the thii‘d Your Excellence ; the fourth Your High Excellence ; their 
came Your Brilliancy, and High Brilliancy. Highness and IMajesty were reserved /o r 
the great duke and-the czar.

These titles and modes of address were oiderered with all the regularity of the manual 
exercise ; and the man who should omit any of them, when speaking to his superior, 
might be lawfully beaten by the offended boyar. Before this period it was polite and 
courtly to speak to every man, even the lieir apparent, by adding bis father’s name to 
his own ; and to the great duke, Paul Petrovitz was perfectly respectful; or a single 
word signifying dear father, when he was not named. Though pompous titles w ereuu- 
known among them before the era of Peter, the subordination of ranks was more com- 

^plete than in any other European nation but with this simplicity, peculiar to them and 
the Poles, that they had but three ranks, the sovereign, the iioblesse or gentry, and the 
serfs. It was not till very lately that the mercantile rank formed any distinction ; and 
that distinction is no more than the freedoii^ o f the person, and not being, in some -in-r 
stances, obliged to pay the poll tax, .which was formerly a transferable commodity, her 
longing to the boyar. Notwithstanding this,simplicity, which puts all gentlemen on a, 
level, the subscription of a person holding an inferior office was not servant but slave;, 
and the legal word for a petition in form was tchelobitii, which signifies a beating with 
the forehead ; i. e. striking the ground with the forehead ; which was actually done. 
The father of Alexis abolished this practice ; but at this day, when a l^ussian petitions-, 
you, he touches his forehead with his finger; and if he be very earnest, he. then puts his 
finger to the ground. ' ' •

The Russian nobles formerly wore long beards, and long robes, with ,strait sleeves 
dangling down to their ancles : their collars and slfirts were generally wrought with silk 
of different colours ;* in lieu of hats they covered their heads with fur caps ; and instead 
ot shoes wore red or yellow leather buskins. The dress of the women nearly resembled 
that of- the other sex ; with this difference, that their garments were more loose, their 
caps fantastical, and their shift sleeves three or four ells in length, gathered up in fold 
from the shoulder to the forearm. By this time, however, the French fashions prf^vail 
among the better sort throughout all Muscovy.

The commotv people are generally tall, healthy, and robust ; patient of cold and 
hunger, inured to hardships, and remarkable for bearing the most sudden transition from 
the extremes of hot or cold weather. Nothing is more customary than to see a Ilu.s- 
siaii, wlmis overheated and sweating at every pore, strip himself naked and plunge into  ̂
a river: nay, when their pores are all opened in the hot bath, to which they have daily 
recourse, they either practi.se this immersion or subject themselves to a discharge of 
some pailfuls of cold water. This is the custom of both men and women, who enter 
the baths promiscuously, and appear naked to each other without scruple or 
hesitation.

A Russian will subsist for many days upon a little oatmeal and water, and even raw 
roots : an onion is a regale ; but the food they generally use in their journies is a kind 

V ot. II. * 3 Y  • *
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rye-bread, cut into small square pieces, and dried again in the oven : these, when 
they are hungry, they soak in water, and eat as a very comfortable repast. Both sexes 
are remarkably healthy and robdst, and accustom themselves to sleep every day after 
dinner.

Tfie education of the czarovitz or prince royal is intrusted to the care of a few persons, 
by whom he is strictly kept from tiie eyes of the vulgar, until he hath attained the 15th 
year of his age : then he is publicly exposed in the market-place, that the people, by 
viewing him attentively, may remember his person, in order to ascertain his identity ; 
for they have more than once been deceived by impostors,

In Russia the authority of parents qver their children is almost as great as it was 
among the antient Romans, and is often exercised with equal severity. Should a  father, 
in punishing his son for a fault, be the immediate cause of his death, he could not be
called to account for bis conduct ; he would have done nothing, but what the law autho-

* rized him to do. Nor does this legal tyranny cease with the minority of children ; it 
continues while they remain in their fathers families, and is often exerted in the most 
indecent manner. It is not uncommon, even in St. Petersburg, to see a lady of the 
highest rank, and in all the pomp and pride of youthful beauty, standing in the court
yard, with her back bare, exposed to the whip of her fathers servants. And little
disgrace is attached to this punishment, that the shme lady will sit down at table with 
her father and his guests, immediately after she has suffered her flogging, provided its 
severity has not confined her to bed.

The Muscovites are fond of the bagpipe, and have a kind of violin, with a large belly 
like that of a lute ; but their music is very barbarous and defective. Nevertheless there 
are public .schools, in which the children are regularly tangiit to sing. The very beggars 
ask alms in a whining cadence and ridiculous sort of recitative. A Russian ambassador 
at tho Hague, having been regaled with the best concert of vocal and instrumental 
music that could be jirocured, was asked how he liked the entertainment ; he replied, 
“ Perfectly well ; the begga>s in my country sing just in the same manner.” The war
like music of the^Russians consists in kettle-diums and trumpets; they likewise use 
hunting horns, but they are not at .all expert in the performance. In has been said the 
Russians think it beneath them to dance, and that they call in their Polish or Tartarian 
slaves to divert them with this exercise in their hours of dissipation. Such may have 
been the case formerly, or may be so now in the distant and most barbarous provinces of 
the empire, hut at St. Petersburg dancing is at present much relished, and a minuet is 
no where so gracefully performed in Europe as by the^ fashidnable people in that 
metropolis.

The Russian language is a dialect of the Sclavoniac, and the purest, perhaps, that is 
now any whereto he found ; but they have nothing antient written in it except a trans
lation of Chrysostom’s offices for Easter, which are at this day good Russian, and in
telligible to every boor, though certainly not less tlian jBOO years old. Science has made 
but a very email progress among them ; and the reputation of the imperial academy at 
St. Petersburg has been hitherto supported chiefly ^by the cxertions.of foreigners. For
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antiquarian research they have as little relish as for scientific investigation. Every 
thing to please must be new; and the only elucidations which we have of their antiqui
ties arc the performances of Germans and other foreigners, such as professors Bayer, 
Muller, and Ginelin.

The Russians were converted to the Christian' religion towards the latter end of the 
tenth century, as has been already related. Since that period they have confessed the 
articles of the Greek church, mingled with certain superstitious ceremonies of their own. 
They do not believe in the pope’s infallibility or^ supremacy, or even hold communion 
with the see of Rome; they use auricular confession, communicate in both kinds, adopt 
the Athanasian creed, and adhere to the established liturgy of St. Basil. They worship 
the Virgin Mary and other saints; and pay their adorations to crosses and relics. They 
observe four great fasts in the year, during which they neither taste fish, flesh, nor any 
animal production; they will not drink after a man who has eaten flesh, nor use a knife 
that has cut meat in less than 24 hours after it has been used ; nor will they, even though 
their health is at stake, touch any thing in which hartshorn or any animal substance hati 
been infused. While this kind of Lent continues, they subsist upon cabbage, cuccimhers, 
and rye-bread ; drinking nothing stronger than a sort of small beer, called quassi. They 
likewise fast every Wednesday and Friday- . Their common penance is to abstain from 
every species of food and drink, but bread, salt, cucumbers, and water. They are 
ordered to bend their bodies, and continue in that painful posture, and, between tiincs, 
to strike their head against an image.

The Muscovites at all times, reject, as impure, horse-flesh, elk, veal, hare, rabbit, 
asse’s milk, mare’s milk, and Venice treacle, because the flesh of vipers an ingredient; 
also every thing that contains even the smallest quantity of musk, civet, and castor; yet 
they have nu aversion to swine’s flesh; on the contrary the country produces excellent 
bacon. They celebrate 15 grand festivals in the. year. On Palm-Sunday there is a 
magnificent procession, at wliich the czar assis.ts in person and on foot, lie  is dressed 
in cloth of gold ; his train is borne up by the prime of the nubility, and he is attended 
by tiis whole court. He is immediately preceded by the officers of his houselmld, one 
of whom carries his handkerchief on his arm, lying upon another of the richest ernhroi-  ̂
dery. He halts at a sort of platform of free-stone; where, turning to the east, and 
bending his body almost double, be pronounce# a short prayer: then he proceeds to the 
church of Jerusalem, where he renews his devotion. This exercise being performed, he 
returns to ^his palace, the bridle of the patriarch’s horse resting upon his arm. The 
horse’s htfad, being ”covered with white linen, is held by some nobleman, while the 
patriarch, sitting sidewise, and holding a cross in his hand, distributes benedictions as 
be moves along: on his head he wears a cap edged with ermine, adorned with loops and 
buttons of gold and precious stones; before him arc displayed . banners of consecrated 
stuff in a variety of colours. Above 500 priests walk in the procession: those who are 
near the patriarch bearing pictures of the Virgin Mary, richly ornamented with gold, 
jewels, and pearls, together with crosses, relics, and religious jbooks, including a copy ot 
the gospels, which they reckon to be of, inestimable value. In tlie midst of his proces-
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sion is borne a triumphal arch; and on the top an apple-tree covered with fruit, whicln 
several little boys, inclosed in the machine, endeavour to gather. The lawyers and laity 
carry branches of willow; the guards and the spectators prostrate themselves on the 
ground, while the procession halts; and, after the ceremony the patriarch presents a. 
purse of JOO rubles to the czar  ̂ who, perhaps, invites him to dine at his table. During 
the season of Easter the whole empire is filled with mirth and rejoicing : which, however, 
never fails to degenerate into heat artd debauchery ; even the ladies may indulge them
selves in strong liquors to intoxication«without scandal. When a lady sends to inquire 
concerning the liealth of her guests, whom she entertained over-night, the usual reply is, 
"  I thank your mistress for her good qhcef : by my troth I  was so merry that I don’t' 
remember how I got home.”

During these carnivals, a great number of people, in reeling home drunk, fall down, 
and perish among the snow. It is even dangerous to relieve a person thus overtaken; 
for, should he die, the person who endeavoured to assist him is called before the judge, 
and generally pays dear for his charity.

The IMuscovite priests use exorcisms at the administration of baptism. They plunge 
the child three times over head and ears in the water, and give it the sacrament of the 
Lord's Supper in one species until it hath attained the age of seven; after which the 
child is indulged with it in both kinds. They likewise administer the sacrament to dying 
persons, together with the extreme unction ; and if this be neglected the body is denied 
Christian burial. Soon as the person expires the body is deposited in a coffin, with a 
lunchiun of bread, a pair of shoes, some few pieces of money, and a certificate signed by 
the pa» ish-prics", and directed to St. Nicholas, who is one of *their great patrons. They 
likewise hold St. Andrew in great veneration, and ridiculou.sly protend they were con
verted by hiii) to Christianity. But next to St. Nicholas they adore St. Anthony ot 
Padua, who is supposed to have sailed upon a mill-stone through the Mediterranean and 
Atlantic, and over the lakes of Lodoga and Onega as far as Novogorod. Every house 
is furnished with an image of St. Nicholas, carved jn the most rude and fantastic manner; 
and when it becomes old and w'orrn-eaten, the owner either throvys it into the river with 
a few pieces of coin, saying “ Adieu brother;” or returns it to the maker, wfio accom
modates him with a new image for a proper consideration. The good women are very 
careful in adorning their private St. Nicholases with rich clO|thes and jewels; but ort 
any emergency these are resumed, and the saint left -as naked as he came from the hand 
of the carpenter.

There are monasteries in Russia; but neither the monks nor the nuns aro subject to 
severe restrictions.

Heretofore liberty of conscience M'as denied, and every convicted heretic was com
mitted to the flames ; but since the reign of Peter all religions and sects are tolerated 
throughout the empire. Roman Catholics, Lutherans, Calvinists, Armenians, Jews, 
and Mahomclans enjoy the free exercise of their respective forms of worship ; though it 
was not witliout great difficulty, af'd by dint of extraor(iinary soligta^ion from different 
powere, that the Romish religion was allowed. > Peter, knowing the dangerous tenets of,
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•  religion that might set the spiritual power of the pope at variance with the temporal 
power of the emperor, and being well acquainted with the meddling genius of its profes
sors, held out for some time against the intercession of Germany, France, and Poland ► 
and th’ough he at length yielded to their joint interposition, *he would by no means suffer 
any Jesuit to enter his dominions.

The government of Russia is mere despotism. The whole empire is ruled by the ar
bitrary will and pleasure of the sovereign, who is stiled the czar or tzar ; a title which iŝ  
perhaps a corruption of C®sar. Fleretofore he was stiled grand duke of Muscovy : 
but since the reign of Peter he is dignified-with the appellation of emperor of Russia ; 
and the present sovereign is stiled emperor of all the Russias. The emperor is abso
lute lord, not only of all the estates of the empire, but also of the lives of his subjects • 
the greatest noblemen call themselves his slaves, and execute his commands with the 
most implicit obedience. The common people revere him as something supernatural ; 
they never mention his name or any thing immediately belonging to him without marks 
of the most profound respect and awful veneration. A man asking a carpenter at work 
upon one of the czar’s warehouses, what the place was intended for ; answered, None 
but God and the czar knows.”

All the peasants in the empire are considered as immediate sF.ves, Ivlonging to the 
czar, to the boyars, or to the monasteries. The value of estates is computed not by the> 
extent'or quality of the land, but from the number of those peasants, who may be sold, 
alienated, or given away at the pleasure of their masters. The number of these hus
bandmen, whether living in villages or in the open country, being known, the czar, by 
requiring a certain proportion of each lord or proprietor, can raise 300,000 men in less 
than 40 days.

The administration is managed by a grand council, called dumnoy boyareau, or 
council of the boyars, who are the grandees of the empire, and act as privy counsellors. 
To this are subservient six inferior chambers and courts of judicature ; provided each 
with a president. The first regulates every thing relating to ambassadors and foreign 
negociations: the second takes cognizance of military affairs ; the third manages the 
public revenues of the empire ; the business of the fourth is to encourage, protect; 
and improve trade and commerce. The two last hear and determine all causes, whether 
civil or criminal.

Peter divided the empire into the eight governments of Moscow, Archangel, Asoph, 
Casan, Astracan, ChiofF, and the Ukraine, Siberia, Livonia, comprehending Ingria, 
Plescow, and Novogorod, Smolensko, and Veronilz. The governors or waivodes were 
vested with power to dispose of all employments, civil and military, and receive the 
revenues. They were directed to defray all expences in their respective governments, 
and send a certain yearly sum to the great treasury. In a word, they enjoyed absolute 
power in every thing but what related to the regular troops, which, though quartered ia 
their jurisdiction, were neither paid nor directed by them, but received their orders im- 
nifidiately from the czar or his generals.

 ̂ In 1775 the late empress made a complete new moJelling of the internal goverment^
Vol. I I . 2 Z
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in a form of great simplicity and uniformity. By tliat rcgicment she divided the whole 
-empire into 43 governments, as we have already mentioned, placing over each, or, 
where d b e y  are of less extent, over two contiguous governments, a governor-general, 
xvitli very considerable powers. She sub-divjded each government into provinces and 
districts ; and, for the better administration of justice, erected in them various courts of 
daw, civil, criminal, and comtnercial, analogous , to those xxhich are found in other 
coontries. She established likewise in every government, if not in every province, a 
■tribunal of, conscience ; and in every district a chamber for the protection of orphans.

This reglement contains other institutions, as well as many directions for the conduct
ing of law-suits in the different courts, and the administration of justice, wliicli do her 
majesty the highest honour ; but the general want of morals, and what we call a sense 
of honour, in every order of men through this vast empire, must make the wisest regu
lations of little avail. Russia is, perhaps, the only nation in Europe where the law is 
not an incorporated profession. There are no seminaries where a practitioner must be 
educated. Any man who will pay the fees of office may become an attorney ; and any 
man who ran find a client may plead at the bar. The judges are not more learned than 
the pleaders. They are not fitted for their offices by any kind of education ; nor are 
■they necessarily chosen from those who have frequented courts and been in th e ' practice 
of pleading. A general, from a successful or an equivalent campaign, may be instantly 
set at the iiead of a court of justice ; and, in the absence of the imperial court from St. 
Petersburg, the commanding officer in that city, whoever it may be, presides ex officio in 
•the high court of justice. The other courts generally change their presidents every year. 
Many inconveniences must arise from this singular consfitution ; but fewer perhaps 
4han we are apt to imagine. The appointment to so many interior governments makes 
the Russian nobility acquainted with the gross of the ordinary business of law-courts ; 
and a statute or imperial edict is law in every case. The great obstacles to the adminis
tration of justice are the contrariety of the laws and the venality pf the judges. From 
inferior to superior courts there'are two appeals : and in a great proportion of the causes 
the reversal of the sentence of the inferior court subjects its judges to a heavy fine, unless 
they can protect an edict in full point, in suppoit of their decisi^on. This indeed they 
seldom find any difficulty to do ,* for there is hardly a case so simple but that edicts may 
be found clear and precise for both parties; and therefore the judges, sensible of their 
safety, are very seldom incorruptible. To the principle of honour, which often guides 
the conduct of judges in other nations, they are' such absolute strangers, that" an officer 
has been seen sitting in state and distributing justice from a bencli, to which he was 
chained by an iron collar round his neck, for having, the day before, been detected in 
tonniving at smuggling. This man seemed not to be ashamed of his crime, nor did any 
one avoid his company in the evening,

We have already mentioned the traffic of the Russians ^ith the different nations both 
of Asia and Europe, and specified iron as one of the articles which they export. We 
jnay here add, that in 1792 there were, in the government of Perme alone, which lie* in 
thp northern division of the empii‘e, 88 copper and'iron works, belonging to the govarn-
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tnent and private persons, and three gold works. The metals extracted in these works 
are chiefly conveyed to St. Pefersburg by water-carjiage on the river Ichusovaya, which 
falls into the Kotna. With respect to the revenue of Russia, it continually fluctuates 
according to the increase of commerce or the pleasure of the czar> who has all the wealth 
of the empire at his disposal. He monopolizes all the best furs, mines, minerals, and 
the trade by land to the East Indies ; Ite farms out all the tobacco, wine, brandy, beer, 
mead, and other liquors; the inns, taverns, public, houses, bath and sweating houses. 
The customs upon merchandize, the imposts upon corn, and toll exacted from cities, 
town.s, and villages are very considerable. lie  possesses demesnes to a very great value; 
inherits the effects of all those who die intestate or under accusation of capital crimes ; 
derives a duty from all law-siiits; and, to sum up the whole, can command the fortunes 
of all his subjects. All these articles product a large revenue, rvhich was three years 
ago^estimated at upwards of 40,000,000 rubies, or 5,3d3,333/. 6s. Sd. sterling; but then 
the intrinsic value of money is at least three times greater in Russia than in Britain. 
Tlie expences in time of peace never exceed 38,000,000 rubies; the remainder is not 
treasured up, but is employed by her imperial majesty in constructing public edifice^ 
making harbours, canals, roads, and other useful works for the glory of the empire and 
the benefit of her subjects.

The standing army of, Russia is computed at 250,000 men; besides these the Russians 
can assemble a body of 40,000 irregulars, Calmucks, Cossacks, and other Tartars who 
live under their dominion. But the numbers may be doubled on any emergency. The 
czarina has likewise a considerable fleet in the Baltic, and a great number of formidable 
galleys, frigates. Are ships, and bomb'ketches.

St. Petersburgh a city of the province of Ingria in Russia, and capital of the whole 
empire, is situated in N. lat. 59°, 26, 23*, and E. long. 30°, 25‘, from the first meridian of 
Greenwich. I t was founded in the year 1703, by Czar Peter the Great, whose am
bition it was to have a fleet on the Baltic ; for which reason he determined to found a 
city which might become the' centre of trade throughout all his dominions. The .‘spot he 
pitched upon was a low, fenny, uncultivated island, formed by the branches of the river 
Neva, before they fall into the gulph of Finland. In the summer this island was 
covered with m ud; and in winter became a frozen pool, rendered almost inaccessible 
by dreary forests and deep morasses, the haunts of bears, wolves, and other savage 
animals. Having taken the fort of Nattlebourg, and the towns of Neischaiiz, in the 
year 1703; this mighty conqueror assembled in Ingria above 300,000 men, Russians, 
Tartars, Cossacks, Livonians, and others, even from the most distant parts of the empire, 
and laid the foundation of the citadel and fortifications, which were finished in four 
months almost in despite of nature. He was obliged to open ways through forests, drain 
bogs, raise dykes, and lay causeways, before he could pretend to found the new city. 
The workmen were ill provided with necessary tools and implements, such as spades, 
pick-axes, shovels, planks, and wheel-barrows : they were even obliged to fetch the 
earth from a great distance in the skirts of their garments, or in little bags made of old 
mats and rags sewed together. They had neither huts nor houses to shelter them from
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tije severity of the weather: the country which had been desolated by war, could not ac- 
•commodate such a multitude willi provisions; and the supplies by the lake Ladoga 
were often retarded by contrary winds. In consequence of these hardships above
100,000 men are said to have, perished : nevertheless the, work proceeded with incre
dible vigour and expedition ; >^hile Peter, for the security of his workmen, formed a . 
great camp in such a manner that his infantry continued in Finland, and his cavalry 
were quartered in Ingria. Some Swedish'cruizers being descried in the neighbourhood, 
the czar posted a body of troops in the, isle of Rutzari, by whom the Swedes were re- 

. pulsed and the work me* with no further interruption. The buildings of the city kept 
pace with the forf'ress, which is the centre of the town, surrounded on all sides by the 
Neva ; and in little more than a year above 30,000 houses were erected. At present 
there may be ab»ut double that number in Petersburg, though many of them are paltry 
and inconsiderable. In order to people this city, Peter invited hither merchants, arti
ficers, mechanics, and seamen from all the different countries of Europe : he demolished 
the town of Nieuschants, and brought hither not only the materials of the houses, 
but the inhabitants themselves. A thousand families -were drawn from Moscow ; he 
obliged bis nobility to quit their* palaces and their yillas in and about Moscow, and take 
up their residence at Petersburg, in a much more cold and comfortless climate. 
Finally, resolving to remove hither the trade of Archangel, he issued an ordinance, im
porting that all such merchandize as had been conveyed to Archang^, in order to be 
cold to foreigners, should now be sent to Petersburg, wh^re'they should pay no more 
than the usual duties. These endeavours and regulations have rendered this one of the 
greatest and most flourishing cities in Europe. '  The Russian boyars and nobility have 
built magnificent palaces, and are now reconciled to their situation. At ' first many 
bousss were built of timber, but these being subject to sudden conflagrations in spite of 

» nil the precautions that could be taken, the czar, in the year 1714, issued an order that 
all new houses should be walled with brick, and covered with til^s. The fort is an 
irregular hexagon, with opposite bastions. This, together with all thff other fortifications, 
was in the begint^ng formed of earth only ; but in the sequel they were faced with strong 
walls, and provided with casemates, which are bomb-proof. In jhe curtain of the fort, 
on the right ’ and side, is a dispensary, well supplied with excellent medicines, and en- 

.riched with a great number of porcelain vases from China and Japan. From one of 
the gates of the fort a dra\v-b»idge is thrown over an arm of the river in which the 
czar’s galleys and other small vessels are sheltered in the winter. The most femarkable 
building within the fort is the cathedral, built by the direction of an Italian tirchitect. 
.Petersburg is partly built on. little islands, some of which are connected with draw
bridges, and partly on the continent. In the highest part on the bank of the Neva, the 
czar fixed his habitation, or ordinary residence, built of free-stone, and situated so as to 
command a prospect' of the greatest part of the city, tlere likewise is a royal foundery, 
together willt the superb houSes of many noblemen. The marshy grbund, on which the 
city is built, being found extremely slippery, dirty,, and incommodious, the czar ordered 
every inhabitant to pave a certain space before his own door. In the year 1716, Peter
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taking a fancy to the island Wafili Osterno, which. hS had given as a present to prince 
^I(^nzikoff, resumed the grant, and ordered the city to be extended into "this quarter, 
lie  even obliged the boyars or nobles to build stone houses on this spot, tliough they 

-w-cre already in possession of others on the side of Ingria: accordingly this is now fbe 
most magnificent part of the city. On the other side of a branch of the Neva stands 
the cxai’s country or summer palace, provided with a fine garden and orangery. On 
the bank of the same river is the slaboda, or suburbs, iu which the Germans generally 
choose their habitations. Petersburg is very much subject to dangerous inundations. 
In the year J715 all the bastions and draw-bridges were either overwhelmed or carried 
away. The breadlli, depth, and rapidity of the Neva have-rendered it extremely dif
ficult if not impracticable to join tha islands and continent by bridges. Besides Peter was 
averse to this expedient for another reason: resplved to accustom his subjects to naviga
tion, he not only rejected the project of bridges, but also ordered that no boat should 
pass between the islands and continent except'by the help o f’ sails only. In conse
quence of this strange regulation many lives were lost: but at length he gained hia 
point; and by habituating his sluggish Moscovites to the danger of the sea, in a little 
time produced a breed of hardy sailors. The adjacent country is so barren, that the 
town must be supplied with provisions from a great distance ; consequently they are ex
tremely dear. Here are woods in plenty, con'sis*ting of pine, fir, alder, birch, poplar, 
and elm; hut the oak and the beech are generally brought from Casan. In winter the 
weather i.s extremely cold, and hot in the summer. In June the length of the night does 
not exceed tliree hours, during wh^h the natives enjoy a continued tvvilight; but in 
December the sun is not visible more than three hours above the horizon.

The czar Peter, who was indefatigable in his endeavours to improve and civilize his 
subjects, neglected nothing which he thought could contribute to these purposes. He 
condescended even to institute and regulate assemblies at Petersburg; these were opened 
at five in the afternoon, and the house was shut at ten : betw'een these hours the fashion-, 
able people of both sexes met without ceremony, danged, conversed, or played either at 
cards or at chess, tliis last being a favourite diversion among the Russians. There was 
likewise an apartment appointed for drinking brandy and smoaking tobacco. Plays 
and operas were likewise introduced for the same purposes; but as Peter had little relish 
and less taste for those entertainments, they were performed in a very ai^ward manner 
in his life-titne : however, since his death, these performances have been-brought to a 
great degree of art and decorum. ^ .

This great northern legislator established, in the neighbourhood of Petersburg, manu
factures of linen, paper, salt-petre, sulphur, gunpowder, and bricks, with water-mills/or 
sawing timber. He instituted a marine academy, and obliged every considerable family 
in Russia to send, at least one son or kinsman, between the age of lO and IS, to this se
minary, where he was instructed in navigation, learned the languages, was taught to per-* 
form bis exercises, and to live under the severest discipline. To crown hia other plans of 
reformation, he granted letters patent for founding an academy, upon a very liberal en
dowment; and though he did not live to execute this scheme, his empress, who- *urvive(| 
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liiin, Drought it to perfection. Tt was modelled on the plans o f the royal society, fa 
London, and the academy of France. i\Ir, jjnlUinger opened it in the year 172G, with 
an elegant sfteech on the design and tililiry of an academy of sciences ; and the pro- 
/cssors, who have always tH.-vtinguisued themselves by their merit and erudition, pub
lished an annual collection of their .transactions; a task the more easy, as they have the 
benefit of printing presses well managed at Petersburg,  ̂ ^

The late empress performed so much for this city, that she may not improperly be 
called its second foundress. It is nevertheless still an infant place, and, as Mr. Wrax- 
hall observes, “ only an■“ immense outline, which will require future empresses, and 
almost future ages to complete.” ^

“ The streets in general,” says a late traveller, “ are broad and spacious; and three of 
tlie principal ones, wnich meet in a point at tlie admiralty, and reach to the extremities
of the subuidis, are at least two miles in lenglii. Most of them are paved ; but a few
are still suffered to reniain floored with planks. In several parts of the metropolis, par
ticularly in Vassiii Ostrof, wooden houses and habitations, scarcely superior to common 
cottages, are blended with the public buildings; but 'this motley mixture is far less com
mon than at Moscow, where alone can be formed an idea of an ancient Russian city. 
The brick houses arc ornamented with a white stucco, which , has led several travellers to 
say that they are built with stone ; wherea.s, unless I am greatly mistaken, there are only 
two stone structures in all Petersburg. The one is a palace, building by the empress, 
upon the banks of the Neva, called the marble palace; it is of hewn granite, with
marble columns and ornaments; the other is the church, of St. Isaac, constructed with
the same materials, but not yet finished.” ' ■
f “ The mansions of tlie nobility are many of them vast piles of building, but are not in 
general upon so.large and magnificent a scale as several I, observed at Moscow : they 
are furnished with great cost, and in the same elegant style as at Paris and London. 
They are situated chiefly on the south side of the Neva, either in the admiralty quarter, 
or in the suburbs of • Livonia and Moscow, which are the finest parts of the city,”

“ Petersburg, alUiough it is more compact than the other Russian cities, and has the 
houses in many streets contiguous to each other, yet still bears resemblance to the town> 
of this country, and is built in a very straggling manner. By an order, lately issued frJm 
-government, the city has been enclosed within a ram[Hirt, the circumference whereof is 
21 versts, or 14 English miles.”

Moscow may be considered as a town built upon the Asiatic model, but, gradually 
becoming more and more EurCpean, and exhibiting in its pre.sent state, a motley mi.x- 
ture of discordant architecture. It is distiibuted in the following divisions. First, The 
Kremlin. This stands in the central and the highest part of the city; is of a triangular 
form, and about two miles in circumference ; and is surrounded by high walls of stong 
and brick, which were constructed in the year 1491, under the reign of Ivan Vassilie- 
vitch I. It contains the antient palace of the czars, several churches, two convents, the 
patriarchal palace, the arsenal, now in ruins, and one pr/vate house, which belonged to 
J3oris Godunof before he was raised to the throne. Second, Khitaigorod, or. tlie
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Chinese town, is enclosed on one side by that wall of the Kremlin vvhich runs from the 
AJoskva to the Neglina ; and on the other side by a brick' wall of inferior heiglit.- It is 
much larger, than ilie Kremlin, and contains the university, the printing-house, and many 
other public buildings, and ail the tradesmen’s shops. The edifices are mostly stuccoed 
or wjiite-washed, and it has the only street in Moscow in ;which the houses stand close 
to one anotlier without any intervals between them. Third, the Bielgorod or White 
town, which runs quite round the two preceding divisions, is supposed to derive its name 
from a white wall, with which it was formerly inclosed, and of which some remains are 
still to be seen. Fourth, Semlainogorod, vvhich environs all the three other quarters, 
takes its denomination from a circular rampart of earth with which it is encompassed. 
These two last-mentioned divisions exhibit a grotesque group of churches, convents,

, palaces, brick and wooden houses, and mean hovels, in no degree superior to peasants’ 
cottages. Fifth, The Sloboda or suburbs form k vast exterior circle, round all the parts 
already described, and are invested with a low rampart and ditch. These suburbs con
tain, besides buildings of all kinds and denominations, corn fields, much open pasture, 
and some small lakes, which give rise to the Neglina. The river Moskva, from which 
the city takes its name, flow's through it in a winding channel ; but, excepting in spring, 
is only navigable for rafts. I t receives the Yausa in the Semlainogorod, and the Neglina 
at the western extremity of the Kremlin ; the beds of both these last-mentioned rivulets 
are in summer little better than dry channels. •

The places of divine worship at Moscow are exceedingly numerous; including chapels^ 
they amount to above a thousand ; there are 484 public churches, of which i59 are oi 
brick, and the others o f wood ; the former are commonly stuccoed or white-washed, the 
latter painted of. a red colour. The most antient churches of Moscow are generally 
square building.s, with a cupola and four small domes, some whereof are copper or iron 
g ilt; others of tin,* either plain or painted green. These cupolas and domes are for the 
most part, ornamented with crosses entwined with thin chains or vvires. The chnrch ot 
the Holy Trinity, sometimes called the church of Jerusalem, vvhich stands in the Khi- 
taigorod, close to the gate leading into the Kremlin, has a kind of steeple and nine or 
ten domes; it was built in the reign of Ivan Vassilievitch II. The inside of the churdies 
are mostly composed of three parts : that called by the Greeks pdonaos, by the Russians 
trapeza, the body, and the sanctuary or shrine. Over the door of each church is the 
portrait of the saint to whom it was dedicated, to which the common people pay their ■ 
homage as they pass along, by taking off their hats, crossing themselves, and occasion
ally touching the ground with their heads. The bells, which form no inconsiderable part 
of public worship in this country, as the length or shortness of their peals ascertains the 
greater or less sanctity of the day, are hung in belfrys detached from the church ; they 
do not swing like our bells, but are fixed irnmoveably to the beams, and are rung by a 
rope tied to the clapper, and pulled sideways. Some of these bells are of a stupendous 
size; one in the tower of St, Ivan’s church weighs 3551 Russian pounds, or 127,836’ 
English pounds. It has always been esteemed a meritorious act of religion to present 
a church with bells ; and the piety of tlje donor' has been measured by tiieir magnitude..
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iiiccordiog to this.mode of estimation Boris Godunoij who gave a bell of 288,000 pounds 
to the cathedral of Moscow, was the most pious sovereign of Russia, until he was 
surpassed by the empress Anue, at whose expence a bell was cast weighing 422,000 
pounds ; and which exceeded in bigness every bell in the known world. 'Phe height of 
this enoniious bell is 19 feet, its circumference at the bottom 21 yards II inches; its 
greatest thickness 13 inches. The, beam to which this machine was fastened being 
accidently burnt, the bell fell down, and a fragment was broken oft' towards the bottom, 
which left an aperture large enough to admit two persons a-breast without stooping.
- Tlie palace inhabited by the anlieut czars, stands- at the exlren->ity of the Kremlin. 
Part of this palace is old, and remains in the same state in which it was built under Ivan 
'S^assilievitch I. The remainder has been successively added, at difterent intervals, 
uitliout any plan, and in varous styles of architecture, which bad produced a motley pile 
of building, renraikable for nothing but the incongruity of the several structures, 'i'he 
top is thickly set with numerous little gilded spires and globes ; and a large portion ot 
tlie front is decorated with the arms of all the provinces which compose the Russian 
empire. The apartments are in general exceedingly small, excepting one single room, 
called the council-chamber, in which the antient czars used to give audience to foreign 
ambassadors, and which has been repeatedly describe^d by several English travellers who 
visited Moscow before the imperial residence was transferred to Petersburg. The 
room is large and vaulted, and has, in the centre, an enormous pillar of stone, which 
supports the ceiling. In this palace Peter the Great, came into the world, in the year 
1672. In that part called the treasury are reposited tire cro,wn, jewels, and royal robes 
used at the coronation of the sovereign, besides several curiosities relative to the history 
o f the country. Of tlie great number of churches contained in this city two in particular, 
namely that of St. Michael and that of the assumption of the Virgin. Mary, are remarkable ; 
tiie one for being the place where the sovereigns of Russia were formerly interred, and 
tiic other wliere they are crowned., These edifices, which are situated in the Kremlin, 
are both in the same style of architecture ; and their exterior form, though modelled 
according to the antient style of the country, is not absolutely elegant. In the cathedral 
of St. Michael, which contains the tombs of the Rus.sian sovereigns, bodies are not, as 
with ns, deposited in vaults, or beneath the pavement, but are entombed in raised 
sepulchres, mostly of brick, in the shape of a coffin, and about tŵ o feet in height. When 

• Mr. Coxe visited the cathedral, the most antient were covered w'ith palls of red cloth, 
others of red velvet, and that of Peter II. of gold tissue bordered with silver fringe and 
ermine. Each tomb has, at its lower extremity, a small silver plate, on yvbich is engraved 
the name of the deceased sovereign, and the era of his death.

The cathedral of the assumption of the V’'irgin Mary, which has long been appropriated 
to the coronation of the Russian sovereigns, is the most splendid and magnificent in 
Moscow. The screen is, in many partSj covered with plates of solid silver and gold, 
richly worked. From tire centre of thereof hangs axl/enormous chandelier, of massy 
silver, weighing 2940 pounds ; it was made in England, and was a present from Morosof, 
(?rime minister and favourite of Alexey Michaelovitcb. The tacred utensils ami
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episcopal .vestments are extraordinary rich, but the taste of the workmanship is in gene
ral rude, and by no means ©qua! to the materials. Many of tiie paintings which cover, 
the inside walls are of a colossal size ; some are very ancient, and were executed so 
early as in the latter end of the 15th centurj, I t  contains among the rest the head of 
the virgin, supposed to have been delineated by St. Luke, and greatly celebrated in this 
couiitry for its sanctity and the power of working miracles. Its face is almost black ; 
its head is ornamented with a glory of precious stones, and its hands and ^ody are 
gilded, which gives it a most grotesque appearance. It is placed in the screen, and en
closed within a large silver covering, which is only taken off on great festivals or for the 
curiosity of strangers. In this cathedral are deposited the remains of the Russian • 
patriarchs. ' ,
'  The place in the Kbitaigorod where the public archives are deposited, is a strong 
brick building, wntaining several vaulted apartments with iron floors. These ar
chives, consistin^of a numerous collection of fetate papers, were crowded into boxes, 
and thrown aside like common lumber, until the present empress ordered the’m to be re* 
vised and arranged. In conformity to this mandate, Mr. Muller disposed them in chro* 
nological order, with such perfect regularity, that any single document may be inspected 
with liille trouble. They are enclosed in separate cabinets with glass doors; those re
lative to Russia are all classed according to the several provinces which they concern,

. and over each cabinet is inscribed the name of the province to which it is. appropriated. 
In  the same manner the manuscripts relative to foreign kingdoms are placed in several’ 
divisions, under the respective titles of -Poland, Sweden, England, France, Ger-. 
many, &c. . '

The university of Moscow, also situated in the Kbitaigorod, was founded at the in
stance of, count Shuvalof, by the empress Elizabeth, for 600 students, who are clothed, 
boarded, and instructed at the expence of the crown. Resides this institution, there are' 
two gymnasia, or seminaries, for the education of youth, endowed also by Elizabeth ; in- 
which are taught by 23 professors, divinity, classics, philosophy, the Greek, Latin, Rus
sian, German, French,' Italian, and Tartar languages : history, geography, mathematics,, 
architecture, fortification, artillery, algebra, drawing and painting, music, fencing, danc
ing, reading, and writing.

Moscow is the centre of the inland commerce of Russia, and particularly connects ths> 
trade between Europe and .Sibet ia<. The only navigation of this city is formed by the- 
Moskva, which falling- into the Occa near Colmnna, communicates by means of that, 
river with the Volga. But as the IVfoskva is only navigable in spring upon the melting: 
of the snaw, the principal merchandize is conveyed to and from Moscow upon sledges 
in winter.. As to the retail commerce here, the whole of it is carried on dn the Khitaigo- 
red ; where, according to a  custom common in Russia, as well as in most kingdoms of 
the., east, ali the shops are collected together in one spot.. The place is like a kind of - 
fair, consisting of many rows of low brick buildings; the interval between them resemb
ling alleys. These shops or booths, occupy a considerable space ; they do not, as with 
U.S, .make part^of their houses inhabited by the tradesmen,. but are quite detached from- 

V,oii. II . i  B
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'tlj/".): d'velliiig!|, wliii-’h, for the most part, are at son^e distance in another quarter of the 
town. The tradesman comes to his sliop in the morning, remains there all the day, a,nd 
returns home to his fatnily in the afternoon. Every trade has its separate departm ent; 
and they who sell the same goods have booths adjoining to each other. Furs and skins 
jonn the must oonsiderahie article of commerce in ^loscovv and the shops which vend 
these commodities occupy several streets.

Among the curiosities of Moscow, the market for the sale of houses is not the least 
•remarkable, ilt is held in a large open space in one of the suburbs, and exhibits a great 
variety of rearly-made Iwuses, strewed upon the ground. The purchaser who wants a 

-dwelling, repairs to this spot, mentions the number of rooms he requires, examines the 
different timbers, which are regularly nOmbered, artd bargains for that which suits him. 
The house is sometimes paid for on the spot, and taken away by the purchaser ; or 
sometimes the vender contracts to transport and erect it upon the place where it is de
signed to stand. It may appear incredible to assert that a dwelling may be thus bougiit, 
■removed, raised, and inhabited within the space of a lyeek ; but we shall conceive it 
practicable by considering these ready-made iiouses are in general merely collections of 

'trunks of trees, tenanted and mortised at each extremity into one another, so that no
thing more is required than the labour of transporting and - adjusting them. But this 
summary mode of building is not ahvays peculiar jto the meaner hovels; as wooden 
structures of very large dimensions and handsome appearance, are occasionally formed 
in Russia, vvith an expedition almost inconceivable to tlie inhabitants of other countries. 
A Vemarkable instance of this dispatch was displayed the last time the empress came to 
IMoscow. Her majesty proposed to, reside in the mansion of [prince Galitzin, which ia 

* esteemed the completest edifice in the city ; but as it was not sufficiently spacious fof 
her reception, a temporary addition of wood, larger than ^he original bouse, and con
taining a magnificent suite of apartments, was begun and finished within the space of six 
weeks. This metcor-like fabric was so handoome and commodious, that the materials 
which were taken down, at her majesty’s dejiaiture, were to he re-constructed as a kind of 
imperial villa, upon an eminence near the. city. Mr. Coxe mentions an admirable po
lice in this city for preventing riots, or for stopping the. concourse of people in case of 
fires, which are very frequent, and violent in those parts where the houses are mostly of 
wood, and the streets are laid with timher. At the entrance ofj each street there is a 
chevaux de frize gate, one end whereof turns upon a pivot, and the other rolls upon a 
wheel; near it is a sentry box, in which a man is occasionally stationed. In times of 
riot or fire, the sentinel shuts the gate, and all passage is immediately stopped.

Among'the public institutions of Moscow, the most remarkable is the foundling hbs- 
'pital, endovved in 1764, by the late empress, and supported by voluntary contributions 
and legacies and other charitable gilts. In order to encourage donations, her majesty 
grants to all benefactors some valuable privileges, and a certain degree of rank in propor
tion to the extent of their liberality. Among the principal contributors must be men
tioned a private merchant, named Ditnidof, a person of gr4at wealth, who has expended 
in favour of this charity 100,000/. The hospital, whichJs situated in a very airy part of
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tlie town, upon a gentle ascent near the river' Moskva, is an itnmense |)ile o f building, 
•of 4 quadrangular shape, part of which was mily finished when, Afr. Coxe (»vhose accounfe 
wc are transcribing) was at Moscow. I t contained at that time 2000 foundjings ; and 
when the whole is completed will receive 8000. The children are brought to the poiter’s 
lodge, and admitted without any recommendation. The rooms are lofty and large ; the 
dormitories, wliich are separate from the work-rooms, are very airy, and the beds are 
not crowded : each foundling, even each infant, has a separate bed ; the bedsteads are 
of iron ; the sheets are changed -’'•'ery week, and the linen three times a-week. Through 
the whole rooms the greatest neatness prevails ; even the nurseries being uncommonly 
clean, iiid without any un'wholesoine smells. N o cradles are allowed, and rocking is 
particularly forbidden. The infants are not swaddled, according to the custom of the 
country, hut loosely dressed. The foundlings are divided into separate classes, according 
to their respective ages.' The children remain two years In the nursery, when they are 
admitted into the lowest class ; the boys and girls continue togetlffer until they are seven 
years of age, at which time they are separated. They all leqrn to read, write, and cast 
accounts. The boys are taught to k n it; they occasionally card hemp, flax, and wool, 
and work in dlfierent munufactares. *The girls learn to knit, net, and all kinds of 
needle-work ; they spin and weave lace, they are employed in cookery, baking, and 
house-work of all sorts. A t the age of 14 the foundlings enter into the first class,, when 
they have the liberty of choosing any particular branch of trade; and for this purpose 
there are different species of manufactures established in the hospital, of which the prin
cipal are embroidery, silk stockings, ribbands, lace gloves, buttons, and cabinet-work. 
A separate room is appropriated to each trade. Some boys and girls are instructed in 
the I ’lench and German languages, and a few boys in the Latin tongue; others learn 
music, drawing, and dancing. About the age of 20 the foundlings receive a sum of 
money and several other advantages, which enable them to follow their trade in any 
part of the empire ; a very considerable privilege in Russia, where the-peasants are 
slaves, and cannot leave their village without the permission of their master. The girls 
and boys eat separately. The dining rooms, which are upon the ground floor, are large 
and vaulted, and distinct from their work-rooms. The first class sits at table ; the rest 
stand ; the little children are attended by servants ; but those o f the first or second class 
alternately wait upon each other. Their victuals is of thd most wholesome and 
nourishing kinds. Each foundling has a napkin, pewter plate, a knife and fork, and 
spoon: the napkin and table cloth are clean three times a-week. They rise at six, 
dine at eleven, and sup at six. The little children have bread at seven and four. 
"When the^ are not employed in the necessary occupations, the utmost freedom is allowed, 
and they are encouraged to be as much in the air as possible.

The Ostiacks are poor and lazy, and in summer time live mostly on fish. In winter 
they go into the Woods with their hows and arrows, their dogs and nets, to kill sables 
ermines, bears, rein-deer, elks, martens, and foxes. Part of these furs are paid as a tax 
to the emperor, and the rest are sold to the Russian governors or private persons. In 
the winter they build their huts in woods and iorests, where they ^find the greatest plenty
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of game, and dig deep in the earth to secure themselves trom the com, laying a roof o f 
bark or rushes over their huts, which a r c  soon.covered ^with snow. In summer they 
build above ground, on the banks of the rivers, to . enjoy the convenience of fishing, and 
make no difficulty of forsaking their habitations. They have* a sort of princes among 
them, in one of whose houses some European travellers tound four wives. One of these 
had a red cloth coat on, w'hich* was set off: with all sorts of glass beads. There was no 
other furniture than cradles and chests made of the bark of trees iew,6d together. T heir’ 
beds consisted of wood shavings, almost as soft as feathers,' and their children lie naked 
upon them in cradles. They can neither read nor .write, nor do they cultivate the land, 
and seem totally ignorant of times past. They have neither temples nor priests ; and 
their, boats are only made of the .bark J( trees sewed together... Thejr religion is pagan f 
and they have some little brazen idols, tolerably Well cast, representing meri and animalSj 
all of which are dressed in silks, in the manner, of Russian ladies. In general, however^ 
they are ill made, ev^y man being his own carver. They place them oti - the tops of 
hills, in groves, and in the pleasantest places their country affords, and sometimes before 
their h u t s y e t  have no set- time for performing religious vvo/ship, but apply to 
their gods for success in all.their undertakings. _As they have no regular priests, every 
old man may devote himself to that service, and tije office is frequently performed by the- 
piasters and head of families. Strahlenberg says,/that w;hen lie was among them ho- 
saw one of their temples which was built of-wood, in aii oblong form, likp a grpat baroj-, 
•covered at the top with birph-bark. . At the end of the walh supporting the gable was a- 
.kind of altar," made of timber, on which were placed two idols, representing a man and 
woman, dressed in all kinds of rags, and round these were other small figures, as de<jT, 
foxes, and hares,-all which are rouglily carved in wood, and also clothed in rag.s..They 
did.not appear to have much devotion,.nor any great reverence for their idols.-, When 
they offer sacrifices they present the beast to the idol, and* having bound it, an old man 
puts up the petititon of those who-brou2lit the offering ; he then lets fly an arrow at the 
beast, and the people assist in- killing it. It- is then dra-vvn three times round the idol ; 
and the blood being received into a ves.sel, they ̂ sprinkle it on their house? they after
wards d.ress the flesh and .eat it, rejoicing, and singing tbeir country son'gs^ they also 
besmear the idol with the bjood of the sacrifice, and grease their -mouths with the fat. 
What they cannot eat they carry home to their familie.s  ̂ and make'presents of it to their 
neighbours ;. they as often sacrifice a fish as a beast. At the conclusion of the feast they 
phout, -to shew their gratitude to the idol for his attending and accepting their devbtbns ; 
for they are persuaded that the saint of heroj represented, by.^the image, always attends 
their sacrifices, after whicli he returns to his abode in the'air. ..

The natives of Kamtchatka are as wild as the country itself. Some of them.have no 
fixed habitations, but wander froni place to place with, their herds of rein-deer ; others 
have settled habitations, and reside upon the banks, of the rivers, and tlie shore of the 
Penschinska Sea, living upon fish. and sea animals, and such herbs as grow upon the 
shore. The former dwell in huts covered with, deer-skihs ; t|ie latter in places d*ug out 
®f the eartl), both in a very barbarous manner.__Their dispositions and tempers are rough. ,
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fu;(J t'ley are entirely ignorant of letters or religion. The natives are divMed into three 
difierent people, namely the Katntchatkans, Korc^i, and. .Kuriles. The Kamtehatkans 
live, upon the south side of the pfooiontory of Kamtchatka ; the Korcki inhabit the 
nortlicrn parts, on the coast of the Penchinska Sea, and round the Eastern Ocean, 
almost to tire river Anadir, whose moulh*!tes in that oce%n, almost in 68° N . la t ; the 
Kuriles inhabited the islands in that sea, reaching as far as those of Japao^

They inhabit villages, which they call Ostrogs, 'each of whicli consists of one or more 
huts,, constructed in the following mst^er. They dig a hole hi the earth about five feet 
deep, tlie breadth and length proportioned to the/ number of people designed to live in 
it. In the middle of this hole they plant four thick wooden pillars; over these they lay 
balks, upon which they form the roof or ceiling, leaving in the middle a square opening 
which serves them for a window and chimney ; this they cover with grass and earth, so 
that the outward appearance is like a round hillock ; but within they are all an oblong 
square with the fire in one of the long sides of the square ; between the pillars round 
the walls of their huts they make benches, upon which each family lies separately ; hut 
on that side opposite to the fire there are no benche.«, it being riesigned for their kitchen 
furniture, in which they keep the victuals for themselves and dogs. In those huts where 
there are no benches there are balks laid upon the floor and covered with mats. They 
adorn the walls of Iheir huts with mats made of grass. ■ They enter their huts by ladders, 
coifjinonly placed near the fire hearth ; so that wiien they are eating in their huts the 
steps of the ladder become so hot and the smoke so thick that it is almost in)possibic 
for a stranger to go up or down without being burnt and even stifled lb desitli ; but the 
natives find no difficulty in i t ; though they can only fix their toes on the steps of the 
ladder, they mount like squirrels ; nor do the women liesitate to go through the smoke 
with their children upon their shoulders, though there is another opening through which 
the women are allowed to pass ; but if any man pretend to do the same, he would bo 
laughed at. The Kamtehatkans live in these huts all the winter, after which they go 
into others called balagans : these serve them not only to live in during the summer but 
also for DiagaEines. They are made .in the following manner: nine pillars, about two 
fathoms lung or more, are fixed in the ground and bound together, with balks laid over 
them, which they cover with rods, and over all lay grass, fastening spars, and a round 
sharp roof at top, which they coyer wifli brambles and thatch with grass.. They fasten 
the lower ends of the spars to the balks with ppes and thongs, and have a door on each 
side, one directly opposite to the other. They make use of the sam e. kind of huts to 
keep their fish, &c. till winter comes, hr when- they can more easily remove it and 
this without any guard, only taking away the ladders. If these buildings were not 
60 high the wild-beasts would undoubtedly plunder them ; for, notwithstanding all 
their precautiou, the bears sometimes climb up and force their way into their magazine.^, 
especially in the harvest, when the fish and berries begin to grow scarce.

Their boats contain two persons, one of whom sits St the prow, the other at the stern. 
Their clothes are generally made of skins either of beasts, birds, or fishes ; and tlicir 
method of travelling is usually in sledges drawn by dogs.

V o l  TI. ‘ € C
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CHAPTER III .

T.ffE H is t o r y , of R u ssia - -77// the accession o f Peter I.

Ac c o r d i n g  to several authors bf credit, the Russians derived their origin from 
- nie Siavi or Slavoniens, corrujitly called Sclafjpnians ; who settled first along the 
banks of the Volga, and afterwards near the Danube, in the countries named Bulgaria 

and Hungary : but being driven from thence by the Romans (whom the Russians called 
M'olocliers or Wolotaners), they first, removed to the river Borystheaes or Dnieper, then 
over-ran Poland, and, as it is reported, built the city of Kiow. Afterwards they 
extended their colonies farther north, to the rivers which ran into the Ilmen lake, 
and laid the foundation of the city of Novogorod. The towns of Smolensk and Tsneri- 
kow appear also to have been built by them, tliou"h the dates of these events cannot l-e 
ascertained. The most ancient inhabitants, not only of Russia, but all over Siberia, 
quite to the borders of China, are called Tshudi ; for professor Muller, on inquiring in 
those parts by whom the ancient building and sepulchral monuments he saw there 
were erected, was every where answered, that they were the  ̂works of the Tshudi, who 
in ancient times had lived in that country.

In the ninth century the Scandinavians, that is, the Danes, Norwegians, and Swedes, 
emigrated from tlie north, and, crossing tlie Baltic, went W seek habitations in Russia. 
They first subdued the Conrlanders, Livonians, and Esthonians ; and extending their 
conquest still furtlier, they exacted tribute from the Novogorodians, settled kings over 
them, and traded as far as Kiow, and even to Greece. These new invadersj were called 
Waregers ; which, according to professor Muller, signifies sea-faring people ; or, if de
rived from the old northern word war, it signifies warlike men. To those Waregers, the 
flame of Russes, or Russians, is thought, by the most eminent authors, to owe its 
origin but the etymology of the word itself is entirely uncertaiii.

In the dark ages of which we are speaking, it is pretty certain, that Russia was divided 
among a great number of petty princes, who made war upon each other, with the ferocity 
and cruelty of wild beasts, so that the whole country vvas reduced to the utmost misery, 
when Gostomiscl a chief of the Novogorodians, pitying the unhappy fate of his country
men, and seeing no other nitthod of remedying their calamities, advised them to offer 
tlis government of their country lo the VV̂ aregers. The proposal was readily accepted, 
and three prince-s of great abilities and valour were sent to govern them ; namely, Ru- 
ric, Sineus, and Truwor, generally supposed to have beqn brothers. The first took up 
his residence at Ladoga in the [rrincipality of Novogorod ; the second at Biclo Osero 
or the White Lake ; and the third kept his court at Isborsk, or, according to others, 
at a small town then called TweUzog, in the principality of Plesko. The three bro- 
lliers reigned amicably, and made considerable additions to their dominions ; all cf whicli 
at length, devolved to Ruric, by the death of Sineus, and Truwor j but wliat the con
quests of the two brothers were we have no records to inform us.
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Ruric, to his honour, became zealous for the strict administration,of-justice ; and 
issued a command to all the boyars who possessed territories, under him, to exercise it iia 

, an exact and uniform manner. To this end it was necessary there should be general 
laws. And this naturally leads us to conjecture, that letters were not entirely unknown 
in his dominions. '  * , •

The Russian empire continued to flourish till the end of the reign of Wolodomir, 
who ascended the throne in the year 976. Having settled the affairs of his empire in 
peace, he demanded in marriage the princess Anne, sister to the Greek emperor Basilius 
Porphyrogenitus. His suit was granted on condition that he should embrace Christianity. 
With this the Russian monarch complied ; and that vast empire was thenceforward con
sidered as belonging to the patriarchate of Constantinople. Wolodomir received the 
name of Basilius the day on which he was baptized ; and according to the Russian an
nals 20,000 of his subjects were baptized the same day. Michael Syra, or Cyril, a 
Greek, sent by Photius, the patriarch of Constantinople, rvas accepted as metropolitan 
of the whole country. At the same time Wolodomir put away all his former wives and 

- concubines, of w hom he had upwards of 800, and by whom he had 12 sons, who were 
baptized on the same day with himself. The idols of paganism were now thrown down ; 
■churches and monasteries were erected, towns built, and the arts began to flourish. Tlie 
Sclavarian letters w'ere now first introduced into Russia ; and Wolodomir sent mis- . 
sionaries to convert the Bulgarians ; but only three or four of their princes came to , 
him and w’ere baptized. These events happened in the year 987. ^

Wolorlomir called the arts from Greece, cultivated them in the peaceable period of 
his reign, and rew-arded their professors with generosity, that he might dispel the clouds 
of ignorance which enveloped his country, call forth the genius of his countrymen, and 
render them happy. He also founded public schools, and enacted a law concerning the 
methods of instructing youth, and directing the conduct of the masters appointed to in
struct them. He died in 1008 ; and, contrary to all rules of sound policy and prudence, 
divided Ids empire among his 12 sons. The consequence wa^ that they fell to making 
war and destroying one another as soon as their father was dead. Suantepolk, one of 
the brothers, having destroyed and seized upon the dominions of two others, was him
self driven out by Jarislaus, and obliged to fly to Boleslaus, king of Poland. Tliis 
brought oif a dreadful war betwixt the Poles and Russians ; in which the former were 
victorious, and the latter lost a great part of their dominions.

Jarislaus, finding himself unsuccessful in the war with Polant), turned his arms against. 
each of his brothers, and united their territories wfith his own. He gained some' advan
tages over the Cossacks, aOd having at length obtained peace with Poland, the empire 
enjoyed a large portion of tranquillity. He became the patron of ietters, invited learned 
men to his court, and caused many G^eek books to be translated into the Russian language. 
It was he that, in the year 1019, gavejthe people of Novogorod several laws, under the 

'■* title ♦of Gramota Soudebnaia, to be observed in the Courts of justice. These are the 
first laws th jt were reduced to writing in Russia ; and what renders them remarkable’, is 
the confirmity they have with those of the other northern nations. lie  founded a pub-
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lie school at Novogorod,' AvhOi’e hfe 'roainfernod and "educated 300 .children at his own 
jexpehce. His court was tli6 mbit brilliant’Of the fjorth, ,and fuK'nished an asylum to 
unfortunate-princes. He died in J'0'52 ; and fell -into the Same error which his father 
had coinuii.ued, by dividing'Ins dominions among bis five sons. This produced.a reps-' 
tition of the bloody scenes which had been acted, by the sons of 'Voiodomir ; Wre Poles 
took advantage of the distrhefed state ̂ of afiairs 'to nialte inroads {widdnvasrons ; and the 
empire continued in t!)e most deplorable ■Situatiori till tlreydar dS37, '<\’h(*nirt was totally 
subdued by the Tartars. -We are not informed of any particulars of this remarkable 
event, farther than that innurtleriable inultitudes of these'.bar barians, headed by their khan 
Batto or Battus, after ravaging great part Of Polaud Wd Silesia, broke suddenly into 
Bu'ssia, where they committed the greatest cruellies'. Most of the Russian princes, 
aihong wliom was the great duke George S'evolbdifo, -were fifade prisbne'fs, and racked 
to death ; and in short, hone found mercy but such .as .acknowledged tbems'elves the 
subjects h f  ili'e Tarfars. The imperious conqaferbr imposed upon ihe Russians every 
thing that is mbsl: mortifying in slavery; insisting'illat xijcy should have no other princes 
thausuch as he approved of; that they should pay him yearly a tribute, to be brought 
by the sovereigns themselves on foot, who were to present it-humbly to the Tartarian 
ambassador on hoiseback. They were'also to prostrate thefnselves before the haughty 
Tartar ;" to offer him milk to drink ; and if any drops of it̂  fell dojvn to lick them up ; 
a'singular mark of servility, vvhich continued near S60 years.

This long period of -oppression was at length terminate^ By Ivan Vassrlevitich, . who 
.succeeded iris father Vassile in 1462. He openly‘disclaimed all .subjection‘to the,Tar
tars, attacked their dominions,- and madb hjmself •maste'r of Casan; where ho was 
Solemnly crowned with the diadem of that kingdom, w'hich is! said to be ibfe same that is 
bow .used for the coronation o f'the  Russian sovereigns. The province ofl i^er-hiia, with 
great part of Lapland and Asiatic Qtilgaria soon submitted Xo him ; and Greek Novo- 
gorod, a city (hen"so fatrio'js that the Russians used to express its vast importance, by > 
■the proverbial-expression bf Who'can resist God'aud the Grpat Npvogorod ? was re-' 
duced by his-generals after a seven years siege, and yielded him an immense treasure; 
no less, say some -writers, than 300 cart loadsj of gold and silver' and other valuable 
effects.' Alexander Witold,.'waivode of Lithuania,- was'itr po.ssession of this rich place, 
fi'om which he had exacted for some years an annual tribute of 100,000 Tubfes, a prodi
gious sum for those days, and for that country.. When it was taken by lvan VasSlle- 
'vitch, he, the bettec to secure his conquest,-put it under'ilie protection of the Poles, 
voluntarily rendered himself their tributary for-it, artel accepted a governor from the hand 
of their king Ca.simir, a weak and indolent prince, frojn whom he well knew he had 
nothing to fear. The Nov.ogorodtans continued tb' eiyoy all their privileges till about 
two years after ; when Ivan, ambitious of reigning without conlroul,! entered their city 
with a numerous retinue, tmde^ pretence of kec|jjng to the Greek,faith, he being accused 

"of an intention to embrace the Romish religion ; and, with the assistance of tlie^arch-y 
bishop Theophilus, stripped them all of their remaining riches. He then ;deposed the 
ireacheroos prelate, and established over Novogorod new magistrates, creatures oil bi»
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04vn ; dcstro}’itig at or:ce,J)y this means, a noble city, which, had its liberties been pro» 
XacleA atvA \ts ItaAe encouraged,' might have proved to him an inexhaustible fund of 
weaith. AW the north beheld with terror and astonishment the rapid increase of the 
victor’s power; foreign nations courted his alliance ; and the several petty princes of 
Russia submitted to him without resistance, and acknowleged themselves his vassals.

The remaining part of bis reign was chiefly employed in carrying on wars with Poland,
, Idihuania, and the knights of Livonia. He nevertheless bestowed some degree of at

tention on tho encouragement of commerce, employed foreign artists and artificers, and 
introduced the use of cannon and gunpowder. He died in the year 1505.
' I'he reign of his successor, Vassili, was unfortunate. Ife sustained a total defeat 
from the Poles, who also stirred up the Tartars to invade Russia. ^ In  152t Jbe Tartars 
seized Moscow, and obliged Vassili to sign a writing, in which he promised to pay them 
a tribute for every one of his subjects. The Tai^tar general even set up his own statue 
at Moscow, and obliged Vassili to prostrate himself .before it. His successor, Ivan 
Vassilevitcb II. was an able and active prince. As soon as be entered in the 19th year 
of his age he displayed an inclination to rescue his subjects from their deplorable igno
rance and barbarism. For this purpose be sent a splendid embassy to the emperor 
Charles V. who was then at Augsburg, to desire the renewal of the treaty of friendship, 
which had been concluded with Maximilian ; and. offering to enter into a league with 
him agaiust ti»e Turks, as enemies to the Chi istian religion j for his farther information 
in w'liich, particularly in regard to the doctrine and ceremonies of the Latin church, he- 
reqnested that his ambassador might be allowed to send from Germany to Russia proper 
priests, to instruct him and his subjects. With these be likewise desired to have some 
wise and experienced statesmen, able to civilize the wild people under his government ; 
and also, the better to help to polish them, be requested that he would send mechanics 
and artists.of every kind ; in return for all ivhich, he offered to furnish two tons of gold- 
yearly, for 20 years together, to be employed in the war against the Turks. Tlie em
peror readily agreed to the desire of the czar ; and the Russian ambassador accordingly 
engaged upwards'of 300 German artists, who were directed to repair to Lubec, in order 
to proceed from thence to Livonia. But the Lubeckers, who were very powerful a t 
that time, and aimed at nothing less than the engrossing of the whole commerce of the 
north, stopped them, and represented strongly to the emperor, in the name of all thei- 
meichants of Livonia, the dangerous consequences of thus affording instruction to the 
Russians ; who ;vould soon avail themselves of it to ruin their trade and distress the 
subjects of his imperial majesty.“ The workmen and others intended for Russia were 
easily prevailed upon to return to their respective houses; and the czar’s ambassadar 
xvas arrested upon his arrival at Lubec, and imprisoned there at the suit of the Livoni
ans : however be made his escape shortly after ; and the czar, though provoked to the 
last degree at the behaviour of the Lubeckers, was obliged for some time to suspend bis 
resentment.
. His first enterprize was against the Tartars of Cassan, whom he reduced with some 

difficulty, and sent their king and queen prisoners to Moscow... His next conquest was 
V oi. I I . 4  D
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tljiit of Astrican, of which he soon made himself master. He then fumed his arm# 
against the knights of Livonia, against wlmm he sent very numerous armies, who laid 
waste their country vvith extreme cruelty, and at length obliged the knights to dissolve 
tlieir order, and suffer their country to be divided between the Swedes and Poles. In 
1569 be entered into a treaty of commercic with England ; captain Richard Chancellor 
having, a short time before, discovered a passage to Archangel in Russia, through ,the 
Mdiite Sea, by which that empire was likely to be supplied with foreign goods without 
the assistance either of Poland or Livonia.

In 1571 the Tartars invaded Russia with an army of 70,000 men. The Russians, 
wh* might have prevented their passing the Vo'ga, retired before them till they came 
within 18 miles of the city of Moscow, where they were totally defeated, The czar no 
sooner heard this news than he retired, with his most valuable effects, to a well foi lified 
cloister ; upon which the Tartars entered tlie city, i)lundered '/it, and set fire to several 
churclies. A violent storm, which happened at the same time, soon spread the flames 
all over the city ; which was entirely reduced to ashes in six hours, though its circumfe
rence was upwards of 40 miles. The fire likewise communicated itself to a powder 
magazine at some distance from the city ; by which accident upwards of 50 rods of the 
city wall, with all the buildings upon it were destroyed ; and, according to the best his
torians, upwards of 120,000 citizens were burnt or buried in the ruins, besides women, 
children, and foreigners. The castle, however, which was strongly fortified, could not 
be taken ; and the Tartars, hearing that a formidable army was coming against them, 
under the command of Magnus, duke of Holstein whom Vassilevitch had made king of 
Livonia, thought proper to retire. ’ 1 ‘

The Livonians, Poles, and Swedes gained, in the latter part of this reign, great advan
tages over the Russians, and miglit probably have extinguished their empire, had tliey not, 
been divided by mutual jealousies. After having seen his Country restored to peace, by. 
a pacification with Poland and a truce with Sweden, Ivan died in i584.

This great prince was succeedied by his son Theodore Ivanovitch; a man of such weak 
understanding that he was totally unfit for government. Under him, therefore, the, 
Russian afl'airs fell into confusion, and Boris Gudenov, a nobleman, whoae sister Theo
dore had married, found means to assume all the authority. At last, unable to hear 
even the name of a superior, he resolved to usurp the throne. For this purpose he is 
said to have caused the czar’s brother, Demetrius, at that time (only nine years of age, to 
be assassinated ; and afterwards, knowing that no trust could be put in an assassin, he 
caused him aso to b e ‘murdered, lest be should divulge the secret. In 1597 the czar 
himself was taken ill and died, not witliuut great suspicion df his being poj^soned by 
Gudenov ; of which indeed the czarina was so well convinced that she would never 
afterwards speak to her brother.

With Theodore ended the line of Ruric, who had governed the empire of Russia for 
upwards of 7O0 years. Boris, who in reality was possessed of all the power, and would 
indeed have suffered nobody else to reign, artfully pretjcnded to be unwilling to accept 
Hie crown, till compelled to it by the entreaties of the people; and even then he put the
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acceptance of it on the iFSoe of an expedition, which he was about to undertake against 
the Tartars. The truth of the matter however was, that no Tartar army was in the field, 
nor had Boris any intention of invading that country ; but by this pretence he asssembled 
an army of 500,000 men, which he thought tlie njost effectual method of securing him
self in his new dignity. In IfiOO he co.ncluded a peace with the Poles, but resolved to 
contihue the war against the Swedes ; however, being disappointed in some of bis at* 
tempts against that nation, he entered into an alliance with tlie Swedish monarch, and 
even proposed a match between the king’s brother and his daughter. But while these 
tilings were in agitation the city of Moscow was desolated by one of the most dreadful 
famines recorded in history. Thousands of people lay dead in the streets and highways, 
with their mouths full of hay, straw, or even the most filthy things, which they had been 
attempting to eat. In many houses the fattest person was killed, in prder to serve for 
food to the rest. Parents were said to have eateh^ their children, and children their 
parents, or to have sold them to buy bread. One'author (Petrius) says," that he him
self sav̂  a woman bite several pieces out of a child's arm as she was carrydng it along; 
and captain Margaret relates, that four women, having ordered a peasant to come to 
one of their houses, under pretence of paying him for some wood, killed and eat up both 
him and 4iis horse. Tliis dreadful calamity lasted for three years, notwithstanding all 
the means which Boris could use to alleviate i t ; and in this time upwards of 500, 000, 
people perished in tlie city.

In 1604 a young man appeared, who pretended to be Demetrius, whom Boris had 
been supposed to have caused to be murdered, as we have already seen. Being sup
ported by the Poles he proved very troublesome to Boris all his lifetime ; and after his 
death deprived Theodore Borissovitch, the new czar, of the empire ; after which he as
cended the throne him.self, and married a Polish princess. However he held the empire 
but a short time, being killed in an insurrection of his subjects ; and the unhappy czarina 
was sent prisoner to Jarislaw.

After the death of ^Demetrius, Zuski, who had conspired against him, was chosen 
czar ; but rebellions continually taking place, and the empire being perpetually harrassed 
by the Poles and Swedes, in I6IO Zuski was deposed, and Uladislaus, son of Sigismund, 
king of Poland, was elected. However, the Poles representing to Sigismund that is 
would be more glorious for him to be the conqueror of Russia than only the father of its 
sovereign, he carried on the war with such fury, that the Russians, in despair, fell upon 
the Poles, who resided in great numbers at Moscow, The Poles, being well armed and 
mostly soldiers, had greatly the advantage ; howpvcr they were on the point of being 
oppressed \ y  numbers, when they fell upon the most cruel method of ensuring their suc
cess that could be devised. This was by setting fire to the city in several places ; and 
while the distressed Paissians ran to save their families, the Poles fell upon them sword 
in hand. In  this confusion upwards of 100,000 people perished ; but the event was, 
that the Poles were finally driven out and lost ail footing in Russia.

The expulsion of the Poles was succeeded by the election of Theodorovitcb Romanov, 
a young aobleniun of 17 years of age, whose posterity, tiil the accession of the late empress.
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continued to enjoy the sovereignty. He died in i64<>, and was succeeded by his son 
Alexis ; whose reign was a continual scene of tumult and confusion, being harrassed on 
all sides by external enemies, and having bis empire perpetually disturbed by internal 
.commotion?. . ,

The sources of these commotions were formed in the multiplicity and inconsistency of 
tbeMawa at that period, and’in the jarring claims of the nobles on the borders. An 
emmanoy ukase, or personal order,.which is an edict of the sovereign signed with his own 
hand, was the only law of Rus-sia. These edicts were as various as the opinions, preju
dices, passions, or whims of men ; and in the days of Alexis they produced endless con
tentions. To remedy this evil he mlade a selection from all the edicts of his predeces
sors, of such as had been fomiliarlv current for 100 years ; presuming that those either 
were founded in neitural justice, or, during so long a currency, had formed the minds of 
the people to consider them as just. This digest, which he declared to be the common 
law of Russia, and which is prefaced by a sort o f institute, is the standard law-book at 
tliis day, known by the title of the Ulogenie or SeiecHon ; and all edicts prior to it were- 
declared to be obsolete. He soon made his novtllse, however, nsore bulky than the 
Ulogenie ; and the additions by his successors are beyond enumeration. This was 
undoubtedly a great and useful work ; but Alexis^ fieifoniied another stil! greater.

Though there are many works of judicature in this widely extended empires the empe
ror has always been lord paramont, and could take a cause from any court immediately 
before himself. But as several of the old nobles bad the remains ot principalities in 
tireir families, and held tlieir own courts, tlie sovereign or hi? n)inister«, et a distance up 
tlie country, frequently found it difficult to bring a culprit out of one of these hereditary 
feudal jurisdictions, and* try him by the laws of the empire. This was a very disagree
able limitation of imperial power ; and the more so that* some families claimed even a  
tight to repledge. A lucky opportunity offered of settling this dispute ; and Alexis em
braced it with great ability,
• Some families on the old frontiers were taxed with tlieir defence, for wbi|ch they vrer* 

obliged to keep regiments on foot; and as they were but scantily indemnified by the 
state, it sometimes required the exertion of authority to make them keep up their levies. 
“When the frontiers, by the conquest of Casan, were far extended, those gentlemen, found 
the regiments no longer burdensome ; because, by the help of' false musters, the former 
scanty allowance much more than reimbursed them for the expence of the establishment. 
The consequence was, that disputes rose among them about the right of guarding cer-. 
tain districts; and law-suits w*ere necessary to settle their respective claima. These 
were tedious and intricate. One claimant shewed the order of the court,, issued a cen
tury or two back to his ancestor, for the marching of his. men, as a proof that the right 
was then in his family. His opponent proved that his ancestors bad been the real lords. 
of the marches ; but that on account of the negligence the court had issued an emnianoy 
ukase to the other only in tliat particular period. Thfe emperor ordered all the famjly. 

. archives to be brought to Moscow, and all documents 6n both sides to be collected. A 
tiii)9 was set for the exatntnation ; a fine wooden-court bouse was t^uill; every paper
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v.as lodged under A good .gdiardi the Bay was -appointed when the . court should- be 
opened .and-the claims-beard;; but tliat.morning the house, ..with all its contents, was, 
in two hOurSj consumed by fî re.' The:emperor then sa id,Gent lemen,  henceiforward 
your fanks; your privileges, and your coui;ts .are the the nation’sĵ  and the nation will guard 
itselfi 'Your archives .are, unfortunately, lost; .but those .-of the nation remain., I am 
the,keeper, and. it-is my duty, to administer justice forL alj.and.. to all. Youf tanks .are 
not private but national'; attached to the services you are actuallyperform.ing.. Hence
forward colonel,Buturlin (a private gentleman) ranks before captain Viazetpsky (ahold 
prince.)-.” ; . - ' : v
,y V This- constitution, which established the different ranks of Russia as they remain to 
tbis.day, is, by Voltaire,ascribed td.peter: but it was the.woi^ of Alexis; who, ■ when 
the s.itualioh Of himself and .his country, is. considej^ed, must be' allowed to have, been a 
great.and a good- prince. He died in 1676, '.and'.v/as'succeeded by -liis son Theodore 

, A-lexiovitch; who, after, ah excellent reign, during the whole of which be'exerted himself 
to the utmost fbr the good of bis subjects, died in 168S ; haying appointed his brother, 
Peter I, commonly called Peter the Great, his.successori . 1 - "

Vofc i i .
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CHAPTER IV.

T he H istory of Russia- -From the accession o f Peter I . to that o f
Catharine I I .

rj^H EO D O RE, the predecessor of Peter, had another brothci Mined Ivan ; but as 
he was subject to the falling sickness the czar had preferred Peter, though very 

young, to the succession. Through fjhe intrigues, how of the princess Sophia, sister 
to Theodore, a strong party was formed in favour of Ivan ; and soon after both Ivan 
and Peter were proclaimed sovereigns of Russia, under the administration of Sophia 
herself, who was declared regent. However this administration did not continue long ; 
fur the princess regent, having Conspired against Peter, and having the misfortune to 
be discovered, was confined for life in a convent. From this time also John continued 
to be only a nominal sovereign till his death, which happened in ; Peter continuing 
to engross alt the power. I
' It is to this emperor that Russia is universally allowed to owe her present greatness. 
The private character of Peter himself seems to have been but very indifferent. Though 
he had been married in his 18tb year to a young and beautiful princess, he was not 
sufficiently restrained by the solemn ties of wedlock; and the was besides so much 
addicted to drunkenness, the prevailing vice of his country, that nobody could have 
imagined him capable of effecting the reformation upon his subjects, which he actually 
accomplished. In spite of all disadvantages, however, he’applied himself to the military 
art and to civil government.

Being ashamed of the ignorance in which be had been brought up, he learned almost 
of himself, and without a master, enough of the High and I.k)w Dutch langu îges to speak 
and write intelligibly in both. He looked upon the Germans and Hollanders as tlie 
most civilized nations ; because the former had already practised some of those arts and 
manufactures in Moscow, which he was desirous of spreading* throughout his empire; 
and the latter excelled in the art of navigation, which he considered as more necessary 
than any other. During the administration of the princess Sopliia he bad formed a 
design of establishing a maritime power in Russia. ^

Having reformed bis army and introduced new discipline among them, he led his 
troops against the Turks ; from whom, in l69f>, he took the fortress of Azov ; and had 
the satisfaction of seeing his fleet defeat that of the enemy. On his return to Moscow 
were struck the first medals that ev^r appeared in Russia. The legend was “ Peter I. 
the august emperor of Russia.” On the reverse was Azov, with these words, “ Victo
rious by fire and water.” Notwithstanding this .success/ however, Peter was very much 
chagrined at having his ships all built by foreigners; having besides as great an inclina
tion to have a harbour on the Baltic as on the Euxine Sea. These considerations de
termined him to send some of the young noliility ‘ of his empire into foreign countries^
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wfiere tKey miglit improve. In I6 9 7  he sent 60 young.Russians into Italy ; most of 
them to Venice, and the rest to Leghorn, in order to learn the method of constructing 
their galleys. Forty more were sent out by his direction for Holland, with an intent to 
instruct themselves in the art of building and working large ships : others were appointed . 
for Germany, to serve in the land forces, and to learn the military discipline of that 
nation. At last be resolved to travel through different countries in person, that he might 
have the opportunity of profiling by his own observation and experience.- In executing 
this great design he lived and worked like a common carpenter. He laboured hard at 
the forges, rope-yards, and at the several mills for the sawing of timber, manufacturing 
of paper, wire drawing, &c. In acquiring the art of a carpenter, he began with pur
chasing a boat, to which he made a mast himself, and by degrees he executed every 
part of the construction of a ship. / * ,

Besides this, Peter frequently went from Sweden to Amsterdam, where be attended 
the lectures of the celebrated Ruyscb on anatomy. He also attended the lectures of 
burgomaster Witzen on natural philosophy. From this place he went, for a few days, to 
Utretebt, in order to pay a visit to king William III. of England, and on iiis return sent 
to Archangel a 60 gun ship, in the huilding'of which he had. assisted with his own hands. 
In 169 8  he went over to England, where he employed himself in the same manner as he 
had done in Holland. Here he perfected himself in the art of sbip-huilding ; and having 
engaged a great' number of artificers, he returned with them to Holland ; from whence 
he set out for Vienna, where he paid a visit to the emperor; and was on the point of 
setting out for Venice, to finish bis improvements, when he was informed of a rebellion 
broken out in his dominions. This was occasioned by the superstition and obstinacy of 
the Russians, who, having an almost invincible attachment to their old ignorance and 
barbarism, had resolved to dethrone the czar on account of his innovations. But Peter, 
arriving unexpectedly at Moscow, quickly put an end to their machinations, and 
took a most severe revenge on those who had been guilty.". Having then made great 
reformations in every part of his empire, in 1700 he entered into a league with the kings 
of Denmark and Poland against Charles XII. of Sweden. Some df the particulars of 
this famous war are related in a former chapter. Here we shall only observe, that, from 
the conclusion of this war, Sweden ceased not only to he a forminable enemy against 
Russia, but even lost its political consequence in a great measure altogether.

Peter applied himself to the cultivation of commerce, arts, and sciences, with equal 
assiduity as to the pursuits of war; and he made such acquisitions of dominion, even in 
Europe itSelf, that he may be said at the time of his death, to have been the most power
ful prince of his age. He was not unfortunate in the czarovitz his eldest son, whom he 
contrived to get rid of by the forms of justice, and then ordered- his wife Calliarine to 
be crowned, with the same magnificent ceremonies as if she had been a Greek empress, 
and to bo fecognized as his successor; which she accordingly was, and mounted the 
Russian throne upon the decease of her husband. She died in 17S7> and was succeeded 
by Peter II. a minor son to the czarovitz. Many domestic revolutions happened in 
Russia during the short reign of this prince but non^ was more remarkable than tlie
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disgrace and exile of prince Men7.iko(F, the favonrke general in the t;vo Jate reigns 
and esteemed the richest subject in Earope. Peter died of the smaJl-pox in 1^30. , 

Notwithstanding the despotism of Peter the Great and his wife, the llussian senate 
and nobility, upon the death of Peter II.'ventured to set aside the, order of succession 
ivhich they, had establisiied. The male issue of Peter was now' extinguished ; andtne 
duke of Holsteh), son to his eldest' daughter, was, by the destination of the late empress, 
entitled to the crown : but the Russians, for political reasons,. filled their throne with 
Anne, duchess of Courland, second daughter to Ivan, Peter’s eldest brother ; though her 
eldest sister,, the duchess'of Mecklenburg, was alive. Her reign vvas extrerOely prospe- 
j-ous ; and though slie accepted of the crown under limitations that sonap thought, dero
gatory to her dignity, yet she broke'them all, asserted the [irerogative of her ancestors,, 
and .punished the aspiring. Dolgorucki family, who had,imposed upon her limitations, 
with a view, as it is, said, tliat they themselves might govern. She raised her favourite 
Biron to the duchy of Courland ; and was obliged to give avvay to riiany severe executions 
on his account. Upon her death, in 1740, Ivan, the son of her niece, the princess of 
Mecklenburgh, by Antony Ulric, of Brunswic Wolfenbutlle, was, by her will, entitled to 
the succession':-but being no more than two years old, Biron was. appointed to be ad
ministrator of the' empire during his nonage, Thi^ d.cstination was disagreeable to the 
princess of Mecklenburg and her husband, and unpopular among the Russians  ̂ Count 
Munich was employed by the piincess of Mecklenburg to arrest Biron ; who was ̂ tried 
and condemned to die, but was sent in exile to .Siberia. . , '

The administration of the princess Anne of Mecklenburg abd her husband was, upon 
many accounts, but particularly that of her German connections, disagreeable, not only 
to the Russians, but to- other powers of Europe ; and notwytbstamling a prosperous war 
they earried on with the Swedes, the princess Elizabeth, daughter by Catharine to Pdtec 
tbfe‘ Great, formed such a party,, that, ,in one night’s time, she was declared and pro
claimed empress of the- Russians; and'the princess of Mecklenbj^cg,; her husband, and 
son, were made prisoners: ■ ( /

Elizabeth’s reign may be said to have been more glorious than that of any of her pre
decessors, her father excepted. • She abolished capital punishments, and introduced into 
all civil and military proceedings a moderation, till her time unl^nown in'Russia : hut at 
the same time she punished the counts Munich and Ostermar, who had the-chief 
management of affairs during ,^he last administration, witlu exile. She made peace with 
Sweden; and settled the succession, to that crown, ’’as weir as to her own dominions, 
upon the fnost''equitablc foundation. - Having gloriously -finished a war, whichbad been 
stirred up against her with Sweden, she replaced the natural order of succession in her 
'own family, by declaring the duke of Holsteid-Gottorp, who. was descended from bee 
eldest sister, to be her heir. She gave him the title of grand duke of Russia ; and soon 
after her accession to die throne she called him to p u r t ; where he renounced the 
succession to the crown of Sweden; which undoubtedly belonged; to; him, embraced the' 
Greek religion, and married a princess of ̂ Aahalt-Zerbst; by whom be had a son, wha 
was now heir to the Russian empire.- *
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'■ Few princes have had a moire uninterrupted career of glory than Elizabeth. She was 
completely victorious over the Swedes. Her alliance was courted by Great Britain, at 
the expence of a large subsidy; but many political and some privite reasons, it is said, 
determined her to take part with the house of Austria against the kbg of Prussia, in 175G; 
Her arms alone gave a turn to the success Of the ivar, which jvas in disfavour of Prus
sia, .notwithstanding that monarch’s amazing abilities both in field and cabinet. Her 
conquests were such as portended the entire d.estrucfion of the Prussian power, which 
was, perhaps, saved only by her critical death, on January 5th, 1762.
■< Elizabeth was succeeded by Peter III. grand prince of Russia, and duke of Holstein ; 
a prince whose conduct has been vavroiisly represented. He mounted the throne, pos
sessed of an entliusiastic admiration of bis Prussian majesty’s virtues ; to whom be gave 
peace, and tvhose principles and practices he seems to have adopted as the directories 
of his future reign. He might have surmounted ithe effects of even those peculiarities  ̂
unpopular as they were then in Russia ; but it i6 said that be aimed at reformations in 
his dominions, which even Peter the Great durst not attempt ; and that be even ven
tured to cut off the beards of the clergy. He was certainly a weak man, who had no > 
opinions of iiis own, but adopted the sentiments of any person who took the trouble to 
teach them. Ills chief amusement was buffoonery ; and be would sit for hours looking 
witli pleasure at a merry-andrew, singing drunken and vulgar songs. He was a stranger 
to the country, its inhabitants, and manners; and suffered himself to be persuaded, by 
those about him, that the Russians were fools and beasts, unworthy of his attention, 
except to make them, by means of the Prussian discipline, good fighting machines. 
’J’hese sentiments regulated his whole conduct, and prepared the way for that revolution 
which improprieties of a different kind tended to hasten. >
‘ Becoming attached to one of the Vorontzoff ladies, sister to the princess Dashkoff, he 
disgusted his wife, who was then a lovely woman, in the prime of life, of great natural 
talents, and great acquired accomplishments; whilst the lady, whom he preferred to her, 
was but one degree above an idiot. Xhe princess Dashkoff,. who was married to a man 
whose genius was not superior to that of the emperor, being dame d’honneur and lady of 
the bed-chamber, had of course much of the empress’s company. Similarity of situations 
knit these two illustrious personages in the closest friendship. The princess being a 
zealous admirer of the French economists, could make her conversation both amusing 
and instructive, She retailed all her statistical kno^vledge ; and finding the empress a 
willing hearer, she spoke of her in efisry company as a prodigy of knowledge, judgment,., 
.and philanthrophy. Whilst the empferor, by his buffoonery and attachment to forcigrv 
manners, was daily incurring more and more the odium of his sulyects, the popularity of 
his wife was rapidly increasing ; and some persons about the court expressed their 
regret that so .much knowledge of 'government such love of humanity, and such ardent 
wislies for the prosperity of Russia should only furnish conversations with Catharina. 
Romanovna. The empress and her favourite did not let these expressions pass unob
served : they continued their studies in concert ; and whilst the former was employed otti 
her famous code of laws for a great euipire, the latter alwavs reoerted progress, till the , 
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<ttii(Idlin» circles of Moscow ^n'd St. Peterisburg began to speak, fatnllifirly of the bless-.
. in gs w hich  th e y  m igh t en jo y  i f  th e se  sp ecu la tion s CQukl b e rea lized . :

Meanwhile Peter III. was giving fresh cause o f , discontent. He at length .I’ccalled 
from Siberia count. Munich, .who was indeed a sensible, brave, and worthy man ; but 
as lie was smarting under the effects, of . Russian despotism, and had grounds of resent
ment against most of the great families, he did not much .discourage the empeiror’s ’ 
unpopular conduct, but only tried 1:o .moderate it and give It a system. Peter,' however  ̂
.was impatient. He publicly ridiculed the exercise and evolutions of the Russian troops 
and hastily adopting the Prussian discipline, without digesting and fitting it for the con- ’ 
stitution of his Own forces, be completely ruined himself by disgusting the army. ■
. What he lost vVas soon easily gained'by the emissaries of Catharine. ‘ Pour regiments 
of guards; amounting to 8000 men, ryerc instantly, brought over by. the three brothers, 
Orloffs, who .bad contrived to. ingratiate themselves with their officers ; t̂he people at. 
large -were 1n a state of indifference, out of which .tl̂ ejj w-ere roused by the following 
means. A little manuscript was handed about, containing principles'of legislation for 
Russia, founded on natural rights; and on the claims of the differeiit classes ot people ; 
which had insensibly beCn formed,; and become so familiar as to appear natural. Ini 
that performance was proposed a  convention of deputies, fronT all the classes and from 
every part of the empire, to converse, but without authority, on the subjects of 'which it 
treated, and to ' inform the senate of the result of their deliberations.' It passed for the 
work of her majesty, and was much admired.  ̂ ‘
• While Catharine was thus high in the public esteeo} and affection, the emperor took 

alarni at her popularity,'and, in a few days, came to the resolution of confining-her for 
life, and then‘marrying.hisfavourite. The servants of that favourite betrayed her io  
iicr siker, who irnjjartod the intelligence to the empress. Catharine saw her danger, 
.and instantly formed her'resolution. She naust either tamely submit , to perpetuajim- 

. prison men t, and, perhaps,, a cruel and ignominious death, of contrive to. hurl ,her 
husband front the throne. ..No. other alternative, was left ‘ her ; and the. consequence 

; was what undoubtedly was expected. ' The proper steps were taken; foll  ̂ fell before ' 
abilities and address ; and in three days the revolution was accomplished.'

When the emperor saw that all was lost, he attempted to enter Cfonstadt from Ora-
■ nienbaiim, a town on the gulph of: Finland, 39 versts or 2d. miles frfam Petersburg. The 

centinels at the harbour presented their muskets at the, barge^; and though they were ' 
not loaded, and the men had no cartridges, he dri^  back. The English, sailors'called‘‘ 
from ship to ship for. some person to head them, .dfeclaring th^t they would take him in 
and defend him ; but he precipitately withdrew. Munich received him again at Orani- 
enbaum, and exhorted biiri to mount his horse and head bis guards, swearing to live and 
die with him, He said,-“ No ! I  see it cannot be done without shedding much of tl̂ e 
blood of my barve Holsteinians. la m  not'worthy of the sacrifice.” The revolution

■ was settled, and Catharine declared autocrafrix. .The crown was said to be pressed 
upon her; and her son was proclaimed her heir, and,- eis such, great duke of all tb' >

■ Russias.
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'The unfortunate Peter died on the 17th of July, just one week after his deposition. 

Of the. manner of his death different accounts have been given. By some he js said to 
have been'poisoned ; by others to have been strangled by one of the Orlbffs ; and a few 
have thought tliat he perished by the same means as Henry V I. of England. Whetjber 
the empress was accessary to bis death is not known ; though it is certain, that so far 
from’making any inquiry after his murderers, she affected ttf believe that he had died natu> 
rally of the piles, , • " i
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CHAPTER. V.

T he Russian E mpire--------- D u r in g  th e  re ig n  o f  C a th a r in e  I T .

Ha v in g  secured Uie sovereignty, by the means recited in the preceding chapter, 
Catharine behaved with the greatest magnanimity and moderation. She retained 

Munich, pardoned the countess VorontzofF, the emperor’s favourite, and afterwards, on 
her marriage with Mr. Paulotsky, mode a handsome settlement on them. She allowed 
the expectations of golden days and a philosophical government to become the subject 
of fashionable conversation ; and the princess Dashkoff was completely happy. The 
convention of deputies was even resolved on ; and as they were not to be elected by the 
people, except here and there for show, prince Galitzin and count Panin, whom she had 
completely gained over, and who 'had the greatest abilities of any Russians about court, 
were at immense pains in appointing a proper set. In the mean time a great number of 
showy patriotic projects were begun. A grave English gentleman was invited over to 
superintend the institution of sciiools for civil and moral education ; and the empress 
was most liberal in her appointments. This instilution failed, however, to produce the 
effects expected from it. The clergyman appointed, though a most excellent character 
and real philanthropist, had views too contracted for the sphere in which he w'as placed ; 
and Mr. Betskoy, the Russian Mascenas, to whom the cmprpss referred him for instruc
tions, preferred declamation, stage-playing, and ballads to all other accomplishments.
- In tlie mean time elegance of all kinds was introduced, before the public were taught 

the principles of morals.- The nobles were sent a travelling j and as the Russians more- 
casiiy acquire foreign languages than the people of most other nations, have great vivacity 
•wiiiiout flippancy, and, in, general, understand play, these travellers , were every where 
well received, especially at Paris; where reasons of state contributed not a little to pro
cure to them that attention with which they were treated. They were ravished with the 
manners of foreign courts, and imported -fashions and fineries without bounds. The 
sovereign turned all  ̂this to her own account, by encouraging a dissipation which 
rendered court favours necessary, and made the people about) her forget their Utopian 
*i«'eains.

Die convention of deputies at last assembled in the capital. The empress’ book of 
instructions came forth; and some ^ r^ t  things were doubtless expected.. The most 
consequential of the deputies were privately instructed to be very cautious, and informed 
that carriages and guards were ready for Siberia. There was a grand procession at 
their presentation. Each bad the honour of kissing her majesty’s hand and receiving a 
gold medal. They met in form to recognize one another, then parted and have never 
met since. Tlie thing melted away without notice; ^nd the princesŝ  Dashkoff was 
fiandsomely given to understand that her counsels were no longer necessary, and that 
she could not do better than take the amusements of the tour cf Europe. She was.
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liberally supplied, and has ever since been treated with great kindness, but kept amused 
with sctnetbing very different from legislation.

In the mean time many patriotic things were really done. Taxes were frequently 
I'enriiltsd where they were burtbensotne. Every person was declared free who had 
served government without pay for two years. No tnaft was allowed to send boors from 
his cultivated estates to his mines in Siberia, nor to any distant estates but for the pur
pose of agriculture. Many colonies of German peasants were, in various places, settled 
oir the crown lands, to teach the natives the management of the dairy; a branch of 
rural economy of which the Russians were, till that period, so completely ignorant, that 
there is not in their language an appropriated word for butter, of Freese, or even for 
cream. j

The Russians hoped likewise to be instructed in agriculture, but the colonists were 
poor and ignorant; and this part of the project came to nothing like the great national 
schools. Other improvements took place however in favour of commerce ; for all barri-- 
ers were removed, and goods suffered to pass through the empire duty-free. The 
empress, with great liberality, encouraged the introduction of arts and manufactures.. 
An academy was instituted of sculpture, painting, architecture, &c. ; a magnificent and 
elegant building was erected for it, and many elves supported ,ii ’ at the expence of the 
crown. Several very promising youtbs'bave been educated in that academy ; but as the 
Russians are childishly fond of finery, and cannot be persuaded that any thing fine was 
ever done by thei? own countrymen, the students are all, on leaving the academy, 
suffered to starve.

In recording the various events of the reign of Catharine, it is necessary to pursue a . 
different order to that of time. We shall therefore first relate the steps she took in order 
(0 secure her possession of the throne ; then describe her private character and the plans 
she formed for the benefit of her country j then notice her interference, by intrigues or 

*war, in the transactions of other nations ; and conclude with some brief account of her. 
last sickness and death. . '

The news of the revolution which had seated Catharine on the throne was soon spread 
over Europe ; and none of the sovereigns, though they knew by what steps Catharine 
had modnted t|ie throne, hesitated for a moment to acknowledge her title.; She was not, 
however, at perfect ease in her own mind; nor was her right recognized by all her sub-- 
jects. Though she published manifestoes, setting forth the intentions of the late, emperor- 
towards her and her son, which made resistance necessary ; though, in tiiese papers, 
she attributed her elevation to the wishes of her people and the providence of God; ana 
though she called upon all who were sincerely attached to the orthodox faith of the 
Greek church to consider the sudden death of Peter as the judgment of heaven in favour-- 
ef the revolution, yet in the distant provinces, no exultations were heard ; Both soldieis; 
and peasants observed a gloomy silence. Even at Moscow so great was the disaffection 
to Cathaiine’s- government, that it was some time before she could venture to go to that> 
eity to be- crowned ; and she found in It at last so cold % reception that she very quickly, 
returned to St. Petersburg. -  •

Yoi.. 1I.» 4 G ,
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Beside the gcneiftl disgust which the death of Peter had excited, she had to contend 
with the intriguing disposition of many pf those conspiraters who had at first hazarded 
every thing for her service, but whose affection she had since lost by the extreme parti
ality with which she distinauistied the Orloffs. Several plots were excited by dlderunt 
persons, in differetit parts of the emph-e, in favour of prince Ivan, whose short reign was 
mentioned in the preceding chapter. Orders were therefore given that if any attempts 
were made to rescue him front his confinement, his keepers should immediately put 
him to death. An attempt w'as made by a very inferior officer, as some Lave supposed, 
by the instructions of Catharine, and her bloody order was instanfly obeyed. The 
assassins were rewarded and promoted in the army ; but the officer who attempted to 
rescue the prince was condemned to death, and suffered unexpectedly the sentence of 
the law. The brothers and sisters of Ivan, who had been kept in a prison different 
from his, were sent to Denmark ; and to provide them with necessaries suitable to their 
rank, the empress made them a present of 200,000 rubles, and paid annually to the 
maintenance of their dignity, a pension of 30,000.

The empress Elizabeth, who was a very senpual princess, had borne three nnttiral 
children to the grand Veneur, Alexey Gregorievitch Razutnoffsky. Of these children 
tlie youngest was a girl, brought up under the name of princess TarakanofF. Prince 
Kadzivil, who had distinguished himself by opposing the empress’s designs in Poland, 
conceived the project of placing, the young princess on the l̂ hrone of her ancestors ; ând 
haring gained over the per.sons to whom her education was intrusted, he carried her oft 
to Rome, as a place of safety. Catharine, in return, seized his large estates ; and he and 
the princess were reduced to extreme poverty. Radzivil I repaired to Poland in order to 
learn what could be done to forward hi.s great enterprize ; and scarcely had he arrived 
there, when an offer was made to restore him to his possessions, upon condition of his 
carrying his ward to Sf. Petersburg. This he refused ; but had the baseness to promise 
that he would give himself no further concern about the daughter of Elizabeth ; ajid he 
W'as put in ‘ poisession of all his estates.

By the instructions of the empress, Alexius Orloff, who commanded the Russian fleet 
at the Dardanelles," rapaired to Rome, got access to young Ta'rakanofF, and found means 
to persuade her'that all Russia- was ready to revolt from Catharine, and place her on the 
throne of her mother. To convince her of his sincerity he pretended to feel for her the 
tenderest anlMost respectful passion ; and the unsuspicious lady was induced to accept 
of him a.s aSftshand. The ruffian, who, it was believed, assassinated the grandson of 
Peter the Great, did not hesitate to seduce and betray his grand-daughter. Under pre
tence of having the marriage ceremony performed according to the riles of the Greek 
church, be suborned .some subaltern villains to personate priests and lawyers; thus 
combining profanation with imposture against the / unprotected and too confident 
Tarakanoff.

ILving been treated for some days, both at Rome and at Leghorn, with ail the 
respect due to a sovereign, the ûnsuspecting princess expressed a wish to go on board a 
R-jssian ship of war. This was just what Orloff wanted. Attended by a numerous
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and obsequious train, she was rowed from the shore, in boat with maghifieent ensigtJs, 
hoisted upon the deck of the ship in a splendid chair, and immediately handcufl'cd. In 
vaiadid she throw herself at the feel of her pretendej husband, and conjure him by 
every thing tender which had passed between them. She was carried down into the 
hold ; the next day the vessel sailed for St. Petersburg ; wliere, upon her arrival, the 
princess was shut up in the fortress, and what became of her since was never known. 
Such were tlie means which Catharine scrupled not to employ, in order to get rid of all 
her-pretenders to the throne.

In the private character of Catharine we distinguish a mUt'j'e of Che most splendid 
excellencies and detestable crimes. Cruel and jlerfidious, uhenever*cruelty and perfidy 
appeared necessary to secure her safety or enlarge her dominions ; she was on every 
other occasion just, generous, and humane; equally disposed to forgive her enemies and 
to reward her friends. She was a strict economist in the management of her time and 
her treasure. She'rose at six, w-as temperate at all her meals, and' retired to rest by eleven. 
Though she assumed, .on particular occasions, the utmost imaginable state, and displayed 
a more than Asiatic magnificence, she was, in conversation with her courtiers, obliging 
and communicative, and well knew how to blend the most lofty dignity with the sweetest 
condescension. • She superintended the education of her grand-children, and 'wrote for 
them books of instruction. She also kept a great number of children in her apartments, 
wlio shared in the care she bestowed on her grand-children, and whose caresses slie re
turned with extreme complaisance. Though she always professed the deepest reverence 
for the Greek church, she was known to be a disciple of the French philosopliers, and 
the libertine profligacy of her morals well accorded with the looseness of her religious 
principles. •

 ̂For her people she laboured, and that most usefully. She introduced into the admi
nistration of justice the greatest reformation of which the half civilized state of ..Russia 
would, perhaps, admit. She spared neither trouble Qor expejice to diffuse over the em
pire the light of science, and tlie benefits of useful and Wegant arts 4 and she protected, 
as far as .she could, the poor from the oppression of the. rich. , About the middle of 
17f>7 she conceived the idea of sending several learned tnen to tfaye'l̂  jtbrough the interior 
of her Tast dominions, to determine the geographical position of̂ ljhe 'principal places, to 
mark their temperature, and to examine into the nature of theif 'SDl]̂  tbeir-yegetable and 
mineral productions, and the manners' of the people by thd.y inhabited.
To this employment she appointed Pallas, Gmelin, Euler, anji'.many ptbers'of the 
highest eminence in the republic of letters ; from whose journals- of these interesting 
travels large additions have been made to the general stock of useful knowledge. This 
survey of the empire and the maps made from it; had Catharine done nothing else, would 
alone have been sufficient to render her name immortal. Well convinced in her own. 
mind that it is not so mneb by the power of arms as by precedence in science that nations 
obtain a conspicuous place in fhe annals- of the world, with a laudable zeal she encou-' 
raged artists and Scholars'* of all denominations. She Ranted new prvHeges to the two 
academies of sciences and aits, encouraged such of the youth as had behaved well in
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these national institutes to travel for farther improvement over Europe, by'.M 
upon them, for three years, large pensions to defray their expence ; and to..j 
as nauch as possible the Russian prejudice against all kinds of learning, sheQ 
patents of' nobility to those, who, during their education, had conducted t.h'̂ 9)s.cives 
with propriety, and become proficients jn -any branch of useful or elegant knowledge. 
Stiii farther to encourage the fine arts in her dominions, she assigned an annual sum 
of 5000 rubies for the translation of foreign literary works into the Rus.siaii language.

. In the year lyfiB the small-pox faged at St. Petersburg, and proved fatal to vast num
bers of all ranks and of every age. The empress was desirous to introduce the practice 
of innoculation atnoifg her subjects ; and resolved tp’ set the example • by having herself 
and her son innoculated. With this view she applied for a physician from England, and 
Dr. Tiiornas Dimsdale of Hertford being recommended to her, he repaired with his son 
to the capital of Russia; where he innoculated, first the empress, then the grand duke, 
and afterwards many of the nobility. The experiment proving successful, he was created 
a bar.on of the envpire, appointed actual counsellor of state, and physician to her imperial 
majesty, with a pension of 500/. sterling a-ycap, to be paid hiui in England, beside 
10 ,000/. which he immediately received. So popular was the empress at this period; 
that by a decree of the senate the anniversary of her recovery from the small-pox 
was enjoined to be celebrated as. a religious festival; and it has ever siuce been observed 
as such. ' ' ‘ . ' I • - I

One of the first important foreign transactions of Catharine was the exertion of her 
influence in the elevation of the late king of Poland. had been formerly fconsidered 

, as her lover, if that appellation be due to those who violate the sacred engagements ot 
wedlock, but she soon evidently proved that she w.as not actuated on that occasion by 
any remains of her former ultacbtncnt. Wq have elsewhere 'shewn, how, in concert 

. with Prussia and Austria, she invaded his kingdom, and annexed, great part of it to the 
territories of Russia.

The kings of Poland were antienlly hereditary and absolute ; but afterwards became 
elective and limited. In the reign of Louis, towards the end p f the 15th century, several 
limitations were laid, on the royal prerogative. In tlratof Casimir IV . who ascended 
the throne in 1446, representatives from the several palatinates were called also to the 
d ie t; the legislative power till then having been- lodged in ^he states, and the executive- 
in the king and senate. On the decease of Sigisraund Augustus, it was enacted by law, 
that the choice of a king for the future, should perpetually remain free and open to all 
the nobles of the kingdom.

The place of election wa.s the field of Wola, .at llie gates of Warsaw. AH the-nobles 
of the kingdom bad a right of voting. The Poles encamped on the left side of the Viŝ  
tula, and the Lithuanians on the rights each.undertime banners of their respective pala
tinates ; which made a sort of civil army, consisting of between 1’50 and 200,000 men, 
assembled to exercise the highest act of freedom. Those who were not able to provic?e 
a horse and a sabre stood behind̂ jn foot, armed with scythes, and tfid not seem at all 'ess-, 
proud tlida the rest, as they had the same right of voting. , .
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The Seld of election was surrounded by a ditch, with tliree gates, in order to' avoid 
wonfusion ; one to the east, for Great Poland ; another to the south, for Dttle Poland; 
end a third to the west, for LiUiuania. In the middle of the field, which was called 
Kolan, was erected a great building of wood, named the szopa, or ball for the senate, at 
whose debates the deputies were present, and carried the result of them to the several 
palatinates. The part which the iparshal acted upon this occasion was very important: 
for being the mouth of the nobility, be'had it in his power to do great service for the 
candidates ; be was also to draw up the instrument of election, and the king elect must 
take it only from his band.
! It was prohibited, upon pain of being declared a public enemy, to appear at the- 
election with regular troops, in order to avoid all violence. But the nobles, who were 
always armed with pistols and sabres, committed violence against one another* at the 
time that they cried out ** Liberty!”
- When they did not come to this extremity, no election could possibly be carried on* 
with more order, decency, and appearance of freedom. The primate, in few words, 
-recapitulated to the nobles on horseback the respective merits of the candidates ; be ex
ported them to choose the most worthy, invoked heaven, gave bis blessing to the assem
bly, and remained alone with tlie marshal of the diet while the senators dispersed them
selves into the several palatinates to promote an unanimity of sentiments. If they 
succeeded, the primate went himself to collect the votes, naming once more all the 
candidates. “ Szoda,” answered the nobles, ** that is the man w’e choose;” and 
instantly the air resounded with his name, with cries of Vivat, and the noise of pistols. 
If all the palatines agreed in their nominations, the primate went on horseback ; and 
then.tbe profoundest silence succeeding to the greate.st noise, Im iasks -three .times if all are 
satisfied; and alter a general a{>prdbation, three times -proclaims the king; attd -the 
grand marshal of the crown repeats ihe proclamation three times:: at. the three gates of. 
tile camp. ■

Though the king ivas nominslly the head of the Polisĥ  nation, his prerogative was 
extremely limited, and.the po.wer chiefiy possessed by the.ldiet and tlie senate.. The diet- 
of Poland was composed of the king, the senate, the bisliops, and .the deputies of every 
palatinate. It could only-sit for si.v week̂  aud at the expiration of that term must-break 
up, though the :iriost important business remain .undecided. Not only unanimity of 
voices was necessary to pass any bill and constitute a decree of the diet, but every bill 
must likewise be assented to unanimously, or none .can take elFect. Thus if out of SO billa- 
one should* have happened to .be opposed .by a single voice, called liberum veto, all the* 
rest were thrown out, and the diet met, deliberated, and debated for six weeks to no- 
purpose. . .
. The senate was composed of the bishops, palatines, icastellans, and ten lOfiicers o f 
state, who derived a right from tbetr dignities of fotting in that assembly.; in all amount
ing to 144 rocnilicrs, who arc styled senators of the kingdom, or counsellors of the stat^-. 
and have the title of excellency, a dignity supported by oo pension or emolument neces
sarily annexed. The senate presided t>ver the laws, vrtts.the guardian of liberty, tbeu 
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judge of. right, and the protector of justice:and equity. . All the members, except the 
bishops, who were senators ex officio, were nominated by the king, and they took an oath 
to the republic before they were permitted to enter upon their functions. Their honours 
continued for life ; at the general diet they sat on the right anti left of the sovereign,. 
according to their dignitj-, without regard to seniority. Tlicy were the. mediators be
tween the monardi and the sut̂ cct, and, icconjunction wuth the king, ratified all the 
laws passed by the nobility. As a senator was bound by oath to maintain the liberties 
of the republic, it was thought ho disrespect to majesty that they reminded the prince of 
his duty. They were his counsellors, and this freedom of speech was an inseparable 
prerogative of their office. ,, ' i.'

Such was the cosislitution of Poland before .it was new modelled by the partitioning 
powers. That it was a very had constitution, wants no proof ; but those reformers did 
not improve it. For two centuries at least the Poles,, with great propriety, denominated 
their government a republic, because the king was so extremely limited • in his prero
gative that he resembled more the chief of a commonwealth than a sovereign of a power
ful monarchy. That prerogative already too confined to afford protection to the pea
sants groaning under the aristocratic tyranny of tl̂ e nobles, was, after the partition treaty, 
still further restrained by the establishment of the permanent council, which was vested 
with the whole executive authority, leaving tbe.-sovereign nothing but the name. The 
permanent council consisted of 56 persons, elected by the diet out of the different orders 
of nobility ; and though the king, when present, presided in fit, he could not exert a single 
act of power but with the consent of the majority of persons, who might well be called 
his colleagues. ■

That the virtuous and accomplished Stanislaus should̂  labour to extricate himself and 
the great body of ̂  the people from such unparalleled oppression, and that the more 
respectable part of the nation should wish to give to themselves and their posterity a 
better form of ' government, was surely very natural and very merito.riou.s. The influ
ence of the partitioning powers was indeed exerted to make the king contented with his 
situation. His revenues, which before did not exceed 100,000/. were now increased to 
three times that sum. The republic likewise agreed to pay his debts, amounting to 
upwards of 400,000/. It bestowed on him also, in hereditary possession, Tour starosties 
■or governments of castles, with the districts belonging to them ; and reimbursed him of 
the money he had laid out for tbe state. It was also agreed that the revenues of the 
republic should be enhanced to 33,000,OgO florins (near 2,000,oOO/. sterling), and the 
army should consist of 30,000 men. Soon after the conclusion of the ‘ peace with 
Turkey, the en»press of Russia also made the king a present of 250,000 rubles, as a 
compensation for that part of his dominions which fell into her hands.  ̂ ,

These bribes, however, were not sufficient to blind the eyes of Stanislaus, or to cod 
tire ardour of his patriotism. He laboured for posterity, and with such apparent suc
cess that, on tlie 3rd of May, 1791, a new constitution of the government of Poland was 
established by the king, together with the confederate states assembled in double 
number to represent Jfhe PoFish nation. That this was a perfect constitution we
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are far from thinking ; but it was probably as perfect as the inveterate prejudices of the 
nobles would admit of. It deviated as little as possible from the old forms, and was 
drawn up in 11 articles respecting the government of the republic ; to which were added 
21 sections, regulating the dietines or primary assemblies of Poland.

Of this constitution the hrst article established the Roman Catholic faith with all its 
privileges and immunities as the dominant national religion ; granting to all other people, 
of whatever persuasion, peace in matters ef faith and the protection of government. 
The second article guaranteed to the nobility, or the equestrian order, ' all the privileges 
which it enjoyed under the kings of the house of Jagellon. The third and fourth articles 
granted to the free"royal towns internal jurisdictions of their own ; and exempted the 
peasants from slavery, declaring every man free j as soon as he sets his foot on the terri« 
tory of the republic. The fifth article, after declaring that in civil society all power 
should be derived froin the will of the people, enacted that the government of the Polish 
nation should be composed of three distinct powers ; the legislative iu the states assent* 
bled ; the executive in the king and the council of inspection ; and the judicial power 
in the jurisdictions existing or to be established. The sixth article appointed that the 
senate should consist ef bishops, palatines, castellans, and ministers under the prece* 
dency of the king, who should have but one vote, and the casting voice in case of parity, 
which he may'give either personally or by a message to the house. The house of nun
cios was to consist of deputies from the nobility, was first to consider and to consent to 
a bill before it was-submitted to the senate. The majority of votes was to decide every 
tiling, 'and the liberum veto was utterly abolished. The seventh article intrusted the 
executive power to the king and council of inspection. The crown was declared elective 
with regard to families, but hereditary while the family of the remaining monarch con
tinued in existence. He was to have the power of pardoning the ofienders, commanding 
the national forces, and appointing generals with the consent of the states.

Many of the corrupt nobles, perceiving that this constitution would curb their am
bition, deprive them of the base means, which they had long enjoyed, of gratifying their 
avarice, by setting the crowo to sale, and render it impossible fur them to continue with 
impunity their tyrannical oppression of the peasants, protested against it, and withdrew 
from the confederates. This was nothing more than what might have been expected, or 
than what the king and bis friends undoubtedly did expect. But the malcontents were 
not satisfied wiUi a simple protest; they preferred their complaints to the empress of 
Russia ; who, ready on all occasions and on the slightest pretence to Invade Poland, 
poured hdir armies into the republic, and surrounding the king and the diet with ferocious 
soldiers, compelled them, by the most furious and indecent menaces, to undo their glo
rious labour, and to restore the constitution as settled after the partition treaty.

Of the progress of the Russians in this work of darkness our readers will be pleased 
with the following manly and indignant narrative, taken from a periodical work of 
acknowledged merit.

It was on the 2 1st of April, 179̂ > that the diet received the first notification from 
the king of the inimical and unjust intentions of Russia., He informed them that without
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the shadoiv of pretence, this avowed enemy of the rights of mankind had determined to 
invade the territory of the republic with en army of 60,000 men. This formidable 
banditti, commanded by generals Soltilfow, Michelson, and Kosakowski, was afterward* 
to be supported by a corps of 20,000, and by the troops then acting in Moldavia, 
amounting to 70 ,000. The king, however, professed tliat he was not discouraged,' and 
declared his readiness to put himself at the head of his national troops, and to terminate 
his existence in a glorious contest for the liberties of his country. Then, and not before, 
the diet decreed the organization of the army and its augmentation to 100,000. The 
king and council of inspection were invested with unlimited authority in every thing that 
regarded the defence of the kingdom. Magazines were ordered to be constructed when • 
it was too late, and quarters to be provided for the army.

“ The diet and the nation rose as one man to ijnaintain their independence. All: 
private animosities were obliterated, all private interests were sacriheed ; the greatest 
encouragements were held forth to volunteers to enrol themselves under the national 
standard, and it was unanimously decreed by the diet that all private losses should be 
compensated out of the public treasury.
> “ On the 18tb of May the Russian ambassador delivered a declaration which was 
worthy of such a cause. It was a tissue of falsehood and hypocrisy. It asserted that 
this wanton invasion, which was evidently against the sense of almost every individual 
Polandcr, was meant entirely for the good of the republic. It censured the precipitancy 
with which the new constitution was adopted, and ascribed tthe ready consent of thq diet 
to the influence of the Warsaw mob. It represented the constitution as a violation of the 
principles on which thq Polish republic was founded ; complained of the licentiousness 
with which the sacred name of the empress was treated iA some speeches of the members; 
and concluded by professing that on these accounts, and in behalf of-tire emigrant Poles, 
her imperial majesty had ordered her troops to enter the territories of the republic.

At the moment this declaration was delivered to the diet, the Russian troops, 
accompanied by counts Potocki, Rzewnski, Branicki, and a few Polish apostates, ap
peared upon the frontiers, and entered the territories of the republic in several columns 
before the close of the month. The spirit manifested by the nobility was truly honour
able. Some of them delivered in their plate to the mint.* Prince Radevil engaged 
voluntarily to furnish 10,000 stand of arms, and another a train of artillery. The 
courage of the new and hastily embodied soldiers corresponded with the patriotism of 
their nobles. Prince Poniatowski, nephew to the king, wae appointed jeomroander in 
chief; and though his force was greatly inferior to the enemy, it must be confessed that 
he made a noble stand. On the 24th of May the enemy’s Cossacks were repulsed and 
.pursued by the patroles of the republic to the very entrenchments. On the 2 6tb, about 
one o’clock, the piquets of the republic discovered a large body of Don Cossacks ap
proaching the outposts ; and a squadron of cavalry,' fcommanded by lieutenant Kwas
niewski, supported by lieutenant Golejowski with two squadrons more, in all about 300, 
marched out to meet them. They attacked the Cossacks with success, but pursued them 
with more valour than prudence* to the side of a*wood, where they found themselves
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drawn into an ambuscade aud surrounded by £000 horse, two battalions of chasseurs, 
and six pieces of cannon. The intrepid Poles bravely fought their way through the 
Russian line, and killed upwards of £00 of the enemy. The Poles, in this engagement 
lost 100 men and two officers, and two wounded and made prisoners. The remainder of 
the detachment reached their quarters in safety.”

‘‘'Perhaps the history of man can scarcely furnish an mstance of perfidy, meanness,, 
and duplicity, equal to that which was manifested by Prussia on this occasion. By the 
treaty of defensive alliance, solemnly contracted between the republic of Poland and the 
king of Prussia, and ratified on the S3rd of of April, 1790, it was expressly stipulated, 
‘ Thatthe contracting parties should do all in their power to guarantee and preserve to> 
each other, reciprocally, the whole of the territories which they respectively possess ; 
that, in case of menace or invasion from any northern power, they shall assist each other- 
with their whole force, if necessary :* and by fhe sixth article it is fiirtber stipulated,. 
‘ That if any foreign power whatever should presume to interfere in the internal affairs- 
of Poland, his Prussian majesty should consider this as a case falling within the meanin g . 
of the alliance, and should assist the republic according to the tenor of the fourth article 
that is with his whole force. What then is the pretext for abandoning this treaty ? It is - 
that the empress of Russia has shewn a decided opposition to the order of things' 
established in Iceland on the 3rd of May, i791> and is provoked by Poland presuming to- 
pot herself into a posture to defend it. It is known, however by the the most authentic 
documents, that nothing was clTected on the 3rd of May, I7 9 l> to which Prussia had not« 
previously assented, and which she did not afterwards sanction: and that Prussia ac
cording to the assertion of her own king, did not intimate a single doubt respecting the 
revolution till one month, and according to the Prussian minister till six months after it̂  
liud taken place : ih short, to use the monarch’s own words, as fully explanatory of his- 
doubie politics, Not till the general tranquillity of Europe permitted him to explain, 
hiaiseif. Instead, therefore, of assisting Poland, Prussia insultingly recommended to- 
Poland to retrace her steps ; in vvhich case she said that she would be ready to attempt' 
an accomodation In her favour. This attempt was never made, and probably never 
intended; for the empress pursued her measures.”

“ The duchy of Dtnuania was the great scene of action in the beginning of the war;, 
but the Russians had made little progress before the middle of the month of June. On. 
the loth of that month, general Judycki, who commanded a detachment of the Polish'̂  
troops, between Mire and Swierzna, was attacked by the Russians; but, after a cOmbatt 
of some hours, he obliged them to retire u itb the loss of 500 men dead on the fidd.. 
The general was desirous of profiting by this advantage, by pursuing the enemy, but was. 
prevented by a most violent fiill of rain. On the succeeding dsy the Russians ralikdi 
again to the attack ; and it then fatally appeared the Poles v$$n- too young and undis»' 
ciplined to contend, with an inferior force, against experienced troops and able generals.. 
By a masterly manoeuvre, the Russians contrived to surround their antagonists, at 
luoment when the Polish < general supposed that he had obliged the eoeiny to retr t̂  ̂ and ! 
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though the field was contested with the utmost valour by the trOops rtf the republic, they 
'were at length compelled to give way and to retire towards Neisweisz.”

“ On the 14th another engagement took place near Lubar, on the banks of the river 
^leuz, between a detachment of the Russian grand army and a parly of Polish cavalry, 
dispatched by prince Joseph Poniatowski to intercept the enemy. The patriotic bravery 
rtf the Poles was victorious in this contest ; but upon reconnoitering the force rtf the 
enemy, the pj'ince found himself incapable of making a successful stand against such 
superior numbers. He therefore gave orders to strike the camp at Lubar, and coih- 
menced a precipitate retreat. Duijing their march the Polish rear was harrassecl by a 
body of 4000 Russians, till arriving at Boruskowce the woeden bridge unfortunately 
•gave way under the weigh-t of the'cavalry. The enemy, in the mean time, brought their 
artillery to play apon the rear of the fugitives, who lost upward of 2.50 men, The 
•Polish army next directed its course toward Ziehine, where, meeting on the 17th with a 
reinforcement from Zaslow, it halted to give battle to the enemy. The Russians were 
upwards.of j7,000 strong, with 24 pieces of cannon, and the force of the republic much 
inferior. After a furious contest, from seven in the morning till five in the afternoon, 
the Russians were at length obliged to retreat, and leave the field of battle in possession 
of the patriots. The Russians were coa'.puted tci have lost 4000 men in this engagement, 
and the Poles about 1100.”

“ Notwithstanding these exertions, the Poles were obliged gradually to retire before 
their numerous and disciplined enemies. Neisweiz, Wilna, Minsk, and several other 
places of less consequence fell into their hands one aftei  ̂ another. On a truce being 
proposed to the Russian general, Kochovvski, the proposal was haughtily rejected ; 
while the desertion of vice-brigadier Rudnicki and someiothers, avho prefer/i'ed'dishonour 
to personal danger, proclaimed a tottering cause. The progress of the armies of 
Catharine vvas marked with devastation and cruelty : while such was the aversion of the 
people, both to the cause and the manner of conducting it, that as they approached it 
the country all around became a wilderness, and ocarcely a human ' being was to be 
seen.’

“ In  the mean time a series of little defeats, to which the inexperience of the com
manders and the intemperate valour of new raised troops appear to have greatly cofi- 
tibuted, served at once to distress and to dispirit these defenders of their-country. 
Prince Poniatowski continued to retreat ; and on the 17th rtf July, his rear being attacked 
by a very superior force, it suffered a considerable loss, Ihrtugh the skill and courage of 
general Kosciusko enabled him to make a most respectable defence. On the 18th a 
general engagement took place between the two armies. The Russian line extended 
opposite Dubienka, along the river Bog, as far as Opalin.' The principal column, con
sisting of 14,000 men, was chiefly directed against the division of general Kosciusko, 
which consisted of 5000 men only. ■ After a most vigorous resistance, in which the 
Russians lost upwards of 4000 men, and the troops of the republic only some hundreds, 
the latter were compelled to give way before the superior numbers of the enemy, and to 
retire further into the country.
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This unequal contest was at last prematurely terminated. The king, whose benevo

lent intentions were, perhaps, overpowered by his mental imbecility, and whose age and 
infirmities probably rendered him unequal to the difficulties and dangers which must 
attend a protracted war, instead of putting himself, according to his first resolve, at the 
hea4 of his army, determined at once to surrender at discretion. On the 23rd of July 
he summoned a council of all the deputies at that moment in Warsaw. He laid before 
them the last dispatches from the empress, which insisted upon total and unreversed sub 
mission. He pointed out the danger of a dismemberment of the republic, should they 
delay to throw themselves upon the clemency of the empress, and to entreat her pro
tection. He mentioned the fatal union of Austria and Prussia with Russia ; and the- 
disgraceful supineness manifested by every other epurt in Europe.”

“ Four citizens, the intrepid and patriotic IMalachcwski, the princes Sapicha, Radzvil, 
and Soltan, vehemently protested against these dastardly proceedings; and the following 
evening a company of gentlemen, from the different provinces, assembled for the same - 
purpose. The assembly waited immediately on these four distinguished patriots, and 
returned them their acknowledgements for the spirit and firmness with which they bad 
resisted the usurpations of despotism. The submission of the king to the designs of 
Russia was no sooner made known than Poland, was bereft of all her best and most 
respectable citizens. Malachowski, as marshal of the diet, and prince Sapieha, grand 
marshal of Lithuania, entered strong protests on the journals of the diet against these 
hostile proceedings ; and declared solemnly that the diet, legally assembled in 1788 , wa& 
not dissolved.”

“ On the Sod of August a confederation was formed at Warsaw, of which the grand 
apostate Potocki was chosen marshal. The acts of this confederation were evidently 
the despotic dictates of Russia, end were calculated only to restore the .antient abuses, 
and to place the country under the aggravated oppression of a foreign yoke.”

“‘It is remarkable that at the verv moment when Poland was surrendering its liberties 
to its despotic invaders, the generous sympathy of Great Ilritain was evinced by a liberal 
subscription, supported by all the most respectable characters in the nation, of every 
party and every sect, for the purpose of assisting tlie king and the republic to maintain 
their independence. Though the benevolent design was frustrated, the fact remains on 
record as a noble testimony of the spirit of Britons in the cause of freedoin, of the indig
nation which fills every British heart at the commission of injustice, and of the liberality 
with which they are disposed to assist those who suffer from the oppression of tyrants.”

“ The nation, however, did not yet submit. General Kosciusko kept together a few 
retainers, whom he was soon enabled to augment to the number of an army, and seizing 
on the person of the king, waged a war against Russia, which was, however, soon termi
nated by the absolute subjection of Poland.”

The w’ar which the empress carried on with Sweden, from 17 8 7  to 1790, did not 
terminate in a tvay equally flattering to her ambition. Gustavus HI. had his army 
remained faithful, would, probably, in the first campaign, have penetrated to the metro
polis of the Russian empire ; and when ̂ he was deserted by bis army, and his counsels
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•distracted by new boslilities'commenced against him by the PaneSj the vigour and re; 
sources, of his mind never forsook him. Wheii tbej^oart of Copenhagen was compelled, 
by the means of England and Prussld, to withdraw its troops from the territories of 
Sweden, the king attacked Russia with such vigour, both by sea and land, displayed 
such address in retrieving his-, affairs, when apparently reduced to the last extremilye 'and 
renewed his attacks with such pertinacious, courage, that the empress, lowered the 
haughtiness of her tone, aud Was glad .to treat with Gustavus as an equal and independent 
sovereign. ’ /

.■ Of her vvSrs with'Turkey we shall treat more particularly in our history of the Otto
man etripirei Catharine was meditating a free attack on this declining monarchy, with 

. an expectation, it is asserted, of being crowt^d empress of the east atiConstantmople ;
' wheh, on the morning of the, pth o f  November, I7SI5, she was seized with what , her 

principal physician judged a fit, of dpoplexy j andat .1,0 o’clock in the evening of the, 
following day expired, in the 58th year of her 'age ; leaving behind her thecharacter of . 

' one of the greatest sovereigns that erer swayed a sceptre. •.
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BOOK VI.

E aS.TERN

CHAPTER I. .

TA rtaet- -EaHern and Western.

Ta r t a r y  is a very large coiintry of-Asia, situated between.,57“ and 160 of E. Ion,.
reckoning from the west end Of the isle of Ferro ; an.d between ,37“ and |•5-5“.pf lat. 

I t  is bounded on the north by Siberia, or that part of Asia which belongs to Russia; on 
the west by the rivers Don, Wolga, and Karma, which separate it from lljussia ; on the: 
south by -the Euxine and Caspian seas,' K'arazm, the two Bukbairias, China, an.d Korea 
and on the east by the Oriental or Tartarian Ocean., I t  extends from east- to,west the 
space of 104 degrees in longitude, or, 4145. geOpraphicat miles ; but -its breadth is not 
proportionable, being not above 9$0 miles where broadest, and wherW narfow’est 330V 

This vast region is, divided into two great parts ; the one called.„the. Western, the otheb 
the Eastern Tartary.

Western Tartary, which is. much more extensive . than . the Eastom,. containing 
degrees of longitude out of 1.61, is inhabited by a great number of nations or .tribes o f 
,pepple, who are called Mungls or Mungals by themselves, and Moriguls or. Tartars indiffer
ently by other nations,. , . V'. .
' The pri^eipa^ mountalns^Ol: rather chains of mountains found in this part of G reat 
Tartary may be divided,into, three classes : first those which run along the Northefn>- 
borders oT i t ; an.d though .perhaps not always contiguous or of the same denomination, 

,.go under the general name of Ulug ^Tag or ,t)ag, that is the .great mountain.^ Secon^^Jy, 
Ahose which'make the,southern bounds, and are called Kichug .Tag, or the lesser moan- 
tain. The third great chain is called Mount Altay, lying nearly in the middle between, 
the Caspian sea and'Eastern Tartafy ;. and eictending between the other two in about 
.the I l Otii degree of longitude.- ■
. The principal rivers of Western Tartary, besides the Driieper, Don, and Wolga, are 
the. Jaik Or Yaik, and Yem ; both descending, from 4he Ulag Tag, and falling into tlie 
Caspian sea on the north.side ; the Hi or Khonghis, which rises out of the K Jikhuglag 
on-the bortlprs of Little Cukharia,'and runs liorth-west into tlie lake of .Faikasi,
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is about 40 miles long and 30 broad : oti this river the khan of the Eluths or Kalmucs 
usually resides  ̂ the river Irtish, Irtis, or Erohis, rises in Altay, and runs west
ward, inclining to the north, between two branches of it, into tne lake Sysan, Snssan, or 
Isan, called also IIonhotu-Nor, 90 miles long from west to east, and 40 broad ; in lat. 
47“ 30', Ion. 104®, from whence issuing again; it passes north-west through part of Sibc-, 
■ria, and falls into the Oby, xvhich has its source in the same mountain, about one degree 
to the north of that of the Irtisii ; and seven or eight degrees to the north-east rises the 
Kein or Jenisea, which "runs westward for the space of seven or eight 'degrees, and then 
turning northward enters Siberia. The next river of note is the Sclinga, which rises out 
of the late Kofogol,‘Hutuktu or Kbutuktu, which is 70  miles long from south to north, 
and 20 broad, in lat. 52°, long. 118° not far from the source of the Jenisea, and taking 
a sweep southward round by the east falls north-west of the city Selinghinskoy, which 
stands upon it. Into the Selinga runs the Orkon ; the Tula rising eastward in mount 
Kentey. On the same mountain rise also two other rivers, viz. tlie Onon, called also by 
the Tartars Saghalian Ula or the Dragon river, and b̂y the Russians Amur; which, running 
north-eastward and then taken a large sweep by the south, rolls along the bounds of 
Eastern Tartary, and falls into the Eastern Ocean. On its banks stand two cities ; Ner- 
chinskoy or Nepchew, a frontier of the Russians, almost due north of Pekin in China; 
and Saghalian Ula,' possessed by the Cliinese. Another large river is the Kerlon or 
ICeruion ; which, running'north-eastward, fells into the lake Kulonor Delay, which is 
60 miles long from south-west to north-east and 27 broad, in lat. 48° 30’, Ion. 135°, and 
issuing out again, under the name of Ergooa or Argun, joins the Saghalian iha, about 
170  miles beyond Nerchinskoy. To these let us add the river Kalka, from whence, 
tliough small, the Kalka Moguls or Monguls take their name. It rises in the mountains 
separating Eastern from Western Tartary, and running eastward falls into,the lake Pair, 
and then into that of KuJon before spoken of.

in the middle of a desert, on the banks of the river Irtish, is a remaikable .piece of 
antiquity, called'Sedemy Palaty or the seven palaces. *

Above the Sedemy Palaty, towards the source of the Irtish, grows the best rhubarb 
in the world, without the least culture. In the plain of this country also, about eight or 
ten days journey from Tomsky in Siberia, are. found ma^ tombs and burying places 
of antient heroes, who, in all probability, fell in battle. These tombs arc equally dis
tinguished by the mounds of earth and stone raised over them. The Tartars ây Tamer
lane had many engagements in this country with the Kalmucs, whom he in vain endea
voured to conquer. Many persons go from Tomsky and other parts every summer to 
these graves, which Ihey dig up, and find among the ashes of the dead considerable quan
tities of gold, silver, brass, and some precious stones, but particularly hilts of swords and 
armour. They find also ornaments of saddles and bridles, and other trappings for 
horses ; and sometimes those of depliants. Whence it appears that when any general or 
person of distinction was interred, all his arras, his favourite horse, and servant were 
buried with him in the same grat'c ; this custom prevails till this day among thb Kal- 
uujcs and other 7'artars, and seems to be of great antiquity. It appearŝ  from the
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number of graves that many Uiousands must have fallen in those places ; for the people 
have continued to dig for treasure many years and still hnd it unexhausted. They are 
indeed sometimes interrupted and robbed of all their booty by parties of Kalmucs, vrho 
abhor disturbing the ashes of the dead. Armed men Oh horseback, cast in brass, of 
no mean design and workmanship, with the figures of deer cast in pure ^old have been 
dug out of these tombs. They once discovered an arched vault, where they found the 
remains of a man, with his bow, lance, and other arms lying on a silver table. On 
touching the body it fell to dust. The value of tbe taV.s and, arms was very con
siderable.

Great qiiaatitfes of a kind of ivory, called by jibe natives tuammon’s-horn, are found 
in this country, and in Siberia on the banks of the Oby. They are commonly found on 
the banks of rivers that have been washed with floods. Some of them are very entire 
and fresh, like the best ivory in all respects, excepting only the colour, which is of a 
yellowish hue. In  Siberia they make snuff-boxes, combs, and divers sorts of turnery- 
ware of them. Some have been found weighing above 100 pounds, English.

In describing tbe nations of Western Tartary, we begin with tbe Kalmucs, otherwise 
called Eiutbs. .Their territory extends from the Caspian sea and the river Yaik or 
Ural in 72° of longitude, from Ferro to mount Altay iu 110°, and from tbe 40 to the 52° 
of north lat.; whence it may be computed about 1930 miles in length, from west to 
east; and in breadth from nortli to soutli about 650 miles, where broadest. It is 
bounded on tbe north-by Russia and Sitoria, from which it is separated by a chain of 
mountains ; on the east by mount Allay ; on the south by the countries of Karazm and 
the two Bukharias, from which it is also separated partly by a chain of mountains, and 
partly by some rivers.

They are, in general, of a middle size, and it is even rare to see among them a person 
that is ta l l ; the women especially are of a low stature, and have very agreeable features. 
Their limbs are neatly turned, and very few have any defects contracted in infancy. 
Their education being left solely to nature, procures for them a well formed body, and 
sound constitution. The only defect which is common among them is their having tbe 
thighs and legs somewhat bent. A fat person is hardly ever to be met w itli; the richest 
and most distinguished, though they lead a life sufficiently indolent, and enjoy abun
dance of every thing they desire, are never excessively corpulent. Their skin is pretty' 
fair, especially when young; but it is tbe custom of the lower sort to allow their male 
children to go naked, both in the heat of the sun, and in the smoky atmosphere of 
their felt huts ; tbe men too sleep naked, covered only with their drawers, and from 
these circumstances, they acquire that yellowish brown colour which characterises tliem. 
Tbe women, on the contrary, have a very delicate complexion ; among those of a cer
tain rank, are found some with the most beautiful faces, the whiteness of which is set 
off by tbe fine black of their hair, and in this, as well as in their features, they perfectly 
resemble the figures in Chinese paintings.

The characteristic features of a Kalmuc or IVIongul csuntcnance are the following: the 
interior angle of tbe eye is placed obUquely downwards towards the nose, and is acute
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and fleshy ; the eye-brows are blactc, narrow and much arched ; the nose is of a struc
ture quite singular, being generally fiat and broken towards' the forehead ; the cheek
bone is high, the head and face very round, the eye is dark, tlie lips thick and fleshy, the 
chin, short, and the teeth exceeding white, continuing so to old age ; the ears are of an 
enormous size, standing out from the head. These characters are more or less visible 
in each individual ; but the person who possesses them all in the highest degree is con- 
siilered as the most beautifully foj'med.

Among ail the Mongul nations the men have much less beard than in our European 
countries, and among the Tartars it appears much later. The Kalmucs have most of 
i t ; and yet even, ^dth them the beard is very scanty and thin, and few have much hair 
on any other part of thier bod}-.

People that lead a pastoral life enjoy the bodily senses in the greatest perfection. 
The Kalmucs find the subtility of their sen.se of smell very useful in their military 
expeditions, for by it they perceive at a distance the smoke of a fire, or the smell of a 
camp. There are many of them who can tell, by applying the nose to the hole of a fox 
or any other quadruped, if the animal be within or not. They bear at a great distance 
the trampling of horses, tiie noise of an enemy, of a flock of sheep, or even of strayed 
cattle ; they have only to stretch themselves, on the ground, and to apply their ear close 
to the turf. But notiiing is more astonishing than the acuteness of sight in most of the 
Kalmucs, and the extraordinary, distance at which they' often perceive very minute ob
jects, such as the dust raised by cattle dr horses, and tins fiom places very little ele
vated ; in immense level deserts, though the particular inequalities of the surface, and 
vapours which, in fine vveather, undulate over the soil in great heats, considerably in
crease the difficulty. They are also accustomed to trace the print of a foot in these de
serts by the sight alone.

These people possess many' good qualities, which give them, a , great superiority 
over the wandering Tartars. A certain natural sagacity, a social disposition, hospitality 
eagerness to oblige, fidelity to their chiefs, much curiosity, and a certain vivacity ac
companied with good humour, which hardly ever forspkes even the most wretched 
atnong them, forms the fair side of their character. On the other band, they are care
less, superficial, and want true courage ; besides they are remarkable for credulity, 
distru.st, and a natural inclination, authorized by custom, for drunkenness and de
bauchery, but especially for a great degree of cu nning, which they too often pra.ctise. 
The di.^position to indolence is common and natural, especially among th e ‘ men, to all 
Asiatic nations, who- lead a kind of life exmpt from subjection and devoid of activity ; 
but this is le.ss to be perceived among the Kalmucs, on account of their natural vivacity, 
and does not prevent their endeavours to oblige. Those among them who exercise any 
little trade, or who are reduced, by poverty, to hi^e themselves to the Russians, either 
for labour or for fishing, are very aseiduous and indefatigable. They sleep but little, 
going to rest late and rising with the sun. To sleep through the day, unless a person is 
drunk, is considered by them ag dishonourable. „ But their extreme dirtine.es can ceitirer 
Vc disguised nor justified, and proeeeds much more from their education, from tfie
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vcnness attached to the profession of a herdsman, and more from levity than laziness ; 
for the Kalmuc women are indefatigable in whatever concerns domestic matters : and it 
is for this reason, as well as on the score nf sensuality, than the Kirgisiens are eager to 
seize and carry them off whenever an opportunity presepis itself.

^V’ith regard to the intellectual faculties of the Kalmucs, notwithstanding their want of 
instruction and information, tljcy possess good natural parts, an excellent memory, and 
a strong desire to learn. They acquire the Russian language with great facility, and 
pronounce it well ; in which last article they very much surpass the Chinese. It would 
be very easy to civilize them, if lijeii: pctulencc and manner of life did not render it iuit 
practicable. . j

Altijough the Kalmucs are generally of a sanguine and choleric reroperament, they live 
more amicably together than one could expect in a people that lead so independent a life  ̂
They seldom con)e to blows, even over their cups, and their quarrels are hardly ever 
bloody. A  murder very rarely happens, though tireir anger has something :n it exceeding 
fierce. I t would seem that the morality of their religion, though extremely idolatrous, \ 

•has been able to moderate their natural disposition in this respect; for in consequence  ̂
of their dogma.s, with regard to the transmigration of souls, every wanton murder eithcc 
of men or beasts is thought a deadly sin.

Nothing can be more prudent than that ex-ercise of hospitality practised by wandering 
nations ; it is of the greatest advantage to those among them who p-avel across their 
deserts, and each individual who practises it, may rely on reaping the benefit of it where-, 
ever he. goes. A Kalmuc, provided wiiij a horse,, with arins and equipage, may ramble 
from one place to another, for three months togetiier, without taking with him either. 
money or provisions. Wlierever be comes he finds cither distant relations or friends, 
to whom he is attached by the ties of hospitality, from whom he meets with tlie kindest 
reception, and is entertained in tiie best manner their circumstances afford. Periiaps • 
he lodges in the first unknown cottage he finds upon, his road ; arid scarcely has he cn. 
lered it, but his wants are su[)pHed with the most affectionate cordiality. Every sttai> 
ger, of whatever nation, never fails to be well received’by a Kalmuc ; and he may dc^ 
pend upon having bis effects in the greatest security the moment he has put himself 
under the protection of his h o s t: for to rob a guest, is considered by a Kalmuc as the 
most abominable of all crimes. , ,

Their robberies are never committed upon their equals, and even tiie greater, part of 
the rapine exercised in other tribes is founded on hatred or national quarrels.; neither- 
do they willingly attempt this by open force, but prefer the machinations of cunning 
which are so natural to them. I t must also be confessed, that it is only those that live 
with princes and in camps where those hold their courts, or their priests that are most 
addicted to these practices ; while the common people* satisfied with the pleasures of 
the pastoral life, spend their days in innocent simplicity,, and’never attack the property 
of another till forced by necessity, or led by their superiors, who show them tha 
axample. ,  »

•The Kalmucs are very faithful to their lawful prince; they endure every sort of op .- 
Voi. H ' 4 L
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pression, and yet are with difaculty induced to revolt; but U they be!on« to a {>rince 
\vtio has not become so by right of suoces,sion, they very easily rebel. They honour old 
age. When young men travel with ■ such as are older lhan.tliemselves, they take upon 
them the whole care ,of the cattle, as well as of the feast. They are exceedingly prudent 
in matters that relate to their sovereign or their nation, or which are recommended to 
their direction by the priests, to whom they yield an unreserved obedience.

The moveuble habitations ef the Kalmucs are those felt huts, with a conical roof, in 
use among all the roving Asiatics. The tudy ingenious invention of these terrts was 
undoubtedly conceived in the easterp part of Asia, and most probablfe by the Mongol 
nations. As they can be entirely taken to pieces and folded in a smaH compass, they 
are very useful, and perfectly agree with the migratory life of these people, who are still 
ignorant of tbe use of carriages. The frame of tiiese huts, and the fdts they arc covered 
•with, though made as light as possible, yet are a sufficient load for a camel or two oxen, 
ihit liio capacity of these huts, their warmth in winter, their strength in resisting tem
pests, and excluding rain, abund-antly compensate for this inconvenience.-- The wood 
endures many years, and though the felt begins break in holes the second year, the 
common {>eop!e, vvho do not consider it as dLsgraceful to have them mended and patched,

' make them serve a good deal longer. The huts are in general use from the prince 
down to the meanest Kalmuc,- differing only in the size and the eiubellishments within. 
In winter they are warm, even when heated with the dried excrements of their cattle, 
to w hich they arc often obliged to have recourse for want of other combustibles, in many 
places of the desert which are destitute of wood. In summer they remove jfbe felt to 
enjoy the fresh air. ' '  ̂ '

Tbe master of the tent has his bed placed opposite to the door, behind the fire-place. 
I'he-bedsteads are low and a)ade of wood. The rich adoim their bods with curtains, and 
spread carpctS'Of felt upon the ground. When a Kalmuc possesses an idol, he places 
it near tlie head of his bed, and sets before it several small consecrated cups full of 

'water, milk,- or other food. Jlefoi'e this soi-t of altar be fixes in the ground the trunk of 
a tree, on which he places a large iron bason, destined to rcc^eive the libations of ail the 
drink he makes use of in a day. On festivals the idol is decorated, the lamps are light
ed, and perfumes burnt befor e it. ■

The riches of tire Kalmucs, and their whole means of sphsistence depend on their 
flocks, which many of them reckon by bundi’eds, and even by thousands. A man is 
thought capable of living on his possescions when he is master of ten cows wkh a bull, 
or eight mar cs with a stallion. The animals they have in greatest abundance ar e hor’ses, 
horii'.d cattle, arul siiecp. Camels, which require time and pains to rear, .cannet multi
ply much with them ; thty are besides too delicate, and it is only the rich or the prie.sts 
who possess any of them. Their horses are but smi/ll, too weak for the draught, and 
too wild ; but they do not.yield to any in swiftnes.s, and support with ease lire weight of 
a man. They may be. made to gallop for several hour's successively ivhhout any injury ;■ 
and when necessity requires it, tb«y can pass twic^ hours without drinking. ^They 
have a little hoof, but very bard ; and they m-ay be used at ali times without being shod.
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In tkis coimtry the horses live and pcpetnate themselves without any assistance 
from man. The Kalmucs castrat'e the :greater part of their male foals, and at the 
same time slit their nostrils, that they may breathe more freely w hile they mn. The 
stiilli9ns are never separated from the mares, that there may be always plenty of millc. 
The stallions are leaders of the herd, and often wander at tf distance into the deserts at 
the head of their females, defending them from the wolves with the greatest iiurepiditv. 
The Kalrnucs have the art of breaking a young horse without using a bridle. They seize 
liira before he is two years old by means of a noose fixed to the end of a iong pole ; an in
strument they use in taking their riding horses w'hich feed in the '•midst of the herd. 
They put no saddle at first on the colt they mean to break, but tie a strait girth round 
his body ; by the help of. which the horseman c^n keep himself 4 'm- When he 'is 
mounted the horse is abandoned to his fury ; they allow him to run and agitate himself 
as much as he pleases, on the open plain, till he is fatigued. The horseman is solicitous 
only to keep iiiinself fast, and when the horse begins to abate of bis impetuosity, he urges 
him again with the vvhip, till his strength is almost gone, be is then saddled and bridled, 
and made to go, for some time, at a moderate pace : after which he is entirely tamed.

The horned cattle of the Kalmucs are of a beautiful shape. They keep more bulls 
than are necessary for the cows, and employ a great number of them as beasts of burden 
for carrying their houses and their other furniture from place to place. They think a 
hull equal to 50 cows. These and the mares give milk only while they suckle, their calves 
or their foals, which are accordingly kept close to the tents during the day, and only 
suffered to suck freely during the night ; a practice wliich the Kalmucs pretend makes , 
their cattle stronger and more durable. They generally milk their mares three or four 
times a day, and sometime:- every t\ro hours when the herbage is abundant. The cows 
are milked but twice a day.

The Kalmuc sheep are of the same species w ith those found in ail Gr<?at T<n tary, 
having large tails, like a bag, exceedingly fat, and which furnish a suet as soft as butler. 
They have also large pendant ears, and their head is much arclred. Their wool is coarse, 
and the eweS seldom liave horns. One ram is suflicient for lOO ewes. Little use is 
made of the milk. The wool is fit for nothing but to make felt for the tents. A great 

. many sheep die during the winter, and a greater number still of the early lambs ; the 
skins of which are wrought into those fine furs so much esteemed in Russia and foreign 
parts. ' .. .

Camelf belong only to the rich ; for they are very dear, multiply very slowly, and are 
subject to many diseases. The deserts of the Wolga and almost all those of the soutbera 
parts of Great Tartary furnish excellent pasture for these animals : hut they require 
not- only much attention in wdnter, but they must he continually under the eye of the 
herdsman; for, notwithstanding the advantage of their stature, they are of all animals 
less able to defend themselves against the wolf. They are guarded with much care 
against the violence of the cold and the winds of vvjnter; nevertheless many of them die 
of a consumption, accompanied wiUr a diarrhoea, occasioned, njpst probably, by the 
m’oisturc of their pasture »od of the season. This disease, for which no remedy has been
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found, niake them huiguish for six months or more. They arc in general so delicate 
that a slight wound or blow often proves fatal to'them. Besides no animal is so tnuch 
tormented with insects ; and they often die in summer of those they swallow in eating 
the leaves of the oak and of the bircli. The luelae prascarabcens, which covers gill the 
plants in many of the places where they feed, is generally fatal to them. In spritJg, «hen 
they cast their hair, and which falls at once from every part of the bodyi they are ex
posed to the bite.of the spider-scorpion, an animal very comnjon in soutliern countries- 
The wound inflicted by this insect on the skin, thus naked, is so venemous that the camel 
dies of it in less than eight days, sometimes in three. • In w inter, and ■ especially after 
rutting-time, which happens at the end of March, the camels beconie lean and weak; 
the bunch upon the<r back grows flabby and hangs down upon the side,- uor does it re
cover its plumpness till summer. ' . . • <

The Kalmucs are supplied by their flocks, with milk, cheese, butter, and flesh, which 
are the principal articles of their food. With regard to the. last .they are so little 
squeamish that they not only eat the flesh of their own diseased cattle, but that of almost 
every sort of wild beasts, and the poor v\i!l even feed upon carrion. They eat, however,, 
the roots and stalks of many plants ; such as th.p bulbous rooted chervil, dandelion, 
which they use botli boiled and raw.

Their ordinary drink is the milk of mares or cows ; but the former is, for several rea
sons, preferred. This, when fresh, has indeed a very disagreeable taste of garlic ; but 
besides that it-is much thinner than the cow-miik, it takes, as il; grows sour, a very agree
able vinous flavour ; it yields neither cream nor curd, but furnishes a very wholesome 
refreshing beverage, which sensibly inebriates when drunk to excess. They nfever make 
u.se of new milk,,and still less of milk or of water that hive not been boiled. Their milk 
is boiled as soon as it is taken from the animal J when it is cold it is poured into a large 
leathern bag, in which there remains as much of the old milk as is sufficient to turn the 
new quantity sour, for tliey never think of cleansing those bags ; and as the inside is 
lined with a crust, deposited by the caseou.s part of the milk and.pther impurities, it is easy 
to imagine that a nauseous smell must exhal6 from them, Btit this is precisely the cir
cumstance in which the secret consists of communicating to’ the milk a vinous fer- 
mentation. “ . , ' i

The Kalmucs arc excllent horsemen. Their arms are., lances, bows and arrows, 
poniards,‘and crooked sabres; -though the rich have fire-prrl»s. They wear, wiien at 
war, coats of mail, which cost 50 horses, and the helmets ar^ gilded at top. They are 
fond of falconry, and hunting of all sorts is their piincipal amusement. Their passion 
for play, especially with those who play cards, is carried tp as great excess-among them 
a s 'in  any other nation. - ' ' ' '

Ttie greater part of their time is spent in diversions ; and hpwevep' miserable their 
manner of life may seem to us, they are perfectly hafjjly with it. They cannot endure 
for any time the air of a close room ;• and they think our custom .̂ bf living in houses 
insupportable. The greatest part of them, notwithstanding the apparent unhealthiness 
of their waay of life, arrive at a  vigorous old-age ; their diseases, are never frequent or
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dangerous; - .Men of 80 Or 100 years old are not uncommon : and at that age they can 
still very >reU ' crtdure'lhe exercise of riding. Sipple food, the free air which they con
stantly hfeathe,;-a-hardy, vigorous constitution, continual ejcercise without much labour, 
and a mind free from care are the natural causes of their health and longevity.

' The most considerably tribes in West? vn Tartary, next to the Kalmucs, are the Kalkas 
and Mungls or Mo'ngals properly so called. The country of the Kalkas extends east
ward from mount Altay- fo the source of the river Kalka, wheface they derive their name,, 
in the borders of Eastern Tartary, and 139” of lou> The territories of the Mungls or 
Mongalia lie to the south of those of Kalkas, betw'een them and the great wall of China,. 
to which empire both nations are subject. Beydes these tribes, \rtio are idolaters, of 
the religion of the Delay Lama, there are otherk who possess that part, of Western Tar
tary called Turkestan, the original country of the Turks, and Turkmans, situated to the- 
north of Great Bukharia and Karazm, between those countries and the dominions of the 
EluthSi Under Western Tartary also is comprehended Tibet, Thibet, or Tobbut, sub
ject to the Delay Lama, or great high priest of the Pagan Tartars and Chineise.

' In all the vast region of Western Tartary there are but few towns, most o f the inbabi-- 
taiits living under tents, especially in summer,  ̂and moving'from place to place with* 
their flocks and herds. They generally encamp near some rivers for the convenience of j 
water, i

The air of this, countryJs teihpbrate, wholesome, and pleasant, being equally removed; 
from the extremes o f  hedft and cold. As to the soil, though there are many mountains, 
lakes, and deserts in it, yet the banks of tlie rivers and the'plaios, some of which are of. 
great extent, are exceedingly fertile. The mountains, woods, and deserts abound with, 
venison, game, and wild fow l; and the rivers and lakes both with fish and fowl. In 
particular here- are wild mules, horses, and dromedaries, wild boars, several kinds of; 
deer, a species of goats with yellow hair, squirrels^ foxes, an animal called hanteban,.re
sembling an elk, another called chulon dr cbilison, that seems to be a  sort of lynx, and a- 
creature, called Tacl-pe, as small as an. ermine, of whose skins the Chinese make mantles. 

' to keep opt the .cold. ,  Among other birds of extraordinary beauty bred in this country, 
there is one called the shonkar, which is all over white, isxcept the beak, wings, and tail, 
which are of a very fine red. Notwithstanding the soil in many parts of Tartary is so. 
luxuriant, yet, rve are told, it does not produce a. single wood of tall trees of any kind: 
w.liateveF,* excepting in some few places towards the frontiers ; all the wood that i s . 
found in the heart of the country consisting of shrubs, which never exceed the height of a. 
pike, and'even tlrese are rare. • t

In the countr)*-of Mongols the grass is very thick and rank, and would,- with little 
labour, make excellent bay. This grass is often set on fire by the Mongals in the spring, 
during high winds. At such time it burns most furiously, running like-, wild-fire, and 
spreading Us flames to the distance of perhaps 10 or 20 iniles  ̂ till its progress is inter
rupted by some river or barren hill. .The rapidity of those flames, their smoke, and. 
crackling noise cannot ^easily be conceived by those who have not seen them. When . 
any person finds himself to the leeward of them, the only method by which he can,, save
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himself from thdr fury is immediately to kindle the grass where he stands, and follow bis 
own fire. 'For this purpose every pejsori is provided with steel, flints, and tinder. The 
reason why the Monguls set fire to the grass is to procure early pasture for tlieir cattle. 
The ashes left upon the ground sink into tlie earth at the melting of the snow, and prove 
an excellent manure, so tliat the grass, in the spring, rises on the lands which have been 
prepared in this manner as thick as a field of wheat. Caravans of travellers with mer
chandize, but especially armies, never  ̂encamp upon this rank grass ; and there are sevc- 

■ral instances of considerable bodies* of men being put in confusion, and even defeated by 
the enemy’s setting fire to the grass.

Eastern Tartary, according to the limits usually assigned it by historians and geogra
phers, is bounded to the west by Western Tartary, oî  that part possessed by the proper 
Alungls and Katkas ; on the north by Siberia; on the east by that part of the Oriental 
Ocean called the Tartarian Sea ; and on the south by tl)e same sea, the kiugdoin of 
Korea, and the Yellow Sea, which separates it from China. It is situated between the 
J37° and of longitude, being about 900 miles long from north to south, and near 
as many in breadth from east to west, yet but thinly peopled. This last region is at t 
present divided into three governments, all subject to the Chinese ; viz. Shing-yang or 
Mugden, Kurin-Ula, and Tsitsikar.

The government of Shing-yang, containing all the antient Lyau-tong or Quan-tong, is 
bounded on the south by the great vrall ol China and th^ Yellow Sea; on the east, 
north, and west it is inclosed by a wooden palisade, seven or eight feet high, fitter to 
mark its bounds and keep out petty robbers than to opppse an army.

The lands of this province are, for the general, very fertile, producing abundance of 
wheat, millet, roots, and cetton. They also afford pasture to a great number of sheep 
and oxen, which are rarely seen in any of the provinces of China. They have indeed but - 
little rice ; yet to make amends, there is plenty of apples, pears, hazel-nuts, filberts, and 
chesnuts, even in the forest. The eastern part, which borders on the antient country of 
the Manchews and kingdom of Korea, is full of deserts and bogs. The principal cities 
of this government are Shing-yang or Mugden, Fong-wang cjiing, Inden, Ichew, and * 
Kingchew. This country was the original seat of the Tartar tribe of the Manchews, who 
have been masters of China above 100 years.

The government of ‘Kerin ula hotam is bounded westward by the palisade of Lyau- 
tong ; on the dast by the Eastern Ocean ; southward by the .kingdom of Korea ; and 
on the north'*bylhe great river Saghalian ; so that it extends no fewer than 12 degrees; 
and almost 20 degrees in longitude, being 750s mile in length and 600 in breadth.

This vast country abounds in millet and oats, with a sort of grain unknown in Europe, 
called by the Chinese may-sem-mix,. as being of a middle kind between wheat and rice.
I t is wholesome and much used in these cold regions. There is hut little wheat or rice 
here ; but whether that is the fault of the soil or the inhabitants we cannot assert. The 
cold begins much sooner in these^parls than at Paris, whose latitude is near 50 degrees. 
The forests, which are very thick and large the' nearer you advance to the Eastern . 
Ocean, contribute not a little to bring it on and keep it up. Tlie banks of the river
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faeie in summci’ arc enaiKCiied xvith ,a variety of flowers comn;»on in Europe, excepting 
the yellow lilies, uhich ai-e of a most lively colour, in heiglit and shape exactly resembling 
our v^hite lilies, but are of a much weaker scent. Rut the plant which is most esteemed 
and draws a great number of herbalists into these deserts is the giti-seng, called by the 
IManchewa orhota, that is the chief or queen of plants. It is highly valued, for its vir
tues in curing several diseases, and all decays ot strength proceeding from excessive 
labour of body or mind. For this reason it has always been the principal riches of 
Eastern Tartary ; what is found in the north of Korea being consumed in that 
kingdom. | , •

Formerly the Chinese used to get into the gin -̂seng country, among the mandarins and 
soldiers continually passing ; but in 17OO the emperor Kang-hi, that his Manchews ' 
might reap this advantage, ordered 10,000 soldiers, encamped without the great wall, 
to go and gather it : on condition that each should give him two ounces of the best, and - 
take an equal weight of fine silver for the remainder : by which means the emperor got 
in that year 20,000 pounds of it for le.ss than one fourth Of the price it bears at Pekin. 
The root is the only part that is used medicinally. Its valour is enhanced by its age, for 
the largest and firmest are the best. This country abounds also in fine sables, grey 
ermines, and black foxes. ,=v

One of the tribes of Tartars inhabiting this country are called Yu-pi Tartars, whose 
manner of life is somevvhat extraordinary. All the summer they spend in fishing ; one 
part of what they catch is laid up to make oil for tlieir lamps ; another serves for their 
daily food ; and the rest, which they dry in the sun, without salting, for they have no 
salt, is laid up for their winter’s provisions ; W’lrcreof both men and cattle eat when the 
rivers are, frozen. Notwithstanding this diet a great deal of strength and vigour appears 
in most of these poor- people. I'heir raiment consists of the skins of fish, which, after 
dressing and dying of three or four colours, they shape and sew in so delicate a manner 
that one would imagine they made use of silk, till, on ripping a stitch or tvvo, you per
ceive an exceeding fine Ihong, cut out of a very thin skin. When the rivers are 
frozen their sledges are drawn by dogs, trained up for the purpose, and highly 
valued. . .1.

Although the JManchew language is as much used at tiie court of Pekin as the Chinese, 
and all public acts are drawn up in one as well as the other, yet it began to decline, and 
would prob&bly have been lost, had not the Tartars taken great pains to preserve it, by 
translating Chinese books, and compiling dictionaries under the emperor’s patronage. 
Their language is singular in this respect, that the verb differs as often as the substantive 
governed by i t o r ,  which is tho same thing, to every different substantive they use a 
different verb ; as, for instance, when they would say make a verse, a picture, a statue ; 
ibr the repetion of the same verb in discourse might be excusable, it is, with them, un- 

. pardonable in writing, as making a monstrous grating to their ears.
Another si.ngularity of their . language, is the copiousness of i t ; for instance, besides 

names -for each species of animals, they have words to express their several ages and 
qualities. Jqdagori is the general name for a dog; but tayha signifies a dog who has
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•very long and thick hair both on nis ears and tarl, and yolo a dog with a long thick m»2-- 
jzle and tail, large ears, and hanging lips. The horse is more serviceable to them, has 
- 20 times more names than liife dog; alnrost everj motion of him giving an occasion, to a 
dilferent name. Where they could get that astonishing multitude of names and terms 
is not easy to determine.

This country is but thinly peopled, and contains only four cities, namely Kirihiila- 
Iiotun or Khotun, Pedue or Peti»n/e, Ninguta, and Patay-ula-liotun, which are very ill 
built, and encompassed with no better than mud-walls. The first stands on the river 
Songari, and is the residence of the Manchew general, wdio has all the privileges-qf a  
viceroy, and commands the mandarines as well as' the troops. Ninguta, wliich (he 
family now reigning in China considers as its antient patrimony, is situated on the Ilur- 
kapari, which runs northward into the Songari. ' Its name is compounded of two Tar
tarian words, which signify seven chiefs* to express the right of the JNIanchew kingdom, 
which was first established by seven brothers of the late'emperor, Kanghis’s greatgrand
father’s father.

The tribe of the Manchews vvbo inhabit Eastci'n Tartary, and are lords of all the other 
Eastern inhabitants thereof, are called by the Russians Bogdoy, and the emperor of 
China Bogdoy Khan and Amnion Bogdoy Khan.

The third government into which Eastern Tartary is divided is that of Tsitsikar. I t  
is 740 miles long and 600 broad ; and - belongs partly to  ̂China and partly to Russia. 
The people are great hunters, dexterous archers, and pay their tribute in sable skins ; 
each family being assessed two or three or more a yeaiV according to the number of able 
persons. ,
, This province is inhabited chiefly by three sorts of Tartars, the’ Manchews, the Solons, 

and T aguri; of whom the first are masters. The Taguri afe a large robust people, 
but not very numerous. They live in houses or huts, and cultivatO barley, oats, and 
millet. Their cattle are principally horses, dromedaries, pxen, coivs, and, sneep. They 
make much use of their oxen to ride on.

The Solons also are a brave robust people. . Their dress iis a short jacket of wolves’ 
skins, with a cap of the same ; and they have long cloaks, made of fox or .tiger’s skins, 
to defend them against the cold, especially of the, night They bang their bows at 
their backs. Their women ride on ‘ horseback, drive the /plough, hunt stags and other 
game. ‘

Besides the country towns or villages there are three cities in the province of 
Tsitsikar, namely Tsitsikar, Merghen, and Saghalian-ula-hotura. The garrison of 
Tsitsikar, the capital, consists of Manchews, but the inhabitants are_ mostly Chinese. 
According to their own account they are all shanynams or conjurors, ‘and invoke the 

';devil with frightful cries. They give their dead two burials ; first leaving a  hole, 
at the top of the grave, where the relations daily bring victuals* which they convey to 
the mouth of tfie deceased with^a spoon, and leav<s drink in small tin cups standing round 
?0'= gr-ive. This ceremony holds for several ’’’ecks, after which thev barv the body 
cte-pei iii the groundi^  ̂ . . ■
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Several riverg in this country produce pearls, which, though much cried up by the 
Tartars, would be .little valued by Europeans, on account of their defects m shape and- 
colo;ir. ■

The kingdoms or countries of Corea, Lyau^-tong,] and* *Nyu-che, forming a part of 
Katay, Kitay, or Cathay, and by some included under Eastern Tartary, are more 
properly provinces of China, though they lie without the great wall.

Voj,. 11. 4 N

    
 



EASTERN Asia :

CHAPTER II.

J apan”.

JAPAN is a general nan’e for great number of islands lying between the eastern 
coast of Asia, and the western one of America, and which altogether form a large 

and potent empire. ^,Tliey extend from the 30° to the 41° of lat. and from the 130° t® 
the 147° of east Ion.

Were S outh and North Britain divided by an arm of the sea, Japan might be most 
aptly compared to England, Scotland, and Ireland, with tlieir respective smaller islands, 
peninsulas, baj's, channels. See. all under the same monarch.

The Europeans call the empire Japan ; but the inhabitants Niphon, from the greatest 
island belonging to it ; and the Chinese Cipbon, probably on account of its eastern 
situation ; these names signifying in both languages the Basis or Foundation j^f the Sun. 
I t  was first discovered by the Portuguese, about the year of Christ 1542.

]\Iost of the islands which compose it are surrounded with such high craggy moun
tains, and such sliallow and boisterous seas, that sailing about them is extremely dan
gerous ; and the creeps and bays are choaked up with such'rocks, shelves, and sands,' tha^ 
it looks as if Providence had designed it to be a kind of little world by itself. These 
seas have likewise many dangerous Whirlpools, which pre very difficult to pass at lo\v 
water, and will suck in and swallow up the largest vessels, and all that come within the 
reach of their vortex, dashing them against the rocks at the bottom ; insomuch that some 
of them are never seen again, and others thrown upon the surface at some miles (fis- 
ta.nce. Some of these whirlpools also make a noise terrible to hear.

i \s  these islands lie in the fifth and sixth climates, they would be much hotter in sum
mer than in England, were not the heats refreshed by the winds which continually blow 
from the sea around them, and to which they are mucli exposed by the height of their 
situation ; this circumstance, however, not only renders their winters excessive cold, i 
but the seasons more inconstant. They have great falls of snow' in winter, which are 
commonly followed by hard frost. The rains in summeriare very violent, "^especially 
in the montiis of June and July, .which, on that account, are called sat sukif, or water' 
montlis. The country also is much siilject to dreadful thunderings and lightnings, as 
well as storms and hurricanes which frequently do a great deal of damage.

Tlie soil, though naturally barren, by the industry of the inhabitants, not only supplies 
thetn with every necessary of life, but plso furnishes  ̂Other countries with them ; pro
ducing, besides corn, the fincs*̂  and whitest rice, and other grains, with a great variety of 
fruits, and vast numbers of cattle of all sorts. Besides rice and a sort of wheat and bar
ley, with two sorts of beans, they, have Indian whf at, millet, and several other kinds in 
grcnt abundance. Their seas, lakes, and rivers, abound with fish ; and their mountains, 
woods, and forests, are well stocked with iiorses, elepiiants, deer, oxen, buffalpea, sheep.
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hogs, and odier useful animals. Some of their mountains also are enriched with mines 
of gold, silver, and copper, and various minerals and fossils ; whilst others abound with 
sevcfal softs of marble and precious stones. O f these mountains some may be ranked 
among the natural rarities of tliis country ; one in particular, in the great island of 
Nipbon, is of such prodigious height, as to be easily seen forty leagues off at sea, though 
its distance from the shore is about eighteen. Some authors think it exceeds the famous 
peak at Tencrifre, but it may rather be called a cluster or group of mountains, among 
which are no less than eight dreadful volcanoes, burning with incredible fury, and often 
laying waste the country round about them ; but to make some amends, they afford 
great variety af medicinal waters of different degrees of heat, one of these, mentionedlby 
VareniuS; u said to be as hot as burning oil, and to scorch and consume every thing 
thrown into i t

The many brooks and rivers that have their source among the mountains, form a 
great number of delightful cascades, as well as some dreadful cataracts. Among the 
great variety of trees in the forests here, the cedars exceed all of that kind through 
India for straightness, height, and beauty. They abound in most of the islands, especially 
the largest.

Their seas, besides fish; furnish them vvitli great quantities of red and white coral, 
some pearls of great value, besides a variety of sea plants and shells; which last 
are not inferior to those that are brought from Araboyna, the Moluccas, and other east
erly islands.

.'Tiie vast quantity of sulphur with which most of the Japan islands abound, makes 
them subject to fre<juent and dreadful earthquakes. The inhabitants are so accus
tomed to them that they are scarcely alarmed at any, unless they chance to be very 
terrible indeed, and lay whole towns in ruins, which very often proves the case. On 
these occasions they have recourse to extraordinary sacrifices and acts of worship to their 
deities or demons, according to the different notions of each sect, and sometimes even 
proceed to offer human victims : but in this case they only take some of the vilest and 
most abandoned fdlowS they can meet with, because they are only sacrificed to the ma- 
ievolent deities.

The religion throughout Japan, it is well known is Pagan, split into s'everal sects, who 
Kve together in the greatest harmony. Every sect has its own temples and priests. The 
spiritual emperor, the Dairi, is the chief of their religion,. They acknowledge and ho- 
ftour a supreme being. The author of this, relation (Dr. Thunberg) saw two temples of 
the god of gods, of a majestic height. The idol that represented this god was of gild
ed wood, and of prodigious a size, that upon his hands six persons might sit in the 
Japanese fashion ; his shoulders were five toises broad. In the other temple the infinite 
power of this'god was represented by little gods, to the number of 33,233, all standing 
round the great idol that represented god. The priests, who are numerous in every tem
ple, have nothing to do but to clean Uie pavement, light the lamps, and dress the idol 
with flowers. The temples aie cpen to every body, even to the Kolanders ; and in case
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they are in want oflodging in the suburljs, wnen they go to the court of Jedo, they are 
entertained with hospitality in these templeg.

Christianity, if popery deserves that name, had once made a considerable progress in 
that country, in consequence of a mission conducted by the Portuguese and Spanish 
Jesuits ; amongst whom the famous saint Francis Xavier was employed, but soon relin
quished the service. There were also some Franciscan friars of. Spain, engaged at last. 
The Jesuits and friars were supplied from Goa Macao, and the Manilhus. At first 
the undertaking proceeded with the most rapid success, but ended at last in the most 
tragical manner; all owing to the pride and haughtiness, the misconduct, rapacity, and 
.senseless extravagant conspiracy of the fathers against the state. This folly and mad
ness produced a persecution of 40 years duration, terminated by a most horrible and 
bloody massacre, not to be paralleled in history. After this the Portuguese, as likewise 
the Clii'istian religion, were totally expelled the country, and the most effectual means 
taken for preventing their return. The natives are, for this purpose, prohibited from 
going out of tlie country ; and all foreigners are excluded from an open and free trade; 
for as to the Dutch and Chinese, under which last name some other eastern nations go 
thither, they are shut up whilst they remain there, and a most strict watch is set upon 
them, insomuch that they are no better than prisoners ; and the Dutch, it is said, to 
obtain a privilege even so far, declared themselves to be no Christians but Dutchmen. 
This calumny, however, Dr. Kempfer has endeavoured' to wipe off, but not altogether 
to satisfaction.

The inhabitants of Japan are well grown, agile, and,active, and at the same time stout 
limbed, tliough they do not equal in strength the northern inhabitants of Europe. The . 
colour of the face is commonly yellow, which sometimes varies to brown and sometimes 
to white. The inferior sort, who, during their work in suntmer, have often the upper 
parts of the body naked, are sun-burnt and browner; women of distinction, who never 
go .uncovered into the open air, are perfectly white.

The national character consists in intelligence and prudence, frankness, obedience, > 
and politeness, good-nature, and civility, curiosity, indust|‘y, and dexterity, economy 
and sobriety, hardiness, cleanliness, justice, and uprightness, honesty and fidelity ; in 
being also mistrustful, superstitious, haughty, resentful, brave, and invincible.

In all its transactions the nation shows great intelligeî ce, and can by no means be 
numbered among the savage and uncivilized, but rather is to be placed among the 
polibhed. The present mode ot government, admirable skill in agriculture, sparing 
mode of life, way of trading with foreigners, manufactures, &c. afford-convincing proofs 
of tfieir cunning, ‘firmness, and intrepid courage. -Here there are no appearances of 
that vanity so common among the Asiatics and Africans of adorning themselves with 
shells, glass beads, and polished metal plates, nel/her are they,fond of the useless 
Europe-an ornaments of gold and silver, lace, jewels, &c. ; But are careful to provide 
theiiiselvfes h oni the prod actions ̂ of their country, with neat clothes, well tasted food, 
tad good weapons. ■ ■ .
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Tiie’dress of tbe Japanese deserves, more tlian that of any other people^ the name of 
n a tio n a lsin ce  itbey not . only different from that of all other men, but are |also .of
the same, form in all-ranks, from tli8: monarch to his meanest subject, as, well as in both 
S4XC.S ; 'and what exceeds all, credibility, they have not been altered for at least £4A4* 
years. They universally consist of night-gowns, made long and wide, of which several 
afd worn at once by all ranks and all ages ; the more ’.'distinguished and tlie rich have 
them of the finest silk ; the poorer sort of cotton. Those of the women reach doivn to 
the ground, and sometimes have a train ; in the meri they reach down to the heels ; 
travellers, soldiers, and labourers either tuck them up or wear them only down to their ■ 
knees. The habit of the men is generally of one colour ; the women have theirs varie
gated, and frequently with flowers of gold ioterw’overi. In summer they are either with
out lining, or have but a tbin one ; in winter they .are stuffed u«a great thickness with 
cotton, or silk. The men seldom wear a grea^ number, but the woine.o SO, 50, or-more, 
all so .thin that they scarce together amount to five pounds. The undermost serves for 
a shift, and is therefore either white or blue, and .for the most part thin and transparent. 
All these gowns are fastened round the w-aist with a belt, which, in the men, are about a 
hand’s breadth, in the-women about a foo t; of such a length that they go twice round 
the waist, and afterwards are lied in a 'kno t with many ends and bows. The knot, parr \ 
ticularly among the fair sex, is very conspicuous, and immediately informs tlie ..spectator \ 
whether they are married or not. The . unmarried have it behind on their back'; the 
married before. In this belt the men fix their sabres, fans, pipe, tobacco,, and medicine 
boxes. To the neck the gowns are always cut round, without a collar ; they , therefore 
leave the neck bare ; nor is .it covered with cravat, cloth, or ariy'thing else. The sleeves 
are always ill-made, and out of all proportion.-wide ; at the opening before they are 
Jialf sewed up, so that they form a sack, in which the bands oan .be put in cold weather ; 
they also serve for a pocket. -Girls in particular have .their sleeves, so long that they 

,reach down to the ground.. Such is.'the simplicity of their JiaUii that they . are soon 
'dressed ; and to undress they have only to open their .girdle and di;aw ia  their arms.

As the gowns from their letfgth keep :the thighs and legs w,arm,. there is n,o occasion 
for stockings ; nor do they use them in all, the empire. Among poorer persons oa a 
journey, and among soldiers who have not such long gowms, otte sees buskins of cotton. 
Slioes, or more .properly speaking slippers, are, of all -that is worn by the Japanese, the 
simplest, the meanest, and the most miserable ; though in general use among high and , 
low, rich and poor. They are made of interwoven aice straw; and sometimes, .for per
sons of distinction, of reeds split very tbin. They .consist only of a sole, without upper 
leathers or quarters. Before these passes over transversely a bow of linen, of a finger’s 
breadth from the point of tlie .shoe to this bow goes a thin round band, which, running 
within the great toe, serves to keep -,the shoe fi.x.ed to the foot. The shoe, being witliout 
quarters, slides during walking like a sapper. Travellers liave three bands of twi.sted 
strav\;, by which they fasten the shoe.to the foot.and leg to prevent its falling off. The 
Japanese never enter their houses w-itb shoes, but p.ut them ofiF in the entrance. This 
precaution is taken for the sake of Cfî r neat carpets. , During the time lire Dutch 
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reside in Japan, as they have sometimes occasion to pay the natives visits in their houses, 
and as they have their own apartment at the factory covered with the same sort of car
pets, they do not wear European shoes, but have, in their stead, red, green, or black 
slippers, which can easily he put off at entering in.

The way of dressing thê hair is not less peculiar to these people, and less universally 
prevalent among them than the use of the long gowns. The men- shave their head 
from the forehead to the neck; and the hair remaining on their temples and in tht nape 
is well besmeared with oil, turned upwards, and tlien tied with a white paper thread, 
which is wrapped round several times. The ends of hair beyond the bead are cut cross 
ways, about a finger’s length being le*ft. This part, after being pasted together with 
oil, is bent in such a manner that the point is brought to the crown of the head ; in 
which situation it iy««fixed by' passing the same thread round it once. Women, 
except such as happen to be separated from their husbands, shave no part of 
their bead.

The head is never covered w-ith hat or bonnet in winter or in suapner, except when 
they are on a journey ; and then they use a conical hat, made of a sort of grass, and fixed 
with a ribband. Some travelling women, who are met with on the roads, have a bonnet 
like a shaving bason inverted on the head, which is/made of cloth in which gold is inter-' 
woven. On other occasions theii* naked heads are preserved both from rain and sun 
by umbrellas. Travellers, moreover, have a sort of riding coat, made of thick paper 
oiled. They are worn by the upper servants of princes and the suite of other travellers. 
Dr. Thunberg and his fellow-travellers, during their journeV to court, were obliged to 
provide such for their attendants when they passed through the place where they were 
made. , ■ .

A Japanese always has his arms painted on one or more of his garments, especially on 
the long and short gowns, on the sleeves or between the shoulders ; so that nobody can 
steal them ; which otherwise might easily happen in a country where the clothes are so 
much alike in stufii shape, and size. > . ’ i ;

The weapons of the .Japanese consist of a bow and arrows, sabre, h.;Jbert, and musket, 
riic bows are very large and arrows long as in China. When the bows are to be bent 
and discharged, the troops alw ays rest on one knee, which  ̂hinders them making a t 
s[)eedy discharge. In the spring the troops assemble to practise shooting at a mark. 
Muskets are not genera! ; Dr. Thunberg only saw them in tbc hands of persons of dis
tinction, in a separate and elevated part of the autiience-roepn. The barrel is of the 
common length ; but the stock is very short, and there is a match in the lock. The 
sabre is their ()rjncipa! and best weapon, which is universally xvorn, except by the pea
sants. They are commonly a yard long, a little crooked, and thick in the back. The 
blades are of an incomparable goodness, and the old ones are in very high esteeni. They 
are far superior to the Spanish blades so celebrated in, Europe. A tolerably thick nail 
*is easily cut in two, without any damage to the edge ând a man, according to the ac
count of the Japanese, may be cleft asunder. A separate sash is never used, but the 
jword is stuck in the belt of the left side, with tlie edge upwards, which, to ai» European,
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appears ridiculous,̂  Ai! persons in office wear two such sabres, one of their own and 
the other the sword of office as it is called ; the latter is always the longer. Both are 
worn in the belt on the same side, and so disposed as to cross each other. When they- 
are sitting they have their sword of dffice laid on one side or before then).

The sciences are very far from having arrived at the same height in Japan as in 
Europe ; the history of the country is notwithstanding more authentic perhaps than that, 
of any other country ; and it is studied without distinction by all. Agriculture, which is 
considered as the art most necessary and most conducive to the support and prosperity 
of the kingdom, is no where in the'world brought to such perfection as here: where 
neither civil nor foreign war, nor emigration dimitiish population ; and where a thought 
is not entertained either of getting possession of bther countries or to import the 
useless and often hurtful productions of foreign Jand^^^ut^^vj^gja the utmost care is 
taken that no turf lies uncultivated, and no /)roduce of the earth lies unemployed. 
Astronomy is pursued and respected ; but the natives are unable, without the aid o f  
Chinese and sometimes of Dutch almanacks,, to form a true kalendaf, or calculate an 
eclipse of the sun or moon within miuutcs and seconds. M̂edicine has neither arrived 
nor is it likely to arrive to any degiee of perfection. Anatomy is totally unknovyn the 
knowledge of diseases imperfect, intricate, and olten fabulous. Botany and the know
ledge of medicines constitute the whole of their skill. They are unacquainted wiili, 
compound medicines. Tiieir pl)ysicians always indeed tcel the pulse ; but tliey are very 
tedious, not quitting tor a quarter of an hour ; besides they examine first one and then 
the other arm, as if the blood vvas not driven by the same heart to both poises. Be
sides those diseases, which they have in common with other countries or peculiar to 
taemselves, the venereal disease is very frequent, which they only understood how to 
alleviate by decoctions thought to puri/y the blood. Salivation, which their physicians 
have heard mentioned by the Dutch surgeons, appears to them extremely formidable 
both to conduct and to undergo ,• but they have lately learnt the art of employing sub
limate with much success. Jurisprudence is not an extensive study in Japan. Ko 
country has fewer law books or fewer judges.. ExpUnations of the law and advocates 
are things altogether unknown but no where perhaps are the- laws more certainly put in 
force, without respect to persons, without partiality or violence. They are very strict, 
and law-suits very short. The Japanese know little more of physics or chemistry than 
what they have learned of late years of the Europeans,

^  THE ^
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CHAPTER III.

C f l l X A .

CH IN A  is bounded on the east by tho ocean, on the north by Tartary, on the west 
l>y Tibet and Hindostan, and on-the south-west and south on the Ganges. I t con

tains 15 provinces within the waP» and the province of Lyau-tong beyond that barrier.
The names, ovtAnt̂  apij thof̂ flopulation of the former will appear from the following
table.

i

l ’ i;->vinccs. P o p iil .it io n . S q u a r e  M ile s . P r o v in c e s . P o p u la fio n . S q u a r e  M  lies .
’PcclieU 38,O0O,OOD 58,949 Shanff-tona: 24,000,000 65,104 .
Kiang-nan 32,000,000 92,961 Shan >si 27,1)00,000 5.5,268
Kiang-si ' 19,000,000 , 72,176 Shen-si 30,000,000 154,008
Iche-kiangj 2C000,fX)0 39,150 Secliuen 27,000,000 166,800
Fo-kicn 16,000,000 53,480 Qiiang-tong 21,000,000 79,456
Hon-quanff 27,000,000 144,770 Quang-si 10,000,000 78,250
Ho-nair 25,000,000 65,101 Y  u-nan . 8 000,000 107,969

Koc-ichcou 9,000,000 64,554

Total 333,000,000 1,297,999

The climate, as well as the soil of this extensive empire, is very different in different 
parts ; severe cold being often felt in the northern provinces, while the inliabitants of 
tlj3 southern ones ere scarce able to bear the heat. In general, however, the air is 
counted wholesome, and the inhabitants live to a great age.  ̂ The northern and western 
.provinces have maO;'mountains, which in the latter are cultivated, but in the rrortli are 
barren, rocky, and incapable of improvement. 'On the mountains of Shensi, Honan, 
Quangton, and Sokern. are many forests abounding with taji straight trees of diffei'ent 
kinds, fit for building, and particularly adapted for masts and ship timber. These are 
used by the emperor in his private buildings; and from these forests enormous trunks 
are sometimes transported to the distance of more than 3Q0 leagues. Other mountains 
contain quicksilver, iron, tin, cop|)cr, gold, and silver. Formerly these last*vere not al
lowed t^  be opened, lost the people thereby should be induced to neglect the natural 
interest of the soil ; and it is certain that in the 15th century, the emperor caused a 
ndne of precious stones to be shut which had been opened by a private person. O f 
late, however, .the Chinese are less scrupulous, and^a great trade ia gold is carried on 
by them. . * , ! .

China has several large takes; the principal one i$ that named Poyang-hou, in the 
j^p'.ovince of Kiang-si. It is formed by the jconfluence of four large rivers,, ex-
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tends near 100 leagues in »engtn, and, like the sea^ its waters are raised m tempestuous 
•waves. The empire is watered by an immense number of rivers of different sizes, of 
which tvvo are particularly celebrated, viz, the Yana;-.<(e-Kiang, or son of the sea, and 
-Hoang-ho, or the yellow river. The former rises in the province of Yu-nan, and 
passing through Hou-quang and Kiang-nan falls into the Ejistern Ocean, after a course 
of 1200 miles, opposite to the island of Ison-mnng, wliicb is formed by the sand accu
mulated at its mouth. This river is of immense size, being half a league broad at Nan- - 
king, which is near 100 miles from its mouth. The navigation is dangerous, so that- 
great numbers of vessels are lost in it. I t  runs with a rapid current, fm ming several 
islands in its, course, which are again carried off, andmew onc.s formed in different places 
•when the river is. swelled by the torrents, from the mountains. These islands, while th ey - 
remain, are very useful ; producing great quantities of r?JN«^|i#^9P*12 feet high, w-hich . 
are used in all the neighbouring countries for fuel. The Hoang-ho or yellow river has 
its name from the yellow colour given it by the clay and sand washed d«wn in the time 
of rain. I t rises in the mountains which border the province of Se-tchuen on the west, 
and after a course of near 600 leagues discharges itself into the Eastern sea, not far 
from the mouth of the Kiang. ' It is very broad and rapid, but so slialloAv tliat it is 
scarcely navigable. I t  is very liable to inundations, often overflowing its banks and 
destroying whole villages. For this reason it has been found necessary to confine it in 
several places by long and strong dykes ; which yet do not entirely answer their purpose. 
The people of Honan therefore, whoso land is exceedingly low, have surrounded 
most of their cities with strong ramparts of earth, fenced with turf, at the distance of 
three furlongs. '

The Chinese have been at great pains to turn their lakes and rivers to the advantage 
of commerce, by promoting an inland navigation. One,of their principal works fer this 
purpose is the celebrated canal reaching from Canton '\o Pekin, and forming a com
munication between the southern and northern provinces. This canal extends through . 
no less a space than 600 leagues ; but its navigation is interrupted in one place by a 
mountain, where passengers are obliged to travel 10 or 12 leagues over land. A number 
of other canals are met with in this and other provinces ; most of which have* been exe
cuted by the industry of the inhabitants of different cities and towns, in order to pro
mote their communication with the various parts of the empire. JM. Grosier remarks ■ 
tivat in these works the Chinese have surmounted obstacles that perhaps would have 
disco'irased any other people ; such, for an example, is' part of a canal which conducts 
from Cha(^king to Ning-po. Near these cities there are two canajs, the waters of tvhicb  ̂
do not communicate, and which differ lO or 12 feet in their level. To render this place ■ 
passable for boats, the Chinese hac 'constructed a double glacis of large stones, or 
rather two incline.^ planes, which unite in- an acute angle at their upper extremity, and ; 
extend on each aide to the surface of the water. If the bark be in the lower canal they 
push it up the plane of the first glacis by means of several capstans, until it is-, raised to 
the angle, when by.its own weight it glides down the second glacis,-and.precipitates-, 
itself into the water of the higher canq| with the Velocity of an arrow. I t  is astonishing  ̂
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that these barks, -which are generally very long and heavHj. laden, never burst asunder 
'When they are balanced on this acute angle ; however ,wc never hear of any accident of 
this kind happening in the passage. It is true they take the precaution of using for their 
keels a kind of wood which is exceedingly hard, and proper for resisting the violence of 
.such an effort.-

The following remarkable* phenomenon in a Chinese river is related by Fath*er le 
Courteux, a French missionary. Some leagues above the village Clip-pai (says he) 
the river becomes considerably smaller, although none of its water.? flow into any other 
cliannel ; and eight or nine leagues below it resumes its former breadth without receiv
ing any additional supply, excepting what it gets from a few small rivulets, which arc 
almost dry during the greater pa jro f the year. Opposite to Che-pai it is so much di
minished that, excejitia^^gn^^mnel, which is not very broad, I have passed and repassed 
it several times by the help of a common pole. I v\'as always surprised to find this 

'liver so narrow and shallow in this place ; but I never thought of inquiring into the cause 
of it, until the loss of a bark, belonging to a Christian family, afforded me an opportu- 

• nity. In that place vvherc the river diminishes almost of a sudden it flows with .great 
impetuosity, and where it resumes its former breadth it is equally rapid. At the sixtii 
moon, when the water was high and the wind strong, the bark I have mentioned arriving 
above Ciie-pai, was driven on a sand b a n k f o r  between these two places the river is 
full of moveable sand banks, w'hich are continually shiftening their situation. The 
master of the boat dropped his anchor until the wind should abate and permit him to 
continue his voyage ; but a violent vortex of moveable sand, which was cast up from the 
bottom of the river, laid the bark on its side; a second vortex sueceeded; then a third ; 
and afterwards a fourth, which shattered the bark to pieces. When I  arrived at the 
place where this bark had been lost, the weather was rtiild and serene; I perceived eddies 
in the current every where around ; which absorbed and carried to Ibo bottom of the 
river whatever floated oo the surface ; and at the same time the sand was thrown vio
lently up with a vortical motion. Above these eddies the water was rapid,. but without 
any fail ; and in the place below, where the river resumed its usual course, no eddies are 
to be seen ; but the .sand is thrown up in the same violent manner ; and in some places 
there are water-falls, and a kind of small islands scattered at some distance from one 
another. These islands which appear above the surface* of the water, are not solid 
earth, but consist of branches of trees, roots, and' herbs, collected together. 1 was told 
that these boughs rose up from the water, and that no one knew the place from whence 
they came. Iw asinform edthatthe.se masses, which arc 40 or 50 feet in, extent on 
that side on which we passed, were immcveablc and fixed in the bottom of the river ; 
that it was dangerous to approach them, because the water formed whirlpools every 
Where around them ; that, however, when the river was very low, the fishermun some
times ventured to collect the buhses that floated on its surface, and which they used for 
fuel, I  am of opinion that at the place of the river which is above Che-pai the water 
falls, into deep pits, from whence it forces up the sand with that vortical motion ; and 
‘that it flows under-ground to the other ^place, eight cr^ nine le-agues below, where it
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carries with it all the boughs, weeds, and roots, which it washes down in its course, and 
thus forms those islands whichi appear above its surface. W e  know there are .some rivers 
tliat lose thernselves entirely or in part in the bowels of the earth, and which afterwards 
arise in some other place ; but I believe there never was one known to lose part of its 
water below its own channel and again to recover it at the distance of some leagues.” ,

It has already been said that China is in general a'fertile country and indeed ail 
travellers agree in this respect, and make encomiums on the extent and beauty of its 
plains. So careful are the husbandmen of this empire to lose none of their ground, that 
neither inclosure, hedge, nor ditch, nay scarce a single tree arc ever to be met with. 
Ill several places the land yields two crops a-year, ^nd even in the interval between the 
harvests the people sow several kinds of. pulse small grain. The plains of the 
northern provinces yield wheat; those of the 'i^outherw ai^^jeg^se the country is low 

■ and covered vvith water. Notwithstanding all this fertility,"nowever, the inhabitants are 
much more frequently afflicted with famine than those of the European nations, though 
the countries of Europe produce much less than China. For this two causes are as
signed. First the destruction of the rising crops by drought, hail, inundations, locusts, 
See. ; in which case China cannot, like the European countries, be supplied by importa
tion. This is evident by considering how it is situated with regard to other nations. 
On the north are the Mogul Tartars, a lazy, indolent race, who subsist principally on, 
the flesli of their flocks ; sow ing only a little millet for their own use. The province of 
Lcatong, which lies to ' the north-east, is indeed extremely fertile, but too far distant 
from the capital and centre of the empire to supply it 'with provisions ; and besides all 
carriage is impracticable, but in the winter, when great quantities of game and fish, pre
served in ice, are sent thither. N o corn is brouglit from Corea to China ; and though 
the Japan islands are only three or four days sailing from the Chinese provinces of 
Kiahg-nan and Che-kyang, yet no attempt was ever made to obtain provisions from 
thence ; whether it be that the Japanese have nothing to spare, or,' on account of the 
insults offered by these islanders to foreign merchants. Formosa lies opposite to the 
province of Fo-hien ; but so far is that island from being able to supply any thing, that, 
in a time of scarcity, it requires a supply from China itself. The province of Canton is 
also bounded by the sea, and has nothing on the south but islands and remote countries. 
One year, when rice was exceedingly scarce there, the emperor sent for F. Paranin, a 
Jesuit missionary, and asked him if the city of Mocao could not furnish Canton with 
rice, until the supply he had ordered from other provinces should arrive: but was ki- 
fonned lhat Mocao had neither rice, corn, fruits, herbs, nor flocks ; and that it generally 
got from C4iina what was necessary for its subsistence. The only method therefore the 
Chinese can take to guard against famines arising from these causes is to. erect granaries 
and public magazines in every province, and most of the principal cities of the empire. 
This has at all times been a principal object of care to the public ministers ; but though 

' this mode of relief still takes place in theory, so many ceremonies are to be gone through 
before any supply can be drawn from those public repositories, that it seldom arrives 
seasonably at the places, .^here it was wanted ; and thus numbers of unhaj>py wretches
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perish for want Second, Another cause for the scarcity of grain in this empire ?s ih^ 
prodigious consumption of it in the composition of wines, and a spirituous liquor called 
rack. But tliough government is well apprized that this is one of the principal sources 
of famine throughout the empire, it never employed means sufficient to prevent it. Pro
clamations indeed have frequently been issued, prohibiting the distillation of rack ; and 
the appointed officers will visit the still-houses and destroy the furnaces if nothing is 
given them : but on slipping some money into their hands they'^but their eyes, and go 
somewhere else to receive another bribe. When the mandarin himself goes about, how
ever, these distillers do not escape quite so easily ; the workmen being whipped and 
imprisoned, after which they are <^liged to carry a kind of collar, called the canque ; 
the masters likewise are obliged to^iiange their habitations, and conceal themselves fb;* 
a short time, after wifi«j«ay|^j^|iff!mi'ally resume their operations. I t is impossible, how
ever, that any method of this kind can prove effectual in suppressing these manufactories, 
while the liquors themselves are allowed to be sold publicly ; and against this there is 
no law throughout the empire. Our author, however, justly observes, that in case of a 
prohibition of this kind, the grandees woul4 be obliged to deny themselves the use of 
their luxuries, which would be too great a sacrifice for the good of the empire.

The population of China is so great, in compaiison witii that of the European coun
tries, that tlie accounts of it have generally been treated as fabulous by the western 
nations ; but by an accurate investigation of some Chinese records concerning the num
ber of people liable to taxation throughout the empire, sir G. Slaunton has showed that 
it cannot be less tlian 333,000,000. For this extraordinary population are a.ssigned the 
following causes. first the strict observance of filial duty throughout the empire, 
and the prerogatives of fraternity, which . makes a son the most valuable properly of a 
father. Second, The infamy attached to the memory of those who die without children.. 
Third, The universal custom by which the marriage of children becomes the principal 
concern of the parents. Fourth, the honours bestowed by the state on those widows 
who do not marry a second time. Fifth, Frequent adoptions, which prevent families 
from becoming extincr. Sixth, The return of wealth to its original stock, by the disin
heriting of daughters. Seventh, the marriage of soldiers. Eighth, The fixed state of 
taxes ; which being always laid upon lands, never fall but indirectly on the trader and 
mechanic. Ninth, The small number of sailors ^nd travellers. Tenth, To these may 
be added the great number of people n ho reside in China only by intervals ; the profound 
peace which the empire enjoys ; the. fiugal and labofrious manner in which the great 
live ; the little attention which is paid to the vain and ridiculous prejudice of inarrying 
below one’s rank ; the antient policy of giving distinction to men and not to families; 
by attaching nobility only to employments and talents, without suffering it to become 
hereditary. And lastly, A decency of public manners, and a total ignorance of scan
dalous intrigues and gnllanOy.

The government of China is purely patriarchal. The emperor is more unlimited in 
his authority than any other potentate on earth ; no sentence of death pronounced by 
any ot the tribunals, can be executed without his consent, and every verdict iu civil
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effiiii’s is subject to be revised by him ; nor can any determination be of force until i f  
has been confirmed by the emperor : and, on the contrary, wh.atever sentence he passes 
is executed'without delay ; his edicts are respected throughout the ertipire as if they came 
irom a divinity ; he alone has the. disposal of all his offices, nor is there any such thing- 
as the purchase of places in Cliina; merit, real or Opposed,- raises to an .office, and 
iranU is attached to it only. Even the succession to •‘the throne is hot altogether here
ditary. , The emperor of China has the power of imoosing his own successor without' 
consulting any of his nobility, and can select one,' only from among his own chil
dren, but even from the body of his people ; an,d thei^l|av^^}ggB several instances of 
his making use of this right; and he has even tl/e pqiver ot altering this succession after 
it has been once fixed, in case^the person pitched upon does not behave towards him- 
with proper respect. The emperor can also prevent the princes of the bipod from 
bearing the title with which, according .to the constitution of the empire, they are 
invested. They may indeed, notwithstanding-this, posse.ss their hereditary dignity; in 
which case they are allowed a revenue proportioned to their high birth, as well as a pa
lace, officers, and a court; but they have neither infbience nor power, and their authoriiy. 
is lower than (hat of the meanest mandarin.

The mandarins are of two classes, viz, those of letters, and the inferior sort, styled 
mandarins of arms. The latter, by no means enjoy the same consideration with the 
fontier sort ; indeed, in China, the literati are highly honoured, and to their influence 
M. Grosier, supposes that we may, in a great measure, ascribe the mildness and equity of 
the government, though he thinks that the balance may incline rather too much in their 
favour, . Several degrees answering to those of bachelor, licentiate, and doctor must be 
past through before one can attain to the dignity of mandarin of letters ; though some- 
tiine.s, by the favour of the emperor, it is conferred on those that have attained only the 
two first degrees ; buLeven the persons who have gone through all the three, enjoy at 
first only the government of a city of the second or third class. ‘ When several vacancies- 
happen in fbe government of cities, the .eniperor invites to court a corresponding num
ber of the literati, whose names arc written down i.n a list. The names of the vacant 
governments are then put into a box, raised so high that the candidates are able only to 
reach it with their hands ; after which, they draw in their turtis, and each is appointed 
governor of the,city whose name he has drawn.

The arrnies of this, empire are proportioned to its vast extent and population; 
being computed, in time of peace, at more than 700,000. Their pay amounts to about 
two-pence halfpenny, and a measure of rice, per day, though some of thiem liave double 
pay, and the pay of horsemen is- double to that of a foot soldier; the emperor furnishes 
a horse, and the horseman receives two measures of small beans for his daily subsistence ; . 
the arreais of the army being punctually paid up every three months.

The arms of a horseman are a helmet, cuirass, lance, and sabre; -those of a foot " 
soldier are a pike aitd sabre some have fuzecs, and ortiers hows and-arrows. All these 
are carefully inspected at every review ; and if any of them were found in the least rusK- 
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ed or othervisc in badycMidition, the possessor is. instantly punished; if a Chinese; 
with 30 or 40 blows of a stick ; or if a Tartar, with as many lashes. *

The Chinese have been doifg acquainted with the use of'gunpowder for blowing op 
rocks, making fire-works, and other purposes ; hut it is not till within the two or tliree 
last centuries that they have beer^ossessed of guns.

The best soldiers in China are jwocured from the three northern provinces, the. others 
being seldom called forth, but aUov^d to remain at peace 'vith their families ; indeed 
there is not even occasion for e x e i^ g  their military talents, unless it be in the quelling 
of an insurrection, when a iiyaiHariri or governor usually accompanies them. They 
mard) in a very tumultuou^mMoer, but want neither skill nor agility in performing their 
different evolutions. They, iq general, handle a sab r̂e well, and shoot very dexterously 
with bows and arrows. There .are in China more Ilian 2000 places of arras ; and 
through the different provinces there are dispersed about 3000 towers or castles, all of, 
them defended by garrisons. Soldiers continually mount guard there ; and the first - 
aiipearance of tumult the nearest sentinel makes signal from the top of the tower, by 
twisting a flag in the day-time, or lighting a torch in the night; when t!ie neigh
bouring garrisons immediately repair to the place where their presence is neces
sary. \

The principal defence of the empire, again-st a foreign enemy, ,is the great wall, 
whicii separates China from Tartary, extending more than 1300 miles hi length, and. of 
such thickness that six horsemen may easily ride abreast'upon it. I t  is flanked with 
lowers, two bow-shots distance from one another ; and 'it is, said, that a third of tiie 
able-bodied men in the empire were employed in constructing it. The workmen were 
ordered under pain of death, to place the materials so closely that not the least entrance 
niigiit be afforded for ady instrument of iron : and thus the work was constructed with 
such solidity that it is still almost entire, though 2000 years have elapsed since it was 
constructed. This extraordinary work is carried on not only through the low lands and 
valleys but ovqr hills and mountains : the height of one of which was..computed by F. 
Verbiest at 1236 feet above the level of the spot wbefe h e ‘̂ tood. According to F. 
hlartini, it begins at the gulph of Lea-tong, and reaches to the mo.untains n&ar the city 
of Kin on the yellow river ; between which places it meets with no interruption, ex
cept tO; tiie north of the city of Suen, in the province of Peciieli, where it is interrupted 
by a ridge of liideons and inaccessible mountains, to' which it is closely unhed. It is 
likewise interrupted by the river Hoang-ho bat for others of an inferior size, arches 
have been constructed through which the waters pass freely. Mr. Bell informs us that 
it is carried across rivers and over the tops of tbs liighest hills without the least inter
ruption, keeping nearly along th a t. circular. range of/barren rocks which’] incloses the 
country ; and after running about 1200 miles, ends in impassable mountains and sandy 
deserts. The foundation consists cf large blocks of stone, laid in m ortar; but all the 
rest is of brick. The w;hole is so strong and well hpilt that it scarcely needs any repairs; 
and in ti e diy cUtnaie in which it stands, may remain in the same coudiliou for many
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ages. Wlien carried over steep rocks, where no horse can pass, is about 15 or 20 
feet high ; but when running through a valley, or crossing a river, it is about 30 feet 
high, iviih square tbwers, and embrasures at equal distancqg^  T |io top is flat and paved 

'''^<^ith, cut stone ; and where it rises over a rock or eminence, tliere is an ascent made by 
an easy stone stair. “ This wall (our author adds) w a^egun  and completely finished 
in the short space of five years; and it is reported thaf the labourers, for many miles, 
stood so close that they could handle the materials froro one to another. ThU seems the 
more probable, as the rugged rocks among which itiwas built must have prevented all' 
use of carriages ; and neither clay for making bricks, nor any kind of cement are to be 
found among them. )

The whole civil government of China is managed b y m e  following courts: 1. The 
empqfor’s grand council, composed of all the ministers of state, presidents, and as* 
sessors of the six sovej-cign courts, and of three others to be afterwards mentioned. 
This is never assembled but on affairs of the greatest importance; the emperor’s private 
council being substituted to it in cases of smaller moment. 2. The chief of the other 
courts furnishes mandarins for the different provinces, watches over their conduct, and 
keeps a journal of their transactiorts, and informs the emperor of them, who rewards or 
punishes according to the report he gets.

This second tribunal, which may be called a kind of civil inquisition. Is subdivided 
into four others ; the first entrusted with the care of selecting those, who, on account 
of their learning or other good properties are capable of filling the offices of govern
ment ; the second appointed to take care of the conduct of the mandarins ; the third 
affixing the seals to the different public acts, giving the seals to mandarins, and examin
ing . those of the different dispatches: while the fourth enquires into the merit of the 
grandees of the empire, not excepting the princes of the imperial blood themselves. 
The principal sovereign court to which these four last are subordinate is called Lii-pou.

2. liou-pou, or the grand-treasurer, superintends all the finances of the state; is 
the guardian and protector of the treasures and dominions of the emperor, keeping an 
account of his revenues, &c. ; superintending the management and coining of money ; 
the public magazines, custom houses ;'and, lastly, keeping an exact register of all the 
families in the empire. To assist ffiis court, l i  others are appointed throughout the 
different provinces of the empire. -• . , ‘

6. Lii-pou, or the court of ceremonies. “ I t is an undoubted fact (says M. Grosier) 
that ceremonies form, in part, the base of the Chinese government. This tribunal takes 
care to support them and enforce their observance ; it inspects also the arts and sciences. 
I t  is consulted by the emperor when he designs to confer particular, honoqrs ; takes care 
of the annual sacrifices offered by him, and even regulates the entertainments which 
he gives either to strangers or to his own subjects ; it also receives and entertains foreign 
^ambassadors, and preserves tranquillity among the different religious sects, ih .the em
pire. I t  is assisted by four inferior tribunals.

4. Ping-pou, or the tribunal of arms, comprehends in its jurisdiction the* wbqlc'
militia of the empire ; inspecting also the fortresses, magazines, arsenals,.-
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liouses of every kind, as well as the many factories of arms, botli offensive and defensive ; 
examining and appointing officers of every rank. It is composed entirely of mandarins 
of letters ; and the four Uribyyals depending upon it consist also of literati.

5. The Hong-pou is the diiminal bench for the whole empire, and is assisted by ^  
subordinate tribunals.

6. The Cong-pou, or tribuna^^f public works, surveys and keeps in repair the empe
ror’s palaces, as well as those of tSe princes and viceroys, and the buildings where the 
tribunals are held, with the templcs,ytombs of the sovereigns, and all public monuments. 
I t  has besides the superintendence of the streets, public highways, bridges, lakes, rivers, 
and every thing, rcbiiing eith^ to internal or foreign navigation. Four inferior tribu
nals assist in the discharge oTthese duties ; the first drawing the plans of public works : 
the second directing .the work-shops in the different cities of the empire ; tiie third sur
veying the causeways, roads, bridges, canals, &c. ; and the fourth taking care of the em
peror’s palaces, gardens, and orchards, and receiving their produce.

Ail these tribunals are composed one half of Chinese and the other of Tartars ; aji4 
one of the presidents of each superior tribunal is ahvays a Tartar born. None of the 
courts above described, however, has absolute authority, even in its own jurisdiction ; 
nor can its decisions be carried into execution witliout the conciii rcnce of another tribu
nal, and sometimes of several others. - ’

To prevent any unlawful combination among the tribunals, each has its censor ap 
pointed. This is an officer, whose duty is merely to watch over the proceedings of the 
court, without deciding upon any thing himself. He assists therefore at all assemblies, 
revises all their acts, and, without acquainting the court in the least with either his sen
timents or intentions, immediately informs the emperor of what he judges to be amiss. 
He likewise gives information of the behaviour of the mandarins, either in the public 
administration of affairs or in their private conduct ; nay, sometimes he will not 
scruple to reprimand the emperor for what he supposes to be erroneous in his conduct. , 

These cen.sors form a tribunal of their own, palled tou-tche-yven.
There are still two other courts in China, both of them peculiar to the empire, which 

deserve to be mentioned. The first is that of princes ; and which, in conformity with 
its,title, is composed of princes only. In the regi^fters of this tribunal are inscribed tbe 
names of all the children of the imperial family, as well as dignities and titles which tho ' 
pmperor confers upon them. This is the only tribunal where the princes can be tried, 
and here they are absolved or punished according to the pleasure of the judged

The other tribunal is that of history, called by the Chinese ham-lui-yvan. It is com
posed of the greatest geniuses of the empire, and men of the most profound erudition. 
These are entrusted with the education of the heir apparent to the throne, and the 
compilation and arrangement of the general history of the empire ; which last part of 
their office renders them formidable even to the emperor himself. From this body 
the mandarins of the first class and the presidents of the supreme class are generally 
chosen. • •

The basis of alFthe civil laws of the Chinese is. filial piety. Every mandarin, who is
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■ a governor of a province or a city, must instruct tbe people assembled, arouml him

twice'a-montb, aVl recommend to them the observance of certain salutary ‘ rules, which 
are summed up in a few short sentences, and such as no person can ever be supposed 

^Hw^ble of forgetting, " ,
' The slightest punishment in China is the bastinado ; and the number of blows is to. 
be determined by the degree of the oiiender’s guilt. Twenty is the lowest number ; and 
in this case the punishment is considered as haviitg nothing infamous in it, but being 
only a simple paternal correction, 'I n  this way the emperor sonietimes orders it to be. 
inflicted on his courtiers ; which does not prevent them from being afterwards received, 
into favour and as much respected as before. Every rnaiidarin may inflict tbe bastinado 
ahen any one forgets to salute Iiim, or when he sits in judgment in public. • The instru^ 

of correction is called pain-tsee, and is a piece of bamboo, a little flatted, broad at. 
the Obttoin, and polished at the upper extremity, in order to. manage it more easily with 

fand. When the punishment is to be inflicted, tbe magistrate sits gravely behind a 
having on it a bag filled with . small sticks, while a nuiiiber of, petty officers stand 

around Ijim, each furnUhed with thc.se pan-tsees, and waiting only for his signal to make 
use’ of them. The mandarin then takes out one of the little slicks contained in the bag, 
and throws it into the hall of audience. On this the culprit is seized, and stretched 
out with his belly towards the ground ; his breeche.s are pulled down to his heels, and 
an athletic domestic applies five smart blows with his pah-tsee. If the judge draw- 
another small stick from the bag another officer succeeds, and bestows more blowsi 
and so on until the judge makes no more signals. When the punishment is over, ti-,g 
criminal must throw himself on his knees, incline his body three times to the earth, and- 
thank the judge for the care he takes of his education. i .

For faults of a' higher nature the carrying of a wooden collar, called by the Portuguese ' 
the ' cangue, is inflicted. This , marline is composed of two .pieces of ■ wood, hollowed; 
out in the middle, which, when put together, leave sufficient room for the neck. These 
are laid upon the shoulders of the. criminal, add joined together in such a manner that 
he can neither see his feet nor put his hands to his mouth ; so .that he is incapable of’ 
eating without the assistance of another. This disagreeable biirden he is obliged to 
carry day and night; its weight is from 50 to 200 pounds, according to the enormity of 
•the crime, to which the lime of carrying it is also proportioned. For robbery, breaking 
i)fe peacQ, or disturbing a family, or being a notorious gambler, it is generally carried 

r three months. During all this time the criminal' is not allowed to take shelter in his owja. 
house, but IS stationed-for a certain space of time either in some ’̂ public square, tlic gale 
of a city or temple, or, perhaps, even of the triuunal where he was condemned. On the 
expiration of his term of punishment he is again brought before the judge, who exhorts

and after giving him 20 sound blows, discharges.him in a friendly manner to mend ; 
him.

Banishment is inflicted for crimes of a  nature infe.rior to homicide, and the duraltoa i 
is often for life, if tbe criminals be s%nt into Tartary. *

Yoi. I t  ' „4 B
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Their capital punishments-consist of strangling, beheading, and cutting««i a thousand 
pieces, . •. ** ^

Every city in China is divided into different quarters, each of which is subjected to 
the inspection of a certain officer, who is answerable for whatever passes in the 
under his jurisdiction. Fathers of families as we have already observed, are answerable 
for the conduct of their children and domestics. Neighbours are even obliged to answer 
for one another, and are bound to give every help and assistance in cases of robbery 

' fire, or any accident, especially in the night-time. All the cities are furnished with 
gates, which are barricaded on the commencement of night. Cenlinels are also posted 
at certain distances through the atreets, w bo stop all who walk in the n ight; and a num
ber of horsemen go round the ramparts for the same purpose ; so that it is almost 
impossible to elude their vigilance by favour of the dafkness. A strict watch is airo 
kept during the day-time ; and all those who give any suspicion of their looks, a®ent, 

■or behaviour, are immediately carried before a mandarin, and sometimes even detltued
until tlie pleasure of the governor be known. 

Private quarrels do not often happen in (quarrels do not often happen in China, and it is rara that they are attended 
with a fatal issue. The champions sometimes decide the qnar.cl witli their fists, but 
most frequently refer the case to a mandarin, who very often orders them both a sound 
drubbing. None but military people are permitted to wear arms in public ; and this 
privilege is extended even to them only during the time of war, or when they accompany 
a mandarin, mount guard, or attend a review. Prostitutes are not allowed to remain 
within the walls of a city, or to keep a bouse of their own even in the suburbs. They 
may, however, lodge in the house of another; but that other is accountable for every 
disturbance which may happen on their account.

In ail the Chinese cities, and even in some of their ordinary towns, there is an office 
w here money may be borrowed upon pledges, at the 'common rate of the country, which 
however is no less than 30 per cent. Everj pledge is marked with a number when 
left at the office, and must be produced when demanded ; but it becomes the property of 
the office it left there a single day longer than the term agreed upon for the payment of 
tlie money. The whole transaction remains an inviolable secret; not even the name of 
the person who leaves the pledge being inquired after.

Great attention is paid by the administration of China to the conveniency of travellers; 
the roads are generally very broad, all of them paved in the southern provinces,and soiljs 
in the northern ; but neither horsea nor carriages are aHowed to pass along these. 
many places valleys have been filled up, and rocks and mountains cut through for the 
purpose of making commodious highw-ays, and to preserve as nearly as possible on a 
level. They are general'y^bordered with very lofty tr^es, and in some places with walls 
eight or ten feet high, to prevent travellers from going into the fields ; but openings are 
left in proper places, which give a passage into cross roads, that lead to different vil
lages. Covered seats are erected on all the great roads, where travellers may shelter 
themselves from the inclemency Sf the weather ; feroples and pagods are also frequent,
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’nfo which tnf^^lers are admitted without scruple in tne
refusal in the ni^t. In these the mandarins only have a right to rest tnemselves as 
long as they think proper. There is, however, lio want of inns on the great roads, or 

"even the cross ones in China ; but they are ill supplied with provisions, and those v̂ho 
frequent thein are even obliged to carry beds along with them to sleep on, or else take 
up with a plain mat.

Towers are erected on all the roads of this great empire, with watch-boxes on the top, 
with flag-staffs, for the convenience of signals in case of any alarm. These towers are 
square, and generally constructed of brick, butIseldom exceed 12 feet in height. They 
are built, however, in sight of one another, apd are gu'Urded by soldiers, who run with 
reat speed from one to another, carrying letters wiiich concern the emperor. Intelli- 

gelfee of any remarkable event is also conveyed by signals; and thus the court is in- 
with surprising- quickness, of any important matter. Those which are built on 

the roads conducting to court are furnished with battlements, and have also very 
bells of cast iron. According to law these towers should be only five lys or half a 

Prench league distant froni one another. • ',
There is no public post-office in China, though several private ones have been estab

lished ; but the couriers , and officers charged with dispatches for the empire have only 
a right to make use of them. This inconvenience, however, excepted, travellers find 
conveyance very easy from one part of China to another. G reat numbers of porters 

• are employed in every city, all of whom are associated under the conduct of a chief, who 
regulates all tlieir engagements, fixes the prices of their labour, receives their hire, and is 
responsible for every thing they carry. When porters are wanted be furnishes as many 
as may be necessary, and gives the same number of tickets to the traveller ; who returns 
one to each, porter when they have conveyed their loads to an appointed place. These 
tickets are carried back to the chief, who immediately pa}'s them from the money he re
ceived in advance. On all the great roads in China there are several offices of tliis kind, 
■which have a settled correspondence with others; the travellers, therefore, have only to 
carry to one of these offices a list of such tbings“as they wish to haye transported ; this 
is immediately written down in a book ; and though there should be occasion for 2, 3̂  
or 400 porters, they are instantly furnished. Every thing is weighed before the eyes of 
their chief, and the hire is five-pence per hundred weight for.one day's carriage. An 
j | / c t  register of every thing is kept, in the office; the traveller pays the money in advance, 

^ i f te r  which he has no occasion to give himself any further trouble ; on his arrival at the 
^ city he designs, his baggage is found at the corresponding office, and every thing, is de

livered to him with the most scrupulous exactness.
The commerce of • China is under the inspection of the tribunal of finances; but on 

this subject the Chinese entertain an opinion quite different from' that of the Europeans. 
Commerce, according to them, is only useful as far as it eases the people of their super- 
fiuitie.s, and procures them necessaries For this reaspn they consider that even which 
is carried on at Canton as prejudicial to the interest of the empire. “ They take from 
us (say the Chinese) our silks, teas, and porcelain : the price of these articles is raî cil
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through all the provi^’cs ; siicii a trade, therefore canuot be hcncflciy^^The. money 
brought us hy Europeans, and tlie high-priced baubles that accoij^any it, are mere 
superfluities to such a slate as. ours. We have no occasion for more bullion than uliat 
may be able to answer the exigencies of government and to supply the relative waiit- of 
individuals. It was said by Konan-tse, SOUQ years ago, Tliat the money introduced 
does riot enrich a kingdom in any other way than it is introduced by commerce. No 
commerce can be advantageous long but that which consists in a. mutual exchange of 
things necessary or useful. That trade, whether carried on by barter or money, wliich 
has for its object' the importing of articles that tend to the gratification of pride, luxury, 
or curiosity, always supposes tli5 existence of luxury ; but luxury, wiiich is an abundance 
of superfluities among certain classes* of people, supposes the vi ant of necessaries amo^,, 
a great many others. The more horses the rich put to the carriages the greatein^ill 
be the number of those who are obliged to walk on foot ; the larger and more u/gnifi- 
cent their houses are, so much more confined ijind'wretched must those of the^^or 
be ; and the more their tables are covered with a variety of dishes, the more mustTfie 
number of those increase who are reduced to the necessity of feeding upon plain rice. 
Men, united by society, in a large and populous kingdom, can employ their industry, 
talents, and economy, to no better purposes than to provide necessaries for all, and pro
cure conveniences for some.” ' : ' .-.'i ‘ ;• (}'

The only commerce considered by the Chinese as advantageous to their empire is 
that will) Russia and I'aflary ; by which they are supplied with those fut's so necessary 
in the northern provinces. The disputes concerning the limits of the respective empires 
of Russia and China seemed to have paved the way to this commerce. These disputes 
were settled by a treaty on the of August, 16 8 9 , under the reign of Ivan and Peter 
Alexiowitz. The chief of the embassy, on the part of Russia, was Golovin, governbr of 
Siberia; and two Jesuits were deputed on the part of the emperor of China; and the 
coufcrenccs were held in Latin, with a German in the Russian ambassador’s train, who 
was acquainted with that language. By this treaty the Russians obtained a regular and 
permanent trade with China, which they had long desired ; but, in return, they yielded 
up a large territory, besides the navigation of the river Amour. The first intercourse 
iiad taken place in the beginning of the 17th century ; at which time a small quantity of 
merchandize was procured, by some Russian merchants, from the Kalmuc Tartars 
d'he rapid and profitable sale of these commodities encouraged certain Siberian W 
vodes to attempt a direct and open communication with China, Eor this purpose 
veral deputations were sent to the emperor, and though they failed of obtaining the 
grant of a regular commerce, their attempts were attendc'd with some consequences of 
importance. Thus the Russiart merchants were tempted, to send traders occasionally to 
Pekin ; by which means, a faint connection was preserved with that metropolis. This 
commerce, however, was at last interrupted by the commencement of hostilities on the 
river Amour ; but after the concl îsion of the treat;  ̂ in I9 68 , was resumed with uncom
mon alacrity on the part of the Russians ; and the advantages thence arising w'cre found 
to be so considerable, that a design of enlarging it was formed by Peter the Great.

urs.
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tsbrand Idcl^natire  of the duchy of Holstein, thert iff the Rus?iah service, was there
fore dispatchednkPokin, in 1 6 9 2 ; by whose means the liberty of trade, before con
fined to individuals, was now extended to caravans. In the mean time, private met- 
ilihants continued to trade, as before, not only with the Chmese, but also at the Iiead- 
quarters of tlie Mogul Tartars. The camp of these roving Tartars, • which was generally 
stationed near the confluence of the Orhon and Toula rivers, between tho soiiUiern 
fi onliers of Siberia ; and the Mogul desert thus became the seat of an annual fair. • Com
plaints however wee soon made of the disorderly behaviour of the Russians; on which 
the Chinese nioturch threatened to expel tli^tn from his dominions entirely, and to - 
allow them neither to trade with the Chinese  ̂ nor Moguls. This produced another • 
embassy to Pekin, in 1719, when matters were again adjusted to the .satisfaction of 
bo'h parties. 'J’ho reconciliation was of no long duration ; for the Russians having 
soon jenewed their disorderly behaviour, an order for their expulsion was issued ia 
1 7 2 2 . and all intercourse between tho two nations forbidden. The differences were 
once more made up, in 1727, and a caravan allowed to go to Pekin once in three years, 
provided it consist of no more than 100 persons; and that during their stay their ex
penses should as formerly, be defrayed by the en)peror of China. The Russians at the 
same time obtained permission to build a church witliin the precincts of the caravansary ; 
and that four priests were allowed to reside at Pekin fo t  llie celebration of divine service ; 
the same indulgence being granted to some Russian scholars, for the purpose ot learn
ing the Chinese language, and qualifying themselves for being interpreters between the 
two nations. This intercourse continued till tlie year 1755, since whidi time no more 
caravans have been sent to China. It was first interrupted by a misunderstanding be
twixt the two courts ; and though that dilference was afterwards made up, no cara-- 
vans have been sent ever since. The empress of Russia, sensible that the monopoly 
of the fur trade (which w'as entirely confined to the caravans belonging to the cio«n, 
and prohibited to individuals) was prejudicial to commerce, gave it up in favour of lier 
subjectsjdn 1762 ; and the centre of commerce betwixt the two nations is now a£ Kiatka. 
Here the trade is entirely carried on by barter. The Russians are prohibited from ex
porting their own coin : finding it more advantageous to take goods in exchange than to 
receive bullion at the Chinese sfmdard. The principal exports from Russia are furs 

- of different kinds ; the most valuable of which are those of sea-oturs, beavers, wolves, 
^ e s ,  martens, sableS, and ermines ; the greater part of which are brought from Siberia 

^ fn d  the newly discovered islands; but as tliey cannot supply the demand, there is a -ne- 
^  cessity for importing foreign furs to Petersburg, which are afterwards sent to Kiatka. 

Various kinds of cloth are likewise sent to China, as well as hard-ware, ami live cattle, 
such as-horses, camels, &c. The exports from China are raw and manufactured silk, 
cotton, porcelain, rhubard, musk, k c .  The government of Russia likewise rirervcs to 
itself the exclusive privilege of purchasing rhubarb. It is brought to Kiatka by some 
Bukbarian merchants, who have entered into a contract to supply the crown wiilt it in 
exchange for furs; the exportation oi»the best rhub-arb*is forl>iddcn under sevate penal
ties, but ia procured in sufficient quantities by chandcslincly mixing it with jiiuilur roots 

Vcju. II. - \  i  S
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anci S'nr.ctimes by smuggling it directly. Great part of Europe
R u s s i a .

Froai tiie accounts we have from the education of children: 
to conclude that they ought t« be the iv.oSt intellij^ent people in the world. Ihe book 
of ceremonies directs the education of a cisild to comuietu:: as soon as it is born, and 
describes exactly tlie qualities which its nurse ouglrt to Irav". She must speak little, 
adhere strictly to truth, have a mild temper, behave with vtlbbiiify to licr equals, and 
w it')'respect to her superiors. The child is tau^htto use the hand as soon as it
can put Its hand to his nroiith, and tljeii it is weaned. .'Vt six year-, of age, if a male, he 
is taught tiie numirers most in use, and made acquainted with the names of the iirincipal 
paits of the world ; at seven he is separated from his sisters, ami no longer allowed to 
cat with them nor to sit down in their presence; at eight iic is instrueteii in the rules oj 
good nreeding and politeness; at nine he studies the kalend.ir; at H) lie is sent to a 
j'iiidic school, whern he learns to read, write, and cast accounts; horn lb to lo (le is 
taught music, and every thing that he sings consists of moral precepts. It was formerly 
the custom that.all the lessons designed for the Chinese youth were in verse; and it is 
to tins day lamented that llie same ciistum is not followed, as tlitir education has since 
been le.ndered much more difficult and laborious.

At tiie age of 15 the Ciiincse boys are taught to handle the bow and arrow, and tc 
nrdunt on horseback ; at £0 they receive tlie fiist cap, if they are thought to deserve it, 
and they are permitted to wear silk dresses, ornamented withiurs; but before that 
period tlicy are not allowed to wear any other thing than cotton.

Another method of initiating children into the principles of knowledge in this em[iire 
is by selecting a number of characters, expressive of the most common objects, -engraving 
or painting separately on some kind ot substance, and undei the thing represented put
ting ll)e name, which points out to children the nreaning of the tvord.

As the Chinese have no proper alphabet they represent aimost every thing by different, 
characters. The labour of their youth therefore is intolerable ; being obliged to study 
pnauy thousand characters, each of whicl) 1ms a distinct and proper signification. Some 
irlcas of their difficulties may be obtained from what we are told by F. Martini, who as
sures us that he was under the necessity of leaiuing ()0,()00 different characters before he 
could read the Chinese authors with tolerable ease.

The book first put into the bands of li.e C.'hinese children is an abridgment, which' 
points out what a child ought to learn, and the manner in which he should ttb taugl^ 
This volume is a collection of short sentences, consisting of three or four verses each, 
all of which rhyme; and they are obliged to give an account in the evening of what they 
have learned in tbe day. After this elementary treatise they put into their hands the 
four books which contain the doctrines of Confu.ciuit and Mencius. The sense and 
meaning of the woik is never explained to tliem until they have got by heart all the 
characters, that is to say the words, in the book; a method no doubt inconceivably dis
gusting, ami calculated utterly to ^leitroy the geniuj of a boy, if he has any. While 
4bey are getting tliese characters by heart, indeed they are likewise employed in learning
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compose

lo font) y»enA^h a pencfl. For this purpose they are furnished with large leaves of 
paper, on wliichSt^ written or printed, with red ink, very big characters ; and all the 
are required to do is to cover those red characters with black ink, and to follow exacil 

^their shape and figure ; which .insensibly accustoms them td form the diflferent strokei; 
After this they are made to trace other characters, placed under the paper on which they 
write. These are black and much smaller thaiv the other. It is a great advantage to 
the Chinese literati to be able to pajnt characters well; and on this account they bestow 
great pains in forming the hands of young people. This is of the most consequence to 

, literary students, in the examinations which theyjare obliged to undergo before they can 
be admitted to the first degree. D j  Halde gives a remarkable instance, viz. that “ A 
candidate for degrees having, contrary to order, made use of an abbreviation in writing, 
the character ma, which signifies an horse; liad the mortification of seeing his composition, 
thoogb, ia other respects-, excellent, rejected merely on th a t, account; besides being, 
severely rallied by the mandarin, who told him that a horse could not, walk unless .be-

r'liie scholar has made himself inaster of the cbatacters;;;:^)q5n^^ allovved t«., 
se ; biit'/rhc subject of his Composition is pointed .out ..'tq him,?^^ one word. 

Competitions are likewise eslablis.hcd in China, but inpst Of them aĵ e oTa  ̂private nature.. 
Twenty or thirty families, who are all of the same ntnie, and whp;. ;Cei?sequently have 
only one hall for the names of their ancestors, . agree among .thcnise!.yes,,tp-5M 
children twice a month to this hall in order to compose. Eaolvjiread'd.f p. fan>ily, u 
turn gives the subject of this literary contest and adjudges the-prizc ; ,buT this costs 
him a dinner, which he mu cause to be carried to the hall of cotftpetijljon.. A fine 

, 'of about ten-pence is imposed on the parent of each -scholar who absents himself front 
jtbis exercise. • ' ' ‘ . ...

I t  frequently happens that the mandarins of letters Order these students to be brought 
. before them, to examine the progress they .have made in their studies, to excite a spirit 
of emulation atiiong them, and make Utem give such application as may quailify them for 
any employment in the stale. , Even the governors -oT the cities . db not think it below 
tiieif dignity to take this care upon themselves; ordering all those students \yho reside 
near them to appear before their tribunal once a month ; the author of the best compo
sition is honoured vvith a prize, ahd the governor treats kll the candidates on the day of 
co^ipetition at his own expcnce. In every city, town, and village in Chin.a there are . 

yjfhoolmaslers, who teach such sciences as are known in that co.untrv. Parents, posses- 
^sed of d certain fortune, provide masters for their children, to attend and instruct them, 

to form their minds to virtue, and to initiate them in the rules of good breeding and the 
accustomed ceremonies,„aswell as to make them acquainted with the laws and history, 
if ihf ir age will admit. These masters have, for the most part, attained to one or two 
degrees among the literati, and not unfrequenlly arrive at the first employments of the 
state. '

The education of the Chinese women is confined to giving them a taste for solitude, 
and accustoming them to biodesty and silence; and if their parents are rich 'they are
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likewise instructed in such accomplishments as may render them agree îii# to the other 
sex. /

' There is little distinction in China between the ordinary dress of men and woinerr. 
Hank and dignity are distinguished by certain accessary ornaments, and the person would 
be .severely chastised who should presume to assume them without being properly abtho- 
rised. The dress in general consists in a long vest, which reaches to the ground. One 
part of this vest, namely that on the left side, folds over the other, and is fastened to the 
right by four or five small gold or silver buttons, placed at a little distance from, one 
another . The sleeves are wide towards the shoulder, growing narrower as they approach 
the wrist, where they terminate>in the form ot a horse-shoe, covering the liands entirely, 
and leaving nothing but the ends of the fingers to he seen. Round their middle they 
wesr a large girdle of silk, the ends'of which hang down to their knees. From this 
girdle is suspended a sheath, containing a knife and two small sticks, which they use as 
forks. Below this robe they wear a pair of drawers, in summer made of linen, and in 
winter of satin lined with fur, sometimes of cottOjir, and in some of the northern pro
vinces with skins. These are sometimes covered with another pair of white taffety. 
Their shirts are always very short and wide, of different kinds of cloth according to the 
season. Under these they wear a silk net, to prevent it from adhering to the skin. In  
warm weather they have their necks always bare; vvhen it is cold they wear a collar made 
of silk, sable, or fox’s skin joined to tiicir robe, which, in xvinter, is trimmed with sheep’s 
skin, or quilted with silk or cotton. That of people of quality is entirely lined with 
beautiful sable .skins, brought from Tartary, or with the finest foxes’ skins, triiniped with 
sable; and in the spring it is lined with ermine. Above their robe they wear also a kind 
of sur-tout, with wide .sleeves, hut very short, which is lined in the same manner. 
The emperor and the princes of the blood only have a right to wear yellow ; certain 
mandarins have liberty to wear satin of a red ground,, but only upon days of ceremony ; 
in general they are clothed in black, blue, or violet. The common people are allowed 
to wear no other colours but blue or black, and thbir dress is ^Iways composed of plain 
cotton cloth.  ̂ ,

Formerly the Chinese were at great pains to preserve their hair; but the Tartars, who 
subdued them, compelled them to cut off the greater part of,it, and to alter the form of 
their clothes after the Tartar fashion. This revolution in dress was not effected without 
blood-shed, though the conqueror, at the. same time, adopted in other re.spects, the la 
manners, and customs of the conquered people. I'hus .the Chinese are painted as 
bald, but tiiey are not so naturally; that small portion of hair which they presciwe behind 
or on the tops of their heads is all that is now allowed them; This they wear very long 
and plait like a tail. In summer they wear a kind of c/ap, shaped like an inverted cone, 
lined with satin, and covered with ratan or cane, very prettily vvrought. The top ter
minates in a point, to which, liiey fix a tuft of red hair, w-hich spreads over it and covers 
it to the briins. This hair grows between the legs of a kind of cow, and is capable of 
taking any colour, especially a deep red. This ornament is much used, and' any per
son who chooses may wear it,
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The mandarins and' literati wear a cap of the same form as the .foregoing, only it is 
lined wiih red satin, and covered on tlie outside with ,\Vhile. A large tutt of tiie finest 
red silk is fixed over it, ŵhich is suflered to hang down or wave with the wind. People 
of distinction generally use the common cnp .wlien tiky tOount on horsehack or during 
i)ad weather ; being belter calculated to keep off rain, and shelter those who wear it 
from the rays of the sun. For winter they have another cup, bordered wiih sahie, er
mine, or fox’s skin, and ornamented vidth a tuft of silk like the former. In these fur- 
trimmings. tiiey are very curious, sojhetimes expending 40. or iO ounces of silver 
upon them. .

The Chinese people of rank never go abroad/without boots, made of satin or some 
other silk, and sometimes of cotton, but always' dyed; they have neiliier heel nor top,, 
and are made to fit the foot with the greatest exactness. When they travel ofi horse
back, however, they have others made of the skin of a cow or horse, made very pliable. 
Their boot stockings are of silk stuff, quilted and lined with cotton, reaching above tlie 
top of their bbots, and ornamented with a border of velvet or doth. In summer they 
wear a cooler kind, and in their houses a sort of slippers, made of silk stuff. The com
mon people are cyntenled with black slippers, made of cotton clofb. The fan is also a 
necessary appendage of the Chinese' dress, and is reckoned equally necessary with the 
bools.
■ The dress of the women consists of a long robe quite close at top, and long enough to- 

cover even their toes, vvith sleeves so long that they would hang down updn the ground,, 
did they not take care to tuck them up; but their hands are seldom seen. The colour 
of their dies.ses is entirely arbitrary, but black and violet are generally chosen by those 
advanced in life. The young ladies, like those of Europe, make use of paint to givd 
a bloom to their complexion; but this, though not the same with the kind used in 
Europe, agrees with it in the effect of soon Wrinkling the skin. Their general head
dress consists.in arranging their hair in several curls, .among which are interspersed small 
tufts of gold or silver flowers. According to Dr. Halde, some of them ornament their 
heads wkh Uhe image of. a fabulous bird, concerning which many stories are told.  ̂
This is made of copper or silver gilt, its wings extended, and lying pretty close to the head
dress, embracing the upper part of their temples, while the long spreading tail forms a. 
kind of plume On the top of the head. Its body is directly over the head, and the neck 
and bill hang down, the fprmer being joined to the body by a concealed hinge, in order 
tlia*t it may play freely -and move-about on the least motion of the head. The whole 
bird adheres to the head by means of the claws, which are fixed in the hair.

Ladies of quality sometimes wear several of these birds made up into a .single oraa- 
meiTt, the workmanship of which is very expensive. Young ladles wear also a crown 
imade of pasteboard, tiie fore part of which rises in a point above the forehead, and is . 
covered with jewels. The re-Jt oftlie head is decorated with natural or artificial flowers, 
among which"snvall diamond pins are interspersed. The head-dress of the ordinary 
class of women, dspecialiy wiisn they r̂e advanced In years, coî isists only of a piece, ot. 
veiv fine silk,, wrapped-round their heads.' ..

Yui. a  4 T.
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All antfiors a"ree that an absurd cifstbm' prevails tiiroughout China, of confining the 
feet of female infants in such a manner that they are never allowed to grow to near 
their full size. The smallness of their feet is accounted such a valuable beauty, that the 
Chinese never think they can pay too dear for it. As soon therefore as a female infant 
is born, the nurse wraps up its'fe.et in very tight bandages ; and this torture must be en
dured until their feet have ceased to grow. So prevalent is the force of custom, however, 
that as the child grows up, she voluntarily submits to new tortures, in order to accom
plish the purpose more effectually. Thus the Chinese women are deprived almost en
tirely of the use of their feet; and are scarce able to walk in the most awkward hobbling 
manner for the shortest space. The shoe of a full grown Chinese woman will frequently 
not exceed six inches. The practice, however, js become less frequent among the com
mon people, especially in the north of China, where the Tartar customs in . some mea
sure prevail.

iTiere are several public festivals annually celebrated in China. One is that already 
mentioned, in whicl) the emperor tills the ground with his own hands. This is also 
celebrated on the same day throughout thp empire. In the morning the governor of 
every city comes forth from his palace, crowned with flowers, and enters his chair, amidst 
the noise of diflbrent instruments which precede it; a great number of people attending, 
as is usual on all sqch occasions. The chair is surrounded by litters, covered with silk 
carpets, on which are represented either some illustnous person, who has supported 
and encouraged agriculture, or some historical painting on the same subject. The 
streets are hung with carpets; triumphal arches are erected at certain dis-tances; lan
terns every wdiere displayed ; and all the houses illuminated. ' During the ceremony a 
figure resembling a cow, made of baked earth, with gilt horn*, is carried in procession, 
and of such-enormous magnitude that 40 men are scarce suflicient to support it. A 
child follows, with one foot naked and the other shod, who is called the spirit of labour 
and diligence, and keeps contimially beating the image with a rod to make it advance. 
Labourers, with their implements of husbandry, march beliind ; and the procession is 
closed by a number of comedians and people in masks. The governor advances towards 
the eastern gate, and returns iti the same manner. The cow is theh stripped of its orna
ments, a prodigious number of earthen calves taken from its belly, and distributed among 
the people; after which the laige figure,is broken in pieces, and disliibuted in the same 
manner. The ceremony-is ended by’an oration in praise of agriculture, in which the 
governor endeavours to excite liis hearers to the practice of that useful art. s

Other two festivals are celebrated in China, with still more magnificence than that 
abovd described. ' Cue of them is at the commencement of the year ; the other is called 
the feast of lanterns. Dm iiig the celebration of Jhe former all business, whether pri
vate'or public, is suspended, the tribunals are shut, the posts stopped, ■ presents are given 
and received, and visits paid. Ail the family assemble in the evening and partake of a 
feast, (D which no stranger is admitted; thdugh they become a little more sociablê on 
the following day. •

The feast of lanterns ought to'take place on the 15th dav of the first month, but
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usually commences on the evening of the 1.5th, and does not end till that of the Idih. 
At that time every city and village, the shores of the sea, and the banks of all the rivers 

'a re  hiing ' with lantems of various shapes and , sizes ; some of thein being seen in the 
courts and windoH s, No expence is spared on this ocepion ; and some of the rich 
people will by out eight or nine pounds sterling on one* lantern. Some of these arc 
very large, composed,of six wooden frames,-either neatly painted or gilt, and 611ed Op 
with pieces of fine transparent silk, upon which are painted flowers, animals, and human 
figures ; others are blue, and made of a transparent kind of horn. Several bmps and a 
great number of wax candles arc placed in the itsside : to the corners of eaclj are fixed 
streamers of siljv and satin, of different colours, with a curious piece of carved work on 
the top. They are likewise acquainted with our mpgio lantern, which they sometimes 
introduce at this festival. Besides this they havq the prt of forming a snake, 60 or 80 
feet long, filled rvilli lights from one end to the other ; w hich they cause to twist itself into 
difi'erent forms and move about as if it was a real serpent. During the same festival 
all the varieties of tlie Cl.'inese fire-works, so justly admired, and which sometime ago at 
least .surpassed every thing of tlie kind that could be done in Europe, arc exhibited.

Every public ceieinony in China is carefully rendered as.striking as possible. A. 
viceroy never quits his palace but with a royal train, dressed in his robes of ceremony, 
and carried in a chair elegantly gilt, which is borne upon the shoulders of eight domes
tics ; two drummers inarching before the guards, and beating upon copper basons, to 
give notice of his approach. Eight other attendants carry standards, of -wood varnished, 
upon which are i«scribed in large characters all his titles of honour. After these come 
14 flags, with the .symbols of his office ; such as the dragon, tyger, phoenix', flying tor
toise, &c. bix officers follow-, each bearing a piece of board, in shape like a large 
shovel, on which are written in large golden characters, the qualities of the mandarin 
himself ; two others carry, one a large umbrella of yellow silk, and the other the cover 
in which the umbrella is kept. The first guards are preceded by two archers on horse
back ; the latter are followed by others armed with a kind of weapons feomposed of 
hooked blades, fixed perpendicularly to long poles, ornamented with four -tufts of silk, 
placed at a small distance above one another. Behind these are two other files of 
soldiers, some of whom carry large maces with long handles ; others iron maces in the 
shape of a snake; others are armed with huge hammers; while those behind them carry 
long battle-axes, in the-form of a cre.sceot: others follow, who have battle-axes of another 
kinfl ; anrt^behind these are some with the hooked weapons already described.

Beliind these come soldiers, armed with treble pointed spears, arrows, or battle-axes; 
having in front two men, who carry a 'kind of box, containing the viceroy’s seal. Then 
come l«’0 other drummers to give notice of his approach. Tw-o officers follow, having 
on their heads felt hats, adorned with plumes of fea(hers, and each armed with a cane 
to recommend regularity and good order to the surrounding multitude. Two others 
bear maces in the form of gilt dragons. These again are followed by a numbei" of 
magistrates and ofi;cer?of justice ; some of whom carry whips or flat sticks, while others 
have chains, hangers, and silk scari'f. Two standard-bearers and a captain command
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this company, which itmnediately precedes the governor. H b chair is surrounded by 
pages anil footmen,: and an oflicer attends him, who carries a large fan in form of a screen ; 
he is followed by several guards, differently armed, together with ensigns and other 
officers, who are also followed by a great number of domestics, all on horseback, carry
ing various necessaries for the use of the mandarin. ■

la some parts of Ciiina the lea pla.it grows like a common shrub scattered carelessly 
about, but in those where it is regularly cultivated it rises from seed sown in rows, at 
the distance of about four feet from each other. Its perpendicular growth is impeded 
for the convenience of collecting its leaves, which is done first in spring and twice after
wards in the course of the surmniy. Its long and tender branches spring up almost 
from the root- without any intervening naked trunk. It is busby,' like a rose tree, and 
the expanded petals of the flower hear some resemblance to tliat of the rose. Its quali
ties depend on the soil where it grows, the age when the leaves are plucked off the tree, 
and the management of them afterwards. The largest and oldest leaves, which, are the 
least esteemed, and destined for the use of the lowest classes of the people, are often ex
posed to sale with little previous manipulation, and still retaining that kind of vegetable 
taste which is common to most fresh plants, bht which vanishes in a little time, whilst 
the more essential flavour, characteristic of each particular vegetable, remains long without 
dinrjinution. The young leaves undergo no inconsiderable preparation before they are 
delivered to the purchaser. Every leaf passes through the fingers of a female, who rolls it 
up almost to the form it bad assumed before it became expanded in the progress of its , 
growth. It is afterwards placed upon thin plates of eartbern ware or iron, and dried over 
a charcoal fire. - I t  is lastly packed in large chests, Uded wdth thin plates of lead, and the 
dried leaves of some large vegetable.

The art of manufacturing silk, according to the-best 'authorities, was communicated 
by the Chinese to the Persians, and by tisenj to the Greeks. The art has been known 
in this empire from the remotest antiquity; and the breeding of silk-worms and 
making of silk was one of the employments even of the enjpresses in very early  ̂
ages. '

The most beautiful silk of the whole empire is that of Tche-krang, which is wrought 
by the manufactories of Nankin. From these are brought all the stuffs used by the etn-' 
peror, and such as be distributes in presents to his nobility. A great number pf excel
lent . workmen are also drawn to 4lifi manufactories o(' Canton by the contmerce with 
Europe and other parts of Asia. Here are manufactured ribbons, stockings, and 
buttons. A pair of silk stockings here cost little more than six shillings sterling.

The quantity of silk produced in China seems to be almost inexhaustible ; the inter
nal consumption alone being incredibly great, besides that which is exported in com
merce with Europe and the rest of Asia. In this' eri/ipire all who possess a moderate 
fortune wear silk clothes ; none but the lower class of people wearing cotton stuffs,  ̂
which are commonly dyed blue. The principal stuffs manufactured by ‘.liein are plain 
flowered gauzes, of which they make summer dresses, and damuslc of all colours ; striped 
and black satins; naped, striped, flowered, cfouded, and pinked taffeties; crapes,.
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brocade;, plush, different kinds of velvet, and a multitude o f other stuffs unknown in 
Europe. They make particular use of two kinds; one named Tonau-tse, a kind of 
satin, much stronger, but which has less lustre, than that of Europe ; the other a kind 
ot taffety, of which they make drawers and lining. . I t  is woven exceedingly close; and 
is yet so pliable that it may be rumpled and rubbed between the hands without any 
crease; and even when washed like cotton cloth it loses ver^ little of its lustre; They 
manufacture also a kind of gold brocades, but of such a slight'nature that they can<« 
not be worn in clothes : they are fabricated by wrapping fine slips of gilt paper round the 
threads of silk.

Porcelain is another great branch of Chinese manufacture, and employs a vast number 
of workmen. The finest is made in a village called, King-te>cbing, in the province of 
Kiang-si. Manufactories have also been (erected in the provinces of Fo-kien and Can- ' 
ton, but their produce is not esteemed : and one which the emperor caused-to be erected, 
in Pekin, in order to be under his own inspection* miscarried entirely.

The Chinese divide their porcelain into several classes, according to its different de
grees of fineness and beauty. The whole of the first is reserved for the use of the em
peror, so that none of it ever comes into the hands of other persons, unless it happens 
to he ccacked or otherwise damaged, in such a manner as to he unworthy of being pre
sented to the sovereign. Among that sent to the emperor however, there is some por
celain of an inferior quality, which he disposes of in presents. There is some doubt 
therefore whether any of the finest Chinese porcelain M'as ever seen in Europe. Some 
value, however^ is now put upon the European porcelain by the Chinese themselves.

Most of the Chinese medicine is absolute quackery; their skill in anatomy is not 
only very limited hut mixed with such a number of falsehoods as render it iti a manner 
absolutely useless. Their materia medica consists mostly of herbs, of which tea is one. 
To this they ascribe great and wonderful virtues, especially if it has been gathered on 
any of the summits of a mountain called Mong-chan. The only thing regarding this 
science which merits any attention is the method they are said to possess of discovering 
whether a man has hanged or drowned himself, or bad that violence committed upon him 
by others. In order to discover jhis the body is first taken from the earth and washed in 
vinegar. After this a large fire is kindled in a pit, dug on purpose, six feet long, three 
wide, and the same in depth. This ffre is continually augmented until the surrounding 
earth becomes as hot as an oven : the remaining fire is then taken out, a large quantity 
of wine is poured into it, and it is covered with a hurdle, made of osier twigs, upon 
vvhiSb the l^ody is stretched out at full length. A cloth is thrown over both, in the form 
of an arch, in order that the steam of the wine may act upon it in every direction. At 
the end of two hours the cloth is taken off; and if any blows have been given they then 
appear upon the hodĵ ĵ  in whatever state it may be. The Chinese likewise assert that 
if the blows given have been so severe as to occasion death, this trial m^kes the marks  ̂
appear upon the bones, though none of them should be broken or apparently injured. 
The wine used in these trials is only a kind of beer, made from rice and honey.

The Chinese language consists of a  small number of monosyllable words, but these 
• Vol. II.' * • 4 U  •
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are capable of expressing a Vast nuinbcr of different ideas Yrem the variation which i# 
made in the tone with which tbej are pronounced. They have 80,000 characters^ 
which are not expressive of words but things. Their ink is materially different from oirrs^ ■ 
and the pencils they use iij \yriting are commonly made of the fur of ^ rabbit. They 
do not print w'ith moveable ^ypes, but with blocks made of hard wood, which serve for 
the whole page of a book. *

We here subjoin a description of Corea, which is a peninsula governed hy its own 
king, but tributary to China.

Corea produces wheat, rice, &ĉ  with a kind of palm-tree, which yields a gum ca
pable of producing a yellow varnish, little inferior to gilding. Hence also are exported 
castor and sable skins ; also gold,; silver, iron, and fossil salt; a kind of small brusheŝ  
for painting, made of the hair of a wolf’s tail, are likewise manufactured here, which are 
exported , to China, and highly esteemed there. The sea-coasts abound in fish, and 
great numbers of whales are found theVe every year towards the north-east. Several.of 
liigse, it is said, have in their bodies the harpoons of the French and Dutch, fiom whence 
tliey have escaped in the northern extremities of Eufope ; which seem to indicate a pas
sage j'rom liie European ioto the Asiatic seas round the continents of Europe and 
Ada. . . . ■ I ' ' ,

A considerable quantity of the paper of Corea is annually imported into China ; in- 
-Iced the tribute due to the emperor is partly paid with it every year. It is made of 
cotton, and it is u.s strong as cloth, being written upon with a small hair brush or pencil; 
but must be done over with alum-water before it can be written upon in the European 
manner. It is not purchased by the Chinese for writing, but for filling up the squares 
of their sash windows ; because when oiled it resists tĥ  wind and rain better than that 
of China. It is used likewise as wrapping paper; and is serviceable to the tailors, who 
rub it between their hands until it becomes as soft and flexible as the finest cotto.n cloth, 
liistead of which it is often employed in lining clothes. It lias also this singular property, 
that if it be too thick for the purpose intended, it may be easily split into two or three 
leaves, each of which are even stronger than the best paper of China.

The Cureans are well made, ingenious, brave and ti actable; are fond dt dancing, and 
•shew great docility in acquiring the sciences, to which they apply with great ardour, and 
honour in a particular manner. The northern CoreanS are larger sized and more robust 
than those of the south; have a taste for arms, and become excellent soldiers. Their 
arms are cross bows and long sabres. ■ Men of learning are distinguished from other 
classes of people by two plumes of feathers in their caps; and when merchants pî sent 
the Coreans with any books for sale they dress tbemselvs in the richest aUire, -and burn 
perfumes before they treat concerning the price.

The Coreans mourn three years, as in China, for a father or mothvv; but the time of 
r:curaing for a brother is confined to tlirce montlis. , Their dead are not intened until 
three years after their decease ; and when liie ceremony of interment is performed they- 
place around the tomb the clothes, chariot, and horses of the deceased, with whatever 
«.i;e he showed the greatest fondness for while alive; all which they leave to be carried
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off by the assistants. ' Their bouses, as in China, consist only of oiie story, and arc very 
ill built; in the country being composed bf earth, ahd in cities- generally of brick, but 
all. thatched with straw : the walls ofrheir-dties - aI!■e^i^nstr^jclcd after the Chinese man
ner, with' square, turrets, -battlements^ and atched gates. - Tijei'r writing, dress, religious 
cerenionies, and creed, as well :a's. the greater |>a-rl of their ..custoiinfs, are borrowed frohv 
the Chinese.- ■ Thfeir women^ however, arq less confined-, and have the liberty of appearing 
in public-with the other sex, for which they a te 'often ridiculed b^i tlieir neighbours’. 
They differ from the Chinese alsO. aii. tlieif £ei|ein'Onies 6f marriage',^nd tbS iriafiner of 
contracting i t ; the parties in this’ cqtintry fake' the' liberlty to Chodsb-for'themselves, 
without consulting the inclinations of fh'eif pitfr^ts, Or su'fleting them t o ’throw any 
obstacles in. the way. . / ‘ '
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CHAPTER IV.

f.
T he E astern  P e n in s u l a------------ Including Tibet.

Th e r e  is no part of the world, in which the arts are cultivated, of which so little is 
known as of those countries vvhich l̂ie between limdostan and the enipi.^e cf China. 

The principal of these, for we cannot prjetend to enumerate them all, are Tonquin,' Laos, 
Cochin China, Cambodia, the kingdom of Siam, the peninsula of Malacca, the Birman 
empire, and Tibet, or the country of 'the Lamas.

Tonquin is bounded on the north by the province of Canton and the bay of ,Tonqui» ; 
on the south by Cochin China ; and on the wesi by the kingdom of Laos. I t is about 
1200 miles in length, and 500 in breadth, and is one of the finest and most considerable 
kingdoms of the East, as well on account of the number of inhabitants, as the riches it 
contains, and the trade it carries oa. T hI country is thick set with villages ; and t])e 
natives in general are of a middle stature and clean limbed, with a tawny complexion. 
Their faces are oval and flattish, and their noses and lips well proportioned. Their 
hair is black, long, lank, and coarse; and they let it hang down their shoulders. They 
are generally dextrous, nimble, active, and ingenious in mechanic arts. They weave 
a variety of fine silks, and make curious lacker works, which are transported to other 
countries. There is such a number of jpeople that many wknt employment; for they 
seldom go to work but when foreign ships arrive. The money and goods brought hither 
by the English and Dutch put them in action; for they have not money of their own 
sufficient to employ themselves, and therefore one third at least must be advanced 
beforehand by the merchants; and the ships must stay here till the goods are finished, 
which is generally five or six months. They are so addicted to gaming, that when every 
tiling else is lost, they will stake their wives and children. The garments of the Ton- 
quinese are made either of silk or cotton ; but the poor people and soldiers wear only 
cotton of a dark tawny colour. Their houses are small and low ; and the walls either of 
mud or hurdles, daubed over with clay. They have only a gropnd floor, with two or , 

I three partitions : and each room has a square hole to let in the light. The villages con> 
sist of SO or 40 houses, surrounded with trees; and in some places there are banks to 
keep the water from overflowing their gardens, M’bere they have oranges, betels, melons,. 
and sallad herbs. In the rainy season they cannot pass from one house to another 
without wading through the water; they sometimes have boats. In  the capital city, 
called Cacho, there are about 20,000 houses, with mud-walls and covered with tliatcb ;
8 few are built with brick and roofed with pan-tiles. In each yard is a small arched 
building, like an oven, about six feet high, made of bri^k, which serves to secure their 
goods in case of fire. The principal streets are very wide, ^and paved with small slones., 
The king of Tonquin has three palaces in it, such as they a re ; and near them are stables 
for his horses and elephants. SThe house of the, English manufactory is seated at the
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nortn end of the city, fronting the river, and is the best in the city. Tiie people, in 
general, are courteous, and civil to strangers ; but tite best uaen are proud, haughty 
and ambitious; the soldiers insolent, and the poor thievish.

Their common drink is tea, but they make themselves merry with arrack. The Ian* 
guage is spoken very much in the th roa t; and some of the words are pronounced 
through the teeth, and have a great resemblance to the Chinese. They have several me
chanic arts and trades; such as smiths, carpenters. Joiners, turners, xveavers, tailors, 
putters, painters, money-ciiarigers, paper-makers, workers in lacker, and bell-founders. 
Their commodities are gold, musk, silks, calicoes, drugs of many sorts, woods for 
dying, lacquered wares, earthen wares, salt, hniseeds, and worm seeds. The lacquered 
ware is not inferior to that of Japan, which is. accounted the best in the world. With all 
these merchandises one would expect the people to be very rich, but they are in general 
very poor; the chief trade being carried on by the Chinese, English, and Dutch. The 
goods imported, besides silver, are saltpetre, sulphur, English broad cloth, pepper, 
spicesi «nd great guns.

O f the kingdom of Laos hut little Is known. I t is said tha t this country is fuU of 
forests, and abounds in rice, fruits, and fish. The inhabitants are well made, robust, of 
an olive complexion, and mild in their disposition; but very superstitious, and much 
addicted to women. Their principal occupation is tilling the ground and fishing. The 
king shows himself but twice a-year, and has large revenues from the elephant^s teeth 
found in his dominions. Their religion is a kind of idolatry, and much the same as in 
China. Langiona is the capital town.

The country of Cochin China is of much the same temperature with that of Tunquin, 
though rather milder, as lying nearer the sea. Like Tonquin it is annually overflowed, 
and consequently fruitful in rice, which requires no other manure than the mud left by 
the inundations. They have sugar-canes, and the same kinds of fruit common to other 
parts of India. The country produces no grapes, and therefore they drink a liquor 
brewed from rice. They have vast woods of mulberry-trees, which run up as fast as our 
hemp. Their silk is stronger than that of China, but not so fine. They have the best 
timber in the world, particularly a sort which abounds in the mountains, and is called 
the incorruptible-tree, because it never rots under earth or water, and is so solid that i t . 
serves for anchors. There are two kinds, black and red. - The trees are veiy tall, 
straight, apd so big, tliat two men can scarce fathom them. They have also on the 
mountains of the Kemois a tree of the most fragrant scent, which is supposed to be the 
same with ligium aloes. This being reckoned the best product of the country is en
grossed by the king, and sold from 5 to 16 ducats per pound. It is highly valued boti 
in China and Japan, where the logs of it are sold for 200 ducats a pound, to make pillars 
for the king and nobility : and among those Indians which continue to burn their dead, 
great quantities of it are used in the funeral piles. The young trees, called aquila or 
eagle-wood, are every one’s property, which makes the old ones, called calamba, so 
scarce and dear. They have oak and large pines fut the building of ships; so that 
this country is of the same use to China that Norway is to Britain. In general they 
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liave l1;e same kind of trees and piaiits that are to be met vrtfti m Tonquin. They have 
mines of goid as well as diamoiuU; but tiic last they do not vaiue so highly as pearL 
1 liey also esteem their coral arfd amber very much. In all the provinces tliere are great 
granaries, tided with rice, in sim e of whicii that grain is kept upwards of 30 years. One 
of Use greatest rarities of tisese parts, especially in graiTd entertainments, is a ragout, 
nsade of the eatable bird’s nest?, which some ray are found only in Cochin-China, and 
others in four islands that lie south of its coast. , '  • •

The merchants of Cambodia, Tonrjuih, China, Macao, Manila, Japan, and Malacca, 
trade to Cociiin-China with plate, which they exchange for the commodities of the country. 
The Portuguese are the most favoured here of any Europeans. The Cochin-Chinese 
themselves, not being inclined to travel, seldom sail out of sight of their shore, but pur
chase many trifles from foreigners at great rates, particularly combs, needles, bracelets, 
glass pendants, &c. They are very fond of our bats, caps, girdle.?, shirts, and oilier 
clolhes; and .above all set a great value on coral. The country is said to have 700 
miles of coast, with many large inlets of the sea, and above 60 convenient landing places; 
w hich, however, according to captain Hamilton, arê  but seldom visited by strangers.

The people-of this country have a great affinity witli those of Tonquin, with whom 
they have a common origin, and from whom they differ very little in their manners and 
customs, all of which they have, in a great manner, borrowed from the Chinese, The 
principal exports of the country are silks, sugar, ebony, and calamba wood ; gold, ia 
dust or in bars, wliicli is sold for only ten times its w-eight in silver; and copper and 
porcelain, brougbl from China and Japan. From this country also are exported the 
birds’ nests, esteemed such a delicacy at the table. They are found in four islands, 
situated near the c.oasts of Cochin-China, to the eastward of which are five other smaller 
ones, where are found prodigious numbers of turtles, the flesh of wliicli is so delicate 
that tiie Tonqtiinese and pebple of Cochin-China frequently fight desperate battles, in 
order to take them from one another. The cornnioditie.? which sell most readily in this 
country are saltpetre, sulphur, lead, fine cloth, and barfed or flowered chintz. Pearls, 
amber, ami coral were formerly in great request, but at present only tiie two last are 
saleable; and even these vrill not answer unless the beads W coral be round, well 
polished, and of a beautiful colour; the amber must also be extrememly clear, the beads 
of an equal size, and not bigger than a hazel.

The only money current in Cochin-China is that of Japan, which is paid and received 
by weight. The money of the country is. of copper, and as large as our counters, of a 
round figure, and having an hole in the middle, by which llie pieces may be strung like 
beads. Three hundred of these are put on one side, and as many on the other, which, 
in Cochin-China, pass for a thousand; because in 600 are found 10 times 60,- which 
makes a century among almost all the pfeople of the //east. There is, however, scarce 
any country in which merchants are more apt ,to be deceived with regard to the value 
of money than .Cochin-China ; owing to the pieces being unequal in figure and quality, 
and the difficulty of determiniagiheir value, whicl^ is regulated only by a few characters 
stamped upon them. The dealers therefore must be at pains to have honest and skilful
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people to ascertain the value of tiie pieces they receive; otherwise they run a great risk 
of being deceived in their value, as the Cochin-Chiucs^ make a great merit of being 
able to clieat an European. i

Cambodia is bounded on the north by the kingdom of Laos ; on the east by Cochin- 
China and Chia[»a ; and on the south and vvest by the guiph and kingdom of Siam ; di
vided by a large river, called Mecon. The capita! tovui is of tiie same name, seated 
on the western sliore of the said river, about J 50 miles north of its mouth. This country 
is annually overflowed in the rainy season, between June and October ; and its pro
ductions and fruits are much the same with those usually found between the tropics.

Siam Proper, by some called Upjier, to distinguish it from the Lower Siam, under 
which are often included Laos, Cambodia,, and Malacca, is bounded on the north by 
the Birman empire and kingdom of Laos ; on the east by Cambodia and Cochin-Cbina; 
on the south by Malacca and l!ic bay of Siam ; and on the nest by the ocean. Rut 
as tlic opinions of geographers are extremely various concerning the situation and extept 
of most of tlie inland countries of Asia and Africa, neither the extent nor boundaries bf 
Siam are yet accurately known. By some it is supposed to extend 550 miles in length, 
and 25o miles in breadth ; in some places it is not above 50 miles broad. '

The winds blow here from the south, upon the coast of Siam, in March, April, and 
3\Iay ; in April the rains begin, in May and June they fall almost without ceasing. In 
July, August, and September^ the winds blow from the west, and, the rains continuing, 
the rivers overflow their banks nine or ten miles each side, and for more than 150 miles 
up the stream. At this time, and more particularly in July, the tides are so strong as 
to come up the river Menan as far as the city of Siam, which is situated 60 miles from 
its mouth ; and sometimes as far as Louvo, which is 50 miles higher. The winds blow 
from the west and north in October, when the rain ceases. In November and Decem
ber the winds blorV dry from the north, and the rvaters being in a few days reduced to 
their antient channels, the tides become so insensible that the water is fresh at the mouth 
of the river. At Siam there is never more than one flood and one ebb in the space of 
S4 hours. In January the winds blow from the east, and in February from the east and 
south. When the wind is at east the currents set to the w est; and on the contrary, 
when the wind is at west the currents run to the eastward.

As this country is situated near the tropic it must necessarily be very hot ; but yet, as 
in cither places nearly of the same latitude, when the sun is vertical and shines with a 
most intenie beat, the inhabitants are so screened by the clouds, end the air is so re
freshed by a deluge of rain that overflows the plains w hich the people chiefly inhabit, 
that the heat is very supportable. The coolest winds blow in December and January.

The vegetable produce of this country is chiefly rice and wheat, besides tropical and 
a few European fruits. The Siamese prepare the land for tillage as soon as the earth is 
sufficiently moislened by the floods. They plant their rice before the waters rise to any 
considciahle height, and as they rise slowly the rice keeps pace with them, and the ear 
is always above the water. ■ They reap^heir corn when The water retires, and sometimes
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go in boats to cut it wbilo the waters are upon the ground. They also sow rice in .seve 
ral parts of the kingdom that ai^ not overflowed; and this is thougiit better tasted and 
will keep longer than the other; but they are forced to supply these fields con* 
stantly with water, while the rice is growing, from basins and ponds that lie about 
them.

They have no European fruits except oranges, lemons, citrons, and pomegranates. 
They have bananas, Indian figs,, jaques, durion.s, mangoes, mangostans, tamarinds, 
ananas, and cocoa-nuts; they have also abundance of pepper and sugar-canes. The 
mountains ate covered with trees, which make good masts. The vegetable of greatest 
use in the country is the bamboo, which grows chiefly in marshy soils, and is often found 
of a prodigious size. Cotton trees are found in great numbers; and others that yield 
capocr a very fine cotton vvpol, but so short as to be unfit for spinning, though it answers 
very well for stuffing mattresses and pillows.

There is no country where elephants abound more than Siam, or where they are 
held in greater veneration. .They have a few horses, sheep, and goats, besides oxen 
and buffaloes; but they have no good animal fopd except the flesh of hogs ; their beef 
and mutton being of a very indifferent quality.

The Siamese are of small stature, but well proportioned ; their complexions are 
swarthy ; the faces ofboth the men and women are broad, and their foreheads, suddenly 
contracting, terminate in a point, as well as their chins. They have small black eyes, 
hollow jaws, large mouths, and thick pale lips. Tlieir teeth are dyed black, their noses 
are short and round at the end, and they have large ears, which they think very beau
tiful. Their hair is thick and lank, and both sexes ctit it so short that it reaches no 
lower than their cs.^s; the women make it stand up on their foreheads ; aud the men 
shave their beards.  ̂ -

People of distinction wear a piece of calico, tied about tlieir loins, that reaches down 
to their knee.s. The men bring up this cloth between their legs, and tuck it into tbeic 
girdles, which gives it the appearance of a pair of breeches. They have also a muslia 
shirt, with a collar, with wide sleeves, no wristbands, and the bosom open. In winter 
they wear a piece of stuff or painted linen over their shoulders, like a mantle, and 
wind it about their arms.

Ti>e king of Siam is distinguished by wearing a vest of brocaded satin, with strait 
sleeves that reach down to the w rist, under such a shirt as we have just dcsci ibed, ^n d  
it is unlawful for any subject to wear this dress, unless he receives it frofij the king.. 
They wear slippers with piked toes turned u(>, but no stockings. The king sometimes 
jiresents a military vest to the generals ; thi.s is buttoned before, and reaches to the 
knees ; but the sleeves are wide, and come no lower-than the elbows. All the retinue 
of the king, either in war or in hooting, are clothed /n red. The king wears a  cap in 
the form of a sugar-loaf, encompassed by a coronet, or circle of precious stones; and. • 
those of his officers have a circle of gold, silver or vermilion gilt, to distinguish tlieir 
quality, and these cans are fastened with a s tay  under tke chin • they arc only worn
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wheivthey are ip the fclog’s- presence, or when they preside in courts of justice, or other 
extraordinary occasions. . 3,’hey have also hats for travelling.; hut in general few people, 
cover their heads,- notwithstanding .the scorching heat lof the sun. . •

The women also wrap a; cloth about their middle, which bangs down to the calf .of, 
their legs. They cover their hieasts with another'cloth, iSae ends of which hang over 
their shoulders. .B ut they have no v garment corresponding to a.shift, nor any covering, 
for their heads but their hahv The common peoplO are almost naked, and 'Vear neither 
shoes hor slippers. The women wear as many rings on-the three last fingers of each 
hand as they can keep on, and ■ bracelets upon their wrists.arid ancles, with pendants 

• in their ears, shaped like a pear. ) ' - n-
For an inferior to. stand before a superior/is deemed insolent; and .therefore slaves and . 

people of inferior rank sit upon their heels,' v iih their heads a .little inclined, and their 
joined, hands lifted up. to their fore.heads. In passing by a .superior.they bend their: 
bodies, jOinmg their hands, and- lifting them towariJ their heads, in proportion to the 
respect theŷ -W-ould show. When an inferior pays a visit, he enters the room stooping,, 
prostrates biinseif, and then remains upon bis knees, sitting upoii his heels, without ;

■ *peaking;a word, till he is addressed by ibe person whom he visits ; for he that is of the
.highest.q.oalily must always speak first. 'If a  .person"̂  of rank visit an inferior be wa'lts 
oprigbt, and the master of the house receives him a t tlie door, and waits oh him. so fa.?! 
when he goes away, but .never further. . . .

The highest .part of the .bouse is esteemed the mOist honourable, and inp person cares 
to lodge under another’s feet. The Siamese, indeed, have but one story, but the rooms,

■ rise gradually, and the innermost,, which are the highest, are always the .most honourable,. ^
M^hen the Siamese ambassador came to the. French court, socne of his retinue wer.e lodged 
in a floor oyer the ambassador’s head but they no sooner knew it than they were struck . 
with the greatest consternation, and. ran .down, tearing their hair, a t the tJiQUghts of 
being guilty of what they considered as so unpardonable a crime. .

The Siamese never permit such familiarities as are practised by gsr4lemen .in Europe.. 
Easiness of access and .affability to an inferior is, in that part of-the world, thought a; 
sign of weakness ; yet they take no .'notice o.f some things as would be looked upon’ as ill 
•breeding among us ; such as. belching in company, wbicb-noman endeavours, to; prewen.t, 
or so much .as bolds his hand before his mouth. They have an extraordinary res'pect frir. 

' the^head, .and it is the. greatest affront to stroke e r  touch thataof another j person ; hay 
their caps»must, not be used w'ith too much familiarity ; fm- when .a servant carries Tt, it 
Is iput on A stick, and. held above his head ; arid whhn ihp master stands still tlie stick - 
■is set do\yn,-it. having a foot to stand upon. They also show', .their respect by lilting 
their hands to tbe bead; .and, therefore, wben they receive a letter , from any .one ,for 

. whom .they have a great respect, Hhey .iamiediately hold it up to their heads, and soiner 
titnes lay it upon tlieir heads. , .

They are esteemed, an ingenious people, and though rather indolent than active in dis-̂  
'position, ..they are not addicted to theAfolupluo.us vices, .Vyhich often, accompjiny a stato 
of. ease, being- remarkably -chaste nnd temperate,, and even'holding drutikenncss i.T

.YoiMI, 4  ¥  . ■■ "" .
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abhorrence. Thev are, however, accounted insolent to their inferiors,. and equally ob
sequious to those above them; the latter of which qualities .appears to be particularly 
inculcated from their earliest ^ u tb . In general their behaviour is extremely .modest., 
■and they are averse to loquaciA*. Like the Chinese they avoid speaking' in the j6rst 
person ; and when they address a lady it is always with some respectful epithet, insinu- 
■ating personal accomplishments. . . '

No man in this country learns any particular trade, but has a general knowledge of 
*11 that arc commonly practised ; and'every one works six months for the king by rotti-> 
tion • at which time, if he should be found perfectly ingnorant of the business he is set 
about, he is doomed to suffer the bastinado. 'The consequence'of this burdensome ser- 
•vicc is, that na man endeavours to excel in his business, 'les t he should be oblige^, to 
practise it as long as he lives for the benefit of the crown. , ’ ' ■

The government of this country is exiremely oppressive ; the king being not only 
sovereign but proprietor of all the land.s, and the chief merdiant likewise ; by which 
means he monopolizes almost the whole traffic, to the great prejudice of his- subjects. 
The crown is said to be hereditary, but it is often transferred by revolutions, on account 
of the exorbitant abuse of power in those who exorcise the royal office. In his palace 
the king is attended by women ; who not only prepare his food and wait on him at table, 
but even perform the part of valets, arid put on all his clothes, except his cap, which is 
considered as too sacred to be touched by any hand but his ow n. He shows himself to 
the people only twice a-year, when be distribute.? his alms to the taiapoins or priests ; 
and on these occasions he always appears in an elevated situation, or mounted on the 
back of an elephant. When-lie takes the divef'sion of hunting he is, ae usual, attended 
by his women on .foot, preceded by a guard of 200 men, who drive ail the people from 
the roads through which they are to  pass ; and when the king stops, all his attendants 
fall upon their faces on the ground.

All their proceedings in law are committed to writing ; and none is suffered to exhibit 
a charge against another without giving security to prosecute it, and answer the damages 
if he does not prove the fact against the person accused. VV'hen a person intends to 
prosecute another he draws np a petition, in which he sets forth his complaint, and pre
sents it to the nai or head of the band to which he belongs, who transmits it to the go
vernor; and if the-complaint appears frivolous., the prosecutor, according to the laws, of 
the country, should be punished ; but the magistrates generally encourage prosecutions, 
OH a'ceount of the perquisites they bring to their office. •

Every thing being prepared for hearing, the parties are several days called into, court, 
and persuaded to agree ; but this appears to be only a matter of forrn. At length the 
governor appoints a day for all parties to attend ; arid being tome into court,- the clerk 
reads the process and opinion'of his associates, and//then the governor examines upon 
what reasons their opinions are founded; wliich being explained to hiin, be proceeds to 
pass judgment.

'WhcQ sufficient proofs are waning, they have recourse to an ordeal trial, like that of 
«ur Saxon ancestors: both the plainiiff and the defendant walk upon burning coals, and
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he that escapes unhurt is agljudged to be in the righ t: sometimes tlie proof is made by 
putting their hands In boiling o il; and -in both these trials, by some peculiar manage
ment,- one or the other is said to remain unhurt. They have also a proof by water, in 
which he who remains longest under is esteemed innocent. I They have another proof by 
swallowing pills, which their priests administer with severe imprecations ; and the party 
who keeps them in his stomach without vomiting is thought to be innocent.

All these trials are made in the presence of the magistrates and people; and the 
king himself frequently directs them to be performed when crimes come before him by 
way of appeal; Sometimes he orders both the informer and prisoner to be thrown to 
the tygers : and the person who escapes by not being seized upon by these beasts is suffici- 
en lb^stified . - j , ^

maintain the doctrine of transmigration, believing in a pre-existent state; and 
that they shall pass into other bodies, till they are sufficiently purified to be received, into 
paradise. They believe likewise, that the soul is material, but not subject to the touch; 
that it retains a human figure after quilting a body of that species; and that when it 
appears to persons with whom it w'as acquainted, which tliey suppose it to do, 
the wounds of one that has been murdered will then be visible. Th‘ey are of opinion 
that no man will be eternally punished; that tlie good, after several transmigrations, 
will enjoy perpetual happiness r but that of those who as’e not reformed will be doomed 
to transmigration to ail eternity. T-hay believe in the existence of a Supreme Being ; 
but the objects of their adoration are departed saints, whom they consider as mediators 
or intercessors for them ; and to the honour of this numerous tribe both temples and 
images arc erected. ,

The men of this country are allowed a plurality of women; but excepting one, who 
is his wife by contract, the others are only concubines, and their cbiLiren deemed inca
pable of any legal inheritance. Previous, to every nuptial contract an astrologer must 
be consulted, who calculates the nativity of the parties, and determines whether their 
union is likely.to prove fortunate or otherwise. W'hen his prognostication is favourable, 
the lover is permitted to visit his mistress three tiroes ; at the last of which interviews,, 
the relations, being present, the marriage portion is paid, w'hen, without any religious 
ceremony performed, the nuptials are reckoned complete, and soon after consummated. 
A few days after the talapoin visits the married couple, sprinkles jthein with water, and 
repeals a prayer for their prosperity. ' ' * .

f b  e practice in Siam respecting funerals is both to burn and bury the dead. Th« 
corpse being laid upon the pile, it, is suffered to burn till a considerable part is con
sumed, when the remainder is interred in a burying-place contiguous to some temple. 
The reason they give for not burning it entirely to ashes is, that they supposed the de
ceased to be happy, when part of his remains escape the fire.„ Instead of a tomb-stone they 
erect a pyramid over the grave. I t formerly w.as the custom to bury treasure with the 
corpse; but longer experience evincing that the sacrilegious light in which robbing the 
graves was considered did not prevent-the crime,' they now discontinue the antient prac
tice, and, instead of treasure, bury only painted papers and other .trifles.
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The tvvo principal river« are the Menaa and the Mecon, M'hich rise in the mountains 

of Tartary, and run to the south; the former, passing by the city of Siam, falls into the 
bay of the same name, in the 13” of N. lat. ; and the latter, runoiDg through Laos and 
Cambodia, discharges itself itijp lire Indian Ocean, in the 9° of N. Lat.

The capital of the country 5s Siam, called by the natives Siyothoya, situated in the 
101° of E. Ion: and the J4° o fN . Jat.; being almost encompassed by the branches of 
the river Mcnan. It is about 10 miles in circumference within the walls, but not a  sixth 
part of the ground is occupied by buildings. In the vacant spaces there are near SOO 
pagodas or temples, round which are scattered the convents of the priests and tiieir 
burying-placcs. The streets of the, city are spacious, and some have canals running 
through them, over which are a great number of bridges. The houses stand on pillars of 
the bamboo caiie, and are built of the same materials ; the communication hetvve(^dif- 
ferent families during the winter season being earried on, as in other tropical countries, 
by means of boats. The grounds belonging to the several tenements are separated by 
a  palisado, M'ithin which the cattle are housed, in barns erected likewise upon pillars, to 
preserve the.m from the annual inundalioo.

Malacca, the most southerly part of the greatj. peninsula beyond the Ganges, is about
60,0 miles in length, and contains a Jdngdom of the same name. It is bounded by tlic 
kingdom of Siam on the north ; by the bay of Siam and Ure Indian ocean on the east; 
and by the straits of Malacca, w hich separate it from Jhe island of Sumatra, on the 
south-west. This country is more to the south than any other in the east Indies ; and 
comprehends the to\yns and kingdoms, of Patan, Pahaii, Tgohor, Pera Queda, Borke- 
lon, Ligor ; and, to the north, the town and kingdom of Tanassery, where the Portu
guese formerly carried on a great trade. This last belongs to the Birmen. The people 
of MalaccaTare in general subject so the Duteh, who possess all the. strong places on the 
coasf, and compel them to trade on their own terms, excluding all other nations of Eu
rope from having any commerce with the natives.

The Malays are governed by the feudal laws. A chief, ■ who has the title of king or 
sultan, issues his commands to his great vassals, who have other vassals in subjection 
to them in a similar manner, A small part of the nation live independent, under the 
title oforanicai or iioblCj and sell their services to those who ^pay them best; while the 
body of the nation is composed of slaves, and lives in perpetual servitude.

The generality of these people are restless, fond of'navigapon, vvar, plunder, emigra
tions, colonies, desperate enterprises, adventures, and gallantry. They talk incessaRtly 
of their honour and their .bravery, .whilst they are universally considered, by those with 
■whom they have any intercourse, as the most treacherous, feroedous people on earth. 
Thff ferocity which the Malays qualify under the name of courage, is so well known to 
ihe^uropean companies who have settlements in the Indies, that they have universally 
agreed in prohibiting the captains of their ships, who  ̂ may put into the Malay islands, 
from taking on Ijoat’d any seamen from that nation, except in the greatest distress, and 
then on no account to exceed two or three. I t  is not in the least uncommon for a iiand- 
4ul of these horrid savages sudtlenly to embark,"attack a vessel by surprise, massacre
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the people, and make themselves masters of her. Malay hatleaux,. with'24 or 30 men, 
have been known to board. European ships of SO or 50 guns, in order to take possession 
of them, and murder iVith their poniards great part pf the crew. Those wlio are not 
slaves go always armed; they would think themselves (ilsgraccd if they, went abroad 
without their poniards, which they call crit. As their lives are a perpetual round of 
agitation and tumult, they cannot endure the long flowing garments in use among other 
Asiatics. Their habits are exactly adapted to their shapes, and loaded with a multitude 
of buttons, which fasten them close to their bodies.
•V The country possessed by the Malays is in general very fertile. I t abounds with odo- , 
riffcrous woods, such as tiie aloes, the sandal, and the cassia. The ground is covered 
with,flowers of the greatest fragrance, of which/there is a perpetual succession throughout 
the year. There are abundance of mines of the most precious metals, said to be richer 
even than those of Brazil or Peru, and in some places are mines of diamonds.. The  ̂
sea also abounds with excellent fish, together with ambergris, pearls, and .those delicate . 
birds’ nests so much in request in China. . ■

Notwithstanding‘all this plenty, however, the Malays are miserable. The culture of 
the lands, abandoned to'slaves, is fallen into contempt. These wretched labourers^ 
dragged incessantly from their rustic employments by their restless masters, who delight 
in war and maritime enterprises, have never time or resolution to give the necessary 
attention to the labouring of their grounds; of consequence, the land.s, for the most 
part, are uncultivated, and produce no kinds of grain for the subsistence of the inhabi
tants. The sago tree indeed supplies in. part the defect of grain. It is a species of the 
palm tree, which grows naturally in T-he woods, to the height of about 20 or 30 feet; its . 
circumference being sometimes sijc feet. Its ligueous bark is about an.iiich i.n thjekness, 
and covers a multitude of long fibres, whiob, being interwoven one with another-, - fenve-̂  i 
Kjpe a mass-.of a gummy kind of meal. As soon as this tree is ripe, a whitish dost, which 
transpires through the‘pore.s of the leaves, and adheres to their extremities, indicates that 
the trees are in a state of maturity. The Malays then cut Ihem.down near the root, 
divide them into several s.ections, which they split into quarters,; they scoop out the 
mass of mealy substance, which is enveloped by and adheres to the fibres ; they .dilute it 
in pure water, and then pass it through a straining bag of fine' cloth, in order to separate 
it from the fibres. Wlien . this paste has lost part of its moisture by evaporation, the 
]\Ijdays Um'ow it jnto a kind of earthen vessel,. of different shape.s, where they allow it 
to dry and liarden. Their paste i§,wholesome, nourishing food, and preserves for many, 
years. - ' . ,

Malacca, the capital; is situated in a flat country,, close to the sea. The walls and .< 
fortifications are founded on a solid rock, . and are carried up to a great height; the 
lower part of them is washed by the sea at every tide ; and on the land side is a wide 
canal or ditch, cut from the sea to the river, which makes it an island. Iii 1641 it was' 
taken from the Portuguese by the Dutch, since which time it has continued in their pos
session, In this city there are i a great many broad streets; but they are very badly - 
paved. The houses are tolerable welf built, and some«of them, have gardens behind or 
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on one side. The inhabitants consist of a  few . Dutch, many Malayans^ Moors, Chinese^ 
and other Indians, who are kept in awe'iby a fortress, which is separated .from the city 
by a river, and by good walls and bastions, as well as ;by strong gates, and a  draw ̂  
bridge that is on the eastern ade. The city is well situated for trade and navigation.

The Birman empire was little known to Europeans till colonel Symes performed hi» 
embassy to that court, in the year 1795, and afterwards published an ample and excellent, 
account of the country into which he had travelled. The extent of this empire he con
siders as uncertain ; but it comprehends the antient kingdoms of Ava, Pegu, and Aracan, 
the country of Cassay, and the terri'tories of several .Chobwas or little princes, formerly 
independent. , • .

The climate of every part of the empire which he visited bore testimony to its salubrity, 
by the best possible criterion, the appearance and vigour of the natives. The seasons
a?re regular, and the, extremes of heat and cold are seldom experienced, at least the
duration of that intense heat, which immediately precedes the comtntncemeni of iho 
rainy season, is so short that it incommodes but for a very little tiine.

The soil of the southern provinces of the Birman empire is remarkably fertile, and 
produces as hixniiant crops of rice as are to found in the finest parts of Bengal, 
Farther northward the country becomes irregular and mountainous; but tlie plains and 
valleys, particularly near the river, are exceedingly fruitful; they yield good wheat, and 
the various kind.s of small grain which grow in llindostan ; as likewise legumes, and 
most of the esculent vegetables of India. Sugar-cane,, tobacco of a superior quality, 
indigo, cotton, and the different tropical fruits in perfection, are all indigenous product* 
of this favoured land. -  ̂ 1

Their forests produce, besides the teak tree, which is exceedinly useful for ship> 
building, almost every description of timber that is known in India.

The kingdom of Ava abounds in minerals. Six days journey from Bamoo, near the 
frontiers of China, there are mines of gold and silver, rubies and sapphires, at present 
open on a mountain near the Keenduein, called 'Wooboloo-laun; but the most valuable, 

.and those which produce the finest jewels are in the vicinity of tlie capital nearly oppo
site to Keoum-meoom. Precious stones are found in several other parts of the empire^ 
The inferior minerals, such as contain iron, tin, lead, antimony, arsenic, sulphur, &c. are 
met with in great abundance; amber, of a consistence unusually pure and pellucid, is 
dog up in large quantities near the river ; gold likewise is discovered in the sandy beds 
of streams, which descend from the mountains. Between the Keenduem an 4  the Irra*< 
waddy, 'to the northward, there is a small river called Shoe Lieu Kioup, or the Stream' of 

• Golden Sand.
Diamonds and emeralds are not produced in any part of the Ava empire ; but it 

affords amethysts, garnets, very beautiful chrysolites,, jasper, loadstone, and marble ; 
the quarries of the latter are only a few miles from Urhmerapoora; it is equal in quality 
to the finest marbleb of Italy,’ and admits of a polish which renders it almost transparent. 
Blocks of any size that it is possible to tra'nsport might be procured ; but the’ sale is pro
hibited ; nor is it allowed to be* carried away without a special licence. Images o f
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Gauduia being chiefly composed of th is . material, it is, on that accomit, held 
sacred.

Birtnans may not purchase the marble in mass, but are \suflered, and indeed encou
raged to buy figures of the deity ready made. Exporta|ion of their gods out of the 
kingdom is strictly forbidden. The city of Chagain is the principal manufactory of 
these marble divinities.

An extensive trade is carried on between the capital of the Bintian dominions and 
Yunan in China. The principal article of export from Ava is cotton, of which eolond 
Symes was informed there are several kinds; one of a brotvn colour, of which nankeens 
are made, the otiier white like the cotton of India. He did not see any of the former. 
This commodity is transported up the Irrawaddy in large boats, as far as Bamoo, where 
h  is bartered at the comtnon jee or mart, with Chinese merchants, and. conveyed by the 
latter, partly by land and partly by water, into the Chinese dominions. Amber, ivor)', 
precious stones, beetle nut, and tlie edible nests, brought from the eastern Archipelago^ 
are also articles of commerce: in return, the Birmans procure raw and wrought silks,. 
velvets, gold leaf, preserves, paper, and some utensils of hardware.

The commerce between the capital and the southern parts of the empire is facilitated 
by the noble river that waters the country ; its principal objects are the necessaries of 
life : several thousand boats are annually employed in transporting rice from the lower 
provinces, to supply Uinmerapoora and the northern districts; salt and gnapee may 
likewise be reckoned under the same head. Articles of foreign importation are mostly 
conveyed up the Irrawaddy; a few are introduced by way of Arracan, and carried over 
the mountains on the heads of coolies or labourers ; European broad cloth, a small 
quantity of hardw'are, coarse Bengal muslins, Cossembuzar silk handkerchiefs, China 
ware, which will not admit of land carriage, and glass, are the principal commodities. 
Cocoa nuts also, brought from the Nicobar islands, where they are of uncommon excel
lence, are looked upon as a delicacy, and. bear a high price : merchants carry down 
silver, lac, precious stones, and some other articles to no great amount. A considerable 
sum of money is annually laid out at the capital, in the purchase of marble statues of 
Gaudma, which are all fabricated at Chagain, opposite to Ava-haung, or antient Ava; 
they are not permitted to be made at any other place. '

The Birmans, like the Chinese, have no coin ; silver in bullion and lead are the 
current monies of the country ; weight and purity are of course the standard of value, 
and .in the ascertainment of both the natives are exceedingly scrupulous and expert. 
W hat foreigners call a tackal, properly kiat, is the most general piece of silver in circu
lation ; it weighs lO penny-weights, 10 grains, and three-fourths; its subdivisions are 
the tubbee, two of which make one moo ; two moo one math ; four math one tackal; 
and 100 tackal compose one viss. Money scales and weights are all fabricated at the 
capital, where they are stamped, and afterwards circulated throughout. the empire; the 
use of any others is prohibited.

There is no country of the the east i» which the royaJ ^establishment is arranged with 
more minute attention than in the Birman court; it is splendid without being wasteful.
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and numerous without confusion ; the mqst distinguifhed members when colonel Sonnes 
was at the capital were, the sovereign; his principal queen, entitled Nandoh Praw, by 
whom he has no sons ; his s^ond wife, Myack Nandoh, by whom he has two sons; the 
Engy Teekien, or prince roy:J, and Pee Teekien, or prince .of Prome, The princes of 
Tonglio, Bassian, and Pagahm, arc by favourite concubinei Meedah Praw is a prin
cess of high dignity, and mother of (he chief queen. The prince royal is married, ami 
has a .son and two daughters, all yous)g ; the son takes precedence of his uncles, the 
crown descending to the niale heirs in /a direct line.. These were the principal personages 
of the Birman royal family.
. Next in rank to the princes of the 'blood royal, are the Woongees, o r  chief niinisters 
o f state. The establi:,hed number is four, but the place of one lias long been vacant; 
these form the great ruling council of the nation ; they sit into the Lotoo, or imperial hail 
of consultation every day, except on the Birman sabbath, from twelve till three or four 
o’clock or later, as there happens to be business ; they issue mandates to the Maywoons 
or viceroys ot the difierent provinces ; they controul every department of the state, and, 
in fact, govern ,tbe empire, subject always to the pleasure of the king, who.se will is abso
lute and power undefined. ■ 1

To'assistin the administration of affairs, four officers, called Woondocks, are-associ
ated with the Woongees, but of far inferior authority ; they sit in the Lotoo, in a deli
berative capacity, having no vote ; they give their opinions, and may record their dissent 
from any measure that is proposed, but the Woongees decide ; the Woondocks, however, 
are frequently employed to carry into exdculipn business of great public importance.

Four Auawbons, or ministers of the interior, possess a' degree of influence that some-, 
times counteracts with success the views and . wishes of the W'oongces ; these the king- 
Elects to be his privy counsellors, fiom tlieir talents, and the opinion he entertains of 

, their integrity, they have .access to him at all times; a privilege'which the principal 
Woongee does not enjoy. ;
'■ There are aiso four chief secretaries, four notaries, four masters of the ceremonies, 
and nine readers, as well as several other officers of distinction, who bear no ostensible 
share in the adjmiuistration of public affairs. i
I In the Birman government there are no hereditary dignities or eniployments ; all 
honours and offices, on the demise of the possessor, revert to the crown.

The tsaloe or chain is the badge of the order of nobility, of which there are different 
degrees, distinguished by the number of strings or small chains that compose the orna
ment ; these strings are fastened by bosses where they unite : three of open chain work 
is the lowest rank : three of neatly twi.sted wire is the next; then of six, of nine, and of 
32 ; no subject is ever honoured with a higher degree than J2 ; the king alone wears 24- 

The manners of the Birmans bear a considerable resemblance to those of the inhabi
tants of Siam. They have all tiie politeness of the Chinese, without their burdensome 
load <of ceremonies. At Ruhgoon, their principal port, foreigners are to be met with ol 
various tliffefent nations, who #!1 enjoy the royst perfect liberty in matters of religion 
The country, though naturally fertile, is so thinly peopled in consequence of a sucecssiqr
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lif wars, that the population is estimated at but about, 17,GO<JjOOO, while the groiird, in 
many places, lays uncultivated, and tygers, ^elephants, and other wild beasts of India, 
ransje at large.

■iruimerapoora, the capital, and every other part of the'^napire, is adorned with a va.st 
number o{ temples, erected in a singular and magnificent style ©f architectuie. The 
cities of Ava and Pegu are both of them in ruins. '

Tibet is a country of steep and inaccessible mountains, whose summits are crowned 
with eternal snow ; they are intersected with deep valleys, through which pour number- 
les.s torrents, that increase in their course, and, at last gaining the plains, lose them
selves in the great rivers of Bengal. These mountains are covered down their sides 
^viih forests of stately trees, of various sorts, some (such as pines. &c.) of which are known 
in Europe; others such as are peculiar to thî  country and climate. The va4Jeys and 
sides of tho hills, which admit of cultivation, are not unfruitful, but produce crops of. 
wheat, barley, and rice. The inhabitants are a stout and warlike people, of a copper 
complexion, in size rather above the middle European stature, hasty and quarrelsome iu 
their temper, and addicted to the use of spiritous liquors, but honest in their dealing, 
robbery by violence being almost unknown among them. The chief city is Lassey 
Seddein, situated on the Patchoo. Tibet begins properly from the top of the great 
ridge of the. Caucasus, and extends from thence in breadth to the confines of Great 
Tartary, and perhaps to some of the dominions of the Russian empire. The woods, 
which every where cover the mountains in Bautan, are here totally unknown ; and, 
except a few straggling trees near the villages, nothing of the sort is to he seen. The 

. climate is extremely severe and rude. At Chammanning, although it be in latitude 31° 
3!)', in the middle of April the standing waters were all frozen, and heavy showers of snow 
perpetually fell. This, no doubt, must be owing to the great elevation of the country, 
and to the vast frozen space over which the north wind blows, uninterruptedly from the 
pole, llirough the vast deserts of Siberia and Tartary, ■ till it is stopj»ed by this formidable 

'wall.
i The Tibefians are of a smaller size than their southern neighbours, and of a less robust 
make. Th.eir complexions are also fairer, and many of them have even a ruddiness in 
their countenances, unknown in the other climates of the East. Those whom ]\Ir. Bogle 
saw at Calcutta appeared to have ■quite the Tartar face. They are of a miid and cheer
ful temper ; the higher ranks are polite and entertaining in conversation, in which they  ̂
never mix either strained comp'iments or flattery. The common people, botli in Boutan 
and Tibet,are clothed in coarse woollen stuffs, of their own manufacture, lined with 
such skins as they can procure ; but the better orders of men are dressed in European 
cloth, or China silk lined with the finest Siberian furs. The use of linen is entirely un
known among them. Tlie chief food of the inhabitants is the milk of their cattle, pre
pared into cheese, or mixed with the flour of a coarse barley or of pease, the only grain 
which their soil produces ; and even these are in a scanty proportion ; but tliey are 
furnished with rice and wiieat from Bengal and other countries in their neighbourhood. 
They also are supplied with fish, from the rivers in their own own and their neighbouring

.Vol. I I .  • 4 A * .
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provinces’, salted and sent into the interior parts. They have no want of animal food, 
from the .cattle, sheep, and hogs, which are raised 6n their hills; and are not destitute ;o'f 
game. They have a singular method of preparing their mutton,, by exposing the caiease 
entire, after the bowels are ta^en out, to ibe sun and bleak north ;winds, which blow in 
the months of August and Sejiienrber, v/itbout frost, and so., dry up the juices and parch 
the skin, that the meat will keep uncorrupted for the year round. This they , generally 
eat .raw, witiiout any other preparation. '

The religion and political constitution of this countr}',-^-which are intimately blended 
together, will be treated of in . another^ chapter. A peculiar kind of polygamy subsists 
among, them, several brothers having frequently the same wife. The manner of bestow
ing their dead is also singular ; they Neither put them in the ground, like the Europeans,

. nor born them, like the Hindoos; but expose them.on the bleak pinnacle 0 / some 
neighbouring rhbuntain, to be devoured by wild beasts ahdjbirds of prey, or wasted away 
by time, and the vicissitudes of the weather in which' they lie. The mangled carcases 
and bleached bones lie scattered about; and amidst this scene of borrOrs, some miserable 
old wretchj nian or woman, lost to all feelings but those of superstition, generally sets 
up an abode^ to perform the dismal office df receiving the bodies, assigning each a place 

' and g-athering up the remains when too widely dispersed. ; ‘
The language spoken in Tibet is- different from tiiat of die Tartars. The .astronomers 

are acquainted with the motion of the heavenly bodies, and able to calculate eclipses : 
but the laiaas are generallj ignorant; few of them .can resd, much less understand their 
aritient books. ' ‘ - . .
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C H A PTER V,

T he East Indian  Islani)s.
f

^ I  ^HESE islands inay be divided into three groups ; the Sunda islands, the Moluccas 
with the adjacent islands, and the Philippines.

The Sunda islands comprehend Sumatra, Java, Borneo, Bally, Banca, to which may 
be added the Andamans, the Nicobar isles, the Anainbas, Natuna, and several others.

Proceeding in the order in which they are situated, tve begin with the Andamans, 
which are described by colonel Symes, in his account of the embassy to Ava. ‘ He states 
that all the voyagers have related of uncivilized life, seems to fall short of the barbarism 
of the people of Andaman. The ferocious natives of New Zealand, or the shivering, 
half-animated savages of Terra del Foego, are in a relative state of confinement, com
pared to these islanders. The population of the Great Andaman, and all its dependen
cies does not, according to captain Stokoe, exceed 2000 or 2500 souls. These are 
dispersed in small societies along the coasts, or on the lesser islands within the harbour, 
never penetrating deeper than the skirts of the forests, which hold out little inducement 
for them to enter, as they contain no animals to supply them with food. Tiieir sole 
occupation seems to be that of climbing rocks, or roving along the margin of the sea, in 
quest of a precarious meal of fish, which, during the tempestuous season, they often 
seek for in vain.

The Andamaners are not more favoured in the conformation of their bodies, than in 
the endowments of ihcir mind. In stature they seldom exceed five feet ; their limbs are 
disproportionably slender, their bellies protuberant, with high shoulders, and large 
heads ; and, strange to find in this- part of the world, they are a degenerate race of 
negroes, with woolly hair, flat noses, and thick lips ; their eyes are small and red, their 
skin of a deep'sooty black, whilst their countenances exhibit the extreme of vvretched- 
ness ; a hprrid mixture of famine and ferocity. They go quite naked, and are insensible - 
of any shatPe from exposure.

The few implements they use are of the rudest texture ; a bow, from four to five feet 
long, tlie string made of the fibre of a tree or a slip of bamboo, with arrows o f reed, 
headed with fish bone, or w'ood hardened in the fire, is their principal weapon. Besides 
this they carry a spear of heavy wood, sharply pointed, and a shield made of bark, to 
defend themselves from the assaults of their enemies ; for even these poor wretches 
have rights to assert and dignities to maintain : necessity has taught them an expert manage- 
;.)#ot of their arms, on which they rely for subsistence ; happily for theni, their numerous 
bays and creeks abound with fis!), which they shoot and spear with surprising dexterity. 
They are said also to use a small haiid-iict, made of the filaments of bark ; the fish, when 
caught, is put into a wicker basket, wnich they carry on their backs. Having kindled a 
fire, they throw the food on the coals, *and devour it italf broiled. A few diminutive
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swine are to be found in the skirts of the forests, and among the mangrove thickets in 
the low grounds ; but these are very scarce, and ere probably the progeny of a slock 
left by former navigators. When a native, has the good fotuno to slay one, he carefully 
preserves the scull and teeth ornament his hut. They cross the bays, and go to fisli 
either in canoes formed of a^iullovv tree, or on rafts of bafnboo, which they direct by 
paddles. Their habitations display little more ingenuity than the dens of wild beasts; 
-four sticks, stuck in the ground, are bound together at the top, and fastened trans
versely by otliers, to which branches of trees are suspended ; an opening is left on ona 
side, just large enough to admit ,of entrance: leaves compose their bed. Being much 
incommoded by insects, their first .occupation in a morning is to plaister their bodies 
all over with mud, which, hardening in the sun, forms an impenctrahle armour ; they 
paint their woolly head with red ochre and w ater; when thus completely dressed, a 
jmore hideous appearance is not to he found in human form.

An English colony has been lately established on the large Andaman.
Of the Nicobar islands but little is known. lUr. Hamilton has, however, in the Asiatic- 

Jlr-searches, given some interesting informatisn respecting the northernmost of these, 
wliicli is called Carnicobar. This island, he says, is low, of a round figure, about 40 
miles in circumference, and appears at a distance as if entirely covered with trees : how
ever there are several well-cleared and delightful spots upon it. The soil is a black kind 
of clay, and inarsliy. It produces in great abundance, and with little care, most of the 
tropical fruits, such as pine-apples, plaintains, p&pavas, cocoa-nuts, and arecsi-niits, 
also excellent yams, and a root called cachu. The only four footed animals upon the 
island ate hogs, clogs, large rats, and an anithal of the lizard kind, but large, called by 
the natives tolonqui; these frequently carry o(F fowls and chickens. The only kind of 
poultry are hens, and those not in great plenty. There are abundance of snakes of many 
dilTerent kinds, and the inhabitants frequently die of their biles. The timber upon the 
island is of many sorts, in great plenty, and some of it remarkably large, afibrding excel
lent materials for building or repairing ships. ' i

The natives are low in stature, very well made, and surprisingly active and strong : 
they are copper colotu ed, and their features have a cast of the Malay, quite the reverse 
of elegant. The women, in particular, are extremely ugly; The men cut their hair short, 
and the women have their heads shaved quite bare, and wear no covering but a short 
petticoat, m-ade of a sort of rush oi: dry grass, which reaches half way down th^ thigh. 
This grass is not interwoven, but hangs round the person something like the thatejiing 
of a house. The men wear nothing but a narrow strip of cloth about the .inWhIle. The 
ears of both sexes are pierced when young ; and, by squeezing into the holes large plugs 
of wood, or hanging heavy weights of shells, they contrive to render them wide and dis
agreeable to look at. They are naturally disposed to be good humoured and gay, and 
are very fond of sitting at tabic with Europeans; where they eat every thing that is set 
before them ; ami they eat most enormously. . They do not care much for wine, but will 
diiuk bumpers of arrack as long as they can see. A great part of their time is spent in 
Easting and dancing. When arf'east is held at agy village, every one. th»t chooses goes
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uninvited, for tl»ey are strangers to ceremon)'. At those feasts they eat imnoense quan^. 
tfiies of pork, which is their favourite food. Their liogs-are  remarkably fat, .being fed- 
upon the cocoa-nut kernel and sea . water; indeed all their domestic animals, fonfs,- 
dogs, &c. are fed upon the same. ‘ They have likewise .plenty .of. smaH sea-fish,- which . 
they'strike very dexterously with, lances, wading into tljc|̂  sea about knee-deep. .They, 
are sure of kiijirig a very small fish at 10 or 12 . yards distance. They eat -the pork., 
almost raw, giving it only a hasty grill over a quick fire, . iliey  roast.a fowl by running... 
a  piece of wood ilii ougli it by way of spit, and holding ft over a brisk fir^ until the 

' feathers are burnt off, when it is ready for eating in their taste. They never '̂ drink 
water; only cocoa-nut milk, and a liquor called souraj whicli-'obzes from the cocoa-nut- 
tree, after cutting oft’the young sprouts or- flowers. This they s.uft’er to . ferment before . 
it js- used, and then it is intoxicating; to which quality they add much by their method , 
of drinking it, by sucking it slowly through a small stravy. After eating, the young me.n . 
and women, who are fancifully dressed with leaves, go.to dancing; and the old people 
siirrouhd them,' smoking tobacco and drinking soura. The dancers, while performing, 
.sing some of their tunes, vvhich are far from wanting harmony, and tb which they keep, 
exact lime. O f musical instruments they have only.one kind and that the simplest. I t 
is a hollow bamboo, about two feet and a half long, and .three inches in diameter; along 
the outside of which there is stretphed, from end to en d ,,a  single string, made of the- 
threads of h-'split cane, and. the place under the string is hollowed a little, ‘ to.prevent it 
from touc'hing. .This instrument is played upon in the same manner as a guitar.. It is- 
capable of producing but. fe.w notes; the performer, however, makes it speak, harmoni- . 
dusly, and generally accompanies it with bis voice.

The),r houses are. generally built upon'^the-beach, in villages of 15 or 20 houses each ; 
ahtl--^db' house contains a famijy p f  • 20 persons. and upwards. These habitations are 

 ̂raisecV-upOrtVwbod.en pillars,-aboutJ^O.feet'frouvth'e ground : they are round, and,, having,- 
no Window’s, .are like bee-hiv^ edyered with thatch^ The entry is through a, trap-door - 
belo«\Where;tlie family nipunt by,a laddciy.which is dravvn up at night. TItis manner, 
of building is intended to,, secure the Iiouses from bciog infested with snakc,s and rats; 

"and for that purpose, the pillars ar^ bound round willi a.smooth kind of leaf, which pre?- 
vents animals from being able to m ount; besides which, each pitiar has a broad, round , 
flat piece of wood near.thfe. top of it, the projecting of which- effectually prevents the 
fijrtl)er progress, of such vermin as may have pa.ssed the leaf. The flooring .is made of.i 
thin strips of bamboos, laid at suefi distances from .cne another as to leave free, admission, 
fowlight and air; and the inside is neatly finished, .and decorated with fishing lances, 
Met.s,{&c. • . ■
■ man dies,-, all bis livestock, doth, hatchets, fishing lances, and, in'short, every-^

iupveublc thing he possessed, is buried .with him ; and his. death-is'monrned by the whole, 
village. TJis wife must conform to custom by haying a joint cut off from, one of her. 
fingers; and if she refuse,this, dte must subniit to havo a deep notch cut in one of th e - 
pillars of. her house.
' Sumatra;, -the most .western-of the Sunda islands, constitute; .;:, lit it side the bour.d.;ry.’

’¥.ol .. n .  5 „ B
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of the Eastern Archipelago, Its general direction is nearly north-west and south-east, 
"i’he equator divides it into almost equal parts; the one extremity being in 5° 3“?’ N. 
and the other in 5"̂  56' S, lat, -Achcen Head, at the north extremity of the Mand, is 
in longitude 95° Si'east. It lies exposed on the south-west side to the Indian Ocean ; 
the north point stretches, into t^e bay of Bengal; to the north-cast it is divided from the 
peninsula of Malacca by the straits of that name ; to the east by the straits of Banca, 
from the island of that name , to the south-east by the commencement of what are 
called the Chinese Seas; and on the south by the straits of Sunda, which separate it 
from the i.sland of Java, It is about 900 miles in length, but from 100 to 150 only in 
breadth; No account had been giv^ii of this island by any Englishman till the ’ year 
1778, when IMr, Charles Miller (.son of the late botanical gardener) published an ac
count of the manners of a particular district, in the 68th volume of the Philosophical 
Transactions, These were the Buttas, a people who live in the interior parts, called 
the Cassia Country. They differ from all the other inhabitants in language, nranners, 
and cu.sloms. They are said to eat the prisoners whom they take in war, and hang up 
their skulls as trophies in their houses. He observes, however, that human flesh is eaten 
by them in tt.rrorem, and not as common food, though they prefer it to all others, and 
speak with peculiar raptures of the soles of the feet aad palms of the hands. They ex
pressed nnich surprise that tlie white people did riot kill, much less eat their prisoners. . 
From this country the greatest part of cassia that is sent to Europe is procured. I t 
abounds also widr camphire trees, -which constitute the common timber in use ; and in 
these trees the campbire is found native, in a concrete form. It is remarkable that in 
tiiis state it is sold to the Chinese at the price of 250 or SOO/. per cwt.; but llie.se dex
terous artists contrive to furnish the Europeans with il at about a quarter of that price. 
In 1783, I\.lr. Marsden, who had been secretary to the president and council of Fort 
Alalborough, published a history of Sumatra, with very copious particulars of the island. 
He represents it as surpa.ssed by few in the beautiful indulgeucies of nature. A chain 
of high mountains runs through its whole extent; the ranges in many parts being double 
and treble ; their altitude, though great, is not sufficient to occasion their being covered 
with snow during any part of the year. Between these ridges are extensive plains, 
considerably elevated above the surface of the maritime lands. In these the air is cool; 
and, from this advantage, they are esteemed the most eligibl,® portion of the country, 
are the best inhabited, and the most cleared from woods, which elsewhere, in general, 
throughout Sumatra, cover both hills and valleys with eternal shade. Here too are found 
many large and beautiful lakes, that facilitate much the communication between the 
different parts. The heat of the air is far from being so intense as might be. expected 
‘from a country occu[iying the middle of the Torrid Zone ; and it is more temperate iliaii 
many regions within the Tropics; the thermometer, at the most sultry hour, about two 
in the afternoon, generally fluctuating between 82 and 85 degrees. Mr. Marsden di
vides the inhabitants into Malays, Achenese, Battas,^ Lampoons, and Rejangs ; and he 
lakes the latter as his standard cf description, w'ith respect to the persons, manners, and 
customs of the inhabitants. They are rather^ below the middle stature ; iiieir balk in
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preportion ; their limbs, for the most part, slight, but vvell shaped, and particularly 
small at the wrists and ancles ; and upon the whole they are gracefully, formed. Their 
hair is strong and of a shining black., The men are beardless, great pains being taken 
to render them so rvhen boys, by rubbing their skins with a kind of quick lime. Their 
complexion is properly yellow, wanting the red tinge that'constitutes a copper or tawny 
colour. They are in general lighter than the JMestees, orfbalf-breed of the rest of India; 
those of the superior class, who are not exposed to the rays of the sun, and particularly 
their women of rank, approaching to a degree of fairness. If beauty consisted in this 
one quality, some of them would surpass even our brunettes in Europe. The major part of 
the females are ugly, many of them even to disgust; yet among them are some whose 

' appearance is strikingly beautiful; whatever composition of persons, features, and com< 
plexion, that sentiment may be the result of. 1 Some of the inhabitants of the billy parts 
are observed to have tiie swelled neck or goitre ; but they attempt no remedy for it, 
as these wens are consistent with the highest health. The rites of marriage among the 
Sumatrans consist simply in joining the hands of the parlies, and pronouncing them man 
and wife, Aviihout much ceremony, excepting the entertainment, which is given on the 
occasion l>y the fatlifer of the girl. The customs of the Sumatrans, permit their having 
as many wives as they can purchase or afford to maintain ; but it is extremely rare that 
an instance occurs of their having more than one, and that only among a few of the 
chiefs. This continence they owe in some measure to their poverty. The dictates of 
frugality are more powerful with them' than the irregular calls of appetite, and make 
them decline an indulgence from which their law does not restrain them. Mothers 
carry their children, not on the arm as our nurses do, but straddling on the hip, and 
usually supported by a cloth, which ties in a knot on the opposite shoulder. The children 
are nursed but little, are not confined by any swathing or bandages ; and being suffered 
to roll about the floor, .soon learn to walk and shift for themselves. When cradlee are 
used, they swing, suspended from the ceiling of the rooni.

-The Sumatrans are so fond of cock fighting that a father, on his death-bed, has been 
known to desire his son to take the first opportunity of matching a cock for a sum equal 
to bis whole property ; under a blind conviction of its being invulnerable. When a cock 
is killed or runs, the other must have sufficient spirit and vigour left to peck at him three 
times, on his being held up to him for that purpose, or it becomes a drawn'battle ; and 
sometimes an ei;perienced cocker will place the bead of his vanquished bird in such an 
uncouth situation as to terrify tlie other, an^ render him unable to give this proof of 
victory.

The ,wil9 beasts of Sumatra are tygers, elephants, rhinoceroses, bears, and monkeys. 
The tygers prove to the inhabitants, both in their journeys and even their domestic oc> 
cupations, most destructive eneniies. The number of people annually slain by these 
rapacious tyrants of the M'oods is almost incredible. Whole villages have been depopu
lated by tbfc-m ; yet, from a superstitious prejudice, it is with difficulty they are prevailed 
upon, by a large reward, which the India Company offers, to use methods of destroying 
them, till they have sustained some particular injury in their owil family or kindred.
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The size and strength of the species which prevails in this island is prodigious. They 
are said to break,-with a strike of tlieir fore paw, the leg of a horse or bnfl'aio j and the' 
largest prey they kill is, without difficulty, dragged by them into the woods, 'i'his they 
usually perform on the second night; bcjng supposed, on the first, to gratify themselves 
with .sucking the blood only. Time is, by this delay, afibrded to prepare for their de- 
slfuction, either by shooting the^n, or placing a ves.sel of water, strongly impregnated 
with arsenic, near t’le carcase, which is fastened to a tree, to prevent its being carried 
off. The tyger, having satiated himself with the flesh, is prompted to assuage his •ihifst 
with the tempting liquor at hand, and perishes in the indulgence. Their chief subsis
tence is, most probably, the unfortunate monkeys with which the woods abound. Tliey 
are described as alluring thern to tlieir fate by a fascinating power, similar to what has 
been supposed of the snake; and says Mr; Marsden,- “ I am riot incredulous enough to 
treat the ideaw ith contempt, having myself observed, that when an alligator or a 
crocodile comes under an overhanging branch of a tree, the monkeys, in a. state of alarm 
ond distraction, crowd to the extremity, and, chattering and trembling, approach nearer 

, and nearer to the'amphibious monster, that waits to devour.them as they'drop, which 
their fright and number render almost unavoidable.” These alligators likevvise occasion 
the loss of many inhabitants, frequently destroying the people as they bathe in the river, 
according to their regular custohi, and which the perpetiial evidence.of the risk attending 
it cannot deter them from. A superstitious idea of their; sanctity also preserves them 
from molestation,, although with a hook of sufficient strength they may be taken without 
much difficulty. The other animals of .Sumatra are buffaloes, a small kind of horses, 
goats, hogs, deer, bullocks, and hog-deer. This last is an animal somewhat smaller than 
a rabbit, the head resembling that of a hog, and its shanks and feet like those of the deer. 
The bezoar-stone found on this animal has been valued at ten times its weight in gold; 
it is of a dark brown colour,- smooth on the outride ; and the coat being taken off, it ap
pears still .darker, with strings running underneath the coat: it will swim on the top 
of the water. I f  it be infused in any liquid, it makes it extremely bitter,- The virtues 
usually attributed to this stone are. cleansing the stomach, creating an appetite, and 
sweetening the blood.

O f birds they.have a greater variety than of beasts. The coo-ow or Sumatran phea
sant is a bird of uncommon beauty. They have storks of a prodigious size, parrots, dung- 
bill fowls, ducks, the largest cocks in the world,, wood-pigeons,-doves, and a great vari
ety of small birds, different from o.urs, arid distingoiriicd by U>e beauty of their colours. 
O f their reptiles they have lizards, flying-lizards, and cameleons.^ The island .swsftms 
with insects, and their varieties are no less'extraordinary than' their numbers.' Rice is 
the only grain that grows in the country ; they have sogar-canesj beans, pease, radishes, 
yams, potatoes, pumkins; and several kinds ©f pot herbs unknown' in Europe ; and here 
are to be found most of the fruit, to be. met with in other parts^ of the East Indies in 
tlie greatest perfection.' Indigo, brasil-wood, two sjiecies of the bread-fruit tree, .pepper, 
benjamin, coffee, and cotton, are likewise the produce ©f this island, as well as cassia 

r and camphir© bove-merilioped. Hexe alco is the cabbage free, and the silk cotton tree.
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and the forest contains a great variety of valuable species of wood, as ebony, pinie, sandal' 
eagle or aloes, teak, inanchineel, and iron vyood, and also the banyan tree. Gold, tin, 
ifon, copper, and lead, are found in the country ; and the former is supposed to be as- 
plentiful here as in Peru or JMexico. The finest gold at|d gold-dust. are found in the 
country of Limong, immediately contiguous to the presidency of Fort Marlborough ; tO: 
-which the nieichants repair annually for the purchase of opium and such other articles 
as they may be in want of, and give for them gold, of so pure a nature, as to ^contain' 
little or no alloy. The native indolence of the Malay disposition, prevents them from 
collecting more than is sufficient, to supply the simple wants of a race of men as yet unen
lightened by civilization and science, and ignorant of the full extent of the advantages of 
the country Inhabited by them. The roads/ leading to this golden country are ajmost 
impervious ; affording only a scanty, path toi a single traveller, where whole nights must 
be passed in the open air, r exposed to the malignant influence of a hostile climate, in a- 
country infested by the most ferocious wild beasts. These are circumstances that have 
hitherto cliecked curiosity; but perseverance and studied precaution will surmount tlie- 
obstacles they oppose, and such discoveries might be made as might amply compensate 
for the difficulties leading to theoa. The gold-merchants, who come from the neigh'A 
bouring and less rich countries, give such accounts of the facility of procuring gold as' 
bolder nearly on the marvellous, and would be altogether incredible if great quantities- 
of that metal, produced by- them, did not, in some degree, evince the certainty of their 
accounts. . ‘ -i

Java is situated to the south of Borneo, and south-east from the peninsula of Malacca, 
having Sumatra lying before it, from which it is separated by a narrow passage, now so- 
famous in the world by the name of the Straits of Sunda. The country is mountainous- 
and woody in the middle ; but a flat coast, full of bogs and marshes, renders the air- 
unhealthful. It produces pepper, indigo, sugar, tobacco, rice, coffee, cocoa-nuts, 
plantains, cardamons, and other tropical fruits. Gold also but in no great quantities, 
hath been found in it. I t  is diversified by many mountains, woods, and rivers ; in .all 
which nature has very bountifully bestowed ‘ her treasures. The mountains are many of- 
them so high as to be seen at die distance of three or four leagues. That which is called- 
the Blue Mountain is by far the highest of them all, and seen the farthest off at sea.- 
They have frequent and very terrible earthquakes on this island, which shake the city of 
Batavia and places adjacent to such a degree that the fall of the houses is expected every 
momervt. fThe waters in the road are excessively agitaie'd, insonjuch that their motion 
resembles that of a boiling p o t: and, in some places, the earth opens, which affords a 
strange and terrible spectacle. The, iuhabkauts are of opinion, that these earthquakes, 
proceed from the mountain Parang, which is full of sulphur, saltpetre, and bitumen. 
The fruits and pian-ts of this island are all, in their .-several kinds, excellent and almost 
out of number. There are abundance of forests scattered over it, in which are all kinds 
of wild beasts, such as bufialoes, tygers, ^rhinoceroses, and wild horses, with an infinite 
variety of serpents, some of them of^'an enormous siz^. Crocodiles are prodigiously 
large in Java^ and are found chiefly about the mouths of rivers ; for being amphibious 
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animals, they delight mostly in marshes and savannahs. This creature, like (he tortoise, 
lays its eggs in hot sands, without taking any further care of them ; and the sun hatches 
them at th« proper season, when Iheyrhn instantly into the water. There is, in short, 
no'kind of animal wanting her^ ; fowls they have of all sorts, and exquisitely good, espe
cially peacocks, partridges, pheasants, wood-pigeons, and, for curiosity, they have the 
Indian bats, which difi'er- a little frdm ours ; but its wings, when ex^tended, measure" 
full a yard ; the Isody of it is of the size of a rat. They have fish in great plenty and 
.very good ; so that, for the value of three-pence, there* may be enough bought to dine 

. six or seven men. They have likewise a multitude of tortoises, the flesh of which is 
very little inferior to veal, and there are many who think it better.

It is said that there are in the island upwards of 40 great towns, which fro.m the
‘number of the inhabitants would in any other part of the world, 'merit the title of
cities ; and more than 4500 villages, besides hamlets, and straggling houses, lying near 
each other, upon the sea-coast and in the, neighbourhood of great towns ; hence, upon 
a fair and moderate computation, there are, within the boundaries of the whole island, 
taking In persons of both sexes And of all ranks and ages, more than 30,000,000 of 
souls. ' - 1 . . . .

There are a great many princes in the island, of which the most considerable are the
emperor of' Materin, who resides at Katasura, and the kings of Bantam and Japafa.
Upon the first of these many of the .petty princes are dependant; but the Dutch are 

- absolute" masters of the greatest part of the island, particularly of the north coast, though 
there are some of the princes, beyond the mountains, on the south coast who.still main-, 
tain their independency. The natives of the country ŵ ho ' are established in the neigh
bourhood of Batavia, and for a tract of about 40 leagues along the mountains of the 
country of Bantam, are i.ainiediateiy subject to the governor general. The company 
send drossards or commissaries among them, who administer justice and take eare of the . 
public revenues,

The city of Batavia is the capital, not only of thi.s island but of . all the Dutch domi
nions in India. I t  is an exceeding fine city, situated in the latitude of 6’ south, at the 
mouth of the river Jucatra, and in the bosom’'of a large cooftnodious bay, which may be 

•considered not only as one of the safest harbours in India but in the world. The city is 
surrounded by a rampatt 21 feet, thick, covered on the outside with stone, and fortified 
with 22 bastions. , This rampart is environed by a  ditch, i 45 yards over, full of w^er,

, especially when the tides are high in the spring. The avenues to the town are defended 
by several forts, each of wliich is well furnished with excellent brass cannon ; no pers^on 
is suffered logo beyond these forts without a passport. The river Jucata passes through 
the midst of the town, and forms 15 canals of funning w'ater, all faced with free-stone, 
and adorned with trees that are ever green ; over ,^these. canals are 56 bridges, besides 
those which lie without the tcwjT. The streets are a ll ' perfectly straight, and each, gene
rally speaking, 30 feet broad. The houses are built of stone, after the manner of those 
in Holland. The city is about aAeagoe and a hal^, in circumference, and has five gates ;• 
but there are ten times the number of houses without that there are within it. Tliere is
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H very fine town-house, four Calvinist churches, besides other places of worship for all 
' sorts of religions, a spio-huys or house of correction, an orphanrhouse, a magazine of 

se?.“stores, several for spices, with wharfs and cord-manufactures, with many other 
public buildings. The garrison consists commonly of betjveen £000 and i/OOO men. 
Besides the forts mentioned above, there is the citadel of Batavia, a very fine regular 
fortificalioo, situated a t ' the mouth of the river, and flanked with four bastions ; two of 
svhich command the sea and the other two the town. It is in this citacfeJ that the gover
nor general of the Indies has his palace ; over against which is that of the director 
genera!, who is the next person to the governor. The counsellors and o t/w  principal 
officers of the company have also their apartments ; as have likewise the physician, the 
surgeon, and the apothecary. There are in it besides arsenals and magazines furnished 
with ammunition for many years. The city of Batavia is not only inhabited by Dutch, 
French, Portuguese, and other Europeans established here on account of trade; but 
also by a vast number of Indians of different nations, Javanese, Chinese, Malayans, 
Negroes, Amboynese, Armenians, natives of the isle of Bali, Mardykers, or Topasscs, 
Macassers, Timers, Bongis, &c.

Bali is fertile and populous. Banca and Biliton do not merit any particular. 
description.

Borneo, an island of Asia in the East Indies, and liie one of the three great Sunda 
islands. It is thought to be the largest island in the world next to New Holland; being 
J500 miles in circumference. I t is seated under the equator, that line cutting it almost 
through the niiddlei I t  is almost of a circular figure ; abounds with gold ; and the finest 
diamonds in the Indies are found in its rivers, being probably washed down from the 
hills by the torrents. Here are also, mines ©f iron, tin, and loadstones. The beasts are 
oxen, buffaloes, deer, goats, elephants, tygers and monkeys. This island has fine 
rivers, especially to^’ards the west and south. In tlieir monsoon from April to Septem
ber the wind is westerly ; and they have continual heavy rains, attended with violent 
storms of thunder and lightning. The rainy, seasun continues for eight months of the 
year; and as, during that time the flat country near the coast is overflowed, the air is 
rendered very unbealthful, and the inhabitatits are forced to build, their houses on floats, 
which they make fast to trees. The houses have but one floor, with partitions made 
with cane ; and the roofs are covered with palmetto leaves, the eaves of which reach 
writljin four or fi#e feet of the bottom. The west and north-east sides of the island are 
almost desert, and the east is but little known. The inland parts are very mountainous, 
and the south-east, for many leagues together, is a stinking morass, which, being' over
flowed in wet season, is very unhealthy.

The Portuguese, who first discovered Borneo, had arrived in the Indies about 30 
years before they knew any thing of It more than the name and its situation, by reasoa 
of their frequently passing by its coast. At last one captain Edward-Corril had 
to examine it more narrowly; and being once acquainted with the worth of the^gg^Juntrv, 
they made frequent voyages thither. J^bey found the a^sts  inhabited by U;i<Moors, who 
-had certainly established themselves there by conquest; but th^*?figinal inhabitants
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hXiA 'retwaio in the mountains, ami are styled Beajus, which, in the Malayan language, 
;;^nifies a. wild.man. .The most authentic account of these people is the following : which 
was extracted from the papers of father Antonio Ventimiglia, an Italian missionary. 

.H e went to Borneo from Mr^cao, on board a Portuguese ship, converted great numbers 
to Christianity, and. died on the island about the year l5y t. The Beajus have no kings, 
but many little chiefs. Some are subject to the Moorish kings, and pay them tribute ; 
but such as live far up the country are altogether independent, and live according to 
their own customs. They are general 1}’̂ very superstitious, and much addicted to augury. 
They do not adore idols ; but tliefr sacrifices of sweet wood and perfumes are offered 
to one god, who, they believe, rewards, the just in heaven, and punishes the wicked in 
bell. They marry but one wife ; and look upon any breach of conjugal. faith, either in 
the man or woman, as a capital offence. Tlie Beajus are naturally honest and indus
trious, and have a brotherly affection for one another, They have a notion of property, 
which yet does not render them covetous.- They sow'̂  and cultivate their lands ; but in,, 
the time .of harvest 'each reaps as much as will serve his family, and the rest belongs to 
the tribe in common ; by which means they prevent necessity or disputes. With the 
Moors on the coasts the-Portuguese fof some tjme carried on a considerable trade j and 
by their request they settled a factory there, which, howev.er, w'as afterwards surprised-ahd 
plundered by the Moors, who put most of the people to the sword. The most consir 
derable river in Borneo is called Banjar, at the mouth of wdjich our East India company 
have a factory. j

Celebes’ is an island in the Indian Sea, seated under the equator, and called by some 
[Macassar. The length and breadth have not been accurately, computed ; but the cir- 
cutnferencej at a medium, is about 800 miles. I t  bad formerly six kingdoms, which are 
reduced to one. The air is hot and m oist; and subject to great rains during the south
west winds, which blow from November to March, .at which time the country is over
flowed ; and for this rea.son thiy build their houses on piles of wood 10 feet high. The 
most healthful time is during the northern monsoons, which seldom fail blowing regularly 
in one part of the year. The chief vegetables are rice and cocoas; but they have‘ebony, 
Sanders, &c. Their fruits and flowers are much the same as^in the neigl)bburing parts,.of 
the Indies. They have pepper, sugar, betel, areca, -the finest cotton, and opium. : The 
natives have bright olive complexions,/and the women have diining Ulkck hair. The 
men are industrious, robust, and • make excellent soldiers, Their arms are sabres iind 
t;rui)ks, from whence they blow poisoned darts, which are pointed with the Ix'oth of a 
sea-fisb. Some likewise use poisoned daggers.  ̂ They were the last of the Indian 
nations that were enslaved by the Dutch, which could not bg effected till after a ' long" 
war. They teach their children to read and write, and their characters have some 
resemblance of the Arabic. Their leligion being Mahometan, the men indulge tbern- 

in many wives and concubines. The employment of the women ' is spinning, 
cookin§>^nd making their own and their husband’s clothes. The men wear jewels in 
their ears, aTjdsdhe women gold q^iains about their necks. The inhabitants in general 
go half naked, any thing on their head, legs, or feet, and some have, nothmg
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but a.cloth about the mirltile. The streets of the town of Macassar are spacious and 
planted with trees on every side. It stands by the side of the only large river they have 
in the island. The Dutch have a fort here mounted with 40 guns, and gairjsoncd with 
700 men : there is only one other town of note, called Jahapandam, where they also 
have a fort. Tire island is not near so populous as when the Dutch conquered it ; the 
men being hired for soldiers in most of the neighbouring countries.
ii The religion of these islands was formerly idolatry. They worshipped the sun and 
moon. They sacrificed to them in the public squares, having no materials which they 
thought valuable enough to be employed in raising temples. About two centuries ago, 
some Christians and Mahometans having brought their opit)ions to Celebes, the princi
pal king of tl)e country took a dislike to tlie national worship. Having convened a 
general assembly, he ascended an eminence, when spreading out his hands towards hea
ven, he told the Deity that he would acknowledge for truth that doctrine whose minister 
sliould first arrive in his dominions : and as the winds and waves were at his command, 
the Almighty would have himself to blame if he embraced a falsehood. The assembly 
broke up, determined to wait the orders of heaven, and to obey tlie first missionaries 
that should arrive. The Mahometans were the most active, and their religion accor
dingly prevailed.

Bouton is about 12 miles distant from the south-east part of Celebes. The inhabit 
tants are small but well shaped, and of a dark olive complexion. The principal town 
is Callasujeug, w hich is about a mile from the sea, on the top of a small hill and round 
it a Slone wall. The bouses are not built upon the ground, but on posts. The religion 
of the inhabitants is IMahometanism.

Timor abounds in sandal wood, wax, and 4)oney ; and the Dutch have a fort here.. 
The inhabitants are pagans, and are little better than savages ; and some pretend they 
had not the use of fire many years ago.

Of Cumhava, llures, Ceram, and Gilolo, we have little else than tlieir names.
The ilolucca Islands lie in.tiie East Indian 3ea, under the line ; of which there are 

fiVe principal, namely Ternate, Tydor, Macliian, Motyr, and Bachian. The largest of 
them is hardly 30 miles in circumference. They produce neither corn, rice, nor cattle, 
except goats ; but they have oranges, lemons, and other fruits ; and are most rernarkable- 
for spices, especially cloves. They liavp large snakes, which are not venomous, and 
ver^ dangerous land crocodiles. .At present they have three kings ; and the Dutch wha 
arc very strong there, keep out all other European nations, being jealous of their spice- 
trade. The religion is idolatry ; but there are many Mahometans. They were disco
vered, by the Portuguese in 1511, who settled upon tlie coast ; but the Dutch drove tfiem. 
away, and are now masters of all these islands.

The Philippine islands are certain islands of Asia, which lie between li4 °  antj 126° o£ 
east ion. ; and between 6° and 20° of north lat. ; about 300 miles south-east of China. 
They are said to be about 1200 in number, of ^Yhich there are 400 very considerable. 
They were discovered in the year 1521, by the famous navigator Ferdinand Magelfcm, a. 
Portuguese gentleman, vrho had servetl his native country bolli in the wars of Africa. 
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and the East Indies, particularly under* Albuquerque, the fathons Portuguese general, 
who I'educed Goa Malacca to the obedience of that crown. Magellan, having had tl 
considerable share in those actions, and finding himself neglected by the government of 
Portugal, and even denied, ai it is said, the small advance of a ducat a month in his pay, 
left Portugal in disgust, and offered his services to Charles V. then emperor of Germany 
and king of Spain, whom he convinced of the probability ol discovering a way fo the 
Spice Islands in the East Indies by the west : whereupon the command of five small 
ships being given kirn, he set sail (tom Seville, on the 10th of August, 1519, and standing 
over to the coast of South America, proceeded southward to 52°, where he fortunately 
hit upon a strait, since called the Strait of Magellan, which carried him into the Paeific 
Ocean or South Sea ; and then steering northward, repassed the equator : after which 
he stretched away to the west, across that vast ocean, till he arrived at Guam, one of the 
Ladrones, on the tenth of March, 1521^ and soon after sailed to the westward and dis
covered the Philippines, which be did on St. Lazarus’s day, and in honour of that saint 
he called them the Archipelago of St. Lazarus. He took possession of them in the name 
of the king of Spain, but happened to be killed in a skirmish he had with the natives of 
one of them. His people, however, arrived at the Moluccas or Clove islands, w here 
they left a colony, and returned to Spain by the way of -the Cape of Good Hope ; being 
4he first persons that ever sailed round tlie globe. But there was no attempt made by 
the Spaniards to subdue or plant the Philippine Islands until the year I56t,  in the reign 
of Philip II. son of Charles V. ; when Don Louis de Velasco, viceroy of Mexico, sent 
Michael Lopes Delagaspes thither, with a fleet and force sufficient to make a conquest 
of these islands, which he named the Philippines, in honour of Philip II, then upon the 
throne of Spaip ; and they remained under the dominion of that crown till taken by 
sir William Draper.

The Philippines are scarcely inferior to any other islands of Asia in all the natural pro
ductions of that happy climate ; and they are by far the best situated for an extensive 
and advantageous commerce. By their position they form the centre of intercourse 
with China, Japan, and the Spice Islands ; and whilst they, are under the dominion of 
Spain, they connect the Asiatic and American, commerce, (and become a general maga
zine for the rich mannfactures of the one and for the treasures of the other. Besides 
tliey are well situated for a supply of -European goods, both from the side of Acapulco, 
and by the way of the'Cape of Good Hope. In fact they formerly enjoyed a traffif io 
some degree proportioned to :the peculiar felicity of their situation but tlie Spanish 
d0{);^nion is too vast and unconnected to be improved to the best advantage. The 
spirit of commerce is not powerful in that people. The trade of the Philippines is 
thougiit to have declined ; this great branch is now reduced to two ships, which annually 
pass between these islands and Acapulco in America, and to a single port of Manila, in 
the island of Liiconia.

Indeed the Spaniards appear by no means to be actuated by a spirit of industry ; 
far so far from improving the fin^ situation of tliese islands to the utmost, it happens, on 
the contrary, that the trade is hurtful to the mother-country ; for, (to confine ourselves
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to the Manila, wkn -which they have mos t to do), instead of taking Spanish'manufactures, 
they trade with the Chinese for spices, silks, stockings, Indian stuffs, calicoes, chintz, 
and many other articles ; and with the Japanese for cabinets, and. all sorts of lacquered 
ware ; for all which they pay in gold or silver. All thesfe connmodities together with 
what the islands produce, and great quantities of wrought plate by the Chinese artisans, 
are cdilected at Manila, and transported annually in two ships to Acapulco in Mexico. 
Each of these ships is esteemed worth 600,000/. sterling ; and in the war which began 
in 1739, and which was not distinguished by such a series of wonderful successes as 
that which ended in 1763, the taking o f  one of the galleons, which carry on the trade 
between Manila and America, was considered as one of the nost brilliant advantages 
which we gained. This trade is not laid open to all the inhabitants of Manila, but is 
confined by very particular regulations, somewhat analagous to those by which the trade 
■of the register ships ,from Cadiz to the West Indies is restrained. The ships employed 
are all king’s ships, commissioned and paid by him, and the tonnage is divided into a 
certain number of bales, all of the same size. These are divided among the convents at 
Manila, but principally the Jesuits, as a donation, to support their ’missions for the 
propagation of the Roman Catholic faith. Most of the religions are concerned in this 
trade, and sell to the merchants at a great price what room in the ship they are not to 
occupy. This trade, is by a royal edict, limited in a certain value, but it always excee '^  
i t ;  each ship being generally worth 3,000,000 of dollars. The* returns made from 
America are of silver, cochineal, sweetmeats, together with some European millinery 
ware for the women, and some strong Spanish wine. It is obvious that the greatest part

the treasure remitted does not remain at Manila, but is dispersed over India for goods. 
Manv strong remonstrances against this India trade to Mexico have been made to the 
court of Spain ; wherein they urge that the silk manufactories of Valentia and other 
parts of Spain, the linens from Cadiz, and the other manufactories, are hurt in their 
sale in Mexico and Peru, by the Chinese being able to afford their goods, -of the same 
Sort, cheaper than they are able ; that were this trade laid open, the whole treasure 
of the New World would centre in Spain or with European merchants ; but now it en-* 
riches only the Jesuits ahd a few private persons. Wise as these arguments are, the 
Jesuits and priests, versant in intrigue, and the most selfish set of men on earth, had 
interest enough at court to stop the effect.

At Cavite, in this bay, is a fort, a town, and a fine dock>yard, where these large 
galleons ate built and repaired, and where they load and unload, together with all the 
other large ships that trade to this bay.

The principal of the Philippine islands are Luconia or Manila, Tandago or Samul, 
Masbate, Mindora, Luban, Paragoa, Panay, Leyte, Bohel, Sibu, Sogbu, Negros, St. 
John Xuio, jand Mindanao. - In most of these the Spanish power prevails, and all are 
under the governor of Luconia ; but there are some in which that nation has little autho
rity or even ujfluenee, such as Mindanao.

The imiabitants of these islands consist of Chinese, Êthiopians, Malays, Spaniards, 
Portuguese, Pintadors or PaiiSted People, and Mestees, a mixture of, all these.. Their
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nerfons and habits resemble those of the several nations Moence iiiey deruc iiieir ori:n- 
nal ; only it is observable (bat the features of the blacks of these islands are as agreeabi'! ■ 
as those of the white people. There is not a soil in the wovkl that produces great.,'.- 
plenty of all things for life; as appears by tlie multitude of inliabitanls to be foiinu in 
the woods and mountains, who subsist almost entirely by the fruits of the earth and the 
vcni:on they take. Nor can any country appear more beautiful, for there is perpetual ,
verdure and buds ; blossoms and fruit are found upon the trees all the year round, as
well’on the mountains as the cultivated gardens. Vast quantities of gold are washed ■ 
down from the hills by tjie rains, and found mixed with the sand of the rivers. There 
are also mines of other metals and loadstones found here ; and such numbers of wild 
ljuffaloes, that a good huntsman on horeback, armed with a spear, will kill 10 or 20 in 
a day. The Spaniards take them for their hides, which they sell to the Chinese ; and
their carcases serve the mountaineers for food. Their woods also abound, vvith deer,
wild hogs, and goats. Of the last , there is such plenty in one of these islands, that 
the Spaniards gave it the name of Cabras. Horses and cows have been likewise im
ported into these islands from New Spain, China, and Japan, which have multiplied 
considerably ; but the sheep that were brought over came to nothing. The trees
produce a variety of gums ; one kind, which is the commonest, by the Spaniards 
called brea, is used instead, of pitch ; of the others, some are medicinal, others 
ôdoriferous.

In these islands are monkeys and baboons of a monstrous bigness, that will defend 
themselves if attacked by men. When they can find no fruits in the mountains, they 
go down to the sea to catch crabs ond oysters ; and that the oysters may not close and 
catch their paws, they first put in a stone to prevent their shutting close ; they take 
crabs by putting their tail in holes where they lie, and when the crab lay hold of it, they 
draw him out. There arc also great numbers of civil-cats in some of the islands. 
The bird called tavan, is a black sea-fowl, something less than a ben, and lias a long 
neck ; it lays its eggs in the sand, by the sea-side, 40 or 50 in a trench, and then covers 
them, and they are hatched by tlie heat of the sun. They have likewise llie bird saligan, 
ivhich builds her nests on the sides of/ocks, as the swallows do against a wall ; and these 
are the delicious birds’ nests so much esteemed, being a kind df  jelly that dissolves in 
warm water.

The Spaniards have introduced several of the American fruits, which thrive here as 
well as in America, the cocoa or chocolate-nut particularly, which increa ŝ so that 
they have ho occasion now to import fi;om Mexico'. Here is also the fountain-tree, 

which the natives draw water ; and there is likewise a kind of cane, by the Spaniards 
called vaxuco, which, if cut, yields fair water enough for a draught, of which there*are 
plenty in the mountains, where water is most w anted.

These islands, being hot and moist, produce abundance of venemoiis creatures, as 
the soil does poisonous herbs and flowers, which do not kill those vvho touch or taste 
them, but so infect tlie air that many people die in the time of their blossoming.

^The orange, lemon, and several other trees bear«twiqe a-^ar. A sprig, when planted̂
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becomes a tree, and bears fruit in a year’s time ; so that, without any hyperbole, it may 
be affirmed, that a more luxuriant, verdant soil can scarcely be conceived. The woods 
are tilled with old, large, and lofty trees, and such as yield more sustenance to man toan 
is to be found in almost any other part of the world. These islands, however, besides 
tiielr other inconveniences, of which liiey have many, ^are very subject to earthquakes, 
which often prove very fatal.

V o t. II.. 5 E
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CHAPTER VI.

A n historical view o f the principal revolutmis in the East o f  Asia.

E ^ I I E  history of tliose countries of which we have now to speak ascends to a iiigh 
antiquity, and is consequently corrupted by fable.

According to the Chinese historians, the first monarch of the whole universe (that is 
of China) vras called Puon-ku or Puen-cu. This, according to son^e, was the first man ; 
but according to Bayer and Menzelins, two of the greatest critics in Chinese literature 
that have hitherto appeared, the word signifies the highest antiquity. Puon-ku was 
succeeded by Tiene-hoang, which signifies the emperor of heaven. They call him also 
the intelligent heaven, the supreme king of the middle heaven, &c. According to some 
of their historians he was the inventor of letters of the Cylic characters, by which they 
determine the place of the year, &c. Tiene-hoang was succeeded by Ti-hoang (the em
peror of the earth) who divided the day and night, appointing 30 days to make one 

moon, and fixed the winter solstice to the 1 llh moon. Ti-hoang was succeeded by 
Gicne-hoang (sovereign of men), who, with his nine brothers, shared the govermnent 
among them. They built cities and surrounded them with walls ; made a distinction 
between the sovereign and subjects, instituted marriages, &c.

The reigns of these four emperors make up one of what the Chinese called ki, ages or 
periods, of which there were nine before Fo-hi, whom their most sensible people ac
knowledge as the founder of their empire.
' The history of the second ki contradicts almost every thing said of the first; for 
though we have but just now been told that Giene-hoang and his brethren built cities 
surrounded with walls ; yet, in the succeeding age, the people dw’elt in caves, or perched 
upon trees, as it were on nests. Of the third ki we hear nothing; and in the fourth 
it seems matters had been still worse,,as we are told that men were then only taught to 
retiro into the hollows of rocks. Of the fifth and sixth we have no accounts. These 
six periods, according to some writers, contained 90,000 years ; according to others, 
1,100,750.
•' In the seventh and eighth ki they tell us over again what they said of the first; namely 
that the men began to leave theif caves and dwell in houses, and were taught*to prepare 
cRUThes, &c. Tchine-fang, the first monarch of the eighth ki, taught his subjects to take 
off the hair from skins with rollers of wood, and cover themselves with the skins so pre
pared. He taught them also to make a kind of web with their hair, to serve as a covering 
to their heads against the rain. They obeyed his orders with jo y ; and he called his 
Subjects people clothed with skins. His reign lasted 350 years ; that of one of his suc
cessors also, named Yeon-tsao-chi, lasted more than 300; and his family continued for 
12 or 18,000 years. But what^s very surprising^ all these thousands and millions of 
years had elapsed without mankind having any knowledge of fire. This was not
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discovered till towards the close of this period, by one Souigine. After so useful a dis
covery he taught the people to dress their victuals; whereas, before, they had devoured 
the flesh of animals quite raw, drunk their blood, and swallowed even their hair and 
feathers. He is also said to have been the inventor of fishing, letters, &c.

In the ninth period we find the invention or at least the origin of letters attributed to 
one Tsang-hie, who received them from a divine tortoise, that carried them on his shell, 
and delivered them into the hands of Tsang-hie, During this period, also, music, 
money, carriage.s, merchandize, commerce, &c. were invented. There are various cal
culations of the length of these ki or periods. Some make the time from Puon-cu to 
Confuciogs, who flourished about 479 years before Christ, to contain 279,WOO years ; 
others 9 , , 7 5 9 , a 6 0  years ; others 3,27f),000 ; and some no less than 96,9^1,740 years.

These extravagant accounts are.by some thought to contain obscure and imperfect 
hints concerning the Cosmogony and creation of the world, &c. Puon-ku, the first em
peror, they think represents eternity, preceding the duration of tlie world. The suc
ceeding ones, Tiene-hoang, Ti-hoang, and Gine-hoang, they imagine signifieth creations 
of »he heavens and the earth, and the formation of man,’ The ten ki or ages, nine of 
which preceded Fo-hi, mean the ten generations preceding Noah.

That this may be the case will probably appear very credible to such as have examined 
the Mythological, Flistory of Hindostan.

Fo-hi, it is pretended, was born in the province of Shen-si. Ilis mother, walking 
upon tlie bank of a lake in that province, saw a very large print of a man’s foot in the 
sand there ; and being surrounded by an Iris of rainbow, became impregnated. 'The. 
child was named Fo-hi; and when he grew up, was, by his countrymen, elected king, on 
account of his superior merit, and styled Tyent-tse, that is, the son 'of heaven. He in
vented the eight qua or symbols, consisting of three lines each, which differently combined, 
fo.ined 64 characters, that tvere made use of to express ever thing. To give these the 
greater credit, he pretended that lie had seen them described upon the back of a dragon- 
horse (an' animal, shaped like a horse, with the wings and scales of a dragon), which 
arose from the bottom of a lake. Having gained great reputation among his country- 
men*by this prodigy, he is said, to have created mandarins or officers under the name of 
Dragons. Hence we may assign tiie reason why the emperors of China always carry a 
dragon in their banners. He also instituted marriage, invented music, &c. Having 
established a prime minister', he divided the government of his dominions among four 
mandarins land died, after a reign of 115 years.

These fabulous accounts of Fo-hi are, with great probability, considered as referj^#^ 
to the patriarch Noah. As the simile of a dragon was frequently made use of by the 
antients to signi/y a large body of water. To Fo-hi’s discovering the 64 characters on the 
back of such an animal may imply that these symbols were of antediluvian invention. 
Leaving, however, these fabulous and conjectural times, we. shall proceed to give some 
account of that part of the Chinese history which may be inore certainly depended on.

As the Chinese, contrary to the practice of almost al^ nations, have never sought to 
Conquer other countries, but rather to improve and content themselves with their own,
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their history, for many ages, furnishes nothing remarkable. The whole of their empe
rors, abstracted from those who are said to have reigned in the fabulous times, are com> 
prehended in 22 dynasties, mentioned in the following table.

]. Hya containing
Emperors, Before Christ. Emperors. After Christ.

17 2 2 0 7 12. Swi 3
2. Shang or Ing 2 S ' 1766 13. Twang 20 618
3. Chew 35 ' 1 1 2 2 14. Hew’-Iyang • 2 907
4 .  Tsin 4 2 4 8 15. Ilew-tang 4 923
5. Han 2 5 2 0 6

After Christ.
16. Flew-tsin 2 936

6. Hew-han 2 220 J7. Hew-han 2 947
7. Tsin 15 465 l8. Hew-chew 951

Song 8 220 19. Song I S 9 6 0 -
g. Tsi 5 479 20. Iwen 9 1 2 8 0

]()• Lvang 4 502 21. Ming 16 1368 *
11. Chin 4 557 22. Tsing ' 1 6 4 5

The most interesting particulars of the Chinese history relate to the incursions of the 
Tartars, which commenced very early, and frequently desolated the northern provinces. 
About the year before Christ 213, Shi-wang-ti, having subdued all the princes or kings 
as they were called, of the different provinces, .became emperor of China with unlimited 
power. lie  divided the whole empire into 36 provinces ; and finding the northern part 
of his dominions much incommoded by the invasions of the neighbouring barbadians, 
he sent a formidable army against them ,' which drove them far beyond the boundaries 
of China. To prevent their return he built the famous wall, which separates China from 
Tartary. After this, being elated with his own exploits, he formed a design of making 
posterity believe that he himself had been the first Chinese emperor that ever sat on the 
throne. For this purpose he ordered all historical writings to be burnt, and caused 
many of the learned to be pul to death.  ̂ »

What effect the great wall for some time had in preventing the invasion of the Tartars 
we are not told ; hut in the 10th century of the Christian era those of Kitan or Lyan 
got a footing in China. The Kitan were a' people of Eastern Tartary, who dwelt to 

Jh^urth end north-east of the province of Pecheli in China, particularly in that of 
Layn-tong, lying without the great wall. These people, having subdued 'the country 
between Korea and Kashgar, became much more troublesome to the Chinese than all 
the other Tartars. Their empire commenced about the year 916, and gained its greatest 
strength from the rapid succession of revolutiorfs, which seated seven different families 
on the thi'one of China. Several treaties were concluded much to the advantage of 
the invaders, who, besides certain cities in the province of Pecheli, had granted them, 
in the year 1035, an annual tribute of 200,000 Ounces of silver, and 300,000 pieces of 
silk r-
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From this time the Kitan remained in peaceable- possession of their Chinese doini 
n'lons till the year 1117. Whey-tsong, at that-timo emperor, being able neither to bear 
their ravages, nor, by himself, to put a stop to them, resolved upon a remedy, which, at 
last, proved worse than 'the disease. This was to call in the Nu-che, Nyii-che, or 
Eastern Tartars, to destroy the kingdom of the Kitan, From this he was dissuaded by , 
the king of Korea and most of his own ministers ; but disregarding their salutary advice, 
he joined his forces to those of the Nu-che. The Kitan vvere then every where defeated ; 
and at last reduced to such extremity, that those who remained were forced to leave 
tlieir country and fly to the mountains of the west.

Thu^ the empire of the Kitan was totally destroyed but nothing to the advantage of 
the Chinese ; for the Tartar general, elated with his conquest, gave the name of Kin to 
his i>ew dominion, assumed the title of emperor^ and began to think of aggrandizing him
self and enlarging his empire. For this purpose he immediately broke the treaties con
cluded with the Chinese emperor ; and invading the provinces of Pecheii and Shensi, 
made himself master cf the greater part of them. Whey-tson, finding himself in danger 
of losing his dominions, made several advantageous proposals to the Tartar ; who, seem
ing to comply with them, invited him to come and settle matters by a personal conference. 
Tlie Chinese monarch complied ; but the terms agreed on seemed intolerable to his 
ministers ; so that they told him the treaty could not subsist, and t4iat the most cruel 
war was preferable lo such an ignominious peace. The Kin monarch, being informed 
of all that had passed, had recourse to arms, and took several cities. Whey-lsong w as 
weak enough to go in person to bold a second conference, but, on his arrival, was im* 
mediately seized by the Tartars. He was kept prisoner under a strong guard, during 
the remaining part of life ; and ended his days in 1126, in the desert of Shamo, having 
nominated his Eldest son, Kin-tsong, to succeed him.

Kin-tsong made no successful opposition to the invaders, who crossed the Yellow 
river, took and phipdered the imperial city, and carried the emperor and his consort into 
captivity, . ‘ ' • ,

His .successor Kan-tsong, fixed his court at Nankin, the capital of Kyang-nan ; but 
soon after Was obliged to remove it to Kang-chew in Che Kyang. He made several 
efforts to recover some of his provinces from the Kin. but without effect. lii-tsong, the 
Kin monarch, dn the mean time endeavoured to gain the esteem of his Chinese subjects,, 
by paying a regard to-their learning and learned men, and honouring tiie memory of 
CoiTfucious. Some time after he advanced to Nankin, from, whence Kan-tsong had 
retired, and took it;  but receiving advice that Yo-si, general of the Song or Southern^ 
Chinese,-was advancing, by long marches, to the relief of that city, they set fire 
palace and retired northward. However Yo-si arrived time enough to fall upon their 
rear guard, which suffered very much ; and from this time the Kin never dared to cross 
the river Kyang. In a few years afterwards the Chinese emperor submitted lo become 
tributary to the Kin, and concluded a peace wiili them upon very dishonourable terms. 
This-submission, however, was of very little avail ; fur in U 63 the Tartars broke,llio 
peace ; and itivading the southern paovinces with a ftrmidable army, took lhe city of

Voj« II. :5 F
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Yang-cliew. Tlie king, having approached the river Kyang, .near its mouth, where it is 
widest as well as m ost'rapid, commanded his troops to,cross it, threatening with his 
drawn sword, to kill those who refused. On receiving such an unreasonable command, 
the whole mutinied; and the king being killed in the beginning of the tumult, the’army 
immediately retired.

From this time to the year 1210 nothing remarkable occurs in the Chinese history ; 
but this year Jenghiz-khan, chief of the Western Tartars/ Moguls, or Mungis, quarrelled 
with Yong-tsi, emperor of the Kin ; and at the same time the king of Ilya, disgusted at 
being refused assistance against J^nghiz-khan, threatened him witli an invasion on the 
west side, Yong-tsi prepai'ed for his defence; but in 1211, receiving news th^it Jeng* 
hiz-khan was advancing sootiiward with his whole army, he was seized with fear, and 
made proposals of peace, .which were rejected. . I n  1212 the Mogul generals forced 
the great wall : or, according to some writers, had one of the gates treacherously opened 
to them to the north of Shansi ; and ma'de incursions as far as Pekin, the capital of the 
Kin en)[)irc. At the same tiftie the province of Lyan-tong was almost totally reduced 
by several Kitan lords, who had joined Jenghiz-khan ; several strong places were taken, 
and an army of 500,000 Kin defeated by the Moguls. In autumn they laid siege to the 
city of Tay-tong-fu ;w here, although the governor Ilujaku, fled, yet Jenghiz-khan met 
with oonsiderable resistance. Having lost a vast number of men, apd being himself 
wounded by an arrow, he was obliged to raise the siege and retire into Tartary ; after 
which the Kin retook several citie.s. The ne.xt year, however, Jenghiz-khan re-entered 
China ; I'etook the cities which the Kin had reduced the year before ; and overthrew 
their armies in twm bloody battles, iiv which the ground was strewed with dead bodies 
for upwards of four leagues.

Tire same year Youg-tsi was slain by his general Ilujaku ; and Sun, a prince of the 
blood advanced in his room. After this the Moguls, attacking the empire with four 
armies at once, laid waste the provinces of .Shansi, Honan, Pecheli, and Shantong. In 
]2 j4 Jenghiz-khan sat down before Pekin; but instead of assaulting the city, offered 

■ terms of peace, which were accepted, and the Moguls retired into Tartary. After their 
depaiture, the emperor, leaving his son at Pekin, removed his court to Pyen, laying, 
near Kayson-fu, the capital of Honan. At this Jenghiz-kjian being offended, immedi
ately sent troops to besiege Pekin. The city held out to the fifth month, of .the year 
3215, and then surrendered. At the skme time-the Moguls finished the conquest of 
Lyan-tong ; and the Song refused to pay the usual tribute to the Kin. • ,

. In i21f) Jenghiz-khan returned to pursu#* his conquests in the west of Asia* where he 
•SW^seven years ; during which his general MuhuU mad* great progress in China 
against the Kin emperor. He was greatly assisted by the motions of, Ning-tsong, em» 
peror of the Song or Southern-jChina ; who, incensed by the frequent perfidies of the 
Kin, had declared war against them, and would hearken to no terms of peace, though 
very advantageous proposals were made. Notwithstanding this, however, in 1220, the 
Kin, exerting themselves, raised two great armies, one in Shensi and the other in Shang.- 
ton. The former baffled tho attsmpts of the Song and king of Hya, who had u.-.ited
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against them ; but the latter, though no feher than 200,000, were entirely defeated by 
Slubult. In 1221 that officer passed the Whang-ho, and died after conquering many 
cities.

In 1224 the Kin emperor died; and was succeeded by his son Shew, who made 
peace with the king of Hya ; but next year that kingdom was entirely destroyed by 
Jeughiz-khan. In 1226 Otkaj’, son of Jenghiz-khan, marched into Honan, and besieged 
Kaysong-fu, caj)ital ot the Hin empire ; but was obliged to draw into Shensi, where 
be took several cities, and cut in pieces an army of 30,000 men. In 1227 Jenghiz-khan 
died, after havung desired his sons to demand a passage for their army through the 
dominions of the Song, without which, he said, they could not easily vanquish the 
Kin.

After the death of that, great conqueror, the war was carried on with various .success, 
but the Moguls took above 6o important posts in the province of Shensi ; they found it 
impossible to force Ton-quan, which it behoved them to do, in order to penetrate effec
tually into Honan. In April, 1231, they took the capital of Shensi, and defeated the 
Kin army which came to its relief. Here’ on? of the officers desired prince Toley to 
demand a passage from the Song through the country of Han-chong-fu. Tliis proposal 
'I’oiey communicated to his brother Oktay, who approved of it, as being conformable to 
the dying advice of Jenghiz-khan. Hereupon Toley, having assembled all his forces, 
sent a messenger t  o the Song generals, to demand a passage through their territories. 
This, however, they not only refused, but put the messenger to death ; which so enraged 
Toley that he swore to make them repent of it, and was soon as good as his word. He 
decamped in August, 1231 ; and having forced tlie passages, put to the sword the inhabi
tants of Wha-yang and Fong-chew, two cities in the district of Han-chong-fu itself. 
The miserable inhabitants fled to the mountains on his approach, and more than 100,000 
of them perished. After this, Toley divided his forces, consisting of 30,000 horse, into 
two bodies.’ ' One of these went westward to Myen-chew ; from thence, after opening 
the passages of the mountains, they arrived at the river Kyaling, which runs into the 
great Cyeng. This they crossed on rafts, made of the wood of demolished houses; and 
then, marching along its banks, seized many important posts. At last, having destroyed 
more than 140 cities, towns, and fortresses, they leturned to the army. The second 
detachmient seized an important post in the mountains, called Tantong, six or seven 
leagues to the eastward of Han-chong-fu. On the other side Otkay advanced in October 
towards Pu-chew, a city of Shan-si; which being taken after a vigorous defence, he 
prepared to pass the Whang-ho. Toley, after surmounting incredible difficulties, arrived, 
in December, on the borders of Honan, and made a sho»v as if he designed to Etfack" 
the capital of the Kiri empire. On his first appearance in Honan, through a passage 
so little suspected, every body was filled with terror and astonishment, so that he pro
ceeded for some time without opposition. At last the emperor ordered Iris generals 
Hota, Hapua, and others to march against the enemy. Toley boldly attacked them ; 
but was obliged to retire, which he did* in good order. Hola was for pursuing him,
saying that the Mogul army did not estceed 30,000 mdli, and that they seemed not to
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have'eaten any 'thing for two or three days. * Hap’ua, howeverj was of opinion that there 
was no occasion of being so hasty, as the’ Moguls were inclosed between the rivers 
Han and Whang-ho, so that they could not escape. This negligence they soon had oc
casion to repent o f ; for Toley; by a stratagem, made hiipself master of their heavy bag
gage ; which accident obliged them to retire to Tang-chew. From thence' they sent a 
messenger to acquaint the emperor that they had gained the battle, but concealed the 
loss of their baggage. This good news filled the court with joy ; and the people, who 
bad retired into the capital for its defence, left it again, and went into the country : but 
in a few days after, the vanguard of the Moguls, who' had been sent by the emperor' 
Oktay, appeared in the field, and carried off a great number o,f those that had quitted 
the city.

In January, 1232, Otkay, passing tlie Whang-ho, encamped in the district of Kay- 
fong-fu, capital of the Kin empire, and sent his general Suputay^to besiege the city. At 
that time the place was near 30 miles in circumference; but having only 40,000 soldiers 
to defend it,'m ore from the neighbouring cities and 20,000 peasants were ordered into 
k  : while the emperor published an affecting declaration, animating the people to defend 
it to the last extremity. . Otkay having heard |Wilii joy of Toley’s entrance into Ilonar, 
ordered him to send succours to Suputay. On the other hand, the Kin generals advanced 
with 150,000 men to relieve the city : but being obliged to divide their forces, in order 
to avoid in part the great road which Toley had obstructed with trees, they were 
attacked by that prince at a disadvantage, and after a ^aint resistance, defeated with 
great slaughter, and the loss of both their generals, one killed and the Oliver taken. 
The emperor now ordered the army a t Ton-quan and other fortified places to march to 
the relief of Kay-fong-fu. They assembled accordinj^ly, to the number of ] 10,000 foot 
and 15,000 liorse, and were followed by vast numbers of people, who, expected by |heir 
means, to be protected from the enemy. But many of these troops having deserted, and 
the rest being enfeebled by the fatigues of their march, they dispersed on the approach 
of their pursuers, who killed all they found in the highways. After this the Moguls 
took Ton-quuir and some other considerable posts; but were obliged to raise the sieges 
of Quey-ti-fu and Loyang, by the bravery of the governors. Kyang-shin, governor of 
Loyang, and only 3 or 4000 soldier? under him, while his enemies were 30,000 strong. 
He placed his worst soldiers on the walls, putting himself at the head of 4(W brave men ; 
whom he ordered to go naked, and whom he led to, all dangerous attacks. He ii'.vcnted 
engines to cast large stones, which required but few hands to play them, and aimod so 
true as to hit at 100 paces distant. When their arrows failed, he cut those ^hot hy the 

*^!n^iy into four pieces ; pointed them wnth pieces of brass coin ; and dischargeCJ them 
from wooden tubes, with as much force as bullets are from a musket. Thus he liarrassed 
the Moguls for three months so grievously that they were obliged, notwithstanding their 
numbers, to abandon the enterprize. ^

Otkay, at fast, notwithstanding.his success, resolved to return to Tartary, and offered 
the Kin emperor peace,' provided he became* tributary, and delivered uptoliim,27[ 
families^ which he named. 'Ebese offers were .very agreeable to the empeior.; but
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Suputary, taking no riotice of the treaty, pushed on the siege of the capital with more 
vigour than ever. By the help of the Chinese slaves in his army, the Mogul general 
soon filled the ditch ; but all his elForts seemed only to inspire the besieged with new 
vigour. The Moguls at that time made use of artillery, but were unable to make the 
least impression upon the city walls. They raised walls round those they besieged, which 
they fortified with ditches, towers, and battlements. They proceeded also to sap the 
walls of the city, but were very much annoyed by the artillery of the besieged, especially 
by their bombs, which falling into the galleries and bursting under ground, made great 
havoc among the. miners. For days and nights the attacks continued without inter- 
missiorv; during which time an incredible number of men perished on both sides ; at 
length Suputay, finding that he could not take tihe city, withdrew his troops, under pre
tence of conferences being on foot. Soon afteri the plague began in Kay-fong-fu ; and 
raged with such violence that in 50 days 900,000 biers were carried out, besides a vast 
multitude of the poorer sort, who could not afford any.

This peace being but of short duratiotu Suputay received orders to continue the war 
in Honan. I t  was not long before the capital was delivered up by treachery, and Su
putay put all the males of the imperial race to death ; but, by the express command of . 
Qktay, spared the inhabitants, rvho are said to have amounted to 1,400,000 families. 
After this disaster the unhappy monarch left his troops in Quey-te-fu, and retired to 
Juning-fu, a city in the southern part ot Honan, attended only by 400 persons. Here • 
the distance of the Moguls made him think of living at ease ; but while he flattered him
self with these vain hopes, the enemy’s army arrived before the city, and invested it. 
The garrison were terrified at their approach ; but were encouraged by the emperor and 
his brave general Hu-sye-hu to hold out to the last. As there were not in the city, 
a sufficient number of men, the women, dressed in men’s clothes, were employed to carry 
wood, stones, and other necessary' material to , the walls. All their efforts, however, 
were ineffectual. They were reduced to such extremities that for three months they 
fed on human flesh; killing the old and feeble as well as many prisoners for food. 
This being known to the Moguls, they made a general assault in January, 1231. The 
attack continued from morning till night ; but at last the assailants- were repulsed. In • 
this action, however, the Kin lost all their best officers ; upon which the emperor re
signed the Crown to Ching-lin, a prince of the blood. Next morning while theicere- 
mony of investing the new emperor was performing, the enemy mounted the south walls, 
which were^defended only by 200 men ; and the south gate being at the same time ■ 
abandoned, the whole army broke in. They wer'̂  ̂ opposed, however, by Hu-sye-hu, 
who, with lOOO soldiers, continued to fight with amazing intrepidity. In the mean tfme 
Shew-fu, seeing every thing irreparably lost, lo.lged the sea) of the empire in a house ; 
and then causing sheaves of straw to be set round it, ordered it to be set on fire as soon ■ 
as he was dead. After giving this order he hanged himself, and bis commands were 
executed by his domestics. Hu-sye-hu, who still continued fighting with great bravery, 
no sooner heard of the tragical death of the emperor than he drowned himself in the 
river J u ;  as did also 500 of his m^st resolute soldiers. The same day the new 
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emperor, Ching-lui, was slain in a tumult, and thus an end was pat to the dominion of
the Kin Tartars in China.

The reduction of the Kin empire was speedily followed by a war with the Song or the 
Southern Chinese. This was continued with a prodigious loss of human life, to the year 
1378, when the Moguls completed the conquest of China, and founded a dynasty, known 
by the name of the Ywen.

Thongli no race of men that ever existed were more remarkable for cruelty than the 
Moguls; yet it doth not appear that the emperors of the Ywen dynasty were, in any 
respect, worse than their predecessors. On the contrary, Hupilay, by the Chinese 
called Shi-tsu, found the way of reconciling the people to his government and even of 
endearing himself to them so much, that the reign of his family is to this day styled by 
the Chinese the wise government This he accomplished by keeping as close as possible 
to their antient laws and customs, by his mild and just government, and by his regard 
for their learned men. He was indeed ashamed of the ignorance and barbarity of his 
IMogul subjects, wh'en compared with the Chinese. The whole knowledge of the former 
was summed up in their skill in managing their arms and horses, being perfectly desti
tute of every art or science, or even of the knowledge of letters. In 1269 he had caused 
the Mogul characters to be contrived. Li t280 he caused some mathematicians to 
search for the source of the river Whang-ho, which, at that time, was unknown to the 
Chinese themselves. In four months time they arrived in the country where it rises, 
and made a map of it, which they presented to his majesty. The same year a treatise 
on astronomy was published by his order ; and in 1282 he ordered tlue learned men to 
repair from all parts of the empire to examine the state of literature, and take measures 
for its advancement. >

At his'first accession to the crown he fixed his residence at Tay-ywen-fu, the capital of 
Shen-si ; but thought proper afterwards to remove to Pekin, Here, being informed 
that the barks, which brought to court the tribute of the southern provinces, or carried 
on the trade of the empire, -were obliged to conae by sea, and often suffered shipwreck, 
he caused that celebrated canal to be made, which is at present one of the wonders of 
the Chinese empire, being 300 leagues in length. By this canal above 9000 imperial 
barks transport with ease, and at a small expence, the tribute of grain, rice, silks, 8cc. 
which is annually paid to the court. In the third year of his reign, Shi'tsu formed a 
design of reducing the islands of Japan and the kingdoms ofTonquin and Cochin-China. 
Both these enterprises ended unfortunately, but the first remarkably so ; for of 100,000 
persons employed in it only four or five escaped, with the melancholy news of the 

* "^d^ruction of the rest, who all perished by shipwreck. Shi-tsu reigned 15 years, died 
in the 8()lh year of his age, and was succeeded by his grandson. The throne continued 
in the Ywen family till the year I367> when Shun-ti, the last of that dynasty, was driven 
out by a Chinese named Chu,

The dynasty of the Ming, which was founded by Chu, possessed the throne of China 
from 1368 to J644. While they held the reins of empire an event took place vyhicK 
connected the affairs of Asia wnh those of the maritime p. wers of Europe. Tliis was
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the discovery of India in 1498 by Vasco de Gam, a Portuguese admiral. The 
Portuguese, not content with the advantages they derived from the commerce of Hin- 
dostan, made an attack in 1511, upon Malacca, one of the richest cities in India, and 
the centre of trade between Japan, China, the Spice Islands, and the other Indian ports. 
When Albuquerque appeared before Malacca, he found it^in a posture of defence; and 
a new obstacle conspired to retard his progress. His friend Aranjo was there a prisoner 
and threatened with death the moment the oity should be besieged. Deliberating how 
to act, while the sentiments of friendship and ambition, perhaps of duty, struggled in hii 
breast, he received the following billet from Aranjo. “ Think only of the glory and 
advantage of Portugal ; If I cannot be an instrument of your victory, let me not retard 
it.” The place was carried by storm, after an bbstinate defence and several changes of 
fortune. The Portuguese found in it an immense booty, both in treasure and precious 
commodities. Albuquerque, whose heart was superior to the charms of gold, erected a 
citadel to secure his conquest, and return to Goa.

The last emperor of Chinese origin was named Whay-tsong, and ascended the throne in 
1928. He was a great lover of the sciences, and a favourer of the Christians, though 
much addicted to the superstitions of the Bonzes. He found himself engaged in a war 
with the Tartars, and a number of rebels in different provinces. That he might more 
effectually suppress the latter, he resolved to make peace with the former ; and for that 
end serit one of his generals, named Ywen, into Tartary, at the head of an army, with 
full power to negociate a peace ; but that traitor made one upon such shameful terms 
that the emperor refused to ratify it. Ywen, in order to oblige his master to comply 
with the terms made by himself, poisoned his best and most faithful general, named 
IMan-ven-long ; and then desired the Tartars to march directly to Pekin, by a road, 
different from that which he took with his army. This they accordingly did, and laid 

^siege to the capital. Ywen was ordened to come to its relief; but on his arrival was 
put to the torture and strangled ; of which the Tartars were no sooner informed than 
they raised the .siege and returned to their own country. In 1636 the rebels above 
mentioned composed four great armies, commanded by as many generals ; which, how
ever were soon reduced to two, commanded by Li and Chang. These agreed to divide 
the empire between them ; Chang taking the western provinces and Li the eastern ones. 
The latter seized on part of Shen-si and then of Honan, whose capital named K a^- 
fong-fu, he laid siege to, but was repulsed with loss. He renewed it six months after, 
butf without success ; the besieged choosing rather to feed on human flesh than surrender. 
The imperial forces coming soon after to its assistance, the general made no doubt of 
being able to destroy the rebels at once, by breaking down the banks the Y^itetr 
river; but unfortunately the rebels escaped to the mountains, while the city was quite 
overflowed, and 300,000 of the inhabitants perished.

After this disaster Li marched into the provinces of Shen-si and Honan ; where he 
put to death all the mandarins, exacted great sums from the officers in place, and showed 
no favour to any but the populace, whom he freed from all taxes : by this means he 
drew so many to his interest that he thought himself strong enough to assume the title
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of emperor. He next advanced-to^vards the capital, which, though well garrisoned, 
was divided into factions. Li had taken care to introduce beforehand a number of his 
men in disguise; and by these the gates were opened to him the third day after his ar
rival. He entered the city in triumph, at the head of 300,000 men ; whilst the emperor 
kept himself shut up in bis palace, busied only with his superstitions. It was not long, 
however, before he found himself betrayed ; and under the greatest consternation made 
an effort to get out of the palace, attended by about 600 of his guards. He was still 
more surpn'sed to see himself treacherously abandoned by them, and deprived of all 
hopes of escaping the insults of his subjects. Upon this, preferring death to the disgrace 
of falling alive into their hands, he immediately retired with his empress, whom he 
tenderly loved, and the princess her daughter into a private part of the garden. Kis 
grief was so great that he was not able to utter a word ; but she soon understood his 
meaning, and after a few silent embraces hanged herself on a tree, in a silken string. ' 
Her husband staid only to write these words on the border of the vest : “ I  have been 
basely deserted by iny subjects ; do what you will with me, but spare my people.” He 
then cut off the young princess’s head with one stroke of his scymitar, and hanged himself 
on another tree, in the 17th year of his reign and the 36th of iiis age. His prime minister, 
queens, and eunuchs followed bis example; and thus ended the Chinese monarchy, to give, 
place to that of the Tartars, which hath continued ever since.

I t was- some time before the body of the unfortunate monarch was found. At last it 
was brought before the rebel Li, and by him used with the utmost indignity ; after which 
he caused two of Whey-tsong’s sons and all his ministers to be beheaded ; but his eldest 
son happily escaped by flight. The whole empire submitted peaceably to the usurper, 
except prince U-san-gbey, who commanded the imperial forces in the province of Lyan- 
tong. Thfs brave prince, finding himself unable to cope with the usurper, invited the 
Tartars to his assistance ; and Tsong-te, their king, immediately joined them, w ith an 
army of 80,000 men. Upon this the usurper directly marched to Pekin ; but not 
thinking himself safe there, plundered and burnt the palace, and then fled with the im
mense treasure he had got. What became of him afterwards we are not told ; but the 
young Tartar monarch was immediately declared emperor of China, his father, Tsong-te, 
having died almost as soon as he set his foot in that empire. i

Tlie new emperor, named Shun-chi or Xun-chi, began his reign with rewarding 
U-san-ghey with the title of king, and assigned him Si-gnan-fu, capital of Shen-si, for his 
residence. This, however, did not hinder U-sau-ghey from repenting of his error.in 
Calling the Tartars, or, as he himself used to phrase H, In sending for lion? to drive 

’ aw a^ogs. In l674i he foianed a very strong alliance against them, and had probably 
prevailed if his allies had been fulfilled ; but they treacherously deserted him one after 
another ; which so affected him that he died soon after. In 1681 Hong-wha, son to 
U-san-ghey, who continued his efforts against the Tartars, was reduced to such straits 
that he put an end to his own Hfe.

L)ui;ng this space there had been some resista-nce made to the Tartars in many of ths 
provinces. Two princes, of Chintfse extraction, liad» at different times, been proclaimed
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emperors, but both of them wore overcome and put to death. In 1682 the whole 15 
provinces were so effectually subdued, that the emperor Kang-hl, successor to Shun-chf, 
determined to visit his native domininions of Tartary. . He was accompanied by an army 
of 70,000 men, and continued for some months taking the diversion of hunting. This 
he continued to do for some years ; and in his journeys took father Verbeist along with 
him ; by which means we have a better description of these countries than could possibly 
have been otherwise obtained. This prince was a great encourager of learning and of 
the Christian religion; in favour of which last, he published a decree, dated in ]692. 
In  17161 however, he revived some obsolete laws against the Christians; nor could the 
Jesuits, with all their art, preserve the footing they had got in China. The causes of 
this alteration in his resolutions are, by the missionaries, said to have been the slanders of 
the mandarins ; but, from the known character of tfie Jesuits, it will be readily believed 
that there was something more at bottom. This emperor died in 1722, and was sue- 
ceeded by his son Yon-ching ; who not only gave no encouragement to the missionaries, 
but persecuted all Christians, of whatever denomination, not excepting even those of 
the imperial race. At the beginning of his reign he banished all the Jesuits into the 
city of Canton, and in 1732 they were banished from thence into Ma-kau, a little island 
inhabited by the Portuguese, but subject to China. He died in 1736: but though the 
Jesuits entertained great hopes from his successor, they have not yet met with any con
siderable success.
( This emperor, whose name was Chien-long, was in the possession of a vigorous old 
age, when lord Macartney visited China. His long reign had been distinguished both 
by the wisdom of his laws and the extent of his foreign conquests, which, comprehend 
Tonquin, Tibet, and Eluths or Western Tartars. He has thus added an extent of terri
tory to the Chinese empire, nearly equal to that of which he was possessed at his acces
sion to the throne, but inferior in riches, cultivation, and number of inhabitants.

The beginning of the sixteenth century was marked by a considerable revolution in the 
empire of Japan. The imperial dignity had been enjoyed for a considerable lime by a 
regular succession of princes, under the title of Daiross, a name supposed to have been 
derived from Dairo, the head of that family. About the year 1500 a dreadful civil war 
broke out, wliich lasted many years, and nearly ruined the empire. During these dis
tractions, Tayckoy, a common soldier of obscure birth, subdued all his opponents, re
duced their cities and castles, and raised himself to the imperial dignity. The Dairo 
not being*in a condition to oppose his progress, was obliged to submit to his terms, 
which were, that the Dairo should possess the supreme power in the matters of religion, 
while Tayckoy and his successors had the civil and military authority with the tilkr"5T ' 
Cabo or prime minister.

The eastern peninsula has, daring the last 70 years, been the scene of fome remarkable 
revolutions. The rival nations of Pegu and Ava having long carried on the most cruel 
wars with each other, which have only been interrupted by the ascendancy which one of 
these powers has alternately obtained over the other. The supre.macy of the Birmans 
over the Peguers continued throughoift the I7th and dtiVing the first 40 years of the last
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ceiitury, when the Peguers; in the Provinces of Dalla, Martaban, Tongo, and Prome, 
revolted j a civil'war ensued, which was prosecuted on both sides with .savage ferocity. 
The Peguers* in 1752, completed the conquest of ■ Asa, the capital being reduced after a 
short siege, and the Birman/king taken prisoner, with , the greater part of his family.. 
.Matters at first bore the appearance of tranquillity and ,submission, but Alpmpra, 
a Birman, of low extraction, who was continued, by the conqueror in the. command 
Pf an inconsiderable village, still harboured hopes of the emancipation. With 100 devoted 
followers he fortified his town, and secretly collected strength, till at length, availing .him
self of the resentment excited, by some particular act of indignity, he drove ogt the Pegu 
part of the garrison, and commenced an open insurrection, flis countrymen flew to bis 
assistance, and his measures were so far successful that he overturned the kingdom ot 
Pegu,, and raised the Birman einpi.fe. to that state of prosperity in which it has been 
described in a preceding chapter,, . .
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CHAPTER VII.

The religions o f the E ast o f  Asia.

most antient religion of China is supposed, with good reason, to have been that 
of the patriarchs,' which remained here for a number of ages withoi^t experiencing 

much adulteration.
According to the Chinese books the Supreme Being is the principal of every thing that 

exists, and the father of all living ; he is eternal, unchangeable, and independent; his 
power knows no bounds ; his sight equally comprehends the past, present, and the future, 
penetrating even into the inmost recesses of the heart. Heaven and earth are under 
his government ; all events, all revolutions, are the consequences of his will ; he is pure, 
holy, and impartial; wickedness offends his sight; but he beholds, with an eye of com
placency the virtuous actions of men.

The purity of the antient Chinese religion has, however, been long contaminated by 
many idolatrous and fanatical sects. Among these, one named Tao-sse was founded by 
a philosopher, called Lao-kiun or Lao-tse, who was born 605 before Christ. He died 
in an advanced old age, leaving to his disciples a book entitled Tao-te, being a collection 
of 5000 sentences. His morality has a great resemblance to that of Epicurus. It con
sists principally in banishing all vehement desires and passions, capable of disturbing the 
peace and tranquillity of the poul. According to him the care of every wise man ought 
to be only to endeavour to live free from grief and pain, and to glide gently down the 
stream of life devoid of anxiety and care. ,To arrive at this happy stale, he advises his 
followers to banish all thoughts of the past, and to abstain from every ,vain and useless 
inquiry concerning futurity, as well as all tormenting thoughts of ambition, avarice, &c. 
I t was found by the disciples of this philosopher, however, that all their endeavours to 
obtain a perfect tranquillity of mind were vain, as long as the thoughts of death inter
vened ; they therefore declared it possible to discover a composition, from which drink 
might be made that would render mankind immortal. Hence they were led to the study 
of chemistry ; and like the western alchemists wearied themselves in search of the phi- 
losdpher’s stone, until at last they gave themselves up to all the extravagances of magic.

The desire of avoiding death, together with the credulity natural to unenlightened 
minds, quickly produced a number of converts to the sect of Tao-sse. Magical prac^ 
trees, the invocation of spirits, and the ar t of foretelling events by divination, quickly dif
fused themselves over the empire, and the imbecillity of the emperors contributed to 
propagate the deception. Temples consecrated to spirits quickly reared their heads in 
every corner in the empire ; and two of the most celebrated of the sect were authorised 
‘to maintain public worship there, after the tonn which had been prescribed by their 
master. At the same time they distributed and sold at» a dear rate images of llie imagi
nary spirits, witl^jjiicli they had peopled the heavens and the earth. These were by
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their command worshipped as so many deities, independent of the Supreme Being ; and 
in l!ie like manner the antient emperors were invoked as aods.

Being patronised by the emperors of several dynasties, this sect became more and 
more powerful. At last the}' had the impudence to affix, ‘ during the night-time, to one 
of the gates of the imperial city, a book, filled with mystic characters and magical figures. 
At break of day they informed the emperor of the sudden appearance of this book, and 
publicly declared that it was fallen from heaven. This trick easily imposed upon the 
Weak prince. He immediately repaired, with a numerous train, to the spot where the 
sacred volume appeared ; and having taken it in his bands in a respectful manner, car
ried it in triumph to his palace, where he shut it op in a golden box. Another emperor 
carried his reverence for the sect to such a height of impiety and extravagance as tO 
order a celebrated Tao-sse to be puHicly worshipped, under the name cf Chang-ti, 
This sect, thus 'patronised by princes, and accommodated to the credulity of the vulgar, 
continued to gain ground, in spite of every opposition from the wiser part of the people, 
and is still very powerful in China. At present they offer up three different victims, a  
hog, a fowl, and a fish, to a spirit whom they invoke. Various ceremonies, such as 
howling, drawing fantastical figures upon paper, making a hideous noise with kettles 
and drums, are used in their incantations ; and though it may really be believed that 
they are, for the most part unsuccessful, yet their credit is still kept up by those cases 
in w hich they succeed by accident.

The chief of the Tao-sse is invested by government with the dignity of grand mandarin, 
which is enjoyed by his successors; he resides in a  sumptuous palace, in a town of 
Kiang-si; and the superstitious confidence of the people attracts an immense number 
thither .from all parts of the empire. Some arrive in order to be cured of diseases, 
others to get an insight into futurity. The impostor distributes in them small bits of 
paper, filled with magical chacraters; and th t ignorant wretches depart, well satisfied, 
without grudging the expence of their journey, though ever so long.

A still more pernicious and more widely diffused sect is that of the idol Fo, which 
came originally from India. The Tao-sse had promised to the brother of one of tlic 
emperors of China -to introduce him to a communication with spirits. The credulous 
prince having heard of a great spirit, named Fo, who resided in India, prevailed, on his 
brother to send an embassy thither. On the arrival of the ambassadors, however, they 
could find only two worshippers of this deity, both o f whom they brought to China. 
Several images of Fo were also collected at the same time, and these, together^with some 

, j;.anonical books of the Indians, were placed on a white horse, and carried in procession 
to ihS imperial city.

This superstition was introduced into Giina about the 65th year of the Christian era, 
and soon made vast progress. One of its principal doctrines is that of the metempsy
chosis or transmigration of souls, of which M. Grosier/ thinks he was the inventor, and 
that Pythagoras, who travelled into several parts of India, had borrowed the doctrine 
from him. The account given of him by the bouzes is, that finding himself at the age of 7 0 ' 
oppressed with infirmities, he calfed his disciples tdgether, and told them he was unwilling
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to leave the woi'ld without communicating the secret and hidden mysteries of iiis doc
trine ; which were, in short, that all things proceeded from a vacuum and nothing, and 
to that they must return. This doctrine produced a coiTesponding mode of action, or 
rather of inaction, in those who believed i t : for thus the great happiness of man was 
made to consist in absolute annihilation ; and therefore the nearei* he could bring himself 

Sq this state during life, the happier he was supposed to be.
The common doctrine, however, which admits of a distinction between good and evil, 

finds more proselytes among the vulgar, whose situation in life will not allow them to 
spend their time in perpetual idleness. According to this the righteous will be rewarded 
and the wicked punished after death. They say also that the god Fo came to save 
mankind, and to expiate their sins; and that he alone can procure them a happy regcne- 

' ration in the life to come. Five precepts are likewise inculcated on- those who adopt , 
this doctrine; 1. Not to kill any living creature. 2. N ot to take the goods of another.
3. N ot to pollute themselves by uncleanness. 4. N ot to lie. 5. N ot to drink wine. 
Above all they recommend to them to perform acts of mercy, to treat their bonzes well, 
build temples, 8cc.

The doctrine of metempsychosis has introduced into China an infinite number of idols, 
who are all svorshipped on the supposition that the spirit of Fo has transmigi'ated into 
the animals they represent. These idols, however, seem not to be worshipped with great 
sincerity; but like the images of saints in the more superstitious countries of Europe, 
are beaten and thrown in the dirt when their votaries happen not to obtain' their desires, 
%vhich they impute to the obstinacy or weak-ncss of the idol. Nay !M. Grosier gives an 
account of one man, w ho having ineffectually paid a sum of money to the bonzes of a 
certain idol for the cure of Ids daughter, brought a formal accusation against the idol 
itself; and in spite of all that the bonzes could say in its behalf got its worship supprest 
throughout the province.

The bonzes of China are represented as a most avaricious and hypocritical race of 
■ men, ready to practise every kind of villany, and even to subject themselves to the most 
intolerable tortures in order to obtain money from the compassion of the public, when 
they cannot get it in any other w'ay; and an edict of one of the emperors is cited by 
M. Grosier, by which great numbers of their religipus houses were suppressed. In  order 
to perpetuate tlieir sect, they purchase young children, whom they takCiCare *to instruct 
in all the mysteries and tricks of their profession; but excepting this they are hi general 
very ignorant, and few of tliem would be able to give any tolerable .account of tlie;teftets 
of their o\vn sect They are not subject to a regular hierarchy, but acknowledge supe
riors among them, whom they call grand bonzes, who have the first place in all religious,, 
assemblies at which they happen to be present, and great profit is derived from certain 
religious clubs, both of men and women, at w hich tlie bonzes are always called to assist.

 ̂Their wealth is likewise augmented by pilgrimages to certain places, .w here there are 
temples more or less reverenced, and where a multitude of absurd ctremonies are per
formed. These bonzes, as may be easily imagined, are inveterate eneuiies to the' progress 
of Christianity, telling the most absurd stories concerning the missionaries; as that they 
pluck out the eyes of their converts t5 eonsfruct telliscopes with. The literati, however;, 
and the more seaeitJfe part of the nation hold them in the greatest contempt
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■\Ve shall conclude this detail of the Chinese religion with giving an account of one 
other superstition, which seems peculiar to the nation. I t is named fong-choni, which 
signifies wind and water. By this they mean the lucky or unlucky situation of a house, 
burying-place, &c. I f  any imprudent person has built a house close to that of a Chinese, 
in such a manner that the angle formed by its roof flanks the wall or roof of the former 
house, the proprietor ever after lives in teiTor of utter ruin and destruction from the 
malignant influence of that angle. An implacable hatred instantly commences betwixt 
the two families, and often gives rise to a law-suit, which furnishes matter of discussion 
for some of the superior tribunals. I f  no redress can be had at law, however, thti 
Chinese is then reduced to the necessity of erecting on the top of his house an enormous 
image of a dragon or some other monster, with its mouth gaping towards the angle, and 
as it were threatening to swallow it u p ; after which the apprehensions of the proprietor 
begin to subside, and tranquillity is restored to the family. In this manner the govei-nor 
of Kien-tchang secured himself from the influence of the church of the Jesuits, which, 
being built on an eminence, overlooked his palace. Not depending, however, entirely 
on the good offices of his tutelary dragon, he also took the wise j)rccaution of altering his 
principal apartments, and raising, at the distance of 200 paces from the church, a kind 
of large facade, three stories high. But unluckily the death of his successor was attri
buted to this facade; for the mandarin, being attacked with a disorder in the breast, 
which made him spit up a white phlegm, this symptom was tliought to he owing to the 
walls of the facade, which were very white, and whicii were forthwith painted black. 
The salutary -precaution, however, happened to be taken top la te ; for the governor died, 
notwithstanding the black colour of tlie walls.

“ We sliould never have done (says M. Grosicr) were we to relate all superstitious 
ideas of the Chinese respecting the lucky and unlucky situation of houses, the qum ter 
which doors ought to front, and the plan and day proper for constructing the stoves in 
which they cook their rice.” But the ohjcct on which they employ their gi-eatest care is 

■ the choice of the ground and situation for a burying-place. Some quacks follow no other 
profession tlian that of pointing out lulls and mountains, which have an aspect favourable 
for works of that kind. When a  C’hinesc is persuaded of the truth of such information,, 
there is no sum which he would not give to be in possession of the fortunate spot. The 

. greater part of the Chinese arc of opinion that all the happinfcss and misfortunes of life 
depend upon the fong-choni.

A colony of Jews was established in China about the year 206 before Christ ; but 
they are now reduced to a small number of families at Cai-song, the capital qf the pro
vince of Honan. The Mahometans have multiplied much more than tlie Jews. It- is- 
above 6(X) years since tlK;y first entered the empire, where they have formed differenb 
cstapusiimcnts. At first'Jieir number w-as augmented only by marriages; but for some, 
time past they have been more particularly attentive to the extending of their sect and 
propagating their doctrine. 'J'lie principal means employed for this purpose are to pur
chase a great number of children, brought up in idolatry, whom their poor parents are 
glad to part with; and tliese they circumcise, and afterwards instruct in the principles 
of their religion. During the tim*e of a famine, wlflch. desolated the province o f Cliang- 
toi.g, they purchased more than 10,000 of these children; for who'JlI>*hea, grown up,
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tliey procured wiyes, built houses, and even formed whole villages of them.' They-are 
now' become so numerous, that in the places where they I’eside they entirely exclude 
every, inhabitant who does not believe in their prophet and fi*equent a mosque.
■ The religion of the Eastern peninsula is principally that of Boodh or Gandma, which 
is only a branch of the Bramhan. religion, which will be described in our account of 

.Ilindpstan. .
" Since the Portuguese discovered the way to India by sea,' various missions have been 
established by difterent orders of catholics, for tlie purpose of converting the inhabitants 
of China, Japan, and tlie peninsula beyond the Ganges., Though these efforts have not 
been so far successful as to change the established religion in any of these, countries, yef 
there are at- this day many thousand natives of China and Siam who profess to venerate 
the name of Jesus.  ̂ I t  is much-to be lamented ithatjthe principles of the Roman church 
have hitherto prevented the circulation'of the scriptures among their converts; since, 
by that means, a foundation inighjt have been laid for the most extensive benefit to 
several hundred millions of bur fellow men.
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VIEW OF THE WORLD.

BOOK VII.

1’he South of Asia', eothp'chending H indostan, PERSiAj A rabia, and  Khauai:ii..

CHAPTER I

H indostan.

TTIN D O STA N  is bounded on the north by Great and Little Thibet; on the south' 
J-A i by the hither peninsula of Iridiav part'of the Indian sea, and.tlie Cay of Bengal 
on the west by Persia; -and oii the east by Thibet'and the farther peninsula. It is Situ 
ated between 84° and 102° of east longitude; and between. 21° arid 36° of nortli latitude j 
being in length about 1204' miles', and. iib breadth though in some places inuch 
less. . - •

Towards the' riorth' Hiridostari iis very cOld arid baireh; but towards the south very hot 
and-fertile iiv corn, ricê  -fruits, and other vegetable^; The northern provinces are very 
mountainous and sandy; while the southern are, for. the most part, level and well 
Vz-atered with several rivers.

The most remarkable mouritairis are those which surround it on three sides. Those 
on the west, separating it from Persia, called in general Soleyrrian Kug or thO mountains 
of Soleytrian,are of a vast height as well' as' breadtii,- and arie only'passable in certain' 
places,' through which roads have been made for' the sake of coirimerce. The chief arc 
those which lead to Kabul, Gazrta, and Kandahar. This great chain of mountains. is 
inhabited by different nations,, the principal of which arc. the Afghans'or Patans a'nd' the - 
Baluches, who have extended themselves on the side of India as well as ' Persia'. The 
mountains on'the north are'called'Nagrakiit, Hinia, Or Mus Tag, which has air affinit; '̂ 
with lniaus, and by other ri-ames, which are given also iri'common to the mountain's on '; 
each side, separating Hiridosf-an frorii Thibet. The' very prospect of these ruountains iŝ  
frightful, being notliing but hideous precipices perpetually covered witli s'now,̂  arid not to , 
be crossed without the greatest danger arid difficulty. . . '

The most remarkable' rivera,of Hindostan arb the Indus'-arid Ganges! 'Ibe‘ former. is" 
called by the orientals Send, Sindi or Sindi. It rises ̂ iri the inotirit-ainis to die north or 
north-east of' Iliridostan; whence, after a long course, first to the ^uth and then to the 
.south west; it falls into the’ Persian Sea, below Lower Bander  ̂ by several hiouths. In. 
Its coursO'itl^ceiVes 'severkl other large rivei'S, as'the K'ilah, Jairidj B.eh-at, and Lakka',:- 
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The Ganges, called in the Indies Ganga, rises in the kingdom of Tibet: entering Hin- 

dostan about the 30th degree of latitude, it runs first south-eastward by tli6 cities of 
Bekaner, iVIinapor, Ilalabas, Benares, and BaUia, to Rajah Mahl, where it divides into 
two branches. The eastern having jiassed by Dakka, the capital of Bengal, enters the 
gulph of that name about Chatigan. The we.stern, descending by Kossuiu, Bazar, and 
Hughly, labs into the gulph below Shandernagor, towards Pipeli.

Many of the Jews and antient Christians believed this river to be the Bison,’ one of 
■the four mentioned in scripture as the boundaries of the terrestial paradise. Tlie Indians 
retain the greatest reverence for its waters, going in crowds from the remotest parts of 

~th ’ country to wash in them, from a persuasion that they deface from all tiie sjiots of sin. 
The reason of this is because they imagine this river docs not take its source from tlie 
bosom of the earth, but descends froiii heaven into the paradise of Deveudre, and from 
thence into Ilindostan. Nothing is more childish than the fables of 'the Bramins on this 
subject, yet the people swallow them all. The Mogul and prince of Golconda drink no 
other water than that of the Ganges ; foreigners, on the contrary, pretend that it is very 
unwholesome, and that it cannot be safely drank till it is first boiled. There are a great 
number of superb pagodas on the banks of the Ganges, which arc immensely rich. At 
certain festivals there has been sometimes a concoursc'of 100,000 people who come to 
bathe in it. But what principally distinguishes this river, besides its greatness and rapiility, 
is the gold it brings down in its sands and throws on its hanks; and the precious stones 
and.pearls it produces, not only in itself but in the gulf of Bengal, into which itdischargcfx 
its waters, and Avhich abound therewith. The Chun or Jemma, tlie Guderasu, the Ber- 
silis, Lakia, and several other rivers discharge themselves into it during its course.

The weather and seasons are, for the general, very regular in this spacious country ; 
the winds blowing constantly six months from the south and six fi om the north, witlrivery 
little variation. The months of April, May, and the begiimiug of June, till the rains fall, 
arc so extremely hot that the reflection from the ground is apt to blistef one’s face ; and 
but for the breeze or small gale of wind which blows evei'y <lay, there would be no living 
in that country for people bred in northern climates ; for excepting in the rainy season, 
the coldest day is hotter there at noon than the hottest <lay in England. Howevei* very 
surprising changes of heat and cold sometimes happen within a'fcw hours; so that a 
stifling hot day is succeeded by a night cold enough to produce a thin ice on the water, 
and that night by a noon as scorching as the preceding.’ Sometimes in the dry season, 
before the rains, the winds blow with such extreme violence that they carry vast (]pantilies 
of dust and sand into the air, which appear black, like clouds charged with rain ; but falE 
(lown iti dry showers, filling tl>e eyes, cars, and nostrils of those among whom they 
descend, and penetrate every chest, cabinet, or cupboard, in the houses or tents, by the 
key-hole and crevices.

From Surat to Agra and beyond it, the rains generally begin and end a ith mqst furious, 
storms of thunder and lightning. Daring these three mont^^s it rains usually every day ; 
and sometimes for a week together witliout intermission : by this means the land is en
riched like Egj'pt by the Nile. Although the land looked before like the barren sands 
of the Arabian deserts; yet, in a few days after those showers begiiTto fall, the surface 
appears covered with verdure. _W hen the rainy season is over, the sky Bfceomes per-
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fectly serene again, and scarce one cloud appears all the other nine months; however a 
refreshing dew falls every night during that dry interval, which cools the air and cherishes 
the ‘earth.

Xhe produce of Hindostan is vei"y rich in every kind, whether it be fossil, vegetable, or 
anifnal. Besides other precious stones found in it there is a diamond mine at the town 
of Soumelpur, in , Bengal. Quarries of Theban stone are so plentiful in the Mogul’s 
empire that there are both mosques and pagods built entirely of i t  Some travellers tell 
us there are mines of lead, iron, and copper, and even silver; but those of the last, if 
there be'any, need not to be opened, since the bullion of all nations is sunk in this empire, 
which will take nothing else in exchange for her commodities, and prohibits the exporting 
it again. They till the ground with oxen and foot-ploughs, sowing in - l^fay and the 
beginning of June, that all may be over before the rains; and reaping in November and 
December, hich, with them, are the most temperate months in the year. The land is 
no where inclosed, excepting a little-near towns and villages. The gi'ass is never mowed 
to make hay, but cut off the ground, cither green or withered, as they have occasion to 
use it. Wheat, rice, barley, and other grain, grow here in plenty, and are very good. 
Thb country abounds no less in fruits, as pomegranates, citrons, dates, grapes, almonds, 
and cocoa-nuts ; plums, those especially called mirabolans ; plantanes, u hich in shape 
resemble a slender cucumber, and in taste excel a Norwicli pear; mangos, an excellent 
fruit, resembling an apricot, but larger; ananas or pine apples ; lemons and oranges, but 
not so good as in other countries; variety of pears and apples in the northern parts ; and 
the tamarind-tree, the fruit of which is contained in a pod resembling those of beans, 
'i'licre arc many other kinds of fruit-trees peculiar to the country. But the valuable trees 
are the cotton and mulberry, on account of the wealth they bring the natives frpm the 
manufactures of calicoes and silks. They plant abundance of sugar-canes here as well 
as tobacco ; but the latter is not so rich and strong as that of America, for want of knovving 
how to cure and order it.

Hindostan affords also plenty of ginger, together with carrots, potatoes, onions, garlics, 
and other roots known to us, besides small roots and herbs for.sallads ; but their flowers, 
though beautiful to look at, have no scent, excepting roses and some few other kinds.

There is a great variety of animals in this country both v ild and tame ; of the former 
are elephants, rhinoceroses, lions, tygers, leopards, wolves, jackals, and the like. ’J'he 
jackals dig up and eat dead bodies, and make a hideous noise in the night. The rhino
ceros is not common in the Mogul’s empire ; but elephants are very numerous; some 12, 
i4, or 1.5 feet high. There is plenty of venison and game of several kinds; as red-deer,.. 
fallow-deer, elks, antelopes, kids, hares, and such like. None of these are imparkeef, but 
all in common, and may be any body’s who w ill be at the pains to take them. Among 
the wild animals also may be reckoned the mnsk-anirnal, apes, and monkeys.

TIindostaa afl'ords variety of beasts for carriage, as camels, dromedaries, mules, asses, 
horses, oxen,' and buftaloes. Most of tlie horses are white, and many curiously dappled, 
pied, and spotted all over. The flesh of the oxen is v e^  sweet and tender. Being very 
tame, many use tlicm as they do "horses to ride on. Instead of a bit tliey put 
one or two small strings through the gristle of the nostrils, and fastening the ends to a 
jope, use it instead of a bridle, which is held up by a bunch of gristly flesh, which he has
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on the fore part of hi& back. They saddle him as they do a  norse ; and if spurred 
little lie will go as fas t These are generally made use of all over the Indies; and with 
them only are drawn -waggons, coaches, and chariots. Some of these oxen will favel 15 
leagues in a day. They arc of-two sorts ; one six feet high, which arc rare j another, 
called dwarfs, -which are only tliree. In some places, where the roads are stony, they 
shoe their oxen w lieii they are to travel far. The buftalo’s skin makes excellent buft  ̂ and 
tiic female yields very good milk ; but their flesh is neither so jialatable nor n holesome 
as beef The shecji of Hmdostan have large heavy tails, and their flesh is veiy good, 
but their wool coarse. '

This country is much infested with reptiles and insects; some of a noxious bind, as 
scorpions, snakes, and rats ; but the lizards, which arc of a green colour, ai-e not hurtful. 
Snakes and serpents, we arc told, are sometimes employed to dispatch criminals, espe
cially such as have been guilty of some atrocious crime; that kind of death being attended 
-\vith tiic most grievous torture. The most troublesome insects in this hot country are 
flics, musketoes, and chinches or bugs, the first " by day and the others in the night; 
when they offend no less by their stench than their bite.

The Hindoos or inhabitants of Hindostan are divvied into four tribes ; 1. The Bremiu ; 
2. the Khatry ; 3. the Bhyse ; and 4. the Soodcra. ' All these have distinct and separate 
offices, and cannot, according to tlieir laws, intermingle with each other; but for certain 
offences they ai*e subject to the loss of their cast, which is reckoned tiie highest puuisli- 
ment they can suffer; and hence is formed a kind of fifth cfist, named Pariars, on the 
coast of Coromandel, but in the Shanscrit or sacred language Chandalas. These are 
esteemed the dregs of the people, and are never employed but in the meanest offices. 
There is besides a general division, which pervades the four casts indiscriminately ; and 
which is taken from the w orship of their gods Vishnou and Sheevah; the w-orshijipers of 
the former being named Vishnou-bukht; of the latter Sheevah-bukht.

O f these four casts the Bnunins are counted the foremost in every respect; and all the 
laws have such a  partiality tow^ards them as cannot but induce us to suppose that they 
have had the principal hand in framing tlieni. They are not, however, allowed to assume 
the sovereignty; the religious ceremony and the instruction of the people being tiieir pe
culiar province: They alone are allowed to read the Veda or sacred books; the Khatries 
or cast next in dignity being only allowed to hear them read ; while the other two can 
only read the Satras or commentaries upon them. As for the poor Chandalas they dare 
not enter a temple, or be present at any religious ceremony. ,

. In point of precedency the Bramins claim a superiority even to tlie princes ; tlic lattef 
being chosen out of the Khatry or second cast. A rajah will receive with respect the 
food that is prepared by a Bnunin; but the latter wall eat nothing that has been pre
pared by any member of an inferior cast. The punishment of a Bmmin for any crime 
is much milder than if lie had belonged to another tribe ̂  and the greatest crime that cap 
be cpminittedus the murder o f a Bramin. No magistrate must desire the death of one of 
these sacred persons, or cut oft" one of his limbs. TJiey must )je readily admitterl into 
tfje presence- even of princes wlicnever they pl(^se; wlien passengers, in a boat, they 
must be the first to enter andgo out ,* and the w'atermen must besides <mrry them for nothing; 
every onewlia meets them, on the road being likewise obliged to give place them.
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UrNDOSTAN 405

All the priests are chosen from among this order; such as are not admitted to the 
-sacerdotal function being employed as secretaries and accountants. These can never 

"^jAnvards become prieste, but continue to be greatly reverenced by the other casts.
^ h e  Khatry or second cast are those from a,mong whom the sovereigns are chosen.. 

T l \  Bhyse or Banians, who constitute the third cast,, have the chai'ge of commercial 
affairs; and the Soodera or fourth cast, the most numerous of all, comprehend the 
labourers and artisans. These last are divided into as many classes as there arc followers 
o f different arts ; all the children being invariably brought up to the profession of their 
fathers ; and it being absolutely unlawful for them ever to alter it afterwards.

No Hindoo is allowed to quit the cast in which he was born upon any account. All 
of them are very scrupulous with regard to diet; but the Bramihs much more so tlmn 
any of the rest. They eat no flesh nor shed blood which, we are informed by Porphyry 
and Clemens Alexandrinus was the case in their time. Their ordinary food, is,rice and 
other vegetables, dressed with ghee (a kind of butter, melted and refined, so as to be 
capable of being kept for a long time), and seasoned with ginger and other spices. The 
food which tliey most esteem, however, is milk, as coming from the cow'; an animal for 
which they liave the most extravagant veneration, insomuch that it is enacted in the code 
of Gentoo laws, that any one who exacts labour from a bullock that is hungry or thirsty, 
or that shall oblige him to labour when fatigued or out of se^on, is liable to be fined by 
the magistrates. The other casts, though less rigid, abstain very religiously from what is 
forbidden them ; nor will they eat any tiling provided by a person of an inferior cast, or 
by one of a diflerent religion. Thougli they may eat some kinds of flesh and fish, yet it is 
counted a virtue to alistain from them all.

The iricn generally shave their licads and beard.s, leaving only a pair of small whiskers, 
and a lock on the back [lart of their head, which they take great care to preserve. I it 
Kashmere and some other [ilaces they let their beards grow to the length of tw'O inches. 
They wear turbans on their heads; but the Bramins, who ofliciate in the temples, com
monly go with tlieir heads uncovered, and the upper part of the body naked; round their 
shoulder tht y hang their sacred string, calle<l- Zennar, made of a kind of perennial cotton, 
and composed of a certain number of threads, of a determined length. The Khatries 

. wear al.so a string of this kind, but cottqiosed of fewer threads; tiie Bhyse have one 
with still fewer threads; but the Soodcras arc not allowed to w ear any string. The 
othjsr dress of the Bramins consist of a jiiece of white cotton cloth, wra|)ped about the 
loins, descending below' the knee, but lower on the left than on tlie right side. In cold 
weather they sometimes put a red cap on their heads, and w rap a shawl round theit 
bodies. The Khatries qnd most other o f the inhabitants of this country wear also pieces 
of cotton cloth w'rapped about them, but which cover the upper as well as tlie lower part 
of the body. Ear-rings and bracelets are worn by the men as well as women; and they 
are fond of ornamenting themselves with diamonds, riibic.s, and other precious stones 
when they can procure them. They wear slippers on their feet, of fine woollen clolh or 
velvet, frequently embroidered with gold and silver; ^hosc of princes being sometimes 
adorned with preclo^is stones. The* low'er cla.«ses wear sandals or slippers of coarse 
woollen cloth or IcaUier. These slippers are always put off on going into any apartment,, 
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being left at the door, or given, to an attendant; nevertheless the Hindoos make no 
complaints of the Europeans for not putting off" their shoes when fficy come into their 
houses, which must certainly appear very uncouth to them.'

The dress of the women in Hindostan consists of a close jacket, which covers f 
breasts; but "perfectly shows their form. The sleeves are tight, and reach half way to 
elbows, with a  narrow border, painted or embroidered all round the edges. Instead of a 
petticoat they have a piece of white cotton cloth wrapt round the loins, and reachins near 
tlie ancle on the one side but not quite so low on the other. A white piece of muslin is 
thrown over the right shoulder, which, pa,ssing under the left arm' is crossed round the 
middle, and hangs down to the feet. The hair is usually rolled up in a knot or bunch 
towards the back part of the head'; and some have curls hanging before and behind the 
ears. They wear bracelets on their arms, rings in their ears, and on their fingers, toes, 
and ancles, with sometimes a small one in their nostril.

The houses of the Hindoos make a worse appearance than could be supposed from their' 
ingenuity in other respects. In the southern pai'ts of the country the houses are only of 
one story. On each side of the door, towards the street, is a narrow gallery, covered by 
the slope of the roof, ■w hich projects over it, and which, as far as the gallery extends, is 
supported by pillars of brick or wood. The floor of thi^ gallery is-raised about 30 inches 
above the level of the street^ and the porters or bearers of Palankeens, with the foot 
soldiers named Peons, wl?o commonly hire themselves to noblemen. This entrance 
leads into a court, wbich is also surrounded by a gallery like the former. On one side 
of the court is a large room, on a level with the floor of the gallery, open in front, and 
spread with mats and carpets, covered with white cotton cloth, where the master of the 
house receives visits and transacts business. From this court there are entrances by very 
small doors to the private apartments. In the northern parts houses of two or three 
stories are commonly met with. Over all the country also we meet ^vith the ruins of 
palaces, which evidently show’ the magnificence of former times.

The principal article of food throughout all Hindostan is rice, and of consequence the 
cultivation of it forms the principal object of agriculture. In  this the most important 
requisite is plenty of w ater; and when there 'happens to be a scarcity in this respect, a 
famine must be the consequence. To prevent this as far as possible, a vast number of 
tanks and water courses are to be met with throughout the country, though in some places 
these are too much neglected, and gradually going to decay. After the rice is grown tq a • 
certain iength, it is pulled up, and transplanted infields of about 100 yards square, 
separated from each other by ridges of earth ; which are daily supplied with water, let in 
upon them from the neighbouring tanks. When the water happens to fal'l below the 
level of the channels made to .receive it, it is raised by a simple machine, named picoti, 
the construction of which is as follows. A piece of timber is fixed upright in the ground, 
and.forked, so as to admit another piece to .move transversely m it, by means of a strong 
pin. The traiisversc timber is flat on one side, and has pieces of wood across it in man
ner ®f ste[)s. At one end of this timber there is a large bucket, at the other a weight. 
A man, walking down the steps, throws the bucket into the well or^tank; by going up, 
and by means of the weight, he raises i t ; and another person, standing bejow, empties
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it into a channel,  ̂made to convey the water ijito the fields. The man Avho moves the 
(Vn’ne may support himself by long bamboos, that are fixed, in the way of a railing, 

fr o ^  tlie top of the piece of upright timber towards the wall.
file Hindoos are remarkable for their ingenuity in all kinds of handicraft; lut their 

utensils are simple, and, in many respects, inconvenient; so that incredible labour ai\d 
patience are necessary for the accomplishment of any piece of work; and for this the 
Hindoos are very remarkable. Lacquering and gilding are used all over the country, and 
must have been used in veiy early ages; though in some places tiie lacqaciing is brought 
to much greater perfection than in others.

The painting of the Hindoos is defective, from their ignorance of the rules of perspec
tive. Their music is also considered as inferior to the European, though they have a 
considerable variety of instruments. The knowledge of the sciences is confined to those 
learned Bramins, Avhom they call pundits or doctors. These are the only persons who 
understand the Sanscrit or sacred language, in which their antient books are written. 
Their metaphysics resemble that of some antient Greek philosophers. They believe the 
human soul to be an emanation from the deity as light and heat are from the sun. Theyf 
have been astronomical observers for a long series of ages, but though they probably werev 
in former ages, acquainted with this island, their geographical knowledge is very 
contracted.

The religion of the Hindoos is contained in certain books called Vedas, and though 
now involved in superstition, seems to nave been originally pure, inculcating the belief 
of an eternal being, possessed of every divine perfection. Their subordinate deities, 
Bnmha, Vishnou, and Sheeva, are .only representatives of the wisdom, goodness, and 
pou er of the supreme god Brama. All created things they suppose to be types of the 
attributes of Brama, whom they call the principles of truth, the spirit of ivisdom, and the 
supreme being, so that it is probable that all their idols were at first only designed to 
represent these attributes. They believe in ten Avatars or incarnations of the deity, 
nine of which have taken place for the punishment of tyrants or removing some gi'eat 
natural calamity, and the tenth is to take place at the dissolution of the universe. 
Several of tliese avatars inculcate the transmigration of souls, and the ninth of them, 
which forbids animal sacrifices, gave rise to the religion of Boodha, Gandma, or Fo, 
which has been mentioned in the last chapter, so prevalent in different forms over all 
tho East of Asia. Their mythological talcs afibrd the most striking proofs of a patriar
chal origin, and cotifirm the testimony of the scriptures respecting the creation, the flood, 
the tower of Babel, and the promise that the seed of the rvoman should bruize tl\,e head 
of the serpent.

The deities of the Hindoos are extremely numerous, and there is reason to believe < 
derived from the same source with those of Italy and Greece.

Great numbers of devotees are to be met with every where through Hindustan. Every 
cast is allowed to assume this way of life, excepting the Chandalahs, who are excluded. 
Those held most in esteem are narked Seniasses and* Jogeys. The former are allow’ed 
no other clothing btit what suffices for covering their nakedness, nor have they any 
worldly goods besides a pitcher and staff; but though they are strictly enjoined to medi
tate on the truths contained in the sacred writings, they are strictly forbidden to argue
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about them. They must eat but once a day, and that very sparingly, of rice or otncr 
vegetables ; they must also show the most perfect indifference about hunger, thirst, ’ 
cold, or any thing udiatcver relative to this world; looking forwai’d witli a continual tScsire 
to the, separation of the soul fi-om the body. Should any of them fail in this extravagant 
self-denial, he is rendered so much more criminal by-the attempt, as he neglected, the 
duties of ordinary life for those of another, M hich he was not able to accomplish. The 
Yogcys are bound to much the same rules, and both subject themselves to the most 
extravagant penances. Some will keep their arms constantly stretched over tlieir heads, 
till they become quite withered and incapable of motion; others keep them crossed over 
their breast during life; while others, by keeping their hands constantly closed, have 
them quite pierced through by the growth of their nails. Some chain themselves to trees 
or particular spots of ground, which they never quit; others resolve never to lie do.vn, 
but sleep leaning against a tree ; but the most curious penance perhaps on record is that 
of a Yogey, who measured the distance between Benares and Jaggernant with the length 
of his body, lying down and rising alternately. Many of these enthusiasts will throw 
tiiernselves in the way of the chariots of Vishnou or Sheevah, which ai'e brought forth in 
procession, to celebrate the feast of a temple,'and drawn by several hundreds of men. 
Thus the wretched devotees are in an instant crushed to pieces. Otiiers devote them
selves to the flames, in order to show the'ir regard to some of their idols, or to appease 
the wratli of one whom they suppose to be offended.

The provinces into which Hindostan is divided, and the most celebrated cities they 
contain caii be with greater propriety, described, A\hen we have unfolded the means by 
which they came into the hands of their present possessors. W e shall therefore conclude 
the present chapter with an account of the island of Ceylon, which has lately become an 
appendage to the British empire.

Ceylon is about 250 miles in length and 200 in breadth. I t  abounds in trees and 
slirubs, valuable both on account of their timber and the gums or spices they produce. 
Among these Mr. Ives enumerates the euphorbiura, tulip-tree, ebony, red-« ood, cassia, 
cocoa-nut, cotton, lime, mango, citron, coffee, the trees producing balsam of ca})ivi, gum, 
gamboge, lac, and cenquenomalc. This last is as yet unknown in Europe; but, according 
to the information of a Dutch surgeon, an oil or balsam is produced from it by distillation, 
which is of great use in paralytic complaints. There is also another gum, named badule, 
which has been but lately discovered, and of wrhich the use is as yet unknou n. Here is also 
the black and yellow teak, the wood of which is of a most beautiful colour, but so bard 
tliat the cutting of it proves destructive to the carpenter's tools. But the most remarkable 
as weir as the. most useful of the vegetable productions of Ceylon is the cinnamon-tree, 
which grows wild in every wood on the south-west part of the island. The very young 
trees are not fit for rinding, and the old ones are cut down for fire-wood. The common 
flowering shrubs, of which the whole island is full, send foi'th a most agreeable fragrance 
every morning and evening. I t  abounds with high hills, between which the soil is a fat- 
red earth ; , .and the  valleys are extr^imely pleasant, having a dear rivulet, running through 
almost every one of them. Thus the finest fruits grow in great plenty^ and may be had at 
the most trifling ra tes; a pine-apple being bought for less tlian a penny, and so of the' 
rest. O ther. provisions are almost equally cheap; a dozen offowls or five ducks being.
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«old for. ai fi|[>ee, not quite half a- croWn of English money. Here the Duteh slibw a 
. poisonous, fruitj called by them 'Adam’s apple. In shape it resembles a quarter of an < 

apple, cut out with two insides a little convexV and a continued ridge along the outer 
' ridges; abd is of a beautiful orange colour, . Pepper, ginger, and ,cardamoms are also. 

PVbduced.here,; as well as five kinds of Vice, which ripen one after anotheiv
Ceylori produces also - topazes, garnets, rubies, and other precious stones, which are 

discovered by washing ■ the soil wherein they grow. I t has lilvcwise ores of copper, iron; 
and probably of tin, with veins of black cr)'Stal.- •'
•' Common deer are found, in this island- in great abundance; as well as Guinea-deei,; 
but the horned cattle; are bbth very small and scarce; and six of them W'eighed'altogether 
but 714 pounds, and one of tliese weighed only 70,pounds. They have;, however, the 
largest and best elephants in-the wprkl'V î^d their woods are infested' by tygers, the mo.st 
terrible of all,fa venous beasts. ; They abound also' with snakes of a monstious size; one 
of which, has been known to destroy a'tygef, and devour hiin at one meal. Mr. lyes 
say^ he-saw one 15 feet long, and 30 mches in circumference. Spiders, Centipedes, and 
scorpions also grow here to an enormous sizes A scorpion taken but of a piece of wood . 
was eight inches'long from head to tail, .exclusive" of the claws; the shell •ivas as hard as 
that of a crab ; and bur autlior killed.a centipede more than seven inches long. Here 
the manti.s or Creeping leaf is met with; which is supposed to be a species of'grasshoppers, 
havihg'every member we see in. common insects, . though in. shape' and appearance i t  . 
greatly resembles a leaf. I t  fs of a greeh colour.; The -',sea-coasts- abound with fish,, 
which are to be had very cheap. ' , -

The Ceylonese make use of boats, hollowed out of tlic, trunks Of trees, which are about 
IQ or 14 feet long, but only as many inches broad within. - The ti'ee part in the bottom . 

.-.is much larger;-blitwhen die boat, on account of tlie size of the jtree, is too. small, they 
make a trough on the top of it, square at both ends. . Some boats, howeyer, are much i 
larger; being built tvith two trees, and «’ith dielse they coast along shore; the othei's are 
for fishermen, • • ,
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CHAPTER II.

P e u s i a .

"13ER SIA  extends in length, from the mouth of the river A raxes to that of the river 
Indus, about 1840 of our inilcs ; and in breadth, from tlie river Oxus to the 

Persian Gulph, about 1080. I t is bounded on the north by mount, Caucasus, the Caspian 
sea, and Kharasm ; on the east by Bukaria and the northern provinces of India ; on the 
south by the Indian sea and Persian gulph. Tlie provinces into whicli it is divided arc 
Georgia, Shlrvan, Armenia, Adcrhigian, the antient Aledia, Ghilan, IVJazandcran, Dag
hestan, all of them bordering on the Caspian. Kborasan, tlie native country of the cele
brated Nadir Shah, Sigistan, Kandahar, the desert province of Mekran, Kerman, the 
antient Carmania, Laristan, Farsistan or Ears, whence pie name of Persia is derived, 
Khusistan, where stood the antient Susa, and lastly Irakajami, so called to distinguish it 
from another Irak, which is in the jiossession of the I'lirks.
• As to the air and climate of this cgu.ntry, considering the great extent thereof, it cannot 

But be very different, according to the situation of its several part^; some being frozen 
with cold, whilst others are burnt .with heat, at the same time of the year. The air, 
w herever it is cold, is d ry ; but where it is , extremely hot it is sometimes moist. All 
along the coast of the Persian gulph, from west to east, to the very mouth of the river 
Indus, the heat, for four months, is so excessive, that even those who are bom in the 
country, unable to bear it, are forced to rpiit their houses, and retire to their mountains ; 
so that such as travel in these parts, at that season, find none in the villages but wretched 
poor creatures, left there to watch tlie effects of the rich, at tlie expence of their own 
healtli. The extreme heat of the air, as it is insii|)portuble, so it makes it prodigiously 
wnwholesotne ; strangers frequently fdliiig sick there, and seldom escaping. The eastern 
provinces of Persia, from the river Indus to the borders of Tartary,, arc subject to great 
heats, though not quite so unwholesome as on the coasts of the Indian ocean and the 
Persian gulph; but in the northern provinces, on the coast of the Caspian, the heat 
full as gi'eat, and though attended w ith moisture, is unwholesome as on the coast •before 
mentiongj. From October to May there is no country in the world , more plea.snnt than 
th is; but the people carry indelible marks of the malign influence of their siiinmers, 

*iooking all of them of a faint j'cllow, and having neither strength nor siiirits, though, about 
the end of April, they abandon their houses, and rctiVe to the nioimtains, whicli are 25 
or 30 leagues from the sea. But this nioislness in the air is OjUly in these parts; the rest 
of Persia enjoys a dry air, the sky being perfectly serene, and hardly so much as a cloud 
to be seen fly therein. Though it scUlom rains, the heat admits of some mitigation, for in 
the night, notwithstanding there is not a cloud to be seen, and the sky is so clear that the 
.stars alone aflbrd alight sufficient to travel by, a brisk wind springs up, which lasts until 
within an hour of the morning, and gives such a ''"'olness to the air that a man can bear a 
tolcralde w'arni garment. The seasons in general, and particularly in the middle of this 
kingdom, happtn thus : the winter, beginning in November and lasting until March, is very
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sharp and rud<t attended with frost and snow; which last descends in great flakes on the 
mountains, bun never in the plains. The climate of Shirauz, the capital of Persia Proper, 

represented »y. a traveller, who lately visited it, as one of the most agreeable in the 
world; the e.Ktremes of heat and cold being seldom felt. “ During tlie spring of the year 
the face of the country appears uncommonly beautiful. The flowers, of which they have 
a great variety, and of the brighest hues, the. fi'agrant herbs, shrubs, and'plants, the rose, 
the sweet basil, and the myrtle; all here contribute to refresh and perfume the natural 
mildness of the air. ' The nightingale of the garden (called by the Persians boolbnl kezar 
dastaan), the goldfinch, and the linnet, by theiy melodious warblings at this delightful 
season of tlio year, serve to add to the satisfirction of the mind, and to inspire it with the 
most pleasing ideas. The beauties of nature are here depicted in their fullest ex ten t; the 
natural historian and the botanist would here meet w ith an ample scope for pursuing their 
favourite investigations. With such advantages, added to the salubrity of the air, how 
can it be wondered that the inhabitants of Shirauz should so confidently assert the pre
eminence of their own city to any other in the world ?—or that such beauties should fail of 
culliug forth the [loctical exertions of a Hafiz, a Sadi, or a Jami r Tlicir mornings and 
evenings arc cool, but the middle of the day is very pleasant. In summer the' thermo
meter seldom rises above 73 in the day time, and at night it generally sinks as low as 62. 
The autumn is the worst season of the year, that being the time when the rains begin to 
fall; and during the autumnal months it is considered by the natives as the most un
healthy ; colds, fluxes, and fevers being very gcntt’al. In winter a vast deal of snow falls 
and very thick, but it is rarely to be found, except on the summits of the mountains, or 
towards Ispalian and the more nortliem parts of Periia. One thing, which is most to be 
esteemed in this country, and renders it preferable to any other part of the world, is their 
nights, wliich arc always clear and bright ; and the dew, that in most places is of so per
nicious and dangerous a nature, is not of the least ill consequence here; there is none at 
all in summer, and in the other seasons it is of sucli a nature, that if the brightest scymitar 
should be qxposed to it all night, it would not receive the least rust; a  circumstance I 
have m3;self expe^rienced. This dryness in th e ' air causes tlieir buildings to last a great 
while, and is undoubtedly one of the principal .reasons that the celebrated ruin^ of Perse- 
polis have endured for sp many ages, and, comparatively speaking, in so perfect a state.’’ 
The grcAt dryiress of the air exempts Persia from thunder and earthquakes. In the spring 
Indeed tlicrc sometimes falls hail; and as the harvest is then pretty far advanced, k  docs 
a great deal of mischief. The rainbow is .seldom seen in this country, because there rise 
not vapours suflicient to form it; but in the night there arc seen rays-of light shooting 
through the firmament, and followed, as it were, by a train of smoke. ’ .Tlic winds, how
ever brisk, seldom swell into storms or tempests ; but, on the other hand, they are some
times poisonous and infectious on the shore of the gulph, a.s 'all travellers agree. M. Ta
vernier says, that at Gombroon people oftentimes find themselves struck by a south wind, 
in such a  manner tljat they cry “ I burn!’’ and immctliatcly fall down dead. M. le Rnm 
tells us that he was assurctl while he was there that the weather was sometimes so cxccs- 
rivcly sultry as to melt the seals of letters. At this time the people go in their shirts, and 
are continually sprinkled with cold w ater; and some even lie several hours naked in the 
wateri ■ Among the inconveniencics consequent from this malign di.H)ositiT>n of the air,
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one of the most terrible is the engendering in the arms and legs a kind bf long, small 
worms, which cannot be extracted .without great danger of breaking them upon which a 
inorlifieation ensues. . , . - I ■

The soil of Persia is in general stony, sandy, barren, and every where so dry, that, if it 
be not watered, it produces nothing, .not even grass ; but- where they can turn their water 
into the plains and valleys it is not unfruitful. There is a great difference in point of 
fertility in the different provinces, of the eiApire ; and those of Media, Iberia, Ilyrcania, 
and-Biictria,' are now in a great measure what they were formerly, and surpass most of 
the others in their productions,' All along the Persian gulph the soil is still more barren, 
cattle le.ss plentiful, and every thing in a worse condition than any where else.
' Though there is scarcely a province in Persia which does not produce wine, yet the 
wine of some provinces is much more esteemed than in others : but Schiras wine is uni
versally allowed to be the best in Persiainsom uch that it is' a common proverb there, 
That to live happily w’e must eat the bread of Yezd and drink the w inc of Schiras.

'] he grain most common in Persia is wheat; which is wonderfully fair and clean. As 
for barley, rice, and millet, they only make bread of them in some places, as in Courdes- 
tan, when their w heat-bread is exhausted before the return of harvest. They do not cul
tivate in this country either oats or rye ; except here the Armenians are settled, who 
make great use of the latter in Lent. Rice is the universal aliment of all sorts of people 
in Persia i for this reason they are extremely careful in its cultivation ; for after they have 
sown it, in the same manner as other grain, they,, in three, months time, transplant it, root 
by root, into fields, which are well watered, otherwise it would never attain that perfec
tion in which we find it tliere; since it is softer, sooner boiled, and more delicious than 
the same grain in any other part of the world. Perhaps its taste i.s, in some measure, 
heightened, by a practice they make use of to give it a glossy wRiteness ; viz. by cleansing 
it, after it is out of the husks, w ith a mixture of flour and salt, Corn ripens exceedingly 
in this country; so that, in some parts, they have a three-fold crop in the year, , The 
Persian bread is generally very tliin, white, and good; and commonly cheap enough. 

Metals of all sorts have been found in Persia. Since the reign of Sliah Abbas the 
Great, iron, copper, and lead, have been very,common; but there are no gold or silver 
mines at present; though, as Persia is a very mountainous country, sudi mi^ht ve\-y 
j)rol)ably be found if pains were taken to search them out. There are silver mines in 
Keruutfi and Alazanderan, and one not far from Spauliawn ; hut they cannot be worked ■ 
for want of wood. [Minerals also arc found in Persia in aljundance ; especially sulphur, 
saltpetre, salt, and alum. -Notliiug is more commoir in this country than to meet w'ith 
plains, sometimes 10  leagues in length, covered entirely with salt, and others with 
sulphur and alum. In .some places salt is dug out of mines, and even used in 
building houses. Miirble, free-stone, and slate arc found in great plenty about Hamma- 
dan. The marble is of four colours; viz. white, IJack, red and black, and while and 
black. Persia yields two sorts of Petroleum or napthc ; namely black and while. In the 
neighbourhood of Tauris they find azure; but it is not so good as that brought from 
Tartary. Among the most valuable productions of Persia arc the precious, stones called 
turqvioises, of w hich tlicrc arc .several rocks or minc.s.

The liorseS of Persia are the most beautiful of the East, though they arc not so much
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esteemed as those of Arabia; so great, however, is the dernand for them, that the finest 
ones will fetch from 90/. to 450/. sterling. They are higher than the English saddle 
horses; straight before, with a small head, legs wonderfully slender, and finely propor
tioned ; they arc mighty gentle, good travellers, very light and sprightly, and do good 
service till they Are 18 or 20 years old. The great numbers of thenisold into Turkey and 
the Indies, thoujlh none can be carried out of the kingdom without special licence from 
the king, is whaAnakes them so dear. Next to horses we may reckon mules, which are 
much esteemed luax', and are very fine ; and next to the.se we may justly place asse.s, of 
whicli they have in this country two sorts ; the first, bi*ed in Persia, 'heavy and doltish, as 
asses in other countries are ; the other, originally of an Arabian breed, the most docile 
and useful creature of its kind in the world, d'hey are used wholly for the saddle; being 
remarkable for their easy manner of going, and arej' very siirc-footed, caiTyiiig their heads 
lofty, and moving graccfull}% • Sonic of them are valued at 20/. sterling. The. mules here 
arc also very fine ; they pace well, never fall, and are seldom tired. The highest, price 
of a mule is about 4.5/. sterling. Camels are also numerous in Per-sia, and very service
able; they call them kcehty-krouch-konion, i. e. ‘ the .ships of the land;’ because the 
inland trade is Carried t)i» by them, as the foreign is by ships. O f those camels there are 
two sorts, the noitliern and southern ; the latter, which i.s jiiuch the smaller but swifter, 
will carry a load of about 700 weiglit, and trot as fust as a liorsc can gallop; the o ther- 
will travel with a load of 1200 or 1,‘JOO weight; butlj arc prolitablo to their ina>ter.s, as 
costing little 01* nothing to kj-ep. They travcj witlioiit halter or reins ; grazing on tlie road, 
from time to time, iiolwithstaniling their load. • Tlioy’are managi'd entirely by the voice ; 
those who direct them nuikiui: lise of a kind of song,' and the camel, nun inn brisker or at 
its ordinaiy pace, as the rider keeps a tjnieker (jr slower time. The camels shed their 
hair so dean in tlie'spring that they look; like sealiied swine, hut then they are pitched over, • 
to keep the Hies from stinging them, d’lie camels’ hair is the most profitable fleece of all 
the tamo beasts ; line .stutl’s are made of it; and hi Europe hats with the mixture of a. 
little beaver.

As beef is little eaten in .Persia, their oxen are cenerally employed in ploughing and 
other sorts of laljour. IIog.s are no where bred in Persia, if we except a.province or two 
on the l)oi(lci's of the C’a.s|)iau' sea. Sheep am! deer' are very common, tliroughout all 

. Pensia.
O f uild hea.sts the number is not great in that country, because there are few forests ; 

but iv here there arc any, as in Ilyrcania. non called Tabristoi, abundance of lions, bears, 
tygers, leopards, porcupines, wild boars, ami wolves arc to be found;, but the last me not 
so luimerous as any of the other .species. ' • ■ ■ ' , ^

There arc hut few insects in tliis country; which may be ascribed to tlio-dryness of 
the climate. In some prdvince.s, howevn- ti.cre is an infinite number of. locusts or 
grasshoppei'i-. W'hidi fly about in siu'h clouds \ to d.irken the airf. In certain parts of tlie 
Persian dominions they have large, black ssror)i!r)ns, so veuoiiiou.s that.sucli as arc stung by 
tlicru die ill a few lK)ur.s. In others tliev have ii/ard.s,' frightfullv ugly, which are an ell 
lou i', and as thick as a large toad, t^'dr skins being tis»luifd and as tough' as tluit of the 
sea-d(i«; tlioy arc said to attack and kill men sometimes, but that may be doubled. 
The southern provinces are infested with gnats, some with long hk-e tiiose we call, 
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midges; and some white, and as small as Upas, which make no buzzing, but Sting sud
denly, and so smartly that the sting is like the prick of a needle. AniOng the rc})tiles is 
a long square worm, called by. the inhabitants hazar-pey, i. e. ‘ thousand feet,’ bccau.se 
its whole body is covered uith, feet; it runs prodigiously fast, and its bite’ is dangerous, 
even mortal,'if it gets into the ear., 1

'Phere are in Persia all the several sorts of fowls which we have in EiJ-ope, but not in 
such great plenty; excepting, however, Avild and .tame pigeons, of wlRcii vast numbers 
are kept all over the kingdom, chiefly on account of their dung, which is the best manure 
for njclons. I t is a ^ 'eat diversion among the lower soi't of people in town and country, 
to catch pigeons, though it be forbidden ; for this . purpose they have pigeons so taught, 
that, flying in one flock, they surround such wild ones as they find in the field and bring 
them back m ith them to their rriasters. The partridges of this country are the largest ami 
finest in tlicAvorld, being generally of the size of our fowls. Geese, ducks, cranes, herons, 
and many other sorts of water-fowl are common here ; as are likewise nightingales, A\ liicli 
are heard all the year, but chiefly in the spring; martlets, Avhich learn whatever words are 
taught them ; and a bird called noura, Avhich chatters incessantly, and repeats A\ hatever it 
hears, ‘O f birds of a large size the most remarkable is the pelican, by the Persians called 
taeb, i. e. ‘ water carrier;’ an<l also misc, i. c. ‘ sheep;’ because it is as large as one of 
those animals. There fire ip Persia various birds of prey. Some of their falcons are the 
largest and finest in the world : tlie people take grcfit pains to teach them to fly at game ; 
the Persian lords being great lovers of falconry, and the king having gcnci fdly 800 of this 
sort of birds, each of Avhich has a person to attend it.

There is, perhaps, ho country in the world, which, generally speaking, is more moun
tainous than Persia; but many of the mountains yield neither springs nor metals,.and but 
few' of them are shaded witli trees. It is true some of the thief of tliem arc situutcti on 
the frontiers, and sciVc as a kind o f natural ramparts or bulwarks to this vast empire. 
Among the latter are the mountains of Caucasus, Ararat, sometimes called the niountilins 
of Daglicstan, which fill all the place between the Euxinc and Caspian seas; those called 
Taurus, and the several branches thereof, run through Persia, from Natolia to India, and 
fill all the middle of the country.

As to rivers, except the Araxes, which rises in the mountains of Armenia, and falls into 
the Kur or Cyrus, before it reaches the Caspian sea; th.erc is not one navigable stream in 
this country. The Oxus divides Persia on the north-east from Usbcck Tartary, Tlie 
Indus also may now he reckoned among the rivers of Persia, as the provinces I^ing t(Vthe 
Avest of -that river are now in possession of th-at crown ; this river is said to run a course 
of mope than 1000 miles, and overflows all the low grounds in April, May, and June,

Ispahan, or, as the Persians pronounce it, S[)auhaAvn, the capital of l\usia, is situated 
in the province of Irac, Agemi, or Persia Proper, upon the ruins, as is supj)0sed, of the 
antient IIecatom[)ylos, or, as others think, of the Aspa of Ptolemy. Most of the eastern 
astronomers and geographers place it in north latitude 32° ; east longitude 40'. I t
atands in a very extensive plain, surrounded by mountains; and has eight di-' t̂ricts belong
ing to it, that contain about 400 t«A\ns .and villages,. The fertility of the soil, tlie mildness 
of the season, and the fine temperature of the air, all conspire to it;nder. Ispahan one of 
the most jchainjing and delightful cities in the Avorld. It is unanimously agreed lliat the
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present city is of no great antiquity; and the two parts into wliich it is divided inescrve 
the name of two contiguous towns, from tlie junction of which it was formed. The inha- , 
bitants of these, notwithstanding their neighbourhood, bear an inveterate antipathy to each 
other; which they discover on all public occasions. Spauhawn owes the glory it now 
possesses to the great Shah A bas; Avho, after the conquest of the kingdonis of Laf and 

-Ofmus,. charmed with the situation of this j)lace, made it the capital of tJie empire, be
tween the years' 1620  and 1628. The mountains with which this city is surrounded defend 
it alike from the sultry iieats of summer and the piercing Avinds of the Avinter season; and 
the plain on Avhich it stands is Avatered by several riAers, Avhich contribute alike to its 
ornament and use. O f these rivers, the Zcndcroud, after being joined by the IMahmood, 
]>asses by Spauha\yn; Avhere it has three fine bridges over it, and is as broad as’tho Seine 
at Paris. The Avaters of these united streams are sweet, pleasant, aiid wholesome, almost 
beyond comparison; as indeed arc all the springs found in the gardens belonging to the 
housed of.Spauhawn. .TJic extent of S|)auha\vn is very great; not less, perhaps, than 2(t 
miles AAithin the walls, which are of earth, poorly built, and so covered Avithdiotiscs and 
shaded" with gardens tliat, in Jiiany places, it is difiicult to discover them. The Pcrsiaiis 
are Avont to say Spauliawn, is half the Avorld. . Sir John Chardin says that thougii some 
reckoned 1 1,000,000 inhabitants in it, he did not himself look u[)on it as more populous 
than London. At a distance tlic city is not easily distinguished ; for many of the streets 
being adorned Avith plaintains, and every house .having its garden, the A\ hole looks like a 
Avood, The streets in general arc neither broad nor convenient; there being three great 
evils which attend them. The first is that being built on common sewersj these are fre
quently broke iij), Avhich is very dangerous considering that most jieopic arc on horseback; 
the second is that there arc many wells or pits in them, Avhich are not less dangerous; the 
tliird arises from the people’s emptying ell tlieir-ordure from tlic tops of .their houses ' 
this last, indeed, is in some measure qualified by the dryness of the air," and by its being 
(juickly removed by the peasants, avIio emry it aAvay to dung their grounds. Some reckon 
eight and others ten gates, besides jiostcrns, but all agree that there is no difficulty of 
entering at any hour of the day or night. The three princi[)a( suburbs annexed to it are 
Ablias-abad, Imilt by Shah Ahas, and belonging to tlic people of Tauris ; Julfa, inhabited 
by a colony of Armenians, callcil by some New Julfa, to distinguish it from tlie antient 
city of that name, situated in Armenia, upon the Araxes, Avhcncc the original inhabitants 
of N cav Jglfa were brought; and Glicbr-.\l)ml, or, as the Arabs pronounce it, Kcbf-Abad, 
thc’strcet.of the magians, occupied entirely by the professors of magism, or the religion of 
the antient Persians. Tlie river Zendcrond separates the city of Ispahan and ..Vba.s-Abad 
from Julfa and GhcbivAbad. This city has sullcrctl greatly since the coimncnccident of 
the dreadful rebellion in J72I ; the Avhole kingdom, from that period till a few years ago, 
having been almost a continued scene of blood, ravages, and confusion. A  celebrated 
modern traveller, who was on the s[)ot, tells us that the inhabitants of Julfa, not many 

■years before the above revolution happened, amounted to 30,000 souls; had 13 churches, 
andaboAC 100 priests; and paid the Persian court 200 tanans yearly for the free exercise of 
their reRgion ; that some of the streefs were broad and handsome, and planted w ith trees, 
with canals and fountains in the middle; others narroAV,̂  crooked, and arched a-top ; others 
again, tliough extremely nanoA\’, as well turning and Avinding many AA ays, Aveic yf an
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incredible Ifcngth, and resejinblea so n niy labyrinths that at ;a small distance from the 

 ̂ town there were public Avalks,- adorned with plane-trees on either'hand, and ways' paved . 
with stones, fountains, and cisterns; and therc^'were above IOC).'caravansaries for .the use 
of merchants'and travellers, many of wiiich were built by tlie kingsdind prime nobility of 
Persia : that, as little rain,, fell there,.- tlje streets M-ere frequently full of , dust, which ren
dered the’̂ city disagreeable during a considerable part’ of the sUinmer; that the citizens, 
however;: to make this ^inconvenience itibre tolerable, used to wat-^r them wiren the weather 
M'as warmer than usual : that there was-a castle in tlxe eastern part of the town, which 
the citizens-looted, upon' as . imprepliable, in which the public money aiid inost of the 

■ milit'aiy stores were said . to ■ be'’ kepJ : that, nptwdthstandin'g^the baths arid; caravansaries 
were aluiost .inmnherable,-there was not one public Hospital: ' that most of the piddic 
buildings .vvDi'e father neat than magnificent, though the ^ 'c a t  meydan or mai‘kct-place,

, the royal palace (wjiich is three quarters of a. league-in circumference), and tlic alley ,
. denominated T()hcr-bag, adjoining to it., made a very grand appearance :• that the former 
eontained the rbyal 'inosf|iic, the building* cleiipniinated kayserich; where all sorts of foreign 
connnoditics w.erb exp'bscd to saleV and the rnint, where the current money of the. kingdom '

. was coined ;ithat,- l)Osiiips. the native Per-sians, there.’were ilfeh in Ispahan above l(),OUO 
Indiansj'all supported by trade ; 20,000 Georgians, Circassians, and Tartars of Daglie.rtan 
or d^esgccs,. wklv a eonsitl('fa.i)|e number of English,"D-iitch, Portuguese, and a few French; ■: 
I'iKit the Capiicdviiis,' cjiscalceated c)f harc-footed ; C'arinclitcs, Jesuits, • Dpihinicans;, and • 
Austin friafihad likewise their convents here,.tliou.<tlill.u;y were nnaldc to hiakc any con- 
yc'fts ; and there'were above 100 inosques aiid pulilic colI('.«iCs. Hdl .since the fatal period 
abdverincntiohed; the suburb of Julfa was ahnost abandoned' Ijy tlie Aniicnians; 'I'^he" 
goveruinent of IspabaUj. 23 leagues’long anti as ' maiiy brbadq coinprehending isevbi;al . 
distficfs,r most of thciri jfbrincrly well pco|)lc(l; ajipcnircd rnany years, ago little better than 
a desert ; jnbst of the inhabitaiits’of that fertije and dcdightfiii tract being rted and dispersed.. 
Multitudes' of tlieni bad taken a precarious refuiic in the tiiotintains. of . I,oristaui Ivitiji - 
between Ispahait and Stistcr, who.se lands'.wcre left untillcd, and their hou.ses imijtildcfed. 
into ruins. ' lu short, aihthb cfistres.ses of an un.shcccssful; war or the invasion ofa  barba
rous cnciuycoiiid u()l’ have plunged the people of Ispahan into greatcy nui-serics,' . . . '
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CH A PTER III . 

U zbeck’ T arta rv .

T T Z C E C K  TARTARY is a general appellation conferred on those countries which 
are situated on the north of Persia, India, and Tibet, on the Eastern shore of the 

Caspian, to the south of Siberia, and on the west of the Chinese empire. This region is 
inhabited by various tribes, but principally by the ^arts, Turkomans, and Uzbeck Tartars. 
AVlth regard to the first of these we are told that they are tlie antient inhabitants of the 
country, or those who were settled there before the Uzbecks became masters of i t ; and 
that they support themselves, like the Turkomans, by their cattle and husbandry. Tlic 
Turkmans or Turkomans came originally from Turkestan, or tlie parts of Tartary to the 
north of Kharazm and Great Bukaria, towards the 11th century. They divided into two 
parties; one of which went round the north side of the Caspian sea, and^ settled in the 
western parts of the Greater Armenia, from thence called Turkomania, or the country 
of the Turkomans. The second party turned south, and rested upon the banks of the 
river Amu, and the shores of the Caspian sea, where they still possess a groat many towns 
and villages in the countries of Kharazm and Astarabad.

The name of Uzbccks, which the ruling tribe of the Tartars of Kharazm and Great Bu
karia bear at present, is derived from one of their khans. The Usbecks of Kharazm are 
divided into several herds, and live, for the most part, by rapine; resembling, in all 
respects, those of Great Bukaria, excepting that they are much more rude gnd uncivilized. 
Like the Turkomans they dwell in winter in the towns and villages, which are towards the- 
iniddle of Kharazm; and in summer the greater part of them encamp in the neighbour
hood of tlie Amu, or in other places where they can meet with pasture for their cattle, 
always Matching for some convenient opportunity to rob and to plunder. They never 
cease making incursions ujion the adjacent territories of Persia or Great Bukaria, and are 
to be restrained by no treaties or engagements M-hatsoever. Although they have fixed 
habitations, yet, in travelling from one place to another, they carry with them all their 
effects of value, conformable to the M ay of living in use among their ancestors, before they 
had settled dM'cllings.

These Tartars, it is said, never ride without their boM’S, arrows, and SM'ords, although 
it be in liaM’king or taking any other diversion. They have no arts or science? among 
them, neither do they till or sow. They are great devourers of flesh, w hich they cut in 
snihll pieces, and cat greetlily by handfuls, especially horse flesh.

Their chief drink is gour mare's milk, like that in use with the Nogays. They eat their 
victuals upon the ground, sitting M’ith their legs double under them, which is their posture 
also M'hen they pray.

All these tribes have abundance ftf camels, horses* and sheep, both wild and tame. 
Their sheep arc extraordinary large, M-ith great tails, weighing 60 or 80 pounds. There 
arc many M ild iiorses in the country, M-hich the Tartars frequently kill M-ith their hawks. 
These birds are taught to seize upon the head or neck of the beast, which, being tired

VoL. II. 5 o '
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with tolling to get rid of their cruel enemy, tlie hunter; who follows hiS game, comes uj> 
and kills him. Some travellers tell us that the inhabitants of this country have not the 
use of gold, silver, or any other coin, but barter their cattle for necessaries. Others tell 
us they have money, particularly a piece of silver, called ^anga, the value near the fourth 
part of a. crown. I t is round, and has on one side the name of the country, and on the 
other that of the khan, v. ith the year of tlie hegira. There are also, it is said, small pieces 
of copper, of different skes, hich answ er to our pence, half-pence, and farthings.

The most important of these countries are Khacazin and the two Bukarias. Kharazm 
consists principally of sandy plains, but is pos.scsscd of soanc good pasture. The fertile 
spots are chiefly to-be met with on the banks of the three rivers Amu, Kliesil, and Sir, 
and of the lake Aral. Here are produced vines, very ex.ccUcut melons and other fruits, 
which are much esteemed thi-oughout Asia..

G reat Bukaria is an exceeding rich and fertile country, the mountains abound with the 
richest mines,, the valleys arc of an astonishing fertility in all sorts of fruit and pulse ; the 
fields arc covered with grass tho height of a  man ; the rivers abound with excellent fish, 
and wood; w hich is scarce over all Grand Tartary, is here in great plenty. But all these 
licncfits are of hut little use to tlie Tartar inhabitants, who are naturally so lazy that they 
will rather ga rob and kill their neighbours than apply themselves to the benefits which 
nature so liberally afloixls them.

The city of Samarcand in Great Bukaria is built with stone, and carries on a consi
derable trade in fruit. I t  is situated in the midst of a pleasant spot, which is called by 
the Asiatics the paradise of Sogd.,

Little Bukaria is so called, though larger than the other,‘ because of its inferiority in 
the number and beauty of its cities, and the fertility of its soil. I t is, how:ever, tolerably 
populous and fertile, but the great elevation of its land, joined to the height of the moun
tains, which bound it in several parts, particularly towards the south, renders it much colder 
than fi om its situation might naturally be expected. I t is very rich in mines of gold and 
silver ;■ but the iiihabitants reap little benefit by them, because neither.- the Ehilhs uor 
Kalmucs, who are masters of the country, nor the Bukhars care to- work in diem. 
Keverthcless they gather abundance of gold from tJje beds of tlie tonents formed by the 
melting of the snow in the s{)ring; and from hence comes all that gold dust which the 
Bukhars carry into India, Gliinaj and Siberia. ]\Iiich musk is likewise found in lliis 
country; and all sorts of jirccious .stones, cvciv diamonds ; but the inhabitants have ndt 
the art of citlicr cutting or polishing them.

The inhabitants of both Great and Little |>ukaria are generally those jicoplc called 
Bukhars. They arc commonly sun-biirnt and. black haired ; although some of them arc 

•very fair, handsome and well- made. They do not want politeness, and arc addicted to 
commerce; which tlicy carry on with CTiina, the Indies, Persi^,. and Russia-; but those 
who deal w ilh them w ill be sure of being over-rcachefl if they do not take great care. 
The haljits of the men differ very little from those of the Tartars. The'ir girdles arc like 
those of the I’olcs. The garments of the women diftef in pothing from those of the-men, 
and arc commonly riuiltcd with cotton* They wear bobs in their cat’s IG inches- long, 
part and twi»t their hair in tresses, which they lengthen with black ribbands, embroidered 
with gold- or silver, and with great tassels of silk, and silver, which hang, dowik to tlicir.
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heels-; three other tufts, o f a smaller size, cover their breasts. Both -sexes carry about 
with them prayers, wTitten by their priests, which they keep in a small >athern purse by 
way of relics. The girls and some of the women tinge their nails red with the juice of an 
herb called k en a : they dry and pulverize it, then, mixing it with powder-alum, expose it 
in tlie air for 24 hours before they use it, and the colour lasts a long time. Both sexes 
wear close breeclres and boots of Russia leather, very light, and without heels or leather 
soles, putting on galloches or high-headed slippers, like the Turks, when they go abroad. 
They wear also the same sort of bonnet and covering for the head ; only the women set 
off tlieirs with trinkets, small pieces of money, and China pearls. Wives are distinguished 
from maids by a long piece of linen, worn under their bonnets, which, folding round the 
neck, they tie in a knot behind, so that one end of it hangs down to the waist.

The Bukhar houses are of stone, and pretty good, but their moveables consist mostly of 
some China trunks, plated wdth iron. Upon these, in the day-time, they spread the quilts 
they made use of at night, and cover them with a  cotton carpet of various colours. They 
liave likewise a curtain, sprigged w ith flowers and various figures; also a sort of bedstead, 
half a yard high and four yards long, which is hidden in the day time w-ith a carpet, 
'riiey are very neat about their victuals, w'hich is dressed in the master’s chamber by his 
.slaves, whom the Bukhars either take or buy from the Russians, Kalmucs, or other neigh
bours. For this purpose there are in the chamber, according to the largeness of the 
family, several iron pots, set in a kind of range near a chimney. Some have little ovens, 
made, like the rest of the walls, with a stiff clay or bricks,. Their utensils consist of some 
plates and porringers, made of cague or of china, and some copper vessels. A piece of 
coloured calico serves them instead of a table cloth and napkins. They use neither chairs 
nor tables, knives nor forks; but sit cross-legged on the ground; and the meat being 
.served up they pull it to pieces with their fingers. Their spoons resemble our wooden 
ladles. Their, usual food is minced meats, of which they make pies, of the form of a,, 
half-moon: these serve for provisions when the Bukhars go long journeys, especially in 
winter. They carry them in a bag, having first exposed them to the frost; and when 
boiled in water they make very good broth. Tea is their common drink, of which they 
have a black sort, prepared with milk, salt, and butter, eating bread with it when they 
have any.
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CH A PTER IV, 

A r a b ia .'

A RABIA is a great peninsula, bounded toward the north and north-west by Turkey; 
-AA- 011 the east by the Persian gulf, which Separates it  from Persia ; south by the 
Indian ocean ; and west by the Red sea, separating it from Egypt and Nubia.

The first division of the peninsula of Arabia was into Arabah and Kedem, as we learn 
from scripture; the first of which impjics the west and the other the cast, denoting the 
situation of the two countries. Ptolemy was the first who divided tlie peninsula we speak 
of i.,.o three parts, Arabia Petraea, Arabia Heserta, and Arabia Felix; which division 
has generally prevailed since his time.

Arabia Petraea on the east is bounded by Syria and Arabia Deseida; on the west by 
Egypt, or rather the isthmus of Suez, which separates Asia from Africa, and the Heroopo- 
politan gulf or AvostCrn arm of the Red sea ; on the north by Palestine, tlie lake Asphab 
tiles, and Cdelosyria ; and on the south by Arabia Felix. The tract docs not admit of 
mu.ch cultivation ; the greatest part being covered Avith dry sands or rising into rocks, 
interspersed here and there Avith some fruitful spots. Its metropolis Avas Petra, w liich, by 
the Syrians, Avas styled Rakani, and in scripture Jokthccl. Several other cities of Arabia 
Petrma are mentioned by Ptolemy; but, as it is improbable such a barren country should 
abound Avith large cities, ne must look upon them as inconsiderable places.

Arabia Dcserta is bounded on the north by the Euphrates, Avhich .separated it from 
Mesopotamia; on the Avest by Syria, Judea, and Arabia Pctraia; on the east by a ridge 
of mountains, Avhich separated it from Babylonia and Chaldea ; on the south by Arabia 
Felix, from which it is likewise sejiarated by several ridges of hills. By far the greatest 
part of this kingdom as Avell as the former is a lonesome desert, diversified only Avith plains 
covered Avith sand, or mountains consisting of naked rocks and precipices; nor are they 
ever, unless sometimes at the exquinoxes, refreshed Avith rain. The few vegetables Avhich 
they produce are stinted by a pcrjietual drought, and the nourishment afforded thcln by 
the nocturnal dews is greatly impaired by the heat of the sun in the day-time. Throug;h- 
out the deserts are found huge mountains of sand, formed by the violence of the Avinds, 
that continually blow over them in the day-time, though they cease in the night. Wells and 
fountains are,for the most part, exceedingly rare; however, notwithstanding the sterility 
of these countries, the vast plains of sands, just now mentioned, are interspersed with 

, fruitful spots, Avhich appear- here and there like so many islands in the midst of the ocean. 
These being rendered extremely delightful by their verdure, mVd the more so by tlie neigh- 
bourhodd of those frightful deserts, the Arabs encamped upon' them, and having consumed 
x?very thing they found upon one, ramoved to anothe^ as is the custom of their descendants 
the Bedoweens at this day. ,

Arabia Felix is bounded on the north by the two kingdoms just described; on the .south 
by the Red sea, together Avith the Arabian and Persian gulfs. In  Strabo’s time it Avas 
fiiyidedinto five provinces by tjie oriental', historians, called Yaman, Ilcjaz, Tehama, Najd,

    
 



, :yamaTija. / In -tliis' district. stood scyei-uT towns,. jjarticularly Nysa,- favnous for being

•Thesb. Were situated;iii.the op.ianiaji. , In^ that oi ti'gas stood, tne,still .nior^
faiiiqus cities:of"Mecc^^ and:!lfedina; also Thaisa dr-Ta;is^ Qih.dcla' or Jodda, Yahbiai. or.-- 

■ Al A>n'bo, and A'ladian,- the Modijlna of lApIciny, aiid.thc Midian.or Madian of se'riptUrei - 
.. The^ manners of the Ai^abs are so, niuch-;aflbe^e,dhy> their \ve xaniiot,;'ivith
■̂ prppnelys giye any aecohht of theip titi wp’hqtice the false .prophpt hlahonict. -

Vaii. i t  t .5 P.'
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C H A PTER V.

.H istorical  v iew  of P e rsia , ' I ntdia, K hauas .u« an d  A r a b ia .

. T T  is universally admitted that.the eountries of which we liave'now to treat have been 
■ inhabited, by civilized people during a long succession'of ages ; but the only authentic 

inform ation w'e have obtained concerning their most early history , is communicated by 
those sacred oracles which we denominate the bible. ..According to that antient and 
invaluable record, the garden of Eden, the original dwelling place of mankind, n as situated 
near the conflux of the Tygids and Euphrates. When our first parents were expelled from,' 

‘ that happy seat, the}', no doubt, settled on the first fertile spot at which they arrived ;
• nor is tliere the slightest reason to suppose that their po.stcrity diffused themselves much 

more widely than their increasing numbers rendered necessary. I t is therefore probable 
that some parts of that counti'y which w'e now call Persia, and which the Asiatics denomi
nate. Iran, were colonized n ithin a few centuries of the iircation ; while the greater part 
of the world remained an uncultivated desert. Wherever the antedeluvians settled they 
carried the aids and sciences much more nearly to perfection than has been generally 
Supposed, since we are assured .by scripture that they were acquainted with the use of 
metals, the structure both of houses and tents, and with the powers of music ; and there 
is good reason to believe that astronomical observations, alphabetical writing, and the 
formation of laws for the government of society are all of them of a date anteribr to the 

. deluge. As Noah was 600 years old when that event took place, and had been for 120 
years warned by the Almighty of the approaching calamity, he and his three sons must, 
no doubt, jiave carefully treasured up iii their minds all the most valuable inforipation 
which was possessed by their neighbours ; and as they, of course, laboured to instruct 
their posterity, such of these, as were the least disper.sed from each other, would, of 
course, partake the most largely in these benefits. This hypothesis, which, we hope, is 
perfectly consistent with scripture, general history, and the nature of things, appears to us 
to account satisfactorily for that very early civilization which is apparent in Persia, and 
still more strongly in India.

I t  is controverted among the learned whether the name of Ararat, the place on which 
the ark rested, designates a particular mountain in the land of Armenia, or that long 
ridge which traverses a large portion of Asia, and extends from the IMeditcrranean to 

* the Caspian, and from the Caspian to Tibet, is sometimes denominated the Taurus and 
^sometimes the Indian Caucasus. Whichever of these opinions be ju.st, the early inhabi- 

, tants of these countries may be easily traced back to their progenitors, the grand .children 
and great grand children of Noali. India is styled in the Sahscrit Cusha-Dweep, and 
Ramah, the son of Cush, is frequantly mentioned in the mythological fables of the Hin
doos. Arabia was originally peopled by the children of Joktan; Bu.karia by the Tartars, 
called by the, Asiatics Yajiij and Majnj, or the de.scendants of Gog and Magog; Madai is 
considered as the father of M edia; and Elam as the founder of the first Persian 

' ’ emoirc, -
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Tlie oldest race of .Persian tnonarchs we know, fiom scripture, to. have been exceed- 
ingl}' formidable, as Chcdor Laoinec, king of Elam, is recorded in Genesis to have been 
followed in the field by several tributary princes, and to have extended his conquests to 
tlie banks of the J o rd a n .T h p y  are supposed by the late sir ^Viiliam Jones to have' 
been called the. Mahabcdian dynasty, and to have practised the pure and patriaicha, 
M'orship of the creator. ,

, ' As far as can be concluded from the uncertain testimony of Grecian and oriental 
history, Asia was, during' these remote ages, convulsed by several important military 
expeditions.' The llacchus of the Greeks, the Osiris of the Egyptians, is said to have 
traversed Persia, and resided three years in India, in the threefold capacity of a warrior, 
a legislator, and a civilizer of mankind. Hcrcufes, whether by that name yve are to 
understand an individual or a nation, made these regions also the scene of his marvellous 
exploits, digging through mountains and diverting rivers from their beds. Seniiramis, the 
great queen of the Assyrians, is de.scribed <is invading India with an innumerable host, 
but being warmly received by Staurobates, was obliged torepassthe Indus in discomfiture 
and disgi'ace. Scsostris, the great king of Egypt, extended his victorious sway over most 
of those nations to which this chapter relates; while Ogus-khan, the monarch of the 
Kharasmian Tartars, returned to his native mountains laden with tlie richest spoils of 
Persia and Hindostan.

The feudal mode of government, which was diffused over Europe by the northern 
invaders, appears to have prevailed in India from . the highest antiquity. That rich and 
fertile country is divided by mountains and rivers into a number of inferior districts, most 
of which were governed by ra jahs, who were absolute sovereigns in their own dominions, 
while they acknowledged a chief, who was called Bulharra, as their chief commander in 
war and their chief magistrate in peace. There were tiirec of these great rajahs in India; 
one of whom resided in tlie neighbourhood of the Indus, another on the Ganges, and 
another in the Deccarr. The sovereign of ihc Ganges was paramount of the whole, and 
in order to maintain his authority over his extensive dominions, celebrated a feast at 
certain regular intervals, whete all the rajahs of Hindostan were under the necessity of 
attending, and not only to assist by llicir counsel, but to perform the necessary menial 
offices, even to the duties of the scullery. ^Vhocvcl• ^̂ •crc absent incurred the forfeiture 
of tl^eir dignities and of their lives.

After the ^lahabedian dynasty had continued for several centuries, it gave place to  the 
Pishdadian, which was founded hy Cayumers. Feredun, the sixth prince of this fimiily, 
w-as incited by some discontented rajahs to invade Hindostan, and was so far successful 
in that enterprize as to oblige the Hindoos to pay an annual tribute. This monarch is 
said to have had three sons, among whom, from a determination formed in an advanced 
period of life, to devote the remainder of it to studious retirement, he divided his vast 
empire. The name of the first was Salm, probably tlie Siialmauasscr of scripture, to whom 
he allotted Syria; that of the second 'I^ur, Kharaztn and »Bukaria, from him called Turaii; 
and that of the youngest Iragc, who received the largest and most beautiful portion, 
including Khorasan and oilier provinces in the heart of the empire, thenceforth denomi
nated after himself Iran. Thi.s division of the Persian empire wa'i somi productive of the 
greatest calamities. Afrasiab or Phraortes, a descendant of Tur, invaded Iran,-and
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' having sraih ife monareh, Nucliir, own hand, became completely master oF.Pci'sia,^
and soon aftei\ ex^pded hii,doiniiTipn oyer India itself. •' After, howeverj the space of 13 
years, he M'as expelled, by the o’igorous exertions'of ZtJzer, governor of the province'of. 
Sigistart. ' - . - ' ~ '

^ te f 'tw o  ■iweak. reigns Caicobad introduced a ,third dynasty of Persian'kings^-which 
; ,\yaS' denominated the Caianian. - In  his reign Rostam,' the son of Zalzcr, ..gained niaiiy ' 

’Victories over the Turanians, and was made for his services goyernor of Zablestanl Tlic 
sdceesspr of,Caicobad was Cai-Caus, .ylio was taken prisoner by. the Turanians,, b u t ' 
liberated'by the valour of Rphtau. That great gencral . is Also said to : have conquered 
Egypiv Arabia, Syria, and Asia Minor. -; The. next king'was Cai-khosru, the great Cyrus 
of the, Greeks,, who bilai'ged .the Persian empire. to its utmost lihnts.. Cai-khosru, says 

: sir .William . Jones, whom the - Persians consider as a'dcmi-god, on ascending' the Uirone 
, determined to rcven'gc the. death of his .father, and to deliver his kin^oih-from the tyi'ahn}^ 
of .Afrasiah.' He therefore assembled all. Ids forces', and gave battle to the usurper, who, 
on itlie other side, was supported by the kings of Khatai and India.; bu.t the valour of 
Cyrus, and of his general Rostain prevailed against the united power of so ̂ nariy sovereigns, „ 

\ and A fi^iab lost Ids life On the mountains of Media.!' This w-ai* is celebrated, in a noble,.
. ppein by . the. illustrious rcrdusi, who may w ell be called tlie Homer o f Persia. The suc
cessor-of Cyrus, was, according to the Greeks, Cambyses, a frantic a;nd bloody tyrant ;■ but 
accordiiig. to the Persians, Lohorasp, a, wise and respectable prince, wlio gained great 
victories by. the amis of his gciicfals. He .reduced liabylon. Conquered Egypt; and a t 
length,, grow ing weary of the cares.of government, resigned his sceptre to Ids son Gns|rtap, ■ 

: the. Darius.Hystaspes o f  the.Greeks, and to Jiave lived many jyears.in- retirement among. 
the Magi.; , He. was afterwards murdered by-tlie Turanians, in one of their - invasions of

• Persia. Giishtap waa a-valiant and successful prince: he took, after a long siege. Baby-- 
; Ion, .Avhich had: renounced Ids authority; invAded India and TuraiV; but he is'more cele

brated as. the .friend of Zerdusht or Zoroaster, the great Pereian rcfbrmeiV than for .any, 
other part o f his conduct, civil or udlitary. Of tlie disciples of Zerdusht, Avhp yet remain 
a t Bombay, . Sunit, and other parts of India, wVdther they fled' when, their country was

; .conquered,, we have the following account in. Heron's elegant translation^, o f; Niebuhr’s - 
travels. . ' ' '  ' , ‘  ̂ '

. ‘̂. Tke Persec^ (says he) make common contributions for Abe aid o f their poor; ̂  and ; 
suffer none, of tlieir number to  ask alms, from people o f  a  different-religion., i. They are 

. equajly ready .to employ their money and credit to scieen. a  brother of their fraternity o f ' 
their- abuses -of justice. When .a Persee behaves ill he is expelled- fiom their, coniihunion. 
They apply to trade and exercise all sorts rd’ prcrfession.s.” '

“ The Persees have as little knowledge of circumcision as the Hihcloos.'. Atnong them 
a-man marries only one wife, nor ever- takes-a second, unlep when the ' first happens to 
be barren.- They give their chUdrer. -m marriage at six .years of. agCj biif' the- y o u r^ ' 
couple co.ntinue to live separate,«in the houses of their parents,-till they ;attednthe age o f 
puberty. Their dress, is the same as that of the Hindoos, 'exce{)t,. -th!U:’ tiiey w\eai\uhrk!r ' 
each ear a  tuft of hah'i like the modei*n Persi^is,: They are much; addicted to asti'ology,

• although very little skilled in. astronomy.’’ ~ ; . ' ■
“ ' They retain the .singular: custom of exposing their ;dead to be eaten .by bnds ;of prev;
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instead of interring or burning them. I saw (continues our author), on a hill at Ijombay, 
a round tower, covered ith planks of wood, on which the Pcrsces lay out their dead 
bodies. When tlie flesh is devoured they remove the bones into two chambers at the 
bottom of the tower.”

“■ The Persees, followers of the religion of Zerdust or Zoroaster, adoie One God only, 
eternal and alwiighty. They pay, however, a certain worship to the sun, the moon, the 
stars, and to Are, as visible images of the invisible divinity. Their veneration for the. 
element of fire induces them to keep a sacred fire constantly burning; \̂■llich they feed 
with odoriferous wood,- both in the temples and in the liouses of private jiersons who arc 
in easy circumstances. In one of their temples at Pombay I saw a fire, which had burnt 
unextinguished for two centuries. They never bloŵ  out a light, lest their breath should , 
soil the purity of the fire.” *

"■’’e religion of the Pcrsces enjoins purifications as sfkhly as that of the Hindoos. 
The disciples of Zerdust arc not, however, obliged to abstain from animal food. They • 
have accu.stomcd themselves to refrain from the flesh of the ox, because their, ancestors 

, promised the Indian prince, who nTcived them into his dominions, never to kill horned 
catt'e. This promise they continue to observe under the dominions' of Christians and 
M̂ahometans. I’lie horse is' considered by them as the most impure of all animals, and 

regarded with extreme aversion.”
“ Their festivals, ilenominatcd Ghiimbars, which return frequently, and Ue-st upon eooh 

occasion five days, arc all commemorations of some part of the work of creation. Thev 
celebrate them, not with splendor or with any particular ceremonies, but only dress better 
these five days, perform some acts of devotion in their houses, and visit their friends.”

The affairs of the Persian empire from this time till its dissolution, arc closely inter- - 
woven with diose of Greece. The noble resistance which was made at iMarathon, at 
I'herrnopihc, at Salamis, at Platea, and at Mycale, to the forces of Darius and his suĉ  
ee.s.̂ ^̂or Xerxes will be hereafter more distinctly noticed. Artaxer.xcs Longimanu.s, who ii 
l-y some .suppo.scd to he the Ahasnerns of .scripture, is distinguished by little _but the 
<iuelling a domestic insurrection, excited by his hrotlicr llysiaspes. Xcr.xcs IL was 
murdered, in a state of intoxication, hy ids brother Sogdiarus, who was afterwards cut 
off by another brother, who olitaincd the cminre under tlie title of Darius Nothus. Next 
in .the li.s't of Persian kings succeeds Artaxerxes IMnemon, under whom took place th.c 
ndi'llion of Cyrus and the celebrated retreat of the 10,000. Ills son’Odius is noted only 
for his tyranny, the treachery of ids friendsldp, and the cruelty of liis hatred. lie was 
.murdered by an Egyptian slave, who also a-isassiriated his successor Arse.';, an] {Tuiced 
the crown on the head of Dai ius Ch)donKimuis, the unfortunate conqietitor of Ak'xander' 
the Great. The rapid compursts of that invincible Mucedoidan, and the astonlsi-.ing vie- f> 
tmic-s he obtained, must he referred to a succeeding chapter. Wc shall lievc brietlv 
notice .the tragical death of X)arius. Alexander having ixissed the Caspian straits, received 
tidings of tlie .seizure of Diirius by the tndtor I’c.ssus and his comrades, who bad bound ■ 
him in chains, and wiire hurrying yvay the roval prisoner, closdy confined in a chai int, 
covered with '■ kins of beasts, to his go'. ernmenl of Factria. ' On this ad’ecting intellisfence 
Alexander urĝ ĵ l on the pursuit, day and niglit, with such precipitation that many of the 
men and horses benshed through,the severity of tlie fatigue they uudernent. As he ap-
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preached nearer the ruffums lie Icarncci that Bcs.5us affected to \rear the imperial purple, 
aod laid been hailed the, sovereign of Persia by the whole army, except the Greek nierce- 

.'narics and a few faithi'u! Persian battaiions.
The ardour and impatience of Alexander’s mind prevented hiiii from'sinking under the 

ii'iccssant fluigue ho had endured; and at length arriving at a village m 'ahich Bessus and 
lii.s Ilactrian adherents had encamped the preceding day; tearful also that their treason 

..might even attempt the life of Darius, he pressed on. with redoubled eagerness, being 
conducted by certain loyal Persian nobles, who detested tlio perfidy of Bessus,. along a 
]>rivute road, till he came within sight of the rebels, w'ho, ignorant of his approach, were 
Icisurelv pursuing their march, and in much disorder. Though Alexander had with him 
but.au inconsiderable body of troops, compared with those of the enemy, yet, the terror of 
his name and consciousness guilt had such an effectual power ujxm them that they 
immediately betook themsel'^ to precipitate flight. Bessus and his treacherous accom
plice Nabarzancs, who, witli Darius, were advanced considerably before the main body 
of the arm}', on being informed of their situation, anxiously solicited tlie royal prisoner to 
fpiit the chariot which conveyed him, and continue on horseback his progress into Bac- 
taria; but the indignant monarch refused any longer to bfcithe dupe <>f their artifices, and 
(Icdarcd himself determined rather to confide his life in the hands of a generous enemy 
than to perfidious friends; On this the enraged parricides pierced him through with darts, 
and left him covered \yilh wounds. They also killed the driver, and struck their spears 
into the hor.scs that drew the chariot. Those animals, being in agony, and without a 
guide, wanderctl a few' furlongs out of the I'oad to a stream of water, to which Polystratus, 
-a Macedonian, wearied and heated in the pursuit,-accidentally capic to quench his thirst. 
The groans of a ilying man, that seemed to issue from the carriage, awakened his curiosity; 
and on opening the covering he beheld Darius jiicrccd with darts, and weltering in his 
blood. The dying prince had suflicient strength left to demand some water, which a 
Persian captive, who attended the M̂acedonian, understood, and which was given him by 
Polysti'atus in hi.s helmet; the Persian, wb.o at a distance Iiad witnc.ssed the cruel conduct 
of Bessus, at the same time acquainting him \vith tlie rank and tragical catastrophe of the 
personage whom lie thus benevolently relieved. Darius, rcfresiicd, ainidst the agonies of 
death, by the cooling draught, embraced the opi';ortunity whicli providence seemed to 
aflbrd him, in having the Persian for Iiis interpreter, to desire that hi.s warmest acknow
ledgements might, through Polystratns, be tendered to Alexander, fpr the humane atton- 
tion which he had shew n to his family; he implored heaven to grant him thaf success 
Avhich hi-s valour and generosit}* so highly merited, and expressed an ardent hope that he 
would revenge a murdered sovereign on his rebellious subjects. Then grasjiing the hand 
of Polystratus with all the strength tlrat yet remained to him, he entreated of him that he 
would, in the same mannef, grasp the hand of Alexander, as tlic only humble pledge of 
genuine and grateful ali'cction in his ]'orvcr to bequeatli td/the IMacedonian monarch. 
Having faintly uttered .these affecting words he exjiired in the arms of Polystratus. A 
Greek eniliittcred his living, a Gitek soothed his 4y>ng moments. Alexander, at that 
instant coming uj-, on beholding the mangled and breathless body o^his rival, could not 
refrain from bui'.sting into a-flood of teai'S. Penetrated with anguish, angui.sh.not [icrhaps ' 
untinctured w ith remorse, he tore the royal mantle from his own shoulders and spiead.it
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oter the body of Darius. He then gave orders' for its being embalmed, and sent it, in a 
rich coffin, adorned with the most costly robes, and embalmed with the richest aromatics, 
to the disconsolate Sisigambis, to be interred in the mausoleum of the Persian kings.

The death of Darius did not bring a termination to the laboui's of Alexander, nor 
could the conquest of the whole Pei sian empire satiate his boundless ambition. In the 
pursuit of Dbssus he invaded Turan, and having, with gi'eat difficulty, arising from t!ie 
rugged face of the country, obtained possession of tiie traitor, delivered him îp to the 
fury of the relations of Darius. After this he attacked the Eastern Scythians, and made 
them experience the power of his arms. His attention was next turned towards India, 
Here he met tvith much more vigorous resistance than he had ever found from the 
Persians. Porus, the great rajah, whose capital was situated near the Indus, was not 
conquered without a very hard fought battle, and so far pleased Alexander by his bravery, 
tliat, having been prevailed upon to submit, he received again his kingdom, augmented 
by the addition of several provinces. 'Having traversed a great part of the Penjab, 
Alexander crossed the river Hyphasis, with a determination to penetrate to the Ganges, 
and overturn that Indian empire which had so long subsisted on the borders of that river. 
His soldiers, however, wearied out by that excessive fatigue which necessarily attends an 
Indian campaign at the season of the monsoons, refused to accompany him any further; 
so that, having first gratified his curiosity and ambition, by exploring the Indies till he 
arrived at the Indian ocean, he I’eturned by the south of Persia, to his court at Babylon. 
Here he died, cither from poison or the excess of drinking, in the 323 year before the 
Christian era.

A young Indian prince, a soldier of fortune in the army of Alexander, was one of 
those instruments employed by providence to crumble in pieces the mighty Macedonian 
empire. He was the son of Nanda, the great rajah, who resided on the banks of the 
Ganges, who possesso(.WBcngal as his more immediate government, but was acknowledged' 
as paramount by most, if not all, the Indian sovereigns. His son assumed the name of 
Chandragujita, or saved by the moon, from the circumstance of his escaping the massacre 
by which his biothcrs were destroyed. By whatever means he ascended the throne of his 
anoestors he soon became a very powerful monarch, and, with the assistance of fiOOgXM) 
men, trained in the imitation of (irecian discipline, and supported by a long train of 
elephants, he appears to have extended his sway over tlie whole of India, and conqiellcd 
both the colonies arid allies of Alexander to tender him some kind of obedience.

Seleucus Nicator, the most jiowciful of aU the successors of Alcxamicr, once passed 
the Indus in hopes of accomplishing tlie subjugation of India. He soon, however, learned 
tU%̂ phandragupta was a very formidable rival, and tlicrcfore contented himself with 
receiving a stipulated supply of elephants, while he confirmed and enlarged the territories* 
of the Indian emperor. Soon after this event, having defeated Antigonus and. his sou 
Demetrius, in the fatal battle of Ipsus, Seleucus was enabled to claim Syria and Persia 

,for jiis share of the empire of his master. These two mighty princes, Seleucus and 
Chandragupta, continued in amity during the rdhiainder of their lives, encouraged 
the commercial inteVcourse of their subjects, and both of them showed themselves uatrons 
of tlie arts.

Afiourishing fade was, about this time, established by the Ptolemies of Egypt, between
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their subjects and the natives of Arabia, Persia, and India. The .navigation vi as, chicfiy 
conducted by Arabian mariners, who sailed fi'om Berenice, a port on the Red sea, and- 
accomplished their voyage and return by taking the advantage of those periodical winds 

* which we denominate tlic monsoons. Tliis coiniperce was caiTied on in succeeding ages 
by the Romans.

The empires which were established by Seleucus and Chandragiiptadid not long retain 
their magnitude under their successors. A race of Greek princes probably establislied 
themselves at Pattala, and Bactria and Parthia became independent kingdoms. The 
revolt of Bactria took place in the year before Clirist 255. Its first king was Theodotu.s, 
who liad been governor of the province. Ilis son and successor, of the same name, was 
expelled from the government by Euthydemus of Magnesia. This prince, whatever was 
his origin, governed his subjects with equal wisdom and justice, happily tempered a 
necessary rigour with a salutary clemency, still more widely extended the glory of the 
Bactrian name, and deeper fixed the foundations of her growing empire. The fourth 
sovereign of Bactria w-as Menander, who is said to have subdued more nations in India 
than Alexander himself, and to have extended his dominions on the one hand to Pattala. 
and Zizerus, on the Malabar coast; and quite to Bactria and Drapsa on the other. 
3’lutarch has given us the noblest idea of bis cliaractcr by recording the following fact; 
viz. that so highly was he revered by bis subjects for the love of justice and the mode- ‘ 
rate use of altnost unbounded power, that many cities of bis empire contended with 
violence for tlic honour of having his body deposited among them, and that no other 
method could be found of allaying the contentions excited on this account than by burning 
the bod}-, and distributing among them equal portions of the ashes of the deceased 
prince. These ashes w-cre deposited ini magnificent monuments, erected to his honour in 
almost every city of the vast empire of Bactriana. At length, in the j-ear before Christ 
12b, this empire came to its termination, being obliged to yield*to the superior force of 
the Parthians and the Tartars of Tiiran.

In the year before Cliri.st 2.50, Arsaccs, a prince, according to Strabo, of Scytliian 
origin, of the tribe of Dahai, and the first monarch of the celebrated dynasty, denominated 
from him Arsacidie, aspired to independence in Parthia. Roused to revenge by a gricviius 
insult offered to his family by the ,base' prefect, Agathoclcs, appointed' by Antiochus Theos 
to govern the provinces beyond the Euphrates, and also additionally encouraged by the 
similar motives that inff.icnccd the insurrection of Thcodotus,- the debility that jicrvadc.̂

. every part of the Syrian cmjurc, this daring chief as rapidly accomplished what he had so 
boldly {lianncd, and after putting to dcscrvctl death tlic iniquitous governor and his 
associates in guilt, seized-upon that province and Ilyrcania, drove out the Macedonians 
from the whole of that district, ami erected at Ilccatompylos a standard at which all 
.Asia wms shortly after doonied to tremble, and which Rome herself beheld with dismay. 
Tlic province properly-called Parthia is dc.scribcd by sir William .loncs to he the same 
with-the Persian Irak of the moderns, and is also called Cdlii.stan, or the mountainous 
country, because incirclcd by mountain.s, whicli. formats strong harrier on every quarter. 
It had jMedia on the west, I lyrcania on the north, on the ea.st Aria, and the desert 
Curmania on the south. , In the early periods of the Persian and even A'laccdonian 
empires it was not considered of importance sufficient to be made a province olj but was
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included in Hyrcania. Its capital was Hecatompylos, or the city with 100 gates ; the 
name is evidentiy Greek, but whether the city itself was of Greek fabrication has not 
been satisfactorily ascertained. The modem city of Ispahan is supposed to have been 
founded on its ruins. Such were the contracted limits of the first Parthian monarch*, 
who, notwitlistanding temporary impulses and occasional defeats, even of the most serious 
nature, soon enlarged them rapidly, conquering from their Asiatic rivals Media, Persia, 
and Babylon, and in the reign of Mithridates, only the fifth in succession, giving 
supreme law to all the nations inhabiting from the Euphrates to mount Caucasus. The 
military of the Partisans consisted chiefly in cavalry, and to the fleetness of their 
ho.r,ses, tlie dexterity of their archers in directing their arrows with equal exactness when 
advancing or retreating, and the goodness of their armour, they were principally indebted 
for succe.ss. Notwithstanding all the attacks of the Greeks, Romans, and Tartars, they 
pnaiutained their empire 47o years, and at length sunk under the power of their own 
subjects, the Persians.

The restorer of the Persian monarchy was Artaxerxes or. Artaxares, who was not only 
a private pej’son but of spurious birth. However he po.ssessed great abilities, by whicli 
means he executed his ambitious projects. He was no sooner seated on the throne than 
he took the pompous title of king of kings, and formed a design of restoring the empire to 
its former glory. He therefore gave notice to the Roman governors of the provinces 

• bordering on his dominions, that he had a just right, as the successor of Cyrus, to alb the 
Lesser Asia, which he therefore commanded them immediately to quit, as well as the 
provinces on the frontiers of the antient Parthian kingdom, which were already bis. The 
consequence of this was a war with Alexander Severus, the Roman emperor. Concerning 
tlie event of this war there are vciy different accounts. It is certain, however, that on- 
account of his exploits against Artaxerxes, Alexander took the titles of Parthicus and 
Persicus, though it would seem with no great reason, as the Persian monarch lost none 
of bis dominions, and his successors were equally ready with himself to invade the Roman 
territories.
■ Artaxerxes dying after a reign of 12 or 15 years, was succeeded by his son Sapor ; a 
prince of great abilities both of body and mind, but fierce, haughty, untractable, and 
cruel. He was no sooner seated on the Uironethan he began anew war with the Romans, 
in the beginning he was unsuccessful, being obliged, by the young emperor Gordian, to 
withdraw from the Roman dominions, and was even invaded in his turn ; but in a short 
time, Gordian being murdered by Philip, the new emperor made peace with him, upon 
terms very advantageous to the Persians. He was no sooner gone than Sapor renev/ed,. 
his incursions, and made such alarming progress that the emperor Valerian, at the age of 
70, marched against him in person, at the head of a numerous army. An engagement 
ensued, in which the Romans were defeated, and Valerian taken prisoner., Sapor pursued 
his advantages with such insolence of cruelty that the people of the provinces took arms, 
first under Callistus, a Roman genert̂ , and then undei» Odenatus, prince of Palmyrene. 
Thus they not only protected themselves from the insults of the Persians, but even gained 
many great victories over them, and drove Sa]>or with disgrace into his own dominions. 
In his jnarch he is said to have made use of the bodies of his unfortunate prisoners to 
fill up the hollow roads, and to facilitate the passage of his citrriagcs over such rivers as
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lay in his way._ On his return to Persia he M-as solicited by tlic kings of the Cadusians,. 
Armenianŝ  Pactrians, and other nation.s, to set Valerian at liberty, but to no puqiosc. 
On the contrary he used him the rvorse, treated him dail}' Mith indignities, set his foot' 

•upon his meek-when he mounted his horse, and, as is affirmed by some, flayc-d him alive, 
after some years confinement; and caused his skin to be tanned,. M'hich he kept as a 
Rionmnent of his victory over the Romans. This extreme insolence nid cruelty Mas 
folkm-od by ah uninterrupted course of misfortune. ■ Odenatus difeâ êd him in every 
engagement, and even seemed ready to overthrow his empire and after him Aurelian 
took ample' vengeance for the captivity of Valerian. Sapor died in the yea'NQf Christ 
273, after having reigned 31 years, and Was succet.'ded by his son llormisdas, and lie by 
\'aranes I. Concerning both these princes we know nothing more than that the tornier 
reigned a year and ten days, and the latter three ycar.s, after which he left, the crown fa 
V’’aranes IT. who seems to have been so much awed by the power of the Romans tliat 1 c 
durst undertake nothing. The rest of the Persian historv to the overthrow of the cmpiic 
b\' the Saracens aftbrds nothing but an account of the continued invasions of the Roman 
empire. . ' . . /

In the sixth century, in the reign of Nushirvan the Just, an extraordinary character 
appeared, m Iio , b y  propagating a  new religion, e.stablishcd such a n  authority as enabled 
his successors to number Persia among the provinces of their cm[)ire. It will here be 
necessary to consider the .state of Araliia at the time when this successful imposter IMoha- 
med or Mahomet made his appearance. '

The perpetual independence of the Arabs, says the elegant historian Gibbon, indeed 
has been the theme of praise among strangers and natives. , The kingdom of Yemen, it i» 
true, has been successivtily subdued by the Abyssinians, the Persians, the sultans of Egypt, 
and the Turks; the holy cities of Mecca and Medina have repeatedly bowed underu 
Scythian tyrant; and the Roman province of Arabia embraced the peculiar wilderness in , 
which Ismael and his sons must have pitched their tents in the face of their brethren. 
Yet these exceptions are temporary or local; the body of the nation lias escaped the yoke 
of the most powerful monarchies : the orms of Sesostrisand Cj’fus, of Pompey and Trajan, 
could never atchievc the conquest of Arabia; the present sovereign of the Turks may' 
exercise a shadow of jurisdictiori, but his pride is reduced to solicit the friendship of a 
people whom it is dangerous to provoke and fruitless to attack. The obvious causes of 
their freedom are inscribed on tlie chai'actcr and country of the Arabs. Many ages before 
Mahomet, tlieir intrepid valour had been severely felt by their neighbours in ofi'ensive and . 
defensVe war. The patient and active virtues of a soldier are insensibly nursed in the 
habits and discipline of a pastoral life. The care of the sheep and camels is abandoned 

- to the women of the tribe; but the martial youth; under the banner of the emir, is ever 
on horseback and in the field, to practise the exercise of tl:jc how, the javelin, and scyini- 
tar. The long memory of their independence is the firmest pledge of its iiorpctuity; and 
succeeding generations are aniniatgd to prove their descent, and to maintain their inheri
tance. Tlieir domestic feuds are suspended on the approach of a.coimnon enemy; and 
in their last hostilities against the Turks, the caravan of Mecca was attacked and pillaged 

• by 80,000 of tlie confederates. When they advance to battle the hope of vic'tury is in 
the front, and in the rear the assurance of a retreat. Their horses and camels, which, iu
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tight or ten days, can perform a march of4or500 miles, disappear before the conqueror, 
the secret. Avaters 6̂  the desert elude' his search; and his victorious troops are consumed 
■w ith thirst, hunger, and fatigue, in the pursuit of an invisible foe, who scorns his efiort';,

■ and safely reposes in the heart of the burning solitude. The aims and deserts of the 
BedovAcens are l̂ot only the safeguards of their OAvn freedom but the barriers also of the, 

.Happy Arabia, wliose inhabitants, remote fioin AA-ar,.arc enervated by the luxury of the 
soil and climate. ' The legions of Augustus melted away m disease and lassitude: and it 
is only by^naval power that the. reduction of Yemen has been successfully attempted. 
AVhen Â lmomct erected his holy standard that kingdom was a province of the Persinn 
empir .̂yel; seven princes of the Ilomeritcs still reigned in thejnountains, and the vice
gerent of Chosroes was tempted to forget his distant countj y and his unfortunate master. 
The historians of the age of Justinian thus represent the state of the independent Arabs, 
Avho were divided by interest or affection in the long quarrel of the East: the tribe of 
Gassan was allowed to encamp on the Syrian tmitory : the princes of Him. Averc pciv 
mitted to form a city about 40 miles to the southw'ard of the ruins of Biibylon. Tiieh* 
service in the field Avas speedy and. vigorous; but their friendship was venal, fiicir fiiith 
inconstant, their "enmity capricious;, it was an easier task to excite than to disarm tlic.̂ e 
rowing barbarians ; and in the faniiliar intercourse of war they learned to see and to 
desjjise the splendid weakness both of Rome and of Persia. From Î Iecca to the Eu
phrates the Arabian tribes were confounded by thq Greeks and Latins under the general 
appellation of Saracens; a name wliich every Christian mouth has been taught to pro
nounce Avith terror and abhorrence.

The slaves of domestic tyranny may vainly c.xult in their national independence; but 
■the Arab is personally free ; and he enjoys, in some degree, the benefits of society, aa ith-, 
out forfeiting the prerogatives of nature. In every tribe superstition, or gratitude, or for- 

. tune, has exalted a particular family above the heads of their equals. The dignities of • 
sheich and emir invariably descend in this chosen race; but tlic order, of succession is i 
loose' and precarious, and the most Avmthy or aged of the kmsmen are preferred to the 
simple though important office of composing disputes by their advice, and guiding valonr. 
by their example. The. momentary junction of several tribes produces an army ; their 
more lasting union constitutes a nation; andj tlie supreme chief, the emir of emirs, whos<i 
banner is displayed at their head, may deserve, in the eyes of strangers, the honours of 
the kingljT name. If the Arabian princes abuse their power .they are quickly punished 
by the desertion of tlicir subjects, •who had been accustomed ta a mild and parental ' 
jurisdiction, . . , '

The separation of the Arabs from.tlie rest of mankind has accustomed them to confound .* 
the ideas of stranger and enemy; and the poverty of the land has inti'oduced a nraxim of 
jurisprudence, -ndiich they believe and practise to the present hour. They pretend that in 
the division of the earth the rich and fertile climates were assigned to the other branches 
of the human family ; and that the posterity of the outlaw Ismael might recover by fraud 
of force the portion of inheritance of which he had been unjustly deprived. According 
to the remark of Pliny, the Arabian tribes are equally addicted to theft and merchaucUze; 
the caravans that travel the desert are ransomed or pillaged; and their neighbours, since 
tlie remote times of Job and Sesostris, have been the victims of their rapacious spirit..
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If  a Beclovveen discovers from afar a solitary traveller, he rides furiously against him, 
crying, rvith a loud- voice, Undress thyself, thy aunt (my wife) is without a garment” 
A ready submission entitles him to mercy : resistance provokes the aggressor; and his 
own blood must expiate the blood which he presumes to shed in legitimate defence. A 
single robber or a few associates are branded with their genuine name ; ^ u t  the exploits 
of a numerous band assume the chaiacter of lawful and honourable war. • The temper o f 
u people thus armed against mankind w'as doubly inflamed by the'domestic licence of 
rapine, murder, and revenge. . ' ,

But the spirit of rapine and revenge was attempered by the milder influeJjei^of trade' 
and litei'ature. The solitary peninsula is encompassed by tlie most civilized n^^ous o f > 
the antient world : the merchant is the friend of mankind ; and the annual caravsuisnu-:' 
ported the first seeds of knowledge and politeness into the cities and even the eamps^of 
the desert. The, arts of grammar, of metre, and of rhetoric were unknown to the 
free-born eloquence of the Arabians ; but their penetration was sharp, tlieir fancy luxuri-- 
ant, their wdt strong and sententious, and their more elaborate compositions were ad
dressed with energy and effect to the minds of their hearers. The genius, and 4nerifof a 
rising poet was celebrated by the applause of his jown and the kindred P'ibes. - A solemn 
banquet was prepared, anda chorus of women, striking their tyinbals, and displaying the 
pomp of their nuptials, sung, in the presence of their sons and husband.?, the felicity of 
their native,tribe ; that a champion had now appeared to vindicate their rights; that a 
herald had raised his voice to immortalise their renown. ' The distant or hostile tribes 
resorted to an animal fair, which was abolished by the fanaticism of tlie first moslems, a  
national assembly that must have contributed to refine >and harmonize the burbariaas. . 
Thirty days were employed in the exchange not only of corn and wine but of eloquence* 
and poetry. The prize was disputed by the generous emulation of the bards; the victo
rious performance rvas deposited in the archives of princes and emirs; and rve may read 
in our own language the seven original poems w'hich w'ere inscribed in letters of gold, and 
suspended in the temple of Mecca. The Arabian poets were the- historians and moralists 
of the age; and if they sympathized with the prejudices, they inspired and crowned, the, 
virtues of their countrymen. The indissoluble union of generosity and valour was the' 
darling theme of their song; -and :jvhen they pointed tlieir keenest satire against a despi
cable race, tliey affirmed, in the bitterness of reproach, that the men knew not how to 
give, nor the women to deny. The same hospitality which was practised by Abraham 

-and celebrated by Homer is still renewed in the camps of the Arabs. The ferocious 
iledoweens, the terror of the desert, embrace, without inquiry or hesitation, the stranger 
who dares to confide in their honour and to enter their tent; His treatment is kind and 
respectful: he shares the wealth or the poverty of his liost; and afi;er a needful repose 
he is dismissed on his way with thanks,, with blessings, apd perhaps with gifts.

The religion of the Arabs, as well as of the Indians, consisted in the worship of the sun, , 
the moon,, and the fixed stars; g. primitive and ^acious mode of superstition. Tl>e 
bright luminaries n f  the sky display the visible image of a deity; , their number and dis
tance convey to a philosophic or even a vulgar eye the idea of boundless space: tiie 
character of eternity is marked on these solid globes th.at seem incapable of corruption or 
decay j the regularity of their motions may be ascribed to a principle of reason or instinct ;
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ahti thejr rea] oi* imaginary influences encourage the vain bejief, that tire earth and its 
inhabitants,are the object of their peculiar care. The science of astronomy was cultivated 
at Babylon, but the, school of, the Arabs was a - clear firmament and a naked plain. In 
their nocturnal marches they .steered by the guidance of the stsirs,; their names, and order,, 
and (iaiiy'station vyere familiar .to the curiosity and devotion of tire Bedoween ; and he 
was taught byi.c.xpei'icncc to div̂ ide in 28 parts tlie Zodiac of, the mooit, and to bless.the,,
. fcoastellatio'ns' who-refreshed with salutary rains the thirst of the xleseit. ' The. reign of the 
heavenly orbs could not be extended beyond the visible sphere,' and, some metaphysical , 

' poSvers were nĵ cssary (o sustain the transmigration of souls and the resurrection of bcidies; 
a camel was Jleft to perish on the grave, that he might serve his master in another life; . 
and tlic iu’̂ cation of departed spirits implies that they were still endowed with conscious- 
nc.ss aitdrirowcr. . Each tribe, each faihily, each independent \varrior created and changed 
the and the object of his fanta.stic worshi|); but the nation in every age has bowed 
toj;w religion as well us to tlie languagd of̂ Meefca. Tho genuine, antiquity of the'Caaba 
exteud-s beyond tlie Christian era: in describing the coast of the Red sea, the Greek his
torian Diodorus has remarked, between the Thainaudites and the Sab âivs,'a famous- 
temple, whose superior .sanctity was revered by all the Arabians. I’lie linen or. silkeiv 
veil, which is annually renewed by the Turkish emperor, was first offered by a pious king." 
of the Mahonterites, who reigned 700 years before the time of iVfahomot. ‘ A tent or a. 
cavern might suffice for- the w-orship of the savages, but an. edifice of .stone and clay has 
been erected in its place; and the art and power of the monarchs of .the east have been, 
confined to the simplicity of llic original model. A spaciou.s portico incloses thexjuaclran- 
gle of the Caaba-; a square chapel, 24 cubits long, 23 ,broad, and 27 high ; a door and a , 
window admit the light; tlie double roof is supported by three pillars of wood; a spout 
fnow of gold), discharges the rain water;-and the weU Zenzem i.s protected by a dome 
from accidental pollution. The tribe of Koreish, from fraud or force, had acquired Ihc ' 
custom of tlie Caaba ; the sacerdotal office devolved throusrh foiir lineal-.descents to liici' 
grandfather of Mahomet; and the family of the Hashemites, from whence he sprung, wois. 
the-most respectable and sacred,in tliecyes of their country. The- precincts of Mecca ! 
enjoyed the rights of sanctuary; and in the last month of each year the city and the teni- i 
pie were crouded with along train of pilgrims, wdio presented their vows and offerings in ' 
the bouse of God. . The same, rites which are now accomplislicd by the faithful Mia.ssr.1 
ma;v>vere invented and practised by the superstition of the i idolaters. At an awful dis 
tancethey cast aw’ay their garments: seven times with hasty steps they encircled the , 
Caaba; 'and kissed the black stone-;'seven times they visited and adored the adjacent - 
•mouhtaii« ; seven.times they threw-stones into the valley of Tlina; and the pilgrimage 
was atchieved, as at the present hour; by a sacrifice of sheep and camel's, and the burial, 
of their' hair and nails in the consecrated ground. Each tribe cither found’ordntrodneed 
in the Caaba their.domestic Worship: the temple wa.s adorned or defiled with 060 idol̂  < 
of men, eag!e.s, lions, and antelopes; and niost conspicuous was the statue of ilebal, of 

agate, bolding in his.hand seven arrowŝ  without heads or feathers, tlie instruments or. 
symbols of profane divination. • But tliis statue was a. monument of Syrian arts: the- 
devotion , of the ruder ages was content with a piila(̂  or a tablet; and tlie rocks of the 
desert cfc hewn.in̂ o gods or altars, in imitation of the, black stone at Mec.*''', which is-- 
■ :Vou 41 ■ 5 S
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(lce[)ly tainted by the.reproach of an idolatrous origin: From Japan to Peru the use of 
sacritice has universally prevailed ; and the votary h.as expressed his gratitude or, fear by 
destroying or consuming, in honour of the gods, tlie dearest and most precious of their 
gifts. The life of a man is the most precious oblation to deprecate a public calamity.; 
the altars of Phoenicia and Egypt, of Rome and Carthage, have been polluted uitli iuniian 
gore ; the, cruel practice was long preserved among the Arabs ; in the third century a 

■ boy was annually sacrificed by the tribe of the Dumatians; and a royal captive was ' 
piously slauglitcred -by the prince of the Saracens, the ally and soldier oi' the emperor 
Justinian.. , The father of Mahomet himself was devoted by a rash vow, aM hardly ran-, 
soined for the equivalent of 100 camels. The Arabs,- like tlie Jews aiw Egyptians, • 
abstained from the taste of swine’s flesh, and they circumcised their children age of
puberty; the same customs, without the censure of the precept of the Koran, been • 
silently transmitted to their posterity and proselytes; and it has been sagaciously conjc^irccl 
that the artful legislator indulged the stubborn prejudices of his countrymen. ' ' \

' Arabia was free: from the adjacent kingdoms, which were shaken by the storms of• 
conquest aiid tyranny, the persecuted sects fled to the happy laud, where they might 
profess what they thought, and practise what they professed; and the religions of t!ie' 
Sabians an d , INIagians, of the Jews and Christians, were disseminated from .the Persian 
gulph to the Red sea. In a remote period of antiquity, Sahianism was diffused over 
Asia by the science of the Chaldeans and the arms of the Assyrians. . From the observa
tions of 2000 years, the priests and astronomers of Babylon deduced the eternal laws of 

, nature and providence. They adored the seven gods or angels uho directed the course 
of the seven planets, and shed their irresistible influence on the earth.. The attributes of 
the seven planets, with the twelve signs of the zodiac, and the twenty-four constellations 
of the northern and southern hemispliere were, represented by images and talismaiis; the 
seven days of the week were dedicated to their respective deities ; the Saliiuhs prayed 
thrice each day; and the temple of the moon at Maran was the tena of their pilgrimage. 
But the flexible genius of their faith was always ready either to teach or to learn. The 
altars of Babylon werq overturned by the IVIagians ; hut the injuries of the Sabians were 
revenged by the sword of Alexander; Persia groaned above 500 years under a foreign 
yoke, and the purest disciples of Zoroaster escaped from the contagion of idolatry, and .

 ̂ breathed, with their adversaries, the freedom of the desert. Seven hundred years, before 
.the death of Mahomet the Jews were settled in Arabia; and a far greater multitude was 
expelled from the holy land in the wars of Titus and Hadrian. The industrious exiles 
aspired to liberty and power; they erected synagogues in the cities, and castles in the 
wilderness, and their Gentile converts were confounded with the children of Israel, tvhom 
they resembled in the outward mark of circumcision. The Christian mis.sionaries were 
still more active and successfulthe catholics asserted tlicir universal reign, the sects> ■ . • • o -
whom they oppressed successively retired beyond the limits of the Roman empire ; the 
jMarcionites and IVJanichaeans dispersed tjicir fantastic opmions and apocryphal gosj)^.;. 
the churches of Yemen and the. princes of Hira and-Gass.an were insti;qcted in a purer 
creed by the Jacobite and Nestorian bishops. Such w^s the state of religion in Arabia - 
previous to the appearance of jMallfcmct. - ' '

Mahomet came into the world under §ome disadvantages; his fajiier, Abd’allah, was a
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younger son of Abd’almotalleb, arid dying very young, and in his fathers life-time, left 
his widow and infant son in; very mean circumstances, his whole substance consisting but 
.'of live camels and one Ethiopian shc-slave. Abd’ahnotalleb was therefore obliged to take 
care of his grandchild M ahomet; which he not only did during his life, but at his death 
enjoined his eldest son Abu Taleb, who was brother to Abd’ullah, by the same mother, to 
provide for him for the future, which he very affectionately did, and instructed him in . • 
the business of a merchant, which he followed, and to tlrat end he took, him into Syria, 
when he was.but 13. He afterwards recommended him to Khadijah, a noble and rich 
widow, for factor; in,whose service he behaved so well that by making hiin her hus- 

. band, she .^fon raised him to an equality with the richest in Mecca. '
I t was^'obably soon after he began, by this advantageous match, to live at his ease, that 

he fodHal a scheme of establishing a new religion. Before he made any attempt abroad, 
he J^btly  judged that it was necessary foi; him to begin with the conversion’ of his own 
l^isehold. Having therefore retired with lus family, as he had done several times before, 
to a cave in mount Hara, be there opened the secret of his mission to his wife Khatlijah; 
and acquainted her that the angel Gabriel had just before appeared to him, and told him 

- that he was a[)pointed the apostle of C o d ; he also repeated to her a passage, m inch he 
pretended had been revealed to him by the ministry of the angel, with those other cir
cumstances of this first appearance A\ liich are related by the Mahometan writers. Kha- 
dijuh received the news with great Joy; sn-earing by him in whose hands her sonl was, 
that she trusted he would be the prophet of his nation; and immediately communicated 
what she had heard to her cousin Warakah Ebn Nawfal, u lio, being a Christian, could 
write in Ibc Hebrew character, and was tolerably well versed in the scriptures; and he 
as i*eadily came into her opinion, assuring her that the same angel who had formerly ap
peared unto Moses was now sent to Mahomet. The first overture the {wophet made was 
in the month of Ramadan, in the 40th year of his age, which is tlierefore usually called 
the year of his mission.

The Mahometans divide their religion into two general parts, faith and practice; of 
which the first is divided into six distinct branches; belief in God, in his angels, in Ins 
scriptures, in his prophets, in the resurrection and final judgment, and iu Gods absolute 
dccrocs. The points relating to practice are prayer, with washings, &c. alms, fasting, 
pilgrimage to Mecca, and circumcision.

That both f̂ahomet, and those among his followers who are reckoned orthodox, had, 
and continue to have, just and true notions of God and his attributes, appears so plain 
from the Koran itself and all the Mahometan divines, that it would be loss of time to 
refute those ivho suppose the God of Mahomet to be different from the true God, and 
only a fictitious deity or idol of his own creation. ,

Beside.s angels and devils the iMahometans ai-e taught by the Koran to believe an inter
mediate order of creatures, which they call jin or genii, created also of fire,'but of # 
grosser fabric than angels, since tliey cat and drink, and propagate their sjiccies, and are 
subject to death. Some of these are supposed to be good and others badj and capable of 
future salvation and damnation as.men are; whence Mahomet pretended to be sent for 

, the conversion of genii as well as incn. •
As to the scriptiffes, the Muliomctans are taught by the Koran that Goil, in divers
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ages of the world, gave revelations of his will in writing to several, prophets', the ivhole 
iand every one of which it is absolutely neccssai-y for, a good JMoslein to believe. The 
number of those sacred books.were, according to them, 104. Of which ten were given to 
Adam, 50 to Seth, 30 to Edris or Enoch, 10 to Abmham, and the other four, being tiic 
Pentateuch, the PsalmSj the Gospel, and the Koran, were succe.ssively delivered to Moses, 
David, Jesus, and Mahomet; which last, being the seal of the prophets, those revelations 
are now closed, and no more are to be expected. All these divine books, except the 
four last, they agree now to be entirely lost, and their contents nn.knon n; though the 
Sabians have several books which they attribute to some of the a'ntcdeluvi!Li proplicts ; 
and of those ,four, the, Pentateuch,. Psalms, and Gospel, they say have iVclcrgonc .so. 

■ many alterations .and corruptions, that.thqugh there may possibly be'some })art\jthe true 
word of.God therein, yet no credit is to be given, to the present copies in the haim! f̂ the 
Jews and Christian.s. The Mahometans have also a gospel'in Arabic, attributed tVSt. 
Barnabas, w’hercin the history of Jesus C'hrist i.s related in a manner very dilVerent fr^i 
what we find in the true gospels, and correspondent to those traditions which Mahomet 
has followed in his Koran.

The number of prophets which have been, from time to time, sent by God into the world, 
amounts to no less than 224,000 according to one .IMalioinetan tradition;' or to 124.004 
according to another, among whom 31.3 were a[)0:>tlcs, ,s< iit wiih special commis.sions to 

' icclaim mankind from infidelity-and si;ner.̂ tition ; anih six of them, brouglit new:'laws or 
dispensations, w'hich successively alirogated the preceding; tiie.se were Adam, Noah, 
Abraham, Moses, Jesus, and .Mahomet.

' When a corpse is laid in the grave, they say he is received bv an angel, who give.s 
JJm notice of the coming of the two examiners, wKo arctw'O black, livid angels, of a icrriblG 
appearance, named Monkir and Nakir. These order the dead person to sit upright, and 
examine him concernmg his faith, as to the unity of God and 'the mi.ssion of Mahomet; 
if he answer rightly, they .siilfcr the body to rest in peace, and it is refreshed by the 
air of paradise; but if not, they beat him on the tem[)lcs-w ith iron macc.s, till he roars 
d̂u,t for anguish, so loud that he is heard, by all .from cast to ivcst, except men nnd genii. 
They then press the earth on the corpse, wdiich is gnaw ed and stung, till the l•e.stirrectiô , 
by 99 dragons, with seven heads each ; or, as others say, their sins v̂ill becon'ie \ cnom‘- 
-ous bca.sts, the grievous ones stinging like dragons, the smaller like scor|iions, ami the 
other like serpents; circumstances which someimdcrstanci iii a liginUlivc sen.se.

The soul, they hold, when it is separated from the body'by the angel of death, who 
performs his office with ease and gentleness' towards the go.od, and with violence towarris 
 ̂the wicked, enters into that which they call al berzakh, or thcinteikal between dctitli and 
the resurrection. I f  the departed person was a believer, they say two angels meet it, who 
convey it to heaven, that its place there may he assigned according to its merit and de- 

•grec. Eor they distinguish the souls of the faithful into three classes: the first of pm- 
phe.ts, Avhose souls are admitted into paradise immediately; the second of martyrs,, whose 

- spirits, according to a tradition of Mahomet, rest in the eroys of green birds, which cat 
of the fruits and drink of the rivev.s cf paradise; and the third of other, believers^ con- 

' cerning the state of wdiose souls befiii'o the resurrection, there arc various o[)inions.
As to- the punishment of-thc wicked after the resurrection, tlic iMuliouietaus ate tangjlrt
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that hell is divided into seven stories or apartments, one below another, designed for the 
reception of as many distinct classes of the tiamned. The firsts which they - call Jehen- 
nam,. they say will be the receptacle o f  those , who acknowledged one God, that is die 
wicked Mahometans ; who, after having there been punished according to  tlieir demerits,

, w ill, at lengtli, be released. .The second, named ^ d h a ,  they assign to the Je\vs; tlie 
. third, named aUHotatna, to the Christians; the fourth, named al Sair, to the Sabians; 

tlic hftli, nani^Sakar, to. the M ahans; the sixth, named'al Jahiin, to die idolaters; and 
die seventh, wiich is die lowest and worst of all, and is called al Hawyat, to the hypo>- 
elites, or tli« e  who outwardly professed some religion, but in their hearts W'ere of none, 
y v e r e ^ i  of these apartments they belicv.e there %vill he set a guard of angels, I9 in 
n u n il^ , to whom die damned will confess the lust- judgiiient of God, and beg them ta  

. ijutorcede' w ith him for some alleviation of their pain, - or that they may be delivered by 
being annihilated..

Pamdise, they say, is situated above the seven heavens (or in the seventh heaven) and 
. nextfunder the throne of G o d ; and, to express the amenity of the place, tell us. diat the 
carm.of it is. of the finest wheat flour, or of the purest musk, or, as pdiers will have it, of 
saftron;- that its stones' are peaiis and jacinths, the walls of its buildings enriched wiili 
gold and sijver, and that the trunks of its trees are of gold; among wiiich .the most rc- 
iiiaikablcis the tree called Tuba, or die tree of happiness. Concerning this tree they, 
fable that it stands in the palace of Mahomet, though a branch of it will reach to the 
house of evei7  ti'ue believer ; that it will be laden with pomegianates, gi’apes, dates; and 
odier fi’uits, of surprising bigness, and of tastes unknown to mortals^ So that, if 'a  man 
desire to eat of any particular kind of fruit, it will imniediately be presented, to him ; or 
if  he dioo.se flesh, birds, ready dressed, will be set before him according to his wish.

• They add that the boughs of diis tree will spontaneou.sly bend do.wm to die hand of the 
[icreon who would gather of its fruits, aud that it  will supply the blessed not only with 
food but also with silken gairments, and beasts to ride pn, ready'saddled and bridled, and ■ 
adorned -with rich trappings, which w ill hurst forth from its fruits ; and that this tree is'so 
large that a person mounted, oh the fleetest horse w'onld not he able to gallop from one end* 
of its shade to the other in 100 years.  ̂ '

.A.S plenty of water is one of the gi'catest additions to d ie ,pleasantness of any place, the • 
Koran often .speaks , of the rivers of paradise as a principal ornament tiiereof; some 6f > 
thesb rive^? they. say.flow with water, some with niilk, and some widi. wine, and others 
widi honey, all taking their rise firom the root of the tree Tuba.

But all these glories will be eclipsed by die resplendent and ravishing girls of paradise, 
called,- thcji* large black ^*68, Hur al oyum, die enjoyment of whose company will 
be a principal felicity of tlm faithful. Tliese, they say, are created tiot of clay, as mortal 
women arc, but of pure musk; being, as their prophet often aflirms in his Koran, free 
frein all natuml impurities, defects, and inconveniences incident to the sex, pf the strictest 
modesty, and secluded from public view', in pavilions of hollow pearls^ sp large, that as i 

-.someti’aditions Imvc it, one of themtlill be no mss than four parasangs.(or, as others say ,, 
do miles), long and as many broad. . .

The.Mahometans pray five-ti|ries in the 24 hours.; viz. 1. In  the morning, before sun-, 
»jj»e. ‘ 2. M’hcri noon .is past, and the sun begins to decline, from the meridian.. 3» In 

/  V o t. I I .  /  5 T  .
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the afternoon, before sun-set. 4. In the evening, -after sun-set, and oetorc day be shut 
■' and 5. After the day is shut in, and before the first watch of the night. I'hey fastjn
with great strictness during the whole month of Ramadan, from tlic time the new moon 
first appears,. during which time they must abstain from eating, drinking, and women, 
from day-I)reak till night or sun-sc't.

The j)i!griinage’to'Mecca is so necessary a point of practice, that, according to a tra
dition of Mahomet, he who dies without performing it, may as well Vie a Jew or a 
Christian; and the same is expressly coiinnanded in the Koran.

'J'hc temple of Mecca .stands in the midst of the city, and is honoured wl?b the title of 
IMasjad al clharain, i. e. tbe sacred or inviolable temple. "U'hat is princi-j)ally rc>̂ rcnccd 
in this place, and gives sanctity to the wliole is a square stone building callV the 
Caaba. \

To this ternjde every Mahometan, nho has health and means sufficient, ought, dkice at 
least in his life, to go on pilgrimage ; nor arc women excused from the performam:e of 
this duty. The pilgrims meet at ditlcrent places near jMccca, according to the dilnlrent 
parts from whence tliey come, during the months pf Shawal and Dhu’lkaada ; being 
obliged to be there by the beginning of Dhu’lhajja; which month, as its name inq)orls, is 
peculiarly set apart for the celebration of this solemnity.

' At the place above mentioned the jiilgrims properly commence such; when the men 
put on the Ibram or sacred habit, which consists only of two woollen wrapper.̂  ; one - 
wra|)pcd about their middle to cover tlicir jnivitics, and the other thrown over their 
filiouldcrs, having their heads hare, and a kind of slijipcrs, which cover neither the heel * 
■ jior the instep, and so enter the sacred territory in their way to iMecca. M'liile fhey have 
this habit On, they must neither hunt nor fowl (though they are allowed to'fish); which 
precc{)t is so punttirally observed that they will not kill even a louse or a flea, if they find 
them on their'bodies ; there are some noxious animals, however, which tiicy have per- 
Jiiission to kill during the pilgrimage, as kites, ravens, scorpions, mice, aiul dogs given to 

‘bite. During the pilgrimage it beho\es a man to have a con.stant guard over his words 
and actions; to avoid all quarrelling or ill-language, all converŝ  with women,' and all 
obscene discourse ; and to apply his u hole attention to the good work he is engaged in.

The pilgrims being arrived at Mecca, immediaWly visit the temple; and then enter on 
the performance of the prescribed ceremonies, which consist chiefly in going in jiroccs- 
sion round the Caaba, in running between the mounts Safa and Merwa, in jnakin̂  the 
station on mount Arafat, and slaying the victims, and shaving their heads in the valley of 
IMiua.

In coiiqiassing the Caaba, which they do seven times, beginning at the corner where 
the black stone is fixed, they use a short quick pace the three first times they, go round 
it, and a grave, ordinary pace the fijur last; which, it is s(ud was ordered by Mahomet; 
that his followers might show themselves strong and active, to cut off the hopes of the 
infidels, who gave out that the inimodcrate heats of Medina had rendered them weak'. 
But the aforesaid quick pace they arc not obliged to use every timê they perform this 
piece of devotion, but only at some particular times. So oTten as they pass liy the 
black stone they citlicr kiss it or touch it vith their hands and kiss that.

The running between Safa and !Mcrwa is also performed seven times, partly
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slow pace and partly running, for they walk gravely till they coine to a place between two 
pillars; and there they rim, and afterwards walk again; somethnes looking back and 
sometimes stopping, like one who had lost something, to . represent Hagar seeking watci' 
for her son ; for the ceremony is said to be. as antient as her time.

On the ninth of Dhu’lhajja, after morning pmycr, the-pilgrims leave the valley of 
^lina, whither .they come the day before; and proceed in a tumultuous and rushing man
ner to mount Arafat, where they stay to perform their dcvotu>ns till sun-set; tlieu they 
go to M oz(^ifa, an oratory between Arafat and M ina; and there spend the night in ' 

, prayer and ^;ading the Koran. The next morning, by break of day, they visit al Alashar 
al Kai^m, or the ssicred monument; and depjarting thence before sun rise, haste, by 

I k t ik  Xlohasser, to the valley of Mina, where tjac}' throw' seven stones at three marks or 
piUm's, in imitation of Abraham, who, meeting the devil at that place, and being by him 
disfufccd in his devodons, or tempted to disobedience when be was going to sacrifice his 
.son, \vas commanded by God to drive him away by throwing stones at him ; -though others 
pro|lend this rile to be as old as Adam, who also put the devil to flight in the same place, 
mm by the same mcan-s. . ' • .

This ceremony being over on the same day, the tenth of Dhu'lhajja, the pilgrims slay 
‘their victims in the said valley of Mina ; of which they and their friends oat part, and 
the rest is given to the poor. These victims must cither bo sheep, goats, kine, or camels;

, n'lalcs if of cither of the two former kinds; and females of cither of the latter; and of a , 
fit ago. The sacrifices being over, they shave their 4ieads and cut their nails, burying 
thein in the same place; after which tlic pilgrimage is looked on as completed ; though 
dicy again visit the Caaba, to take their leave of that sacred building.

For some time the. religion of Mahomet was very slowly proinigated. M anj'o fh is 
, relations remained long incredulous, and the tribe of Korei.sli persecuted tlie imposter 

with so great vehemence that he was obliged Ip retii-d to Medina. The inhabitants of 
this city had been most of them converted by one Masab, w hom he had sent among them, 
for that purpPsc. His I'etreat, which was not effected without great difficulty, is consi
dered by the Mahometans as of .so great importance, that they derive from thence the era • 
of the Hegira, the first year of which coiTCsponds with 622 of the Christian account.

'Hitherto Mahomet had propagated his religion by fair m eans; so that the whole suc- 
. cess of his enterprise, before, his flight to Medina, must be attributed to persuasion only, 

anfi not |o  comjiulsioh. For, before this, he had no permission to use any force at all 4 
and in . several places of the Koran, which he pretended were revealed during his stay at 
Mecca, he declares his business was only to preach and admonish; that lie Jiad.no au
thority to compel any person to cinlirace his religion; and'that whether people believe it^ 
or not was none of liis concern, but belonged solely unto God. And he was so far from * 

I allow'ing his followers to use force, that he exhorted them to bear [latiently those injuries 
which w'cre otlcrcd them on account of their faith; and when persecuted himself choose

• rather to quit the place o f ' Iris'birtli and retire to Medina, than to mrike any I'csistance.
• But this great passiveness and mod.oration seem entirely owing to his want of power, and 
the great superiority 5f his opposers for the first 12 years of his mis.sion ; for no somicr 
was he Girublcd, liy the assistance of tbo'sC of Medina, to make head against his enemies,

ian he gave out that God had allowed him and his followers to defend themselves against/
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the infidels ; and at length, as his forces increasedj he pretended to have the divine , eaye 
even to attack them ; and to destroy* idolatry, and set up the true faith by the sword ; 
finding by experience that his designs .would otherwise proceed very slowly, if they were 
not utterly overthrown.

Mahomet, being securely settled at Medina, and able, not only to defend himself against 
the insults of his enemies, but to attack them, began to send out small parties to make 
reprisals on the Koreish; the first party, consisting of no more than lune men, who 
intercepted and.plundered a caravan belonging to that tribe, and in the ^ io n  took two 
prisoners. But what established i:is affairs very much, and w'as the foundatron on whicu. 
he built all his succeeding greatness, was the gaining of the battle o f Bedr, wl^ch 
fought in the second year of the Hegira, and is famous in the Mahometan history. *Soine 
reckon np less than 27 expeditions wherein Mahomet was personally present, in niim of 
Avhich he gave battle, besides'several otlicr expeditions, in wdiich he was not picsont. 
His forces he maintained partly by the contributions of his followers for this pufoose, 
which he called by the name of zacat or alms, and the paying of w’hich he very aiw lly 
made one main article of his religion ; and partly by ordering a fifth part of the plunam* 
to be brought into the public treasury for that purpose; in which matter he likewise p r ^  
tended to act by the divine direction.

The seventh year of the Hegira, Mahomet sent letters, announcing his mission, to the 
different princes,' rvho possessed the command of Asia and the neighbouring parts of 
Afi'ica, but this measure produced no important effect, unless that the king of Ethiopia is 
said to' have avowed himself an adherent of the prophet. - .

The eighth year of the Hegira was a very fortunate year to Mahomet. In the begin- 
nmg o f if Khaled Ebn al Walid and Amru Ebn al As, both excellent soldiers,' the first ot 
W'hpm afterwards conquered Syria and other countries, and the latter Egypt, became 
proselytes to Mahometanism. And soon after the prophet sent 3000 men against the 
Grecian forces, to revenge the death o f  one of his ambassadors, who, being sent to the 
governor of Bosra, on the same errand as those who went to the above-mentioned princes, 
•was slain by an Arab of the tribe of Ghassan, at Muta, a towm in the territory ofBallia, 
in Syria, about three days journey ea.stwai*d from Jerusalem, ncar^ w'hich town they en
countered. The Grecians, being vastly superior in number (for, including the auxiliary 
Arabs, tliey had an army of 100,000 men); the Mahometans were repulsed in tlie first 
attack, and lost successively three' of their generals; viz. Zeid .Ebn Ilaretha, Mahomtt’s 
freedman, Jaafar, the' son of Abu Taleb, and Abdallah Ebn Raw’a h a ; but Khaled Ebn 
al Walid, succeeding to the command, overthrew' the Greeks with great slaughter, and 
brought away, abundance of rich spoil; on occasion of which action Maliomet gave him 
the title of Saif min spyuf Allah, ‘ one of the swords of God.’

In this year also Mahoinettook the city of Mecca, the inhabitants w hereof had broken ' 
the truce, concluded on twoy’ears before. .For the tribe o f  Beer, who w ere confederates 
with the Koreish, attacking those of Khozaah, who were allies of Mahomet, killed severd 
of them, being supported in the aeflon by a party of* the Koreish themselves. -  The con- ' 
sequence of this violation was'soon apprehended; and Abu Soscan himself made a 
journey to Medina, on purpose to heal tlie breach and renew the'truce; but in "vain; 
for Mahomet, glad'of this opportunity, refused to see him : whereupon he applied
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Aby Beer ai?d A ll; blit they giving bihi*; n o ' M ’as'©bligecl to return to Mccck ‘ '
> as; he-Game.'.' • ...••  •

: . Jildhoniet inimcdiately gave orders for prepai'ations to" be. n)iade,.that he mightt ̂ surprise. ,
' the Meccans while they were unprovided to Receive him'; in a. little . thne he began, hi* * 
■‘m?ych diidier ; and'by tliat'time" be came near the rcity. his forces were in c a s e d  tp 
.:10,0.dC) men. ...Those o f Mecca, not. being in a,condilaon to defend thenisclyes a ^ n s t  s.o 
formidable an enemyi surrendered a t discretion; - and Abu Sosian saved his life by turning 

" Malibmetahy About 28 of the idolaters wei*e killed by a. party under the command of .
Khaled ; b'lt this happened .contrary to Mahomefs orders ; Vidio, when, he entered the 

..town', pardoned all the Koreish-,-. on their submission, .except only six men and four women, : '  
were more obno.xious than ordinary, ‘ Soine/of t^em having apostatised tvero solemnly'

‘ p i^ a b e d  by the prophet himself; biit of tliese'no more than-three ineh ahii onc woman . 
->yefaputt9 dcathj>thc rest obtaining pai'don. on-their-embracing Mahometanism; and ode 
of tire <v6ni.en.*'naking her escape. ’. ' ; . . • .

le. reniaindcr of this yeai* Maliomet employed in destroying die idols in and round •
‘ -]^ C c^  sending seveml of h.is generals on expeditions, for m at purpose, and to invite the •. 
jA rabs to Tsk'^^i^m, wherein it is I'm wonder,if they now- met'with sucqesk . ■

The next year, being the ninth of the Hegiia, the Malionietans call the year bfem bas- 
, sips i. for the'Arabs had been .hitherto expecting the-issue of tlie. war. bet ween Mahomet^- ' 

and the Koreish ; but so s.opn,as'.that ti'ibe, the pifncipal of the whole nation, and-the- 
.genuine descendants o f  Ishniael, .whose prerogatives none offered to dispute, had submitted,, 
they ; were satisfied that it-was hot In.thciv poM cr-to o^jpose Mahomet, and therefore began ^ . 
'to -come in. to ..him- iu -great numbers, -and to .send embassies' to make their- submissions to- 
. him.^bpfh to Mecca.;. Avhile he staid there, and also to Medina, whither 'h e  returned this- 

; year. 'Ainqng.the rest;'five kings:of the ti’ihe of Ilamgar professed Mahometanism, and
• sent-ainbassadDrs'to notify "tlie Same. ■

Tn the "'roth year'Ali was sent into Yaman to propagate the Mahometan faith there ; =
'■ and, as it is;said, conyerted the whole tiibe of Hamdan in PnG-tlay. Their example was .

quickly follmyed by all the inhabitants- of that'proviuc.c, except only those of Najrah, w ho,. 
..oeihg.Chiistians, choseh-ather.to pay ti'ibute,

. ' Xliu.s wa?. Mahom'etam.sm established and idolatry rooted out even in  Mahomet's life-.-
• time (for he died the.nbxt year) ffirbughOut. all Arabia, except-only Yamama, wnere ; 

^Ifi(,seilama,,'who set Cip also for a prophet', as -Mahomet's competitor, Had a great party,-,
’ and wasliot reduce'd. .till the'kalifat of Abu Beef ;^and die Arabs being then united in 
■- one tailh, and under biie prince, -found themselves in* a,condition of making thoje cou-' 

quests, winch extended the Mahometan faith, over so great a part of the world. - 
/  The death of ,, Malioniet occasioned such a. ponsternatipn in Mecca tliat the governor 

hid himself, fikring -tp bq called to an, account for. his .former conduct..and ' the inhabi
tants, upon .the first arrival of this nielancholy news, considemd themselves as destitute of 

;; alfmanner of protection. After tlic first, unpressions of their/eai*, liowCyer, were over,/ 
they,began ;td meditate a revolt; bqj; were prevented•Ijy'.otic Sohail Ebu Amru, a princi- 

' paftiian of the Koreiarfi, The' tumults at Medina, however, were not so easily'appbased.
' The' fiews of' this-sad event was np sooner published there, than a number of people.

• 'rasseinHlcd -before his door, dying ouf  ̂ “ .How can. Pur apostle be dead? Our. iritcrccssov,;
• . y  • ' v U .

■
.■ i
i.'
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our mediator, has not entirely left u s! He is taken up into heaven, as was Tsa (Jesus) ; 
therefore he shall not be buried.” This was confirmed by Omar; who drew his sword, 
and swore, that if any person affirmed Mahomet to be dead, he would cut off his hands 
and his feet. “ The apostle of God (says he) is not dead; he i.s only gone for a season, 
as Moses, the son of Amram, was gone from the people of Israel, for forty days, and then 
returned to them again.” The populace, therefore, kept the body above ground, even 
after the belly began to swell; nor could the prophet’s uncle, al Abbas, uotn ithstanding 
this, convince them to the contrary. Upon hearing of these transactions, Abu Beer irii- 
niediately posted from al Sonah, another quarter of the city, and expostulateu %vith them 
in the following m anner; “ Do yon worship Mahomet, or the God of Mahomet r If jii§ ^  
latter, lie is immortal and liveth for ever; but if the former, you arc in a manifest a ro r, 
for he is certainly dead.” The truth of this assertion he immediately evinced from s A \id  
passages of the Koran, in so clear and conclusive a manner that he not only satKficd 
Omar, but calmed the minds of all the people.

The prophet having left no directions concerning a successor, very' n arm disputes a^se . 
between the Mohajerin and the Ansars, about the right of electing a khalif. H ie  fornw^ 
insisted on having that right, because they had attendee/ Manomot in his flight to M edina^ 
and the others, because they had supported him when expelled from his native city  ̂ See.
In .short, the disputes became so hot that lUi open rupture must have commenced, had 
they not licen terminated by a proposal that each' party should ciioose a khalif. Tin’s 
amused them a little for the present; but not proving perfectly agi-eealilc to tiic Molia- 
jeriin, Abu Beer proposed two persons, Omar and Abu Obcidah, ofVering to swear alle
giance to Jiim on n hom the suft’rages of both parties should fall. Rut this producing no 
decision, Omar swore fcalty to Abu Beer, and iiis example was followed by all the Mos
lems on the spot; upon which he vva.s acknowledged, both by the Molmjcrim and Ansansy 
us the rightful.successor of Mahomet.

The.se transactions, however, were not at all agreeable to Ali, who, as son-in-liiw to the 
prophet, had, undoubtedly, the best title to the succession. He expostulated with Abu 
Beer about the manner of his election, which had been cfTectcd wdthout his knowledge; 
and received for answer, that t!ie exigence of alfairs would not admii of delibci'ation ; and 
that had not the election been so sudden, the opposite party would have wrested the power 
entirely out of Ureir hands.' Ali ^yas in Fatima’s apartment when i|kbu Beer had the good 
luck to be elected khalif; and, upon the arrival of the -news, expressed great dissatisfac
tion. lie  found himself, liowcvcr, soon obliged to change his note, when the new khalif 
sent pm ar, with orders to burn the house, wliefe he and his friends were a.sscmhled, in , 
ca.se he did not ctmeur in supporting thie election. But, notwithstanding his forced com- 

*^pliauce on this occa.sion, it is iiOt to be doubted that he reckoned himself injured; and 
his pretensions were thought to he just by a great numbei- df Moslems; which notion is , 
entertained by a  very consitlcrablc party of lilahoinctHns ei’cn at this day, and these are ' 
called Shiites or sectaries. .
. Beer, -having, by his generis, quelled the rabelliorts which were excited against 
him in Arabia, and overturned the kingdom of IIiru> sent a large artny, under Yezid Ebn 
Abu Sofian, to invade Syria. The orders he gave to tliis commander deserve to l>e 
recorded, as unfolding the spirit of one of the most respectable Mahometan invaders t

• V
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Take care, Yezid Ebn Abu Sonan, to treat your men with tenderness and lenity. Con
sult ■with your officers on all pressing occasions, and encourage them to face the .enemy 
with bravery and resolution. I f  you shall happen to be victorious, destroy neither old 
people, women, nor children. Cut down no .palm trees, nor bum any fields of com. 
Spare all fruit-trees, and slay no cattle, but such as you shall take for your own use. Ad
here always inviolably to your engagements, apd put none of the religious persons you 
shall meet witli in monasteries to the sword. Ofler no violence to the places they serve 

■ God in . ' As fj r̂ those members of the synagogues of Satan., • who shave their crowns, cleave 
their skulls,' give them no quarter, except they embrace Islamism (Maliometanisui), 
w  m y tribute. ' |

next khalif, Omar, a man of very singulat* cast, was very successful. At the battle 
; of yA nouk , his general, Khaled, defeated an immense army of the Christians, •who arc 
' said m have had .150,000'men killed, and 40,000 taken prisoners.
. . Tims defeat was immediately followed by the loss of the whole province of Palestine, 
Thiyrcduction of .Icrusalcm was one of its first consequence?, and Omar, being apprised, 
c ^ i c  success of his arms, immediately set out to visit that holy place, at the request, it 

said, of the inhabitants. The khalif was attended on his journey by a  numerous retinue,' 
most of whom afterwards returned home. He rode, upon a red camel, and carried with 
him tw o sack.s, one of which contained a sort of j)iovision, consisting of barley, rice, or 
wheat, sodden and unhusked; and the other-'fruits; Before him he had a leather bottle,
very necessary in these doscit countries, to put water in ; and behind him a wooden plat
ter. Before he kjft the place where he hud rested the preceding night, he constantly said 
the morning prayer; after which be addressed liimself to his attendants in a devout strain, 
always uttering before them some pious ejaculations. Then he communicated his provi
sion to them ; eveiy one of his fellow travellers eating with him out of the same platter, 
without the least distinction. His clothes were made ot camels’ hair, and were in a very . 
tattered condition; nor could any thing be more mean or sordid than the figure lie made. 
On the road he di.stributcd justice among his subjects ; conccriiing which'wc have ^\;erul 
anecdotes; bat that ino.st to his honour is,the following. Having observed some poor 
tributaries expoicd to the heat of the sun, a very cruel puiiishnicnt in those hot countries, 
for not being able to pay the sum demanded of them, he ordered them to be released ; 
telling his attendants that he once heard the apostle of God say, Do not afflict men in 

' this*world; for those who do so God shairpunish in hell-fire at the day of judgment.” 
His orders were immediately executed, to the great grief of the oppressors; and the khalif 
continued his route. On the confines of Syria he was met by Aub Obeidah, attended by 
an escort, who conducted him to the Moslem camp, where he was received with the 
utmost demonstrations of jo y ; and from thence to Jerusalem. , The morning after his 
arrival be said prayers, and preached to the trpops. In his. sermon he repeated the fol
lowing passage out of the Koran. “  Whomsoever God shall direct he shall rightly be 
directed; and whomsoever he shall cause to cit, tliou shalt not find any to defend or ta 
direct’’ this a Christian rose ftp, and said alou^ twice, “ God causeth no one to
err.” Omar made nO'^nswer, to him, but commanded the Moslems near him to strike off 
the infidel’s head, if he repeated those words again; but the priest took, care to give him 
no furtheir intmujption. After Uie conclusion of his sermon, tie pitched his tent, made of
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liair, within sight of the city; then he signed the articles ot Capitulation; by which the . 
inhabitants were entitled to the free exercise of their religion, the possession of their pro* 
pertics, and his protection. . '

The articles of capitulation being signed, Omar, in pursuance of his engagements, ga\'C ' 
the inhabitants a schedule, by which they were secured in the full possession of all that 
had been agi'ced upon; after which tlie gates M'cre opened to him, and he entered the 
town. He was waited upon by tlie patriarch Sophronius, ^vith whom he conversed fami
liarly, and asked him many questions.concerning the antiquities of the city^ One of the* 
first places they visited was the temple of the resurrection, in the midst of* which Oniar 
sat do wn ; and when the hour of prayer was come, told the patriarch he had a mind_ to

- pray, and desired him to show him a place for that purpose. Seinpionius told l^uHi^. 
might do so where he was; hut this he absolutely refused. Then the patriarch lAlVhiin _

' to St. Constantines church, but he likewise declined praying there. At last he said his 
prayers upon one of the steps of the cast gate of the church ; telling the patriarch Mtcr- 
•wardSj that, had lie prayed in any of the churches, the Moslems would infalliblyNiavo 
taken it from them, which, he said, they might attempt as it was, and therefore gavelmn 
a paper, wherein tlie Moslems were commanded not to pray on the steps of St. ConstarS— 
tine’s church in any numbers, but only one by one. After this he desired the patriarch 
to show him a place w here he might erect a mosque ; and Was conducted to tlie place 
where Jacob’s stone lay, on which he slept when he saw the vi.sion of tlie laddci-. This 
stone, had been hitherto slighted, and* no building suflercd to he erect(?d upon it, iii order 
to ftdfil our Saviour’s prophecy, that the habitatiorf o f the Jews should be left unto them 

. desolate, and that not one stone should be left upon another. In consequence of tiiis 
neglect it was entirely covered with dirt, which the khalif immediately.began to carry 
away in his vest, and the .Moslems soon hastening to assist him, the stone was cleared in 
a very short time  ̂ We are told by Theophanes, that when Omar entered the temple of 
the resurrection, he ŵ as clad in such a mean and dirty apparel that the patriarch took 
great offence at his appeamnee, and, with much difficulty, at last prevailed upon him to 
]jut on some clean linen and clothes, till lii.H own could be washed. The same author ‘ 
relates, that when the patriarch first saw’ Omar in that place, he Could not forbear crying 
out. “ This is, of a truth, the abomination of desolation, spokeffof by Daniel the prophet, 
standing in the holy place!" These words, as Mr. Ockley iniagine.s, being overheard by 
the IMoslems, they trumped up a story, of the patriarch’s having owned that the conq«cst

- of Jerusalem by Omar was foretold by tlie propliet Daniel ’; and that anantient prophecy 
was k<»pt in Jerusalem concerning Omar, wherein his person was described, his name and

, religion specified, and lie declared to be the only man tliat could reduce that city.
Before the death of Oinar, the Saracen empire extended qver Arabia, Syria, Egypt, 

Tripoli, and a great part of Persia. The conquest of tlie Aattcr kingdom was completed 
under Otliruan, the third khalif. He was succeeded by Ali, the son-in-law of Mahomet; 
under whom thb.se religious disputes lirokc out, which greatly retarded the advancement 
of the Moslem affairs. After Ali,*the klialifate becimie hereditarv in the hou.«c of Oin- 
miuh, a hose liUtory affords little else than an account of the most Mreadful civil oommo*

■ tions. They, however, were able to achieve the conquests of Barhary, Sicily, and Sjiain. 
The house of Abas ascended the throne of Mahomet about the vear of the Hegira 130 s
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5/ftlicy ti-!yi.sfci".:etl tlie seat o f  this khalifate froin UauiasGus to Calia, ancl aftcrwa^s t4 Bag- 
'Vclady' on tlie bim4cs’;pf the Tygris.^ Thilher the khalif Al-Mausur attracted'the arts arid/ 

scle'ii^es. I'he Greeks had furnished ideas, arid communicated taste to their barbarous 
ycbri(|uerors; ■» species:,bfttdumph reserved for civilized nations, even in.,a state of servi-;' 
ytiulc. AbMoinli,; successor Of Al-Mansur,^ cultivated these, precious; seeds, rind,Al-Ilas- 

.Cind.'siiccessor of Al-Mohdi, augniented fli,eir fecundity by, his knowledge arid attention,'
. .b(ring phualiy liberal and enlightened. Ifnder Al-Mamuni, Al-Mptascm, Al-Wathcck,. .

, ai.rd .their imniediate .successors, the sciences flourished still iriore ; but at length- dis.seri.sion.s._ 
and civil narsfobbed the Arabs, in their turn,, of the fruits of genius and the ligh.ts of : 
learning, which are ahno..stin.separable from public tranquillity. ;
a !ic year ̂ So, the khalif Ai-Radi, seeing nothing left to him but the city of Bagdad,- 

ding liiniseli distrG3.scd on .all .sides by. us.urnc.rs, and having a vizier of no capacity, 
:ed,a nc.\v office, superior to that of vi/jer,; which he entitled Emir A1 Onira, or; 

connp'aridant of cominaudants.' This great' onicer was trusted u ith the direction, pf all ; 
/.military aliairs, and had the entire management of the finances, in a much niore absolute 
. aml unliinited inarincr than any of the kliAlifs’-viziers ever had.- Nay, he -ofliciated for 

■ -^e khalif• in the, grcat .niosquc'at, B.agilad, and had his-name mentioned, in the public 
pray'crs throughoiit the. kingdom. -Iri short, the khalif was.so much under the jiowcr of , , 
this pjflcer, 'that he could not apply a, single, dinar to his own use without the leave of the 
Eriiir A1 Omra. Iii the, year 325 the Moslcin. empire, once/s'o great and 'powerful',, was. >. 
shared amprig the. following usurpers.. ; - ' , • ; ,. .
■ • The cities of'Wa,sctj Basra, and Cufa, with the rest of the AmhianTrakj,w'ere,consi- 

; ■dered. a.s.-thc property of the Emir. y\l Omra,' though they had bcepy in thc heginniitg ot • 
the yeai*, seized'iipon by a rebel, called .dl Baridi, vvlio. could, not be di-ivcifiput of them.

' . •' The. corintry of Fans, Farscstan, or. Persia properly so. called, was possessed by, Ama-, . 
. . do'ddasvla Ali Ebn Buiya, who resided in the city of Shiraz. ■

Pint o f . the tract , dcriominatcd Al .JcbaJ, together., with Persian Irak,' which is the.; •
• mountainous priit o f Per.sia, arid the country of tlm.antierit Parthians,' pheyed Rucrio’d- - 

dowla, the brother of Amado'ddawla;, w ho. resided.at Ispahan. The other part of the, 
country w'as possessed, by Washniakiu, the DeylavnitCi , .

Diyal; Rabia, Ifiyar Ilccr, Diyar diodah,'rind the city of -A1 dlaw'sel or Mosul, ackriow-,. 
lodged:for theii* sovereign a race'of prince.s called IfgHiidanites. ■'
• rind .I'̂ ycia no'lbngcr obeyed the khalifs but Silrihomct Ebn Tai.,who had formerly,-
been appoiritefl gbyernor of these provincc.s. . • ■ ' . • , -

- .■•Africa and Spain had lorig been independent. ' - '
..Ciciiy aiul Crete w-ere governed by princes of their ow n - . ,
■ The- pr6vince.s“ of KbcJtas.ui arid Mawamlnalir w,ere under; the; doriiinioti of A1 .Nasf Ebn. •  

Ahmedi. of the dymi-sty of the Samniarians. ^ , ; ' . .
• .'Thc.provinces of Tal)ie.stun, 'Jorjan. or G'eorgiana and Mazanderan,;,bad.kings of the. 

first dyriristv o fthe  .Peylainites. . C; ; .. ' • ./
.i/. - Tjie q]ro\iiiH*ri of Kcrihan was oegupied by Abu AH "Malioinet Eby .Eylia A1 Sammani,.

. who had nvadc hinisedf master of it a short liine before , ' ■
; Eaitly,. the provinces of' Yania,rna ;and Bahrein.including the district of Ilajr, -were. in. . 

tile'pbs.sessiori of Abu Thaher. thq Karmatian. ; .
-  • Vol;.'I1 ' S X  ■ "...................................
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In u s  the kfialifs were deprived of all tlieir dominions, end reduced to the rank of 
sovereign pontiffs; in which light, though they continued for some time to be regarded 
hy the neighbouring princes, yet their power never arrived to any height. In thi|> low 
state the khalit's continued till the year of the Hegira 656, commencing January 8th, 
1258. This year was rendered remarkable by the taking of llagdad by Hulaku, the 
INIogul or Tartar; who likewise abolished the khalifate, putting the reigning khalif, A1 
jMostasem Bilah, to a most cruel death. These diabolical conquerors, after, they had 
taken the city, massacred, according, to . custom, a vast number of the inhabitants; and 
litter they had plundered it, set it on fire. J'he spoil they took from thence w'as prodi
giously great, Bagdad being then looked ujion as the. first city in .the world. ■

While the power of the khalifs was thus rapidly declining, a mighty conqueror aro^eni 
Kliorasan, Sultan Mahmud, equally renowned for hiS inflexible justice towards hi.€own 
subjects, and for the relentless cruelty with which he ravaged the dominions of his neigh
bours. He twelve times invaded India, obliging its rajahs, to become tribujlary, 
demolishing its temples, and returning with incalculable plunder. At Gazna, his capital, 
he founded an university, and was surrounded by the most learned and ingenious mtm 
which could then be furnished by the East j among wliom w-as Hafez, one of the niosf'« 
celebrated of the Pemian poets. AVhen he found his end appioaching, this brave and 
fortunate, but rapacious conqueror, commanded that all tlic sacks of gold and caskets of 
jn'ccious stones, w'hich were in the treasury should be placed in order before him, on w hich 
haying long and attentively fixed his eyes, he remained for some minutes silent, and then 
burst into tears. He ordered, the following day, a review of liis army, his elephants, 
camels, horses, and chariots, with whidi, having for some time feasted his eye from his 
travelling throne, he again shed a flood of tears, and retired, in anguish of heart, to his 
palace. His disorder, which was a slow' or hectic fever, occasioned hy an ulcer in his 
lungs, daily gaining ground, he, by a solemn deed, appointed his youngest' son, Moham
med, to succeed him in the sovereignly of all bis vast dominions, except that of the 
Persian Irak, which he had giv^i to Mussud, his eldest; and sliortly after cxiiircd, 
at the palace of Gazna, in the sixty-third year of his age and thirty-fifth of his reign, in the 
421st year of the Hegira, and' 1030 of the Christian era. '

In tiie year 1158 the empire of Gazna fell to pieces, from the same causes lyr which 
pthcr large and unwieldy states have been destroyed. The western and largest part, 
which sti'l retained the name of Gazna, was seized upon by the' family of Gaurides, *so 
named from Gaur or Ghor, a province beyond the Indian Caucasus; while those contH 
guous tp both shores of the Indus were allowed to remain in the possession of Chusc'rd 
or Cusroe, whose capital was fixed at Laliore. In. 1184 the posterity of this prince were . 

* driven out of their territories by the Gauricics; by which means'tli€ Mahammedans btcaiue 
, neighbours to the Hindoos, and, in a short time, began to/extend their dominions tO the 
ca.stward. In 1194 Mohammed Gori penetrated into Hindostan as far as Benares, and 
repeated the same scenes of devastation which had formeily taken place under Mahmud 
Gazni. At this period major Kcnflcl, is of opiiffon»that the purity of tlic language of 
Hindostan began to decline, and continued to do so till it became what it is at preseht; 
the oriiiinal dialect being what is called the Sanscrit, and whici is now a dead tanguaire. 
Mohamnicd Gori also reduced the southern, part of the province Agcmcre, and the territo-y
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to the south of tiie river Jumna, taking possession of the strong fortress of Gualior. ' After 
'his death, in 1205, the empire of Gazna was again divided; and the Patan oj- Afghan 
empire was founded by Cuttub, who had the Indian part, the Persian remaining to El- 
doze. Cuttub fixed his imperial residence at Delhi; and in 13 JO .tlie greatest part of 
'Hindostan Proper was con<iuered by the emperor Altumish, the successor of Cuttub.

In the reign of the last mentioned prince appeared the great Mogul conqueror, who is 
commonly called Jenjis khan, but whose original name was Temujin. This hero is said, 
by tlie Tartars, to have been of divine origin, since his family could be traced no farther 
back than, ten generations, the mother of whom was got*w4th child by a spirit The 
names and transactions of his predecessors are equally uncertain and important: he hini- 

. self, ftowever, was bom in the year 1163, and is said to have come into tlie world w ith 
congealed blood in his hands; from whence .it was prognosticated that he would be a 
great warrior, and obtain the victory over all his enemies.

Thi.s prediction, if any such there was, Temujin most literally fulfilled. At the time of 
his father's decease his subjects amounted to between 30,000 and 40,000 families; but of 
these two tliirds quickly deserted, and Temujin was left almost without subjects. When 

*only 13 year-s of age he fought a bloody battle against these revolters; but either was 
defeated dr gained an indecisive victory; so that he remained in obscurity for 2T years 
longer. His good fortune at last he owed to the friendship of Vang Khan, who ruled 
over a great number of Tartar tribes to. the north of Kitay, and has been heard of under 
tlie name of Prestcr John among the Europeans. This prince took Temujin under his 
protection ; and a rebellion being afterwards raised against himself, Temujin was made 
his general, and the khan was kept in possession of his throne; soon after which Temu-. 
jin subdued the triljcs which had revolted from himself, treating them at the same time, 
witli the utmost barbarity.

This happened in the year 1201; but Vang Khan, instead of continuing tlie friend of 
Temujin, now became jealous, and resolved to destroy him by treachery. With this 
view he proposed a marriage between Temujin’s son, Juji, and his own daughtci'; and 
another between Temujin’s daughter and his own son. Temujin was invited to the camp 
of Vang Khan, in order to celebrate this double mairiage; but receiving intelligence of 
some evil intended him, he excused himself to Vang Khan's messengers, and desired that 
the ceremony might be put off to some otlier time.

A few days after the departure of these messengci*s, Badu and Kishlik, two brothers, w ho 
kept the fiorses of one of Vang Khan’s chief domestics,, came and informed Temujin tliat 
the grand khan, buying he had missed his aim, was resolved to set out instantly,* and 
surprize him the next nt^ning before he could suspect any danger. Temujin, alarmed at 
this intelligence, quitted nis cainj) in the night-time, and retired, with all his peojile, to 
some distance. He was scarce gone when Vang Khan’s troops arrived, and discharged 
an incredible number of arrows among the empty tents; but finding noliody there,' they 
pursued Temujin in such haste that they fell into great disorder. In this condition they 
were suddenly attacked and routC(!l by Tem ujin; after which au open war w ith Vang 
Khan took placer *

By this quarrel almost all the princes of Tartary were put in motion, some siding with 
Temujin and others with Vang Klian. But at last fortune dcchu-cd in favour of tlie
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former; Vang Khan was overtfirowii in a battle wliere he lost 40,000 m en; and obliged 
to tly for refuge to a prince named Tayyan Khan, w ho was Temnjin’s father, and Iris ov\ u 
enemy, and by whom he was ungenerously put to draith. Tcimyin immediately began to 
sieze on iris dominions, great part of which voluntarily submitted ; but a confederacy was 
formed against him by a number of Vang Khan\s tributaries, at the head of whom was 
Jamuka, a prince who had already distinguished himself by his enmity to Tciriujin; and ' 
even Tayyan Khan himself was drawn into the plot, through jealousy of his son-in law s 
good fortune. Rut Teinujin was well prepared ; and, in the year 1204, attacked Tayyan . 
Elian, entirely routed his army, killed himself, and took Jeniuka prisoner, w hose head he 
ceipsed instantly to be struck oil’; after which he marched against the other trihcsjjJio 
had conspired against him. Them he quickly reduced ; look a city called Kashin,Avhere 
he put all to the sword who had borne arms against him; and reduced all the iMogul 
tribes in 120o. - ,

Temujin, now having none to oppose him, called a general diet, which he appointed to 
be held on the first day of spring, 1206; that is the day in fvhich the sun entered Aries.
To tjiis diet were summoned all the great lords, both Moguls aiid Tartars; and, in the 
mean tiine, to establish good order in the army, he divided his soldiers into bodies o^*^
10,000, 1000, ' 100, and 10 men, with their respective officers, all subordinate to the 
generals, or those who commanded the bodies of 10,000, and these were to act under his 
own sous. On the day of holding the diet, the princeS of the blood and great lord.s 
appeared, dressed in white. Temujin, dressed in the same manner, with his crown on 
his )iead, sat down’'On his throne, and was complimented by the whole assembly, >Vho 
wished him the continuance of health and prosperity'. , After this they confirmed the 
Mogul empire to iiirn and his successors, adding all those kingdoms which he had sub
dued ; the descendants of whose vanfpiis]icd khans were deprived of, all right or title to 
tiiem ; and after. this he was proclaimed emperor with much ceremony. .During this 
inauguration a pretended prophet declared that he came from God to tell the assembly 
that from thenceforth Temujin should assume the name of Jenghiz Khan, ot the most 
gre.it khan of khans; prophesying also tliat all his posterity should be klians from gene
ration to generation. Tliis propliecy, which was, no doubt, owing to Temujin himself, 
had a surprising effect on his subjects, w ho, from that time, concluded that all the World 
belonged of riglit to them, and even thought it a crime against heaven for any body, to 
pretend to re.sist them. ' •

Jenghiz Khan, iiaving now reduced under his subjection all the^wandcring tribes or 
?.Iogul^ aml'Tartars, began to think of reducing those countries to J^e south and .south
west of his own, where tlic inhabitants were much more eivilizc^lian his own' subjects ; 

’ and the countries- being full of fortified cities, he must of course^xpect to mebt with more 
resistance. He began with the emperor of Hya, whose ijiominions he invaded in 120.9, 

•W'ho at last submitted to, become his tributary. But' in the mean time Jenghiz Khan 
himself was supposed to be tributary to the emperor of Kitay, who, in 1210, sent hifn an 
officer, demanding the customary trtbute. 'J'his wasj'cfused with , the utnlost itidignatiou, 
and a war commenced, which ended not but with the dissolution ot*tlie cni[)ire of Kitay.

In the year 1216 Jenghiz Khan resolved to carry his anus westiiard, and therefore 
left his general Muchuli to- pursue his conquests, in Kitay. In his journey westward
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overthrew an army,of 300,000 Tartars, who had revolted against him ; and in 1218 sent- 
ambassadors, desiring an alliance witli Mohammed *Karazm Shall, emperor of Gazna. 
His ambassador was haughtily treated ; however the alliance was concluded; but soon 
after broken, through the treachery, as it is said, of the Karazmian monarch's subjects. 
This brought on a war, attended witli the most dreadful devastations, and which ended 
with the eiUire destruction of the empire of Karazm or Gazna.

After the rdduction of Karazm, part of the IMoguls broke into Iran or Persia, where 
also they made large conquests while others of their armies invaded Georgia and the 
countries to the w est; all this time committing such enormities that the Chinese historians 
say both men and spirits burst with ineffgnation. In 1225 Jenghiz Khan returned to 
Ilya, xyhere he made war on the emperor for having sheltered some of his enemies. The 
event was that the emperor was slain, and his fkingdom conquered, or rather destroyed, 
which, however, was the last exploit of this most cruel conqueror, who died in 1227j as 
he marched to complete the destruction of the Chinese.

The Mogul empire, at the death of Jenghiz Khan, extended over a prodigious tract of 
country; being more than 1800 leagues in length from east to west,, and upwards of 1000 
in breadth from north to south. It.s princes, however,, were still .insatiable, and pushed 
on tlieir conquests on all sides. Oktay was acknowledged the emperor after Jenghiz 
Khun, ami had, under his immediate government, Mogulcstan (the country of the IMoguls 
properly, so called), Kitay, and the countries castwiml to the Tartarian sea; Jagaty, his 
brother, governed under him a great part of the western conquests. The country of the 
Ki^yacks and others to the east and north-east, north and north-west, xvere governed by 
llatu or Patu, the son of Jugi, who had been killed in the wars; while Tuli or Toley, 
another son of Jenghiz Khan, had Khorassan, Persia, and what part o f India was cour 
quered. On the east side the IMogul arms xvere still attended with success; not only 
the empire of Kitay but the southern part of China was conquered. On the west side 
matters continued much in the same way till the year 1254; when Magu or Menkho; 
the fourth khan of the Moguls, (the same who was afterwards killcxl at a siege in China), 
raised a great army, which he gave to his brother Ilulaku or llulagu, po extend his 

. dominions westward.
After putting a jicriod to the khalifate, and reducing Syria, Hulaku died in 1264, and 

at his death we may fix the greatest extent of the Mogul empire. I t  now comprehended 
the M'hole of the continent of Asia, excepting part of Hindustan,' Siam, Pegu, Cochin- 
China, an3 a few of the countries of the Lesser Asia, which had not been attacked by 
them ; and during aft these vast con(|uests no Mogul anny had ever been conquered, 
except one by Jalolooliim From this period, Ifowcvcr, the empire began to decline. The 
ambition of the khans^aving prompted them to invade tlie kingdoms o f , Japan and 
Cochin-China, they were miserably di.sapfiointetl in their attempts, and lost a great number 
of men. The same bad success attended in Himlostan; and in a short time this mighty 
empire broke,into several smaller ones. Tiie governors of Persia, being of the family of- 
Jenghiz Khan, owned no allegiuncq to any suj)crioi»; those of Tartary did the same. 
The Chinese threw olH heyoke; and thus the continent wore much the same face that ,it 
had done before Jenghiz Khan began his conquests.
' The successors of Hultiku reigned in Persia till the year 1335 ; but tliat year Abusaid
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Khan, the eighth from Hulaku, dying, the affairs of that country fell into confusion, for 
“Want of a prince of the race of Jenghiz Khan to succeed to the throne ; the empire tliere- 
i fore was divided among a great number of petty princes, who fought against each other 

almost without intermission, till, in the year 1365, Timur Bek or Tamerlane, one of these 
princes, having conquered a number of others, was crowned at Bal.'.h, with the pompous 
title, of Sahel) Karan; that is, “ the emperor of the age and conqueror of the world.” 
As he had just before taken that city, and destroyed one of his most formidable rivals, who 
had shut himself up in it, the new emperor began his reign with beheading some of the 
inhabitants, imprisoning others, burning their houses, and selling the Avomen and children 
for slaves. In 1S70 he Crossed the Sihun, made war on the Getes, and attacked Kha- 
razm. Next year he granted a peace to his enemies : but two years after he again in
vaded the country of the Getes, and by the year 1379 had fully conquered that country, 
as well as Korazan, and from that time he continued to extend his conquests in much tlie 
same manner as Jenghiz Khan had done, tliough with less cruelty. In 1387 he reduced 
Armenia; Georgia, and all Persia; the conquest of which last.Avas completed by the re
duction of Ispahan; 70,000 of the inhabitants of which were slaughtered on account of a 
sedition raised by some rash or e\al disposed persons.

After the reduction of Persia Timur turned his arms northward and westrvard, subduing 
all the . countries to the Euphrates. He took the city of Bagdad ; subdued Syria; and 
haying ravaged great part of Russia, returned to Persia in 1396, where he splendidly 
feasted his whole army. In 1398 he invaded Hindostan, crossed the Indus on the 17th 
of September, reduced several fortresses, and made a vast number of captives. However 
he was afraid that, in case of any emergency, these prisoners might take part with the 
enemy, he gave orders to his soldiers to put all their Indian slaves to death ; 306,611 con
sequence of this inhuman order, more than 100,000 of these poor wretches were 
slaughtered in less than an hour. .O i

In the beginning of the year 1399 Timur Avas met by the Indian army; Avhom, after a 
desperate battle, he defeated Avith great slaughter, and soon after took the city of Dehli; 
the capital of the country. Here he seated himself on the throne of the Indian emperors, 
and here the sharifs, kadis, and principal inhabitants of the city came to make their sub
mission, and begged for mercy. The tame elephants and rhinoceroses likewise Avere 
brought to kneel before him, as they had been accustomed to do to the Indian emperors, 
and made a great cry, as if they implored his clemency. These war-clephants, liJO in 
number, Avere, at his return, sent to Samarcand, and to the province whci^ his sons 
resyled. After this, at the request of the lords of the court, Tinuil made a gr^at feast, 
at winch he distributed presents to the princes and principal o ffic^ ^

, IJehli at this time consisted of three cities, called Scyri, O ld^ ch li, and Jelian Penah, 
Avhich Avas sorroimded Aiith a Avail in form of a circle..| Old Deldi Avas the same, but 
much larger, lying south-west of the other. These two parts Avere joined bn each side by 
a Avail; and the third, lying between them Avas called Jehan Penah, whicli Avas larger 
than Old Dehli. Penah had JO <§ates, Seyri had seven, thi'ee of Avhich looked toAvards- 
Jehan Penah; this last had 13 gates, six to the north-Avest and seven to the south-east. 
Every tiling seemed to be in a quiet posture, when, on the IGth of January, 1399, die 

' soldiers o f 'fimur, being assembled at one of the gates of Dehli;" insulted the inhabitauis
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of tlie suburbs. The great emus were ordered to put a stop to these disorders; but their 
endeavours w ere, not effectual The soltanas, having a curiosity to see thp rarities of 
Dehli, and particularly a famous palace, adorned with ,1000 pillars, built by an anticiit 
king of India, went in with all the court; and the gale being on that occasion left open 

•,for eveiy body, above 15,000 soldiers got in unperceived. But there was a far greater 
number of troops in a large place between Dehli, Seyri, and Jehan Tcnah, who co'm- 
luittcd great disorders in the two last cities. This made the inhabitants, in despair, fall 
on them ; ami many, setting fire to their hou.ses, burnt their wives and children. The 
soldiers, seeing this confusion, did nothing but pillage the houses; while the disorder was 
increased by the admission of more troops, who seized the inhabitants of the neighbouring 
places, ivbo ]iad fled thither for slielter. The emirs, to put a stop to this mischief, caused 
the gates' to be shut, but they were quickly opened by the soldiers witiiin, who rose in 
arms against their ‘officers; so that, by the morning of tlie 13th, the whole army was 
entered, and thi% great city was totally destroyed. Some soldiers can'ied out 150 slaves, 
men, women, and children ; nay, some of their boys had 20 slaves a-piece to their share. 
The other spoils, in jewels, plate, and manufactures, wei*e immense; for the Indian womea 
and girls were adorned uith })rccious stones, and had bracelets and rings on their hands 
and feet, and even toes, so that the soldiers were loaded with. them. On the 15 th, in 
Old Dehli, the Indians retired into the gi*eat mosque, to defend themselves; but being 
attacked by the Tartars, they were all slaughtered, and towers erected with their heatU:
A dreadful carnage now ensued throughout the whole city, and several days were employed 
before the inhabitants could be made to quit it entirely; and as they went tlie emirs took 
a  number of them for their service. The artisans were also distributed among tlie princes 
and commanders ; all but the masons, who were resorved for the emperor, in order to 
build him a spacious stone mosque at Samarcand.

After this terrible devastation, Timur marched into the tlilTercnt'provincesof Ilindostan, 
every where defeating the Indians who opposed liim, and slaughtering the Ghebrs or 
worshippers of fire. On the 25th of March he set out on his return, ana on the 9tli of' 
May arrived at Samarcand. In a few months after his arrival he was obliged to under
take an expedition into Persia, where affairs were in the utmost disorder, on account of 
the misconduct of his son, w'hom he had appointed sovereign of that empire. Here 
Timur soon settled matters; after which he again set out on an expedition westward, 
re#luced many places in Georgia, which had not submitted before, and invaded and con
quered Syria. At tiie same time he quarrelled with Bajazet, the Turkish sultan, then 
busied in an enterjmse against Constantinople, in which he would probably have succeeded 
had not Tinuir inteSj^ed. The cause of this quarrel at first was that Bajazet had 

' demanded tributeii-oiii^ prince, who was under Timurs protection, and is said to have* 
returned an insulting answer to the Tartar ambassadors, who were sent to him on (hat 
account. Timur,- however, was an cntlui.siast in the cause of Mahometanism, and consi
dered Bajazet as engaged in the cause of hca\cn, when besieging a ChVistian ciiy, was 
very umviliing to disturb him in so.pious a work; aild therefore undertook several expe
ditions against the princes of Syria and Georgia, in order to give the Turkish nionardi time 
to cool and return to reason. Among other places he again invested the city of Bagdad, 
which had cast oft’ his allegiance; and having taken it by storm, made such a dreadful
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massacre of the inhabitants that 120 towers were erected with the heads of tiie slain. In 
the mean time Bajazet continued to give fresh provocation, by protecting one Kara Yu.seC 
H robber, who had even insulted the caravan of M ecca; so that Timur at lengtl> resolved 
to make war upon him. The sultan, however, foreseeing the danger of bringing such a 
fomndable eneniy against himself, thought proper to ask pardon, by a letter, for what rva- 
past, and promise obedience to Timur’s will for the future. This embassy was graciously 
received ; and Timur returned for answer that he would forbear hostilities, provided 
Bajazet would either put Kara Yusef |to death, send him to the Tartar camp, or expel 
him out of his dominions. Along with the Turki.sh ambassadors he sent one of his own : 
telling Bajazet timt he would march into the confines of Anatolia,■^and there wait his final 
answer.

Though Bajazet had seemed at first willing to come to an agreement with Timur, and 
to dread his superior power; yet he norv behaved in such an unsatistiiptory manner, that 

r the Tartar monarch desired him to prepare for w ar; upon which he raised the siege ol 
’ Constantinople, and having met Timurj with an army greatly inferior to the Tartars, w as 

utterly defeated and taken, prisoner. According to some accounts he was treated with 
great humanity and honour; while others inform us that he was shut up in an iron cage» 
against which he dashed out his brains tlie following year. At any rate it is certain that 
he \v.as not restored to liberty, but died in confinement.

This victory was followed by tlie submission of many places of the Lesser Asia to Tim ur;
. the Greek emperor owned himself his tributary, as did also the sultan of Egypt. After 
tills Timur once more returned to Georgia, w’hich he cruelly ravaged; after which he 
marched to Samarcand, where he arrived in the year 14051 Here, being now an old 
man, this mighty conqueror began to look forward to that state, which, atone time or 
other, is the dread of all living creatures; and Timur, in order to quiet the remorses of 
his own conscience, came to the following curious resolution, which he communicated to 
liis intimate friends; namely, that “ as the vast conquests he had made were not obtained 
without some violence, which occasioned the destruction of a great number of God’s 
creatures, he was resolved, by way of atonement for his past crimes, .to perform some 
good action; namely to make war on the infidels, and exterminate the idolaters of China.” 
This atonement, however, he did not live to accomplish, for he .died the same year, of a 
burning fever, in the 71st year of his age and 36th oi his reign.

On the death of Timur his empire fell immediately into great disorder, and the ci?il 
wars continued for five or six years; bat at last peace was restored, hv the settlement of 
Shah Rukh, Timur’s son, on the throne. He did not, however, e^oy the empire in 
its full extent, or, indeed, much above one half of i t ;  having onl^^\arazm , Khorassan, 

•Kandahar, Persia, and part of Iliridostan. Neither was he ^ e ,  though a brave and 
warlike prince, to extend hi§ dominions, though he transiifittcd them to his son Uleg Beg. 
H e proved a wise and learned monarch, and. is famous fot the astronomical tables which 
he caused to he composed, and which are well known at this day. He was killed in 1448, 
iyy his son Abdollatif, who, six months after,, was put to dea'^h by his own soldiers. After 
ti'.e death of Abdollatif, Abdollah, a grandson of Shah Rukh, seized Ifis throne ; but after 
ft igning one year, w as expelled by Abu.said Mirza, the grandson of Miran, the son of 
l ’iu..ur. His reign was one continued scene of wars and tum ults; till at last he was
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defeated aad lukcn prjsonCr by one Ilassan Beg, who put him to death in,; 1468. From 
this time we m ay  look rjpon the cmpii*e of Timur as entirely dissolved; tliough his de
scendants still re in ed  in P(.*rsia and Ilindostan, the latter, of which is still known by the ■ 
name of the Mogul's empire.

Persia whs held by a great'nuhiber of petty tyrants till the beginning of the l6th cen
tury, when it was conquered by Shah Ismael Safi, or Sefi, of whose family we have the 
following account. His father was Sheykh Hayder or Haydr, the son of Sultan JunCyd, 
the soil of Sheykh Ibrahim,^ the son of Sheykh AH, the son of Sheykh Musa, the son of 
Sheykh Sefi, who was the 13th, in a direct line, from Ali, the son-in-law of the prophet 
IMahomet. When Tamerlane returned from the defeat of Bajazet, the Turkish sultan, , 
he curried with him a great number of captives out of Karainania and Anatolia, all of 
whom he intended to jnit to dcatli, on some reiriarkable occasion; and with this resolu
tion he entered Ardclfil or Ardevil, a city of Aderhijan, about 25 miles to the cast of 
'J'aurus, where he continued for some days. A t this time lived in that city Sheykh Sufi ' 
or Sefi, above mentioned, reputed, by the inhabitants, to be a sain t; and as such, much 
reverenced by them. The fame of Safi’s sanctity so much moved Tamerlane that he jiaid 
liim frequent visits ; and ivhcii he was about to depart, promised to grant whatever , 
favour he should ask. Sheykh Safi, who had been informed of Tamerlane’s design to 
put the captives to death, I'cquestcd  ̂ of the conqueror that he would spare the lives • of 
these unfortunate men. Tamerlane, desirous of ohliging him, not only granted, this 
request, but delivered them up to him to be disposed of as be thought fit; upon whicli 
the Sheykh furnished them with clothes and other ticccssarirs, as well as he could, uiul • 
sent them to their respective countries. Tins generous action proyed very beneficial to. 
tlie family; for the people were so much aflected witli such an extraodinary instance of ' 
virtue, tliat they rcjiaircd, in great numbers, to Safi, briirgiug with them considerable 
presents, and this so' frequently, that lew days passed in ' Mhicli lie lyas not visited by. 
many. Tims tlie descendants of the Slicykh made a conspicuous figure . till tlic year -, 
I486, when they were all destroyed by tlic Turkomans, except Ismael, who Hcd to' ' 
( ihiian, wlicre he lived undet' tltc protection of the kitig of tliat country; after whidi lid-,) 
became conspicuous for tltc following reason. , . ’

These was, tit tliat time, among the Mahometans, a  vast mimbcr of people, disper.sed 
over .‘Vsia ; and among these a particular party, who followed that of Haydr, the father of 

. Ismael, which Sheykh Safi, one of his ancestors,, had brought into great rcpuUitiqn. 
Ismftel, who had assiimetl the suvnamc of Soli or Sage, finding that Persia was albiii 
confusion, ami bear'mg that tlierc was a great mimbev of the Haydcrian sect in Karama- 
nia, removed thitherV There lie collected 7<)dO of his party, all devoted to the iut.yest p|,7, 
his family ;^and uhil^Hcrvas yet only 14 years of age conquered Sliirzan. . After thi^ ĵift’̂ ' 
pursued his conquests; ;^1  as his antagoui>.ts never nnilcd to oppose him, hail eontgicfed 
the greatest part of Persia, and reduced, the city of Bagdad by the year I.510. However, 
his conquests on the west side were soon slopjieil by the Turks ; for in 1.S 11 he received a 
great defeat from Selim I. who took Tauris ; and would probably have crushed the empire 
of Ismael in its infanc}’, Iqul he not thought the eonqdcst of Egvftt more important than 

'  that of Persia. Afterliis defeat by Selim, Ismael never undertook anything of conse- 
q-HUcc. He died in 1523, leaving the crown to his cldcot .son. Thamasp I.

Vo I.  II . 5 Z
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The new Shah was a  man of̂  very imiited abilities and was therefore invaded by tiie 
Turks almost instantly bn his' accession to tlie: throne. However they were obliged to- 
retreat by an inundation, which overflowed their camp-, and which frightened them with its 
red colour, probably arising fronr the nature of the soil over which it passed, Thamasp, 
however, reduced Gcoigia to a province of the Persian empire ;.tha t country being in his 
time divided among a number of petty princes, who, by reason of their divisions, were able 
to make little op)>osition. -

The reigns of the succeeding princes afford nothing remarkable,- till the time of Shan 
Abbas I. surnmned the Great. He ascended tlie tlirone in the year 1584 ; and his first 
care, was to recover from the Turks and Tartars the large provinces they had seized, which 
formerly, belonged to the Persian empire, He began by declaring war against the latter, - 
wlio bad seized the finest part of Korassan. Accordingly, having raised a powerful army, 
he entered that province, where he was met by Abdallah Khan, the chief of the Usbeck 
Tartars. The two armies lay in sight of each other for six months; but at length Abbas 
attacked and defeated his enemies, forcing them for tliat time to abandon Koressan. 
Here he continued for three years ; and on his leaving that place, fixed the seat of 
government at Ispahan, where it has continued ever since. His next expedition was 
against the Turks. Understanding that the garrison of Tauris was hr uo expectation of 
an enemy, he formed a design of surprising the place ; and having privately assembled' 
a few forces, he marched with such celerity that he reached a pass called Shibli, very 
near Tauris, in six days, though it is usually 18 or 20 days journey for tlie caravans.. 
Hero the Turks had posted a few soldiers, rather for the purpose of collecting the customs 
on such commodities as were brought in that way, than of defending the pass against an 
enemy. , Before they came in sight of this pass, Abbas and some of his officers left the 
rest of the army and rode briskly up to the turnpike. Here the secretary of the custom 
house, taking them for merchants, dclnahded the usual duties. Abbas replied that the 
person who had the purse was behind, but at the same time ordered some money to be . 
given hini. But while the secretary was counting it, he was suddenly stabbed,, by the 
Shah’s order; and the officers who were with him, falling upon the few soldiers .who were 
there, obliged them to submit; after which he entered the pass with his army. The 
governor of Tauris inarched out with all the troops he could collect on so short a warning; 
hut being inferior to tlie Persians, he was utterly defeated, and himself taken prisoner ; ' 
after wliich the city was obliged to submit, as also a number of places in the neighbourhood. 

O n e  city only, called Orahii, being VC17 strongly situated, resisted all the efforts of Abbas; 
but was at last taken, by the assistance of the Curds, whom he gaineA over by promising 
to shaijs the plunder of tlie place with them. But instead of this In fo rm ed  a design to 
cut them all off' at once; fearing that they hiiglit, at another t i im ^ o  the Turks a sert'ice 
of the same nature that they Imd done to him just now. For tlfls reason he invited their 
chiefs to dine with him ; and having brought them to a tjcnt, the entrance to which had 
.several turnings, he stationed on tl.e inside two executioners, who cut off tiic heads of thc- 
gucsts as soon as they entered.

^ ffe r tliis Shah .fblias considcrafily enlarged his dominions, and repelled two dangerous 
inva^ionsof the Turks, lie  uttem|)tcd also to promote commerce* and civilize his sub- - 
jee ts ; but stained all his grdat actions by liis aiiominublc cruelties, which he practised on •
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tv e ry  one who gave him the least cause of offence ; najr frequently without any cause at 
all. He took the isle of Ormus from the Portuguese, who had kept it since 1507, by the 
assistance of some English ships, in 1622 ; and died six years after, aged 70.

The princes who succeeded Shah Abbas the G reat were remarkable only for their cru
elties and debaucheries, which, occasioned a revolution in 1716, when the Shah Hussien 
\Vas dethroned by the Afghans, a people inhabiting the country between Persia and India; 

•who, being op|)ressed by the ministers, revolted, under the conduct of one IMcreweis. 
Tire princes o/ the Afghan race continued to enjoy the sovereiguty for no more than 16 
years, when Ashraff, the reigning Shah, was detlironed by one of his officers. ' On this 
Thamasp, otherwise called prince Thainas, the only survivor of Abbas, assembling an 
army, invited into his service Nadir Khan, who had obtained great reputation for iiis 
valour and conduct. lie  was the son of a Persian nobleman, on the frontiers of Usbeck 
Tartary ; and liis uncle, who was his guardian, keeping him out of possession of the 
castle and estate, which was his inheritance, he took to robbing the caravans; and having 
increased ins followers to upwards of 5000 men, became the terror of that part of the 
country, and especially of his uncle, who had seized his estate. His uncle therefore re
solved to make his peace with him ; and, with this view invited him to the castle, where he 
entertained him in a splendid manner; but Nadir Khaivordered his throat to be out 
next night, and all his people turned out of the castle. No sooner had Nadir Khan got 
the command of the Persian army than he attacked and defeated ,the usurper Esriff, put 
him to death, and recovered all the places the Turks and Russians had made themselves 
masters of during the rebellion ; and then prince Thamas seemed to be established on the 
throne: but Nadir Khan, to whom Thamas had given the name of Thamas Kouli Khan, 
that i.s the slave of Thamas, thinking his services not sufficiently rewarded, ami pretending 
that the king had a design against his life, or at least to set him aside, conspired again.st 
his sovereign, and put him to death, as is supposed ; after which he usurped the throne, 
styling himself Shah Nadir, or king Nadir.

He afterwards laid siege to CandiUior, of which a  son of Mereweis had possessed hiin- 
self. Idle he lay at this siege, the court of ■ the great Mogul being distracted with 

, factions, one of the parties inyited Shah Nadir to come to their assistance, and betrayed 
the Mogul into his hands. He therefore marched to Dehli, the capital of India, and sum
moned all the viceroys and governors of provinces to attend him, and bring with them all 
the treasures they could raise; and those that did not bring as ^much as he expected he , 
tortured ^nd put to death. Having thus amassed tlic greatest treasure that ever prince 
was master of, he ^'turned to Persia, giving the !Mogul his liberty, on comlition of his 
resigning the provin\|s on the west side of the.Indus to the crown of Persia. II® dftcrJ 
wards made a conrpieX^f Usbeck Tartary, and plundered Bochara, the capital city. 
Then he marched against the Dagistan Tartars, but lost great part of his army on their 
mountains without figiiting. He defeated the Turks in several engagements ; but laying 
siege to Bagdad, nas twice compelled to raise the siege. He proceeded to change the 
religiqn of Persia to that of Omar, hanged up the chief priests, put his own sOn to death, 
and was guilty of such cruelty that he was at length assassinated by his own relations, 
anno 1747. A contest upon this ensued between these relations for.'the crown which 
•rendered Persia a scene of the most horrible confusion for upwards of 40 years
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The reader will form some notion of* the troubles of this unhappy country from the fol
lowing series.of pretenders to the throne between the death of Nadir and the accession of* 
Iveriin Khan. We give it from Francklin’s Observations. 1. Adil Shah. 2. Ibraheein • 
Shah. 3. Shah Rokh Shah. 4. Suleeman Shah. 5. Ismaeel Shah. 6. .Azad Khan 
Afghan. 7. Ilossiin Khan Kejar. 8. AU Mcrdan Khan Bukhteari. 9* Kerim Khan' 
Zund.

“ Their reigns, or, more properly, the length of time they respectively governed with- 
their party, %vere as follows. Adil Shah nine months ; ibraheem Shah six months. Shah 
Rokh Shah, after a variety of revolutions, at length regained the city ot ?»Iescbid '; he is 
now alive (1787), and above 80 years of age, reigning in Khorassan,, under the direction 
of his son, Nussir Ullah Mcerza. Suleeman Shah and Ismaeel Shah, in about 40 days, 
were both cut ofi’, almost as soon as they were elevated. Azad Klian Afghan, one o f 
Kerim Khan’s most formidable rivals and competitors, Avas subdued by him, brought 
prisoner to Shirauz, and died there a natural death. Hossiin Khan Kejar, another of 
Kerim Khan’s competitors, was besieging Shirauz, when his army suddenly mutinied and 
deserted him. The mutiny w as attributed to their want of pay. A party sent by Kerim 
Khan took him prisoner. His head w’as instantly cut oft' and presented to Kerim Khan. 
His family were brought captives to Shirauz; they were well treated, and had their liberty 
given them soon after, under an obligation not to quit the city. Ali IMerdan Khan was 
killed by a musket-shot, as he was walking on the ramparts of IMaschid, encouraging his 
men. Kerim Khan Zund, by birth a Curdistan, was a most favourite officer of Nadir 
Shah, and, at the time of his death, ivas in the southern provinces. Shirauz ^nd other 
places had' declared for him. He found means at last, after various encounters, with, 
doubtful success, completely to subdue all his rivals, and finally to establish himself as ruler 
of all Persia. l ie  was in power about .30 years ; the latter part of Avhich he governed 
Persia under the appellation of vakeel, or regent, for he never would receive the title of 
Sliah. He made Shirauz the chief city of his residence, in gratitude for the assistance he 
h id  received from its inhabitants and those of the southern provinces. He died in the 
year 1779, regretted by all his subjects, who esteemed and honoured him as the glory o'f 
Persia.” ,

AThen the death, of Kerim Khan ŵ as announced in the citv, much confusion arose : 
22 ot the principal officers of the army, men of rank and family, Cook possession of tl»e ark 
or citadel, Avith a resolution to acknowledge Abul Futtah Khan, the eldest son of the 
kite Vakeel, as their sovereign, and to defend him again.st nil other pretender^; Avh r̂e- 
upon Zikea Khan, a relation of the late Vakeel, by the mother’s sidc% who Avas possesstjd 
ot iiinifense Avealth, enlisted a great part of the army into his p a v ^ y  givin^  ̂ them very 
considerable bounties. Zikea Khan ■ w-as of the tribe of Zund Lack^ries ; a man
remarkably proud, cruel, and unrelenting. Having assembled a large body of troop.?, lie 
immediately marched them to the citadel, and laid close.siege to it for the space of three 
<l4ys; at the expiration of Avhich, finding ,he could not take it by force, he had recourse- 
to b eachery. To each of the principal khans he sent a written paper, by which he swore, 
upon the Koran, tliat, if they Avould come out and sflbmit to him, not a hair of their heads 
should be touched, and' that they should have their effects secured to them. Upon this 
a consultation av as held by them; and it appearing that they could not subsist, many days
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loiiger, they agreed to stirrender themselves, firmly relying on the proniises tliat had hc(!!i 
made thenf. Zikea Khan in the mean time gave private orders for the khans to be seized, 
and brought separately before him as they came out of the citadel, llis orders were 
strictly obeyed; and these deluded men were all massacred in his presence; he was 
;ieated the whole lime, feasting his eyes on the horrid spectacle.'’̂

“ Zikea Khan s tyranny became soon intolerable, that he was cut off by his own body 
guard, when Abul Futtah Khan, who was at that time in the camp, was proclaimed king, 
by the unanimous voice of the troops, whom he immediately led back to Shirauz. On 
his arrival he was acknowledged as sovereign by all ranks of people, and took quiet pos
session of the government.” I

“ Mahomed Sadick Khan, only brother of the late Kerim Khan, who had, during that 
prince’s life, filled the hi‘rh office of beglerbcg of* Pars, and had been appointed guardian 
of his son, Abul Futtah Khan, was, at that period, governor of the city of Bussora,'which 
had been taken by the Persians, previous to the vakcefs death. Upon hearing the news 
of his brothers decease, he became ambitious of reigning alone, and, from that instant, 
formed schemes for the destruction of his nephew; but as it was necessary for him to be 
on the spot, for the advancement of his views, he determined to withdraw the,Persian 
garrison from Bussora, who ivcre all devoted to his interest; accordingly he evacuated 
that place, and marched immediately for Shirauz. ”

“ The news of Sadick Khan's approach threw the inhabitants of Shirauz into the greatest 
consternation: their minds were isiriously agitated on the occasion; some, from his known 
public character, expected he would honestly fulfil the commands of his deceased brother; 
others, who had been witnesses to the confusion of former times on similar occasions, 
rightly imagined, that he would sc. up for himself; and, indeed, this proved to be tiie 
case : for, having entered Shirauz a very few days after, he caused Abul Fullaii Khan to 
be seized, deprived of sight, and put into close confinement.’!

“ After this event Sadick Khan openly assumed the government. As soon as the 
intelligence reached Ali Murad Khan, who was at Ispahan, that lord instantly rebelled ; 
deeming himself to have an equal right to the government with Sadick Khan, as in faci 
he had, he could ill brook the thought of being obedient to him, and openly declared 
himself a competitor for the empire. Persia nas,' by this means, again involved in all the 
horrors of a civil war. Ali Murad Khan indeed took possession of Shirauz, assumed tiie 
governmeat, and gave to the empire the flattering prospect of being settled under the 
government of one lian; but this prospect was soon obscured by the power and credit 
acquired by Akau Al^^med Klinn.” - •

On the night followiigNKerim Khan's death, this man found means to make his ! escape 
from Shirauz, and fled to the northward; wiierc, collecting some troops, he soon made 
hitnself master of Mazanderan and Ghiian, and wa.s proclaimed nearly about the time that 
Ali Murad Klian had taken Shirauz. “ It is remarkable (says oiir author), that, from 
his first entering into competition for the goycrmnent,^he has been succes.-?ful in every 
battle which he has f̂ought. He*is an eunuch, having been made .so whilst an 
infant, by the command of Nadir Shah, but |>osscsses great personal bravery.’’

Ali Murad Khan, hearing of the suo’css of Akau Mahomed Khan, determined to gtj 
Vox'. If. b'A
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against him; but as he was previously proceeding to Ispahan to suppress a,rebellion, he 
lc!l suddenly from his horse and expired on the spot.

“ At this period Jaafar Khan, the eldest and only surviving son of Sadiek Kiian, was 
governor of Khums; he deemed this a favourable opportunity to a.ssist his pretensions 
to the government, and immediately marched, with what few troops he had, to Lspahan : 
soOn after his arrival he was joined by the greater part of the malcontents, who were 
then in arms. In this situation he remained some tim e; but Akau Mahomed Khan 
coming down upon him with his army, he was obliged to risk his fate in a battle; and, 
being defeated, fled, with the small remains of his troops, taking the road to Shirauz. 
Soon after, finding himself strengthened by an increase of his army, he dctcrniinc<l to 
venture a second engagement with his opponent, Akau IMahomed Khan ; and, for this 
purpose, marched with his annV towards Ispahan. Tlie two armies met near Yezdek- 
liast, when a battle ensued, and Akau Mahomed Khan’s su|)Crior fortune again prevailing, 
Jaafar Khan-was defeated, and retired to Shirauz, which he quitted on the 2.5th of .lunc, 
1787, and shortly after marched bis army to the, northward, but returned in October, 
without having effected any thing.”

Such was the state of Persia in 1/88. Mr. Francklin, from whose excellent obser
vations on a tour made in the year 1/86-7 these particulars are mostly extracted, saysj 
“ That Jaafar Khan is the most likely, in case of success against his opponent, to restore 
the country to a happy and reputable state ; Init it will require a long s])acc of time to 
recover it from the calamities into whicli the different revolutions have brought it ;—a 
country, if an oriental metaphor may be allowed, once blooming as the garden of Eden, 
fair and flourishing to the eye;—now, sad reverse! despoiled and Icallcss by the cruel 
ravages of war and desolatina contention.”

Tlie invasion of Hindostan in 173<) produced many important effects. Since the arrival 
of Nadir about 200,000 people bail been destroyed, and goods ami treasure carried ofi 
to the amount of 125,000,000/. sterling. IMoliannned had ceded to the usurper all the 
provinces of Hindostan situated to the west of the Indus. His departure left the Nizam 
in possession of all the remaining power in the empire, which he instantly made use of to 
establish himself in the sovereignty of the Deccan. The province of Bengal had already 
become independent, under Aliverdy Cawn, in the year 1738; and not long after it was 
invaded by a vast army of Mahrattas, under sanction of the emperors name ; who, being 
unable to satisfy them in the aivears of tribute he had been obliged to consopt t6*pay, 
sent them into Bengal to collect for themselves. About the sam e^m c, the Rohilla.s, a 
tribe ftoni the mountains whidi lie between India and Persia, c ij^ed  an independent 
state on the east of the Ganges, within 80 miles of Dehli.

The total dis.solution of tiic empire seemed now to be fast tipproachiiig. In the con 
fu.sion which took place after the murder of Nadir Shali( Abdallah, one of liis generals, 
seized upon the eastern part of Persia and the adjoining provinces of India, which had 
been ceded to Nadir by Mohammed Shah; which he formed into a kingdom, still known 
by the rtanic of Candaliar or Abdalli. • - ^

This yedr Mohammed Shah died, after a reign of 29 years; which, considering tlie 
fate of his immediate predecessors, and the anarchy universally prevalent throughout
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Ilindostan, must be accounted very wonderful. H e . was succeeded by Ids son Ahmed 
Shall; during whose reign, which lasted about six years, the total division of the remainder 
of the empire took place. Nothing now remained to the family of Tamerlane but a small 
fract of territory round the city of Dehli, now no longer a capital, and exposed to the 
repeated depredations of invaders, with consequent massacres and. famines. The last 
ah d j which could with propriety be termed imperial was defeated by the Rohillas in 
1749; by which their independence was fully established in the eastern parts of the pro
vince of Dehli.- The Jants or Jats, a Hindoo tribe, established themselves in the province 
of Agra ; the Deccan and Bengal were seized upon by their vicero3'S, Nizam and Aliverdy. 
Oude was seized on by Seifdar< Jang (father of the lute Sujah Dowlah); Allahabad by 
.^lohainuied K o o liM aliv a  was divided between the Poonah Mahrattas and several native 
princes and Zemindars; Agimere reverted of course to its antient lords, the Rajpoot; 
and the Mahrattas, in addition to their proper share of Maliva, possessed the-greatest 
part of Guzerat, Berai', and Orissa, besides their antient dominions in the Deccan. These 
people were now become so pow erful that they were alternately courted and employed 
by the contending parties, like the Swiss in Europe ; with this difference, that the Swiss 
are paid by those- who employ them, whereas the Mahrattas always take care to pay 
themselves. Abdalla, having established his empire in the manner above related, entered 
Lahore and Moultan, or the Penjab, with a view to conquest. “ The whole country of 
Ilindostan was in commotion (says major Rcnnel) from one entrance to the other, each 
party fearing the machinations or attacks of the other; so that all regular government 
was at an end, and villany was practised in every form. Perhaps in the annals of the 
world it has seldom happened that the bonds of government w'ere so suddenly dissolved 
over a portion of country containing at least 60,000,000 of inhabitants.”

India is divided into the provinces of Madura, Tanjour, Carnatc, Golconda, Orixn, 
Deccan, Guzerat, Bengal, Naugracut, Jesuat, Patna, Necbal, Gaui, Rohillas, Surat, 
Je.sselmere, Sinda, Bucknor, Aloultan, Ilaicam, Cabul,. Candeish, Bcrar, Chitore, Rati- 
pore, Narvar, Gualeor, Agra, Dehli, Lahore, Cashmire, Jengapore, and Ajmere.

These provinces are shared between the Mogul, w hose power is nearly anniliilated, the 
Nizam of Deccan, the east India company, the Seiks, the Mahrattas, and a number of 
independant rajahs and nabobs.

'^he East India company is possessed of Bombay, Madrass, the provinces of Bengal, 
Bahar, asd Orixa, and various other territories. A variety of opinions have been enter
tained as to the wĵ dom and projtripty of their government; but we may observe with 
pleasure that an inen^ing liberality is visible in their conduct, and there is some r̂eason 
to hope that our IndiaiSi<̂ ttlcments will ultimately prove the means of diffusing the light 
of Christianity over a large part of the continent of Asia. We shall conelude this chapter 
with an account of the Seiks and Mahrattas, two of the most singular races of men that 
inhabit Ilindostan.

The Seiks, as has already been mentioned, worship one God; but without image or 
believing in any mediator. Tliey etft all kinds of meat, except beef; sparing the black 
cattle, in all probability, on account of their utility. Pork is verv’generally eaten, proba
bly on account of its being forbidden by the Mahometans. They ar-e commonly dressed 
in blue, a colour reckoned unlucky by the Hindoos. Their dress consists of blue trowsers,
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of cotton, a sort of plaid, generally chccquered with blue, and thrown over tne ngm 
shoulder, with a blue turban. Their . government is lodged in an assembly of dincYcnt 
chiefs; but who, as individuals, are independent of one another, and have separate tei ri-*” 
tories. . They meet annually or oftener, if occasion reqiiires, at a place culled Antherscr, 
which is held in a kind of religious veneration; where there is a large tank, lined nith 
granite, and surrounded with buildings, and beautifully ornamented. Their force is Â ry 
considerable, amounting to no fewer than 200.000 cavalry. However they can seldom 
be brought to act in concert, unless the whole nation be threatened nith some imminent 
danger. They are a strong, hardy race of men, anti capable of bearing much fatigue, and 
so expert in war that of late almost all the neighbouring countries have been laid under 
contribution by them, several petty chiefs having consented to pay them a small annual 
tribute, in order to avoid their incursions. When in the field none but the principal offi
cers have tents, and those extremely sjnall, so that they may be struck and tansported 
with the gi'eater quickness and facility. In cold weather the soldiers wrap themselves 
during the night in a coarse blanket, which, in the time of marching, is folded and carried 
on their horse. Their country is well cultivated, populous, and abounding in cattle, par- 
tictilarly horses, which are reckoned the best in all Hindostan. This may })robably be , 
owing to the studs which were formerly established in the difibrent })laces of the province 
qf Lahore, on account of the Mogul himself. Stallions were sent thither from Persia and 
iVrabia; and there was a fixed order to send to the studs in Lahore all such Arabian and 
Persian horses, as, by any accident, should be unfit for mounting.

Netwithstanding their deism, the Seiks are said to have a superstitious veneration for 
tiieir sword ; insomuch that before one of them will eat with a person of another religion, 
he draws his sword, and, passing it over the victuals, repeats some words of prayer, after 
which he will fi‘ecly partake of them! Contrary to the |)racticc of all the other Hindoos, 
they dislike the smoking of tobacco; but many of them smoke and chew bang, which 
sometimes produces a degree of intoxication.
./fhe Mahratta horsemen are dressed in a quilted jacket, of cotton, which is supposed to 

be one of the best defences against a sword that can easily be contrived of equal lightness ; 
but the heat of the climate frequently renders it necessary to be taken off The rest of 
their dress consists of a pair of trowsers, and a kiiul of broad turban, which descends low 
enough to cover the neck and shoulders. In cases of emergency the horsemen carrv pro
vision botii for themselves and their horses, in a small bag, tied upon the saddle ;• the food 
of the rider consists only of a few small cakes, m ith a little flour or \icc, and some salt 
and spices; the horse is fed with a kind of pease, named gram, or balls made ofdlic 
flour of these pea.se, mixed with butter, prej>arcd after a certain jjil^rer, and named ghee, 
together with some garlic and hot spices. These bulls are given by way (;f cordial, ami' 
have the property of invigorating the animal after extraordinary fatigue. Sometimes it is 
said that they add a small quantity of hang. The Mahratta cavalry seklotn make any 
use of tents;, even-the officers frequently have no other accommodation than a small 
earpet to sit and lie on, and a single camel is able carry the \vhole baggage of the 
pcneral.' The oflieers, however, are generally well mounted, and have spare horses iii 
trie field.

All the subjects and vassals of the Mahratta princes are generally ready to follow them
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into the field, and^ iii any ca^e in Vvhich the honour or interest of the. nation appears to 
.. be concerned, they: genei^ly uhite ihtlie coinmpn cause.: - Before they invade any country,' 

general, is at :great pains to inform himself o f the . nature and: situation of it ,* ^ d  they
- . have now made incursions into so many different parts of Hindostan, tliat there are hut

few countries^ there with which they are not very well acquainted. .Their,'great sobriety 
and the fatigue. they are'capable of undergoing render tdiem very dangerous enemies. In  = 

: all ̂ tlieir,'expeditions the soldier, first provides for his horse, and then gods to his ow n. 
nipat; after y'hicli he lies down contented, by the side of the; animal,, and i s . ready to' 
inount him at the first sound of the Nagar or gi'eat' drum. ’ They have their, horses under 
the most excellent management ; arid, by perpetually caressing and conyersirig w'ith.thcm,

■. the animals acquire, a degree of docility and sagacity unknown in other countries, > .When 
on an expedition,'the horses are accustomed to eat grass, pulled rip hy. the roots, which is

- said to be, very nutritive^ arid to be destitute of that purgative quality which belongs tO the 
: blade alone.. When they make an inv^iori, the- devastation', is te r r ib le th e  cattle are.

driven off, the harvest destroyed, and the villages burned,. and every human cfeatdre 
massacred who comes in their way. '  Noiwilfistanding'this barbarity in time of War, how- 

, Tever,. they.are Very humane ,in time of peacei living in great harmohy among .themselves,
: arid being aUyays.ready to entertain and assist Strangers; - Many of the cruelties they com- 

niit may be . justly reckoned the effects of retaliation fpr otlicr cruelties exercised , upon 
them by their adversaries. Thus,, in I771> after having given Hyder. Ally .a great defeat,, 
they Gut oft* the , ears m'ftl noses of a whole regiment of prisoners, and in that conditiori 

; sent them back to. their commander, in return fOr: his having done* the same to, a few 
prisoners he had .taken soaie time before. . . ,

yoi. Ih 6  B

    
 



    
 



VIEW OF̂  THE WORLD-

BOOK VIII.

:T he D ttomax EwriRE.

CH A PTER I.

A G eogjiAp h ic a l  Su r v e y .OF.'THE T u rk ish  E m p ir f*

f  I  'TURKEY is bounded on'thc north by Hungary, Transylvania, Poland, and-Russia ' 
on the cast by Persia ; ou tlie south by the dc.scrts of Arabia, Nubia, and Zaarah 

and on the west by Barbary, the [Mediterranean, and the gulpli of , Venice. Turkey in 
Europe comprehends part of Croatia and Dalmatia, and the proviiiccs of Bosnia, Servia, 
Bulgaria, Walachia, Moldavia, Albania, Greece, l\forca, the islands of the Archipelago, 
.[Macedonia, and Roumilii. Asiatic Turkey is divided from Europeap by the Archipelago, 
the sea of Marmora, and the Black sea, and united, to Turkey in Africa by the Isthmus 
of Suez, between Arabia aiid Egyjit., It contains Anadolia, Carmania, Armenia, Cur- 
dikan, Irak Arabi, Algezira, Syria, and Palestine. The sultan possesses in Africa Egypt' 
and Nubia, and the nominal sovereignty of some of the piratical states of Barbary.

Croatia, Bosnia, Servia, Bulgaria,-Walachia, and Aloldavia ard all of them watered by 
the Danube, and principally inlialiited by ignorant Cliristians, of the Greek church, who 
use dilferent dialects of the Schlavonian language. Croatia is naturally fertile in corn 
and wine, but, being a frontier province is little cultivated. Bosnia is barren, but valuable 
for mines of silver: it produces fidcons, which arc held in great^esteem.' ^Valachia 
aboimds in .good horse.? and cattle ; and there are mines of several kinds. The soil is so 
fertile that*it is capalJe of producing everything; and there are good pastures, with' 
wine,, oil, and all p in n e r  of European fruits. .The [Moldavians arc governedd)v a 
native prince, appointoll^)y the Turks, who obfige them to, [my ti ii)ute and maintain a 
large body of cavalry.

Dalmatia is a healthful arid fruitful province,"abounding in corn, wine, and oil. The 
capital of Turkish Dahnatiais lierzegorina. The inhabitants of; Albania arc strong, large, 
courageous, and good housemen ; but "arc said to-he of a thicvi.sh dis[)Osition ; the grand 
seignior procures excellent soldiers from hence, jiarticul^rly cavalry, knomi by the name 
of Arnauts. There ai't several large towns in this province, and the inhabitants are 
almo.st all Christians, of the. Greek church, and descended from the airticnt Scythians. 
Forinerly it was part of the kingdoms of [Macedonia and Epirus. T '.e 'r chief hamniac-
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tore is carpets. The principal places are Durazzo, Velona, Antivari, Scutari, Croya, 
Alesso, Dihi a, Doleigno, and Albanapoli. ' , y

^Modern Greece, in the' most extensive sense, comprehends Macedonia; Albania, 
called A rnaut; Epirus; Thessaly, now Ja n a ; Achaia, now Livadia; the Peioponessus, 
now jMorea; together with the islands on its coast and in the Archipelago, The conti
nent of Greece is seated betwixt the 36° and 43° of north, latitude ; and between the 1̂ °̂ 
and 27° of longitude, east of London., On the north it is bounded b}'' Bulgaria and Servia,

. from which it is divided by a ridge of Mountains ; to the south by theMediteiTanean sea; , 
to the east by Romania and the Archipelago; and to the west by the Adriatic or gulph 
of Venice. Its length is said to be about 400 miles, and its utmost breadth about 350 
miles.. The air is extremely temperate and healthy; and the soil fruitful, though badly 
cultivated, yielding coim, wine, delicious fruits, and abounding with cattle, fowls, and 
venison. As to religion, Christianity was planted in Greece soon after the death of our 
Saviour, and flourished there for many ages in great purity; but since the Greeks became' 
subject to the Turkish yoke, they have Slink into the most deplorable ignorance, in con
sequence of the sla\ ery and thraldom under u hich tliey groan, and their religion is now 
greatly corrupted., I t is indeed little better than a heap of ridiculous ceremonies and . 
absiirdities. The heacl of the Greek church, the patriarch of Constantinople, who is 

r chosen by the neighbouring - archbishops and metropolitans; and confirmed by the- 
emperor or grand vizir. lie  is a person of great dignity, being the head and director of 
of the eastern church. The other patriarchs are those of Jerusalem, Antioch, and Alex-, 
andria. !Mr. Tournefort tells us that the patriarchates are now generally set to sale, and 
bestowed upon those who are the jiighcst bidders. The patriarchs, metropolitans,'arch
bishops, and.bishops, are always chosen from among the Caloyers or Greek monks. Be- 
firre the patriarchs receive their patents and the caftan, which is a vest of linsey-woolsey, 
or some other stuff,- presented by the gpand seignior to ambassadors and other persons.

' newly. invested with some considerable dignity; they are obliged to make-some large 
preseaits to the vizir, &c. The, income of the patriarch of Constantinople is said to 
amount to no less than 120,000 guilders ; of Avhich he pays the one half, by way of an 
annual tribute, to the Ottoman Porte, adding 6000 guilders besides, as a present at the 
feast of Bairam. The next person to a bishop among the clergy is an archimandrite, who 
is the director of one or more convents, which arc called mandren; then come the abbot, 
the areh-priest, the priest, the deacon, the undcr-dcacon, the (ihanter, and the lecturer. 
The secular clergy are Subjected to no rules, and never rise higher than high-pfiestthey 
are f̂lowed to marry once, but it must be with a virgin, and befi^ they are ordained ; 
they have neither glebe nor tythes, butfdepend on the perquid̂ lK that arise from their 
office; and they seldom preach but in Lent. Tlic Greeks <i1̂ e few nunneries, but a 
great many convents of monks, who are all priests, and,f students excepted, obliged to 

.follow some handicraft employment,, and lead a very austere life. The Greeks deny tbe 
supremacy of the pope, and abhor the,worship of images; but have a multitude of 
pictures of saints in their churchef, whom they pray,to as mediators. Their fasts arc very 

■ Severe. They believe also in the doctrine of transubstantiatio'n, and that the Holy Ghost 
does not proceed from the Son. They admit not. of purgatory, say? Mr. Theveiiot, but 
yet they allow a third pVace, wbere they say the blessed remain in expectation of the day
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Vof judgment. At mass they consecrate with bread, and communicate under both kinds, 
laics as priests, and as well women, and children as men. When they carry "the 

saeramlknt to the sick they do not prostrate nor expose it to be adored, neither do tlicy 
carry it'in procession, or have any particular feast in honour of it. Baptism is performed 
among them by plunging the whole body of the child thi'icc into water.  ̂ Immediately • 
after baptism they give it confirmation • and the communion ; and seven days after that it 
undergoes the ceremon.y of ablution.

As to the character of the modern Greeks, they arc said to be very covetous, hypocri
tical, treacherous, very cruel,' and at the same time revengeful to the highest decree, 
but very sui)crstitious. They are so much despised by the Turks, that the.se do not even- 
value a Greek who turns IMahomctan. The Turks are very remarkable for their tacitur
nity, they never use unnecessary words; but the Greeks, on the contrary, are very 

. talkative and lively. The Turks generally practise what their religion enjoins, but the 
Greeks do not, and their misery puts them upon a thousand mean shifts and scandalous 
practices, authorised by bad example, and perpetuated from father to son. The Greek 
women have fine features and beautiful complexions : tlicir countenances still very much 
resemble those of the antient Greek statues.

The islands of tlie Archipelago arc divided into the Cyclades, which lay in a group, and 
the Sporadcs, which are scattered. They arc none of them very considerable, and are chiefly 
inhabited by Grcek.s. Southward of these is the large island of Candia, wliich, with 
every advantage of soil and climate, maintains about 300,(KH) inhabitants, but is capable 
of supporting a much greater number.

Roumilli is a fertile province, and produces also silver, lead, and alunt., Its principrd 
cities arc Constantinople, Adriano[)le, and Gallipoli.

Constantinople is now called by tbc Turks Istampol, and by the Greeks I'stampoli or 
Stampoli. It is seated at the, eastern extremity of Romania, on a small neck of land, 
which advances towards Natolia, from which it is separated by a clianncl, of a mile in 
breadth. The sea of Marmora washes its walls on the south, and a gulf of the channel 
of .Constantinople does the same on the north. It is delightfully situated between the 
Black sea and the Archipelago, from whence it is supplied M'ith all necessaries. The 
grand seignior’s palace, called tlie Seraglio, is seated on the sea-side, and is .surrounded ' 
w ith walks, flanked with towers, and separatetl from the city by canals. It is said tlie 
harbour *w ill easily jfold lC00shij)s. The number of houses must needs be prodigiou.s, 
since one fire has burnt down 30,000 in a day, witliout greatly changing the aspect of the 
city. However, in g l̂cral, they are but mean, especially, on the outside,' where there 
are few or no windows ; •nd the streets being narrow’ gives them a melancholy look. It • 
is reckoned that there arc 3770 streets, small and great; but they seldom or never clean ; 
and the people arc infested with the plague almosl every year." The inhabitants are halt ' 
Turks, two-thiixls of the otiicr half Christians, and the rest Jews. Here are a great num
ber of antient monuments still remaining, and partici*!arly tbc superb temple of Sophia, 
which is turned into a mosque,- and far surpasses all the re.st. I'he street culled Adfia- 
nople is the largest and broadest in the city ; and the bazars or bezesteins are the mark(.ts 
for selling all sorts of merchandise. Both the old and the new arc pretty near each 
other; .and urc large square buildings,- covered with domes, and su[)ported by arches rmd 
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pHustors. The new .is the oest, and contains all 'sorts of goods, which are there ex-, 
j>oscd to-sale. .-A market for slaves of both sexes is not far off; and the Jews are 
})ducipal merchants who bring them here to be sold. There are a great number 
girls brought from Hungary, Greece, CatKlia, Russia, Mingrelia, and Georgia, for'thg service 
of the Turks, who generally buy them for their seraglios. The great square, near the 
mosque of sultan Bajazet, is the place for public diversions, wheic tlie juggellers- and 
mountebanks play a great variety of tricks. The circumference of this eitv is by some 
said to be 15 miles, and by IMr. TournefoUrt 23 miles j to which, if we add the suburbs, 
it may be 34 miles in compass. The suburb called Pera is charmingly situated ; and is, 
the place where the ambassadors England, France, Venice, and, Holland, reside. This 
chy is built in the form of a triangle; and, as the ground rises gradually, th.ere is a view 
of the- whole towm from the sea ; the public building.s, ,such as the |)alacc», the mosques, 
bagnios, and caravansaries for the entertainment of strangers,' are many of them very 
magnificent.

Adrianople is about seven or eight miles m circumference, including the old ..city and 
some gardens. Its houses arc low, mostly built of woofi arid clay, and some of brick, and 
the streets are exceedingly dirty. The walls and towers are, in a great measure, fallen 
t.o decay. However there is a beautiful bazar, a mile long, called Ali Bassa. I t is a 
vast arched building, Math six gates, and 3b5 well furnished shops, kept by Turks, Arme
nians, and Jews, who pay five crowns a month for each shop. The number of inhabitants 
of all nations and religions may he about 100,000; but it is dear living herCj because the 
provisions are brought froin distant places, The air is M’holcsome, and the country very 
})leasant in the summer time, on account of the river and'streams that run near and a,bout 
the city; the chief of _Mhich is the Mariza. They promote and preserve the verdure of 
the gardens,, meadows, and fields, for a considerable yiart of the year. In the M'intcr' 
there is plenty of ganre. Near the principal bazar there is another, about a mile in length, 
covered M'itli boards, M'ith holes on each side to let in the liglit. It is full of good shops, 
which contain all kinds of coimnoditics. Sultan Selim's mosqu'e stands on the side of a 
hill, in the midst of the city ; and hence this magnificent structure^ may be seen on all 
sides. Every-thing made of gold and silver, jewels, pistols, scyinetars, &c, are sold in 
another part of the city, called by travellers the bezistein, though it difi’ers little from a 
bazar. It contains about 200 simps, and is covered like the former; but the covering is 
sujiported by two rows of large jiillars. The grand vizier’s palace is nothing mor^ than a 
convenient house, after the Turkish manner of building; the em|7Cror’s seraglio is a 
regular structure, in a plain near the river Tungia. I t  is two miles in compass, and ha.s 
seven gates besides those of the gardens, which arc several miles iiY^ircurnferencc. The 
city is governed by a mullah cadi, who has an absolute authority both in civil and ci'imi- 
nai matters. In the time of tlie plague or war the grand seignior sometimes resides here.

Gallipoli is seated at the mouth of the Marmura, Avith a good harbour and a bishop’s 
sec. It contains about 10,000 Turks, 3500 Greeks, besides a great number of Jews. 
'"I'lic bezat- or bczestcin is a handsome structure, with5:lornes covered with lead. It is an 
open place, afid has no other defence than a paltry square castle. The houses of the 
Cirecks ami Jews have doors not above three feet and a iialf high, to prevent the .Turks 
.riding into their houses. ' ■ . ■
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Anadolia is a large ̂  peninsula, which was denominated hy the antients Asia Minor, 
ipital is Smyrna, which is situated 183 miles' from-Constantinople. The town ex- 

uig the shore about kalf a mile, on a gentle declivity ; the houses of the English,  ̂
• French, Jind Dutch consuls are handsome structures ; these; with most of those-occupied- 
by the Christian merchants, are washed oh one side by the sea, form a street, called 
Frank street, from its being solely inhabited by European Christians. In the year. 1?63 
tlie whole of this quarter ivas consunied by fire : the loss sustained in this calamity by 

. merchandize was estimated at 1,500,000 Turkish dollars, or' near 200,000/. sterJing.
The port is one of the finest of the Levant, it being able to contain the largest fleet, and 

_ indeed there are seldom in it feiver.than 100 ships of diffprent nations.
A Castle stands at its entrance, and'commands â l the shipping which-sail in Or out. • 

There k  likewise an old ruinous castle, near a mile in circumference, whicli stands in the 
upper part of the city, and, according to tradition, was built by the empress Helena and 

' hear it is an hntient structure, said to be the reihains of a  pala.ee, where the Greek coun
cil was held when Smyrna rvas tlie riietropolis of Asia Minor. They also show the -ruins, 

;Of an amphitheatre, where, it is said, St. Polycafp, thc.first bishoj), fought with liohs^
The city is aboiit four niiles in circumference, and nearly of a triangiilar form 7 but tlie " 

side hext'the mountain is much longer than the other sides. The houses arc low, a n d ' 
mostly built'with clay-walls, on acooimt of the earthquakes, to which, the country is sub
jec t; but the caravausarie.s and some other of the' public buildings have ah air of riiagnifi- 
cencc. The streets ai'e'wide, and almost a continued btvzar, in which a  great part of the 
merchandize of Europe'and A.sia is e.vposed to sale; 'with plenty of provisions; though 
these are not so cheap as in many other parts-of Turkey, on account of the populousness 
of the place, and. the great resort of foreigners.. I t- is  said to contain-15,000 Turks,
10,000 Greeks, 1800 .Jews; 20C> Armenians, aiid 200 Franks. The Tu'd<s have 19 
mosques; two churches belong to the Greeks, one to the Armenians, and the Jews have 
eight synagogues ;- the Romanists have three convents. There is also one of the fathers , 
Della Terra Santa. Here resides an archbishop of the Greek church; a Latin Jbishop, 
who has. a' salary from Rome, with the title of bishop of Smyrna in pai'tibus infideliuni ; 
and the English and Dutch factories have each their chaplain.

The walks-about the town are extremely pleasant, particularly on the west side of Frank 
streej:, where there a re ' several little groves of orange and lemon trees, which, being 

/ alw'ays clothed with l<^ves, blossoms, and fruit, regale several o f the senses at the same 
time. The vines which cover the little hills about. Smyrna aftord both a delightful ,pros- 

. 'pect and plenty of.gi*apes, of which gbod wine is made. "These hills are agreeably inter
spersed with fertile plains, little forests of olives and other fruit-trees, and many plt^sure-. 
houses, to which the Franks usually retire during the sumriier. In the nciglibourhood of 
Smyrn-a is great plenty Of game and wild-fowl, and particular deer and wild hogs : the 
sea also abounds Avith a variety of good fish. - The. European Christians are here allowed 
all hnagihable liber-ties, and usually clothe them.selves after the European manner.- 

The chief commerce m this city coftsists in raw silk, silk stuffs, grogi-ams, and cotton- 
yarn. . ' ■ ;
' However the imhealthfulness of the situation, and more especially the frequent earth-
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quakes, from which it is said they are scarcely ever free for two years together, and wliic]/ 
they say, have been felt for 40 days successively, are an abatement of the pleasure ^  
might otherwise be enjoyed here. A very dreadful one happened in June, l688^" îich 
overthrew a great number of the houses ; and the rock opening where the cajtle stood, 
swallowed it up, and no less than 5000 persons perished on this occasion.

In the year 1758 so desolating a plague raged here that scarcely a sufficient number of 
the inhabitants survived to gather in the fruits of the earth. In the year 1772 three* 
fourth parts of the city were consumed by fire; and six ycars^after it was visited by the 
most dreadful earthquakes, which continued from the 25 th of June to the 5th of July;, 
by which successive calamities the city has been so much reduced that its former conse- 
(pience is never likely to be restored.

TlfC province of C’armonia corresponds nearly u ith the antient Cicilia, and is bounded 
by Anadolia, Armenia, and Syria. ' ■

Armenia is divided into the Great and Small. Great Armenia comprehends what is 
now called Turcomaniai I t has Georgia on the north, from which it is seperated by 
high mountains; the river Euphrates on the west; Diarbeker, Curdistan, and Aderbijan 
on the south; and Shirvan on the cast. The chief towns in that part of Armenia belong 
ihg to Turkey are Aivauu, the capital, near the springs of the Euphrates, a large city, and 
a great thoroughfare for the caravans between Turkey and Persia; Kara, a strong city, 
head of the government of the same name; Bayazid, a republic of- llurds, near mount. 
A rarat; B-aha, another republic of the'sam e; and Van or Wan, on the lake Van, the 
head of a government of the same name; with other towns of less note. That part of 
Armenia subject • to Persia is' chiefly contained in. the province of Aran, in  which arc 
several fine towns; as Erivan or Rivan, the capital of the whole; Ganjals, one of the 
finest cities in Persia, in the north side of -the province, near tlie KUr; Kapan, on the 
south side, near the A ras; besides Nakdiivan, Astabad, Julsa, Ordabad, Baylakan or 
Pilkan,. on the A ras; Berdah and Shilkah, on the Kur.

Thd country in general is full of mountains and valleys, lakes and rivers; particularly 
the country about the llirce churches, iiear Erivan, is admirably fipe, being full of rivulets, 
which render it extremely fruitful. Besides great quantities of all sorts of grain, here 
are fields of prodigious extent covered with tobacco, but it is not a native- of the jilace, 
though supposed by sohie to be .the terrpstial [laradise ; for it all came originally from 
America. The rest of the country produces rice, cotton, flax, mdons, and grapes ; in 
sliort there is nothing wanting but oliv^es; which is by some thought xo prove that the ark 
couldmot rest on mount Ararat, because the dove brought an olive-branch in her mouth, 
and this tree never leaves a place where it once grew'. I t ’ seems, however, to have been 
otherwise antiently; for Stral)0 tells lis that the olive gr^w in Gegarene, a province of 
Armenia. They get oil to burn from the ricinus, and „use linseed oil in the kitchen, 
'The water-melons are as cool as ice in the hottest day, and melt in the mouth; the best 
are produced in the salt-lands, near tlic three clmrclies and the river. After rain the sea 
salt lies in cry.stals upon the fields, and even cracklfs under the jeet. About ten miles 
from the three churclies, in the road to Teflfe, there are pits or quarries of fossile salt, 
which yield enough to supply all Pei'sia without being exhausted ; they cut it into large
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' pieces like stone, and each buffalo carries two of them ; the mountain from whence it is 
dug is nothing but a mass of salt, Avhich appears like a rock of silver when the spn shines ■ 
on tiie places not covered with earth.

This (C oun try  has been remarkable for its extreme cold from the remotest antiquity ; 
sir John Chardin tells us that he found ice in the rivulets, in the morning, even in 
month of July. In many places also, if they had not the convenience of watering their 
grounds, they would be almost entirely barren.

The Armenians are an honest, civil, and polite people; scarce troubling themselves 
about any thing else but tradq, w bich they carry on in most parts of the world, by which 
means they have spread themselves over the cast apd also a gi-eat part of Europe; and 
wherever they come commerce is carried on w ith great spirit and advantage.

The religion of the Armenians is the Cliristiar., of the Eutychian sec t; that is, they 
own but one nature in Jesus Christ. They have a high esteem for a book, they calLthe 
Little Gospel, w hich treats of the infancy of Jesus.

The Armenian clergy consists of patriarchs, archbishops, doctors, secular priests, and 
monks ; the secular priests arc not allow ed to iliarry a second time, and therefore' they 
take care to choose young, healthy w ives : they maintain themselves and familie.s by fol
lowing some occupation ; insomuch that they have Jjardly time to perform their ecclesiastical 
functions: they lie in the churches on the vigils of those days they are obliged to 
officiate.

The Armenian monks are of the order of St. Basil, and every Wednesday and Eriday 
they eat neitlier fish, nor eggs, nor oil, nor any thing made of milk; and during Lent 
they live upon nothing but roots: they are allowed wine only on the SaUirday in the 
Holy Week, and meat oi) the Easter Sunday. Besides the great I^ n t they have four 
others, of eight days can'll, which are instituted to prepare for the four great festivals^ of. 
the Nativity, the Ascension, the Annunciation, and of St. George, in wiiieh times they 
must not so much as speak of eggs, fish, oil, or buttci'.

The Armenians have seven sacraments, baptism, confirmatioiij penance, the eucharist; 
extreme unction, orders, and matrimony. In baptism they plupge the child three times 
into die water, and the same form of words that is used with us is repeated every time; 
tlie priest then puts a small cord, made vVith silk and cotton, on the neck of the, infant, and 
anoints his forehead, chin, stomach, arm-pits, hands, and feet, making the sign ot the cross 
on each part. When the child is baptized he is carried home by the godfather, w ith the 
sound of drums and^rumpets. The women do not go to church till forty days after their 
delivery, and the|y obseiwe many Jewish customs. ,

At the communion, to which infants of two or three months old are admitted, the 
priests give a piece of tffe consecrated host, soaked in the consecrated wine. '1 he 
flfcments are covered with a great veil, and placed in a cupboard, near the altar, on ther 
side of the gospels. Wlien the priest takes the chalice and pattin he is followed by his 
deacons and subdeaoons, with flambeaux and plates of copper, furnished with bells: in 
this manner, with'a'censer before 4u*n, he goes in proces.sion round the sanctuary; nc 
then rests them on tlie* altar, pronounces the words of consecration, and turns himself to 
the pupihs, whp fall down, kiss tlie earth, and beat their breasts’ then, after taking it' 
him.self, he distributes the host, soaked in wine, to the people..

VoL. II. 6 D
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The Armenians seem to place the chief part of their religion in fastings ana aostmences ; 
and among the clergy the higher the degree the lower they must live ; jnsomuch that it 
is said tlie archbishops live on nothing but pulse. They consecrate holy water but .once 
a-year; at which time cveiy one fills a pot, and carries it home, which brings in a consi
derable revenue to the church.

Curdistan is a country of Asia, seated between tlie Turkish empire and Persia, lying 
along the eastern coast of the river Tigris, and comprehends great part of the antient As
syria. It.s inhabitants are denominated Curds, and will be described in the progress of 
this chapter.

The capital of Irak Arabi is Bagdad. This city is large and populous, and the advan 
tage of the Tigris is so considerable with regard to commerce, that although the climate 

-is excessively hot, and, in other respects, far from being agreeable; yet the number of its 
inhabitants is computed at 300,000; but before the plague broke out there they were 
supposed to be four times that number. . I t  is governed by a bashaw, whose authority 
extends as far as Curdistan. The revenues would be immense was the government mild ; 
but instead thereof oppression rides here with the most despotic sway. The bashaw is 
continually extorting money from the poor inhabitants, and none suffer more than the 
unfortunate Jews and Christians, many of whom are put to the most cruel tortures, in 
order to force their property from therii. This scries of tyranny and oppression has 
almost entirely driven them out of the city, in consequence of which the trade must suffer 
very considerably, they being generally the principal merchants in the place. In the 
months of June, July, and August the weather is so extremely hot as to oblige the inhabi
tants to live, for these months, in subterraneous apartments, w hich are arched over, to 
admit the freer circulation of the air. The houses arc generally large, built o f brick and 
cement, and arched over ; many of the w indows are made of elegant Venetian glass; tii9 
ceilings are mostly ornamented with a kind of chequered work, which has generally a noble 
appearance; most of the houses have a court-yard before tliein, in the middle of whicli 
is a little plantation of orange-trees, &c. that has a very pleasing effect. The soil, which 
would produce not only every conveniency in life, but almost every luxury, is, through the 
natural indolence of the Turks, and the many faults in the government of the country, 
in a great measure uncultivated and neglected. The revenues were computed at 125 
lacks of piasters, -or 1,5(52,500/. sterling; but a quarter part of this is not collected, owing 
to the slothfulness of the Turks, who suffer the Arabs to plunder them of the remaindor.

Algezira as well as the former is a fertile province, and w'as aViently denominated 
^Mesopotamia. I t is frequently called Diarbekir, all which names are of the same signifi
cation, and refer its situation between the rivers.

Before we proceed to describe Syria it will not be impropof to notice Cyprus. The 
air in >this .island iŝ  for the most part, very unwholesome, /on account of the many fens 
and marshes with which the country abounds. The soil is an excellent fertile clay; and 
would produce .all the necessaries of life in abundance if properly cultivated. There are 
but few springs or .rivers in this iskind, so that, whey the rains do not fall plentifully at 
the usual seasons, the inhabitants are much distressed by the scarcity of water. By 
reason of the uncultivated .state of the country, they are also greatly infested with poison
ous reptiles of various kinds. The peopleware extremely ignorant and lascivious, as indeed
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they are remarked to have been from the remotest antiquity. The exports of the island 
are silks, oil, cotton, wine, salt, and turpentine: the imports are French and Venetian 
broad cloths, and sometimes a few bales of English manufacture, .cutlery wares, sUgar, 
tin, lead, &c.

The ensuing description of Syria, Palestine, and Egypt is principally taken from the 
travels of D e.Volney; while, therefore, the reader derives information and pleasure from 
his accurate account of those provinces, let him be guarded against every improper senti
ment, whkh our extracts, though made with care, may possibly contain. i

I f  we examine a map of Syria we may observe that this country isj in some measure, 
only a chain of mountains, which distribute themselves, in various directions, from one 
leading branch ; and such, in fact, is the appearance it presents whether we approach it 
from the side of the sea or by the immense plains of the desert. We first discover; at a 
great distance, a clouded ridge, which runs north and south as far as the sight extends; 
and, a^ we advance, distinguish the summits of mountains, which, sometimes detached and 
sometimes united, in the chains, uniformly terminate in one principal line, which overtops - 
tliem a ll; we may follow this line, without interruption, fi'om its entry by the north quite 
into Arabia. I t first runs close to the sea, between Alexandretta and the Orontes, and 
after opening a passage to that river, continues its course to the southward, quitting, for a  
short distance, the shore, and, in a chain of continued summits, stretches as far as thq 
source of the Jordan, where it separates into two branches, to enclose, as ' it w’ere* in a 
bason, this river and its three lakes. In its course it detaches from this, line, as from a 
main trunk, an infinity of ramifications, some of which lose themselves in the desert, where 
they form various enclosed hollows, such as those of Damascus and Hauran ; while others 
advaiJfce toward the sea, where they frequently cud in steep declivities, as at Carmel, 
Nakoura, Cape Blanco, and in almost the whole country, between Bairout and Tripoli, of 
Syiia; but in general they terminate gently iq plains^ such as tiiose of Antioch, Tripoli, 
Tyre, and Acre.

These, mountains, as they vary their levels and situations, are also greatly changed in 
tlieir form and appearance. Between Alexandretta and the Orontes, the firs, lai'dies, 
oaks, box-trees, laurels, yews, and myrtles, with which they abound, give them an air of 
liveliness, which delights the traveller, wearied with the melancholy nakedness of the isle 
of Cyprus.’ On some declivities he even meets with cottages environed with fig-trees and 
vineyards; and the sight of these repays tire fatigue he has endured on a road, w hich, by- 
rugged paths, lcads(/iim from the bottom of valleys to the tops of hills, and from the tops 
of hills t© the bottoms of valleys. The inferior branches, which extend to the northward 
of Aleppo, on the contrary present nothing but bare rock§, without verdure or earth. To 
tlie south of Antioch and pn the sea-coast the hill-sides are proper for the culivation of * 
tobacco, olives, and vines; but on the side of the desert the summits and declivities of 
this chain are almost one continued series <>f white rocks. Towards Lebanon the moun
tains are lofty, but are covered in many places with as much earth as fits them for cultiva
tion by industry aiid labour. Ther^, amid the cragsjrf the rocks., may be seen the no very 
magnificent remains of the boasted cedars, but .a much gi'eatcr number of' firs, oaks, 
brambles, mulben^-trees, figs, and vines. As we leave die country of the Druzes, the 
mountains are no longer so high nor so rugged, but become fitter for tillage. They rise
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again to the south-east of mount Carmel, are covered with woods,. and afford very plea
sant prospects; but as we advance toward Judea they lose their verdure ; their valleys 
grow narrow’er, they become dry and stony, and terminate at the Dead sea in a pile of 
desolate rocks, still higher and more rugged, presents a still more gloomy prospect, and 
announces afar off tlie entrance of the desert and the end-of the habitable lands.

A view of the country will convince us that the most elevated point of all Syria is Leba
non, on the soutli-east of TripolL Scarcely do we depart from Larneca in Cyprus, which 
is tliirty leagues distance, before we discover its summit, capped with clouds. This ia 
^Iso distinctly perceivable on the map from the course of the rivers. The Orontes, which 

. flows from the mountains of Damascus, and loses itself below Antioch; the Kasmii'a, 
which, from the north of Balbek, takes its course towards T y re | the Jordan, forced by the 
declivities tow'ards the south, prove that this is. the highest point. Next to Lebanon the  ̂
most elevated part of the Marra country is mount. Akkar, which becomes visible as soon 
as we leave Marra in the desert. I t  appears like an enormous flattened cone, and is con
stantly in view for two dayS; journey. No on^ has yet had an opportunity to ascertain, 
the height of these momitains by the barometer; but we may deduce it from another con
sideration. In winter their tops are entirely covered .with snow from Alexandrelta t** 
Jerusalem, but after the month of Alarch it melts, except oru mount Lebanon, where, 
however, it- does not remain the whole year, unless in the highest cavities, and toward the 
north east, where ilns sheltered from fhe sea winds and the action of the sun. In' suen 
a situation, says De Volney, I  saw it still remaining in 1784, at the very time I  was almost^ 
suffocated with the heat in the valley of Balbek. Now, since it is w'ell known that snow, 
in this latitude, requires an elevation of 15 or 1600 fathom, wemay conclude that to- be* 
tlie height of Lebanon, and tjiat it is, consequently much lower than the Alps or even tlie* 
Pyrenees.

Lebanon, which gives its name to the whole extensive chain of the Kesraouan, £»nd the 
country of the Douzes, presents us every where with majestic mountains. At every step 
meet with scenes in which nature displays either beauty or grandeur, sometimes singularity 
but alwa3'3 variety. When we land on the coast, the loftiness and steep ascent of this 
mountainous ridge, which seems to enclose the country, those gigantic'masses which shoot 
into tlie clouds, inspire astonishment and respect. Should the curious traveller then climb 
these summits, which bounded his view, the immensity of space which he discover* 
becomes a fresh subject of admiration ; but completely to eipoy this majectic scene he 
must ascend the veiy point of Lebanon or the Sannin. There, on eve^  side, lie will view 
an hori^n  without bounds; while, in clear weather, the sight is lost over the desert, 
which extends to the Persian gulf, and over the sea which bathes the coasts of Europe. 

* He seems to command the whole world, while the wandering* eye, now surveying the 
successive chains of mountains, transports the imagination in ftn instant from Antioch to 
Jerusalem ; and now approaching the surtounding objects, obSeiwes the distant profundity 
of tlie coast, till the attention, at length fixed by distincter objects, more minutely exa
mines the rocks, woods, torrents, liifl-sides, 'villages^ and towns; and the mind secretly 
exults at the diminution of things which before appeared so great. * The spectator con
templates the valley, obscured by stormy clouds, with a -novel delight, and smiles at 
bearing the thunder, which- had so often bur3.t, over his head, growling under his feet
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while the tlireatening stittimita of the inotintains are diminished till they appear only Iikc 
the furrows of a ploughed field, or the steps of an amphitheatre; and tlie mind is flattered 
by an elevation above so many great objects, on which pride tnakes it look down with a 
secret satisfertion.

S)Tia unites different climates under the same sky, and collects witljin a narrow compass- 
p.easures and productions which nature has elsewhere dispersed at great distanses 
times and places. With us, for instance, seasons are separated by months,^ tliere, we may. 
say, they are only separated by hours. I f  in Saide or Tripoli we are incommoded by the- 
heats of July, in six hours we are, in the neighbouring triountains, in the temperature of 
M w ch; or, on the other hand, if chilled by the frosts of December at Besharraii a* day’s 
journey brings us back to the coast, amid the flok^ers o f May.. The Arabian poets l>ave 
therefore said that “ the Sannin bears winter on his head, spring upon his shouiderS, and  ̂
autumn in his bosotn, while summer lies sleeping at his feet.” I have myself experienoed’,, 
says De Volney, the truth of this figurative observation, during tlie eight months-Pre
sided at the monastery of Mar-Hanna, seven leagues from Bairout. At the end of; FeBi i. 
ary I left at Tripoli avaiiety of vegetables, which were in j)Ci*fcction7 and’ mahy. flower̂  ̂mr 
full bloom. On my arrival at Antoura I found the plants only beginniiTg to shoot r  und' 
at Mar-Hanna every thing was covered with snow'.. It had not entirely left the Sanniu- 
till tlie end of A pril; and already, in the valley ft overlooks, roses had begun to bud; 
The early figs \vere past at Bairout when they were first gathered with.us,. arid tlic silk
worms were in cod before our mulberry-trees were half stripped’. *

To  this advantage, which, perpetuates enjoyments by theit* succession, Syria adds ariotlicr^ 
(hat of multiplying them the variety of he» productions. Were nature assisted by art, 
tho.se of the most distant Countries might be produced witiiin the space of twenty. Icagucs.- 
At present, in spite of the barbarism of a government which is an enemy to all iiidustry 
and improvement, we are astonished a t the variety this province affords. Besides-'vvheaf,. 

, rye, barley, beans, and the cotton plant, which, is cultivated every where,- Wd find d 
tude of useful and agreeable productions, appropriated to- different Situations;. Palestine 
abounds in sesamum, from which- oil is procured, and douraj. as good as that 6f. Egypfi- 
Maixe tlwives in. the light soil of Balbek, and even rice is cultivated with success ori tiid 
borders of the marshy cpunti:y Havula. They have lately begun to plarit sugar-canes iir 
the gardens of Saide and of Bairout, and they find them, e^ual to those'of. the' Delta: 
Indigo-grows without cultivating on the banksof the-Jordan, in the country of Bisaii, and' 
only requires care t</ make it of an excellent quality. The hill-sides of Latakia protkice 
tobaceo, which tlie principal article ©fits commerce with Damietta-and Cairo.*. This is? 
now cultivated through all the mountains. As for- trees, the olive trees of. Province grow- 
a t Antioch and at Ramla to the height of the beech.. The white mulberry-tree constitutes’ 
(he wealth of the whole country of the DruzeS,. by the beautiful silks-which are prodiiced 
on i t ; ivhUe the vinci supported on poles, or w-hiding round the o-aks, supplies* gropes, 
which- afford red and white wines* that mhilit rival tliose of Bourdeauiw Before the rarasre# 
occasioned by tlie late troublc.s, there were, iiv the gai^ens of Yalfa, t\vo plants of.thef 
IndiaiV cofton-tree, ivllich grew rapidly;; nor has this tow-u lost its lehioas; its- enormous 
citrons^ or- its-water-lemons, ’wliich are preferable even to thoSe-of Brdufos.. Gazrt pi*odnccs 
dates, like Mecea^ and pomegranates, like A lgiei-sTripoli affords oranges equal to those 
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ot iJiilta.; Bairout fig3, like tliose of MarseHles, and bananas not nnfcriof .to those of St. 
Pomiugo; Aleppo enjoys the exclusive advantage of producing pistachios ; and Damascus 
justly boasts of possessing all the fruits known in our provinces. Its stony soil suits 
equally the apples of Normaady, the plumbs of Touraine, and the peaches of P?.ri.». 
Twenty sorts of apricots are reckoned there, the stone of one of which contains a kernel 
highly valued through all Turkey. In short, the cochineal plant, which grows on all that 
coast, containSjjDerhaps tljat precious insect in as high perfection as it is found in IMcxico 
and SL Domingo; -and if we consider that the mountains of the Yemen, which produce 
such excellent coffee, are only a continuation of those of Syria, and their soil and climate 
are almost the same, we shall be induced to believe that Judea especially might easily 
cultivate this valuable production of Arabia. With these numerous advantages of climate 
and of soil, it is not astonishing that Syria should always have been esteemed a most 
delicious country, and that the Greeks and Romans ranked it among the most beautiful of 
their provinces^ and even ihouglit it not inferior to Egypt. In modern times also, a 
Pacha, who was acquainted with both these provinces, being asked to which iie gave the 
preference, re[)lied, “ Egypt, without doubt, is a most beautiful farm, but Syria is a 
charming country-house.”

The pi-incipal cities of Syria arc Aleppo, Tripoli, Salde, Acre, Damascus, and Jeru
salem.
, Aleppo or Ilalab, the capital of theTachalicand of all Syria, and the ordinary residence 
of tlie Pacha, is situated in the vast plain which extends' from the Orontes to the Euphra
tes, and which, tpwards the south, terminates in the desert. I t  is built on eight hills or 
eminences, on the highest of which the castle is erected, and is supposed to be the antient 
Beraea. This mount is of a conic form, and seems, in a great measure, to be raised with 
the earth thrown up out of a deep, broad ditch which surrounds it. The suburbs to the 
north-north-east are next in height to this, and those to the west-south-west are much 
lower than the parts adjacent, and than any other part of the city. The houses are large 
and commodious, having terraces on their to{)s, and gCHcrally sky-lights, in form of a dome,: 
to let the light into the rooms, which, from their loftiness, the gilding on the window shut
ters, cupboard doprs, &c. have, at first entrance, a very grand and agreeable effect. They 
arc all so equal in height that there arc seldom any steps to ascend or descend in going 
from one house to another; while several large vaulted streets increase the facility of 
communication, by affording a passage to every part, of the city fi ce from the embarrass
ment ot the open streets. They arc carefully paved, have gutters, \n d  a foot pavement 
on each side, and the middle of the street is laid witli brick, the small end upwards, for 
the convenience of the horses. There is also a cleanliness observed here unknown to the 
other cities of Turkey, and whicli is not attended with the trouble of our scavengers, there 
being ass-drivers, who go about the.city, and take up the luhbish and dust which each 
inhabitant is obliged to sweep together; and though the heat of the climate renders this 
labour more easy, the same heat obliges them to greater cleanliness, in order to preserve 
the salubrity of the air. . •  ,

The mosques in Aleppo are numerous, and some few of them* magnificent. Before 
each of them is an area, with a fountain in the middle, designed for ablutions before 
prayers; and behind some, of tlie larger there are little gardens. There are many large
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khans or caravansaries, consisting of a capacious square, on all sides of "which are a 
number of rooms, built on a gi ound-floor, used occasionally for chambers, warehouses, 
o r stables. Above-stairs \here is a colonade or gallery, on evei-y side in which are the 
doors of a number of small rooms, wherein the merchants, as well strangers as natives, 
transact most of their business. . - • . ■ •
, The bazars or market-places are long, covered, narrow streets, on each side of which 
there are a great number of small shops, just sufficient to hold the tradesman and his 
goods, the buyer being obliged to stand without. Each separate branch of business has a 
particular bazar, which is locked up, as \vell as the streets, an hour and a half after sun
set; but the locks are of wood, though the doors are cased witii iron. The slaughter
houses are in the suburbs, open to the fields : tlie tanners have a khan to work in near 
the river : to the southward, in the suburbs, tliey burn lime; and a little beyond that 
there is a village where they make ropes and catgut. On the opposite side of the river, 
to the westward, there is a glass-house, w here they make a coarse white glass, in the 
V inter only; for the greatest part of this manufacture is brought from a village 35 'miles 
■westward.

The situation of Aleppo, beside the advantage of a rich and fruitful soil, possesses also 
that of a stream of fresh w'ater, which never becomes dry. This rivulet, which is about 
as large as that of the Gobelins at Paris,' or the New River near London, rises in the 
mountains of Aenteb, and terminates, six leagues below Aleppo, in a morass, full of w-ild 
boars and pelicans. Near Aleppo its banks, instead of the naked rocks wliich line tliem 
in the upper part of its course, are covered "vvith a fertile earth, and laid out in gardens, or 
rather orchards, which', in a hot country, and especially in Turkey, cannot but be delightful. 
The city is in itself one of the most agi'eeable in Syria, and is, perhaps, tlie best built of 
any in Tui'key. On whatever side it is approached its numerous minarets and domes, 
present an agreeable prospect to the eye, fatigued by the continued sameness of the brown 
and parched plains. In tlie centre is an artificial mountain, surrounded by a di^ ditch,

. on w hich is a ruinous fortress. From thence we have a fine prospect of the whole city, 
and, to the north, discover the snowy tops of the mountains of Bailom ; and on the west 
those which separate the Orontes from the sea ; >vhile, to the south and east, the eye can 
discern as far as the Euphrates. In the time of Omar this castle stopped the progress of 
the Arabs for several months, and was at last taken by treachery ; but at present, would 
ndt be able to resist the feeblest assault. Its slight wall, .low and w ithout a buttress, is in 
ruins; its little old lowers are in no better condition; and it has not above four cannon 
fit for service, not excepting a culverine, nine feet long, taken from tlie Persians, at the 
siege of Bassora. Three hundred and fifty janisaries, who should form the garrison, are 
busy in their shops, and ihe aga scarcely finds room in it to lodge his, retinue. I t is re
markable that this aga is named immediately by the Porte, which, ever suspicious, divides- 
as much as possible the different offices. Within the walls of tlie castle is a well,' whicl^ 
by means of a subterraneous communication, derives its water from a spring a  league and 
a quarter distant. In the environs the city we fiifd a number of large, square stones 
on tlie top of which Is a turban of stone, which are-so many tombs. There are many 
rising grounds around it, wliich, in case of a siege, would greatly facilitate the approaches 
of the assailants. Such, among others, is tliat on which tl^e Iwuse.pf tJip,Perviche»
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stands, and which commands the canal and the rivulet; Aleppo theiefore cannot be 
esteemed a place of importance in war, tljough it be the key of Syria to the north; but 
considered as a commercial city jt has a different appearance.* I t is the emporium of 
Armenia and the Diarbekar, sends caravans to Bagdad and into Persia, and communicates 
with the Persian gulph and India by Bassora, with Egypt and Mecca by Damascus, and 
with Europe by Skaindaroon (Alexandretta) and Latakia. Commerce is there principally 
carried on by barter. The chief commodities are raw or spun cottons, clumsy linens, 
fabricated in the villages; silk stuffs, manufactured in the city; copper bournes (coarse 
cloths), like those of Rouen; goats’ hair, brought from N atolia; the gall-nuts of Curdis* 
tan ; the merchandize of India, such as shawls and muslins, and pistachio mits, of the 
growth of the neighbourhood. The articles supplied by Europe are Languedoc cloths, 
cochineal, indigo, sugar, and some other groceries. The coffee of America, though pro
hibited, is introduced, and serves to mix with that of Moka. The French have at Alepjm 
a corrsul and seven counting-houses; the English and the Venetians two ; and the mer
chants of Leghorn and Holland one. The emperor appointed a consul there in 1784 in 
the person of a rich Jew merchant, who shaved his beard to assume the uniform and the 
sword. Russia has also sent one very lately. Aleppo is not exceeded in extent by any 
city in Turkey, except Constantinople and Cairo, and perlmps Smyrna. The number of 
inhabitants*has been computed at 200,000; but in these calculations certainty is impos
sible. However, if we observe that this city is not larger than Nantes or Marseilles, al>d 
that the houses consist only of one story,-, we shall, perhaps, not think it probable they 
exceed 100,000. The people of this city,' both Turks and Christians, are, with reason, 
esteemed the most civilized in all Turkey ; and the European merchants no where enjoy 
so much liberty or are treated with so much respect

The air of Aleppo is very dry and piercing, but at the same time very salubrious for 
all who are not troubled with asthmatic complaints. The city, however, and the enviroiis 
axe subject to a singular endemial disorder, which is called the ringworm or pimple of 
Aleppo; it is, in fact, a pimple, which is at first inflammatory, and at length becomes an • 
ulcer, of the size of the nail. The usual duration of this ulcer is one year; it commonly 
fixes on the face, and leaves a scar, which disfigures, almost all tlie inhabitants. It is- 
alleged that every stranger who resides there three mouths b  attacked with it. Experience 
has taught that the best mode of treatment is to make use of no remedy.' No reason- is 
assigned for this malady; butM . Volney suspects it proceeds from the quality, of tRe 
water, as it fe likewise frequent in the neighbouring villages in some ^ r t s  of the Diarbe- 
kir, ant^ even in certain districts near Damascus, where the soil and the water have the 
same appearance. • Of the Christian inhabitants the greater mimber are Greeks, next to 

* them the Armenians, then the Syrians, and lastly the Maronitf.s, each of wfiom have a 
church in the part of the city called Judida, in which quarter^and the parts adjacent most 
of them reside. The comnnon language is the vulgar Arabic, but the Turks of condition 
use the Turkish. Most of the Armenians can speak the Armenian, some few Syrians 
understand Syriac, and many of the Tie ws Hebrew ; b«t scarce one of tlie Greeks under
stand a word of Greek. The people.in general are of a middle stature and tolerably well 
proportioned, but they segm neither vigorous nor active. Botli sexes- arc handsome when 
young; b«*t the beard soon disfigures the men, and the women, as tlicy come early to
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Wiaturlty, also fade very soori; females are generally, marrie^ ^rom 14 to 18 years of age, 
and many under 14. Tlie people of rank here are polite aiiq. affable, making allowances 
for that superiority which the Mahometan religioir instructs its votaries to assuVnc over all' 
who hold a different faith. The bread is generally of wheat’floury made ini& thin cakes, ’ 
But very ill prepared, and is generally eaten as soon as it comes out of the oven. The' 
principal people have small loaves, of a finer flour, which are well fermented and baked.' 
Besides there arc a variety of biscuits, most of which are strewed on the top with some' 
kind of seeds. The Europeans have veiy good bread, prepared and baked in the French 
man'ner. All the inhabitants, of both sexes, smoke tobacco to great excess  ̂ even the 
very servants have almost constantly a pipe in their moutlis. Cbaclies oi’ carriages are 
not used here ; there persons of quality ride on horseback in the city, with a number of 
servants walking before them, according to their rank; ladies of the fii*st distinction are- 
even compelled to. walk on foot through the city, or to any place at a moderate distance; 
in longer journeys they are carried by mules, in a kind of couch close covered up. There 
are a number of public bagnios in this city, which are used by people of all ranks, except 
those of the highest distinction, who commonly have batlis and every otlier convenience in. 
their own houses.

Damascus and Jerusalem are both of them very antient cities, and both of them derive 
their present support from popular superstition. The former, which has subsisted from 
the time of Abraham, is the rendezvous of such Moslems as visit Mecca;, an^ the latter, 
is the resort of catholic and Greek devotees, who arc desirous of beholding tlie sepulchre.

Among the different inhabitants of Syria some are dis{)crsed indifferently over' every 
part of the country, others confine themselves to particular spots, which, it.will be necessary 
to determine.

The Greeks proper, the Turks, and the Arahian peasants belong to the former class, 
with this difference, that the Turks reside only in the towns, where they are in possession 
of the*military employments and the offices of the magistracy, and where they exercise the 
arts. The Arabs and the Greeks inhabit the villages, and form the class of husbandmen 
in  the country, and the inferior people in the towns; The part of the country which con
tains the most Greek villages is’ the Pachalic of Damascus.
' The Greeks of the Romish communion^ who are much less numerous than the schis- 

, matics, are all retired ,within the towns, where they cultivate the arts and commerce. The 
protection of tli^ Franks procured them, in the late war, a decided superiority in trade 
'wherever there are European settlements. •

The Maronites form a national body,, which occupies almost exclusively the whole ' 
country comprUed between Nahr-el-kelb (the river of the dog), and J ’̂ ahr-el-*bared (the 
cold river); from the summit of the mountains on the east to the Mediterranean on the 
west.
‘ The Dnizes border: upon them, and extend from Nahr-el-kelb to the neighbourhood of 
Sour (Tyre), between the valley of Bekaa and the sea.

The country of, the Motoual* formerly included the valley of Bekaa as far ar Sour * 
but this people, of late years, have undergone a revolution, which lias reduced them 
almost to nothing.

As. for the Ansariansj they are dispersed throughout the mountains, from Nahr-akkah.
Voi.. ir .  , 6 F .
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as far as to Aiitakia; th•^y a r t distinguished Into different tribes, such as tlie Kclbia, the 
Kadinousia, the Shamsia, &c.

• The Turkomen, the Curd% and the Bedouins have no fix-ed liabitations, but keep per
petually wandering w}th tlieir tents and herds in limited districts, of which they look Upon 
themselves as the proprietors. The Turkoman hordes generally encamp on the plain of 
Antioch; the Curds in the mountains between Alexandretta and the Euphrates ; and the 
Arabs spread oyer the w'hole frontier of Syria, adjacent to their deserts, and even the 
plains of the interior part of the country, as those of Palestine, Bekaa, and Galilee.
” To form more distinct ideas of these different classes let us consider more circumstan

tially what is p(}culiar to each of them.
The Turkomen are of the number of those Tartar hordes, who, on the great revolutions 

of the empire of the khalifs, emigrated from the eastward of the Caspian sea, and spread 
ihemselves over the vast plains of Armenia and Asia Minor. Their lauguage is the same 
with that of the Turks, and their mode of life nearly similar to that of the Bedouin Arabs.. 
Like tliem they are pastorg, and consequently obliged to travel over" immense tracts of 
land to procure subsistence for their numerous -herds. But there is tliis difference, that 
the countries frequented by the Turkomen being rich in pasturage, they can feed more 
cattle on them, and are therefore less dispersed than the Arabs. Each of their ordou^ or 
camps acknowledges a chief, whose power is not determined by fixed laws, but governed 
by custom and circumstances. . I t  is rarely abused, because the society is compact, and 
the nature of their situation maintains sufficient equality among its members. Every roan 
able to bear arms is-anxious to carry tliem,* since, on his individual force depend both his 
personal Safety and the respect paid him by his companions. All their property consists 
in cattle, that is camels, buffaloes, goats,' and especially sheep. They live on milk, butter, 
and meat, which are in great abundance among them, and the overplus of which they 
sell in the to^yns and the neighbouring counti-y, for they are almost able alone to supply 
the butcheries. In  return, they take arms, clpthes, money, and corn. Their women spin 
wool and make carpets, the use of which is immemoral in these countries, and coo- 
sequently indicates their manner of living to have been always the samet As for tliemen, 
their w'hole occupation consists in smoking and looking after their flodts. Perpetually 
©n horseback, with their lances on their shoulder, their crooked sabrei by then* sides, and 
their pistols in their belts, they are expert horsemen and indefatigable soldiers. They^ 
have frequent differences with the Turks, who dread them ; but as they ^ e . divided aroong

> themselves, and form separate camps, they do not assume that superiority which ,their 
eombinedfforces would ensure them. The Pachalics of Aleppo and Damascus^ which are 
tjje only, parts of Syria they freq^uent, may be computed to contain ^bout'^ ,0 0 0  wandering 
Turkomen. A great number of these tribes pass in summer int^Amicnia and Caramania, 
where they find gi-ass in great, abundance, and return to their former quarters in the 
winter. The Turkomen are reputed Mussulmen, and generally bear the dbtinguishing 
mark^ circumcision. But they trouble themselves very little about religioir, and they 
have neither the ceremonies nor the fanaticism of sedelitary nations., To describe their 
manners accurately it would be necessary to have lived among them. They have hotw'cver 
the reputation of not being robbers, like the Arabs, though they are neither less geoerous 
nor less hospitable than they ; aiid when we consider that they live in plenty without being'
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rich, and are inui-edto war and fiardened by fatigue and danger, wc may jwesume they- 
are equally removed from the ighorance and servility of the {peasants, and the corruption 
and selfishness of the inhabitants of the towns.

•The Curds are subject to a sort of feudal government, vvliich appears similar to that we 
obseiwe among the Druzes. Each village has its chief, and the whole nation is divided 
into different and .independent factions. ' The dis{)iitcs inseparable from tins State of 
anarcljy have detached from the nation a great mnuher of tribes and families, whidh hat'C 
adopted the wandering life of Tutkomen and Arabs. These are dispersed in the Diarbekir 
and over tlie plains of Arzroum, Erivan, Sivas, Aleppo, find Damascus: all their tribes 
united arc estimated to exceed 140,000 tenti; that is 140,000 armed then. Like the 
Turkomen these Curds are pastors and wandi^rcrs but difl’er from them in some parti
cular customs. The Turkomen give their daughters a  matriage dower; the Curds receive 
a premium for thehi: the Turkomen pay no rcsjicct to that antiiiuity of extraction which 
we call nobility; the Curds honour it above every thing: the Turkomen do not steal ; 
the Ctn'ds arc almost every where looked upon as plunderers, on which account they are 
much dreaded in the neighbourhood of Aleppo and of Antioch, where they occupy, under 
the name of Bagdashlia, the mountains to the east of Beilam, as far as near Klcs. In 
this Pachalic and in tha^-^f Damascus their number exceeds 20,000 tents and huts; for 
they have also fixed habitations. They are reputed Mahometans; but they never trouble 
themselves about religions rites or o|)iiiions.

The wandci'ing Aralis have been already dcscrl licit, and will again be slightly noticed 
in our account of Egj’pt. '' • ,

The Ansarians arc the disciples of an old man, who appeared in the ninth century in 
the village ol Nasar, called himself the Holy Spirit and Jolni the son of Zachary, and 
taught his followers to fast but two days In the year, to drink wine, and abstain from tlic 
flesh of Carnivorous animats. Many of the Ansaria believe in the metempsychosis, others 
reject the immortality of the soul, and, in general, in that civil and religious anarchy, 
that ignorance and rudeness, which prevail among them, these peasants adopt wliat opi
nions thev think proper, following the .sect they like best, and frequently attaching themselves 
to none.  ̂ ■

Their country is divided into three principal districts, farmed by the chiefs called 
"Mokaddainim. Their tribute is paid to the Pacha of Tripoli, from, whom they annually 
receive their titlt?. ITieir mountains are in general not so steep as those of Lebanon, 
and consequently are better adapted to cultivation; but they are also much exposed to the 
Turks, and hence, doubtless, it happens, that with greater plenty of corn, tobacco, wines, 
and olives, they are move thinly inliabitcd than those of their neighbours tlie Maronites. '

The Maronites were formerly a distinct sect of Christians, but are new united with the 
church of Rome. They all live dispersed in the mountains, in villages, hamlets, and even 
detached houses, which is never the case in the plains. The whole nation consists of 
cultivators. Every man improves the bfde domaih he possesses or farms with his own 
hands. Even the Shaiks live in the same manner, and they are only distinmiished from 
the people by a bad Pclicc, a liorse, a few slight advantage.s in food and lodging; they 
all live frugally, without many enjoyments, but also with few wants, as they are little 
acquainted with the inventions of luxury. In  general the nation is poor, but qo maa
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wants necessaries; and if beggai's are sometimes seen, they come rather from the,sea- 
coast tiian the country itself. Property is as sacred among them as in Europe; nor do 

> we see thei^ those robberies and extortions so frequent with the Turks. Travellers may 
journey there either by night or day witli a security uiiknowm in any other part .of ^he 
• empue,, and the stranger meets with hospitality as among the Arabs; it must be owned, 
however, that the Maronites are less generous and rather inclined to the vice of p^simony. 
Conformably to the doctrines of Christianity they have only one w'ife, whom they espouse 
frequently without having seen, and always w ithout having been much In her coinpany. 
Contrary to the precepts of that same religion, however, tlicy have admitted or retained 
the Arab custom of retaliation, and the nearest relation of a murdered per,son is bound to 
avenge him. From a habit founded on distrust and the political state of the country, every 
one, whether Shaik or peasant, walks continually armed with fusil and poniards. As the 

. country maintains no regular troops, every man is obliged to join the army in time of w ar; 
and if this militia w ere well conducted, it would be superior to many European armies. 
From accounts taken in late years the number of men fit to bear arms amounts to 35,000.

The Motoualis are of the sect of Ali, and assume to themselves the name of Justicia- 
rians, from the doctrine that God always acts, on tlie principles of justice, conformable to 
human reason. A great part of this nation perished in those civil commqtion^ which 
disturbed Syria in the middle of tlie 18tli century.

The Druzes profess tO believe that A1 Ilakcm, a tyi'anmcal khalif of Egypt, was an 
incarnation of the deity, ♦ ,

They practise neither circumcision, nor prayers, imr fasiting; they observe neither festi
vals nor prohibitions; they drink w ine, eat pork, and allow marriage between brothers and 
sisters, though not between fathers and children. From this we may conclude with 
reason that the Druzes have no religion; yet one class of them must be excepted, whose 
religious customs are very peculiar.. Those who compose it are to the rest of the nation 
what the initiated were to the profinie; they assume the name of Okkals, which means 
spiritualists, and bestow on the vulgar the epithet of DJahcl or ignorant; they, have 
various degrees of initiation, the highest orders of which require celibaoj’. These are dis
tinguished by the white tlirban they affect as a symbol of their purity; and so proud are 
they of this supposed purity, that they think themselves polluted by even touching a prch 
fane person. . I f  you eat out of their plate or drink out of their cup tliey. break thenv, 
and hence the custom so gbneral in this country of using vases with a of cock,•which 
may be drank out of without touching them with the lips. All their practices are en
veloped <n mysteries; tlicir oratories always stand alone, and afe constantly situated on 
eminences; in these they hold flicir secret assemblies, to wliich women are admitted. 
I t  is pretended they perform ceremonies there in presence o f s m a l l  statue, resembling 
an ox ’or a calf; whence some have pretended to prove that they are descended from the 
Samaritans. But besides that the fact is not well ascertained^ the \yorship of the ox may 
be deduced from other sources, ^

They have one or two books, which they conceal' wfth' the greatest care ; but chance 
has deceived their jealousy; for in a civil war, which, happened six or seven years ago, 
the Emir Yousef, w ho is Djahel or ignorant, found one among the pillage of one of their 
or,atorics. I am assured, says Dc Vplnev, by persons , who have read it, that it,contains.
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only a mystic jargon, the obscurity ©f which doubtles renders it valuable to adepts. 
Hakem Bamrellah is there spoken of, by^whom they mean God in the person of the 
kha.if. It likewise treats of another life, of a place of punisliment and a place of happi
ness, where the Okkals shall; of course, be distinguislicd. Several degrees of .perfection 
are mentioned, to w hieh they arrive by successive trials. In other respects these sectiv 
ries have all the insolence and all the fears of superstition; they are not communicative 
because tl*y are weak; but it is probable that, were they powerful, they would be pro-' 
mulgators and intolerant.

I'he rest of the Druzes, strangers to this spirit,, are wholly indifferent about religious 
matters. The Christians w'ho live in their country pretend that several of them believe 
in the metempsychosis ; that others w'orship the sun, moon, and stars, all which is possible ; 
for, as am6ng the Ansaria, every one left to his own fancy follows the opinion tlmt 
pleases him most, and these Opinions are those which present themselves most naturally 
to unenlightened minds. Wlien among the Turks they affect the exterior of Mahometans, 
frequent the mosques, and perform their ablutions and prayers. Among the Maronitds 
tliey accompany them to chuich, and like them make use of holy water. Many of tlicra, 
importuned by the missionaries,’ suffer themselves to be baptized; and if solicited by the 
Turks receive circumcision r and conclude by dying neither Christians nor Mahometans t 
but they are not so indifferent in matters of civil policy.

Their chief, called Hakem or governor, abo- Emir or prince, is a sort of a king oi 
general, who unites in his own person tlie civil and military powers. His dignity is some
times transmitted from father to son, sometimes from one brother to another, and the 
succession is determined rather by/orcc than any certain laws. Females can in no cose 
pretend to this inheritance. They arc already excluded from succession in civil allaiis, 

•and consequently can still less expect it in political: in general the Asiatic governments 
are too turbulent, and their administration lenders military talents too necessary to'admit 
of the sovei'eignty of women. Among Ine Druzes, the male line of any family being ex
tinguished, the government devolves to him who is in possession of the greatest number 
of suffrages and resources. But the first step is to obtain the approbation of the Turks, 
of whom he becomes the vassal and tributary. It even happens frequently, to assert their 
supremacy, they name the Hakeem, contrary to the wishes of the nation ; but this cen- 
straint lasts no longer than it is'maintained by that violence which gave it birth. 'J'he 
office of the governor is to watch over the good order of the state, ana to prevent ,ilie 
Emirs, Sliaiks, and tillages from making w ar on each other; in case of disobedience 
may employ force. He is also at .the head of the civil power, and names the Cadis, only 
always reserving to himself the power of life, and death. He collects the tributf, from 
which he annually pays teethe Pacha a. stated sum ; this tribute varies in proportion as 
tlie nation renders itself more or less formidable: at the beginning of die l / th  century it* 
amounted to 160 purses (8330/.) ; but Melliem forced the Turks to reduce it to 6‘0. In 
1784 Emir Yousef paid 80 and promised £)0. This tribute, w h'ich b  called Miri, is im
posed on the mulberry-trees, viiievards, cotton, amUgrain. All sown land pays in pro
portion to its extent, every fool of mulbnries is taxed at three mediiis, or tnree s<»ls nine 
deniers(not quite two-pence). A tiumlied Uet of vineyard pays a piaster or 40 niedins; 
and fresli. measurements are often made to preserve a just proportion. 'Ihc Sliaiks and 

VoL. II. 6 G
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Emirs liave bo exeinptioB in this respect, and it may be truly said they contribute to the 
public stock ifi proportion to their fortune. The colleetion is made almost ivithout e.x- 
pence. Each man pays bis contingent at Dair-el-Kamir, if he pleases, or to the collectors 
of the prince, who make a circuit round tiie country after the crop of silk.s. The surplus 
of tins tribute is fur the prince, so that it is his interest to reduce the demands of the 
Turks, as it would likewise he to augment the impost; but this measure requires the sanction 
of the Shaiks, who have the privilege of o[)posing it. Their consent is neccssai^ likewise 
for peace and war. In these cases the Emir must convoke general assemblies, and lay 
before tliem the state of liis affairs. I'here every Shark ami every peasant who has any 
reputation for courage or understanding is entitled to give his suHVage; so tliat this 
govermueut may be considered as a well proportioned mixtui e of monarchy, aristocracy, 
and democracy. Every thing depends on circumstances; if the goi ernor be a man of 
ability he is affsolnte ; if w cak a cypher. This proceeds from the want of fixed laws ; a 
want common to all Asia, and the radical cause of all the disorders iiv the governments of 
tlie Asiatic nations.

By the last estiniatc.s it appears the numlicr of men able to bear arms was 40,000, w hich 
supposed a total population of l ‘i0 ,000; no addition is to be made to tliis calculation, 
since there arc no Druzes in the cities or on the coast. As the whole country contains 
only 110 square leagues, there results for every league IO9O persons, wiiich is equal to 
the j)opulation of the richest provinces of France. To render tins more remarkable it 
must be observed that the soil is not fertile, that a great many eminences remain unculti
vated, that they do not grow com enough to support themselves three months in the year, ' 
that they have no manufactures, and that all their exportations arc confined to silks and 
cottons, the balance of w iiich exceeds very little the importation of corn from the Ilauran, 
tlie oils of Palestine, and the rice and coffee they procure from Bairout. Whence arises • 
then such a number of inhabitants within so small a.space? I can discover (says l)o. 
Yoluey) no other cause than that ray of liberty w hich glimmers in this country. Unlike 
the Turks every man lives in a perfect security of his iifc and property. The peasant is 
not richer than in other countries ; but lie is free, “ he fears not,” as I have often heard 
them say “ that the Aga, the Kaimmakain, or the Pacha snoulcl stind thbir Djendis to 
pillage his house, carry off his family, or give him the bastinado.” Such opjiressions are 
unknow'n among these mountains. Security, therefore, has been the original cause of 
population, from that inherent desire which all men have to multiply themselves wherever 
they find an easy subsistence The frugality of the nation, which i \  content with little, 
nas been a secondary and not less powerful reason ; and the tliird is the emigration of a 
numbei* of Christian families, who daily desert the Turkish pi ovinccs to settle in mount 

• Lebanon, wlierc they are received willi open arms by the Hai^initcs, from similarity of 
feligioii; and by 4,116 Druzes, from principles of ioleration, anul a conviction how much it 
is the interest of every counti'y to nuiUiply the number of its cultivators, consumers, and 

’ allies.
Syria, as well as Egypt, Persia, ajid almost all the south of Asia, is subject to a very 

dreadful calamity, those clouds of locusts so often mentioned by trawHers. Tlie quantity 
of these insects is incredible to all who have not themselves w'itne.ssed iheii astonishing 
numbers; the w hole earth is covered w ith them for the space of several leagues. The .
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noise tliey make in broweing on the trees and herbage may be heard at a great' distance^ 
anr! resembles that of an army foraging in seci*et. The Tartars themselves are a less 
destructive enemy than these little animals; one would imagine that fire had followed 
their progress. Wherever their myriads spread, the verdure of the country disappears, a.3 
if a curtain had been removed, trees and plants stripped of their leaves, and reduced to 
their naked boughs and stems, cause the dreary image of winter to succeed in an.instant 
to the rick scenery of the spring. When these clouds of locusts take their flight, to sur
mount any obstacle or to traverse more rapidly a desert soil, the heavens may literally be 
said to be obscured with them. Happily tliis calamity is not frequently repeated ; for it 
is the inevitable forerunner of famine and the maladies it occasions. The inhabitants of 
Syria have remarked that locusts are always bred by too mild winters, and that they con
stantly come from the desert of Arabia. From this observation it is easy to conceive that 
the cold not having been rigorous enough to destroy their eggs, tliey multiply suddenly, 
and the herbage fUiling them in the immense plains of the desert, innumerable legions 
Issue forth. When they make their first apiicarance on the frontiers of the cultivated 
country, the inhabitants strive to drive them ofl' by raising large clouds of smoke, but fre
quently their herbs and wet straw fail them ; they then dig trenches, where numbers 0$ 
them arc buried but the two most efficacious destroyers of these insects are the south, 
and south-easterly winds, and the bird called the Samarmar. These birds, which greatly 
resemble the woodpecker, fwllow them in numerous flocks like starlings, and not only 
gfcpdily devour them, but kill as many as they can ; accordingly they arc respected by 
the peasants, nobo<Jy is ever allowed to shoot them. As for the Southerly and south-, 
easterly winds, they drive with violence these clouds of locusts over the Mediterranean, 
where such quantities of them arc drowned, that, when their carcases arc thrown on the 
shore, they infect the air for several days, even to a great distance.

Palestine in its - present state comprenends the wnole country included between the 
Mediterranean to the west, tlic chain of mountains to the east, and two lines, one drawn, 
to the soutli by Kan Youncs, and the otlier tolne noith, octween Kaisaria and the rivulet 
of Yafa. Tliis whole tract is almost entirely a level plain, without either river or rivulet 
in summer, but watered by several torrents in winter. Notwithstanding tliis dryness, the;, 
soil is good, and may even be termed fertile, for when the winter rains do not fail every* 
thing springs up in abundance; and the earth, which is black and fat, retains sufliciciit 
for* the'growth of grain and vegetables during the summer. Alore dourra, scsaimmi,' 
water-melons, and Ifcans are sown here than in any other part of the countr)*. Tliey 
also rake cotton, barley, and wheat; but though the latter be most esteemed it is Iĉ ss cul
tivated, for fear of too nmch inviting the avarice of tlic Turkish governors and the rapacity, 
of the Arabs. This country is iiulccd more frequently plundered than any other in SyTia, 
for being very proper for cavalry, and adjacent to the desert, it lies open to the Arabs,* . 
who ai'e far from sati.sficd with tlie mountains: they have long disputed it with every ■ 
power established in it, and have succeeded so far as to obtain the concession of certain 
places, on paying a tribute, from wlnyicc tlicy infest the roads, so as to render it unsafe to. 
travel from Gaza to Acre : they might even have oiitaincd the entire possession of it, had 
they known how to avail themselves of their strength, Imt divided themselves by Jarring 
interests and family quarrels, they turn those weapons on each other which they shouk*
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employ against the common enemy, and are at once enfeebled by their disregard of all 
good order and government, and impoverished by their spirit of rapacity.
' The principal places in Palestine are Yafa tlie antient Joppa, Yabnla, which was 
formerly called Jamnia, and Gaza, celebrated from the time of the Philistines.

Egypt is a long and narrow tract, lying on both sides the Nile. The general appearance 
of the country is thas described by De Volney.

As we ascend the river we begin to acquire some general idea of the soil, the climate 
and productions of this celebrated country. Nothing more resembles its appearance than 
the marshes of the Lower Loire or the plains of Flanders; instead, however, of the nume
rous trees and dountry-houses of the latter, we must imagine some thin woods of palms 
and sycamores, and a few villages of mud-walled cottages, built on artificial mounds. 
All this part of Egypt is so level and so low that we are not three leagues from the coast 
when, we first discover the palm trees and the sands on which they grow; from thence, 
as we proceed up the river, the declivity is so gentle that water does not flow faster than 
a. league an hour. As for the prospect of the country it offers little variety ; nothing is to 
be seen but palm-trees, single of in cnimps, which become more rare in proportion as you 
fid /ance, Avretebed villages of mod-walled huts, and a boundless plain, tvliich, at different 
seasons, is an ocean of fresh water, a miry morass, a verdant field, or a dusty desert; and 
on every side an extensive and foggy horizon, where tiie eye is wearied and disgusted ; nt 
length, towards the junction of the two bfanches of the river, the mountains of Grand 
Cairo are discovered in the east, and to the south-west three detached masses appear, 
which, from their triangular form, are known to be the pyramids. We now ervter a valley, 
w’hich turns to the Southward betweefi two chains of parallel eminences. That to tlie ea.st, 
which €xtei>ds to the Red sea, merits the name of a mountain from its precipitate eleva
tion, and that of a desert from its naked and savage aspect; but the western is nothing 
but a ridge of rock, covered with sand, w hich has been very properly termed a natur d 
mound or causeway. To describe Egypt in two words, let the reader Imagine on one 
side a narrow sea and rocks; on the other immense plains of sand, and in the middle a 
river flowing through a valley of 150 leagues in length, and fiom three to seven widê  
which, at the distance of 30 leagues from the sea, separates into twd arms, the branches 
of which wander over a soil free from obstacles, and almost without declivity.

It has been supposed that the W'hole land of Egypt, find especially of the Delta or 
Lower Egv’pt nas been produced by the quantity of earth brouglxt down from Abyssiifia 
by the w’aters of the Nile. But though this may probably not be tlib case, it is certain 
that this country is principally indebted for its fertility to the annual inundations by which 
it is w'atered.

Egypt has been divided into the Lower Egypt or Della, and the Upper Egypt or The- 
.oais. Its principal cities are Alexandretta, Cairo, Damietta, land Rosetta,

• Cair(fls divided Into the New and Old cities. Old Cairo is on the eastern side of 
the river Nile, and is now almost uninhabited. The New, rvhich is pruporly Cairo is 
seated in a sandy plain, about two Guiles and a half ^om the old city. It stands on the. 
western side of the Nile, fiom which it is not three quarters of a mile distant. It is ex
tended along the mountain on which the castle is built, for the sake of which it was re- 
lAove.d hithef, in order, as some pretend, to be under its protection. Bulack may be
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called the' port of Cairo ; for it stands oii the bank oi tlie iS iie, about a mile and half 
from it,, and all the corn and other commodities arc-landed there befoi'e they are brought 
to the city. Some travellers have made Cairo of a most enormous magnitude, by taking 
in the old city, Balack, and the new; the real cu'cumfereuce of it, however, is not above 
ten miles, but it is extremely, populous, '^lie first thing that stiikes a traveller is the 
narrowness of'the streets apd the appearance of the houses. These are so daubed with 
mud on the outside that you M’ould think they were built Avith nothing else. Besides, as 
tlic streets are unpaved and ala;ays full of people, the walking in them is very inconvenient, 
especially to strangers. To remedy this there are a great number of asses, which always 
stand ready to be hired for a ti'iflc, that is a  pepny a mile. The owners drive them along, 
pud give notice to the crowd to give way. And here it may be observed tliat the Chris
tians, in this as well as other parts of the Turkish dominions, are not permitted to ride 
upon horses. The number of the inhabitants can only be guessed a t ; but we may coji- 
clude it to.be very great, because, in some years, the plague will carry off, 200,000 without 
their being much missed. The houses are from one to two or three stories high, and 
flat at :thc top, where they take the air and often sleep all night. The better sort of these 
have, a court- on the inside, like a college. The common run of houses have very little 
room; and even among great people it is usual for 20 or 30 to lie in the small hall.. 
Some houses will hold 300 persons of both sexes, among whom are 20 or 30 slaves • and 
those of ordinary rank generally three or four.

At present the city of ..'\lcxandria is reckoned to have about 14 or 15,000 inhabitants; 
they arc in gcneial given to thieving and cheating; and (like their predecessors) seditious 
above all others, were they not kc[rt hi awe by the severity of their government. - The 
Jlritisli and French carry on a  considerable comiucrcc with them, |and have each a consul 
residing here. Some Venetian ships also sail thither yearly, but with the French coloin-s 
and under the protection of France. The subjects of those kingdoms which keep no con
sul here are subjected, to tax by the'grand signior ; but the Jews have found out a method • 
of kidemnifying themselves from this disadvantage j namely, by selling their commoditie.s 
cheaper than other foreigners can afl’ord. They are also favoured by the farmers of the 
revenue; who know that if they do not pay some private regard to them, the Jews have 
it ,in their poiver to cause fewer merchandizes to come into their port during the two ycai .s 
that their farm .lasts.

Tbe^irescnt city b  a kind of peninsula, situated between the two ports; that to the 
westvrard was called by the antients the Portus Eunostus, now the Old Port, gpd is by far 
.the best; Turkish,vcsscls only'arc allowed to anchor there ; the other, called the New 
Port, is for the Christians; at tlic cxtrcuiity of one of the arms of which stood the famous 
Pharos. The New Port,* the only harbour for the Eurojjcan.s, is clogged up with sand, * 
inspmuch that, in stormy weather, slnpa are liable to bilge; ami the bottom being also 
rocky, the cables soon, chafe and, part; so that,, one vessel drlvhig against a second, and.' 
tliat against a third, they arc perluips all lost. O f tliis there was a fatal instance Id or 
18 ycai's ago, in a gale of \i |nd to »he norllgwcst, and numbers have been since lost there 
at din’erent times. If k  be asked in Europe, V liy do, they not repair tlie New Port 
the answer is that in Turkey they destroy every thing and repair nothing. The ofd har
bour will be desti'ovcd likewise, as the ballast of vessels has been continually thrown iiilo

Vox. IL  '
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>it for the last 200 years. The spirit of the Turkish goverranent is to ruin tho labours o 
past ages and destroy the hopes of future times; because the barbarity of ignorant des* 
23otism never considers to-morrow.

In time of war Alexandria is of nq importance ; no fortification is to be seen ; even the 
Parillon, with its lofty towers, cannot be defended ; it has not four cannon fit for service, 
nor a gunner wlio knows how to point them. The 500 janisaries who should form the 
garrison, reduced to half th a t number, know nothing but how to smoke a pipe. But 
Alexandria is a place of which the conquest would be of no value. A foreign power could 
not maintain itself there, as the country is without water. This must be brought from 
the Nile by the kalidj or canal of 12 leagues, which conveys it thither every year at the 
inundation: I t  iills the vaults or reservoir^ dug under,the antient city, and this provision 
must serve-till the next year. It is evident, thcrcfoi’c, that, were a foreign power to take 
possession, the camil would be shut, and all supplies of water cut off. I t is this canal 
alone which connects Alexandria with Egypt; for, from its situation without the Delta, 
and the nature of the soil, it really belongs to the deserts of Africa. Its environs' are 
sandy, flat, and sterile, Avithout trees and w ithout houses, wJicre we meet with nothing but 
the plant which yields the kali, and a row of jialm-trccs, which follows the course of the ' 
kalidj or canal.

The city is governed like othcl'S in the samd kingdom. It hath a small garrison of 
soldiers, part of which are janisaries and Assaffs ; Avho are* very haughty and insolent, not 
only to strangers but to tlie mercantile and industrious part of the ])cople, though ever so 
considerable and useful. The government is so remiss in favour of these wretches, that, 
i\Ir. Norden informs us, one of them did not hesitate to kill a fanner of the customs, for 
refusing to take less of him than the duty imposed, and Avent oft' unpunished j it being «, 
common salvo among them that AA'hat is done cannot be undone.

The present condition of Alexandria is very despicable, being noAv so far ruined, that the 
rubbish. In many places, overtops the houses. The famous tower of Pharos has long since 
been demolished, and a castle, called Parillon, built in its place. The causeway, Avhich 
joined the island to the continent, is broken down, and its {dace supplied by a Stone 
bridge of several arches.
• Some parts of the old Avails of the city present us Avith a mastcr-piccc-of antient masonry.. 

Tlicy are flanked Aiith large towers, about 200 paces distant from each other, Avith sm^ll 
ones m the middle. BeloAV are magnificent casemates, Avhich may serve for gafteries to 
Avalk in. In the lower part of tire tow’cr.S is a large square hall, Avhose roof is supported 
by thick columns of Thebaic stone. Above this are several rooms, over Avhich- are plat- 

,  forms, more than 20 {)accs square. The antient rc.scrvoirs, vaulted Avith so much art, 
Avhich extend under the Avhole town, are almost entire at the pnd of 2000 years.

Damietta is rounded in a semicircle on the eastern bank of the Nile, tAA’o leagues knd 
a half from the mouth of it. The eye, placed at one of the extremities of thh crescent, 
.takes in its Avhole extent. It is rec|joned to contain 80,0(M) souls. It has scA’cral squares, 
the most considerable of AA-hich has retained the name*of Mwichie. • The bazars are filled 
Avitb merchants. Spacious okals or khans, collecting under their porticos the stuffs of 
India, the silks of mount Lebanon, sal ammoniac, and jryramids of rice, proclaim that it is 
a commercial tOA\ n. TJie houses, those in particular AvhIch arc on the banks of the river.
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are very lofty. They have, in general, handsome saloons, built on the top ot tneir terraceS| 
which are cheerful helvideres open-to ev'ery wind, where the Turk, effeminately reclining 
Oil a sopha, passes his life in smoking, in looking on the sea, which bounds the horizon on 
one side, and tlie great lake that extends itself on tlie other, and on the Nile, which, 
running between them, traverses a rich ’country. Several large mosques, adorned with 
lofty minaret?» are dispersed over the town. The public baths, lined with marble, arq 
distributed ia  the sarne manner as those of Grand Cairo.

The port of Damictta is Continually filled with a multitude of boats and small vessels; 
those called scherm serve to convey the merchandize on board the ships in the road, and 
to unload them ; the othei's carry on the coasting ti'ade. This town carries on a gi'eat 
trade with Syria, wdth Cyprus, and ^Marseilles. The rice called Mezelaoni, of the finest 
qnality there is in Egypt, is cultivate^ in the neighbouring plains; the exports of it amount 
annually to about 6,000,000 >̂f livres. The other articles of the produce of the country 
are linens, sal ammoniac, corn, &c. A ruinous policy for the country prohibits, the cxpoiv 
tation o f this last article; but the law is evaded, and it passes under the name of rice.

Rosetta is pleasantly situated on the w'est side of tliat branch x)f the Nile called by th<; 
antients Bolbitinum, affirmed by Herodotus to have been formed by a rt; the town and 
castle being on the right hand as you enter that river. Any one that sees the hills about 
Rosetta would judge that they had been the antient barriers of the sea, and conclude that 
the sea hajs not lost more ground tlian the space between the hills and the water.

Rosetta is grown a considerable place for commerce, and hath^jome good manufactures 
in the linen and cotton way; but its chief business is the carriage of goods to Cairo ; al  ̂
the European merchandize being brought thither from Alexandria by sea, and carried in 
l)oats to that capital; as those that are brought down from it on the Nile are there shipped 
off for Alexandria; on which account the Europeans have here tlieir vice-consuls and 
factors to transact their business; and the government maintains a beig and custom-house, 
and a garrison to keep all safe and quiet.

The inhabitants of Egypt may be distinguished into four classes; the Arabians, Copts, 
Turks, and Mamlouks.

The fust and most generally dispersed is that of the Arabs, w'hich may be divfoed into 
three classes. First, tlie posterity of those, who, on the conquest of Egj’pt by Amrou, iu 
the, year 640, hastened from the Hcdjaz and every part of Arabia to settle in this qountry; 
so justly»celebi-atecl for its fertility. Every one was anxious to possess lands in it, and the 
Delta was. presently filled with foreigners,-to the prejudice of the vanquished Greeks^ 
This first race is preserved in the present class of fellahs or husbandmen and/^r,tizans, 
who still retain the characteristic features of their ancestors, but are taller and stronger 
made, the natural effect ot" a more plentiful nourishment than that of the deserts.. In 
general the Eg}-[)tian peasants reach the height of five feet four inches, and many among 
them attain to five feet six or seven. They arc muscular, svithout being fleshy and corpur 
lent, as men will be‘ who are hardened to fatigue. Their skin, tanned by the sun, is 
almost black, hut thejr couiftenancbs have nothing tlisagreeable. The greatest part of 
them have heads of a fine oval, large and projecting foreheads, and under a dark eyebrow 
a black, sunken, hut brilliant £'yc; the nose large, but not aquiline, well-shaped mouths, 
and, witliout exception, fine teeth. The inhabitants of the great towns, raor^'^'motley,
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ha -̂c a leSs unifomi and marked physiognomy. Those of the villages, on the romrary, 
forming np alliances bnt in their own families, have more gcnci'al and indre constant 
characteristics, and something of ferocity in their air, rvhich originates in the passions of a 
mind continually Soured by the perpetual war and tyranny w hich surround them.

A second*class of Arabs is that of the Africans or Oocideirtals, w'ho have arrived at 
different periods and under different chiefs, and united themselves to the- fonner; like 
thpm they are descended from the Mussuhnen conquerors, who expelled the Greeks fron> 
IMauritania; like tliem they exercise agiiculture and trades, but they are more especially 
tmraerous in the Said, w here they have villages and even distinct sovereigns of their own. '

The third class is that of the Bedouins or inhabitants of the de.seits, kno^ni to the 
antients by the name of Scenites, that is dwellers ini tents. Some! of these, disi3crsed in 
families, inhabit the rocks, caverns, riiins, amf sequestered places, where there is water v 
others, united in tribes, encamp under low and smoky tenft, and pass their lives in per 
petual jounieyings, sometimes in the desert, sometimes on the banks of tlie riverhav in j; 
no other attachment to the soil than what arises from their own safety or the subsistemtf 
of their flocks. There are tribes of them who arrive every year, after the inundation, from 
^hC heart of .̂ Vfrica, to profit by the fertility of the country, and who, in the spring, retire 
into the depths of the desert; others are statioivary in Egypt, where they farm lands, 
tvhich they sow and annually change. All of them observe among thcmselve.s. stated 
limits, which they never pass, on pain of war. They all lead neai*ly the same kind o f life, 
and have, the same mai#iers ami customs. Ignorant and poor, the Bedouins preserve an 
original character, distinct from surrounding nations. Pacific in their camp, they are 
eveiy where else in an habitual state of war. The husbandmen, w horn they pillage, hate 
them ; the travellers, whom they despoil, speak ill of tliem; and tlie Tinks, whe dread 
them, endeavouf to divide and corrupt them. I t is ealculated that the different tribes of 
them in Egypt might form a body of 30,000 horsemen ; but these arc so dispersed and 
disunited that they are only considered as robbers and vagabonds.

A second race of inhabitants are the Copts, called in Arabic elKobt. Several families 
of them are, to be found in the Delta ; but the greatest part inhabit i the Said, w here they 
in some places occupy whole villages. Both history and tradition attest their descent from 
the people who were conquered by the A rabs; that is- from that mixtmc of Egj’ptians^ 
Pei-sians, and above all Greeks, who, under the Ptolemies and Constantines were so lyng 
in possession of E'gj’pt. They differ from the Arabs by their religion, bich is Chwstianity, 
but they aio again dis t̂inct from other Christians by their sect being Eutychrans. Their 
adherance to the theological distinctions of this heresy has drawn perSfccutiofts on them on 
the part of the other Greeks, w hich has rendered them irreconcilable enemies. When the 
Arabs conquered the country they took advantage of these , ^nimositics to enfeeble them 
both. The Copts have at length t'xpelled their rivals, and, as they liave beeb always 
intimately acquainted wuth the interior of the country, they are become the depositaries of 
the registers of the lands and tribes. Under the name of writers, lliey are at Cairo the 
iutendants,' secretaries, and collectors of governmerft. Tlifcse winters, despised, by, the 
Turks, whom they serve, and hated by the peasants, whom they oppress, form a kind of 
separate class, the head of which is the wviter to the principal. disposes of all eia-
yloymcnts in that department, which, according, to the spirit Turkish government^
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he bestows on the best bidder. The Turks are tlie officers of gOVernmertt, and tli6 OddiS 
or magistrates in the towns. , .

The Mamlouks are originally slaves, imported from Georgia; but, having been first 
instructed by their masters in the management o f arms and horsesj are pi'csented with their 
liberty; and, in a country of continual anarchy, soon rise intd consequende. They attach 
themselves to certain leaders, who, in order to keep their usurped authority, maintaift 
them in  the utmost exti'avagance, and have recoui'se to every species of tiolcnce and ex*- 
tortion to support the consequent expences. These beys,* tliough they acknoAvledgftHhfe 
authority of the grand seignior, pay him but a very precarious obediened, and are, hv feet 
the only governors of Egypt. Under them the inhabitants are grievously oppressed, being 
scarcely possessed of hny security for person oif property. /

We may easily judge that in such a country every thing is analagoits to so wetcTied a 
government. Wherever the cultivator enjoys not the fruit of his labour he works only, by 
constraint, and agriculture^anguishes. Wherever there is no seairity in property there 
can be no industry to |)rocure it, and the arts must remain in their infancy. Wherever 
knowledge has no object men will do nothing to a’cquire it, and their Ininds will continue 
in a State of barbarism. Suen is the condition of Egypt. The greater part of the lands 
are in the hands of the beys, the Mamlouks, and the professors of the law ; the number of 
the otlicr proprietors is extremely small, and their property liable*to a thousand imposi
tions. Every moment some contribution is to be paid or some damage re p a ire d th e re  
is no right of succession or inheritance for real property; every thing returns to govern
ment, from which every thing must be repurchased. The peasants are hired labourers, to 
whom no more is left than barely suffices to sustain life. The rice and corn they gather 
are carried to the table of their masters, and nothing reserved for them but dourra op 
Indian millet, of which they make a bread, without leaven, which is tasteless when cold. 
This bread, .baked by a fire, kindled with the dried dung of buffaloes and cows, is, rvith 
water and onions, their only food throughout the yefar; and-they esteem thenaselves happy, 
if they can sometimes procure a little honey, cheese^ sour milk, and dates. Flesh metit 
and fat. Which they are passionately fond of, make their appearance only on tlie great 
festivals, ^nd among those who are in the best circumstances.

Their whole clotliing consists in a shirt ot coarse, blue linen, and in a clumsy, black cloak: 
their head-dress is a sort of cloth bonnet, over which they roll a long handkerchief of red 
i^oolle^i; their arms, legs, and breasts are naked, and the greatest part of them do not even 
wear drawers. Their habitations are mud-walled huts, in which they are suffocated with 
heat and smoke, and frequently attacked by maladies arising from uncleaniiess, humidity, 
and unwholesome food ; and, to fill the measure of their wretchedness, to these physical , 
evils are added continual^alarms, dread of the robberies of the Arabs and the extortions 
of the Mamlouks, family feuds, and all the anxieties of a perpetual civil war'

This is a just picture of all the villages, and equally resembles the towns. At Cairo 
itself, a stranger, at bis arrival, is struck w ith the universal appearance of wretchedness 
and misery. The crowds w|iich tksrong the streets present to his sight nothing but hideous 
rags and disgusting nudities. 'I t  is true he often meets with horsemen richly clad ; but 
this display of luxury only renders the contrast of indigence the more shocking. ‘ Every 
thing hq sees or hears reminds him he is in the country of slavery an.d tyranny. Nolhiivg 
‘ VoL. II .. • 6 1  ’
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is talked of but intestine troubles, ^he public misery, pecuniary extortions, bastinadoes^., 
and murders* There is no security for life or property. The blood of men is shed like 

, that of the vilest animals. Justice herself puts to death without formality, .The officer ofr 
tlie night, in bis rounds, and the officer of the day, in his circuit, judge, condemn, and - 
execute, in the twinkling of an eye, without appeal. Executioners attend them, and, o n , 
the first signal, the head of the unhappy victim falls in the leathern bag, in winch it is 
received for fear of soiling the place. Were even the appearance of criminality necessary 
to expose to the danger of punishment, this would be more tolerable; but frequently, 
without any other reason than the avidity of a powerful chief, or the infonuation of an 
enemy, a man is summoned before some bey, on suspicion of having money. A sum, is 
demanded from him, and if he denies that he possesses it, he is thrown on his back, and 
receives 2* or 300 blows on the soles of his feet, nay sometimes is put to death. Unfor« 
tunate b  he w'ho b  suspected of being in easy circumstances 1 A hundred spies are 
eyery moment ready to accuse him, and it is only by assuming the appearance of poverty 
that he cai^ hope to escape the rapaciousness of power, ’

Nubia, a kingdom of Africa, bounded on the north by Egypt  ̂ on the east by the Red \ 
sea and part of Abyssinia; on the west by tlie kingdonas of Tagua, Gaoga, and desert of < 
Gerham. The river Nile runs through it, on the banks of which and those of the. otheri 
rivers it is pretty fruitful, but in other places barren, sandy, and in - want of water. T o ; 
the west of the Nile is the desert of Eahouda, which b five days journey over, being the 
usual road from Egypt to Abyssinia. Money is of no use in this country .in. the way , of ■ 
trade, it being all carried on by way of exchange. Their bread and drink is made, of a,, 
small red seed, called doca or seft, which b very ill tasted.' Their housesj have mud 

.walls, being very low, and covered with reeds. The habit of the better sort rb a vest; 
without sleeves; and they have no coverings for the heads,, legs, and ifeet': the. common 
people wTap a piece of linen cloth about thcii>, and the children . go. quite , naked. They 

, are a stupid, debauched sort of people, having neither modesty, , civility, nor religion ; 
though they profess to be Mahometans. The productions of this counhy. are gold, ele
phants’ teeth, civit, and sandal wood ; and they send-a .great many slaves into Egypt: the 
principal towns knomi to the Europeans are Dangola and Sennaaiv .

It is famous for a race of horses, the most powerful and ilocile in the world.; .These 
animals are'generally about-16 hands high; and, by ^̂ r.̂  Bruce, who has given, the most 
scientific account of tliem, they are said to be the. breed r̂î icll was introduced intaNubyi 
at the Saracen conquest, and lias been preserved uumixed to this day, Our aiithoiTrepre 
pents this as a much nobler animal than the Arabian ho.rsc.,. “ What figure, (says he) the 

,  Nubian horse wouhl make in point of fleetness b yery doybtful, his make ,bcing.so. entirely ̂  
different from that of the Ambian; but if beautiful symmcti-y f̂ pp,ts,̂ v great■ sife and 
strength, the‘most agile, nervous,- and I the most elastic movements, great endurance, of 

’ fatigue, docility of temper, and, seeming attachment to mcn,> beyond that of. any other, 
domestic animal, can promise any thing for a stallion, thq.Nubian is,-above all comparison, 
the most eligilile in the world.” Ht thinks, and justly thiulA, that; an attempt'sliould at , 
least be made to import them into this kingdom. ‘ “ The expenoe (he says) would not be 
great,'though;there, might be some trouble and ap[)lication necessary; but if adroitly, 
ipaiiagcd not nwch, eveniof.that.. The Nubians are very jealous in ,keeping up the
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TURKISH EMPIRE. m :
pedigree of their horses, which are black or white, buta vast proportion of the former to 
the latter.” Our author never saw. the colour which we call grey, i. e. dappled; but he 
has' seen some bright bays, and some inclining to sorrel. All noble horses in Nubia are 
said to be descended from one of tlie five upon which Mahomet and his four immediate 
siiccessoi’s, Abu Beer, Omar,. Atmen, and Ali, fled from Mecca to Medina the night of 
the Hegira. No one will pay much regard to tins legendary tale, or believe tliat the 
•strength and-beauty of this breed . of ' horses is owing to any virtue communicated to the 
first of them by the prophet and his apostles. Mr. Bruco accounts for their excellenoe 
opon rational principles “ The best horseis of die Arabian breed are found (he says) in 
the tribe of Mowelli and Annecy, which is about 36^ north latitude. 0ongalay winch is 
in 30̂  latitude,' seemed to > him to be the centre'of excellence for this noble animal.” 

'Hence be bfers that tlie bounds in which .the-horse is in^eatest perfection are between 
the SOthandS t̂h degrees of hidtadfr, and between 30  de^ees of Ipn̂ tude easst fî om. 
Greenwich and the banks Of. the Euphrates. If to the eflects of elimnte we add tĥ  man<>' 
ner of feeding the Nubian borŝ ,̂ 'W’e shall perhaps have tlie hme cause of their superiority 
over allotliersu ** They are kept fat upon dora, and sufiered .to eat nothing green but the 
short roots of grass-.that are to be found by tlie side of the Nile after flie sun has withered 
it This is di^ out, where it is covered with earth, and appears blanched and laid ini 
smalllieaps once a-day on the ground before them.” .

Ttirkiidi . Nubia extends to tlie gilsi degree of latitude, andoomprehendo the mountains 
of Allnm̂ and tlie port of Ciidid.
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eilAPTER II.

H istorical V i e w  of. t h e  T urkish  E m p ir e .

^1  ^H E countries whi<ih constitute the Turkisti empire have been inhabited by nations of« 
different 'manners, languages, and origin ; but who have been, in several different 

ages, wholly or partially united by the peifonnance. of the Same .religious rites, .and by 
being subjects'of the same government.' - ' i

The first event in their history is the* erectibn of the tower of .Babel, in the land of 
ShinaR' Whether this was the act of the whole human face or only of the followers of 
‘Nimrod, aild*whether its consequences were adasting confusion of languages or some tem
porary* impediment in the communication of ideas, we shall not attempt to decide. I t is, 
however, generally supposed that about the ’time o f  /this confusion the sons and ^andn 
children of Noah began to lead forth distinct colonies to occupy different regions of the 
earth. O f these, Javan, the son. of Japhet, the isupposeJ father of the G reeks; Thus of 
the< Thracians ; Arphaxad of the Mesopotamia's k Ashur of the Assyrians; Cush of tlie 
Babylonians ; Lud of the Lydians ; Aram of the'*Syrians ; Canaan of the Canaanites and 
th e ■ Phenicians ; Mezraim of the<Egyptians aud'Philistines; and Phut of the shepherds.  ̂
of Nubia. Nimrod and Ashur appear early to have erected dknpiresj the former fixing 
his capital at Babylon and the latter at Nineveh. These empires or kingdoms seem, how
ever, to have paid some degree of homage to that early race of Persian kings to ‘ which 
Chedorlaomer .belongs.

As the world was early overspread with idolatry, or at least its ^eeds began to unfold in 
many different, countries, God was pleased to raise up a race of extraordinary men about 
2000 years before the Christian era, to assert the unity of his .nature and tlie' purity of 
his worsiiip. These were the patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and their families ; their 
manners resembled those of the present Arabians, only that they never practised robbery; 
and, as the world was but thinly inhabited, were enabled to feed their flocks on fertile 
lands, instead of beiug obliged to wander in the deserts.

Within about 200 years of the call of Abraham, the descendants of Jacob were led, by 
an extraordinary train of circunistances, to go down into Egypt. - Here their numbers* 
prodigiously increased, being tripled every generation ; they forgot the purity of theii^wor- 
ship, and though at first kindly treated by the Egyptians, after some revolution had taken 
place in the government, became objects of jealousy, and were treated with the most cruel. 
geverity. About two centuries after they were delivered from tijjs bondage, and led by 
Moses for 40 years in the wilderness of Sinai. At that niountdin they received theirilaw, 
a  singular collection of moral, political, and ceremonial instiWitions, many of whic*’ had 
been known and practised "by the patiiarchs before the late dei\-ction in religion.

Canaan was at this time inhabited Ijy several warlike, industilous, and ingenious nations, 
who were addicted to the grossest idolatry. To revenge this iisult to ‘bis character, tlie 
Aknighty gave their land to the Israelites, who were commanded to show them no mercy. 
Tlie descendants of Jacob did not, however, utterly destroy them, but, ©n the contrary,
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soon'imitated their practices, and thus brougiit upon theniseJvcs a succession of calamities. 
They were at this time subject to judges, who probably possessed no legal authority, but 
had established an influence by their virtues and abilities. Sometimes they governed the 
whole land of Canaan, but at other times their authoi ity seems to have been more limited, 
so that several of these judges governed at the same time.

After that the Israelites had been governed by judges about 400 years, they were desirous 
to have a king, Avho should be their chief commander in war and their chief magistrate at 
home. Their first king was Saul, a man of extraordinary stature ; the second David, 
celebrated for his chequered life, his piety, and his conquests; and the third was Solomon, 
distinguished for his w isdom and for an astonishing abundance of wealth ; this wealth was 
probably obtained by the victories of his father, (tlie tribute of the neighbouring natbns, 
and the commerce which, by sea aitd land, was tarried on with India and Africa, l ie  
erected many public buildings, the most celebrated of which was the temple.

The death of Solomon was succeeded by a schism among the Israelites; the tribes of 
Judah ami Benjamin adhering to the posterity of David, while the other branches of the 
family of Jacob chose to thcinselves a king, who was named Jeroboam. The kingdom of 
Judah was governed sometimes by pious and sometimes by idolatrous princes; but though, 
on some occasions, it exerted considerable vigour, was never able to regain that charactef 
it sustained in the days of David and of Solomon, Isi-acl, oa the contrary, at once sunk 
into idolatry, and had for its kings a succession of \vieked rulers, of several different fami
lies. The contentions between these rival states prepared the way for a third kingdom, 
that of .Syria or Damascus, to obtain considerable power. The Benhadads, who goverhetl 
thi-s last country,-were very formidable and cruel adversaries to both thelsi'aelitishhouscs, 
but were at length completely subdued by Tiglathpilezer, king of Assyria..

I t  is probable that the origin and revolutions of the Assy riant monarchy w’ere as follows: 
the founder of it was Ashur, the second son of Shem, who went out of Shfnav, either by 
appointment of Kiinrod, or to elude the fury of a tyrant;, conducted a large body of 
adventurere into Assyria, and laid the foundation.of Nineveh (Gen. xi.). These events 
happened not long .after Nimrod had established the Chaldean.monarchy,, and fixed his 
residence at Babylon. The Persian historians, suppose tliat the kings of Persia, at the 
first dynasty, were the same with the kings of Assyria, of whom Zohah or Nimrod was 
the founder of Babel. I t  does not, however, appear that Nimrod reigned in Assyria. 
Th^ kingdoms of Babylon and As.syria were originally distinct and separate (Micah v, v4.) ; 
and in t!iis state they remained until Ninus conquered Babylon, and made it tributary to. 
th3 Assyrian empire. Ninus, the successor of Ashur, (Gen., x. xi.) seized on. Chaldea 
after the death, of Nimrod^ and. united the kingdoms of Assyria and Babyloiv Thk great 
prince is said to have subdped Asia, Persia,. Media, Egypt,. &c. If he did so the effects 
of his Gonque.sts were of no dumdon; for in the days of Abraham we do not find that 
any of the neighbouring kingdoms were subject to Assyria. He was succeeded by. Semi- 
rarais, a princess.of an heroiennind, bold, enterprising, fortunate, but of whom many fabu
lous things liave been record«l. I t  appears, liowevej', that Uicre were two princesses of 
the .«ame name/who. flourishsd at very, diftbrent periods. One o f llicm w as tlic consort 
of N inus; and the other lived five generations before Nitocris, queen, of Nclmchadnezzan

Whether tJiere was-uninterrupted series of kings, from Ninus to Savdanapalus or not is-
Vof.. II, 6 IC
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still a question. Some su.$pidon has arisen that the list which Cresias has given of th 
' Assyi-iaii kings is not genuine; for many names in it are of Persian, Egyptian, and Ch’ccian 

extraction.
Nothing memorable has been recorded concerning the successors of Ninus and Scmi« 

ramis. T)f that effeminate race of princes it is barely said that they ascended the throne, 
lived in indolence, and died in their palace at Nineveh. Diodorus relates that in the 
reign of Teutames, the Assyrians, solicited by Priam, their vassal, sent to the -Trojans a 
supply of 20,0(K) foot and 200 chariots, under the coimnand of Memnon, son of Tithonus, 
president of Persia. But the truth of tliis relation is rendered doubtful by the accounts 
of other w rltcrs. ''

Sardanapalus was the last of the anlicnt Assyrian kings, (^'onteinning his indolent and 
r’oluptuous course of life, Avbaces, governor of Media, withdrew his allegiance, and rose 
up in rebellion against him. He was encouraged in this revolt by the advice and assistance 
of Belesis, a Chaldean priest, who engaged the Babylonians to follow the example of the 
!Medes. These powerful princes, aided by the Persians and other allies, who despised the 
cifcminacy, or dreaded the tyranny of their Assyrian lords, attacked the enipire on all 
•sides. 'I'heir most vigorous efforts were in the beginning unsuccessful. Firm and deter-. 
mined, however, in their opposition, they at length prevailed, defeated the'Assyrian army, 
besieged Sardanapalus in his capital, which they demolished, and became mtistcrs of the 

’ empire. 13. C. 821.
After the death of Sardanapalus tlic Assyrian empire was divided into three kingdoms : 

viz. the Median, Assyrian, and Babylonian. Arbaces retained the supjxme power and 
authority, and fixed his residence at Ecbatana in Media. He nominated governors in 
Assyria and Babylon, who were honoured with the title of kings, while they remained 
subject and tributary to the Median monarchs. Belesis received the government of Baby
lon as the reward of liis services ; and Phul was ijitrusted with that of Assyria. The 
Assyrian governor gradually enlarged the boundaries of his kingdom, and was succeeded 
by Tiglatb-pilcser, Salmanasar, and Sennacherib, who asserted and maintained their indc- 
pendancy. After the death of Assar-haddon, the l)rother and sitcccssoi’ of Sennacherib, 
the kingdom of Assyria was split, and anjiexcd to the kingdoms of Media and llabylou. 
Several tributary princes afterwards reigned in Nineveh, but no particular account of them 
Is found in the annals of antient nations. Wc hear >no more of the kings of Assyria hut of 
those of Babylon. Cyaxarcs, king of Media, assisted Nchuchadnczzai-, king of Babylon, 
in tlic siege of Nineveh, which they took and destroyed. B. C. 606. ■ The (.’hSldcan or 
Bahyloni.sh kingdom was transfeircd to the Medcs after the reign of Nabonadius, Son of 
Evilm*crotlach, and graiulson of Nebuchadnezzar. He is styled Bekhazzer in the sacred 
records, and was conquered by Cynis. B. C. .538.

Babylon M as surrounded with walls, in thickness 87 fcctj in height 350 feet, and in com
pass 480 furlongs, or fiOof our mibs. Thus Herodotus, |vho was himself at Babylon; 
and though some disagree with him in these dimensions, y lt most writers give us the same 
or near the same as he docs. Dimlorus' Siculus di^niuislAs the circumference of these 
w’ulls very coiisidcrablv, and takes somewhat from the hcij§it of them ns . ii) Herodotus ; 
thoiigli he seems to add to tneir bioaclth, by saying that six chariots might drive a-l>reast 
thereon ; while the former writes that one chariot only might turn upon tlitm ; but then
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Ite places buildings on fcach side of the top of these w’alis,. which according to 41101, were 
but one story high; which may pretty well reconcile them together in this res9pect. I t is 
observed that those who give the height of these walls but at 50 cubits speak of them only 
as they were after the time of Parius Hystaspis, who had caused them to be beaten dowijk- 
to that level. These walls formed an exact square; each side of which was Uv. furlongs 
or i5 miles in length; and were all built of large bricks, cemented together with bitumei^ 
which, in a  short time, grows harder than tlie very brick and stone which it cement^ 
The city was encompassed without the walls with a vast ditch, filled with w'ater^ and 
lined with bricks .on both sides ; and as the earth thaf was dug put of it served to make 
the bricks, we may judge of tlie depth and largeness of the ditcli from the height ai>d 
thickness of the walls. In the W'hole compasf of the wall there ŵ ere 100 gates, that js 
25 on each of the four sides, all made of solid brass. Between every two pf these gates, 
at proper distances, were three towers, and four more a t the four comers of this great 
square, and three between each of these Corners and the next gate on either side, and each 
of these towers was ten feet higher than the trails. But this is to be understood only of 
those parts-of the walls where towers were needful for defence. For some parts of them 
being upon a morass and inaccessible by an enemy, the labour and. cost was spared ; 
which, though it must have spoiled the symmetry of the whole, must be allowed to l-.ave 
savoured of good economy; though that is what one would not have expected from a 
prince who had been so determined as Nebuchadnezzar must have been to make the 
city complete both for strength and beauty. The whole number .then of tliese tpwei*s 
amounted to no more than 250; whereas a much greater number w’Ould Jiave been 
necessary .to have made the uniformity complete all round. From the 25 gates on each 
sida of this square there was a straight street, extending to the corresponding gate in the 
opposite w all; whence the whole number of streets must have been but 5 0 ; but tlien 
they W’ere each about 15 miles long; 25 of them crossing the other 25 exactly at right 
angles. Besides these %vhole streets w-e must reckon four half-streets, which were but 
■rows of houses facing the four inner ,sidcs ot the walls. These four hall-streets w ere 
properly the four sides of the city within tiie walls, and were each of them 2̂ 00 feet 
broad; the whole streets being about 150 of the same. By this intersection of the 50 
streets the city was divided into 676 squares, each of four furlongs and a half on eacli 
side, or t!wa miles and a quarter** in compass. Round these squares, on every side, 
towards the streets, stood the houses, all of three or four stories in height, beautified with 
all maftner of ornaments; and the space between each of these squares was all void or 
taken np by yards or gardens, and the b’ke, either for pleasure or eonvenieirce.

A branch of the Euphrates divided the city into two, running in the midst o?it from 
north to south, over whicj;i, in the very middle of the city, was a bridge, a furlong ir; 
length, or rather more, and indeed much more if we hearken to others, who say it was 
no less than five stades or fjrlongs in length, though but 30 feet broad, a difference w-e 
shall never be able to deefde. Thi.s bridge, however, is said to have been built witli 
wonderful art, to supply a <«fect in the bottom cE the river, which was all sandy. At 

■ each end of this bridge wefe two palaces; the old palace on the east side, the new one 
on the west siile of the river; the former of which took up four of the squares above
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mentioned and the latter nine. • The temple of Belus, which stood next to the old palace^ 
took up another of the same squares.

The whole city stood in a large flat or plain, in a very fat and deep soil: that part of 
'lialf of it on the east side of the river was the old city, and the other on the west was 
added by Nebuchadnezzar, both <bcing included within the vast square, bounded by the 
walls aforesaid. The form of the whole was seemingly borrowed from Nineveh, which 
was also 480 furlongs ; but though it was equal in dimensions to this city, it was less with 
respect to its form, which ^yas parallelogmm; whereas that of Babylon was an exact 
square. It is supposed that Nebuchadnezzar, who had . destroyed that old seat of the 
Assyrian empire, proposed that this new one should rather exceed it; ar>d that it was in 
order to fill it wath inhabitants that he transported such numbers of captives frojir other 
countries hither; though that is what may be disputed, seeing he therein only followed 
the constant practice of the kings of Assyria, who thought this the most certain means of 
assuring the conquests cither to themselves or their posterity.

But it plainly appears that it W'as never wholly inhabited, so that even in the meridian 
of its glorj% it may be compared with the flower of the field, which flourishes* to-day, and 
to-mon-ow is no more. It never had time to grow up to what Nebuchadnezzar visibly 
intended to have made i t ; for Cyrus removing the seat of the empire soon after to Sliu- 
shan, Babylon fell by degrees to utter decay; yet it must be owned that no country was 
better able to support so vast and populous a city, had i t  been completed up to its first 
design. But so far was it from being finished, according to its first design, that wh«i 
Alexander came to Babylon, Q. Curtius tells us no more than 90 furlongs of it were tlicn 
built; which can be no otherwise understood than of so much in length : and if we allow 
the breadth to be as much as the length (which is the utmost that can be allowed), it will 
follow that no more than 8100 square furlongs were then built upon: but the whole space 
within the walls contained 14,400 square furlongs; and therefore there must have been 
6300' square furlongs then remaining unbuilt, which Curtius tells us were ploughed and 
sown. And besides this the houses were not contiguous, but aU built with a void space 
on each side between house and house.

Tlie next great work of Nebuchadnezzar was the temple of Belus the wonderfiil towea, 
however, that stood in the middle of it, was not his work, but was built many ages before ; 
tliat and the famous tower of Babel being, as is commonly supposed, one and the same 
stmeture. This tower is said to have been- composed of 'eight pyramidal ones, raised 
aboTC one another, and by Herodotus said to have been a  furlong in height; but as there is 
an ambiguity in his expression, it lias been disptitcd whether each of the towers wa.s,a 
furlGng'in length, or the-whole of them taken together. O h: the latter supposition, which, 

• is  the most probable, this tOMcr must have exceeded the highest of the Egyptian pyramide 
by 179 feet, though it fell short of its breadth at the basis by 33. The way to go up was 

. by stairs, on the outside, round i t ; and' this made the ap|earance of eight towors, one 
above the other. THl die time of Nebuchadnezzar it is tllBughfe this tower was all. tlae 
temple of Belus ; hut as he did by all the other antient Ixiilliirgs of the city so-he did by 
Ibis, making great addition thereto by vast edifices erected round* it in. a  square of two 
furlongs on every side, ami just a nfile m ciicumfcience, which exceeded the square at
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the temple of Jerusalem by 1800 feet. Oh the outside of these buildings was a wall, 
W’hich inclosed the whole; and in consideration of tlje regularity wherewith this city was, 
to aU appearance marked out, it is supposed that ,thls wadi was equal to the square of the 
city wherein it stood, and so is concluded to have been two miles and a half in circum
ference.- In this wall was several gates, leading into the temple, and all of solid brass 
which is thought may have been made out of the brazen sea, and brazen pillars, and 
other ^vessels and. ornaments of the kind, which Nebuchadnezzar had transported from 
Jerusalem; for in this temple he is said to have dedicated his spoils from that of Jeru
salem.

In this temple were several images or idols,̂  of massy .gold, and one of them 40 feet in 
height; the same, as supposed, with that which Nebuchadnezzar consecrated in the plains 
of Dura; for though this last is said to have been 60 cubits or 90 feet high, these dimen
sions appear so incredible that it has been attempted to reconcile them into one, by. sup
posing that in the 90 feet height the pedestal is included, and that the 40 feet are for the 
height of the statue without the pedestal; and being said to have weighed 1000 talents of 
Babylon, it is thence computed that it whs .-vvorth 3,500,000/. of our money. In a word, 
the whole weight of the statues and decorations, in Diodorus Siculus, amounting to 5000 
and odd talents in gold, the whole is estimated at above 21,000,000/, of our money; and 
a sum about equal to the same in treasure, utensils, and ornaments, not mentioned, is 
allowed for.
, Next to this temple, on the east side of the river, stood thc.old palace of the king, of 

Babylop, being four miles inf circumference. Exactly opposite to it, on the other side of 
thp river, was the new palace, built by Nebuchadnezzar, eight miles in circumference, and 
consequently four times as big as the old one.

But nothing was more wonderful' at Babylon than the hanging gardens, which-N^jbu- 
chatlnezzar made in complaisance to his wife Amyte ; who, being a Mede, and retaining 
strong inclination for the mountains and forests of her own country,, was desirous of having 
something like them at Babylon. They are said to have contained a square of four plc- 
thra, or 400 feet on each side; and to. have consisted of terraces, one above another, 
carried up to' the height of the wall of the city ; the ascent from terrace ter terrace being 
by steps, ten feet wide. The whole {)ile consisted of substantial arches upon arches, and 
^was strengthened by a wall, surrounding it on every side, 22 feet thick; and the floors on 
each*of them were laid in this order; rirst, on the tops of the arches was laid a bed or 
pavement of, stones, 16 feet long and 4 feet broad; over this was a layer of wood, mixed 
with a great' quantity o f bitumen ; and over this two conrsos of brick, closely cemented 
together with plaster, and over all these were thick sheets of Iqad, and on this-the earth or 
mould of the garden. 'Ihc floorage was designed to retain the moisture of the mould which 
was so deep as to give rootito the greatest trees, whiclKwcrc planted iqjon every terrace, to- 
gethei- with great variety of other vegetalilcs, pleasing to the eyo; Upon the uppermost 
of these terraces was a rcsirvoir, siqiplied by a certain engine with water from tlie river, 
from which tlie gawicns o4 the oflicr terraces were suppUctl.

The other works attributed to Nebuchadnezzar by BerosUs. and' Abydenus were the 
banks of the river, the artificial canals, aiuL the great.artilicial lake, said to have been sunk 
by Scmiramis, The canUjls were Cut out by tlie east side of the Euphrates, to convey the

Vop. II. 6.L. .
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■water of the river when it overflowed its banks intp the Tigris, before they reached Baby
lon. The lake was on the west side of Babylon; ’and, according to the lowest coiiiputa-i 

• tion, 40 miles square, Ib'O in compass, and in depth So feet, as wo read in Herodotus, or 
75 as jMegasthenes will have i t ; the former, perhaps, measured- from the surface of the 
sides, and the latter from tlietops of the banks that were cast up upon them. This lake 

■ was dug to receive the waters o f the river, while the banks were building on each side of 
it. But both the lake and tlie canal which led ta  it were, preserved aftci- that Jake was 
completed,'being found of gieat use, not only to prevent all averflowiugs, but to keep water 
all tbe year, as in a common reservoir, to be let out on proper occasions by sluices, for 
the improvement of dh© land.

The banks were built- of brick and bitumen on both sides of the river, to keep it within 
its channel; and extended on each side throughout tlie wliole length of the city, and even 
farther, according to some, who reckoned they extended.]CO furlongs, or miles; 
whence it is’concluded they must have begun two miles and a h^lf above the. city, and 
have been continued an equal distance below-it, the length of the city being no more than 
15 miles. Within the city they were built from -the bottom of the river, and of the same 
tliickness with the walls of’the city itself. Opposite to each street, on either side of the 
river, was a brazen gate, -in tbe said wall, wjtli stall’s leading down from it to the river: 
these gates were open by day and shut by night.

Berosus, Megasthenes, and Abydenus attribute all these works to Nebuchadnezzar; 
but Herodotus tell.s us the bridge, the banks, and the lake were the work of a quecu 
after him, -called Nitocris, who may have finished what Nebuchadnezzar left imperfect, 
and thence they have had the honour this historian gives her of the w hole.,.

A s Babylon was thus strongly fortified, Cyrus, when he had defeated the Chaldean 
army, frmnd it no easy matter to reduce it to subjectioil. Not only were the w alls of a 
prodigious height, but the number of men to defend them was very great, and the place 
was stored with all sorts of provisions for 20 years. Cyrus, desparing of being able to 
take such a  city by storm, caused a line of circumvallation to be drawn quite round it, 
with a large and (teep ditch, reckoning that if all communication, with fhe country w-ere 
broke off, tlie*bcsieged would be obliged to surrender through famine. That his troops 
nfight not be too mi^h fatigued, he divided his army into twelve bodies, appointing each 
body its month to guard'the trenches; but the besieged looking upon themselves to be 
out of Jill danger, by reason of their high walls and magazines, insulted him from th e j’̂ pi-' 

• parts, and looked upon all the trouble he gave himself as so much unprofitable labour.
After Cyrus had spent two whole years before Babylon without* making .any progress in 

t ie  siege, he at last thought of the following stratagem, which put him in possession of it. 
He was informed that a great annual solemnity was to be heldjarBabylon; and that the 
inhabitants, on that occasion, were accustomed to;spend.the wiiiole night in drinking and 
debauchery : this he therefore thought a proper time for surprling them ; and accordingly 
sent a 'strong detachment to the head of the canal leading to tl*  great l^^e, with orders, at 
a certain ti*.ue to break down the dam which was betweAi the |ike and the canal, and tq 
turn the w hole _ ‘•’•rent into the lake. -At the same time he appointed one body of tr«op« 
at the place where the river entered the city, and another where it came o u t; ordering 
tJieai to march in by the bed of the river as soon as they shquld find it fordable.
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Towards the evening he opened the head, of the trenches on both sides the river* above 
the eity,,timt the water ,might discharge itself into them ; by wliich ineansj and the breaking 
doM n of tlie great dam, the river was soon drained. Then the two above-mentioned bodies , 
of troops, according to their orders, entered the channel; thei one commanded by Gobryas 
and the other by Gadates ; and finding the gates all left open, by reason'of the disorders 
of that-riotous night, they penetrated into the very,heart of tire city without opposition i 
and meeting, according to a^eement, at the palace, tliey surprised the guards', aijd cut 
them in piece®; those who were in the palace opening, the gates to know the cause, of this 
confusion, the Persians rushed in, took the palace, and killed tlie.king, who came out to 
meet them sword in hand. Thus an end was Jnit to the Babylonian empire ; and Cyrus 
took possession of Babylon for one called in iScvipture.Darius;the Mode, most probably 
Cyaxarcs H. uncle to Cyrus, it

Among the other conquests which were atchieved by Cjtus was that of Lydia, a king
dom M hich had extended its influence over the Grecian states in Asia Minor. Lydia was 
at this time governed by a king, hamed Creesus, who had been distinguished by the uniiis 
tciTupted felicity of the former part of his life. He was inuch attached to the religion and 
learning of the Greeks, and entertained such of their sages as visited his comt with the 
utmost hospitality. Solon, the Athenian law-giver,- having left his own country tliat he 
might discover liow far his institutions would be regarded during liis absence, in the course 
of ills tour waited upon the munificent monarch. Creesus first showed him his treasuresj 
After all had been displayed to tlie best •advantage, he complimented Solon upon his curi
osity and love of knowledge; and asked him, as a man who had seei^ many countries; 
and reflected with much judgment upon what he had seen  ̂ Whom, of all men, he festeemed 
most haj)py ? By the particular occasion as- well as tlie. triumphant air with which the 
question was proposed, the king made it evident that he expected fl-attery rgther than 
information. But Solon's character had not been enervated by the debilitating air of a  
court; and he replied, with manly freedom', “ Tellus the Athenian.” Crossus, who had 
scarcely learned to distinguish, even in imagination, between wealth and happiness, inqui-’ 
red, with a tone of surprise, Why this pfefeience to Tellus? “ Tellus” rejoined Solon, 

was not conspicuous for his riches or his grandeur, being only a simple citizen of Athens ; 
but he was descended from parents ^vho deserved the first honours of the republic. He 
was equally foitunatc, in his children, who obtained universal esteem by their probity, 
patriotism, and every useful quality of the mind or body: and as to' himself, he died 
fighting gallantly in the service of his country, which his valour rendered victorious in a 
doubtful coulbat; on which account the Athenians buried him on the spot where he fell, 
and distinguished him 1^ evei’y honour which public gratitude can confer on illustrious 
merit.” ^

Croesus had little encoujfegemant after this answer to ask Solon in the second place. 
Whom ndxt to Tellus he tjlemed most happy ?• Such, however, is the allusion of vanity, 
Biat he still ventured to mike this demand; and still, as we are informed by the most 
circumstantial of bistoriansj entertTiined hopes of being favourably answered. But Solon 
replied, with the same fi ecdom as before, “ The brothers Cleotiis and Biton ; Bvo youths 
of Argos, whose strength and address was crowned with repeated victory at the Olympic- 
games; who deserved the aft'ccti'on of their parents, the gratitude of Bieir country, 4he
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admiration of G reece; and who, having ende4 their lives' with peculiar felicity, wer# 
commemorated by the most signal monuments of immortal fame.” ^  And is the happi- 

, ness of" a king then ’ said Croesus, “ so little regarded, O Grecian stranger! that^ you 
prefer to it the mean condition of an Athenian or Argive citizen?” The reply of Solon 
sufficiently justified his reputation for wisdom. “  The life of man” says he, “ consists o f  
70 years, which make 25,550 days ; an immense number ; yet, in the longest life, the events 
o f any one day will not be found exactly alike to those of another. The affairs of men 
arc liable to perpetual vicissitudes ; the Divinity who presides over our fate is envious o f  
too much prosperity; and all human life, if not condemned to calamity, is a t least liable 
to accident Whoever has uninterruptedly enjoyed a prosperous tide of success may 
justly be called fortunate: but he cannot, before his death, be entitled happy.”

After Croesus had been defeated by Cyrus, that Persian conqueror ordered a pile of 
wood to be erected, that the unhappy prince might be burned alive. In this state of 
intolerable adversity he recollected his memorable conversation with the Athenian sage, 
and- uttered, with a  deep groan, tlic name of Solon. Cyrus asked,.by an interpreter, Whose 
name he invoked ? “ His” replied Croesus, emboldened by the prospect of certain death,

whose words ought ever to speak to the heart of kings.” This reply not being satisfac
tory, he was commanded to explain at full length the subject of his thoughts. Accordingly 
he related the important discourse which liad passed between himself and the ̂ Athenian, 
of which it was the great moral, That no' man could be happy till his death.

The words of a dying man are fitted to malie a strong impression on the heart: those 
of C roesus d'eeply ‘affected the mind of Cyrus : the Persian eemsidered the speech of 5olon 
iis addressed to himself. He repented of his intended cruelty towards an unfortunate 
prince, who had formerly enjoyed all the pomp of prosperity; and dreaded the concealed 
vengeance that might lurk in the bosom of fate, gave orders that the pyre should be 
extinguished, and from that moment treated him as a fiiend.

Cambyscs,“the son of Cyrus, overturned the' government of Egypt. This country had 
been peopled by the descendants of Mezraim, and had early enjoyed the Ijenefits of civi- 

■ lization. 'I’hc sciences of arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy had here been cultivated- 
with very considerable success, while the pyramids, which are still subsisting, prove that 
the Egyptians weiT equal to the erecting the most stupendous buildings. From tlie few. 
fragments of their antient history> of which, we are in possession,^ they appear to,havC' 
suffered considerably from three invasions of the shepherds of Nubia, who overteraecf 

’ their government, defiled their temples, and destroyed their cities. • At other times, they, 
were, however, victorious Over their neighbours, especially in the reign of Sesostris and' o f 
Sharadh Necho. In general they seem to have been content with preserving their owiv 
tranquillity, and to have employed their chief attention in- culjtivating the earth, carrying 
on various arts and manufactures, studying tlie mathematical! and mystical sciences, and 
celebrating the worship of their numerous gods. Though Iwun superstition fcverse to 
navigation, several colonies of Egyptians passed over into GreAe, ^ncl.epinmunicated to ka 
unenlightened inhabitants the maxims of legislation andMie fa l|(es-idflbbin mythology.

Soon after the arrival of Ihe Egyptian colonists, the Greeks be^art to form a numircr of 
email states,' the most remarkable of which were the following: in Peloponnesus were 
Hiose ofSicyon, Argps, and IMe^genia, Achaia Propria, Arcadia, and Laconia: in Grecia
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Propria (that part of Greece which lay without Pclopennesus) ucre those of, Attica, Me- 
gara, Bceotia, Locris, Epichneniidia, Doris, Phocis, Locris Ozoloea, and iEtolia: in 
Epirus were the Molossi, Amphilochi, Cassiopoea; Droeopes, Chaoces, Threspotii, Almenif 
and Acaniani: in Thessaly were those of Thessaliotes, Estiotis, Pclasgiotis, Magnesia, 
and Phthia. The most distinguished of these were Laconia, Attica, better known by the 
names of Sparta and Athens, and Thebes.

The reputation of Sparta was founded upon the singular institutions of Lycurgus, who 
flourished in the ninth century before Christ, anckobtained the confidence of his fellow 
citizens by the obstinate integrity with which he refused to receive the crown, in prejudice 
of the right heir. As his principal design was to render the Spartans a nation of soldiers, 
he commanded the statues of all their deities to ^e dressed in armour, without e.xcepting 
tfiat of Venus herself. He allowed no inscription on the tombs of the dead, unless of 
those who fell in battle,-and of women who devoted tireinselves to a  religious life.

Lycurgus divided all the country of Laconia into 30,000 equal .shares; the city of Sparta 
he divided into 9000 as some say, into 6000 as others say, and as a third party will have 
it into 4500. The intent of the legislator was that the property should be equally divided 
amongst his citizens ; so that none might be powerful enough to oppress his fellows, or 
any to be in such necessity as to be therefrom in danger of corruption. With the same 
view he forbade the buying and selling these possessions. If  a stranger acquired a riglit 
to any of these shares, he might quietly enjoy it,' provided he submitted to the laws of 
tiie republic. Thp city of Sparta was unwalled; Lycurgus trusting it rather to the virtue, 
of its citizens than to the art of masons. As to the houses, they were very plain ; for 
their ceilings could only be wrought by the axe, and their gates and doors only by the 
sa\( ;̂ and their utensils were to be of a like stamp, tfiat luxury might have no instruments 
among them.

The citizens were to be neitlier more nor less than the number of city-lots ; and if  at 
any time there happened to be more, they were led out in colonies. As to children, their 
laws were equally harsh and unreasonable; for a father was directed to carry his new-born 
infant to acei-tiun place, where the gravest men of his tribe looked upon the infant; and 
if they perceived .its limbs straight and thought it had a wholesome look, then they re
turned it to its parents to be educated; otlicrwise it was thrown into a deep cavern at the 
foot of the mountain Taygetus.

I t  was the care of Lycurgus that, from their very birth, the Lacedemonians should be 
inured to conquer their appetites ; for this reason he directed that nurses ahould accus
tom their children to spare meals, and now and then to fasting; that they should carry 
them, wlieii 12 or 13 years old, to those who should examine their education, and.who 
should carefully observe whether they were able to be in the dark alone, and whether they 
had got over all other folTies and weaknesses incident to, children. H e directed that 
children of all ranks should brought up in the same way; and that none should be 
more favoured in food tlia*> an « h e r; that they might not, even in theit infancy, perceive 
any difference bct\yeen p o rcrtiand  riches, but consider each otiier as equals, and even 
as  ̂brethren, to whom the samt^ portions were assigned,*and who, througli the course of 
their lives, were ».o fare alike: the youths alone were allowed to eat flesh ; older men ate. 
their black iuotli and jiuisc t tiic tads sle]>t together in chainbers, and after a mtioacc 
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somewhat resemblirtg that stilf in use in Turkey for tiic Janizaries : their beds in sumincr 
were very Imrd, i)eing composed of reeds, plucked by the hand from the bar.ks of the Eu- 
rotas; in Minter their beds were softer, Cut by no means downy, or tit to indulge immo
derate sleep. They ate altogether in public ; and in case any abstained from coming to 
the tables they were lined. It was likewise strictly forbidden for any to eat or drink at 
home before they came to the common mea! ; even then each had liis proper portion, - 
that every thing might be done there n ith gi'avity and decency. The black broth was the 
great rarity of the Spartans, M hich was imposed .of salt, vinegar, blood, &c.; so tliJit in 
our times it would be esteemed a very unsavom-y soup. If they were moderate in their 
eating they were so in their drinking also; thirst was tlie sole measure thereof; and never 
any Lacedemonian thought of drinking for pleasure: as for drunkenness, it was both 
infamous and severely punished; and that young men might'perceive the reason, slaves 
were compelled to drink to excess, that the beastliness of the vice might appear. When 
they retired from the public meal, they wei e not allowed any torches or lights, because it 
was expected that men who were perfectly sober should be able to find their way in the 
dark ; and besides it gave them a facility of marching without light; a thing wonderfully 
useful td them in time of war.

As the poor ate as well as the rich, so the rich could wear notliing better than the poor : 
they neither changed their fashion nor the materials of their garments; they were made 
foi' warmth and strength, not for gallantry and show: and to this custom even their kings 
•conformed, who wore nothing gaudy in right of their dignity, but were contented that their 
virtue should distinguish them rather than their clothes. The youths wore a tunic till 
they were twelve years old ; afterwards they had a cloak givert them, which was to serve 
them a year; and their clothing was in general so thin that a Lacedemonian vest became 
proverbial. Boys were always used to go without shoes ; but when they grew up they 
we e indulged with them, if the manner of life they led required it; but they ŵerc always 
inured to run without them, as also to climb up and slip down steep places with bare feet; 
nay the very shoe they used was of a particular form, plain and strong. Boys were not 
permitted to wear their hair) but when they arrived at the age of twenty they suffered 
their hair and beard to grow. Baths and anointing were not nluch in use among the 
Lacedemonians; tlie river Eurotas supplied the former and exercise the latter. In the 
field, however, their sumptuary laws did not take place so strictly as in the city ; for when 
they went to war they wore purple habits; they put on crowns when they were aboû  to 
engage the enemy; they had also rings, but they were of iron ; which metal %fas most 
esteemed by this nation. Lycurgus allowed no money but wjiatwas made of iron, totally 
forbidding the use of gold and silver.

The Athenians had the benefit of three legislators, Theseu  ̂ Draco, and Solon. . Tlie 
first of these divided the people into three different ordefs; nobles, husbandmen, and 
artificers. The first he invested with power of interpreting and executing Ihe laws, and' 
regulating whatever related to religion. The other two Aose their inferior magistrates 
from among themselves, to take care of whatever related t<f their separate orders ; so that 
the kingdom was in some measure reduced to a cofhmon\npalth, jn which the king had’ 
the greatest post, the nobles w’ere next to him in honour and authority, the husbandmen 
had the greatest profit, and the artists exceeded them in number. ‘He likewise abolished'
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.all their di.slinct courts of judicature, and built one common coimc.il-liall, called Piytanemr, 
which stood for many ages afterwards.

Draco enacted very severe laŵ , and is said to have punished every crime with death. 
Solon is celebrated for the mildness and justice of his institutions, and brought the Athe
nian constitution to a great degree of Perfection. Athens was governed by nine archons, 
w ho possessed the regal dignity, the Areopagus, ten other courts of justice, the senate, 
and the general assembly. The Areopagus was composed of only such magistrates as 
had maintained a blameless character while they exercised tlie office of archon. They 
held their sittings in the open air, and in tlie night, and permitted no displays of eloquence 
to be made before tliein. They not only punished capital crimes, as murder, poisoning, 
burning of houses, theft, See. but struck at the root̂  of tiiem, by arraigning idleness, luxury, 
and debauchery. Not satisfied with having established good law's, they were extremely 
careful to see tliat they were observed. With this view they had divided the city .into 
quarters and the country into cantons. Thus every thing passed under their eyes ; nothing 
escaped them ; they were acquainted w’ith the private conduct of every citizen: those who 
had been guilty of any irregularity were cited before the magistrates, and were rejnrehended 
or punished in proportion to their misdemeanor.

The senate consisted at different times of 4, 5, or 600 men, elected from the different 
ti ibes. They took the account of magistrates at the expiration of their offices; tliey 
directed the provisions made for poor citizens out of the public treasure; they had tlic 
superintendency of pubfic prisons, and a ])ower ot punishing such as committed acts 
morally evil, though not prohibited by any law; they had the care likewise of the fleet; 
and besides all these they had many other branches of authority, which it is not necessary 
for us to mention.

The general assembly was the last resort, and was composed of all such citizens as 
w'ere 30 years old and not declared infamous: their meetings were eitlier ordinary or 
extraordinary : the ordinary were such as were appointed by law ; the extraordinary such 
as necessity required. Of the first there were four in 35 days. In the first assembly they 
reproved or i*ejected magikrates, heard proposals for the public good and certain causes. 
In the second they received petitions and heard every man’s judgment on the matters 
that Mere before them. In the third they gave audience to foreign ambassadors. The. 
fourth was employed altogether in affairs relating to the gods and their worship. The 
eAraor^inary meetings were appointed by the magistrates xvhen occasion required ; 
whereas to the ordinary assemblies tlie people came of their own accord.

They gave their votes by casting pebbles into certain vessels, which were counted, and' 
it was declared whether the decree of the senate was approved or rejected. *

Though the Greeks w«rc more lately civilized than the Asiatic nations, they soon 
became their superiors both iii arts and arms; of the latter of which excellencies they had 
occasipn to exhibit the mosm extraordinary proofs. Enraged by the interference of tlie 
Athenians, in a rebellion of me Ionian Greeks, the king of Persia, Darius Histaspes, dis
patched Datis and Artaphernes ijith a large army,*to destroy Athens and Erctria, and 
bring home their inlfabitantf slaves. In the latter instance they were soon successful, as 
the Eretrians were divided by civil dissensions, but they were totally defeated at the
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buttle of Marathon by 10,000 Athenians and Platcans, under the command of Miltiades, 
assisted by Aristides, Themii;tocles, and seven other generals.

A few years after Xerxes invaded Greece, bringing Avith him, according to the classical 
historians, not fewer than 1,000,000 soldiers. To oppose this mighty force, Leonidas, 
king of Sparta, occupied the straits of Thermopylae with 7000 men, of Avhom only 300 
were his countrymen.

Xerxes, advancing near the straits, was strangely surprised to find that the Greeks 
were resolved to dispute his passage; for he had always flattered himself that on his 
approach tiiey avouUI betake themselves to flight, and not attempt to oppose his innume
rable forces. However, Xerxes still entertaining some liopes of their flight, w aited four 
days without undertaking any thing, on purpose to give them time to retreat. During 

-this time he used his utmost endeavours to gain and corrupt Leonidas, promising to make 
him master of all Greece if he Avould come over to his interest. His ofiers being rejcctc-d 
with contempt and indignation, the king ordered him, by a herald, to deliver up his arms. 
Leonidas, in a style, and with a spirit truly laconical, answered, “ Come thyself and take 
them.” Xerxes, at this reply, transported with rage, commanded the !Medcs and Cissians 
to march against them, take them all alive, and bring them to hiin in fetters. The Modes, 
not able to stand the shock of the Greeks, soon betook themselves to flight; and in their 
room Hydames was ordered to advance, with that body which W'as called Immortal, and 
consisted of 10,000 chosen men; but when these came to close with the Greeks, they 
succeeded no better than the Medes and Cissians, being obliged to retire with great 
slaughter. The next day, the Persians, reflecting on the small number of their enemies, 
and supposing so many of them to be wounded that they could not possibly maintain a 
second fight, resolved to make another attempt, but could not, by any efforts, make the 
Greeks give way; on the contrary, they \verc themselves put to a shameful fligl’it. Die 
valour of the Greeks exerted itself on tliis occasion in a manner so extraoixlinary that 
Xerxes is said to have three times leaped from his throne, apprehending the entire 
destruction of his army.

Xerxes having lost all hopes of forcing his way through troops that were determined to 
conquer or die, was extremely perplexed, and doubtful what measures he should take in 
this posture of affairs, when one Epialtes, in expectation of a great reward, came to him, 
and discovered a secret passage to the top of the hill, which overlooked and commanded 
the Spartan forces. Tlie king immediately ordered Hydarncs tliither, with his select body 
of 10,000 Persiaus; who, marching all niglit, arrived at break of day, and poesessed 
themselves of that advantageous post.

Leohidas, finding that they were thus betrayed, dismissed all but the Thebans and 
• Thesbians, and prepared'to die in defence of his country. Those who staid w ith him 

did not feed themselves with any hopes of conquering or escaping, but looked upon Ther- 
mopylfe as their grave ; and when Leonidas, exhorting tholi to take some nourishment, 
said that they should all sup together w ith Pluto, with cine mccord they set up a shout of 
joy, as if they had been invited to a,banquet. |

Xences, after pouring out a libation at the rising of ̂ he suj, begaiji to move w ith the 
whole body of his army as he had been advised by Epialtes. Upon their approach,.
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Leonidas advanced to the broadest part of the passage, and fell upon the enemy with 
such undaunted courage and resolution that the Persian officers were obliged to -stand 
behind the divisions they commanded, in order to prevent the flight of their men. Great 
numbers of the enemy falling into the sea, were drowned; others were trampled under- 
ifoot by their own men, and a great many killed by the G reeks; who, knowing they could 
not avoid death upon the an-ival of those who were advancing to fall upon their rear, 
exerted their utmost efl’orts. In this action fell the brave Leonidas; w hich Abrocomes 
and Ilyperanthcs, two of the brotlicrs of Xerxes, observing, advanced with great resolu
tion to sieze his body, and carry it in triumph to Xerxes. Rut the Lacedemonians, more 
eager to defend it than their own lives, repulsed the enemy four times, killed both the 
brothers of Xerxes, w ith many other commandeif-s of distinction, and rescued the body of 
their beloved general out of tlie enemy's hands. Rut in the mean time the army that was 
led by the treacherous Epialtcs, advancing to attack their rear, they retired to tlie narrow
est part of the passage, and draw ing all together, except the Thebans, posted tliemsclvcs 
on a rising ground. In this place they made head against the Persians, w ho poured in 
upon them on all sides, till at length, not vanquished, but oppressed and overwhelmed by 
numbers, tljcy all fell, except one, wlio escaped to Sparta, whcic he was treated as a 
coward and traitor to his coiaitry; but afterwards made a glorious rejvaration in the 
battle of Platasa, where he distinguished himself in an extraordinary manner.

When the news of this event reached Athens, the Athenians, in great distress, applied 
to the oracle at Delphi; from whence they received at first a very severe answer, threaten
ing them with destruction; but after much humiliation a more favourable one w as delivered, 
in which, probably by the direction of Themistoclcs, tliey were promised safety in walls 
of wood. This was by Thcmistocles and the greatest part of the citizens interpreted as a 
command to abandon Athens, and put all their hopes of safety in their fleet. Upon this, 
the oi)inion of Thcmistocles prevailing, the greatest part began to pre{>are for this embark
ation ; and h-ad money distributed among them by the council of the Areopagus, to the 
amount of eight drachms per man : but this not proving sufficient, Themistoclcs gave out 
that somebody had stolen the shield of Minerva; under pretence of searching for which, 
he seized on all the money he could find. Some, hpwever, there w ere, who refused to 
embark with the rest, but raised to themselves fortifications of wood, understanding the 
oracle in its literal sense, and resolving to wait the arrival of the Persians, and dcfeiul 
tliemsclvcs to' tlie last.

iThe Persians having advanced to Athens, soon after the inhabitants had deserted it, 
met with no opposition, except from a few’ just now mentioned; who, as they would 
hearken to no terms of accommodation, were all cut in pieces, and the city utterly destroyed. 
Xerxes, however, being defeated in a sea fight a t Salamis, was forced to fly with pro
digious loss. Themistoclo^ was for pursuing him,, and breaking down the bridge he had 
cast over the Hellespont, In* this advice being rejected, he sent a trusty mc.ssengcr to 
Xerxes, acquainting him thatfthc Greeks intcmlcd to break down his bridge, andthcrcforc 
desired him to make all the lastc  he could, lest, by that means, he should be shut up in 
Europe. According to Herodotus, Jic also advised tlwi Athenians to quit the pursuit, and 
Tetuni home, in onlci*to buiW their mined houses. This advice, though hiisinterpretcd 
by some, w as certainly a very prudent one, as Xerxes, thougli once defeated, was still a t
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the head of an army capable of destroying all Greece ; and had he been driven to despair 
by finding hrmself shut up or warmly pursued, it was impossible to eay what might have 
been the event.

Tlic defeat of Xerxes at Salamis made ^Mardonius, who w-as left to carry on the war 
by land, more ready to treat with the Athenians than to fight them; and w ith this view 
he sent Alexander, king of Macedon, to Athens, to make proposals of alliance with that 
republic, exclusively of all the other Grecian states. This proposal, however, was rejected; 
and. the consequence was that Athens was a second time destroyed ; the Spartans sending 
assistance so slowly that the Athenians were forced to retire to Salamis; but they wer« 
soon freed from all apprehensions by the total defeat and death of Mardonius at Plutaea ; 
w'hcre Aristides and the body of troops under his command distinguished themselves in a 
most extraordinary manner.

'J’he same day that the battle of Platiea was fought, the Persians were defeated in qi 
sea-fight at iMycale in Ionia, wiicrcin it was allowed that the Athenians, who were there, 
behaved better than any of the other Greeks; but when it was proposed to transport the 
lonians into Europe, that they niight be in perfect safety, and give them the teiTitories of 
such Grecian states as had sided with the Persians, the Athenians refused to comply, 
fearing the lonians would rival them in trade, or refuse the obedience they used to pay 
tliein ; besides wliich, they would then lose the opportunity of plundering tlie Persians, in 
case of any quarrel with Ionia.

After this danger had been removed, the Athenians rebuilt and fortified their city, began 
to display their fine taste in arts and literature, and to indulge the more dangerous ambi
tion of reigning in Greece. As the Spartans were little disposed to concede to them this 
honour, w hich they themselves claimed by the right of prescription, their mutual jealousy 
gave rise to die Pelojionnesian war, which broke fordi 4-31 years before Christ; and tav  
minated, after a contest of 34 years, in the reduction of Athens.

The city of Thebes is said to have been founded by Cadmus the Phenician, wlm waj 
probably one of those Canaanites who fled from the arms of Joshua. They were famed 
in the early period of their history fqr their martial achievements; but in process of time 
they seem to have degenerated- At the invasion of Xerxes they were the first people in 
Greece who were gained over to the Persian interest. On accounl; of this misbehaviouj' 
they were become very obnoxious to the other states, especially to the Athenians, whos^ 
power and renown increased ever day, and threatened at last to swallow them up alto
gether. Tho Thebans being in no condition to oppose such a formidable power, ^ut 
themselves under the protection of tlie .Spartans, who, out of jealousy of the AtITcnians, - 
readily forgave them ; and so gralcfpl were the Thebans for thp kindnpss show n them at 
this t'rtne, that^ during the w hole of the Peloponnesian war, Sparta had not a more faithful 
ally. By these means they not only recovered the governmen^of Boeotia, of which they 
had beeii formerly in possession, till rieprived of it on acedunt of their siding with th§ 
Persians, but their city became one of tlie first in Greece. I  '

A t length the Spartans, breaking all tlie bounds of iiiodeAlion, through the treachery of 
those who had the care of the citaijpl, changed the form of tne Tlieban government, w hich 
was at this time a democracy. * I ,

The Thebans continued under the nower of the Spartans for four years; at  ̂ the cml of
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which term, a conspiracy being formed against them by some of the principal people in 
the city, among whom was a young nobleman, named Pelopidas, the Spartans were mas- 
sacred and driven ®ut, and the citadel regained. During the tumult, Epaminonejas, after
wards the celebrated general, with a number of the best citizens, joined the party of Pclo- 

' jiidas; and the latter, having called a general assembly of the Thebans, proclaimed liberty 
to tliem, and exhorted them, in the strongest manner, to fight for their country. This 
speech was received with the g\-eatest acclamations; Pelopidas w'as unanimously pro
claimed the preserver of Thebes, and w as charged with the management of the w ar, which 
was then be declared against Sparta.

These transactions produced a war with Sparta, in which the Thebans were completely 
victorious. Encouraged by their successes, they began to think of enlarging their territo
ries, and of niaking encroachments on their neig*libpurs, as they saw'othcr states had done 
before them. This spirit of conquest is said to have been raised by their general Pclopi- 
das ; in which he was seconded by Epaminondas, a person, who though, like him, endowed 
with all the necessary qualities to make a complete captain or patriot, had, till then, pre
ferred a private life, and lived in a constant course of virtue and the study of philosophy. 
He had as yet seldom appeared in public, except to get himself excused from those state 
employments which were so eagerly courted by others. This, however, had not hindered 
him from contracting an intimate friendship w ith Pelopidas, which had been daily mh- 
proved by the correspondence of their tempers and principles, as well as by that zeal 
which both displayed for the good of their country; which last had made them, even 
before this time, appear together in action, and to such advantage that Epaminondas’s 
merit could be no longer concealed, nor indeed suffer him to continue longer in his beloved 
retirement; so that he saw himself at length deservedly placed at the head of the Theban 
troops; where he gave such early proofs of his future prow'ess and abilities as ju.stly gave 
him the next rank to Pelopidas.

While these two great men lived the Thebans were abundantly prosperous; but no 
sooner had they fajlen, Pelopidas at the battle of Cynoqephala, and Epaminondas at that 

-of Mantinea, than Thebes sunk into a state of insignificance, from which it never recovered.
While the different states of Greece were thus eagerly contending who should be 

greatest, Philip, king of Macedon, was preparing fetters for them all. The kingdom of 
Alacedon, had been founded by one Caranus, about 800 years before the Christian 
era. At first it w'as attended with a considerable degree of prosperity, but after tliat 
CyAis bad conquered Lydia, had become dependent on die Persian nionarch, had been' 
obliged Jo assist Xerxes in the invasion of Greece, and after that suftered so severely by 
the contests of diftbrent usurpers, anil the inroads of its barbarian neighbours, that a t fiie 
time when Philip obtained the government it was placed, in all appearance, in the very' 
verge of ruin, Perdi.ccas, fbe brother of Philip, had been defeated and slain in a battle 
witli the Illyrians, in which tlicl Macedonians had lost 4000 men. Amyntas, the propor 
heir to the throne, was an in fa lt; the Thebans, in whom Perdiccas had placed much 
confidence, were dcpriveij of tf e sovereignty of Greece ; the Athenians, justly provoked 
at the ungrateftil behaviour of tne lale monarch, showed a ho.stile disposition; the Illyri
ans ravaged the west and tlie Vieonians the north quarter of the kingdom; the 'I'liracians 
still supported the cause of the usurper Pausanias, and proposed to send him itito Macedon"
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at the head of a numerous army; while Argajas, the former rival of Aniyntas,- the father 
of PiiiUp, renew ed Ids pretensions to the throne, and by flattering the Athenians with the 
llopes of recovering Ainphipolis, easily induced them to support his claims; and in conse- 
q jcnce of tliis they fitted out a fleet, having on board 3000 heavy armed soldiers, which 
they sent to the coast ot Macedon.

Philip, the late king’s brother, no sooner heard of his defeat and death, thair^ie set out 
privately from Thebes; and, on his arrival in Macedon, found matters in the situation we 
have just now described. Fired with an insatiable ambition, it is very probable that from 
the very first moment he had resolved to seize the kingdom for himself; yet it jras neces
sary at first to pretend that he assumed the throne only to preserve it for his nephew'. 
Philip, as has already been mentioned, was carried off as a hostage by Pelopidas ; but for 
a  long time past had remained in such obscurity, that historians disagree as to his place 
of residence, some placing him in Thebes and others in Macedon, I t  is certain, howevei 
that from the age of 15 he had been very much in the family of Epaminondas, from whose 
lessons he could not but derive the greatest advantage. I t  is probable, also, that he 
attended this celebrated general in many of his expeditions; and it is certain, that with an- 
attendance suitable to his rank, he visited mttet of the principal republics, and showed an 
attention to their institutions, both civil and military, far superior to his years. Having 
easy access to whomsoever he pleased, he cultivated the friendship of the first people in 
Greece- Even in Atheas, where no good-wdll subsisted with Macedon, the philosophers 
Plato, Isocrates, and Aristotle cultivated his acquaintance; and the connection he formed 
with, the principal leaders of that republic, in the early period of his life, no doubt contri
buted greatly to the accojnplishment of the designs in which he afterwards proved so 
successful. His appearance in Macedon instantly changed the face of affairs; the Mace
donian army, though defeated, was not entirely destroyed; and the remainder of them, 
secured themselves in the fortresses \rhich had been built by Archelaus. There w'ere also 
considerable garrisons in fortresses, and walled towns' scattered over the kingdom; and 
tlie Illyrians, wlio had made war only for the sake of phmder, soon returned home to 
enjoy the fruits of their victory. His other eneinies, the Tfiracians and Paeonians, were 
much less formidable thaa the Illyrians^ being still in a very rude and uncivilized state, 
incapable ctf uniting under one head, in such a manner as to bring any formidable army 
into the field. While the Illyrians, therefore, gave up the campaign, through mere caprice 
and unsteadiness, Philip himself applied to the Paeonians, and by fair promises and flat
tery prevailed upon them to desist. The king of Thrace, by means of a sum. of nionuy, 
was easily prevailed upon to abandon the cause of Pausanias ; so that Philip, freed from 
diesc barbarians,-was now left a t liberty to oppose the Athenians, who. supported Argasus, 
and threatened a. very formidable invasion.

The appearance of the Athenian fleet before Methone, w itl^hat of Argasus, at the head, 
©f a numerous army in Pieria, filled the vvhole country'with |onsteruation; and Philip, who. 
was by no means deficient in. talents necessary to recbmineld-himself to the good graces, 
©f the peoplfe,. took the oppwtunity of getting Ainyntas set asiie, and himself declared king 
for. whklr. indeed tJic danger of the»times afforded a^very plausible pretext. Arga?us, jrv 
die meiln. time; advanced with his Athenian allies low'ard# Edessa or JEgsi, the antient 
capital o£ the Macedonian empire, where he hoped to have been anlicably received j but
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finding the gates shut against him, he returned back to Methone. Philip harassed him 
in his retreat, cutting off great numbers of his men, and afterwards defeated him in a 
general engagement; in wliich Argaeus bimself, Avith tlie flower of his ariny, Avere cut in; 
pieces, and all the rest taken prisoners.

The flr^ instance of success contributed greatly to raise the spirits o f Philip’s party ; 
and he hiin^elftook care to improve it in tlie best manner possible. Having taken a great 
number of prisoners, both Macedonians and Athenians, he detennined, by liis treatment 
of them, to ingratiate himself with both parties. The former were called into his presence, 
and after a gentle reprimand, admitted to sAvear allegiance to him ; after which-they AA cre 
distributed through the arm;f: the Athenians Averc enteitained at his table, dismissed 
Avitljout ransom, and their baggage restored. Tl>e prisoners were Just alloAved time t&i 
return to their native city, and to spread abroad the neAvs of Philip’s generosity, when they 
Avere followed by ambassadors from Macedon, Avith proposals for peace. As he knew 
tliat the loss of Amphipolis had greatly irritated them, he noAV thought proper to renounce 
his jurisdiction over that city; and it Avas accordingly declared free and independent, and 
subject only to the government of its OAvn free and equitable laws. This artful conduct, 
together with his kind treatment of the prisoners, so Avrouglit upon' the minds of the Athe
nians, that they consented to the renewal of a treaty, Avhich had formerly subsisted between- 
them and his father Amyntas. Thus he found means to remove all jealousy of his ambi
tion, or the schemes he might afterAvards undertake to their prejudice; and not only this, 
but to induce them to engage in a ruinous war with their allies; which occupied their 
attention until Philip had an opportunity of getting his matters so well established that it 
A\as impossible to overthroAV them.

The new king being thus left at liberty to regulate his domestic concerns) began to 
circumsciibe the power of his chiefs and nobles; Avho, especially in. the more I'emote 
provinces, paid very little regard to the authority of the kings of Macedon; sometimes, 
even in times of public calamity, throAving off their allegiance altogether, and assuming 
an independent government over considerable tracts of country. To counteract the ambi
tion of these chiefs, Philip chose a body of the bravest Macedonian youths, Avhom he 
entertained at his own table, and honoured with many testimonies of his fi'iendsliip, giving 
them the title of his companions, and allowing them constantly to attend him in Avar and 
hunting. Their intiniacy Avith the sovereign; which was considered as an indication of 
their merit, obliged them to superior diligence in all the severe duties of militai'y discipline; 
and thc voutig nobility, eager to participate- such high honours, vied with each other in 
their endeavours to gain admission into this distinguished order; so that, Avhile on the one 
hand they served as hostages, on the other tliey formed an useful seminary for future 
generals, by AA honr both Philip and Alfcxander Avere afterAvards greatly assisted, in their 
conquests. , v  .

He also either instituted or^nproved' the Macedonian phalanx; a body of'6000 men, 
armed with short SAvords, fitten either for cutting or .stabbing, having also strong bucklers, 
four feet,long and tAA'o and afia lf broad;, and pikes 14 feet long; usually marching l6  
men deep; • •

Having thus put-it ih his pSwer to execute his projects of ambition, he first subdued'the 
Paonians and Illyrians, then reduced Amphipolis, and'obtained possession of the-gold. 

VoL. II. '6  0
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mines ©f Thrace. The latter acquisition proved of great importance, as it enabled him to 
corrupt the priests of Delphi, the council of the Amphictyons, and the orators of Atljens.

Delphi wa.s a town of Phocis, situated on the south-west extremity of mount Parnassus. 
I t was famous for a temple and oracle of Apollo, ■of which the following was said to be 
■the origin : A number of goats, that w'ere feeding on mount Parnassus, came near a place 
which had a deep and long perforation. The steem which issued from the h ( ^  seemed to 
inspire the goats, and they played and frisked about in such an uncommon manner that 
the goatherd was tempted to lean on the hole, and see wliat mysteries the place contained. 
He was immediately seized with a fit of enthusiasm, his expressions were wjld and extra
vagant, and passed for prophecies. This circumstance wa# soon known about the country, 
and many experienced the same enthusiastic inspiration. The place was revered ; a tem
ple was soon after erected in honour of Apollo; and a city built, which became the chief 
and most illustrious in Phocis.

The oracles were delivered by a priestess called Pythia, who received the prophetic 
influence in the following manner. A lofty tripod, decked with laurel, was placed over 
the aperture whence the sacred vapour issued. The priestess, after washing her body, 
xmd especi-dly her hair, in the cold water of Castalia, mounted on it to receive the divine 
effluvia. She wore a crow n of laurel, and shook a sacred tree w hich grew near. Some
times ghe chewed the leaves, and the fi'enzy which followed may, with probability, be 
attributed to this usage ; and the gentler or more violent symptoms to the quantity taken. 
When overflowing with tlie heavenly inspiration, she uttered the confused words irregularly 
suggested by the impulse of the god; the Delphians collected these sounds, reduced them 
into order, animated them with sense, and adorned them with harmony. The Pythia, 
appointed and dismissed at pleasure, was a mere instrument in the hands of those artful 
ministers, whose character became so venerable and sacred, tliat they w ere finally regarded, 
not merely as attendants and worshippers, but as the peculiar family of tlie god. Their 
number wws considerable and never exactly ascertained, since all the principal inhabitants 
of Delphi, claiming an immediate relation to Apollo, were entitled to officiate in the rites 
■of his sanctuary ; and even the inferior ranks belonging to that sacred city w ere continually 
employed in dances, festivals, processions, and in displaying all the gay pageantry of an 
airy and elegant superstition.

The council of the Amphictyons consisted of two deputies from each of those states of 
'Greece who considered themselves as guardians of Delphi. They not only consulted on 
every thing which respected the rites of Apollo, but debated, in various instances, <|on- 
■ceming the public affairs of Greece. . •,

The Phocians having ploughed up some of the ground that was consecrated to Apollo, 
thos'e states which were in the interest of the Amphictyons took up arms to ehastise them ; 
while the Athenians, Spartans, and Aclneans fought in their^efence. Philip joined the 
Amphictyons, passed the straits of Thermopilae, and so t|Brified the Phocians that they 
surrendered at discretion. To punish them they were (l-prived of their double vote in 
the council of the Amphictyons, which was given to PliilipVis a reward for his assistance.

In the mean time he reduced, ®ne after another, jwany of the colonies of the Athenians, 
W'hile he endeavoured to persuade them that his intcjitions w|&re perfectly friendly. I'hoiigh 
llieir great orator Dempsthenes exerted his aniazing powers of eloquence to excite his
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countrymen to the defence of their liberties, yet so great was the degeneracy that prevailed' 
at Athens, that Philip found no difficulty to make a party in that city, w ho were ready to 
accede to his wishes. He procured iEsebines to be elected one of the council of the 
Amphictyons, and though this seemed a small matter, it proved the hinge on which all 
his pro j^ t turned. By that time ALschines had taken his seat, a question was stirred in 
the councu^^ether the Locrians of the Amphisia had not been guilty of sacrilege in. 
plowing the n ^ s  of Cyrrha, in the neigbourhood of the temple of Delphi. The assembly 
being divided in tlicir opinions, Aischines proposed to take a view ; which was accordingly 
decreed. But when the Amphictyons came, in order to see how things stood, the Locri
ans, either jealous of their property, or spurred thereto by the suggestions of some who 
saw farther than tliemselves, fell upon tho?e venerable persons so rudely that they were 
compelled to secure themselves by flight, ^he Amphictyons decreed that an army should 
be raised, under the command of one of their own number, to chastise the delinquents; 
but as this army w'as to be composed of troops sent from all parts of Greece, the appearance 
at the rendezvous was so inconsiderable, that the Amphictyons sent to command them 
durst undertake nothing. The whole matter being reported to the council, ALschines, in 
a long and eloquent harangue, showed how much the welfare and even the safety of Greece 
depended on the deference paid to their decrees; -and after inveighing against the want of 
public spirit in such as had not sent their quotas at the time appointed by the council, he 
moved that they should elect Philip for their general, and pray him to execute their de
cree. The deputies from the other states, conceiving that, by this expedient, their I'espec- 
tive constituents would be free from any farther trouble or expence, came into it at once; 
whereupon a Aecree was immediately drawn up, purporting that ambassadors should be 
sent to Philip of Macedon, in the name of Apollo and the. Amphictyons, once more to 
require his assistance, and to notify to him that the states of Greece, had unanimously 
chosen him their general, wdth full pow'er to act, as he thought fit, against such as had 
opposed the authority of the Amphictyons. Tlius, of a sudden, Philip acquired all that 
he sought; and having an army ready, in expectation of this event, he immediately 
marched to execute the commands of the Amphictyons in appearance, but in reality to 
accomplish his own designs. For having passed into Greece with his army, instead of 
attacking tlie Locrians, he seized immediately upon Elatea, a great city of Phocis, upon, 
the river Cephisus.

The Athenians, in tlie mean time, were in the utmost confusion on the news of Philip’s 
Hi^rch. However, by the advice of Demosthenes, tliey invited the Thebans to join them 

^,jig&ll!5r^;he common enemy of Greece.. Philip endeavoured as much as possible to pre
vent this confederacy from taking place; but all his efforts proved ineffectual. The 
Athenians raised an army, which mai'ched immediately to Elusis, w here they were jTjined 
by the Thebans. The confederates made the best appearance that had ever been seen in 
Greece, and the ti'oops w ere exceedingly good; but unfortunately the generals were men 
of no conductor skill in the mnitary art. An engagement ensued at Cheronaea; wherein 
Alexander commanded one wjng of the Macedonian army, and his father Philip tlie other. 
The confederate army w as divided according to the different nations of which it consisted; 
the Atlieniaqs having t)ie riglij and tfie Boeotians the left. In the beginning of the battle 
tlie confcdciatcs had the better; whereupon Stratoclcs, an Athenian commander, cried
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out, “ Como oil, brother soldiers, let us drive theai back to M aced o h w h ich  being 
Overheard by the kiug,,he said very coolly to one of his officers, “  These Athenians do not 
know how to conquer.” Upon this he directed the files of the phalanx to be straitened ; 
and drawing his men up very close, retired to a neighbouring eminence, from whence the 
Athenians were eager in their pursuit; he rushed doun with impetuosity, bioke apitl routed 
them with prodigious slaughter. Tlie orator Demosthenes behaved very unla>^mingly in 
this engagement; for he deserted his post, and was one of the first that fldcT; nay we are 
told that a stake catching liold of his robe, he, not doubting but it was an enemy, cried 
out, “ ’Alas ! spare my life.”

This victory (Ictermincd tlie fate of Greece, and made Philip supreme lord of that 
country. The first use he made of his power was to convoke a general assembly, wherein 
he was recognised generalissimo, and with full power appointed their leader against the 
Persians. Having, by virtue of his authority, settled a general peace among them, and 
appointed the quota that each of the states should furnish for the war, he dismissed them, 
and returning to Maccdon, began to make great preparations for this new expedition.

While, liowevcr, he was making preparations for this purpo.se, he was assassinated in 
the theatre, and succeeded by his son Alexander. Alexander found the affairs of Macedorj 
in a very distracted state, but was soon able to quell all their civil commotions, defeat the 
neighbouring barbarians, and compel the cities of Greece to seek his friendship. The 
Thebans having neglected to deprecate his vengeance, he took their city by storm, and 
caused the inhabitants to be for some hours massacredj without distinction of age or sex ; 
after which the houses were demolished, all except that of Pindar, the famous |)oet, which 
was spared in respect to the merit of its owner, and because he had celebrated Alexander I. 
king of Macedon. The lands, excejiting tliose destined to religious uses, were shared 
among the soldiers, and all the prisoners sold for slaves; by which 440 talents were 
brought into the king’s treasury.

Having thus settled his affaii-s, he embarked for the conquest of Persia, with an ariny 
of 30,000 foot and 5000 horse. When he drew near the shore of Asia, he lanched a 
javelin, which stuck in the earth ; then, in complete armour, he leaped upon the strand ; 
and having erected altars to Jupiter, Minerva, and Hercules, he proceeded to Ilium. 
Here again lie sacrificed to Minerva; and taking down some arms, which had hung in 
the temple of that goddess since tlje time of the Trojan war, consecrated his own in their 
stead. He sacrificed also to the ghost of Priam, to avert his wrath, on account of the 
descent whicli he himself claimed from Achilles. ,

In  tlie mean time the Persians had assembled a great army in Phrygia; among the eoflS. 
mandgrs of which was one Memnon, a Rhodian, the best officer in the service of Darius. 
Alexander, as soon as he had performed all the ceremonies which he jutlged necessary, 
marched directly towards the enemy ; Memnon gave it as j^s opinion that they should 
burn and destroy all the country round, that they might de^’ive the Greeks of the means 
of subsisting, and then transjiort a part of their armyf^nto IVIaccdon. But the Persians, 
depending on their cavalrj’, rejected this salutary advicCj' an^ posted themselves along the 
river Granicus, in order to wait the arrival of Alexander. In the engagement u hich 
happened on the banks of tnat river, the Persians were defelited, and Alexander liecanie 
master o l^ ll the neighbouring country, which he began to take care of as if it had been
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part of bis hereditary dominions. The city of Sardis was immediately delivered up ; and 
here Alexander built a temple to Jupiter Olympius. After this he restored the Ephesians 
to their liberty; ordered tjie tribute which they formerly paid to the Persians to be applied 
tewarw; the rebuilding of the magnificent temple of D iana; and having settled the affairs 
of tlie c ^  marched against Atiletus. This place was defended by Memnon with a  con
siderable bc>4y of troops, who had fled thither after the battle of Granicus, and therefore 
made a v ig o r^  resistance. The fortune of Alexander, however, prevailed, and the city 
was soon reduced, though Memnon, with part of the troops, escaped to Ilalicaniassus. 
After tliis the king dismissed his fleet, for which various reasons have been asssigned, 
though it is probable that the chief one was to show ins army that their only resource now 
was in subverting the Peisian empire.

Almost all the cities between INIiletus aiid Halicarnassus submitted as soon as they heard 
that the former was taken ; but Halicarnassus, where Memnon commanded with a very 
numerous garrison, made an obstinate defence. Nothing, however, was able to resist the 
Macedonian army; Memnon was at last obliged to abandon the place ; upon which Alex
ander took and razed the city of Tralles in Phrygia, received the submission of several 
princes trHiutary to the Persians, and having destroyed the Mamiarians, a people of Lycia, 
w ho liad fallen upon the rear of his army, put an end to the campaign.

As soon as the season would permit, fie marched to Perga, and thence to Cicilia, where 
he received information of the approach of the Persians, whom he met at Issus, under the 
command of Darius, and defeated with great slaughter. The consequences of this victory 
were very advantageous to the Macedonians.' Many governors of provinces and petty 
princes submitted themselves to the conqueror; and such as did so were treated not as a 
newly conquered people, but as hia old hereditary subjects; being neither burthened w ith 
soldiers nor oppressed with tribute. Among the number of those places which, within a 
short space after the battle of Issus,' sent deputies to submit to the conqueror, was the 
city of Tyre. The king, whose name was Azelmicus, was absent in the Persian fleet; 
but his son was among the deputies, and was favourably received' by Alexander. The' 
king probably intended to confer particular honours on the city of Tyre, f®r he acquainted 
tlie inhabitants that he would come and sacrifice to the Tyrian Hercules, the patron of 
their city, to whom they had erected a most magnificent temple. But these people, like 
most other trading nations, were too suspicious to think of admitting such an enterprising 
prince, with his troops, within their walls. They sent, therefore, their deputies again to 
h itijjo  inform him that they were ready to do whatever he should command them; but 

^fs to his foming and sacrificing in their city, they could not consent to that, but were 
positively determined not to admit a single Macedonian within their gates. Alexander 
immediately dismissed their dej)uties in great displeasure. He then assembled a council 
of war, wherein he insistcd^^ongly on the disaffected state of Greece, (for most of the 
Grecian states had sent anil^ssadors to Darius, to enter into a league with him against 
the Macedonians) the power of the Persians by sea, and the folly of carrying on the war 
in distairt provinces, w hile Tyre was left unreduced behind them : he also remarked, that 
if once tliis city vvas subdued, the ^vereignty of th» sea would be transferred to them, 
because it w ould fix their polfeession of the coasts ; and as the Persian fleet was composed 
chiefly of tiibutary squadrons, those tributaries would fight the battles not of their late
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but of their present masters. For these reasons the siege of Tyre was resolved on. The 
town was not taken, however, without great difficulty; whish provoked Alexander to such 
a degree that he treated the inhabitants with the greatest cruelty.. i

Thus perished the power of the Phoenicians, the most commercial people of alK anti
quity. They affected no empire but that of the sea; and seemed to aim at n^Ming but 
the peaceable enjoyment of their trade. This they extended to all the knm yi^arts tliey 
could reach; to the British isles, commonly understood by the CassiterideSfto Spain and 
other places in the ocean, both within and without the straits of Gibralter; and in general 
to all the ports of the Mediterranean, the Black sea, and the lake Mseotis. In  alk these 
parts-th^y had settlements and eorrespondents, from which they drew what was useful to 
themselves, or might be so to others; and thus they exercised the three great branches of 
trade, ai5 it is commonly divided into im[)ortation, exportation, and transportation, in ful. 
latitude. . Such was their sea-trade; and for that which they carried on by lantl, in  Syria, 
Mesopotamia, Assyria, Babylonia, Persia, Arabia, and even in India, it was of no less 
extent, and may give us an idea of what this people once was, how rich and how deser
vedly their merchants are mentioned in Scripture, as equal to princes. Their counti-y 
was, at that time the great %varehouse, where every thing that might either administer to 
tire necessities or luxury of mankind was to be found; which they distributed as they 
judged would be best for their own interest. The puiple of Tyre, the glass of Sidon, and 
the exceeding fine linen made in this country, together with otlier curious pieces of art, 
in metals and wood, already mentioned, appear to have been the chief and almost only 
commodities of Phcenice itself. Indeed their territoiy was so small that it is not to be- 
imagined they could afford to export any of their own growth; it is more likely tliat they 
rather wanted than abounded with the fruits of the earth.

After the reduction of Tyre, Alexander, though the season was already far advanced, 
determined to make an expedition into Syi-ia, and in Ins way thither proposed to cliastise 
thetJews, who had highly ofiended him during the siege of Tyre ; for when he sent to them 
to demand provisions for bis soldiers, they answered, that they were the subjects of 
Darius, and bound by oath not to supply his enemies. The king, however, was pacified 
by their submission; and not only pardoned tlicm, but conferrcd.nmny privileges upon 
them. '

From Jemsalem Alexander marched directly to Gaza, the only place in that part of 
tlie world whicli still held out for Darius. This was a very large and very strong city, 
situated on a  liigh hill, about five miles from the sea-shore. One Batis or Betis, an eunuefo, 
had the government of the place ; and had made every preparation necessary for sustamS 
ing a long and obstinate siege. The governor defended the place with great, valour;, and: 
several times repulsed lus enemies : but at last it was taken by storm, and all tiie garrison- 
slain^to a  m an; and tliis secured to Alexander an entranc^nto Egypt,, which having 
before been very impatient of the Persian yoke, admitted Macedonians peaceably.

Here the king laid the foundations of the city of Alexandria, whichj. for. many years 
after, coiitisued to be the capital of the country. While he jemained here, he also formed; 
the extraordinary design of visiting*the temple of Jujjiter Ammon. As to the motives by. 
which he was induced to take this extraorclmary journey liuihors* are not agreed: but 
certain it is that.be hazarded himself and Ids troops in the highest degree; there being
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two dangers/in this march, which, with the example of Cambyses, who lost the grfea»v5t 
part of his army in it, might have terrified any body but Alexander. The first was the 
want bf water, which, in the sandy deserts surrounding the temple, is no where to be 
found ^dlle other the uncertainty of the road, from the fluctuation of the sands, which, 
changin^their situation every moment, leave the traveller no road to walk in nor mark to 
inarch by. V J^se difficulties, however, Alexander got over, though not without a miracu
lous interposition, as is pretended by all historians.

Alexander having consulted the oracle and received a favourable answer, returned to 
pursue his conquests. Having settled the government of Egypt, he appointe.d the general 
rendezvous of his forces at Tyre. Here he met Avith ambassadors from Athens, requesting 
him to pardon such of tlieir countrymen as he found serving the enemy. •The king being 
desirous to oblige such a famous state, granted their request, and sent also a fleet to the 
toast of Greece, to prevent the effects of some commotions, w'hich had lately happened 
in Peloponnesus. He then directed his march to Thapsacus; and having passed the 
Euphrates and Tigris, met with Darius near Arbela, where the Persians Avere again over-' 
throAvn Avitli prodigious slaughter, and Alexander in effect became master of the Persian 
empire.

After this important victory Alexander marched directly to Babylon, which was imme- 
, diately delivered u p ; the inhabitants being greatly disaffected to the Persian interest 

•After 30 days stay in this country the king marched to Susa, which had already surrendered 
to Philoxemus; and here he received the treasures of the Persian monarch, amounting, 
according to the most generally received account, to 50,000 talents. Having received 
also at this time a supply of 6000 foot and 500 horse from Macedon, he set about reducing 
the nations of Media, among whom Darius was retired. He first reduced tae Uxians j 
and havitig forced a passage to Persepolis, the capital of the empire, he, like a barbarian, 
destroyed the stately palace there, a pile of building not to be equalled in any part of the 
Avorld; after having given up the city to be plundered by his soldiers. In tlie palace he' 
found 120,000 talents, which he appropriated to his OAvn use, and caused immediately to 
be caiTied away upon mules and camels; for he had such an extreme aversion to the 
inhabitants of Persepolis, that he determined to leaA’e nothing valuable in the city.

The various events which folloAA'ed, till the death of Alexander, have been already 
related. Immediately upon the decease of that celebrated man his empire fell in pieces, 
and such cruel contentions succeeded that all his family as Avell as his generals came to 

ends. His territories Avere finally divided into four kingdoms, that of Antipatcr 
-^ !T  Macedon, Lysiniachus in Thrace, Seleucus in Syria, and Ptolemy in Egypt. Tlie 

IMacedonian kings were a race of weak and wicked princes, who, by means of the disci
pline already established in their armies, were able to make head against, the kings of 
Epirus and the free st^ites recce, but sunk under tlie poAver oi the Romans in the 
year 168 before Christ. ^

The Greeks, after the days of Alexander, became A-ery degenerate, and many of their - 
tides fell into the hands of tyrants ; but they still made some pretensions to liberty, chiefly  ̂
through the assistance of the Acheaji league. The Avrhean, conunonwealtli consisted of 
1,2 inconsiderable towhs in l^loponnesus. . Its first annals are not marked by any great 
action, for they are not graced with one eminent character. After the dealli ofAlexaiulor ,
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this little republic was a prey to all the evils which flow from political di^corti^ A zeal for 
the good of the community was now extinguished. Each town was only atteV.tive to its' 
private interest: there was no longer any stability in the state ; for it changed its iJasters 
with every revolution in Macedonia. Towards the 124th Olympiad, about the tiiye when 
Ptolemy Soter died, and when Pyrrhus invaded Italy, the republic of the Acharans reco
vered its old institutions and unanimity. The inhabitants of Patae and of were the
first asserters of antient liberty: the tyrants w’ere banished, and the towns again made one 

■comjnonwealth. A public council was then held, in which affairs of importance were 
discussed and determined. A register was appointed to record the transactions of the 
council. This assembly had two presidents, who were nominated alternately by the dif
ferent towns. But instead of two presidents they soon elected but one. Many neigh
bouring towns, which admired the constitution of this republic, founded on equality, liberty, 
tlie love of justice, and of the public good, were incorporated with the Achasans, 
and admitted to the full enjoyment of their laws and privileges. The arms which the 
Achasans chiefly used were slings ; they were trained to the art from their infancy, by 
slinging, from a great distance, at a circular mark, of a moderate circumference. By 
long practice they took so nice an aim that they were not only able to hit their enemies on 
the head; but on any part of the face they chose. Their slings w'ere of a different kind 
from tliose of the Balearians, w hom they far surpassed in dexterity.

The two greatest men which this republic produced were Aratus and Philopoemcn ; 
the former of whom chiefly depended on foreign assistance, the hitter on the discipline of 
his countrymen. He was equally distinguished by his valour and liis disinterestedness, 
and was justly denominated the last of the Greeks. He died of poison, in the same year 
as proved fatal to Hannibal and Scipio.

The ruin of Greece was at length completed by the taking of Corintli, which, in the 
year before Christ I4d, was pillaged and burnt by the Romans. I t  was at that time the' 
strongest place in the world; but the inhabitants were so disheartened by h preceding 
defeat and the death of their general, that tliey had not presence of mind enough even to 
shut their gates. The Roman consul, Mummius, was so much surprised a t  this, that a t  
first he could scarce believe i t ; but afterwards, fearing an ambuscade, he advanced with- 
all possible caution. As he met with no resistance, his soldiers had nothing to do but 
destroy the few inhabitants that had not fled, and plunder the city ; such of the men asi 
had' staid were all put to the sword, and the women were sold for slaves. After this the; 
city was ransacked by the greedy soldiers, and the spoils of it are said to have 
mense. • There were more vessels of all sorts of metal, more fine pictures and statues, done^*  
by the greatest masters in Corinth, than in any other city in the world. All the princes- 
of Europe and Asia, who had any taste in painting and sculpture, furnished- themselves 
here with their richest moveables: here were cast the fine statics for temples and palaces,. 
and all the liberal arts brought to their greatest perfection. '

When the city was;‘lhoroughly pillaged, fire was set to all the corners of it at the>same 
time.. The flames grew more violent as they drew near the centre, and at last, uniting" 
th.ere  ̂ made one prodigious conftagPation. At this time the famous metalline mixture iŝ  
said to have been made, which could never afterwards be*imitated by a rt The'gold, 
.silver, snd brass, which the-Corinthians had concealed, were melted, and ran down the-
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streets in strum s ; and when the flames were extinguished^ a new metal was found,' coin-- 
posed of spxcral different ones, greatly esteemed in after ages.

Seletrtfiis, who founded the kingdom of S^Tia, conquered Lysimachus at the battle of 
CuropetHon, and was the last survivor of Alexanders captains. His successors were called 
Sehtcida?,\and laid claim to all the Asiatic provinces of the Macedonian empire, but were 
frequently o N ^ d  to relinquish Palestine to the Ptolemies of Egypt, and were never- able 
to subdue the lohgdoms of Pergamos, Bithynia, Paphlagonia, Cappadocia, Pontus, Ar
menia, Bactria, Parthia, and India, which were erected within the limit of their assumed 
dominion. One of the most distinguished of thesc«princes was Antiochus the Great, who, 
in the latter part of his reign, brought upon himself tlie Roman arms. After many mis
takes and much misconduct, he attempted jto obtain a peace, Oy offering to quit all his 
places in Europe and such in Asia as professed alliance to Rome. . But it was now too 
la te ; Scipio, perceiving hisown superiority, was resolved to avail Inmself of i t  Antiochus, 
thus driven into resistance, for' some time retreated before the enemy; till being pressed: 
hard near the city of Magnesia, he was forced to draw out his men, to the number of
70,000 foot and 12,000 horse. Scijiio op[)osed liiin with forces as much inferior in humber 
as timy'were superior in courage and discipHpe. Antiochus was therefore in a short time 
entirely,defeated; his own chariots, armed with,scythes, being driven back upon his men,, 
contributed much to his overtlirow. ■ Being thus, reduced to the hist extremity, he was 
gliid to procure peace-from the Romans updn their own terms; which were, to pay 15,(K)0 
talents, to quit his possessions in Europe, and in Asia on thcliithcr side mount Taurus; 
to give 20 hostages as pledges of hi§ fidelity; and to deliver up Hannibal, the inveterate 
enemy of Rome, who had taken refiige at his court.

Antiochus Epiphancs, the succeeding king, is chiefly distinguished for his transactions 
with the Jewish'nation. Having resolved to take vengeance on that people, who load 
much degenerated from the piety of their fathers, he, about the year 168 before Christ, 
dispatched Apollonius, at the head of 22,000 men, witli orders to plunder all tlie cities of" 
Judea,. to murder all the men, and sell the women and children for slaves. ApoUonius 
accordingly Came with his army, and, to outward appearance, with a pcaceabre intention ; 
neither was he suspected by the Jews, as he was superintendent of the tribute ift Palestine. 
He kept himself inactive till the next sabbath, -when they were all in a  profound quiet; 
and then, on a sudden, commanded his men to arms. Some of them he sent to the temple 
and synagogues, with ordci-s to cut in pieces all whom they found there; whilst the rest, * 
goiif^hrough the streets of the city, massacred all tliat came in their way ; the supersti- , 

5hs Jews not attempting to make the least resistance, for fear of breaking the sabbath.. 
He next ordered- the city to he plundered and set on fire, jiulled down all tlieir stately ‘ 
buildings, caused the walls to he demolislied, and carried away captive about 10,000 o f ' 
those who had escaped theii^aughtcv. From that time tlie service of the temple was. 
totally abandoned; that plac^having been quite polluted both witli the blood of multi
tudes who had been killed, and in various other ivays. The Syrian troops built a large 
fortress on an eminence in tiic city of David ; fortified ijt with a strong wall and stately 
towers, and put a garrison in it to copimand the tcinj)!*, over against which it was built ;• 
so tliat the soldiers cotrld easily see and sally out upon all those who attempted to come, 
iato the temple; so many of whom were continually murdered and plundered by them,,

ypx„ lU  . . 6 P
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.that the rest, not (Jaring to stay any longer in Jerusalem, fled for refuge toVlie neighbour
ing nations.

^^h^eig

Antiochus, not yet satiated with the blood of the Jews, resolved either totally Kijabolish 
their religion or destroy their whole jrace. He therefore issued out a decree, tiiat all 
nations within his dominions should forsake their old religion and gods, and worship those 
of the king, under the most severe penalties. To make his orders more efl^tual he sent 
overseers into eveiy provinqe, .to see them sbrictly put in execution ; aniPas he knew the 
Jews were tlie only people who would disobey them, special directions were given to have 
them treated with the utmost severity.» Atheneas, an old ainj cruel minister, well versed 
in all the pagan rites, was sent into Judea. He began by dedicating the temple to Jupi
ter Olympius, and setting up his statue on the altar of burnt-ofterings. Anotlier les.ser 
altar was raised before it, on which they offered sacrifices to that fdse deity. All who 
refused to come and worship this idol were either massacred or put to some cruel tortures, 
till they either complied or expired under the bunds of the executioners. A t the same 
time altars, groves, and statues, were raised every where through the country, and the 
inhabitants compelled to worship, them, under the same severe penalties; while it was 
instant death to gbserve the sabbath, circumcision, or any other institution of Moses.

At last, when vast numbers had been put to. erucl deaths, and many more had saved 
their lives by their apostacy, an eminent priest, named Mattathias, began to signalize him^ 
.self by his brave.ry and zeal for religion. He had for some time been obliged to retire 
to Modin, his native place, -in order to avoid the persecution which raged at Jerusalem. 
During his recess there, Appelles, one of the king's oflicers, came to oblige the inhabitants 
ito co.inply with the above-mentioned orders. By niin Mattathia.s and his sons, were ad
dressed in the most earnest manner, and had the most ample promi.scs umdc them of tlie 
Icing's favour and protection, if tliey wpuld renounce ibclr religion. .*Ikit Mattatlnas 
.answered, that though the whole Jewish nation and the whole world were to conform to 
the king's edict, yet both he and his sons would contimic faithful to their (»od to the 
ilast minute of their lives. At the same time, perceiving one of his countrymen justgoing 
<to offer sacrifices to an idol, he fell upon him and instantly killed him, agreeable to the 
Jaw of Moses in such eases. Upon this his sons, fii'cd with the same zeal, killed the otliccr 
and his men; overthrew the altar and idol; anil running about the city, cried out, that 
tliosc who were zealous for the hi'v of God should follow them ; by which means tiny 
•quickly .sa.\v themselycs at the head of a numerous troop, with wliom they soon after with
drew into some of the deserts of Judea. They were followed by many others, so th i^ in  
a short time, they found themselves in a condition to resist their enemies; amnfav?^!^^ 
considered the danger to which they were exposed by their scrupulous observance of the 
.•iabbuth, they rcsolvcil to^defend themselves, in case, of an attack, upon that <lay as well 
as u[Miu any other. ^

In the year I(>7 before Christ, Mattathias, finding that 1|b  followers incrca.scd daily in. 
number, began to try Ids strength, by attacking the Syrians and apostate Jews, As many 
of the.se as he took he put to death, but forced a inucli greater number to fly for refuge 
into foreign countries; and having soon struck ids eiicudes with terror, he msir.ched from 
citv to citv, overturiud the idolatrous altars* opened the Jtfvish synagogues, made a tfili- 
genl search after all tlie sacred books, aail caiuscd fresh copies of tliem to lie written; he
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also caused ^  reading of the Scriptures to be resumed, and all the males bom since the 
persecutiojjTO be circumcised. In all this he was attended with such success that he bad 
cxtendm his reformation through a considerable part of Judea within the space of one 
year; and would probably have completed it, had he net been prevented by death.

Mattatliias was succeeded by his son Judas, surnamed Maccabeus, the greatest unin
spired hero of whom the Jews can boast. His troops amounted to no more than 6000 
men ; yet with these he quickly made himself master of some of the strongest fortresses 
of Judea, and became terrible to the Syrians, Samaritans, and apostate Jews. In one 
year he defeated tiic Syidans in five pitched battlc.s, and drove them quite out of the country ; 
afte? which he purified the tanple, and restored the true worship, which had been inter
rupted for three years and a half. Only one obstacle now remained, viz. the Syrian gar
rison above mentionedj tvhich had been placed over against the temple, and which Judas 
could not at present reduce. In order to prevent them from interrupting the worship, 
however, he fortified the mountain on which the temple stood with a high wall and strong 
towers round about, leaving a garrison to defend it, making some additional fortifications 
at the same time to Bethzura, a fortress at about 20 miles distance.

In the mean time Antiochus perished of an imcohimon distemper, which was attributed 
by the Jews to the immediate judgment of heaven. Notwithstanding this, however, the 
war was still carried on against the Jew s; but through the valour and good conduct of 
Judas, the Syrians were constantly defeated, and in l63 before Christ a peace was con
cluded, upon terms veiy advantageous to the Jewish nation. This tranquillity, however, 
was of no long continuance; the Syrian generals renewed their hostilities, and wore 
attended by the same ill success as before. Judas defeated them in five engagements ; 
but in the sixth was abandoned by all Jiis men, except 800, who, together with their chief, 
were slain, in the year l6 l  before Christ.

The news of the death of Judas threw his countrymen into the utmost consternation,^ 
and seemed to give new life to all their enemies. He was succeeded, however, by his , 
brother Jonatlian ; who conducted mattere with no less prudence and succ^fckhan Judas 
had done, till he was treacherously seized and put to death by Triphon, a  Syrian usurper, 
who shortly after murdered his own aovereign. The traitor immediately, prepared to 
invade Judea; but found all his projects frustrated by Siiiiqn, Jonathan’s brother. This;  ̂
pontiff repaired all the fortresses of Judea, and furnished them with fresh ^rrisons, took.. 
Joppa and Gaza, and drove out the Syrian garrison from the fortress of Jerusalem; but 
—  t treacherously murdered, by a son-in-law named Ptolemy, about 135 beforewa

;inst
After these reigned a succession of princes, who exercised both the regal and sacer

dotal functions, till, at length, Pompey, taking the advantage of their intern^ dissensions, 
brought the Jews under tlie pow’er.

From this time the kingdom of Syria declined in importancej till at length it was seized 
by Tigi’anis, king of Armenia. The .ruin of this kingdom did not, however, immediately 
procure to the Romans tlie command of Asia, as they found a very iomlidable competitor 
in Mithridates, king of Pontus. Thi^ great but cruel‘prince ascended the throne at 13 
years of age, and began his rAgn by imprisoning his mother whom his father had left 
joint heir of the kuigdom.

'  6 P 2
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Ih his youth Mithi'idates took care to inure hiinself to hardships, passingVhole months, 
in the open air, employed in the exercise of hunting, and often taking iiis rA^inidst the 
frozen snow. When he came of age. he miu ried Ills sister Laodice, by wliom nfevliad a 
son, named* Pharnaccs. After tliis he took a journey through many different kingdoms of 
Asia, having' nothing less in view than the whole continent. lie learned their different 
languages, of which he is said to have spoken £2; took an estimate of their strength; 
and, above all, viewed narrowly their stronsr holds and fortified towns. In this journey he 
spent three years ; tluring whicli time, a report being spread abroad that he was dead, his 
wife Laodice had a criminal conversation with one of the lords of her court, and had a' 
son by liiiij. Wlicu her husband rehivned, she presented him with a poisoned bowl; djut 
Mithridates had accustomal himself to take antidotes for poison from his infancy, so that 
it had now no other effect than to liastcn the dcstniction of his w ife, whicli very soon 
t̂ook place, together with all those who Imd been any way accessary to her disloyalty and 

ii'continence.
. Combining in the prosecution of his scheme treacheiy witli prudence, and cruelty with 

courage, he, either by assassination or open a ar, made himself master of Pergamos, Pa- 
pjilagonia, Cappadocia,, and Bithynia, and confirmed his power by ordering the massacre 
of all the Italians that coidd be found in Asia. The civil contentions of the Romans 
prevented them, for a long time, from sparing force sufficient to accomplish his destiuctiou, 
and the defeats he sustained from their generals served only to disjilay his â onishing 
abilities, in discovering resources to supply his losses. At lengtli, reduced to the last 
extremity, he determined to force his way through Bosphorus, Scythia, Panonia, and Ger
many, and uniting his forces with the Gauls, to pass the Alps and invade Ital}'.| When 
he arrived at the Cirmnerian Bosphorus, Imving the mortification to learn that Jiis army 
•had revolted, and made his son Pharnaccs king in his stead, he attempted to disiiatch 
himself by poison and tlie sword, and t̂ length terminated his days through the assistance 
.qf .a.Gaul, w'lio slew him from compassion.

After the dejitli of hlithridates tlie Romans, at their leisure, found a variety of pretexts 
;for reducing tne other kingdoms, of which we have been speaking, to provint'es of their 
empire.

’ Tlie Ptolemies of Egypt w6re, perhaps, the most respectable of all the successors of 
Alexander. They diligently cultivated the Indian commerce, for which purpose Ptolemy 
Philadelphus erected the city of Berenice on the Red sea. They were also several of 
them encouragers of learning, and under their protection Alexandria became highly cele
brated as the resort of leamctl men. In the days of Ctesar their power had 
dined, and when he visited Egypt, in the pursuit of Pompey, there were two pretenders to 
thetlTrone; Ptolemy, the acknowledged king, and the celebrated Cleopatra, his sistdf;

' to whom, by the custom of the country, he was married; ^ d  who, by his father's yvill;'' 
shared jointly in the succe.ssion Not being contented a participation of power, ' 
Cleopatra aimed at governing alone; hut being opposed in her views by the Ilmna-n 
senate, who confirmed her brother’s title to the crown, she was banished into Syria, with * 
Arsinoe, her younger sister. Caesty* gave her new hopes of aspiring to the kingdom, 'and ‘ 
sent both to her and her lirother to plead their cause befor̂ 'him. •. Photinns, tlic young' ‘ 
Ting’s guardian, disdaining td accept this proposal, backed his refusal by sending an Army*
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of 20, 
findinj;

fn to besiege him in Alexandria. CVsar greatly repulsed the enemy; but 
^ ity  of too great extent to be defended by so small an army as that which he 

was a n u e  head of, lie retired to the palace, which commanded the harbour, and there pur
posed to make his stand. Achilhis, who commanded the Egyptians, attacked him with 
great vigour, and aimed at making himself master of the fleet that lay before the palace. 
Cajsar, however, too well knew the importance of those ships in.the hand of an enemy; 
and therefore burnt them all, in spite of every eflbrt to prevent him. He next possessed 
himself of the isle of Pharos, by which he was enabled to receive supplies; and in this 
situation determined to withstand the united force, of the Egyptians.
- In the- mean time, ('leopatra, having heard of the present turn in her favour, resolved 

to depend on Caesar’s favour tor gaining ^he government, rather than her ow n forces, 
liut no ai'ts, as she justly conceived, were so likely to. influence Csesar as the charms of 
her person, which were irresistible. She was now in the bloom of youth and beauty, 
while every feature borrowed grace from the lively turn of her’temper. To tlie most 
enchanting address she joined the most harmonious voice. Witli all these accomplishments 
she possessed a great share of the learning of the times, and could give audience to the 
ambassadors of seven tlifl'erent nations w ithout an interpreter. The difliculty w as how to 
get at Cmsar, as her enemies were in possession of all the avenues that Icti to the paliwcu 
Eor this purpose she went on board a small vessel, and in the evening landed near the 
palace, where, being w rapt up in a coverlet, she was carried, as a bundle of clothes, into 
the very chamber.of Ciesai. Her address instantly sUuck him; her wit and tmderstand- 
ing fanned the flame; but her caresses, which were carried beyond the bounds of inno
cence, entirely brought iiitn over to second her claims.

Ca?sar was for some time hemmed in by the Egj'ptians, but was at last relieved from tliis 
mortifying situation by Mithridates Pergamenus,. one of bis most artful partizans, who 
came with an army to his. assistance. /Phis general marched into Egypt, took the city of 
Pelusiam, repulsed the Egj’ptian army with loss ; and at last, joining with Ca?sar, attaclvcd 
their camp w ith a great slaughter of the Egyptians. Ptolemy liimself, attempting to escape 
on board a vessel, was drowned by the ship sinking. Cajsar thus became master of all 
Egypt, without any farther opposition. He appointed Cleopatra, with her younger brother, 
who was then an infant, joint governors, according to tlie intent of their fallicr's will, and 
drove out ArsinoQ w ith Ganymede to banishment

After the deatli ,of C«sar, Cleopatra forinod an acquaintance with Mark Antony, wliich 
the ruin of tlicm both. After they had been defeated a t Actiuni, tlicy lied into 

^ g y p t  which he at first endeavoured to defend, and afterward determined lo abandon, to 
seek her fortune in the south of Africa. When, however, all these projects had failed her, 
she shut herself up in a building, w hich appeared de.signed for a sepulchre, and cadtiously 
avoided the admission of grangers. At length, after she liad been removed to the palace, « 
bnding that she had only CT chose between submitting to voluntary death and being re- 
serv(;d to grace the triumph.of Augustus, she determined upon dying. Having bathed and 
ordered a sumptuous, banquet, she attired herself in the most splendid manner. She 
.h asted as usual; and soon after ordered all except two women to leave the apartment. 
SIjc had contrived tef have a*i asp secretly conveyed to iier in a basket of fruit; and then 
wrote.to Augustus, to inform him of her fatal puroose, desiring to be buried in the same

• l.-H
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tomb with Antony. Augustus, upon receiving the letter, instantly dispatchci^oesserigerSf 
in hopes to stop her intentions,, but they arrived too late. , Upon entering tOT^hambear 
they beheld Cleopatra lying dead upon her couch, arrayed in her royal robes. N ^ r  her 
Iras, one of her faithful attendants, was stretched likewise at the feet of her mistress; and 
Charinion, the other, half-dying, was settling the diadem upon Cleopatra’s heiad. Alas •” 
cried one of the- messengers, “ is this vrell done, Charinion ?” “ Yes” replied she, “ it is 
well done; such a death becomes a- glorious queen, descended from a rate of glorious 
ancestors.”  ̂ Pronouncing these words, she dropped and expired witli her much-lovcd 
mistress.

The Jews, from the time of the reduction of Jerusalem by Pompey, became, in fact, 
the subjects of the Roman empire; but their country was' not finally reduced to the con
dition of , a province till after the death of Herod Agrippa, which is recorded in the 12lh 
chapter of Acts. From tliis time they were oppressed by a succession of cruel governors, 
tUl, at length, impatient under their weight of calamities,- and animated by the expectation 
'of a  temporal Messiah, they broke out into actual rebellion, in the 67th year of the 
Christian era. This terminated in tine destruction of Jerusalem, five years after, when 
r,100,000 perished by the pestilence, famine, the sword of the Romans, and. the fury of 
domestic factions. ’

'A  fate not much hiilder, in the third century, befcl Palmyra, another celebrateifAsiatic 
city. The origin of this place, which has astonished posteiity by. its magnificent remains, 
is enwrapped in considerable obscurity. I t  was either erected or fortified by Solomon, 
and is mentioned in Scripture under the name of Tadmor. Its wealth Avas probably de
rived from the intercourse Avhich w'as maintained by the inhabitants of Syria, Palestine, 
ahd Phccnicia, with those of the East of Asia, by means of caravans. After the captivity 
of Valerian, its governor, Odenathus; began to aspire to independence; and his widow, 
Zenobia, not contented" with this, extended her dominion over Syria and Egypt, and 
assumed the title of queen of the East. The emperor Aurelian marched against her with 
a  numerous army, and after defeating her forces in two battles, obliged her to take refuge 
in her capital. Here she, for a  time, defended herself with ^ ‘eat vigour, but at length, 
fiiiding that all prospect of relief was vanished, sought safety by flight, but was taken and 
carried prisoner to Rome. The inhabitants were treated with lenity, till, in a  tumult, they 
murdered their governor, in revenge for wliich, Aurelian gave them up to an undistinguish
ing massacre. From this time the consequence of Palmyra has declined, -till it was reduced 
to its present state, that of a miserable village. . iimmV

In the beginnipg of the fodrth century several events took place of the utmost magnitude 
m the whole Rpman \vorld; the erecting of Constantinople, the establishment o f  the 
Christian religion, and the division of the empire between the three sons of Constantine. 

*Though each of these measures was probably designed fqr tlM^cneral good, yet each of 
them became productive of the most serious evils. The baroarians who Averc formidable 

• to the AvhoIe,empire united, became still more formidable Avhenthe latter Avas governed by 
different sovereigns, who fi*eqnently were actuated by the most contrary principles, and 
viewed each other as objects of hatired: AA’hile the Christian pastors became extremely 
dcgcneiate in their morals, embarked in a number of controversies,, many of wdiich Ayere 
unimportant and all conducted witli a spirit quite opposite to that of our holy religion..
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During t ly  long period .of 1000 years, in which Constantinople remained in the hands of 
the ChfisU#ms, it had but few emperors sufficiently celebrated to deserve a  place in the 
preseol^vork. The sons of Constantine soon fell into variance, and by employing their - 
swords against each other, promoted the cause both of the barbarians and the usurpers. 
Julian, who, thougli an enemy to .the Christian faith, was a prince of considerable virtues 
and" abilities, perished in an ill-conducted expedition against the Persians. .

Tht;odo.sius was a vigorous though severe prince, and proved extremely formidable to tlie 
barbarians on every side. In the reign of Justinian, in the sixth century, the majesty of 
the etnpire seemed to revive. His general, Belisarius, recovered the provinces of Italy 
ami Africa; while he himself, with the assistance of his lawyers, composed tliose cele
brated works, which, under the name of institutes, codes, and pandects, contained the 
body of the civil law. During the succeeding ages, the einpire suffered severely from the 
Saracens and Bulgarians, and in the year 1041 was invaded by an enemy, not very power
ful at that time indeed, but who, by degrees, gathered strength sufficient to overthrow both 
the Roman and Saracen empires. These were the Turks ; who, having quitted their 
antient habitations, in the neighbourhood of mount Caucasus, and passed the Caspian 
straits, settled in Armenia IMajor, about the year 844. There they continued, anunknow'n 
and despicable people, till tlie intestine wars of the Saracens gave them an opportunity of 
aggrandizing them.sclves. About the year 1030 Mohammed, the son of Sarabrael, sultan 
o f Persia, not finding himself a match for Pisaris, sultan of BabyIon,.wilh whom he was 
at war, .had recourse to the Turks, who sent him 3000 men, under the command of one 
'Pangrolipix, a leading man among them. By their assistance, Mohammed defeated his 
adversary; but w'hen tlie Turks desired leave to return home, he refused to part with 
tlicm. Upon this they withdrevi', without his consent, to a neighbouring desert; and being 
there joined vvitli several discontented Persians, began to make frequent !nroa<ls into the 
sultan’s territories. Against these Mohammed immediately dispatched an artny of 20,000 
men who, being surprised in the night, were utterly defeated by Tangrolipix. Tiie fame 
of this victory drew multitudes to him from all parts ; so that, in a short time, Tangro- 
iipix %aw himself at the head of 50,000 men. Upon this IVIohammed marched against 
them in person, but xvas thrown from his liorsc, in the beginning of the engagement, and 
killed by tlic fall; when his men threw dmvn their arms, and submitted to Tangrolipix.

After this victory, the-Turkish general made w ar upon the sultan of Babjdon, wliom he 
at length slew, and annexed his dominions to his own.

,A  little after this empire had been erected on the Euphrates began those expeditions 
^̂ (fflfflTare called Croisadcs.

These expeditions commenced in tlic year 10<)6’. The foundation of them was a super
stitious veneration for those places where our Saviour performed his miracles, and accom
plished the work of man’s redemption. Jerusalem had been taken and Palestine conqueied 
i)y Oinar, the, successor o^\bu Beer, who succeeded Maliomet himself. This proved a 
considerable interruption to the pilgnijis, who flocked from all qiiartcrs to perforip their 
devotions at the holy sepulchre. They had, however, still been allowed this liberty, on 
paying a small tribute to tlic Saraqeu khalils, who were not much inclined to molest them. 
But in 1065 this city.changcd its iifasters. The Turtes took it from the Saracens ; and 

Toeing much more fierce andliarbarou' limn the former, the pilgrims pow found tb.ey could
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AiVbpiniorino longer perform' their devotions with tlie same safety they did before. A i^pinion was 
febout this time also prevalent in Europe, which made these pilgrimages much^jmre fie- 
quent than formerly. I t was somehow or other imagined that the thousand y c ^ ‘ men
tioned in the 20th chapter of the Revelation's M ere fulfilled; that Christ was soon to make 
his appearance in Palestine to judge the world; and consequently that journeys to that 
country were in the highest degree meritorious,; and even absolutely necessaiy. The mul
titudes of pilgrims, which how flocked to Palestine, meeting with a very rough reception 
from the Turks, filled all Europe ivith complaints against those infidels who profaned the 
Holy City by their presence, and derided the sacred mysteries of Christianity, even in the 
place where they were fulfilled. Pope" Gregory V II. had formed a design of uniting all 
the princes of Christendom against the Mahometans; but his exorbitant encroachments 
upon the civil power of princes had created him so maiiy^enemies, and rendered bis 
l^ehemes so suspicious that he was not able to make gi*eat progress in tliis undertaking. 
The work was reserved for a meaner instruinent.

Peter, commonly called the hermit, a native of Amiens in Picardy, had made the pil
grimage to Jerusalem ; and being deeply affected with the dangers to which this act of 
piety now exposed the pilgrims, as well as with. the oppression under which the Eastern 
Christians now laboured, formed the bold, and, in all appearance, impracticable design of 
leading into Asia, from tlie farthest extremities of the west, armies sufficient to subdue tliose 
potent and warlike nations, that now held the Holy Land in slavery. He proposed his 
scheme to Martin II . who then filled the papal chair; but he, though sen-sible enougli of 
the advantages which must accrue to himself from such an undertaking, resolved not to. 
interpose, his authoi ity, till he saw a greater probability of isuccess. He summoned at 
Placentia a couiTCil, consisting of 4000 ecclesiastics and.30,000 seculars. As no hall could 
be found large enough to contain such a multitude, the assembly was held in a plain. 
Here the pope himself, as well as Peter, harangued the people, representing the dismal 
situation of their brethren in the East, ahd the indignity offered to the Christian name, in 
allowing the holy city to remain in the hands of the infidels. These speeches were so 
iagrceable to those who heard them,, that the wbole multitude suddenly and violently 
declared for the war, and solemnly devoted themselves to perforin tliis service, which they 
believed to be so meritorious in the sight of God.

But though Italy seemed to have embraced the design with ardourj, ^fartin yet thought 
it necessary, in order to insure perfect success, to engage the greater and more warlike 
nations in the same enterprize. Having therefore exhorted Peter to visit tlie chief c i ^  
and sovereigns of Christendom, he summoned another council, at Clermont in Auvergne^ 
The fame of this great and pious design being now universally diffused', procured the atten- 
dancetof the greatest prelates, nobles, and princes; and when the pope and the hermit 
renewed their pathetic exhortations, the ^yhole assembly, asi^pm pelled by an immediate 
inspiration, exclaimed, with one voice, I t  is the will of ! If is the will of G o d !” 
These words were deemed so memorable and so rniich the effect of a divine impulse, that 
they were employed as the signal of rendezvous and battle in all future exploits of these 
adventurers. Men of .all ranks now, flew to arms with the utmost ardour, and a cross was 
affixedto-tlieir right shoulder by. all. w'ho inlisted in this boly^nterprieC;

At tills time Europe was sunk into the most profound igiiorance and supcrstition. The-.
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ecclesiastics /ad  gained the greatest ascendant over the human mind, and the people, w hO’ 
co inm itte^ /e  most horrid crimes and disorders, knew of no other expiation than tiip 
obser î»if{?es imposed on them by their spiritual pastors.

But amidst the abject superstition which now prevailed, the military spirit had also 
universally diffused itself; and though not supported by art or disci[)line, was become the 
general passion of the nations governed by the feudal law. All the great lords possessed 
the right of peace and war. They were engaged in continual hostilities with one another ; 
the open-country was become a scene of outrage and disorder; the cities, still mean and 
poor, were neither .guarded by walls nor-protected by privileges. Every man was obliged 
'to depend for safety on his .own force or his private alliances; and valour was the only 
excellence which was held in esteem, or ^ave one man the pre-eminence above another. 
When all the particular superstitious, therefore, were here united in one great object, the 
ardour for private hostilities took the sainc direction; “ and all Europe (as the princess 
Comnena expresses herself), torn from its foundations, seemed ready to precipitate itself, 
in one united body, upon Asia.”

Ail orders of men, now deeming the croisades the only road to heaven, were impatient 
to set off with their swords to the holy city. Nobles, artisans, peasants, even priests, 
iurollcd their names; and to decline this service was branded with the reproach of impiety 
or cowardice. The nobles who enlisted themselves were moved, by the romantic spirit of 
the age, to hope for opulent establishments in the East, the chief seat of arts and com
merce at that time. In pursuit of thesevchimerical projects, they sold, at the lowest pi'ic^, 
their antient castles and inheritances, which had now lost all value in their eyes. The 
infirin and aged contributed to the expedition by presents and money; and many of. then), 
not satisfied with this, attended it in person, being determined, if possible, to breatlie tlicir 
la.st in sight of that city where their Saviour had died for them. Women tliemselves, 
concealing their sex, under the disguise of armour, attended tlie camp; and commonly 
forgot their duty still more by prostituting themselves to the army. The greatest criminals 
were forward in .a service whidh :they considered as an expiation for all ,crimes ; and'tlib 
most enormous disorders were, during ;the course of these expeditions, committed, by 
men inured to wickedness, encouraged by example, and impelled by necessity. The mul
titude of adventurers soon became so great that their more sagacious leaders became 
apprehensive lest the greatness of the armament would be the cause of its own disappoint
ment. For this reason they permitted -an undisciplined multitude, computed at 300,OQO 
n8cn, to go before them, under the command of-Peter liie jicnnit and Gautier or Walter, 

v^TIrnamed the moneyless, from his being a soldier of fortune. These took the road-towards 
Constantinople, through Hungary and Bulgaria; and trusting that heaven, by supernatural 
assistance, would'supply all their necessities, they made no provision .for subsistence in 
their march. They soon^und themselves obliged to obtain by plunder what they vainly * 
expected from miracles ; aM  the enraged inhabitants of the countries, tlu ough which they 
passed, att;acked the disorderly multitude, and slaughtered them without resistance. The 
more disciplined armies followed after; and passing the straits of Constautinojjlc, they were 
mustered in the plains of Asia, and amounted in tlie^whole to 700,000 men.

This rage for conqucrii^ the floly Land did not cease with this expedition; it con
tinued for verv, near two centuries and .ei«ht different croisades wc’*’ set on ^oot one 
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after another. The first was in llie year 10.9f), as already observed. \  The princes 
engaged in it were Hugo, count of VermanJois, brother to Philip I. k in ^ jf  France ; 
Robert, duke of Normandy ; Robert, earl o f  Flanders ; Raimond, earl of TomSt^^e and 
St. Giles ; Godfrey of Bouillon, duke of Lbrrain, with his brothers Baldwin and Eustace; 
■Stephen, earl of Chartres and Blois ; Hugo, count of St. P au l; with a gi'eat number of 
other lords. The general rendezvous was at Constantinople. In this expedition the famous 
Godfrey besieged and took the city of Nice, The city of Jerusalem was taken by the 
•confederate army, and Godfrey chosen king. The Christians gained the famous battle of 
Ascalon, against the soldan of Egypt; which put an ciid to the first croisade.

The second croisade, in the year 1144, was headed by the emperor Conrad H I. and 
Louis VII. king of Fnincc. The emperor’s army was either destroyed by the enemy or 
perished through tlie treachery of AJanuel, the Greek emperor; and the second army, 
through the unfaithfulness of the Christians of Syria, was forced to break up the siege of 
Damascus.

The third croisade, in the. year 1188, immediately followed the taking of Jerusalem by 
Saladin, the soldan of Egypt. The princes engaged in this expetlition were the emperor 
Frederic Barbarossa; Frederic, duke of Suabia, his second .son ; Ij3opold, duke of 
Austria; Bcrthold, duke of Moravia; Herman, marquis of Baden ; the counts of Nassau, 
Thuringia, Missen, and Holland, and above 60 other prinees of the empire; w ith the 
bishops of Besanifon, Cambray, Munster, Osnaburg, Missen, Passau, \ ’1sburg, and several 
others. In this expedition the emperor Frcderie defeated the soldan of Iconium ; his son 
Frederic, joined by .Guy Lusignon, king of Jerusalem, in vain endeavoured to take Acre 
or Ptolcmais. During wdiioh transactions Philip Augustus, king of France, and Richard I. 
king of England, joined' tlie croisade; by which means tlie Christian army consisted of
300,000 fighting men ; but great disputes liappening between the kings of France and 
England, tiie former quitted the Holy Land, and Richard concluded a peace with 
Sajadin.

The fourth croisade was undertaken in the year 1195, by the emperor Henry VI. after 
Saladin-’s death. In this expedition the Christians gained several battles against tlie 
infidelsj took a great many towns, and w'ere on the point of success, w hen the death of 
the emperor obliged them to quit the Holy Land, and return into Germany. , .

The fifth croisade was publislied by order of pope Innocent III. in 1I9S .. Jliojc 
engaged in it made, fruitless efforts for the recovery of the Holy Dind ; for tiiongh John 
De Neule, »vho commanded the fleet cfjuippcd in Flancfers, arrived at Ptolcmais a li;tle 
after Simon of IMpntfort, Renanl of Dampicrrc, and others, vet' the plague dcsubVhxt^ ^  
many of them, and others cither returning or engaging in the petty quarrels of the Chris
tian p*rinccs, there was notliing done; so that the soldan of Aleppo easily defecated their 
troops in lg04. ^

The sixth croisade began in 1228, in which the C’hristiainstook the- town of Damictta, 
but were forced to surrender it again, The next year ttic cihperor Frcdcric^made peace 
with the soldan for 10 years. y\hout 1240, Ricliard, earl of Cornwal, ami brother to , 
Hcni'y H I. king of England, arrived in Palestine, at the head of the English cioisade ; 
but finding it most advantageous to conclude a peace, be re-tyibarkwl, and steered tow ards 
Italy. In 1244 the Karasniians gave the Christians a general defeat near Gaza.
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The sevemh croisade was headed by . St, Lewis in the year 1249, who took tlie town of 
D am iet^ j/bu t a sickness happening in the Christian army, .the king endeavoured a re- ' 
treat which being pursued by the infidels, most of his army were miserably butchered, 
and himself and the nobility taken prisoners, A truce.was then agreed upon for 10 years, 
and the king and lords set at liberty.

The eighth croisade, in 1270, was headed by the same prince, who made himself 
master of the port and castle of C artage in Africa; but dying in a short time, he left his 
army in a very ill condition. Soon after, the king of Sicily coming up w ith a good fleet, 
and joining Pliilip the Bold, son and successor of Lewis, the king of Tunis, after several 
engagements with the Christians, in which he was always worsted, desired peace, w hich 
was granted, upon conditions advantageotis to the Christians; after whidi both princes 
embarked for their kingdoms. Prince. Ed,w'ard of England, who arrived at -Tunis at the 
time of this treaty, sailed towards , Ptolemais, where he landed, w ith a small, body of 
3000 English and French, and hindered Bendoed^ from laying:siege to Ptolemais; ' bat 
being obliged to quit the Holy l^nd, to take . possession of .the crowm of England, this 
croi.sad.e ended, without contributing any, to the recovery of thp.Holy Land. In 1291 the 
town of Acre or Ptolemais was- taken and  ̂plundered, by the soldan’ of Egypt, and the 
Christians quite driven out of Syria. There, has been no. croisade;since that time, though 
s(.'veral popes have attempted to stir up the Christians in such an undertaking, particularly 
Nicholas IV. in 1^92) J'nd'Ulement V., in .1311. .i

Though these croisade.s were effects of the. most absurd-superstition, they tended greatly 
to prompte the good of Europe, !^iultitudes indeed were destroyed; M. Voltaire com- 

.putes the people w ho perished in.,the different expeditions at upwards of 2,000,000. 
Many there were, however, who returned; and these, having conversed so long with 
people who lived in a much more mag'^ibcent way than themselves, began to entertain 
some taste for a refined and polished way of life. Thus the barbarism in which Europe 
had been so long immersed began to wear off soon after this time. The princes also who 
remained at home found means to avail themselves of the frenzy of the people. - By the' 
absence of such numbers of restless and martial adventurers, peace was established in their 
dominionst. They also took the opportunity of annexing to their crown many considerable ; 
fiefs, either by purchase or by the extinction of the heirs; and thus the mischiefs whidi 
must always attend feudal governments were considerably lessened.

In the year 1292 the Turks first made their appearance in Europe. Their first expe
ditions were unsuccessful, but in" 1327 they made themselves masters of P^nisa in Bithynia. 
TE^next year’ Othoman, the founder of their, monarchy, died, and was succeeded by 
Orchanes, who seized Abydiis and Nicomedia. Amurath lednccd all Thrace, and made 
Adrianople the seat of his empire. His son Bajazet conquered Thessaly, MaJedon, 
Fhocis, Peloponnesus, M y^^ and Bulgaria, and, bad nearly reduced Constantinople to its 
last cxtreiiHty, when he m a ile d  against T^mcrlanCi by whom he was defeated and taken 
prisoner. \-,^murath II. found his conquests greatly impeded by the celebrated John 
Hunniades, the Hungarian general, ^he. reign of his son Mohammed w as distingni.shcd 
by the taking of Co\istantiuopie, a transaction of so gr^at importance as to deserve a par
ticular narration. " In ’lije beginning of his reign he entered into an alliance with ( ’onstantinfe, 
and pretended a g rea  dccjrc to live in friendship w ith him and, tlic nther Christian princes
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but no sooner Lad he put an end to a war in wliich he was engaged with iWahim, king 
of Caramania, than he built a strong fort on the European side of the Bosphoru%^posite 
to another in Asia; in both of which he placed strong gairisons. These two castl^ ’coin- 
liianded the straits; and the former being five miles from the city, kept it in a nianner 
blocked up. This soon produced a misunderstanding, between him and the einpeix)r, which 
ended in the siege of the city. The siege commenced on the sixth of April, 1453; Mo
hammed's ntimerous forces covering tlie plains before it on the land side, and a fleet of 
300 sail blocking it up by sea. The emperor, , however, had taken care to secure tlie 
haven, in which were three large shi[)s, 20 small ones, and a great number of galleys, by 
means of a chain drawn cross the entrance. Mohammed began the siege by planting 
batteries as near the city as he could, and raising mounts in several places, as high as the 
walls themselves, whence the besieged were incessantly galled with sliowers of arrows. 
He had in his camp a piece of ordnance, of prodigious size, w hicli is said to have carried 
a ball of 100 pounds weight,, made of hard black stone,, brought from the Euxiire sea. 
%Vith this vast piece, the enemy made several breaches in the walls, which, however, were 
repaired with incredible expedition 'by the besieged. But Moliamihed, the better to can y 
on the siege, caused new levies td be made throughout his extensive dominions, by tvhidi 
Ills army was soon increased to near 400,.OOO men'; while the garnson consisted only of 
.0000 regular troops; viz. (JOOO Greeks and 3000 Venetians. As the enemy continued 
to batter the walls, day and night, without ihtcrmi.ssion, a great part of them was at last 
beaten down ; but while the Turks were busy in filling np the ditch, in order to give the . 
assault, a new wall w'as built. This threw the tyrant jino a prodigious rage, which was 
greatly hciglitcucd when he saw his w hole fleet worsted by five ships, four of whicli were 
hiden with corn from Peloponnesus, and the other witli' all manner of provtshms fl'oin 
•Chios. These opened themselve a way tlirough the whole Turkish fleet; and, tO/the 
inexpressible joy of tlie Qiristians, at last got safe into the harbour.

The Turks attempted several times to forte the h a v e n b u t all their efforts proving 
ineffectual, Mohammed formed a design of conveying 80 galleys over land, for the space 
■of eigh* miles, into it. Tliis he accomplished by means of certain engines, the contrivance 
of a  renegado, and having then either taken or Sunk all the ships contained in it, he 
caused a bridge to be built over it, with surprising expedition. By this means the city 
was laid open to an assault from that side likewise. The place was now assaulted on all 
sides, and Constantine being well apprised that he could not long hold out against such a 
mighty fl.eet and so numerous an army, sent de{)utics to Mohammed, offering to ackni^v- 
ledge himself his vassal^ by paying him yearly what tribute he should think proper to 
impose, provided he raised the siege and withdrew\ The tyrant answered that he was 
determined, at all events, to become master of the city; but if thd emperor* delivered it 
up forthwith, he would yield up to him Peloponnesus,^(hid other provinces to his 
brothers, which they should enjoy peaceably as his friends and allies ; but if he.held out 
to the last extremity, and suffered-it to be taken by assault, he would putfrim and die 
whole nobility to the sword, abandon the city to be plundered by his soldiers, and carry 
the inhabitants into captivity. * •

This condition was nishly rejected by the emperor, who*thercby involved himself and 
all his subjects in the most terrible calauiity. The siege, was renewed with more irigour
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than ever, ai;d continued till the 2.5 th of May, when a report was spread in tlie TurkLh 
camp mighty army was advancing in full march to tlie relief of the city, under tiic 
conduct of the celebrated John llunniadcs the common soldiers, seized with a panic, 
began to mutiny, and press Mohammed in a tumultuous mauncr to break up tiie siege. 
Nay they openly threatened- him> with death, if he did not immediately abandon the 
enterprize and retire fi'om before the  city, which they despaired of being able to reduce 
before the arrival of the supposed succours. Mohammed was upon the point of complying 
with their demand, when he was advi.sed by Zagan, a Turkish officer, of gi eat intrepidity, 
and an irreconcileable enemy to the Christian name, to give, without loss of time, a gcuerab 
assault. To this be said the soldiery, howfcver mutinous, would not be avei’se, provided 
the sultan solemnly promised to abandon tjlie city to be plundered by them. As such an- 
advice best suited the humour of Mohaimned, he readily embraced it, and caused a  procla^ 
ination to be published' throughout the camp, declaring that he gave up to his soldiers alb 
the wealth of that opulent city, requiring to himself onl^’ the empty houses.

The desire of plunder soon got the better of that fear which had seized the Turkish-- 
army, and they unanimously desired to be led on to^he attack. Ilereuiwn Constantine 
w'as summoned, for the last time, t® deliver up the city, w ith a proniiser of his life and' 
Kberty ; but to this he answered, that he was uualtcrdbly determined either to defend the 
city or perish w ith it. The attack began at llucc in tlie morning of Tuesday, the 29th of 
M ay; such froops were first employed as the sultan valued’ least, and designed tliem for 
no other purpose than to tire tlie Christians, who made a prodigious havock of that disor
derly multitude; After tlie carnage had lasted some hours, the janizaries and other fresh- 
troops advanced in good order, and' renewed tlie attack with incredible vigour. The 
Christians, summoning all their courage and resolution, twice repulsed the enemy; but 
being in the end quite spent, they were no longer able to stand their ground, so that the 
enemy, in several places, broke into the cit}-. In the mean time, Justiniani, the coiu- 
hiandef of the Genoese and a select body of Greeks, having received two vvounds, one 3n 
the thigh and tlie other in the hand, was so disheartened, that he caused himself to be 
conveyed to Galata, -a here he soon after died of grief. His men, dismayed at the sudden 
flight of their general, immediately quitted their posts, and fled in the utmost confusion. 
However, the emperor, attended with a few o f the most resolute of tlie nobility, still kept 
his post, striving, with uniiarallelccl resolution, to 0[)pose the multitude of barbarians that 
now broke in from every quarter. Rut being in the end overpowered with numbers, and 
seeing all his friends lie dead on the ground, “ M'hat (cried he aloud) is there no Christian 
left alive to strike off mv h e a d H e  had scarce uttered these words, when one of the 
enemy, not knowing iiim, gave him a deep ciit across .the face with his sabre; an4 at tlie 
same time, anotlier coming behind liim, with a blow on the back part of his head, laid 
him dead on the ground. ^A fte r the dealii of the emperor, the few Christians that were 
left alive betook themselves to flight; and the Turks, meeting with no furtlicr opposition, 
entered the city, which tliey filled with blood and slaiigliter. They gave no quarter, but • 
put all they met to the swonl, witliout distinction. M any thousands took refuge in the 
church of St. Sojdiia, but they wene all massacred iif their asylum by the enraged barba-* 
riiins; wlio, prompted by tHeir natural cruelty, the desire of revenge, and love of booty,- 
ispared no jilacc nor pci-son. Most of the nobility were, by the sultan’s ordcis, cut off J
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and the rest kept for purposes more grievous than death itself. Many of the .inhabitants, 
among whom were some men of great learning, found means to make their esc!>p^while 
the 'i'urks were busied in plundering the city. These embarking on five ships, thenm  the 
harbour, arrived safe in Italy, where, with the study of the Greek tongue, they revived 
the liberal sciences, which had long been neglected in the West. After the expiration of 
three days, Mohammed commanded his soldier? to forbear all farther hostilities, on pain 
of death, and then put an end to as cruel a pillage and massacre as aiiy mentioned in 
history. The next day he made fiis public and triumphal entry into Constantinople, and 
cliose it for the seat of the Turkish empire, which it has continued to l>e ever since.

Mohammed afterwards conquered Walakia, Eosnia, and Illyria, and after the death o f 
Cendarbeg,' the celebrated prince of Epirus, that country and Albania. Bajazet II. sub
dued Circassia, and his son Selim conquered Syria and Egypt. Solyman I. took the city 
of Rhodes, defeated and killed the king of Hungary, and besieged Vienna without success.

In the reign of Selim II. the maritime power of the Turks was almost destroyed a t 
Lepanto; since which time they have been less prosperous, and ever since the prodigious 
overthrow they received in 1697, from prince Eugene, have ceased to be very formidable 
to the Christian princes. .

' The spirit of their government and the effect it produces on the general welfare of the 
empire is thus described by ,I)e A’̂ olncy, in his account of Syria.

When the Ottomans, under sultan Selim, took Syria from the Mamlouks, they consi
dered it only as the spoil of a vanquished enemy; as a possession acquired by the law o f 
anns and w^r. Now, according to this law, among barbarous nations, the vanquished ia 
wholly at the discretion of tlie victor ; he becomes his slave; lus life, his property belong 
to his conqueror; he may dispose of all as master, he owes his captive nothing, and ac
counts what he leaves him as a favour. Such was this law among the Greeks and Romans, 
and among all tliose societies of robbers wlu>m we have honoured with the name of con
querors. ■ Such at all times was that of the Tartars, from whom the Turks dei'ive their 
origin. On these principles even their first social state was formed. In  the plains o f  
Tartary, the hordes, divided by interest, were no other than bands of robbers, armed for 
attack or defence, and to seize as fair booty whatever they might covet. Already all the 
elements of their present state were formed ; continually wandering and encamped, they 
were at once shepherds and soldiers ; each horde was an army ; ■ now in an army laws are 
but the orders of the chief; these orders are absolute, and suffer no delay ; they must 
proceed from one will, and from a single head: hence a supreme authority in him whb 
commands; and a passive subinission ia him wlio obeys. But as in the transmission of 
these orders, the instrument becomes an agent in his turn, the consequence is a spirit at 
once imperious arid servile, which is precisely that exhibited by the Turkish conquerors.

*Broud, after their victory, of being one of the conquering p e o j^  the meanest of the .Otto
mans treated the most illustrious ef the vanquished with the lofty superiority of a master;

• and this spirit diffusing itself through every rank, we may judge of the distance from 
whence the Supreme Chief looks down upon the crowd of slaves beneath him  ̂ The senr 
timents he conceives of. them canri»t be better poui’|rayed than in the forrriulary of the 
titles assumed by the sultans in their pubhe acts: I ” say thty, in their treaties with the 
i^ g s  of France, I,, ^ho am, Iby the infinite grace of the great, just, and omnipotent
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' -Crwtor, anti by the innumerable imradcs of the chief of prophets, Emperor of Powerful 
E m ^ o rs , ^ h e  Refuge of Sovereigns, the Distributor of Crowns to the Kings of the 
Earth,V Servant of the two thrice sacred Cities (Mecca and Medina), Governor of the 
Holy City of Jerusalem, IMaster of Europe, Asia, and Africa, conquered by our Victorious 
Sword and our Terrific Lance, Lord of the two Seas (the White and Black seas) ; of 
Damascus, the Odour of Paradise ; of Bagdad, the Seat of the Khalifs; of the Fortresses 
of Belgrade, Agria, and a Multitude of Countries, Islands, Straits, Nations, Generations, 
and of so many Victorious Armies, which repose beneath the Shade of our Sublime 
P orte ; I, in short, w ho am the Shadow of God on Earth, &c.”

From such exalted grandeur how -must the sultan look down on the rest of mankind.
In what light must he view that earth which he possesses and distributes, but as a domain 
■of-which he is absolute master? What must the people he has subdued appear, but . 
slaves devoted to his service ? and w hat the soldiers he commands but servants, by whose 
means he retains these slaves in obedience? Such is the real character of the Turkish 
goveruincnt This empire may he compared to a plantation in one of Our sugar islands, 
where a multitude of slaves labour to supply the luxury of one great proprietor, under the 
inspection of a few servants, who take good care of themselves. There is no difference, 
except that the dominions of the sultan being too vast for a single administration, he is 
obliged to divide it into smaller plantations, and separate govcnunciits, administered in the 
same mode as the united empire. Such are the provinces under the gewernment of the 
pachas. I'liese provinces again b(?1ng too extensive, the pachas have had recourse to 
further subdivision, and hence that scries of subalterns which, step by step, descends to 
the lowest employments. In this gradation of authority, the object in view being invariably 
the same, tlic means employed never change their nature. Tlius power being absolute 
and arbitrary in the monarch, is transmitted absolute and arbitrary to all sub-delegates. 
Each of these is the exact image of his next superior. It is still the sultan who dictates 
and cominands, under the varied natnes of yiacha, motsallam, kaiem-makam, and aga, nor 
is there one in this descending scale, - even to the dclibaslie, w ho docs not represent him.
I t  is curious to hear with what insolence the lowest of these soldiers, giving his oi’defs in 
a vilhuge, jironoiincos, It is the w ill of the sultan ; It is the sultan's jilcasurc. The reason 
of this insolence is easy explained ; for the bearer of the orders becomes for that moment 
himself the sultan. . I t  is not difhcult, to conceive what must be the consequence of such 
an administration, since all experience invariably proves that moderation is the most difli- 
cuk of virtues; and since even those, men who preach it most frequently, neglect 
to purchase it; how .numerous must be tlic abuses of unlimited power in the great, who 
are strangers botli to forbearance and pity; in upstarts, proud of authority, and eager to’ 
profit by it; and in subalterns, coulinually aiming at greater power. Let iis judge, t<iefc- 
fbre, how far certain speculative writers arc justified, in insinuating that despotism in 
J'urkcy is not so great an e\ it as wc hnagine, since, from its residing in tlie person of the 
■sovereign, it can only affect the great, by wlioin he is immediately sinrounded; I t is 
cei-tain, to use the expression of the Turks, that the sabre of the sultan docs not de^cend 
upon tlic dust; but this sabre he entrusts to. the hant[ of his vizir, who delivers it to the 
padia, from w hqm it passes t(^the motsallcin, to the aga, and even to the lowest delihashe ; 
so that it is in fact within the reach of tlie vilest retainer to office, and its destructive
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edge desqends even on the meanest heads. This erroneous reasoning arises fronytlii® 
state of the people at Constantinople, to whom the sultan is more attentive than t^ h o se  
of the provinces; but this attention, tihich his own personal safety renders ngteessary 
there, is ptiid to no other part of the empire-; and even there it may be said to be attended 
with disagreeable effects; for if  Constantinople is in want of provisions, ten provinces are 
famished for a supply. ' Yet which is of tnost importance to the empire, the capital or 
the provinces ? • In case of war, by which must sojdicrs be furnished, and by which fed ? 
To the provinces therefore must we look to  discover the real effects of despotism, and in 
Turkey, as every where else, wfe ipust be convinced that arbitrary potver in the sovereign 
is fatal to 'the i t̂ate ; 'as from the sovereign it must necessarily devolve upon its subalterns, 
and 1)6001106 Wore abused the lower it descends; since it is a maxim, verified by constant 
experience, that the slave become master is the most rigorous of tyrants. Let us now 
examine the abuses o‘f this "administration, as far as it respects Syria.

In each gbveWrhciit, ’the pacha, 'being-the image of the sultan, is, like him, an absolute 
despot. All poivdr is united ihliis ipei'Sbn; he is chidfj both of the military and tlie 
finances Of the police, and crhninal justice. He has the power of life and death ; he has 
the .power df making peace and w ar; in a rvord, he can do every thing. The main object 
of so much authority is to collect the tribute; that is, to ti'ansmit the revenue to the 
great proprietor, who has conquered, and who possesses the country, by the right of his 
terrific lance. ' This duty fulfilled, no other is required from him ; the means employed 

’ by the agent to accomplish it is a matter of no great concern ; those means arc at his 
discretion ; and such is the nature of his situation, that he cannot he delicate in his choice 
■of them; for in the first place he can neither advance nor even maintain himself, hut in 
proportion as he can procure money. Secondly, the place he holds depends on the favour 
of the vizir, or some ’Other great officer; and this can only he obtained and secured by 
bidding liigher than his competitors. H e must therefore raise money to pay the tribute, 
and also to indemnify himself for all he has paid, support his dignity, and make a provi
sion in case of accidents. Accordingly, the first care of a pacha, on entering on his govern
ment, is to devise methods to procure money, and the quickest are invariably the best. 
The pacha may applaud himself for penetrating into the most hidden sources of private 
profits, by the clear-sighted capacity of his Subalterns; hut what is the consequence ? 
The j)eople, denied the enjoyment of the fruit of their labour, restrain their industry to the 
supply of their necessary w’ants. The husbandman only sows to preserve himself from 
starving ; the artist labours only to bring up his famil}' ;̂ if he has any surplus he carqfully 
conceals it. Thus the arbitrary power of the sultan, transmitted to the ]>acha and to all 
his sub-delegates, by giving a free course to extortion, becomes the main spring of a 
tyranny, which circulates through every'class, whilst its effects, by a reciprocal rc-action, 
every where fatal to agriculture, the arts, commerce, population’ in a word, every thing 
which constitutes the i>o)ve'’ of llie .state, or, w hich is fhe same thin", tiie oower of the 
sultan himself.    
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-  CHAPTER I. ■
' I

A byssinia .

\  BYSSINIA, by soine called Higher Ethiopia, and by the Arabians Al TIabash, is 
bounded on tlie north by Nubia; bn the east by the Arabic gulf or Red sea, and 

the kingdom of A dil; on the south by the 'kingdoms of Ajan,' Akbq, and GingiVo; ’ bhd 
on'the yvest ’by the kingdom of Gorafti and part of Gingirb; and ,/is divided into a great 
nufnber o f‘ provinces. The principal river is the Nile,'M’hich h as 'its  source in this 
country; ’and, the most considerable lake, that 'o f  Damibca, nhich discharges itself into 
the Nile, is_about 700 miles in length and 90 in breadtli.' The air is pretly temperate iit 1 
the inbun'tainSj and therefore their towns and strong holds-are generally placed on them'; 
but in thd valleys it is hot and suftbcating; The soil and' face of the 'country is various. 
In  sdnie places there are nothing but rocks and profound cavenis; in, otliers; especidiiy 
\yhere thbi'e are rivers, the land is exceedin^y fruitful;-arid die, banks of these’'streams 
are bordered with flowers of various, kinds, many of which are unknown • in Europe’. 
The torrents, in 'the rainy seasorij' wash a great deal of gold frbin the nibuntairis.'' Th.is 

'season begins;in May, when the sumis vertical/or directly over thei'r heads, and ends’ ijn' 
^Sept'eiriber; The-country produces-a great variety of animals’, both tame a’ntj wild, siich 
■ «S’lioris, tigefs' rhinOceroises,‘ leopards, elepihahts, rnonkeys;'' stags^ deer ; ' horses, eaniers’, 
■dromedaries,'goats/ cows. Sheep'; likewise ostriches, with a •vast variety b'f other birdjj*. 
In  the rivers'aN crocodiles', aUd tlie hip'p'bpot'airiusj- Trave'll'erS riiention rilsb w pdcuKai' 
kind'of bees, sriiall, : black,-arid without a stiiig, which hivd m the barth/'and make honey 

‘and'.ri'ax tHrif are extremely white.' Tire country is greatly • irifested with l0cus.te, Kvliidfr 
'devour evb'ry tKhVg‘that is green, ■\vhercyer they come.' ’ ; j [ ’ : , ■

The inhUbitarit^ar'e jNidprs, Fagaris/ .lew s;‘and Christians. T h e-las t'is . the h e ftin g , 
•’rind e'stublfshiBd'religion,;'but so corrupted^ ■with'-superstitmus‘'e'rrors; ahd'sO mirigledi vvith 

borrowed frbiii'the ‘.tews fiiat little' beside 'the-'ri'ahie' efi'^ChristifllnifvIis'tVi-'h?*-

'and'thd'bther in sprihg- Every man wh’obas a thbp^ard‘cbws,-waves’ bnce n-year, li’da'y'̂ ! 
. VoL. II. 6 II .
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n/ilk, and mitkes a bath for his friends; so that, to give an Idea of a nwtn's wealth, theiP' 
expression is, he batlics so tivany times a-year. Their lualos- marry about 10 years old, 
and tlic fcmaics younger. Their'marriage tic is so loose that they, part whenever^ they 
find tlicy cannot live agreeably together.

licsitles the lai'ge towiys there are a great number of villages, which, in some places, 
are so thick sown that they look like one continual town; the houses are very mean, being 
but one story high, and built of straw, earth, and lime. lu  most of the towns, the houses 
arc separated; by Iteclges, which are always green,- and mixed ith flowers-and fruit-trees, 
at a certain distance from each other, wliich affords an agreeable pi'ospect. The govern
ment is luonarchial. The sovereign has the title of negus, and is an absolute prince. 
Wlien lie is in camp, the tents are sp regularly disposed as to have the appearance of a 
city ; and' there is a captain over every division, • to jH'Cvcnt disorders and to execute 
justice.. .* ■ •

The Ainssincs in general are of an olive complexion, tall, graceful, and well featured.-) 
Those wlio are neither mechanics, nor tradesmen (which few of them are), nor tillers of 
tlie g»X)und, aj’c inured to bear aims, which are a head-piece, a buckler, a coat of mail, 
bows and arrows, darts, pikes, capped with iron at both ends, a sling, and a sword ; they 
have very few fire-urms, and those were introduced by the Portuguese. . The habit of 
■persons of quality i.s a fine silken vest, or fine cotton, with a kind of scarf; the citizens 
liHvc the same habit, only coarser; the common people have nothing but a pair of cotton 
drawers, and a scarf, which covers the rest of the body. Tlic women are of a licalliiy 
constitution, active, and moderately handsome, having neither flat noses nor thick lips, 
like the negroes ; and nature is so friendly, that they stand in little need of inidwivcs, wlfich 
,is iiiflccd the ca.se of most countries in tlie torrid zofie. They appear in public as in 
i'luropc, without being forbid the convcrsatlotj of the men, as among the Mahometans. 
Priiwcsscs of the royal blood arc not permitted to mairy foreigners ; and when they take 
,tiic air, tlicy go in great state, with 4 or 500 woman attendants. , Their language is the 
.ttliiopic, which bears a great affinity with the Arabic ; but particular provinces have a 
dilFcrcnt dialect.

Wanufactuix^ are almost wholly wanting in this country, aiid- the few trades which 
4hcy have amongst them are always conveyed from the fatlicr tothc children. They seem 
iodeef^ by their churches and other ruhiatcd places, to have had a knowledge of archi- 
tccturp. ■■ But the workmen werc .sent for from other countries, and were forced to do 
tl>emsc|vcs; so that, when these fabrics were reared, esj)ccially the imperial palace, built 
by Peter Pais, a Portuguese architect, the jHJople flocked from all parts of Ethiopia to view 
it, an(f admiixid it as a new wonder of the world. Gold, silver, co|)[)cr, and iron arc the 
girincipal ores with which their mines abound, in this extensive part of Africa; but not 
aliove one lliird* part is made use of by way of merchandise or converted into money; for 
wiiicli tlicy l^avc jilric or no use in. Aliyssinia. They cut their gold into small pieces,’for 
tfie f>ay of their Jroofis, and for cxpcnccs- of the court, which is hut a modern custom 
among them ; the king's goht, beforq, the end of the I7th century, being laid up in his 
treasury, in ingots, with intent to be iievcn carried out, or never need in any thing but 
vessels and trinkets for the service of tlie palace. In the lieu of small money, they make 
use of rock-salt^ as while as snowv and asdinrd as stone. This is taken, out of thf
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inotmlaia of Lafui, and put into the king's warehouses; where it is reduced into tablets, ' 
of a foot long and three inches broad, ten of which are worth about a French crown. 
When they are circulated in trade, tiiey are reduced into still smaller pieces,. as occasion 
requires. This salt is alsp applied to the same purpose as the common sea-salt With 
tins mineral salt they purchase pepper, spices, and silk stuffs, which are brought to them 
by the Indians hi tlieir ports in the Red sea. Cardamums, ginger, aloes, myrrh, cassia, 
civit, ebony-wood, ivory, wax, honey, cotton, and linens of various sorts and colours, are 
merchandizes which maybe had from Abyssinia; to which may be added sugar, hemp, 
flax, and excellent wines, if these people had the art pf preparing them. I t  is affinned 
there are in this country the finest emeralds tliat are any where to be found ; and though 
they^are found but in one place, they arC there in gri^t quantities, and so large and sa  
perfect as to be of almost inestimable value. The greatest part of the merchandize.<» 
above mentioned are more for foreign than inland trade. Their domestic commerce 
consists chiefly in salt, honey, buck-w heat, grey peas, citrons, oranges, demons, and other 
provisions, with fruit, and herbage necessary for the support of life. Those places 
tliat the Abyssinian merchants frequent the most, who dare venture to carry their common 
dities by sea themselves, are Arabia Felix’and the Indies, particularly Goa, Cambaye, 
Bengal, and Sumatra,. With regard to their ports on the Red sea, to which foreign mer
chants commonly resort, the most considerable are those of Mette; Agum, Zajalla, IVIaga, 
Dazo, Patea, and Brava. The trade of the Aby^sinians by land is inconsiderable. There 
are, however, bands of them who arrive yearly at Egypt, particularly a t Cairo, laden with 
gold dust, w hich they bring to barter for the merchandizes of that country or of Europe, 
ior which they have occasion. These cabilas or caravans, if w'e may be allowed thus to 
call a body of 40 or 50 poor wretches, who unite together for their mutual assistance in 
their journey, are commonly three or four months on their route, traversing, forests and 
mountains, almost impassable, in order to exchange their gold for necessaries for their 
familie^ and return immediately, with the greatest part of the merchandise on their backs. 
Fccquently the Jews or Egyptians give them large credit, which may seem surprising, as 
they are beyond recourse if they should fail of payment. But experience has shown that 
they have never abused the confidence reposed in them ; and even in the event of death, 
their fellow-travellers take care of the effects of the deceased, for the benefit of their 
families, but in the first place for the discharge of those debts contracted at Cairo. I t  
remains only to be observed, that one of the principal branches of trade of the Abyssiuos 
!s that of slaves ; who are greatly esteemed in the Indies and Arabia, for the best and 
most faithful of all that the other kingdoms of Africa furnish. The Indian and Arabian 
merchants frequently substitute them as their factors; and on account ©f thrtr good 
services and integrity, not only often give them their liberty, but liberally reward them. •
. Mr. Bruce supposes that the original inhabitants of the country were the descendants, 

o f  tush , called Troglodytes by the antients, and now denominated Shangalla. They are 
of the same race as the negroes of Guinea, and were formerly a highly civilized people, 
residing in caverns, formed in the ^ocks on high mountains, erected the cities of Thebes 
,a«d Meroe, and carried oii jin extensive commerce with India and Arabia, but are now 
•degraded to ♦h® >owcst rank of society, and hunted like wild beasts, in ceitain seasons of 
.■the year.

R 2
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' .  .  .  .  • *The Slmngalla, says the last-inentiorted traveller, are divided into distinct tribes; or, a» ^

h  is called, dift’erent nations, living each separately, in distinct territories, each under the 
government of the chief of its own name, and each family of that name under the. juris
diction of its own chief or head.

These Shangallfi, doring the fair Jialf of the year, live under the shade of trees, tlie 
l̂owest branches of which they cut, near the stem, on the upper part, and then bend or 

break them down, planting tlie ends of the branches in the earth. These branches they 
cover with the skins of wild beasts. After this they cut away all the small or superfluous 
branches in the inside, and so form a spacious pavilion, which, at a distance, appears like 
a tent, the tree serving tor a pole’ in the middle of it, and the large top overshadowing it, 
^̂ o as to make a very picturesque appearance.

Eveiy tree then is a house, und^r which live a multitude of black inhabitants, until the 
tropical rains begin. It is then they hunt the elephant, which they kill by many various 
devices, as they do the rhinoceros and the other large creatures. Those who reside where 
water abounds, with the same industry kill the hipjiopotami,. or river-horses, which arc 
exceedingly numerous in tlie, pools of the stagnant rivers. Where this flat belt or country 
is broadest, the trees thickest, and the water in the largest pools, there the most powerful 
nations live, who have often defeated the royal army of Abyssinia, and constantly laid 
w aste, and sometimes nearly conquered, the provinces of Tigre and Sire, the most w arlike 
jind most populous part of Abyssinia.,

The soil of the country they inhabit, A hen wet by the tropical rams and dissolving into 
mire, forces' these savage.'? to sock for winter quarters. Their tents under the trees being 

■fip longer tenable, they retire, with their respective foods, all dried in the sun, into caves 
dug into the heart of the mountains, w hich are not in this country ba-altes, inarbld, or ala
baster, as is all that ridge wbidi runs down into Egypt, along the side of the Red, sea, 
bu t are of a soft, gritty, sandy stone, easily excavated and formed into different apart
ments. Into these, made generally in the steepest part of the mountain, do these ̂ savages 
retire, to shun, tlie rains, living upon the flesh they have ah'cady prepared, in thq fair 
weather. ' ’•l 0

I  cannot, says Air. Bruce, give over the account of the Slmngalla, without delivering 
them again out of their caves, because this return includes the history of an operation 
never heard of perhaps in Europe, and by which considerable light is thrown upon antient: . 
history. No sooner does the sun pass the zenith, going southward, than the rains instantly 
cease; and the thick caqopy of clouds, which jiad obscured the sky during their confi* . 
nuance, being removed, the sun appears in a beautiful sky, of pale blue, dappled with small 
thin clquds, which soon after disappear, and leave the heavens of a qiost beautiful azure. 
Avery few days of the intense heat then dries the ground so perfectly that it- gapes ir> 

“ chasms; ffie grass, struck at the roots by the'rays,.supports itself no more, but droops.
and. becomes parclied. To clear this away the Shangalla set fire to it, which runs, \vith.

■ incredible violence, the whole breadth of Africa, passing ulidcr the trees, and following the 
dry grass among the branches, with such velocity as not ta  hurt the trees, but to oceasioq 
every leaf, to f;dk •* ‘

A proper distance is preserved iietWeen each liahitatiofi, and round the principal' 
w.aterilig-placos; and here the Shangalla again ffx tlipir tents,, in the manner before
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^  described. Nothing can be more beautiful than these shady habitations; but they have 
this fatal effect, that they are discernable from the high grounds, and guide their enemies 
to th» places inhabited.

When a settlement of these savages is surprised,* the men are all slain, the women fre
quently destroy themselves, and the children are brought up by the king, who has a guard 
composed of their youth.

I'hc next nation he supposes to have settleel in Abyssinia were the Nubian shepherds, 
who served as carriers to the Troglodytes, in their commerce with Eg)'pt and Arabia. 
Besides these there ai'c several other nations, one of which is denominated the Falasha, 
and profess the Jewish religion, though |tliey have lost the language of their ancestors. 
Others, as the Amhara, Agow of Darnot, Agow of Tchera, and Gafat, are supposed to 
be tribes of Canaauites, who fled from Palestine when it was invaded by Joshua. The 
Agows and Gafats are pagans, and worship the Nile. The Galla are the most consider
able of these stranger nations, and we shairconclude this chapter with an account of their 
manners.

The Galla originally dwelt, as Mr. Bruce supposes, under the line, and exercised- the 
profession of slreplicrtls, which they stilNcontinue to do. For a number of years] o u r 
author tells us, they have been constantly migrating northwards, though the cause of this; 
migration is not known. At first they had no horses; the reason of which was that the 
country they came from did not alloV these animals to breed: but as they proceeded, 
northward, and conquered some\>f the Abj’ssinian provinces, they soon furnished tho!n- 
selves w ith such numbers that they are now almo.st entirely cavalry, making little account 
of infantry in their armies. On advancing to the frontiers of Abyssinia, the multitude, 
divided, and part directed their course towards the Indian ocean ; after which, having 
made a settlement in the eastern part of the continent, they turned southward into the 
countries of Bali «ind. Dawaw', which they entu ely conquered, and settled tliere in the year 
|537. Another division having taken, a.westerly course, spread themselves in a semicircle 
along the banks of the N ile ; safroUnding the country of Gojan, and passing eastward, 
behind the country of the Agows, extended their possessions as far as the Gongas and, 
Gafats. Since that time the Nile has been the boundary of their possessions ; though 
they have very frequently plundered and sometimes conquered the Abyssinian provinces 
on the other side of the river, but have never made any permanent settlement in these 
p^fts. A third division has settled to the southw'ard of the low- country of Shoa, which, 

’the governor of that province has permitted, in order to. form a barrier betwixt him and. 
the territories of the emperor, on whom he scarcely acknowledges any dependence.

The Galla are of ft brown complexion^ and have long black hair;, but some o^ them, 
*yho live in the valleys, are entirely black. At. first their common food was milk and , 
butter ; but since their intercourse with the Abyssinians, they have learned to plough and’ 
sow their land, and to make bread.. They seem to have a predilection for the number of 
seven, and each of the three divisions already mentioned are subdivided into seven tribes. 
In their behaviour they are extremely barbarous; and live in continual war with the , 

.Abyssinians, wh6m they murder w^ithout mercy,, as bften as they fall into their hantls. 
<iThey cut off the privities of the men, and hang them up in their hou.ses,^by way of 

trophies; and are so cruel as tq rip up women w ith child] in hopes of destroying a male7.
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Yetj notv\ltl)standing their excessive cruelty abroad, they live under the strictest disciplirte 
at home :; and every broil or quarrel is instantly punished, according to the nature of the 
offence. Each of the three divisions of the Galla above mentioned has a king of its bw ii; 
and they have also a kind of nobility, from among whom the sovereign can only be chosen; 
however the commonalty arc not excluded from rising to the rank of nobles, if they dis
tinguish themselves very much in battle. None of the nobility can be elected till upwards 
o f  40 years of age., unless he has, with his own hand, killed a number of enemies, v hich, 
*ddcd to his own ’age, makes up 40. There is a council of each of the seven tribes, 
\thich meets separately, in its own district, to sgttle how many are to be left behind, for 
the governing and cultivating the territory and other matters of importance. These 
nat’uns have all a great veneration for a tree, which grows plentifully in their country, 
called wanzey, and which these superstitious people are even said to adore as a god. 
Their assemblies for the choice of a king are all held under one of these trees; and when 
itlie sovereign is chosen, they put a bludgeon of this w ood in his hand, by way of sceptre, 
and a garland of the flowers upon his head.

The Galla are reported to be very good soldiers, especially in case of surprize; bjjt, 
like most other barbarians, have no constancy nor perseverance after the first attack. 
They will, how'ever, perform extraordinary marches, sw imming rivers, holding by the 
horse’s tail, and thus being enabled to do very great mischief, by reason of the rapidity of 
their movements. They are excellent light horse, for a regular army in a hostile counti-y, 
bat are very indifferently armed, on account of the scarcity of iron among them. Their 
principal arms' are lances, made of wood, shai’pened at the end, and hardened in the fire; 
and their shields are composed only of one single fold of bull's hide; so tliat they are 
■extremely apt to warp b^ heat^ or become too soft in wet weather. They are exceedingly 
cruel, and make a shrill hondd noise at the beginning of every engagement, which greatly 
terrifies the horses, and very often the barbarous riders which oppose tlifem.

The Galla, according to Mr. Bruce’s kccount, are somewhat below the middle size, but 
■extremely light and nimble. The women are fruitful, and suffer so little in child-bearing 
that they do not confine themselves for a single day after delivery. They plow, sow, and 
reap the corn, which is trodden out by the cattle; but the men have  ̂ the charge of the 
■cattle in the fields. In their customs they are filthy to the last d e^ ee ; plaiting their 
hair with the'guts of oxen, which they likewise twist round their ipiddle, and which, by Jhe 
quick putrefaction, occasion an abonlinable stench. They anoint theii* heads and whole 
bodies with butter or'grease; m wliich, as well as mother respects, tliey greatly resemble 
the Hottentots, I t  has been supposed that they have bo religion whatever; hut Mr. 
Bruce is of opinion that 5s a mistake. The wanzey, he says, is undoubtedly worshipped bŷ

* all the naUons as a god •; and they have likewise certain Stones, which are worshi'ppcd a i 
gods ; besides these they worship the moon, and some stars,^ when in certaU) positions, and

• at aome particular seasons of the year. They all .believe in a  resurrection; and have some 
ilaint notions of a state of hapjviness, but ■no idea of future punishment. Some o f them, to 
the southward, profess the Mahonaetati religion ; but ,^iose to the east and west are gene’l 
fally pagans. All of them intermarry 'with each,other; but if ill not allow sti'angers to live 
among tliera, though'the Moors have at last found out a method of trading safely with them. 
The commodities they deal in .arc blue Surat cloths, myrrh, and salt.
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 ̂ The marriages among the Galla are celebrated with some of the disgusting' customs o f  
the Hottentots-; and after these ceremonies the bridegroom- promises to' give the bride 
meat find 'drink while she lives, -and bury her .when dead; ' Polygamy is allowed among 
them; but It is singular that among th€se people the women solicit their husbands to take 
others to their embraces. The reason o£ this custom, is that the men may have numerous 
families of-children, who may be capable of defending them against their enemies; as the 

accofding to our author, always fight in families,. whether agwst foreign enemies 
o.r. U'ith one another. . '
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CHAPTER II.

C ongo a n d  A ngola.

/ ^ O N G O  is bounded bn the north by the river Zair or Zarah, which divides it from 
Loango; on the south by the river Danda, which separates it from Angola; on the 

east by the kingdoms of Fungono and Mctamba, and the burnt mountains of the sun, 
those of crystal or saltpetre, and silver, or (according to Anthony Cavazzi, a late traveller 
in those parts,) bj’ tlie mountains of Coanza, Berbcla, and tlie great mountain of Chilan- 
dria or A qu ilondaand  on the Av'est by that part of the Atlantic ocean called the Etliiopic 
Sea, or the'sea of Congo. According to tiicsc limits, C’ongo Proper extends about three 
degrees from north to south; lying between 6' and 9° soutli latitude; but widens in Us 
breadth inland, by the course of the river Zair, which runs winding above two degi'ccs 
more to the north. Its length from cast to west is veiy uncertain, as no observations have 
been taken of the exact situatioirof those mountains which bound it.

Tlie history of this kingdom affords but few interesting particulars. Before its discovery 
by the Portuguese, the history is altogether uncertain and fabulous, as the inhabitants w ere 
totally unacquainted w ith letters and learning. So little were they acquainted with chro
nology that it is said they did not even distinguish day and night, much less could they 
conqnite their time by moons or years; and therefore could remember past transactions 
only by saying they happened in such a king’s reign.

The country was discovered by the Portuguese in 1484. The discoverer was named 
Diego Cam, an expert and bold sailor. He was very well received by the natives, and 
sent some of his men with presents.to the king; but they being detained, by unexpected 
accidents, beyond the promised time of their return, Cam was obliged to sail aw;ay w ith
out them, and took for them four young Cpngoese, as hostages for the safety of his 
countrymen. These he taught the Portuguese language, in which they made such progress . 
that king John was highly pleased, arid sent them back next yeai^ to Congo, with rich 

.presents; charging them to exhort their monarch, in his name, to become a convert to 
the Christian religion, and permit it to be propagated throughout his dominions. A 'firm 
alliance was concluded between the two monarchs, which continues to this day, though n̂ ot 
witliout some interruptions, to which the Portuguese themselves’have given occasion moie 
than the natives.

Any'particular account we have of this kingdom rests almost entirely on the credit of 
• Anthonj Cavazzi, the traveller above mentioned. He" was a capuchin-friar, a  native of 

the duchy of Modena, and was sent missionary into those parts by the society dc propa
ganda fide, in the year lfi54, and arrived at Congo in the same year. During his stay 
there, his zeal to make converts made him travel through all tliesc different kingdoms ; 
and the credit he gained, as well as^thc great employments he was intrusted with, gave 
him an opportunity of informing himself of every thing relating to them w ith great exact
ness. The extent and situation, however, be could not possibly ascertain, for want of • 
instruments; nor hath this defect been since supplied. According to him the dominions
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of Congo extended a great deal fiirther eastward and southward before the introduction of 
Christianity than afterwards ; a great number of the states that were under tlie Congoese 
monarchs, either as subjects or tributary, having withdrawn their allegiance, out of dislike 
to them on that account. Not content with opposing the ofiicers and troops that came 
annually to raise the tribute imposed by the king, they made such, frequent and powerful 
incursions into his dominions, that they obliged him to draw his forces nearer the centre 
of Congo, to prevent an invasion; by which means the kingdom, from an extent of (iOO ' 
leagues, was reduced to less than one half.

Congo Proper, being situated within the torrid zone, is liable to excessive heats; as it • 
lies on the southern side of the equinoctial, the seasons are of course opposite to ours. 
They reckon only two principal seasons, the summer and winter; the former begins in 
October, and continues till February or INIarch ; during which time the sun’s rays dart 
with such force that the atmosphere appears to an European to be in a flame. Tlie 
excessive heat, however, is mitigated by the equal length of the days and nights, as well as 
by the winds, breezes, rains, and dews. The winter takes up the other parts of the year ; 
and is said by the natives to be proportionably cold, though to an European it w'ould appear 
hot. These two seasons they divide intd three lesser ones; viz. IMassanza, Ncasu, 
Ecundi, Quitoml;jo, Quibiso, and Quibangala.

They now divide their year into 1.2 lunar months,, and begin it in September. They 
have also weeks, consisting of four days only, the last of Avhich is their sabbath ; and on 
it they religiously abstain from every kind of w-ork. This practice the compilers of the 

'^Universal History conjecture to have arisen fi'om the extreme laziness for which this 
people and indeed all the African nations are so remarkable. To this shan)eful indolence 

* also is to be ascribed the little produce they reap from their lands, while the Portuguese, 
settled among them, who are at more pains in the cultivation of theirs, enjoy all manner' 
of plenty. The natives, however, had rather run the risk of the most terrible famines 
than be at the tenth part of the labour they see the Portuguese take. They seem to think 
it below them to use any other exercises than those of dancing, leaping, hmiting, shooting, 
&c.; the rest of their time they spend in smoking .and downright idleness, conmiitting the 
laborious part of their household affairs to- their slaves, or, ia  w'ant of them, to their wives. 
Nothing is more common than to see these poor creatures toiling in the fields ancf' 
woods, with a child tied to their backs, and fainting under their excessive labour and 
be»vy burdens, or (which is still worse) hunger and thirst. W hat is yet more surprisingly 
shameful is, that though they have plenty of domestic animals, which they might easily 
make use of for cultivating their gi ounds and for other laborious services, and though they 
see the Portuguese do. it every day to great advantage, yet they will rather see* their 
tender females sink under their toil and labour than, be at the trouble of breeding up any 
of these useful creatures to their assistance.

The ground produces variety of grain, but no corn or rice, except what is cultivated by 
the Portuguese. Their maize or Indian wheat grows very strong, and is well laden. 
This, bfing well ground, they make ^ to  bread, or boU with water into a kind of pap. 
Of this they have four kinds j and of which, resembling what we call French' wheat, is 
produced in plenty, and makes some amends for the w'ant of industry in the peo])le. They 
cultivate also a variety of the pease and bean kind ; but what they chiefly live upon as 

.. V o u  II. S
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most suitable to their laz)» disposition, is a kind of nut  ̂ like our filberds, whicn tall to the 
ground of themselves, and are to be found every « here; every nut that falls to the ground 
producing a new shrub next year. They liave scarcely any fruit-trees, but what have 
been brought thither by the Portuguese. Tliey have various sorts of palm-trees, useful 
both by their fruit, leaves, and their juice, which is easily converted into wine, also by 
affording a kind of oil, with which they dress their victuals, though the Europeans use it 
only to burn in their lamps. They have also a vast number of plants and shrubs, which 
it would be impossible to describe or enumerate. Wheat is the only thing which the 

* ground u’ill not produce. I t j)ushcs forth indeed the straw and the ear the former of 
which grows high enough, we are told, to hide a man on horseback; but the latter is, 
empty, without any grain fit for use. Father Labat, however, who had lived a considerable 
time in some of the American islands, where he had observed the same thing, tells us 
that he had the curiosity to examine those ears mofe carefully, and had found some few 
grains, and that having sowed them afresh, they produced very long ears, full of large 
heavy grain. Whence he conjectures that if the Portuguese had tried the same experi- 
rticnt in their African settlements, it might perhaps have been attended rvith the sarr e 
success.

In the low’ lands the grass grow's so high, rank, and tliick, that it becomes one of the 
most dangerous receptacles for wild beasts, serpents, and other venemous insects : on this 
account travelling is exceedingly hazardous, as they have few beaten roads in the whole 
country, and travellers are obliged to march over it through vast plains, in continual danger 
of being devoured or stung to death; to say nothing of tl^e manifold diseases, produced 
by the unwholesome flexvs with which the gfass is covered during some part of ^he day. 
The only method of guarding against all these evils effectually is by setting fire to the 
grass in the hot w:cathcr, when it is quite parched by the heat of the sun ; but even this 
cannot be done wiithout the greatest danger; because both the w ild beasts and venomous 
reptiles, being roused out of their places of retirement, w ill fly furiously at those who hap
pen to be in the way. In this case there is ho possibility of escaping, but by climbing up 
the highest trees, or defending ones self by fire-arms or other weapons. In suen emer
gencies the natives have a much better chance than the Europeans; the former being able 
to climb trees wdth surprising Swiftness, while tlie latter must be assisted by rope ladders, 
which they commonly cause their blacks to carry about with them, and to go up and 
fasten to one of the branches. *

The flowers here are exceedingly beautiful and numerous. Almost every field and 
grovQ yields a much nobler prospect than the European gardens can boast or, notwith
standing the pains bestowed on their cultivation. The flowers arc remarkable,, not only 
for the prodigious variety of their colours, but the vast quantity of heads which grows upon 
one stalk. In the clay-time, indeed, they seem to liavp lost their natural fragrancy; that 
being in some measure exlialed by the heat of the sun ; but tliis is amply compensated 
after its setting, and more especially a little before its rising, when their sweetness i.s again 
condensed and revived by tlie ccfldiicss and dews of the night, after which they exhale 
their various refi eshing scents, in a much'higher degree thrn ours." The lilies wliich there 
grow naturally in fields, valleys, and woods, excel those of our gardens, not only in their 

. extreme wliitcncss, but much more in a delightful fragrancy, without ofi’cnding tlie bead,
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as the European lilies do by their faintish sweetness. Tho tulifis, which there grow wild, 
though generally called Persic, have something so surprisingly charming in the variety and 
combination of their colours, that they dazzle the eyes of an intense beholder; neither do 
their flowers grow singly, as with us, but 10 or 13 upon one stalk; and with this double 
advantage, that they diffuse a very reviving and agreeable sweetness, and continue much 
longer in their full bloom. Of the same nature are their tuberosus, hyacinths, and other 
native flowers ; which spring up in vast groups, of 100 and SOO from one root, though 
Somewhat smaller than ours ; some of them finely variegated, and all of them yielding an 
agreeable smell. The roses, jessamines, and other exotics, brought thither from Europe 
or America, come up likewise in great perfection ; but require a constant supply of water 
and a diligent attendance to prevent them from degenerating. The American jessamine, 
in pai'ticular, instead df single flowers will grow up by dozens in a bunch ; some of them 
of an exquisite white, and others of the colour of the most vivid fire.

A vast variety of animals of different kinds are found in the kingdom of Congo ; the 
chief of which is the elephant. This creature is mostly found ur the province of Bamba^ 
which abounds with woods, pasture,' and plenty of water ; the elephants delighting much 
to bathe themselves during the heat of the day. They commonly go in troojjs of 100 and 
more ; and some of them are of such a monstrous'size that we hre told the print of their 
hoof hath measured four nay seven spans in diameter. From the hair of their tails and 
that of some other animal, the natives, especially the women, weave themselves collars, 
bracelets, girdles, &c. w'ith variety of devices and figures, which denote their quality; and 
are in such esteem that the hair of two elephants’ tails is sufficient to buy a  slave. The 
reason of this is that the natives have not the art hf taming them, but are obliged to send 
some of their bravest and stoutest men to hunt them in the woods, which is not dons with
out great labour and danger, they beins here exceedingly fierce. The most common way 
of hunting them is by digging deep holes in the ground, the top of which they cover with 
branches and leaves, as is practised in most parts of Asia.

Lions, leopards, tygers, \yolves, and ether beasts of prey abound here in great plenty, 
and do much damage. Here are also a variety of monkeys, of all sizes and shapes. 
The zebra, well Jtnown for its extreme beauty and swiftness, is ajso met with in this- 
country. Tliey have also a variety of buffaloes and wild asses; but the dante seems to 
be an animal peculiar td this kingdom. I t is shaped and coloured much like an ox, 
thohgh not so large. Its skin is commonly bought by the Portuguese, and sent into Ger
many to be tanned and made into targets, wliich are then called dantes. The natives 
make use of their raw hides, - dried, to make their shields; which are so tough that no . 
arrow or dart can pierce them ; and they are also large enough to cover the -whole body. 
The creature is vastly swift; and when wounded will follow the scent or smoke of the 
gunpowder with such fury that tli^ hunter is obliged to dimb up a tree witli all possible 
speed; ai-id this retreat he always takes care to secure, before he ventures to fire. The 
wounded beast, finding Us enemy out of its reach, stajes for him at the foot of the'tree,, , 
and wilk not stir from i t ; of which the hunter taking’ the advantage, dispatches it with 
repeated shots. The /orestS cf Congo also swarm with wild dogs, who, like the wolves, 
prey upon the tame cattile, and are so fierce that they wiU attack armed men. Their teeth
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are exceedingly keen and sharp; they never bark, but naake a dreadful howling when 
femished or in pursuit of their prey.

This country also abounds with all the different kinds of birds which are to be'found 
in ,otlier w'arm climates. One sort, which they call birds of music, is greatly esteemed ; 
insomuch that persons of the highest rank have, from time immemorial, taken the greatest 
delight in keeping them in cages and aviaries, for the sake of their surprising melody. On 
the other hand, as the Congoese are superstitious to the last degree, there are several 
kinds of birds, which they look upon as ominous, and are so terrified at the sight or hear
ing of them, that if they w'ere going to enter upon ever so momentous an expedition, if 
they were met in council, or going to engage an enemy, w ith ever so great an advantage, 
the flight or cry of such birds would throw' them into a general panic, and disperse them in 
the utmost haste and confusion. The most dreadful of the ominous kind are the crows, 
ravens, bats, and ow\s. The great ow l is the n)ost terrible of all, and to him they give the 
name of karian pumba, by which words they likewise denote the devil.

Fish of different kinds abound on the coasts of Congo in great numbers ; but the inland 
parts are infested w ith such numbers of serpents, scorpions, and other venomous insects, as 
are perhaps sufficient to overbalance every natural advantage we have yet mentioned. 
The most pernicious and dangerous kind are the ants; of w Inch thev reckon no less than 
.six several species, of different colours and sizes, all of them formidable, on account of 
their prodigious numbers, and the mischief they do, not only to the fruits of the earth, but 
to men and beasts, whom they will surround in the niglit-time, and devour even to the 
very bone. It is a common practice, we are told, to condemn persons guilty of some 
atrocious crimes, to be stripped naked, tied hand and foot, and thrown into a hol  ̂ where 
these insects swarm; where they are sure to'be devoured by them, in less than 24 hours, 
to the very bone. But criminals are not tlie only j>ersons w ho are in danger from the 
jaws of these little devouring insects. People may be attacked by them, as we 
have already hinted, in tlie night-time, and w hile they are sleeping in their beds. This 
obliges the natives to be careful w here they lie down, and to kindle a small fire, or at 
least to have a circle of burning hot embers round their beds. This caution is still more 
necessary in the country villages and hamlets, where persons are otherw ise in danger of 
being attacked by millions of them in the dead of the night. In such a case the only 
expedient to save one's self is to jump up as soon as one feels the bite, to brush them off 
with all possible speed, and then at once to set the house on fire. The danger is still 
greater in travelling through tlie country, where a person is often obliged to take up his 
lodgiijg on the bare ground, and may be overtaken, during the heat of the day,' with such 
profound sleep as not to be awaked by these diminutive animals, till tliey have made their 
way through tlie skin ; and in such a case notiiing will jircvent their devouring a man 
alive, though there were ever so many hands to assist hiiW; in such incredible quantities 
do these creatures abound, notwithstanding the great numbers of monkeys, who are con
tinually ferreting the ants out of their retreats, and feed upon them with the utmost avidity. 
This can only be ascribed to tlie itatural laziness of pthe inhabitants, which is sqch, that 
they not only Defect to rid their lands of them by proper q’altivatidn,. but will suffer their 
houses, oay even tlicir churches to be undermined by them. Another kind' of tliese
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destructive vermin lie so thick upon the paths and liighways that a person, cannot walk 
without treading upon them, and having his legs and thighs almost devoured by them. 
A  thild sort, of a n;hite and red colour, but very small, will gnaw their way through the 
hardest wood, penetrate into a strong chest, and in a little while devour all the clothes* 
linen, and every thing that' isdn it. A fourdi sort, small and black, leave a most intole
rable stench upon every thing they touch or crawl over, whether clothes or houselmld-stufF, 

•which arc not easily sweetened again or if they pass over victuals they are entirely spoiled. 
A fifth sort harbour chiefly on the leaves and branches of trees; and if a man chance to 
climb up thither, to save himself from a wild beast, he is so tormented by them, that 
nothing but the fear of the jaws of the one could make him endure the stings of the other. 
A sixth sort is of the flying kind; and is probably one of the former kinds, that live 
wholly under-ground, till nature furnishes them \Vitli wings. After this they rise in such 
s^varms as darken the air, and would make terrible havoc among all kinds of vegetables, 
did not the natives come out against them in whole companies, and by dint of flaps and 
other flat weapons knock them down by myriads, and then laying them in heaps, set fire 
to their wings, which half broils them for food. Amidst all this variety of pernicious 
insects, however, they have one species, of a more friendly and profitable kind, viz. the 
.industrious bee, which furnishes' the inhabitants with honey and wax in such plenty that 
there is scarce a hollow tree, elift of rock, or *cho[) of the cai'th, in which their combs arc 
not found in gi'cat quantities.

The conqilcxion of tlic natives, both men and women, is black, though not in the same 
degree; some being of a much deeper black than others. Their hair is black and finely 
curled ; some have it also of a dark sandy colour; their eyes are mostly of a fine lively 

% black, but some are of a dark sea colour. They have neither flat, noses nor thick lips, 
like the negroes: their stature is mostly of a middle size, and, excepting their black com
plexion, they much resemble the Portuguese. In their temper they arc mistrustful, en
vious, jealous, and treacherous ; and where they once take a distaste or affront, will spare 
no pains nor stick at any means, however base, to be avenged of and crush their enemy 
under their feet. There is no such thing among them as natural afl'ection. A husband, 
if a heathen, may take as many wives as he pleases; and if a Christian, any number of 
concubines, whom he may divorce at pleasure, or even sell them, though with child. So 
little regard have they for their children, that there is scarce one among them who will 
HOt sell a son or a daughter, or perhaps both, for a piece of cloth, a collar, or girdle, or 
coral, or beads, and often for a bottle of wine or brandy.

The religion of the Congocse in many parts is downright idolati'y, acccyiipanied- with 
the most ridiculous superstitions, and tne most absurd and detestable rites, invented by their 
gangas or priests; and even in those parts where Christianity is professed it is so darkened 
by superstitions of on6 kind or other, that ne  may almost question whether the people 
are any gainers by the exchange.

St. Salvador is the chief place of traffic the Portuguese and ■ other Europeans have in 
this country. There are thought to be about 4000 of them settled here, who trade with 
most parts of the kingdom. TheVhief commodities they bring thither are either the pjo- 
duct of Brazil or European* manufactures. The fonuer consist chiefly of grains, fruits, 
plants, &c.; the latter of Turkey carpets, English cloth, and other stufi's; copper, brass
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vessel^, some kinds,of blue earthen ware, ringS} and ornaments of gold, silver, and otiier 
baser metals; coral,  ̂ glass beads, bugles, and other trinkets; light stuffs, made of cotton, 
linien; and woollen, for cloathing, and a great variety of tools and otlier utensils. In return 
for these they carry off a great number of-slaves, amounting to 15 or 16,000 annually, as 
we have already observed. Formerly also they used to carry away elephants’ teeth, furs, 
and other.commodities of the country; but tliese branches of commerce are now greatly 
decayed, and the slave-trade is what the Portuguese merchants principally depend on. *
' Ailgola-lieSj according to the most probable accountŝ  between latitude 8° 30' and 16“ 

21’*south, forming a wasteof upwards of480 miles; but how far it extends.from west to 
east has never been exactly determined. Angola Proper is bounded on the north by the 
river Danda, which sepai'ates it from Congo.; and on the south by the Coanza, by which 
it is separated ffbm Benguela. This last, however, is ioow included in the kingdom of 
Angola, having been conquered by its monarchs, though it still retains the name of king
dom, and is included in tlie dimensions we have just now given* The pir here i.s very Jiot, 
and unwholesomci and the countiy mountainous; there being byt few plains to be met- 
with in it, except'on tlie sea-icoast, and between the huge ridges of mountains.

This country is governed by Portuguese vicecoys, liiidcr whom its consequence has con
siderably declined. The manners, religion, dress, &c. of tlie inhabitants are much the . 
same with those of the Congoese.

\
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CHAPTER III.

T he  W estern I sles, A zores, C an a ries , C a p e  de  V erb  I slands,
AND St. H elen a .

Th e  Azores are islands in the Atlantic ocean, subject to the Pwtuguesc, and lying 
between 25° and 33° of west longitude, and bet««en 36° and 40° of north latitude. 

They were discovered by the Flemings in the 15th century. They are seven in number; 
viz. Tercera, St. Michael’s, St. Mary’s, Graciosia, St. George’s island, Pico, and Fayal.

Tercera, one of the largest of these islands, is about 40 miles in circumference, and 
surrounded with craggy rocks, which render it almost inaccessable; tlie soil is fertile, 
abounding in corn, wine, and fruits, and they have such plenty of cattle that they supply 
the ships therewith that call there. However their principal trade is wood. The inhabi- 

 ̂ tants are lively and well made, and they pretend to a great deal of religion and gallantly 
at the same time. They pique themselves, upon points of honour, and are extremcl^f re
vengeful. I t is their custom to rove about in tlie night-time in quest of intrigues, and 
seldom fail in finding women for their purpose. Angra is the capital town.

The island of Pico is so called from some lofty mountains on it, or rather from one very 
high mountain, terminating, like Teneriffe, in a peak, and reputed by some writers equal 

, to it in height. This island lies about four leagues south-west fi-om St. George, 12 from 
Tercera, and about three leagues south-east of Fayal; in west longitude 28° 21' and north 

la titu d e  38° 29'. The mountain Pico, which gives name to the island, is filled with dismal 
dark caverns or volcanoes, which frequently vomit out flames, smoke, and ashes, to a great 
distance. The .circumference of Pico is computed at about 15 leagues; and iU> most 

. remarkable places arc Pico, Lagoas, Santa Cruce or Cruz, San Sebastian, Pesquin, San 
Rocko, Playa, and Magdalena; the inhabitants of w'hich live wholly on the produce of the 
island, in great felicity. The cattle arc various, numerous, and excellent in their' several 
kinds : it is the same with the vine, and its juice is prepared into different wines, the best 
in tlie Azores. Besides cedar and other timber, they have a kind of wood, which they call 
texico/ solid and hard as iron, and veined, when finely polished, like a rich scarlet tabby, 
■yhich colour it has in great perfection. The longer it is kept the mor̂ * beautiful it grows; 
hence it is that the texico-tree is felled only for the king’s use or by his oiujor, and is 
prohibited from being exported as a common article of trade. /

The Canaries were formerly called the fortunate islands, on account of tlife tq;nperate 
healthy air and excellent fruits. The land is very fruitful, for both wheat a.nd barlt!y pro
duce 130 for one. The cattle thrive well, and the woods are full of all sorts of game." 
The Canary singing-birds are well known all over Europe. Tliere are here sugar-canes 
in great abundance; but the Spaniards first planted vines here, from whence we have the 
vine called Canary or Sack. *

These islands wei'e not entirely unknoivn to the antients, but they were a long while 
forgot, till John de Belenc<Jhrt discovered them in 1402. It is said they were first inha
bited by the Phoenicians or Carthaginians, but on no certain foundation; nor could the
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inhabitants themselves tell from whence they were derived; on the contrary, they did not 
know there was any other country in the world. Their language, manners, and customs, 
had no resemblance to those of their neighbours. However they were like tiie people on 
the coast of Barbary in complexion. They had no iron. After the discovery, the 
Spaniards soon got possession of them all, under whose dominions they are to this day, 
except Madeira, which belongs to the Portuguese. The inhabitants are chiefly Spaniards, 
though tlicre are some of tne first people remaining, whom they call Gaunches, who are 
somewhat civilized by their intercourse with the Spaniards. They are a hardy, active^ 
bold people, and live on the mountains. Their chief food is goats’ milk; their complexion 
is tawny, and their noses flat. The Spanish vessels, when they sail for the West Indies, 
always rendezvous at those islands going and coming. Their number is twelve : 1. Ale- 
granza; 2. Canaria; 3. Ferro; 4. Fuerteventura; 5. Gomcra ; 6. Gratiosa; 7. Lance- 
ro tta ; 8. Madeira; 9- P#ilma; 10. Rocca; 11. Salvages; 12. Tcneriff; west longitude 
from 12'’ to 21°; north latitude from 27° 30' to 29° 30'.

Canaria is about 100 miles iu circumference and 33 in diameter. I t is a fryitfut 
islantl, and famous for the wine that bears its name. It also abounds witli apples,. I 
melons, oraj.igcs, citrons, pomegranates, figs, olives, peaches, and plantains: tlie fir and 
pahn-trocs arc the most common. The towns are Canary, the capital, Gauldcra, and 
Gcria.

Canary oi’ Cividad dc Palmas is the capital of the island of Canaria, with an indifferent 
castle and a  bi.shop's see. It has also a court of inquisition, and the suj)reme council of 
tho rest of the Canary islands, as also four convents, tw o for men and twm for women, 
’flic town is about tliree miles in compass, and contains 12,000 ipliabitants; lire houses 
^le only one story high, and flat at the top, but they arc well built; the cathedral is a  
handsome structure. West longitude 15” 20'; north latitude 28° 4'i ^

Maefeiras, a cluster of islands, situated in tlic Atlantic ocean, in west longitude 1()°, and 
betw een 32° and 33° noi th latitude. The largest of them, called .Madeira, from which 
the rest take their name, is about 55 English miles long and 10 miles broad, and was first 
discovered on the 2nd of July, in the year 1419, by Joao Gonzales Zarco; there being 
no hi-storical foundation for. the falxdous report of its being discovered by one IMachin, an 
Englishman. I t is divided into two capitanias, named Funchal and Maxico, from the towns 
of those names : the former contains two judicatures, viz.. Funchal and CalhettaJ the latter 
being a town, with the title of a. county, belonging to the family of Castello Alelhor: the 
second c^itania likewise compreliends two j.udicaturts,. viz. Maxico (read Mashico) an3 
'̂an Vicentfefc

Funchal the only cidade or city, in tliis island ; which has also seven villas or towns; 
of whicTl there are four, Calhetta, Camara de Lohis, Ril)cina Rraba, and Ponta de Sol, in 

•tlie capitania of Funchal, which is divided into 26 parishes: thê  other three are in the 
capitania of Maxico, which consists of L7 jiarishes; these towms are called Maxico, Saiv 
Vicente, and Santa Cruz.

The govejnor is at tlie head of the civil and military departments of this island, of Porto 
Santo, the Salvages, and the Ilhas Desartas; which laet only contain the temporary huts 
of some fishermen, who resort thither in pursuit of their busintss.

The law deuartment is under the conegidor who is appuinted by the king of Portugal,.
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;commonIy sent from Lisbon, and holds his place during the king’s pleasure.' All causes 
come to him from inferior courts by appeal. Each judicature has a senate; and a juiz or 
judge, whom they choose, presides over them. A t Funchal he is called Juiz da Fora; 
and in the absence or after the death of the corregidor acts as his deputy. The foreign 
merchants elect their own'judges, called the provider, who is at the same time collector 
of tlie king's customs and revenues, which amount in all to about 12,000/. sterling. Far 
the greatest pai t of this sum is api)lied towards the salaries of civil and military officers, 
the pay of troops, and ti e maintenance of public buildings. This revenue arises first 
from the tenth of all the produce of this island, belonging to the king, by virtue" of his 
office as grand-master of the order of Christ; secondly from 1() per cent, duties laid on 
all imports, provisions excepted; and las’t from the 11 per cent, charged on all exports.

The island has but one company of regular soldiers of lOO m en; the rest of the mili
tary force is a militia, consisting of 3000 iVien, divided into companies, each commanded 
by a captain, who has one lieutenant under him and one ensign. No pay is given either 
to the private men or the officers of this militia; and yet their places are much sought 
after, on account o f the rank which they communicate : these troops are embodied once 
a-year, and exercised once a month. All the military are commanded by the-serjeant 
nidr : th© governor has two capitanos de sal about him, a ho do duty as aides-de-camp.

The secular priests on this island are about 1200, many of w hom are employed as 
private tutors. Since the expulsion of the jesuits no regular public school is to be found 
here, unless we except a seminary, where a piiest, appointed for that purpose, instructs 

■ and educates ten students at the king’s expcncc. These wear a red cloak over the usual 
black gowns worn by-students. All those who intend to go into orders are obliged to 
qualify thwnselves by studying in the university of Coimbra, lately re-established in Portu- ■ 

•i^al. There is also a clean and chapter at Madeira, with a bishop at their head, whose 
income is considerably greater than the governor’s ; it consists of 110 pipes of wine and 
40 muys of cvheat, each containing 24 bushels, which amounts in common years to 3000/. 
sterling. Here are likewise 60 or 70 Franciscan friai’s, in four monasteries, one of which 
is at Funchal. . About 300 nuns live on the island, in four convents, of the order of 
Mcrci, Sta, Clara, Incarnacao, and Bom Jesus. Those of the last-mentioned institution 
niay marry whenever they choose, and leave their monastery.'*.

In the year 1768 the inhabitants living in the 43 parishes of Madeira amounted to 
63,913; of whom there were 31,341 males and 32,.572 females. But in that year 5243 
pprsons' died, and -no more than 2198 children were bom; so that-the number of the 
dead exceeded th ^  of the born by 304.5. I t  is liighly 'probable that soine^)idemical 
distemper carried off so disproportionate a number in that year, as the island j ^ l d  shortly 
be entirely depopulated if tlic mortality were always equal to this. Another^xumstance 
concurs to strengthen this supposition, namely the excellence of the climate : the weather 
is in general mild and temperate; in summer the heat is very moderate on the higher* 
parts of their island, whither the better sort of people retire for that season; and in winter 
the snow remains there for several days, whilst it is never known to continue above a day 
cr two in the lower parts.

Thfc common people of this island arc of a tawny Colour and well shaped ; though they 
have large feet, owing, perhaps to the effiorts they arc obliged to make in climliing th e - 
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.craggy paths of this mountainous country: their faces are oblong, their eyes dark, their 
tlack hair naturally falls' in ringlets, and begins to crisp in some individuals, w hich may, 
perhaps, be owing to intermarriage* w ith negroes; in general they are hard-featured, but 
not disagreeable : their women are too frequently ill-favoured,, and w'ant the florid com
plexion, which, when united to a pleasing assemblage of regular features, gives our liorthern 
fair ones the superiority over all their sex ; they are small, have prominent cheek-bone.®, 
large feet, an ungraceful gait, and the colour of the darkest brunette : the just proportion 
of the body, the fine form of their hands, and their large lively eyes seem in some measure 
tq compensate for these defects. The labouring men in summer wear linen trowsers, a 
coarse shirt, a large hat,' and boots; some have.a short jacket, made of cloth, and a long 
cloak, which they sometimes carry over their arm : the women wear a petticoat, and a short 
corselet or jacket, closely fitting their shapes, which is a sin)ple and often not an inelegant 
dress: they have also a short but wide cloak; and tliose that arc unmarried tie llioir hair 
Oh the crown of the head, on which they wear no covering.

'I'lie country people are exceeding sober and frugal, their diet in general consisting of 
bread and onions or otlier roots, and little animal-food. How-ever they avoid eating tripe 
or any offals, because it is proverbially said of a very poor naan* “ He is reduced to eat* 
tiipe.” Tlicir common drink is water, or an infusion of the remaining rind or skin of tlie 
grape (after it has passed through tlie w ine-press), which, when fermented, acquires some • 
tartness and acidity, but cannot be kept very long : the wine for wliich the island is so 
famous, and w hich their own hands prepare, seldom if ever regales them.

Tl»eir principid occupation is the planting and raising of vines; but as that branch of^| 
agriculture requires little attendance during the greatest part of the year, they naturally* 
incline to idleness. The warmth of tlie climate, which renders great provision against 
the inclemencies of \veather unnecessary, and .tlie ease with which the cravings of appetitf^T 
are satisfied, must tend to indolence, w lierever the regulations of the Iĉ slature do not 
counteract it, by endeavouring, w ith the prospect of increŝ ing happiness, to infuse thê - * 
spirit of industry. It seems the Portuguese government docs not pursue the proper 
methods against this dangerous lethargy of tlic state; tlicy have lately ordered the planta
tion of olive trees here on,such spots as jwc too dry and barren to bear vines, but they 
have not thought of giving temjiorary as.sistaiice to the labourers, land have offered no 
jircmiuni by which these might be imluccd to conquer their reluctance to innovations and 
aversion to labour.

Tlie vineyards arc held only on an annual tenure, and the farmer reaps but five-tcnilis 
of the p?S îce, since four other tenths are paid to the king and one to the clergy. Such 
small profiji, joincil to the thought of toiling merely for the advantage of others, if im- 
prover»».KS were attempted, entirely preclude the hopes of a future increase. Oppressed 
ns they are, they have, however, preserved a high degree of cheerfulness and contentment; 
theiiTabours are commonly alleviated with songs, and in the,pvening they assemble from 
different cottages, to dance to the drowsy music of a guittar.

The inhabitants of the towns arc more ill-favoured than the country-people, and often 
pale and lean. The men wear French clothe.s, commonly black, which do not seem to fit 
them, and have been in fashion in the polite world about half a century ago. Their ladies 
arc delicate, and liavc agreeable features ; but the characteristic jealousy of the men still
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locks them up, and deprives them of a happiness which tlie country-women, in all tlieir 

ŝtresses, enjoy. Alany of the better peojde are a sort of petite noblesse, which we 
w^tfcall gentry, whose genealogical pride makes them unsociable and ignorant, and 
causN  ̂ ridiculous affectation Of gravity. The landed jn'opcrty is in the hands of a few 
antien înilies, who live at Funchal, and in tlie various towns on the island.

Madeira consists of one large mountain, whose branches rise every where from the sea 
. towards the eentre of the island, converging to the summit, in the midst of which is a 

depression' or excavation, called the val by tlie inhabitants, always covered with a fresh 
and delicate herbage. The stones on the island seem to have been in the fire, are full of 
holes, and of a blackish colour; in short, the greater part of them are lava. A few of 
them are of a' kind which the Derbyshire miners call dun-stone. The soil of the whole 
island is a tarras, mixed with some particles 6f clayj lime, and sand, and has much tlu? 
fame appearance as some earths on the isle of Ascension. From this circumstance and 
from the excavation of the summit of the mountain, it is probable that in some remote 
period a volcano has produced the lava and the ochreous particles, and that the vail was 
formerly its crater.

Many brooks and small rivulets desccncb from the summits, in deep chasms or glens, 
w hich separate the various parts of the island. The beds of tiic brooks arc in some places 

I covered with stones of all sizes, carried down from the higher parts by the violence of 
winter-rains or floods of melted snow. The water is conducted by wears and cluumcls iir 
the vineyards, where each proprietor has the use of it for a certain time; some being 
allowed to keep a constant Supply of it, some to'use it .thrice, others twice, and others 

‘ only once a week. As the heat of the climate renders this supply of water to the vine
yards absolutely necessary, it is nol; without great ex[)cnce that a new vineyard can. he 

planted, for the maintenance of whigh the owners must purchase water, at a high price, 
fiom those who are constantly supplied, and are thus enabled to spare some of it.

Wherever a level piece of ground can lie contrived in the higher hills, the natives make 
plantations of eddoes, enclosed by a kind of dike, to cause a stagnation, as that plant 
succeeds best in swampy ground. Its leaves serve as food, for hogs, and the country- 
people use the roots for their own nourishment.

The sweet potatoe is planted for the same purpose, and makes a principal article of 
diet; together widi chesnuts, which grow in extensive woods, on the higher parts of the 
island, where the vine will not thrive. Wheat and barley are likewise sown; csfiecially in 
spots where the vines are decaying through age, or where tlicy are mewly planted. But 
the crops do not produce above three months' provisions, and the inhabitants aj^herefore 
obliged to have recourse to other food, besiiles importing considerable- quanWks of com 
from North America, in exchange for wine, The want of manure and the iiutefivity of 
the people are in some measure the causes of this disa<lvantage; but supposing husbandry 
to be carried to its perfection here, they could not raise corn sufficiient for their consump
tion. They make their threshing-floors ef a circular form) in a corner of a> fichl, which is 
cleared and beaten solid for the pur{>ose. The sheaves aic laid round ah<mt it, and a 
square hoard, stuck full of sharp flints below’, is dragged over them by a pain of oxen, the 
driver getting on it to increase its weight. This machine tuts the stiaw as if it had hfca 
chopped, and frees the grain from the husk, from which it is aftcrwaixls scjwratfd.,

e x s i  '
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The great produce of -Madeira is the wine from which it has acquired fame and su p p o r^ ^  
Where the soil, exposure, and supply of water will admit of it, the vine is cuItuaUm. 
One or more walks, about a yard or two wide, intersect each vineyard, and are indnded 
by stone walls two feet high. Along these walks, which are arched over with latj^about 
seven  ̂feet high, they erect wooden pillars, at regular distances, to support a lattrce-worlc 
of bamboos, Avhich slopes down from both sides of the walk  ̂ till it is only a foot and a* 
half or two feet high, in w hich elevation it extends over the whole vineyard. The vines 
are in this manner supported from tlie ground, and the people have room to root out the ■ 
weeds w hich spring up bctw'cen them. In the season of the vintage they creep under this 
lattice-work, cut off the grapes, and lay them into baskets : some bunches of the grapes 
weigh six pounds and upwards. This method of keeping the ground clean and moist and 
ripening the grapes in the shade, contributes to give tlie Madeira wines that excellent 
llavour and body for which they are remarkable. The owners of vineyards are, how'ever, 
obliged to allot a certain spot of ground for the growth of bamboos, for the lattice-w ork 
cannot he made w ithout them;, and it is said some vineyards tic neglected for want of this 
useful reed, = ■  ̂ .

All the doni’estic animals of Europe are likewise found at Madeira, and their mutton 
and beef, though small, is very w ell tasted ; their horses are small but sure-footed ; and 

wjvjth great agility clifnb the difficult paths which are the only means of communication 
w ith the country. They have no wheel-carriages of any kind ; but in the town they use 
a sort of drays or sledges, formed of two pieces of plank, joined by cross pieces, which 
make an acute angle before ; these are drawn by oxen, and are used to transport casks of 
w ine and other heavy goods to and from the warehouses. '
‘ The animals of the feathered tribe, which live wild here, are more numerous than t l j ^  
wild quadrupeds ; there being only the common grey rabbit here, as a representative of 
the last-mentioned class. Tame birds, such as turkeys, geese, ducks, and hens, are very 
rare, which is perhaps owing to the scarcity of corn.

Ferro is a very dry island, affording no water but what is supplied by the fountain-tree, 
which is tlius described by the author of the history of the discovery and conquest. The 
district in which this tree stands is called 'I'igulahe ; near to which, and in the cliff or steep 
rocky ascent that surrounds the whole island, is a narrow gutter or gulley, w hich com
mences at the sea and continues to tlic summit of the cliff, where it joins or coincide.s 
iwith a valley, wdiich is terminated by tlic steep front of a rock. On the top of this rq,ck 
grows in antieht language called garse, “ sacred or holy t r e e w h i c h  for many years
has beenReserved sound, entire, and fresh. Its leaves constantly disfil such a quantity 
ofw ateip^ is sufficient to furnish drink to every living creature in Fen'o; nature having, 
provided this remedy for the drought of the island. I t  is situated about a league and a 
half from the sea. Nobody knows of what species it is, onl^ that it*is called Til. I t  is 
dbtmct from other trees, and stands by itself; the circumference of the trunk is about 12 
spans, the diameter fdur, and in height, from the ground to the top of the highest branch,
40 spans; the circumference of all the branches together is 120 feet; The branches are 
thick and extended; the lowest commence about ttie height of atj ell from the ground.
Its fruit resembles the acorn, and tastes something like the Ivcrnel of a  pine-apple, but is 
softer and more aromatic. The leaves of this tree resemble those of the laurel, but are
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u'ger, wider, and more curved; tl)e\' come forth in a perpetual succession, so that the 
Ire 'll jvays remains green. Near to it grows a tlioni, which fastens on many of its branches 
and\iterweavcs with them ; and at a small distance from the garse al« some beech-trees, 
bresos^^d thorns. . On the north side of the tmnk are tw'O large tanks oir cisterns, of 

■ rough stbnc, or rather one cistern divided, each half being 20 feet square and I6 spans in 
- depth. One of these contains water tor the drinking of the inhabitants; and'the ot 

that which they use for their cattle, vvashing, and such like purposes. Every mor 
near this part of the island, a cloud or mist arises from the .sea, which the south and 
easterly winds /orce against the fore-mentioned steep cliff; so that die cloud having no 
vent but ̂  by the gutter, gradually ascends it, and . from thence advances slow^ to the 
extremity of the valley, whence it is stopped arid checked by the front of the rock, which 
terminates tlie valley, and then rests uug| tlie thick leaves and wide-spreading branches 
of the tree, from whence it distils in ^ ^ s  during the remainder of the day, until it b at 
length exhausted, in the same manner that we see water drip from the leaves of trees 
after a heavy'shower of rain. This distillation b not peculiar to the garse or til; for the 
bresos, which glows near it, likewise drops water; but their leaves being but few and nar
row, tlie quantity b so trifling, that tliough.the natives save some of it, yet they make 
little or no account of any but what distils from tlie til, which, togetiier witii tlie water of 
some fountains, and what is saved in the w'inter season, is suflicient to serve them and their 
flocks. Thb tree yields most water in those years when the Levant or easterly wiiuU 
have prevailed frur a continuance; for by these winds only the clouds or mbts are drawn 

H' hither from sea. A person lives on tlie spot near which &b tree grows, who b appointed 
by the council to take care of it and its water, and is allowed a house to live in, with a 

^Ijertain salary. He every day distributes to each family of the dbtrict seven pots or vessels 
full of water, besides what he .̂ ves to the principal people in the island.

Tencriff is the most considerable of these blands, for riches, trade, and extent, and b 
besides noted for tlie celebrated peak, an extinguished volcano, whose perpendicular hcaght 
is'by some estimated at two miles, and by otliers increased as far as five.

The blands of Cape de Yerd arc seated in the Atlantic ocean, about 400 miles west 
o f the cape. They are between 13" and 19" of latitude, and the principid are ten in 
number, Tying.in a  semicircle. Their names are St. Antony, S t  Vincent, St Lucia, S t  
Nicholas, the Isle of Sal, Bona Vista, Mayo, S t Jago, Fuego, and Brava. .
,  St Antonio has a good road for shipping, with a .collection of fresh water rising from 

springs, which, however, scigrcely merits toe name of a  pond.. ■ .The island s tro k e s  from 
north-east to souti^west, and is filled with mountains  ̂one of wliich is of so cslf^rdinary 
a  height as to be compared with the peak of Teneriff Its top is constantly OTi^ed with 

'• suow, and notwithstanding tlie clearness o f the sky, is generally hid in clouds. rISm.are 
produced a  variety of fruits; oranges, lemons, palms, melons, &c. and some sugar-canes. 
The potatoes' a d i melons are particularly excellent, and arc much sought after by mariners. 
Bu  ̂notwitlistanding thb plenty, the iniiabitants live in the most wretched poverty. 
They are in number'about 500, chiefly negroes, under the protection of the Portuguese, 
Vhose*language* they,speak, and imitate their manners.

Mayo is about 17 miles* in circumference. The soil in general b very barren, and 
water scarce; however they have some corn, yams, potatoes, and plantains, with plenty
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of beeves, goats, and asses. What trees there are grow on the sides of the hills, and they 
have some figs and water-melons. The sea round about the island abounds with fisl 
The chief commodify is salt, with whicli many English shi}ys are loaded in the skin/icr 
time. The principal town is Pinosa, inhabited by negroes, who .speak the P o r^u ese  
language, and are stout, lusty, and fleshy. They are not above t200 in number, aijfQ many 
of them gex quite naked. West longitiuie 21° 25'; north latitude 15° 5'.
' large.'̂ t, most populous, and fertile of Ujcsc islands. I t  lies about 13

miles eastward, from the island of Mayo, and abounds w'itli high barren mountains; but 
the air in the rainy season is very unwholesome to strangers. Its produce is .sugar, cot- 
tdn, wine, and some excellent fruits. The animals arc black cattle, horses, asses, deer, 
goats, hogs, civet-cats, and some very pretty green monkeys with black faces.

ruego is imicli higher than any of the rest, and seems at sea to be one single mountain, 
tlipiigh on all sides there arc deep valleys. 'J'®(jre is a volcano at the top, which burns 
continually, and may be seen a great way ofl* at sea. It vomits a great deal of fire and 
stnolur,, arul Uirows out huge fxicccs of rock to a vast height, and sometimes torrents of 
melted matter run down the sides.

Brava is remarkable for its excellent wines. The land is very liigh, and consists of 
tnonntiins, which look like pyrumi<l«. It abbunds in Indian corn, gourds, water-melons, 
potatoes, horses, asses and hogs. 'Hicrc is also plenty of fish on llie coast,, and the island 
‘produces saltpetre. West longitude 25° 3.5'; north latitude 14°.

Helena belongs to the Englisli East India company, and is situated in wesljongitude 
6° 30’; south latitlulc 16°. The greatest length of the island is about eight miles, and its 
crrcuuifcrence about 20. It hath some high mountains, particulaily one called Diana’s 
peak, whidi is covered with woods to the very top. Other hills there are, which bear 
evident miarks of a volcanic origin ; and some have huge rocks of lava, and a kind o fh d ) ^  
vitrified flags. The country, a<*cording to Mr. Forster, has a fine appearance ; the soil 
is in many places a rich mould, frorti six to ten inches deep, and a variety of plants thrive 
m- it luxuriantly. * ,

The island is laid out entirely in gardens and pasturage. Peaches are the only Euro 
pean fruits w.iich thrive here. The number of people on St. Helena docs not exceed 2000 • 
persons, including 500 soldiers and 600 slaves ; .and it is said that the number of females 
bom  on tlie island considerably exceeds that of the males. By the arrival of the India 
ships, which Uicy stipply with refreshments, they are, in return, provided with all sorts of 
manufactures and odier necessaries; and the company annually order one or two of th«ir 
sln^t9^|Duch tiicrei in their way to India, in order to send them a .sufficient quantity of • 
Eurppeaiijpons, and provisions. iVIany of their slaves are employed in catching fish, which 
arc vgjj^plcntiful ;■ tuid by the help 6f tlicse, together with’ their poultry, cattle, roots, and 
salt provisions, they sulrt'ist Uirough thb^'ear;. Their life stems to pass along very happily, 
jfipee firom care and anxie^*.  ̂ .    
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BOOK X.

Mahometan A p s l i c l

■ h i •

CHAPTER

. Barbary.

J'1 ^ 1 1 IS country confoins almost the whole of what the Romans possessed of the conti- 
. nent of Afncu,-excepting Egypt! R-strefehes. itself in length,' from, east to west* 

beginning nt the sonthern limits of E ^ 'p t h) the straits, of Gihralteri full 35, de^’SBŜ sf- 
longitude,and from thence to Santa Cruz, the .utmost western edge of it, about six more,i. 
jn alt 41 degirees; so that the utmost length of Barbary^ from east to wes^ is computed at 
above.Y.59 German leagues. . Oh- tlie.southi.indeed it is confined .within m uch,nari'bwer 

^ii^wnnds, cxtehding .no further than front 27° to 35̂ °̂ of north latitude; so Uiat its tltmOst 
^  l^ca<llh from hoitli to southdocs not exceed 128 German miles;< .More pai-ticularly. Bar

bary i)Cgii>,s on the, west of the famed nioimt Atlas, culled by the'Arabs A}' Duacal or A! 
Duacul, inclosing the antient kingdoms of Suez and Dela, now provinces of Morocco; 
thence stretching ncLrth-castward, along the Atlantic, to, the pillars of 1 Icreiiles, at cape 
Eiuistcrrc; then, along the coast of .inc, hleditorrancain, it is at last boimdcd by the city of 
Alexandria in Egj’pt. " , ' , ' . , • -

Barbary was anticutly divided intp.Lybia, Africa,' Proper, Numidia, and Mauritania.' 
Lyhia, subdivided into Cyranaica, Marmarica, and the Regio Syrtica. '

Cyrcnaica comprehended tiie desert.of Barca and^^part.of the, kingdom of Tripoli. I t  
, ■H'̂ s originally inhabited by a.-number of barbarous nations, differing little from ^Jit/gangs 

of robbers'. Afterwards some coioniw from Gteece settled here, and CyrehMlra became 
so powerful a state that it w^aged war with Egypt and Carthage often with ot^ ss.- In 
the tiinh pf Darius Hystaspes, Arcesikus, the reigning prince in Cyreiiaica, Iva^drivcn 
from the t h r o n e o n  which his mother, Phretima, applied for assistance to  the king of 
(Cyprus. .Her son, afterwards returning to Barca, the chief city of' Cyrene, was there 
assassinated, together with his father^tin-law. Phretima, finding herself disappointed by 
the ting of Cyprus, .applied to Darius Hystaspes, and by the assistance of the Persians 
reduced liarca. . ilere Ihe behave'^ with the utmosi cruelty, causing all thpse who had 
been concerned in hef son's ^̂ leath to be impaled, and the breasts of liieir wives to be cot 
off, and affixed near , them. She is said to have been afterwards de\Wred -l*v worms •

' t ' ■ ■ . ■■ ■ ' '  '
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^which was looked upon as a divine judgment for her excessive cruelty. The prisoners in ^  
the mean time wej'e sent to Darius, who settled .tbeip jn a district of Bactria, from the)ffr' 
called Barca. Cyrenaica, however, seems to have remained free, till the time of A le« i^er 
the Great, who conquered it along with Egypt. Soon after his death the i'nhabit^s re
covered their liberty, but were in a short timereduced by Ptolemy, king of Egypt./r Under • 
these kings it remained till Ptolemy Physcon made it over to his bastard son Apian, who,

’ in the 658th year of Rome left it by will to the Romans. The senate permitted all the- 
cities to be governed by their own laws ; this immediately filled the country with tyrants; 
those who were most potent in every city or district endeavoured to assume the sovereignty 
of it. Thus the kingdom was thrown into great confusion; but Lucullus in a good mea
sure restored the public tranquillity, on his coming thither during the first Mithridatic war.
I t  M'as found impossible, howeverj totally' to suppress these disturbances, till the country 
was reduced to the form of a Roman province, which happened about 20 years after the 
death of Apian, and 76 before Christ. Upon a revolt, the city of Cyrene was ruined by 
the Romans, but they afterwards rebuilt it.

Wc have no distinct history of Marmarica and the Regio Svrtica. The princijial city 
in jiroper Africa was the celebrated Carthage. , .
. This city was founded by Dido, a Phoenician exile, , about 80 or 100 years .before the 
building of Rome. The Carthaginians applied Riemselves early to. maritime affairs, and 

formidable by sea in the Umc of Cyrus and Cainhyses. Prom Diodorus Siculus and 
Justin it ap[)cavs that the principal support of the Carthaginians were tlic mines of Spain ; 
in. which country they seem to have established themselves very early. By means of the • 
riches drawn froiu these mines, they were enabled to equip such formidable fleets as we 
are tolii they fitted but in the time of Cyrus and Cambyses. Ri.stin insinuates that the 
Ju st Carthaginian, settlement in Spain happened when the city Gades, now Cadis, was 
of late standing, or even in its infancy. The Spaniards, finding this new colony begin to 
flourish^ attacked it with u numerous army,'insomuch that the inhabitants were obliged to 
cal! in the Carthaginians to their aid. The latter very readily granted their request; and 
mot only repulsed the Spaniards, but piadc thcmsclvcs.masters of almost the whole province . 
in which their new city stood. By this success they were encouraged to attempt the con- 
.qiicst ofthc whole country; but having to do with very warlike i4ations, they could not 
push their conquests to any great length at first; and it appears, from the accounts of Livy 
and Polybius, that the gi-catcst part of Spain remained unsubdued till the times of Hamil- 
car, Asdrubal, and Ilannibak '

Abou^OO yeans before Christ they carried their arms into Sicily, but were never able 
wholly to^onqncr that island. Thpir interference in Sicilian afl'uirs produced, the first ' 
punic^!?Cr, whicli began 256 years before Christ, and was terminated by a disadvantageous 
peace; by which they stipulated to pay the c.spcnccs of the war, restore the Roman cap
tives and deserters without ransom, wliilc their own prisoner^ were redeemed with money, 
and finally to abandon all their j-)osscssions in Sicily, as well as their little islands between 
Sicily and Italy. To this succeeded a war with llie, African mercenaries, in -which, 
altlwugh they ultimately prevailed,^ they stiflcrcd the most severe losses, without any pos-. 
sibility of gaining adequate advantages. * , '

The Carthaginians had made peace with the RoinanS solely because they were na  .
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lonj;er able to continue the war. They therefore took the earliest opportunity of bfealjing 
' the treaty; they besieged Saguntum, a city of Spain, which had.been in alliance witl\ 

Roi.ie^ and though desired to desist, prosecuted their Opera t̂ions with vigour. Ainbassa- 
doi s were' sent in conseqhence from Rome to Carthage, complaining of the infraction of 

( their an|cles, and requiring that Hannibal, the Carthaginian general, who had advised this, 
measure, should be delivered up; which being refused, both sides prepared for a second 
punic war. , ,

Tlie Carthaginians trusted the management of it to Hannibal. This extraordinary man 
bad been made the sworn foe of Rome almost fi*om his infancy; for while; yet very young, 
his faher brought him before the altar, and obliged him to take an oath that he would 
never be in friendship with the Romans, nor dpsist from opposing their power, until he 
or they should be no more. On his first appearance in tlie field, he united in his own 
person the most masterly method of commanding with the most perfect obedience to his 
superiors. Thus he was eqnally beloved by his generals and the troops he n as appointed 
to lead. lie  was possessed of the greatest courage .in opposing danger, and the greatest 
presence of njind in retiring from it. .N o fatigue was able to subdue his body, nor any 
misfortune to break his spirit; he M-.as equally patient of heat and cold, and he took sus
tenance merely to content nature. . He was the best horseman and swiftest runner of the 
tiiiie. This great gc<iei*al, vvbo is considered, as t!»c most skilful commander of antiquity, 
having over-run all Spain, and levied a large army of yarioua languages and. nations, rc- 

, solved to carry the war into Italy itself, as the Romans had before carried it into tRe 
dominions of Carthage. ,For this purpose, leaving Hanno nith. a sufficient force to 
guard his conquests, in Spain, he crossed the Pyrenean mountains inta Gaul, with 
an army of 50,0OQ foot and 9000 .horse. He quickly traversed that country, 

*^Jiich was then wild and extensive, and filled with iwtions that were his declared 
enemies. In vain its forests and rivers appeared to intimidate; in vain the Rhone, 
with its rapid current, and its banks covered with enemies, or the Dura, branched 
out into numberless channels, opposed his way ; he passed them all with undaunted spirit, 
imd in ten days arrived at the foot of the Alp.s, over which he was to explore a new pas- , 
gage into Italy. I t  was in the midst of winter when this astonishing project was under-, 
taken: the season added new horrors to the scene : the prodigious height and the tremen
dous Steepness of these mountains, capped with snow; the people, barbarous and fierce, 
dressed in skins of long and shaggy hair, presented a picture that impressed the beholders 
with astonishment and terror. But nothing was capable of subduing the courage of the 
Carthaginian general. At the end of 15 days, spent in crossing the Aljis, he fountH'^mself 
in the plains of Italy, .with about half his army, the other half had died of or
been cut off by the natives. , ,

As soon as it was known at Rome that Hannibal, at the head of an im m ens^rm y, 
was crossing the Alps, the senate sent Scipio to oppose him, but he was obliged to retreat, 
with considerable loss. In  the’ mean time, Hannibal, thus victorious, took, the most^ 
prudent precautions to increase his army, giving, orders ahvays to spare the possessions of 
the Cauls, while depredations were committed upon those of Rome ; and this so pleased 
th.at simple people, thajt they declared Ibrhina in great numbers, and flocked to his staivlard.

• with alacrity.
Vox. n u
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 ̂ ’Aftet̂ ustiainmg tferee other.deiFeats, at Trebia) Thrasjinirie, iind Can'nas,: the/Ron̂ a»s 
4cetiied to be teducOd to the verge of despairbut thfobgh the wisdom ijf Fabius and tlie ' 
•̂ burage Of Marcellus; they gradually recruited their strength, till they w’Ore able t6 send 
Sciiiio into Africb, alid i>y that, hieŝ ure bbligedT the Cartha'̂ 'niahs.to recal'Haniiibjdv 
The battle qf ̂ abiaj in-w;hich the Romans, assisted by the Numidians, totally def^ted the . 
Cartbâ biahs, blrbught on a pekcel The latter, by Hannibal’s advice,̂ bmitted to the 
conditions tvbich the Romans dictated, not as rivals but as sovercigiis, - By this treaty the 
Cat^bgihi^s tveire Obligieti tb qhit Spain and the islands in the Meditefran'ean.' They 
were bound to pby 10,000 fedfehts in 50 years ; to give hostages for the delivery ,of their’ 

'Ship̂ ahd their dlepbarfts,; to Vestpte to Massiliissa all the teri'itories tl)at bad been tahen 
frOni him, arid hot to rhkkb Vrir ih Africa but by the ^erniissi  ̂ of thcdlbmaws: Thtis 
fended tbb second prink wbf, Ty years aftef it Iriid began.

. About 580 yfears bfeforfe Christ, JdaSsinissa, llie Xtnnidian, haviiig made some incursions ' 
into a f f̂itbty cl'ai.hed by the Carthagiriiaris, ihey attempted to repel the invasion; ; This 
brought O il a.waj; between-that monarch arid them [  khile the Romans, who pretended 10 
borisider this cofaduct Of tlidirs' as an infraction 6f the treaty; sent -to make a complainti 
The arnbassadorS, who tvere'emplb̂ *ed uponthis oceation; finding, the 'Oity very rich and 
flourishing, frbm tlie long internal of peace which it had -hOvv feipoyed for near 50 yfeiiis,- 
cither, from motives of aVarice to. possess its plunder, Or for fear of its growing •̂eatness;

niuch on the necessity Of a war, which was Soon after prociairaed, and tiie consid^ 
set out .witli a thorough resolution utterly to dcrtiolish Carthage. ' ■ •

The %vretched.Carthaginians, finding that the fcbnqueroi's would not desist from making 
dciriands while tlie vaiiqUishtid liad iiriy tiring to give, dttetnpted td soften tlie Victoi?> by 
.submission,, but tliey received orders to leave the city, which Was to be levelled W'ith the 
;^6und. This, severe command they leceiv'ed ivith ali the distress, cf a despaking peoj)l«^^ 
'they itriplored for a respite. fiy)m such a'hard sentence ; they used tears and lamentations 
. but. finding the Consuls inexomble, they departed, with.a gloomy .resolution, prepared to 

suffer the utmost extremities, and fight to the last for their seat of ei'npirfe.
Those vessels, therefore, of gold and silver, which their-luxury had taken isuch pride in, 

were converted into arms. The. woiiien parted also with their-ornaments, and even cut 
off their hair, to be converted into strings for the bowTinen. . Asdrubal, mI io' had been 
lately condemned for opposing the Romans, Wa.s now taken from prisoii to head their . 

.driuy, and. such preparatipris Were imule, that w-hen the consuls came before tlie ci'ty,
. •tt'hich they expected to find an easy conquest, they met with' such resistance as quite dis- 
piritecNj^ir forces, and shook their resolritiori,' Several engagements w'ere fought before 
the wallytvilh disadvantage to the assailants^’ so that the siege would, have been,diseph* 

'tiuued^nad not Scipib Atmilianus, the, Adopted son of Africanus, who was now appointed 
.tg commaind itj used as niiich skill to save his forces after a defeat, as tP inspire theni witli 
.fresh hopes of victory. But aJl his arts would have faile(|, . had he riot found means to . 

♦seduce, PhameaS,'tlie master of the Carthaginian horse, w-hb came over to bis side.’̂ The 
unhappy .townsmen soon saw the enemy make nearer approaches; the wall, wliteli .led to ' 
fhe havCn, was' quickly demolished: soon after the fprilm itself was taken, which offered,

, the conquerors a deplorable spectacle of houlifea nSddirig to the Adi, heaps of rii*en lying 
dead, hundreds of the wounded struggling to. emerge frora*the carnage'around, them, and
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deploring their own and their couintry’s ruin. The citadel soon after surrendered at dis- 

•■cretion. All now.but the temple was subdued, and that was defended by desertei's from 
the Roman army, and those who had been most forward to undertake the war., These,' 
however, expecting no mercy, and finding their condition desperate, set fire to tlie building, 
and voluntarily perished in the llames. This was the end of one of die most renoAviied 
cities in die world, for arts, opulence, and extent of dominions ; it had rivalled Rome for 
above 100 years, and at one Ume was thought to have the superiority.

Numidia nearly corresponded to the modern Algiers, being separated from the terri^ 
tories of the Carthaginians by the Tusca, and from Mauritania by the Muliicha. Tt was 
divided into two districts ; that nearest to Carthage inhabited by the Massyli, and that 
which joined on ^fauritania by Masoesyli. Mi^sinissa, king of the former, w as a powerful 
ally of the Romans in the two last pnnic wars, and was rewarded by them w ith the country 
of die Masoesyli. The dissensions which prevailed among the grand-children of Massi>> 
nissa gave die Romans an opportunity of interfering in the Numidian concerns; and'at 
length, after the defeat of Pompey, this country was reduced to the form cf a province.* 
Its inhabitants were originally i^epherds, like those of Nubia, and probably the descendants' 
of Phut •

Mauritania extended from the frontiers of*Nubia to mount Adas. The history of iU 
inhabitants is in a great measure uhknowm, but it a|>pears that diey also, were shepherds, 
dwelling in tents, and employing diemselves much in the hunting of wild beasts. Their 
country, like Nuinidtii, became at length subject to the Roman yoke. .

Barbary remained subject to the Romans till the year 428. At that time Bonifacius, 
the Roman governor of these provinces, ‘ having, tlirough the treachery of .^tius, bceii 
forced to revolt,^called in to his assistance Genseric, king of thjfe Vandals, who bad been 

me time settled in Spain., The terms offered, according to Procopius, were, that Gen^ 
scric should have two-thirds and Bonifacius one-third of Africa, provided they could mainr 
tain themsflves against the Roman power ; and to accomplish tliis, they were to- assis^ 
each other to the utmost This proposal ŵ as instanUy complied with; and Generic set 
sail from Spain in May, 428, with an army of 80,000 men according to some, 01* only
34,000 according to otiiers, together with their wives, children, and aU (heir .effects.

Bonifacius soon after returned to his duty ; but the Vandals continued to gain ground^ 
till* after 40 years warfare, they established their empire. As Genseric w as an absolute 
barbarian, and an utter stranger to every useful art, he did not fail to show his own prowess, 
by the destrucUonofallthe monuments of Roman greatne$s, which, were so numerous id 
the country he had conquered. Accordingly, instead of improving -his country, Ip; laid ifc 
waste, by deioolishing all the stately structures, both public and private, a n d ^ l  other 
valualde and sumptuous works, with which these proud conquerors had adorn^S^hls part 
o f their dominions. So that whatever monuraento .the Romans bad been at such. an. 
inunense expence to erect, in order to eternize their own glory, the barbarous Vandals, 
were how at no less pains to reduceinto heaps of ruins. Besides this kind of devastation,. 
Censerie made ius dommibns u  scene of blood and slaughter, by persecuting the orthodox; 
Christimia being hinaself, as well as most of his countrymen, a xealous Arian; anU for
tius his long reign is chiefly remarkable. •

An end wasput to*the Va»dal monarchy in the year 533, by Belisarius, the general of.
6 U  3
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jv.Stlhian, -It was aftcrwarcfs-conqiiered biy.the Saracens, in; the time .of Omar, and re- 
niairied under the dominion of the khalifs tSIl about the year 800, when,,its governor ' 
revolted htid began n. new. dynasty. ' This gave place to another succession of usorpers^ 
'abdiit a century : after, whO’having conquered. Egypt, and 'made that the .seat; of their 
government, ahandoned' 13arbary to the ainbitiori-and avarice of their deputies. In conse
quence, of winch measure it tyas quickly drained of its wealth,, and became the nest of a  ’ 
most odious, crew ;6f pirates. . I t  is at present divided into Barca, Tripoli, Tunis, . Algiers; 
iez/'an'd Sforbceo. . -■ . i

Barca is for the most part a dry; sandy desert; and, except in the neighbourhood- of 
£b»hd and vUlages, where the ground produces some siiiall q.uantitics of grain; such as 
rnillet.aud sonic maize, the rest is in a niauner quite barren,and unciiltivated, or,' to .speak 
more properly, uncultivable ;  and .even of that, small quantity winch those few spots pro
duce, the poor inhabitants are obliged to exchange some part witli their indigent licigh- 
Bonrs, for'.dates, sheeps and camelSi which they stand in greater need of than theiy.- .by 
.reason of their great scarcity of .grass and other proper food,, for want of .whicli- tliose that ■ 
are brought'to them-seldom thrive or live. long.. [

Concerning the government . Or -commerce of this, iCountry, we know nothing certain. 
M ott prbbably,-the maritime towns are under the protection of tiie Porte -; but whether 
tinder the bashaw, of Egypt; or Tripoli, or whether they have Formed themselves into iodc'  ̂
pe»4«mt states, like those pf .Algiers and Tunis, we cannot say ; only ivc are told that, the 
inhabitants of the maritime towns are more civilized than those that dwell in the inland 
parts'. - The first profess Mahometanism, and have imbibed some notions of hnihanity and 
justice; whilst the latter, whp Have neither reli^on lior any sign of .worship amiong thjcrh, . 
are altogether savage and bmtish. ' They arp a  soft of Arabs, and,, like thein, live entirely , 
upon theft and plunder. 'By them this ti*act, which before, .was a continued deSert, 
first inhabited.' At their first coming io, they settled themselves in-one of the beU places 
of tlie country, but as they.mulripHed, -and had frequent wars with one anotjkcr, the, 
strongest drove the Weakest out of the best spo^;. and sent them to wander in the desert 
parts,' where they live in the most miserable- manner, their ,country hardly - affording One 
single necessary of life.. Hence it is that they are said to be the ugliest of all the Arabs^ 
their bodies, halving scarcely .atiy thing but skin’and bone, their facets meagre, with fierce, 
ravenous looks; their garb, ivhich .is what tiiey commonly take from the passengefs who go 
tlirough these parts, tattered with long, w earingw hile  the poorest of them have scarce a 
rag to cover their nakedness. They are most expert and resolute robbers, that being tli^ir 

, chief eifij^dyment and livelihood, but ,the travellers in those parts are so few^ th a t,the 
B a rc a n s ^  ofte'n necessitated to make distant excursions into Nuniidia, -Lybla,. and other/' 
■sontlHis^ountries,' ' Those that fall into their hands are made to drink plenty of warm 
inilk, then they hang them up. by "their feet aiid shake tlicni; in 'order to make- theihvom.it . 
upany money they think they have swallowed, after which they strip them of alltheir clothefe, 
evfen to the last rag, but, with ;aU. this-inhumanity they commonly spare their life,' w‘hich iis 

, more than .the other; African robbers do, . Yet, notwithstaiidihg every artifice they can;use, 
the Barcans are po poor that they corambnly lei:, pledge, or even sell their drildfen, to the 
Sicilians and others, .from.whom they have their,.co^, especially pefort; they set-out bn 
any long excursion.. ' . ' ' ' -
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■ ' Tripoli Jias m e  tMe' of a  kingdom, but is now a republic, governed by a  deyj ^:Jle is 
not,absolute, for a Turkish.bashaw I'oside^. here, who receives his authority from the

' grand, seignior, and has a power of cootroling'the dey and levying taxes on the people.
The dey . is elected by, the soldiers, who make no scruple of deposing him, when tliey 

y-please,; ■ V -  . ' . '•  .
/ Tunis is under a similar form of government with that of Tripoli. Tlie air in general is 
healtliyi but the soil, oh the eastent parts,- is indifferent, for want-of water.- Towards, the • 
middle, the mountains arid valleys , abound, in fruits ; but the western part is the m o^ 
fertile, because it is watered, with rivere. Tlie environs of Tunis are very dry, upon which 
account corn is generally dear. The inroads 'of the Arajjs oblige the inhabitants to sotV 
thcji*: barley-and rye-in the suburbs, and to iricldse their garden? with walls; HpW^ever 
there are plenty of citrons, lemons, oranges, datj^s, gtapes; and other fruits; there are also 
onvc-trees, - roses, and bdoriferous plants. In' the woods and ' mountains there are tiohSf 
wild beeves, ostriehfes, monkeys, cameleonSj,; rbe-bucfcs,. hai'es, .pheasants, partridge^ and - 
Otlier sorts of birds .and beasts;-.. '
; The climate of Algiers is, in most places, so moderate, that they enjoy a constant. 

vei:dufe; the leaves of the trees being neither-parched by heat in summer, nor nipped by 
the wintcrVcold. ' They begin to bud in February; in. April the fruit appears in its full 
bigness, and 'is ripe in May; • The soil, ho wever, - is excessively various, some places being, 
very hot, dry, and baiTen, on which acedurit tliey are generally suffered to lie uncultivated 
%  the inhabitants, who are very negligent ' These: barren places, especially, such as-lie on; 
the- southern side, and - are a t a great distance from ’ the toa, harbour vast nuinbers of wild 

. creatures; as lions, tygefs  ̂ buffaloes, wild boars, stags, porcupines, monkeys, ostriches,&c< 
On. account of their barrenness they have but few towns, and those thinly peopled; though 

of them are so advantageously situated for try ing  with Bildulgprid and' N e ^ Ia n d  
^  to drive a considerable traffic whh tlietti;. ' ' . ’ ' ‘

Algiers; is governed by & dey, who’ is now absolute monarch; and pays rjo other revenue 
'to the Porte than that of a.certain number Wf fine boys or youths, arid some o.ther presenfe, 
Which are sent thither yearly.’ His own iricome-probably rises and falls, according to the 
' opportunities he hath ’of fleecing both'natives and foreigners; .whence it is variously com* 
.pUted by different authors. ■ Dr; Shaw computes the, taxes, of the whole kirigdorti .to bring; 
•into the treasuiy no more than 30,000 dollars;’ but suppotos that the .eighth Tart of ther 
prizes,-the.effects of those persons who die without, children, joined to tlie 'yeai’ly contri* 
butiohs }-aiscd by the . government,-presents froiri.fofeigricis, ffiries; and oppressioiis, may 
bring in about as much ^niore. ’ Both the dey and officers , under .him enricli tlicpfSclves by- 
the sairiedaudable methods of rapine and fraud; - wdiich itfs.no w'bnder to find .frie common, 
people practising upon,; one another, and; especially upoh' strarigers,, seeing they tlibmselves 
are impoyerislied by heavy taxes, and the injustice of those lyho are in authority.; .. . , .
.. The'first de}'8,were elected by the militia, -who weto, then;called thetiouwan or common-^ 

council.’ This elective ’.body was at first compo-sed. Of. 800. militia-.pfricer^;, without whosfe 
Consent the' dey corild tip nothing; and upon sonie urgent occasions all the officersferidihg 
in Algiers,, amounting to above I500j iv^e summoned^to assist. But sbice the dej's, w'h'q

■ may-be compared to the Dutch stacfthoklers, have bcconie more pow'erful, tjhe douwah is 
principally composed of 30 cTiiak-basbaws or colonels, .with, now arid then the mufti and
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cadi, upon some emcrgaicies j and, ©ft the election of a  dey, tlie whole soldidr^ are allowed 
. to come and give their votes. All the regulations of state ought to be determined by that 
. assembly before they pass intd a law, or the dey hadv pow'er to put theito in executidh, but 
for niany years back the douwan is of so little account that it is bnly convened out of for-* 
inality, and to give assent to what the dey and his chief favourites have concerted before
hand. The'method of gathering the votes iir this august assembly is perfectly agreeable 
to die character of those who compose i f '  Thedga or general of the janizaries, or the' 
president pro tempore, first proposes the question, which is immediately repeated, with a 
'l»Kid voice,, by tlie chia-bashaws, and from them echoed again* by four officers, called 
hasbaldalas ̂  from these the question is repeated' fi'om one member of the douwan td 
j^mrtlier, Iwith. strartge- contortions- and the most hideous grotvdings if it is not to the ir. 
kking.. From the loudness of this growling noisc  ̂ timaga is left to guess, as well as he can, 
Aj.hetiker the majority of the assembly ard {leased or displeased with the question; and 
ftum such a  prcj.)OStcrous method it is not sur{^ismg that these assemblies should seldom' 
cud without some tumult or disorder. As the whole body of the militia ii  condemed ift 
the election'of anew 'dey, i t  iS seldom carried 6ti vi-ithout blows or blood-shed; but when 
oni'd the'choice is made, the person elected «i'saluted with the'words AlteRafrick, “ God 
felcSs' you and jwosper y o u a n d  the new dey usually causes all tlie officers of the doirtvan,' 
who-had opposed his election, to be strangled, filling up their places with those who had 
Keen. most, zealous in promoting it. From this account of the election of the deys, it 
cannot be expected that their goverairtfent should be at all secure; and as they arrive at- 
the throne by tuituilt, disorder, and bloods'hed they are generally deprived Of it by tlid 
sairte- means, scarcely one in ten of them having the good fortune to die a  nattftal death.

The chief support of the Algerines iif derived from their constant practice of piracy. 
The corsairs or pirates form each a siiiall republic, of which the rais' or captain is tiie sUt 
preme bashaw; who, with the officers under him, form a kind Of douWatt, in Which every 
matter relating to the vessei is* decided ih an  ̂ arbitrary w ay. Thesd corsairs are chiefly 
Ristiumental ip irsp d i^g - Whatever commodities ard bought into the kingdom either by 
waj* of merchandize or prizes. These consist chiefly of gold and silver stuffs, damasks, • 
ctotiis, spices, tin; iron; plated-brass, lead; quicksilver, cordage, sail-cloth, bullets, cochineal,- 
Imen, tartar, aluih; rice; sugar, soap, cotton, raw aftd spun, coppdfaS; alofcs, brazil and log
wood,. vormUion, &c. Very few commodities, ho\Vever, are exported from tJiis part of the 
world; tlie oil, hides, wax, pulse, and Corn, produced being but barely sufficient to supply 
the country; tiiough, before the loss of Oran, the merchants have been known to ship 
off from iiie or tlie other parts of Barbary several thousand tuns of corn. The consump
tion! of oi!,*though here in ^ e a t abundance; is likewise so considerable in this kingdom, 
tiiat itl^seldont permitted to be shipped off for Europe. The other exports consist chiefly 
in ostriches’ foathcfrs, copper, ru ^ s , silk sasheS; embroidered handkerchiefs, dates, and 
Christian slaves. Some mantifoctUfcS  ̂ in silk, totteii, wool,' leather. See. are carried on in 
this country, but mostly by the' Sjiaiiiards settled here, especially about the metropolis. ' 
Carpets^ are also a manufacture of the country, wiiich, though much inferior fo those of 
Turkey, both in beauty and fineness are preferred by the people to. He u{>6n, on accoutib 
of their bciiig Wfbclieapcr and softer;. There are afso at Algiers looms for velvet, taffe- 
ties, and other wcougbt: silks andl a  ebarse sort of linen, is li):ewise made in mo. t̂ parts of
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the Ikingdom. Tlie country furnishes no materials for ship-building; they have .neither 
ro[>es,, tar, sails, anchors, nor even iron.' When they cstxi procure enough of new wood 

j to fonii the main timbers o f a ship, they supply the rest from the materials of prizes which 
they have made, and thus find the secret of producing new and swift-sailing vessels from 
the ruins of the old. O f all the states on the coast* of Barbaiy, the Algerines are the 
strongest at sea. *

Fez is a kingdom subject to the emperor of Morocco. Its capital, of the same name, 
is an antient and celebrated Mohammedan university.

iMorocco is naturally fertile; but as its gOTerninent is an absolute monarchy and severely 
oppressive, the inhabitants seldom cultivate more ground tlian is necessary for their sup
port. Many of them live in tents, and their * nifinncrs, as well as tliO.se of the inhabi
tants of the cities, are extremely simple.  ̂ The traffic of Uie empire by land is 
eitlief with Arabia or Negroland to Mecca; they send caravans, consisting of several 
thousand camels, horses, and mules, and partly on a religious account; for numbers of 
pilgrims take that opportunity of paying their devotions to their great prophet. The goods 
they carry to the east are woollen manufactures, leather, ,indigo, cochineal, hnd ostrich 
feathers; and they bring back from thence sdk.'muslins, and drugs. By their canivans to  
Kegrolaiid they send salt, silk, and woollen manufactures; and bring back gold and 'ivoiy 
in return, biit chiclly ncgi*ocs.

The' natives have hardly any trading vessels, but are seldom without some corsairs: 
these and European merchant ships bring them whatever they want from abroad; as 
linen and woollen cloth, stuffs, iron wrought and unwrought, arms, gunpowder, lead, and. 
the like ; for which they take in return copper, wax, hides, Morocco leather, wool (which
is very fine), gums, soap, dates, almonds, and other fruits. .Tlie duties paid by the
ETiglish in the ports of Morocco are but hidf those paid by other Europeans. I t is a
gcncml observation that no nation is fond of trading with these states, not only on
account of their capricious disposition, but the villany of tlieir individuals, botli 
natives and Jew's, many of whom take all opporlunitics of cheating, and W’hen detected 
are seldom punished. ’ *

The land-forces o f,the erhperor of Morocco consist principally of the black-troops, 
already mentioned, and some few white ; amounting altogetlicr to hn army of about
36,000 men npon the establishment, two-thirds of which are cavalry. This establish
ment, however, upon occasion, admits of a considerable increase,- as every man is 
supposed to be a soUlier, and when called upon, is obliged to act in that capacity. 
About 6000 of the.standing forces form the emperors body guard, and are always 
kept near his person ; the remainder are quartered in the different towns 6f the em
pire, and are under tlie charge of the bashaws of tlie provinces, lliey  are all clothed 
by the emperor, and receive a trifling pay, but their chief dependence is on plun
der, which they have frequent opportunities of acquiring. The soldiers have no dis-. 
tinction of dress from the other Moors; and arc only marked by tlieir accoutrements, 
Mhich consist of a sabre, a very long musket, a small red leathern box, to hold their 
balls, which is fixed in front, by n i^ns of a belt, and a  poivder-honi slung over their 
shoulders. The unify is unijpr the direction o f a coniniamlcr in chief, four principal 
Ojiiliaws and alcaides, who command distinct divisions.
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i'iie en)|ieror’s navy cdnsists of about 1.5 small frij^tes, a few zebeckS) and bctwceii 20, 
an'd-i3() rOu-galleys. ; The whole w commanded by pile admiral, but as these.:vessels. aiV 
piinc«|)aily used for. purposes of piracy, • they seldom unite in a fleet ;,Thp nuiflbcr of 
.die seaiiieii in service are .conipiitcd at bopo.
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C H A P T E R -II.

.-Th e  G reat D esert of Z a a r a h -t-------Including the Mahometan'hmgdonis on the'
Senegal and Niger, m th  an account o f  the coast o f Zanquebar.

A AARAH, or, as it is otherwise written, Sahara, is a vast ocean of sand, in the interior
I par^'^of Africa, wliich, with the lesser deserts of Bournou, Bilnia, Barca, Sort.’&c. 

is eqiuil m ejetont to about one half of Europe. I f  the sand be considered as the ocean, 
the Sahara has its gulphs and bays, as also its islands or oases, fertile in groves and pas
tures, and in jnany instances containing a great population, subject to order and regular 
government; -

The great body or western division of this ocean, comprised between Fezzan and the 
Atlantic, is no less than 50 caravan journeys across from north to south, and from C5() 
t a  800 geographical miles, and double tl^it extent in length; m ithout doubt the largest 
desert in, the world. This division contains but a scanty portion of islands or oases, and 
those also of small extent; but the eastern division has many, and some of them very 

'large. Fezzan, Gadainis, Taboo, Ghanat, Agadez, Angela;- Berdoa are amongst the 
■principal ones; besides whicli there arc a large number of small ones. In effect, this is 
the part of Africa alluded to by Strabo, when he says, from Cneius Piso, that Africa may 
be compared to a leopard s skin.

From the best inquiries that IMn Park could make, when a kind of captive among tiie 
Moors at Ludamar, the Western desert, he says, may be pronounced almost destitute of 
inhabitants, except where the scanty vegetation, which appears in certain spots,- aftbrds 
pasturage for the flocks of a few miserable Arabs, who wander from one ivcll to anotlun-. 
In  other places, where the supply of water and pasturage is more abundant, small parties 
of the Moors have taken up their residence. Here they live in independent jioverly, 
secure from the tyrannical government of Barbary. But the greater part of. tlie desert 
being totally destitute of water, is seldom visited by any human being; unless wliere the 
trading caravans trace out their toilsome and dangerous route across it. In  some parts 
of this extensive waste the-ground is covered ‘ with low stunted' shrubs, Avhich serve as 
land-marks for the caravans, and furnish the camels with a scanty forage. In other parts, 
the disconsolate ivanderer, wherever he turns, sees nothing aron.nd him but a vast inter- • 
minable expanse of sand and sky; a gloomy and barren void, Aviierc the cye*fmds no par
ticular object to-rest upon, and the mind is filled rvith painful apprehensions of perishing 
■with thirst. -Surrounded by this dreary solitude, the traveller sees the dead bodies of* 
l)irds, that the violence of the wind has brought from happier regions ; and as he rumi
nates on the fearful length of his remaining passage, listens, w ith horror, to the voice of 
the diiving blast, the only sound that intcrrirpts the avAfnl repose of the desert.

The* few wild animals wdiich inh»l)it these melaiiAoly regions are the antelo{)c ;md 
the o.:>trich: ■ their swiftness of foot enabling .them to reach the distant wateiiiuy 
places. On the skirts of the desert, where the water is more plentiful, are foiind lions, 
panthers, elephants, and wild boar&. .

,Vor. IE  ' e 'X .  , .
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This desert is inhabited by several wandering tribes o f Arabs, and. by a mingled people, 
who arc denominated Moors. O f the latter -Mr. Park has given us a veiy unfavourable 
■character. He describes them as resembling in complexion the !Mulattoes of the West 
Judies, and as having cruelty and low, cunning pictured in , their countenances. From , 
the staring wildness of their eyes (sa\'s he) a stranger would immediately set tnem down as 
a nation of lunatics : the, treachery and malevolence of their character are manifested in 
their piumlcring excursions against the negro villages. Oftentimes, without the,smallest 
provocation, and sometimes under the fairest professions of friendship, they will suddenly 
seize upon the negroes’ cattle, and even on the inhabitants themselves; the negroes very 
seldom-retaliate ; the enterprising boldness of the Moors, their knowledge of the country,

■ and above all, the superior flectness of their horses, make them such formidable enemies, 
that the petty negro states, which' boi'der upon the desert, are in continual alarm while the 
Moorisli tril)cs arc in the vicinity, and arc too much awed to think of resistance.”

Like the roving Arabs, the-Moors frequently remove from one place to another, 
according to the season of the year or the convenience o f pasturage. In the month of 
February, when the heat of the sun scorches up every sort of vegetation in the desert, they 

, strike their tents, and approach the negro country to the south; where they reside until 
the rains commence, in the riionlh of July. At this time, having purchased corn and 
other necessaries from the negroes, in exchange foi salt, they again depart to the north- 

- ward, and continue in the desert until the rains are over, and 1;hat part of the country 
bectn.es burnt up and barren.”

“ 'i liis wandering and restless way of life, Avhile it inures them to hardships, strengthens 
at the same time the bontls of their little society, and creates in them an aversion towards 
strangers, which is almost insurmountable. Cut off fi’om all intercourse with civiliz^ 
nations, and boasting an advantage over the negroes, by possessing, though in a very 
limited degree, the knowledge of letters, they are at once the vainest, and proudest, and 
perhaps the most bigotted, ferocious, and intolerant of all the nations on the earth «, 
combining in their character the blind superstition of the negro with the savage cruelty 
and treachery of the Aral).” But for them jMr, Park would have accomplished the utmost 
odject of his mission, and have reached Tombuctoo and even Floussd, with na  other dan
ger than wliat arises necessarily from t’ue climate, from wild beasts, and from the poor 
accommodation afibrded in the huts of the hospitable negroes. The wandering iMoois, 
however, have all been tiiught to regard the Christian name with inconceivable abhorrent ; 
and to consider it nearly as lawful to murder an European as it would be to kill a dog '

In describibg the different Mohammedan nations, fixed or wandering, w'e shall begin 
with the Mongcarts, Avho inhabit the shores of the Atlantic, and thus, passing through t!)e 

‘centre of Africa, tcnuinutc liie cha[)tcr with describing the coast of Zamiueliar.
The ^fongcarts are one of the wandering tribes of Arabs, add Avbolly occupied in tending 

tneir cattle. They are all Mahometans, and offer up prayers' three times a daj% sometimes 
oftener; but having no n)Osqucs,'  these prayers are never pronounced in public, except 
when the horde is visited by a prieslf? who seldom conjes but upon account of the cluhlran’s 
education. Then all the Arabs assemble at the hour of prajer, plac‘e themselves in a line, 
tiii n to the east, and, w'anting water in the desert, rub their face and arms with sand, while 
ilje priest recites aloud the general prayer. I t  is the same as that which is rehearsed by 
tlie uublic crier in the mosques in civilized countries.
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The priests are employed in travelling about the country to instruct the children : there 
is nothing like force in their education,: the little boys meet in the morning, of tlieir own 
accord, at the place of instruction, which is to them a place of recreation ; they go there 
with a small board, inscribed with the Arabic characters, and a few maxims of the Koran ; 
the oldest and the best informed receive their lessons directly from the priest-s, awd after- 
%rards communicate them to their fellows. They are never corrected; because it would 
be a crime to beat a child, who, according to the received notions, has not sufficient reason 
to distinguish good from evil: this lenity extends even to the children of Christians, though 
in a state of slavery; they are treated in all respects like the Arabs, and the man who 
shall be rash enough to strike one of them would endanger his life. Verv different is 
their treatment of negro children, who may indeed join all the amusements of the young 
Arabs, and even attend the public schools; but if they be guilty of a fault, they are severely 
punished.

When the child of a IMongeart becomes tired of the places of public instruction, he quits 
them at pleasure ; and without feeling constraint or hearing reproach, goes and employe 
himself in tending his father’s flocks ; and accordingly there are very'few among them who- 
can read. Those who persevere in the study of the Koran are made priests, after having 
passed an examination before the learned elders, and enjoy the greatest public consi
deration. They have no need of cattle, for those of the nation being theirs, they find their 
subsistence everywhere.

I t  is generally at seven or eight years of age that children undergo the painful operation 
of circumcision. Their head is also shaved, nothing being left but four locks of hair ; one 
of which is cut off, in a meeting of the family at each remarkable action performed by 
the child. I f  at the age of 12 or 13 he kill a wild boar or other beast of prey that should 
fail upon his flock, he loses one of his locks. I f  in the passage of a river a camel be car
ried away by the stream, and he save it by swimming to its assistance, anotlier is cut off. 
I f  he kill a lion, a tyger, or a warrior of a hostile nation, in a surprise or an attack, he is 
considered as a man, and his head is entirely shaved.

Different from trie other Arabs, their neighbours, and indeed from the Mahometans in 
general, the Mongearts trouble no man on account of his religion. The only one which 
they do not tolei-ate is the Jewisii; and were a Jew to enter their territory, and liave tlie 
misfortune to be taken, he would certainly be burnt alive.

: A war between two Mongeart tribes seldom happens, and is never bloody; but the dif
ferent families' destroy one another fast enough in their intestine broils. Tliey are all- 
thieves ; and' indeed theft is a crime only in the day-time, being aiitlioriscd by law 

. during the night, in ordi'r to compel them to take care of their cattle. Could they find' 
redress wlien robbed by night, tliey would be less vigilant ; and tlicir lierds and flocks- 
would be more expo.-ed to the wild beasts tliat over-run their country; but being obliged ' 
to be on their guard, even against their nearest neighbours, they are ahvays ready to repeli 
both the lion and the tyger. Theft, even in the day-time, is so far from being piinislicd, 
unless dctecteif a t the instant of commission, that w hen-any thing is stolen impei’ceived, 
it.becomes the lawful property of the thief In  vain’would the rightful owner recognize- 
k in  his neighbour’s tent, he (jannot reclaim it, it Ceases to be his from the moment he. has- 
been, negligent in its care. Hence arises this people’s inclination for rapine; they do')

6 X 2 -
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not think they ooiuinit a crime, .and only follow,, in this regard, a custom allowed hy 
itlicir laws. . . . . . >

When an Arab is going to market, or on his return from thence, if be do not take the 
■greate.st C!U-e'to keep his journey a secret, he. is often attacked. Neighbouring Arabs are . 
desirous of profiting by his industry, and as there are no persons in the country appointed 
to apprehend robbera, the hope of booty spurs them on to the attack. That they may . 
have nothing to fear, they lie in wait, when the night is coming on, for hitn'whom they 
mean to pillage. Their intention is never to kill,, they only endeavour to surprise, to dis-. 
arm, and make themselves master of every thing that comes in their tvay. But it soine-

■ times happens that the man they ,intend to plunder, being acquainted with the customs of 
his country, keeps an attentive ear, stands on his guard, fires upon his assailants at the 
first motion he observes, and then fights desperately with his dagger. The report of tlie 
musket almost always brings out the neighbouring Arabs, who; in virtue of the laws of 
hospitality, take the defence of the weaker side : they run up well armed; and then woe

• TO the .aggrcssprs, if they do not save themselves by a speedy xfight.
The Mongearts hav e a rooted abhorrence of the Spaniards, and never fail to massacre 

every man ofthat nation,.who is so unfortunate os to be shipwrecked on their coasts, while 
they reserve the wointr, for sale at Morocco. The reason of this hatred is that the inha
bitants of the Canaries c ake frequent descents on the Mongear coasts, and carry off men, 
•women, cattle, and every thing they meet with, and these people being ignorant of the 
fate of their countrymen, I'etaliate by death on all Spaniards thdt fall into their hands; 
whilst tiicy treat the British and French as well as they can, ,

The Foulalis inhabit a country on the confines of tlie great desert, along the parallel of 
nine degrees north. They partake much of the negro form and complexion; but have 
neitlicf the jetty colour, thick lips, nor crisped hair of the negroes : they have also a larf- 
giiage distinct from the Mandinga, which is the prevailing one iii this quarter. The Fou- . 
lahs occupy, at least.as sovereigns, several provinces or kingdoms, interspersedi throughout 
the tract comprehended between the mountainous border of the country of Sierra Leona on 
‘he west, and that of Tombuctoo on the east, as also a large tract on the lower part of tlie 
Senegal river; and these provinces are insulated from each other ip a .very remarkable 
manner. Their religion is Mahomedan^sm, but with a great mixture of paganism, and 
with less intolerance than is practised by the Moors.

Ludamar is a Moorish kingdom, in the interior of Africa, of which the capital, Benprm, . 
i_s placed by major Rennel in 15° north latitude, and 60° 50' west longitude. I t has for 
its northern boundary the great desert, and is described by Mr. Park as little better than 
a desert itself. Our traveller was taken captive on the confines .of this kingdom, and 
carried to the camp of the king, where he was subjected to the crudest indignities' that

* the malice of bigotted Moors could invent. H e was not suffered to travel beyond the 
camp, though he moved as it moved, and of course saw a considerable part of the country, 
and had an opportunity of observing the manners of the people. “ The Moors of Luda- 
inar sub.sist chiefly on the flesh.of their cattle, and are always in the extreme of glutt^joy

, or abstinence. In consequence of the*frequent and sevefi'e fasts -vyhich their religion enjoias,
, and the toilsome journeys which they sometimes undertake*across the. desert, they are
■ enabled to bear both hunger and thirst with surprising fortitude ’; but. whenever opportunities
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occur of satisfying their appetites, they generally devour more at one meal than would • 
serve au European for three. They pay but little attention to agriculture, purchasing their 
corn* cotton, cloth, and other necessaries from the negroes, in exchange for salt, which 
they dig from the pits in the Great Desert.” . ,

“ The natural barrenness of the country is such that it furnishes but few materials for 
. manufacture. Tlic Moors, however, contrive to weave a strong cloth, with which they 

cover their tents : the thread is spun by their women, fiom tlie hair of -goats; and they 
prepare the hides of their cattle so as to frirnish saddle^’bridles, pouches, and other 

.articles of leather. They arc likewise sufficiently skilful to convert the native iron, which ' 
they procure from the negroes, into spears and knives, and also into pots for boiling their 
food; blit their sabres and other-weapons, as w elf as their fire-anns and ammunition, they 
])urchasc from the Europeans, in exchange for the negro slaves which they obtain in their 
predatory excursions. Their chief commerce of this kind is with the French traders in the 
Senegal river.” ■

“ The Moors of this country have singular ideas of feminine perfection: the graceful- 
Kcss of figure and motion and a countenance enlivened by expression are by no means 
essential points in tlicir standard ; with tliem corpulence and beauty appear to be tertns 
nearly synonymous. A woman of even moderate pretensions must be one who cannot 
walk without a slave under each arm to support her; and a perfect beauty is a load for a 
camel. In consequence of this prevalent taste for umvieldincss of bulk, the Moorish 
ladies take great pains to acquire it early in life; and for this [)ui j)osc many of the young 
girls are conqjellcd by tlicir mothers todevoui an immense quantity of food, and drink a 
large bowl of camel’s milk every morning. It is of no importance whether tlie girl has an 
appetite or no, the meat and the diink must be swallowed; and obedience is frequently 
enforced by blows. This singular practice, instead of jiroducing indigestion and disease, 
soon covers the young lady with that degree of plumimcss, which, in tlic eye of a Moor, is 
perfection itself.”

“ Althou^'h the wealth of the Moors consists chieflv in their numerous* licrds of' jLcattle, yet, as the pastoral life docs not afford full employment, the naajority of the people 
are perfectly idle, and spend the day in trifling conversation about their horses, orm  laying 
schemes of depredation on the negro villages.”

“ The usual place of rendezvous for the indolent is the king’s tent, where great liberty 
speech seems to l>c exercised by the company towards each other. .While in speaking 

of their chief they express but one opinion. In praise of their sovereign they are unani
mous. Songs, arc composed in his honour, whicli the company frcquently*sing in concert, 
but they arc so loaded willi gross adulation, that no man but a Moorish despot could heat 
them without blushing. The king is distinguished by tlie fineness of his dress, which ^s 
composed of blue cotton cloth, brought from Tonibuctoo, or white linen, or muslin from 
Morocco. lie  has likewise a larger tent than any otiier person, with a white cloth over 
it ; but in bis usual intercourse, with bis subjects all distinctions of rank are frequently for
gotten.. He sometimes eats out of the sanie bowl yith his camel driver, and reposes him
self during the heart of tiie day upon the same bed.”

“ The military strength of Ludamar consists in cavalry. They are well mounted, and 
appear to be very expert in skirmishing and attacking by surprise. Every sol’dier
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.furnishes his own horse, and finds liis accoutrements, consisting of a large sabre, a double 
barrelled gun, a small red leather bag for holding his balls, and a powder-horn slung over 
the shoulder. l ie  has no pay, nor any remuneration but what arises from plunder. This 
body is not very'numerous, for when Ali, the king, made war upon Bambara, our author 
■was informed that his whole force did not exceed 2000 cavalry: they constitute, however, 
by what lie could learn, but a very small proportion of his Moorish subjects. The horses 
are very beautiful, and so highly esteemed that the negro princes will sometimes give from 
12 to 14 slaves for'one horse.” • ' ‘

Tombuctoo is a large city, capital of a kingdom of the same name, has been for soinc 
time the great object of European research, and was, we iiave heard, very lately visited by 
Mr. Mungo Park. It is one of the principal marts for that extensive commerce which the 
Moors carry on with the negroes. The hopes of acquiring wealth in this ])ursuit, and 
zeal for propagating their religion have filled this extensive city with Moors and Mahomedan 
converts; the kin<̂  himself and all the chief officers of state are Moors, and thev are said 
to be more severe and intolerant in their principles'than any other of -the Moorish tribes 
in this part of Africa. ’ - .

Another celebrated city in the interior of Africa is Iloussa, the capital of an African 
cmpii c 6n the banks of the Niger, a city which has excited much curiosity among men of 
science since it was first mentioned to a committee of the African Association, about the 
year I7fii0. The person from whom they received their information was an Arab, of the 
name of Shabeni; who said that the population of Houssa, whci‘c he had resided two 
years, wase<]ualled only (so far as his knowledge extended) by that of London and Cairo; 
and, in his rude unlettered way, he described the government as monarchial, yet not un
limited ; its justice as severe, but directed by written laws; and the rights of landed pro
perty as guarded by the institutions of certain hereditary officers, whose functions appear'' 
to be similar to those of the Canongoes of Ilindostan, and whose important complicated 
duties imply an unusual degree of civilization and refinement. For the probity of the 
merchants of Houssa the Arab expressed the highest respect; but remarked, with indig
nation, that the woinen were admitted to society, and that the honour of the husband was 
often insecure. O f their written alphabet he knew no more than ̂ that it is perfectly 
different from the Arabic and the Hebrew characters; but he represented the art of 
writing as common in Houssa. And when he described the manner in which their pot
tery was made, he gave, unknowingly to himself, a representation of the antient Grecian^ 
wheel. In passing to Houssa from Tombuctoo, in vhich last citv he had resided seven 
years, he found the banks of the Niger more numerously peopled than those of thg Nile 
from Alexandria to Cairo, and his mind was obviously impressed wiili higher ideas of the 
wealth and grandeur of the empire of Houssa of those of any kingdom which he had 
seen, England alone excepted. '

Fezzanh a kingdom in the interior of Africa, placed in the vast wihlerness as an island' 
in the ocean. The following account -̂ vas given to ^Ir. Lucas, the African traveller, by an 
old shereef, a native of Fezzan, and that account was confirmed by the governor of McSii- 
rata, who had himself visited Fezzanf and who, havintg treated the traveller, with great 
kindness, ought not to be suspected of having wantonly deceived him.

Accoriling to this account Fezzan lies to the ,§outU of Mesurata, and the traveller ffoiu-
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tlic latter place to the former arrives in eight days atW adan, vherc refreshments are pro- 

' cured for the. caravan. From tlience, in five hours, tliey i-each the desert of Spudah, where 
no vegetable is seen to grow but the talk, a tree from which the lemon-coloured wood Is 
taken, w’hich forms handles for tools. The passage of the desert takes up some days,. 
when the traveller finds a miserable village, producing nothing bui dates, brackish water, 
and Indian corn; from this village, a  day’s journey conducts to tlie town of Scbr.ah, where 
are the remains of an anti’ent castle and other venerable ruins, and in four days more he 
reaches Mourzouk, the capital of Fezzan.

This city is situated on the hanks of a small river, surrounded by a high wall for defence, 
and is distant from Mesurata spo computed mi’es, Eastward of Alourzook, in tire town of 
-Queela, in which are the remains of antieni buiidiiigs; tike size of the cisterns and the 
construction of the vaulted caves exhibit instances of antient splendor. South of which 
place is Jermah, distinguished by numerous and majestic ruins, on w’hich are many 

. inscriptions. Tcssduwa lies eastward, near tvhich was a river, which the shereef remem
bers, but is now overwhelmed in the moving sands, North-east from Mourzouk, distant 
about ICO miles, is the large town of the Tenimiswa, where the caravans of pilgrims from 
Bornou and Nigritia, by way of Cairo, to Mecca, provide their stores for the desert ^

In the town or province of Mendrah is a large quantity of trona, a species of fossil alkali, 
that floats on the surface or settles on the banks of its spreading lakes, great quantity of 
which is sent to Tripoli, and shipped for Turkey, Tunis, and Morocco; at tlie latter it is 
used as an ingredient in the red dye of the leather. Mendrah is about 60 miles south of 
Fezzan. The territory of Fezzan extends but little westward, being confined by barr«i 
mountains : the smaller towns of this kingdom are said to be about ioO; these towns are 
chiefly inhabited by husbandmen and shepherds; in every town a market is regularly 
^jcld ; mutton and goats’ flesh are sold by the quarter, usually from 32 to 40 grains of 
. gold, or from four to five shillings English; the flesh of camels is dearer and divided into 
smaller parts.

The houses are of clay, w ith flat roofs, composed of branches of trees, onvyhich earth 
laid ; this is sufficient in a climate where it never rains. The heats in summer, from 
April to November, arc intense, and the hot winds blow from the' south-east, south, and 
south-west w'ith such violence as to threaten suffocation; when it changes to the west, a 
reviving freshness ensues.
^  The dress of the inhabitants is like that of the Moors of Barbary, consisting of a large 
pair of trowsers, a shirt, which hangs over the trowsers, a kind of waistcoat without sleeves, 
and a jacket v\ ith tight s leev eso v e r the jacket is a loose robe, which reaches belov̂ '- the 
knee, a girdle of crimson, and a long cloth, called a barrakon or alhaicque, like a highland 
plaid, is worn, stockings of leather, laced like half boots, and slippers; on the head a re3 
cap and turban; sometimes over the whole they throw a long cloak with a hood, called a 
burnoose. In  summer they throw, off all but tlie shirt and the cap. ,

■ , The people bear very high degrees of heat, but any cold affects them sensibly. Their 
diseases are chiefly of the inflajnmatory and putrid kind; the small-pox is common; 
their old women are their jyin.cipal physicians. For pains in the head they cup and bleed, 
for those in the limbs they bathe in the hot lakes. . They have a multitude of noxious and
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loathsome animals ; the air, is crowded with mosquetocs, and their persons. arc Qver-i‘UK3 
with'the vermin, which aftect the beggars of Europe. ■

In their persons they incline to the negro, of a deep swarthy complexion, with curly 
black hair; they are tall, but indolent, inactive,' and weak.' In their common intcrcours8y 
distinction of rank seems to be forgotten ; rich and poor, master and man, converse, eat, 
and drink together; they are, however, generous and hospitable.

An extensive plain composes the kingdom of Fezzan ; the soil is generally ,a light sand, 
the springs are abundant, and few regions in Africa exhibit a richer vegetation. The land 
produces the talk, the white-thorn, date-trees, the olive, and lime, apricot, pomegranate,- 
and fig ; Indian corn and barley are the favourite objects, of cultivation, of u licat there is 
little raised. The tame animals are the sheep, cow, goat, and camel; and the wild are 
the ostrich, antelopes of various kinds, one of which is called the huaclee, which, when 
chased, plunges w'ith address from a precipice, and lights on its barns.

The food of the lower class consists of flour of Indian corn, seasoned with oil and fruit } . 
those of superior rank eat wheat-bread and flesh. Fezzan produces much salt; the water 
has in general a mineral taste, but the favourite beverage is a liquor from the date-tree, 
which acquires, when fermented, an intoxicating* strength. In religion they are rigid Ma- 
liomcdans, but tolerant. Their government is monarchial; tlieir present king is dc.scended 
from one of the shereefs of Taffilet, who, about 400 years since, obtained the crown. 
Till the present century the king was independent, when the basha\y of Tripoli conquered 
and made it tributary; the reigning sovereign has nearly throw’n off this yoke. In Fezzan 
the descendants of the prophet are highly privileged,' their property and persons are in
violable, they are exempt from certain punishments. This class are in general either 
princes or merchants.

Tlic revenue is composed of a tax on towns and villages, a tax on every camel-load of 
goods (except provisions) which enters the capital, fines for offences, lands of persons 
dying without heirs, and a tax on gardens and date-trees. Gold dust by w'cight is the 
<’hicf medium of payment, but for convenience they are furnished with small papers of gold 
dust, of different values, from two xarbes 'or one and a half upwards, for smaller articles 
corn or flour are used as a medium. One grain of gold is equah to three halfpence 
sterlinii: the Fezzan "rain is the same as in England.o o - o

'’J"he justice of the sovereign is higlily extolled ; small offences are punished by the bas
tinado, and the punishments increase to fine, imprisonment, and death. Trusting to thew 
natural defence, the towns are without guards, and they have no standing forces: the only 
war the shere?f remembered. Was undertaken against a people inhabiting the mountains of 
Tibesti, which is separated from the ' people of Fezxan by a wide and sandy desert. 
41’hese people are wild and savage; and had plundered a caravan belonging to the king, 
w ho sent an army of between 3 and 4000 men against thjem and subdued them : the . 
country of this people produces much senna. The vales of' Tibesti are said to be fertile 
in corn and pasture for cattle, particularly camels : the people live in huts and profess 
various religions ; some the IMahomeilan, others are attached to their antient idolatry.

The people of Fezzan carry on a considerable trade with Tripoli, E«rnou, .Nigfitia, &c. 
At the end of October, w hen the heats arc abated, tlie caravans depart from iMourzouk in
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small parties of 10 or liZ, unless in tlie time of war : they lay in provisions of dates, meal, 
and jnutton, salted, dried in the sun, and boiled in oil or fat. The merchants have agents 
in the cliicf towns, to whom they send the slaves they purchase. The caravans to Tripoli 
earry the trona, senna, ' gold, and slaves, brought from the southern countries ; and in return 
bring back, cutlery, woollen, silks, dollars, copper, and brass..

That to Boumou carr.es 'nrass and copper for the currency of the country, imperial dol
lars, and various manufactures ; but of their own produce only a preparation of dates and 
meal of Indian corn > and they take in return slaves, gold dust, and civet.

To Cashna, an empire In Nigritia, they carry cowries, brass, to make rings and bracelets, 
horses, several kinds, of manufactures, and the Gdoroo nuts, and in return take gold rlust, 
slaves, cotton cloth dyed, goats’ skins, hides, senna, and civet, for the countries soutii of 
the Niger, where also tliey convey sabre-blades, and Dutch knives, coral, brass beads, 
looking-glasse-s, dollars, &c.; and receive back gold dust, slavcSi, cotton cloths, goats 
skins, Gooroo nuts, cowrieSj and ivory.

A caravan of pilgrims sets oiit likewise, in every autumn of the second or third year, fiKjm 
Mourzouk, the capital of Fezzan, to Mccc^j. Tlicy proceed to Temessa, over the mounv 
tain of Ziitan, and thence to Sibbuh a place subject to Tripoli; and thence, nearly in a 
line with the Mediterranean sea, to Cairo, and thence to Mecca by the customary route.'

As not one celestial observation has been taken to determine any latitude- between Benia 
and Tripoili, a lfthc  positions are fixed by estimation, reckoning 15 or ifi miles for a day’s 
journey. Mr. Rcnncl places Mourzouk, the capital of Fezzan, in latitude 27° 20', or CGt) 
miles from Masmata.

Bournou is a kingdom or province of Zaara in Africa, extending from 12° to 22° of east 
li^ngiludc; and from 17° to 21° of north latitude. The northern part is poor and like tne 
rest of the provinces of Zaara; but all the rest is well watered by springs and, rivers, that 
tumble down, with n. dreadful noise, from the mountains, rendering the country prolific iu 
corn", grass, and fruits, and giving it a pleasing aspect. The eastern and western frontiers 
arc divided into mountains and valle\^s, the latter being all covered with flocks of cattle, 
fields of rice and millet, and many of the mountains with wood, fruit-trees, and cotton. 
On tlie north-west stands the mountain of Tartar, having plenty of good iron mines; and 
on the south flows the river Niger, which, it is said, after running a great many leagues 
under a long chain of mountains, rears up its head again, and mingles its streams with the 
Avertbrs of the lake Bournou, in its course from whence it washes the walls of tlic capital of 
this kingdom. Tlie compilers of the Universal History, however, are of opinion that in 
these mountains the river Niger hath its course, because no river hath been, traced to the 
eastward except the Nile, which runs in a different course from north to south ; and the 
White river, on the western frontiers of Abyssinia, which is a branch of the Nile. The 
eastern and western parts of BQurnou' are inhabited by a people of a roving disposition, 
who live in tents, and have their women, children, and every thing else in common ; th 
word property or any idea equivalent to it being utterly unknown among them. They have 
nieither,religion, law's, government, npr any degree of i^bordination; and hence they have 
been supposed by Chfverius t^ be the lineal descendants of the antient Garamantes, and 
this to have been the residence of that people. In these parts the natives are almost all 
to a man shepherds and husbandmen. In summer thev go naked, except a  short aproj>

voL. II. 6 y .'
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before; but in winter they are %varnlly clothed with the softest shcep-skins, of which they 
also form their bed clothes; and indeed this is icarce a sufficient defence against the 
inclemency of the weather at certain seasons of the year, when a cold piercing wind Ulows 
from the northern mountains, that chills the blood in proportion as the pores of the body 
have been opened by tlie scorching heats of summer. Baudrand and Daper affirm that 
the natives are scarce superior in their understanding td' brutes ; not having any names 
wliereby to distinguish each other, except what they take from any personal defect or 
singularity; such as lean, fat, squinting; hump-backed, &c. In the towns, however, it is 
acknowledged that they are soniethmg more civilized and polite, being many of them 
inerchanis; but of these towns, nor indeed of the kingdom in general, very, liulc is 
know n. , . ■ - , ' ■

Adel is a kingdom on the eastern coast of Africa, which reaches as far as the straits of 
Babclniaiidcl, which unite the Red sea to the sea of Arabia, This counti-y produces 
corn, and feeds a great number of cattle. The inhabitants carry on a trade in gold, silver, 
ivory, oil, frankincense, a sort of pepper, and other merchandizes of Arabia and the 
Indies. The king was formerly a vassal to tlie grand negus of Abyssinia ; but being Ma
hometans, and the Abyssinians a sort of Christians, they could not agree; and in 1.53J 
came to an open rupture, wlien the Adelines threw off the yoke, seeking protection from 
tlie grand signior. The principal jilaccs are Adela, seated in the centre of the country^ 
and is the town where the king resides ; Zeila, near the Arabian sea, is a rich town, and 
has a good trade ; Barbora, near the sea coast, is. air -anticirt trading town. I t rains very 
sclilom in this country. • ' ’

Ajan, a coast and country of Africa, lias the river Quilmanci on tlie south; the moun
tains fiom'wfiidi tliat ri\cr springs on the west; Abyssinia or Ethiopia and the strait of 
Babclmaiulel on the nortii; and tlie Eastern or Indian ocean on the east. The coaft 
abounds with all the necessaries of life, and has plenty of very good horses. The kings 
of .\jan 'are often at war with the emperor.of the Abyssins, and all the prisoners they take 
they sell to tiio merchants bf Cambaya, those of Aden, and other Arabs, who come to 
trade in their liarbours, and give tlicm in exchange coloured cloths, glass beads, raisins, and 
dates, for which they also lake back, besides slaves, gold and ivory, ( The whole sea-eoast 
from Zanquebar to the strait of Babclmandel is called the coast of Ajan, and a consider
able part of it is styled the Desert-coast.

Zanquebar is a country in Africa, lying on the eastern coast, between 3° of north l ĵF- 
tude and 18'’ south. It includes several petty kingdoms, in which the Portuguese have 
various settlrtncnts. The inhabitants, except those converted by the Portuguese,' are all 
Mahometans and idolaters: and the latter much the more numerous. 'I’he namcs.of the 

• principal tenitorics are Mombaza, Lamon, !^^elinda, Quiola, and Mosambique: the 
Portviguesc have built .several - ports in Mombaza and IM^sambique, and have settled 
several colonies there ; tlicy trade with the negroes for slaves, ivory, gold, ostrich-feathers, 
wax, and drugs; the productions are much the same as in other parts of Africa betvveer. 
the tropics. ,  -

Mombaza supplies the Portuguese with slaves, g^d, ivory, rice, flesh, and otlfer pro
visions, which they transport to their settlement in Brazil. *

Melinda is for the most part rich and fertile, producing almost all the nccessurica. oi
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;; i3e, except’̂ e a t  and rice, both which are brought thither fiphi Cainbaya and o th e r»
- parts, and those who^cannot purchase them make use Of potatoes in their stead,- which are , 
. .here fine,- large, and in great plenty :'they likewise abound wath great variety of fruit-trees*'
: roots, plant's,- and other ̂ eschlentS, and with melohs of exquisite' taste^they have also great , 

plenty-of venison, game, oxen, sheepi hens, geese, and other poulby, fr:c.; and one breed . 
ofsheep'j whose. tails;.w''eigh between 30 and'40 pounds. .'-The capital city is also called 

'  Mebhda.'-i'.\ /.'■ . \ . -
MbSambique takes its name from the chief town, which is situated on ati island at the 

month of a-river. of the same name, in' 15® south,latitude: ;the island is 30 miles iij cir- 
^cumfeirenCe and v.ei’y  populous; though tl»e air is said to bo very hoi, .and .the soil in geive- 

ral dry, saiidy and harreh, yet they-have rfiost of the: tropical fruits, .with black' cattle, • - 
hogSj;'and sheep. _ There is a kind'Of fowd'here both . the feathers and.-.flesh of which are .

, -black ; insotriuch that'when they are.'bpiled, the. brotli..looks like ink ; and yet their flesh is •
' very delicate and good-food.. The totyn of Mosambique is reguiarly fortified, and has a  ,

T good hai'bour, defended by a citadel, with several Churches and'monasteries: the -Portu-^, 
guese shipping to and-frqrhTndia touch-here for refreshments. As the island abohnds\ in 
Cattl^- die Portuguese slaughter and . salt up a. great deal of beef, \vhich tliey . afterwaiidis - 
seind to tlifi'• Brazils or sell to the; European shipping : they also barter European gooqb ,' 
-with the natives, for gold, elephants’ teeth; and slaves. J , There is another town, called Mon-- 
gale, situated also on. an island, and garrisoned by the Portuguese, being , their chief magh- ’ 
ane for Enropfcan goods. The gold ttiey receive from the natives is found near the surface;

' of the earth, pr in the sands of riyers; no gold mipeSj or at least very few, being at present 
w fo u ^ t in Africa. .. - . . .  , ' . ; , , ' -,
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b o o k  XI.

P agan Africa ,

C H A PTER  I.

. G uinea .

r t n i l I S  large tract of country lies on’ Uie west side of the continent' of Africa, add ex \ . 
' tends along, the coasts 3 or 4'000. miles, beginning at the river Senegal. From 'tliat\' 
.'river to the river 'Q ahibia/ahd in a southerly course . to Cape Sierra Leonai is eompre^ '
, hended a coast o f :.700 miles, bciiig the samp tract for which queen Elizabeth, granted i- 
charters to the ffrst traders to that coas.t. Froni Sierra I^oha, die land^df Guinea takes a \ 
turn to . the eastivard, extending that codrse about' 1500 miles, including those severai 
'divisions knowiv by the nanies of the Grain Coasti the Ivory Coast, the Gold Coast, and 
the Slave Coast, .with the large kingdom of, Benin, From thence the land runs southivard , 

'^dng the coast about IQOO miles, ivhich'contains the kingdoms of Congo aiid Angola^ 
where the trade for slaves ends. From which to the southenrtost cape of Africa, called,. 
the Cape of Good Hope, the country is settled by Caflresand Hottentots, M'hbh,ave never.

■ bpen concerned itrmakihg or sellihg s1av.es.':,.
. The, entrance into the Sene^t river is narrpiy and somew’Jiafc dlflicvdf,.By reason of itS ' 
immoveable bai* and shndy-shoalsj as ivell as the seyeral islands at the mouth of it, and; 
the several canals and marches that clog it, b u t :after.sailing up. eight or ten leagues,' it iis'', 

" fo ^ d  broad and deepj and fit, to Carry large vessels, and, excepdng about'five 'or six 
leagues bn each side above the rnouth, which is sandy and baureh ground, the banks are 

- covered vwdth stately trees and villages, aud the .country, in general- . is‘ fei-tile aiid well 
, watered j  for, like the Nile,'this river.ovei'flowsMts. banks for many leagues, and enriches 
the land to a great degree, though, for want of skiij, the inhabitants do not reap the ad-^» 
vantages whidi they in ight; obtain from its-.fertility. . The people on both sides the river' 
live as heac to i t  as-they, can, and feed.great herds of cattle, sowing large and sinall millet; ,•

' the former of 1 which-is- balled by'us Turkey; wheat, in great quantities and \yith gieat 
increase. Xf .the: river fails, o f overflowing at- its usi^l season, .a great scaibity ensues in 
the adjacent, country.; .and; even - whtn it overflows fegulady,. it breeds sucli; vast’ flights, of 

^grasshoppers and insects, as qSite darken the uir, and frequently devbuv'all the, -pfodiict o f' - 
; the.eaitth,;in .which: case.thc/pebple kill tb^se: insects and eat them,'^. which they do cither..
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tiy pounding in leathern bags, and then boiling them in mills, or, which is reckoned the 
more (lelicious method, by frying or broiling them over a light blaze, in a frying-pan full of 
holes; thus the legs and wings of the insects are burnt otf, and the rest of the body is' 
sutficlently roasted to be eaten as a dainty, which they look u]>,on to be very v/holcsome 
an.% nourishing. -. ' .

The soil on the Gambia is said by Mr. Adansort “ to be rich and deep, and amazingly 
fertile, producing sirontancously and almost without cultivation all the necessaries of life,' 
grain, fririts, herbs,, anrl roots. -Every thing matures to pc'rfection and is excellent in its 
kind.” One thing which always surprised him was the , [rrodigious rapidity with which 
tire sap, -of trees repairs any loss they may happen to sustain in that country; “ And I 
was never (says he) more astonished than when, landing four days after, the insects had de
voured all the fruits and. leaves, and ev en the buds of the trees, to find .the trees covered 
wilii new leaves, and they did not seem to me to have siiffcred much,” I t was then 
(s.ays the same author) tlic fish sca.son ; you might see them in shoals approaching towar ds 
land. Some of those shoals were 50 fathoms squai'C, and the fish erduded together in 
such a inanner as to roll ujron one another without being able to swim. As soon as the 
negroes perceive them coming towards land, Ihcy jump .into the water, with.a basket in 
one hand and swim with the other : they need only to plunge and to lift up their basket, 
mul they arc sure to return loaded aithfislu”

The country between the Gambia and Senegal, as well as on the hanks of those rivers, 
is principally inhabited by three races of negroes; the Fotilahs,. who have been uh'oady 
described; the Mandingps; and tbe Jalolfs, The Mandingos are so called from tire 
large country of Manding, which is situated in the interior of Africa: they arc a very 
gentle race of people, cheerful in their dispositions, credulous, simple, and fond of flatterv. 
The men arc coirr.mpnly above the middle size, well sliapcih sti'ong, and capable, of en
during great lalrour; tire women are good-natured, sprightly, and agrccahle : the dress of 
both sexes isroni])osed of cotton cloth, of tlrcir own inamrfacture ; that of the men js a 
loose frock, not unlike a surplice, with drawers, which reach half way down the leg, and 
they wear sandals on their feet, and white cotton caps on tlicir heads; the women’s dress 
consists of two pieces of cloth, eacii of which is about six feet long and tlirce broad, one of 
these they wrap round tiiC waist, w hicli, hanging down to the ancles, answers the jnirpose 
of a petticoat, the other is thrown negligently over the bosom and shoulders. .Ilotli men 
and women among the Mandingos seem to have an invincible propensity to consimt 
depredation  ̂ on the property of unprotected strangers; whilst sucli is the good-nature ef 
these poor heatlicns that they will rcarlily sympathize in the sufTcrings, relieve the dis- 
Iresscs, and contrihritc to lire \»crsonal safety of the very strangers whom they are bent 

‘ uixai pKmdci'ing.
Among the Mandingos the parental and filial ,afrection.|is'remai'kably strong between 

the mother and the child, but not so between the fatiier and hi.s children. This, as J\lr. 
Park observes, is easily accounted ,for; the system of jiolygamy, while it weakens the  ̂
father’s attar >iinent, by dividing it r̂ tnong the children of dilfcrent wives, concentrates all 
lie mother's jealous tenderness to one point, the {Votcction of her own oflsiwihg. He 
perceived with great satisfaction too tnat tlie maternal solicitude extended iml only to the ' 
growth and security of the person, but aiso in a certain degree to tlic improvement of tlie ■
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mind of the infant j for one of the first lessons in -yrhich' the Mandingo wdinen instruct ’ 
their children is the practice of truth.  ̂ -

Mr. Park says he has conversed with all ranks and conditions of negroes on the subject 
of their faith, and that he can pronounce, without the smallest shadow of doubt, that the - 
belief of one God and of a future state of reward and punishment, is entire and universal 
among them. It is remarkable, however, that except on the appeai'ancc of a new moon, 
the pagan natives do not think it necessary to oiler up prayers and supplications to the 
Aliniglity, They represent the Deity indeed as the creator and preservei* of all things ; 
but in general they consider him as a Being so remote and of so exalted a nature that it is 
idle to imagine the feeble supplications of wretched mortals can reverse the decrees and 
change the purposes of unerring wisdom. The concerns of this world they believe are 
committed by t.hc Almighty to the superintendence and direction of suboidinate spirits, 
over whom they suppose that certain magical ceremonies have great influence, A white 
fowl suspended to the branch of a particular tree, a snake’s head, or a few handfuls of fruit, 
are oflerings. which ignorance and superstition frequently present to deprecate the wrath er 
to conciliate the favour of these tutelary agents.

When a person of consequence dies, the relations and neighbours meet together,_and - 
manifest their sorrow by loud and dismal liowlings. A bullock or goat is killed for such 
persons as come to assist at the funeral, udiich generally takes place the evening of the. 
same day on which the party died ; the negroes have no appropriate burial place, and fre
quently dig the grave in the floor of the deceased’s hut, or in the shade of a favc urite 
tree : the body is dressed in wliite cotton, and wrapt up in a m a t;  it fs carried to the 
grave in the dusk-of the eveiiing by the relations. I f  the grave he without the walls of the ‘ 
town, a number of jn ickly bushes are laid upon it, to prevent the wolves from digging up 
the body; hut our author never observed tliat any stone was placed over the grave as a; 
monument or memorial.

With respect to employment, the men cultivate the ground or catch fish in large rivers,, 
vv'hile the women manufacture cotton cloth. It is only the spinning and the dyeing, how
ever, that arc performed by the women, for the weh, which is seldom more than four, 
inches broad, is wove by the men, in a loom' made exactly upon the same principle as 
that of Europe. As the arts of weaving, dyeing, sewing, &c. may be easily acquired, 
those who exercise them are not considered in Africa as following any particular profession, 
f<^almost every slave can weave, and every boy can sew. The only artists which are 
distinctly acknowledged as such by the negroes, and who value themselves on exercising 
appropriate and jieculiar trades are the manufacturers of leather and of ir®n. The firrt , 
of tliese are called Karfankea, or, as tiic word is sometimes pronounced, Ganngay ; they 
are to be found in almost every tow n, and they frequently travel through the country in, 
the exercise of their calling: they tan luuf dress leather with great expedition, by steeping 
the hide first in the mixture of wood ashes and' water until it parts with the hair, and  ̂
afterwards by using the pounded leaves of a tree, called gos, as an astringent.

' TliQ manufacturers in iron are not so numerous ai^thc Karrankcas; hut they ajipear to 
have studied their hfisincss ^ith equal diligence. The negroes on the coast being chiefly 
supplied with iron from the European traders, never attempt the mamifacturiug of this- 
article themselves ; but in the inland parts tli<e natives smelt tliis useful metal in suchi
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’ quantities as not only tO'supply themselves from it with all necessary weapons'hml 
instruments, but even to make it an article of commerce with some of, the neisrlibourins* 
states. , During our author's stay at Kamalia, there was a smelting furnace at a small 
distance from tlie hut where he lodged, and the owner and-his'workmen liad no secret 
about the manner of conducting the operation, but readily allowed them to examine the 
furnace and assist them in breaking the ironstone. The process of it is needless to de- 
scribe, though it bd proper to obserye that the mass, of metal obtained by it was rather , 
steel than iron. Most of the African blacksmiths are acquainted.also with the method of 
smelting gold, in which process they use an alkaline salt, obtained from • a lie of burnt 
corn-stalks evaporated to dryness : they likewise draw the gold into wire, and form it 
into a variety of ornaments, stime'of which are executed with a great deal of taste and

• ingenuity.
The Jaloffs are an active, powerful, and warlike people: their noses, says Mr. Park, 

are not so much depressed, nor their lips so protuberant as those of tlic gtmeralky of 
Africans, and though their skin is of the deepest black, they are considered by the white 
traders as the most sightly negroes in that part of the continent where they live. They 
arc divided into several indepehdent states or kingdoms, which are frequently at w ar with 
their ncighltours or with each other. In their manners, superstitions, and government 
they have a greater resemblance to the Mandingos than any other nation, but excel them 
in the manufacture o f  cotton cloth, spinning the wool to a finer thread, weaving it in a  
broader loom, and dyeing it of a  better colour. They make a very good soap by boiling' 
ground nuts in tyater, and then adding a lie of wood ashes.

The Senegal and Gambia were till lately considered as two different branches of the 
samp river, the Niger; but it is now certain that they arc all three distinct rivers, and 
that the Niger runs eastward as theantients had asserted. They all .spring in the country 
-of Manding, the head of the Senegal river .being about 80 miles west of that of the-Niger, - 
and 100 miles east from that of the Gambia. Its banks are inliabited by scvcralMahor 
incdan nations, among whom I\Ir. Park found it very difficult to travel, on account of their ' 
hatred to the Christians. Major Renncl is of opinion that the waters of the Niger have 
no direct communication with the sea, but that they spread out into a great lake, and are 
evaporated by the heat of tnc sun.

That part of Guinea known by the name of the Grain and Ivory Coast extends about 
500 miles. The soil is said to be in general fertile, producing abundance of rice aiW 
roots; indigo and cotton thrive without cultivation, and tobacco would be excellent if 
carefully manufactured ; they have fish iu plenty, and their flocks increase, and their trees 
are loaded with fruit. They make a  cotton cloth, which sells well on the coast. In a,word, 
^he county is rich and the commerce. advantageous, and might be greatly augmented by 
such as would cultivate the friendship of the natives. These are represented by some 
writers as a, rude, treacherous people, whilst several other authors of credit give them a 
very different character, describing them as sensible, courteous, and the fairest traders on 
the coast of Guinea. In the collection they are said to be averse to drinking to excess, 
and such as do are severely punished T)y .the king’s orddl'. On enquiry w’hy there is*such r 
a disagreement in the character given of tliese people, it appears that though they are 
naturally inclined to be kind to strangers, with whom they are for>d of trading, yet the
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6requeiit injuries done them by the EuEopeans have occasioned their being suspicious and 
shy, the same cause has been the occasion of the ill treatment they have sometime# : 
given to innocent strangers, who have attempted to trade with them. As the Europeans 
have no settlement on this part of Guinea, the trade is earned on by signals from the 

' ships, on the appeanmee of which the natives usually come on board, in their canoe#, 
oringing tlieh gold-dust, i''orj:, 8cc. which has given opportunity to some villanous Euro
peans to carry them off with their effects or retain them on board till a ransom is paid,
J t is noted by some that since the European voyagers have carried away several of these 
people, their mistrust is so great that it is very difficult to prevail ori them to come oh 
board. • '

Next adjoining to the Ivory Coast are /these called the Gold Coast and the Slave 
..Coast; . authors are not agreed about' their bounds, but their extent' together along the 
coast-may be about 500 miles. And as the  policy, produce, and cccnomy of these two. 
kingdoms .of Guinea arc much the same, they ^hall be described logcihcr.

Here the Europeans have the greatest number of forts and faetbries, from whence, by 
means of the negro factors, a trade is carried on. above T’OO miles back in the inland 
country, whereby great numbers of slaves’ are procured, as w ell by means of the wars\ 
which arise among the negroes, or' are fomented by the Europeans, as those brought from 
the back country. Here we nnd the natives ■ more reconciled to the European manners : 
and trade, but at the same time much rnore inured to war, and ready to assist the Euro- 
pcan traders in procuring loadings for the great number of vesselswhich come yearly on 
those coasts for slaves. This part of Guinea is agreed by historians to be in genenil 
extraordinary fruitful and agreeable, producing (according to the difference of the soil)' 
vast quantities of rice and other grain, plenty of fruit and roots, palin-w'inc arid oil, and 
fish in great abundance, with much tame and wild cattle. :
• The kingdom of Whidah on the Slave Coast is said by Smith and llosman “ to be one 
of the most delightful countries in the world. , The great number and'variety, of tall, 
beautiful, and shady trees, w-hich seem planted in groves, the verdant fields, eveJW where 

. cultivated, and no otherwise divided than by those groves, and in some places a small foot 
path, together with a great number of villages, fcontribute to afford- the most delightful 
prospect i the whole country being a fine, eas}', and almost, imperqeptible ascent for the 
space of 40 or 50 miles from the sea : the farther you go from the sea the more beautiful 
an«i^opulous the counfry appears. ' That the natives were kind and obliging, and so indus- 
ti'ious that no place which was thought fertile could escape being planted, even w ithin the 
hedges which enclcRse their villages. And that as soon as they had reaped* they sowed 
again,” .. ■ .

Snelgraye also says “ the country' appears full dj^towns and villages, and being a rkh  seil » 
and well cultivated, looks like an entire garden.” In the .Collection, the husbandry of the 
negroes is described to be carried on with great regularity. “ The rainy season approaching^ 
they go into the fields  ̂and-woods, to fix on a'pfoper place for sowing ; and as here is no 
property in ground, the king s licence being obtainr^ the people go out in.troops, and 
first d e a r : the ground from ^bushes and weeds, w'hich they burn : the field being thus 
cleared, they dig it up a foot deep, and so let it remain for eight or ten daj's, till the rest 
of their neighbours have disposed their ground in the same manner. They then consult. 

V o t. ii;. - 6 ,Z  ' ‘ ■ ' . ■
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about sowing, and for that end assemble at the king's-court the next felish day: t!icking’s 
grain must be-sown first: they then- go again to the field and give the ground a SfconcI 
digging, and sow their seed. - Whilst tlie king or governor's fand is sowing, he sends but 
wine and flesh, ready dressed, enough to serve the labourers. Afterwards they in like 
manner sow the ground allotted for their neighbours, as diligently as tiiat of tlie king’s, 
by whom they are also feasted, and so continue  ̂to work in a body foi' the'public benefit, 
till every man’s ground is, tilled and sowed. None but the king and a few great men are 
exempted from this labour.' The grain soon sprouts out of the ground. W hen'it is 
about a man’s height, and begins to car, they raise a wooden bowse in the centre of the 
field; covered with straw, in which they set their children to watch. their corn, and fright 
away the birds.” ' , ’ . '

'Busman speaks'in commendation of the civility, kindness, and great industry of the 
■ natives o f Whidah. This is confirmed by Smith, who says, “ tlie natives here seem to be 
the most gendeman-likc negroes in Guinea, abounding with good manners and-ceremony 
to each otlier. The inferior pay the utmost deference and respect to the superior, as do 
■wives to their husbands,- and children to their parents. All here are naturally industrious,

. and find constant employment, the men in agriculture and the women in spinning and 
weaving cotton. The men, whose chief talent lies in husbandry, are unacquainted with 
arms, otherwise, being a numerous people, they could have made a better defence against 
the king of Dahome, who subdued them without much trouble.”, According to the Col
lection, there are, throughout the Gold Coast, regular markets, in, all villages, furnished 
with provisions and merchandize, held .every day of the iveek except Tuesday, whence 
they supply not only the inhabitants but the European ships. The negro wbmen' are 

> very expert in buying and selling, and extremely industrious, for they will repair daily t̂o 
market from a considerable distance, loaded like pack-horses, with a child perhaps at their 
back, and a heavy burden on their heads. After selling their wares, they buy fish and 
other necessaries, and return home loaded as they came. There is a market held at SabF 
every fourth day, also a weekly one in the province of Apolbgua, which is so resorted to 
that there ,are usually 5 or OOOO merchants. Their markets are so well regulated and 
governed that seldom any disorder happens ; each species of merchandize and merchants 
have a separate place allotted tlibm by themselves. The buyers may haggle as much as 
they will, but it must be widiout noise or fraud.. To keep order, the,king appoints a 
yadge, who, with four officers well armed, inspects tlie markets, bears all complaints^^md 
in a summary-way decides all differences, he has power to seize and sell as slaves all who , 
are catched hi stealing or disturbing the peace. In these markets are to be sold men, 
women, children, oxen, sheep, goats, and fowls of all kinds; European cloths, linen and 

’ woollen, printed, calicoes, silk, grocery ware, china, gold dust, iron in bars, &c, in a word, 
most sorts of l^uropcan goods as well as the produce of Afi/ica and Asia : they have other 

.markets resembling our fairs, once or twice a year, to which all the country repair, for 
they take care to order the day so in different governments as not to interfere with each 
other.

The kingdom of Benin, which is next on-the coast, thouah k ejrtends but about 1Y0 
miles on the sea, yet spreads so far inland as to be esteemed the most potent kingdom in 
pninea. By accounts, the soil and produce appear to be in a great measure like those
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before described, and., the natives are represented as a reasonable, good-natured people.: 
Artus says, “ they are a sincere, inoffensive people, and; do no injestice either to oiie 
another or to strangers.” Smith confirms tliis account, and says, that the inhabitants 

, generalVy are very good-natured and exceeding courteous and civil., When the Europeans;, 
make them presents, which, in their coming thither to trade,-they always; do; they endea
vour to 1‘cturn them doubly.” Bosman tells us, “ that his .countrymei^ the. Dutch,. AvliO - 
were often obliged to .trust them till they return die next year, w-cre sure to,be honestly 
paid tncir wJioie debts.” • - • . • , . , ,. - :

There is  in Benin a considerable order in government, theft, murder, and adultei’y 
being severely punished. Smith says, “ their tqwns are governed by officers appointed by 
the king, who iiave power to decide in civil Cases,'and to  raise. the. public taxes, but in - 
criminal cases- they must send to the king’s court,, which is held at the toiVji of Oedo or 
G reat Benin : this town, which covers a large extent of ground,, is about 60 miles from 
the sea.” Barbot tells us, “ that it contains 30 streets 20 fathoins lyide  ̂ and almost twoi 
miles long, commonly extending in a sti’aight line from one gate to another;. that the' 
gates are guarded by soldiers; that in the.se streets markets are held every day for cattle,; 
ivory, cotton, and many sorts of European’goods. This large town is divided into several! 

-wards or di.«tricts, each governed by its respective king of a street, as they call them, tp • 
administer justice and to keep good order, i-. The, inhabitants are very civil and gbod-na-.- 
tured, condescending to what the Europeans require of thern in .a civil way.” The sarad" 
author confirms whatlias been said by others of theii:justice in the payment of their debts, 
and .adds, that th.ey above' all otlier Guineans a;re very honest and just in their dealings, 
and they have such an aversion tp theft,, that, by the law of the country, it is punished'with 
death.” "IVc are told by the same.author, “ that the king of Benin is able upon occgision. 
to*maintain an army'of 100,000 men, but,that for the most pai't.he does' not keep above .
30,000. . . .  \
, 'fhe last-divisions of Guinea from which slaves are imported are,the kingdoms of Congo 
and-Angola; these lie to the south of Benin, extending, with the intermediate land, about 
12Q0 miles on the, coast. As great numbers of the natives of both these kingdoms profess- 
the Christian religion, which was long since introduced by the Portuguese, who made early 
settlements' in that country, as have leen  already described.
• The Europeans have for several, centuries carried on a commerce in slaves, •which they. - 

hav^ransported to the West India islands and otlier American settlements. As this com-, 
merce has been greatly disapproved by humane, persons, colonies have been sent to Sierra . 
I.«ona and; the island of Bulam, with intent to gradually civilize the Africans a«id establish 
such plantatiPns. as might supercede the use of. slaves'in the Indies. Vv’e are, however','' 
.sorry' observe that the success of these undertakings liave not-hitherto corresuoilded with » 
the beu evolent designs of the projectors/

6  Z  2
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South of Africa-

CHAPTER II.

-C om m only c a lle d  C a f f r a r i a  o r  th e  c o u n try  o f  th e  l l o t t e n t o t t .

r r '1  HAT country which is usually denominated Caflraria/froin the word Cafir, .signif3dng 
a heathen African, as Bushreen does a Mahometan, surrounds the empire of Mono- 

metapa in form of a hovse-shoe, extending, according to Magin, from the Negrrest of 
. Cabo as far as the Cape of Good Hope, and from thence northward to t!ie river Magnica 

or Rio de ,St. Spirita, including Mattatan, a distant kingdom. According to Sanutus, 
this coast, beginning at tiie mountains of the Moon, under the tropic of Capricorn, in 23 |° 
south latitude, extends north beyond the Cape to tire coast of Zanquebar, having the 
Indian sea on the east, tlie Ethiopic on the west, the Southern ocean on the south, and 
on the north the kingdoms of Mattatan, Monomotapa, and' the coast of-Zanquebar, or 
rather tlie Mountains of the Moon, which divide it from the rest of the continent.

The Europeans first became acquainted with this country in the year 1493, when Bar
tholomew Diaz, a Portuguese admiral, discovered the most, southerly part of Africa, now. 
called the Cape of Good Hope, but by him Cabo dos totos tormentos, or Cape ©f all 
plagues, on account of the storms he met with in the neighbourhood ; but John, then king 
of Portugal, having, from^ the account of Diaz, concluded tliat a passage to the East 
Indies was now discovered, changed the name to the Cape o f Good Hope, which it still 
retains. In 1497 it uas circumnavigated by Gasco de Gama, who made a voyage to 
India tliat way; however it remained useless to Europeans till the' year 1650, when V<wi 

.Riebeck, a  Dutch surgeon, first saw the advaHtages that would accrue to tlie East India 
company in Holland froin.a .settlement at such a convenient distance both from home and 
from India. Tlie colony which he planted has ever since continued in the hands of tlic 
Dutch, has greatly increased in value, aiid is visited by all the European ships trading to 
the East Indies.

The country now possessed by the Dutch is of pretty considerable extent, and compre
hends that part of the African coast on the west, called Terra dc Natal. It is naturally 
barren and mountainous, hut the industry of the Dutch hath overcome all natural dĤ ^̂ l- 

'̂ ’̂ eŝ  and now it produces not only a sufficiency of all the necessaries of life for the inli^i- 
tanls, but also for the refreshment of all the Europeans who pass and repa.ss that way.

• The most remarkable mountains in this country arc, Tahlc-inountain, DevilVtower, 
LionVhead, and the Tiger-hills. The three first lie near Tahle-bay, and .surround Tablc- 

•allc}’, where the Cajie town stands. I\Ir. Foster, in his voyage, informs us that “ the extre
mity of Africa towards the soutli is a mass of high mountaini, of whidi the outermost are 

■ craggy, black, and barren, consisting of a coarse granite, which contains no heterogeneous 
..parts such as' petrefied shells, &c. nor any 'volcanic productions. The ground gradually 
rises on all sides towards the three* mountains whicln,lic round the bottom ©f the bay,' 
keeping low and level only near the sea-sido, and growing soi^what iharshy in the istfiinu.s 
>>etween false and tabic buys, where a salt rivulet falls into tlie latter.- The marshy part 
has some verdure but intermixed with a great deal of sand. Tlie higher grounds, whicl;,
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from thfc seaside, have a parched and dreary appearance, arCj however, covered with a 
variety gf plants, among which are a prodigious number of shrubs, but scarce one or two 
species that deserve the i^me of trees'; there archlso' a few small pUnfations wherever a 
little run of water moistens the ground. The ascent of Table-mount fe'very steep and 
difficult, on account of the number of loose stones whicli roll away'undei* * the feet of the 
traveller. About the middle of the mountain is a bold grand chasm, whoso walls are per
pendicular, and often impending rocks piled, up in strata. Small rills of water ooze out of 

, creviees or fall from precipices in drojis, giving life to hundreds of [ilants and low shrubs 
in the chasm. The summit of the mountain is very level,' very barren, and bare of soil; 
several cavities however are filled with rain water, or contain a small quantity of vegetable 
earth, fi’om whence a few odoriferous plants draw their nourishment. Some antelopes, 
howling baboons, solitary vultures, and toads, are sometimes to be met with on the moun
tain : the view from thence is veiy extensive and picturesque; the hay seems a small 
pond or bason, and the ships in k dwindled to little boats, the town under our feet and the 
little compartments of its gardens look like the work of children.’*

Most accounts of this country that have been published mention a surprising pheno- 
naenon which is annually to be seen from the top of Tal>lc-hill from September to March, 
namely a white cloud hovering on its top, and called by the sailors the devil's table-cloth':

' this cloud is said by some at first to appear no bigger than a barley-corn, it then increases 
to tijc size of a walnut, and soon after covers the whole top of the mount. But according 
to,Mr^Kdlbcn, it is never less on its first appearance than the size of a' large ox, often 
b ĝep, • It hangs in several flccccs over thcTahle-hill and the Wind or Devil’s-hill, which 
fldfecĥ ' at l?ist uniting, form a large cloud that covers the summits of these two hills. 
AfterHhis ha%y t̂cd for some time without clmnge or motion, the wind bursts out suddenly 
r̂om it with tfi'c-.utmost fury. The skirts of the cloud are white, but much mote compact 
than the matter of common clouds; the upper parts are of ,a leaden colour. No l ain falls 
from it, but sometimê  it di.scovers h great deal of humidity, at which times it is of a dcirker' 
colour, and the wind issuing from it is broken, raging by fits of short continuance. In its . 
usual state the v̂ind keeps tip its first fury unabated foi' one, two, three, or eight days, and 
sometimes for a whole month together; the cloud scorns all the while xmdiminished, tliouĵ j-' 
little fleeces are from time to time detached from it, and hurried down from the sides of 
the hills, vanishing Avhen they reach the bottom, so that, during the storm, the cloud seems^ 
tê Jb .supplied with new matter.- When the cloud begins to brighten up, these supplies fail, 
and theAvind proportionably abates. At length the cloud growing transparent, the wind 
ceasfes. During the continuance of these south-east winds, the Table vallcy*is torn by furl 
ous whirlwinds. If they blow warm they arc generally of short duration, and in this case 
the cloud soon disa{)pcars : this wind rarely blows till after sun-set, and never longer thaif- 
till towards inulnight, though the cloud remains, but then it is thin and clear; but when the 
wind blows cold it is a sure sign that it will last for some time, an hour at noon and mid
night excepted; when it seems to lie still to recover itself, and then lets loose its fury 
again. •

The principal place in this part of Africa is Cape-town, at the Cape of Good Hope, a« 
important Dutch settlement,V hich has lately fallen into the hands of the English. It is 
thus described by i\Ir. White^^r his journal of a voyage to New South Wales. From the
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?liij)ping he obsen'es the town appears pleasantly situated, but small, a deceptioB- 
*t!int arises from its being built in a valley, with, such stupendous mountains directly behind 

i t  On landing, however, you arc sui'[)rised and agreeably disappointed to find it not only- 
extensive but well built, and in,a goo.d style, the streets spacious, and intersecting each 
other at right angles with great precision. Tlii.s exactness in the formation of the streets, 
when viewed from they Table Land, is observed to be very great: the houses in general 
arc built of stone, cemented together with a glutinous kind of earth, which serves as 
niort'sir, and afterwai'ds neatly plastered and, white-washed with lime. As to their height,, 
they do not in common exceed two stories, on account of the violence of the wind, which, 
at some seasons of the year, blows with great strength and fury. For the same reason 
thatch has,been usually preferred to tiles,or shingles, but the bad effects that have pro
ceeded from this mode -(vhen fires happen, has induced the inhabitants in all -their new 
buildings to give the preference to slates and tiles :. the lower parts of the houses, according 

, .to the custom of the Dutch nation, are not only uncommonly neat and clean in appear- • 
ance,. but they are really so ; and the furniture- is rather rich than elegant. But this is- 
by no means the case with the bed rooms or upper apartments, which are very barely and 
ill-furnished. The streets are rough, uneven, and unpav^d. But many of the;houses 
have a space flagged before the doorj and others’ have trees planted before them, wdiich 
form a pleasant shade, and. give an agreeable air to the streets.

The only landing place is at the east end of the town, where the^e is a wooden quay,, 
running some spaces into the sea, with several cranes on itj'for the convenience of loading 
and unloading the scoots that come along-sidc; to,this place excellent’water is conveyed 
by pipes, which makes the watering of ships both easy and expeditious. Close to the quay, 
OH the left hand, stands the castle and principal fortress,- a strong extensive work, having 
excellent accommodations for the troops and for many of the civil officers belonging to the* 
company. Within the gatc.s the company have their principal stores,, which are spacious 
as well as convenient: this fort covers and defends the east part of the town and harbour, 
as Amsterdam fort does the west part. The latter, which has been built since commo
dore Johnston’s expedition,, and wherein both French and Dutch judgment have been 
united, to render it effectual and strong, is admirably planned, and calculated to annoy 
and harrass ships coming into the bay. Some smaller detached fortifications extend along 
the coast both to the east and west, and make landing, which was not the case before the 
lute war, hazardous and difficult. In a word, Capetown is at this time fortified v\ f̂h 
sti-ength, regularity, and judgment.

The governor’s house is delightfully situated, nearly in the centre of an extensive'garden,, 
the property of tlie Dutch East India company, usefully planted, and very elegantly 
Itid otit The governor’s family make what use they please of the produce of the garden, 
which is various and abundant; but the original intention of th<̂  company uTappropriating 
so extensive a piece of ground to this purpose was, that their hospital, which is generally 
pretty full, when their ships arrive after long voyages, might be well supplied with fruits, 
and vegetables, and likewise that theig ships might receive a similar supply. This garden.’ 
is as publ'c as St. James’s park, and for its handsome, pleasant, and •well-shaded walks, 
is much frequented by persons of every description,- but -pa^cuhirly by the fashionable 
and gay. At the upper end of the principal walk is a sinalLj^ce walled in̂ - for the purpose
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of confining some lai'gc ostriches and a few deer ; and a little to the. right of this is a small  ̂
mcilagery, in which the company have half a dozen wild animals, and about tlie same 
number of curious Birds. ■ ' ’ *

There are two churches in the town, one large, plain, and unadorned, for the Calvinists 
the prevailing sect, and a smaller one for the Lutherans. The hospital, which is large 
and extensive, is situated at the upper end o f the town, close-to the company’s garden ;■ 
where the convalescents reap the benefit of a wholesome pure air, perfumed with the ex- > 
halations of a great variety of rich fruit-trees, aromatic shrubs, and odorous plants and 
flowerSj and likewise have the use of every production of it. -

Besides their hospital, the Dutch East Indid company have several other public build
ings, which tend to improve the appearance of the town; the two principal of these are 
the stables and a house for their slaves: the former is a . handsome range of buildings, 
capable of containing an incredible number of horses : those they have at the Cape are 
small, spirited, and full of life : the latter is a building of considerable extent, where the - 
slaves, both male and female, have separate apartments, m a very comfortable style, tO 
reside in, after the fatigues and toil of the day, and there are several officers placed over, 
tlicm, who have commodious apartments, and treat them humanely.
. The inhabitants of the Cape, though in their persons large, stout, and athletic, have not 
all that phlegm about them which is the characteristic of Dutchmen in general. The 
physical influence of climate ma)', in some degree, account for this ; for it is well known 
that in all southern latitudes the temper and-disposition of tlie people are more gay, and 
that they are more inclined to-luxury and amusements of every kind than the inhabitants 
of the northern hemisphere. -The ladies are lively, good-natured, and familiar, and from 

•a peculiar gay turn, they admit of liberties that would be thought reprehensible in -England,' 
though, perhaps,' they as seUlom overleap the bounds of virtue as the women of other 
countries.' • ■

The heavy draft-work about the Cape is mostly performed by oxen, which are befeV̂  ̂
brought to an uncommon degree of usefulness and docility. It is not uncommon to see 
1-i, 16, and sometimes 18 in one of their teams, when the roads are heavy, they some
times, though rarely, yoke 20; all which the Hottentots, Malay's, and Capo Slaves have 
in the most perfect subjection and obedience. One of these fellows places himself on the 
fo,v» pait of the waggon, or, w hen loaded, on the top of the load, and with a tremendous 
long whip, which, from its size, he is obliged to hold in both hands, manages these creatures 
with inexpressible address. When he finds expedition needful, he can nipke them keep 
what pace he chooses, either trot or gallop (a gait performed or kept up with difficulty by 
European oxen), and that with as much ease as if he was driving horses. They .likewisp 
manage hc««*with the same dexterity, and to see one of them driving three, four, five, 
and sometimes six pair in hand, witli one of these long whips, would make the most com* 
plete master of the wliip in England cut a most despicable figure. Carnages are not very 
numerous at the C’ajie, as tlie inhabitants in general travel in covered waggons, which 
bettdf suit the roiiglmcss of tlic.ct̂ imtry. The governor and some few of the principal 
people keep ccadics, whicKare a goô i deal in the English style, and always drawn by six 
hoi-ses. ’N.

Cape CouMtry, it isThe planters of the' observed by M. Vaillant, may be divided
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three classes; those rvho reside in the vicinity of the Cape, vvithin a  distance of five ot 
six leagues, those nho live farther oft in the interior parts of the colon}̂  and lastly, those, 
who, more distant still, are found at the extremity of the frontiers among the Hottentots.

The first arc opulent proprietors, and have handsome country-houses, may be likened 
to what were formely called in France petits seigneurs terriers, and diftcr extremely froin 
the other planters in case and luxury, and particularly in their manners, which, are haughty 
surd disdainful. Such is the result of wealth. The second, simple, kind, hospitable, arc 
cultivators who live upon the fruits of their labours. Here wc have an example of the 
good efl'ccts of mediocrity. The last, though poor enough, yet too indolent to derive sub
sistence from the soil, have no other resource than the produce of .some cattle, which they 
feed as they can. Like the Beduin Arabs, they think much of tiie trouble of driving them 
froni canton to canton, and from one pasturage to another ; tins wandering life prevents 
them from building any settled habitations. When their tlov ks oblige them to sojourn 
for a-while in the same place, they construct in haste a rude kind of hut, which they 
cover with mats, after the manner of the Hottentots, whose customs they have adopted, 
and fi’om.whom.they in no respect differ, but jn their complexion and features. And 
here the evil is that there is no precise situation in social life to which these miserable 
beings belong.
■ . The nativ of this country are called Hottentots, and talk a language which is scarce-v,- 
to be learned by any other nation. They arc as tall as the generality of Europeans, 
though more slender in their persons, which circiiinstance Dr. Sparnnan attributes to their 
scanty supply of foo<l,- and not accustoming themselves to bard labour.' Tlie characteristic 
of the nation, however, and which he tliinks have not been observed by any one beforCj is
that they have small hands and feet in proportion to the other parts of their'body; tliQ» 
distance between the eyes appears greater than in Euro[)cans, by reason of the root of the 
nose being very low; the tip is pretty flat, and the iris and the eye have generally a dark 
brown cast, sometimes a}î >roaching to black..: their skin is of a yellowish brown, sometimes 
like that of an European who has the jaundice in a high degree, though this colour docs 
tibt in the least appear in the whites Of their eyes; their lips are thinnejr than those of their 
neighbours, the Negroes, Caffres, or Mosambiques. “ In fine (says our author), their 
mouths jire of a .middling size, and almost always furnished with a set of the finest teeth 
that can be seen,, and, taken together with the rest of their features, as well as their carriage, 
shape, and every motion, in short, their tout ensemble indicates health and delight, or at 
least an air of san§ souci. This careless mien, however, discovers marks at the same time 
l>oth of alacrity and resolution, qualities which the Hottentots in fact can show upon occa
sion.” Tlie hair of the head is black and frizzled, though not very close, and has so much 
the appearance of wool that it would be taken for it, were it not for its hiĵ l̂ ttcss. They 
have but seldom any appearance of a beard or, liair upon othel- parts of their bodies, and 
•̂ vhen any. thing of tliis kind happens to be visible it is- always very slight.

They seldom practise washing,., but smear themselves with soot and grease, and wear but 
few clothes: the men. wear asmall cohering, in-ade of th# skin of ajackall, and the women 
two or sometimes three garments, like aprons; but as thê uterrnost of those does nut 

than, half the thigh, thev arc abundantly. ,si^l for what we shu<.ild tenp.fover more 
eivcency.
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The other garments nwn .by tli6 Hottentots are formed of a sheep’s skin, with the 
\\oolly side tm iied inwards; this forming a kind of cloak, which is tied forwards oyer the 
breasf; though soinctiincs, instead of a sheep’s skin, some smaller kind of fur is used as a 
material. In warm weather they let this cloak hang carelessly over their shoulders, so • 
tliat it reachos down to the calves of their legs, leaving the lower part' of the bfcjist,;6to- 
inacii, and fore-part of the legs and .thighs bare, but in cold weather they wrap.itrouna ■ 
them, so that the fore-part of the body is likewise pretty ■\ycll covered by u, ms far as the 
knees. Hut as one sheep-skin is not sufticient for this purpose, they sew on a jnecc on 
the top at each side with a thong or catgut. In warm weather they sometimes wear tlic 
woolly side outwards, but more frequently take off the cloak altogether, and carry it under 
their arm: this cloak or krossc serves them notî nly ôr clothes but lieilding also; and in 
this they lie on'the bare ground, drawing up their bodies so close that the cloak is abun
dantly sutiicient to cover them. The cloaks used by the M'omen diflcr little from these 
already described, excepting only that they have a long |»cak on them, which. they turn, 
up, forming with it a little hood or pouch, with tlie hairy side inwards. In this they 
carry their little children, to which the mother’s breasts are now and tlicn thrown ovcf 

-'tlieir shoulders ; a custom common amoii| • >ome otlicr nations, Vvherc the breasts of the 
females, by continual want of support, grow to an enormous length. The men commonly 
wear no covering on their Iicads, thoiiiih oiir alillior says he lias seen one. or t«o who 
wore a greasy night-cap, made of .skin with the hair taken ofi’: those who live nearest the 
colonists have taken a liking to the Eurofioan hats, and wear them slouched all round, or 
with only one side turned up; the women also frequently go bare-headed though they 
sometimes wear a cap. made in the shape of a short turncated cone: this appears to bc 
the section of some animal’s stomach, and is perfectly black, with soot and fat lui.xcd up . 
together': tho.se caps are frequently prepared in .such a manner as to look shaggy, others 
have the appearance of velvet, and, in oiir authors ap|>earancc-are not inelegant. Ovec 
this they sometimes wear an oval wreath, or kind of crown, made, of a buflaloes hide, 
with the hair biitcrmost. It is about four tiiv̂ rs breadth in height, and surrounds the 
head .‘•o as to go a little way down upon the forehead, ami the same dcjith on the peck 
behind, without covering the upper part of the cap above described : the edges of this, 
wreath, both upper and under, are always smooth and even, each of them set'with a row 
of small shells, of the Gyjwca kind, to the number of more than SÔ .in such a inanncaMliat 
oeing’filaced ipiitc close to one another, their beautiful white enamel, together.wjifli tficic 
mouths, are turned outwards. Between two rows of these shells nm tw.o.r others jmrallcl, 
or else wavoil and indented in various ways. The Hottentots never adorn their cars or- 
noses as other savages (lo, though the latter are sometTiucs .marked with a black streak of 
soot, at others, tlujiigh more rarely, w ith a large spot of red lead, pf w hich last, on festivals 
and holitlay.s, likew ise pul a little on their cheeks,- ’ The necks of the men are bare, 
but those of tlic-Moineri arc ornamented with a thong,of- undressed leather, upon which 
are strung eight or ten shells ; these, which are. .about the size of beans, have.ji white 
ground, with large black spots of different sizes, but as.they arc always made use of in a 
burnishbd state, the doctor is uncertain whether they 6e of that kind which is received ia 
the Systenia Naturse under tire name of merita, albicilla, or exuvia. These shells are .sold 
at an enormous price, no less’̂ '^n a.sheep foy each; as it is said that they come Iion» f 
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the most distant coast of- Caffrarta. Both men and women are very fond of European 
beads, particularly the blue and wliiteonss, of the-size of a pea, of wliich they tie^severai 
rows round the middle and next to the girdles, which iioici the coverings above mentioned. - 
Be.sides these ornaments they use rings on their arms and legs, most of them made of 
thick leather straps, generally cut in a circular shape, which, by being beat and held over 

' the fire, arc rendered tough enough to retain the curviture that is given them. From these 
rings it has been almost universally believed that the Hottentots wrap guts about their 
legs, in order to 'eat them occasionally: tlie inen wear from one to five or six of-these 
rings on their arms^ just above the wrist, but scldoin on their legs : the matrons of a higher 
rank have frequently a considerable number of them, both on theif arms and legs, especially 

- on the latter, so that they are covered with them from the feet up to the knees: these 
rings are of various thicknesses, fioni that of a goose quill to two or three times that size.

: Sometimes they are made of pieces of leather, forming one entire ring ; so that the arms 
and feet must be ptrt through them when the wearer wishes to put them on ; they are 
strung Upon the legs small and great, without any nicety, but are so large that they shake 
and get twisted wlicn the person walks. Rings of iron or copper, but especially of brass, . 
of the size of a goose-quill, are considered mfirc gcnlcbl than leather. However they are 
sometimes worn, along with the latter, to the number of six or eight at a time, particularly 
on the arms : the. girls are not allowed to ii.se any rings till they are marriageable. The 
Hottentots seldom wear any shoes, hut those they do make use of are of the same form as 
those worn by the African peasants, by the Esthonians and Uvonians, as Avdi as by som e' 
Finlanders, so that it is impossible to say whether they are the invention of the Hutch or 
the Hottciitols themselves: they are made of undressed leather, with the hairy side out
ward, without any other preparation than that of being heat and moistened. If it he a - 
thick ami stout hide, as that of a huflalo, it is kept for .some hours in cow-dung, which 
renders it l)csides very soft and pliable. Some kind of grease is afterwards used for the 
same parpose. The shoes arc then made in the following manner : they take a piece of 
leather, of a rectangular form, something longer and broader than the foot of the person 
fur witom the slices are intended ; the two foremost corners are doubled up together, and 
sewed down so as to cover the fore part of the foot, hut this seanK may be avoided, - and 
the shoes -made much heater at the toes, by fitting immediately over them a cap taken 
from the mendirane in the knec-jomtof the hind leg of some animal. In order to make 
this j)iece of skin or leather nsc up to the height of an ineb on both sides of the fo5t, and 
close It m neatly, it is pierced with holes, at small distances, all round the edge, as far as 
the hi;iil fiuaj;ters, and through these holes is passed a thong, by which the run is drawn 
up into gathers. In order to make strong hind quarters, tlie back part of the piece of 
Icaiiicr is drawn inwards, hnd then raised up and pressed along the heel: the ends of the 
t'liong 01 gatlicrin:! sli ing arc then threaded on both sides, through the upp^W ge of the hind 
quarters, to the height of about two inches, they arc then carried forwards, in ordc*r to be 
drawn Uiiough two of the above-mentioned holes, on the inside of each rim. Lastly, they 
are tied over the instep, or, if it be thought necessary to tie the shoe still faster, tlicy are 
earned ciossways over the instep,, and so doAvnvvard.  ̂under the thgng, which comes out 
from the hind-quarters, then upivards again over the anclc^nd even round the leg itself, 
if the w'earcr chooses. Shoes of this kind are-not their advantages, they sit a»
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’Rftat upon the foot as a stocking, and at the same time preserve their form: they are" 
easily kept soft and pliable^ by constantly wearing then), or, if at any time they should 
become* somewhat hard, this is easily remedied by beating arid greasing them : they are 
extremely light and cool, by reason that they do not cover so moch of the foot as a com-'- 
mon shoe: they wear very well, as they are without any seam, and the soles of the shoe 
are both tough and yielding t these held shoes, as they are called, being n>ade of almost 
raw leather, are much more durable than those of tanned leather, which are bumi up by 
the African sands, and slip and roll about in them, being also very ready to be torn in 
a  rocky soil, which is not the Case wiUi the others. The doctor is of opinion that these- 
shoos would be particularly useful to sailors. ' • , .

The huts of the Hottentots are built exactly alike, and we may readily giv'd credit to 
Qur author when he tell§ ns that they are done in â style of architecture whidi does not a 
little contribute to keep envy from insinuating itself under their roofs. Some of these 

-huts are circular, and, others of an oblong shape, resembling a round bee-hive or vault, 
the ground plot being from 18 to 24 feet in diameter. The highest are so low that it is 
scarce ever possible for a middle sized man to stand upright, even in the centre of tiie 
arch;. but (says our author) neither the lowness thei'eo^ nor that of the door, which is 
but just three feet high, caii, perhaps, be considered as any inconvenience to a Hottentot, 
who rinds no difficulty in stooping and crawling upon all fours, and is at any time more’ 
Inclined to lie down than to stand. "The rire-place is in the middle of eaclv hug by which 
means the walls are not so much exposed to danger from fire.. From. this situation of th e - 
fire-place also the Hottentots derive this additional advantage, that they caii all sit or lie 
in a circle round it, enjoying equally the warmth of the fire. The door, low as ills, alone 
lets in day-liglit or lets out the smoke; and so much are these people accustomed to live 
in, s*ich smoky mansions, that their eycs-arc never fleeted by it in the least,' nor even by - 
the mephitic vapour o f  the fuel, which to the Europeans would be certain de-dth.

The frame of the arclied roof is composed of slender rods or sprays of trees: t'nesc bcing- 
previously bent into a proper form, are laid either whole or pieced, some parallel to one 
another, others crosswjse, after which they are strengthened by binding others round them- 
in a circular form, with withes. All these are taken principally from the clitforlia conoides, 
whicl.i grow plentifully in this country near the riVers. I.arge nuits are then placed very 
neatly over this lattice work, so as perfectly to cover'the lyhole ; the aperture which is left 
for the door is .closed occasionally by a skin or piece of matting: these mats are riiade of a. 
kind of cane or reed, in the following inanucr : the reeds being laid parallel to one another, 
are fastened together with sinews or catgut, which tlicy. have had an opportunity^of getting 
from the Europeans, so that they have it in their power to make them as long as they’ 
please and as broad as the length of the reeds, vvhich'is from six to ten feet. The colonists 
make use of t h ^ i ^ e  kind of malting next to the tilts of their waggons, to prevent the- 
sail-cloth-from being rubbed arid worn, and likewise to help to keep out the rain.
■ In a craal or Hottentot village the huts are most commonly .disposed in a circle; with ‘ 
the doors inwards,, by which means a kind of court-yard is formed!.where die cattle are 

. kept at night. Thq milk, as soon as taken from the coi/, is put to other milk, which' is. 
curdled and kept in a leather saftk, with the hairy side inwards-, as being the more cleanly, 
so, that thus me milk is never d r i ^  sweet. In some northern disjtricls, M'bere the land i 

' ' 7 A -2. • ■ - - -.
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■ js dry and parched, both HottCntdts and colonists are shepherds, Wheft a Hottentot lias ' 
a iniud'to shift his divelling, he Iii}'s all the mats, skins, and rods of which it is composed

• on the backs of his cattle, whic!»,‘ to a stranger, makes a monstrous, unwieldy, and even 
r ridiculous appearance.

There IS a species of. Ifottcntots, named. Bo.shicsmcn, who . d well in the woody and 
! mountainous parts, atui siil)sist entirely by. plunder. Tliey use poisoned arrows, which 
^they shoot from bows about a yard long and an inch in thickness in the middle, very nmeh 
. pointed at both ends, })y. S()arrman docs not know the wood of which they arc made,
’ but thinks that it is not vay  clastic : the strings were made some of sinews, and others of
• a  kind of hemp, or the inner bark of sonic vegetable, hut niost of tliem in a Very slovenly '
■ planner ; tlie arrows arc about a foot and a lialf long, headeej with bone and a triangular , 
bit of iron, having also a [lieceof quill bound on very strongly witli sinews, about an inch 
and a half from the top, in order to jircvent it from being easily drawn out of the ilcsh : 
ghe whole is lastly covered over with a very deadly poison of the consistence of an 
extract.- Tlicrr quivers are two feet long, and four inches in diameter, and arc Su]iposcd 
by our author to be made of the branch of a tree hollowed out, or more probably, ef the 
bark of one of the brandies taken off whole, the bottom and cover being made of leather.
I t  is daubed on the outside with an unctuous .substance, which grows hard when,dry, and 
is lined , about the ajicrtme with the skin of the ydlow serpent, supposed to be the most 
deadly in all that part of the w orld. I'lic poison they make use of is taken from the most 
venomous serpents, and ignorant as the Hottentots are, they all know that the poison of 
erpents inay be swallowed with safety..

The IIouzouana.s are a wandering p.eoplc, which are considered by Vaillant us tho 
stem from which the various nations ihliabiting the South of Africa are derived : their 

-mode of life is something the same as tliatOf the Doshic-Sincn, as 'they subsist by bimttng, 
and make frequent incursions to plunder tlie colonists. Though superior in strength and 
courage to any of the m iglihcmring nations, they arc but of low stature, and a person five 
feel fobr inches in Ik ight is accounted among them very ta l l ; hut in their little bodies, 
perfectly well jiroportioiied, arc united with siirprising strength and agility, a. certain 
air of assurance, boldness, and. hunghtiness, which awes the beholder, and with wbicli 
our author vas greatly plca.scd. Of ail the savage races, be saw none thatappcarcdto.be 
endowed wiiii so active a mind and so liurdy a constitution.
■ Their licad, though it exhibits tlie principal characteristics of that of the IloUt^tot, is, 
hovcvci, roiiiidcr towards the chin ; they arc also hot so black in complexion, but have 
the lead cojour of tlie Malays, distinguished at the Cape by the name of bouguin<;e : their . 
hair, more woolly, is so short that he imagined at first iheir. heads to have been shaved : 
the nose loo 5s still fiatlcr than that of tlic Hottentots, or rather they seem altogether des
titute of a nose, what ihey have consisting only of two Inroad r.oslirlf^wJiich project at 
most but fnc or six lines. From tliis confirmation of the, nose, a Houzouana, when seen 
in piofile, is the reverse of handsome, and considerably resembles an ape. When beheld 
in fioTit, he. presents, on the first view, an extraordinary appearance, a.s half .the face 
seems to t>e forehead. The features', however, arc*so expressive,^ and the eyes* so large 
.and lively that, notwithstanding this singularity of loo^ the countenance is tolerably 
agreeable,
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’ , As the-heat.bf the climate ,in which, he lives renders clothing unnecessary, he continues, 
during, the vvhole y'ear, almost entirely naked, haying, no other covering than a very small 

. jackal skin fastened round his loins by two. thongs,’ the extremities o f which hang-down to 
his knees. .Hardened by this constant habit of nakedness, he,becomes .so, ihsensibie. to 
'the variations o f  the atmobphere, that wheii he removes from the .burning sands of the 
level country, to the snow and hoar-frost _pf his mountains, he seems indifferent to , . , 
and not eveivto feel the cold. ‘ • > ' .
- His hut in no wise resembles that of the Hottentot. I t appears as.if cut vertically 
through the middle, so that the hut of a Hottentot would make two of those of the ! 
Houzouanas. During their emigrations they leave them standmg in order, tliat if any 
other horde of that nation pass that way,- tlrey niay ,̂ make use of them. When oh a 
purne'y, they have-nothing to repose on but ^  mat suspended from .two sticks, and ,

: placed in an inclined disposition-;,they often even sleep ,on the bare ground ; a pro
jecting rock is tlien sufficient to shelter- them, for, every thing is suited to, a .peoplej 

..whose constitutions are proof against the severest fatigue; ' If, however, 'they stop any. 
.where to sojouiii for a while, and find materials.'proper for ^Cohstrlictiiig, huts, .they then •

. form a kraal, but they abandon it on their departure, as is the ease with all the huts which 
' “they erect. . . , - . ,
' ■ This cu.stom of labouring for others of their tribe announces a social character and a 
benevolent. disposition. . They are, "indeed^ not only affectionate husbands an4. good 
feitiiers, but excellent companions. W'heu they inhabit a kraal .there is no suclr thing among 
'them as private property; w'hatcver tliey possess is in common."' If two' hordes of the - 
same nation meet, the reception is on both sides, friendly, they afford each other m utual' 
protection, and ‘ confer necipyocafobligations. - In short, they treat one another as brethren,

. though;, perhaps, they are. perfect strangers, and have never seen each other before.
> Active and nimble^ by nature, the Houzouanas consider it as amusement to .climb moun
tains and the rriost elevated peaks,- and they conducted M. Vaillant, his servants, and cattle’ 
over precipices and through defiles, which he and hiS Hottentots, would have deemed, ab-' 
solutely impassable. The only arms of this people are bows and arrows, in the. use of . 
which they are very .expert: die, arrows, which .are uncommonly. short,. are earned oh 
the shoulder in a.quiver about 18 inches in length and four in diameter,‘made of the bark 
of the aloe, and covered with the skiti of a large species of lizard, which , these wanderers 
find in»all their rivei*8, particularly on the banks of the drangehnd Fish-river.,’ .

The Nimiquas or Namacquas are divided into two nationsj the greater and the less; 
.they inhabit large tracts of country, but-are far from numerous.; they are represented as '

. great'cQwards,. and to tretnble at the name of a-Houzouana. ■ , - ,*
The-Koraquas are, taller tlian the Hottentots^ and . inhabit a  very dry country on .the .

borders of the*Aii«Diquasy' , , — , '
■ The .Caffres differ considerably, from the Hottentots^ from, their .customs, manners, and 

' appearance,. In tlie hot season the GifFres go always naked, and retain nothing but their'
‘ ornaments. In  cOld weather they Wear krosses -made o f calyes or oxen’s, hides, which reach ,
' down to the ground, but whatever the weather be,. bbtii sexes go bai-edieaded, though

rarely fix a plume of feathers fin their hair. . , ' '  ;
The Caffire huts are. more spi^ious and higher than tliose of the Hottentots, .and have.
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»tso a more reguUi form.. The frames' of them are constructed of wooden work, well put 
together, and veiy solid, being intended to last for a-long time ; for the Califes applyii  ̂
to agriculture, which the free Hottentots do not, remain fixed to one spot, uole& sonie-, 
thing unexpected interrupt their repose.. . -

A njore perceptible industry, an acquaintance with some of the most necessary arts o t  
life, a little kuovvledge of agricolturq, and a few religious, dogmas, seem to announce tlmt 

Cadres'approach much nearer ta civilization than the Hottentots. They entertain a 
tolerably .exalted idea of the Supreme Being and his power, they believe that the good will 
be rewarded and the wicked punished in a future state ; but they have ho notion of crea
tion, which indeed w as not admitted by the sages of Greece and Rome. They practise 
circuiiicision, but can give no account of its origin among them, or of the purpose foe 

. which the practice is continued.
' - Polygamy is used qmong-the'Caffres, aqd on the death of a father, the male children and 
tl*eir mothers share the succession among them. The-girls remain with tlieir mothersj. 
without property -of any kind, until they can procure husbands. One very singular cus- 
tom of the Caffres is that they do not in general inter their dead, but transport them from 
the kraal to an open ditch, which is common, to the whole horde. At this ditch savage 
animals feed at their leisure,, on the multitude of carcases which are heaped together̂

. Funeral honours are due only to kings and the chiefs of each horde, whose bodies are. 
covered with a heap of stones,; collected in the form of a dome.

This nation is governed by, a general, chiefi or king, whose pOwer is very limited. He  
appoints, however, the subordinate chiefs over the different hordes, and through them coin > 
municates his directions or orders. The arms of the CallVes, ai'e. a club two feet and a. 
half in length, and, Avhere thickest, three inches in diameter, artd a plain lance or assagey. 
He despises poisoned aiTOws, which are so much used by some’of the neighbouring nations, 
and with his two simple' weapons, seeks always to meet his enemy face to face in the field. 
The Hottentot, on the contrary, concealed under a rock or behind'a bush,' deals' out 
destruction without being exposed to danger. . The one is a perfidious tygor, which rushes; 
treacherously on his prey.; the other is a generous lion, wliich,. having given warning of 
his approach, makes his attack boldly, and perishes if he prevail: not̂  against his antagonist.

The attention of pious and humane persons, both in Eoi'ope and Africa, has been of 
.late years powerfully excited, by tiie state of the natives of this- part. of Africa; schools , 
have been opened, for the instruction of the Hottentots, and the labours of several very . 
respectable missionaries appear likely to produce considerable effect in diffusing the benefits 

„ of religion and civilization among tlie Bo8hmbn, Nim.iquas„ and Caffres.
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CHAPTER iir:

AInzico, IMo n em cg i , M oxomotapa , Sofala , and  the  I slands i>w M adagascar,
. M auuitus, Bouhuon, and  C omoua.

r r U IE  kingdom of Anzico is bounded on tlie north by Niibia ; on the south by Congo;
on the west by Loango'; and on tlic cast l>y Mouemugi. Tlieir king, who is styled 

♦ !je great Micoco, is esteemed the most povicrful monarch in Africa. Tticy are said to be , 
cannibals, and to have regular markets of human fl̂ sh ; but this is by some supposed to be 

■ a mistake, arising froni their eating of apes. Thcy'are neat, well pro}K>rtionai, and strong, 
wrandering about from place to place, without cither sou iug or reaping. They are dreaded 
for their extreme brutality, and never traded witii by ilie £uro|»cans. TIrcir language is 
barbarous and difficult to be learned, even by the int<abitants of Congo. The most dis
tinguished among them wear red and black oaps, of Portuguese velvet; the lower ranks 
go naked from the waist upwardŝ  and, to preserve tl.eir health, anoint their bodies with 
a composition of pounded white sandal-wood and piilin oil. 'J’hcir arms are hattle-axes 
and small but very strong bows, adorned with serjicnts* skins. Their strings are made of

• fiUpple and tender shoots of trees, that will not break, *jtd their arrows of hard and light
wood. These people, who kill birds flying, can slioot. it is said, with such surprising 
swiftness, that they cari discharge 28 arrows from liio bow before the first falls to the 
ground. equal dexterity tliey manage tlieir bitil -axes; one end of which is sharp
ened^ and cuts like a wedge, and the other flattened, like a mallet> with a handle set. be
tween, about half the length of the iron, rounded at the end like an apple, and covered

. with the skm of a serpent. The current money of this country is the zimbis or shell which i 
IS fished foi*j and passes among several African nations. They M'orship the sun, as their 

■ -chief deity, whom they represent by the figure of a man, and the moon by that of a wo-, 
man. They have also an infinite number of inferior deities, each individual having a par-.

4 ticular idol, whom he addresses on certain occasions.
■ Monemugi has Zanquebar on the east ; Monomotapa on the south; Anzico on the 

west; an̂  Abyssjnia on the north. Its extent cannot be ascertained. That part of the 
country which is known abounds with gold, silver, copper mines, and elephants. The 

' natives clothe themselves in silks and cottons, which they buy of strangers, and wear 
collars of transparent amber-beads, brought them from Cambaya,; which heads serve also 
instead of money; gold and silver being too common, and of little value among them.

Tlieir monarch ĵ^ays endeavours to be at peace with the princes round about him, and 
to keep an open trade with Quitba, Melinda, and Mombaza on the east, and with Congo 

, -On the west, from all which places the black merchants resort thither for gold. The‘Por- 
tuguese merchants report that at the east side of Monemugi there is a great lake, full of

• small islan;ls, abounding with all sorts <jf fowl and cattle, tmd inhabited by negroes. They 
• rdlatf also that on the main laud êastward they heard sometimes the ringing of hells, and 
that one could observe buildings much like churches, and that from these parts cauie
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men of a brov\’n and taw.ny .omplexion, who traded with those islandeis and with the 
people of Monemus»i. ' ■ ' . o ''

This countrj' of Monemugi affords also abundance of palm-wine and oil, and stich great 
plenty that above half of it is lost, the bldcks not being able to consume it. The air i.s 
generally very unwholesome and excessively hot, which is the reason why no Christians 
undertake tb travel in this empire. De Lisle gives the division of this country as follows : 
the Maracates, the Jilesseguarics, the kingdom ^f the Buengas, the kingdom of 'Masti, 
and that of Maravi., But we are nob acquainted with any particulars relating to these 
nations or kingdoms.o  *

.Monomotapa is bounded by Sofalaon the east; CafiVaria on the west and south; and 
Monemugi on the north. The air of this country is very temperate, and the land fertile 
in [lastures and all the necessaries of life, being watered liy several rivers. The inhabi
tants are rich in black cattle, which they value more than gold; they have a vast-number 
of elephants, as appears from the quantity pf ivory that is exported from hence. There 
arc many gold-mines, and the rivers that run through their veins caiTv a great deal of 
gold-dust along with them. The inhabitanl,s are louvers oT war, which is the employment 
followed by all those who do not apply . themselves to commerce.

Madagascar, the largest of the African islands, is situated between 43'’ and SC  of cast 
longitude, and between llẐ  and 26^ of south latitude, extending in length near 1000 miles 
from north-north-east to south-south-west, and 300 in breadth where broadest. I t was 
discovered in 1506 by Laurence Ahneyda; but the Persians and the Arabians were 
acquainted with it from time immemorial, under the name of Serandib. Alphonzo Albu- 
Iterque ordered Ruy Pereira dy Conlhinto to visit the interior parts, and that general 
intrusted Tristan d’Acunha with the survey. The Portuguese called it tlie island of SC 
Laurence; the French, who visited it in the reign of Henry IV. named it Isle Daupfiinc; 
its [)ioper name is Maclcgasscj it is now, lioweycr, by common consent, called Mada
gascar. . ' ' . '

This large island, according to many learned geographers, is the C'ern6 of Pliny and the 
IVIcmithiasde of Ptolemy. It is every where watered by large rivers, streams, and rivulets; 
which have their source at the foot of that long .chain of mountains, which runs thiongh. 
the whole extent of the island from east to west. The two highest promontories are 
called '̂ivagola and Botistmenc. . '

These mountains, according to the AbbeRochon, inclose within their bosoms a variety 
of precious nunerals and iisefiil fossils. The traveller (who for the first time ran>blcs over 
savage and mountainous countries, intersected with valleys and wit!-* hills, where nature; 
left to herself, brings forth the most singular and the. most varied pioductions) is involun-! 
tarily surprised and terrified at the sight of precipices, the summits of which arc crowned 
with monstrous trees, that secin coeval with thê world; His aston!sT!mrnt is redoubled 

■ at the noise of those grand cascade.s, the approach, to which is generally inaccessiblê  
But to those views so sublimely picturesque, rural scenes soon succeed ; .little liills, gentle 
rising grouhds, and plainŝ  the vegetatioa of which is never repressed by the inlemperance 
or the vicissitudes of the seasons. The eye contemplates with pleasure those-vast savan* 
nac, which, nourish numberless herds of bullocks or^sheep. You behold a flourishing
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agriculture, produced almost solely by the fertilising womb of nature. The fortunate 
inhabitants of Madagascar da not bedew the earth with their sweat, they scarce stir the 
ground*with a rake, and even that slight jneparation is sufficient; they scrape little holes, 
at a small distance from each other, into which they scatter a few grains of rice, and cover 
them with their fee t; and so great is the fertility of the soil, that the lands sown in this 
careless m a n t^  produce an hundred fold.

The forests present a prodigious variety of the most useful and the most beautiful trees; 
ebony-wood for dyeing, bamboos of an enormous thickness, and palm-trees of every kind ; 
the timber employed in ship-building is no less common than those kinds so much prized 
by tlie cabinet-ma 'cers. are tdlil, by the French governor Flacourt, in his history of
this island, that in the year l6oO he sent 52,300 weight of aloes, of an excellent quality. 
All of tliese various trees and shrubs are surrounded by an infinite number of parisitical 
plants ; muslirooms, of an inlinite diversity of kinds and colours, are to be met with 
every where in the vvoods, and the inhabitants know well how to distinguisU those which 
are pnjudicial to the health : they collect large quantities of useful gums and resins, and 
out of the milky sap of a tree, denominated by tliem finguiore, the inhabitants, by means 
of coagulation, make that singular substanse, known to the naturalists by the name o f 
gum elastic.

Besides the aromatic and medicinal herbs, which abound in the forests, the island pro
duces flax and hemp, of a length and strength which surpass any in Europe. ■ Sugar- 
canes, wax, honey of different kinds, tobacco, indigo, white pepper, gum, lac, ambergris, 
silk, and cotton, would long since have been objects of commerce, which Madagascar 
Mmuld have yielded in profusion, if the Europeans, in visiting the island, had furnished the 
inhabitants with the necessary information of preparing and improving these several 
jireductions. '

The sugar-canes (as we are informed by another traveller) are much larger and' finer 
than any in the West Indies, being as thick as a man’s wrist, and so full of juice that a 
foot of them will weigh two pounds. When the natives travel, they carry a sugar-cane 
along with them, which will support them for two or three days. Here are also plenty 
of tamiriuds, and such (juantities of limes and oranges that very large Casks may be filled 
with their juices at a trifling expence, as they may be purchased for iron-pots, piuskcts, 
powder, ball, &c. During the short time that admiral Watson’s ’squadron staid here, 
in 1754, Mr. Ives preserved about half a hogshead full of those, juices, which 
proved afterwards of the greatest service to the ships’ crews. I t  must be > observed, 
however, that no good water is to be had at St. Augustine, on the soutli-west part 
of the island, where ships usually touch, unless boats are sent for it -*four or five 
miles up the river, aud instead of filling their casks at low water (as is the case in 
mo.st other they must begin to fill at about a quarter’s flood : the reason
assigned for this is that the river has a communication with the sea at other .places besides 
this of St. Augustine’s bay ; and it has been found by experience, that the sea-water 
brought into the river by the flood-tide is not discharged till a quarte’’’s flood of the next 
tide ; in St. Augustine’s bay, and fo{ three miles up tl*e river, the water is always very 

. brackish, if not quite Salt. •
Tlie abundance and variety (^provisions of every kind, which u fine climate aud fcrlila 
Vox.. I I .  X  7 B
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soil can produce, are on no part of the globe, according to M. Rochon, superior to those 
of Madagascar; game, wild-fowl, poultry, fish, cattle, and fi uits are alike plentiful : the 
oxen, Mr. Ives also informs us, are large and fat, and have each a protuberanca of fat 
between the shoulders, weighing about 20 pounds; their flesh is greatly esteemed by all 
the European nations trading to India, and ships are sent to Madagascar on purpose to 
kill and salt them on the island ; the protuberance of fat above mentioned is particularly 
esteemed after it has lain some time In salt; but our author says that he could not join in the 
encomiums either on this piece or the beef in general, as the herbage on which the crea
tures feed gives their flesh a particular taste, which to him was very disagreeable. Tlie 
sheep differ little from the goats, being equally hairy, only that their heads are 
somewhat larger, their necks resemble that of a calf, and their tails weigh at least 
ten pounds. Vast quantities of locusts rise here from the low lands iil thick clouds, 
extending sometimes to an incredible length and breadth; the natives eat these insects, 
end even prefer them to their finest fish ; their method of dressing them is to strip off their 
legs and wings, and fry them in cil.

The inhabitants (termed Meiagaches or Medecasses), M. Rochon informs us, are in 
person above the middle size of Europeans; .the coloijir of the skin is different in different 
tribes; among some it is of a deep black, among others tawney, some of the natives are 
of a  copper colour, but tlie complexion of by far the greatest number is olive. All thoso 
•who are black have woolly tiair, like the negroes of the coast of Africa; those, on the 
other-hand, who resemble Indiaiis and Mulattoes, have hair equally straight with that of 
the Europeans, the nose is not broad and flat, the forehead is large and open, in shorty 
all the features are regular and agreeable: their physiognomy displays the appearance of 
frmikness and of satisfaction, they are desirous only of leai ning such things as may ad
minister to their necessities ; that species .of knowledge which demands reflection is indif
ferent-to them ; sober, agile, active, they spend the greatest part of, their time either in 
sleep or in amusement.

Mr. Ives says, “ that they are a civil and good-natured people, but easily provoked, 
and apt to show their resentment on the least provocation, especially when they tlpnk 
themselves injured or slighted. Another characteristic of them is the very high notions 
of dignity they entertain pf their king, which is carried to such a height that they are nevqr 
more sensibly hurt than when they imagine he is tieatcd witli incivility of disrespect 
This mighty monarch resides in a  town bujlt witli,mud, about 12 miles up the country 
from St. Augustine’s bay. On the east side of the bay as you enter, there resided one 
Prince William, a relation and tributary to thp king, but who^ in most cases, acted a-s ail 
independanf prince, and always used his utmost endeavours with the officers to cause them 
to buy their provisions from him, and. not from tl»e king or his subjects. In this prince’s 
territories, not far from the sea, are tlie remains of a fort, built by Avery _^e. pirate.”

** All the women of Madagascar, excepting the very poorest sort, wear a CQvering over 
their breasts and . shoulders, ornamented with glass beads, and none go without a cloth 
about their loins ; they .commonly walk with a long slender rod 'or stick. The men ara 
allowed to marry as many women as tliey can support” ^

“  I took (says he) some pains to learn their religious tenets j and find that they wor- 
fbip one Universal Fatlicr, whom, when, they speak i^English*. they call God, ,an^ in
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•^Iioilrthey Conceive all kinds of perfection to reside. The sun they look upon as a 
glorious body, and, I believe, as a spiritual being, created and dependent; they frequently 
look up to it with rvonder, if not with praise and adoration : they make their supplication 
to the One Almighty, and offer sacrifices to him in their distresses. I had the curiosity 
to attend a sacrifice at the hut of John Anderson, whose father had for a long time been 
afflicted with sickness. About sun-set an ox w’as brought into the yard, and the son, V\'ho 
officiated as priest, slew it. An altar was reared nigh, and the post of it was sprinkled 
with the blood of the victim ; the head, after its being severed from the body, was placed, 
with the horns, at th.e foot of the altar, the caul was burned on the fire, and most of the 
pluck and entrails boiled in a pot. The sick man, who was b.fought to the door, and 
placed on the ground, so as to face the sacrifice, prayed often, and seemingly wdth great 
fervency, llis  eyes were fixed attentively towards the heavens, and his hands held up in • 
a  supplicating posture : the ceremony ended with the son’s cutting up the ox into small 
pieces, the greatest part of which he distributed among the poor slaves belonging to his 
father and himself, reserving some of the best pieces for his own use. Upon the whble, I  
saw so many circumstances in this Madagascarian sacrifice, so exactly resembling those 
described in the Old Testament, as offered*up by the *Iews, that I  could not turn my 
thoughts back to the original without being sensibly struck by the exactness of the Copy.” 

The French have several times attempted to' make settlements in Madagascar, but without 
success. ^

They would in a similar manner have abandoned Mauritius, an island about 400 mileS 
to the east of Madagascar, if, in 1735, the famous M. de la Bourdonnais had not beeh 
sent thither, with the title of governor general of the French islands.
, He found this island in the worst state possible, thinly inhabited, by a lazy set of people, 
wko equally hated industiy and peace, and who were continually flattering this man to 
his face, and belying him wherever and us far as they durst. He gave lumself no trouble 
about this, having once found the means to make himself obeyed, he saw the vast im
portance of the island, he conceived that it might be settled to great advantage, and with
out so much as expecting the thanks of those for whom he laboured, he began to execute 
this great design. His first step was to bring over black boys from Aladagascar, whom 
he carefully trained up in good principles, nnd jn continual exercise, by which he rendered 
them so good soldiers that he very quickly obliged the Marones or wild negroes either to 
submit or qujt the island; he taught the planters to cultivate their lands to advantage, he, 
by an aqueduct, brought fresh water to the sea-side; and whereas they had not so much 
as a boat at his coming thither,, he made a very ■fine dock, where he not onl;  ̂ built sloops 
and large vessels, but even a ship of the burden of 500 ton. However incredible it may 
"Seem, yet it is certainly fact, that in the space of five years he converted this country into 
a  paradise, -thafch^ been a mere wilderness for 5000, and this in spite of the inhabitants 
and of the company, who being originally prejudiced by them, behaved ill to him at his 
return. He soon made the cardinal de Fleury, however, sensible of the true state of 
things, and compelled the company to acknowledge, though they did not rev^ard his ser
vices. *He afterwards returned int® the Indies, and •perfected the •work he had begun, 
and to him it is owing that tlte isle of France was rendered one of the finest and most 
important spots upon the globe, v  Here no coffee is raised, but by the indefatigable industry
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of M .. ()e la Bouraonnais,; sugar, indigo,, pepper, and cotton (winch are not at Bourbon) 
cmne to be. cultivated-with success. Since tlie departure of the most excellent governor, 
tlie 'planlations have been ijcglccted, and are fallen offf but if a proper spirit o f’activity 
was raised-among .the mhabitants, they might soon be niade to resume their flourishing 
appearance. Mines of iron have been discovered in the mountains, near the great plain, 
in tlie north-east, part of the island; and these mountains affording in great abundance 
the ncccssar)- fuel,; forges have been erected ; but the iron produced is of a very inferior 
quality, .it. being brittle, and only fit for making cannon-balls and bomb-shells. Black 
cattle, sheep, aiid goats are preseiwcd with difficulty; the first generally die before they 
have been .a .year, in the island, and this oceasions frequent importations of them from 
Madaga.scar and other parts. Connnon domestic poultry breed in great plenty, and with 
fish , and .turtle furnish a great part of the food of the European inhabitants.

The isle of Bourlion lies also to. the cast of Madagascar'; it has a hot climate, but. a 
very, salubrious air, and a veiy fertile .soil, producing abundance of Turkey corn aiid rice. 
I t  has also fenits ,of various kinds, anel a plenty of most sorts of cattle. In 1763 it had 
about 20,000 inhabitants, aaid was of considerable benefit to the French East India company.

Tiie Conrora islamb lie between llie north end of the island of Madagascar and thq 
coa.«l of Zanquebar, from 10° to 1.5° of south latitude. Authors differ gi'eatly with regard 
to their number, some speaking of th.ee, others of live, and some of eight of these islands. 
They all abound in horned cattle, sneep, libgs, and a variety of fruits common in ..warm 
countries; they arc said .also to p.roduqc a.kind of rice, which tuVns of a violet colour whert 

.boiled. The most remarkable,of them,.and wJi'> h the Europeans are best acquainted 
with, is the island of Johanna. ' . ..

    
 



    
 



    
 



•VIEW OF THE WORLD.

BOOK X II.

South A jieiu ca .

CHAPTER I.

Su r in a m ..

■ O O U T H  AM ERICA is an extensive peninsula, conn̂ eted with NorA America by 
, ^  • the isthmus of Darien, and divided between. Holland, Francê  Portugal, the native, 
inhabitants, and Spain,, in the following manper: to the Dutch belongs Surinam, to the- 
French Cayenne, .the Portuguese- possess, Rrazil,- the natives Amazonia, â d. Patagonia,, 
while the empire of the Spaniards extends over Paraguay, Chili, Peru, and Terra Firma., 
Of each of these countries , we shall treat in their order. ■ . ,

The province of Surinam or Dutch Guiana is situated between 5° and 7° north latitude,, 
havftig tiie mouth of the OVonoko and the Atlantic on the north;. Cayenne on the eastj, 
Amazonia oil the south; and. Terra Firma on the west.  ̂ ,

The. Dutch claim the whole coast from the mouth of Oronoko to the river Marowyne,. 
bn .w'hicli are situated their colonies of Essequibo, Demerara, Berbice, and Surinam : the 
latter .begins with the river Saramacha and ends with the Marow'yne, including a length of : 
coast of 120 miles. • . • '

In the months of September, October, and Noyember the climate is unhealthy, particu-. 
iai ly for ..strangers : the common diseas.es are putrid and common fevers, the dry belly-ach,; 
and,the®dropsy. -

. This'province is finely intersected by rivers and creeks, and has an excellent.soil,-so. 
that if is capable oTprodudng an abundance of sugar, indigo, rice, tobacco, gums,, dyes,, 
and medicinal plants’ but jlhat it lias been badly managed, and inpst of the plantations are 
mortgaged, , The .riyers aboiind with fisli, some of which are good at certain seasons of the 
ye.fcr; there is pten̂ , of turtle. - The woods abound with plenty of deer,- hares, rabbits, a • 
kind.of,buffalQ,;ancltivo species of, wil’d hogs, one'of which,.the .peccarŷ  is remarkable for 
having, its navel orr the back.

.Tlic, woods are infested wiih.,.several species of tygers, but with, no. other dangerous or. . 
raveno.iis’auinials. 'I'he riveî  .are rtmdered dangerous’ by- alligators, from'fourto .scv* 
feet long; and a nian was a short time since crushed between the jaws of a fish, but its • 
name; js not known.'. . Scorpions, an,d .tafaiitulas/are found here of a large, size and ..great ?
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venom, and otiier insects without number, some ot them very dangerous and troublesome. 
The tOEporific eel, the touch of which, by means*of the bare hand ca* any conductor, has the 
effect of a strong electrical shock. Serpents also, some of which are venomous, and others, 
as has been asserted by many credible persons, are from 25 to 50 feet long. In the 
woods are monkeys, the sloth, and parrots, in all their varieties, also some birds of beau
tiful plumage, among others the flamingo, but few or no singing birds.

Paramirabo, situated on Surinam river, four leagues from the sea, north latitude 6**, 
west longitude 55“ from Greenwich, is the principal town in Surinam. I t contains about 
2000 whites, one half of whom are Jews, and 8000 slaves. The houses are principally of 
wood, some few have glass windows, but generally they have wooden shutters. The streets 
are spacious and straight, and planted on each side with orange or tamarind trees.

Alx)ut 70 miles from the sea, on the same river, is a village of about 40 or 50 houses, 
inhabited by Jews ; this village and the town above mentioned, with the intervening plan
tations, contain all the inhabitants in this colony, which amount to 2,300 whites and 43,000 
slaves. -The buildings on the plantations are many of them costly, convenient, and airy. 
T ie  country round is thinly inhabited with the native Indians, a harmless friendly race of 
beings : they are in general short of stature, J>ut remarkably well made, of a light copper 
colour, straight black hair, without beards, high cheek-bones, and broad shoulders. In their 

- ears, noses^ and hair, the women wear ornaments of silver, &c. Both men and women go 
naked. One nation or tribe of them tie the lower part of the legs of the female, chidren, 
when young, with gi cord bound very tight, for the breadth of six inches about the ancle, 
which is never afterwards taken off, but to put on a new one, by which means the flesh, 
which should otherwise gi ow on that part of the leg, increases the calf to a great size, 
and leaves the bone below nearly bare: this, though it must render them very weal^ is 
reckoned a great beauty by them. The language of the Indians appears to be very soff. 
They are mortal CHemies tb every kind of labour, but nevertheless manufacture a few 
articles, such as very fine cotton hammocks, earthern vrater-pots, baskets, a red or yellow 
dye, called roucau, and some other trifles, all which they exchange for such articles as they 
stand in need of.

They paint themselves red, and some are curiously figured with black. Their food con
sists chiefly of fish, and crabs, and cassava, of whigh they plant great quantities, and this 
is almost the only produce they attend to. They cannot be said to be absolutely wander
ing tribes, but tlieir huts being merely a few cross sticks covered with branches, so as to 
defend them from the rain and sun, they frequently quit their habitations, if they see 
occasion, and establish them elsewhere. They do not shun the whites, and have been 
serviceable against the runaway ne^oes.

This colony was not immediately subject to the states general, hut under a company in 
Holland, called the directors of Surinam, who appointed the governor and all the officers, 
both civil and military. I t  was first possessed by the French, as early as the year 1630 
or 40, and was abandoned by them on account of its unhealthy climate. In the year 1650 
it was taken by some Englishrgen, and in 1662 a charter grant was made,of it by 
Charles II. About this time it was considerably augmented by the settlement of a num
ber of Jews, who had been driven out of Cayenne and the BrazilSj whose descendants, 
^vith ether Jews, compose at present one half of the white inhabitants o f  the colony, and

    
 



are a llow s great prtvfleges. In 1667 it was taken oy the Dutch, and the English 
having got possession about the same time-of the then Dutch colony o f New York, eacf 
party retained its conquest j the Englis^i plaaters. p;vost of them retired to Jamaica, leaving 
their slaves' behind them, whose language is* still English, but so corrupted as not to be 
understood at first by an Englishman.
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CHARTER II.

Cayenne.

/~^AYENNE is bounded north and east by the Atlantic ocean; south by the Amazonia 
and west by Guiana or Surinam. It extends 240 miles along the coast of Guiana, 

and nearly 300 miles within land, lying between the equator and the 5" of north latitude.
The land along the coast is low, and very subject to inundations during the rainy 

seasons, from the multitudes of rivers which rush down from the mountains with great 
mpetuosity. Here the atmosphere is very hot, moist, and uinvliolesome, especially where 
the woods are not cleared away ; but on the higher parts, where the trees are cut down, 
and the ground laid out in plantations, the air is more healthy, and tiie heat greatly miti
gated by the sea breezes. The soil in many parts is very fertile, producing sugar, tobacco, 
Indian com, fruits, and other necessaries oflife.

In 1635 the French took possession of an* island upon this coast, called also Caj'enne. 
They ŵ ere influenced in this measure by the expectation of discoveing a country called 
Deldoradp, which was supposed to contain greater riches in gold and precious stones than 
ever Cortes and Pizarro had found in IMexico and Peru ; but as the settlers have met 

• with a succession of misfortunes, it has never risen-to any great degree of opulence.
The island of Cayenne is about 16 leagues in circumference, and is only parted from 

the continent by two rivers. By a particular formation, uncommon in islands, the land is 
highest near the w-ater side, and low in the middle. Hence the land is so full of morasses 
tliat all the communication of it between the different parts of it is impossible, witllbut 
taking a great circuit, here are some small tracts of an excellent soil, to be found here 
and tliere, but the generality is dry, sandy, and soon exhausted. The only town in the 
colony is defended by a coveit way, a large ditch, a very good mud rampart, and five 
bastions. In the middle of the town is a pretty considerable eminence, of which a re
doubt has been made, that is called the fort. The entrance into the harbour is through 
a narrow channel, and sliips can only get in at high water, owing to the rocks and reefs 
that are scattered about this pass.

The first produce of .Cayenne was the amotto, from the produce of which the (Zionists 
proceeded to that of cotton, indigo, and lastly sugar. It was the first of all the French 
colonies th^tattempted to cultivate coffee: the coffee-tree was brought from Surinam in 
1721, by some deserters from Cayenne, w ho purchased their, pardon by so doing. Ten 
or twelve years after they planted the cocoa; we have very little account of the produce 
with respect to quantity, but as far back as the year 1752 theie vperer^xported from 
Cayenne 260,541 pounds of arnotto, 80,363 pounds of sugad, 17.919 pounds of cotton 
26,881 pounds of coffee, 91>9l6 pounds of cocoa, 618 trees for timber, and 104 planks.
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CHAPTER III.

• Br a zil .

territory is situated between the equator and 35* south latitude, and 60® west 
longitude. It is about 1,560 miles in length and 1000 in breadth, but measuring 

along the coast it is 2000 miles long, and is bordered with mountains, that open from time 
to time, and form good harbours, where vessels may lie in safety.
. It is bounded by the mouth of the river Amazon and the Atlantic ocean on the north; 
and by the sauie ocean on the east; on the south by the river Plata ; on the west by 
morasses, lakes, torrents, rivers, and mountains, which separate it from Amazonia and the 
Spanish possessions. On the coast ace three small islands, .vvhere ships touch for pro
visions on their voyage to the South Seas, viz. Fernando, St. Barbaro, and St. Catharine’s.

It was accidentally discovered by the Portuguese in 1500. Emanuel, king of Portugal, 
had equipped a squadron of 13 sail, carrying 1200 soldiers and sailors, destined for the 
East Indies, under the conduct of Peter Alvarez Cabral This admiral, quitting Lisbon 
on the 9th of March, 1500, struck Out to .sea, to avoid the coast of Guinea, and steered 
his course southward, that he might the more easily turn the Cape of Good Hope. Oh 
the. 24th of April he got sight of the continent of South of America, which he 
judged to be a large island at some distance from the coast of Africa. Coasting along 
for some time, he ventured to send a boat on shore, and was astonished to observe the 
inhabitants entirely, different from the Africans in features, hair, and complexion. It was 
found, however, impracticable to seize upon any of the Indians, who retired with great 
celerity to the mountains on the approach of the Portuguese; yet as the sailors had dis- 
eovered a good harbour, the admiral thought proper to come to an anchor, and called the 
bay Puerto Seguro. Next day he sent another boat on shore, and had the good fortune 
to lay hold on two of the natives, whom he clothed and treated kindly, and dismissed, to 
make a proper report to their countrymen. The stratagem had the desired effect: the 
Iiidiaus having heard the relation pf the prisoners, immediately crowded to the shore, 
singing, dancing, and sounding horns of different kinds; which induced Cabral to land, 
and take solemn possession, in the name of hi.s Portuguese majesty.

As soon as the court of Lisbon had ordered a survey to be taken of the harbours, baysj 
rivers, and coasts of Brazil, and was.convinced that the' country afforded neither gold nor 
silver, they hcl I it in such contempt that they sent thither none but condemiled criminals 
and ubandoiKd women. Two ships were sent every year from Portugal, to carry the 
I'efiise of the. kingdom to this new world, and to bring home parrots, and woods for the' 
dyers and cal)inet-makcrs. Ginger was afterw-ards added, but soon after prohibited, lest 
it should interfere with the sale of the same article from India.

In 1 5 4 8  the Jew s, many of whom had taken refuge in Portugal, hevinning to be perse- 
cuteil by the inquisition, were strip̂ ôf their posses.sio*is and banished to Brazil. Here, 
hf)\rev{'r. they were tlOt entirely .forsaken; many of them found kind relations and faithful
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friends, others, who were .known to be men of probity and understanding, obtained money 
in advance from merchants of different nations, with whom tliey had formerly had transr 
actions. By the assistance of some enterprising mbn, they were enabled to cultivate 
sugar-canes, which they first procured from the island of Madeira. .Sugar, which till then 
had been used only in medicine, became an article of luxury; princes and great men 
were all eager to procure themselves this species of indulgence. This circumstance proved 
favourable to Brazil, and enabled it to extend its sugar plantations. The court of Lisbon, 
notwithstanding its prejudices, began to be sensible that a colony might be beneficial to 

• the mother-country, without producing gold or silver; and this settlement, which had been 
wholly left to the capricious management of the colonists, was now thought to deserve Some 
•find of attention; and, accordingly, T hom ^ de Souza was sent thither in 1549, to regu
late and superintend it.

This able governor began by reducing these men, who had always li/ed in a state of 
anarchy, into proper subordination, and bringing their scattered plantations closer together; 
after which he applied himself to acquire Some information respecting the natives ,with 
whom he knew he must be nccessai'ily engaged, either in traffic or war. This it was no 
easy matter to accomplish. Brazil w'as full *of small nations. Some of which inhabited 
the forests, and others lived in the plains and along the rivers ; some had settled habita
tions, but the greater number of them led a roving life, and most of them had no inter
course with each other. It is not to be supposed that such people would be at all dis
posed to submit to the yoke which the Portuguese wanted to put Upon them. At first they 
only declined all intercourse with tliese strangers; but finding themselves pursued, in 
order to be made slaves, and to be employed in the labour of the field, they took the 
resolution to murder and devour all the Europeans they could seize upon. The friends 
and relations of the savages that were 'taken prisoners also ventured to make frequCnl 
attempts to rescue them, and were sometimes successful, so that the Portuguese were 
forced to attend to the double employments of labour and war.

Souza, by-building San Salvador, gave a centre to the colony ; ' but the honour of set
tling, extending, and making it really useful to the mother-country was reserved for the 
Jesuits who attended him. These men, who, for their arts of insinuation and address, 
have been equalled by none, dispersed themselves among the Indian's. When any of the 
missionaries were murdered,' they were immediately replaced by others, and seeming to 
be inspired only with sentiments of peace and charity, the Indians, in process oP time, 
grew not only familiar but passionately fond of them. As the missionaries were too few 
in number t«4 tran.sact all the business themselves, tlicy frequently deputed some of the 
most intelligent Indians in their stead. These men having distributed hatchet's, knives,

, and looking-glasses among the savages they met with, represented the Portuguese as a 
harnrless, humane, and good sort of people. •

The prosperity of the colony of Brazil, which was visible tb all Europe,- excited the 
envy of the French, Spaniards, and Dutch successively; the latter indeed bid fairest for 
the conquest of the whole ; but after the revolution, ..which placed the duke of Braganza 
on the throne of Portugal, the Portuguese expelled ttie . Dutch, anij have ever since re - ' 
tained the possession of the country.
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"' Brazil oivid^4 into Jie following province? or captainship?, as tney are called, viz. 
Pana, Managnano, Siara, Rio Grande, Pareiba, Tanriarica, Fernambucca, Seregippt^ 
Bahia, ‘Porto Seguro, psperito, 3anto, Rio do Janeiro, St. Vincent, and Del Rey.

The harbours yf Brazil are Pananjbnco, AH Saints, Rio Janeiro, the port of St. Vincent, 
the harbour of Gabriel, and the port o f  St. Salvador ; and with re,spect to rivers, there 
are a great number of noble streams, which nnite with-the rivers Amazon and Plata, be
side? others which fall into the, Atlantic ocean.

The climate of Brazil- has beep described by two eminent naturalists, Piso and Mar»> 
grave, who observed it with a. philosophical accuracy, to be temperate and mild, when 
compared with that of Africa ; they asQrjbe this chiefly to the refreshing wind which blow? 
continually from the sea. ,The air is not only cool but chilly through the night, so that 
the natives kindle a fire every evening in their hutsi As the rivers in this country annually 
overflow their banks, and leave a sort of slirne upon the lands, the soil here must be in 
many places amazingl)" rich, and this corresponds W'ith the best information upon the 
subject. The vegetable productions are Indian corn,-sugar-canes, tobacco, indigo,'hides, 
ipecacuapa, balsam, Brazil-wpod, which is of a red colour, hard, and dry, and is chiefly 
used in dyeing, but not the red of the best kind. Here is also the yellow fustic, of use in 
dyeing yellow, and a beautiful piece of speckled wood, made use of in cabinet-work. Here 
are five different sorts of palm-trees, some curious ebony, and a great variety of cotton-» 
trees. This country abounds in horned cattle, w’hicb are hunted for their hides only, 20,000 
being gent annually, into Europe. There are also a plenty of de^r, hares, and other game. 
Amongst the wild beasts found here are tygers, porcupines, janonoeras,- and a fierce ani
mal, somewhat like a  greyhound ; monkeys, sloths, and the topirassou, a creature betweea 
a bull and an ags, but without horns, and entirely harmless ; the flesh is very good, and has 
tlve flavour of beef. There is a  numberless variety of fowl, w ild and tame, in this country ; 
among these are turkeys, fine white hens, and ducks. The remarkable birds are the burn.* 
ming-bird, the lankina, sometimes called the unicorn bird, for its having a horn, two op 
three inches long, growing out of its forehead, the guira, famous for often changing its 
colour, being first black, then ash-coloured, next rvhite, afterwards scarlet, and last of all 
crimson, which colours grow richer and deeper the .longer the bird live?. Among the . 
abundance of fish with which the sea, lakes, and rivers of this country are stored, is the- 
globe-fish, so called from it^ form, which is so beset with spines, like a  hedgehog, that it 
bid? defiance to all fish of prey. But the most remarkable creature is the sea-bladder, so 
called because jt resembles one, and swims on the surface of the waves ; the inside is 

- filled with air, exce|)t a small quantity of water that serves to poise it. The skin is very 
Ihin and transparent, and, like a bubble raised in tlie water,, reflects all the ̂ colours of the 
fiky. Brazil breeds a great variety of serpents and venomous creatures, among which are 
the Indian salamander, a four legged insect, the sting of which is m ortal; the ihivaboca,* 
a species of serpent, frhout seven yards long, and half a yard in circumference, whose poison 
is instantaneously fatal; the rattle-snake, which there attains an enormous size ; the lihoyd, 
nr roe-buck snake, which, authors inform us, are capable of swalloAving a roe-buck whole 

_witb its horns, bein" between 20 and 30 feet in length, and two yards in circumference,. 
Besides these, there are tnu!ry other insects and serpents, of a dangerous and venomoua. ,
natuvr.
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The gold and diamond mines are but a recent discovery ; tliey were first opened in 
the year 1581, and have since yielded above 5,000,000/. sterling annually; of whioh 
sum a fifth belongs to the crown. So plentiful are diamonds in this country that the 
court of Portugal has found it necessaiy to , restrain their importation, to prevent too 
•great a diminution of their value.

St. Salvador is the capital of Brazil. This city has a noble, spacious, and commodious 
harbour, is built on a high and steep rock, having the sea upon one side, and a lake, 
forming a crescent, on the other. The situation makes it, in a manner, impregnable by 
nature; and the Portuguese have, besides, added to it .very strong fortifications ; it is 
populous, magnificent, and, beyond comparison, the most gay and opulent in all Brazil.

The trade of Brazil is very great, and increases every year. The Portuguese have 
Opportunities of supplying Biemselves with slaves for their several works at a much 
cheaper rate than any other European power that has settlements in America, they being 
the only European nation that has established colonies in Africa, from whence they 
iniport as many as 40,000 negroes annually. ' ''

The excessive confluence of people to the JJrazH colonies, as well from other countries 
as from Portugal, not only enlarges the imports of gold, diamonds, sugar, tobacco, hides, 
drugs, and medicines, but is of still greater importonce as a drain for European commodi
ties and manufactures.

The native Brazilians are about the size of the Europeans, but not so stout: they are 
subject to fewer distempers, and are long lived : they wear no clothing; the women wear 
their hair extremely long, the men cut theirs ^lort; the women wear bracelets of bones,- 
of a beautiful white, the men necklaces of the same ; the women paint their faces, and 
the men their bodies. The food of the Brazilians is very simple;' they live upon shell- 

' fish by the sea-side, along the rivers by fishing, and in the- forests by hunting; and whfen 
these fail, they live upon ceissava and other roots. They are extremely fond of dancing 
and other amusements, and these amusements are not inteirupted by the worship of a 
Supreme Being; for it is said they knoM" of none, nor is- their tranquillity disturbed by 
the dread of a future state, of which they have no idea. They have, however, their 
magicians, who, by strange contortions, so far work upon the credulity of the people as to 
throw them into violent convulsions. If the impostures of these magiaans are detected, 
they are immediately put to death, which serves, in some measure, to clieck the spirit of 
(deceit. Every Brazilian takes as many wives as he chooses, and puts them away wHen he 
gets tired of them. When tlie women lie in, they keep their bed but a day or two j 
then the mother, hanging the . child to her neck in a cotton scarf, returns to her usual 
occupation without any kind of inconvenience. Travellers are received with distinguished 
marks ®f civility by the native Brazilians; wherever tliey go they are surrounded with 

• women, who wash their feel, an̂  ̂ welcome them with the most obliging expressions. 
Put it would be an unpardonable affront if tliey should leave the family where they were 
first entertained, in hopes of better accommodation in another. Some of these virtues, 
ho A ever, were more applicable to these natives before they were corrupted by an inter
course with the Euj'opeans.
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CIIAI»TER IV.

N a t iv e  A meexca-----------A mai;on ia  -a n d  P atag o n ia .

A MAZONIA, which has derived its name from the fable of its Being inhabited by a 
nation of warlike women, is situated in the equatojr and 20° south latitude; its 

length is 1400 miles, and its breadth 900 miles ; it is bounded on the the north by Terra 
Fii*ma and Guiana; on the east by Brazil; on the south by Paraguay ;, and on the west 
by Peru.

The air is cooler than could be expected, considering it is situated in the torrid zone; 
this is partly owing to the heavy rains, which occasion the rivers to overflow their banks 
one half of the year; and partly to the cloudiness of the weather, which obscures the sua 
great part of the time he is above the horizon. During the rainy season the country 4s 
subject to dreadful storms of thunder and lightning.

The soil is extremely fertile, producing coCoa-nuts, pine-apples, bananas, plantains, and 
a great variety of tropical fruits; cedar, red-wood, pak, ebony, logwood, and many other 
sorts of dyeing wood; -together with tobacco, sugar-canes, cotton, potatoes, balsam, 
honey, &c. The woods, abound with tygers, wild boars, buffaloes, deer, and game of 
various kinds. The rivers and lakes abound with fish. Here are also sea-cows and 
turtles; but the crocodiles and water-serpents fender fishing a dangerous employment.

The river Amazon is the largest in the known world. This river, so famous for the 
length of its course, this great vassal of the sea, to which it brings the tribute it has 
received from so many of its own tributaries, seems to be produced by innumerable tor
rents, which rush down with amazing impetuosity from the eastern declivity of the Andes, 
and unite in a spacious plain to form this immense river. In  its progress of 3300 miles, 
it receives the water of ^ prodigious number of rivers, some of which come from far, and 
are very broad and deep. I t  is'interspersed with an infinite number of islands, which are 
too often overflowed to admit of culture; it falls into the Atlantic ocean under the equator, 
and is there 150 miles broad.

The natives of this country, like all the otlier Aniericans, are of a good stature, having 
handsome features, long black hair, and copper complexions. They are said to have a 
taste for the imitative arts, and especially painting and sculpture, and make good mechanics. 
Their cordage is made of the barks of trees, and their sails of cotton, their hatchets of 
tortoise shells or hard stones, their chissels, planes, and wimbles of the horns and teeth 
of wild beasts, and their canoes are trees hollowed'; they spin and weave cotton cloth,

T)uild their houses with wood and clay, and thatch them*with reeds ; their arms in general 
are darts and javelins, bows and arrows, with targets of cane or fish skins. The several 
nations are governed by their chiefs or casiques, it being observable that the monarchial 
form of government has prevailed almost universally, both among antient and modern 
barbariads, doubtless on account of iU superior advantages with respect to war and rapine, 
and as requiring a much less refined policy than the republican system, and therefore 
best adapted to tlie savage state ; the regalia which distinguish the chiefs are a crown
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parrots’ feathers, a chain of. tigers’ teeth or claws, which hangs round the waist, and a 
wooden sword, which, accordijiig to spine authors, were intended for hieroglyphics.

Patagonia is situated between 35° and 54° south latitude • its length is 1100 miles, and 
its breadth 350; it is bounded north by Chili and Paraguay'; ei^t by the Atlantic ocean; 
south by the straits of Magellan ; west by the Pacific ocean.
. The climate is said to be much colder in this country than in the north, under the 

same parallels of latitude, which is imputed to the Andes, which pass through it, being 
covered with eternal snow ; it is almost impossible to say what the soil would produce, as 
it, is not .at all cultivated by the natives. 'The northern parts are covered with wood, 
among which is an inexhaustible fund of. large timber-; but towai'ds the isouth it is  said 
that there is not a single tree large enough to be of use to mechanics; there are, however, 
good pastures, which feed incredible twmbers of horned cattle and horses, fir.st carried, 
there by the Spaniards, and now increased in an a4T)azing degree.

I t  is inhabited by a variety of Indian tribes, among which are the Patagons, from whom^ 
the country takes its name, the Pampas, and the C ogsoresthey  all .live upon fish* and 
game, and what the earth produces spontaneously: their huts are thatdhedv and, notwith.- 
standing the rigour of the climate, fhey wear no other clothes than a mantle made of 
seahskin, or of the skin of some beast, and that they throw off* when they are in action : 
they are exceedingly hardy, brave, and active, making use of their arms, which are bows 
and aiTows  ̂ headed with flints, with amazing dexterity.

This country is said to be inhabited by a race of giants, or at lejwt of men whose stature. 
ia larger than that of the other natives of South America.
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Spanish A merIcA-

CH A PTER V.

-pAftAGtrAT, Chili, P eru, T erra P irma.

IO A R A G U A Y  is situated between 12*̂  and 37* south latitude; and 50'’ and 75“ west 
longitude; its length is 1500 miles, audits breadth 1000. I t is bounded on the 

north by Amazonia ; on the east by Brazil; on the south by Patagonia; and on the west 
by Chili and Peru.

. I t is divided into six provinces ; viz. Paraguay, Parana, Guaira, tJragua, Tucuman, and 
Rio de la Plata.

This country, besides an infinite number of small rivers, is Watered by three principal 
ones, Paragua, Uuragua, and Parana, which, united near the sea, form the famous Rio 
de la Plata, or Plate river, and which annually overflow the banks, and, on their recess,' 
leave them enriched with a slime, that produces the greatest plenty of whatever is com
mitted to it.

This vast tract is far from being wholly subdued or planted by the Spaniards ; there  
are many parts in a great degree unknown to them, or to any other people : the principal 
province of which we have any knowledge is that which is called Rio de la Plata, towards 
the m )uth of the above-mentioned rivers; this province, with all the adjacent parts, is one 
continued plain, for several hundred miles, extremely fertile, and produces cotton in great 
quantities ; tobacco, and the valuable herb called paraguay, w ith a variety of fruits ;^and 
the prodigious rich pasti^res, in which are bred such herds of cattle, that, it is said, the 
bides of the beasts are all that is properly bought, the carcase being, in a manner, given 
into the bargain. A horse, some time ago, might be bought for a dollar, and the usual 
price of a bullock, chosen out of a herd of two or tliree hundred, was only four rialls. But, 
contrary to the general nature of America, this country is destitute of woods. The air is 
ymarkably sw-eet and serene, and the waters of La Plata are equally pure and wholesome?

The Spaniards first discovered this country by sailing up the river La Plata in 1515, 
and founded tire town of Buenos Ayres, so called on account of the excellence of the air, 
on the sputh side of the river, 50 leagues within its mouth, where it is seven leagues 
broad. This is one of tl>e most considerable towns in South America, the capital of this 
country, and the only place of traffic to tiie south of Brazil. Here we meetwith the 
merdiants of Europe and Peru, but no regular fleetw^omes hither, as to the other parts of 
South America ; two, or, at mo.st, three register ships make the whole of their regular 
intercourse wiih Eumpe ; their returns are very valuable, consisting of the gold and-silver 
of (.’hih and Peru, sugar, and hides: those who have carried on a contraband trade to 
this city have found it more advantageous than any o ther; the benefit of this contraband 
is now w h o l l y  in tlxe hands of the Portuguese, who keep magazines for that purpose in 
such parts of Brazil as lie near this copntry. *

Buenos Ayres is regidarly buSt, its streets are wide, the houses ai'e extremely lovf, and 
eacn of (hem is accommodated with a golden. The public and private buildings, which, 
do years ago, were all made of earthy are of more solid and commodious construction.
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since the natives have learned the art of making brick and lime. The number of inhabi' 
tants is about 30,000. One side of the town is defended by a  fortress, with the garrison 
of 6 or 700 men ; the ships get to it by sailing up a river tlfat wants depth, is full of 
islands, shoals, and rocks, and where storms.are moie frequent and more dreadful than on 
the ocean. I t is necessary to anchor every night on the spot where they come, and on 
the most moderate days a pilot must go to sound the way for the sh ip ; after having sur
mounted these difficulties, the ships are obliged, at the distance of three leagues from the 
town, to put their goods on board some light vessel, and to go to refit, and to wait for their 
cargoes at Incunado de Barragan, situated seven or eight leagues below.

Paraguay sends annually into the kingdom of Peru as many as 1500 or 2000' mules : 
they travel over dreary deserts, for the distance of 8 orpOO leagues.

About the middle of the 17th century, the Jesuits represented to the court of Spain, ‘ 
that the want of success in their mission was owing to the scandal, which the immorality 
of the Spaniards never failed to give, and to the hatred which their insolent behaviour 
caused in the Jndians ; they insinuated, that, were it not for those obstacles, the empire 

-of the gospel might, by their labours, have been extended into the most unknown parts 
of America; and that all those countries, might be subdued to his Catholic majesty’s 
obedience, without expence and witliout force. This remonstrance met with success ; 
the sphere of their labours was marked <jut, and the governors ot the adjacent provinces 
had orders not to interfere, nor to suffer any Spaniards to enter into this pale, without 
licences from the fathers; they^ on their part, agreed to pay a certain capitation tax, in 
proportion to their flock, and to send a certain number to the king’s works, whenever they 
shall be demanded, and the missions should become populous enough to supply them.

these terms these Jesuits gladly entered upon the scene of action, and opened their 
spiritual campaign: they began by gathering together about 50 wandering families, w|iom 
they persuaded to settle, and they united them into a little township. This was the slight 
foundation upon which they built a superstructure which amazed the world, and added 
much to their power, at the same time that it occasioned much envy against their society. 
For, when they had made the beginning, they laboured with such indefatigable pains, and 
su'ch masterly policy, that, by degrees, they mollified the minds of the most savage nations, 
fixed the most rambling, and subdued those to their government who had long disdained 
to submit to the arms of the Spaniards and Portuguese: they prevailed upo'n thousands of 
various dispersed tribes to embrace their religion, and these soon induced others tp follow 
their example, magnifying the peace and tranquillity they enjoyed^ under the direction of 
the fathers.

Our limits do not permit us to traffe with precision all the steps which were taken in 
the accomplishment of so extraordinary a conquest over the bodies and minds of men. 
The Jesuits left nothing undone that could confirm their subjection, o^that could increase 
tlieir number; and, it is said, that above 340,000 families livjcd in obedience, and expressed 
an awe, bordering upon adoration, yef procured without any violence or constraint; that- 
the Indians were instructed in the military art, and could 1 ai.se fir,()()0 men well armed 5 
that they lived in towns, were regtilarly clad, laboured in agriculture, exercised manufac
tures,some even aspired to the elegant arts, and that nothhig could equal tlieir submission 
to authority, except their contentment under i t
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fn the year 1757, when part of this territory was ceded by Spain to the crown of Por 
tugal, in exchange for S t Sacrament, to make the Uragua the boundary of their^posses 
sions, the Jesuits refused to comply with this division, or to suffer themselves to be trans
ferred from one hand to another, like cattle, without—their own consent. We were 
informed by the Spanish Gazette, that the Indians actually took up amfis, but, notwith
standing the exactness of their discipline, they were easily, and with considerable slaughter, 
defeated By the European troops who were sent to quell tliem; and, in'17d7, the Jesuits 
were removed from America, by royal authority, and their late subjects were put upon the 
same footing with the rest of the inhabitants of the country.

Chili is situated between 25° and 45° south latitude, and 65° and 85° west longitudg^; 
its length is 1260 miles, and its greatest breadth 580 ; it is "bounded on the north by 
P e ru ; on the east by Paraguay or La P lata ; on the south by Patagonia; and on the 
west by the Pacific ocean. . It lies on both sides of the Andes ; Chili Proper lies on the' 
west, and Cujo or Cutio on the east; the principal towns in the former are St. Jago ancT 
Baldivia, in the latter St. John de Frontiera.

The Spaniards, after overrunning Peru,- made various attempts, in the middle of the 
16th century, to conquer this country ; tha Chilesians, however, continued the war for 
50 years, and at last obliged them to abandon all thoughts of extending their conquests, 
and reduced them to cover their frontiers, by erecting forts at proper distances.

The Spanish colonies in Chili are dispersed on the borders . of the South sea; they 
are parte'd from Peru by a desert 80 leagues in breadth, and bounded on the south by the 
island of Chilo, at the extremity next the straits of Magellan : there are no settlements^ on 
the coast, except those of Baldivia, Conception island, Valparaiso, and Coquimbo or La 
Serena, which are all sea-ports. In the inland country is St. Jago, the capital of the 
colony. There is no culture nor habitation at any distance from these towns ; the 
buildings in the-whole province are low, made of unburnt brick, and mostly thatched; 
this practice is observed on account of the frequent earthquakes, and is properly adapted ' 
to the nature of the cliniate, as well as to the indolence of the inhabitants.

The climate of Chili is one of the most wholesome in tlie whole world ; the vicinity of ■ 
the Cordilleras gives it such a delightful temperature as could not otherwise be expected *5 
in that latitude. Though gold mines are found in it, their richness has been too much ■ 
extolled, their produce never exceeds 213,750 pounds per annum. The soil is prodi
giously  ̂fertile. All the European fruits have improved in that happy climate; the - 

,wine would be excellent, if nature were prfeperly assisted by art, and the corn harvest is - 
reckoned a bad one, when it does not yield a hundred fold. With all these advantages. 
Chili has no direct intercourse with Spain ; their trade is confined to Peru, Paraguay, and  ̂
the savages on their frontiers. With these last they exchange their less valuable commo- - 
dities for oxen, horses, and their ow n children, whom they are ready to part with for the 
most trifling things. This province supplies Peru with great plenty of hides, dried fruit, 
copper, salt-meat, hoi'ses, hemp, lard, wheat, and gold; in exchange, it receives tobacco, 
sugar, cocoa, earthen-ware, woollen cloth, linen, hats made at Quito, and every article of 
luxury fcfought from Europe. The ^hips sent from Callao on this,traffic were formerly 
bound to Conception bey, but «iow come to Valparaiso. The commerce between this 
province and Paraguay is . carried on by land, though it is a journey of 300 leagues, ^ 0  ot 
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•which lie through the snows and precipices of the Cordillera^ j but if it Avas cart ied dn by 
Sea, they must either pass the straits o f ' Afagellan, or double cape Horn, which the 
Spaniards always avoid as much as possible : to Paraguay are sent some woollen* stuffs,

. called Ponchos, Avhich are used for cloaks; also Avines, brand)% oil, and fchiefly gold ; irt 
return, they receive Avax, a kind of talloAv fit to linake soap, European gooils, atid 
negroes.

Peru Was first discovered by the Spaniards in 1515, and AA’as conquered by them. Under 
the command of Almagro and Pizarro, Avithin about 24 years, with circumstances of great 

■ treachery and cruelty. Its inhabitants Avere much more polished tlian any other Ameri
cans, and subject to a race of princes Avhom they denominated Incas, and considered as 
the descendants of the sun ; they acknowledged one God, the creator of heaven and 
earth, but offered sacrifices to the sun, and paid some kind of veneration to the images of 
several animals and vegetables; thdlr empire was divided into provinces, and governed 

. by viceroys and other officers, in subordination to the Inca. They A\ere not ignorant o “̂ 
astronomy, painting, or statuaiy, and were acquainted with the use of metals, but set ttd 
high value oh gold and silver.

The of Peru, a t the time it Avas Subdued, extended along the South sea, IfonJi
the river of Emeralds to Chili, and on the land side to Popayan, according to some 
geographers. I t contained, within its extent, that famous chain of mountains, Avhich 
rises in the Telra Magellanica, and is gradually lost' in Mexico, in order to upite, as it 
shbukl seem, the Southern parts of .America Avith the northern.

I t  is now' divided into three grand divisions or audiences ; Quito, Lima, or Los Reyes, 
knd . Los Chareos. . As to its climate, mines, soil, and produce, they differ greatly in dif
ferent parts of the country.

' The extensive province of Quito is bounded on the north by Popayan, and includes a 
part of that government, also by Santa Fe de Bogota-; on the south by the governments 

. of Piura and Chachapoyas; on the east it extends over the whole* government of May- 
nas and the river of the Amazons, to the meridian, Avhich divides the Spanish from the 
Portuguese dominions; and on the West it is bounded by the South sea ; extending, 
according to Antonio de Ulloa,’ 6o6 leagues in length, and about £00 in its greatest 
breadth; but this greatly exceeds the computation of all other geogfaphers. He, however, 
observes, that it must be owned a great part of those, vast dominions ai'e either inhabited 
by nations of Indians, or have not hitherto bt^n sufficiently peopled by the Spaniards, if 
indeed they have been thoroughly known ; and that all the parts that can properly be 
said to be peopled, and actually subject to the Spanish government, are those intercepted 
by the two Cordilleras of the Ancles, which, in comparison to the extent of the country, maly 
be termed a street or lane, 15 leagues or sometimes more from east to west; to this may 
be added several detached governments, separated by the very extowsive tracts inhabited 
by free Indians. The climate of Quito differs from all olliters in the same parallel, since 
e\'en in the centre of the torrid zone, or although under the equinoctial, the heat i.s not 
only very tolerable, but even, in some places, the cold is painful; while others enjoy all 

. the advantages of a perpetual .spr?ng, the fields being constantly covered Avith ve'iflure, and 
euamellcd Avith flowers of the most lively colours. The mildness of the climate, frorn the 
extremes of heat aiid cold, and the constant equality . of the Bay and night, render this
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country, R'hich, from its situation, might be tijought to be parched by the constant heat 
■ *f the §un, and scarcely jphabitable, both pleasant and fertile; for nature has here dis
pensed her blessings with so liberal a hand, that this countiy, in several respects, surpasses 
those of the temperate zopes, where tJie vicissitudes of winter and summer, and the change 
from heat to cold, causes the extremes of both to be more sensibly felt. However, in 
different parts pf the country, the air - is very different; in one part are mountains of a 
stupendous .height and piagnitude, witji their summits covered witli snow ; the plains arp 
temperate, the yalley^ hot, and,, according to the high of low situation of the country, are 
found ip all variety of gradations in temperature, possible to be copeeived, between th^ 
extremes of heat and cold.

Quito, the capital, in 0? 13' south lati^de, apd T7° 60' west longitude from Greenwich, . 
is so happily situated that neithey beat ncu- cold are ti;oublesome, though both may l̂ e felt 
dn its neighbourhood; a,nd ^hpt Tfendera this still more delightful is, tliat it is constant 
throughout the whoje yeay, the differwee between the seasons being scarce perceptible.

' Indeed, the morpings are coo), the remainder of the day warm, and the nights of an 
agreeable temperature. , • • • v

Xhe winds, which are piu'e and salubrious, blow, for the most part, from north to 
south, but-never with any violence, though t,hey sometimes shift their quarters, but without 
,any regard to ,the season of the year, buch signal advantages resulting from the climate, 
i&oil, and aspect of d îs copntry, would be snffeient to render it the most enviable spot 
upon eaUb, as-itjs supposed to be the most elevated, if, wiiilst enjoying these dehghts, the 
inhabitants were not harassed by terror, and exposed to continual danger ; for here tiq- 

'Piendous tempests of thunder ,and lightping, prevail, which are sufficient to appal the 
■stoutest h ea rt; whilst earthquakes frequently spread universal apprehensions, pnd some
times bury cities in ruins.

The distipetion of winter and summer consists in a yery minute difference'; the interval, 
and months pf April, May, or June, is here called jlie wjnter seaspn, the other months 
jcompose the summer. In the former season the rain chietiy prevails, and ,in the latter 
the inhabitants frequently enjoy whole days of-fine weather ; but whenever the rains are 

• discontinued for above a  fortnight, the inhabitants are in the utpiost consternation, and 
public prayers are offered up for their return. On the other haqd, whep ,they continue p 
short intermission, the like fears prevail, and the church is again crowded with supplicants* 
to obtain fine’weather; for a long drought produces dangerous diseases, and a continual 
rain, .without intervals of sun- shine, destroys the fruits of the earth. The city pf Quito, 
however, enjoys one particular advantage, in being free from musquetoes and qther trouble
some insects, such as fleas and venemous reptiles, except themigua or pique, which is a 
very small insect,shaped like a flea, but hardly visible to the sight.

The fertility of4he soil here is incredible, for the fruits and beauties of the several 
. reasons are visible at the same time; apd the curious .European observes, with a pleasing 

admiration, that wffiile some herbs of the field are fading, others, of the same kind, are 
.springing u p ; while some flowers lose tlieir beauty, others blow, to continue the enamel
led prospect: thus, w hen the fruits « f  the trees have attained their maturity, and the leaves 
begin to change-their colour,* fresh leaves, blossoms, and fruit are seen in their proper 
gradation, ia size and ripeness on the same tree. The same incessant‘fertility is cohspi-
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cuoiis in corn, both reaping and sowing, being carried on at the same time ; so that the 
declivities of the neighbouring hills exhibit all the beauties of the four seasons in one 
assemblage. Though all this is generally seen, yet there is a set time for the grand har- 
■vest; yet sometimes the most favourable season for sowing in one place is a month or 
two after that of another, though their distance does not exceed three or four leagues. 

'Thus, in different spots, , and sometimes in one and the same, sowing and reaping are per
formed throughout the whole year, the forwardness or retardment naturally arising from the 
different situations, such as mountains, rising grounds, plains, and valleys, and the tempe
rature being different in each, the best times for performing the several operations df hus-- 
bandry must also differ.

The chiriinoya is considered as one of the most delicious fruits in the world. Its 
dimensions are various, being from one to five inches in diameter. Its figure is imper
fectly round, flatted towards the stallc, where it forms a kind of navel; but all the other 
parts are nearly circular. It is covered with a thin soft shell, which adheres so closely to 
the pulp, as not to be separated from it n ithout a knife. The outward coat is green, 
variegated with prominent veins, forming all over it a kind of net-work; the pulp is 
white, and contains a large quantity of juice, resembling honey, of a sweet taste, mixed 
w’ith a gentle acid, of a most exquisite flavour ; the seeds are formed in several parts of 
the pulp,, and are somewhat^flat; the tree is high and tufted, the  stem large and round, 
but with some' inequalities, full of elliptic leaves, terminating in a point; *the blossom 
differs little from the colour of the leaves, which is a darkish green ; and though far from 
being beautiful, is remarkable for its incomparable fragrance.

The gi'anadilla in its shape resembles an hen’s e ^ ,  but is larger; the outside of the 
ishell is smooth, glossy, and of a, faint carnation colour, and the inside white and soft; 
the shell contains a Jiscous liquid substance, full of very small and delicate grains, less 
hard than those of the pomegranate: this medullary sulistance is separated from the shell 
by a fine and transparent membrane. Its fruit has a delightful sweetness, blended with 
acidity, very cordial and refreshing, and so wholesome that there is no danger of eating to 
.excess.

. The frutilla or Peruvian strawberry is very different from that of Europe in size; for 
though they are here generally not above an inch in length, tliey are much larger in other 
parts o f P e ru ; but tlieir taste, though juicy; and not unpalatable, is not equal to those in 

'Europe.
The country is observed to abound more in women than in m en; which is the more 

remarkable, »as those causes which induce men to leave their country, as travelling, com
merce, and war, naturally bring over more men than women from Europe. But there are 
many families in which there are a number of daughters, without one son among them. 
The women enjoy a better state of health than the men, which may»be owing, in some 
measure, to thq climate, and more particularly to the early ihtemperance and voluptuous
ness of the other sex.

The Creoles are w'ell made, of | l proper stature, and of a lively and agi*eeable counte- • 
nance. The IVIeetizoos are also in general well madb, often taller than the ordinary size, 
very robust, and have an agreeable air. The Indians, both men and women, are com
monly low of stature, though strong and well proportioned ; but more natural defects are
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to l»e found among them than in any of the rest. Some are remarkably sliort, some 
•idiots, dumb, or blind. Their hair is generally thick and long, which they wear loo^ on 
-their shoulders; but the Indians plait theirs behind with a ribbon, and cut that before, a. 
little above the eyebrows, from one eye to the other. The greatest disgrace that can be 
:otfered to an. Indian of either sex is to cut off their ha ir; for whatever corporeal punish- 
Hicnts their masters think proper to inflict on them they bear with patience, but tliis 
■affront they never forgive; and accordingly the government has interposed, and limited 
this punishment to the most enormous crimes. The colour of the hair is generally a deep 
black; it is lank, harsh, and as coarse as that of a horse. On the contrary, the male 
Mestizos, in order to distinguish tliemselyes from the Indians, cut off their hair, but the 
females do not adopt that custom.

The Mestizos in general wear a blue cloth, manufactured in this country; but though 
tliey are the lowest class of Spaniards, they are vo-y ambitious of distinguishing -them
selves as such, either by the colour or fashion of the clothes they wear.

The Mestizo women affect to dress in the same manner as the Spanish, though they 
cannot equal the ladies in the richness of their stuffs c the meaner sort wear no shoes, but, 
like the men of the same rank, go bare-footed.

The dress of the Indians consists of white cotton drawers, which hang down to the 
calf of the-leg, where they are loose, and edged with a lace suitable to the stuff; the use 
of a shirt is supplied by a black cotton frock, made in the form of a sack, with threfe 
openings at the bottom, one in the middle for the head, and others at the corners for the 
arms ; thus covering their naked bodies down to the knees ; over this is a serge cloak, 
with a hole in the middle for putting the head through, and a hat made by the natives : 
this is their general dress, which they never lay aside, even while they sleep; and they 
hare no additional clotliing for their legs -or feet. The Indians who have acquired some 
fortune, particularly the barbers and phlebotomists,- distinguish themselves from their 
countrymen by the fineness of their drawers, and by wearing a shirt, which, though with
out sleeves, has a lace four or five fingers in breadth, fastened round like a ruff or band. 
They are fond of silver or gold buckles to their shoes, though they wear no stockings, and, 
instead of a mean serge cloak, wear one of fine cloth, which is often adorned with gold or 
silver lace.

There are two kinds of dresses worn by t^e Indian, U'omen, made in the same plain 
manne** with those worn by the mep; in general the whole consisting of a short petticoat, 
and i  veil of American baize; but the dress of the lowest class of women is only a bag of 
the same make and stuff as that of the men, which Uiey fasten on their shoulders ' with 
two large pins : it reaches down to the calf of the leg,' and is fastened round the w aist w ith 
a  kind of girdle.^ Instead of a veil, they wear about the neck a piece of the same 
coarse stuff, dyed y a c k ; but their arms and legs ai-e naked.

The people have dishes unknown in Europe ; but are particularly fond of cheese, and 
' have excellent butter in Uie neighbourhood of Quito. Sweetmeats are very much admired.

Rum is commonly drank here by persons of all ranks; but their favourite liquor is 
brandy.* The disorders arising fronj the - excessive use of spirituous* liquors are generally 
seen among tbe Mesfizos ; arfd the lower class of women, both among the Cfeolcs ami 
Mestizos, are -also extremely addicted to the same species of debauchery.
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. Anothei’’ liquor, much used in this country, is m ate; \vluch is made an herh, knowji 
in all these parts of America by the name of paragiiay, m  being the produce of tliat 

. country. Some of it is -put into a calabash, tipped w-ith silver, called here male, with 
some sugar and cold water. After it has continued there some time, the calabash js 
filled with cold w ater, and they drink the liquor through a  pipe fixed in the .calabash. I t 
is also usual to squeeze into the liquor a small quantity of tlie juice of lemons w  Seville 
oPanges, mixed with some perfumes from odoriferous flowers. This is their usual drinl#iu 
tlie morning, fasting; arid many use it also at their evening regale: the manner of 
drinking it appears very indelicate; the whole company taking it successively through tlie 
same pipe, it being carried round several times, till the company are all satisfied : tliis, 
among the Creoles, is the highest enjoyment; so that, when they travel, they never fail 
to carry with them a sufficient quantity of i t ; and, till they have taken their dose of 
mate, they never eat. ’ * • *

The vice of gaming is here carried on to an extravagant height, to the ruin o f many 
families; some losing their stocks in trade, others the very clothes from their backs, and 
afterwards those belonging to their' wives, which they hazard, stimulated by the hope of 
recDvCling their own. •

The common people, the Indians, and even the domestics are greatly addicted to 
■Stealing. The Mestizos, though arrant cowards, do not ŵ ant audacity in this way; for 
though \hey will not venture to take any one in the street, it is a common thing to 
snatch oft" a person’s hat, and immediately seek their safety in flight. This acquisition is 
sometimes of considerable value; the hats worn by persons of rank, and even by the 
wealthy citizens, when dressed, being of white beaver, worth 15 dollars, -beside the hat
band of gold or silver lace fastened with a gold buckle set with diamonds or emeralds. 
Robberies on the highway are seldom heard of. •

In  Quito and all the towns and villages of its province.different dialects are spoken ; 
Spanish being no less common than the Inga, the language of the country. The Creoles 
use the latter as much as the former, but both are considerably adulterated by borrowed 
words and expressions. The first language generally spoken by children is the Inga ; for 
the nurses being Indians, many of them do not understand a word of Spanish, and thus 

,they afterward learn a jargon composed of both languages. '
The sumptuous manner of performing the last offices for the dead demonstrates how 

far the power of habit is caj)able of prevailing over rejison and prudence ; for their osten
tation is so great in this particular, that many families of credit are ruined by-preposte
rously endeavouring to excel others; and the people here may be said to toil and sebeme. 
to lay up wealth, to enable‘their successors to lavish honours upon a body insensible of ail 
pageantry.

The celebrated mine of Potosi w«}s discovered fay accident. An Indian, named Hualpa, 
in 1545, pursuing some deer, in order to climb certain steep rocks, laid hold of a bush, 
the roots of which loosened from the earth, and brought to view an ingot of silver; the ' 
Indian had recourse it for his own use, and never failed to return to his treasure every 
time that his wants or his desires Elicited him to it. •.The change-that hajj happened in 
his fortune was remarked by one of his-countrymenj- and he discovered to him the secret: 
the two friends could not keep their counsel, and enjoy their good fortune; they quar*
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Celled; On tvhich thS indiscreet confident discovered the. whole to his master Anilaroel, a  
SpaniaVd, who was settled .in the neighbourhood. Upon this the mine became known and 
Was worked; and a great number of them were found in its vicinity, the principal of 
>\hich are in the northern part of the mountain, and their direction is from north to south. 
The most intelligent people of Peru have observed that this is in general the direction of 
tile richest niines.

•The fame of what was passing at Potosi soon spread abroad, and there was quieSy 
huilt, at the foot of the mountain, a town, consisting of 60,000 Indians and 10,000 
Spartiardsi Tho sterility of the soil did not permit its being immediately peopled. Corn, 
fruits, flock's, American stuffs, European luxuries, arrived there from every quarter. In
dustry, which every where follows the current of money, could not search for it with so 
much success as at its source. I t evidently appeared that in 1738 these mines produced 
annually near 978,000/. without reckoning the silver which was not registered, and what 
had been carried off by fraud. From that time the produce has been so much diminished, 
that no more than one eighth part of the coin which was formerly struck is now made.

Terra Firma, otherwise called New Castile, or Castella del Oro, is bounded on the north 
by the North sea and part of the Atlantic pcean ; by the same sea and Guiana on the 
cast,; by the country of the Amazons and Peru on the south ; and by the Pacific ocean 
and Veragua on the west. I t lies between 62° and 83° of west longitude ; and between 
the equator and 12° of north latitude; being upwards of 1200 miles in length from east 
to west, and 800 in breadth from north to south. I t  had the name of Castella del Ore 
from the quantities of gold found in the districts of Uraba and other parts, and was fu'St 
discovered by the celebrated Columbus, in his third voyage.

The climate is neither pleasant nor healthy ;' the inhabitants one part of the year being 
scofched by the most intense and burning heat, and the other almost drowned with per
petual floods of rain, pouring from the sky with such violence as if a general deluge was 
to ensue.

In so large a tract of country the soil must necessarily vary. Accordingly, in some 
parts it is a barren sand or drowned mangrove land, that will scarce produce any .kind of 
grain ; in others it yields Indian corn, balms, gums, and drugs, almost all manner of 
fruits, as well of Old as of New Spain,' sugar, tobacco, Brazil wood, and several other 
kinds' of dyeing woods ; a variety of precious stones, particularly emeralds and sapphires; 
venison, and other game. The plantations of cacao or chocolate nuts'in the district of 
the Caraccas are esteemed the best m America. The mountains abound with tygers, and, 
according to some, with lions, and great numbers of other wild beasts. The rivers, seas, 
jukI lakes teem with fish, and also with alligators; and the bowels of the earth were once 
furnished with the richest treasures, now almost exhausted : the same may be said of the 
pearl-fisheries on tl^  coast, which are far from being so profitable now as formerly.

Terra Firma is a very mountainous country. Terra Firma Proper in particular consi.«;ts 
of prodigious high mountains and deep valleys, flooded more than half the year. The 
mountains in the province of Carthagena and St. Martha, according to Dampier, are the 
highest in the world, being seen at sea^OO miles off’; froug these run a chain of hills, of almost 
e.qual height, quite thi'fiugh Soath America, as far as the Straits of Magellan, called the 
Cordilleras des Andes. The province of Tenezuela also, and districr of the Caraccas, tlic
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most northerly parts of South America, are almost a continued chain o f hills, separated 
by small valleys, pointing upon the coast of the North sea. A chain of barren *moun- 
taiiis, almost impassable, runs through the province of Popayan from north to south, some 
whefeof are volcanoes ; but towards the shores of the Pacific ocean it is a low country, 
flooded great part of the year.

The principal rivers of Terra Firma are the Darien, Chagtrc, Santa Maria, Conception, 
Rib Grande or Magdalena, Maricaibo, and Oroonoko.

Terra Firma contains the province of TeiTa Firma Prdper ,or Darien, of Carthagena, 
St. Martlia, Rio de la Hacha, Venezuele|, Comana, New Andalusia or Paria, New'Gra* 
nada, ’ and Popayan. -

Terra Firma Proper lies in the fonn of a crescent, about the spacious bay of Panamaj 
being the isthmus which joins South and North America, and extending in length between 
the two seas 300 miles, but in breadth, where the isthmus is narrowest, only 60. Hero 
he found gold mines, gold sands, and fine pearl; and though the land is generally rougli^ 
there are some fruitful valleys, watered by rivers, brooks and springs. The chief places 
are Panama and Porto Bello.

The inhabitants of Terra Firaia have never been thoroughly subdued, and in all proba
bility never will, as they are a. brave and. warlike people, have retreats inaccessibly to 
Europeans, and bear an inveterate enmity to the Spaniards. . _ ,

The most northern division of Terra Firma is Darien, which it was, once, intended to 
colonize by settlers from Scotland ; but the project proved abô 'tive, chiefly for want of 
encouragement from William III.

    
 



    
 



    
 



VIEW OF THE' WORLD

BOOK X III.

W est I n d ie

CHAPTE^l I. .

G eneual  D escription  of the  W est I n d ia  I slands.

f  I  ^ IIE  vast continent of America is divided into two parts. North and South, the narrow 
isthmus of Darien serving as a link to connect them together; .between the Florida 

shore, on the northern peninsula, and the gulph of Maracabo, on the southern, lie a muU 
titude of islands, which are called the West Indies, from the name of India, originally 
assigned to them by Columbus; though, in consequence of the opinions of some geogra
phers of the 15th century, they are frequently known by the appellation of Antilia or An
tilles; this term is, however, more often applied to the windward or Caribbean islands.

• Subordinate to this comprehensive and simple arrangement, necessity or convenience 
has introduced more local distinctions; that portion of the Atlantic, which is separated 
from the main ocean to north and east by the islands, though known by the general appel
lation of tiie Mexican gulf, is .itself properly divided into three distinct parts ; the gulf of 
Mexico, the bay of Honduras, and the . Caribbean, sea, so called from that class of islands 
which bound this part of the ocean .on the. cast... Of this class, a group nearly adjoining 
to the eastern side of St. John de Porto Rico is likewise called the Virgin isles. The 
name of Bahama islands is likewise given or applied by the .English to a cluster of .small 
islands, rocJis, and reefs of sand, w'hich stretch in a north-westerly direction for the. space 
of nearly 300 leagues from the northern coast of Hispaniola to the Bahama strait, opposite 
to the Florida shore.

Such of the above islands as are worth cultivation now belong to Grc^t Britain, Spain, 
France, Holland, and Denmark.

T H E  B R IT IS H  CLAIM

Jamaica, Barbadoes, St. Christopher’s, Antiqua, Grenada and the Grenadines, Domi
nica, St. Vincent, Nevis, Montserrat, Barbuda, Anguilla, Trinidad, Bermudas, and the 
Bahama islands. •

VOL. II. ■ - ' - F
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T H E  SPANIARDS CLAIM

. Cuba, Margaretta, Porto Rico.

T H E  FR E N C H  CLAIM

St. Domingo, Martinico, Guadaioupe, S t Lucia, S t Bartholomew, Descada, Mariga- ' 
ente, Tobago! . . , ^

T H E  D U TCH  CLAW
/

S t Eustatia, Saba, Curassou or Curacoa.

T H E  DANES CLAIM

The islands of St. Croix, S t Thomas, and S t John’s.

The climate in all the West India islands is nearly the same, allowing for those acci 
dental differences which the several situations and qualities of the lands theiriselves pro
duce. A s they lie within the tropics, ad/1 the Sun goes quite over their heads, passing 
beyond them to tiie north, and never returning farther from any of them than about 30 
degrees to the south, they would be continually subjected to an extreme and 'intolerable 
heat, if the trade winds, rising gradually, as the sun gathers strength, did not blow in uponi 
them from the sea, and refresh the air in such a manner as to' enable them to attend their 
concerns, even under the meridian, sun. On the other hand, as the night advances, a 
breeze begins to be perceived, which blows smartly -fi'oiii tlie land, as it-were frojh the 
centre towards the sea, to all points of the compass at once. , ‘ '

By the same remarkable Providence in the disposing of things, it is, that when tfie snn 
has made a great progress towards the tropic of Cancer, and becomes in a manner vertical,' 
he draws after him such a vast number'of clouds, which shield them from his direct beams, ' 
and dissolving into rain, cool the air, and refresh the country,'thirsty Avith the long drought, 
which commonly prevails from the beginning of January to the latter end of May.

The rains in the West Indies are like floods'.of water poured horn the clouds with a 
prodigious impetuosity; the rivers suddenly rise, new' rivers and lakes are formed, and in' 
a short time all the low country is under water-. Hence it is that the rivers which have 
their source within the tropics swell and ovei'flow their banks at a certain season ; but so 
'mistaken were the, antients in their idea of the torrid zone, that they imagined it to be 
dry and scorched up with a considerable and fervent heat, arid to be, for ihaf reason, 
uninhabitable; rvhen, in reality, some of the largest rivers of the world have their course 

'^within its linrits, and the moisture is one of the greutest inconvenienceseof -the climate in 
several places. ‘ . ' ' ' //

The rains make the only distinction of seasons in the West Indies ; the .trees are green 
the whole year round ; they have no cold, iro frosts, no snows, and but i’ai'ely some hail 
the storms of hail are, however', ver^ violent when th<^ happen, anrj tire hailstones very
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great and heavy. Whether it be owing to tliis moisture, which alone does not seem to be 
ai sufficient cause, or to a greater quantity of a sulphureous acid, which predominates in 
the air* of this country, metals of all kinds, that are subject to the action of such causes, 
rust and canker in a very short tim e; and this cause, perhaps, as much as the heat itself, 
contributes to make the climate of the West Indies unfriendly and unpleasant to an 
European constitution.

I t is in the rainy season, principally in the month of August, more rarely in July and 
September, that they are assaulted by hurricanes, the most terrible calamity to which they 
are subject, as well as the pijople of the East Indies, from the climate; this destroys at a 
stroke the labours of many years, and prostrates the most exalted hopes of the planter, and 
at the moment when he thinks himself out of danger. ' I t  is a sudden and violent storm 
of wind, rain, thunder, and lightning, attended with a furious swelling of the seas, and 
sometimes with an earthquake ; in short, with every circumstance which the elements can 
assemble that is terrible and destructive. First they see a prelude to the ensuing havoc, 
whole fields of sugar-canes whirled into the air, and scattered over the face of the country. 
The strongest trees of the forests are torn up by the' roots, and driven about like stubble; 
the windmills arc swept away in a monicift, their utensils and fixtures, the ponderous 
copper boilers and stills, of several liundred weight, are wrenched from the ground, and 
battered to pieces ; their liouses are no protection, the roofs are torn off at one blast, 
whilst the rain, which, in an hour, raises the water five feet, rushes in upon them with an 
irresistible violence.

d'he grand staple commodity of the West Indies is sugar; this commodity was but 
little know n to the Greeks and Romans, though it was made in China in very early times ;

• but the Portuguese were the first who cultivated it in America, and brought it* into 
re.iiuest as one of the materials of a very universal luxury in Europe. It is not determined 
whether the cany from which this substance is taken be a native of America, or brought 
tliither to their colony of Brazil by the Portuguese, from India and the- coast of- Africa'; 
but however that may be, in the beginning they made the most, as they still do the best 
sugars which come to market in this part of the world. The juice within the sugar-cane 
is the most lively, excellent, and least cloying sweet in nature, which, sucked raw, has 
proved extremely nutritive and wholesome. From the molasses rum is distilled, and fi'om 
thp scummings of the sugar a meaner spirit is procured. The tops of the canes and the 
leaves which grow upon the joints make vei’y good provender for their cattle, and the 
refuse of the cane after grinding serves for fire, so that no part of this excellent plant .is 
without its use.

They compute, that when things are well managed,, the rum and molasses pay the 
charges of the plantation, and the sugars are clear gain. However, a man cannot begin 
a sugar plantation o^ any consequence, not to mention the purchase of the land, which is 

, very high, under a capital-of at least 5000/.
The negroes in the plantations are subsisted at a very easy rate ; this is generally by 

allotting to each family of them a small portion of land, . and allow'ing them two days in 
the vveak, Saturday and Sunday, to cultivate it ;  some* are subsisted in this manner, but 
others find their negro*es a.certain portion of Guinea or Indian corn, and to some a salt, 
herring,.or a small portion of bacon or salt-pork, a day. A ll the rest of the charge-
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I co^isists in a cap, a shirt, a pair of breeches, and a blanket, and the profit of their labour 
yields 10 or 12 pounds annually. The price of men. ne^'oes, upon' their.first arrival, is 
from 30 to SO pounds, women and grown boys less; but such negi'o families as are 
acquainted M'ith the business of the isla.nds generally bring above 40 pounds, upon an 
average, one with another; and there are instances of a single negro man, expert in the 
business,- bringing 150 guineas; and the wealth of a planter is generally computed from fhq, 
number of slaves he possesses. • •
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CH A PTER II. 

E ng lish  W est I n d ia  I sles.

TrAMAIGA, Barbadoes, St. Christopher’s, Antigua, 
Nevis, Montserrat, Barbuda, Anguilla, Trink

Grenada, Dominica, St. Vincent, 
rinidad, Bermudas, Bahama islands,

Virgin islands.
Jamaica, the largest of the Antilles, and the most valuable, lies between 17* and IJ}” 

north latitude, and between 76° and 79° west longitude; is nearly 180 miles in length, 
and about 60 in breadth; it approaches in its figure to an oval. The windward passage, 
right before it, hath the island of Cuba on the west, and Hispaniola on the east, and is 
about 20 leagues im breadth. r

This island was first discovered by admiral Christopher Columbus, in his second voyag6, 
who landed upon it, May 5th, 1494, and was so much charmed with it, as always to 
prefer it to the rest of the islands ; in consequence of w hich his son chose it for his duke
dom. I t  was settled by Juan d’Esquivee, A. D. 1509, who built the town, which, 
from the place'of his birth, he caUed Seville, and 11 leagues farther to the east stood 
^elilla  ; Oriston was on̂  the south side of the island, seated on w hat is now called the 
Blue Fields’ river. All these are gone to decay, but St. Jago, now Spanish Town, is still the 
capital. The Spaniards held this country I60 years ; and in their time the principal com
modity was cacoa ; they had an immense stock of horses, asses, and mules, and prodigious 
quantities of cattle. The English landed here under Penn and Venables, May 11th, 

•1654, and quickly reduced the island. Cacoa was also their principal commodity, till the 
old trees decayed, and the new ones did not thrive, and then the planters from Barbadoes 
introduced sugar-canes, which hath been the great staple ever .since.

I t  abounds in maize, pulse,' vegetables of all kinds, meadows of fine gi’ass, a variety of 
beautiful flow'ers, and as great a variety of oranges, lemons, citrons, and other rich fi'uits. 
Useful animals there are of all sorts, horses, asses, mules, black cattle of a  large^size, arid 
Sheiep, the flesh of which is well tasted, though their. wool is hairy and bad. Here are 
also goats and hogs in great plenty, sea and river fish, wild, tame, and water towi. 
Amongst other commodities of great value they have the sugar-cane, cacoa, mdigo, pi
mento, cotton, ginger, and coffee ; trees for timber and other uses, such as mahogany, 
machineel, white wood, which no worm will touch, cedar, olives,, and many more. Be
sides these they have fustic, red wood, and various other materials for dyeing. To these 
we may add a multitude of valuable drugs, such as guaiacum, china sarsaparilla, cassia, 
•tamarinds, vanellas, and the prickle pear or opuntia, which produces the cochineal, witR 
.no inconsiderable number of Gdoriferous gums. Near the coast they have salt ponds, 
with which they supply their own consumption, and might make any quantity they 
pleased. - , ,
, Die admiiirstration of jiublia affairs is by a gevernor and council, of royal appoint
ment, and tlie representatives of the people in the lower house of assemblv. Four 
hundred and seventy-four vessels sailed from Jamaica in 1787, exclusive of coasting
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sloops, wheiTies, &c. It had, in 17S9, 710 sugar plantations, and 128,798 negroes em
ployed in cultivating them.

Barbadoes, the most easterly of the Caribbee islands, subject to Great Britain, is about 
25 miles from north to south, and 15 from east to west. , Notwithstanding the smallness 
of its extent, the soil is various, being in some places sandj and light, and others rich, and 
in others spungy; but all of it is cultivated according to its proper nature, so that the 
island presents to tlie eye the most beautiful appearance'tliat can be imagine;!. Oranges 
and lemons grow in Barbadoes in great plenty, and in their utmost perfection. The lemon- 
juice here has a peculiar fragrancy. The citrons of Barbadoes afford the best drams and 
sweetmeats of any in the world,’the Barbado ladies excelling in the art of preserving the 
rind of the citron fruit. The juice of the limes or dwarf lemons is the mo.st agreeable- 
souring we know; and great quantities of it have of late been imported into Britain and • 

'Ireiann, The j)ine-apple is also a nativb of Barbadoes, and grows,there to much greater 
perfection tiian it can be made to do in Europe by any artificial incajjs. A.vast number 
of difierent trees, peculiar to the climate, are also found to flourish in Barbadoes in great 
peiffction, such as the aloe, mangrove, calabash, cedar, cotton, mastic, &c. Here likew ise 
arc'produced .some sensitive plants, with a good* deal of garden stuff, which is common 
in other places. In short, a native of the finest, the richest, atid most diversified cbuntiy • 
of Europe can hardly form an idea of the variety of delicious, and, at the same time, 
nutritive vegetable productions with which the island abounds.

VV'hcn the English, some time after the year 1625, first landed here, they found it the 
most destitute place they had hitherto visited. I t had not the least appeai’ance of ever 
having been peopled, even by savages. There 'was no kind of beasts of pasture or o! 
prey; no fruit, no herb, no root fit for supporting the life of hian. Yet as- the cliinab 
'ivas so good, and the soil appeared fei'tile, some gentlemen of small fortune in England, 
resolved to become adventurers thither. The trees were so large, and of a wood so hard 
and stubborn, that it was w ith great difficulty they could clear as much ground as was 
necessary for their subsistence. By unremitting perseverance, however, they brought it 
to yield them a tolerable support, and they,found that cotton and indigo agreed well with 
the soil, and that tobacco, which was beginning to come into repute in England, answered 
tolerably. These prospects, together with the storm between king and parliament, -whicii 
•w'as beginning to break out in England, induced many new adventurers to transport them
selves into this î >land. And what is extremely remarkable, so great was the increase of 
people in Barbadoes, 25 years after its first settlement, that, in 1650, it contained more 
than 50,000 -whiles, and a much greater number of negro and Induin slaves. The lattef 
they acquired by means not at all to their honour,.for they seized upon all those unhappy 
men, without-any pretence, in tlie neighbouring islands, and carried them into slavery, a 
practice which has rendered the Caribbee Indians irreconcileable ever since. They had 
be^un, a little before this, to cultivate sugar, which soon rendjeted them extremely wealthy. 
Tlie number of slaves therefore wua still augmented  ̂ and in I676 -it is supposed that 
their number amounted to 100,000; which, together with 50,000 -whites, make 15Oj000 
on this small spot, a degree of population unknown in Holland, in China, or any ©they 
part of the world most renowned for numbers. At the above fieriod, Barbadoes employed 
400 sail of ships, one w ith another, of 150 tons,' in their trade. Their annual exports ia-
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sugar, indigo, ginger, cotton, and citron-water, were above 35,000/.; and their circulating, 
cash at home was 200,000/. Such was the increase of population, trade, and wealtli in 
the course of 50 years. But since that time this island has been much on the define, 
rvhich is to be attributed partly to the growth of the French sugar coloniesj and partly to 
our own establishments in the neighbouring isles. Their numbers at present are said to 
be 20,000 whites and 100,000 slaves. Their commerce consists in the same articles as 
formerly, though- they deal in them to less extent.

St. Christopher’s is su}>posed to be half of it unfit for cultivation, the interior parts 
consisting of many high and barren mountains, between v hich are horrid precipices and 
thick woods. The loftiest mountain, Avhich is a decayed volcano, is called mount 
Itliscry ; it rises 3711 feet perpendicular height from the sea. Nature has, however, • 
made a recompence for the sterility of the mountains, by the fertility of the plains. The 
soil is a dark grey loam, very light and porous, and is supposed by IVfr. Edwards to be 
the production of subterraneous fires, finely incorporated with a' pure loam, or virgin 
mould'; this soil is peculiarly favourable to the culture of sugar. Tn the south-west part 
of the island hot suliihureous springs are found ; at the foot of some of the mountains the 
air is on the whole salubrious, but the* island is subject to hurricanes. I t has about 
4000 white and 26,000 coloured inhabitants.

Antigua has neither stream nor spring of fresh water, but nevertheless has a fertile soil, 
and, unless in dry years, yields considerable crops. Its Avhite inhabitants amounted, in 
1*774, to 2590, and the enslaved blacks to 37,808. The legislature of Antigua set the 
first example o fa  melioration of the criminal iawi'especting the negro slaves, by allowing, 
them a trial by jury, &c. And the inhabitants, still more o their honour, have encou
raged the propagation.of the gospel among their slaves.

 ̂ Grenada abounds with wild game and fish ; it produces also very fine timber, but the 
cocoa-tree is observed not to thrive here so well as in the other islands. A lake on a 
high mountain, about the middle of. the island, supplies it with fresh water streanrs. 
Several bays and harbours lie round the island, some of which might be fortified to great 
advantage, so that it is very convenient for shipping, not being subject to hurricanes. 
The soil is capable of producing tobacco, sugar, indigo, pease, and millet. It has about" 
1000 white inhabitants, 1000 fr̂ e people of .colour, and 24,000 slaves.

Dominica contains many high, rugged mountains, several of which contain volcanoes, 
w hich frequently discharge burning sulphur, and from some of the mountains hot springs 
of water issue. Between the mountains are many fertile valleys, well watered, there being 
at least 30 fine rivers, besides rivulets in the country. •

There are not, howev'er, at this time, more than 50 sugar ])Iantations in work, and, 
one year w ith anotiier, they do not produce more than from 2 to 3000 hogsheads per ' 
annum. There are^more than 200 cofi’ee plantations, which seem to answer well, as in 
some years they have produced • 26,785 hundred weight. Cacoa, indigo, and ginger are 
also cultivated, but in a very small degree ; for the chief of those in the list of exports 
are obtained from South America, under the sanction of the free-port law. The number 
of inhabitants, according to the retarn of 1788, is as follows; white inhabitants of .all 
sorts 1226; free nc'groes, ^c. 445; slaves 14,967; and about 20 or 30 families ot 
Caribbecs.
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St. Vincent is mountainous and rugged̂ , but the intermediate valleys are exceedingly 

fertile. Besides the native Caribs, who inhabit the more inaccessible parts of the island, 
it has ^bout 1500 whites, and 12,000 negro slaves. •

' .Nevis is a beautiful little island, with a soil fertile in the low grounds and more sterile 
as we ascend higher. It has about idOO white and 10,000 black inhabitants.

Montserrat is a small but very pleasant island, so called by Columbus from its resem
blance to the famous mountain near Barcelona. Its population is about equal to that of 
Nevis.

Barbuda is a little healthful island, abounding with turtles, deer, and various other 
gaipe, especially pintadoes. It is the .property of the Codrington family.

Anguilla has a chalky soil, and about 700 inhabitants, 500 of whom are negro slaves.
Trinklad, wliich has been lately ceded by the Spaniards, enjoys the advantage of a 

healthful climate and freedom from the hurricanes ; there was formerly a large bank of 
pearl? on its shores, which was, however soon exhausted. It is inliabited by a few 
Spaniards, who, with some Indian women, have formed a race of men, that, uniting the 
indoltr.ee of the savage to the vices of civilized nations, are sluggards, cheats, and zealots.

'J’he Bermudas are a cluster of islands, lying •almost in the form of a shepherd’s rrool;, 
in west longitude 65°, north latitude 32° 3 0 ' between 2 and 800 leagues distant from 
the nearest place of the continent of America,. or any other of the West India islands. 
The whole number of the Bermudas islands is said to be about 400, but very few of them 
are liabitable. The principal is St. George’s, which is not above 16 miles long, and three 
at most in breadth. I t is universally agreed that the natui'e 6f this and the other Bcmiu- 
das islands has undergone a surprising alteration for the worse since they were first dis
covered, the air being much more inclement, and the soil much more barren than 
fontierly ; this is ascribed to the cutting down those fine Sfweading trees, for which thf 
islands were famous, and which sheltered them' from the blasts of the north winds, at the 
same time that it protected the undergrowth of the delicate plants and herbs. In short, 
tlie Summer islands are now far from being desira’ole spots, and their natural productions 
are but just sufficient for the support of the inhabitants, who, chiefly for that reason per
haps, are temperate and lively, even to a proverb. At first tobacco was raised upon these 
islands, but being of a worse quality than that growing on the continent, the trade is now 
almost at an end. Large quantities of ambergris were also originally found upon the 
coasts, and afforded a valuable commerce, but that trade is also reduced, as likewise their 
whale trade; though the perquisites upon the latter form part of the governor’s revenue, 
he having ten, pounds for every whale that is caught. The Bermudas islands, however, 
might still produce some valuable commodities, were they properly cultivated, 

j d'he Bahamas are situated between 22° and 27° north latitude, and 73° and 81° west 
longitude. They extend along the coast of Florida quite down to Cuba, and are said to 
be 500 in number, some of them only rocks, but 12 of thenrj are large and fe r t i le a ll  are, 
however, uninhabited, except Providence, which is 200 miles east of the Floridas.; though 
some others are larger and more fertile, and on which the English have plantations.

'I’he Virgin islands are about 40*in number, of which Tortola is the principal; tliey 
contain about 1000 white and 10,000 black inhabitants.
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C H A PTER  I I I

T he  Sp a n is h , F rench , D utch, a n d  D a n is h  I slands .

J ^ U B A  is a large and valuable island, and by far the most important of all the Spanish 
West Indies. I t  was discovered by Columbus in 1492, amd soon after subdued by 

the Spaniards, who destroyed, by the year 1511, several million of the inhabitants. . Find
ing that this island did not afford gold, they treated it with neglect, so that it affords 
little else than tobacco and the skins of wild cattle. • The hundredth part of the island is 
not yet cleared, yet it contains about 30,000 inhabitants.

Porto Rico hath 36 leagues in length, 18 in breadth, and 100 in circumference. We 
may venture to affirm that it is one of the best, if not entirely the best, of the islands of 
the new world, in proportion to. its extent. The air is wholesome and tolerably tempe
rate, and it is watered by the pure streams of a considerable number of small rivulets. 
Its mountains are covered w ith either •useful or valuable trees^ and its valleys have a 
degree of fertility seldom to be met w ith elsewhere. All the productions peculiar to 
America thrive upon this deep soil. A  safe port, commodious harbours, an4 coasts of 
easy access, are added to these several advantages. On the 1st of January, 1778, the 
population of Poito Rico amounted to 80,660 inhabitants, of which number only 6530 
were slaves. The inhabitants Reckoned 77,384 head of horned cattle, 23,195 horses, 
1515. mules, and 49,058 head of small cattle.

Margaretta is an island to which the descriptiqn of Trinidad will apply in almost every 
particular.

Hispaniola or St. Domingo is the largest of the Caribbee islands, extending about 420 
miles from cast to west, and 103 in breadth from nprth to south, lying between 17° 37* 
and 20° of north latitude, and between 67° 35' and 74° 15' w'est longitude. The climate 
is hot, but not reckoned unwholesome, and some of the inhabitants are said to arrive at 
the age of 120. I t  is sometimes refreshed by breezes and rains, and its salubrity is like
wise in a great measure owing to the beautiful variety of hills and valleys, woods and 
rivers, w’hich every where present themselves. I t is indeed reckoned by far the .finest. 
and most pleasant island of the Antilles, as being the best accommodated to all the pur
poses of life, when duly cultivated.

This i.sland, which is nominally the property of France, and the seat of jin independent 
black empire, has been for many years*the scene of the most dreadful desolations. -

Martinico is 16 leagues in length, and 45 in circumference, leaving out the capes, 
some of which extend two or three leagues into the sea ; it is very uneven, and intersected 
in all parts by a number of hillocks, which are mostly of a conical foTra. Tliree moun
tains rise above these smaller eminences ; the highest bears the indelible marks of a vol
cano, the woods with which it is covered continually attract the clouds, which occasion 
noxious damps, and make it horrkl and inaccessible, while the two others are, in most 
parts, cultivated. Erom these mountains issue the many springs that water the island ; 
these waters, which flow in gentle streams, are changed into torrents on the slightest storm; 
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' their qualities are derived fronr the soil over which they flow; in some places they are 
‘ excellent, in others so bad 'that .the inhabitants are obliged to drink the water they have 
eollectfed during the rainy season.

‘ In the beginning of the last century it derived, from the cultivation bf colFee and clan
destine trade with the Spanish settlements,-such an abundance of specie, that it became a 
matter of indifference to the inhabitants whether they, received gold, silver, or goods iti 
exchange for their commodities. Its- prosperity’ has; Iibwever, come to an end', since .the 
English have obtained possession of Canada.

Guadaloupe is an island of an irregular form, abounding with cfaggy rocks, but its, pro
ductions are very considerable. ’ , , „ r:

Sh Lucia has good soil, but unwholesome air. . •
Tobago is a very valuable island, which has been much contended for by the diftercn'f 

European powers. ’
St. Bartholomew, Deseada, and Marigalante are. chiefly serviceable to the. French, by 

affording shelter to their privateers in time of M’̂ ar.'
St'. Eustatius has but few natural advantages ; but, through the industry of .the Dutch,' 

r îSCs 'sugar and tobacco, and carries an a contrab'and tre^de with the .'Spaniards. The ^m e  
Chai^cter is applicable to Curassou, which besides furnishes' the English- island's witli 'salt._ 

The Danish iriarids'of St. J'bhn, St.-Thoniafe, arid St. Croix afei very diminutive, ;but‘ 
liaise some sugar, and derive cdnsiderable advantage',ffbm the saW 'pf'priz;es, w'hich are 
brought in'herb by'privateers'of'different ndtibris in tinle of war. , ) ‘ .
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BOOK XIV.

N orth A m e r ic a .

C H A PTER I.

Sp a n is h  A m e r ic a . -M exico , F l o rid a , an d  C a l if o r n ia .

1% T  EXICO is situated between 9° and 40° north latitude, and 18° and 50° west longi- 
tilde. .Its length is 21OQ miles, and breadth 1600. It is bounded on the north 

by ur known regions; on the east by Louisiana and the gulf of Mexico ; on the south by 
the isthmus of Darien, which separates it from Terra Firma in South America; on the 
west by the Pacific ocean.
. This vast country is divided into three grand divisions, viz. 1. Old Mexico. 2. New 

Mexico Proper. 3. California, lying on the west, and a peninsula.
• The climate of Old Mexico varies much, according to the situation of its different 
parts ; the maritime places are hot, unhealthy, and moist, the heat being so great as to 
cause people to sweat, even in the month of January : this heat is supposed to be owing to 
the flatness of the coasts, and the accumulation of sand upon them. The moisture arises 
from the vast evaporation from the sea, as well as from the great torrents of water de
scending fr.)in the mountains. The lands which lie in the neighbourhood of high moun
tains, the tops of which are always covered with snow, must, of nwessity, be cold; and 
Clavigero informs us, that he has been on a mountain, not more than 25 miles distant 
from the city of IMexico, where there was white frost and ice, even in the dog days.

All the other inland countries,” says the same author, “ where the greatest population 
prevailed, enjoy a climate.so mild and benign, that they neither feel the,rigour of winter 
nor the heat of summer. I t  is true, in many of the countries there js frequently white 
frost in the three months of December, January, and February, and sometimes even ,it 
snows, but the stnall inconvenience which such cold occasions' continues only till the 
vising sun; no other fire than his rays is necessary to give warmth in winter; no other 
relief is wanting in the season of heat but the shade ; the same clothing which covers men 
in the dog days defend them in January, and the animals sleep all tlie year under the 
open sky. . ,  *

Mexico has several volcanoes, besides other mountains of remarkable height. The 
; Vast chain of mountains called the Andes are continued through the isthmus of Eanama,
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' and thrpiigh all Mexico, until they are lost in the unknown mountains of the ivorth, THe 
‘ most considerable in'* that chain is known in Mexico by the name of Sierra Madre, particur 

larly.iu Cinalo and Tarahumara, provinces no less than 1200 miles distant from the 
capital.’

Mexico is well watered by very considerable rivers, though none of them are compa
rable to those of South America.

There are also several lakes, remarkable for their size or beauty ; and a variety of 
mineral waters, of the nitrous, sulphureous, and aluminous kinds. The mineral produc
tions of Mexico are very valuable ; the natives found gold in several provinces of the em
pire ; they gathered it principally from the sands of their rivens, in grains ; and the people,, 
in whose country it was found, were obliged to pay a certain quantity, by way of tribute, 
to the emperor. They dug silver out of the mines in Tlachcd and some other countries, 
but it waa less prized by them than by other nations. Since the conquest, however, so 
many silver mines have been discovered in that country, especially in the provinces to the 
north-west of the capital, that it is in vain to attempt afty enumeration of them. They 
had two sorts of copper, one hard, which served them instead of iron, to make axes and 
other instruments for war and agriculture ; the other kind, which was soft and flexible, 
served for domestic utensils, as with us. They had also tin from the mines of Tlachco, 
and dug lead out of mines in the country of the Otamies, but we are not informed what 
uses .tliey put this last metal to. They had likewise mines of iron at TIascala and 
Tlapbco, and some other places ; but these were either unknown to tlie Mexicans,^ or 
they did not know how to benefit themselves by them. In Chilapan were mines of quick-t 
silver, and-1n many places they had sulphur, alum, vitriol, cinnabar, ochre, and an earth 
greatly res,embling white lead. These minerals were employed in painting and dyeing, but 
we know not to wiiat use they put their quicksilver. There was great abundance of amber 
and' asphaltum upon their coasts, both of which w ere paid in tribute to the king of Mex- 

,ico, from many parts of the empire; the former was wont to be set in gold, by w'ay of 
ornament, and asphaltum was employed in their sacrifices.

Mexico produces some diamonds, tiiough but few in number; but they bad, in greater 
plenty, some other precious stones, such as amethysts, cats’ eyes, torquoises, cornelians, 
and gome green stones resembling emeralds, and very little inferior to them, of alt w hich 
a tribute was paid to the emperor, by the people in whose territories they were found; 
They were  ̂likewise furnished with crystal in plenty, from the mountains which lie on the 
coast of the Mexican .gulf, between the port of Vera Cruz and the river Coatzacualco. In 
the mountains of Celpolalpan, to the eastward' of Mexico, were quarries of jasper and 
marble of different colours; they had likewise alabaster, at a  place called Tecalco, now 
'^ecale, in the neighbourhood of the province of Tapeyacac, and many other parts of the 
erppire. The stone tetzontli is generally of a dark red colour, pretty hard, porous, and 
l^ght, and unites most firmly with lime and sandj'^on which account it is of great request 
for buildings in the capital, where the foundation is bad. There are entire mountains of 
loadstone, a very considerable one of which lies oetween^Teoitzlan and Chilapan, in< the 
country of the Cohnixeas. They formed curious figures o^ mephritic-stone, some of 
which are still preserved in European'museums. They had a kind of fine w'hite taUv 
which burnt into an excellent plaster, and ivith which tlie^ used to wlutcn their paintings.
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Blit.the most useful stone they bad was that called itzli, of which there is great abun
dance in many parts of Mexico ; it has a glossy appearance, is generally of a.black colour, 
and semi-transparent, though sometimes also of a blue or white colour. In South Anse-' 
rica this stone is called pietra dd  galinazzo; and count Caylus endeavours to show, in a 
manuscript dissertation, quoted by Bomare, that the obsidiona, of which the antients made 
their vases murini, were entirely similar to this stone. The Mexicans made of it looking-* • 
glasses, knives, lancets, razors, and spears. Sacred vases were made of i t  after the intro-* 
duction of Christianity.

The soil of Mexico, though various, produced every where the necessaries and even the 
luxuries of life. “ The celebrated Dr. Hernandes, the Pliny of New Spain,” says Clavi-* 
gero, "  has described, in his Natural History, about 1200 plants, natives of the country; 
but his description, though large, being confined to medicinal plants, has only comprised 
one part of what provident nature has produced there for the benefit of Mortals. With- 
regard to the other classes of vegetables,, some are esteemed for their flowers, some for 
their fruit, some for their leaves, §ome for their root, some for their wood, and others for-- 
their gum, resin, oil, or juice.” , '  .

Here ai'e a great variety of palm-trecs,*timbers of various kinds> -medicinal- and aro- - 
matic trees, and esculent plants. The animals which are common* to Mexico, with th&- 
other parts of the continent, are the Mexican hog, the moufete,. the opossum, the arma-*- 
dilla, the techichi, a small animal resembling a dog,. , which, being perfectly dumb, gave- 
occasioh to a report that the I\Iexican dogs could irot bark. The flesh of this animal w'as 
eat by them, and was esteemed agreeable and nourishing food. After the conquest of 
IMexico, the Spaniards, having neither large cattle nor sheep, provided their markets withr 
this quadruped, by which means the species soon came to be extinct, though it had been 
very numerous. The land-squirrel is very numerous in the kingdom of Michuacan, has 
great elegance of form, and is extremely graceful in its movements, but k  cannot be tamed, 
and bites most furiously every person wlio approaches it.

Besides these there, are sea-lions, raccoems, &.nd'that rapacious animal named the tapir; , 
there are likewise great numbers of monkeys, of many different kinds, some of which liave 
beads resembling those of dogs; some of them are strong and-fierce, equalling a man in ; 
stature when they stand upright.
' Among the animals peculiar to Mexico is one named by Clavigero coyoto, which ap-* 

pears to have been inaccurately described by natural historians, some making it one . 
species and some another. The tialcojotl or thalcoyoto is ajbout the size of a middling dog,- 
and, ,in Clavigero’s opinion, is the largest-animal tliat lives under the .earth.; the tepeizu- 
mtli,.oi mountain-dog, though it is-but the size of a small dog, is so bold that it attacks 
deer, and sometimes kills them., Another animal, larger than the two foregoing, is called*. 
the xoloitzcuintli; «ome of tliese are of no-less than- four feet in length ; it has a face 
like tlie dog, biit tusks like tbe wolf, with erect ears, the,neck gross, and the tail long; it 
is entirely destitute of hair, except only the snbut; -where there are some thick crooked 
bristles; the whole body is covered with a smooth, soft, ash-coloured skin, spotted partly . 
with black and tawny,: this ^ e c ie l of .animals, as-well as the two foi'mer, is almost totally 
extinct. A Lyncean academician, named Giovanni Fabri, has endeavoured to prove thafe . 
the xoloitzcuintli is the same w ith the w’olf of Mexico, but this is denied by Clavigera* -̂,.
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All animal called ocotochtli, a kind of white cat, is remarkable more for the fabulous 
account of it, than for anj singular property with which it is really endowed. According 
to Dr. Hernandez, w'hen this creature takes its prey," it  covers it with leaves, and after
wards mounting on some neighbouring tree, it begins howling, to invite other animals to 
eat its prey, being itself always the last to eat, because the poison o f  its tongue is so strong; 
that, if it ate first, the prey would be infected, and other animals which eat of it would 
die. To these mpst be added a curious animal of the mole, kind, which is called tozan or 
tuza ; it is about the size of an European mole, but very different otlierwise.

The birds are so numerous, and of such various appearances and qualities, that Mexico 
has been called the country of birds, as Africa is of quadrupeds'. Though Hernandcs 
passes over a great number of species, 'he yet describes above 200 peculiar to the country. 
He allows to the eagles and hawks of Mexico a superiority over those of Europe, and the 
falcons of this country \vere formerly esteemed so excellent, that, by the desire of Philip II. 
100 of them were sent every year over to Spain. The largest, the' most beautiful, and 
the most valuable kind of eagles is called by the Mexicans itzquaubtli, and will pursue 
not only the larger kind of birds, but quadrupeds, and even men'.

The aquatic birds are very numerous, and of great variety; there are at least'20 species 
, of ducks, a vast number of geese, with several kinds of herons, great number of swansj 
■xjuails, water-rails, divers, kingfishers, pelicans, See. The multitude of ducks is sometimes 
so great, that they cover the fields, and appear at a distance like flocks of sheep. Some 
of the herons and egrets are perfectly white, some ash-coloured, others have the plumage 
of the body white, while the neck, vi ith the tops and upper parts of the wings, and part of 
the tail are enlivened with a bright scarlet or beautiful blue. ^

lieve^re several species of serpents, some of them remarkable for their bulk, arjd others 
for their poisonous quality. The original inhabitants are thus described by Clavigerft. 
“  They generally rather exceed than fall under the middle size, and are well-proportioned 
in all their limbs; they have good Complexions, narrow foreheads, black eyes, clean, firm, 
wdiite, and regular teeth, thick, black, co.arse, and glossy hair, thin beards, and generally 
no hair upon their legs, thighs, and arms, their skin being of an olive colour. There is 
scarce a nation on earth in which tl)cre are fewer persons deformed; and it would be more 
difficult to find a single hump-backed, lame, or squint-eyed man among 1000 Mexicans 
than among 100 of any other nation. The unpleasantness of their colour, the sinallness 
of their foreheads, -the thinness of tlieir' beards, and the coarseness of their hair, are so far 
•compensated by the regularity of their limbs, that they can neitlier be called very beauti
ful nor the coatrary, but sdem to  hold a rnidiile place, between the extremes; their ap-" 
■pearance neither engages nor disgusts ; but among the young women of ^Mexico there are 

^many very beautiful and fair, whose beauty is at the same time rendered more winning 
by the natural sweetness oflheir manner of speaking', and by the pleastintnesS and naturaf 
modesty of their-whole behaviour. Xlieir senses are very^acute, especially -that of sight,; 
which they enjoy unimpared to the latest' age. Their coastitutions are- sound, and thef? 
health robust; .they are entirely free from many disorders- .which are common- among 
the Spaniards; -but of the epidemical diseases, to \vliich *their country is occasionally 
subject, .tliey .are generally victims ; with them these diseases begin, and with them tliey 

^nd. ' ■ '
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Tiie oppression which they suffered, after the conquest of their country by Cortes, Jn  the 
beginning of the 16th century, would probably have annihilated their race, had not tlieir 
misfoftunes excited the compassion of Bartholomew De Las Casas.

This man, so famous in the annals of the new world, had accompanied his father m the 
first voyage made by Columbus. The mildness and simplicity of the Indians affected 
him so .strongly, that he made himself an ecclesiastic, in order to devote his labours to 
their conversion ; but this soon became the least of his attention. As he was more a  ■ 
man than a pidest, ho felt more for the cruelties exercised against them for their supersti
tions. He was continually hurrying from one hemisphere to another, in order to comfort 
the people, for whom he had conceived an attachment, or to soften their tyrants. His 
conduct, which made him idolized by the one, and dreaded by the other, had not the 
success he expected. The hope of striking awe, by a character revered among the 
Spaniards, determined him to accept the bishopric of Chiapa, in Mexico. When he was 
convinced that this, dignity was an insufficient barrier against that avarice and cruelty which, 
he endeavoured to check, he abdicated it. I t was then that this courageous, firm, and 
disinterested man accused his country, before the tribunal of the whole universe. In- his 
account of the tyranny of the Spaniards irf America, he accuses them of having destroyed
35,000,000 of the Indians. They ventured to find fault with the acrimony of his stile, 
but no one convicted him of exaggeration. His writings, which indicate the amiable turn 
of his disposition, and tlie sublimity of his sentiments, have stamped a disgrace upon ' his 
barbarous countrymen, which time hath not, nor never will efface.
’ The court of Mu'drid, awakened by the representations of the virtuous Las Casas, and 
by the indignation of the whole world, became sensible at last tliat the tyranny it per
mitted was repugnant to rcligiorjf to humanity, and to policy, and resolved to hfeak the 
Chains of tire Mexicans. Their liberty was now only constrained, upon the sole condition 
that they should not quit the territoi'y where they were settled. This precaution ow'ed its 
origin to the fear that was entertained in going to join the w’andering savages to the north , 
and south of the empire.

With their liherty, their lands ought also to have been restored to them, but this was 
not done. This injustice compelled them to work solely for their oppressors. I t  rvas. 
only decreed that the Spaniards, in Avhose service they laboured, should stipulate to keep 
them w ell, and pay them to tiie amount of five guineas a year.

From these profits the tribute imposed by government was.subtracted, together with four 
shillings and four-|)Cnce halfpenby, for an institution; which is astonishing that the conque
rors should have thought of establishing. This w-as a fund set apart in co/ih community, 
and afjpropriated to the relief of such Indians as were decayed or indisposed, and to their-, 
support under private or public calamities. , ' ,

The distributioft of this fund was committed to their caciques. These were not the 
descendants of those whom they foiind in the country at the time of the conquest. The 
Spaniai’ds chose them from among tliose Indians w ho appeared the mo.st attached to their 
interests, and were under no apprehension of making those d’ignities hereditary. Their 
authority was limited to the^iolice in their district, which'in general extended eight or ten = 
leagues; to the collecting the tribute of those Indians who laboured on their own account,..
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that of the otherŝ  being stopped by the masters whom they served, and to the preventing 
their Hight, by always keeping them under their inspection, and not suffering them to con
tract any eî gagement without their consent. As a reward of their services, these Ihagis- 
trates obtained from government a property ; they were permitted to take out of the com
mon stock two-pence halfpenny annually for every Indian under their jurisdiction. At 
last they were empowered to get their fields cultivated by such young men as were not 
yet subject to the poll tax, and to employ girls till the time of their marriage in such oc
cupations as were adapted t*o their sex, without allowing them any salary except their 
maintenance.

•These institutions, which totally changed the condition of the Indians in Mexico, irri
tated the Spaniards to a degree not to be conceived -Their pride would not suffer them 
to consider the Americans as free men, nor would their avarice permit them to pay for 
labour, which hitherto had cost them nothing. They employed successively, or in combi
nation,- craft, remonstrances, and violence, to effect the subversion of an arrangement, 
which so strongly contradicted their warmest passions, but their efforts were ineffectual. 
Las Casas had raised up for his beloved Indians protectors, who seconded his design with 
zeal and warmth. The Mexicans themselves, finding a support, impeached their oppre;S- 
sors before the tribunals, and even the tribunals that were either weak or in the interest 
of the court. They carried their resolutions so far as even unanimously to refuse to work 
for those who had treated any of their countrymen with injustice. This mutual agreement, 
more than any other circumstance, gave solidity to the regulations which had been de-t 
creed ; the other, described by the laws, was gradually established. There was no longer 
any regular system of oppression, but merely several of those particular vexations, which 
belong to a vanquished people who have lost their government.

The cfandestine acts of injustice did not prevent the Mexicans from recovering, froiti 
time to time, certain detached portions of that immense territory of which their fathers 
had been despoiled. They purchased them of the royal domain, or of the great proprie
tors. It was not their labour which enabled them to make these acquisitions ; for this 
they were indebted to the happiness of having discovered, some of them mines, and others 
treasures, which had been concealed at the time of the conquest. The greatest number 
derived their resources, from the priests and monks, to whom they owed, their existence.

Even those who experienced a fortune less propitious ĵ rocured for themselves, by, the 
sole profits of their pay, more conveniences than they had enjoyed before they underwent; 
a foreign yoke. We should- be very much deceived, if we should judge of the antient 
prosperity of tlie inhabitants of JMexico, by what has been said by different -writers, of its 
dmperor, its court, its capital, and the governors of its provinces. Despotism had there 
produced those fatal effects which it produces every where. The whole state was sacri- 
hced to the caprices, pleasures, and magnificence of a smalj number of^ersons.

The government drew considerable advantages from the mines which it caused to be 
worked, and still greater from those which were in the hands of the individuals. The 
.salt-works greatly added to its revenue. Those who followed agriculture at the time of 
harvest paid a kind of third of all thd produce of the laffds, wjjiether they belonged to them 

Vas their own property, or whether they were only farmers of them. Men who lived by
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the chace, fishermen, porters, and all mechanics, paid tlie same proportion of their indus
try every month. Even the poor were taxed, at certain fixed contributions, which their 
labour or Uieir alms might pot them in a condition to pay.

The Mexicans are now less unhappy; European fruits, corn, and caRle have rendered 
their food more M'boiesomc, agreeable, and abundant; their houses are better built, better 
disposed, and better furnished ; shoes, drawers, shirts, a garment of wool or cotton, a ‘ 
ruff, and a hat, constitute their dress. The dignity wliich it has besn agreed to annex to 
these enjoyments has made them better economists and more, laborious. This case, how
ever, is far from being universal; it is even very uncommon in the vicinity of the mines, 
towns, and great roads, where tyi'anny seldom sleeps ; but we often find it with satis
faction in remote paits, where the Spaniards-are not numerous, and w'here they have, in 
some measure, become Mexicans.

New Mexico is but little known. It has a pleasant climate and fertile soil, and is in
habited by a variety of Indian nations.
' California is a country stretching about 800 leagues in length, and has consequently a 
considerable variety of soil and climate; and indeed we find, from good authority, that 
California produces some of the most beaiitiful lawns, as well as many of the most inhos
pitable deserts, in the universe. Upon the whole, although California is rather rouglj 
and craggy, we are.assured, by the Jesuit Vinegas and other good writers, that, with due 
culture, it furnishes every necessary and convenience of life, and that even where the 
atmosphere is hottest, vapoufs risiiig from tiie sea, and dispersed by pleasant breezes, 
render it of a moderate temperature.

The Californians are ■ well made and very strong ; they are extremely pusillanimous, 
inconstant, stupid, and even insensible, and seem deserving of the character given the 
Indians in general. Before the Europeans peneti'atcd into California, the natives had no 
form of religion. The missionaries indeed tell us many tales concerning them,.but they so 
evidently bear the marks of forgery, as not to be wortii repeating. Each nation was then 
an assemblage of several cottages, more or less numerous, that were all mutually confede
rated by alliances, but without any chief. They were strangers even to filial obedience. 
No kind of dress was used by the men, but the wonjen made use of .some covering, and 
were even fond of ornamenting themselves with pearls, and such other trinkets as their 
country afforded. AVhat mostly displayed their ingenuity was the construction of their . 
fishing-nets, which are said by the Jesuits even to have exceeded in goodness those made 
in Europe ; they were made by women, of a coarse kind of flax, procured from some 
plants which grow there. The houses were built of branches and leaves of trees, nay many 
of them were only inclosures of earth and stone, raised half a yard high, without any 
covering, and even these were so small that they coiild not stretch themselves at length in 
them. Tn winter they dwelt under ground in'caves, either natural or artificial. •

Loui.-;iaaa is bounded by the Mississippi on the east; by the gulf of Mexico on the 
Bouth ; by New Mexico on the west; and runs indefinitely north. Under the French 
government, Louisiana, included both sides of the Mississippi, from its mouth to the Illi
nois, and back from the river east.and west indefinitely.

I t  is a country vefty tliinl^^settled, though it is supposed, from its natural fertility, that 
it might be productive of great advantage.

VoL. II . 7 G
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* i,.' Eiist and West Florida are situated between 25^’ arid-31° ncft’th latitude^ and 5* and 17* 
' west longitude from Philadelphia; the length is about 600 miles, and the; breadth about 
■■'130. They are bounded north by Georgiai; cast by the Atlantic ocean ; south by the 
. ^ulfof Mexico ; west by the Mississj^irpi; lying in the form of an L. Thiei climate varies 

very little from that of Georgia. . ■ ' ' ;
■ , I f  has a great variety of soils, but is generally fertile. I t  produces a great variety of 
trees; particularly white and red oak, 'live oak, laurel mangolia, pine, hiccory, cypress, red- 
and white cedar.

The live, oaks, though not tall,-contain ,a prodigious quantify, of timber. The trunk is 
generally from 12 to 20 feet in circumference, and rises 10 or 12 feet from the earth, and 

, then branches into four or five great liuibs, which grow in,nearly a horizontal direction, 
forming a gentle curve. V I have stepped” says Bartram above .50 paces, on a straight 
line, from the trunk of one of these trees to the extremity of̂  the limbs.” They are ever 
green, and the wood almost incorruptible. ' They bear a great quantity of small acorns, 
•which are a^'eeable food wiien' roasted, and fi’bm which the Indians extract a'sweet od, 
which they use in cooking rice.

The capital of East Florida is St. Augustin^, and that of West Florida is Pensacola. 
.Both these counlries were possessed by the English fr'ohi the year 1763, till they reverted 
lo the'Spaniards by the peace which terminated the American war.
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CHAPTER II.

T h e  U n i t e d  S t a t e s .

T h e  Unrted states are bounded on the west by certain Indian nations ; on the north 
by British America; on the west by the Atlantic; and on the south by Spanish 

.̂ merica. Their divisions, dimensions, number of inhabitants, &c. are exhibited in the 
following table:

• i-C
Names of states and ’S  ^  Number of

colonics. c  g Inhahutants.
O  I tM

1

New Hampshire.......  180 60 102,000*
M assachusets............  450 164 360,000*
Rhode Is lan d ............  68 40 51,896
Connecticut................ 81 57 209,150’
New Y ork .................. 350 300 328,897
New Jersey ................ 160 52 149,435
Pennsylvania..............  288 156 360,000*
Delaware#.................. 92 16 37,000*
M aryland...................  134 110 253,630
V irginia.....................  758 224 567,614
North Carolina . . . . . .  758 110 270,000*
South Carolina...........  200 125 180,000*
G eorg ia .....................  600 250 98,000*
Vermont— ............... 1.55 60 100,000*
Western Territory___1000 450 6,000*
K entucky.............. I  includedin joq ooQ*

^ Virginia

Total 3,083,622

p • Chief Towns. ' Distance' and hewing 
E u ( from Pltiladelphia

tJiS

1787 .w Portsm outh ....... 408 .-.1........... N . E.
1 7 8 7 .. B oston...3 4 3 .................N. E.
1783 ..N e w p o rt.............280 ............E. N. E^
1782 ..Newhaven...........181.................N . E,
1786 .. New Y ork . . . . . . .  9 5 ...........E .N . E.
1 7 8 4 ..  T renton .. 3 0 .................N. E.
1787'.. Ph iladelph ia........................................
1 7 8 7 .. D o v er...'............  7 2 ............ S .S.W .
-1782 ..A nnapolis............132........................S. W .
1782 ..R ichm ond........... 2 7 6 ........................S. W .
1787 ..E den ton ............... 44 2 ............. S .S.W .
1 7 8 7 .. C harleston .........814..............S .S.W .
1787 ..A ugusta ...............934 ........................S. W .
1788 ..Bennington.......2 9 9 . ...............N. E.
1 7 8 8 .. A delphi.............. 492 .................... W
1788 -. Lexington........... 947 hi/ water.. . .  W .

N. B. In the column containing the number of inhabitants, the numbers marked (*) 
are as reckoned in the convention at Philadelphia in 1787, excepting North Carolina, 
Vermont, Western Territory, and Kentucky; the others are taken from actual enume
ration. •

The distances of the several capitals from Philadelphia are reckoned as the roads run.
•

Th  ̂ United States were 13 in number, at the time of their first association in 1776; 
since that time Vermont, Kentucky, and Western Territory have been added ; the last of 
which 18 of such vast extent, that it is intended by Congress that it shall be divided into 
len n̂ w states, to he called Washington, Metropotamia, Pesilippi, Michigomia, Illinoia, 
Chersonesus, Sm-atĉ a, 8vlv»nia, Asseoioi, and Pelopotamia. These ten-states, spreading

7 G 2
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• over an immense tract of land, are traversed by the gieat river Ohio, in a course of 1200 
miles, secciving into its waters the innumerable rivers which are scattered over the whole 
country. On the north they are bounded by the five great lakes, Superior, Maxljigan, 
Huron, Erie, and Ontario, which empty themselves into the river S t Lawrence. On the 
east th^y have the states of New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, whose navigation, as well 
as the St. Lawrence, affords them a direct communication with the Atlantic ocean. On 
the south they are partly bounded by the mountains; and on the west by the vast rivei' 
Mississippi, whose source is unknown, and which, after flowing through the great continent 
o f  America, admitting into its-swelling waves the tributes of a thousand waters, falls into 
the gulf of Mexico.

Erora the best account that can be at present obtained, there are, within the limits of 
the United States, 3,083,600 people. This number, which is rapidly increasing, both by 
emigrations from Europe and by natural population, is composed of people of almost all 
nations, languages, characters, and religions. The greater part, however, are descended 
from the English, and, for the sake of distinction, are called Anglo-Americans.

The English language is tlie one winch is universally spoken in the United States, in 
which business-is transacted̂  and the records'kept.

Intermingled -with the Anglo-Americans are the Dutch, Scotch, Irieh, French, Germans, 
Swedes, and Jews' all these, except'the Scotch and Irish, retain, in a greater or less 
degree, their native language,' in which they perform their public worship, converse, and 
transact their business with each other.' •

The coast of the United States was discovered by John and Sebastian Cabot, two Ve
netian mariners, who were employed to.discover unknown'lands, by our king, Henry VII. 
I t  was left unsettled for many years, during which time it was denominated Floiida, till, 
in the year 1584, queen Elizabeth granted two patents, one to Adrian Gilbert, the other 
to sir W alter Raleigh, for lands not possessed by any Christian prince. Sir Walter dis
patched two ships, which anchored in a'harbour, seven leagues west of. the Roapeke, took 
possession o f the country in a formal manner, and, in honour of queen Elizabeth, called it 
Virgmia; Virginia became from this time the common name for North America. No 
successful attempt was, however, made to colonize America, before the year l606.

» In the spring of this year, James I, by (fetent, divided Virginia into two colonies. The 
southern included all lands between the 34° and 41° degrees of north latitude. This was 
styled the first colony under the name of South Virginia, and was granted to the London 
company. The northern, called the second colony, and known by the general name of 
North Virginia, included all lands between the 38° and 45° of north latitude, and w’as 
granted to the’Plyraouth company. Each of these colonies had a council of 13 men to 
govern them. To prevent disputes about territory, the colonies were prohibited to plant 

♦within 100 miles of each other. There appears to be an inconsistency in these grants, as 
the lands lying between the 38° and4l° are covered by both patents. ‘ *

Beth the London and Plymouth coitapanies enterprisCd settlements within the limits df 
their respective grants ; with what success will hOw l)e mentioned. ' ‘ ■ ’

Piercy, brother of the earl of Noi;thumberland,dn.tije service offhe London company,
• went over with a colony to Virginia, and discovered Powhaitati, now Latnes rivet. In ' tlje
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mean time, the Plymouth company sent Henry Cha’.lons, in a vessel of 55 tons, to plant 
a colony in North Virginia ; but in his voyage he was taken by a Spanish fleet, aad car
ried to Spain. '

] 657-] Tlie London company this spring sent Christoplier Newport, with three vessels, 
to Sooth Virginia. He entered Chesapeak bay, and landed, aad soon after gave to tlie 
most southern point the name of Cape Henry, which it still retains. Having elected Ed
ward iWingfield president for the year, they next day landed all their men, and began a set
tlement at James river, at a place which they called James town. This is the first town 
that was settled by the .English in North America. Newport then sailed for England, 
leaving with the president 104 persons ; and soon after this died Bartholomew Gosnold, 
the first projector of this settlement, and one of the council. The following winter James 
town was burrnt.

During this time the' Plymouth company fitted out two shipsj uhder the command of 
Raw'ley Gilbert, They sailed for North Virginia with 100 planters, and George Pophain' 
for their president; they arrived in summer, and settled about nine or ten leagues to the 
southward of the mouth of yagadahok river. A great- part of the colony, however, dis
heartened by the severity of the weather, returned to England, leaving their president 
Popham witli only 45 men.

It was in the fall of tiiis year, that the puritans, who afterwards settled at Plymouth in 
New England, removed from the north of England to Holland, to avoid the cruelties of 
persecution.

16'08.] The Sagadahok colony suffered great hardships, after the departure of their 
fflends, in December. In the (|epth of winter, which is extremely cold, their store-house 
caught fire, and was consumed, with most of their provisions and lodgings. Soon after 
this their president died, and Rawley Gilbert w'as appointed to succeed him. *

•The chief justice Popham made every exertion to keep this colony alive, by repeatedly 
sending them supplies. But the circumstance of his death, which happened this year, 
together with that of .the president Gilbert’s being called to England, to settle his affairs, 
broke up the colony, and they all returned with him to England,

The unfavourable reports w'hich these first unsuccessful adventurers propagated respect
ing the couiitry, prevented any further attempts to settle North Virginia for several years 
after.

In. Ifi09, the puritans, who had*settled at Amsterdam, removed to Leyden. The next 
year the first effectual settlement of Virginia was made by De la War, governor of the 
colony. This year also New York began to be settled by the Dutch.

Between the years-1614 and 1620 several .attempts were made by the Plymouth com
pany to settle New England, but, by various means, they were all rendered ineffectual. 
During this time, however, an advantageous trade was carried on with the natives. •

1617.] In this j^ar the puritans at Leyden meditated a removal to America. Various 
difficulties intervened to prevent the success of their designs, until the year 1620, when a 
part of the congregation came over and settled at Plymouth. 'A P  this time commenced 
the settlement of New England.• O 0 •

The next year after the settlement of Plymouth, John Mason obtained of the Plymouth 
council a grant of the present state of Nevt Hanipshire. Two years after, undt<r the au-
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thorify of this grant', -a small colony settled near the mouth of Piscataqua river. From 
this period we may date the settlement of New Hampshire.

In I6'a7 a colony of Swedes and Fins came over and landed at Cape Henlopen^ and 
afterwards purchased of the Indians the land from Cape Henlopen to the falls of Delaware, 
on both sides of the riv<;;r, which they called New Sweedland stream. On this river they 
built several forts, and made settlements'.

In lC28 the council for New England sold to Henry Roswell and five others, a large 
tract of land, lying round Massachusett’s bay ; and John Endicot, with his wife and company, 
came over and.settled at Naumkeag, now called Salem. This was the first English settle
ment which was made in Massachusett’s bay. Plymouth, indeed, rvhich is now' included 
in the commonwealth of Massachusetts, was settled eight years before; but at this time' it 
was a separate colony, under a distinct government,-and continued so until the second 
charter of Massachusetts was granted by William “and Mary, in I691, by which Plymeutli, 
the province of Main, and Sagadahok were annexed to Massachusetts.

In the reign of Charles I. Lord Baltimore, a romanist, applied and obtained a grant of 
a track of land upon Chesapeak bay, about 140 miles long gind 130 broad. Soon after 
this, in consequence of the rigour of the laws of England against the papists, Baltimore, 
with a number of his persecuted brethren, came over and settled it, and, in honour of 
queen Henrietta Maria, they called it Maryland.. This colony had the honour of giving 
the first example of religious toleration in America.-

The first grant of Connecticut was made by Robert, earl of Warwick, president of th e ' 
council of Plymouth, to lord Say and Seal, lord Brook, and others, in the year 1631. In 
consequence of several grants, made afterwards by the patentees, to particular persons, 
Fenwick made a settlement at the mouth of Connecticut river, and called it Saybrook. 
Four year^ after, a number of people from Massachusetts bay came, and began settlements 
at Hartford, Wethersfield, and Windsor, or Connecticut river. Thus commenced tile 
English settlement of Connecticut.

Rhode island was first settled in consequence of religious persecution. Roger Wil
liams, who was among those who early came over to IMassachusetts, not agreeing with 
some of his brethren in sentiment, was banished the colony, and went, with twelve others, 
his adherents, and settled at Providence, in 1635. From this beginning arose the colony, 
now’ state, of Rhode island.

In 1664, Charles II. granted to the duke of York what is now called New Jersey, thet 
a part of a large tract of country, by the name of New Netherlands. Some parts of 
New Jersey were settled b}' the Dutch as early as about 1615.

In the y e a r j662, Charles H. g ran ted .E d w ard , earl of Clarendon, and seven others, 
almost the whole tefiitory of the three Southern States, North and South Carolina, and 

^Ceorgia. Two years after he granted a second charter, enlarging their boundaries. The 
proprietors, by virtue of authority vested in them by their/charter, engaged John Locke 
to frame a system of laws for the government of their intended colony. Notwithstanding 
these preparations, no efiectual settlement was made, until the year I669, (though one 
was attempted in I 667,) when William Sayle came over with a colony, and fixe^ on a 
•neck of land, between Ashly and Cooper rivers. Thus commenced the settlement ol 
Carolina, which then included tlie whole territory between the 29° 36^° rortii
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ktitude, togqtber with the Bahama islands, lying between latitude 23 and 27 degrees • 
nortli. • ' »

The royal charter for Pennsylvania was granted to Williarh Penn, 1681. The first 
colony came over the next year, and settled under the proprietor, who acted as governor.

The proprietary government in Carolina was attended with so many inconveniences, and 
occasioned such violent‘dissensions among the settlers, that the parliament in Great 
Britain was induced to take th e ' province under their immediate care. The proprietors 
(except lord Grenville) accepted of 22,500/. from the crown, for the property of juris-, 
rliction. This agreement was ratified by act of parlianaetit in 1729- A clause in this act 
reserved to Grenville his eighth share of the property and arrears of quit rents, which 
continued vested in his family till the revolution in 1776. His share made a part of the 
present state of North Carolina. About the year 1729, the extensive territory belonging 
to the proprietors was divided into South and North Carolina. They remained separate 
royal governments, until they became independent states. *

For the relief of poor indigent people of Great Britain and Ireland, and for the security 
of Carolina, a project was formed for planting a colony between the rivers Savannah and 
Alatamaha. Accordingly, application being made to George II. he issued letters patent, 
bearing date June 9th, 1732, Ibr legally carrying into execution the plan. In honour of 
the king, who greatly encouraged the plan, they called the new province Georgia. Twenty- 
one trustees were appointed to conduct the affairs relating to the settlement'of the pro
vince. The'November following, 115 persoas, one of whom was general Oglethorpe, 
embarked for Georgia, where they arrived, and landed at Yamacraw. In exploring fhe' 
country, they found an elevated pleasant spot of ground, on the bank of a navigable river, 
upon which they marked out a town, and, from the Indian name of the river which passed 
by it, called it Savannah. From this period we may date the settlement of Georgia.
• Kentucky w as first discovered by James Maebride, and some others who were in com

pany with him, in 1754. Daniel Boon explored it ia  1769. Four years after. Boon and 
his family, with five otlier families, who were joined by 40 men from Powle’s valley, 
began the settlement of Kentucky, wliich is now a very flourishing colony.

The tract of country called Vermont, before the late ŵ ar, was claimed both by Newr 
York and New Hampshire. When hostilities commenced betw'een Great Britain and the 
colonies, the inhabitants, considering themselves as in a state of nature, and not within any 
legal jurisdiction, associated and formed for themselves a constitution of civil government. 
Since* that time, 1777, Vermont has, to all intents and purposes, been a sovereign and 
independent state.

The extensive tract of country lying north-west of the Ohio river, within the limits of 
the United States, was erected into a separate temporary State of government, by an ordi
nance of Congress, passed in 1787. -  •

Before the revolfttion, there were three kinds of government established in the British 
American colonies. The first was a charter government, by w'hich the*powers of legisla
tion were vested in a governor, council, and assembly, chosen by the people. O f this 
kind were the governments of Connecticut and Rhode island. The second was a proprie- 
tary government, in .which thf proprietor of the province was governor; although he gene
rally resided abroad, and administered the government by a deputy of his own appointment
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the assembly only being chosen by the people. Such were the governments of PennsyU 
vania gnd Maryland, and originally of New Jersey and Carolina. The third kind was 
thfit of royal government, ^vhere the governor and council were appointed by the crown, 
and the assembly by the people. Of this kind were the governments of New Hampshire, 
Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, after the year 1702 ; Virginia, the Carolinas, 
after the resignation of the proprietors, in 1728; and Georgm. This variety of govern
ments created different degrees of dependence on the crown. To render laws valid, it 
was constitutionally required that they should be ratified by the king, but this formality 
was often dispensed with, especially in the charter governments.
, A t the beginning of the last war of George II. vvitli France, commissioners from many 
of the colonies liad assembled at Albany, and proposed that a great council should be 
formed by deputies for the several colonies, w'hich, with a general governor, to be appointed 
by the crown, should be empowered to take measures for. the common safety, and to raise 
money for the execution of their, designs. This proposal w'as not relished by the British 
ministry, but, in place of this plan, it was proposed that the governors of the colonies, with 
the assistance of one or two of their council, should assemble and concert measures for the 
general defence, erect forts, levy troops, and draw on the treasury of England for nmnies 
that should be wanted, but the treasury to be rdimbursed, by a tax on the colonies, to be 
.laid by the English parliament. To this plan, which would imply an avowal of the right 
of parbament to tax the colonies, the provincial assemblies objected, with unshaken fifm- 
ness ; and the war was carried on by requisitions on the colonies for supplies of men and 
money, or by voluntary contributions.

But no sooner was peace concluded, than the English parliament resumed the plan of 
taxing ^he colonies, and, to justify their attempts, said that the money to be raised was to 
be appropriated to defray the expence of defending them in the late 'war.
. The first attempt to raise a revenue in America appeared in the memorable stamp a« , 

passed jo 1765, by which it w'as enacted that certain instruments of writing, as bills, 
bonds, &c. should not be valid in law', unless drawn on stamped paper, on which a duty 
was laid. No sooner was- this act published in America, than it raised a general alarm. 
•The people were filled with apprehensions at an act, which they supposed an attack on 
their constitutional rights. The colonies petitioned the. king and parliament for a redress 
of the grievance, and formed associations for the purpose of preventing the importation 
and use of the British manufactures, until the act.should be repealed. - - The news of the 
repeal was received in the colonies m itii universal joy, and, the trade between them and 
Great Britain was renewed on the most liberal footing.

The parliament, by repealing this obnoxious act, did not intend to lay aside the scheme 
of raising a revenue in the colonies, but merely to change the mode. Accordingly, the 

,  next year they passed an act, laying a certain duty on glass, tea, paper, and painter’s 
colours, Articles which were much wanted, arid not manufactured int'Vmerica. This act 
kindled the resentment of the Amencans, and excited a general opposition to the measure, 
so that parliament thought proper, in 1770, to take off these duties, except three-pence a 
pound on tea. Yet this duty, however trifling, kept alive the jealou'sy of the colonists, 
and their opposition to parliamentSay taxation continued |ind increased;. The inconve- 
aience of paying the duty was not the sole nor principal cause of the opposition, it was thfi
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principle, which, once admitted, would have subjected the colonies to unlimited,parlia- 
mentary taxation, without the privilege of being represented. The right, abstractly con-( 
sldered, w’as denied, and the smallest attempt to establish the claim by precedent was 
uniformly resisted. The Americans could not be deceived as to the views of parliament; 
for the repeal of the stamp act was accompanied jvith an unequivocal declaration, “ that 
the parliament had a right to make laws, of sutficient validity to bind the colonies, in all' 
cases whatsoever,”

The colonies therefore entered into measures to encourage their own manufactures and 
home productions, and to retrench the use of foreign superfluities, while the importation of 
tea was prohibited. In the royal and proprietary governments, the governors and people 
were in a state of continual warfare. Assemblies were repeatedly called, and suddenly 
dissolved. - While sitting, the assemblies em[)loyed all their time in stating grievances and 
framing remonstrances. To inflame these discontents, an act of parliament was passed, 
ordaining, that the governors and judges should receive their salaries of .the crown, thus 
making them independent of the provincial assemblies, and removable only at the pleasure 
of tlie king.

The next attempt that was made on the*part of the English government;' to conquer tli6 
resistance of the Americans, was by passing an act, enabling the East India company td 
export all sorts of teas, duty free, to any place whatever.- Several ships were freighted 
with teas, and sent to the American colonies; but the inhabitants, determined to oppose- 
the revenue system, intimidated the factors, and, at Boston, destroyed the tea. To punish 
this last outrage, a bill was passed, to discontinue the landing and discharging, lading and 
shipping of goods, w'ares, and merchandizes at the town of Boston, or within the harbour.

Tins was Followed by an act to regulate the government of Massachusetts bay, an act 
tAat ordained that American criminals might be sent to Great Britain to take their trialj 
and another, which enlarged’ the bounds of the province of Quebec, and granted many 

.privileges to its Roman catholic inhabitants.
These strong measures did not intimidate the Americans. On the other hand, they 

served to confirm their former apprehensions of the evil designs of government, and to 
unite the colonies in their opposition. A correspondence of the opinion, with respect to 
the unconstitutional acts of parliament, produced an uniformity of proceedings in the colo
nics, in order to concert measures for the preservation of their rights. Deputies werO 
accordingly appointed, and met at Philadelphia in the autumn of 1774.

In this first congress the proceedings were deliberate and lo}al, but marked with unani
mity and firmness. Their first act was a declaration or state of their claims, as to the 
enjoyment of all the rights of British subjects, and partictilarly that of taxing themselves  ̂
exclusively, ahd of regulating the internal police of the colonies.; They also drew up a» 
petition to the king, complaining of their grievances, and praying for a repeal of the uncon
stitutional and oppressive acts of parliament. They signed an association to suspend the 
importation of British goods and the exportation of American produce, until their- griev
ances should be redressed.. They sent an address to the inhabitants of Great Britain, and 
another to the people of Anjerica* in the former of which riiey enumerated the oppres* 
eive steps of pafliainent, ajjd called on their British brethren not to aid - the ministry ia. ., 

Yoi.. II. 7 -H .
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enslavijig th(}ir American subjects; and in the latter they endeavoured to confirm the 
■people in a spirited and unanimous determination to defend their constitutional rights.

In 1775 hostilities actually commenced, his majesty published a proclamation, declaring 
the Americans rebels, and they published an answer, avowing their allegiance. The next 
year, however, all reserve was dropped, and the congress declared the 13 colonies inde
pendent of their mother country, and composing one entire natioi^ denominated the 
United States.

We pass over the detail of the wars, and the aggravated atrocities wherewith its horrors 
were increased, and of the wretchedness and misery it induced in its progi-ess, and it» 
train both in the eastern and western world.

In  the spring of 1782, general Carleton arrived in New York, and took the command 
of the British army in America ; immediately on his arrival, he acquainted general Wash
ington and congress that negociations for a peace had been commenced at Paris.

On the 30th of the 11th month, 1782, provisional articles of peace were signed at 
Paris, by which Great Bi'itain acknowledged tlie independence and sovereignty of that 
United States of America; and these articles were ratified by a definitive treaty.

Thus ended a long and arduous conflict, id which Great Britain expended near a 
hundred millions of money, with a 100,000 lives, and won nothing. America erulured 
every crnelty and distress, lost many lives and much treasure, but was delivered from a 
foreign dominion.

No sooner was the peace festered by the definitive treaty, and the British troops with
drawn from the country, than the United States began to experience tlie defects of their 
general government. While an enemy w'as in the country, fear, which had first imi)clled 
the colonists to associate in mutual defence, continued to operate as a band of political 
union.. I t gave to the resolutions and recommendations of congress the force of laws, aritt 
generally commanded a ready acquiescence on the part of the state legislatures. Articles 
of confederation and perpetual union had been framed in congress, and submitted to the 
consideration of the states, in 1778. Some of the states immediately acceded to them, 
but others, which had not unappropriated lands, hesitated to subscribe a compact, which 
would give an advantage to the states which possessed large tracts of unlocated lands, and 
were thus capable of a great superiority in wealth and population. All objections, how
ever, had been overcome, and, by the accession of Maryland, in 1781, the articles of 
confederation were ratified as the frame of government for the United States.-

These articles of confederation, after eleven years experience, being found inadequate 
*0 the purposes of a federal government, for reasons hereafter mentioned, delegates were 
chosen in each of the United States, to meet and fix upon the necessary amendments. 

«They accordingly met in convention at Philadelphia, in the summer of 1787, and agreed 
to  propose a new constitution for the consideration of tlieir, constituents; which was after- 
w-ards adopted. •

Agreeable to this constitution, the United States are governed by a president, a senate, 
and a house of representatives. The president is elected for four years; he is comipander 
in chief of the army and navy (rf the United States, aii3 oftl»3 militia of the several states, 
when called into the actual service of the United States; he may require the opinion, in
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writing, of the principal officers in each of the executive departments, upon any subject * 
relating to the duties of their respective offices; and he has power to grant reprieves and* 
pardons for offences against the United States, except in cases of impeachment.

IJe has power, by and with the advice and consent of the senate, to make treaties, pro- • 
vided two-thirds of the senators present concur ; and he nominates, and, by and witii the 
advice and consent of the senate, appoints ambassadors, other public ministers, and con- 

, suls, judges of the supreme court, and all Other officers of the United States, whose 
appointments are not herein otherwise provided for, and which shall be established by 
law'. Eut the congress may, by law, vest the appointment of such inferior officers, as 
they think proper, in the president alone, in the courts of law, or in tlie heads of depait- 
nients.

The president has power to fill up all vacancies that may happen during the recess of 
the senate, by granting commissions, which shall expire at the end of their next session.

He, from time to time, gives to the congress information of the state of the union, and 
recommends to their consideration such measures as he judges necessary and expedient; 
he may, on extraordinary occasions, convene both houses, or either of them, ,and, in case 
of disagreement between them with respect to the time of adjournment, he may adjourn 
them to such times as he shall think proper; he receives ambassadors and other public 
ministers, he takes care that tlie laws be faithfully executed, and commissions all th«i 
officers of the United States.. ,

The president, vice-president, and all civil officei's of the United States are to be removed, 
from office, on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, pr other b^h crime* 
and misdemeanors.

Tlie senate is composed _ of two senators from each state, chosen by the legislature 
jthereof for six years, and each senator has one vote. It has the sole power of trying, all 
impeachments.

The house of representatives is composed of members, chosen every second year by 
the people of the several states.. All laws and regulations whatever must be enacted by 
these two houses, with the consent of the president; unless, after the president has refused; 
his consent, and the bill has been reconsidered, it is approved by two-thirds of the meu- 
bers of each house.

The most southern of the United States is Georgia, which has a mild but unwholesome 
climate. The soil and fertility are various, according to its situation and different degrees, 
of improvement. ,In this state are produced by, culture, rice, indigo, cotton, silk (though 
not in large quantities), Indian corn, potatoes, oranges, figs, pomegranates, &c. Rice at 
present is the staple commodity, .and, as a.small proportion only of the rice ground is 
under cultivation, the quantity raised in future, must be much greater than at present. 
the rapid increase of the inhabitants, chiefly by emir̂ rations, -whose attention is turned to. 
the raising of tobacco, and the vast extent of land, with a richness of soil suited to the- 
culture of that plant, renders it, probable that tobacco will shortly, become tlie staple of 
this state.

The tobacco lands are equally* well adapted to vthcat, which may herereafter make am 
important article of commerce.
• The inhabilants generally wear clothes of their own manufacture,

'I u  a
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< South Carolina is also xinhealtliy. The country is level near the sea, but fartlier inland 
-is diverrhiit’d witli hill and dale. Its soil is of four'different kinds, one of which chiefly 
produces pine-trees, the second grass, tlie third rice, and the fourth various kinds of tinr»ber. 
This province has a variety of mineral productions, among which ^re silver and lead,^

North Carplina furnishes the markets of South Carolina and Virginia with tobaccer, 
wheat, and Indian corn. The exports of the lower parts of the** state are tar, pitch, tur
pentine, rosin, Indian corn,- boards, scantling, staves, shingles, furs, tobacco, pork, lard,, 
tallow, bees-wax, myrtle-wax, and a few other articles. Their trade is chiefly witlj the 
West Indies and the northern states. From the latter they receive flour, cheese, cyder, 
apples, potatoes, iron-w/ares, cabinet wares, hats, and dry goods of .all kinds, imported 
from Great Britain, France, and Holland, teas, &c. From the West Indies, rum, sugais, 
and coffee.

In the flat country, ne^f the sea-coast, the inhabitants, during the summer and autumn, 
.are subject to intermitting fev'ers, w'hich often prove mortal, as bilious or nervous symptoms 
prevail. "These fevers are seldom immediately daisgerous to the natives, who are tempe
rate, or to Strangers wdio are prudent.

' Kentucky is a very fertile country, watered by large rivers ; it is well supplied with 
’ buffaloes, and river fish of various species. The- climate is accounted healthful, and its 
population rapidly increasing. '

Virginia produces iron and coals inconsiderable quantities. Its climatq is colder as we 
proceed to'vards the western -parts .of the province, till we attain the summit of the Alle
gany mountains, and then from thence to the Mississippi it becomes gradually warmqr. 

‘Vegetables and animals subsist in the interior which are not found on the coast.
Maryland has a mild and agreeable climate, suited to agricultural productions. In the 

interior hilly country the inhabitants are healthy, but in the fiat country they are subject 
to intermitting fevers. The soil of the good land in IMaryland is of such a nature au^ 
quality as to produce from 12 to J6‘ bushels of wheat, or from 20 to 30 bushels of Indian 
corn per acre. Ten bushels of wheat and 15 bushels of corn per acre may be the annual 
average crops in this state at large. Wheat and tobacco are the staple commodities ot 
^laryland, and in the interior countr3y on the uplands, considerable quantities of htjmp and 
flax are raised. Among other kinds of timber is the oak, of several kinds, which, js of a  
straight grain, and easily rives into staves for exportation. The black walnut is in demand 
for cabinets, tables, and other furniture. The apples of this state are large, but mealy, 
their peaches plentiful and good. From these the inhabitants distil cyder, brandy, and 
peach brandy. The forests abound with nuts of various kinds, which are collectively 
called mast. On this mast vast numbers of swine are fed, which run wild in the woods. 
These swine, when fatted, are caught, killed, barrelled, and exported, in great quantities. 
Mines of iron ore, of a superior quality, are found in many parts of the state. Furnaces 
fot running this ore into pigs and hollow ware, and forges tq refine pig iron into bars, have 
been erected in a number of places in ‘the neighbourhood of the mines. This is the only 
manufacture of importance carried on in the state, except it be that of wheat into flour. 
The trade of Maryland is principally^ carried on from Baltimore, with the other states, 
with the West Indies, and with some parts of Europe. To these places they send annually 
iibout 30,000 hogsheads of tobacco, besides large quantities of corn, beans, pork, and
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flax-seed, in smaller quantities, and receive in return clothing and other dry goods, wines,* 
spirits, sugars, and other West India commodities. The balance of trade is gen6rally in < 
theic favour.

Delaware is a flat and unhealthy coupti-y, many parts of which are but little productive. 
It is most fertile in the north, where wheat is chiefly cultivated.

Pennsylvania, excepting the Allegany range of mountains, is generally level or agreeably 
*diversified M-ith gentle hills and vales. The soil is of various kinds, in some parts it is 

barren, a great proportion of the'state is good land, and a considerable part is very good, 
Perhaps the proportion of first rate land is not greater in any of the ihirteep states. The 
wchest part of the state that is settled is Lancaster county; the richest that is unsettled is 
between Allegany river and lake Erie, in the north-west corner of the state. Of this fine 
tract, 100,000 acres, lying on and near French creek, are offered for sale by the state.

The produce consists chiefly of wheat; it is also a good grazing country. Civilization 
has' made a greater progress in Pennsylvania than in any other of the states, .

New Jersey has a great variety of soils, but is, on the whole, more barren than any other 
province. • •

New York carries on a great fur-trade,with Canada, by means of the lakes. It pro
duces much timber, but its staple commodity is wheat. There are several societies in tĥ  
city of New York for promoting literature and humanity.

New England is a fine grazing country, has a variety of fruits, and produces in the 
interior Indian corn, rye, oats, barley, flax, and liemp, but has no staple commodity. A  
good fishery is carried on along its coasts. The people of New England generally obtain 
their estates by hard and persevering labour; they of consequence know their value, and 
spend with frugality'; yet in no country do the indigent fare better. Their laws oblige 
(jvery town to provide a competent maintenance for the pqpr, and the necessitous stranger 
is protected and relieved from their humane institutions. It is thought by some that in 
no part of the world the people are happiqr, better furnished with the necessaries and con
veniences of life, or more independent than the farmers of New England. As the great 
body of the people are hardy and independent, their manners are congenial to their em
ployment, plain, simple, and unpolished. Strangers are received and entertained among 
them w ith a great deal of artless sincerity, friendly, and unformal hospitality.

The Western Territory is watered by many-large rivers, produces a variety of timber, 
and is expected to be very productive when brought; under proper cultivation. *
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CH APTER III .

B ritish  a k b  N a t iv e  A m e r ic a .'— —N ova Scotia , N ew F o u n d l a k d , C an a d a , 
N ew B r it a in , G reen xan d , a n d  the  W estern  C oast.

r i ^ H E  continental territories of the English in America comprehend New Britain or tlie 
country of the Esquimaux, Canada or the province of Quebec, and Nova Scotia or 

Accadia. On the east and south they are bounded by the Atlantic and the American 
states; on the west and north their boundaries are undefined, and blended with the lands 
of Indian nations and American wilds.

Far to the north, the hardy pine tree, the only evergreen of the polar regions, is no 
longer seen ; and the cold womb of the earth seems incapable of giving life to any other 
productions than a few blighted shrubs. The accumulating snows, which cover the moun
tains of those solitary and desert tracts, together with the winds which blow from thence 
near three quarters of the year, occasion a severity of cold in this part of the world, even 
in latitudes which are moderate and pleasant in Europe. A principal part of this extensive 
country lies in the same latitude with France, but its natural history nearly answers tlie 
description of Norway or Sweden. The wdnters are long and severe ; the summers short, 
warm, and pleasant. In many places corn, as ŵ ell as fruits, and other vegetables are pro
duced ; the meadow lands, which are well watered, yield the most luxuriant pasturage for 
vast numbers of great and small cattle; and tobacco in partipular is much cultivated, and 
■seems perfectly congenial to the soil. Here also are the most antient and extensive forests 
in the world, producing the various species of pines, firs, cedars, oaks, maple, ash, walnui, 
beech, elm, and poplar.

The animals of British America are also similar to those of the northern countries of 
Europe, as buffaloes, bears, wolves, moose-deer, stags, rein-deer, goats, foxes, beavers,. 
ottei’S, lynxes, martins, squirrels, ermines, wild cats, ferrets, weasels, hares, and rabbits.

O f the feathered tribe, there are numbers of eagles, falcons, gos-hawks, tercels, ravens, 
owls, woodcocks, snipes, blackbirds, swallows, larks, thrushes, finches, immense stock of 
geese, swans, ducks, cranes, bustards, partridges, and almost every species of wild fowl.

Among their refries, the rattle-snake is the most remarkable.
O f sea fish, there are whales, morses, sea wolves, sea cows, porpoises, cod fish, her

rings, anchovigs, pilchards, and various other kinds, and in the rivers and lakes there are 
pike, perch, carp, trout, &c.

* The rivers, lakes, and bays in this part of the world are numerous, large, and deep. 
The rivers here, which, from their magnitude, might claim, if in other sountries, particular 
mention, appear diminutive, if compared with the great riv^r St. Lawrence, in which indeed 
many of them are ultimately absorbed. The same may be said of many capacious lakes, 
when compared with those inland seas, the lakes of Canada. They are five in number, 
the Ontario, Erie or Oswego, Huroif, Michigan, and ISike Superior, the smallest of which 
4s no less than 200 leagues in circumference, and Lake Superior, by far the most spacious, 
and containing several large islands, is at least 1500 miles in circuit. These lakes give
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rise to several vast rivers, particularly the Mississippi, which runs from r.orth to south, till, 
it falls into the gulf of Mexico, after a  winding course of 4500 miles, receiving in its pro
gress the Illinois^ the Missauri, the Ohio, and the other great rivers, scarcely inferior to 
the Rhine or tiie Danube; and on the north the great river St. Lawrence, which runs a 
contrary course from the Mississippi, till it empties itself into the ocean, near Newfound
land, after receiving the Oulawais, the Champlain, Trois Rivieres, Despaires, Segiiinay, 
St. John’s and several other rivers, and becoming, at its mouth, about PO miles wide. 
All these lakes are navigable by the largest vessels, and have a communication with each 
other ; except that the passage between Erie and Ontario is interrupted by a stupendous 
fall or cataract, called the falls of Niagara. Where the rock crosses, it is about half a 
mile broadj and, from the bend of the clifl  ̂ deseribes a crescent; when it comes to the 
perpendicular form, t\ hich is 150 feet, words cannot express thd sensations occasioned by 
seeing such a vast body of water violently thrown down from so amazing an elevation, on 
the rocks below, on wliich it again rebounds to a great height, and from its being converted 
into foam by these violent agitations, appears as white snow. The noise of this fall is 
often heard at the distance of 15 miles, and sometimes much farther, and the vapour 
arising from it, which resembles a  cloud or pillar of smoke, may also be seen at a very 
considerable distance, and it is variegated like the rainbow, whenever the sun and the position 
of the traveller are pi'oper for producing that phenomenon. Beasts and fowls frequently 
lose their lives in attempting to sw im across, and are found dashed to pieces below ; and 
sometimes Indians, either through carelessness or inebriety, meet the same tremendous 
fate; which circumstance draws great numbers of birds of prey to tlie place, to feed on 
the dead bodies.

New Britain, which is commonly called the country of the Esquimaux, comprehends 
Labrador, New North and South Wales. Our first knowledge of this part of the world 
originated from a project stated in England, for the discovery of a north-west passage to 
China and the East Indies. Forbisher, and after him Davis, were the first adventurers 
in this hardy navigation, and the straits which they discovered still bear their names. 
Early in the 17th century, Hudson made three voyages on the same adventure ; he entered 
the straits which lead into that immense bay, which, togtether with the straits, still bear his 
name, he coasted a gi'eat [w,rt of this New ^lediterranean, and penetrated as far as 80.̂ ® 
into the heart d  the frozen zone, but was at last, with jeven of his faithful adherents, 
committed by the crew, in an open boat, to the perils of t’le icy seas; these hardy adven
turers were never mor<? heard of, but the crew returned to Europe. The la s t discoveries 
of Cook seem to prove that this much desired navigation is altogether impfactkable.

The Hudson’s bay company employ four ships and 1 SO seamen ; they have four fort-5, 
viz. Churchill, Nelson, New Severn, and Albany, which stand on the western shore of the 
bay, and are garrisoned by 186 nien. They barter English commodities with the Indians 
for furs and peltry. The rudest workmanship meets with admirers among these uncultivated 
people, and tlie most faulty goods find a ready market; on the other hand, the skins aiid 
furs enter largely into English manufactures, and afiprd materials for opening a beneficial 
commerce with stv«ral Euroj^an nations.

I'he only towns of importance in Canada are Quebec, Trois Rivieres, and Montreal, 
all situated on tiie river St. Lawrence, by means gf which sua extensive commerce is
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carried o*i, eniploying about 60 ships and 1000 seamen annuaUy, though it is much inter- 
ru pted by the. severe winters, when the largest of the rivers are froxen over, and ports' 
consequently blocked up. Their exports are skins, furs, ginseng, snake-root, cappillaire,

' wheat, &c. ; their imports the manufactures of Europe, and the produce of the “West In
dian islands.

Near Quebec is a fine lead mine ; the w'hole country abounds in coals, and it is asserted 
that silver is found m the mountains. ’

The inhabitants of Nova Scotia export all sorts of lumber, such as planks, staves, hoops, 
and joists, together with immense quantities of fish ; the latter indeed is their staple com
modity, and employs a great number of hands; their imports are the produce of fte' 
"VTcst Indian islands and the commodities of Europe.'

The principal towns in Nova Scotia are Halifax, on Chebucto bay,’ Annapolis, on Fun- 
day bay, St. John’s, on the mouth of a river of the same name ; but the most recent 
establishment, and whicli bids fair to become the niost opulent, is that of Shelburne town, 
founded by the American loyalists or refugees.

The islands of New Foundland, Cape Breton, and St. John, lie at the mouth of the 
great St. Lawrence river, and are celebrated for the prodigious shoals of fish that surround 
their coasts. The forests are extensive, and the animals various and many. Newfoundland 
is watered by many spacious rivers, and furnished with several large and excellent har
bours. About 15,000 Europeans constantly reside on the island. The chief towns are 
Placentia, Bonavista, and St. John. The Indians or natives are said to be a gentle, mild,' 
and tractable people, easily gained by civility and good usage. The coasts are extremely 
subject to fogs, frequently with storms of snow and sleet, and the beauties of a serenfe sky 
are seldom beheld in this island. The soil on most parts of the island is rocky and barren, 
but in some of the valleys on the southern coast deep and rich. The vegetable productions* 
are but few ; a kind of w’ild rye is found in some of the valleys, straw berries and fasberrics 
are found in the woods, which also supply a variety of excellent timber. But the island is 
chiefly valued for its great cod-fishery, on those slioals called the banks of Newfoundland. 
In this branch of commerce upwards of 3000 sail of small craft are annually employed ; 
on board of which, as well as on*shore, for the purpose of curing and packing the fish, 
upw'ards of 10,000 hands are employed. This fishery is supposed to increase the national 
stock upwards of 300,000/. annually, which is remitted to England in gold and silver, for 
cod sold in the North, in Spain, Portugal, Italy, and the Levant.

Very profitable fisheries are likewise carried on along the coasts of New Scotland, New 
England, and the Isle of Cape Breton. '

^yest Greenland lies in north latitude, higher than 60°, and between 25° and 50° of 
flest longitude, and is peopled, though but thinly.

The Greenlanders resemble the Laplanders and other inhabitants of^he north, in their 
being addicted to superstition, and their extreme dread of thunder. Their strength and 
agility is astonishing; after enduring hunger for several days, in their little kajaks or boats, 
they w ill ride out a storm, where an European boat coqjd not live. Tlie kajak is- princi
pally formed of laths and hoops, and covered with seal-skins, both above and below ; it is' 
of the forai of a weaver’s shuttle, and six yards in length; in the ntiddle is a hole, into 
which the Greenlander, slips his feet, and sits down; he tuclts the under part of his water-
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pelt or great coat round the rim or hoop at the hole, that the -water cannot penetrate. 
He has his line coiled up before him, and his harpoons and lances at hand, which are ' 
very*ingeniously contrived, and curiouly made, for striking the seals; but it is with liis 
pantik o r  oar that he navigates his little vessel ; this he lays hold of, with both his hands, 
by the middle, and, with great regularity and quickness, strikes the water on both sides, 
and rows along with ^reat velocity. He darts.over the boisterous billows like an.arro-rv ; 
if a wave break ov'er him, be is presently again skimming along the surface ; if he be over
turned, and his head be directly downw'ards, with a swing of his pantik he recovers bis 
former station; but if he lose this, he is commonly lost himself. It is on this trying occa
sion he creeps out of his kajak, and cries aloud for help; if none be at hand, to come to 
his assistance, he binds himself to his boat, that his body may be found and interred. 
Their umiaks or women’s boats are similarly formed, but large and open at top ; these 
are rowed by the women, but the men, in,their kajaks at band, shelter it from the greatest 
waves, and, in case of need, lay hold of the gunnel with their bands, to keep it on a 
balance; they coast along in these boats, voyages from two to four leagues, with their 
furniture and subsistence, at the rate of 12 leagues a clay. A t every night’s lodging, they 
ufiload, pitch their tents, drag their boat Ashore, turn it upside down, and load the beam 
fore and aft with stones, that the wind may not blow' it away.. It' at any time the coast 
will not permit them to pass, six or eight o( them take the boat on their heads, and convey 
it over land to a more favourable water.

These people change their habitations according to.the season, living in houses in winter, 
in summer in tents. Their houses are built with stones and sods, these are roofed with 
beams and rafters, and small wood betw een them, and over these are laid bushes arid 
turf, and fine earth on the top. They have neither door nor chimney ; the use of both 
llicse is supplied by a vaulted passage, four or six yards long, entering the middle of tiic 
house in.the front; this is so low that they must nearly creep on their hands and feet, 
especially when they step down into the passage, either from within or without. The 
walls are hung on the inside with old skins, to keep out the dam p; the roof on the O'.'.t- 
side is covered w-ith them also.. From the middle, all along one side of the house, there is 
a bench of' board, raised about a foot high, and covered with them also. From the middle, 
all along one side of the house, there is a bench of boards, raised about a foot high, and 
covered with skin; this. is divided into small apartments, re.semhUng horses’ stalls, by 
skins, stretching from the wall to the posts that support the roof in the middle ; each family 
has a stall, and the number of families in one house is from three to ten. On these floors 
they sleep, upon pelts ; they also sit on tliem, the men foremost, with ttieir legs hanging 
down, carving their tackle and tools, the women behind them, minding their sewing, these 
also cook their victuals.. Opposite to them, on the front of the house, are windows, made, 
of the intestines of*seals-and halibuts’ maws, and sewed so neat and tight that the w ind 
and snow are kept out, while the light is let in. A bench runs along under the w'indows, 
the whole length of the house, in which strangers sit and sleep.- By every post there is a 
hre-place, of a curious and simple kind, for the use of each family; it is nothing more 
than a lamp, hewn put of a ^ind 5f chalk or.soft mdrble. They fill it with oil of seals, 
and'use fine moss instead of cotton; over this they boil their meal;, in a sort of kettle, 
of the same substance with their lam p; over all they fasten a wooden rack, on which they, 

V 01...H , 7 .1 .
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-lay thejr wet clothes and boots tb dry ; and,- during their dark arid tedious winter, thS 
lamps sufllciently ienlighteh the house, and Vartn it very equally. ^

On the' coming on of the springs when the show begins - to melt,' and threaten to 'ruii 
through the roof, they move out Of these huts, fejoieingi • to spend the summer in tents. 
Their tents are franned with polfes, and cdvered with skins; the Order of them is much the 
same as that of the houses, but they are much more cleanly, and in these they endeavour, 
to display .some finery and taste. On .occasion of a visit, the guests or visitors are ^velC6med 
with singing, and presented with a soft; pelt to sit ,upoh ; the men talk very gravely and 
considerately of the M’eather, of hunting and fishing'; the Women first niutually bewail 
their deceased relations, with kn harmonious, howl, and thefi divert themselves with little 
stories ; mean while the horn, with the snuff, goes constantly round ; 1vheh the banquet 
is brought in, the guests let the host press them often, they pretend indifference about it, 
lest they should appear poor or half-starved'.

Through the labours Of the Danish missionaries^ and more especially of those of tlie 
Moravians or Brethren’s , Unity, several- edngregations have been gathered from the grOSs 
superstitions of the-country to the profession of Christianity. The Copenhagen Compariy 
engross the little trade w f this country,'and give cloths, cutlery, and various domefslic 
utensils, in copper, brass, and tin, for whale-blubber, furs, &c.

T h e  western coast of America has inhabitants, who appear to bfe of the same irace with 
■ the Esquimaux or Greenlandem; They were visited by the' late captain Cook, who dis

covered; among other places; No'otka sound; in latitude 49° and‘ prince ‘William’s 
. Sound considerable further to the north; Along this coast are found several'affiiihals which 

produce very valuable furs';, I t  is now certaiii'that a'n'ortlr-west passage to  India arid 
Chiim is utterly impracticable. ! , . i ; ■ ,
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BOOK X V

T he  I slands i n  th e  P a c if ic  O cea n . ,

CHAPTER I.

NoRTHfenN A rchipelag o , Sa n d w ic h  I slands, M arqujeasas, O t a h e it e , Society  
I slands, F r ie n d l y  I slands, N ew H e brid es , N ew C a l e d o n ia . N ew Z ealanit, 
N ew G u in e a , N ew H olland , C onclusion .

f  I ^HE Northern Archipelago consists of several ^oups of islands, between Kampt- 
schatka and North America. Some of them are only inhabited occasionally, and 

for some months in the year ; some are very thinly peopled, but others are pretty popu
lous. The inhabitant? are in general of short stature, and very strong and active.

The most perfect equality reigns among these islanders ; they have neither chiefe nor 
superiors, neither laws nor punishments; they live together in families, and societies of 
several families united, which form what they call a race, who mutually help and support 
each other. The inhabitants of the same islands always account themselves of the same 
race, and each looks upon his island as a possession, the property of which is common to 
all individuals of the same society. Feasts are very common among them, and more par
ticularly when the inhabitants of one island are visited by those of the others. The men 
of the village meet their guests, beating drums, and preceded by the women, who sing and 
dance. At the conclusion of the dance, the hosts serve up their best provisions, and 
invite their guests to partake of the feasts. Hunting and fishing form a principal business 
of their lives ; they seem cool in their tempers, but when aroused are very violent ; like 
the Japanese, they seem not to have an abhorrence of suicide, but sometimes put an end 
t<j their days with great apparent insensibility.

The Sandwich Islands were among the last discoveries of captain Cook, who £o named 
them in honour o^ the earl of Sandwich, under whose administration these discoveries were 
made. They consist in 11 islands, extending in latitude from 18° 54 to 22° 15 'north; 

. and in longitude from 150° 54 to lbO° 24' west. They are called by the natives Ovvhyhee, 
Mowee, Ranai, Morotoi, Tahoorowa, Woakoo,. Atooi, Necheeheow% Oreehoua, !Moroc- 
tkme, and Tahoora, all ini(jabite^ except the two last. The climate of these islands 
differs very little from that of the W est Indies, the same in latitude, though perhaps more 
lemperate; and there are no traces of those violent winds and hurricanes which render

» 7 .1 ,3 :
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the stormy months in the West Indies so dreadful. , There is also more ram at the Sand- 
r wich Isies, where the mountainous parts being generally enveloped in' a cloud, successive 

showers fall in the inland parts, with fine weather and ,a clear sky on the sea-shore. 
Hence it is that few of those inconveniences to which many tropical countries are subject, 
either from heat or moisture,*are experienced here. The winds in the winter months are 
generally from east-south-east to north-east. The vegetable productions are nearly the 
same as those of the other islands in" this pcean, but the taro root is here of a superior 
quality. The bread-fruit trees thrive not here in such abundance as in the rich plaiirs of 
Otaheite, but produce double the quantity of fruit; the sugar-canes are of a very unusual 
size, some of them measuring eleven inches and a quarter in circumference, and have 1-i 
feet eatable ; there is also a root of brown colour, siiaped like a yam, and •frorfi six to ten 
pounds in weight, the juice of which is .very sweet, of a pleasant taste, and is an excel
lent substitute for sugar. The quadrupeds are confined to the three usual sorts, Ixogs, 
dogs, and rats. The fowls are also of the common sort, and the birds are beautiful and 
numerous, though not various. ' Goats, pigs, and European seeds were left by captain 
Cook, but the possessionjof the goats soon gave rise to a contest between two districts, in 
which the breed was entirely destroyed. The inhabitants are undoubtedly of tlie same' 
race that possesses tlie islands south of the equator, and in their persons, language, cus
toms, and manners, approach nearer to the New Zealanders than to their less distant 
neighbours, eitlier of. the Society or Friendly Islands. They are in general about the mid
dle size, and well made, they walk very gracefully, run nimbly, and are capable of bearing 
very great fatigue. Many of both sexes have fine open countenances, and the women in 
particular have good eyes and teeth, with a sweetness and sensibility Of look that render 
them very engaging. There is one peculiarity, characteristic of every part of these islands, 
that even in the handsomest faces there is a fulness of the nostril, without any flatness on 
'spreading of the nose. They suffer their beards to ,grow, qnd wear their hair after various 
fashions: the dress of both men and women nearly resemble those of New Zealand, and. 
both sexes wear necklaces of small variegated shells; tattowing the bodjiis practised by 
every .colony of this nation ; the hands and the arms of the women are also very neatly 
marked, and they have the singular custom of tattowing the tip of the tongue. Like the. 
New Zealanders, they have adopted the method of living together in villages, containing 
from 100 to 200 houses, built pretty closely together, without any order, without having 
a winding path between them : they are generally flanked towards the, sea with detached 
walls, which are meant both for shelter and defence; these walls consist of loose stones, 
and the inhabitants are very dextrous in shifting them suddenly to such places as the 
direction of the attack may require. In the sides of the hills or surrounding eminences 
tliey have also holes or caves, the entrance to which is also secured by a fence of the 
same kind; they serve for places of retreat in cases of extremity, and nwy be defended by 
a single person against many assailants. Their houses are of different sizes, some of them 
large and commodious, from 40 to 50 feet long, and from 20 to 30 broad, while others 
are mere hovels. The food of the lower class consists principally of fish and vegetables, 
to which the people of higher rank add the flesh of dbgs and hogs. The manner of 
spending their time admits of little variety; they rise with the'sun, and, after enjoying the 
cool of the evening, retire to rest̂  a few hours after sunrsei: the making of oanoes, mats,
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See. forms the occupation of the men; the women are employed in manufacturing cloth, 
and their servants are principally engaged in the plantations and fishing; their idll hours 
are filled up with various amusements, such as dancing, boxing, and wrestling. Their 
agriculture and navigation bear a great resemblance to those of the South Sea islands J' 
their plantations, which are spread over the whole sea-coast, consist of the taro ar eddy- 

#root, .and sweet potatoes, with plants of the cloth-tree set in rows. The bottoms of their 
canoes are of a single piece of wood, hollowed out to the thickness of an inch, and brought 
■ up to a point at each end; the sides consist of three boards, each about an inch thick, 
neatly fitted, and lashed to the bottom part; some of their double canoes measure 70 feet 
in length, three and a half in depth, and twelve in breadth : their cordage, fish-hooks, and 
fishing tackle differ but little from those of the other islands. Among their arts must not 
be forgotten that of making salt, which they have in great abundance and of a good 
quality. Their instruments of war are spears, daggers, clubs, and slings ; and for defen
sive armour they wear strong mats, which are not easily penetrated by such weapons as 
theirs. As the islands are not united under one sovereign, wars are frequent among 
them, which, no doubt, contribute greatly to reduce the number of inhabitants, which, 
according to the proportion assigned to each island, does not exceed 400,000. The same ■ 
system of subordination prevails here as at the , other islands, the same absolute authority 
on the part of the chiefs, and the same unresisting submission on the part of the people ; 
the government is likewise monarehial and hereditary. At Owhyhee there is a regnlar 
society of priests, living, by themselves, and distinct, in all respects, from the rest of the 
people: Human sacr.fices are here frequent, not only at the commencement of a war, 
or any signal enterpins?, but the death of every considerable chief calls for a repetition o*̂ 
these horrid rites.
• The Marquasasas are five in number, viz. La Magdalena, St. Pedro, La Dominica, 

Santa Christina, and Hood Island. The inhabitants of these'islands collectively, sayS 
captain Cook, are, without exception, the finest race of people in the South sea. For 
symrhetry of shape and regular features, they, perhaps, surpass all other nations. Not 
a single deformed or ill-proportioned person was seen on the island ; all were strong, tall, 
w-ell-limbed, and remarkably active : the men are about five feet ten or six feet high; 
their teeth are not so good, nor are their eyes so full and lively, as those of many other 
nations ; the hair is of many colours, but none red, some have it long, but the most general 
custom is to wear it short, except a bunch on each Side the crown, which they tie in a 
knot J their countenances are pleasing, open, and full of viVacity; they are of a tawny 
complexion, which is rendered almost black by punctures over the whole bo ŷ ; they were 
entirely naked, except a small piece of cloth round their waist and loins.

The principal head-dress used in the islands, and what appears to be their chief oma-̂  
ment, is a sort of bi’oad fillet, curiously made of the fibres of tlie husks of cocoa-nuts; ift 
the front is fixed a mother-of-pearl shell, Wrought round to the size Of a tea-saucer, before 
that another smaller, of fine tortoise-shell, perforated into curious figures, also before, in 
the centre of that, is another round piece of mother-of-pearl, about the size of half-a-crown* 
and before this another piec^of perforated tortoise-stiell, the size of a shiUing. Besides 
this decoration in front, some have it also on each side, but in small pieces, and all have 
fixed to them the tail feathers of cocks or tropic birds, wliich,-when the fillet is tied on.
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stand upright, so tliat the whole together makes a very sprightly ornamept. They wear 
roundithe neck a kind of ruff or necklace, made of light wood, the outward and upper 
sides covered with small peas, which are fixed on with gum ; they also wear some bunches 
,pf human hair, fastened to a string, and tied round theii'.lcgs and arms, l^ut all the above 
ornamepfs are seldom seen on the same person.

Tlieir weapons were all made of the club-wood ,or casuarina, and w-ere either plain^ 
spears, about eight or ten feet long, or clubs, -which commonly had a knob at one end ; 
they have also slings, with which they throw stopes, with great velocity and to a great 
distance, but not with a good aim.

The language of these people is much nearer to that of Otaheite than any other dialect 
in.the South sea, except that tfiey could not pronounce the letter r.

The oply quadrupeds seen here were hogs, except ra ts; here were. fowls, and several 
small birds in the woods, whose notes were very melodious. The chief difference between 
the inhabitants of the Marquesas and those of the Society Islands seems to consist in their 
dHerent degrees qf cleanliness; the former do not bathe two or three times a-day, nor 
wash their hands and face before and after every meal, as the latter do, and they are 
Resides very slovenly in the manner of preparing their meals. Their diet is chiefly vege
table,- though they have hogs and fowls, and catch abundance of fish at certain times ; 
their drink is pure water, eocoa-nuts being scarce here.

The inhabitants of the Marquesas, as well as of most of the South sea islands, are much 
addicted to pilfering. A fruitless attempt has lately been made by the'missionary society, 
to introduce the gospel among them.
, Otaheite is a celebrated island in the South ^oa, discovered by captain Wallis in 1.767, 
several times visited by captain Cook, and now become wdll known to the Europeans, 
since it has been, for several years past, the coristant residence of several missionari^. 
I t  is composed of two peninsulas, united by a narrow neck of land. T h e . country has a 
delightful romantic appearance ; the coast, viewed from the sea, presents'a most beautiful 
prospect, being elevated like an amphitheatre-; the island is skir^d w'ith a reef of rocks, 
and towards the sea is level, bekig covered witii fruit-trees of various kinds, particularly 
the cocoa-nut. At the distance of about three miles from the sho.re> the country rises 
into lofty hills, tliat are covered with wood, and terminate in peaks, frbin which large 
rivers are precipitated mto the sea. The stones, every where appear to have been burnt ; 
so that there is gre?it reason to suppose that this and the neighbouring islands are either 
fhe shattered remains of a contbent, or were torn from rocks which .were formerly the 
bed of the sea. - . : ,

, The air is healthy and pleasant, arid the heat not extremely troublesome ; the soil is a 
rich black earth, which produces spontaneously, or with very slight culture, bread-fruit, 
tocoa-nuts, bananas of 13 sorts, plantains, potatoes, yams, sugar-cajjes, turmeric, and 
several trees and shrubs, which have only Otaheitan namesy They have domestic poultry, 
exactly resembling those of Europe, oeside wild ducks and several sorts of pigeons, yet the 
common people live chiefly on vegetable diet. They have also several species of song
birds, but no quadrupeds, unless doge, hogs, and rats, mor any frogs^ toads, serpents, or 
scorpions. T.i

The inhabitants, are stout,*well made, active, and comely, and the women are accounted
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beautiful. Both Sexes have a custom of staining their bodies, which they call tattowing; 
both men and women have the hinder part of their thighs and loins marked very thick 
with»black lines, in various forms ; these lines are made by striking the teeth of an instru
ment, Somewhat like a comb, just through the skin, and rubbing into the punctures a kind 
of paste, made' of soot and oil, which leaves an indelible stairi. Their dress consists of two 
pieces pf cloth, one of them, having a hole in the middle, to put the head through, hangs 
from the shoulders to the mid leg, before and behind; another piece, which is between 
four and five yards long, and about one yard broad, they wrap round the body in a Very 
easy manner; this cloth is not woven, but is made like paper, of the macerated fibres of 
the inner bark, spread out and beaten together; their ornaments are feathers, flowers, 
pieces o f shell, and pearls; the pearls are worn chiefly by the women. In  wet w'eather 
they wear matting of different kinds, as their cloth will not bear wetting. The dress of 
the better sort of women consists of three or four pieces, one piece, about two yards -wide 
and eleven long, they wrap several times x'oiind the waist, so as to hang down like a pet
ticoat, as low as the middle of the leg, and this they called parou. Their houses are no. 
other thai> a roof, not quite four feet from the ground, faised on three rows of pillars; 
aod thatched with palm-leaves ; the floor, of their dwelling is covered with hay, over which 
they spread mats ; they are sometimes furnished with blocks of wood, serving equally fox' 
Stools and pillows.

They are very ingenious in manufacturing their cloth - and mats, and in constructing 
their canoes; the tools used by the Otaheitaiis are adzes made of stone, a chisel or gouge 
made of bone, generally the bone of a man’s arm, betw'een the wrist and elbow, a rasp of 
Coral, and the skin of a sting ray ; also coral and sand, as a file‘or polisher, and with these 
they fell timber, cleave and polish it, .and hew stone. Their language is soft and melo
dious, abounding with vowels, and easy to be pronounced. Their manners are ejttremely 
depraved, especially those of a society called Arreoys. They have oflate suffered severely 
from a certain disease inti'oduced among them by European mariners, so that their popu
lation is very rapidly diminishing. Several missionaries have laboured among them for the 
last seven or eight years, without much success.

The Society isles, a cluster of isles, so named by captain Cook, in 1769, arc situated 
between the latitudes of Ifi'’ 10'and 16° 55' south, and between the longitudes of 150° 57' 
and 152 west. They are seven in number, beside Otaheite, namely, Huahine, Ulietea, 
Otaha, Bolabola, Maurua, Toobonai, and TaboOVamanoo, or Saunders island. The soil, 
productions, people, their language, religion, customs, and manners, are s6 nearly the 
same as at Otaheite, that little need be added here On that subject. Nature has been 
equally bountiful in uncultivated plenty, and the inhabitants are as luxurious and as indo
lent. A plantain branch is the emblem of peace, and exchanging names the gieatest 
token of friendshig. Their dances are more elegant, their dramatic entertainments have 
something of plot and consistency, and they exhibit temporary occurrences aS the objects 

. of praise or satire, so that the origin of antient comedy may be already discerned amotig 
them.

Tile Friendly islands were so named by captain Cook in 1773 ; but three of them were 
discovered by Tasman, an eminent I)utch navigator, in 1643. They are in general highly 
cult!Vatedf and well stocked with such roots and fruits as the islands aftbrd. The men aie well
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• made, and exhibit all the appearance of strength, but the women • ai’e more delicately 
 ̂ formed. The dress of botli sexes is the same, and consists of a piece of doth or matting 
(but mostly the former), about two yards wide, and two and a half long, at least so Jong ’ 
as to go once and a half round the waist, to which it is confined by a gii'dle or cord.' It 
is double before, and hangs down like a petticoat, as low as the middle of the le^; the 
upper part of the garment, ^ove the girdle, is plaited into several folds, so that, when 
unfolded, there is clotli'sufficient to draw up, and wrap round the shoulders, which'is very 
seldom done: the inferior sort are satisfied with small pieces, and very often wear 
nothing but a covering made of leaves of plants, or the maro, whicli is a narrow piece of 
cloth or matting, like a sash; this they pass between the thighs, and wrap round the 
waist, but the use of it is chiefly Confined to the nien. The ornaments worn by both 
sexes, are necklaces made of the fruit of the pandanus, and various sweet smelling flowers, 
which go under the general name of kahulla. Others are composed of small shells, the 
■ wing and leg bones of birds, sharks’ teeth, and other things; all which hang loose upon 
the breast; rings x)f tortoise-shell on the fingers, and a number of these joined together 
are bracelets on the wrists ; the lobes of the ears (though most frequently only one) are 
sometimes perforated with two holes in which they wear cylindrical bits of ivory, about 
three inches long.

In the structure of their houses, their diet, their tools, and their ingenuity in using them, 
they have a considerable resemblance to the inhabitants of Otaheite.

The New Hebrides were some of them discovered by Quiros, in l606, but were first 
thoroughly explored by captain Cook. They differ considerably from each other, but 
are in general covered wilh wood, but where they are properly cultivated appear to be 
fertile ; they afford a plenty of hogs and poultry. The inhabitants, especially those of Mai- 
licollo, are very ugly, and of a darker complexion than most of the South sea islanders ; 
they wear but little covering, except the women, who have a kind of petticoat; the people ol‘ 
Mallicollo wear a tight ligature round their bodies, which makes them appear mis-shapen : 
their,weapons are bows, arrows, and clubs,; their arrows are supposed to be poisoned : 
they discovered the greatest sharpness of capacity in acquiring English words, and pro
nouncing the most difficult sounds in the European’languages.

New Caledonia is about 80 leagues long and 10 broad; it is diversified by barren 
mountains .and fertile valleys, which are well cultivated. Here are - a great variety of 
birds, most of which were unknown till this i^and was discovered. The inhabitants are 
very stout,'tall, and in general well proportioned ; their features mild, their beards and 
hair black, and strongly frizzled, so as to be somewhat woolly in some individuals, thefr 
colour swarthy,* or a dark chesnut brown. They make use of a kind of comb, made of 
sticks of hard wood, from seven to ten inches long, and about the thickness of a knitting- 
tieedle, fastened together at one end, and at the other end pointed ; these combs they 
always wear in their hair, on one side of the head. Their̂  only covering was a coarse 

, piece of cloth, made of the bark of a fig-tree, and coarse garments of matting, which they 
wear when unemployed. Their women, who are in a state of servility, are of a. dark 
complexion and clumsy form; theij; dress is a short [jptticoat, consisting of little cords, 
about eight inches long, which are fastened to a very long string, arfd tied several time.s 
round their waist. Their houses are circular, like a bee-hive, and are entered by a very
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sniall floor. ' The New Caledonians appear to bfc a'harmless, good-natured people, though 
furnished ,\nth ofler̂ sive weapons, theysee<n to be more honest and chaste than the inha- 
bilants of most of the South sea islands.

New Zealand, which consists of two islands,-is inhabited by a race of men, who seem 
to have made considerable.progress in the arts of life; tiiey have contrived to build them
selves, stately canoes; though' they, are destitute of the use of metals, and ai'e so expert in 
erecting their habitations on shore, that, in the space of half an hour, tliey can clear the 
ground of the shrubbery wnh.wiiich it was e,mbarfassed,-and build oh it a town of tlieir 
huts. They have regular fa.'-uficaciohs. to flee to, .built on the tops' of their hills, or 
entrenched on the lower grounds; they display the most implacable ferocity, giving no 
quarter fo their enemies:, and'feeding upon the slain. They have a little tillage, and fish 
noth large nets, which . are the common properly of a-town.ship. Their fondness for 
carving, {\nd dexterity in. tiiat art, appear as well in their curious-tattow'ing of their faces,- 
as the manner of ornameDhng tlieiv canoes, and different -ulGnsiis or'weapons. There is 
a certain etiquette, or decorhm of manners observed aroongrthem’; they join their noses 
togeiher by way of salute.; they are kind . and hospitable to travelling strangers ; they 
wear clothes, and the women are distinguishable fiwn the men by their lower garments 
being always fast .girt .about them. This countrv is hillv, and covered with grand forests,'' 
Its animals are rau and a,kind of fo.\-dog.

New G uinea is a long and narrow island, very imperfectly .known; though discovered 
as early as Io£,Q. Its inliabitants have the .same appearance as the New Hollanders, whom . 
we shall speedily describe. The land here is very low, as on every other part of the 
coast ; but it is covered with a luxuriance of wood and herbage that can scarcely be 
conceived. Here itbe cocoa-nut, piaintain, and bread-fruit flourish- in me highest 
pert'ectioni .. '

New Holland was formerly considered as one large island, but is now known to consist 
of two. It is llicrefore now projier to distinguish the western part of New Holland from 
the eastern, - or New South Wales. Our description* wiil principally refer to the latter.- 
l-hc quadrupeds hitherto discovered in tins country are principally of the opossum kind,* 
of which the most remarkable is the kangaroo. Here are many beautiful birds, among 
w Inch the principal are the black swan, the cassowary,' and the o.stricb. But the most 
remarkable anitn-dl- yet discovered is denoniinateS the duck's bill, bearing a resemblance 
to beast, bird, and fish. ■

The climate of these islands appears not to be disagreeable, notwithstaiidiĥ  the violetit' 
complaints which some have made about it'; the heat has never been excCs.sive in summer, 
nor is the cold intolerable in winter. • Storms of-thundet and lightning are fre.quent ; but'.- 
these are common to all warm countries ; and it has been supposed (though-uponrtvhat' 
foundation does not \fell appear) that, w'eie the counti'y cleared- of wood and inhabited,- 
these would, in a great measure cease. A shock of; an earthquake'has likewise been 
felt, but these natural calamities are incident to some of the finest ̂ countries in the w-orld, ■ 
It "is-not know'n whetber there are any volcanoes or not..

The inhabitants of New Holknd arc, by all accounts, represented as the most miserable 
’and savage race of mortals perhaps existing on the face- of the earth; they go entirely' 
naked, and though pleased .at .first with, some orname.nts which were ! given them,-they*

VoL. II. 7 K
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soon ttbrew awayas useless. T t does not appear^ ■ however, that they are insensible of 
the benefits of clotliing, or of some of the conveniences which their neighbours are in 
possession of. Some of them, whom the colonists partly clotlied, seemed to be pleased 
iiith the comfortable warmth ,they derived from it, and they all express a great desire for 
the iron'tools whieh they see:tbeir neighbours make use of. Their colour, in the opinion 
of captain Gook,'is'rather a deep'chocolate than a full black; but tire filth with which 
their skins-'are covered prevents the true, colour of tliem from appearing.

Notwithstanding their disregard for European finery, they are fond of adorning, or 
rather deforming, tlieir bodies with scars; so that some of tliem cut tlie most hideous 
figure that can be imagined. The scars themselves have an uncommon appearance. 
Some of them perforate the cartilege of the nose, and thrust a large bone through it, an 
hideous kind of ornament, humourpusly called by the sailors their sprit-sail yard. Th“ir 
hair is generally so much dotted with the red gurn already mentioned, that tliey resemble 
a mop : they also paint themselves with various colours, like most other savages ; they 
will also sometimes ornament themselves with beads and shells, but make no use of the 
beautiful feathers procurable from tlie birds of the country. Most of tlie men want one 
of the fore teeth in the upper jaw, 41 circumstance mentioned by Dampier and other 
navigators ; and this also appears to be a badge of honour among tliem. It is very com
mon among the ivomen to cut off the two lower joint^ of the little finger, which, consider
ing the clumsiness of the amputating instruments they possess, must certainly be a very 
painful operation : this was at first supposed to be peculiar to the iharried women, or 
those w ho had borne children; but some of the oidest women were found witliout this dis
tinction, while it was observed in others w ho were very young.

The New Hollanders appeS,r extremely deficient in tlie useful arts. Of the culti
vation of the ground they have no notion, nor can they even be prevailed upoif to 
eat bread or dressed meat. Hence they depend entirely for subsistence on the fruits 
and roots they can gather, with the fish they catch. Governor Philip also mentions their 
frequent setting fire to the grass, in order to drive out the opossums and other animals 
from their retreats; and we have already taken notice of their using decoys for quails. 
As all these resources, however, must be at best precarious, it is no wonder that they are 
frequently distressed for provisions. Thus,- in the summer time, they would eat. neither 
the shark nor sting-ray; but in winter any thing was acceptable- A young whale being 
driven ashore, was quickly cut in pieces, and carried off; they broiled it only enough to 
scorch the outside, and in this raw state they^eat all their fish. They broil also the fern 
root, and another whosfe species is unknown. Among the fruits used by them is a kind 
of wild fig, and they eat also the kernels of a fruit resembling the mnt-apple. The 
principal part of their subsistence, however, is fish; and when these happened to be scarce, 
they were wont to watch the opportunity when the colonists hauled \lie seine, and often 
seized the.whole, though a part had formerly been offered or given them. They sometimes 
strike the fish from the canoes with their spears, sometimes catch them with hooks, and 
also make use of nets, contrary to.the assertion of I^r. Ilawkesworth, who says that none 
of these are to be met with among them. Their nets are generally« made of the fibres of 
the flax-plant, with very little preparation, and are strong and heavy, the lines of which • 
mey are composed twisted like whip-cord. Some of them, however, appear to be made
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of the ftir of an animal, and others of cotton. The meshes of their nets are mdde of 
very large loops, artificially inserted into each other, but witiiout any knots. Their hooks 
are made of the inside of a shell, very much resembling mother-of-pearl. The canoes in 
which they fish are nothing more than large pieces of bark, tied up at both ends with vines; 
and considering tlie slight texture of these vessels, we cannot but admire the dexterity 
with which, they are managed, and the boldness with which they venture in them out to 
sea„ .They generally carry fire along with them in these canoes, to dress their fish when - 
caught. When fishing with the hook, if the fish appears too strong to be drawi^ ashore 
by the line, the canoe is paddled to the shore, nnd while one man gently draws tlie fish- 
along, another stands ready to strike it with a spear, in wliich he generally succeeds. 
There is no good reason for supposing them to be cannibals, and they never eat aniuial. 
substances but raw, or next to it. Some of their vegetables are poisonous when raw, but 
deprived of this property when boiled. A convict unhappily, experienced this,. ^  eating  ̂
them in an' unprepared stat^; in consequence of which he died* in 24 hours.

The huts of these savages are formed in the most rude and barbarous manner that can- 
be imagined. They consist only of pieces of bark, laid together in the form of an oven, 
open at one end, and very low, though long enough for a man to lie at full length. There 
is reason, however, to believe that they depend less on them for shelter, than on the 
caverns with which tiie rocks abound. They go invariably naked, as has already been 
observed ; though we must not imagine that the custom of going naked inures them so to 
tke climate, as to make them insensible to the injuries of the weather. The colonists- 
have repeated opportunities of observing this, by seeing them shivering with cold in the 
winter time, or huddling together in heaps in their huts or in caverns, till a fire could be 
kindled to w'arm them. It is probable, however, notwithstanding their extreme barbarity, 
thjft some knowledge of the arts w ill soon be introduced among them, as some have been 
seen attentively considering the utensils and conveniences of the Europeans, with a view, 
seemingly, of making similar improvements of their own. It has also been observed, that,' 
in some things, they possess a Very great power of imitation. They can imitate the songs 
and language, of the Europeans almost instantaneously, much better than the latter can. 
imitate theirs by long practice. This talent for imitation is also discernable in their sculp
tures, representing men and other aninjals every where met with on the rocks, which, 
though rude, are very surprising, for people who have not the knowledge even of con
structing habitations in the least comfortable for themselves, or even clothes to preserve 
them from the cold.

This country has now become an object oi' more consequence than formerl)*, by reason - 
of the establishment of a British colony in it, where the criminals condemned to be trans
ported are sent to pass their time of servitude. Before this plan was resolved on by 
government, another had been discussed, viz. that ®f employing these criminals in work- 
houses; and Judge Blackstone, with Rlr. Eden and IMr. Howard, had considered of tht» 
best n̂ ethod of putting it in execution ; but though' this plan had been approved by par
liament, as early as in 1779, some difficulties always oepurred, which prevented its going 
forward, aud at length,on the skth of December 17ad, orders were issued by his majesty, 

•in council, for making a settlement on New Holland, establishing a court of judicature iiv 
the colonies, and other regulations on the occasion. The whole, received the. complete

• 7 .K - ^
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sanctton'of legisl'atuTe,'in the beginning of the'yfeir 1787. Tii'e' squadron -appointed for 
putting the design in execution sailed from the- Isle of White-on the 13th of May, ,1787,

- and an-ived'-ai New-Holland on the 3d 'of January, 1788; It was at-first'intended to 
establish tire colony near Botany’ Bay, but P o rt Jacksoh being found a-more eligible 
situation, the country round it -wfas deStiriecl for-the first place- of 'settlement. Herd a' 
town has been erected, which is denominated Sydney Cove', and'eonsidered as the •capital.' 
Ati first th e  settlers labdured hrid'er various difficulties, but they have now succeeded-so

• far-as to obtain/'a large' supply' of necessaries. ‘SeYeVal causes, however, yet, remaih, 
whi'tdi must'Operate tO'prevent New- South Wdles from'obtaining-any very distinguished 
place among-the British coloniesi These -are the^want of nieh, of respectable,}>ersonsi 
well skilled in'agriculture, of some'staple'commodity-for exportation, which - mayenab-’e 
tlie settlers ,to procure European-goods,-and the general depravity of manhers, which, as 
mast be^xpected, is to be found in a place where so large a number of the inliabimnts

- have been'Oxpetled frbih their- native country fbr nefarious pi-actices.
Whoever has-'surveyed 'with ••'attentioii the history of nations, and compared those 

. advantages'-w»hich might have been derived from the globe we inhabit, with those which 
-have-been-actu’al'ly 'enjoyed by its , inhabitants, must be impressed with this melancholy 
truth, that'man has ever been the'worst foe pf man. The energie.s of the- human mind 
ftave' been mbre usually employed in the' pursuit of such projects- as entail misery oii our 
fellow creatures, -than-in those which tend to ameliorate their condition' p'a'nd it is only, 
by the diffusion of those principles of benevolence and virtue!,' which.are inculcated by 
©ur hbiy -religion, that a pefipd will be put to the desolating influence of’ w ar; and the 
human species, instead of being the most miserable, become the most happy of thosebeings^ 
which the Almighly has destined to inhabit the earth. ' i ‘ ‘

F, I N I S.

    
 



CATALOGUE
OF THE

P L A T E S ,
BELONGING TO TUB

GENERAL VIEW 0,F THE WORLD.
WITH

DIRECTIONS TO THE BINDER,

AND

DESCRIPTIONS OE TH E MOST REM ARKABLE.

J!^RONTISPIECE to face the title-page of vol. i.
In this plate Britannia and the four quarters of the world are exhibited as sur

veying their several pretensions to the terraqueous globe. Of these personages Britannia is 
the most conspicuous, as denoting the high station of the British dmpire in arts, in com
merce, and in war. On her Europe is leaning for support, while she is giving system to 
the rest of the world. On the right hand sits an Asiatic in full dress, displaying, by his 
air and attidue, that apathy which is so congenial to the inhabitants of the east. The 
African, seated on the ground, half naked, but leaning on several valuable tusks of 
ivory, -displays at once the servile and uncivilized condition of his countrymen, and the 
natural riches of the region they inhabit, America, armed with the war-axe, and 
dressed partly, and equipped partly in the native, and partly in the European stile, exhibits 
an emblematical representation of that hemisphere, where European'maimers are gradually 
obtaining the ascendancy.

' Map of the world, to face page 1 of Introduction.

A table, exhibiting a view of the, solar system, to, face page 14 of Introduction.

Map of Europe, to face vol. i. page 1.

Map’ of Asia, to f^ce vol. pagd 39-

Part of the natural history of Asia, to face vo.. i. page 39-
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The tiger appears sometimes larger, and sometimes less than the lion. Its head is 
large and roundish, and the ears are short, and at a great distance from each otlter. Tlie • 
form of tiu; body has a great resemblance to that of the panther; the skin is of a darkish 
yellow colour, striped with long black streaks ; the hair is'short, excepting on the sides of 
the head, where it is about four inches long; the point of the tail is black, and the rest 
of it is interspersed with black rings ; his ■ legs and claws resemble those of the lion, 
only the legs are much shorter in proportion to the size of the animal. The tiger ii 
more ferocious and cruel than the lion. Although gorged with carnage, his thirst for 
blood is not appeased ; he seizes and tears in pieces a new prey, with equal fury and ra
pacity, the very moment after devouring a former one; he lays waste the country he 
inhabits; he neitlier dreads the aspect nor the weapons o f man; puts to death whole 
troops of domestic animals ; and attacks young elephants, rhinoceroses, and sometimea 
even braves the lion himself. He lies in wait on the banks of rivers, where other ani
mals repair to drink J he is said to be peculiar to Asia, and is the largest and most cruel 
in India and its Islands.

An account of that most singular and  ̂valuable animal, the rein-deer, may be found ia  
vol. i. from page 693 to 597. > ■ - '

The toucan, which is perched on a branch of the tree, is chiefly remarkable for the. 
size of its beak, which is about six inches and a  half in length, though the bird is but 
little larger than a jackdaw. I t  is perfectly harmless, and easily tamed, wh^n it will 
leap up and down in the house, wag the tail, and cry with a voice resembling that of a 
magpie. It lives upon a vegetable diet, and is very partial to grapes. It will dart-its 
tongue five or six inches from its beak, and employ it both in providing food and ii> 
building its nest. ■ -

Near the toucan is seated the long tailed paroquet, of which there are many beautiful 
species in Asia and America.

There, are eight different species of the birds of paradise; the largest.is found in 
New Guinea and some of the East India islands, and it is about two feet four inches 
in length: they are unable to fly with the wind, but are obliged to make their course 
directly against i t ; they have great difficulty in rising from the ground, and travel in 
large flocks, under the guidance of a bird, %y.hich is called the king. The natives catch 
tbeui with birdlime, and sell them-at a considerable price,, on .account' of the beauty of- 
their plumage. , ^

The Bactrian camel has two bunches on the back,, and is found in various q>arts of ■ 
Asia. The Arabs regard the camel as a present from heaven, a sacred animalj without 
whose assistance they could^ neither subsist, carry on trade, nor; travel. Camel’s milk 
is their common-food; they also eat its flesh, that-o f the young camel being reckoned 
highly savory. Of' the hair of those animals, which is fine and soft* and which is coin-, 
pletely renewed every ye?ir, the Arabians- make stuffs foî  clothes and other. furniturei 
With their camels, they not only want nothing, but have nothing to fear. In one day. 
they can perform a journey of 50 leagues into the desert, which cuts off every approach . 
from their enemies. All the armies-ofi, the world would perish'in pursuit/ of<a troop of. 
Arabs. Hence they never submit, unless from choice, to any power. With a view to., 
bis predatory expeditions, the Arab instructs, rears, and . exercises his camels; A few..
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Bays after their birth, he folds their limbs under their belly, forces them ta remain on 
the ground, and in this situation loads them with a pretty heavy weight, wliich is never 
removed, but for the purpose of I'cplacing a greater. Instead of allowing them to feed 
at pleasure, and to drink when they are dry, he begins' with regulating their meals, and 
makes them gradually travel long journeys, diminishing at the same time the quantity of 
tlieir aliment. When they acquire some strength, they are trained to the course. He 
excites their emulation by thq example of horses, and in time renders them more robusti 
Iq fine, after he is certain of the strength, fleetness, and sobriety of his camels, he loads 
them both with his own and their food, sets off with them, arrives unpcrceived at the 
confines of the desert; robs the first passenger he meets, pillages the solitary houses, 
loads his camels w ith the booty, and, if pursued, is obliged to accelerate his retreat. It 
is on these occasions that be unfolds Iiis own talents and those of the camels. He mouifts 
one of the fleetest, conducts the troop, and makes them travel night and day, almost 
V'ithout either stopping, eating, or drinking; and in this manner he easily performs a 
journey of 300 leagues in eight days; during this period of motion and fatigue, his 
camels are perpetually loaded, and he allows each day one hour only for repose, and a

• ball of paste. They often run in this manner nine or ten days witliout finding water,
and when by chance there is a pool at some distance, they smell the water half a league 
off: thirst makes - them double their pace, and they drink as much at once as serves 
them for the time that is past and as much to come. The camel is said to unite every
thing that is valuable in the horse, the ass, the ox, and the elephant, and to be the.
most useful animal that is subjected to the service of man.
» The kangaroo has been found no where but in New South Wales, but has of laite 

become well known in this country. I t  lurks among the grass, and feeds on vegetables ; 
it goes entirely On its hind legs, making use of the fore feet only for digging, or bringing 
its food to its mouth. I t  is very timid ; at the sight of man,. it flies from him by amaz
ing leaps, springing over bushes seven or eight feet high, and going progressively from 
rock to rock. Its tail, whicli is very large, is used as a weapon of defence: its flesh is 
coarse and lean, but is sometimes used for food. The female has a pouch, like that of 
the opossum.

Map of Africa, to face vol. i. page 43.

Part of tlie natural history of Africa, to face vol. i. page 43.
This plate is entitled Part of the natural history of Africa, because it >s impossible 

to exhibit in such narrow compass'all the variety of animals which inhabit that quarter 
of the world. Beginning with the left side of the plate, the first object that strikes our 
attention is the fore’part of a crocodile, which is apparently in the act of waiting for liis 
prey. The crocodile is the largest animal of the lizard kind, growing sometimes to 18 
or 20 feet in length. I t has no tongue, but in the place of that organ there is a sort of 
membniQe, attached by its edges to jhe two sides of the under jaw. The nose is placed 
in the middlq of the Upper jaw, near an inch from its extremity, and is perfectly round 
and flat, being tw-o inches in diameter, of a black, soft, spongy substance, not unlike the  ̂
«O60 of a dog ; the nostrils are in the form o f t a p i t a l  M placed- thus ^ ; and there
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ar^tw o carunctes, which filled and closed them very exactly, and which opened as 
often as he breathed through the nose; the jaws seemed to shut one within another by 
nieans of several apopliyses, which proceeded from above downwards, and from below 
upwardSy there being cavities in tile op])osite jaw to receive them. "I'hey have 27 dog
teeth in the upper jaw, and 15 in the lower, with several void spaces between them; 
they were thick at the bottom, and sharp at the point; being all of different sizes, except 
ten large hooked ones, six of w'hich are in the lower jaw', and four in the upper. The 
mouth is Id inches in length, and eight and a half in breadth where broadest; and the 
distance of the two jaws, when opened as wide as' they can be, i.s' IdJ inches. The 
skull between the crests is proof against a muskct-ball, for it only renders the part a 
little white that it struck against. The eye is very small in proportion to the rest of the 
body; and is so placed wnthin its orbit, that the outward part, when shut, is only a- 
little above an inch in length, and runs parallel to the opening of the jaws. The head 
is long, and has a little rising at the top, but the rest is flat, and especially towards thb 
extremity of the jaws. I t is covered with a skin,'which adheres firmly to the skull and , 
to the jaws. The skull is rough and unequal in several piaces^ and about the middle of 
the forehead there are two bony crests, about two inches high: they are not quite pa
rallel, but separated from each cither in proportion as they mount upwards. Tlie fore 
legs have the same parts and conformation as the arms of a man, both witliin and with
out ; but they were somewhat shorter tiian those behind: the hands have five fingers, 
the two jast of which have no nails, and ate of a conical figure : tlie hind feet are di- 

- vided into four toes, of which three are armed with large claws, but the fourth is without 
a nai l ; these toes are united together with membranes, like those of ducks, but much 
thicker. The colour of the body is of a dark brown on the upper part, and of a whitish 
citron below, with large spots of both colours on the sides. From the shoulders to t‘lie. 
extremity of tlie tail he is covered with large scales, of a square form, disposed like pa
rallel girdles, aiid are 52 in number; but those near the tail were* not so thick as the 
rest. l a  the middle of each girdle there are four protuberances, which became higher aa 
they approached the end of the tail, and composed four rows; of which the two in the 
middle are lower than the .remaining tw'o, forming three channels, which grow deeper the 
nearer they come to the tail, and are confounded with each other about two feet fronj 
ks extremity. The skin is defended with a sort of armour, which is not, however, proof 
against a musket-balL This description is taken ii’om an individual dissected at Siam, 
but it is applicable, in most instances, to crocodiles in general. The female lays eggs, 
whkh she cavers over with sand, and leaves to be hatched by the heat of the sun. They 
are to be met wiih jn the rivqrs Nile, Niger, and Ganges, beside most other large rivers, 
in the southern parts of Asia and Africa, but'are not equally dangerous in all, countries; 
ttiey are said to be very fannidable in Upper Egypt, where they 116at along the surface 
of the water, and seize whatever animals come within tĥ eir reach. When this method 
fails, they approach nearer to .the bank, where they wait in patient expectation of such 
creatpres as may come to drink* seizing, with, the. utmost ferocity, tlje bull, the 4pg> the . 
iiger, or man himself. • •

'The elephant is the largest of all animals,. From the front to the origin of the tail he 
is generally about 16 feet long, from the. eod of ...the, trunk, 2o feet, and about .14, feet.
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high ; the circumference of the neck is about 17 feet, and the circumference of thelSody,  ̂
at the grossest part, 25 feet 10 inches ; the tail is about six feet long, and two and a 
half in circumference ; the circumference of tiie leg is six feet: these* are the largest di
mensions. But the animal dilfers in size in different countries ; in some not exceeding 
seven feet in height The eyes are small in proportion to the size of the animal; the 
muzzle is very different from that of any other quadruped ; it is nothing' but the origin ; 
of a long trunk, which hangs between the two large tusks; the mouth appears behind 
the trunk, which serves in the place of an upper lip, and the under lip terminates in a . 
point: the feet are short, round, clumsy, and only distinguishable by the toes : the trunk
is, properly speaking, the nose, extended, and terminated by a couple of nostrils. But 
besides serving as an organ of smell, the trunk performs all the fimctions Of a strong and 
dexterous arm. I t is a pipe, of an irregular conical figure, about eight feet long, five 
and a half in circumference near the mouth, and one foot and a half near the extremity; • 
the upper side of the trunk is convex, and the under side fiat. At the extremity of the 
trunk there is a concave protuberance, in the bottom of which are tlie two passages 
of the nostrils : the inferior part of the protuberance is thicker than the sides, and ; 
the superior is stretched out likq a finger, about five inches long, which, together 
with the edges of the whole extremity of tiie trunk, takes on different figures, according : 
to the necessities of the animal. I t is by this organ that the elephant lays bold of food 
or other substances, which he manages with as much dexterity as a man does his hand, 
taking up grains of corn, or the smallest piles of grass, and conveying them to his mouth. 
When he drinks, he thrusts his trunk into the water, and fills it by drawing in his breath , 
and exhausting the air; when the trunk is thus filled with water, he can- either throw- 
it out to a great distance, or drink it, by putting the end of the trunk in his mouth. 
The two large tusks of the elephant are of a yellowish colour, and extremely hard; tiie 
bony substance of which they are composed is known by the name of ivory : the ears 
are very large, and resemble those of an ape; the skin of the elephanthasbutfew hairs on
it, and placed at a great distance from each other; it is full of wrinkles, like those on 
the palm of a man’s hand, besides many chapped and greasy ridges ; the female has two 
dugs, one on each side of the ^breast. When tamed, as is frequent in the south of 
Asia, the elephant is the most friendly and obedient of all animals; he is entirely attached . 
to the person who feeds and takes care .of him. In a short tmie he understands signs 
and the sound of his n)aster’s voice. He distinguishes the language of passion, of com
mand, of satisfaction ; and acts accordingly. He receives his orders with attention, and 
executes them with prudence,and alacrity, but without precipitation. He eaSily learns to 
bow his knees and lower his body, for the convenience of those who mount him. He 
caresses his friends with his trunk. He lifts burdens with his trunk, and assists those 
who are loading hirrjin laying them on his back. He delights in shining, harness and 
trappings. When yoked in a cart or waggon, he pulls eqgally and cheerfully, unless he 
be abused by injudicious chastiseuieuts. His guiile is generally mounted on his neck, 
with a small rod of iron, sharp at the point, in his hand ; he directs his motion byi 
pricking him on the e^rs and Ijead ;*but for the most part a word is sufficient.

The secretary is a singular species of bird, resembling waders in'the great, length of ■ 
its legs, but has, notwithstanding, the characters of the vultqre «o strongly marked upoft. . 

Y ol. IL 7 H;.
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it, to leave no doubt to which species it belongs. The bird, when standing erect, Is 
full three feet from the top of the head to the ground: the bill is black, sharp, and 
crooked,'like that of an eagle ; the head; neck, breast, and upper parts of the body are 
of a bluish ash colour; the. legs are'Very long, stouter than those of a heron, and of a 
brown colour; claws shortish,' but crooked, not very sharp, and of a black colour ; from 
the hind-head springs a number of long feathers, which hang loose behind like a pendent 
crest;, these feathers arise by pairs,'and are longer as they are lower down on the neck; 
this crest the bird can erect or depress at pleasure; it is of a dark colour, almost black; 
the webs are equal on both sides, and rather curled, and, the feathers, when erected, 
somew hat incline towards the neck. This singular species inhabits the interior of Africa, 

■and is frequently seen at the Cape of Good Hope. It principally feeds on rats, lizards, 
snakes, and other reptiles, and is easily tamed.

The serpent on the tree is the Boa Constrictor, an immense animal, as it often exceeds 
3b feet in length : the body is very thick, of a dusky white colour, and its back is inter
spersed with- 24 large, pale, irregular spots ; the tail is of a darker colour, and the sides 
are beautifully variegated. Its flesh is eaten by the Indians and the negroes of Africa. 
It frequents caves and thick forests, where it conceals itself, and suddenly darts out upon 
strangers, wild beasts, &q. When it chooses a tree for its watching place, it supports 
itself by twisting its tail round the trunk or a branch, and darts down upon sheep, goats, 
tigers, or any animal that comes within its reach. When it lays hold of animals, especially 
any of the larger kinds, it twdsts itself several times round their body, and by the vast 
force of its circular muscles, bruises and breaks all their bones. After the bones are 
broke, it licks the skin of the animal all over, besmearing it with a glutinous kind of saliva ; 
this operation is intended as a preparation for swallowing the whole animal. If  jt be a 
stag or any other horned animal, it begins to swallow the feet first, and gradually suc^s 
in the body, and last of all the head. When the horns happen to be large, they have 
been observed to stick for a long time out of the mouth of the serpent, which is unable 
to move for several days after having devoured such bulky prey. At these seasons the 
Boa is frequently destroyed by the hunters.

Africa abounds with an immense variety of apes, monkeys, and baboons; among these 
the Great Baboon is remarkable for having very long hair on the forehead, which turns 
backwards: they live chiefly on fruits, nuts, and eggs, and in a tamed state will drink 
great quantities of wine or brandy.

The largest lions are from eight to nine feet in length, and from four to six feet high ; 
those of a sfnaller size are generally about five feet and a half long, and about three and 
a h'dlf high; his head is very thick, and his face is beset on all sides with long, bushy, 
yellowish hair : this shaggy hair extends from the top of the head to below the shoulders, 
and hangs down to his knees; the belly and breast are likewise cohered with long hair ; 
the rest'of the body is covered with very short hair, ex(^epting a bush at the end of the 
tail; the tail is long, and very strong; the legs are thick, and very fleshy; the feet are 
short; and the claws very sharp, ^nd about an inch gnd a quarter long ; the fieirest lions 
are those of Biledulgerid, in the desert of Zaara. lie  haa been frequently tamed, andii> 
that case displays considerable affection for his master, as well as for such small animals 
as it occasionally takes under its protection.
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\Part of the natural history of America, to face vol i. page 48.

There are 33 species of tortoise, of which the alidas or-common sea turtle is, the most 
remarkable. It is lound in America and in the islands of the South sea; the shell is so 
very strong, that it can carry more than 600 pounds on its back, or as many men as can 
stand on it loaded. It digs round holes in the sand, in which it lays a vast number of 
eggs yearly, to the amount of 1000 it is said. • I t broods on them during the night. Its 
flesh is of a greenish colour, makes excellent food, and is the dish of sailors as well as of 
epicures. It lives on cuttle and shell-fish, and grows to a prodigious size,, some having 
been found to weigh 480 pounds.

The alligator in many respects resembles the crocodile, but is less ferocious, preying, 
chiefly on fish, though it will sometimes kill dogs, as they swim in the rivers, and hogs, 
which feed in the swamps. I t  frequents-the large rivers in the warmer parts of North 
America, as well as in. South America,; where it would be productive of great mischief, did, 
it not meet with a formidable enemy, when young, in the carrion vulture.

The nose of the tapir is very remarkable, extending far beyond the lower jaw, is slen
der, and forms a sort of proboscis; it is capable of being contracted or extended at 
pleasure: the extremities of both jaws end in a point, and there are ten cutting teeth in 
each. Between them and the grinders there is a vacant space, and there are ten grinders 
in each jaw : the ears are erect, the eyes small, and the body is shaped like that of a hog; 
the back is arched, the legs are short, and the hoofs small, black, and hollow’; the tail is 
very small; the animal grovvs to the size of a heifer half a year old ; the hair is short; 
when young it,is  spotted-with white, when old of a dusk colour. I t inhabits the woods 
and rivers of the eastern side of South America, from the isthmus of Darien to the river 

jof Amazons. It sleeps during the day in the darkest and thickest parts, adjacent to the 
babks, and goes out in the night time in search of food. I t lives on grass, sugar-canes, 
and on fruits. If  disturbed it  takes to the water, swims very w’ell, or sinks below, and,, 
like the hippopotamus, walks on the bottom as on dry ground. I t  makes a sort of hiss-, 
ing noise. This is the largest of the American anindals.

The wolverine, which is stationed on a branch of the tree in this .plate, has-a black,, 
sharp pointed visage, short rounded ears, almost hid in the hairs-; the sides of a yellow
ish brown, which passes in form of a band quite over the hind part .o f the back, above 
the ta il; the legs are very strong, thick, and short, of a*deep black; the whole body is 
covered with very long and thick hair, which varies in colour according to the season. I t  
inhabits. Hudsons bay and Canada, as far as the straits of Michilimakinac, is found under 
the name of the glutton in the northern parts of Europe and Asia, being a native of the most 
rigorous climates. It is a most voracious animal, and slow of foot, so is obliged to take 
its prey by surprise. In America it is called the beaver eater, wateWng those animals as, 
tliev come out of fheir houses, and sometimes breaking into their habitations and devour- 
ing them. It often lurks on trees, and falls on, the quadrupeds that pass undjer ; will 
fasten on the horse, elk; or stag, and continue eating a. hole into its body, till the animal, 
falls down vvith the pain ; or else will tear out his eyes : no force can disengage i t ; yet 
sometimes the deer, in theiv agony, have been known to destroy it, by running their head 
violently against a tree. I t devours the isnlis, or white fox ;, searches for the traps laid 
fiô  Ihe sa,bles and other animals ; and is often before hand wiUi the . huntsmen, whOr

7  L 2
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sustainvgreat losses by the glutton : authors have pretended that it feeds so voraciously, 
that at length it is in danger of bursting; and that it is obliged to ease itself of its 
load, by squeezing" it out between two trees. In a wild'state it is vastly fierce, a ter
ror to both wolf and bear, which will not prey on it when they find it dead, perhaps oU 
account o f its being so very fetid, smelling like a polecat. It makes a strong resistance 
when attacked, will tear the stock from the gun, and pull tlie traps it is caught in* to 
pieces. Notwithstanding this, it is capable of being tamed, and of learning several 
tricks. I t burrows, and has its den under ground. Tlie skin is sold in Siberia for four 

“or six shillings, • at Jakutsk for 12 shillings, and still dearer at Kamschatka, w here the 
women dress their hair with its white paw'S, which they esteem a great ornament: 4he fur 
is greatly esteemed in Europe; that of the north of Europe and Asia, whose skins are 
sometimes to be seen in the furriers* shops, is much finer, blacker, and m'ore glossy than 
that of the wolverine, or American kind. The glutton has, by some authors, been con
founded with the hyen? • ■

s
Map of England and Wales, to face vol. i. page 93.

Map of Scotland, to face vol. i. page 122.

Map of Ireland, to face vol. i. page £0

Lord Howe’s engagement with the French fleet, June 1st, 1794, to face vol. i. page 490.

Natural history of the Polar Regions, to face vol. i. page 575 ^
This plate affords a view of those immense masses of ice, whicn are collected in the 

ocean, on the coast of East Greenland or Spitzbergen. The aninials exhibited are the 
brown bear, the white bear, the seal, the w'alrus, and the common sea-gull. The brown 
br black bear has strong, thick, and clumsy limbs; very short ta il; large feet, body 
covered with long and shaggy hair, various in its colour ; the largest are of a rusty brown; 
the smallest of a deep black; some from the confines of Russia black mixed with white 
hairs, called by the Germans silver bear; and some (but rarely) are found in Tartary of 
a  pure white. It inhabits the ndrth parts of Europe and Asia, the Alps, the islands of 
Ceylon and Japan, and it is also found in North America and Peru. They are some
times carnivorous, but tlieir general food is roots, fruits, and vegetables: they w’ill rob 
the fields of peas, and when they are ripe, pluck up great quantities, beat the peas out 
of the husks on some hard place, eat them, and carry off tl>e straw; they will also, 
during winter, break into the farmer s yard, and make great havoc among his stock of 
oats : their favourite food is honey. The flesh of a bear in autumn, when they are 
exceedingly fat, by feeding on acorns, h  delicate food ; and that of the cubs still finer; 
but the paws of the old bears arc reckoned the most exquisite morsel; the fat white and 
very sweet ; the oil excellent for straj,n% and pains of loqg standing.. At the latter eied of 
autumn, after they have fattened themselves to the greatest degree, flie bears withdraw
U) their dens, w here they continue a great number of days iti total inactivity and absence 
from food, having no other nourishment than what they get by sucking their feet, 
where the fat lodges in great abundance.
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The Polar or white bear resides only in the coldest parts of the globe, and it has been 
found as far as tlie navigators have penetrated northward. During summer, the wllite 
bears are either resident on islands of ice, or passing frohi one to another; they swim 
admirably, and can continue that exercise six or seven leagues, and dive with great 
agility: they bring forth two young'at a tim e; the affection between the parents and 
them is so strong, that they would sooner die than desert one anotherr Their winter 
retreats are under the snow, in which they form deep dens, supported by pillars of the 
same. Tliey feed on fish, seals, and the carcases of whales, and on human bodies. v\ hich 
they will greedily tear up ; they seem very fond of human blood ; and are so fearless, as 
to attack companies of armed men, and even to board small vessels When on land, 
they live on birds and their eggs; and allured by the scent of seals’ flesh, often break 
into and plunder the houses of the Greenlanders : their greatest enemy in the brute 
creation is the walrus, with whom they have terrible conflicts, but are generally worsted, 
the vast teeth of the former giving it a superiority. The flesh is white, and said to taste 
like mutton ; the fat is melted for train oil, and that of the feet is used in medicine,

"h e  seal has a .smooth head, without external ears, and the common length is from 
five to six feet. The fore legs are deeply immersed in the skin of the body ; the bind 
legs aie placed in such a manner as td point directly backward ; every foot is divided 
into five toes, and each of these connected by a strong and broad web, covered on both 
sides with short hair : the toes are furnished wdth strong claws, «ell adapted to assist the 
animal in climbing the rocks it basks o n ; the claws on the hind feet are .slender and 
straight, except at the ends, w'hich are a little incurvated. The head and nose are 
broad and flat, like those of the otter ; the neck short and thick • the eyes large an4 
black ; in lieu of external ears, it has two small orifices; the nostrils are oblong, on each 
side tlje nose are several long stiff hairs; and above each eye are a few of the same 
kind. The form of the tongue is singular, being forked or slit at the end ; the whole 
animal is covered with short hair, very, closely set together. They are very useful 
to the Greenlanders, whom they furnish with food, clothing, and various other drticles.

The walrus or sea-horse is sometimes 18 feet long, and has a round head and two 
enormous teeth, which are its weapons of defence : they inhabit the coast of Spitzbergen, 
Nova Zembla, Hudson’s bay, the gulf of St. Lawrence, and the Icy sea, as far as cape 
Tschuktschi. They are gregarious, in some places appearing in herds of hundreds; they 
are shy animals, and avoid places which are much haunted by mankind, but are very 
fierce. If  wounded in the water, they attempt to sink the boat, either by rising under 
it, or by striking their great teeth into the sides ; they roar very loud, and will follow the 
boat till it gets out of sight. Numbers of them are often seen sleeping on an island of 
ice; if awaked, they fling themselves with great impetuosity into the sea, at w’hich time 
it is dangerous to approach the ice, lest they should tumble into the boat and overset it. 
They are killed for the sake of their oil, one walrus producing about half a tun.

- Greenland whale fishery, to face^ol. i. page 577, to which we refer for the description. 
• • *

Dresses of the Icelanders, with a view of mount Ilecla, to face vol. i. page -582, to 
which and the succeeding pages we refer for the description of mount Hecla.
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The modem Icelanders have made very little alteration in their dress from what was 
fontierly in use ; the men all wear a linen'shirt next to the skin, with a short jacket,, and 
a pair of wide, breeches over it. When they travel, another short coat is put over all. 
The w hole, is made of coarse black cloth, called wadmal; but some wear clothes of .a 
white colour. On their head they wear large three-cornered hats, and on their feet Ice
land shoes and worsted stockings. Some of them indeed have shoes from Copenhagen; 
but as they are rather too dear for them, they generally make their own shoes, sometimes 
of the hide of oxen, but more frequent of sheep's leather; they make them by cutting a 
square piece of leather, rather wider than the length of the foot; this they sew up at the. 
toes,-and behind at the heel, and tie it on wdth leather thongs : the shoes are convenient 
enough where the country is level; but it would be very difficult for u.5, who are not ac-. 
custpmed, to walk with them amongst the rocks and stones, though the Icelanders do it 
with great ease.

The women are likewise dressed in black wadmal: they wear a bodice over their 
shifts, which are sewed up at the bosom; and above this a jacket, laced before, with long 
narrow sleeves, reaching down to the wrists. In the opening, on the side of the sleeve, 
they have buttons of chased silver, with A plate fixed to each button; on w Inch the 
lover, when he buys them, in order to present them to his mistress, takes care to have hia 
name engraved, along with hers. At the top of the jacket, a little black collar is fixed, 
of sbout three inches broad, of velvet or silk, and frequently trimmed with gold cord. 
The petticoat is likewise of wadmal, and reaches down to the ankles. Round the top of 
it is a girdle of silver, or some other metal, to which they fasten the apron, which i$ 
also of wadmal, and ornamented at tpp with buttons of chased silver. Over all this 
they wear an upper-dress, nearly resembling tliat of the Swedish peasants, with this dif
ference, that it is wider at bottom; this is close at the neck and wrists, and a harfd’s 
breadth shorter than the petticoat. I t is adorned with a facing down to the bottom, 
which looks like, cut velvet, and is generally wove by the Icelandic wonicn. On their 
fingers they wear gold, silver, ar brass rings. Their head-dress consists of several cloths 
round the bead, almost as high again as the face. I t is tied fast with a handkerchief, and 
serves more for warmth than ornament.

Birds of the Northern Regions, to face vol. i. page fi05.
This, plate contains a representation of the manner of catching young birds, and gather

ing eggs in Norway, in which they let themselves down, by a similar process to that 
described in the account in the before-mentioned page, of recovering lost cattle.

The large bird, with short wings, is the penguin, of which there are several different 
species : their attitude at land is quite erect; they are very tame, and may be driven like, 
a flock of sheep in^water they are remarkably active, swim with vart, strength, assisted, 
by their wings, which serve instead, of fiqs : they feed ./chiefly upon fish,, but will eat 
grass like geese.

A-httle.higher is the Greenland dove, another of the inhabitants of these anhospitafilei-. 
climates; in the middle of the plate are three sea gullS, and  ̂to the ry^ht the puffin.

T he puffin has a compressed bill.. Its legs are very small, and placed so far behind, 
as to disqualify it from standing, except quite erect, resting not .only on the foot, but ,tirq.
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^vhole length of the leg : this circumstance makes tlie rise of the' ptiifin from the ground 
very difficult, and it meets with many falls before it gets on wing; but when that is efr 
fected, few birds fly longer or stronger. These birds frequent the coast of severnl parts i 
of Great Britain and Ireland; but no place in greater numbers than ' Priestholm isle  ̂
where their flocks may be compared to swarms of bees for multitude. These are'birds of 
passage; they resort there annually, about the fifth or tenth of April; quit the place 
(almost to a bird) and - return twice or thrice before they settle, to burrow and prepare for 
ovation and incubation : they begin to burrow the -first week in May; but some few save 
themselves that trouble, and dislodge the rabbits from their holes, taking possession of 
them till their departure from the isle. Those which form theii* own burrows are at 
that time so intent'on the work, as to suffer themselves to be taken by the hand^; this 
task falls chiefly to the share of the males, who also assist in incubation : the first young 
are hatched the beginning of Jul}'. The ojd ones show affection towards them, and seem, 
totally insensible of danger in the breeding season. If  a parent is taken at that time, 
and sjispended'by the wings, it w'ill, in a sort of despair, treat itself most cruelly,‘by 
biting every part it can reach, and the momenj it is loosed, will never offer to escape,'but 
instantly resort to its unfledged young: this affection ceases at the stated time of migra
tion, which is most punctually about the 11th of August, when they leave such young 
as cannot fly to the mercy of the peregrine falcon, who watches the mouths of the holes 
for the appearance of the little deserted puffins, which, forced by hunger, are compelled 
to leave their burrows. - '

Map of Sweden, to face vol. i. pagefil^.!

Mu'!) of Germany, to face vol. i. page 631.

Internal view of the silver mines, near Schemnitz, in Hungary, to face vol i. page 668.
Schemnitz, a town of Upper Hungary, with three castles. I t  is famous for mines of 

silver and other metals, as also for hot baths. Near it is a rock of shining blue colour, 
mixed with green, and some spots of yellow.

Map of the United Provinces, to face vol. ii.' page 3

■ Map of the Netherlands, to face vol. ii. page 14.
%

Map of France, to face vol, ii. page 21.

- Map 'of Spain, to fece*vol. ii. page 43;

The Corrida de Toros, or Bull-fight, in';Spain, to face,vol. ;ii. page '43.
These co^pbats, of which the Spaniail|^ are very fond, arp exhibited only in the summer 

season, as the bulls are then fiercest; and the.spectators can sit the most comfortably in 
th’e open air. They are performed in a kind of circus, , surrounded by a dozen seats, 
nsing one above another! "the balconies of the houses are widened, so as to project Over
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tlje streets, which end there; ai«i it is really a very interesting sight, to see the diffeient 
classes of people assembled round this square, w’ailing for the signal with every sign of 
impatience and joy. The bull has first to contend against the picadores, combatants on 
horseback, who, dressed according to the antient Spanish manner, and, as it were, fixed 
to their saddles, wait for him, each being armed with a long lance. If the bull Jias great 
.courage, be braves the pointed steel, which makes deep wounds ki his neck, attacks with 
fury the innocent horse who carries his enemy, rips up his sides, and overturns liim, to
gether with his rider. The latter then, dismounted and disarmed, would be exposed to 
imminent danger, did not combatants on foot, called chulos, come to direct the bull’s 
attention, and to provoke him, by shaking before him different pieces of cloth, of various 
colours. I t is, however, at their own risk, that they thus save the dismounted horseman ; 
for the bull sometimes pursues them, and they have then need of all their agility. They 
oftea escape from him, by letting fall in his way the piece of stuff, which was their only 
arms, and against which the deceived animal expends all his fury. As soon as it is con
cluded that the bull has been sufficiently tormented by the combatants on horseback, 
tliey retire, and leave him to be irritated by those on foot. The latter, who are called 
bauderilleros, go before the animal, and the moment he darts upon them, they plunge 
into his neck, two by two, a kind of darts, called banderillas, the points of w hich are 
hooked, and.,.wbich are ornamented with small streamers, made of coloured paper. The 
fury of the bull is now redoubled; he roars, tosses his head, and the vain efforts which, 
he makes serve only to increase the pain of his wounds. When the vigour of the bull 
appears to be almost exhausted, when his blood, issuing from 20 bounds, streams along 
his neck, and moistens his robust sides'; and when the people, tired of one object, demand 
another victim ; the president of the entertainment gives the signal of deatl), w hich is an
nounced by .the sound of trumpets: the matador then advances, and all,the rest qhit the 
arena; with one hand he holds a long dagger, and with the other a kind of flag, which 
he waves backwards and forwards before his adversary : they both stop and gaze at one 
another, and wliile the agility of the matador deceives the impetuosity of the bull, the 
pleasure of the sp’cctators, which was for some time suspended, is again awakened into 
life. At length he finds an opportunity to give the fatal blqw ; the animal vomits up 
blood; he staggers and falls, while his conqueror is intoxicated with the applauses of the 
people ; three mules, ornamented with bells and streamers, come to terminate the tra
gedy, A rope is tied around the bull’s horns, which have betrayed his valour, and the 
animal, which, but a little before, w'as furious and proud, is dragged ignominiously from 
the arena, which.hedias honoured, and leaves only the traces of his blood, and the re- 
niembi ance of his exploits, which are soon effaced, on the appearance of his successor. 
On each of the days set apart for these entertainments, six are thus sacrificed in the 
naorniiig, and twelve in the afternoon, at least in Madrid. The‘Spauish govenment have 
endeavoured to set boupds to these entertainments,, (vhich the strong prejudices -of the 
people have not permitted-.them wholly to prohibit...

•
Map of Switzerland, to'face* voL.,ii. page-.62. .

fall of the Rhine^ at Schaffhausen, ia Switzerland, t a  face vol, il,page 6ji,
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Fall of tho Staubach in Switzerland, to face vol. ii. page 62. Perpendicular height 

16G0 feet. ’
’ • * *
Map of Italy, tcnface vpl. ii. page 69

, A view of the city of Catania, and mount iEtna, in Sicily, to face vol. ii. page 91. >
• In this, and the five succeeding pages, the reader will find such an ample account of 
mount iEtna, as removes the necessity of any additional description ; iwe shall therefore 
only remark, that the city of Catania is .erected on the ruins of an. antient town of the 
same name, which has,been long since covered with lava ; that its inhabitants are much 
distinguished by the spirit of building, and that its church, though it has neither porch -nor 
cupola, is accounted the largest in Sicily.

Map of Muscovy, or Russia in Europe, to face vol. ii. page 251.

The punishment of Russian pirate.g, to face . vol. ii. -page 258. 1
The criminals, • on whom this horrid mode of execution is employed, are the pirates, 

who have infested the great river Volga. It sometimes happens, that the raft, ‘On which 
they are set on float, stops near the bank, and they are taken down alive by some of their 
companions ; in which case they have been often times recovered, and become, more des>. 
perate robbers than before. IVIore usually, however,, they die raving mad, with .their 
excruciating torture. 1 . 1

View of the Great Wall, that divides China from Tartary, to face vol. ii..page 534.

A mandarin administering justice, to face vol. ii. page 337.

A view of Pekin, the capital of China, to face vol. ii. page 338.
Tins immense city, which contains several millions of inhabitants, is situ&ted in a very 

fertile plain, 20 leagues distant from the great wall: it is an exact square, and divided 
into two parts, namely that which contains the emperor’s palace, which is in the new 
city, or, as it is,called the Tartary city, because it is inhabited by Tartars ; and the other, 
called the old city, is inhabited by the Chinese: they are full six leagues in circumference. 
Grosier tells us, “ that the height and enormous thickness of the walls -of the Tartar 
city excite admiration ; twelve horsemen might easily ride abreast upon them ; they have 
spacious towers, raised at intervals, a bow-shot distant from one another,’ and large 
enough to contain bodies of reserve, in case of necessity. The city has nine gates, which 
are lofty and well arched. Over them are large pavilion-roofed towers, divided ’into 
stories, each having several apertures or port-holes: the lower story forms a large hall,

• for the use of the'soldiers pnd officers who quit guard and those, appointed-to relieve 
tliem. Before each gate a space is left, of more than 360 feet.;, this is a kind of place of 
arms, inclosed by a semicircular walk equal in height ^nd thickness to that surrounding 
the city. The great rOad, whiih ends here, is commanded by a pavilionrroofed tower,

 ̂HkQ the first, in  such manner, tliat as the cannbn of the former can batter the houses of
V o i. n .  7 M
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the city, those of Uie lattef can sa^eep the adjacent country. The streets of Pekin are 
straflght, about 120 feet wide, a full league in length, and bordered with shops. I t Is 
astonishing to see the immense concourse of people that continually fills them, and the 
confusion caused by the prodigious number of horses, camels, mules, and carriages, which 
cross or meet each other. Besides this inconvenience, one is every now and then stopped 
by crowds, who stand listening to fortune-tellers, jugglers, ballad-singers, and a thousand 
other mountebanks and buffoons, who read and relate stories calculated to promote mirtli 
and laughter, or distribute medicines,'the wonderful effects of which they explain with all 
the eloquence peculiar to them. The temples and the towers of this city are so nume
rous, that it is difficult to count them. Provisions of all kinds are exceeding plentiful, 
they being, as well as the merchandizes, brought from other parts, by means of canals, 
cut from the rivers, and always crowded with vessels of different sizes, as well as from 
the adjacent: country. An earthquake, which happened here in 1731, buried above
100,000 persons in the ruins of the houses which were thrown down

A Chinese lady, her child, and servant, to face vol. ii. page 344.

A' Mandarin and his wife, with a view of a temple on the banks of the Yellow river in 
China, to face voL ii. page 344.

In  this and the two following pages the dresses of the Mandarins and other Chinese 
are described.’ The Chinese ard«itecture, as displayed in the temple, is entirely different 
from that of the Greeks and Romans, "but nevertheless has certain proportions of its own, 
and a beauty peculiar to itself. Very few houses in China, unless public buildings, are
more than one story in height.

Five falls in the Caverry in Mysore, to face vol. ii. page 401. 
The perpendicular height of the highest of these is 258 feet.

\

A man and woman of Hindostan>. with a temple for Hindoo worship, to face vol. i l  
page 405,

The variation which is observable in a few instances between the description of their 
dress, as given in the before-mentioned page, and the representation in the plate, is to be 
accounted for from a circumstance which takes place in all countries, viz. diat the lower 
classes o f  people, when employed in hard labour, and exposed, to the heat of the sun, 
are less regularly clothed than the higher order of society. The temples of the Hindoos 
are not built in conformity to any ruleS of architecture, but are principally remarkable 
for their immense size, which gives them an air of grandeur.,

An Intliati mausoleum in the Mysore, with a banyan tree, to face vol. ii.' page.407.
This mausoleum is erected in a style widely different from any. of the orders of Eurq» 

pean architecture. The banyan Vee is particularly valuable for .the.sbeltcc it affords, lo ' 
tlie inhabitants of India from the piercing rays of a vertical, sun.
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•• A Persian lady receiving a visitor', to face vol. ii. page 410/

The dress of the Persian ladies differs but little from that of the -men, only their vests 
arte longer, and they, wear stiffened capS instead of the turban ; the Persians are the most 
polite people in the east. ♦

. Sepulchres of tire judges of Israel, to face vol. ii. page 447-

Dress of the Turks, with a view of the Grand Signior's Seraglio, toface vol. ii. page 465;
The Turks shave their heads, but wear their beards long, except tire military and those 

in the seraglio, who wear only whiskers: they cover their heads with a white linen turban, 
of an enormous size, and never pull it off but when they ^leepj. none but Turks must 
presume to wear a white turban: their breeches or trowsers are of a piece with their 
stockings ; and they have slippers instead of shoes, which, they pull off when they enter 
a temple or house : they wear shirts .with wide sleeves, n o t , gathered at the w>rists, and 
over them a vest tied with a sash; their upper garment' being a loose gown, something 
shorter than the vest. The seraglio of the grand signior at Constantinople, where he 
keeps his court, where his concubines ate lodged, and whe^e the youth are trained up 
for the chief posts of the empire, is a triangle, about three Italian miles round, wholly 
within the city, at the end of the promontory Chrysoceras, now called the seraglio point; 
the buildings run back to the top of the hill, and from thence are gardens that reach to 
the edge of the sea. It is inclosed with a very high and strong wall, upon which there 
are several watch-towers ; and it has many gates, some of which opeU towards tlie ^ a -  
side, and the rest into the city; but the chief gate is one of the latter, which is constantly 
guarded by a company of capochees or porters ; and in the night it is well guarded towards 
the «ea: the outward appearance is not very beautiful, the architex:ture beitjg irregular, 
consisting of different edifices, in the form of pavilions and domes.

A Saadi or Egyptian quack curing a sick man, by pretended conjurations witfrserpents, 
to face vol ii. page 4?4.

We have received various accounts from travellers of some particular Egyptian fami- 
Kes, who have the secret of handling the most deadly serpents, and even suffering them
selves to be bitten by them without receiving any injury.

«k.
View of the pyramids of Memphis, and colossal sphynx’s head, to face vol. ii. page 484.
These enormous masses have been celebrated throughout all ages for their,magnitude 

and antiq'uity ; they are three iri number, and stand near one anothen on the w'est side 
of the Nile, almost opposite to Grand Cairo, and not far from the site of tlie antient 
Menqjhis : the territoiy which surrounds' them is so rich, that it has furnished the antidbts

• with the fable of the Elysian fields: the largest of these pyramids has been frequently 
‘ measured} but with a strange* variety of Result ; it is* probably not* less than 500 ’Erench
• feet in height, and 600 in width. It is built with about 200 layers of stone, leach of 
which layers is from two to four-feet ̂ igh t the ar\tiquify of thes^ buildings renders it

7 M 2  '
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impossible to ascertain their origin, and it is disputed among the moderns whether they 
Were intended as .fire temples or as sepulchral monuments.

A sphynx is a fabulous monster, having the head and neck of a woman, and the body 
of a lion. Among the Egyptians it was the symbol of religion, and images of this mons
ter were used to shew the beginning of the waters rising in the Nile. Several images of 
the sphynx are still to be seen, one io  particular near-, the pyramids, which is of a pro
digious size, and cut out of the rock; the body of it is buried up in the sand, so that 
only the head and neck appear; but these are of such prodigious dimensions, that it is 
15-feet from the ear to the chin* according to the most moderate computation.

A' Mameluke and Turks of E ^pt,. to face vol. ii. page 489. ■ '

Tbe Colossal statuesj with the ruins of the palace of Memnon, opposite Carnac on the 
Nile, to face vol..ii. page 490.

Colossal statues of different kinds were probably frequent in antient Egypt, as the 
Egyptians considered enormous size as being one of the most essential requisites to the 
producing a sublime effect. From the rude sculptures and hieroglyphical icharacters yet 
discoverable on these statues, it is likely they were intended to commemorate some im
portant event, .-.which has.been long since consigned to oblivion.

A Turkish bashaw receiving a petition, to face vol. ii. page 532.
In this- page and the preceding is described that insolence of power so characteristic o f 

Turkish governors,-which is so well illustrated by this plate.

A person of rank in Congo carried-by his slaves, to face vol. ii. page.545. - ‘

A .Hottentot man and woman, with a view of the Table mountain and Cape-town,'at
the Gape of Good Hope; to face vol. ii. page 584.

0

The Hippopotamus of the Cape of .Good Hope, to face vol. ii. page 585.
. T-his animal has beeniiseldon? seen, and is for that reason buf̂  imperfectly described by 

naturalists or travellers. In bulk it is second only to the elephant, the length of the 
males being sometimes 17 feet. It is supposed by many to be the behemoth mentioned 
in Job. Its appearance; and manners are sufficiently evident from the plate.

View^of the new; theatre at tbe Cape of Good Hope, to face vol. ii. page 387,
 ̂I'

Map- of South America, to face vol. ii. page 601. •I

View of the city, and- harbour of Acapulco, in Spanish America, to face vol. n,
• page 611..

AcapuIco>is -a-smalLtown.iiv.fMexico, .with a fine b^^rbour , I t  sends a ship evesy
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year to tlie Philippine 4slan»̂ s, and receives, by the return of anothtf, a very rich caî o of 
Asiatic commodities • . -

Map of the West Indies, to face yol. ii. page. 6 2 1 . ’

' ‘Map of North America, to face, vol. ii. page 639. if

Palls of the Niagara, ̂ pn the river St. Lawrence, in Canada, to face vol. ii. page 651.

N oH .— T̂he map of Turkey in Europe and Hungary' to face page 668 of the first 
volume

    
 



    
 



A NEW

GEOGRAPHICAL TABLE,
CONTAINING THE

NAM ES A N D  SITUATIONS
\

OF THE^

C H I E F  C IT IE S , TOn^NS, SE A S, G U L F S , B A Y S , S T R A IT S , C A F E S,,

AND OTHER REMARKABLE PLACES IN THE KNOWN WORLD.

COLLECTED FEOM.THE MOST AUTHENTIC

CHARTS, MAPS, AND OBSERVATIONS

N am es o f  P laces.
/

P rovin ces. ^ Countries. Q u arter. L h titu de . . 
D M .

Ldnstitude.-
dT m .

vV BbcvilIC) 
Aberdeen,

Somme, France, Europe 60-07 N . 1-54 E .
Aberdeenshire, Scotland, Europe 57-92 N . 1-40W.

Abo, Fuiland, Sweden, Europe 60-27 N . 22-18 E .
AcApulco, 
Adriatic sea, or 
G u lf of Venice,

Mexico, North America 17-10 N . 101-20W.
between Italy and Turkey, Europe 'Mediterranean Sea.

Achem, Sumatra, East India, . Asia 6-22 N . 05-29 E .
Adventure Isle, Pacific Ocean, Asia 17-05 S. 144-12W.
Agde, Herault, France, Europe 43-18 N . 3-33 E .
Agen, Aveiron, France, Europe 44-12 N . 0-40 E .
St. Agnes (lights) Scillies, Atlantic Ocean, Europe 49-56 N . , 6-4I W . .
Agra,.
Air,

Agra, East India, Asia 26-43 N . 76-49 E .
Airshire, Scotland, Europe 55-30 N . , 4-35W. .

Adrianople, Romania, Turkey, Europe 42-00 N . 26-30 E .
A ix, Rhone, France, Europe 43-31 N . 5-31 E . .
Alby, Tame, France, Europe 43-55 N . 2-13 E . .
Aleppo, Syria, Turkey, Asia - 35-45 N . 37-25 E .
Alexandretta, Syria, Turkey, Asia 36-35 N . ’ • 36-25 E .
Alexandria, iiOwer Egypt, Turkey, Africa 31-11 N . 30-21* E .
Algiers, Algiers, Barbary, Africa 36-49 N . 2-17 E .
Albany, Nei» York, North America 42-48 N . . 73-30W.
Amboyna, Amboyna Isle, East India, Asia 4-25 S. 127-25 E . .
Ambryn Isle, South Pacific Ocean, Asia 16-09 S. 168-17 E . .
Amiens, . Somme France, Europe 49-53 N . 2-22 E .
A m sterdam , Holland, Netherlands, Europe 62-22 N . 4-49 E .
Amsterdam, , Isle, Pucifio Ocean, Asi» 21-09 S. 174-51W .
Ancona, . Mardh of Ancofta, Italy, Europe 43-37 N . 13-35 E .
A bgra,. Teioera Isle, 

•
Atlantic Ocean, Europe 38-39 N . 27-07W.

    
 



684 GEOGRAPHICAL TABI.E.*
N am es o f  P la ces . P rovin ees. Countries. Q uarter.

Antigua (St. John’s Antigua Isle, 
town)

Caribbee 5ca, N . America

D . M .
Ijo titude.

17-04 N .

H. M.
L ongitude.

62-04W.

Antioch, 
Antwerp, H 
Archipelago,* 
Apa; (isle) 
Archangel, 
Ascension 
Astracan, 
Athens,
St. Augustin, 
Aurora Isle, 
A va ,
Avignon,
TJAtfdad,
' - ^ ‘ lialticrsea,
Balasore,
Bay of BUca^f,' 
Bay of Bengal, 
Baldivia,

• Balbec,
' Barcelona, 

Barbuda,
Basil,
Bassora,
Bastia,
Ba.th, .
Belfast,
Benderj
Bayeux,.
B b b w n ,
Bermudas,
Bern,
Berwick,
Belgrade,
Beiicoolen,
Batavia,
Basse Terre 
Bourdcaux, 
Bayonne,

Sj'ria, 
t Brabant, 
i<. Islands of 

Pacific 
Dwina,
Isle,
Astracan,
Ach^a,
Madagascar,
South
Ava,
Tenaison,

} Eyraca Arabia,; 
 ̂between ‘ '

• Orixa,
Coast of d .. 
Coast of 
Chili,
Syria,
Catalonia,
Isle,  ̂ ‘
Basil,
Eyraca Arabia, 

.Corsica, 
Somersetshire,

' Ulster, 
t Bassarabia, 

Calvados, 
Brandenburg, 
Bermuda Isles, 
Bern,
Jfcrwickshire,

I Se^via,
Sumatra,

' .Java,
 ̂Guadaloupe, 
(Siroiide 
Lower Pyrenees,

BorjroiighstonnesB, Linlithgowshire,
Boston 
B oston, 
Bolabola, 
Bolognf, ' 
BcAjgna, 
Bolscheriskoi, 
Bombay, 
Bridge*town, 
Bilboa, 
Birmingham, 
Bockliaria, 
Breda,
Brest, , 
Bremen,

Lincolnshire, 
New England, 
Isle,
Straits of Calais,
Bolognese,
Siberia,
Borgbay Isle,
Barbadoes,
Biscay,
Warwickshire,
Usbec
Brabant,
Cape Finisterre, 
Lower Saxony,

Turkey,
Netherlands,
Greece,

' Ocean,
Russia,
Soutlx Atlantic ' 
Russia 

> Turkey,
" South Ind. Sea, 

Pacific Ocean, 
Eas^ndia, 
Fraiice,
Turkey,,
Ger. and Sweden, 
East India, 
France,
India,
South , 
Turkey,
Spain,
Atlantic*Ocean,
Switzerland,
Turkey,
Italy,
England,
Ireland,
Turkey,
France,
Germany, , 
Atlantic Ocean, 
Switzerland, 
Scotland,

 ̂ Turkey,
East India, , 
Fi ŝt India, 
Caribbee Seal , 
France, ,,  
France,
Scotland,
England,
North
Pacific Ocean,

. France, . , 
Italy,
Russia,
East India,

. Atlantic Ocean, 
Spain, , ' ' 
jElngland, 
Tartary, ■

Friince,
Gennany,

A.sia
Europe
Europe
Asia
Eurojxe
Ocean
Asia
Europe
Africa
Asia
A.sia
Eurojx;
Asia . I ^
Europe
Asia
Euroixe ' • •
Asia
America,,,
Asia
Europe
N . -America ■
Europe
Asia
Europe
Europe
Europe
Jsuroixe
Europe

, Europe
N i America
Europe
Europe
Europe
Asia
Afia
N . America
Europe
Enrope
Europe
ligrope
America
Asia
Euroyxe
Fiurope
Asia
Asia
N . Apiericgi , 
Euro^
Euroije 
Asia 
Europe 
Europet  ̂
Europe

S 6 -3 0  N. S6-40 E .
5M 3N . 4-27 E.
Mediterranean Sea.
16-Ifi S. 168-32 E.
64-34 N. 38-59 E.
7-56 N. 14-27W.

46- 00 N. 5I-06 E.
38- 05 N. 23-57 E.
23-35 S. 43-13 E.
15- 08 S. 168-22 E.
20- 20 N. 95-30 E.
43- 57 N. 4-53 E.

, 33-30 N. 43-51 E.
Atlantic Ocean.
21- 20 N. 86-05 E.

1 Atlantic Ocean.
Indian Ocean.
39- 35 S. 81-IOW.
33-30 N. 37-00 E.
41- 26 N. 2-18 E.

‘ 17-49 N. 61-55W.
47- 35 N. 7-34 E.
30-45 N. 47-00 E.

• 42-20 N., 9-10 -E.
51- 22 N. 2-I6M''.
54- 30 N. 6-30
46- 40 N. 29-00 E.
40- 16 N .' 00-47,E.
52- 32 N. l3-5fl, E.
3 6 -2 3  N. 63-23 W.
47- 0 0 -N. 7-20 E,
55- 4S N. 1-45 W.

'. '4.5-00 N. .21-20 E .
3-49 S. ' 102-05 E.
6-10 S. 106-56 E.

■ 1.5-59 N. 61-54 Wi
'44-50 N .‘ 00-29 \V.

, 43 2̂9 N. 1-25W.
55-48 N. 3-44 W .
53- 10 N. 00-25 E.
42- 25 N. 70-32W.
16- 32 S. 151-47W,
50- 43 N. 1-31' E.
44- 29 N. 11-26 Ek
52- 54 N. 1.56-42 E.
18-.56 N. 72-43 E.
53- 05 N. 58-03W,
.43-26 N. 3-18 \\%
52- 30 N. L50\\^,
39-15 N. 67-00 E.
51- 40 N, ..4-40 E.
<48-22 N. . 4-25\^
53- 25 N. 8-20'E.
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Mames Places: Protmces, Countries. Quarter, ' Latitude. 
D . M.

Longitude, 
D . M.

Somersetshire, , England, Europe 51-S3N. 2-40W.
BiiEsr^AW, 
Bruskls, ’

Silesia, Bohemia, Europe 51-03 N . .  17-13 E .
Brabant, Netherlands, Europe 50-51 N . 4-26 E .

Buenos Ayres, La Plata, Brazil, , S. America S4-S5 S. 58-26W .
Bukarast, Walachia,^ Ihirkey, Europe 44-26 N .' 26-13 E .
British Sea, 
Black or Euxine 

Sea 
Bruges,

between , 
Turkey in

Britain and Ger. 
Europe and

Europe
Asia

Atlantic Ocean.

Flanders, Netherlands, Europe 51-16 N . 3-05 E.
Brunswick, Lower Saxony, Geirnany, Europe 52-SO N . 10-30 E.
Buda,
Burlington,

Lower Hunspry, Europe 47-40 N . 19-20 E.
Jersey, ' North America 40-08 N . 7.5-00 W .

Bourbon Isle, South Ihdian Ocean, i •  Africa 20-51 S. 55-25 E .
^Abello (Port) 

Cadiz,
Terra Firma, South America 10-03 N . 67-27 W .
Andalusia, Spain, Europe 56-31 N . 6-06 W .,

Caen, Calyados, France, Europe 49-11 N . 6 -lO W .
Cahors, lo t. France, Europe - 44-26 N . 1-31 E .
Cagliari, Sardinia, Italy, Europe 59-25 N . 9-38 E.
C a ch a o , Tonquin, East India, Asia 21-50 N . 105-00 E .
Cairo, lower Egypt, Africa 50-02 N . 31-23 E.
Calais,' Straits of Calais, h ranee, Europe 50-57 N . 1-55 E .
Callao, Peru,- South America 1 2 - 0 1  N . 76-53W .
Calcutta, Bengal, East India, Asia 22-54 N . 88-34 E .
Calmar,
Cambray,

Smaland, Sweden, Europe 56-40 N . 16-26 E .
Cambresis, Netherlands, Europe 50-10 N . 3-18 E.

Camblelown, Argyleshire, Scotland, Europe 55-30 N . 5-40 \V.
Cambridge, Cambridgesh ire. England, Europe .52-1-2 N . 0-09 E .
Canibridtje, New England, N . America 42-25 N . 71-05W.
Canary, NE.point, Canary Isles, Atlantic Ocean, Africa 28-13 N . 15-33W.
Candia, Candia Island, Mediterranean Sea., Europe 55-18 N . 25-23 E .
CaiiSo Port, Nova Scotia, North America 45-20 N . 60-50 W .
Cambodia, Cambodia, East India, Asia 13-30 N . 105-00 E.
Canterbury, Kent, England, Europe 51-16 N . 1-15 E .
Canton, Canton, China, Asia 25-07 N . 113-07 E .
Carlescroon, Schonen, Sweden, Europe 56-20 N . 15-.31 E .
Carthage ruins,. Tunis, Barbary, Africa 56-30 N . 9-00 E -
Carthagena, Terra Firma, South America 10-26 N . 7.5-21 W .
Carthagena, Murcia, Spain, Europe 57-37 N . 1-03W.
Carlisle,' Cumberland, England, Europe * 54-47 N . 2-35 \V.
Cardigan Cardiganshire, . Wales, Europe 52-10 N . 4-38\V.
Candy,
Caspian Sea, ,

Ceylon,
Russia,

Indian Ocean,, 
Tartary,

Asia
Asia

7-54 N . 79-00 E .

Casan, Casan, Siberia, Asia 65-13 N . 49-13 E .
Cassel, Hesse Cassel, Germany, Europe 61-19 N . . 9-34 E .
Castres, Tame, France, Europe 43-57 N . 2-19»].

49-19W.:St. Catharine’s Isle, Atlantic Ocean, S. America 27-35 S.
Cayan, Cavan, Ireland, . Europe 64-51 N . 7-18W.-

Cayewuelsle,- South America 4-56 N . 52-10Vv\'
Cette, Herault, France, Europe 43-23 N . 3-17 E .
Chalons, Saone and Loire, France, Europe 46-46 N . 4-56 E .
Chandemagor, Bengal, ■ East India, . Asia 22-51 N . 88-v‘3-l 1 1 .
Charlton, Isle, Hudson’s Bay, N . America 62-03 N . 79-00W .
Chartres,' ■* Eure and Loire, . France, Europe 48-26 N . 1-,3S E.
Cherbourg, North’ France, Europe 49-38N. 1-.3.'3W.

‘ Ch'ristmas Sound, 
Yoi.. n .

Terra del Fuegoj. » South
7 N

America. 65-21N . 69-57 W .
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Names of lPi<tcet,

i

Ptoiinces. Countries. Quarter. Ijotilude. 
D.  M.

Lonskuie*
D M .

St. Christopher’s  
Isle,

Carribcan Sea, N . America 17-15 N . 6 2 -3 8 W .

Civita Vecchia, Patro di S. Petro, ■Italy, Europe 42-05 N . 11-51 E .
Clerke’s Isles, Atlantic Oce;in, S. America 55-05 S. 3 4 -S 7 W .
Clermont, Puy-dc-dom c, France, Europe 45-46 N . ,3-10 E .
Colmar, U p i» r  Rhine, France, Euroire 48-04 N . 7-27 E .
Cologne, Elect, o f  Cologne, Germ any, Europe 50-55 N . 7-10 E .
Cape Clear, Irish sea, Ireland, Europe 51-18 N . 1 1-10 W .
-------Comorin, On this side the 

Ganges,
'East India, Asia 7-56 N . 78-10 E .

------- Finislerre, ‘ G alicia, Spain, Europe 42-51 N . 9 -1 2 W .
-------St. Vincent, Algra've, Portugal, Eurojre .37-02 N . 8 -5 7 W .

— o f Good H ope, Hottentots, Cafi'i^ria, Africa .34-29 S. 18-28 E .
------ Florida, East Florida, North America 24-57 N . S 0 -3 0 W .

Verd, NegrQiand, Africa 14-45 N . J7-2SW .
------ Horn, ‘ Terra del Fuego isle. South America 55-58 S. 67-21W .

'between Sweden and Den. Europe Atlantic Oocan.
Ceuta, Fez, M orocco ,, 

England,
Africa 35-04 N . 6 - 3 0 W ,

Chester, Cheshire, Europe 5.3-15 N . •0-03W .
•ClIARr.ES-TOWNi South Carolina, North America 32-45 N . 7 9 -1 2 W .
C o p e n h a g e n , Zealand Isle, Denmark, Europe 55-40 N . 12-40 E .
C o n sta n tin o ple ,  Romania, Turkey, - Eurojjc 41-01 N . 28-58 E .
Cork, Munster, Iretaird,

England,
Eurojre 51-53 N . 8 -2 3 W .

Coventry, W arw ickshire, Europe 62-25 N . 1 -2 5 W .
C onstance., Suabia, (yermany, Europe , 47-37 N . 9-12 E .
Corinth, Morea,

Isle of W ig h t,
Turkey, Europe 37-30 N . - 23-00 E .

Cowes, England, Europe 50-46 N . 1 -J 4 W .
Cracow, Little Poland, Poland, Eurojx! 50-10 N . 19-55 E .
C'remsmunster, • Arch-duchy o f  Aus-G erm any, 

tria,
Europe 48-03 N . .14-12 E .

C^irassau, 
Cusco, 
Cum m in, 
"T'\Amasci!s, 
^  Dantzic, 
D ccca,
D elhi,
D elfl,
Derbent,
D ax,
D ieppe,
Dijon,
Disbinafen,
D ol, ^ ,
■Dtjminique,
Dover,
Dreux,
Derby,
Derry,
D ieu ,
D resden ,
Dundee,
DiuJiux,
■Diirhain,
Dumbarton,
Dungencss,

Curassau Isle,
Peru,
Isle,
Syria,
Polish Prussia, 
Bengal,
D elh i,
H olland,
Dagistan,*
Landes,
Lower Seine,
Cote d ’Or,
Suabia,
lie  artd Vilaine, 
W in dw ard  Islands, 
Kent,
Eure and Loire, 
Derbyshire,
Ulster,
Guzerat,
Saxony,
Forfar,
I-einstcr, e
Durham , 
Dumbartonshire, 
Kent,

W est India,
South 
N . Pacific Ocean, 
T urkey,
Poland,
East India,
East India,
Netherlands,
Persia,
Prance,
France,
France,
Germ any,
France,
W est India, 
England,
France,
England,
Ireland,
East India,
Germany,
Scotland,
Irekuid,
England,
Scotland,
England,

America
America
Asia
Asia
Europe
Asia
Asia
Europe
Asia
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
America
Euro.pe
Europe
Europe
Eurppe
Asia
Europe
Europe
^Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe

11- 56 N .
12- 25 S.
51- 40 N .  
33-15 N .
64- 22 N .  
23-30 N . 
29-00  N .
52- 06 N .  
41-41 N .  
43-42  N .
49- 55 N .
4 7 - 19 Nv
48- 30 N . 
48-33 N .  
15-18 N .  
51-07 N .  
48-44 N .

«62-58 N .  
51-52 N .  
21-37 N , 
51-00 N . 
56-26 N .
53 - 21 N .  

* 54J18 R
6 5 - 44 N -
50- 52 N .

68-26 W .  
70-OOW. 

121-09 E . 
37-20 E . 
18-38 E . 
89-20 E . 
76-30 E . 

4-05 E . 
50-30 K  

0 -5 8 W -
0- 59 E . 
4-57 E .

10-19 E .
1- 4 1 W .  
1 -2 2 W . 
1-13 E .  
1-16 E .
1- 3 0 W .
■7.4OW.

•69-30 E . 
13-36 E,
2 - 48 W .

‘ 6 -O IW .
1 -2 5 W . 
4-20 W .'  
14)4 £.

    
 



c e o g h a p iu c a l  table .
^ n m e s  o f  P la ces . Provinces. Countries. Quarter.

Dunkirk, Flanclerr.,
Dunbar, Haddin^on,
Dumfries, Dumfriesshire
T,'' NglishChanncl, between
“*■ ^ g fp rn  Orv Ĵin. Kr-fw. fliEastern Ocean, betw. tlie N W / o f
Epiiesus, 
Edoowe Isle, 
Easter Isle, 
Edinburg,
Ed y stone,
Enebrun,
Enalum Isle,
Esbing,
Enibden,
Er-imanga Isle
Era-rum,
Ethiopian Sea,
Eustatius,
Evereux,
Exeter,

I^Alinouth,
■ Falkirk, 

Fez,
Ferrol,
Fayal Town,
Ferdinand Naronka,

Natolia,
Pacific 
I^acific
Edhiburgshire,
English Channel,
T̂ pi)er Alps,
Pacific
Prussia,
Westphalia,
Pacific
Turcomania,
Coast of
Caribbean Sea,
Eure
Devonshire
Cornwall,
Stirling,
Fez,
Galicia,
Azores,

Ferrara,
7

Ferrarese,
F'erro (Town) Canaries,
Florence, Tuscany,
Hores, Azores,
St.•Flour, ' Cantiil,
France (Isle of) Indian
Franck fort on the Franconia,

Main,
Frawenburg, Polish
Fuego Isle, Cape Verd,
P’unchal, Madeira,
F'nrneau Isle, Pacific
J'ortSt. David, Coromandel,
r i A P , Upper Alps,

Genes, Savoy,
Geneva, Geneva,
St George Isle, Azores,
Gr.NO A, Genoa,
Gibraltar, Andalusia,
St. George Town, Bermudas,
St. George Fort, Coromandel,
Ghent, Flanders,
Glasgow, Ixmerk shire,
Goa, Malabar,
Goat Isle, Indian.
Gomera Isle, Canarira,,
Good Hope Town,, Hottentots,
Gorec, Atliiftic
Gottenburg, Gothland,
Gottengen, Hanover, •

Netherlands, Europe
Scotland, Europe
Scotland, Europe
Eng. and France, Europe 
N . America and N E . of Asia
Turkey,
Ocean,
Ocean,
Scotland,
England,
France,
Ocean,
Poland,
Germany,
Ocean,
Turkey,
Guineii,
West India,
France,
Flngland,'
England,
Scotland,
Morocco,
Spain,
Atlantic Ocean, 
Brazil,
Italy,
Atlantic Ocean, 
Italy,
Atlantic Ocean, 
France, ^
Oct an, 
Germany,

Prussia,
Atlantic Ocean, 
Atlantic Ocean, 
O c ’a.n,
East India, 
France,
Italy,
Switzerland,
Atlantic-Oc^n,
Italy,
Spam,
Atlantis Ocean, 
East India, 
Netherlands, 
Scotland,
East India,. 
Ocean,
Atlantic Ocean,. 
ChiftVes,
Ocean,, 
Swerlen, 
Germany,

7 N 2

Asia
Asia
America
Europe
EuroiX!
Europe
Asia
Europe
Europe
Asia
Asia
Africa
N . America
Europe
Eurojie
Europe
Europe
Africa
Europe
Europe
S. America
Europe
Africa
Europe
Europe
E'lrope
Africa
Europe

Europe
Africa
Africa
Asia
Asia
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
N . America
Asia
Europe
Europe
Asia
Asia
Africa
Afripix
Africa
Europe
Euroi>e

P atitadg.

687"

Z.ong'itude.
D . M . D. M.
51-09 N . 2-27 E.-,
55-58 N . 2-S5W.
55-08 N . 3-25W.
Atlantic Ocean.
North Pacifie Ocean
S8 - 0 1  N . 27-30 E.
21-24 S. 174-25W .
27-00 S. 109-41 W -
65-37 N . S.07\V^
50-08 N . . 4-19W.
44-34 N . 6-34 E .
20-10 S. 169-59 E .
54-15 N . 20r00 E .
53-25 N . 7H0 E .
18-46 S. 169-23 E .
39-56 N . 42-05 E -
Atlantic Ocean.
17-29 N . 63r05W:.
49-01 N . 1-13 E .
50-44 N . 3-29 W .
50-08 N . 4-57 W ..
55-58 N . 3-48 W . .
33-30 N . 6-0OW ..
43-30 N . 8-40 W ...
38-32 N . 28-36 W .

3-56 S. 32-13W-
44-54 N . 11-41 E ..
27-47 N . 17-40 W .
43-46 N . 11-07 E .
39-34 N . 30-61W..
45-0> N . 3-10 E .
10-09 S. 67-33 E .
49-55 N . 8-40 E -.

54-22 N . 20-12 E.:
14-66 N . 24-23W .
92-37 N . 174) I W .
17-11 S. 143-OlW.
12-03 N . SO-W E ..
44-33 N . 6-09 E .
44-25 N . 8-40 E .
46-12 N . 6-0.5 E .
38-39 N . 27-55W .
44-25 N . . 8-30 E .
36-05 N . 5-17 W .
32-45 N . 63-30W .
13-04 N . 80-33 E ..
51-03 N . 3-48-E .
65-51 N . 4-lOW .
15-31 N . 73-50 E .
13-55 N . 120-07 E .
28-ft5 N . 17-03W.

«3.3-55 S. - 18-28 E.
14-40 N . 17-20W.
67-12 N . 11-43 E.
51-31 N . 9-58 E . .
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■ Names'of Places.i
Granville,
Gratiosa,
Grate,
Gravelines,
Grjphiswakl,

•Guadaloupe,.
Gloucester,
Gombroon,
Greenock,
•Guam, ,
G ulf of Bothnia,
------of Finland,
------of Venice,
------of Ormus, ‘
------of Persia,
----- - o f California,
------ of St. Lawr.
----- of Mexico,
•XTAffue,

Hamburg,
Hastings,
-Halifax,
H a l if a x ,
Hanover,
JIavantiah,
Havre de Grace,
LaHeese
Hellespont,

• St. Helena, 
Hernosand, 
Hervej'’s Jsh;, 
Haerlem,
Hereford,
Hoai-Nghan,
La Hogue Cape, 
Hood’s Isle, 
Hoogstraten, 
Howe’s Isle, 
Huahine Isle,
Hull,
Hudson’s Bayj 
TAkutskoi, 

Janeira Rio, 
Jassy, ' ,
Java Head,
Jeddo,
Jerusalem,
I miner Isle, 
Ingolstadt,
St. John’s Town, 
St. .Tohn’s Town, 
Si. Joseph’s, 
Jrraname Isle, 
Islamabad,
Isle of Pines, 
I spahan ,

dEOGRAPftlCAL tA B tE .
Provinces.

Channel,
Azores,
Sliria,
French Flanders,
Pomerania,
Caribbean
Gloucestershire,
Farsistan,
Renfrewshire,
Ladrone Isles,
Coast of
between
between
between
between
between
Coast of
Coast of
Holland,
Holstein,
Sussex,
Yorkshire,
Nova Scotia, 
Stixony,
Cuba
Seine,
Dutch Flanders, 
Med. and Bl, Sea, 
South
West Bothnia,
South
Holland,
Herefordshire,
Kian-Nan,
Channel,
South
Bifibant,’
South
South
Yorkshire,
Coast of 
Siberia,

Moldavia,
Java Isle,
Japan Isle, • 
Palestine,
South
Bavaria,
Antigua,
New foundland, 
California,
South •
Bengal,
South 
Irac Agem,

Countries.

France,
Atlantic Ocean, 
Germany, 
Netherlands, 
Germany,
Sea,
England,
Persia,
Scotland,
East India, 
Sweden,
Swed. and Russia, 
Itidyand Turkey, 
Persia and Arabia, 
Persia and Arabia, 
Calif, and Mexico, 
New Scotland, 
Mexico, 
Nf t̂herlands, 
Germany, ‘ 
England,
England,
North
Germany,
Island,
France, 
Ncther!a.nds, 
Europe and 
Atlantic Ocean) 
Sweden,
Pacific Ocean,
Netherlands,
England,
China,
France,
Pacific Ocean, 
'Netherlands, 
Pacific Ocean, 
Pacific Ocean, 
England, 
1 /abrador,
Russia,
Brasil,
Turkey,
Flast India,
East India, 
Turkey,
Pacific Ocean, 
Germany, 
f-eeward Isles, 
North 
Mexico,
Pacific Ocean, 
East India,
Pacific Ocean, 
Persia,

Q uarter. '

Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
N . America
Europe
Asia
Europe
Asia
Europe
Europe
Europe
Asia
Asia
N . America
N . America
N . America
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
America
Europe
N . America
Europe
Europe
Asia-
Africa
Europe
Asia
Europe
Europe
Asia
Europe
Asia
Europe
Asia
Asia
Europe

Latitude. Longitudei 
D . M . D. M.
48- 50 N . 1-32W.
S9-02 N . 27-53 \F.
47-01 N . 15-29 E .
50- 59 N . 2-13 E .
64-04 N . 13-43 E .
1.5-59 N . 61-54W.
51- 05 N . 2 - lo w .
27-SON. 74-20 E.
55-52 N . 4-22W.
14-00 N ; 140-30 E .
Baltic Sea.
Baltic Sea. 
Mediterranean Sea. 
Indian Ocean.
Indian Ocean.
Pacific Ocean.
Atlantic Ocean.
Atlantic Ocean.
52- 04 N . 4-22 E .

. 53-34 N . 9-55 E .
50-52 N . 0-40 E .
55-47 N . 1-52W.
44-40 N . 63-15W.
52-33N. 9-35 E .
23-11N . 2-13W.
49- 29 N . 1-10 E .
61-55 N . 4-50 E .

16-55 S. 
62-38 N .  
19-17 S. 
52-20 N . 
52-06 N . 
33-34 N . 
49-44 N . 

9-26 S. 
61-24 N .  
16-46 S. 
16-44 S. 
5.3-45 N .

5-44W. 
17-58 E . 

158-43W. 
4-10 E . 
■2-38M̂  

118-64 E .
1-5IW .  

138-47W.
4-52 E. 

154-OlW. 
15I-01W. 

0-I2W .
North Atlantic Ocean.

Asia 62-01 N . 129-52 E .
S. America 22-54 S. 42-38W.
Europe
Asia

47-08 N . 27-34 E .
6-49 S. 106-55 E .

Asia 36-20 N . 139-00 E .
Asia 31-55 N . 35-25 E .
Asia fl9-10 S. 16.9-51 E .
Europe 48-45 N . J 1-27 E .
N . America 17-04 N . 62-04 E .
America 47-32 N . 62-2IW .
N . America 23-03 N . 109-37 W .
Asia 19-31 S. 170-26 E .
Asia ‘ • 2 2 - 2 0  N . 9I-.60.E.
Asia 22-38 S 167-43 E .
Asia • 32-25 N . ,'52-55 E .

    
 



GEOGRAPHICAL TABLE.
‘Karnes o f  P la ces, Provinces. Countries.

Judda,* Arabia Felix, Arabia,
Juthria, Siam, East India,
Inverness, Inverness-sbire, Scotland,
Ivica isle, Mediterranean Sea, Italy,
Isthmus of Suez, joins Africa to Asia.
■---------  of Corintli, joins the Morca to Greece,
— -̂---- of Panama, joins North and South America.

of Malacca, joins Malacca to farther India,
Irish Sea, 
Indian'Ocean, 

Alntschatka  ̂
Kedgerc, 

Kelso,
Kilmarnock,
Kinsalc,
K ingston ,
Kiow,
Kola,

,Koningsberg,
T  Ancaster, 

Levant-Sea, 
Laguna,
Land,
Landscroon,
Lausanne,
Ijceds,
Jicicester,
Ijcipsic,
Leper’s Island, 
Ixijkard, 
Lesparre, 
Ltyden,
Leith,
Lahor,
Linlithgow,
Lincoln,
Lima,
Liege,
Limoges,
Lirttz,
Lisle,
Lisbon,
Lizard Point, 
I^ouisburg, 
Limerick, 
Litchfield  ̂
lyorctto, 
L ondon, 

^Londonderry, 
Louveau, 
Louvain,
Lubec,
St. Lucia Isle, 
Lunden, 
Liiiuwille, 
Luxemburg,

between 
Coast of 
Siberia,
•Bengal,
Roxboroughshire,
Airshire,
Munster,
Jamaica,
Ukraine,
Lapland,
Prussia,
Lancasliirc,
Coast of 
Teneritfe,
Lower Rhine, 
Schonen,
Canton of Vaud, 
Y  orkshirc, 
Ix'iccstershire, 
Saxony,
South Pacific
Cornwall,
Gironde,
Holland,
Edinburghshire,
Lahor,
Linlithgowshire, 
Lincolnshire, 
Peru,

G . Brit, and Ire. 
India,
Russia,
East India,
Scotland,
Scotland,
Ireland,
West India, 
Russia,
Russia,
Poland, 
England, *
Syfia,
Canaries,
France,
Sweden,
Switzerland,
England,
England,
Germany,
Ocean,
England,
France,
Netherlands,
Scotland,
East India,
Scotland,
England,
South

Bishopric of Liege, Netherlands,
Upper Vienne, 
Austria,
French Flanders,
Estremadura,
Cornwall,
Cape Breton Islê
Limerickshire,
Staffordshire,
Pope’s Territory,
Middlesex,
Londonderry,
Siam,
Austrian Brabant, 
Holstein, 
Wii^iward Isles, 
Gothland, * 
Meurthe, 
Luxembui^,

France, 
Germany, 
Netherlands, 
Portugal, 
England, 
North 
Ireland, 
England, 
Italy, 
England, 
Ireland,
East India,
Netherlands,
Germany,
West Indies,
Sweden,
Franco,
Netherl’dnds,

Q uarter.

Asia
Asia
Europe
Europe

Europe

Asia
Europe
Asia
Asia

.Asia
Europe
Europe
Europe
America
Europe
Europe

^Eurojre
Europe
Asia
Atlantic Ocean
Europe
Europe
Europe.
Europe
Europe
Europe
Asia
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Asia
Flurope
Europe
America
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
America
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Asia
Europe
Europe
N . America
Europe
Europe
Europe

I ja tifu d e ,  
D. M. 
21-2.9 N . 
14-18 N . 
57-33 N . 
38-50 N .

689

Longitude, 
D . M. 

49-27 E . 
100-55 E . 

4-02W. 
1-40 E .

Atlantic Ocean.

57-20 N . 163-00 E .
21-48 N . 88-55 E .
55-38 N . 2 - 1 2 W .
55-38 N . 0-30W.
51-32 N . 8-20W.
18-15 N . 76-38W.
50-30 N . 31-13 E .
68-52 N . 33-13 E'.
54-43 N . 21-35 E .
54-05 N . 2-55 E .
Mediterranean Sea.

•28-28 N . 16-13W-
49-11  N . 8 - 0 2  E .
55-52 N . 12-51 E .
46-31 N . . 6-50 E .
53-48 N . 1-29W.
52-38 N . 1-03W.
51-19 N . 12-25 E .
15-23 S. 168-03 E .
50-26 N . 4-36W.
45-18 N . 0-52W.
52-10 N . 4-32 E .
55-58 N . 3-OOW.
32-40 N . 75-30 E .
55-56 N . S-30W.
53-15 N , 0-27W.
12-01 S. 76-44W.
50-37 N . 5-40 E .
45-49 N . 1-20 E .
41-16N. •13-57 E .
50-37 N . 3-09 E .
38-42 ly.. 9-04W.
49-57 N . 5-lOW .
45-53 N . , 59-48W,
52-35 N . 8-48 W .
52-43 N . 1-.04W.
•43-15 N . 14-15 E .
51-31 N . 1 st Morid.
60-00 N . 7-40W.
12-42 N . 100-56 E.
50-53 N . 4-49 E .
64-00 N . iM O  E .
13-24 N . 60-46M%
55-41 N . 13-26 E ,
48-35 N . 6-35 E .
49-37 N . 6 H 6  E .

    
 



690
N^ames o f  P laces,

(
Lyons,
■jV p V c a O ' ,

Macassar, 
Af-ideira, Funchal, 
Madras,
MAnarn, 
Magdalena Isle, 
Mahon Fort, 
Majorca 
Malacca,.
Malines,,
Alalk'ola Isles,.
St. .Malocs,..
Malta Isle,
Manilla,
M a n tu a , 
Maregalantc Isle, 
Mar.sc Liles,.
St. Martlia,
St. Martin’s Isle, 
Martinico Isle,
St. Mary’s Isle,
St.. Mary’s-Town,. 
Maskelyne Isles, 
Mauritius,
Maurua Islc,." 
iVIayence,
Mayo Isle,
Mcaux,
MtKlina,
Mecca,
Mediterranean Sea,
Mequinez,
M essina,.
Mergui,
Mexico,
Milford Haven, 
Mitea Isles,
St. Michael’s Isle,- 
Middleburg Isle, 
M i l a n ,
Mocha,
M oden a , 
Montreal, 
Montpelier, 
Montrose, 
Montague Isle, 
Montserrat Islc, 
Monocco,. 
Moscow,
Munich,
Munster,
-yijAarva,

 ̂ ’  Nanci, 
Nanking,
Namur,

, G IC O G I I 'A P I IIC A L

P rovin ces. Countries,

T A B L E ,

Q u arter. Latitude, Lons;i(utt*f

Rhone and Loire,. France, Europe '
I). M.
4.0-45 N .

D. M . 
4-54 E .

Canton, China, Asia 2 2 - ia N . 113-51 E .
Celebes Isle,. East India, Asia 5-09 S. 119-53 E -
Atlantic Ocean, A frica 32-57 N . 17-OlAT.
Coromandel, East India, Asia 13-04 N . 80-33 E..
New Castile, Spain, Europe 40-25 N . 3-20 E .
South Pacific Ocean, Asia 10-25 S. 138-44 W .
Minorca, Mediterranean Sea, Europe 39-50 N . 3-53 E.,
Islc, Mediterranean Sea, F.urope 

Asia
39-35 N . 2-34 E.-

Malacca,
llrabant.

East India, 2 - 1 2  N . 102-10 E.,
Netherlands, Europe 5L01 N . 4-33 E -

Sogth Pacific Ocean, 
Frafice,

Asia 16-lAN. 107-44 E .
Morbihan, Europe 48-38 N . 1-56W-
Mediterranean Sea, Africa- 55-54 N . 14-33 E .
Luconia, Phil. Isl. East India, Asia 14-36 N . 120-58 E .
Mantua, Italy, Europe 45-20 N . 10-47 E .
Atlantic Oceany S. America 13-55 N . 61-06W.
Mouths of Rhone, France, Europe 43-17 N . 5-27 E .
Sti Martha, T('rra Firma, America 11-26 N . . 75-59 W .
Caribbean Isles, Wfest Indiaj America 18-04 N . 62-57 W .
Caribbean Iste-s, West India, America 14-44 N . 61-05 W .
Scilly Lsks, Atlantic Ocean, Isurope

Europe
Asia

49-57 N.. 6-38W.
Azores, Atlantic Ocean, 36-56 N . 25-06W.
South Pacific Ocean, 16-32 S. 168-04 E .
Indian Ocean,

Pacific Ocean,
Africa 20-09 S. ' 57-34 K .

South Asia 16^5 S. 152-37 E .
Ixiwer Rhine, Germany, Europe 49-34 N . 8-‘i5 K.
Cape Ferd, Atlantic Ocean, Africa 13-10 N . 23-00 W .
Seine and Marne, France, Europe 48-57 N . 2-57 E .
Arabia Feli.x, Arabia, Asia 25-00 N . 39-33 E .
Arabia Felix, Arabia, Asia 21-45 N . 41-00’ E .
between . Europe and Africa Atlantic Ocean"
i ’ez, Barbary, Africa 34-30 N . 6 - 0 0  E .
Sicily Island, Italy, Europe 38-30 N . 15-40 E .
Siam, East India, Asia 12-12 N . 98-13 E .
Mexico, North America 19-54 N . lOO-OOW.
Pembrokeshire, Wales, Europe 51-43 N . 5-I5W .
South Pacific Ocean, Asia , 17-52 S. 48-01W .
Azores, Atlantic Ocean, Europe- 37-47N., 25-S7W.
South Pacific Ocean,. Asia 21-20 S. 1T4-29W.
Milanese, Italy, Europe 45-25 N . 9-30 E .
Arabia Felix, Arabia, Asia- 13-40 N . 43-50 E .
Modena, Italy, Flu rope 44-31N . 11-17 E .
('auada, North;. America 45-35 N . 7 3 -U W .
Herault, France, I'iurope 43-36 N . 3-37 E .
Fortar, Scotland, Europe 56-34 N .. • 0-20 W .
South Pacific Ocean, Asia 17-26 S. 168-36 E.
Caribbean Isle, - West India, America cl6-47 N . , 62-12.W.
Morocco, Barbary, Afrip^ . 30-32 N . 6 -lO W .
Moscow, Russia, Europe 55-45 N , 37-50 E .
Ra.varia, Germany, Europe 48-09 N . 11-35 E .
Westphalia, Germany, Europe 52-00 N . • 7-16 E .
I.ivonia, ,  Russia, Surope 59-00'N. •27-35 E .
Meurtlie, France, Europe. ‘48-41 N . . 6-10 E .
Kiangan, China, Asia 32-10 N . 181-30 E .
Nmuur, Netherlands, Europe 50-28 N , , 4<49>

    
 



G E O ( 3 R A J> H IC a L  t a b l e .

Names of Places. Provinces. Countries. 'Quarter. ' Jjalitude. 
D.' M.

Ibonsritude'.
.

Nangasachi, Japan, N . Pacific Ocean, Asia 32-32 N . 182-51 E .
Naples*, Naples, Italy, Europe 40-30 N , 14-18 E.
Nantes, Lower Loire, France, Flurope 47-13 N . 1-28W.
Nice, Piedmont, Italy, Europe 43-41 N . 7-22 E.
Newport,
Nieuport,

Rhode Island, North America 4K35‘N . 71-06W.
Flanders Netherlands, Eurojie 51-07 N . 2-50 E.

New York, New York, North America 40-40 N . 74-00W .
Nineveh, Curdistan, Turkey, Asia 36-00 N . 45-00 E.
St, Nich. Mole Hispaniola, West India, America 19-49 N . 73-24W .
Newcastle, Northumberland, Kngland, Jairope 65-03 N . 1-24 W .
Ningpo, 
Norfolk Isle,

Chekiang, China, Asia 29-57 N i 120-23 E.
South Pacific Ocean, Asia 29-01 S. 168-15 K.

Noriton, Pennsylvania, North America 40-09 N . 75-18 W .
North Cape, Wardhus, I/apland, Furope 71-10 N . 26-02 E .
Nottingham, N  ott inghamsh ire. Fhighind, lairopc 53-00 N , 1-06W.
Northampton, Northamptonshire, Flngland, Flurope 52-15 N . 0-55W.
Norwich, Norfolk,

Franconia,
England, Europe .52-40 N . 1-25 E .

Nnremberg, Germany, Europe v 49-27 N . 11-12 E .
^'jLmutz,

Ochotskoi,
Moravia, Bohemia, Europe

Asia
49-.30 N . 16-45 E .

Siberia, Russia, 1 59-20 N . 143-17 E .
Ohevahoa Isle, South Pacific Ocean, Asia ' 9-40 S. 138-50W .
Ohitahoo Isle, South Pacific Ocean, Asia 9-55 S. 139-0IW .
Oleron Isle, Lower Charente, I'rance, Flurope 46-02 N . ■ 1 -2 0 W .
Olympia, Greece, Turkey, Euro]ie 37-30 N . 22-00 E .
i  flimle. Brazil, South America 8-13 S, 35-OOW.
Onateayo Isle, South Pacific Ocean, Asia 9-58 S. • 138-40 W .
Oporto, Duoro, Portugal, Flurope 41-10 N . 8 -2 2 W .
Orenburg, Tartary, Russia, Asia 51-46 N . 5.5-14 E .
Orleans, I-oiret, France, Europe 47-54 N . le.50 E.
Orleans (New) Lonisiana, North America 29-57 N . 89-.53W.
Or^tava, Tcneriffe, Atlantic Ocean, Africa 28-23 N- 1 6 - ro w .
Ormus, Ormicos Isle, Persia, Asia 26-50 N . -57-00 E .
Orsk, Tartary, Russia, Asia 51-12 N . 58-37 E .
Oran, Algiers, Barbary, Africa 36-30 N . 0-05 E.
Osnaburg Isle, South Pacific Ocean, Asia 17-52 S. 148-01 E .
Ostend, Flanders, Netherlands, . Fluropc 51-13 N . 3-00 E .
Oxford Observ. Oxfordshire, England, Fiurope 61-45’N . 1-lOW.
St. Omer’s, Flanders, Netherlands, Europe 50-I4'N. 2-19 E .
rOrient (Port) Morbihan, France, Europe 47-45 N . 3-20 W .
lyAcific Ocean, 

Patlua,
between Asia and America
Paduano, Italy, Flu rope 45-22 N . 1 2 - 0 0  E .

Paisley, Renfrewshire, Scotland, Flurope 55-48 N . 4-08 W .
P a l e rm o , Sicily Isle, fedy,

Turkey,
Europe 38-30N. 13-43 E .

Palmyra, Syria, . Asia 33-00 N . 39-00 E.
Panama, Darien, Terra I'irma, S. America 8-47 N . ' 80-16W.
Palliser’s Isle, 
Palma Isle, ' 
Pa^ierston’s Isle,

South Pacific Ocean, Asia 15-38 S. 146-25W .
Canaries, Atlantic Ocean, Africa 28-.36-N. 17-45 W .
Sou^i Pacific Ocean, Asia 18-00 S. 162-52W .

Paoom Isle, South Pacific Ocean, Asia 16-30 S. 168-33 E .
P aris Paris, France, Europe 48-50 N . 2-25 E.
Patrixliofd, Iceland, N . Atlantic Oceati;, Europe 65-35 N . 14-03W.
Parma, Parmesjin, Italy, liurope 44-45 N . 10-51 E.
Patna, » Bengal, liast Indies, Â îjl 25-45 N . 83-00 E .
Pau, Lowv-r PyreneoB, France, Ihirope 45-15 N . 0-04 W .
Jit. Paul's Isle, South Indian Ocean, A frica 37-51 S. 77-53 E .
Pegu, Pegu, East India, Asia 17-00 N. 97-00 E .

    
 



6S3. GEOGRAPI^ICAL TABLE.
N am es o f'P laces, Provinces, Countries. Q uarter. Latitude. L o n ^ tu d e ,

Pekin?, Fetch i-li, China, -Asia
D. M .
39-51: N .

D. M. 
116-29 E.

Peter’s Fort, Martinico, West India, N.'America 14-A4N. 6G16W ,
Pembroke, Peir.brokcshire, W  ale.s, 

England,
Eurojie 5145N . 4-30W,

Penzance, Cornwall. , Europe 50-08 N . 64)0 W .
P ensacola ,
Peri?ueux,

West I'lorida,
Dordogne,
Cenoa,

Nortli America S0-22N. 87-20 W .
France, Europe 45-11 N . 0-48 E .

Pcrinaldi, Italy, Europe 4.3-53 N . 7-45 E .
Pcrtli, Perthshire, Scotland, Europe 56-22 N . 3-12W,
Pertii-ambov, New York, North America 40-.30 N . 74-20 W .
St. Peter’s isle. North - Atlantic Ocean, America 46-16 N . 56-I2W.
Persepolis, Irac Agem, Persia, ' Asia 30-30 N . 54-00 E .
Petropiiwlobkoi, Kamtschatka, •Ru.ssia, Asia 53-01 N . 1,58-40 E .
P eteksburg , Ingria,

Pennsylvania,
Russia, Europe 59-56 N . 30-24 E .

PJiiladclphia,
St. Piiilip’s Fort,

North America 39-56 N 75-09W.
Minorca, Mf'dherranean Sea, Euroi>e 39-50 N . 3-53 E . .

Pickersffill Isle, South Atlantic Ocean, A merica 54-42 S. 36-.5SW.
Pico, Azores, Atlantic Ocean, Europe 38-28 N . 28-21W ..
Pints, Isle of. North Carolina, Pacific Ocean, Asia 22-38 S. 167-43 E ..
Pisa, Tuscanj-, Italy, Europe 4.3-13 N . 10-17' E .
Placentia, Newfoundland.Isle., North America ' 47-26 N . 55-00 W „
Plymouth, Devonshire, England

North
Europe 50-22 N . ., 4-IOW .

Plymouth, New England, America 41-48 N . 70-25 W .
Pollin?en, Suabia^ Germany, Europe 47-48 N . 10-48 E ,
Pondicherry, Corojnandel, i'iast India, Asia , 11-41 N . 79-57 E .
Ponm, I.apland, Russia, Europe 67-06 N . 30-28 E .
Porto Bello, Terra Firma, South America 9-33 N . 79-45W.
Porto Sancto Isle, Mtidcira, Atlantic Ocean, Africa 32-51 N . ■ 16-20 W .
Port Royal, .Tamaica, West India, A merica 18-00 N . 76-40W .
Port Jfloyal, Martinico, West India, .'America ;̂ 14-35 N . 61-04AV.
Portsmouth Town, Ilainpsliire, England, I']urope .50-47 N . 1-0 n v .
------ — Academy, Hampshire, England, Europe 56-18 N . 1-0IW .
Pollsmouth, N('w England, North America 5.3-10 N . 70-20t v ..
Portland Isle, South Pacific Ocean, Asia 39-25 S. 178-17 E .
Portland Isle, North Atlantic Ocean, Jiurope 63-22 N . 18-49W.
Prague,.
Pr. of Wales Fort, N ew N . Wales,

Bohemia,
Nortli

Europe
America

50-04 N . 
58-17 N .

14-50 E . 
94-02 W .

Portosi, Peru, South America 21-00 S. 77-00 W .
Providence, New England, North America 41-50 N . 71-2IW .’
Preston, . Lancashire, England, Europe 1 53-45 N . 2-50W.
Presburg, L'pper Hungary, Europe 48-20 N . 17-.30W.
Pulo Candor Isle, Indian Ocean, East Indk's, Asia 28-40 N . 107-25 e :
Piilo Timor Isle, Gulf of Siam,. East India, Asia 03-00 N . 104-30 l>.
Pylestiuut Isle, South Pacific Ocean, Asia 22-23 S. 175-26W.
( '  \ Uebec,

St. Quint in,.
Canada, North America 46-55  N . 69-18W.
North Coast, France, Europe 49-50 N . ,3-22 E.

Quito, Peru, South ' America 0-13 S. 77-50W.
Q . Charlotte’s Isles, South Pacific Ocean, Asia 10-11 S. 164-35 E..
"IF Am herd,

. K-agusa,
Cornwall, England, Europe .50-18 N . 4-15W.
Dalmatia, Venice, Europe <245 N . 18-25 E .

Riitisbon, Bavaria, Germany, Eurojie 48-56 N . 12-05 E .
Rccif, Brasil, Soutli America 8-10 S. S5-S04V.
Rennes, He .and Vilaine, France, ' Europe 48-06 N . 1-36W.
Resolution Isle, South Pacific Ocean, Asia 17-23 S. 14R40VV.
Rhe Isle, Lower Charente, ♦ France, Ehrope 46-14 N. ‘ J-20W.
Rlreims, Marne,

Rhode Island,"
France, Europe * ‘49-14 N. # 4-07 E ..

RFodes, Jvcvant Sba, Asia 36-20 xN. 28-00 e ; -
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N a m e t o f  P la c e s . Provinces.

Kimini,
Itochellej
Kochfort,
Rbck of Lisbon, 
Rodez,
Roderigues Isle, 
Rome (St. Peter’s) 
Rotterdam, 
Rotterdam Isle, 
Rouen,
C T .  Augustin,

------ fioraingo,
•------Jaco,

Salvador,
Saba Isle,
Sagan,
Sail Isle,
Salonichi,
Salvage Isles, 
Samana, 
Saniarcand, 
Salisbury,
Santa Cruz, 
Sandwich Isle, 
Santa Fe, 
Savannah,
Sander’s Isle, 
Savage Isle,'
Saycij or Thebes, 
Samaria Ruins,
St. George’s Chan.
Scarborough,
Scone,
Schwezingen,
Sea of Azoph,
——  Marmora,
I------Ochotsk,
■------Yellow

. Sedan,
Senegal,
Shepherd’s Isles, 
Siam,
Si-gliara-fu, 
Sisteron, 
Shrewsbury, 
Shields (South)- 
Sheerness,
Seville,
Sid on,
Smyrna, 
Southampfon, ■ 

^Sombavera Isles, 
Soolo Isle,
Spaw,
Sound,‘

VoL. II.

Livonia,
Romagna,
Lower Charentc, 
Lower Charente, 
Mouth of Tagus riv 
Aveiron,
South
Pojre’s Territory, 
Holland,
South
Lower Seine,
East Florida, 
Caribbean Sea, 
Chili,
Brasil,
Caribbean Sea, 
Silesia,
North
Macedonia,
North
Hispaniolia,
Ihibec 
Wiltshire, 
Tencriffe, ■
South
New Mexico, 
Georgia,
South Georgia^
South
Upper
Holy Land,
l)etween
Yorkfdiire,
Perthshire,
Lower Rhine,
Little Tartary, 
Turkey in 
between Siberia and 
between Eastern 
Ardennes,

South
Siam,-
Chensi,
Lower Alps,
Shropshire,
Durham,
Kent,
Andalusia,
Holy Laud,
Natolia,
Hampshire,
Caribbean Sea, '*
Philippme Isles,
Liege,
between

Countries-.

Russia, I
Italy,
France* i
France, ^

.Portugal,’
France,
Indian Ocean, ‘ 
Italy,
Netherlands, . 
Pacific Ocean, 
France,
North.
West India,
South
South
West India, 
Germany,
Atlantic Ocean; 
Turkey, , 
Atlantic Ocean, 
West India, 
Tartary,
England,
Atlantic Ocean, 
Pficific Ocean, 
North 
North
.S. Atlantic Ocean, 
Pacific Ocean,Egypt,
Turkey,
England and Ire.
England,
Scotland,
Germany,
Europe and 
Europe and 
Kamtschatka,
Tartary, China, and Corea, 
France,
Negroland,
Pacific Ocean,
East India,
China,
France,
England,
England,
England,
Spain,
Turkey,
Turkey,
England,
W est India, - 
East India,
Germany,'
DeiP. and Swedt

7 O

Quarter. - LalHudei Z,on^itude.
D . M . D. M .

Europe 56-55 N . 24-00 E i
Europe • 1 44-03 N . -12-30 E :
Europe, • 46-09 N . 1-04W.
Europe 46-02 N . 0-53W.
Europe 38-45 N . ' 9-30W.
Europe  ̂ 44-21N . -  2-39 E .
Africa 10-40 N . 63-15 E .
Europe 41-53 N . 12-34 E .
Edrope 61-56 N . 4-33 E .
Asia 20-16 N . 174-24W .
Europe 49-26 N . 1-OOW.
America 29-45 N . 8U12W .
America 18-20 N . 70-00W.
America .34-00 S. 77-OOW.
America 1I-58S. S8 -QQW'.
America 17-39 N . 63-12W'.
Euroije 61-42 N . 15-27 E .
Africa 1348 N . 22-51W .
Europe . 4041N ; 23-13 E .
Africa 30-00 N . 45-49W.
America 19-15 N . 6 9 -llW .
Asia 4040 N . , 69-00 E .
Europe 51-00 N - , 145 W .
Africa 28-27 N . 16-1I W .
Asia 17-41S. 168-38 E'.
America 36-00 N . 105-00W '.
America 31-55 N . 80-20W ,
S. America ,58-00 S. 26-53W.
Asia 19-02 S. 169-52W .
Africa 27-00 N . 32-^0 E .
Asia 32-40 N . 38-00 E .
Europe Atlantic Ocean.
Europe 54-18 N . O-lOW ’.
Europe 56-24 N . 3-JOW
Europe 49-23 N . '8-45 E'.
Asia
Asia Black Sea.
Asia N . Paci6 c Ocean •

N . Pacific Ocean.7
Europe 4944 N . 5-02 e :
Africa 15-53 N . 16-26W.
Asia 16-58 8 . ' 16847 E .
Asia J4 -I8 N . 100-55 e ;
Asia 34-16 N . * 108-48 e ;
Europe 44-1 I N , 6 -O lW .
Europe 5243 N . 246\A’ .
Europe 55-02 N . 1-15 E .
Europe 61-25 N . 0-50 E .
Europe 37-15 N . 6-05 W .
Asia 33-33 N . 36-15 E .
Asia 58-28 N . 27-24 E .
Eurtipe 50-55 N . 1-25W.
N i America 18-38 N . 63-32 W .
Asia 5-,57 N. 1 2 1 - 2 0  E .
Efirope
Europe

50-.30 N.
< Baltic Sea.

5-40 K
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Names Places, Pro\nnces.

GEO G RA PH ICA L TABLE.

Countries. Q u arter. tu ttifu de. 
D . M. 
62t50 N . 
56-10 N . 
54-23 N . 
48-34.N. 
59-20 N .

Slafforcl, Staffordshire, England, Europe.
Sterling, Sterlingshire, Scotland, Europe
Stralsund, Pomerania, Germany, Europe
Sirasburg, Jjower Rhine, France, Europe
Stockholm, Upland, Sweden, Europe
Straits of Dover, between England and France, English Channel.
- ......— — ■ Gibraltar, between Europe and Africa, Medharanean Sea.

- Babelmandel, between Africa and Asia,- Red Sea.
*— V— —  Ormus, between Persia and Arabia, Persian Gulf.
............ . ■ Malacca, between Malacca and Sumatra, Asia, Indian Ocean.

— : M a^Uan, between Terra del'Fuego and Patagonia, South America.
■ La Maire, in Patagonia, South America, Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. 

.. Waigats, between Nova Zembla and Russia, Asia.
Sunda, between Sumatra and Java, Indian Ocean, Asia.

• Straumness,
■ Suez,

Sunderland,
Surinam,

' Surat,
Syracuse,

TAble Island, 
Talma,

“ Tanjour,
Tauris
Taoukaa Isle, 
Temontengis, 
Tenerifte Peak,. 
Tercera,
St. Thomas’s Isle,
Timor, S W . Point, 
Timorliuid, S. Point,

Iceland,
Suez,
Durham,
Surinam,
Guzerat,
Si(fily Isle,
New Hebrides,
South
Tanjour,
Aderbeilzan,
South
Soloo,
Canaries,
Azores,
Virgin Isles,

N . Atlantic Ocean, Europe

Thorn,
Tertuan,
Teflis,
Tobolsk!
Tomsk,
Toulon,
Toledo,
Tonga Tabu Isle,
Trapesond,
Trent,
Troy Ruins, 
Tornea,
Tripoli, ‘ 
Ttijmli,
Tunis,
Turin,
Tyre,
Turtle Isle, 
Tyrnaw,
T  T Lietea, 

Upsal, 
Uraniberg, 
Ushant Isle, 
Utrecht,

Regal Prussia, 
Fez,
Georgia, |
Siberia,
Siberia,
Var^
New Castile,
South
Natolia,
Trent,
Natolia,
Bothnia,
Tripoli,
Syria,
Tunis,
Piedmont,
Palestine,
South
Trentschb,
South
Upland,
Huen Isle, 
Finisterre, 
Holland, 
Venice,

South 
East India,
Italy,
S. Pacific Ocean, 
Pacific Ocean, 
East India, 
Persia,
Pacific Ocean, 
East India, 
Atlantic Ocean, 
Atlantic Ocean, 
West India,
East India,
East India, 
Poland,
Barbary,
Persia,
Russia,
Russia,
France,
Spain,
Pacific Ocean, 
Turkey, 
Germany, 
Turkey,
Sweden,
Barbary,
Turkey,
Barbary,
Italy,
Turkey,
Pacific Ocean, 
Hungary,
Pacific Ocean,
Sweden,
Denmark, "
France,
Netherlands,
Italy,

Africa
Europe
America
Asia
Europe
Asia
Asia
Asia
Asia
Asia
Asia
Africa
Europe
America
Asia
Asia
Europe
Africa
Asia
Asia
Asia
Europe
Europe
Asia
Asia
Europe
Asia
Europe
Africa
Asia
Africa
Europe
Asiî
Asia
Europe
Asia
Europe
Eurppfc
Europe
Europe
^Urope

.65-39 N . 
29-50 N . 
54-55 N . 

6-00 N . 
21-lON. 
36-58 N . 
1.5-38 S. 
19-32 S. 
11-27N. 
38-20 N . 
14-30 S. 

5-57 N . 
28-12 N .
38- 45 N .
18- 21 N . 
10-23 S, 
8-15 S.

52-56 N-
35- 40 N . 
43-30 N .
58- 12 N . 
56-29 N . 
43-07 N :
39- 50 N . 
21-09 S. 
41-50 N . 
46-05 N . 
39-30 N . 
65-50 N .  
32-53 N . 
34-30 N .
36- 47 N . 

.  45-05 N .
32-32 N .
19- 48 S. 
48-23 N . 
16-45 S.
59- 51 N . 

‘  55-54 N .
48-28 N . 
52-07 N .  
45-26

D . M.
.2-06 W . 

3-.50W. 
13-22 E . 

7-46 E .  
18-08 E .

24-24W. 
33-27 B . 

1-lOW . 
55-SOW. 
72-27 E .  

5-05 E .  
167-12 E .  
169-46 E . 

79-07 E .
46- 30 E .  

145-04W .  
120-58 E .

16- 24W . 
27-OlW . 
64-26W.

124-04 E .  
131-59 E .  

19-OOW.
5- 18W.

47- 00 E .  
68-17 E . 
85-04 E .
6- 01 E,
3- 25 E . 

174-41W.
40-30 E .
11- 02 E .  
26-30 3 .  
24-17 E . 
13-12 E . 
36-15 E . 
10-00 E .

7- 45 E .  
36-00 E .

178-02VV.
17- 38 E . 

151-26W.
• 17-47 E .

12- 57 E ..
4- 59 W .'
5- 00 E .

U ’69 £ .
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Karnes o f  P la ces .

Vera Cruz, 
Verona,*

, Versailles,
V ie n n a  Qbserv.
y«g0, . '
Vihtimiglia,
Virgin Gorda, 
T^U rlzburg, 

Wakefield, 
Pr. of Woles Fort, 
Wardlius, " 
Warsaw, 
Westman Isl«, 
Whitsuntide Isle, 
Warwick, 
Waterford, 
Whitehaven, 
Williamsburg- 
Wells,
W  inchester, 
Worms,
W  orcesler,
Willcs’s Isles,
Wilna,
•Wiltcnburg,
Wologda,
Woslaki

York,
Yorminster,

P rovin ces. 'Countries. Q u arter . ' ' L atitu de Longitude',
1 D . M. I). M .

. Mexico, North America ■ 19-12 N . 97-23 W ;
Veronese, Italy, Europe 45-26 N . 11-23 E .
Seine and Oise, France, Europe 48-48 N . 2-19, E ,
Austria, Germany, Europe 48-12 N . 16-22 E .
Galicia, Spain, Euroiie 42-14 N . . 8-23W.
Genoa, Italy, Europe  ̂ 43-53 N . 7-42 E .
Virgin Isles,' West India, America 18-18 N .' 63-59W.
Franconia, Geianany, Europe 49-46 N . 10-18 E -
Yorkshire, England, Europe 53-41 N . 1-28W.
New^N. Wales,'. North America 58-47 Nv -94-02W.
Norw. Lapland, Lapland, Europe 70-22 N . , 31-11 E .
Massovia,. Poland, Europe 52-14 N  . 21-05 B .
North Atlantic Ocean, ^ Euro;pe 63-20 N . 20-22W.
South Pacific Ocean, Asia . ,15-44 S. 168-25 E .
Warwickshire, England, 'Europe 52-18 N . 1-32W.
Munster, Ireland, Europe ■ 52-12 N . 7-16W.
Cumberland, ' England, Europe 54-38 N . ' 3-36 W .
Virginia, North America , 37-12 N . 76-48W.
Somersetshire, England, Europe 51-12, N . 2 4 0 W .
Hainpsliire, England, , Euro{je -51-06; N . 1-15W.
Lower Rhine, Germany, Europe 49-38 N . 8;.05 E .
Worccstersliire, England, Euroiie 52-09 N . , 1-55W.
South Georgia, Atlantic Ocean,; America; 54-00 S. 38-24W.
Lithuania^ Poland, Europe 54-41 N . 25-32 E .
Upper Saxony, Germany, Europe 51-49 N . 12-46 E .
Wologda, Russia, . . Europ6- 59-19 N . • 41-50 E .

Russia, Europe 61-15 N . 42-20 E .
Norfolk, England, Europe 52-45 N. 1-48 E .
Yorkshire*, England.  ̂ , Europe 53-59 N . 1-OlW .
Terra del Fuego, Soath • America 55-26 N . 70-03W-

atoiy, Kent, England, Europe, 51® 28' 40* N . 0® 5' 37" E . of St. Paul's, LoBdoa..

7 0  9

    
 



    
 



G E N E R A L  I N D E X .

In t 0mmmm Intr$duction. .m l. it..........Second Volum e. W h ere only th e  p a g e  is expressed^ th t
f ir s t  volume is intended.

A BBAS I.'the Great Shah, Tol. ii. 451,455.
Abbeville, vol. iif 34.

Aberbrothwick, 567. •
Aberdeen, 566. ' .
Abingdon, 94.-179.
Abruzzo Citra, vol. ii. 90. ’
.......... Ultra, vol. ii. 90.
Abj-ssinia, climate and productions, vol. ii. 533 

— Inhabitants, ch'ilized,vol. ii. 533.-535— Un
civilized, vol. ii. 535. .539.

Acapulco, a considerable city in Spanish America, 
view o f it, facing vol. ii. 611— Description, 
vol ii. 680, 681.

Acids, Int. 154.
Adalbert, vol. ii. 253.

'Adamantine spar, Int. 152.
Adel, kingdom of, vol. ii. 574.
Adelphi, city of, vol. ii. 639.
Admiral, lord high, 517, 518.
Adolphus, emperor of Germany, 715, 716.
-------- ;—  Frederic, of Sweden, 820, 821.
Adrian, emperqr of Rome, vol. ii. 141,142—His 

transactions in Britain, 161—His wall, 166,167.
Adrianople, vol. ii. 465, 466.
.Aeneas, vol. ii. 101.
AEtius, 168.
Afghans, a singular race of men in Persia and In

dia, vol. ii. 401.
Africa, its situation and extent, 43—Advantages, 

43.-44— Mountains and rivers, 43,44—-JPro- 
ductions, 44— Little known either to thefantients 
or moderns, 44. .47— Its coasts circumnavigated 
by the Phoemcians, and afterwards by the

• Portuguese, 45, 46— Its general history, 46—  
Its character, 47— Emblematical representation, 
vol. ii. 665— Natural history, vol. ii.<>667. .670.

• ■ Christian, vol. ui. 533. .554. <
— '—— Mahometan, vol. ii. 555.-575.
— ' - ■ Fagan, v<d. ii. 577-2600.,'

Africa Proper, toI. ii. 558,559.
■ — South of, vol. ii. 584. .594,

Agate, Int. 149, 150.
Agen, a city in Prance, vol. ii. 37, 38.
Agra, vd. ii. 402.
Agricola, the celebrated Roman general, 160, 161, 

166.
Ahasuerus, king of Persia, vol. iu 426.
Aichstat, 635,659.
Air,material, Int. 71..72—^Weighty, U\t.72,7.3, 

74— Elastic, Int.74-—Heterogenous, Int.75..78  
— DividetV into strata, Int. 79—Healthful, Int. 
79— Its different motions, Int. 80,81.

Aire, vol. ii. 38.
A ix ,‘vol. ii. SO.
Aix-la-Chapelle, a celebrated bathing place, 627, 
€33,646..648
Ajan, a kingdom in Africa, vol. u. 574.
Alaric, king of the Goths, vol. ii. 180.
Albania, vol. ii. 463,464.
Albanians, vol. ii. 263.
Albano, a city in Italy, vol. ii. 84.
Albany, plan of union, vol. ii. 644.
Albert 1. emperor of Germany, 716.
---- — 11.72].
Albion, antient name of Britain, 100.
Alby, vol. ii. 40.
Alcala, vol. ii.4 4 ..4 7 . ’
--------- in Andalusia, vol. ii.>58, 59.
Alcalis, a kind of salts, Int. 154, 155.
Alcantara, vbl ii. 60. . *
Alcarez, vol ii. 44.
Alderney, one of the Norman isles belonging to  

Britain, 99,131.
Aldorf, vol. ii. 63.
Alencon, vol. ii. 35.
Alentejo, vol. ii. 60, 62.
Alconti Islanders, between Siberia, and America, 

voU ii. 263,
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Aleppo, a city in Syria, vol. ii. 474.-477.
Alet, yol ii. 40,
Alexander the Great, vol. ii. 512. .515—His con

quests in Persia, vol. ii. 485,486.
— -------emperor of Rome, vol. ii. 145, 146.
-------------11. jxjjje 706.
-------------V I . pope, vol. ii. 199.
Alexandria, a celebrated city in Egypt, vol. ii. 

485,486. • . . .
Alexis, emperor of Russia, vol. ii. 288, 289.
Alfred the Great, king of England, 172- .177—His 

Saxon geography, 6 9 6 .,700.
Algravc, vol. ii. 60. .62.
Algezira, a province of Asiatic Turkey, vol. ii. 

'463, 470.
Algiers, a pyratical State in Barbary, yol. ii.

561..563.
Alhambra, a magniheent Moorish palace in Spain, 

vol. ii. 54..58.
Alligator, figure of itj facing 48—Description, 

vol. ii. 671.
Almeria vol. ii. 54.-58.
Alps, vast mountains, between Italy and France, 

3, vol. ii. 69. .71.
Alpnxaras, vol. ii. 64, ,58.
Alsace, a province of France, in the Ixarders of 

Germany, 630, vol. ii. 27, 28.
Altay, a lake in Siberia, vol. ii. 261.
Altay mountains, in Sil3eria,' Vol. ii. 253.
Altin lake, or Altay, vol. H. 261.
Altitudes of celestial bodies, Int. 4.
Alva, vol. ii. 48.
Amazonia, a large country in America, little known, 

vol. ii. 609,610.
Amazons, river of, vol. ii. 609.
Ambet, int. 156, 157.
Ambergris, Int, 156.
America, its situation and extent, 48— Remarkable 

difl'erence from the Old World, 4 8 .—55— Cha
racter of the inhabitants, 55.-69— How. first 
inhabited, 70—Whether known to tiie antients, 
70— Whether discovered by the Welch or Nor
wegians, 70, 71— Its discovery by Columbus, 
71. .92— Geographical description, 601..654 
—-Emblematical representation, vol. ii. 66.5—  
Natural history, facing 48— Ând the description, 
vol. ii. 671. ‘ * '

—  ---- British, vol. ii. 650. .652,
, — -------- Dutch, vol ii. 601. .603.

------- :-----French, vol. ii. 604.
— ......Native, vol. ii. 609,610.
------------ North, vol. ii. 631..6.54.

— rPortuguese, vol. ii. 605.-.608.
— -------South, vol. ii. 601..620.

• Spanishj  ̂vol. ii. 611. .620. vqI. ii. 680,
681.

American Indians, their character, 55. .69».̂  
Amethyst, a precious stone, Int. Jl4bv

Amianthus, a kind of abestos, Int. 151.
Amiens, a city in France, where the late treaty of 

pacification wa.s concluded, vol. ii. 32. 
Amphibia, Int. 197. .203. '
Amsterdam, the capital of Holland, vol ii. 2 . .7- - 

Particulars of its history, 574, 6 ^ .
Amu, a large river in Asia^vol. ii, 417. 
Anabaptists, 732,733.
Anadir, a river, iu Siberia, vol. ii. 263.
Anadolia, a province in Asia, vol. ii.463, 467, 468. 
Anclaim, 628,
Ancona, vol. ii. 84.
Ancus Martins, a king of Rome, vol. ii. 103. 
Andalusia, aprovinceinSpain,vol. ii. 44, 58. .60. 
Andamans, islands iu the East Indies, vol. ii. 3Q7* 

3f)8.
, Andero, a port in Spain, vol, ii. 49.

Andnxar, vol. ii. 58, 59.
Angk-s, a Saxon nation who settled in Britain, 268. 
Anglesey, county of, 96, 121,r 150,151,. 159, 160, 

I6I.
Anglia, East, one of the seven Saxon kingdoms,. 

170, 174, 184.
Anglo Saxons, a name given to our Saxon ances

tors, their history, manners, &c. 168.. 194. 
Angola, a kingdom in Africa, vol. ii. 546. 
Angonmais, vol. ii. 29.
Anguilla,.a British island in the West Indies, 

•vol. ii. 621, 625, 627.
Angus, a county in Scotland, 98,196.

.Anhalt, a country in Germany, 632, 639. 
Animalcules, Int. 220. .223.
Animal flowers, Int. 215, 216. •
---------  life, Int. 185, 186, 187. .
Animated nature, Int. 183- -226.
Anjou, vol. ii. 29.
Annapolis, a city in America, vol. ii. 639.
Anne, of England, queen, 462*.465,
------ Boleyii, 290. .295.
------ of Cleves, 2.97,29,8.
—I—  empress of Russia, vol. ii. 292.
Annual motion, Int. 5 . .9 .
Ansarians, a sect in Asia, vol. ii. 477. .479. 
Anspach, 636, 639.
Ank'qnicrra, vol. ii. 58.

-Antibes, vol. ii. 42.
Aiitisrua, a British. West India island, vol. ii. 624, 

625, 627.
Antimony, a semi-metal, Int. 166, 167.
Antiochus Epiphanes, a kieig of Syria, vdl. ii. §17, 

518. t
Antonius Titus, a Roman emperor, vol. ii. 142,

' Antwerp, a large city in the Netherlands, vol. h.
11, 1 4 .. 17—some particulars of its history, 627.

• Anziko, jfkingdom in Africa, vol, ii. 593. 
Appenzel, a canton in Swifzerland, vol. ii. 63, 64,, 

69.
Appius Claudius, vcd. ii. 109,110.
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Aqu& Pei)(?<mt«, yoI. ii. ^
Arabia, description, vol. ii/ 420. .422—Indepen- 

denct*, rol. ii. 430. .432—Antient religion, vol. 
ii. 432. .434— Present religion, vol. ii. 434. .439 
— Modirn History, vol. ii. 439. .446.

Arabia Deserta, vol. ii. 421.
-------- Felix, vol. ii. 421, 422.
---------Petrea, vol. ii. 421.
Arabs, the inhabitants of Arabia, see Arabia.
Aranda, vol. ii. 47.
Ararat, the mountain where the ark rested, vol. ii, 

422.
Archangel, formerly the chief port in Russia, vol. 

ii. 258. .259—some particulars, of its history, 
575.

Archipelago,' islands in, vol. ii. 463. .465.
■------------ Northern, vol. ii. 655.
Argilla /Erata, Int. 147.
Argillaceous earth, lut. 146.. 148.
Argyle, a coimty in Scotland, 98,195, 196. .
Armada, Spanish, 340, 343. ,
Armenia, a country in Asia, vol. ii. 463, 468.. 470.
Armenian religion, vol. ii. 469. .470.
Armenians, vol. ii. 263.
Armenian rfone, Int. 145.
Armorica  ̂anantient name for Britanny, 168, 169.
Arms of England, 532, 533.
Army, British, 529, 530.
Arnhcim, vol. ii. 11.
Arnitzi, a people in Siberia, vol. ii. 263.
Arnold of Bavaria, 701.
An^igon, a province in Spain, vol. ii. 44, 50,51

194..197.
Arras, vol. ii. 20—Some particulars of its history, 

701.
Arsenic, a semi-metal, Int. 167.
Artaxerxes Longimanus, king of Persia, vol. ii. 

425.
' - Mnemon, vol. ii. 425.

—— ———the restorer of the Persian monarchy, 
vol. ii. 429.

Arthur, king of the Britons, 170, 194.
Artois, vol. ii. 11. .20.
Arts, their progress in Britain, 145.. 152, 166,167, 

200, 230, 261, 281, 351,352,452„ 453, 465, 
478, 548.

Asbestos, an incombustible stone, Int. 151.
Asia, its extent, 39—Divisions, 39— Mountains
/ and rivers, 39. .41-wAdvantages, 41— Inliabi- 

tants, 41, 42— Emblematical repr^ntation,
r frontispiece—Description, vol. di. 665—Natural 

history plate, facing 39—Description of the same, 
vol. ii. 665. .667.

——  Eastern, comprehending Tartary, China, Bir- 
' man empire, Tibet, knd indiah isles, vol. ii. 
•309..399.

------ Southern, comprehending Arabia, Persia, and
Hindostan, vol. ii. 401. :461. ,

Aspects of the planets, Int. 8.
Asphaltum, a kind of mineral balsam, Int. f57. 
Asteroids, Int. 14.
Astorga, vol. ii. 48.
Astronomy, a compendious system cf it, Int.3. .29. 
Asturia, Vol. ii. 44,49.
Athelney, an island in the Severn, which afforded 

refuge to Alfred, 173.
Athelstan I. king of England, 171,172.
-------------11.177,178.
Athelw'old, 181, 182.
Athens, the most celebrated city in Greece, vol. ii.

5 01 ,5 0 3 ,^ 9 —512.
Athlone, a city in Ireland, 571.
Atmosphere, Int. 71. .80.
Auch, vol. ii. 38.
Augsburg, a city in Germany, famous in the history 

of the reformation, 627, 637,724,723,742. 
Augusta, a city in America, vol. ii. 639.
Augustine converts (he Saxons, 199,200.
Augustus, the Roman emperor, vol. ii. 124.. 133. 
Auiic council, 624,628,629.
Aunis, vol. ii. 29, SO.
Aurelian, a Roman emperor, vol. ii. 149.
Aurelius Marcus, a Roman emperor, vol ii. 142, 

143.
Aurora Borealis, or northern light, Int. 94, 95. 
Austria, a circle in Germany, 621, 626, 636-

660..663, 701.
Austrian Netherlands, vol.' ii, 11. .21.
Autun, vol. ii. 28.
Auvergne, vol. ii. 29.
Auxerre, vol. ii. 28.
Avignon, a city of France, lately belonging to th« 

pope, vol. ii. 43.
Avila, vol. ii. 47.
Aoranches, vol. ii. 35.
Azores, Islands in the Atlantic Sea, vol. i i .'547. 
Azotic gas,' Int. 76.
Azov sea, vol. ii. 258,259.

B .

B aboon, figure, facing 43—Description, vol. ii, 
670.

Babylon, vol. ii. 497, 498. ’
Baca, vol. ii. 34. .58.
Bacon, Roger, the celebrated old English philoso- , 

pher, 261.
Bactriana, a country in 4sia, vol. ii. 428.
Badajoz, vol. ii. 60.
Baden, vol. ii. 63,64.
Badger, 137.
Bagdad, city erected near the ruins of antient Ba» 

bylon, vol. fi. 470.
Bahamas, islands in the West Indies, bcloTiglng to 

the Brrtish, vol. ii. 621, 625, 628.
Baical, a lake in Russia, vol. ii. 258,261,263L
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Balak lava, vol. u. 559^ s
Bala<5ueer, vol. ii. 61.
Baliol, Edward, king of Scotlandj 253,254.
------ John, 241,242j,245.
Ball}", an island in the. East Indies, vol. ii.,367, 

375.
Baltic, an inland sea, between Sweden, Russia, 

Germany, emd Denmark, 2 ,3 , vol. it .259, 262, 
282.

----------Port, vol. if. 259.
Biduches, vol. ii. ^01.
Bamberg, a bishopric ia  Germany, 635,̂  659, 

701
Banca, vol. ii. 367. . *
Bangor, a bishopric in Wales, 96̂  199.
Bank, 522..528.
Biinyan-tree, figure, facmg vol. ii. 407—Descrip

tion, vol. ii. 678.
Bapauine, vol. ii.20.
Baptists, English, 547.
Barabaj vol. ii. 258,261.
Barbadoes, a British West India island, vol. ii. 

621,625,626.
Barbarians, Northern, their character, 16. .26. 
Barbarism, original of, Europe, 4, 5.
Barbarossa, Fr^eric, emperor of Germany, 710. 
Barbary, a large country in Africa, vol. ii. 555..

564— its relation to the Turks, vol. ii. 463. 
Barbuda, a British West India island, vol. ii. 621, 

625, 628.
Barca, a coimtry in Africa, vol. ii. 560. 
Barcelona,.a celebrated city in Spain, vol. ii. 5 1 ..

53.
Barcifh, 636,659.
Barleduc, vol. ii. 26.
Barons, their wars, 230. .239.
Barri, vol. ii. 90.
Bartholomew,.St. vol. ii. 621.
Barytes, a kind of earth, Int. 150,151.
Basaltcs, a curious crystalization, Int. 153, 
Bashaw, Turkish, manner of receiving a petition, 

facing vol. ii. 532.
Bashkirs, a people in Russia, vol. ii. 263.
Basil, a town in Switzerland, vol. ii. 63, 65, 68. 
Basilicata, a province in Italy, vol. ii. 90.
Basilius Porphyrogenitus, emperor of the East, 

vol. ii. 283.
JBastia, a city in Gonsica, vol. ii, 99.
Bath, 556,
Battus, vol. ii. 284.
Bavaria, a circle in Germany, ,621> 525,636,637, 

710.
Bayeux, vol. ii. 35,
Biiyoniia, vol‘, ii. 49.
Bayonne, vol. ii. 38. '
Bazas, vol. ii. 38. ^
Bear, brown, its 6gurc, facing 575—Description, 

vol. ii. 672.

Bear, white, its figure, iacing, 675—Description, 
vol, ii. 673.

Beam, vol. ii. 38. - <
Beasts, their general history, Int, 191.. 193. 
Beaton, cardinal, a persecuting Scotch prelate,

301..306.
Beaujolois, vol. ii. 2S.
Beau vis, vol. ii. 32,
Bccket, archbishop, 225,230.
Bede, the venerable, 176,200,.
Bedford, Jolm, duko of, 265,266.
Bedfordshire, 107, 143, 170'.
Bedouins, s<*c Arabia. '
Bees, the astonishing, skill displayed in the con» 

structionof their cells, Int. 190.. 194.
Beira, a province of Portugal, vol. ii. 60, 62. 
Belfast, a town in Ireland, 570,
Bclgac, an antient people in Britain,'144. 
Bclluncse, vol. ii. 76, '
Benares,, an antient city in India, vol. ii. 402, 
Benin, a kingdom in Africa, vol. ii. 582, 583. 
Bergamaseo, vol. ii. 761'
Bergen, capital of Norway, 573, 603,627. 
Bergen-ap-Zoom, a strong town in Holland, vol. ii, 

18,
Berkshire, 94, 107, 108, 143, 170.
Berlin, capital of Prussia, 573, 631,. 638. ' 
Bermudas, or Summer islands,,vol. ii. 621,. 625, 

628.
Berne, a city in Switzerland, voL ii. 62,67. 
Bernicia, a division of Northumberland. 170; 
Berry, a province in France, vol. ii. 29. ,
Berwick upon Tweed, 561.
Bcsaucon, vol. ii. 26, 27.
Bethunc, vol. ii! 20.
Bhyse, vol. ii. 404,405.
Biel, vol. ii, 63i 64.
Bielozero, a lake in Russia, vol. ii. 261.
Bilboa, vol. ii. 50.
Bird of Paradise, figute, feeing 39—Description, 

vol. ii. 666. '
Birds, tlieir general history, Int. 193.. 197.-
------ of the northern regions, figure, facing 6 0 5 -

Description, vol; ii. 674.,.675.
Birman empire, little .known till , the embassy of 

colonel Symes, vol. ii. 352, 362‘. .368. 393, 
394.

Birmingham, 484. .486,556.
Biscay, vol. ii. 44,.49., 50.
Bismuth, a scmi-metal, Ii?t. 167.
Black Russia,’ vol. ii. 254.
— Sea, vol, ii. 259,262,463.
Boa Constrictor, a vast serpent in Africa, its figure, 

fecing^43—Description, vol. ii. 670. ,
Boadicea, queep of the Britons, 159,160.
Bohemia, 573, 575, 625, 666. .668, 703, 706,
. 709, 714,: 718^-723,. vol. u, 253. .255, 

Germany.
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Jloi* le due, a strong fortress in the Netherlands, 
vol. ii. 18.

Bole, a kjnd of earth, Int. 147.
Bolcslaus, king of Poland, 253, 254.
------------ 111. 254.
Boleyn, Anne, 290. .295.
Bologna, vol. ii. 84.
Boniface V III . pope, 716, 717.

'Bonn, a city in Germany, 635,650.
Bonzes, vol. ii. 396. .398.
Borbon, isle of, vol. ii. 600.
Bordeaux, vol. ii. 38.
Boris, Giidenuv, vol. ii. 286.
Borja, vol. ii. 51.
Borneo, vol. ii. 367, 375.
Boroughs, British, 537.
Boshies, itien, a kind of Hottentots, vol. ii. 592. 
Bosnia, a province on the Danube, vol. ii. 463. 
Boston, a town in America, vol. ii. 639.
Bothwell, 334, 335.
Boulogne, vol. ii. 3'L
Bourbonnois, a province in France, vol. ii. 28, 29. 
Bournou, vol. ii. 573,574.
Boutan, a country in India, vol. ii. 377.
Boyne, battle of, 457, 458.
Brabant, a province in the Netherlands, vol ii. 1,

1 1 .. 14, 17, 18.
Bradford, 562.
Braga, vol. ii. 62.
Braganza, vol. ii. 62.
Bra mins, priests of India, vol. ii. 404, 405. 
Brandenburg, a country in Germany, 622, 625, 

62Ii,63], 701, vol. ii. 256.
Brazil, vol. ii. 605..608.
Brechin, 567.
Brecknockshire, 96, 116,144.
Brecon, 96,116, 144.
Breda, a strong town in the Netherlands, vol. ii. 

18.
Bremen, an archbishopric in Germany, subject to 

the elector of Hanover, 578, 622,628,632. 
Brescia, vol. ii. 76.
Breslaw, capital of Silesia, 675.
Brest, a large sea-port in France, vol. ii. 36. 
Bretagne, vol. ii. 21, 35. .37.
Breton, cape, vol. ii. 652. '
Brick rarth, Int. 147.
Bricnne, vol. ii. 36.
BrightheVnstone, 658.
Brimha, an Indian idol, w l. ii. 407.
Bristol, 95, 200,555, 556.
Britain, its divisions, 93. .99— Geographical de

scription, 100.. 130=—Natural history, 131.. 140 
— History, 141..200, 216-.505— Present state,
5 0 6 .. 567.  ̂ •

New, vol. ii. 651.’ *
British America, voh.ii. 650. .652.
■ w-------empire, 93..571— Its divisions, 93..99—

Yot. ll..

Topographical description, 100.. 131,201. .206 
— Natural history, 131.. 140, 206..209— his
tory, 141. .200,209. .505— Present state, 506.. 

'571.
• West Indies, vol. ii. 625. .628.

Britons, antient, their origin,. 147.. 143—The dif
ferent nations into which they were divided, 143, 
144—Their state in the time of Caesar, 144,145 
— Political state, 145, 146—Religion, 146.. 148 
— licaruing, 148, 149— Monuments, 149.. 152 
— Conquer^ by the Romans, 153. .161—Ha
rassed by the Caledonians, 161.. 165— Deserted 
by the Romans, 163,164—Civilized, 166— Con
verted to Christianity, 167— Betrayed by the 
Saxons, 169— Retire into Wales, 170—Their 
degeneracy, 199.

Brown bear, figure, facing 575— Description, vol. 
ii. 672.

Brucciano, vol. ii. 84.
Bruce, David, king of Scotland, 251. .259.
---- - Robert, 245. .250.

• Bru^s, vol. ii. 1 1 .. 13.
Brunswick, a duchy in Germany, 622, 625, 627 , 

632, 712, 713.
Brussels, capital of the Austrian Netherlands, vol, 

ii. 13,14.
Brutes,their instinctsand affections, Int. 187.. 194.
Brutus, the pretended British king, 141.
Buckharia, a country in Asia, vol. ii. 417..419.
Buckharians, vol. ii. 261.
Buckingham, duke of, 364,381.
Buckinghamshire, 94, 107, 143,170.
Buda, a chief city in Hungary, 574.
Buenos Ayres, a city in America, capital of a pro

vince of the same name, vol. ii. 611..612.
Bulgaria, vol. ii. 282, 283, 463.
Bulgarians, vol, ii. 263.
Bull fight, Spanish representation of it, facing vol. 

ii. 43—Description, vol. ii. 675, 676.
Burgos, vol, ii. 47.
Burgundy, vol. ii. 21,28.

Caaba, the celebrated temple of the Mahometans, 
vol. ii 432,433.

Cabinet council of Britain, 516. < *
Caceres, vol. ii. 60.
Cadiz, vol. ii. 59.
Caermarthenshire, 97, 116, 144.
Caernarvonshire, 96, 119. .121, 144.
Cmsar, the first Roman emperor, vol, ii. 120. .124 

— Invades Britain, 153. .156— Invades Ger
many, 681, 682—His transactions in Asia, vol. 
ii, 520..§22. •

Caen, a city in Normandy, vol. ii. 35,
Cafiraria,a large country in the south of Africa,, 

vol. ii. 584,594..
7 P
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Calfres, vol. ii. 503, 5 9 i .
GacUari, vol. ii. 100.
Caliors, A'ol. ii. 37. .38.
Cairo, Gland, the chief city in Egypt, vol. ii. 484, 

485.
Calabria Citra, vol. ii. 90.
---------Ultra, vol. ii. 90.
Calahorra, vol. ii. 47.
Calais, vol. ii. 3 9 ,34—Taken by the French, 317. 
Calatajud, vol. ii. 50.
Calcareous earth, Int. 144. .146.
Caledonia, tiie north of Scotland, 143.
■ --------- New, an island in the South sea, vol. ii.

660, 661.
Caledonians ravage Britain, 161.. 165.
California, a country in North America, vol. ii. 

637.
Caligula, a Roman emperor, vol. ii. 136, 137. 
Calixtiis, pope, 708, 709.
Calmar, union of, 726.
Calmucks, a race of Tartars, vol. ii» 263, 271,

3 1 1 .. 317.
Calvi, vol. ii. 99.
Calvinists, 638, 639, 641,642, 670, 671, vol. ii.

6 4 ..  69, 253..258.
*Jambodia, a country in Asia, vol. ii. 352,355. 
Cambray, a city in Flanders, 701, vol. ii. 21. 
Cambresis, vol. ii. 11, 20, 21.
Cambridge,-94, 548.
Cambridgeshire, 94, 106, 107, 143,170. 
Cambyses, king of Persia, vol. ii. 424, 500.
Camel, figure, facing 39—Description, vol. ii. 666, 

667.
Camillus, a celebrated'Roman general, vol. ii. 110,

111.
Canada, a provuice in North America, vol. ii.

- 650..652, 681.
Canaries, islands in the Atlantic, vol. ii. 547,548. 
Canterbury, 93, 172, 558.
Canute, king of England and Denmark, 184. .186, 

710.
■ ------V I. 72.5.
Cape Breton, vol. ii. 652.
—  .of Good Ho|ie, vol. ii. 584..594,680.
■ ' Town, vol. ii. 585, 586, and the plate facing 

vol. ii. 58 .̂
Capitanata, vol. ii. 90.
Caracalla, a Rom an emperor, vol. ii. 145. 
Caractacus, a British king, 156,159.
Carausius, 162.
Carbonic gas, Int. 76..78.
Carcassone, vol. ii. 40.
Cardiganshire, 97, 118, 14A.
Carinthia, a province in Germany, 636, 661, 663, 

701. • ' » ■*
Carlisle, 561.
Carmania, a province in Asiatic Turkey, vol. ii. 

463,468.

Carnelion stone, Int. 149.
Carniola, a province in Germany, 636,661, 663. 
Carolina, North, vol. ii. 639, 648. ,
------------ South, 639,648.
Carpathuin mounhiins, between Poland and Hun

gary, 252.
Carpentras, vol. ii. 43.
Carrickfergus, 570.
Carrion, vol. ii. 48.
Carthage, a celebrated city in Africa, vol. ii. 556.. 

5.59.
Carthagena, vol. ii. 54.
Carthaginians, their general history, 8 . .  10, vol.

ii. 115, 116.
Casal, 574.
Casan, a country in Russia, vol. ii. 284,285. 
Casimer 111, king of Poland, vol. ii. 254.
---------  IV . vol. ii. ^54.
Caskets, little islands in the Norman coast, 99,
' 131.

Caspian sea, vol. ii. 258, 261,262,417.
( W l ,  634,648.
CassibeHumus, king of Britain, 154, 156,
Ca.stile, New< vol. ii. 44. -47.

r -  ̂ ■-  Old, vol. ii. 44,4 f, 48, 194.. 197.
Catalonia, vol. ii. 44, 50. .53.
Catania, view of, facing vol. ii. 91—Description, 

vol. ii. 677.
Catherine Howard,-298,299.
------------ of Spainj 289. .293.
— -̂------- Parr, 301, 302.
------------ II . of Russia, vol. ii. 293. .308.
Catliolic countries, 573,574. *
Cat’s-eye stone, Int. 149.
Cattle, wild, 132,133.
Caucasian nations, vol. ii. 263, '
Caucasus, mount, vol. ii. 259.
Caverry, wahrfall of, facing vol'. ii. 401—De

scription, vol. ii. 678.
Cayenne, the capital tof French Artierica, vol. ii. 

604.
Celebes, an island in tlie East Indies, vol. ii. 376.« 

377.
Celtcs, 142, 143.
Cephalonia, vol. ii. 76. ^
Ceres, planet, Int. 7 . .  14.
Cehicious fishes, Int. 192, 193.
Ce ’̂lon, Island of, lately cedetl to Britain, vol. ii,

408..409.
Chablais, vol. ii. 71. •
Chalcetlony( a precious stone, Int. 149.
Chalk, Int; 145.
Chalons, vol. ii. 26.
Chamberlain, lord high, 517 
Cbanit îjrry, vol. ii. 72.^
Champagne, ‘‘a province in France, vol. ii. 21, ^  , 
Chancellor, lord, 516.
Chancery, court of, 535.
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Chandra^upta, vol. ii. 427.
Charlemagne, 621. .624, 628, 629, 645,647, 659, 

691,701.
Cliark’s I, of England, 370..411 

II . 412.1436.
the Bald, of France, vol. ii. 166. 
the Gross, vol. ii. 167. 
the Simple, 701, vol. ii. 167, 168,
I F . vol. ii. 172.
V . vol. ii. 176.
V I. vol. ii. 176.. 179.
V II. vol. ii. 179.. 182.
V III. vol. ii. 198, 199.
I X .  vol. ii. 203..205.
IV . emiKTor of Germany, 623, 667, 718,

• Y .  623, 629, 723. .754, vol. ii. 37, 38,
719.

200. .202, 285.
------- II . of Spain, vol. ii. 212.
t ------I X .  of Sweden, 762.
------- X .  777..779.
------- X I .  779..781.

X I I .  781. .793, vol. ii. 213, 214.
Charleston, vo l. ii. 639,.
Chatham , 558.
Chaucer, the first English poet, 281.
Chert, Int. 150.
Cheshire, 96 , 112, 144, 170.
Chichester, 93 ,'558.
C hina, divisions, vol. ii. 328— Population, vol, ii. 

328— Climate, vol. ii. 328— Mountains, vol. ii. 
32^— Lakes and rivers, vo l. ii. 32 8 . .3 3 1 — Pro
ductions, vol. ii. 3 3 1 ,3 3 2 — Government, vol. ii. 
3 3 2 . .3 3 8 — Arm y, vo l. ii. 3 3 3 . .3 3 5 — Manners, 
vol. ii. 3 3 8 . .3 4 0 — Commerce, vol. ii. 3 3 9 . .3 4 2 ,  
351— Learning, vol. ii. 3 4 2 . .3 4 4 — Dress, vol. 
ii .  344- .3 4 6 — Festivals, vol. ii. 3 4 6 . .3 4 8 — Tea, 
vo l. ii. 348— Silk , vol. ii. 348 , 349— Porcelain, 
vo l. ii. 349— Corea, vo l. ii. 3 5 0 ,3 5 1 — History, 
vol. ii. 3 8 2 ..S 9 3 — Eeligicns, vol. ii. 3 9 5 ...3 9 9  
— Jews in China, vol. ii. 398 , 399— View o f Pe
k in , the capital, fa c in g v o l.ii .3 3 8 — Description, 
voL ii. 677, 678— Mandarin and his Avife, & c. 
facing vol. ii. 344— Des.^i'iption, vol. ii. 678—  
Mandarin administering justice, facing vol. ii. 
337— The great Avail, facing a'oI. ii. 334.

Chivalry, its causes and effects, 2 3 . .2 6 .
Christian Afri(;a, vo l. ii. 5 3 3 . .5 5 4 .
Christian I . of llcnm ark, 754.

II. 7 5 4 . .7 5 6 .*
II I . 756.
IV . 7 6 2 . .7 7 5 .
V I . 818.
..VII. 8 1 8 ..8 2 0 .

Chronum, a new discovered semi-metal, Int. 169. 
Church of England, 541,543. ,
Cinque ports, 537.
Circassians, a p<!ople in Asia, vol. ii. 263.
Circles, great, Int. 4— On the terrestrial globe, 30. 
Circuits of England and M' âles, 93. .97.
Cities, their government, 537—Their origin 3 1 .. 

S3. '
Civilization, its progress, Int. 245. .254.
Civil law public!}' taught, S3.
------war, between Charles I. and the parliament,

3 94 ..  411.
Civita V eccliia, aoI. ii. 84.
Claudius I. emperor of Rome, vol. ii. 137, 138— 

Conquers Britaui, 156.. 159.
------------- II . vol. ii. 149.
Clay, Int. 146.. 148.
Clement V I. 718.
■---------V II . 291..293.
Cleopatra, qtieen of Egypt, vol. ii. 620,522. 
Clermont, vol. ii. 29.

•Clevcs, 633, 646.
- . ■ ■ Ann of, 297, 298.
Climates, Int. 35— Their temperature, Int. 112..

125.,
Clouds, causes oftheir colours, Int. 55— Their for

mation, Int. 86— Electricity, 86, 87— Weight, 
Int. 86. .87—Shape, Int. 87.

Coal, Int. 157.
Coast, Gold, of Guinea, vol. ii. 681.

Grain, vol. ii. 580,581.

Christiana, a province in Norway, 602, G(J3. 
Christina, queen of Swetlen, 776..778. 
Christoplict’s, St. a West India Island', vol. iL 

^  621,625,627

J  Ivory, vol. ii. 580, 581.
-  Slave, vol. ii. 581.

Western, of America, vol. ii. 654.
Cobalt, a semi-mehd, Int. 167.
Coblentz, 650, 711.
Coberg, 636,659.
Cochin China, a country in Asia, vol. 'ii. 352.. 

355.
Cockle, Int. 150.
Coimbra, vol. ii. 62.
Colberg, 628.
Colbert, celebrated French- financier, vol. ii. 2,

11.
Cold, Int. 60,61,89.
Colleges of the empire, 625, 626.
Cologne, a great city in Germanv, 625, 627, 629, 

630, 635, 650. .652, 661, 662, 701, 713, 718, 
719.

Colonies, 549. .551.
Colossal statues, facing vol. ii. 490—Description, 

vol. ii. 680.  ̂ '
Colours, their origin, Int. 49, 50.
Columbus discovers America, 71.-92.
Comachia,aVol. ii. 84.
Comets, their motion, Int. 21— Distances, Int. 21 

—appearance, Int. 21.-28—^Nature, Int. 2S  ̂
24.
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IN D EX.
Commerce, Britisli, 145, 166,167, 200,230, 261,

281.351.352.452.453.548.. 551.
• ----- —  its revival in Europe, 26,27.
Commodus, the Roman emperor, vol. ii. 142. 
Common Pleas, court of, 536.
Commons, house of, 510. .615.
Comora islands, vol. ii. 600.
Companies, trading, 522. .529.
Company, East India, vol. ii. 459.
Compostella, vol. ii 49.
Conde, a strong town in Flanders, vol. ii. 20. 
Condom, vol. ii. 38.
Conductors, Int. 61.
Congo, a country in Africa, intercourse with Por

tugal, vol. ii. 540— Climate, vol. ii. 541— Pro
ductions, vol. ii. 541. .545—Inhabitants, vol ii. 
545, 546—One of tliem carried by his slaves, 
facing vol. ii. 545— Description, vol. ii. 680. 

Connaught, a province in Ireland, 99, 204. 
Connecticut, one of the Uunited States, vol. ii. 639. 
Conrad I. cm]reror of Germany, 701.
--------- II . 705.'
--------- III . 709,710.
Constable, his office, 538.
-------------Lord High, 537.
Constance, a city on the confines, 621, 637, 701,

7 1 9 .. 721.
Constantine, the Roman em̂ ieror, vol. ii. 149.
• ---------the British usurper, 163.
Constantinople, 35, 574, 722, 723, vol. ii. 464..

466. -
Constitution, British, 506. .515.
........ of the German empire, 622. .630.
Constrictor Boa, a monstrous serpent, facing 43— 

Description, vol. ii. 670.
Continents, Int. 96, 97.
Copenhagen, 573,618, 619, 781,782.
Copper, Int. 164,165.
Copts, vol. ii. 4J^, 489.
Cordovia, vol. ii. 58, 59.
Corea, a country in Asia, vol. ii. 350, 351.
Corfu, vol. ii. 76.
Coria, vol. ii. 48.
Corinth, vol. ii. 516, 517.
Cork, a large city in Ireland, 570.
Cornwall, 95, 100, 101,143, 170, 171,557. 
Coronas, Intr 52,53.
Coroners, 537.
Corrunna, vol. ii. 49.
Corsica, vol. ii. 69,99.
Cossacks, vol. ii. 259,271.
Council, Privy, 515.
Counties, their government, 536,537.
Couril6ii,a Russian nation, vol. ii. 263.
Courland, vol. ii. 251,282.
Courts of law, 535, 538. *
Coventry, 94, 559.
Ciacuw, a large city in Poland, vol. ii. 251,254

Cranmer, archbishop, 292. .316.
Cremasco, vol. ii. 76.
Crescenthis, 704.
Crimea, vol. ii. 263.
Crim Tartary, vol. ii. 263.
Croatia, a province on the Danube  ̂ 673, vol, ii. 

463.
Crocodile facing 43—Description, vol. ii. 667,

668.
Croesus, king of Lydia, vol. ii. 499,500. 
Croisades, their history and consequences, 31, vol. 

ii. 623.-627.
Croix, St. aDanish West India island, vol. ii. 622. 
Cromwell, Oliver, 400. .419.
------------ Richard, 419, 420.
Cuba, a Spanish West India island, vol. ii. 622. ’ 
Culm, 620, vol. ii. 254.
Culrnback, 622, 636, 659.
Cumberland, 96, 114, 144, 170,555, 561. 
Curacoa, vol. ii. 622.
Curdistan, vol. ii. 463,470.
Curds, a people in Asia, vol. ii. 478, 479.
Cyprus, vol. ii. 470, 471.
Cyrenaica, vol. ii. 555, 556.
Cyrus, king of Persia, vol. ii. 424,498. .500.

D.

D aumatia, Hungarian, 673, 674.
---------------  Turkish, vol, ii, 463.
Damascus, vol, ii. 477.
Damietta, vol. ii. 486, 487.
Danes, their piratical expeditions, 691 ..096— 

Wars with the English, 170.-192— With the 
Scots, 197,198.

Danish West Indies, 622.
Dantzic, 627,628, 677,678,713, 717, vol. ii. 251 

..254. ,
Danube, the, 620, vol. ii. 282. ,
Darien, isthmus of, yol. ii. 620.
Darius Codomanus, king of Persia, vol. ii. 425.. 

427.
' Histaspes, vol. ii. 425, 503, 504.

■--------- Nothus, vol. ii. 425.
Darmstadt, a city in Hesse, 634, 648.
Damley, Henry, lord, 330. .3 3 5 .
Dauphine, a province in France, vdl. ii. 21, 42, 

43.
Deboroka, vol. ii. 253.
Debt, national, 619. .5 ^ .
Decebalus, Ifing of the Dacians, 689,690.
Decius a Roman emperor, vol. ii. 147.
Declination of the sun, hit. 6.
Degress, Int. 4.
Deira, % division of Northumberland, 170.
Deists, 547,548.
Delaware, vol. ii. 639.
Demosthenes, vol.ii. 510..512.

    
 



IN D EX.
Deubighslure, 96,118,119,144.
Denmark, its extent, 573. .375— Ŝhare In the whale 

fishery, 578—Description, 618. .620—State in 
the middlea^cs, 697. .700—History,691. .696, Dwina, vol. ii. 261. 
703..705, 710,713,725, 726, 754.-736, 760 
..794,818.-820.

Deptford, 538. '
Derbyshire, 95, 112,144,170.

• spar, Int. 145.

Dutch, their share in the whale fishery, 578.
--------- America, vol. ii. 601. .603.

West Indies, vol. ii. 622.

E .

Derry, 570.
Deseada, a French West India island, vol. ii. 622. 
Devonshire, 95,101,143, 170, 557.
Dew, Int. 87,88.
Diamond, the most precious stone, Int. 148.
Die, a town in France, vol. ii. 43.
Dinant, vol. ii. 36.
Dioclesian, a Roman emperotj vol. ii. 149. 
Dissenters, protestant, 347.
Dissidents, Polish, vol: ii. 253.
Diurnal motion, Int. 4, 5. '
Dnieper, a river in Poland, vol. ii. 261,282. 
Doccum, a town in Holland, vol. ii. 10.
Dog, 135, 137. ^
Dol, vol. ii. 36.
Domesday book, 220.
Domingo, St. vol. ii. 622.'
Dominica, vol. ii. 621,625,627.
Domitian, a Roman emperor, vol. ii. 141.- 
Don, a river in Russia, vol. ii. 250.
Donegall, 570.
Dorchester, 95, 557.
Dorsetshire, 95, 101, 143, 170, 5p7.
Doft, 627.
Dortniond, 627.
Douro, vol. ii. 6^.
Dove, Greenland, plate, facing 605—Description, 

vol. ii. 674.
Dover, 558.
•- in America, vol. ii. 639.
Down Patrick, 570.
Drake, sir Francis, 340.
Dresden, the chief city in Saxony, 638,658. 
Dresses of the Icelanders, facing 582—Description, 

vol. ii. 673,674.
»'■ - ' ■ Turks, facing vol. ii. 465— Description,

vol. ii. 679.
Druids, their power, religion, and learning, 146.. 

152.
Drusburg, 627.
Drusus invades Germany, 682. .684.
Druzes, a people in Syria, vol. ii. 477, 480. .482. 
Dublin, 93, 567. .569.
Ducal Prussia, vol, ii. 251, 252.
Dundee, 566, 567.
Dunkirk^vol. ii. 11,13.
Dunstan, St. 180, - ,  *
Durham, county, 96,114,144,170,555,5tK), 561. 
-------- --- city, 96,560, ^ 1 .

Eagle, 137, 138.
Earth, globular, Int, SO—Various attempts to 

measu re it, I nt. 3 1 .. 33—An oblate spher iod, Int. 
32, 33—Its internal parts unknown, Int. 97—> 
Theories of it, Int. 129,. 142.

Earthquakes, Int. 105.. 109.
Earths, the simple, Int. 144.. 153.
Eastern Asia, vol. ii. 309. .399.
--------- peninsula, vol. ii. 352--366.
East Florida, vol. ii. 638,
------ Greenland, 575- -579.
------ India company, vol. ii. 459,
------------- islands, vol. ii. 367. .381.
Ecija,, vol. ii. 58.
Eclipses of the sun and moon, Int. 16,17, 18.
Ecliptic, Int. 5 ,6.
Edenton, vol. ii, 639.
Eden, where, vol. ii. 422, ‘
Edgar, 180. .182.
—------Atheling, 188, 217,218,221.
Edinburgh, 93, 97,561. .565.
Edmund I .  178.
---------  Ironside, 183,184.
Edom, vol. ii. 2.
Edred, 178,179.
Edward the Elder, 178.
------------ Confessor, 186.. 188.
■------------ Martyr, 182.
------------ I . his conduct when prince of Wales,

231. .239—His reign, 239- .247.
---------I I . 247.-252.
---------I I I .  252.-256.
---------IV . 270. .276.
-------- V . 276..278.
--------- V I. 304. .311.

Edwy, 179, 180.
Egbert, 170, 171,
Egypt, soil and climate, vol. ii. 484— Cities, vol. 

ii. 484. .487—Inhabitants, vol. ii. 487. .490— 
History, vol. ii. 500 514,515,5lM—Pyramids, 
facing vol. ii. 484— Description, vol. ii. 679, 
680— Mamelukes and Turks, facing, vol. ii489 
— Colossal statues, facing vol. ii. 490—Descrip
tion, vol. ii. 680—Saadi, facing vol. ii. 4 8 4 -  
Description, vol. ii. 679.

Ekatherinoslaw, vol. ii. 259.
Elb, the, 620.
Elbing, a city in Pnissia, 628.'
Electors, tJerman, 625.
Electricity Int. 61. .71—Whether, the cause of 

earthquakes, 108, l09.

    
 



IN D EX.
Elephant, facing 43—Description, vol. ii. 668.. 

009.
Elfrida, 181.. 182.
Elizabeth, queen of England, 319. .352.
•------------empress of Russia, vol. ii. 292, 293.
Elsincur, 619, 620.
Elvas, vol. ii. 62.
Eluths, a people in Tartary, vol. ii. 311..317. 
Enibden, 578, 633.
Einbrun, vol. ii. 43.

' Emerald, a precious stone, Int. 148.
Emerick, 628.
Emperor of Germany, his dominions, 621— Îlis 

privileg(‘s, 622. .625.
Empire, Rritish, Birman, German, Ottoman, Rus

sian, Turkish, &c. ; see the articles British em
pire, Birman empire. See.

England, its extent, 93— Divisions, 93..96—To
pographical description, 100.. 115—Natural 
Iiistory, 131.. 140—History, 141..200, 216.. 
505—Present state, 505. .561.

-------------New, vol. ii. 649.
Eiiisseyj vol. ii. 258.
Jinniskilliug, 570.
Entre Minlio, vol. ii. 6Q.
Equinoctial circle, Int. 4.
Equinoxes, vernal and autumnal, Int. 5, 6— The 

precession, 25, 26.
Ermbech, 628.
Escurial, vol. ii. 44.
Esquimaux Indians, vol. ii. 651.
Esquire, title of, 534, 535.
Essex, 93, 106,143, 170, 171.
----------earl of, 346. .348.
Esthonia, a province in Russia, vol. ii. 262, 282, 
Estremadura, vol. ii. 60. ‘
--------------- in Portugal, vol, ii, 60. .62.
Estremos, vol. ii. 62.
Ethelbert, 173.
Ethclred I. 172.
--------- II. 182, 183.
Ethelwolf, 171, 172, 174.
Etna, mount, vol. ii. 91. .97— Plate, facing vol. ii. 

91.
Europe, 1..38— Its boundaries, 1— Seas, 2, 3—  

Mountains, 3, 4—Rivers, 3, 4— Advantages, 4 
— General hjrfory, 4. .38— Map, facing 1.

---------its divisions, 573, 574.
----------eastern, 574.

4 ---------northern, 573,827.
--------- southern, 574.
--------- south-western, vol. ii. 1..250.
--------- wcfitern, 574, vol. ii. 1. .250.
Eiistatia, St. a Dutch \\''est India iskmd, vol. ii. 

622.
Evaporation, Int. 85, 86.
Evora, vol. ii. 62.
Evreaux, vol. ii. 35,.

Exchequer, court of, 247, 536.
Exeter, 95,200, 557.

F.

Falcon, secretary, facing 43— Description, vol. ii. 
669..670.

Falling Stars, Int. 93, 94.
Falls ofthe Caverry in Mysore, facing vol. ii. 401 

— Description, vol. 678.
■------of Niagara, facing vol. ii. 65 f— Description,

vol. ii. 681.
------  Rhine, facing vol. ii. 62—Description, vol.

ii. 676.
Staubach, facing vol. ii. 62— Description,

vol. ii. 677.
Falmouth, 557.
Falun, Int. 98.
I'ansigny, vol. ii. 71.
Feldt spar, Int. 150.
Ferdinand 1. emperor of Germany, 713..757.
------------  II . 760. .770.

-----------III . 770. .775.
Fergus I. king of Scotland, 141.
--------- II . 142.
Ferol, vol. ii. 49.
Ferrara, vol. ii. 84,194.
Ferro, one of the Western Isles, vol. ii. 552,553. 
Ferro islands, 590, 591.
Feudal system, 18. .21.
Fez, a kingdom in Africa, vol. ii. 563.
Fezzan, vol. ii, 570..573.
Fiery meteors, Int! 92. .93.
Finlanders, 575.
Finnis, vol. ii. 261. ,
Fire, Int. 55. .60.
------balls, Int. 94.
Fishery, Greenland whale, 577, 579—Plate, f(icing 

677. ■ .
Fishes, Int. 203..205.
Fixed air, Int. 76. .78̂ /
--------- stars, their twinkling, Int. 2'1— Magnii

tildes, Int. 24— Distance from the sun, lut. 24, 
25— Constellations,lilt.25—The principal fiĵ ed 
stars distinguished by names, Int. 25—Subject 
to changes, Int. 26, 27. .Different apjicarauces 
exhibited by them to the iiihabitanis of different 
countries, Int. 39, 40.

Flanders, 574, 701, vol. ii. 1,10,11. ,13.
FHnfs, Int. 149, 150.
Flintshire, 96, 119, 144. •'
Florence, 574jvol. ii. 82, 83.
Florida, East, a Spanish province in NprtR Ame

rica, vol. ii. 638.
--------- West, vol. ii. 638.
Fo, religion of, vol. ii. 396,. .398.
Foix, vol. ii. 4(t.
Fontainblcauj vol. ig.'̂ S2,

    
 



i n d e x ;
f'ontarabla, vol. ii. 50.
I'bssil shells, Int. 98.
•------ -- stones, Int. 148.
Foulahs, a Jiedple in Africa, vol. ii. 568.

. Fountain tree, a very remarkable plant, vol. ii. 553. 
I'ox, 137.
France, vol. ii. 21..43—^History, 152, 153,158. J 

182, 198,.232.
Franclic Coinpt6, 705, vol. ii. 21, 26,27.
France, Isle of, vol. ii. 21..26.
Francis I. of Franw, 727. .738, vol. ii. 200. .203.
■---------II . of Francx', 320. .327, vol. ii. 203.
Franconia, 622, 626, 630, 636, 701,709. 
Frankfort on the Main, 627, 629, 634,649. 
f'ranks, vol. ii. 1.52, 153.
Fredej-ic Harbarossn, emperor, 710. '

II . 635,711,712.
-r'lll. 721..723.
- I V .  629.
— elector Palatine, 760. 
- i l l .  of Prussia,7 9 4 ..81T. 

V. of Denmark, 818.
Fredericksham, vol. ii. 259.
French America, vol. ii 604.
--------- Revolnlioi), vol. ii. 233. .250.
-■  -  -  West Indies, vol. ii. 622. 
Frescati, vol. ii. 84.
Friburg, vol. ii. 63, 68, 69. 
Friedburg, 627, 638.
Friendly islands, vol. ii. 659,660. 
Friesland, 701, vol. ii. 1, 10.
Friuli, vol. ii. 76.
Fr^st, Int. 89, 90.
F'rozen sea, vol. ii. 258.
Fund, sinking, 520. .522.
Fumes, vol. ii. 12.

G .

GaU*a, a Roman emperor, vol. ii. 139, 140. 
Galienus, a Roman emperor, vol. ii. 148.
Galla, a j)eople in Africa, vol. ii. 537. .539. 
Gallicia, vol. 44.
Gallipoli, a city in Turkey, vol. ii. 465, 466.

' Gall, St. in Switzerland, vol. ii. 63, 64,
Galfus, a Roman emheror, vol. ii. 147,148» 
Gambia, a river in Africa, vol. ii. 578.
Ganges, a river in India, vol. ii. 401, 402. '
Gap, vol. ii. 43.
Garnet, a precious stone, Int. 148.
Garonne, vol. ii. 37, 38'. - 

.G a s, Int. 74.-78.
Gascogne, vol. ii; 21,38.
Gauls, 10, 11.
— - '■ tljeir affinity with the Britons, 145. .J47
Gavestone, Pierce, 247, 248. . *

, Gama, a city m India, vol. ii. 401,446,447. 
Cicllonliauseu,627. ,

Gerns, Fit. 148,149.
Geneva, 705, vol. ii. 63. .65,69.
Genoa, 574. >
---------- city, 69, 72. .74,189, 190, yol. ii. 73,74.
Genseric, king of the Vandals, vol. ii. 151., 559. 
Geocentric places of planets, Int. 8.
Geographical definitions, Int. 96.
Geology, Int. 9 6 .. 142.
George 1. king of England, 466..473, 646, 647,
--------- II.473.;478.
^ ------- I I I . 470. .505.
Georgia, in America, vol. ii. 639,
Georgians, a people in Asia, vol. ii. 263. 
Georgium Sidus, Int. 7,12,13—Ilissattellites, Int.

14..16.
Germanicus, his war with the Germans, 684. .689. 
Germany, its extent, 573. .675—Description, 620 

..6o8— (h)nstitiition, 622..630—Antient geo- 
graphy, 679..681— Wars with the Romans, 
681. .690— State in the niiith century, 696—His
tory, 701.-818.

Ghent, vol. ii. 11.
Ghibelms, 709,710, vol. ii, 189. .193.
Giant’s causeway, 208.
Gibraltar, vol. ii. 58. .60^
Gironna, vol. ii. 53.
Glamorganshire, 96,116, 144.
Glaris, vol. ii. 63, 64,69 
Glasgow, .565, 566.
Globe, terrestrial, Int. 30.
Gloucester, 94, 559.
Gloucestershire, 94,102, 143, 170, 559.
Gnesna, an archbishop iu Poland, vol. ii. 353. 
Gold, Int. 160, 161.
------  Coast, vol. ii. 681.
Good Hope, Cape of, see Cape of Good I^ope. 
Gordian, vol. ii. 147.
Gormon, the Old, 701.
Goslar, 628,640.
Goths, a people in the north of Europe, 675, vol. 

ii. 1.50.
Grain Coast, of Guinea, vol. ii. 580, 581. 
Gravesend, 6.58.
Gravitation, Int. 9. ..11 
Gray, .lane, 310. .312.
Great Poland, vol. ii. 251.
Great wall of China, facing voj. ii. 334.—Descrip

tion, vdi. ii. 677.
Greece, 6, 7, 8,10, vol. ii. 282, 283, 425, 463.. 

465, 500. .516..
Greek church, 573, 670, 6 / x ,  673, vol. ii. 464, 

465 477.
Greeks, vol. ii. 253, 263, 477.
Greenland dove, facing 605—Description, vol. ii 

674.
------------ *East, 575. .579. '
-------------- West, vol. ii. 652. .654,

whale fishery, see Fishery.
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CrcOTwich, 558.
Grenada, a province in Spain, vol. ii. 44,54-.58, 

IDG, 197.
---------  city, vol. ii. 54.
• an English West India isle vol. ii. 622,

625, 627.
Grenadines, vol. ii. 622.
Grenoble, vol. ii. 13.
Grisons, a people in Switzerland, 701, 705, vol.

ii. 63,64, 69.
Groningen, vol. ii. 1, 10.
Guadalaxara, vol. ii. 44.
Guadalou|)c, a French ^Vest India island, vol. ii. 

622.
Guardn, vol. ii. 62.
Gueklerland!, vol. ii. 1,10.
Guelphs, 709, 710, vol. ii. 189.. 193.
Guer, vol. ii. 37.
Guerns<y, one of the Norman isles, 99, 131. 
Guienne, vol. ii. 21,37, 38.
Guinea, a country in Africa, vol. ii. 577. .583.
---------  New, vol. ii. 661.
Guise, vol. ii. 31.
Gull, sea, facing 575—Description, vol. ii. 672 
Gunpowiler plot, 359. .^61.
Gustuvus, I . Vasa, of Sweden, 754. .756.
■------------ I I . A,dolphus, 760..770.
-------------III . 821..827.
Gypsum, Int. 145.

H.
llague, a large village in Holland, vol. ii. 2, 9. 
Hail, Int. 90, 91.
Hainhault, vol. ii. 11, 19, 20.
IlalbersUidt, 632,639, 640.
Halifax, 560.
---------  in America, vol. ii. 652.
Halos, Int. 52, 53.
Hamburgh, 578, 627,632,641. .(H4.
Hampden, John, a celebrated patriot, 385,386. 
Hampshire, 95, 103, 143, 170, 557, 558.
------------  New, in America, vol. ii. 639.
Hannibal, vol. ii. 116.
Hanover, 625,632,640.
Hanse towns, a famous merciintilc confederacy, 

627, 628, 713, 725, vol. ii. 252.
Hares, 135.
Harlem', vol. ii. 9, 10.
Harlin^r, vol. ii. 10.
Harold I. of England, 186.
--------- II . 186:. 192.
Harvest moon, Int. 37. .38.
Hastings, battle of, J90. .192.
■------------Lord,,276,. 277.
Headboroughs, their adice, 175.,
Heat, Int. 56. .6 0 ,89c 
lleavem, Int. 4.

Hebrides, western isles of Scotland, 128, 194.
------------ New, Islands in the Pacific ocean, voL

ii. 660.
Hecla, mount, a volcano in Iceland, 582, 5S4-— 

Plate, facing 582.
Helena, St. vol. ii. 554.
Heliogabalus, a Roman emperor, vol. ii. 145.
Hengist, a Saxon invader, 169, 171.
Henry I. of England, 2 ^ .  -224.
--------- I I . 225.'.228.
--------- III . 233. .239.
--------- IV ; 262. .264.
--------- V . 264.-266.
— -̂---- V I. 266.-275.’
--------- V II. 282.-289.
--------- V III . 289. .303, 728, vol. ii. 200.
—------ I. of France, vol. ii. 168.
--------- II . 317. .320,746. .749, vol. ii. 202,203.
--------- III . vol. ii. 205, 206.
--------- IV . vol. ii. 206. .209.
■—-̂----- 1, emperor of Germany, 702.
•---------11.704,705. '
---------- III . 705, 706.
--------- IV . 189,622,706.-708.
--------- V . 706..709.
--------- V I. 710,711.
---------- V II. 717.
Heptarchy, Saxon, 170, 192.
Hereford, 558, 559,
Herefordshire, 94, 109, 144,170,558, 559.
Hertfordshire, 93, 105, 143, 170.
Her warden, 628.
Hesse, 634, 648, 701.
Hesus, the deity of the Rritons, 147.
Iletruriaiis, vol. ii. 101.
Ilighlanfis, 123,124.
Hildebrand, a celebrated pope, 706.
Hildesheim, 628, 633,
Hindostan, a large country in Asia, mountains and 

rivers, vol. ii. 401, 402'—Climates, vol. ii. 402 
— Produce, vol. ii. 4Q3,404— Inhabitants, vol. 
ii. 404. .408—History, vol. ii. 422. .428, 446 
..4 51 , 458..461— Provinces, vol. ii. 459— 
Present state, 459, 461— Man and woman of, 
facing vol. ii. 405— Description,.vol. ii. 678— 
Mausoleum, facing vol. ii. 407— Description, 
vol. ii. 678—Waterfall, facing vol. ii. 401— 
Description, vol. ii. 678.

Hindus, see preceding article.
Hippopotamus, or river horse, facing vol. ii. 585 

— Description, vol. ii. 680.
History, Natufal, of Africa, America, Asia, Polai 

Regions, see those articles.
Hoar frost, Int. 90.
Hog, 134.
Holland,* vol. ii. 1..10—Its extent, 674f— W ftrs, 

with, 415,421..427. "
- — i— New, vol, ii. 662..

    
 



INDEX,
Holstein, 632, 641, 701. ‘ •
Home circuit, 93.
Horizon,,Int. 4.
Horsa, a Saxon invader, 169,171.
Horse, 131, 132.
--------- sea, facing 575— Description, vol. ii. 673.'
Hottentots, a people in the souUi of Africa, vol. ii.

584. .594— Facing vol. ii. 584.
Houssa, vol. ii. 570.
Ilouzouanas, vol. ii. 592,593.
Howard, Catlierinc, 298, 299.
Howe, lord, his engagement, fiicing490.
Huesca, vol. ii. 51.
Iluescar, vol. ii. 54.
Huete, vol. ii. 44.
Hugh Capet, vol. ii. 168.
Hughly, vol. ii. 402.
Hull, 555, 500. ,
Hundreds, their origin, 175.
Hungarian Dalmatia, 673, 674.
Hungary, its extent, 574— Description,"668, 6 6 9 -  

Inhabitants, 669,670—History, 701. .703,713, 
721. .723, 734. 7.35, 737, 749, 750, 758..760, 
779,780, 794,'817, vol. ii. 254, 282— Silver 
mine, facing 668—Description, vol. ii. 675. 

Hunniades, 723.
Huntingdonshire, 94, 107,143, 170.

Hurricanes, Int. 82, 83.
Huss, John, 719, 720.
Hussites, 720.
Hydrophancs, Int. 149.

 ̂ I .  .

IcEL.w n, its discovery, 575—Description, 579.. 
590— Hot springs, 581..584— Volcanoes, 584 
..590.

Icelanders, their dresses, facing 582—^Description, 
vol. ii. 673,674.

Icy  sea, vol. H. 263.
Jgnesfatui, lut. 94.
Ilmen lake, vol. ii. 260,282.
Independents, 547.
India, East, company, vol. ii. 459.
— -----hither peninsula of, vol. i i .401 ..409.
---------see Hindostan. .
Indian mausoleum, facing vol. ,ii. 407—Descrip

tion, vol. ii. 678.
Indians, vol. ii 263. .
Indies, East, see Hindos-fars,
•---------West, vol. ii. 621—General, description,

vol. ii. 621..624.
Indus, vol. ii. 401.
Inflammable, Int* 156. .158.
Inflection of light', Jnt. 45, 46. , •
Innocent III . 711,712. ' •

’Injects, Int. 205, 208—Their instinct and aflfec- 
tions, Int. 187..194. •

I I . ,

Irak Arabi, vol. ii, 463.
Irbilskaia, 259.
Ireland, exter/, 93,99—Topogra])hical description, 

201. .206—Natural history, 206. .209. .Histo
ry, to its conquest by the English, 209..215— 
Cities, 567. .571—For modern history, see 
Britain.

Irish massacre, 391. .393.
Iron, Int. 166.
Irkoutsk, vol. ii. 259, 261, 263.
Irtish, vol; ii. 261, 262.
Islamism, the Mahometan religion, vol. ii. 434.. 

439.
Island, Rhode, vol. ii. 639.
Islands, their general description, Int. 109.
■ -  -.... — F'ast India, vol. ii. 367..381.
--------- Western, vol. ii. 547..554.
--------- West India, see West India islands.
Ispahan, see Spawhawn.
Israel, judges of, their sepulchres, facing vol. ii.

447— Description, vol. ii. 679.
.Isthmus of Darien, vol. ii. 620.

Suez, vol. ii. 463.
Istria, vol. ii. 76.
Italy, 574,702..712,717. .725, vol. ii. 6 9 .-lOa  

— History, 154.. 164, 183. .250. 
IvanTheodo'rowitch of Russia, vol. ii.,290.
—  Vassilevitch, vol. ii. 284,285;.
......... ............. . ■ II . vol.' it. ^ 4 , 285.
Ivory, coast of, Guinea, vol. ii. 5 ^ , 581.

Jaca, vol. ii. 51.
Jacinth, a precious stone, Int. 148. '
Jade, Int. 149.
Jagellon,-king of Poland, vol. ii. 255.
Jaioffs, a people in Africa, vol. ii. 580.
Jamaicaj a large island in tlte. West Indies, vol. ii. 

621, 625, 626.
James I. of England, 355.. 375. .
— ——II. 436...45cl— Âfter his abdication, 4 5 4 .. 

460.
---------IV . of Scotland, 286, 287,299..301.
Jane Gray, 310. .312.
------- Seymour, 294. .296..
Japan, a kingdom in Asia, vol. ii. 28*1— Climaite, 

vol. ii. 322—Soil, vol. ii. 322, 323—Produc
tions, vol. ii. 32^—Religion, vol. ii. 323- .324 
— Manners,, vol. ii., 324..327, S54—History 
vol. ii. 393.

Jargonic earth, Int. 152.
Jaspers, Int. 150.
Java, an island m the East Indies, vol. ii. 367,

S73..375j
Jengis Khan, a great Tartar conqueror, vol. ii. 

447,448.
Jerom of Prague, 7,20.

7 Q .

    
 



INDEX.
Jersey, 99, 130, 131.
•—'------New, vol. ii. 639.
Jerusalem, vol. ii.'477— Its destruction, vol. ii.

627..530,
Jesuits in Paraguay, vol. ii. 612.
Jet, Int, 157.
Jews, vol. ii. 253, 363, 492.-495, 518, 519, 522. 
Jageys, Indian devotees, vol. ii. 4OT, 408.
John of England, 228. .233.
------ I . of France, 255, vol. ii. 172,
------ I I . vol. ii. 173.. 176.
------ X X I I .  pope, 717, 718.
------ X X I I I .  719, 720.
John’s, St. a Danish Wiest India isle, vol. ii. 622. 
Joseph, emperor of Germany, 817,818.
Judges of Israel, their sepulchres, facing vol. ii.

447— Description, vol. ii. 679.
Juliers, 633, 646.
Julius I I . pope, vol. ii. 199,200.
Jupiter, his appearance, Int. 7—His phenomenon, 

Int. 9— His relative distance from the sun, Int. 
11—His satellites, Int. 14.. 16.

J  uries, trial by, 539..541.
. Justices of peace, 536,537.
. Justinian, emperor of'the East, vol. ii. 523. 

Jutland, 618.

K .

' Kabul, a city in India, vol. ii. 401.
Kalkasjvol. ii. 317,318.
Kalmucks, see Calmucks.
Kalouga, vol. ii. 259.
Kamtdiadels, vol. ii. 263.
Kamschatka, vol. ii. 280,281.
Kandahar, vol. ii. 401.
Kangaroo, facing 39— Description, vol. ii. 667. 
Kazanc, vol. ii. 259.
Kent, 93,104,105, 143,170,558.
•------ kingdom of, 170.
Kentucky, vol. ii. 639.
Kcrche, vol. ii. 259.
Khalifl's, vol. ii. 441.-446.
Kharazm, vol. ii. 401, 417.
KharkoWjVol. ii. 258.

, Khatry, voh ii. 404, 405.
Kherson, vol. ii. 252.
Kiev, vol. ii. 259,282.
Kilkenny, caverns near, 208.
King, his duty and prerogatives, 506.-510.
King’s bench, 535.
Kinsalc, 570.
Kiovia, vol. ii. 25K 
Kirk of Scotland, 643. .645.
Knighthood, orders of, 533,534. ‘
Knights, hospitalers, 711.

• • teiiplars, 711.
— " ■ teutonic,711,7I7yVoI.ii. 254._

Knox, John, 322,3 ^ .
Kola, vol. ii. 259.,
Kolhivane, vol. ii. 259, 263.
Koningsburg, 628,676, 677.

.Koran, the Maiiometan Bible, vol. ii. 4 3 4 ..439 
Koraquas, vol. ii. 693.
Korchi, vol. ii. 281.
Koriacks, vol. ii. 253.
Kostroma, vol. ii. 258.
Kouli Khan, vol. ii. 455.
Koursk, vol. ii. 258.
Kuriles, vol. ii. 281.

L .

I.ABRADOR stone, Int. 150.
Ladislaus, 722, 723. 
liadoga ladre, vol. ii. 260.
La Hogue, battle of, 460.
Jjakes, 116, 117.
Lama, a royal priest, of the religion of Fo, vol. ii.

263, 352,365,366.
Lancashire, 96, 112, 113,144, 170,555. 
Lancaster, 96, 560.
------------ house of, 262. .275.
Languedoc, a province in France, vol. ii. 21, 38«

'39.
Laon, vol. ii. 31.
Laopol, vol. ii. 253.
Laos, a kingdom in Asia, vol. ii. 352,353.
Lapis Lazuli, Int. 147.
Lapland, 591. .601, vol. ii. 284. ,
Laplanders, 594,-601.
La Plata, river, vol. ii. 611.
I.atiils, vol. ii. 101, 102.
I-a(ittidcof planets, Int. 8— O f places, Int. 33,34. 
Laud, archbishop, 383,400.
Laurence, St. river of, probably the largest in the 

world, vol. ii. 650, 651,
Lausanne  ̂701, vol.ui. 65,67.
Lavc'i, Int. 153.
Laws of Alfred, 174,176.
------------ England, 535.
Lazi, vol. ii. 253.
Lead, Inf. 165,166.
Learning of the antienfs and moderns compared,

1 2 .. 14— Its state in the middle ages, 27. .29—  
Its revival, 3 3 . .3 7 .

Lebanon, vol. ii. 472,473.
Lechus, vol. ii. 253.
Leeds, 560J
Leghorn, 627, vol. ii. 82. .84'.
Leicester, 94,559.
------------Mountford, earl of 2S6. .238.
Leicestershirj*, 9 4 ,110„111, 144j 170,559,
Leinia, vol. li. 61. , ,
Leinster, a province in Ireland, 99,202,203. 
Leipsic, 638,639.

    
 



INDEX.
Leith, 565.
Lena, vol. U. 261,263. 
lico X .  pope, 724, 730.
Leon, Vbl. ii. 44, 48.
Leopold I. of Germany, 625.
---------  I I . 776, 780.
Jjerida, vol. ii. 53.
Lescar, vol. ii. 38.
Lettonians, vol. ii. 262.
Leuwarden, vol. ii. 10.
Lewes, a town in Sussex,. 558.
Lewis I .  of France, vol. ii. 165, 166.

------I I .  vol. ii. 166.
------I I I . vol. ii. 166, 167. •
------I V . 701, 702, vol. ii. 168.
----- V . 717, 718, vol. ii. 168.
------.V I. vol. ii. 170.

V II. 226, vol. ii. 170,171.
------V III . vol. ii. 171.
------I X .  vol. ii. 17L
------X .  vol. ii. 172.
——  X I .  vol. ii. 182.

- X I I .  723, vol. ii. 198..200.
— X I I I .  vol. ii. 209, 210.
-  X I V . vol. ii. 210. .212.
- X V .  vol. ii. 212. .217.
- X V I .  vol. ii. 217..245.

the French prince, assists the barons, 232. -
234.

Lcxin£;ton, vol. ii. 639.
Ix;yden, vol. ii. 2, 9. ,
Liberties of the subject, 538, 539. 
Lu^e,633,648,,701.
Light, equally distributed over the earth, ‘Int. 34, 

35— The laws of its motion, Int. 43, 44;—Velo
city, Int. 44— Minuteness of its particles, Int. 
44—Inflection, Int. 45,46—llcilcction, Int. 46 
47— Refraction, Int. 47..50.

I.ightning, Int. 91, 92. •
Limburg, vol. ii. 11, 19.
-------------city, vol. ii. 19.
Limerick, 570.
Limoges, vol. ii. 37, 38.
Lincoln, 95, 559.
Lincolnshire,95, 111, 144, 170, 559.-
Lion, plate, facing 43— Pc'seription, vol, ii. 670.
Lionois, vol. ii. 21, 28.
Lions, vol. ii. 28, 29.
Lippe, 633, 646.
Lisbon, capital of Portirgal, 574,627, vol. ii. 61,

62.
Lisle, vol. ii. 11, 13.
Literature, its history in Britain, 145.. 152, 166, 

167, 200, 230, 261, 281, 351, 352, 452, 453, 
465, 4T8, 548. •

1-rithomarga, Int. 147. * *
Lithuania, a provmce in Poland, vol. ii. 251,

Lithuanians, vol. ii. 262.
Little Poland, vol. ii. 251,
Liverpool, 555.
Liverstone, Int. 151.
Livonia, vol. ii. 262, 282.
--------- knights of, vol. ii. 285.
Lizier, vol. ii. 38.
Lo^ronno, vol. ii. 48.
Loire, vol. ii. 36.
Lollards, early English protesfants, 265. 
Lombards, vol. ii. 155.-159.
Lombardy, 705, 721.
Lombez, vol. ii. 38.
London, 93, 96, 174, 190, 191, 200, 235, 255, 

257, 357,480. .482, 627—Present state, 552 .. 
555i

Londonderry, 570.
Longitude of planets, Int. 8—O f places, Int. 33, 

34.
Loo, vol. ii.'11.
Lords, 510. .515.
Loretto, celebrated for the Holy house, vol. ii. 84 

..8 7 .
Lorraine, 701,702, vol. ii. 21.-26.
I-iothario, 709.
Ix)uisania, vol. ii. 637.
Louvain, vol. ii. 17. 
liower Rhine, 622, 630,635.
Lower Saxony, 622, 632.
Lubeck, 627, 628, 632,641, 713, vol. u. 285. 
Lucca, 574, vol. ii. 69, 81.
Lucerne, yol. ii. 63, 64,67, 68.
Lucia, St. vol. ii. 622. - 
Ludamar, vol. ii. 568..570.
Lugo, vol ii. 49.
Luitprand, vol ii. 156. .158.
Lunenburgh, 622, 627, 632.
Luther, 724,725,7.30.-736.
Lutherans, 638, 639,641, 645, 646,.658, 670, 

671, 675, vol. ii. 253, 269.
Luxemburg, vol. ii. 11,19.
■---------------  city, vol. ii. 19.
Lybia, a country in Africa, vol. ii. 555. 
I.ycurgus, the Spartan lawgiver, yol. ii. 50J, 502.

M . ■ •
Macao, vol. ii. 354.
Macassar, vol. ii. 376, 377.
Maccabees, vol. ii. 518, 519.
Macedonia, vol. ii. 463.-465.
Macbeth, king of Scotland, 198. - 
Madagascar, vol, ii. 596. .599.
Madeira, vol. ii. 548. .552. ,
Madrid, 574, vol. ii. 44. .46.
Macstricht, vol. ii. 19.
Magdeburg, 622,628, 633,639.
Magna charta, 230. ,

    
 



M agnesia, In t. 1 5 1 ,1 5 2 .
M agnetism , Int. 6 7 - .6 9 .
M agnus 710 .
M ahom et, the Arabian^ impbstdr, vo l. i i .  4 3 4 . .  

441.
----------- -— II . emperor o f  Turkey, 758.
Mahometan Africa, vol. ii. 555 - .5 7 6 .

' Europe, 574
— rdigion, vo l. ii .  4 3 4 . .4 3 9 . 

- Tartars, vol. ii .  2 5 3 ,2 6 3 .
Mahrattahs, vol. ii .  460 , 4 6 1 .
M aidstone, 558.
M aire, vol. ii. 29 .
Majorca, vol. i i .  54 .
Makarieveskaja, vol. ii. 259 .
M alacca, a peninsula in  India, vo l. ii. 3 5 2 , 354 ,

3 6 0 . .3 6 2 .
M alachites, Int. 1 4 3 ..
M alaga, vol. ii. 54 , 58 .
M aloe, St. 627 , vol. i i . ,3 6 , 37.
Malta, vol. ii. 100.
Mjimelouks, v o l. ii. 4 8 9 ,4 9 0 — Their dress, facing  

vol. ii. 489— Description, vol. ii. 680. 
M am m alia, Int. 1 9 1 ..  193.
M an, his componeirt parts, Int. 2 2 7 . .2 3 8 — H is  

senses, Int. 2 3 8 . .2 4 0 — H is mental operations, 
Int. 2 4 0 . .2 4 2 — Distinct from the inferior ani
m als, lilt. 242 , 243— All men derived from one 
origin , Int. 2 4 3 . .2 4 5 — H is progress in society, 
Int. 2 4 5 .,2 5 4 .'

Manchester, 558.
M anchews, Eastern Tartars, vo l. ii. 3 1 8 . .3 2 0 .  
Mandarin, Chinese, facing, vo l. ii. 344— Descrip

tion, vo l. ii. 678— Administering justice, vol. ii. 
337.

M andingos, a people in Africa, vol. ii. 5 7 8 . .5 8 0 .-  
Manganese, a semi-metal, Int. 168.
M anilla, vol. ii. 354.
M an, isle of, 9 9 ,1 2 8 , 129.
M ans, vol. ii. 30.
M antua, 574, vo l. ii. 69 , 76.
Marathon, battle of, vol. ii. 425, 504.
M arche, vo l. ii. 28.
Margaret o f  Anjou, 26 6 . .2 7 6 .
------------------ Denmark, 725 , 726.
Margaretta, a W est India island, vo l. ii. 622. 
Margate, 558 . *
M aria Theresa, queen o f  H ungary, 7 9 4 . .8 1 7 .

 ̂ Marigalante, a French W est India isle, vol. ii. 022. 
Marius, a great Roman general, vol. ii. 1 1 8 . .  120. 
M arlborough, duke of, 4 6 0 . .4 6 7 , vo l. ii. 212 . 
M arie, lu t. 145.
Marmarica, vol. ii. 555 , 556.
Marmora, tea of, vol. ii. 463.
M aronites, a people in  Syria, vol. ii. ^ 7 7 ,4 7 9 ,  

480.
Marquesas, islands in  the Pacific ocean, vo l. ii. 

6 5 7 ,6 5 8 .

Mars, his appearance, Int. 7— ^His phenomena, Tut, 
8 , 9— H is relative distance from the sun, Int, 
11.

Marseilles, 627, vol. ii. 41 .
Marshal, earl, 517.
Martinico, a French W est India isle, vol ii. 622 ,  ̂
M ary I . o f  England, 3 1 1 . .3 1 8  
-------  I I . 4 5 0 . .4 6 0 .
-------  queen o f  the Scots, 307 , 3 2 0 . .3 4 0 .
M aryland, vol. ii. 639.
Massachusett’s bay, vol. ii. 639.
Massacre o f  Paris, vo l. ii. 2 0 3 . . ^ 5 .  
Mathematical geography, Int. 3 0 . -40 .
M atilda, empress, 2 2 3 , ^ 4 .
Matthias 7 5 8 . .7 6 0 .
M aubeugc, vol. ii. 2 0 .
Maurienne, vo l. ii. 71 . '
Mauritania, a country in  Africa, vo l. ii. 5 5 5 .«  

559 .
Mauritius, an African island, v o l. ii. 599 , 600. 
M ausoleum, Indian, facing Vol. ii .  407— Descrip^
• tioii, vol. ii. 678.
Slaxim ilian I .  emperor o f  Germ any, 7 2 3 .-7 2 5 ,  

vo l. ii. 1 9 8 .,2 0 0 .
— -̂------------II . 757.
M axim in, vol. ii. 146, 147.
M ayne, the, 620.
M azovia, vol. ii. 254.
M ecca, vo l. ii. 432, 433 .
M echlin, vo l. ii. 1 1 ,1 8 .
M ecklenburg, 6 3 2 ,6 3 9 .
M edina, Sidonia, vol. Ii. 5 8 ,5 9 .'
Mediterranean, 1 ,2 .
M elinda, a country in Africa, vo l. ii. 5 7 4 ,5 7 5 . 
Memnon, palace of, facing vo l. 490.
Mende, vol. ii. 41 .
Mensuration o f  the earth, Int. 31 - .3 3 .
Menfz, 6 2 2 ,6 2 5 , 629 , 630 , 6 3 5 , 655 , 657 , 7 0 1 ,  

718.
hTercia, a Saxon kingdpm , 170.
M ercury, his appearance, Int. 7— H is  phenomena^ 

In t. 8 , 9— H is relative distance from the sun* 
Int. 11.

-------------- (the metal) lu t. 163, 164.
M erida, vol. ii. 60 .
Merionethshire, 96 , 1 1 8 ,1 4 4 .
Mcscheraki, vol. ii. 263.
M essina, a  city  in S ic ily , 6 2 7 ,7 1 1 .
M etals, Int. 1 5 8 ..1 6 9 .
Meteors, fiery, Int. 9 2 , 9A  
M eteorology, Jnt. 4 1 . .9 5 .
M ethodists, 546, 547 .
M etz, 701 , vol. ii. 26.
M exico, g u lf  of, vol. ii. 621.
----------- S e w , vol. ii. 637.
----------- O ld , vdl. ii .  6 3 1 .‘.6 3 6 . '
M hklleburg, vo l. ii. 10.
Mica^ Int. 151. *
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Microscopic animals, Int. 220. .223.
M iddle ages, the state o f  Europe during, 18 . .2 6 .  
Middlesejt, 96 , 105, 143 ,170 , 555.

■ M idland circuit, 94 , 95 .
M ieczslaus, king o f  Poland, Vol. ii. 253 , 254, 
M ilan, 5 7 4 ,7 0 4 ,7 0 5 , vol. ii. 74 , 75.
M ilanese, vol. ii. 6 9 ,7 4 ,7 5 ,  190.
M ilky w ay, Int. 27.
Minden,^ 628, 633.
M ineralogy, Int. 143. .1 6 9 .
Mineral T allow , Int. 156.
M inorca, vo l. ii. 54.
M iuho, vol. ii. 60.
M isnia, 701 .
M itliridates, vol. !i. 52 0 .
M odena, 574 , vol. ii. 69, 75 , 76 , 190.
M oghilev; vol. ii. 258 , 262.
M oguls, vol. ii. 263, 317, 3 1 8 ,4 4 7 . .4 5 3 . 
M oldavia, vol. ii. 463.
M oldavians, vol. ii. 263.
M olise, vol. ii. 90.
M oluccas, East India islands, vol. ii. 567, 377. 
M olybdcna, Int. 168.
M ombaza, vo l. ii, 574.
Monasteries suppressed in England, 2 9 6 ,2 9 7 ,  
Mondonedo, vol. ii. 49 .
M onem ugi, a country in Africa, vol. ii .  5 9 5 ,5 9 6 .  
Mongearts, vo l. ii. 5 6 6 . .5 6 8 .
M ongols, sec M oguls.
M onk, general, 4 2 0 . .4 2 2 .
M onm outh, duke of, 4 3 5 . .4 4 0 .
Monmouthshire, 94 , 109, 144.
MonSmotapa, a country iu Africa, vo l. ii. 596. 
Montferrat, vol. ii. 72.
Montserrat, aAVest India island, vol. ii. 622, 625, 

628.
Montrose, 567.
Montpelier, v o l. ii. 3 9 .  .40^
M oon, Int. 14— Her phases, Int. 15— Her laws o f  

motion, Int. 15, 16— Her modes, Int. 16— ^Her 
eclipses, Int. 1 6 . . IS— Her appearance tlirough  
the telescope, Int. 18— Her mountains, Int. 18, 
19— Her volcanoes, Int. 19— Her dark spots, 
Int. 1 9— Her atmosphere, Int. 19— W hether  
habitiible, Int. 19, 20— Different appearances 
indifferent partsof tier orbit. Inf. 3 6 .  .3,9— Com-

}KirisOn between her light and that o f  the sun, 
nt. 4 7 .

Moonstone, Int. 149.
M oors, vol. ii .  194 . .1 9 7 ,v566. .5 7 5 , see Saracens. 
Moravians, 547.
More, sir Thom as, 291.
Morca, vol, ii. 4 6 3 ..4 6 5 .
M orlachia^vol. ii. 76.
M orocco, vol. ii, 5 6 5 ,5 6 4 .

, M.ortimer, 2.50.*.252.' * *
Mosambiqfie, vol. ii. 575,
M oscow, vol, ii. 2 5 8 ,2 7 4 -  .2 7 9 ,2 8 7 .

M otualis, vo l. ii. 477, 480.
M oulins, vol. ii. 29.
Mountain blue, Int. 145. •
Mounhains, Int. 99— Their advantages, Int. 9 9 ,1 0 0  

— Their attractive power, Int. 1 0 0 ..  101— Pri
mary and secondary, Int. 101. .1 0 3 — Their d i- , 
rection, Int. 101'— Volcanoes, 1 0 3 ..  105. 

M ulhausen, vol. ii. 64 .
M ungals, see M oguls.
M unich, 659 , 6 6 0 ,6 6 3 .
Munster, 622 , 6 3 3 ,6 4 5 , vol. ii, 9 9 ,2 0 3 , 201. 
M urcia, a province in Spain, vol. ii. 4 4 ,5 4 .  
M uscovy, sec Russia,
M ycale, battle of, vol. ii, 42 5 , 506.
M ysore, waterfalls there, facing vol. ii. 4 0 1 —-Dc* 

scription, vo l. ii. 678.

N .

N a d ir , Int. 4 .
----------- Shah, vo l. ii. 455 .

.N agracu t, vo l. ii. 401.
N am ur, vol. i i ,  1 1 ,1 8 ,
N an ci, vol. ii .  26.
Nantes, vol. ii .  36 .
N aples, 69, 90 , 1 9 1 - .1 9 3 , 574 , 7 1 1 ,7 1 2 .
-----------c ity , 674 , 627, vo l. ii.
N arn i, vol. ii. 84 .
N assau, 634 , 649 , 715.
N ational debt, 5 1 9 . .5 2 2 .
N ative America, vol. ii. 609 , 610.
N atiina, vol. ii. 367.
N atural history o f  Africa, America, A sia, and  

Northern R egions, see those articles.
Navarre, vo l. ii. 44 , 50 , 1 9 4 . .  197.
N a v y , 5 3 0 . .5 3 2 .
Negroes no distinct race, Int. 2 4 3 . .2 4 5 .
N ero, a Roman emperor, vol. ii. 1 3 8 . .  140.
N erva, a Roman emperor, vo l. ii. 141. 
Netherlands, vo l. ii. 1 . .2 1 — Asislsted b y  Eliza* 

b etli,336— History, vo l. ii .  182, 2 0 7 . .2 5 0 .
■ --------------S pan ish ,vo l. ii .  1 1 . .2 1 .
■ --------------U nited, vol. ii. 1 - - U ,  2 0 7 . .2 5 0 .
N eufchatel, vo l. ii. 63 , 64 , 66 .
Neutral salts, Int. 155, 156.
Nevernois, vol. ii. 29 .
N ev is , an English W est India island^ vol. ii. 621 , 

625, 628.
N ew  and old worlds compared, 4 8 . .5 5 .
New bourg, 6 2 2 ,6 3 7 .
N ew  Castile, vol. ii, 4 4 .  .4 7 .
N ew castle, 9 6 ,  5 5 5 ,  5 6 1 .
New foiindlam l, vol. ii. 652.
N ew  Ham pshire, vol. ii. 639 .
-------Haven, vo l. ii. 639 .

,— —̂ Jersey, vol. i i . ‘639.
-------M exico, vol. ii. 637 .
N ew port, vo l. ii .  12.
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N ew  stars, Int. 2 6 , 27 .
Newtonian philosophy, Iht. 9 . .  11.
N ew  Y ork , vol, ii. 639 .
N iagara, waterfall of, facing vol. ii .  651— ^De- 
. scription, vol. ji. 681.

N ick el, a semimetal, Int. 167.
N icobar isles, vo l. ii. 367 . .3 6 9 .
N ieb la , vol.. ii. 58.
N iger, a river in Africa, vol. ii .  580.
N im egu in , 628, vol. ii. 11.
N im iquas, vol. ii. 593 . ~

. N io n s, vol. ii. 11.
N ism es, vol. ii. 4 0 ,4 1 .
N itrous air, Int. 78 .
Nizneij N ovogorod, vol. ii. 259.
N oah, his residence, vo l. ii. 422.
Norfolk, 94 , 106, 143, 170, 535 , 559.
— — —• circuit, 94 .
N orm andy, 182, 1 8 8 . .  1 9 2 ,2 2 0 , 2 2 1 ,2 2 3 , 2 2 6 . .

228 , vol. ii. 21 , 3 1 ,3 5 .
Norman isles, 99 , 130, 131.
Norm an kings, 2 1 6 . .2 2 5 .
Norm ans, 1 7 1 ,1 8 3 . .1 9 2 ,2 1 6 .  .2 2 5 , vo l. ii. 167, 

168, 1 9 1 . .  193.
-------------- their expeditions, 6 9 1 . .6 9 6 .
North America, vol. ii. 6 3 1 . .6 5 4 .
—- Carolina, vo l. ii. 639 .
Northam pton, 95 , 559.
Northamptonshire, 95 , 1 0 8 ,1 4 4 ,1 7 0 , 559. 
Northausen, 628 , 631.
Northern archipelago, vol. ii. 655.
• ---------- circuit, 9 5 ,9 6 .
---------- ^  Europe, 5 7 3 , .8 2 7 — Its state in the ninth

century, 6 9 6 . .7 0 0 .
• Ocean., vol. ii .  259 .

■ Penguin, facing 605— Description, vol.
ii. 674.

Northumberland, 96 , 114, 115, 144, 170, 555, 
561.

•----------------- ------ duke of, 308 , 312.
------- —---------------Jtingdom of, 170, 174.
N orw ay, its extent, 573 , 575~D escr ip tion , 6 0 1 . .  

615— State in the m iddle ages, 697— 700— H is
tory, 6 9 1 . .6 9 6 ,7 0 4 ,  705 , 710 , 7 2 5 , 726 , see 
Denmark. •

Norwegians, 5 9 1 . .6 0 1 ,  6 9 1 . .6 9 6 ,vol. ii. 282.
■----------------- -phether the discoverers o f  America,

7 0 ,7 1 .
N orw ich, 94 , 200 , 559.
Nottingham shire, 95 , 111, 1 4 4 ,1 7 0 .
N ova  S^cotia, vol. ii.
Novogorod, Great, vol. ii. 2 8 2 . .2 8 5 .
— —---------- N iznei, vo l. iu  259.

'■ ’ -------Sievenskoy, vol. ii. 238."
N o y o n , vol. ii, 31 , 32.
N u b ia , a country in Africa, v o l .i i .  4 6 3 j4 9 0 , 491.
N u m a, vol. ii. 103.
Nomantia, vol. ii. 117,

N n m id ia jv o l. ii. 5.>5...559.
Nuremberg, 6 2 2 ,6 2 7 ,6 2 9 ,6 3 6 , 6 5 7 . .6 5 9 .

O

Oates, Titus, 427, 428.
O by, a large river in Siberia, vol, ii. 258 , 251 . 
Ocean, Int. 117. .1 1 9 .
---------- Paciho, vol ii. 6 5 5 . . G64.
O chus, vol. ii. 425.
O ctavius, vol. ii. 1 2 4 . .  130.
Oder, tlie, 620.
Odin, 704.
Odoacer, vol. ii. 151.

•E co n o m y  o f vegetation, Int. 1 7 6 . .  184.
Old Castile, vol. ii. 44 , 4 7 , 48 .
Olcron, vo l. ii. 30.
Oliver Cromwell, 4 0 0 , .4 1 9 .
Olonefz, vol. ii. 258, 260.
Oloron, vol. ii. 38.
Omer, St. vol. ii. 20.
Onega, vol. ii. 260 , 261.
O n yx , Int. 149.
O pal, Int 148, 149.
Orang Ofang, essentially different from m an, In t.

212 , 243.
Orange, vol. ii. 43 .
Orders o f  knighthood, 5 3 3 ,5 3 4 .
Orel, vol. ii. 239.
Orense, vo l. ii. 49.
Oristagno, vol. ii. 100.
Orkney Isles, 98 , 1 2 4 . .  126.
Orleanois, vol. ii. 2 1 ,2 9 ,  SO. '
Orleans, vol. ii. 2 9 , 30.
Ortcn.se, vol. ii. 30 .
Orvietto, vol. ii. 84 .
0.sm a, vol. ii. 47.
Osnaburg, 6 2 8 ,6 3 3 , 645 , 646.
Osprey, 138, 139.
Ossian, tlie ant lent Scotch poet, 165.
Ossima, vol. ii. 5 8 ,5 9 .
O.stond, 627 , vol. ii. 11, 12.
0.stia, vol. ii. 8-4.
Osthicks, vol. ii. 263, 279 , 280.
Ostorius S cap u la , 1 5 7 . .  159.
Ostrogoths, vol. ii. 155.
Otaheite, vo l. ii. 658, 659.
<?tho, Roman emperor, vol. ii. 140.

—  I. emperor o f  Germany, 702 , 703 .
-------II . 7 0 3 ,7 0 4 .
--------I II . 704.
--------o f  Brunswick, 711 , 712.
Otranto, vol. ii. 90.
Ottoman empire, vol. ii. 4 6 3 .—532.

^  Turks, their history, 3 4 ,3 5 . •
O ufa, vm. ii, &59. '
Oural mountains, vol. ii. 258.- 
Ovcryssell, y o l. U. J , 10.
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O viedo, vol. ii. 49.
O whyhee, one o f  the Sandwich islands, v o l . i l .  655. 
O xen, w ild, 132, 133.
O xford, 94, 176 ,548 .

011*011 i t  5 4
Oxfordshire, 9 4 ,1 0 8 ,1 4 3 ,1 7 0 ,5 4 8 .
O xygen , Int. 7 5 ,7 6 ,7 8 .

P .

P a cific  Ocean, vol. ii. 6 5 5 ..6 6 4 .
Paderborn, 6 3 3 . .6 4 3 .
Paduan, vol. ii. 7 6 . .8 1 .
Pagan Africa, vol. ii. 5 7 7 . .6 0 0 .
Palace o f  Memnon, vo l. ii. 490.
Palatinate, 622, 6 2 5 ,6 3 5 , 703.

^ Frederic V .  elector of, 369 , 370. 
Palermo, vol. ii. 91.
Palestine, or the H oly Land, vol. ii. 463 , 4 8 3 ,4 8 4 . 
P a lla s , I^it. 7 , 14.
Palm yra, celebrated for its ruins, vol. ii. 522.
Par, Catherine, 30 1 , 302.
Paradise, bird of, facing 39— Description, vol. ii.

666.
Paraguay, vol. ii. 6 1 1 . .6 1 3 .
Parallaxes o f  the planets, Int. 11, 12.
Paramirabo, vol. ii. 602 , 603.
Parcllels o f  latitude, Int. 8.
Parhelia, Int. 5 3 ,5 4 .
Paris, 574, vol. ii. 2 1 .  .2 6 .
Parliament, its rites and forms, 5 1 0 . .5 1 5 .  
Parliamentary history, 358 , 359 , 370 , 371 , 3 7 6 . - 

3 8 2 ,3 8 9 . .3 9 1 , 3 9 3 . .4 2 3 ,4 2 6 ,4 3 0 ,4 3 2 . .4 3 4 ,
4 6 7 ,4 7 0 ..4 7 3 .

Parm a, 574 , vol. ii. 6 9 , 75 .
Paroquet, facing 39— Description, vol. ii .  66 6 . 
Parthians, vol. ii. 4 2 8 ,4 2 9 .
Paschal II . pope, 7 0 6 ,7 0 7 .
Passau, treaty of, 7 4 8 ,7 4 9 .
Patagonia, a province o f  South America, vo l. ii. 

610.
Pataus, v o l . i i .  401 .
Patna, vol. ii.'402.
Pau, vol.' ii. 38.
Paul I I I .  pope, 733.
-------St. vol. ii. 43 .
Peak o f  Tenctiffe, vo l. ii .  553 .
Peipus, lake of, vo l. i i .  260 .
P “kin, capital o f  C hina, facing 'vol, ii .  338— D̂e* 

scription, 6 7 7 . .6 7 8 . '*
Pembroke, earl of, 2 3 3 ,2 3 4  
Pembrokeshire, 9 7 , 117, 118 , 144.
P enguin, northern, facing 605— D escription, vol. 

ii. 6 7 4 .,
Peninsula, Eastern, o f  In dia , vol. ii ,  352 .*  366; 
Penn, W illiam , vo l. ii. 643 .
Pennsylvania, vo l. i i . 6 3 9 . ,
Pensa, vo l..ii. 2 5 9 .

Perche, vo l. ii. 29.
Percies d f Northumberland, 2 6 3 ,2 6 4 .
Perigueux, vol. ii .  3 7 ,3 8 .
Perme, vol. ii. 258.
Peronne, vol. ii. 34 .
Persees, a religious sedt in  Persia, vol. ii. 424 , 425 . 
Persia, vol. ii. 4 1 0 . .4 1 6 — History, antient, vol. 

ii. 4 9 8 . .5 0 6 .
Persian la d y , lacing v o l. ii .  410— Description* 

vol. ii. 679.
Persians, vol. ii. 263.
Perth, 9 8 , 198.
Pertinax, a Roman emperor, vo l. ii. 144.
Peru, a province in South America, vol. ii.

619 .
Pesaro, vol. ii .  84 .
Peter I .  the Great, o f  Russia, 781 , 7 9 4 , v o l. 3 .

262 , 264 , 265, 269 , 2 7 1 ,2 7 4 ,2 9 0 .  .2 9 2 .
____  ITT vol ii 203 295
Petersburg, 573, vol. iL 2 5 8 -  .2 6 0 , 271-. .2 7 4 .  
Pliiladelphia, vol. ii. 659.
P h ilip  o f  Macedon, vol. ii. 5 0 8 . .5 1 2 .
■ -------a Roman emperor, vol. i i .  147.
■ ------ the Handsome, 7 2 3 ,7 2 4 .'
—------- I. o f  France, vo l. ii .  1 6 9 ,1 7 0 .
---------- II . vol. ii. 171.
-----------H I . vol. ii. 171.

----- — IV'. vol. ii. 172.
-----------V . vol. ii. 1 7 2 ,1 7 3 .
---------- I . o fSp aiii, S 1 3 ..;3 4 3 .
---------- II . vol. ii. 207 .
Philippines, vol. ii. 367 , 3 7 7 ^ .3 8 1 .
Philipsburg, 6.35, 649.
Phoenicians, their intercourse with .Europe, 5—  

Their trade to Britain, 145.
Pliosphori, Int. 55 ,
P icardy, vol. ii. 21 , 3 2 . .3 4 .
P iets ravage Britain, 163, 164, 168— ^Defeated by 

the Saxons, 169— Their wars with the Scot^
171, 1 9 4 .-1 9 7 — Their conversion, 199.

Piedm ont, 574, vol. ii, 6 9 , 72 .
P ius IV . pope, 756 .
Pirates, Russian, facing vo l. ii .  258— Description, 

vol. ii. 677.
P isa , vo l. ii. 82 , 8 3 , 190.
P itt, lord Chatham , 47 8 , 479 , ,
Placentia, vo l. ii. 48 .
-------------- in Ih ily , vo l. i i .  75 .
Planets, their number and names, In t. 7— ^Their i 

m agnitude and density, l i i t .  11 , 12— ^Whethet 
habitable, Int. 1 9 . .2 1 .

Plantagenet, 223— K ings o f  that fa m ily , 2 2 5 - -  
2 8 1 .

P lants, their various parts, In t. 1 7 0 . .  172— ^Thcir 
fecundity, 173, '

P lata , L a , river of, vo l. ii .  611 .
PIstea, battle o f, v o l. ii .  4 2 5 ,5 0 6 .  
r ia tin a , la t .  1 6 1 ,1 6 2 .
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Plover, Stilt, 139,1-10.
Pliwnbago, lilt;  155.
Po, vol. ii. 72.
Podolia, vol. ii. 2 5 1 , 252;.
Poictiers, vol. ii. 30.
Poictou, vol. ii .  30 ,
Polachia, vol. ii. 251.
Poland, 573 , 574, 7 0 5 ,7 8 0 - .7 8 4 , vo l. ii. 2 5 1 ..  

257.
■ ' " Great, vol. if. 251.
-----------L illie, vol. ii. 251.
Polar regions, facing 575— Description, vol. i i .  

6 7 2 ,6 7 3 .
P ole , cardinal, 3 1 2 . -317 .
Pole.s, see Poland.
——  northern and southern, Int. 4 .
Polcsia, vo l. ii. 251.
Pomerania, 7 0 1 , vol. ii. 2 5 4 ,2 5 5 .
Pomerella, 717.
Porapey, a celebrated Roman, vol. ii. 1 2 0 . .  122. 
P o p c o r n , vol. ii. 69,
Population o f  the British empire, 552 .
Porcelain, yoL  ii. 3 4 9 .
-------------- Int. 147.
Portalegra, vo l. ii. 62.- 
Porto, vo l. ii. 62 .
— ....— R ico, vol. ii. 622 ,
Portsm outh, 558.
---------------  N ew , vo l.-ii. 639.
Portugal, extent, 574 , vol. ii. 6 0 . .6 2 — H istory, 

v o l . i i .  1 9 4 . .  197, 210 .-2 5 0 .^
Portuguese America, vol. ii, 6 0 5 . .6 0 8 .
Porus, a k ing o f  India, vol. ii. 427 .
Prague, 5 7 3 ,6 6 7 , 668.
— —  Jerom of, 720.
Premislaus, v o l . i i .  254 .
Presbyterians, 547.
President, lord ,-517,
Principato Citra, v o l. ii. 9 0 .
• ----------  Ultra, vo l. ii. 90.
Printing invented, 35.,
Prism atic colours, Int. 4 9 ,5 0 ,5 3 ,  5 4 .
P r iv y  council, 515.
------- seal, 517.
Procopius, 72 1 .
Protestant countries, 573 , 57 4 . '
Provence, 21*41, 42,
Prussia, extent, & c. 5 7 3 . .5 7 5 — ^Productions, 676
• — Cities, 677, 678— H istory, 7 8 8 . .8 1 7 . .

—  Dticrfil, vol. ii. 251, 2 5 2 ,2 5 4 .
---------- R oya l, vol. ii. 2 5 1 ,2 5 2 .
P scov, v o l. ii. 258', 260.
Puffin, facing 605— Description, v o l. ii. 674, 675. 
Pum ice stone, Int. 153,
Puritan-s, 3 4 4 ,3 4 5 ,3 5 5 . .3 5 7 .  »
Pyram ids o f  E gyp t, facing vol. ii .  484— Descrip-.

tion, vol. ii. 6 7 9 ,6 8 0 .
Pyrrhus, 1 1 2 .-1 1 4 .

Q.

Quack, Egyptian, facing 481-—Description,>ol. 
ii. 679.

Quadrujreds, Int. 1 9 1 . .  194 
Quakers, 545, 546.
Quartz, Int, 149.
Quebec, vol. ii. 651, 652 ,
Quimper, vol, ii. 36.
Q uito, v o l. ii. 6 1 7 ,6 1 8 ,

R .

R adnorshihe, 96, 118, 144.
R ain , Int. 89 .
Rainbow, Int. 5 1 ,5 2 .
Raleigh^^sir W alter,.366—369 . - 
Ramsgate, 558.
Ratisbon, 627 , 6 3 7 ,6 6 6 -  
Raven, Ilanisb, 173.
Ravenna, vo l. ii .  8 4 ,8 7 .

•R e, vol. ii. 30.
R eal, vol. ii .  44,
R ed Russia, vol. ii. 251 .
Reflection o f  light, Int. 4 6 , 47 .
Reformation, 3 6 ,3 7 .
Refraction o f  light, Int. 4 7 . .5 2 .
Regions, northern, natural history, facing 605—  
. •Description, vol. ii .  674 , 675 .
*■ Polar, natural history, facing 575— ^De-

scrip tion ,vol. ii. 6 7 2 . .6 7 3 . • ■
R egio  Syrtica, vol. ii .  655 , 556 . ^
Reindeer, facing 39^—^Description, 5 9 3 . .5 9 7 .  
Restoration o f  Charles I I .  4 2 0 .-4 2 2 .
R evel, vol. ii. 2 5 8 ,2 5 9 ,
Revenues o f  the British government, 5 1 8 . .5 2 2 .  
Revolution o f  1 6 8 8 ,'4 4 4 - .452.
--------------  French, vol, ii .  2 3 3 . .2 5 0 .
R heim s, vo l. ii. 26 .
Rhine, 6 2 0 .  i
---------- bench of, 626.
•---------- fall of, facing vo l. ii. 62— Description̂

‘vol. ii. 676.
R hinegau, 6 5 2 ..6 5 4 ,
R hine, Lower, 622, 630 , 635..
---------- Upper, 622, 6 3 0 ,6 3 4 .
R hode island, vol. ii, 639.
Rhodes, vol. ii. 3 7 .
Rhone, vol. ii. 41 .
R ich an l I . 228.
— — ^  I I .  25 6 . .2 5 9 .
■---------- I I I . 2 7 6 ..2 8 1 .,
R ichm ond, vol. ii. 639i 
R iga , vol. ii. 2 5 8 ,2 5 9 .
R im ia i,* v o l.ii. 84. ^
R iver o f  Amazon, vo l. ii .  609 . '

L a Plata, vo l. ii. 611 .
—  St. Lawerifce, vol. ii. ^50.
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Rivers, tlielr origin, Int. 110— 113— Their direc

tion, Int. 1 1 4 . .  116— Their la w s,In t. 1 1 5 ,1 1 6 . 
Robeft o f  France, vol. ii. 168.
— —̂ .diiheQf Norm andy, 2 2 1 ..2 2 3 .
Rochefort, vol. ii. 3 0 , 31.
R ochelle, vol. ii. 30 .
Rochester, 658.
R ock oil, Int. 157.
Roclolph I . o f  Happisburg, emperor o f  Germany,

7 1 3 ..7 1 5 .
----------  1 1 .7 5 8 ,7 5 9 .
Romans, king of, 624, 625.
■------------- thei.r general history, 7 . .  17.
Rome 574, 7 0 4 ..7 0 9 , vol. ii. 84, 8 8 . .9 0 — An- 

tienthistory, 1 0 1 . .  151— Modern history, 1 5 4 . .  
164, 1 8 3 ..  189.

Rom ulus, first k ing o f  Rome, vo l. ii. 1 0 2 ,1 0 3 . 
Rosetta, vol, ii. 489.
Rotterdaiu, vol. ii. 2 , 8 .
Rouen, 627, vol. ii. 35 .
R oum ilii, Vfil. ii. 463, 4 6 5 ,4 6 6 .
R ovigno, vol. ii. 76.
R oyal Prussia, vol. ii. 2 5 1 ,2 5 2 .
R u b y , a precious stone, Int. 148.
Rudesheim, 654.
R ugcn, 701.
Rugensbald, 628.
R uric, vol. ii. 282 , 283.

.  Russia, 573, 574, 715', 7 8 1 . .8 1 5 ,  vo l. i i . 2 5 1 . .  
308— ^History, vol. ii. 2 8 2 . .3 0 8 .

■*---------N igra, vo l. ii. 254 . .
, Russian empire, see Russia.

'■---------- Lapland, 5 9 1 . ,6 0 1 . . .
•---------- pirates, facing vol. ii. 258— Description^

voi. ii. 677.
Russians, see Russia.
Rutlandshire, 9 5 , 111, 144, 1 70 ..
B ysw ick , peace of, 791.

S.

Saadi, or Egyptian quack, vo l. ii. 484— Descrip
tion, vol. ii. 679.

Saba, vol. ii. 622.
Sabines, vol. ii. 103.
Safi, vol. ii. 453.
Saiiites, vo l, ii. 38.
Salamanca, vol. ii. 48,^
Salam is, voL ii. 425 , o05.
Salisbury, v95,557.
Salop,‘94, 109, 110, 144, 170, 559.
.Salts, Irrt. 153. .1 5 6 — Neutral, 155, 156. 
SalftibtKg, 621, 6 2 6 ,6 3 7 , 6 6 5 ,6 6 6 . ,
Salvador, St. vol; ii. 545 , 546. •

' Samarsaud, a c ity  in Asia, foAacrly o f  great note, 
vol. ii. 418. ,

Sahiogitia, 717, vo l. ii. 2 5 1 ,2 5 5 -  
V o .i . . ,n .

Sam oyeds, a  people in Russia, vol. ii'. 263. 
Saiidwich islands, in  Ihe Pacific Ocean, \o l .  it,'.

6 5 5 . .  657.
Santeran, vol, ii. 6 1 ,6 2 .
Sapor, vol. ii. 4 2 9 , 430 .
Sapphire,.Int. 148.
Saracens, vol. ii. 154, 157, 161, 1 9 1 ..1 9 7 — Theit 

invasion o f  Europe, 3 0 , see Arabs.
Saragossa, vol. ii. 50 .
Saratoo, vol. ii. 259.
Sardinia, a large Italian island, vo l. ii. 69, 99 ,

100.
Sardonic, a  precious stone, Int. 149.
Sark, one o f  tlie Norman isles, 1 9 ,1 3 1 .
Sarts, v o l. ii .  417.
Sassari, vo l. ii. 1 0 0 ..
Satellites, or secondary planets, Int. 1 4 . .  16. 
Saturn, h is appearance, Int. 7— H is relative dis

tance from tlie sun, Int. 11— Ills ,  satellites, In t.
1 4 . .  16.

Saumur, vo l. ii. SO.
Savoy, 574 , 705 , vo l. ii .  6 9 1 .7 2 , 189.’
Saxon geography o f  Alfred, 6 9 6 ..7 0 0 .'
• ------ heptarchy, 170.
Saxons, their native coim try, 1 6 8 ,1 6 9 — Invited b y  

the Britons, 169^—C o n n er  England, 169, 170 
— oppressed b y  the Danes, 1 7 1 . .  186— Con
quered b y  the Normans^ 1 8 8 . .  192— Their man
ners and governm ent, 1 9 2 . .  194— Their con
version, J99, 200^—Subdued b y  Charlemagne, 
6 9 1 .

Saxony, 6 2 2 ,6 2 5 ,6 2 6 , 6 2 8 ,6 3 1 , 638 , 701 , 703 , 
718 72Q 750

---------- Lower, 622, 632, 6 3 3 ,6 3 9 .
---------- Upper, 622, 631 , 632 , 638.
Scandinavians, antient inhabitants o f  th e North o f  

Europe, vol. i i .  282. .
Scarborough, 560.
Scatfhausen, vol. ii. 6 3 , 68.

^Schemnitz, silver mine there, facing 668— Descrip
tion, vo l. ii. 675.

S e illy , the island.s of, 99 , 129, 130.
Sclavoni, 672, 673 , vol. ii. 282.
Sclavoniac nations, vo l. ii. 262 .
Scotland, its extent, 93— D ivisions, 97 , 98— Gro- 

.. graphical description, 1 2 1 . .  128— Invaded b y
• Edward I . 2 4 1 . .2 4 6 — B y Eifward I I .  2 4 8 . ,  

250— B y Edward I II . 2 5 1 . .2.54— .By Richard  
1 1 .2 5 7 — B y  Henry I F . 2 6 2 ,2 6 3 — Attempls tq 
introduce episcopacy, 385 . i.388, 4 2 9 . .4 3 2 —  
Rebellionstjjere, 4 b 7 . .4 7 l ,  474 .;.477— Union 
w ith, 463— Cities, 561 , 567 , see Britain.

Scots, antient, their origin, 143— R avage Britam^
1 6 1 . .  169..

Scottish pedlars, vo l. ii. 252.
S ea ,In t. H 7 . .1 1 9 — Its various motions, Int. 119

. . 122.
——  B lack , vqj. ii. 463.7 B

    
 



INDEX.
Sea of Marmora, vol. il. 463.
Sea-horse, facing 575— Detcription, vol. ii. 673. 
Seal, facing 575— Description, vol. ii. 673. 
Seamen, their condition, 530, .532.
Seasons, probable causes of their difference, Int. 42, 

43.
Sebastian, St. vol. ii. 50.
Secretaries of state, 515,516. ,
Seeds, their different ways o f dissemination, Int.

173..175.
Segna, vol. ii.‘ 76.
Segovia, vol. ii. 47, 48.

"Sciks,a people in India, vel. ii. 459,460. 
Selencus Nicator, vol. ii. 427.
Selim I . 727.
Seiniramis, a celebrated queen of the Assyrians, 

vol. ii. 423.
Senegal, a river in Africa, vol. ii. 577.
Sepulchres of the judges, facing vol. ii. 447. 
Seraglio of the grand signior, facing vol. ii. 465—  

. Description, vol. ii. 679.
Serpentine stone, lilt. 151.
Serpents, Int. 201.  .203.
---------  charmed by Egyptian quacks, facing vol.

ii. 484— Description, vol. ii. 679.
Servia, a country on the Danube, vol. ii. 463. 
Servians, vol. ii. 263.
Servius TuUus, vol. ii. 104, 105.
Sesostris, king of Egypt, vol. ii. 423.
Setural, vol. ii. 61.
Sevastople, vol. ii. 259.
Severus, vol. ii. 144, 145.
■ ■ a Roman emperor, 161, 162—His wall, 

167.
Seville, 627, vol. ii. 58, 59.
Seymour, Jane, 294. .296.
Shangalla, a people in Africa, vol. ii. 535. .537. 
Sheep 133, 134.
Sheeva, an Indian idol, vol. ii. 407.
Sheffield, 557.
Sheniasses, vol. ii. 407, 408.
Shepey, isle of, 172.
Sheriffs, 536.
Shetland isles, 98,126.. 128.
Shirl, Int. 150.
Shore, Jane, 276! .278.
Shrewsbury, 94, 559.
Shropshire, 94, 109,110,144, 170, 559.
Siam, a country in Asia,-vol. ii. 352, 355. .360. 
Siberia, vol ii. 258, 282. •
Sicily, 711,712, vol. ii. 69, 90..99, 191..193—  

A  view there, facing vol. ii. 91— Description, 
vol. ii. 677.

Sienna, vol. ii. 82,84,190, 191.
Sigismund, 719..721, vol. ii. 287.
------------ I . vol.' ii. 255.
—--------- of Sweden, 762.
Siguenza, vol. ii. 47,48.

Silesia, a description of, 674..676, vol. ii. 2S4< 
Siliceous earths, Int. 148.. 150.
Silk, vol. ii. 348,349.
Silver, Int. 162,162. •
------- - mine, see Schemnilz.
Simmeron, 622, 635.
Simnel, his insurrection, 283, 284.
Sinbirski, vol. ii. 259.
Sind, a river in India, vol. ii. 401.
Sinking fund, 520. .522.
Siward, duke of Northumberland, 186,187.'
Sky, causes of its blue colour, Int. 54, 55. ,
Slave, coast of, Guinea, vol. ii. 681.
Slavi, vol. ii. 282.
Sleswick, 703.
Sluys, vol. ii. 19.
Smalkaldian league, 732. .750.
Smertis, Int. 151.
Smolensk, vol. ii. 282.
Smolensk!, vol. ii. 258.
Sreyrna,' vol. ii. 467,468.
Snow, Int. 91 
Snowden hills, 119, 120.
Societies, religious, benevolent, and literary, 548.' 
Society Isles, in the Pacific ocean, vol ii. 659.
■ ------ its progress, Int 245..254-^In EuropCt

4 . .38.
Soest, 628.
Soissons, vol. ii. 31.
Soldiery, 529, 530.
Soleure, vol. ii. 63,69.
SoleymanKug, voL ii. 401.
------------II . 729. .735.
Solomon, king of Hungary, 184.
Somerset, duke of, 304. .309.
Somersetshire, 95, 101,102, 143,170,555,556. 
Soodera, a cast in Hindostan, vol. ii. 404,405. 
Soudak, vol. ii. 259.
South Africa, America, Asia, and Carolina, nee 

Africa, &c.
South Saxons, 170.
------ sea, see Pacific ocean.
------------- scheme, 471,472.
------- Shields, 561. i
■ -- Wales, New,vol. ii. 663.
Southwark, 93,552.
South-western Europe, vol. ii, 1 ..20 .
Sovia, vol. ii. 47.
Spain, 574,727..754, v ol.ci. 43. .60, 153, 154, 

161, 164, 194..197, 200. .250—Bull-fight 
there, fiicing, vol. ii. 43—Description, vol. ii. 
675, 676.

Spalatto, vol. ii. 76.
Spaniards, t4ieir anlient history, 10, 11. *
Spanish America,Vol. ii. Ol*!. .620— V̂iew there,

' facing vol. ii. 611—Description, vol. il. 680j 
681.

— ------- Anqada, 340. .343.

    
 



INDEX.
Spanish Ndlierlands, vol, ii. 11..20. .
•' West Indies, vol. ii. 629.
Spar, Derbyshire, Int. 145.
Sparrows, 140.
Spars, Int. 145,146.
Sparta, a celebrated city in Greece, vol. ii. 501 .. 

509.
Spaiihawn, vol. ii. 415, 416.
Spire, 625..629, 6.S4, TIO.
Spitzburgen, 575, 576— View there, facing 575— 

Description, vol. ii. 673,675.
Springs, their origin, Int. 110.. 113.
Spunge, Int. 26.
Staffordshire, 94,110,144, 170.
Stag, 134.
Stalactites, Int. 145, 146.
Stamford, 95, 169, 188.
Stanislaus Augustus, vol. ii. 256, 257.
Stargard, 628.
Stars, falling, Int. 93, 94.
Slates, United-, of America, vol. ii. 639. .649. 
Sfaubach, falls of, facing vol. ii. 62—Descriptipn, 

vol. ii. 677.
Steatites, Int. 151.
Stephen, 224, 225.
Stetin,628,631,701.
Steward, lord high, 510.
Stilt plover, 139, 140.
Stiria, 636, 663,701.
Stork 522 520

 ̂ Stockholmers, 617, 618,755.
Stockton, 561.
Stonehenge, 149, 150.
Strafford, carl of, 383, 384, 388..391.
Stralsund, 627,631,790,791.
Strasburg, 701.
Strata, how deposited, Int. 97, 98.
Strantian earth, Int. 152.
Stuart, house of, 35,3..460.
Suabia, 621, 626, 627,628,637, 638, 664, 665, 

701.
Suevi, vol. ii. 153,154.
Suez, isthmus of, vol. ii. 463.
Suffolk, 94, 106, 143, 170.
Sulphur, Int. 158.
Sumatra, an island in the East Indies, vol. ii. 367,

3 6 9 .. 373,
Snn, his spots and rotatory motion, Int. 5, 6— Me

thod of discovering his distance in miles, Int. 
11, 12-T-His eclipst»,-Intv 17, 18— His different 

j appearances at rising or setting in different cli
mates, and during different seasons of the year, 
Int. 35, 36.

Sunda isles, in the East Indies, vol. ii. 367. .377. 
Sunderland. 555, 561. •
Surat, vol. li. 403. * *
Surin^bi, the capital of Dutch America, vol. ii.

6 0 1 .. 603. .

Surry, 93,103,104, 143, 170,552.
Sussex, 93,103, 104, 143,170,171,558. ’
■ - .......the kin^om of, 170, 171.
Sweden in alliance with England, 184—ifxtcnt, 

573. .575—Share in the whale fishery, 578—  
Description of, 615. ,618—Productions, 615, 
616— Dominions in Germany, 622— State in the 
middle ages, 697..700—dlistory, 691..696,
704.710.725.726.754.. 756.760..794.820-, 
827, see Germany.

Swedes defeated by Canute, 185, vol. ii. 262, 
282

Swedish Lapland, 591..601.
Swenj'VOS.
Sweyn invades England, 182, 183.
Switz, vol. ii. 63.
Switzerland, 574, 705,717, 723,729, vol. ii. 62.^ 

69—History, 182, 183, see France.
Sylla, vol. ii. 118.. 120.
Syria, vol. ii. 463, 471..483—History, vol. ii..

5 1 7 .. 520.
Syrtica, vol. ii. 555.

T .

T a b l e  mountain, vol. ii. 584..586—View there, 
vol. ii. 584.

Tagauroc, vol. ii. 259.
Tajo, vol. ii. 60.
Talavera, vol. ii. 44.
Tallow, mineral, Int. 156.
Tambov, vol. ii. 259.
Tamerlane, great Tartar conqueror, see Timur. 
Tangrolopix, vol. ii. 523.
Tapir, 43—Description, vol. ii, 671.
Tarataise, vol. ii. 71.
Tarbes, vol. ii. 38.
Tarentines, vol. ii. 112,113.
Tarquinius Priscus, vol. ii. 103.
------------  I I . 105, 106.
Tarrazona, vol. ii. 51.
Tartars, Mogul, vol. ii. 254,263, 284,285,447. • 

453.
Tartary, vol. ii. 309. .322.
--------- Chinese, vol. ii. 318. ,321.
--------- Eastern, vol.ii. 318..321.
■ -------Uzbeck, vol. ii. 417..419.
•--------- Western, vol. ii. 309. .^18.
Taurida, vol. ii. 259.
Tavira, vol. ii. 62.
Taxes, 518, 519.
Tcliari lake, vol. ii. 261.
Tebernigov, vol. ii. 258.
Tcboukchi, vol. ii. 263.
'I'cliude lake, vol ii. 260.
Tea, vM. ii. 348.
Tellurium, Int. 169.
Tell, William, vol. ii. 183.
7K2 >

    
 



INDEX.
Tcinple, Chinese, feeing vol. ii. 344—Description, 

vol. ii. 578.
, Tener^Te, peak of, vol. U, 553.

 ̂Tend, vol. ii. 50.
Terni, vol. ii. 84.
Terra Firma, vol. ii. 619,620.
Terras, Int. l5S.
Territory, Western, vol. ii. 639.
Teutonic knights, vol. ii. 254.
Texelj vol. ii. 10.
Thanct, 172.
Thebes, vol. ii. 5Dl, 506. .508.
Themistocles, vol. ii. 505, 506.
Theodore Alexiowilch, vol. ii. 290„
------------ Ivanowitch, vol. ii. 286.
Theodosia, vol. ii. 259.
Theodosias, vol. ii. 523.
Theories of the earth, Int. 129.. 142.
Thermopylae, vol. ii. 425, 504.
Thomas, St. vol. ii. 622.
Thorn, vol. ii. 251.
Thunder, Int. 92.
Thurgan, vol. ii, 64.
Thuringia, 701.
Tiberius, vol. ii. 133.. 130. ^
Tibet, vol. ii. 352, 365,366.
Tides, Int. 119.. 122.

 ̂ Tiger, 39—Description, vol. ii. 666.
Timor, vol. ii, 377.
Timur, vol. ii. 450. .452.
Tin, Int. 166.
Titanium, Int. 168, 169.
Titles of the king, 532.
Titus, vol. ii. 141.
Tobago, vol. ii. 622.
Tobolsk, vol. ii. 258.
Toggenburg, vol. ii. 64.
Toledo, vol. ii. 44, 46, 47.
Tombuefoo, vol. ii. 570. ’
Tongoosi, vol. ii. 263. ^
Tonquin, vol. ii. 352. .354.
Toola,vol. ii. 259.
Topaz, Int. 148.
Toro, vol. ii. 48.
^rtosa, vol. ii. 53.
^ ^ ^ n , facing 39— Description, vol. ii. 666. ’ 

Toutxvol. ii. 26.
Toulon^s^l. ii, ^2.
TouloustVyol. ii. 39..
Touraine, ii. 29,30.
Tourmaline, Ih ^ S ^  1.56,
Tournay, vol. ii. v j.
Trade winds, Int. 129.
Trajan, vol. ii. 141.
Tra los Montes, vol. il. 6®,
Transparency, Int, 55. . '  t
Transylvania, 671, 672, 745,746.

Treasurer, lord, 516,517.

Trent, 636,664,742. .757..
Trenton, vol. ii. 639.
Treves, 649,650,701,718.
Trevigiano, vol. ii.'76.
Trials, manner of, 539.-541.
Triers, 635.
Trinadad, vol. ii. 621,625,1 
Tripoli, a kingdom in Afri(», vol. ii. 561. ’
---------- a mineral, Int. 147.
Trivoli, vol. ii. 84.
Troglodites, vol. ii. 5 3 5 . .537.
Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, Int. 6. ^
Troyes, vol. ii. 26.
Truxillo, vol. ii. 60.
Tsernikov, vol. ii. 282.
Tshudi, vol. ii. 282,
Tudela, vol. ii. 50.
Tudor, house of, 282. .352.
Tulles, vol. ii. 38.
Tullus Hostillius, vol. ii. 103.
Tunbridge, 558.
Tungsteiro, Int. 145.
Tunis, a kingdom, vol. ii. 561.
Turin, 574, vol. ii. 72.
Turkey, 574,780. .790, vol. ii. 463. .532—Geo

graphical survevi vol. ii. 463..491— History, 
vol. ii.4 9 2 ..5 3 i

■---------in Europe, vol. ii. 463. .466.
--------- in Asia, vol. ii. 463,467. .484.
- in Africa, vol. ii. 463, 484..491 
Turkish empire, vol. ii. 463..532—Geographical _ 

survey, vol. ii. 463. .491—^History, vol. li. 493 
..532. <

Turkomans, vol. ii. 417, 478,479.
Turks, Ottoman, see Turkish empire.
Turquoise, Iiit. 145.
Turtle, facing 48— Description, vol. ii. 671. ] 
Tuscany, vol. ii. 69, 8 1 -.84.
Tuy, vol. ii. 49. , |
Twer, vol. ii. 258.
Tyler, W at, his rebellion, 256, 257.
Typhons, Int. 83..85.
Tyre, vol. ii. 513,514.
Tyrol, 636, 66.3,664,701.
Tynel kills William II. 223

IJ.
U d in e se , vol. ii. 76. '
Uladislaus Loctiiis, vol. ii. 254. 
tJlni,627,637, 742 
Ulrica, Eleonora, 82.
Ulster, 99,201,202.
Undcrw.aldcn, vol. ii. 63.
Union of Calmar, 726.
United Netherlands, vol. ii. 1 . .  11.
•---------Provinces  ̂vol. ii. 1 .r. 11. ,
---------States of America, vol. ii. 6S9 ,
Universe, Herschell’s tjjeory of it, Int. 27,28.

    
 



IKDIIX:
tJniversitles, Briii?h, 548.
Upper Rhine, 622,630, 634j 635.
--------- Saxony, 622,631, 632.
Upsal, 615.

fUranium, Int. 168. , ,
Urbino, vol. ii. 84.
Urgel, vol. ii. 53.
Uri, vol. ii. 63.
Utrecht, 701, 709, vol. ii. 1,10. 
Uzbeck Tartary, vol. ii. 417, .419.

V aison, vol. ii. 43.
Valais, vol. ii. 63.
Valakians, vol. ii. 263.
Valademirf. of Denmark, 725.
------------  I I . 725. - •
------------  I I I . 725.
Valenciennes, vol. ii. 20.
Valentia, vol. ii. 44, 53, 54. ,
Valerian, vol. ii. 148.
Valladelid, vol. ii. 47, 48.
Vandals, vol. ii. 151,153.
------ -—  a people in the north of Europe, vol. ii.

559, 560.
Vannes, vol. ii. 36.
V anus cut off by the Germans, 684, 685.
Vapour, Int. 85, 86.
Veda, vol. ii. 407.
Vegetable life, Int. 185-.187.
Vegetation, Int. 170.. 184.
Venanl, St. vol. ii. 20. ,
Venice, 574,724, vol. ii. 69,76. .81, 190.
Venus, her apirearance, Int. 7— Her phenomena, 

Int. 8, 9— Her relative distance from the sun, 
Int. 11..

Verdun, vol. ii. 26.
Vermont, vol. ii. 639.
Verona, vol. ii. 76. .81.
Versailles, vol. ii. 31.
Vespasian, vol. ii. 140.
Vesuvius, yol. ii. 98, 99.
Viana, vol. ii. 50.
Viatka, vol. ii. 258.
Vibourg, vol. ii. 258. .260.
Vicenza, vol. ii. 76.
Vienna, 573,662,663,780.
Vienne, vol. ii. 43.
Villages, 537. •
Villera, vol. ii. 44.
Vincent, St. vol. ii. 621, 625,628.
Virgin isles, vol. ii. 625,628.
Virginia, vol. ii. 639.
Viseu, vol. ii. 62. ,  '  ̂ •
Vishnou, an Indian idol, vol. ii. 407*
Visigoths, vSl. ii. 153, 154.
Vistma,a river of Poland, yol. u !  2 51 ,^ 953 .

VitcHs, vol. ii. 84.
Vitellius, vol. ii. 140.
Vladimir, vol. ii. 259.
Volcanoes, Int. 104,105.
Volga, vol. ii. 258, 261,282.
--------- execution of pirates on the, famng, vol. 0,

258—Description, vol. ii. 677. '
Vologda, vol. li, 258.
Voronetz, vol, ii. 258.
Vortiger, 168,169.
Vortimer, 169.

w .

W a k e v ie l d ,  560.
Walachia, a province on the Danube, vol. ii. 465. 
Wales, its divisions, 96, 97—Topographical de

scription, 1 1 6 ..1 2 1 —Conquered by Edward 1. 
see Britain.

Wallis, sir William, 243..245.
W all of China, facing 334.
Walluf, 652.
Walpole, sir Robert, 473.
Walrus, facing 575—Description, vol. ii. 673. 
Warbeck, Perkin, 284. .287.
Waregers, an 2mtient name for the Russians Vol. it. 

282.
Warsaw, 673, vol. ii. 251.
Warsovia, vol. ii. 251.
Warwickshire, 94,108j 144, 170.
Water, its composition, Int. 109, llO—ilts difler* 

ent States, Int. 110.
Waterspouts, Int. 83.
Weather, Int. 122.. 125.
Welch defeated by Athelstan, 178.
Wesel, 628.
Weser,the,620, 621.
Wessex., 170.
Western circuit, 95.
--------- Europe, vol. ii. 1. .250.
■ • —  Isles, vol. ii. 647. .554.
------ — Tonitory, vol, ii-. 639.
West Florida, vol. ii. 638.
——  Indies, vol. ii. 621. .624.
----------------- British, yol. ii. 621. .628.
---------------- Danish, vol. ii. 622.
---------------- Dutch, vol. ii. 622. *
---------------- French, vol. ii. 622.
------ ---------- Spanish, vol. ii. 622.
Westley, 546,547.
Westminster, 552. '
Westmoreland, 96, 114, 144, 170.
Westphalia, 622,626, 633,645,701.
--------------- treaty of, 774, 775.
West Saxon^l70.
Wetteraw, 626, 634.
Wetdar, 627.
Whale&hery, 677-.579.

    
 



INDEX.
Whidah, vol. ii. 581, 58 .̂
Whirlwindfi, Int. 83- .85.
Whitby, 555.
Whitefield, 546, 547.
Whifehaven, 555.
White lake) vol. ii» 261.
............. sea, vol. ii. 258, 259.
--------- isle of 95, 103.
Wicliffe, 255,256, 719, 720.
W ilks, Mr. 479, 480.
William I. conquers England, 181.,. 193—His 

reign, 216. .221.
---------- 11. 221, 222.
.............. - I I I . when prince of Orange, 443. .451.

— His reign, 454. .462.
Willoughby, sir Hugh, 575.
W ilna, capital of Lithuania, vol. ii. 251. 
Wiltshire, 95,102, 103, 143,170,557. 
Wihceslaus, 719. .721.
Winchester, 172, 557,558.
W in d , Int. 81,82, 125..128.
Windes, 661,662. ,
Wirtemburg, 621,637. '
Wismar, 627.
Witikind, 691.
Woden,.171.
Wolfembuttle, 632,640.
Wolfram, Int. 168.
Wolodimir, vol. ii. 283.
Wolsey, cardinal, 289..292.
Wolves extirpated in England, 182.
Wolynia, vol. ii. 251.
Woolwich, 558:
Worcestar, 94, 559.
Worcestershire, 94, 108,109, 144,170,559. . 
Worms, 622, 627,629, 635, 701,729, 730;. 
Wurtzburg, 635, 659.

X .

X ekxes, vol. ii. 425,504..506.

Xerxes ir.'twl. a.'425, 
Ximines, vol. ii. 201.

Y .

Y armouth , 555,559.
Yaroslavl, vol. ii. 258.
York, 95, 554, 655—House of, 270..S81.'
------New, vol. ii. 639.
—■ Richard, duke of, 267. .270.
Yorkshire, 95,96,113, 114, 144,170, S54, 555; 

557,560.
Ypress, vol. ii. 11.
Yssel, vol. ii. 10.
Yukabini, vol. ii. 263.
Yvica, vol. ii. 54.

Z a a r a , vol. ii. 565.
Eamora, vol. ii. 48. 
Zanquebar, vol. ii. 574. 
Zante, vol. ii. 76.
Zara, vol, ii. 76.
Zealand, 701, vol. ii. 1, 10.
---------  New, vol. ii. 661.
Zenith, Int. 4.
Zeolite, Int. 147.
Zerdusht, vol. ii. 424.
Zinc, Int. 166.
Ziska, 721.
Zodiac, Int. 6, 7.
Zones, Int. 35. 
Zoophitcs,-Int. 215.-223. 
Zoroaster, vol. ii. 424.
Zug, vol. ii. 63.
Zuinglius, 729.
Zurich, 729, vol. ii. 62..68. 
Zutphen, 628, vol. 11. 
Zuydersee, vol. ii. 2, 1 0 .

    
 



AN

e x p l a n a t o r y  in d e x .
OF

SCIENTiriC TERMS AND UNUSUAL WORDS.

ADHESION, 'sticking or adhering to any thing.
Aerial, aiiy.
Aliment, nourishment, such as food or drink.
Amalgamate, to unite particles of different kinds, 

by means of pressure and other processes.
Animaltfulae, animals which are invisible without 

the assistance of the microscope.
Annular, shaped like a ring.
Apex, the top of any thing which terminates in a 

point.
Ajwgoe, the place of the moon, when at its greatest 

distance from our earth.
Aquatic, belonging to the water.
rftigueous, watery.
Atmosphere, the collection of vapours and'different 

kinds of air which every where surrounds the 
gjobe of the earth.

Autumnal, belonging to the time of harvest.
A x is .^  imaginary line, drawn through planets, 

&c. round which they are supposed to perform 
tlieir diurnal revolutions.

CALX, literally lime, a term used for that state of 
metal when it is scaly and divested of its splendour.

Capillary, resembling a hair.
Celerity, swiftness.
Cellular, composed of many small cavities, like a  

honeycomb.
Chrystalization, the conversion of a liquid into a 

solid substance, as by frost.
Coarctation, straitening, making narrower.
Cohere, to adhere together.
Colnmnaiy, rcsembHng a pillar.
Concave, hollow, bending inward.
Condensation, forcing that into a small space which 

before was more extended. •
Cone, a hgtire broad and roijfid at tlie bottom, with 

a sharp top, like a common extinguisher.
Congelation, freezing together.
Cylinder, a roll of glass, or any other material.
DATA, established principles of reasoning.
Deciduous, felling, or inclined to fell. •
Decompose, to separate tfa^particles of any thing.
Density, compactness.
Diagram, a mathematical figure, drawn to illus> 

trate a subject.
- Diameter, a straight line drawn across a clrcfe. '

Disk, the face of the sun or moon.
Diurnal, daily.
Ductility, pliability, capacity o f being bended. 
Duplex, double, twofold.
EFFLUVIA, vapour arising from a heated suh> 

stance.
Elasticity, a capacity to regain its former shape, as 
.  a bended spring or whalebone.
Elements, the simplest parts of nature.
Elevation, height.
Eliptical, oval.
Equilibrium, an exact balance.
Expansion, spreading out, occupying more exten

sive limits tlian before.
Exu vi®, shells and other natural clothing of animals 
FARINACEOUS, resembling flour or mCal. 
Feline, resembling a cat.
Filtrate, to pass through any gdbstance, SO as tO bc 

cleansed from filth, saltness, &c.
Fissure, a cleft or crack.
Fluid, any substance which Cannot be heaped up. ' 
Fluxionary, belonging to Fluxions, a branch of the 

higher mathematics.
Fossil, any thing which is dug up.
GIBBOUS, the shape of the moon a little‘before 

and after the full.
Globules, small globes.
Gmvitation, the tendency of bodies to each other. 
HEMISPHERE, a half globe or sphere. 
Heterogenous, composed of different ingredients. 
Hirundines, birds of the swallow kind. 
Homogenous, composed of materiakall o f the same 

kind. •
Hypothesis, a supposition.
IGNITED, set on fire.
Inflation, blowing up, so as to increstsc its bulk.' 
Inodorous, without scent.
Interstices, spaces between bodies near each otfeW 
L.A.MIN./E, thin plates.
Laterally, sideways.
Ligature, a binding.
Locomotion,^notion from place to place.
Lunation, the time from one new moon to another.  ̂
Lymphedacts, vessels for the absorbing of fluids. 
MALIiEABILITY, that quality of metals which 

'/ causes them to yield to the hammer, *

    
 



E X P L A N A T O R Y  IN D E X . ,
Metalliferous, tliat produces metals,
STEBULA, a clpudy spot.
O B L A T E , broader thau it.is lou".'
Oblong, longer than it is broad.
Olfactory, ijelonging to the smell.
Orbit, the course of a planet '
Oxidated, rusty> ,
P E R C O L A T E , to t e in  through.
Per-igeej the place of the moon •when, nearest to the 
Perraeter,.thc line Which bounds a circle, [earth. 
Phenomena, visible efl'ects.,
Piiacesj different appearances of the moon. 
Plfysical, natural.
Piscine, belonging to fishes.
Primary Planets, those which go round no other 

centre than the sun.
Pulsate, to beat like the pulse.
Q U A D R U P E D S, four-footed animals.  ̂
lLiR EF.A ,C T IO N , the opposite of condensation. 
Rectilinear, in a right line, straight forward. 
Retrograde, backward  ̂• . .
Rhonmoidal, belonging td a rhombus, a figure 

whoso four sides are equal, but not right angled, 
likea quarry p {common glass window. 

Rotation, the mntion ofa body round its oto axk, 
like.a wheel, . . .  • . .

S A C C H A R IN E , sugary.
Saluie, relatetl to sa,lt.

Semidiamefer, half tlie diamctei" of a cirdci 
Siderial, bclongingto the constellationc or fixed; 
Sphere, a globe. [stars.
Spheroid, a figure resembling a sphere.
Spiral, a liiic running transversely round acylinderj. 

cone or globe.
Stratum, a bed or layer of earth, &c.
Superficies, the outside or surface of any thing. 
Suiierincumbent, resting upon from above, is chiefly 

applied to clouds anti vapours.
System, in -astronomy signifies all those bodies - 

which revolve round the Niiiie centre. 
T E R R E S T R IA L , Ixslbnging to the eiirth.
Theory, a i blanch of speculative knowledge, an 

hypothesis.
Tremulous, trembling.  ̂ '
U N C T U O S IT V , oilinc-ss. . *
Undulation, a motion like that.of the w$ves. 
Uiidulatory, having such motion. .*  
Univalve,'having one shell, like a snailorperrU 
Y E N G  US, belonging to the veins. [wmlde..
Vernal, belonging to spring.
Vertical, directly over our heads.
Vibration, a motion like that of the peudulum, 
Viscid, thick, glutinous;, .
Vitrify, to birn into ^lass. . - tf *■
Z O D IA C A L , belonging to the zodiac. >

F  I  N  I  S.

s Pneied by C.' and T. Xiwwiltur;.
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